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MEW TELEVISION SEASON A DUD 
. Pinch, Webs Can Work ia HarmoBy 

By IRVING R. LEVINE “ + 
* (Moscow Correspondent, NBC) 
1 - Moscow, Sept. 24. 

Although;there are no "drive-in” 
^movies in Russia (because there 
aren’t endugh privately-owned 
"cars), the Russians are the. first to 
'devise the vwalk-in* (and stand- 

movie. Every Saturday night 
4ww the Russian can attend a free 
haavie in any one of’ a half dozen 
Jitoscow squares. All it takes is a 
sturdy pair of legs and a resistance! 
to' chRl night winds. When win-1 
ter comes in earnest it's doubtful 
Whether even the most robust fans 
Will take advantage, of the free 
♦‘walk-ins.” f 

It ail began with * the Com¬ 
munist-sponsored World Youth 
Festival last .summer. Large 
screens were erected on the sides 
of a number oF buildings to show 
Soviet films to some of the 30,000 
jFoung people who came to Moscow 
from 125 countries. Picture the¬ 
atres‘in Moscow are Scarce—and 
none" are precisely palaces. 
* Mostly film theatres are bare halls 
With'straight-backed wooden, Un- 
tipfeolstered chairs. Tickets are 
^purchased in advance for show¬ 
ings', but still it’s necessary to 
khmd in line. 

Can’t Say Queen Bess 
Won’t Get Coverage 

Washington’s Joint Committee of 
Press, Radio & Television Corre¬ 
spondents & News Photographers 
will be host to England's Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Philip at a 
reception in Washington on Oct. 17, 
while the Queen is visiting this 
country. 

The Joint Committee is com-, 
posed of the White House- Corre¬ 
spondents' Association, Press Gal¬ 
leries of Congress, National Press 
Club, Radio & Television Corre¬ 
spondents’ Assn., Overseas Writers, 
Women’s National Press Club, State 
Dept, Correspondents’ Assn., Peri¬ 
odical Press Galleries, American 
Newspaper Women’s Club, Wom¬ 
en’s National Press Club, and 
White House News Photographers-’ 
Assn. 

* Russians turn out in droves for 
the “walk-ins.” Boys take their 
dates and now hold gloved hands 

. While,shifting Horn foot to foot 
during the three-hour-long Satur¬ 
day night double, .and sometimes 
triple, feature If you count an in¬ 
dustrial film on .Some aspect of 
Soviet economic development 
that’s usually"shown along with the 
features. 

japan's 0ne-Day4ater 

A Leng-DistaKeRecord 
. Baseball-happy Japaa wRl get its 

first taste of the World Series on 
television starting tomorrow night 
tThurs.), when commercial station 
fjVTV- in Tokyo Idrs kinescopes of 
tee luU opening game. The station 
WAT carry the entire Series in 
•rime evening time, telecasting 
the games some 28 hours after 
they are played in the U,S. 

* The Japanese telecasts are a re- Et of a deal between NBC’s in¬ 
national • division And NTV un- 
r* Which the station is paying a 

fiefty chunk of coin, ‘ by Japanese 
w Standards; for the* rights to fh$ 
mimes. NBC owns rights under a 
five-year deal • with the major 
leagues*. -Procedure tor getting the 
mhnies'to Tokyo within 24. hours 
Calls for -NBC to hot-kinnte the 
Ram.es -on -the ■ Coast; then fly the 
firings directly to Tokyo via- Pan 
American. Station bought the ‘Ser¬ 
ies mainly for prestige purposes, 
and While it has toe right to sell 
toeni for sponsorship, lateness of 

(Continued on page 251 

"Jamaica,” the incoming Harold 
Arlefi, E. Y. Harburg, Fred Saidy 
musiqal, will probably be the first 
Broadway show to use Negro stage¬ 
hands. Producer David Merrick 
has requested that at. least »five be 
employed for the show, . 

The application was made 
through the Shuberts, at Whose 
Imperial Theatre the Lena Horae- 
Ricardo Montalban starrer is 
scheduled to open Oct 31 after 
i's current tryout tour. Frank 
O’Connor, Who represents the the¬ 
atre firm in dealings with the 
stagehands’ union, is handling the 
matter.. 

Although Negro stagehands were 
admitted do membership in Lo¬ 
cal 1, the New York chapter of tote 
union, a couple of years ago when 
the merged AFL and CIO adopted 

(Continued on page 79) ” 

Ed, Sullivan. Champions' 
Pay-TV for Performers 

Hollywood, Oct. 1* 
Pay-tv would be “great for per¬ 

formers',”'Ed Sullivan opined in a 
taped * interview ’ for Lew Irwin’r 
KPOL' news' ’program in which he 
debunked’ the' '"feud” with Steve 
Allen’ as ’ something “newspapers 
have ’ built 'tip.” Asked if he 
thought'Allen would last opposite 
him, Sullivan quipped, “I hope so, 
for his' family's sake.” . 

Sullivan ‘ said' performers are 
"‘underpaid' when' you think what 
they accomplish for sponsor,” and 
said flatly that if he “got a happy, 
little offer” to enter pay-see video 
himself “I'd be on my way right 
now.” 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Apparently to toe surprise of no 
one, the new season’s entries on the 
three tv networks, up to and In¬ 
cluding yesterday, have failed to 
produce a single new personality or 
program of major hit proportions. 
Going even a step further, the vast 
majority of those that have already 
displayed their initial wares before 
a npt-too-breathless TJ.S. populace 
are strictly lowercase carbons of 
shows that have gone before, fail¬ 
ing to generate even a modicum of 
excitement'' pr enthusiasm among 
the. general viewing public. 

True, there’s an expectancy of 
sorts concerning some of the still- 
due premieres, as for example the. 
new “Frank Sinatra Show,” toe 
new Walter WincheH film series, 
the hour Dinah Shore series and 
CBS-TY’s widely-heralded “Seven 
Lively Arts” Sunday afternoon 
showcase, among others. Thus ABC 
is pihning high hopes on'both Sina¬ 
tra and WincheU to crash the me¬ 
diocrity barrier, and,the network 
wiU lay odds the soon-due War¬ 
ner BroS.-made “Colt 45” will he 
the hottest action show to come 
down the line Since - “Gunsmoke” 
(but, then, everybody else, from 
“Restlfess Gun** to “Maverick” to 
“Have Ghn Will Travel” to “Cali¬ 
fornians” were engaged in similar 
pre-show chest-thumping). 

It’s also true that the concrete 
on the ’57-’58 tv flooring hasn’t 
settled yet. But the pattern of the 
product, nonetheless, is unmistak¬ 
able. It’s a pattern distingrVied 

(Continued' on page 54) 

AsPfcPrwker 
The National Broadcasting Co/s 

pre-production deal; for . the 
screen rights to “A .Soft Touch” 
may be toe opening move toward 
film production by the network. 
The agreement calls for $150,000 
minimum payment, including $75,- 
000 down and $75,000. in subse¬ 
quent installments, but the latter 
amount may be increased under an 
escalator arrangement; 

“Touch”. is authored by film 
writer-director Claude, BinyPU and 
Mae Edwards, the latter a nom-de- 
plume for a Los Angeles doctor, it 
is being produced by George Ab¬ 
bott, -with- Robert E, Griffith & 
’Harold S. Prince, and Abbott is. to 
do-the storing. Th.e $100,000 pro¬ 
duction bankroll for toe show has 
been supplied by 'NBC, acting 
through Manie Sacks. 

The comedy went into rehearsal 
(Continued oh page 25) i 

After 51 Years, England’s 
^Performer’ Does A FoMo 

London, Oct. 1. 
After being in business for more 

than 51 years, The Performer (Lon¬ 
don), official organ of toe Variety 
Artistes Federation, has ’ceased 
publication. The final Issue of 
Sept. 26. attributed the end to “the 
disintegration of the musical hall 
business through the development 
of television and the consequent 
changes in booking and other prac¬ 
tices.” . 

The Performer was founded in 
190ff by Fred Russell and has been 
edited in redent years by Guy R. 
Bullar. - 

$1,500,000 3-Spec 
Tab in One 

Sunday, Oct. 13, Is already be¬ 
ing heralded as the "biggest night 
in television history,” with a three- 
way parlay of specs extending 
from 6:30 to 10:30 (with only a 
half-hour 7:30. to 8 breather in be¬ 
tween). In costs alone toe three 
shows will represent a time-and- 
talent outlay of $14500,000—far 
and away the biggest coin investi¬ 
ture within a four-hour .program 
framework. .- 

Here's how they line up: at 6:30 
on NBC-TV, the hour-long Rexall- 
Sponsofed “Pinocchio,” with Mick¬ 
ey Rooney, Walter .‘Sleikk, Jerry 
Colonna and Fran ’Allison, repre¬ 
senting a $225,000 production nut 

At 8 on CBS-TV, the full hour 
“Edsel Show” with Frank Sinatra, 
Ring Crosby, Rosemary Clooney, 
Louis Armstrong, etc., represent¬ 
ing a $300,000 talent tab. 

At 9, the 90-minute spec cele¬ 
brating the 75th annTof Standard 
Oil of N. J.t with an all-star array 
and hosted by Tyrone Power. Cost 
of this on& will, be $500,000 (pr<> 
duction only). 

In each instance time costs will 
run’i’n exce’ss’of $100,006 per’hour. 

New port Hotels’ SRO, 
Thanks to The Yanks 

All''rtddtbwn New ‘ York hotels 
are expected to be sold out for the, 
World Series starting today (Wed.) 
at the Yankee Stadium. ~ -Nitery 
reservations, are heavy for WedrieS- 
day-Thursday, "after: which, toe 
scene moves- to Milwaukee. 

According to - toe. New; ‘York 
Hotel Assn., visitors” are warned 
not to make for the large inns 
without a reservation during that 
period. The organization will main* 
tain - its Room Referral Bureau 
Whereby visitors, upon calling, may 

(Continued on page 88) 

4* There waf one source of unex¬ 
pected harmony last weak in Little 
Rock. NBC and CBS, arch-rivals 
in toe newsgathering field, buried 
the hgtehet for three days because 
of the facilities shortage and 
pooled their forces foe the 26 sep¬ 
arate live eutins utilized by the 
two webs during the Wednesday- 
Friday period (25-27) that saw fed¬ 
eral troops move into Little Rock 

; and take commend of toe situation. 
CBS had ordered toe one AT&T 

line (a single Hoe from toe Central 
High School site to toe AT&T test 
board in North Little Rock and 
then another single outgoing line 
to the round-robin loop in Chicago) 
on Wednesday, the first day the 
101st Airborne Division troops 
were there. NBC had toe line 
sewed up for Thursday, toe second 
day. The two news departments 
decided to pool the line and their 
on-the-spot facilities. 

CBS took T)Ver the first day, 
feeding a total of 21 pickups of the 
live action, with CBS newsman 
Howard K. Smith handling most 
of them. CBS used 13, -NBCJ took 
eight, with two of those eight us¬ 
ing NBC newsmen (CBS didn’t car¬ 
ry these two). Next day, NBC 
took over, and since the situation 

(Continued on page 52) 

Catholic Mag’s Blast 
At Margaret Sanger Seg 

On Mike Wallace Slow 
Albany, Oct. 1, 

Asserting that the American 
Broadcasting Co. and Philip Mor¬ 
ris cigarets permitted Mike Wal- 
ace via Ms recent Interview of 
Margaret Sanger to “give vent to 
his offensive sensationalism,” The 
Evangelist, official weekly of the 
Albany Catholic Diocese, editorial¬ 
ly declared Friday (27) that the web 
and the sponsor “pervert the aim 
of television as ft medium of cul¬ 
ture, education and entertain¬ 
ment” 

“In the case of the Sanger inter¬ 
view,” Stated the paper, “tv be¬ 
came an occasion of injustice and 
wanton disregard for the moral 
sensibilities*of MilKdhS of Viewers, 
Wallace, who claimed to explore 
the economic, moral and religious 
•aspects* of. birth .control-, was the in¬ 
strument whereby Mrs. Sanger, 
veteran proponent of barnyard 
ethics "and trace "suicide’. "Was • given 
entrance into millions of decent 
homes to taint them with her evil 
philosophy of lust and animalistlt 
mating.” 

The program,' from: the view¬ 
point of The Evangelist, was "a 
completely one-sided exposition of 
a philosophy that, given ascend¬ 
ancy, would destroy mankind 
morally and physically . •. if Mar¬ 
garet Sanger had her way, the ul¬ 
timate result would he no audience 
for tv and no rising generation to 
"Can for Philip Morris’.” 
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Lord Kilbracken Hired by 20th-Fox 
As Jayne Mansfield’s London Beau 
By DICK RICHARDS 

London, Oct 1. 
Miss Jayne Mansfield, the Amer-I 

lean person, has been here. She 
kept insisting that she is a serious 
actress now, but the British photog¬ 
raphers, like their American coun¬ 
terparts. spell art as s-e-x. A little 
higher, if you please; now a little 
lower. 

She letdown at London Airport 
With hairdresser Doris Durkus and 
publicist William Winter. Despite 
her interest in acting of a serious 
nature Miss Mansfield, upon com¬ 
mand, supplied cheesecake for the 
British press which is perhaps 
more cheesy than the U. S. press. 

Her present travels are charged 
against the promotion of her new 
release, "Oh! For A Man!” The 
tightly-packed schedule both in 
terms of the journalistic coopera¬ 
tion, nay avidity, and the flavor 
of the planned events suggested; 
that in London American film stars 
get the full treatment and that | 
British reserve is a myth of yester-; 
year. i 

From the airport she was 
whisked away in one Of three Rolls- 
Royce autos detailed to carry her, 
entourage and baggage. Two spe- 

(Continued on page 68) 

50,000 True Lovers Hit 
Bayreuth’s Wagner Trail; 

Mild Staging Is Back 
By HAZEL GUILD 

Bayreuth, Sept. 24. 
Bayreuth’s, cycle of Wagnerian 

operas played to over 50,000 cus¬ 
tomers in 1857, a new high. Always 
a solemn occasion, performances 
start at 4 p.m. when the audience 
arrives in evening attire. Tickets 
are hard to come by, mostly 
booked months ahead. Perhaps 
half are purchased by French, 
British and American addicts. 
Range of admissions is $6.25 to 
$12.50 but despite sellout, and 
scale, the setup requires under¬ 
writing from the Society of Friends 
of Bayreuth, due to famed singers 
and tricky production. 

Visitors came singly and in 
small groups from the East Block 
countries, and more than 500 
journalists, including the top pa¬ 
pers of the Soviets, were present. 

Wieland Wagner, considered the 
more imaginative of the two 
brothers, will stage next year's 
‘‘new*’ production, of "Lohengrin.” 
"Tristan and Isolde,” "Parsifal,” 
and the "Ring of the Nibelunger” 
will complete the 1958 cycle. 

Following 1956's revolutionary, 
and highly criticized* super-mod¬ 
ernization of the classic "Meister- 
singer of Nuernberg,” Bayreuth’s 
"new” production this year was a 
quiet, toned-down and refined ver¬ 
sion of "Tristan and Isolde,” 
which drew musical raves for the 
outstanding singing of Wolfgang 
lVindgassen and Birgit Nilsson, and 
polite applause for its far-less- 
than-novel staging. 

Duke Wrote Time’ Score; 
But Won’t Attend Preem 

Vernon Duke, who has written 
two songs and composed incidental 
music for the new Helen Hayes- 
Richard Burton-Susan Strasberg 
starrer, “Time Remembered,” due 
Nov. 12 at the Morosco Theatre^ 
N. Y., will miss the premiere. He’ 
will be in San Francisco, where the 
new "Emperor Norton” ballet, for 
which he composed the score, opens 
Nov. 8 at the Memorial Opera 
House. Lew Christensen wrote the 
libretto and is the choreographer, 
with sets and costumes by the Boli¬ 
vian painter Toni Sottomakor. 
. “Emperor Norton'” ballet, keyed 
to the sixth anniversary of 
UNESCO, is based on a San Fran¬ 
cisco legendary figure. Norton was 
an English Jew who made a for¬ 
tune, lost it, became demented, de¬ 
clared himself Emperor Norton I, 
Protector of Mexico and San Fran¬ 
cisco, issued proclamations—such 
as one about wanting to "marry 
Queen Victoria for international 
amity”—which were played straight 
and in detail fn the Frisco press. 
His legendary renown is tied so* 
vividly to the growth and develop¬ 
ment of San Francisco that he’s 
still copy there. 

Duke is also working with 
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. 
Lee on a new musicalization of 
"Dilly,” from the Theodore Pratt 
novel. Locale has been shifted 
from Hollywood, on the premise 
that the film base is not as "com¬ 
mercial” as a broader canvas. 

OLMER-LEIGH-MARCH ; 
IN YUGOSLAV FILM? 

Yugoslavian film interests, press¬ 
ing for more co-production deals 
with other (but not Iron Curtain) 
countries, may be coming up with 
pictures starring the Laurence 
Olivier-Vivien Leigh combo and 
Fredric March. This was passed 
along this week by Sidney Kauf¬ 
man, head of Grand Prize Films 
and key figure in United States 
film dealings with the Tito country. 
He didn’t have any details. 

Kaufman said he’d also like to 
j correct some popular misconcep¬ 
tions about the Yugo picture busi¬ 
ness. Country has eight studios 
and these are not government- 
owned, as is thought in many quar¬ 
ters. These plants, which turn out 
up to eight features per year, are 
cooperatives owned by the employ¬ 
ees. Government angle is in the 
fact that they’re, financed by the 
government-owned bank. 

Number of theatres in operation 
is 800, said Kaufman, this being in 
contrast with previous reports 
which placed the number in Hie 
thousands. 
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Dances in Church 
Winchester, Mass., Get. 1. - 
"Daring” by local standards, 

the Episcopal Church of the 
Epiphany here last Thurs. (26) 
presented Ruth St. Denis in 
the church proper, moving her 
over after ticket sale exceeded 
parish hall capacity. Rector 
John W. Rllison cleared use of 
church first with his bishop. 

He then emceed thp dancer, 
bringing her on with Psalms 
150: "O, praise God in the 
sanctuary; praise him in the 
timbrels and dances” 

Miss SL Denis, now 77, in an 
hour’s talk, before she danced, 
described herself as "a rhyth¬ 
mic evangelist.” 

Vegas‘More Fun 
Iu the Lounges 

Comedy in the Las Vegas lounges 
may ultimately replace rock ’n’ 
roll, according to operators at the 
Riviera Hotel there. Policy is prov¬ 
ing a success, says Sammy Lewis, 
who books the spot. The idea is to 
create an 'atmosphere that was 
prevalent at the old Club 18 in New 
York which spawned Such names 
as Jackie Gleason and where Jack 
White, Pat Harrington, Roy Sedley, 
among others, developed heckling 
to a fine art. 

According to Lewis, the come¬ 
dians are causing a heavy play at 
the casino. They have had such per¬ 
formers as Shecky Greene, Buddy 
Lester and have booked Sid Gould 
& Ralph Young, Lenny Kent, 
Goofers, among others. 

The Riviera Lounge policy also 
makes possible the wider use of 
comedians who would stand little 
chance of working thr main rooms. 
Since the quest of most of the 
rooms is talent of the first magni¬ 
tude, many of the moderate priced 
names find themselves unable to 
get slotted unless some name Singer 
takes a fancy to them and insists 
on a particular comic in support. 
For example, Joey Bishop has been 
tapped by Frank Sinatra for sev¬ 
eral dates. 

According to Lewis, the come¬ 
dians are proving to be an incentive 
for some of the patrons of the 
larger room to stay in the casino 
area for an additional length of 
time. Since It’s the payoff spot for 
the entire hotel, the longer a pa¬ 
tron stays around the geen felt 
area, the better for the hotel. 

MORGAN’S GALLERY OF 
HOLLYWOOD HEELS 

Al Morgan, whose radio-tv back¬ 
ground stood him in good stead in 
fashioning “The Great Man,” a 
behind-fhe-mike closeup of You-1 
Know-Who has not quite achieved 
the same thing with his Hollywood 
novel, “Cast of Characters” (Dut-I 
ton; $3.50). Almost/but not quite, i 

It’s as racy. It is as compelling- 
ly easy to read. Morgan’s flair for 
dialog is again to the front His 
Obvious skill as a trained reporter 
with a quick ear and eye to each 
new canvas he surveys is manifest 

But the title itself, “Cast of Char¬ 
acters/* perhaps answers why this 
is more diffuse a hovel than his 
sardonic closeup of “The Great 
Man.” Being a cast of assorted 
(mostly) ^heels, they are not dull 
people. They may be heels, lech¬ 
ers, opportunists, phoneys, but dull 

(Continued on page 22) 

Connelly's London Boso | 
, London, Oct 1. 1 

Mare Connelly has settled down 
here for a long stay with the idea 
of producing his new play, untitled. 

He will be author-producer and 
possibly also director. He has been 
talking to Tyrone Power about the 
leading male role but is still look¬ 
ing for a female co-star. 

Dill Pickles Out Front. 
Baytown, Tex., Oct. 1. 

There is no ready explana¬ 
tion but Rufus Honeycutt, 
manager of the Brunson The¬ 
atre here,, swears it’s true: 

Dill pickles have edged out 
candy as the best selling item 
at the theatre's candy bar. 

THE ‘LIE-OGRAPHY’ 
Hardly new that stories based on show biz figures, living or 

dead, emerge all too often on the sereen bearing only a coinci¬ 
dental resemblance to the truth. Currently there has been ex¬ 
ceptional trade and journalistic reaction, to the story license in 
“Jeanne Eagels” which caricatures an Amerjcan actress of con¬ 
siderable talent. 

Did Jeanne Eagels steal the script of “Rain” from another 
actress? The film biography says she did. Shawfolk take a dim 
view of this angle, for which all verification seems lacking. 

Related to the whole biopic' thing, with its • distortion and 
myth-peddling facets, is Polly Bergen's recent thoughtless and 
ill-informed Jwho told the youngster?) crack that Helen Morgan, 
whom she is now impersonating, was "a very ordinary singer of 
extremely limited fame”,so just the right size for Miss Bergen. 
There are admirers of Miss Morgan’s talent who will be waiting 
to see how she matures. 

Then there is “The Joker Is Wild.” While Joe E. Lewis would 
be the first to agree that he’s a man who loves the sauce, the 
film puts more accent on those two brothers, Haig & Haig, than 
on the many hoodlums backgrounding his Chicago cabaret start. 

In short, the showmen are starting to wonder how far some 
of these “lie-ographies” can and should go. 

Schuster, Shimkin In 109% Buyout 
Of S&S From Field Enterprises 

— -■-—+ 

Danny Romas Park 
Dedicated in Toledo 

Toledo, Oct. 1. 
It was “Old Home Week” for 

Danny Thomas and the thousands 
of North Toledoans he grew up 
with, when he returned here last 
Tuesday (24) to attend the formal 
dedication of Danny Thomas Park, 
His former neighbors paid tribute 
to the star,, who grew up here-as 
Amos Jacobs, one of 10 childern of 
an impoverished Syrian couple. A 
seven-foot white marble monument 
is being prepared for the park, to 
be inscribed: ( 

“Iri honor of Danny Thomas, en 
tertainer, humanitarian and . good 
fellow, who showed his love for 
Toledo in song and laughter, a 
grateful city dedicates this park 
to. the recreation of its youth.” 

In accepting the tribute, Danny 
Thomas paid particular honor to 
Mitch Woodbury, columnist for the 
Toledo Blade, who, he said, don- 
tributed to the success of his career 
more than anyone. 

Lasky Guest Batoust 
Of U.S. Navy Band in CaL 

Washington, Oct. L 
. Jesse L. Lasky, who once was 

comet soloist with the San Jose! 
(Calif.) Juvenile Band, will be guest 
conductor of the U. S. Navy Band] 

•when it plays San Jose on Oct. 20.j 
The film producer will conduct his 
own composition, “At the Steeple¬ 
chase,” In his childhood hometown. 

The band, is currently on'its an-J 
nual tour and Lasky was invited to 
appear with the aggregation by! 
Commander Charles Brendler, the 
conductor. 

M. Lincoln Schuster and Leon 
j Shimkin, the bookkeeper whd 
started with Simon & Schuster 
when the book publishing house 
was founded in 1924, are buying 
back 100% ownership and control 
of S&S, one of the top publishing 
houses in America, with a world¬ 
wide reputation, and will, once 
again operate it under their own 
control. . Since 1944, Simon & 
Schuster Inc. has been a (Mar* 
shall) Field Enterprises ownership, 
managed by the founders. In 1949 
there was a buy-back option which 
was exercised last Friday (27)'. 

Richard L. Simop is exiting 
the firm he and Max Schuster 
founded when both came out of 

I Columbia Univ. Simon has been in 
ill health for Some time; .He .will 
announce his own plans shortly. 

Schuster and Shimkin—the lat- 
(Continued on page 25) 

Torfi Sds Up Deluxe 
Parly for $100 Ducat 

Buyers at Aussie Preem 
Sydney, Sept. 24. 

Mike Todd has instructed Ron 
Michaels, United Artists chief 
here, and Ernest Turnbull, Hoyts* 
boss, to go ahead and give pa¬ 
trons, who paid $100 per seat for 
the preem of “Around World in 
80 Days,” Oct 2, at Hoyts’ Paris 
cinema, a hangup supper at Mark 
Foy-s Empress Ballroom, largest 
of its kinct here. Todd, whd will 
foot the - biR, wants the special 
Aussie menu to include kangaroo 
tail soup-, wlchetty grubs (fave 
with aboriginals), baked snake 
and oysters. It’s rated terrific 
grub for this part of the world. 

In addition to the Aussie menu, 
Todd also has ordered special fart 

(Continued on page 71) 
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Agent Alvarado Sues Famous Artists 
mo ‘Steal*' My Ingenue Doe* Not Steal Trash, 

But Prestige/ I* Legal Contention 
•4--—----- 

. . Los Angeles, Oct. 1, 
Famous Artists Associates lured 

away his client Dolores Hiclcs, 
professionally known, as Do¬ 
lores Hart, agent Carlos Alvarado 
charged in a $236,200 Superior 
Court suit. 

Alvarado claimed he signed a one 
year contract with Miss Hart last 
December and a month later got 
her a seven-year deal with* Hal 
Wallis which started her at $250 
per week and raised her to $3,000 
per week at the termination of the 
options. • According to the com¬ 
plaint, Famous Artists induced! 
Miss Hart to breach her contract 
last June and to refuse to pay his 
commissions. -1 

'Alvarado estimated her income 
for the next six years under the 
Wallis pact with be $302,000 and 
asked for 10% of this amount plus 
$200,000 for injury to his reputa¬ 
tion aqd goodwill, unfair competi¬ 
tion and punitive damages. In 
setting forth the claim for injury 
to. his reputation,: Alvarado said 
the Wallis contract was of great 
value'to his reputation and that 
Miss Hart's switch to Famous Art¬ 
ists gave the impression that A1-; 
varado lacked the ability or integ¬ 
rity to represent her properly. 

Be of Show Biz 
In an unusual twist, a motion 

picture outfit floating a stock issue 
has a policy of being selective 
about who can buy the . shares. 
Company is the tjold Medal 
Studios, Bronx, N. Y., and, in sell¬ 
ing 100,000 shares at $3 per, : re¬ 
tains the right to okay or reject 
any potential customer. 

Angle behind .it is this; GM is 
particularly anxious to .have show 
business names on its-stockholder 
roster, the theory being that pro¬ 
fessional talent, having such an in¬ 
vestment, would be more inclined 
to endeavor to push film-making 
ventures GM's way whenever pos¬ 
sible. Outsiders obviously wouldn’t 
have, any influence along these 
lines. 

TOP-BRACKET PLAYERS 
SCARCE—IN EUROPE 

As in Hollywood, top actors and 
accesses are in extremely short ] 
supply - in France, according' to 
Robert Velaise, a French produ¬ 
cer. Velaise was in Gotham thitf 
week, negotiating a releasing dCal 
for his first production, “Le Oeufs 
de' L’Autruche” (Eggs of 'the 
Ostrich). 

Velaise, a Swiss" who formerly 
worked in exhibition, distribution< 
and publicity, has formed Vauban 
Productions and is planning Jean' 
Cocteau's ‘The Typewriter" as 
his, next production, prohabjy 
starring Pierre Fresnay. In. June] 
bedrolls the Andre Roussin play,1 
“Nina," and after that he plans 
“Le Mari, La Femme and La 
Morte” with FernandeL 

Velaise ■ said Michele Morgan 
and Brigitte Bardot were the 
only French actresses guaranteed 
to draw audiences today (if they 
are In good films), and that there 
was an equal scarcity of leading 
men. 

Mann Directing ‘Angry’ 
Hollywood. Oct. 1. 

Daniel Mann will • direct the 
“Last Angry. Man,” from Gertdd 
Green’s novel. Producer ia Fred 
Kohlmar for Columbia.. • . 

No starting date'or cast set yet. 

- Editor* Into Director* 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

Convinced that a back¬ 
ground of editing is most im¬ 
portant to skilled production. 
Regal Films is drawing heavily 
upon members of American 
Cinema Editors for new direc¬ 
tor assignments. 

Prexy E. J. Baumgarten dis¬ 
closed the hiring of Jodie 
Copelan to do “Ambush at 
Cimarron Pass,” the fifth edi¬ 
tor hired in recent months to 
direct a film. * Others were 
Gene Fowler Jr., Merrill 
White, James Clark and Elmo 
Williams. 

Fiscal-Plexus 
Unusually high guarantees to 

the fighters, plus high operating 
and wire costs, tripped Theatre 
Network Television and will cause 
it to lose money on last week’s 
Robinson - Basilio championship 
fight, according to TNT prexy Na-1 
than L. Halpern. . | 

However, said Halpern, con-J 
tradicting reports to the contrary, 
attendance at the theatre televised ] 
bout was not disappointing by any 
normal standards. “The boxof- 
fice ‘sale on the tight Was one of 
the largest In entertainment his¬ 
tory for a single, night's attraction,” 
he held. Fight was carried by a 
record 174 theatres in 131 cities. 

Halpern had guaranteed 500,000 
seats. He said, certified returns 
from several houses were still out- 
standing and he wouldn’t give the 
gross. “We went over the 500,000 
seats though," he stated. 

In reporting that TNT probably 
wouldn’t break even on the fight, 
Halpern pointed out that his out¬ 
fit had guaranteed $255,000 to Su¬ 
gar Ray Robinson and $110,000 to 
Carthen? Basilio. In addition, there 
was a $150,500. telephone bill 
(partly shared by the theatres), 
payment to the International Box¬ 
ing Club, etc. 

Halpern said the high guarantees 
to the fighters were unusual, hut 
had been necessary. "We saved 
the tight, that's why, we did it,” he 
said.- Robinson for a while refused 
to have the bout- televised,, holding 
that TelePrompter had offered a- 
better deal than TNT, hut that 
IBC prex James Norris had signed 
with TNT without consulting him; 
(Robinson). 

Claiming that attendance was 
good, Halpern, refused to even es¬ 
timate the gross until all returns 
were in. He said one house broke 
the record, taking in $38,000 ex¬ 
clusive of taxes for the night. He 
also said the quality of the tele¬ 
vised picture was very good in 
most places. . Such projection units 
as broke 'down were all permanent 
installations which had not been 
used in seine time. 

Brightened Outlook In 
Philippines on Problems 

Of Tax & Remittance 
Settlement of tax and remittance 

problems in the Philippines within 
the next few weeks was predicted 
in Gotham last week by Irving 
Maas. the Motion Picture Export 
Assn’s Far East .supervisor. 

. Philippine Internal Revenue 
Bureau originally assessed MPEA 
members, for' 15,000,000 pesos 
(close to $5,000,000), arguing the 
distributors should pay 24% of the 
revenue credited to the U.S. .com¬ 
panies as withholding tax. It ap- 

(Continued on page 70) 

: While still following with inter¬ 
est (and some concern) discussions 
re Europe’s own proposed common 
film market, the American compa¬ 
nies now are taking a more re¬ 
laxed attitude vis-awis xhis “threat." 
There -are several stdid reasons 
for optimism. . 

The most important one is that 
American film reps on the Conti¬ 
nent now have begun to report 
hack to New York that there ap¬ 
pears to be quite a disparity be¬ 
tween what European film people 
are saying, and the position taken 
by their respective governments. 

Furthermore, the rapid settle¬ 
ment of the Anglo-American film 
pact, and its one-year extension as 
well as the reelection of the Aden¬ 
auer regime in West Germany and 
the assurances the Motion Picture 
Export Assn, has obtained there 
that the status quo will be ob¬ 
served, has contributed to a more 
optimistic view. 

Finally, the American companies 
feel more certain that ever than ex¬ 
hibitors on the Continent, while 
not yet vocal on the Common Mar¬ 
ket subject, will be heard from in 
no uncertain terms if and when 
the; project crystallizes into the ac¬ 
tion stage. 

The most important members of 
the ECM “pool” are Italy, France, 
West Germany and Belgium. Some 
in Britain, including J. Arthur 
Rank, have expressed definite in¬ 
terest, though Britain would fit in 
via a free trade zone rather than 
direct partnership In ECM. Yet, 
the British Government, via the 
Board of Trade, has not taken a 
definite position and, if anything, is 
opposed to any moves tending to 
“discriminate” against the U. S. in¬ 
dustry. 

The last European film market 
meet was held at Ischia, Italy,*im- 
mediately following the Venice fes¬ 
tival. Those who are most inter¬ 
ested in the establishment of a Eu¬ 
ropean pool for pix are France 
and Italy, West Germany appears 
to he something of a reluctant part¬ 
ner. At the Milan meeting earlier 
this year, the Germans were defi¬ 
nitely a modifying influence and in 
fact were responsible for the re- 

(Continued on page 20) 

Distributors Corpof Amer.May Absorb 
Walter Blade’s Continental Setup 

Dore Schary'* Next Film 
Hollywood, Ot. 1. 

Dore Schary’s first indie 
production will be ‘The Gravy 
Train,” story by Bob Thomas, 
AP columnist, with whom pro¬ 
ducer will collab on screen¬ 
play. Walter Reilly, former¬ 
ly his exec assistant at Metro, 
will be associate producer on 
film which rolls next spring. 

Schary is due in N. Y. to¬ 
day to supervise upcoming 
Theatre Guild production of 
his play, “Sunrise at Campo 
Bello.” FDR legiter opens on 
Broadway Jan. 30. 

New Test Due Of 
Film Rows Role 

In Trade Power 
How important is the film com¬ 

pany branch] manager? For years 
exhibitors have been saying he’s an 
unautonomous soul, best familiar! 
with his local territory but, in li¬ 
censing deals, always subject to'the] 
dictates of the homeoffice, On the 
other hand. New York film execs 
have insisted that considerable au¬ 
thority is vested in this man in the 
field. 

Substantial part of the answer] 
should be forthcoming, starting 
Nov. 1, as the industry's newly-] 
■adopted program of conciliation of ] 
exhib-distrib differences goes into 
operation. For under this project 
the b.m., at least ostensibly, is the 
one to make the decisions: This 
relates to any situation in which] 
the exhib has a complaint on any-1 
thing from print availability to 
rental terms. 

The test in first part will come 
where the Jun., via the conciliation 
practice, actually sides with the ex¬ 
hib. The way the system is written! 
out, this could come to be. Part 2 
comes when it’s time for the home-; 
office brass to sustain or overrule] 
the b.m. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Biz Perk* Slightly; ‘Pilot* Soars To 1st, ‘SO Day*' 

2d, ‘Sun* 3d; ‘Wonders/ ‘Game,* ‘10 CV Next 

Seasonal influences continue to be 
reflected in film biz currently but 
several pix out in release this 
stanza are making great showings 
despite everything. Cooler weather 
also was a plus factor which over¬ 
came some lacklustre new fare. 

“Jet Pilot” (U)is taking over]No,. 
1 spot by a healthy margin. Play- 
tog in some 13 key cities covered 
by Variety, this John.Wayne, star- 
rer is uniformly excellent, ranging 
from hefty to wow in a. big majority 
•of' spots. “Around*World in.BO, 
Days” (UA) has been temporarily 
Shoved back to second position al¬ 
though landing almost as much as 
a week ago. 

“Sun Also Rises” (20th), which 
was fourthTast stanza, is finishing 
in third.spot, “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) is edging.u^ to 
fourth place. It was fifth last ses¬ 
sion. “Pajama Game” (WB> is 
taking fifth mopey as against third 
a week ago. > 

“10 Commandments” (Par) is 
copping sixth place. “Man of 
1,000 Faces” (U) will be seventh. 
It finished sixth' last round. 

“Until They Sail” (M-G), a new¬ 
comer, is winding in eighth posi¬ 
tion. “Interlude” (U) is taking 
ninth, position. “Plekfcp Alley” 
(Col) and “Sea Wife” (20th) are 
the runner-up pix in that order. 

“Joker Is Wild” (Par) looms as 
outstanding new entrants, outside j 

nf “Jet Pilot,” of course. It .is 
smash on preem week at N.YJ 

Capitol. Pic also is big In Chi and 
LA. “Helen Morgan Stoiy” (WB), 
which opens this round at N.Y. As- 
tor,* also shapes well, being big in 
Buffalo, fine in Louisville, sock in 
PhjUy and fairish in Frisco. 

“Three Faces of Eye” (20th) is 
sturdy in N.Y. “Short Cut To 
Hell” (Par), okay iff. Seattle, is 
mild in Portland and Providence. 
.“Search For Paradise,” newest of 
'Cinerama pix, was .capacity in first 
Joffr days at N.Y. Warner. 

^Portland Expose” (AA), al- 
ithpugh nice In Chi, is fair to dull 
■elsewhere. “Happy Road” (M-G). 
looms hotsy in Chi and Pitt. “Rock 
Hunter” (20th) is sturdy in Chi. 

“Land of Unknown” (U) is rated 
okay in Detroit. “Woman of 
River” (Col) shapes slow in Min¬ 
neapolis and K.C. but good in 
Cleveland. “Perri” (BV) is nice 
in LA. 

“Love in Afternoon” (AA*) still 
Is nice in N.Y., playing two houses. 
“Land Unknown” (U) is rated okay 
in Detroit. “Rock Hunter” (20th) 
shapes stout in Chi. 

“Quantez” (U) looms good in 
Boston. “3:10 To Yuma” (Col) is 
lively in Chi. “Doctor at Large” 
(U), hot in Boston, is nice in Den¬ 
ver. 

“Beau James” (Par) looks 
smooth in Louisville and good in 
Buffalo. “Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” 
(UA) is rated thin in Balto. 

{Complete Boxoffice Reports on 
Pages 8-9.) % J 

- Merger of Distributors Corp. of 
America and Walter Reade’s Con¬ 
tinental Distributing may be In 
the offing. Both companies spe¬ 
cialize in the distribution of for¬ 
eign films. 

While nothing definite has been 
decided upon, it’s known that the 
merger idea has been mulled by 
the top echelon of both companies. 
If the two should join, it’ll be DC A 
that will absorb Continental. 

DCA is headed by Fred Schwarz 
and Irving Wormser. It has a repu¬ 
tation of being very strong at the 
distribution end. Like Continental, 
it is exhibitor-backed, DCA’s most 
recently successful film has been 
“Gold of Naples.” It also did very 
well with “Private’s Progress.” 

Continental recently released 
three pix and it’s due out with the 
French “Gervaise,” for which it 
plunked down $100,000. It also gave 
a $125,000 advance on “Brothers- 
In-Law.” Frank Kassler, partnered 
with Reade originally, has left the 
company. The high guarantees are 
said to have been one of the. causes 
of,disagreement. ^ 

While confirmation is impossible 
to get, observers feel that a DCA- 
Continental merger makes a cer¬ 
tain amount of sense in a field that 
is crowded with distribs, but lacks 
top product to go around. Combo 
would put DCA into -a very strong 
buying position. 

Red-Run Unions 
Of Paris Studios 

Under Attack 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

• Employment preference to mem¬ 
bers of anti-Communist film un¬ 
ions in France has been promised 
to Raymond Le Bourre, secretary 
of Force Ouvriere, confederation 
of French labor groups, he told 
AFL Film Council last week. 

New policy was worked out be¬ 
tween LeBourre, here on a State 
Dept.-Sponsored trip, and General 
Manager E. J. Mannix of Metro 
and Fred S. Mayer, industrial re¬ 
lations director of 20th-Fox. 

This marks apparent reversal 
of situation which last month drew 
strong charges from Pat Somer¬ 
set, Screen Actors Guild exec, fol¬ 
lowing a European trip. At that 
time, Somerset charged that party¬ 
line unions held a stranglehold on 
French studios, and that both 
Metro and 20th hired their work¬ 
ers through known Reds or fellow 
travelers. 

In report to Film Council, Le 
Bourre declared that agreement 
“will in no way constitute a union 
monopoly, which is against the 
law in France. The Force Ouv¬ 
riere union are open unions, and 
the producers have the right to 
hire whom they wish.” 

Film Council hfis taken vigorous 
stand against use of Red-tinged 
unions by American producers, in 
filming abroad. At time of Somer¬ 
set charges, council started policy 
of publicly naming the Yank pro¬ 
ducers who allegedly use such 
workers. 

Dick Powell Thinks 
As Capitalist; Bat His 

25 Acting Years Great 
Dick Powell, actor turned pro¬ 

ducer-director, says he wants to 
quit acting for good and devote 
himself to his many and various 
business enterprises, primarily the 
production of pictures under his 
contract with 20th-Fox and the 
making of video series. 

“I did it (acting) for 25 years, 
and I'm sick of it," said Powell in „ 
Gotham Monday (30). “I enjoyed , 
every moment of being an actor, . 
but I like this job better," He said 

(Continued on page 18) 
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Chicago Wants Film Festival Bad In 
1959 St. Lawrence Seaway Year 

ROLE OF BRITISH CROWN 

Will Be Theme of Canadian Film 
During Queen’s Visit 

Chicago, Oct. 1. 

Agitation for a 1959 film festival 
here has gained momentum since 
originally proposed by the mayor’s 
commission despite lack of re¬ 
sponse from Eric Johnston and the 
Motion Picture Association, of 
America. Several offers of coop¬ 
eration with the project have been 
proferred locally and by foreign 
trade councils and consulates but 
the mayor’s office has so far de¬ 
clined to take further action on 
this aspect of the projected 1959 
St. Lawrence Seaway celebration 
here, feeling that the success or 
failure of such a move depends 
upon the okay of the American film 
industry. 

Local indie distributor and ex¬ 
hibitor of foreign films. Chuck Tei- 
lel, came out with the first voice 
from Film Row. "If Hollywood re¬ 
fuses the offer of the mayor’s com¬ 
mission and the official project is 
forced out, I will undertake a festi¬ 
val myself. I’ve already sounded 
out several European trade com¬ 
missions and found them favorable. 
I believe that we could have a pub¬ 
lic judging of a series of films 
shown one every night here hut all 
this will require support. No one 
person can carry the'whole bur¬ 
den of this thing.” 

Teitel claims that the series of 
Italian, Finnish, Greek, Austrian, 
English, Yugoslav and French films 
he has scheduled for the immediate 
future is a test of public interest 
here in this product. The heavy 
Influx of tourists in ’59 he feels will 
augment this interest considerably. 
Teitel says that the U. S. can’t 
snub the European interest in film 
festivals because an ever larger per¬ 
centage of film industry grosses de¬ 
rive from Europe. 

MODEL TEENAGE REBEL 
AFTER JAMES DEAN 

Tuscaloosa, Ala., Oct. 1. 
A moody young actor,. strongly 

modelled after the late James 
Dean, provides the central charac¬ 
ter of Bon Aire Productions’ "Lost 
and Lonely,” which is being shot 
on location here. 

Story actually takes place in and 
around Hollywood, but producer 
Charles Casanelli thinks nothing of 
using an Alabama man-made 
beach to represent Santa Monica 
Beach. "After all,” he says, “Hol¬ 
lywood could be any city in the 
U. S.” 

Yarn is about a promising young 
thesp who adopts a take-it-or- 
leave-it attitude towards his career 
and even goes AWOL at the preem 
of his first film at Tuscaloosa. Ken 
Clayton plays the lead with Bar¬ 
bara Wilson assigned play opposite 
him. There’s no tragic ending a-la 
Dean. 

Reason for coming to Alabama, 
according to Casanelli, is to bene¬ 
fit from the camerawork of Ted 
and Vincent Saizis, two Alabama- 
based cameramen. Frank Myers, 
on leave from Desilu Productions, 
directs. Three week shooting 
sked has been set up. 

Clues for a Whodunit 
This story starts when one 

of the American film compa¬ 
nies foifnd some reels of color 
film missing at one of its 
Italian offices. 

Up north, in England, a pro¬ 
motion outfit began selling 
"Chew and View” bubble gum 
to theatre concessionaires. 
Package contained two pieces 
of gum and five frames of 35m 
color film as a "bonus.” 

The bubble gum package 
came from Italy. 

Investigation now is pro¬ 
ceeding to see whether the 
pieces (literally) fit together. 

COLUMBIA BIG NEED: 
ANOTHER BLOCKBUSTER 

Columbia Pictures downbeat fi¬ 

nances serve to spotlight a unique 

operation which through the years 
has been bolstered by at least one 

blockbuster picture a year. There 

was no such top money-maker dur¬ 

ing fiscal 1957. 
Earnings fell to $2,250,000, or 

$1.80 per share, for the year ended 
June 29, compared with $2,670,- 

000, or $2.17 per share, in 1956. 

Although no official breakdown 

was given, private statements in¬ 
dicated that the new year’s profit 
was to some extent attributable to 
Screen Gems, television subsidiary. 
Theatrical film operations were off. 

In past Col got a fiscal uplift 
by such entries as "On the Water¬ 
front,” "From Here to Eternity,” 
"Eddy Duchin Story” and “Picnic.” 
Each of these made important 
money on its* own and, further, 
encouraged exhibitor licensing of 
other surrounding product on the 
releasing schedule. 

Future appears brighter. Col Is 
all set with two tail-stakes pro^ 
ductions for the current fiscal se¬ 
mester. Figured as top contenders 
are "Pal Joey,” adaptation of the 
legiter, and "Bridge Over the Riv¬ 
er Kwai,” indie production from 
Sam Spiegel. 

Role-of the Crown In Canada’s 
Parliamentary system of govern¬ 
ment will he the theme of a color 
film to be produced by the National 
Film Board of Canada on the occa¬ 
sion of the Queen’s Visit to the 
Dominion Oct. 12 to 16. Pic should 
be available in both 35m and 16m 
about Oct. 16, i.e., about .ten days 
after the Queen leaves Canada to 
visit the U. S. 

Among the scenes in the film will 
be those showing the Queen at¬ 
tending various functions and cere¬ 
monies during her Canadian visit. 

BRIGITTE BARDOT 
VISITS N.Y. OCT. 20 

Bridgitte Bardot arrives in the 
U S. on her first visit Oct. 20 for 
a stint on the Steve Allen show. 
She’s also the star of five pix, one 
of which has gone into release. 

Most important of the quintet 
is “God Created Woman,” which 
Kingsley International (Columbia) 
is handling in dubbed version. It’s 
due to open at the Paris Theatre, 
N.Y. Other four are “Light Across 
the Street” (already put), "Mad- 

i emoiselle Striptease,” “The Bride 
[is Too Beautiful’’ and “Mid-Night 
: Jewelers,” which Raoul Levy made 
j for Col in France. 
I It’s figured that, if “God Created 
Woman” catches fire. Miss Bardot 

i could become one of the most im- 
l portant foreign “finds” for the U.S. 
f market. French Film Office already 
: reports a lot of inquiries about 
her via mag articles, etc. 

L. A, to N. 
June Allyson 
Pandro S. Berman 
Shirley Booth-' 
Jackie Cooper 
Maury Foladare 
John S. Harrington 
Russell Holman 
C. Carleton Hunt 
Maurice King 
Frankie Laine 
Jerome Lawrence 
Ernest Lehman 
Julian Lesser 
Irving H. Levin 
Anthony Perkins 
Mickey Rooney 
Dore Schary 
William Self 
Maurice Silverstein 
Russ Tamblyn 
Elizabeth Taylor 
Danny Thomas 
Mike Todd 
Jerry Zeigman 

Royal Command To 
Metro’s ‘Les Girls’ 

London, Oct. 1. 
Metro’s “Les Girls” has been se¬ 

lected for Britain’s Royal Command 
performance, unique honor be¬ 
stowed upon one motion picture 
annually. 

Sol Siegel production will he 
screened at the Leicester Square 
Odeon Theatre Nov. 4 for the royal 
family and other VIP’s. 

N. Y. to L. A. 
Don Klauber 
Dick Powell 
Milton R..Rackmil 
Robert Rush 
Frank Scully 
Eli Wallaeh 
Nancy Walters 

N. Y. to Europe 
Leonard Bernstein 
Mony Dalmes 
Frank M, Folsom 
Martin Goscb 
Paul Kohner 
Leonard Lyons 
Phyllis Rosenteur 
Odyssia Skouras 

Europe to N. Y. 
Julius Bing 
Art Buchwald 
Meyer Davis 
Fred Day 
S. A. Henriksen 
Paula Broustein* Landry 
J. Anthony LaPinna 
Kerwin Mathews 
Dermot McNamara 
Anna Neagle 
Jerry Pickman 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
George Jessel is the presidential 

personality of the new Pickwick 
Pictures, incorporated at $500,000 
and set to produce both theatrical 
films and vidpix series. 

With Jessel in outfit are Harvey 
Jacobson, George Draine, Earl A. 
Heath and Stanley Cowan, who be¬ 
tween them have subscribed to 
$345,000 of original issue. 

First feature to roll will he 
“Love Boat.” Unit also is propping 
“Barnacle Bill,” “Mr. Winchester" 
and “Hollywood By Line” for tv. 

Maj. Eliot Turns Ballyhoo 
Dallas, Oct. 1. 

Maj. George Fielding Eliot, 
radio-famed on military affairs, will 
be in Dallas Oct. 10 on a four city 
tour of the South to promote the 
new Rank Organization film on 
"Pursuit of the Graf Spee.” The 
pic has been hooked into the Ma¬ 
jestic Theatre here opening Oct. 
24. 

Miss April Olrich who has a role 
in the pic is also expected to visit 
the city during the same time. 

‘Coffin Nails’ Sold Again in Lobby 
[OF AVENUE U THEATRE, BROOKLYN] 

Cigarets are again being hawked in the 500-seat, 85c top. Avenue 
U theatre in the Flatbush neighborhood of Brooklyn, N.Y., after. 
some 60 days of banishment. Thereby hangs a tale of. curious 
public behavior. 

"People were unquestionably staying away,” admits exhibitor 
A. Greene. Many, insist that smoking is .vital to their pleasure 
as the talent on the screen. It got so that as many as 30 would 
leave the theatre to buy smokes at a nearby store.” 

This exodus created a pass-out problem. “My doorifaan has a 
lousy memory and some teenagers smartened up and started 
flashing a pack of cigarets as their stub; actually they were getting 
in for free.” * 

Greene developed another worry. “With the comings and goings 
what would the film exchange think?” His situation would confuse 
any checker. “They might report I was operating a loose door.” 

There’s now a sign out front proclaiming "Our Crusade is Now 
Over—Live Modern—Buy Your Coffin Nails at Our Lobby Stand.” 
Greene says that personally he’s given up smoking and has per¬ 
suaded others to do so. But he can’t buck a nervous nation’s 
habits. He remarks cynically that while the Test of the stock mar¬ 
ket has slumped Lorillard stock is at a new high. 

"During the two months of my no smoking policy, I couldn't 
really s op the addicts although I did reduce the vibration in the 
theatre from tobacco cough.’1 

... 

| New York Sound Track | 
♦* 

Nothing so rare as Gotham hotel accommodations when a local 
team’s competing in the World Series . . . And many a fan is complain¬ 
ing that the scalpers grabbed too many tickets. Checks mailed by peas¬ 
ants for the foiir-set at the Yankee Stadium, posted special delivery 
immediately upon the announced acceptance date, were returnd . . 
Based on Columbia’s booking plans for "Bridge Over River Kwai” at 
the Palace, “Jet Pilot” can’t go beyond three weeks at that house. 

Press release from the Rank Organization: “When a group of (Royal 
Air Force) flyers saw sexy and shapely Anne Heywood, star of ’Danger¬ 
ous Exile,’ while visiting the production set, all they could say was 
’Bang On!’ ‘Wizard!’ and ‘Good Show!”* (In other words, the boys were 
tongue-tied.) 1 

Edward L. Kingsley of Kingsley-International (and Columbia) order¬ 
ed to take a four-week rest hiatus at home. Reason: Heart strain , . « 
Gordon Knight of the British Board of Trade in Gotham . . . ivgent 
Paul Kohner off for Europe , . . Dinner for 100 being given at the ^ 
Waldorf tonight (Wed.) by 20th-Fox proxy Spyros P. Skouras for Clark’ 
S. Beise, prez of the Bank of America. Skouras returned to N.Y. from 
the Coast after a weekend quickie. 

Bosley Crowther and Dore Schary will engage In a discussion of 
“What’s With the Movies?” .(and how generalized can you get?) on the 
local ABC-TV outlet Sunday (6) for a half 'horn: at nine.' 

No hitches so far in laying out Gotham’s two days (Nov. 7-8) of fes¬ 
tivities tied in with the arrival of the Hollywood Golden Jubilee barn 
stormers. City officials said to be cooperating . . . AGYA’s Jackie 
Bright presented Joe E. Lewis with a plaque for his "outstanding con- 

| tribution to the theatrical profession” at a Capitol Theatre stage cere¬ 
mony Monday night (30) . . , Lionel Kazan, Conde Nast photographer, 

j- and Melandie Miller, Glamour mag’s fashion editor, now on the French 
Riviera doing fashion layouts tied in with Otto Preminger’s “Bonjour 
Tristesse.” ... No matter which way Herbert J. Yates turns, Beverly 
Hills tax expert Moe Ellis looms large in Republic’s future. 

Universal is having headaches with its “There’s a Time to Love” 
locationer,-being lensed at the Artur Brauner CCC studios in Berlin. 
Say studio is “over-charging.” 

| Well-turned phrase dept.: The Manchester Guardian (British) Week¬ 
ly on Arksansas—“Governor Faubus cried ‘wolf’ so loudly that the 
wolves heard him.” 

During closed-circuit of the Basillo-Robinson middleweight cham¬ 
pionship fightcast at Fabian’s Palace in. Albany razzing some members 
of the audience gave Commentator Bill Corum was pronounced, re¬ 
ports Variety’s rep, who was present. Starting in the fifth round and 
continuing through the 15th, loud-lungers called for Corum to "shut 
up” and for "the voice to be turned off.” These persons disliked the 
sports writer "talking too much” and making” obvious observations, 
and “buttering” Promoter James A. Norris. When Corum suggested 
“a vote of thanks to Jim Norris for arranging this bout,” the objectors 
hooted. 

Griffith Johnson, MPEA v.p., due for a European swing in a couple 
of* weeks . . . Spyros P. Skouras went to the Coast on a quickie . . . 
Errol Flynn to play John Barrymore in the Diana Barrymore biopic . . . 
So many publicists have caught on to the Warner Bros, gimmicks;>fpr 
the "Frankenstein” horror show, the WB pluggers now are digging- up 
new gimmicks for their "Black Scorpion” . . . Radio spots for the Cine¬ 
rama opus, “Search for Paradise,” quote Times critic Bosley Crowther 
as calling the picture "Fantastic.” It's hardly the sense of his review! 
. . . Jack L. Warner lunched the WB top echelon prior to going to the 
Coast . . . Richard Oswald still blocking release of “Captain v. Koepe- 
nick” in the U.S. He claims, he holds the English rights . . . DCA thinks 
it has another Jimmy Dean in German actor Horst Buchholtz. Thesp 
is in the film, "Die Halbstarken,” which DCA acquired for the U.S. 
They now want to call him Jim Bookholdt. Neat! . . . Times Films has 
acquired the French "Nathalie” for the U. S. . , . Columnists catching 
on to Suzy Parker and France’s Joseph Maternati. 

Communications Corp. of America, new indie formed by Robert 
Smith, Robert J. Miller and Ruth Zugsmith, now making "St. Louis 
Blues” at Paramount, will launch production with "Baron Munchau¬ 
sen” .. . 20£h renewed its contract with producer Herb Swope, and set 
Henry King to direct "The Bravados,” Gregory Peck starrer which is 
next on Swope’s schedule ... 

Columbia Pictures launched an unprecedented advertising campaign 
by taking a full page spread in the London Evening Standard to pub¬ 
licise the world preem of Sam Spiegel’s ‘The Bridge On The River 
Kwai,” at the Plaza, Piccadilly. The heavily illustrated ad showed the 
bridge stretching from top to bottom of the page, and announced that, 
the preem was to he held in aid of several charitable organizations, in¬ 
cluding the Variety Club Heart Fund for Under Privileged Children. 
Immediate results were “so overwhelming” that a Columbia spokesman 
said it was likely that the previously planned extensive advertising 
schedule would he cut. The pic stars William Holden, Jack Hawkins 
and Alec Guinness. 

Cinerama marked its fifth anni on Broadway Sept. 30. It's figured 
that more than 32,000,000 people have seen the three Cinerama trav¬ 
elogs to date. Fourth, "Search for Paradise,” just opened and a fifth 
is lensing in the South Seas .. . The French are making a film based on 
a short story by Francoise Sagan. It’s called “La Recreation.” Two other 
Sagan yams currently skedded to come to the screen via American 
producers are "Bonjour Tristesse” and “A Certain Smile.” , . . In “The 
James Dean Story,” which Warner Bros, is releasing. Dean—who died 
in a car crash—is heard warning the audience to drive carefully . . . 
Universal has re-titled “Lady Takes a Flyer” as “A Game Called Love ” 
which sounds remarkably like the French “Game of Love” of recent 
vintage. Where's the Title Registration Bureau? . . . J. Arthur Rank 
Organization’s annual report is an unusually attractive document. None 
of the U.S. companies reports come even close . . . Joe Pasternak’s first 
for Columbia Will be "Gidget,” about a teenage tomboy, who discovers 
love—and surfboarding. G. P. Putnam is publishing the novel. 

Jus Addis, television-.director, makes his feature film bow with “The 
Cry Baby Killers,” David March-David Kramarsky production for Al¬ 
lied Artists . . . Sol C. Seigel and Harry Belafonie have paired up to 
co-produce "End of the World” for Metro release, to star Belafonte 
and be directed by Ranald M.acDougall . . . Will Regers Jr. with Mau¬ 
reen O’Sullivan and Rod McKuen in U’s “Death Rides This Trial . . . 

Sam Speigel flew in from London early in' the day, unreeled a print 
of “Bridge Over the River Kwai,” gabbed about the picture for a cou¬ 
ple of hours, flew hack to London . . . UA s James Velde on a. hunting 
trip expedition in Montana .. . Sad Broadway sight: Mayfair and Globe 
Theatres .continued darkness . . . It’s routine for- film companies to 
pick up the cheeks for stars on junkets but Glenn Kurd's signing of a 
shoeshine tab (25c), well ... Metro’s planning of the “Raintree County” 
Louisville preem almost on par with Eisenhower’s D-Day logistics. 

“Sayonara” clocked at 160 minutes, may be cut five or 10 minutes ... 
J. Miller Walker pitching for funds for the Travelers Aid Society . . . 
Reminder: Tonight's the night (Wed.) for Cinema Lodge’s Sam Rosed 
testimonial at the Sheraton-Astor. 

Gary Copper and Deborah Kerr will costar in Fred X Zinnemanh’s 
"The Sundowners” for Warner release, to he lensed in Australia . .. 
-James A. FitzPatrick completed “Cinemascope South Pacific” as four- 
reel travel film and heads east next week to negotiate release, 

Tv producer Martin Goach, who has been active in Spain,-returned 
over the weekend to Paris, for a coproduction powwow on a feature 
film, with French film producer Louts Bollvet, en route to his Madrid 
base. Also has a deal cooking for coproduction With- Metro in Spain, 
with Metro financing. 





FILM REVIEWS P'SittEfr 'Wednesday, October 2, 1957 

I*es Girls 
(C’SCOPE-COLOR-MUSIC) 

Sock musical with Cole Porter 
tunes. Jack Cole choreography 
and Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Ken¬ 
dall, Taina Elg and Gene Kelly 
in the starring roles. Another 
big one for producer Sol 
Siegel. Boifo b.o. 

Metro release of Sol C. Sligel produc¬ 
tion. Stars Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor, 
Kay Kendall, Taina Elg. Directed by 
George Cukor. Screenplay, John Patrick; 
story, Vera Caspary> camera (C Scope), 
Robert Surtes; editor, Ferris Webster; 
songs. Cole Porter; dances. Jack Cole; 
musical adaptor and conducter, Adolph 
Deutsch; orchestrations, Alexander Cour¬ 
age II Skip Martin; vocal supervision, 
Robert Tucker. Previewed in N Y. 
Sept. 5. *57. Running time, 114 MINS. 
Harry Nichols ...Gene Kelly 
Joy Henderson .Mitzi Gaynor 
tady Wren ..Kay Kendall 
Angela Ducros .v.Taina Eli 
Pierre Ducros .Jacques Bergerac fir Gerald Wren  .Leslie Phillips 

udge .Henry Damell 
Sir Percy .....Patrick Macnec 
Mr. Outward .Stephen. Vercoe 
Assoc. Judge ilip Tonge 

"Les Girls’* is an exceptionally 

tasty musical morsel that should 
help to satiate the somewhat emaci¬ 
ated Metro lion and, at the same 
time, provide the necessary fod¬ 
der to satisfy hungry theatre turn¬ 

stiles. The tinted tuner is in the 
best tradition of the studio, long 
known and honored for its song- 
and-dance contributions. 

It’s an original and zestful entry 
that would have been greeted with 
critical handsprings if it had been 
originally presented on the Broad¬ 
way stage. As it now stands, it 
represents a major effort in the 
art of the film musical and, as such, 
should rate prominent attention 
when the annual year-end acco¬ 
lades are passed around. It’s al¬ 
most certain to receive the ap¬ 
proval of the film appraisers; it’s 
sufficiently sophisticated to attract 
the more discerning film patrons; 
And it has the entertainment in¬ 
gredients that wiQ appeal to mass 
audiences. The parlay represents 
sock b.o. all the way. 

First-rank creators have com¬ 
bined their talents to make "Les 
Girls" a breezy and polished film. 
They include producer Sol C. 
Siegel, scripter John Patrick, di¬ 
rector George Cukor, composer- 
lyricist Cole Porter, and Vera Cas- 
pary, who provided the story. The 
framework they have supplied 
lends itself perfectly to the in¬ 
ternational cast Siegel has assem¬ 
bled to execute the contributions 
of Patrick and Porter. Gene Kelly, 
Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Kendall and 
Taina Elg whisk through the pro¬ 
ceedings in uncommonly appealing 
fashion and each one contributes 
almost equally to the ultimate suc¬ 
cess of the picture. 

The musical is set in London, 
Paris and Granada, Spain. It’s the 
atory of a song-and-dance team 
made up of Kelly and the Misses 
Gaynor, Kendall and Elg. Known 
as "Barry Nichols and Les Girls,” 
they are a popular Continental act. 

Many years after the act has 
broken up, Miss Kendall, now the 
wife of an English peer, has writ¬ 
ten a book of reminiscences about 
her experiences as a member of 
"Les Girls." Miss Kendall’s ver- 
•ion of what took place in the lives 
Of "Les Girls” lands her in a Lon¬ 
don court, the defendant in a libel 
suit brought by a sister-member 
of the act. Miss Elg, now married 
to a French Industrialist. 

The court trial provides the set¬ 
ting for., a series of flashbacks as 
three members of the "Les Girls" 
troupe—Kelly and the Misses Ken¬ 
dall and Elg—testify as to what 
took place in the past Each gives 
a decidedly different version of 
what happened and it leaves the 
question of "what is truth?” com¬ 
pletely up in the air. It’s not a 
case of deliberate falsehoods on 
the part of any member of the 
trio, but on indication that the 
tame incidents can look different 
to different people. 

Miss Kendall, as the British 
member of the troupe, pictures 
Mis# Elg as a forward, brassy, and 
grasping member of the act who 

. deliberately sets out to attract 
Kelly, two-times her future hus¬ 
band, and attempts suicide when 
Kelly eventually turns her down. 
Miss Elg, as the pert French mem¬ 
ber of the act, tells the court that 
it was actually Miss Kendall who 
had carried on with Kelly and 
tried to commit suicide. Kelly’s con¬ 
cept differs materially frem that 
of both girls. He wasn’t interested 
in either one of them, he says, 
and actually had his eye on Miss 
Gaynor, who is now his wife. 
Neither of the girls attempted sui¬ 
cide, he testifies, and that both 
were accidentally overcome from 
the gas fumes of a faulty heater. 

The excursion into the past pro¬ 
vides the setting for a number of 
Porter times and dances brightly 
staged by Jack Cole as "Les Girls” 
appear hi niteries In France and 

Xo Down Payment 
(C’SCOPE) 

Suburbia dissected. Good cast. 
Lots* human angles. Posi¬ 
tive b.o. outlook despite un¬ 
pleasant story. 

20th-Fox release of Jerry Wald pro¬ 
duction. Star* Joanne Woodward. Sheree 
North. Tony Randall, Jeffrey Hunter, 
Cameron Mitchell, Patricia. Owens. Bar¬ 
bara Rush, Pat Hingle; features Robert 
Harris. AM Aleong, Jim, Hayward. Di¬ 
rected by Martin Hitt; screenplay, Philip 
Yordan from John McPartland hovel; 

editor, Louis Locffler. 
N. Y.. Sept. 19, *57. nunning ume, 
105 MINS. - 
Leola Boone ......_Joanne Woodward 
Isabelle Flags ......Sheree North 
Jerry Flagg  ......Tony Randall 
David Martin ....Jeffrey Hunter 
Troy Booue .,.Cameron Mitchell 
Jean Martin .........Patricia Owens 
Betty Kreitzer ............ Barbara Rush 
Herman -Kreitzer •  r\ Pat Hingle 
Markham Robert Harris 
Iko .  AM Aleong 
Mr. Burnett ..Jim Hayward 
Sandra Kreitzer . .Mimi Gibson 
Harmon Kreitzer ..: Donald Towers 
Michael Flagg .......... Charles Herbert 

Spain. Porter has created seven 
new songs iof the picture. While 
they may not represent his most 
distinguished score, they never¬ 
theless fit the context of the picture 
perfectly. "Ca C’est L’Amour,” 
sung by Kelly and Miss Elg, bas a 
good chance of catching on as a 
pop hit. Other sock routines in¬ 
clude "Ladies in Waiting,” sung 
and danced by the three girls; 
“Your Just Too, Too,” sung by 
Kelly and Miss Kendall; "Why Am 
I So Gone About That Gal?” ____ _ 
danced and sung by Kelly and,Uam<?ra/ Joseph La Shelle; music, Leigh 
Miss Gaynor; and “The Rope T«S?»*** JS. ^A^ewmanj 
Song,” danced by Kelly and Miss 
Elg. The lyrics of the song have 
the unmistakable Porter stamp. 

Miss Kendall, heretofore known 
to U.S. audiences as the trumpet¬ 
blowing model in the British im¬ 
port "Genevieve,” emerges as a 
delightful comedienne in her first 
American picture. Her performance 
in "Les Girls,” a truly blockbuster 
contribution, marks her as a star 
of the first magnitude. Her services 
will be much in demand from now 
on by Hollywood producers. 

Miss Elg, the Finnish actress- 
ballerina who portrays a French 
girl, more than lives up to Metro’s 
hopes for her in her first important 
role. She has a quality that is 
exceedingly appealing and it will 
come as no surprise to see her 
importantly cast in future Metro 
productions. 

Miss Gaynor, as the American 
member of "Les Girls,” is enjoy¬ 
ing what appears to be a rebirth 
of her young career. Her perform¬ 
ance as the wholesome, uncompli¬ 
cated member of the troupe con¬ 
tributes greatly to the new faith 
the industry has shown in her abil¬ 
ity and which has been marked 
by her selection to play the coveted 
role of Nellie Forbush in "South 
Pacific.” 

“Kelly, in his first song-and- 
dance role since "It’s Always Fair 
Weather” two years ago, again 
demonstrates why he has been for 
so many years one of the top per¬ 
formers in musical films. Jacques 
Bergerac, as Miss Elg’s husband; 
Leslie Phillips, as Miss Kendall’s 
ditto, and Henry Daniell, as the 

. presiding Judge, lend good support. 
Siegel who appears to have be¬ 

come Metro’s most potent pro¬ 
ducer, has again provided topnotch 
production values in assembling his 
tasty package. Cukor provides just 
the right touch in his directorial 
guidance of his spirited cast The 
technical staff, including camera¬ 
man Robert Surtees, art directors 
William A. Horning and Gene Al¬ 
len, musical conductor and adaptor 
Adolph Deutsch and vocal super¬ 
visor Robert Tucker, contributes 
equally to the picture’s overall suc¬ 
cess. Holl. 

fest with Hunter. Finals sees every-i 
one going to Sunday services, ex¬ 
cept Miss Woodward, who goes off 
in a taxi. 

There’s a brief reference to the 
race 'problem, this time involving 
Nisei who want to move into the 
neighborhood. Hingle and Miss 
Rush end up. deciding to fight for 
their rights. 

Joseph La SheUe’s lensing is 
helpful in establishing the-mood 
of the setting, where people look 
into one another’s livingrooms via 
the baQkporch. Louis Loeffler’s 
editing is fine. Ditto .the’ Leigh 
Harline musical background. 

. "No Down P&yment” has ex¬ 
ploitable handles as a (painful) 
reflection of life in America sub¬ 
urbia. It should-ring the bell with 
millions of young couples. Hift. 

Girl in Black Stockings 

Good murder mystery. 

Teen Age Thunder 

Kid wants a kot-rod car; dad 
says no. Very routine. 

Hollywood, Sept. 27. 
Howco release of Jacques Marquette 

production. Stars Charles Courtney, 
Melinda Byron. Robert Fuller; features 
Tyler McVey, Psul Bryar. Helene Heigh. 
Directed by Paul Hflmlck. Screenplay, 
Rudy Makoul; camera, Marquette; editor, 
Irving Schoenberg; music, Walter Greene. 
Previewed Sept. 35, *57. Kuzmins time, 
7i MINS. 
Johnnie Simpson........Charles Courtney 
Betty Palmer .. Melinda Byron 
Maurie Weston . Robert FuUer 
Frank Simpson . Tyler McVey 
Bert Morrison..  Paul Bryar 
Aunt Martha .  Helene Heigh 
Sgt. Benson ... Gilbert Perkins 
Used Car Salesman ...... Bins Russell 
Jimmy Morrison.Gregory Marshall 
Mr. Palmer ........ Marshall Kent 
Sis Palmer. Mona McKinnon 

This Marquette production is 
run-of-the-mill addition to the 
seemingly endless spate of ale$. of 
teenagers and parents who. don’t 
dig them, Howco*is releasing film 
as a combo with "Carnival Rock,” 
also reviewed in this issue. 

The Rudy Makoul screenplay 
centers around Charles Courtney, 
a hot rod enthusiast whose^ father, 
Tyler McVey, won’t let him have 
one. This causes, a breach between 
the two. Courtney goes to work In 
the local filling station, run by 
Paul Bryar, and while not servic¬ 
ing cars both of them work on a 
hot rod latter is building to enter 
in "the big race” in the name of 
his polio-stricken son. Wind-up, of 
course, finds Courtney winning the 
race. The father, with a new under¬ 
standing of his . son, then buys him 
road-burner of his own. 

Courtney is very good in lead 
and future good casting could well 
achieve a juve following. Also 
starred, and okay, are Melinda 
Byron, as Courtney's frail, and 
Robert Fuller, as a cocky youth 
who makes his kicks needling 
Courtney. McVey Is good as the 
father; ditto Bryar as the service 
station operator. 

Paul Helmick’s direction of the 
Jacques Marquette production runs 
along stock lines, and the technical 

| contributions, are average. Neal. 

The frictions and subterranean 
strains and stresses of suburban 
living are expertly though un¬ 
pleasantly explored in this slick 
Jerry Wald production. No ques¬ 
tion that, with the current migra¬ 
tion to the suburbs and the boom- 
produced mode of modern living 
and buying "on credit,” this film 
should provide the base for imme¬ 
diate identification on the, pari of 
many couples who find themselves 
in similar circumstances. And such 
self-identification should help the 
ticket sale. 
. Director Martin Hitt (moving 
over from tv) has done his best to 
deal realistically with the assorted 
characters from the John McPart¬ 
land noveL The flaws of the hook 
are, to a degree, aggravated in the 
picture and. the revamping of. the 
ending—almost everyone ends up 
going to church—adds an incon¬ 
gruous contrivance. Yet, the pic¬ 
ture makes its point, and in-be¬ 
tween the dramatics there 
glimmering of the predicament of 
the new mortgaged middle-class, 
groping for security and struggling 
hard to afford the luxuries and 
conveniences made attractive via 
the "No Down Pajunent” come-on. 

If this is a social documentary, 
the pill has been properly sugar- 
coated by writer Philip Yordan. He 
has concentrated primarily on the 
problems of a number of couples, 
living at uncomfortably close quar¬ 
ters in a California housing devel¬ 
opment. Yordan can’t be blamed 
for making this nucleus of society 
as diverse as possible to achieve 
story contrast. Unfortunately,- this 
makes it difficult to believe the 
affinity of the protagonists. They 
are—with a ?ingle exception—un¬ 
pleasant characters. 

The film has been very well cast 
and the performances all are 
strongly on its credit side. Joanne 
Woodward as Leola Boone, wife of 
the cruel and tyrannical Troy, 
etches the film’s best portrayal. 
She makes the childish, loyal Le¬ 
ola, covering up her deep hurt 
over having - given. up an illegiti¬ 
mate child, a moving character and 
she is far and away the most real 
of all the people in the picture. 
Here perhaps is one of tfce screen’s 
top talents in the making. 

Tony Randall also does a seek 
job as the Shiftless, irresponsible 
Jerry Flagg, the used-car salesman. 
It’s a distinct change-of-pace for 
him and he makes the most of a 
juicy role. He handles the comedy 
lines With deft assurance and sub¬ 
ordinates them to the more desper¬ 
ate aspects of the man he portrays, 
Sheree North as his wife offers an 
agreeable surprise in a straight 
part. 

In other lead roles, Cameron 
Mitchell, the man With the “lead¬ 
er” complex, is harsh and unpleas¬ 
ant as per the script. The rape 
scene with Patricia Owens is well 
handled, making for a climactic 

‘“moment,'though Miss Owens’ re-: 
action—she?s married to the weak 
Jeffrey Hunter in the picture—is 
inadequately explained. In the 
book she resents the attack, but 
reacts positively to Mitchell). Hun¬ 
ter is goodlooking, but that’s just 
about alL 

Pat Hingle, the only sane, sturdy 
character In the plot, is strong in 
the role of the anchor man, and so 
is his wife, Barbara Rush. It will 
occur to some that this is a motley 
crew of characters, thrown at one 
another’s mercy by dint of their 
proximity to one another and the 
similarity of their economic cir¬ 
cumstance. Similarity to real-life 
situations would be Coincidental 
and not wholly real, since people 
aren’t wholly dependent on their 
neighbors, 

Ritt’s direction is crisp and ef¬ 
fective, with many endearing little 
human touches. Yordan’s script, 
with some soap opera overtones, 
has retained the essentials of the 
McPartland novel. Probably due.] 
to the Code, Mitchell has to die 
in the end after an exciting- slug- 

Hollywood, Sept. 25. 
United Artist* release of Howard W. 

Koch production.. Star* John Russell, June 
Blair, Stuart Whitman. Mateo Woode; 
feature* GeorSe Mather, Stanley Adam*, 
Gene O'Donnell, Frank Fenton, Virginia 
De Lee. Exec producer, Aubrey Schenck. 
Director, William J. Rale Jr. Screenplay, 

____ _ Richard Landau-, from story by Landau 
Of the setting, where people look and Arthur OrioH; camera, Carl E. Guth- 

Kvin or (Crime via rie; editor, John A. Bushelman; produc- -- « livtntrrnnms v«a I ti(m desFiner^ Jack X. Collis; music. Leg 
Baxter. Previewed Sept. 23, ’57. Running 
time,- MINS, 
Jordon ............ John Russell 
Paula   June Blair 
Eddie Mason ........... Stuart Whitman 
Jan . Margo Woode 
Stanley Thomas .George Mather 
Herbert Fay Jr....Stanley Adams 
Purser < Gene O'Donnell 
Harry Quantro .. Frank Fenton 
Stripteaser.. Virginia De Lee 
Daddy .... Dehl Berti 
Murdered Seaman ........ Sammee Tong 
Ship Captain.Charles Webster 
Squad Officer  .• Edward DeRoo 
Nurses...*.,..Marge Ev-ns, Ann Daro 
Detective — . Frank McGrath 
Quantro’s Men..Kay Garrett. Bob Strong, 

George Mayon 
Accomplice "A," 16mm film .Red Morgan 
Accomplice "B/* 16mm film 

'Dick Standish 
Purser, lfiimn film _William Flaherty 
Ship Captain, 16mm film . 

George H. Whiteman 
Dock Worker.. Richard Martin 
Police Officer at Auto Accident 

Jerry Frank 
Doctor .. Larry Thor 
Aide ... Scott Peter* 

Hollywood, Sept. 30. 
United Artists release of Aubrey 

Schenck production. Stars Lex Barker, 
Anne Bancroft, Mamie Van Doren, Ron 
Bandell, Marie Windsor, John Dehner; 
features John Holland, Diana Vandervlis,. 
Richard Cutting, Larry Chance. Directed 
by Howard W. Koch. Screenplay, Richard 
Landau; story. "Wanton Murder," Peter 
Godfrey; camera. William Mar guiles; edi¬ 
tor, John F. Schreyer; production de¬ 
signer, Jack T. Collis; music. Les Baxter. 
Previewed Sept. 24, *57. Running time', 
75 MINS. 
David Hewson.Lex Barker 
Beth Dixon .. Anne Bancroft 
Harriet Ames ...Mamie .Van Doren 
Edmund Parry. Ron Randell 
Julia Parry.Marie Windsor 
Sheriff Holmes . John Denner 
Norman Grant . John Holland 
Louise MBes ,..Diana Vandervlis 
Dr. Younger .  Richard Cutting 
Indian Joe . Larry Chance 
Joseph Felton Gene O’Donnell 
Frankie Pierce . Gerald Frank 
Fred, a Deputy Sheriff. .Karl MacDonald 
Amos.Norman Leavitt 
Justice of the Peace Fred Walters 

David Dwight 
Brackett .. Mark Bennett 
Prentiss ... Stuart Whitman 
Hib, a Deputy Sheriff_Mickey Whiting 

He11 

One more in dope cycle. Okay 

The whodunit, with final-reel 
exposure of the culprit, has been a 
film rarity as of Jate. Comes along 
now to take care of this Bel-Air’s 
'The Girl in Black Stockings,” a 

welcome addition to the general 
program market. With Lex Barker, 
Anne Bancroft and Mamie Van 
Doren—among others—film actu¬ 
ally could top an all-suspense bill 
with ease. 

Completed some 14 months ago, 
’Stockings” also shapes up as an¬ 

other rarity—non-western located 
in and around Kanab, Utah, which 
long has been-a popular sagebrush 
location site. Arrival at .a resort 
there for a rest is attorney Lex 
Barker, who soon turns his atten¬ 
tion to one of its employees—Anne 
Bancroft. All attention, however,,is 
soon diverted when the mutilated 
body of a young girl is found. Sev¬ 
eral other murders occur in the 
course of events . with these the 
other prime characters-suspects: 
Mamie Van Doren, guest at the 
lodge; Ron Randell, invalid pro¬ 
prietor of the lodge; and Marie 
Windsor, his sister. Sheriff John 
Dehner,. with, of course, the . help 
of Barker, has the guilty one (Miss 
Bancroft) in tow at the fadenmt. 
She’s a psycho, it seems. 

Barker and Miss Bancroft are 
both good in top spots, while Miss 
Van Doren has little to do but get 
murdered. The other performances 
are average. 

Richard Landau’s well-developed 
screenplay has received good direc¬ 
tion from Howard W. Koch, and the 
various technical contributions all 
measure up. 

Deserving a nod for the overall 
result is exec producer Aubrey 
Schenck. Neal. 

Latest In cycle of features deal¬ 
ing with the evils of dope, "Hell 
Bound” will cause no special com¬ 
motion due to-a lack of star names 
and fact public interest in such 
type films is presumably, on the 
wane. This one was produced under 
the Bel-Air banner for United 
Artists release. 

Story by Richard Landau and 
Arthur Orioff, as screenplayed by 
the former, has a novel, interesting 
beginning; A brief, 16m run-off of 
a film turned’ out by master-mind 
criminal John Russell, partially 
shows an ingenious plan to steal 
war surplus narcotics worth over 
$2,000,000 from, a ship in L.A. Har¬ 
bor.' Russell has turned out the 
film so as to get "backers” for his 
scheme, which he does via gangster 
Frank Fenton. Latter, to insure his 
investment, sends along June Blair 
to act as one of Russell’s accom¬ 
plices. Plans go according to sched¬ 
ule until Miss Blair falls for Stuart 
Whitman, ambulance driver who 
unknowingly becomes involved in. 
the crime. This leads to a series of 
events which end with Russell’s 
death, safe delivery of the done 
and a loving Whitman at Miss 
Blair’s side. 

Russell .is convincing as the 
brutal criminal leader; his violent 
"roughing-up” of some of the cast 
members, however. Will not appeal 
to the squeamish. June Blair (sub¬ 
sequently term-pacted by 20th- 
Fox) is a looker with above-average 
dramatic ability* while Whitman 
makes an. extremely good impres- . 
sion as her later vis-a-vis.. Margo 
Woode, fourth "co-star,” is good 
as the nurse whom Miss Blair re¬ 
places in the ."plan,” 

The Howard W. Koch production, 
on .which. Aubrey Schenck func¬ 
tioned as exec producer, is well di¬ 
rected by William J. Hole Jr., one¬ 
time script supervisor-turned tv 
direetpf who herewith makes his 
feature-film debut. The action is 
especially well- staged, and makes 
fine -use of. some off-beat back¬ 
grounds. - 

Technical contributions are par 
for the course. Neal. 

Malwa 
(Color) 

(RUSSIAN) 
Venice, Sept. 24. 

Unset release of -a Kiev Film Studio 
production. Stars Zidra Ritenbergs,' Pavel 
Usovlcenko, Anatoli Ighnativx;. features 
Ghennady Iutkhin, ’Aleksei Tolbustn. Di- 

GorJd; camera (Sovolor). Vladimir Voi- 
tenko; - music, . Igor Sclamo. At Venice 
Feat. Running time, 15 MINS. 
Malwa  .. Zidra Ritenbergs 
Vassill ...' Pavel Usovlcenko 
Iakov  ..Anatoli Ighnatlev 

•This ,pic, based on story by 
Maxim Gorki, looks an okay lin¬ 
gual entry reserved for Russo 
houses in the U. S. It contains no 
propaganda and tells its story of 
a woman who hates to be tied 
down to the love of one man. This 
is done in a straightforward, ap¬ 
pealing manner. 

Fishing village setting, color and 
good performances by all con¬ 
cerned add to interest value, of 
flhn in which the earthy, hefty] 
thesping of Zidra Ritenbergs. as 
Malwa stands out. She copped the 
femme acting award at this fest. 
Vladimir Braun’s last direction ef¬ 
fort (he died recently) is faithful 
to the original story in feeling and 
mood. He makes the most of his 
actors and setting for an all-round' 
pleasing effect Hawk, 

Nosotros Dog 
(We Two) 

^MEXICAN) 
' Mexico City, Sept. 24. 

Cinematographic* Mexican* - release of 
Diana Film* production. Stars Rowan* 
Podesta; feature# Tito Junco. Marco VI- 
cario, Jose Mari* Lado, Julia C. Alba. 
Directed by Emilio Fernandez. Camera, 
Alex Philip*,.screenplay, M. L. Algara. 
At Cine Marlscala, Mexico City. Running 
time, »l MINS. 

Though this Is between the'arty 
and popular sectors of cinema fare, 
it is good boxiffee because of the 
beauty, vivacity and chic jof .the 
star, Rossana Podesta; excellent 
lensing by the veteran Alex Philips, 
and the mastery of one of Mexico’s 
fopr directors, Emilio Fernandez. 
Costumer Cornejo really rates an 
Oscar for the fine wardrobe given - 
Miss Podesta. Her gowns accen¬ 
tuate her charms. 

The story is not so much. . The 
much-done tale of lovers getting 
together over the lodg bitter feud¬ 
ing of their families. Miss. Po¬ 
desta and the work of Philips and 
Fernandez, but this across strongly. 
It is typically Spanish, as it stresses 
the dour pride of. people who have 
lived frugally‘for ages and have 
always had to fight hard for what 
they get, too often very little. Hu¬ 
mor is infrequent, and that i* 
acrid. 

The star and her chic appearance 
even when toting a rifle and a 
Spanish folk dance by a sightly, 
sprightly mixed duo lend worth¬ 
while, relief to the solemness that 
is almost, drah. * Doug. 
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Coney: Bawdy to Tawdry in 75 Years 
McCullough’s New Book Reveals Resort’s Place In 

Film History as Well as in Americana 
• : i- *--— 

By ROBERTJ. LANDRY 

Edo McCullough, the ion of a 
concessionaire, has written out of 
boyhood memories and diligent re¬ 
search an admirable compilation of 
American^ entitled “Good Old 
Coney Island’’ which Scribner’s has 
placed in the book. stalls at $5,95 
a copy. The history ranges from 
the 1880s when Coney was under 
the absolute dictatorship Of ,an 
amazing political scoundrel, of the 
deepest cynicism, one John Y. Mc- 
Xane. At that time Coney operated 
by primitive rock ’n’ roll, referring 
to what, first hit some of the cus¬ 
tomers and what then happened to 
them. 

The chippy-cheaty* period came 
to an end when McKane, to . his 
own utter disbelief that it could 
happen, landed in Sing Sing. There¬ 
after there were different sporting 
events at Coney, Brighton, Sheeps- 

4head Bay and environs—but still 
‘ outside the law, though now Stylish¬ 
ly so. These diversions were 
horseracing and prize fights and a 
good deal of’colorful anecdota em¬ 
broiders both phases, as author Mc¬ 
Cullough reconstructs the Gay ’90s. 

Coney has always had a peculiar 
affinity for the' newsreel cameras 
and as cinematic background for 
boy-meets-girL ' Film men will read 
with engrossment how William A, 
Brady in promoting the Jeffries- 
Sharkey championship bout of 1899 
worked out an elaborate technique 
with Biograph only to have his own 
cameras buckle at the crucial last 
(25th) round while in the audi¬ 
ence, perpetrating an unabashed 
piracy, Albert Smith of Vitagraph 
and a 'party of conspirators, of 
whom the still-living yaudevillian 
Joe E, Howard was one, success¬ 
fully photographed the events, sans 
license, sans royalty and not even 
a courtesy, card of thanks for the 
use of the hall.and Brady’s then 
pioneering system of arc lights. 

Competition of this hustling kind 
was- typical of the old Coney and 
the book details the exuberances of 
such latterday B'arnums as. Sam 
Gumpertz, Fred Thompson, George 
Tilyou, George Hamid, and Paul 
Boynton, the latter the first to en¬ 
close a lot of concessions within a 
central admission gate via his Sea 
Lion Park; believed the first 'in the 
States. 

Several of the Coney impresari, 
notably Boynton, art far more vis¬ 
ually promising Screen -’action" 
than many a biographical subject 
taken on in Hollywood’s quest of 
real people. Boynton’s fame was 
based on bis rubber floating suit. 
Wearing tWs paten^d.garment he 
dropped overboard bn a black night 
in gale-whipped'Atlantic seas and 
paddled from, a liner to Ireland. 

Not counting the long roster of 
vauHevillians who played regular 
weekly change dates, Coney was 
part of the story of Marie Dressier 
who had a concession there and 
loved a handsome can-trainer. An¬ 
other film star-to-be who. cavorted 
(as an acrobat) at Coney was 
Cary Grant 

Probably not many* Americans of 
the present period' know that* the 
now "standard" tune, -‘Meet Me 
Tonight in Dreamland" was'orig¬ 
inally the. official,' commissioned 
theme song of Coney’s most pre¬ 
tentious but ill-fated venture, a 

.. $3,500,000 , competitor to Luna 
Park. The' heartbreaking' destruc¬ 
tion of Dreamland by fire inr1910 
is. vividly recounted in the book— 
with methodical detailing of the 
personal losses and tragedies. Hand- 
drawn fire equipment frbm New 
York came galloping down a road 
lined with thousands of sightseeerg 
who cheered wildly. But'the high- 
pressure pumping '-station/ only a 
few* months old and supposed to 
banish the dread of fire from 
Coney forever, flopped almost com¬ 
pletely. 

The 1910 fire put the lights out 
in Coney and they never again 
shone s.q brilliantly, after that ex¬ 
citing final night, of agony and 

•melodrama with wild beasts' 
' screaming in death and two lions 

(Continued on page 25) 

Inflation! 
San Francisco, Oct 1. 

A fellow came to Hie win¬ 
dow of the Golden Gate Thea¬ 
tre the afternoon (23) of the 

’Robinson-Basillo fight, asked 
for- a single ticket and paid 
$4.40 - 

Publicist Joe - DeVictoria 
spotted him, asked him if he 
wasn’t a bit early to see the 
fight; 

- "What fight?” asked the man. 
"I wanted to see Dean Martin 
and Jerry Lewis” (in "Jump¬ 
ing Jacks"). 

DeVictoria explained the 
theatre was shut for closed- 
circuit of the 'title scrap and 
asked, "Didn’t it seem odd to 
be paying $4.40 for a motion 
picture ticket?” 

"A little,” replied the cus¬ 
tomer, "but with prices the 
way they are these days, 1 
just figured film tickets w'ere, 
up, too.” 

Frisco Festival 
Gets Film Co-op 

From Overseas 
San Franisco, Oct. 1, 

Half a dozen countries already 

have signified they’ll submit films 

to first International Film Festi¬ 

val to be held in the U. S. 'and a 

date for the two-week event has 

been set. Festival, non-sanctioned 

by the film* industry, will start 
Dec.. 4, according to.. Harold Zel- 
lerbach, industrialist and head of 
the local Art Commission which is 
sponsoring the affair. 

Countries whose consul-generals 
have, committed films are Italy/ 
Britain, japan, India, Denmark 

■and Spain, and eight more nations' 
are expected to submit entries 
shortly. 

•Coordinator for the festival is 
Irving" M. Levin, who runs San 

. Francisco The a t res, Inc., the 
Frisco arm of Michael NaifyV 
United California - Golden State 
circuit. . “ . 

_ Invitations to ;14 film-making 
countries asked to participate went- 
out over ‘signature . of . Mayor 
Georg# Christopher, who is xsso-, 
iated politically with Spyrps 
Skouras (and who Only last week 
tossed his hat In the ring for the 
Republican nomination. to . suc¬ 
ceed William Knowland as a U. S. 
senator). 

Festival will be held at the 1,000- 
seat Metfb Theatre/close to down¬ 
town area. Competition rules are 
that each nation: submit a list of 

| pictures which it feels suitable, 
[which carry English subtitles and 
[.which- have hot been shown in 
[ Northern California, 

Golden Gate Awards for best 
film, best actor, best actress and 
best director will be made by .a 
jury composed of Hortense Morton, - 
Friscp Examiner, Paine Knicker¬ 
bocker, Frisco Chronicle, Emilia 
Hodel, Frisco News, Robert Hall, ] 
Frisco Call-Bulletin, and Theresa i 
Cone, Oakland Tribune. An-East¬ 
ern drama critic may also be. 
added to the jury. 

.. ■ - y —. -- 

MiikoTaka and UJSA. 
Seeing Each Other Via WB 

Warner Bros, has mapped a 39-. 
city tour for Miiko Taka, Japanese 
star of "Sayonara," currently, do¬ 
ing publicity for the picture in: 
Gotham. Miss Taka is skedded to 
go on the Perry Como Show on 
NBC Oct. 12. . . : - 

When touring the country to plug; 
the William -Goeti production, Missi 
Taka will carry a specially-pre¬ 
pared publicity kit designed for* 
newspaper and radio-tv planting. 

Rochester & Denver Radio Sell Test’ 
Helps Word-of-Mouth, But Not B.O.? 

Industry’s famed highspeed 
“grapevine” re boxoffice results of 
pictures just going into release is 
not only often incorrect, but can 
be decidedly misleading in distort¬ 
ing a film's real value. 

That’s the complaint of Jack El¬ 
lis who heads Ellis Films, dis¬ 
tributors of. imports. He says too 
many exhibitors and bookers are 
too easily influenced by the glib 
word-of-mputh concerning the per¬ 
formance of o given pix, without 
bothering to find out the circum¬ 
stances under which the gross has 
or hasn’t- been achieved. 

"When a film opens out-of-town, 
within days 'the industry ‘knows’ 
that it’s a hit, a lemon or a so-so 
grosser,’* said Ellis. “This inform¬ 
ation is taken as gospel and used 
Without any qualification. No one 
bothers to inquire into the special 
circumstances of the date, what the 
weather was, which competition 
the attraction had to buck, etc, All 
that counts are the boxoffice re¬ 
sults reported via the grapevine^” 

Ellis said quite a few pictures of 
definite potential, particularly in 
the foreign language field, hadn’t 
gotten their due for the simple rea¬ 
son that the “grapevine” had con¬ 
demned them on the .strength of 
an out-of-town preem. 

Problem holds true ajso for the 
off-beat American entries. If a 
company opens that kind of pro¬ 
duction out of Gotham for a "test,” 
and the results are negative, >yery 
often the distributor simply won't 
bother much further with the pic 
on the theory that it isn’t worth 
spending time and effort on it. 
Actually, argue som^, the out-of- 
town test results may have no re¬ 
lation whatever to the eventual 
bjO. strength the picture may show 
in New York, or other parts of the 
country. 

One quick example would be 
“Love In the Afternoon,” the Al¬ 
lied Artists picture, which -was 
vastly disappointing outside N ,Y., 
but has been doing a thriving biz 
at the Plaza Theatre (if not the 
Paramount) in Manhattan. 

Allied Convention Sets 
Senator Wayne Morse 

- Offbeat choice as the principal 
speaker at. Allied States’ conven¬ 
tion banquet at' Kiamesha Lake 
Oct.' 30 Is Sen. Wayne Morse of 
Oregon. He’s a member'of the Sen¬ 
ate Select Committee on Small 
Business and, according to Allied, 
"i$ known as a champion of the 
farmer, wage earner and small] 
business man.” 

Morse, originally a Republican, 
became an Independent and -later 
a Democrat. He was reelected on 
the Democratic ticket in 1956. His 
address to Allied will be keyed to] 
the problems of the small business; 
man. 

Get The Gat 
Hollywood, Oct, 1. 

"Gun"-happy tag might be 
tied onto George Montgomery, 
who lari; week signed to top¬ 
line "Gun Trap at Abilene” for 
Peerles Productions, his third 
feature f<?r firm. 

Montgomery is currently be¬ 
fore cameras in “Tougeri Gun 
in Tombstone" for Peerless, 

-and has completed "Gun Duel 
in Durango" all for U. A. re- 

.lease. 
Montgomery Is slated to start 

shooting his latest "Gun” about 
mid-October. 

Krishnamachari 

India Vexation 
Faint glimmer of hope for an 

improvement in the situation fac¬ 
ing the American film companies 
in India came last week following 
a talk between Eric Johnston and 
T. T. Krishnamachari, India’s 
Minister, In Washington. 

Since their discussion, in which 
Krishnamachari expressed inter¬ 
est in the plight of- the industry 
due to Indian restrictions, the In¬ 
dian Government this week Issued 
new regulations covering the six 
months’ period ending March 1, 
1958. Under these restrictions, 
American (and other foreign) film 
imports are cut to 10% of their 
former high. 

In 1955, the U„ S. shipped some 
250 pix into India. Figuring it on 
the half-year period, this would 
mean a reduction from 125 to 12 
or 13 films. There may be loop¬ 
holes allowing a couple of more 
imports, but on the whole it’s 
felt in N.Y. that • the companies 
can’t keep going with this kind 
of allotment. Some of the dis- 
tribs are in a better position than 
others since they can draw on old 
licenses. 

Only Metro and 20th-Fox have 
theatre holdings in India. 

The Indian Government, in or¬ 
dering the restrictions on the im¬ 
ports of Consumer goods, es*imat- 
;ed on overall ' saving of about 
$210,000,000 in foreign exchange 
for' the six months’ period. In¬ 
dia’s foreign exchange position is 
said to be critical. The Indians 
are currently negotiating for an 
American loan. 

Import restrictions first applied 
to the first half of 1957, when 
the number of licenses was cut by 
50%. 

Vaulties’From 20th Back is Theatres 

While the results of the business¬ 
building campaign on the radio in 
Rochester and Denver are still un¬ 
der scrutiny, it’s already clear that 
It hasn’t netted any noticeable up¬ 
swing at the boxoffice. 

Campaign lasted eight weeks In 
both cities, cost $6,000 In toto, and 
utilized all available stations, most¬ 
ly via the disk jockeys. It was 
institutional in character, but even¬ 
tually was switched to plug the best 
releases. 

Theatremen were pleased with 
the Intangibles of the drive, I.e., the 
overall impression aboiit good pic¬ 
tures and the word-of-mouth cre¬ 
ated, but there was no outstanding 
reaction among the public, and the 
b.o. failed to register the effects. 
Radio campaign was in the hands 
of Herb Steinberg of Paramount 
and Rodney Bush of 20th-Fox. 

Suggestion is made that, based 
oh the Rochester and Denver ex¬ 
periences, a new radio drive might 
most effectively be launched via 
a national radio show, such as 
NBC’s Monitor. Radio stations in 
Rochester and Denver cooperated 
to the hilt in putting the film mes¬ 
sage across. Aim, primarily, wasn’t 
to plug Individual attractions, but 
to stress the pleasure of going to 
the movies, getting out of the 
house, etc. 

7th Making of Yic Hugo’s 
Tes Miserahles’ Working 

Out as 4-Hour Rim 
Latest (seventh) screen version 

of Victor Hugo’s "Les Miserahles,"' 
now shooting in France, will run 
for four hours and will be present¬ 
ed in unique fashion, reports the 
French Film Office in N. Y. 

When the pic opens in December, 
three Paris houses will play the 
first section of the film and an¬ 
other three will play the lari half. 
Jean Gabin Is starred. Jeal-Paul 
Le Chanois directs. 

‘Ninth Star’ and The Men’ Bracketed---Old Title* 
Set in Tiny-Type and Reissue Glossed Oyer 

. Minneapolis, Oct. 1. 

National Telefilm Associates, 

principally engaged in the business 

of selling its accumulation of 20th- 

Fox vaulties to television stations, 
has found an effective way to mar¬ 
ket some of these profitably with 
showbouses. . 

Company simply re-names the 
oldies that boast east names which 
it believes gives them boxoffice 
value. They’re pictures, however, 
that didn’t cut too .wide a b.o. 
swath initially-or which carry titles 
that Wouldn’t mean anything to 
present-day film fans. 

Local NTA distributor Don 
Swartz sold "The Ninth Star" and 
"The Men” to Paramount’* local 
16op'firri-run Lyric, a leading down¬ 
town house, as a twin bill with 
new titles, "Armored Attack!" and 
"Battle Stripe." 

Using large and effective news¬ 
paper ads which in the smallest 
possible type stated their former 
titles, thus practically concealing 
the fact they’re reissues, the Lyric 
on a Thursday opened with the pair 
to $1,000, an excellent mid-week 
gross for the house. 

Another picture, which NTA is 
holding out from tv stations, will 
be sold in the territory with its 
original title because it was such 
a boxoffice hit when originally re¬ 
leased, Swartz says. 

Some exhibtors hereabouts don’t 
like the fact that NTA is sup¬ 
plying features to video and that 
its principal owner and operator 
of local station KMGM-T.V, but 
with product again in short supply 
they’re not holding back from buy¬ 
ing anything that’s believed jo pos¬ 
sess b.o. potential, according to 
Swartz. 

SCRIPTURE FOR SCRIPTS, 
DE MULE PLANS AHEAD 

San Francisco, Oct 1. 

Cecil B. DeMille doesn’t "intend 
to retire,” he said last week after 
testifying in the Goldwyn anti¬ 
trust suit. 

Not only that, but the 76-year- 
old producer “will make another 
picture if I’m aroupd, probably 
from the Bible which is the world’s 
greatest source. “If from the Book 
of Ruth, it’ll be a lovely little 
home story, if from Deuteronomy, 
the mountains will fall down” 

He said pay-TV was no threat to 
film producers, only to exhibitors, 
and added that he’d been telling 
Hollywood associates “for the last 
five years that motion pictures 
[have become the legitimate thea- 
\ tre.” 

One example1 of this concept, he 
said, was his own “Ten Command¬ 
ments,” which "will outgross afiy 
picture in the world—it’s already 
grossed $26 million in 44 weeks.” 

Asked if Hollywood would 
"clean house" as a result of the 
"Confidential" trial, he replied, 
wryly: 

“I take a lot of magazines but 
somehow missed that one." 

Ray Thome's' Camden Transfer 
Memphis, Oct 1. 

Manager Ray Thome will ankle 
the Malco her$ to skipper the 
Savar at Camden, N, J. Thome, 
who has managed first run houses 
at Minneapolis/St Paul, San Fran¬ 
cisco, Denver, Pasadena, Los An¬ 
geles and Milwaukee, also handled 
the advertising and exploitation 
fov the Malco chain in Memphis 
and other southern cities and is 
expected to double in brass at 
Savar. 

Watson Davis, former Malco 
manager who has been running a 
theatre at Camden, Ark., will re¬ 
turn here as advertising exec, 
while Elton Howell takes over as 
Malco house manager. 
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LA Better; Tilot* Huge $157,000, 
14 Spots; ‘Joker Fast 100G in 11, 

M 746,15, ‘10 Cs 20G, 46th 
Los Angeles, Oct. 1. • 

L.A. first-runs are picking up 
slightly this frame with a pair of 
big openers helping. “Jet Pilot” 
coupled with "Joe Dakota" is head¬ 
ing for a mighty $157,000 in 14 sit¬ 
uations. “Pilot" looks to hit a 
hotsy $35,000 in three first-runs 
plus a great $122,000 or close in 
three nabes and eight drive-ins. 

“Joker Is Wild” also is big, with 
fine $100,000 in 11 situations, being 
big $32,500 in three first-runs plus 
a tall $67,500 in one nabe and seven 
ozoners. Only other newly- 
launched bill to show much is 
“Noah’s Ark," on reissue, plus 
“Dragoon Wells Massacre” with a 
fair $23,000 or near in four houses 
but a sharp $74,000 total including 
15 nabes, 

“Sun Also Rises" leads holdovers 
with a lazy $7,800 in fifth round at 
Chinese. "10 Commandments" Is 
winding 46-week run at Warner 
Beverly Oct. 2 with a great $953,- 
500 total, showing new life in final 
lap with a handsome $20,000 in 
sight. 

Estimates for This Week 
Orpheum, Pantag:es, Fox Wil- 

shire (Metropolitan - RKO - FWC) 
(2,213; 2,812; 2,298; 80-$1.80)— 
“Joker Is Wild* (Par) and "Way¬ 
ward Girl” (Rep) (Orpheum, Pan- 
tages only). Big $32,500. Last 
week, Orpheum, “Pride and Pas¬ 
sion" (UA). and “Baby and Bat¬ 
tleship” (Indie) (4th wk), $2,300 (5 
days i; Pantages with El Rey, 
Downtown, "Quiet Man" (Rep) and 
"Johnny Guitar" (Rep) (reissues), 
$6,700. 

HiUstreet, New Fox, Wiltern 
(RKO-FWC-SW) (2,752; 965; 2,344; 
90-$1.50)—“Jet Pilot" (U> and “Joe 
Dakota” (U). Sock $35,000 or.near 
plus $122,000 in 11 other spots. 
Last week, Hillstreet^ “Demetrius 
and Gladiators” (20th) and “Frog¬ 
men” »20tli) (reissues), $4,300; New 
Fox with Los Angeles, Ritz, “From 
Hell It Came” <AA) and “Disem¬ 
bodied" (AA), $10,700; Wiltern 
with Downtown Paramount, Iris, 
“Beginning of End” (Rep) and 
“Unearthly” (Rep), $14,900. 

Downtown, Uptown, Hollywood 
(SW-FWC) <1,757; 1,715; 756; 90- 

(Continued on page 22) 

Mo B.O. Off Albeit 
W Mighty $18,000; 

‘Cinerama’ Tall 15G, 5 
Baltimore, Oct, 1, 

Biz is uneven here this frame. 
Only new entry making much of a 
showing is “Jet Pilot" at the Cen¬ 
tury, but it is terrific. ‘“Fuzzy Pink 
Nightgown” shapes thin at the New 
and “House of Numbers” at the 
Hippodrome looms slow. “Man of 
Thousand Faces” is related nice in 
second week at the Mayfair, “This 
Is Cinerama" is tall in fifth round 
at the Town. "Around the World 
in 80 Days" still is torrid in 41st 
session at Film Centre. 

Estimates for This Week 

Century (Fruchtman) t3,100; 50- 
$1.25)—“Jet Pilot” (U). Wow $18,- 
000. Last week, “Sun Also Rises" 
(20th) (4th wk), $7,000. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Last Bridge” (Union) (2d 
wkl. Okay $3,000 after $3,500 in 
first. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
$1.25-$2.25)—“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (41st wk). Nice $9,000 
ffter $10,000 last week. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25) — “Interlude” (U). Oke 
$3,700. Last week, “Passionate. 
Summer" (Kings) (4th wk). $2,500. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$1.25J—“House of Numbers” 
(M-G>. Slow $6,000. Last week, 
“Tip on Dead Jockey” (M-G) and 
“Action of Tiger" (M-G), same. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25)— 
“Man of Thousand Faces” (U) (2d 
wk>. Fancy $6,000 after $8,000 in 
first. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50-$1.25) 
—“Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” (UA). 
Thin $5.0.00. Last week; “Sea 
Wife" (20th), $8,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (400; 50 
$1.25!—“Third Key” (Rank) 6th 
wk>. Holding at good $3,500 after 
$4,000 last week. 

Stanley (SW) *3.200; 50-$l,25)— 
“Portland Expose" (AA).' Drab 
$6,500, Last week, “3:10 to Yuma* 
(Col), $10,000. 

Town (SW-Cinerama) < 1,125- 
$2.50)—"This Is Cinerama" (Cine¬ 
rama) (5th wk>. Tall $15,000 after 
ditto for fourth. 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week. $589,000 

(Based cm 23 theatres) 
Last Year .,.$613,400 

(Based,on 21 theatres) 

‘Pilot’ Sockeroo 
22G, Frisco Ace 

San Francisco, Oct. 1. 
Some first-runs here are excel¬ 

lent but there are many others do¬ 
ing very mildly. Standout is "Jet 
Pilot," with a sockeroo session at 
Golden Gate, to give this hbuse 
the best take in many weeks. "Sea 
Wife” is barely fair at Fox while 
“Until They Sail” is just okay at 
Warfield. "Helen Morgan Story” 
is rated fairish at Paramount. 
"Pickup Alley” is dull at St. Fran¬ 
cis. "Around World in 80 Days” 
looms tops among the longruns with 
great take in 4Qth Coronet stanza. 
“Torero” and "Miller’s Beautiful 
Wife" are best among “the arties. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- 

$1.25)—“Jet Pilot" (U) and “That 
Night” <U). Socko $22,000. Last 
wfeek, "Jumping Jacks” (Par) and 
"Sailor Beware” (Par) (reissues), 
$8,500, 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
"Sea Wife” (20th) and "Forty 
Guns" (20th). Fair $13,000. Last 
week, “Sun Also Rises" (20th) (4th 
wk-5 days), $8,500. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) 
—“Until They Sail” (M-G). Oke 
$13,500. Last week, “Hired Gun" 
(M-G) and "Decision Against 
Time” (M-G), $8,200. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) 
—“Helen Morgan Story" (WB) end 
“Johnny Trouble” (WB). Fairish 
$12,000.' Last-week, “Giant Claw” 
(Col) and “Night World Exploded” 
(Col), $10,000. 

St. Francis <Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—"Pickup Alley” (Col) and “Broth¬ 
ers Rico" (Col). Mild $7,500. Last 

(Continued on page 22) 

‘James’Lively $8,000, 
LVille; ‘Morgan* 6G 

Louisville, Oct. 1. 
Biz at film houses is fairly well 

distributed this week. Windup of 
“Around World” fn 18th week at 
the Brown, took a spurt to lead 
city. Kentucky with “Beau James” 
and- “Lonely Man” looks fancy. 
Mftry Anderson’s "Helen Morgan 
Story” is robust. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Loew’s-Fourth Ave.). 

(1,000; ‘ $1.25-$2)—"Around World 
in 80 Days” (UA) (18th wk). Final 
stanza reflected in boost to fine 
$10,000 after 17th week’s $7,000. 
"Raintree County” (M-G) preems 
Wednesday (2), with big bally in¬ 
vited press, etc. 

Kentucky (Svltow) (1,200; 50-85) 
—“Beau James" (Par) and “Lonely 
Man" (Par). Fast $8,000. Last 
week, “Delicate Delinquent" (Par) 
(2d wk), $6,000. 

Loew*s (Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 50- 
85)—“Pickup Alley” (Col) and 
"Woman of River” (Col). Dull 
$8,Q00. Last week, "House of 
Numbers” (M-G) and "Tarzan and 
Lost Safari” (M-G?, $7,000. 

Mary Anderson (Peoples) (1,200; 
50-85)—“Helen Morgan Story” 
(WB). Fine $6,000 or near. Last 
week, “Black Patch” (WB) and 
“Johnny Trouble” (WB), $6,000. 

Rialto ►(Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
74-99)—“Sun Also Rises" (20th) 
(2d wk). Medium $8,000 after first 
Week’s $12,000. 

‘Pilot’Standout 
$17,500, Denver 

Denver, Oct. 1. 
Best bet. here this stanza is "Jet 

Pilot," rated lofty at the Orpheum. 
It is far ahead of other entrants, 
which ai^ not doing much current¬ 
ly. However, “Interlude” Is*, rated 
good at the Centre while' "Doctor 
At Large” continues fine in second 
round, at Esquire with a third week 
set. "Around World in 80 Days” 
is still good in 20th session at the 
Tabor. Elsewhere, it’s mighty slim 
pickings. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin * (Fox) (1,400; $1.25- 

$1.50)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(10th wk). After 13 weeks at Den¬ 
ham. Fair $3,000. Last week, ditto. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“Interlude” (U). Good $11,000. 
Stays. Last week, “Sun. Also Rises” 
(20th) (4th wk), $7,000. 

Denham (Cockrill). (1,428; 70-90) 
—“Unholy Wife” (RKO-U). Sad 
$4,000. Last week, “Stowaway Girl” 

(Continued on page 22) 

'Pacing 
Hub; “Pilot’ Wham 22G, 'Sail’ 206 

Boston, Oct. 1. 
Wave of cool weather with mer¬ 

cury down to frostline* Is boosting 
biz at many spots currently. Big¬ 
gest new pic is “Guns Don’t Ar¬ 
gue,” Terry Turner film, with great 
bally landing it a terrific take at 
Fenway and Paramount, where 
day-dating. It looks like a record- 
breaker at latter. “Until They 
Sail" is fairish in two spots but 
“Jet Pilot” 4s zooming to a wow 
take at Memorial. 

Quantez” shapes fine at Pil¬ 
grim. “Sea Wife” is barely okay 
at the Met. ’‘Around the World” 
leads holdovers in 26th week at 
Saxon. “Doctor at Large” contin¬ 
ues slick in sixth at the Xenmore. 
“Interlude” is rated okay at Astor 
hi fourth week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 90-$L50)— 

“Interlude” (U) (4th wk). Oke $4,- 
500. Last week, $5,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90- 
$1.25)—“Lost Continent” i.Lopert) 
(5th wk). Good $5,500. Last week, 
$6,500. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of I 
World” (Cinerama) (58th wk). 
Sturdy $15,000: Last week, $14,500. 

Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO) 
(2d wk). First week ended Sunday 
(29) was sizzling $11,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)— 
“Green Man” (DCA) (9th wk). 
Eighth week ended Saturday (28), 
big $7,700. Last week, $7,500. 
$7,500. 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10) 
—“Guns Don’t Argue” (Indie) and 
“Hell Canyon Outlaws” (Rep). 
Looks wow $13,000. Last week, 
“Armored Attack” (NTA) and 
"Battle Stripe” (NTA) (reissues), 
$4,500. 

Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.80)— 

“Pride and Passion” (UA) (8th wk)* 
Oke $8,500. Last Week, $10,500. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Doctor at Large” (U) (6th wk). 
Hot $8,500. Last week, $7,200. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.25) 
—“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Copper 
Sky” (20th). Wham $22,000. Last 
week, “Sun Also Rises” (20th) (4th 
wk), $12,000. • 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25) — “Sea Wife” (20th) and 
“Smiley” (20th), Oke $14,000. Last 
week, “Noah’s Ark” (AA-Dom) 
(reissue), $13,000. 

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.19)—“Guns Don’t Argue” (In¬ 
die) and “Hell Canyon Outlaws” 
(Rep). Record at $25,000. Last 
week, “Armored Attack” (NTA) 
and “Battle Stripe” (NTA) (reis¬ 
sues), $10,000. 

Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95)— 
“Quantez” (U) and “Out of Clouds” 
(Rank). Fine $9,000. Last* week, 
“Chicago Confidential” (UA) and 
“Ontlaw’s Son” (UA), $8,500. 

Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(26th wk). Lofty $2,500. Last week, 
ditto. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$ 110)— 
“Fernandel Dressmaker” (Indie) 
and “Papa; Mama, Maid” (Indie). 
Happy $5,500. Last week, “His 
First Affair” (Indie) and “Three 
Forbidden Stories” (Indie), $7,500 
in 9 days.* 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,909; 75- 
$1.25)—“Until They Sail” (M-G) 
and “Trooper Hook” (UA) plus 
Robinson-Basilio fight pix. Oke 
$11,509. Last week, “3:10 to Yuma” 
(Col) and “Town on Trial” (Col), 
$10,000. 

State (Loew) (3,500;; 75-$1.25)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) and 
"Trooper Hook” (UA) plus fight 
films. Faff $8,500. Last week, 
“3:19 to Yuma” (Col) and; “Town, 
on Trial” (Col), $7,090. 

Det. Spotty But ‘Pilot’ Sock $26,000; 
‘Alley’ Fine 15G, ‘Faces’ Big 12G 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week .. . .$2,456,300 
(Based on 22 cities and 248 

theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 
, eluding N. Y.) 
Total Grose same Week 
Last Year ..$2,796,100 

(Based on 23 cities and 234 
theatres.} 

Philly;‘Plot’156 
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. 

Religious holidays partially 
knocked out boxoffice takings in 
current session, but grosses came 
back solidly over weekend as col¬ 
lege football season opened. “Helen 
Morgan Story” shapes as standout 
newcomer with sock takings at 
Randolph. “Monster That Chal¬ 
lenged World” also is solid at Gold¬ 
man. “Jet Pilot” still is rated brisk 
in Second round at the Stanley. 

Estimates for This' Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (5,266; 99-$1.80)— 

“Man of Thousand Faces” (U) (6th 
wk). Good $7,500. Last week, 
$8,000. 

Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1,430; 
$1.20-$2.80) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (75th wk). Big 
$12,000 in last week. Last week, 
$11,200. 

Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) — 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (5th wk). 
Bright $12,000. Last week, same. 

' Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Monster That Challenged 
World” (UA) and “.Vampire” (UA). 
Solid $13,000. Last week, “Gun 
Glory” (M-G), $7,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays).—“Silken 
Affair” (DCA) (8th wk). Big $2,600. 
Last, week, $2,800. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (40th wk). Snappy $12,500. 
Last week, $13,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25) — “Helen Morgan Story” 
(WB). Sock $16,000. Last week, 
“Woman of River” (Col), $7,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— 
“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk>. Brisk 
$15,000. Last week, $23,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49) — 
“Decision Against Time” (M-G) 
and “Land Unknown” (U). Par 
$8,500. Last week, “Yankee Doodle 
Dandy” (WB) (reissue), $19,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$U0) 
—“Melbourne Rendezvous” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Quite $3,600. Last week, 
*4,700. . 

Viking (Sley) (f,000; 75-$1.80) — 
“Pride and Passion” (UA) (9th wk). 
Steady $8,000. Last week, $7,000. 

World (Pathe) (499; 99-$1.49) — 
“Last Bridge” (Indie) (2d wk). Tall 
$3,500. Last week, $4,500. 

Studio (Goldberg) (400; $1.49) — 
“Stella” (Burstyn). Looks like 
fancy $5,500 in first week. Holds. 

‘SUN’ $9,500, ’PILOT 
10G, PITT; BOTH BIG 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1. 
About the only thing worth 

noting this Week is the sensational 
windup of “10 Commandments,” 
which closed out in 29th stanza to 
biggest gross of entire run. Else¬ 
where, it’s spotty. However, 
“Around the World in 80 Days” is 
starting to push upwards again at 
Nixon while holdover of “Jet 
Pilot” is sturdy at Stanley. "‘Happy 
Road” got away briskly at Squir¬ 
rel! Hill arter. Twinner of “Back 
From Dead” and “Unknown Ter¬ 
ror” is dying at Fulton. Second 
week of “Sun Also Rises” looks 
good enough at Harris to rate an¬ 
other round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) *(1,700; 80-$1.25)— 

“Unknown Terror” (20th)- and 
“Back From Dead” (20th). Noth¬ 
ing at all and comes out tonight 
(Tue$.) after 5 days to sad $3,000. 
Last week, “Man of 1,000 Faces” 
(U) (2d wk). $7,300. 

Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)— 
“Cblditz Story” (DCA! (3d wk). 
Oke $1,900. Last week, $2,200. 

Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$lJ25> 
—“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (2d wk). 
Holding up at nice $9,500, which is 
more thata enough to get it an¬ 
other h.o. Last week, $11,000. 

Nixon (Rtibin) (1,500; $1.25-$3)— 
“Around World” (UA) (25th. wk). 

(Continued on page 22) o 

Detroit, Oct. 1. 
Only spotty biz in prospect this 

week among deluxefs. “Chicago 
Confidential”ls oke but not big at 
Fox. However, “Jet'Pilot” shapes 
smash at the Michigan. And “Pick- 
-up Alley’r looms good at Palms. 
"-’Land Unknown” looks okay at 
Broadway-CapitoL 

“Man of'Thousand Faces” is big 
in second week at the Madison. 
“Around World in 89 Days” stays 
great in 40th week at United Art¬ 
ists as does “Seven Wonders of 
World” In 61st round at Music Hall. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,099; 90- 

$1.25) — "Chicago Confidential” 
(UA) and “Hell on Devil’s Island” 
(20th). Oke $17,000. Last week, 
“Sea Wife” (20th) and “Forty 
Guns” (20th), $12,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000: 
90-$l,25)—“Jet Pilot” (U) and 

. “Black Patch” (WB). Sock $26,000 
Nor near. Last week, “Pajama 
Game”. (WB) and "Johnny Trou¬ 
ble” (WB) (2d wk), $18,000. 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Pickup Alley” (Col) and "Domino 
Kid” (Col). Good $15,000. Last 
week, "3:10 to Yuma” (Col) and 
“Tijuana Story” (Col), $14,500. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$L25)— 
“Man of Thousand Faces” (U) (2d 
wk). B|g $12,000. Last week, 
$15,200. 

Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25) — “Land Unknown” (U) 
and “Joe Dakota” (U). Okay $13,- 
000. Last week, “James Dean 
Story.” (WB) and “Destination 60,- 
000” (WB), $11,500. - 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $.25- 
$3)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (40th wk). Great $18,000. 
Last week, same. , 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90- 
$1.25)—“Battle Hell” (DCA) and 
“Hell in-Korea” (DCA) (2d wk). 
Slow $7,000. Last week, $8,500. 

Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 
205; $1.50-$2.65)—; “Seven Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (61st wk). Sturdy 
$14,500. Last week, same. 

Krim- (Krim) (1,000; 90-$1.25)— 
“Lizzie” (M-G) and “Barrets of 
Wimpole Street” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Nice $5,500. Last week, $5,700. 

‘Gun’NSH $4,000 in 
Mpk; Tilot’ Fine 9G, 

2d,‘80 Days’17G, 12 
Minneapolis, Oct. L 

Local big-time football season's 
opener, the MiJinesofa-Washington 
game, pulling a capacity 62,500 
crowd at $4 per, brought plenty of 
weekend transients Into the Loop 
apparently'' without helping film 
biz, other than the two with hard- 
ticket, pix. Lineup of newcomers 
almost nothing to draw hometown- 
ers downtown. One of weakest 
within recent memory, It ..includes 
twin bills of lesser fare at three 
houses. However, one of the duals. 
"Armored Attack”-"Battle Stripe,”, 
reissues under new titles, looms 
good. ' 

Holdovers still show strength. 
For “Seven Wonders” and ""Around 
the World,” it's the 60th and, 12th 
stanzas, respectively, while "The 
Sun Also Rises” is chalking up its 
fifth week and “Jet Pilot' its sec¬ 
ond, latter being -still fine. ’ 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (847;- $1.50- 

$2.65)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
<UA) (12th Wk). Out-of-towners 
helped it to another spurt. Goes 
completely clean or near-capacity 
all the time. Smash $17,000. Last 
week, $16,00Q. 

Century (SW-Cinerama) <1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of. 
World” (Cinerama) (60th ,wk). 
Into 15th month, but still pittfit- 
able. Hot $12,000. Last week, 
$12,500. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
•“My Gun Is Quick” (UA) and Ro¬ 
binson-Basilio fight pix (UA). 
Fight pictures, exclusively here, 
may have helped .patronage here. 
NSH $4,000. Last, week, “Pickup 
Alley” (Col), $3,500. 

Lyric (Par) a,000; 85-90)— 
“Armored Attack” (NTA) and “Bat¬ 
tle Stripe” (NTA) (reissues). 
Smash $7,000.. Last week, “James 
Dean Story” (WB) and “Deep Ad¬ 
venture” (WB) (2d wk), $3,500,. 

Radio City TPav) (4,109; 85-90)— 
“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). Hefty 
selling of this one bringing' h.o. 
reward.. Healthy $9,QOO. Last 
week, $16,500, with one night out 
because* of fight telecast. Now 
moves over to Lyric. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- 
90)—“Woman of River” (Coll and. 
“Brothers Rico” (Col). Slow 

(Continued on page 22) 



Wednesday* OcloIier/2* 1957 P&RlEtt’ PICTURE CROSSES 9' 

New Pix HelpCki; Tilof Zooming 
To Great $38J)0t, ‘Joker Whopping 

24G, ‘Road’ 8G, ‘Rock’ Sturdy 9G 
Chicago, Oct. 1 

Loop screens .are holding fairly 
steady this frame with openers 
lively. “Jet Pilot” climbs to a rari- 
fied- $38,000 for first frame at 
State-Lake “Joker Is Wild” shapes 
a snappy $24,000 at United Artists 
also an opener. 

Two action houses shape about 
par with starters. The Monroe 
looks okay $3,800 with “Battle 
Hell”-“Hell in Korea.” The Grand 
at $5,600 shapes fair with “House 
of Numbers” and “Action of Tiger.” 

“Amazing Colossal Man”—“Cat 
Girl” package which barely missed 
house record at the Garrick With 
$13,500 in first frame looks -strong 
in second. “Rock Hunter*’ displays 
impressive 'staying power at the 
Loop as it marks a tidy fifth frame 
there. At the Roosevelt “3:10 to 
Yuma”—“Brothers Rico” stays for 
a comfortable second^ but “Man of 
1,000 Faces*' is skidding in same 
frame at the Chicago. “Portland 
Expose” looms torrid at the Woods 
in second with the addition of fight 
films. 

It’s 26th capacity frame for 
^Around. World 80 Days” at Todd 
Cinestage, while the Palace runs 
smoothly into 41st session with 
“Seven Wonders,” “ID Cdmmand- 
merits” with closing date adver¬ 
tized shows looks sharp in 45th 
McViekers set. 

Estimates for This Week 
Chicago (B&K) (3,900: 90-$1.50> 

—“Man of 1,000 Faces” (U) (2d 
wk). Slender $15,000. Last week 
$19,000. 

Cinema (Indie) (495; 85-90) 
“Time Is My Enemy” (Rep). Baftg- 
up $2,900. Last week, “Alligator 
Named Daisy” (Rank) (3d wk.), $1,- 
800.' ’ 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“Amazing Colossal Man” (Capitol) 
and' “Cat Girl” (Capitol) (2d wk.). 
Nifty $9,000. Last week, $13,500. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 50-87) — 
“House of Numbers” (M-G) and 
“Action of Tiger” ,(M-G). Just par 
at $5,000. Last week, “pawnee” 
(Rep) and “Spoilers of Forest” 
(Rep), same. 

ESqnlre (HAE Balaban) (1,400; 
90- $1.25)—“Happy Road” (MrG). 
Peppy $8,Q00.. Last Week, subse¬ 
quent-run. 

Loop {Telem’t) (608: 90-$1.50>— 
“Rock Hunter’'. (20th) (5th wk). 
Sturdy $9,000, Last week $9,400. 

McYickers (JLAS) 0,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—-“10 Commandments*' (Par) 
(45th wk). Sharp $21,000. Last 
week $20,000.' 

. Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 59-79)— 
“Battle Hell” (DCA),-“Hell ln Ko¬ 
rea” (DCA). Normal $4,100. Last 

(Continued on page 22) 

‘Sea Wife’Fair $7,000, 
Cincy; ‘Pilot* 10& 2d, 

‘80 Days’ Hot 14G, 16 
Cincinnati, Oct. 1. 

This is a marking-time stanza on 
Cincy’s cinema front, with total 
outlook slipping below last round. 
Only new hill, “Sea Wife ” in a 
twin combo and With Basillo-Roblh- 
son scrap clips extraed, shapes fair 
at Palace. Of the holdovers, “Jet 
Pilot" continues-to top the- first- 
runs with at Albee. ’Hatful of 
Rain” looms barely okay in second 
stariza at Keith’w “Seven Wonders, 
of World5' and “Around World In J 
80 Days” continue strong In ex¬ 
tending their runs. 

Estimates.for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,i00; 90-$1.25>— 

“Jet Pilot” (U) (2ct wk). Big $10„- 
500 after $15,500 takeoff. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-2.65)—“Seven Wonders”, 
(69th wk). Sturdy $12,000. Ex¬ 
pected to perk with announcement 
of last nine weeks of run. Last 
week, $121500. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$L10)— 
“Garden of Evil" (20th) and “Gladi¬ 
ators” (20th) (reissues). No com¬ 
plaint at $5,500. Last week; “Pa¬ 
jama Game” (WB) (m.o.), nine days, 
$6,500 at 90-$1.25 scale. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
“Garden of Eden” (Indie) (3d wk). 
Plenty good at $1,900 after $2,300 
in second round. Holds on. 

Keith's (Shor) <1,300; 75-$L25>— 
“Hatful of Rain” (20th) (2d wk). 
Oke $5,500. Last week, $7,500. 

Palace (RKO) (2,800; 9041JL0)— 
“Sea Wife” (20th) and “40 Guns” 
(20th) plus Basllio-Robinson fight 
clips. Fair $7,000. Last week, 
“House of Numbers” (M-G>, $6,000. 

Valley s (Wiethe) (U00; $150- 
$2.50)—“Around Worid” (UA) (16th 
wk). Close to last wear's $14,000, 
hotsy. 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; l.e* 
without usual tax. Distrib- 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. _ 

The parenthetic admission, 
prices, however, at indicated, 
include the U. S, amusement 
tax. 

‘Pilot’ Giant 17G 

Washington, Oct 1. 
It’s another dull session along 

main stem, despite unusually cool 
weather which normally drives 
natives into theatres. Standout this 
session is “Jet Pilot,” smash at 
Keith's, with “Until They Sail” at 
Capitol the only other solid'entry. 
“Portland Expose" looks fair in 
two spots. “Deerslayer” at Colum¬ 
bia is okay. “Sun-Also Rises” still 
is fast in fifth Palace, week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 80- 

$1.10) — “Portland Expose” (AA). 
Mild $3,000. Last week, “3:10 to 
Yuma” (Col), $6,500. 

Capitol {Loew) (3,434; 85-$L25) 
—“Until They Sail” '(M-G). Very 
solid $21,000; stays.. Last week, 
Judy Garland onstage. 

Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-90) 
—“Deerslayer” (20th). Oke. $7,000. 
Last week, “Run of Arrow” <U), 
same. 

Keith's (RKO) (1,859; 85-$1.25)— 
“Jet Pilot” (U). Off to big start 
with socko $17,000 on week. Stays. 
Last week, “Pride and Passion” 

kUA) (8th wk), $8,000 at tilted 
scale. 

Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; . 
$1.10)—“Portland Express” (AA). 
Okay $6,000. Last, week, “3:10 to 
Yuma” (Col), $11,500. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1.25)— 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (5th-final 
wk). Winds up with, very firm $13,- 
000 after $15,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)— 
“Jeanne Eagels” (Col) (9th wk). 
Slow $3,000 for second consecutive 

Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3) — 
“Around World in 80 Days*' (UA) 
(26th Wk). Fancy $17,000. Last 
week, $16,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$L20-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (40fh wk). Stay¬ 
ing around oke $9,000 for second 
consecutive Week. Marking time 
now for new Cinerama entry. 

‘Unholy Wife’ NG 7G, 
Port; Tflot’ Fastl2G 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 1. 
First-run biz is oh dull side this 

round with many' spots- showing 
moderate “product. “80 Days” con¬ 
tinues big at the Broadway for 
24th week. “Jet Pilot” soars to a; 
second lofty , round at .the Fox. 
Orpheum has “Unholy Wife” plus 
fight pix but it’s very light. “Short 
Cut To Help’ is drab at-Paramount. 
Mid-sruramer beat continues to cut 
deeply into grosses. 

Estimates for TUs Week 
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2- 

$2.50)—“Around - Work! In 80 
Days” (UA) (24th wk). Tall $9,000. 
Last week, $9,300. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Jet Pilot” (U> and “Please Mur¬ 
der Me” (Indie) (2d wk). Torrid 
$12,000 or near. Last week, $15,100. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $155)—“A 
Game Of Love” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Big $4,000. Last week, $4,800. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$155)—“Valerie” (UA) and “Street 
of Sinners” (UA). Thin $3,500 in 
6 days. Last week, “Beginning of 
End” (Rep) and “The Unearthly” 
(Rep), $4,400. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.50>—“Unholy Wife” (RKO-U) 
and “That Night” (U) and fight pix. 
Drab $7,000 or less. Last week, 
“3:10 To Yutna” (Col) and “Zom¬ 
bies Mora Tau” (Gol), $5,900. 

Paramount (Porf-Par) (3,400; 90- 
$1.25)—“Short Cut To Hell” (Par) 
and “Mister Rock ’N* RoU” (Par), 
Slight $5,500. Last week, “Jump- 

, ing Jacks” (Par) and “jailor Be- 
btare” - (Pari ‘(tetesues),' $6,000, 5 

‘PILOT’ BOFF $14,000, 
. INDPLS.;‘80 DAYS’13G 

Indianapolis, Oct. 1. 
New pix are generally slow at 

first-runs here this Stanza, dearth 
of topflight new product hurting. 
Big exception and standout is “Jet 
Pilot,” great at the. Indiana where 
holdover looms. “Around World,” 
in eighth week at Lyric, is off re¬ 
cent pace but still big. “Pajama 
Game” is hep.in second stanza at 
Keith’s. Neither “Mister Rock and 
Roll” at Circle nor “Pickup Alley” 
at Loew’s are causing” much excite¬ 
ment. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill - Dolle) (2,800; 

70-90)—“Mister Rock arid Roll’ 
(Indie) and “Short Cut to Hell’ 
(Indie), Dull $6,000. Last week, 
“Interlude” (U) and “Accused of] 
Murder” (Rep), $6,500. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-90)— 
"Jet Pilot” <U). Great $14,000. 
Last week, “Sea Wife” (20th) and 
“Copper Sky” (20th), $7,000. 

Keith’s (Cockrill * Dolle) (1,200; 
75-$l:25)—“Pajama Game” (WB) 
(2d wk). Hep $7,000 after $9,000 
opener. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 70-85)— 
“Pickup Alley” (Col) and “Parson: 
and Outlaw” (Col). Slow $4,500. 
Last week, “Fuzzy Pink Night¬ 
gown” (UA> and “Seventh Sin” 
(M-G). $g500. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(8th wk). Nifty $13,000. Last: 
week, hot $15,000, boosted by sev-: 
era! nights of big group sales. 

Tflot’ Rousing 
$11,000 in Prov. 

Providence, Oct. 1. 
Biz is generally on the upgrade 

again with RKO Albee leading the 
list with - “Jet Pilot” which is 
sockeroo. State is better too w|£h 
“Pickup Alley” and films of Rdbrn- 
son-Basilio fight. Heavy tv exploita¬ 
tion paying off well for Majestic’s 
‘Guns Don’t Argue 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee *(RKO) <2500; 65-80)—“Jet 

Pilot” (RKO) and “Triple Decep¬ 
tion” (Rank). Smash $11,000 or oyer. 
Last week, “Land Unknown” (U) 
and “Quahtez” (U), $5,500. 

Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80) — 
“Guns Don’t Argue” (Indie) and 
“Last of the Desperados” (Indie). 
Strong $9,000 or near. Last week, 
“Sea Wife” (20th). and “Restless 
Breed” (20th), good $8,000. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) — 
“Pickup Alley” (Col).and “Parson 
and the Outlaw” (UA). Good $10,- 
000 expected. Last week “Noah's 
Ark” (Indie) and,. “Wetbacks’ 
(Indie), week $7,000. 

Strand (Silverman) (2500; 65-80) 
—“Short Cut To Hell” (Par) and 
“Tijuana Story” (Col). Sad $3,000. 
Last week, “Omar Khayyam” (Par) 
and “King Of Coral Sea” (AA), 
$6,000. 

K.C. Shtggish; ‘Monster’ 
Moderate $8,000, Tilof 

Snappy 9C in 2d Wk. 
Kansas City, Oct. 1. 

Lighter week is on tap in keep¬ 
ing with lightweights among the 
newcomers. “Woman of River” at 
Midland, “Beginning of. End” at 
Paramount and '‘Half Human*? plus 
“Monster from Green Hell” at four 
Dickinson theatres all are in jthat- 
category, “Jet Pilot? is agood 
holdover in three Fox Midwest 
Theatres, Best Strength continues 
m the special. processed films. 
Seven Wonders” at the Missouri 

and “Around the World* at-the 
Tower. These are off from recent 
highs, but still Comparatively big. 
Weather is in a ideal fall category 
and probably no help at the box- 
office. 

Estimates far This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickson) 
(706; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 85c 
person)-— “Monster from Green 
Hell” (DCA) and “Half Human” 
(DCA). Moderate $8,000. Last 
Week, “Checkpoint” (Rank) and 
“Black Tent” (Rank), $7,500. , 

Klmo (Dickinson) £504; 75-90) — 
*St. Joan” (UA) (2d wk). Mild 

$1500. Last week, $1,500, under 
hopes. 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— 
“Woman » of River” (Col) and 
“Brothers Rico” (Col), with Robin- 
son-Basillo fight films. Dull $6,006. 
last week, “3:10 To Yuma” (Col) 
and “Town on Trial” (Col), $4,500, 
lightest of season. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (U94; 
$l,25-$2)—“Seven Wonders of the 
World” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Big 

"(CoWtinufed^dfi page 22) 

Fresh Product Perks B way; ‘Joker 
Smash $80,080, ‘Paradise’ Capacity 

J, ‘Eve’ Lush 21G, ‘Expose’ 14G 
Four new films, most of them 

big, plus the religious holidays and 
clear, cool . weather will give 
Broadway first-run business a nice 
lift this stanza. Deluxe theatre 
managers noted a decided upbeat 
at the wickets Thursday and Fri¬ 
day nights, with the Saturday trade 
generally bigger than usual. With 
the mercury dipping below 40 de¬ 
grees, the weather was favorable 
for the cinemas. 

‘Joker Is Wild” Is heading for a 
smash $80,000 opening, session at 
the Capitol. It teed off socko last 
Thursday, and maintained this 
pace over the. weekend. Smart 
bally helped since including the 
personals by numerous show biz 
celebs at the Monday (30) night 
performance when Joe E. Lewis, 
star of pic, was honored. 

‘Search For paradise,” latest 
Cinerama production, was capacity 
$26,400 in first four days at the 
Warner. “Three Faces of Eve” 
looks to hit solid $21,000 opening 
session at the Victoria. Fourth 
newcomer, “Portland Expose,” . is; 
heading for. mild $14,000 at the 
State. 

‘Pajama Game” with stageshow 
is winding current (5th) week at 
the Music Hall with a nice $125,- 
000. “Les Girls” opens tomorrow 
(Thurs.). “Sun Also Rises” and 
stagebill looks to finish sixth round 
at the Roxy with mild $44,000. 
However, it holds another to open 
‘My Man Godfrey” on Oct 11. 

“Man of Thousand Faces” held 
with good $10,800 in seventh week 
ended last night (Tues.), and stays 
three extra days to open “Jet 
Pilot” at Palace. “Love in After¬ 
noon” is. heading for a fair 
$28,000 at the Paramount, and sock 
$11,000 at the Plaza in current 
(6th) sessions. Pic is staying at 
both houses, according to present 
plans. 

“3:10 To Yuma” ended its fifth 
round at the Astor yesterday 
(Tues.) with a fair $11,000. ‘Helen 
Morgan Story” opens there' today 
(Wed.). “Four Bags Full” held 
with a big $9,000 in fourth round 
at Trahs^Lux 52d Street. 

‘Around World in 80 Days” held 
with capacity $37,100 in 50th ses¬ 
sion at the Rivoli, starting its 51st 
week today (Wed.). “10 Command¬ 
ments” is heading for a great $40,- 
000 in present (47th) stanza at the 
Criterion. * , 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

‘Helen Morgan • Story” (WB). 
Opens today (Wed.), In ahead, 
“3:10 To Yuma” (Col) (5th wk), 
fair $11,000 after $14,000 in fourth. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1JB0)—“Novel Affair” 
(Cont) (6th-final wk). Abbrevi¬ 
ated final weeks run only five days 
to open “Sins of Casanova” (Indie) 
on Sunday (6). Fifth week of “Af¬ 
fair” ended Monday (30) was okay 
$4,700 after $5,200 in fourth. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $155- 
$1.80)—“Man Escaped*? (Cont) 
(6th-final wk). Fifth round fin¬ 
ished last Sunday (29) was fair 
$4,100. Fourth was $5,900. 
“Deadlier Than Male” (Cont) opens 
Oct. 8. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
-“Joker Is Wild” (Pari. First 

session ending today (Wed.) looks 
like great $80,000. Holds, natch- 
In ahead, “Jeanne Eagels” (Col) 
(4th wk-6 days), $32,000. 

Central (Maurer) (854; 95-$L80) 
—“Checkpoint? (Rank) (2d wk). 
Fair $6,500.' First was $12,000, a 
hit below hopes. Holds a couple 
of extra days to open “Triple De¬ 
ception” (Rank) on Friday C4). 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$350)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(47th wk). This stanza ending to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit great 
$40,000 in 15 performances. The 
46th was $34,600 for like numbers 
of shows. 

Fine Arts (Davis) <466; 90-$1.80) 
—“The Roots” (Harrison) (j>th wk). 
The fourth round ended Sunday 
(29) was good $5,200. Third was 
$7,500. “Mystery of PLcasso’ 
(Lopert) opens Oct 7. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; 
$1.25-$1.80>—“Rising of Moon” 
(WB) (13th wk)'. The 12th week 
concluded last night (Tues.) was 
okay $2,900. The 11th was $3,700. 
Likely won't hold much longer. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>— 
“Baby and Battleship” (DCA). 
Opened Monday (30). In ahead, 
"Brothers in Law” (Cont) (6th wk), 
okay $5,000 after $5,500 in fifth. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Perri” (BV). Opened yes¬ 
terday (Tues.). In ahead, "“Last 

Bridge” (Union) (6th wk), oke 
$4,000 after $6,000 in fifth. 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2)— 
“Man of Thousand Faces” (U) (7th- 
firial wk). Week ended last night 
(Tues.) hit good $10,800; staying 
over three extra days to open “Jet 
Pilot’ (U) on Friday (4). Sixth 
week was $16,200. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—“Love in Afternoon” (AA) 
(6th wk). Present stanza ending 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like fair 
$28,000. Fifth was $30,000. 
“Black Scorpio*” (WB) opens here 
next. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.50)—“Girl in Black" (Kings) 
(3d wk). First holdover round 
ended Sunday (29) was sock $9,500. 
Initial week, $12,500. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—"Pajama 
Game” (WB) and stageshow (5th- 
finai wk). Present session finishing 
up today (Wed.) is heading for stout 
$125,000. Fourth was $122,700 “Les 
Girls” (M-G) opens tomorrow 
(Thurs.) with new stagebill. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (51st wk). 
The 50th week ended yesterday 
(Tues.) was capacity $37,100 in 11 
performances. The 49th week was 
the same for the same number of 
shows. Stays on indef. Will wind 
up first year here in a couple of 
weeks, with anniversay of preem 
on Oct. 17. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50*2)— 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) (6th wk>. 
Present session finishing tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks like smash $11,000. 
Fifth was $12,500. 

Roxy (NatT. Th.) (5,717; 65*2.50) 
—“Sun Also Rises” (20th) with 
stageshow (6th wk). Current frame 
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to 
hit mild $44,000 or near. Fifth was 
$53,000. “My Man Godfrey” (U) 
opens Oct. 11. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 78*2)— 
"Portland Expose” (AA). First 
week ending today (Wed.) is head¬ 
ing for mild $14J)00 or close. Hold¬ 
ing. In ahead, "House of Numbers” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $12,500 with preview 
of “Expose” tossed in. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95*1.75)— 
“Spanish Gardener” (Rank) (4th- 
final wk). Third week finished 
Saturday (2$) was modest $5,600 
after $7,400, below hopes. In sec¬ 
ond. “Alligator Named Daisy” 
(Rank) opens Sunday (6). 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 
$1*1.50)—“Four Bags Full” (T-L). 

(Continued on page 22) 

?iIot’ Powerful $25,000, 
Clere; ‘Sail’ Fair lift 

‘Sun’ Bright $12,500,2d 
Cleveland, Oct. 1. 

Mainstem biz is still spotty, but 
generally grosses show improve¬ 
ment currently. “Jet Pilot” at th* 
Hlpp is most indicative of the b.o, 
pickup. It looks smash and far 
ahead of last week's pic. “Woman 
of River” is rated pleasing at Em¬ 
bassy but other new entries are fair 
to sad. “Sun Also Rises” continues 
fancy in first holdover session at 
the Allen. “Around Worid in 88 
Days” still is good in 16th round 
at the Ohio. 

Estimates for This Week 
Alien (S-W.) (3,800; 90*1.25)—. 

‘Sun Also Rises” (20th) (2d wk). 
Fast $12,500. Last week, $18,000. 

Hlpp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25> 
—"Jet Pilot” (U>. Smash $25,000. 
Last week, “Man of Thousand 
Faces” (U) (2d wk), $10,000 in firm 
4 days. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90)—“Woman of River” (Col) and 
"Pickup Alley” (Col). Pleasing 
$13,000. Last week, “Land Un¬ 
known” (UJ and “Joe Dakota” (U)# 
$10,000 in 10 days. 

Lower Mall (Community) (500s 
50-90)—“We Are AH Murderers4 
(Indie) (2d run). Sad $1,500. Last 
week, “Gold of Naples” (Indie), 
$2,500. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2J50) 
“Around World” (UA) (16th wk). 
Still good $13,500. Last week; 
$15,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,522k 
$1.25*2.40)—“This Is Cinerama* 
(Cinerama) (13th wk). Still big 
$13,600. Last week, ditto. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G). Below 
average $11,500. Last week, “Lov* 
in Afternoon” (AA), $7,000. 

Stfflmau (Loew) (2,700); 70-90)— 
“Action of Tiger” (M-G) and “Hired 
Gun” (M-G). Slow $7,000. Laat 
week, “Omar Khayyam” (Par), 
'$5,500. *-»=- 
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TOMLINSON BLASTS YOGE, WANK IBM 
TO PREVENT LOEW ‘LEAKS’ TO PRESS 

Joseph Tomlinson, the Canadian 
road-builder, who, with Louis B, 
Mayer and Stanley Meyer, mapped 
and mounted the attack of recent 
months upon the Joseph Vogel 
regime in Loew’s Inc., has now 
filed in Delaware, under his own 
sole signature, an all-out criticism 
of Loew’s, its leadership, past per¬ 
formance and anticipated profit 
position. 

This is essentially the formed 
embodiment in legal brief of the 
seven points reported in Variety 

of Aug. 21 under the streamer 
headline, “Tomlinson’s Side of 
Story.’’ 

It is also especially significant 
that Tomlinson is now asking the 
Delaware court to stop Vogel 
from “leaking** news to the press. 
It is thought doubtful that any 
judge would deny any corporate 
official the right to talk to report¬ 
ers, or employ public relations 
counsel, but Tomlinson’s sensitivity 
to the potshots (and indeed the 
"Wall Street community distaste 
for the whole mutual “scalping 
party” situation) will hardly sur¬ 
prise the close students of this 
chapter of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

The Delaware filing of Tomlin¬ 
son was timed with his declaration 
that he personally coveted no job 
or title, had no wish to dominate 
or control Loew’s Inc. (The big 
iob-seeker heretofore has been 
Identified by Vogelites as Stanley 
Meyer and the power-seeker as 
Louis B. Mayer.) 

Tomlinson’s fiercely-w orded 
complaint filed in District Court 
seeks, ultimately, to have Vogel 
ousted as Loew’s president. His 
immediate prayer is that the court 
declare as invalid all proxies col¬ 
lected by Vogel and his associates 
for the annual meeting which is 
now set for Oct. 15. 

Hits at Loew’s PR 
He also wants Vogel, et al., en¬ 

joined from issuing any ‘'false or 
misleading” statements to stock¬ 
holders of the press (sic). 

Tomlinson claimed that “so 
.many false statements” have been 
made about him that he now wants 
to “make my position crystal 
clear.” He’s the largest individual 
stockholder (180,000 shares) and, 
he insists, his “sole interest is and 
has been to assure competent and 
able management for the company 
so as to protect my investment in 
Loew’s and to protect other share¬ 
holders in- the preservation of 
their investment.” 

Tomlinson’s Federal Court action 
names as defendants the corpora¬ 
tion, Vogel and directors William 
A. Parker, George L. Killion and 
John L. Sullivan. Charge is they 
violated regulations of the Securi¬ 
ties & Exchange Commission in 
proxy solicitations. 

Proxy material included state¬ 
ments which strayed from mate¬ 
rial facts and failed to state mate¬ 
rial facts, Tomlinson alleges. He 
said the financial condition of 
Loew’s was not accurately dis¬ 
closed, pointing to an April 17, 
1957 report by the Booz, Allen Sc 
Hamilton management consultant 
firm which found corporate ineffi¬ 
ciency, management indifference, 
etc. Also it forecast annual studio 
picture losses of $11,400,000 and 
reported that 50% of the profits 
over the past 10 years came from 
“Gone With the Wind.” 

Tomlinson goes on to say that 
Arthur Anderson Sc Co., public ac¬ 
countants, hired to survey company 
practices, on July' 12, 1957, pre¬ 
sented to the board a report which 
“exposes the unbusinesslike and 
wasteful financial practices of 
Loew’s management.” The Ander¬ 
son report, states the plaintiff, in¬ 
cluded a forecast that by Nov. 21, 
1957, Loew’s will have a cash defi¬ 
cit of $4,912,000. It also noted; no 
reserves for anticipated losses on 
Inventory, improper inclusion of 
$3,262,500 of television film rentals 
In income for the year ended Aug. 
81, 1956, an overstatement of in¬ 
come for 1956 of $3,762,000 and 
improper inclusion of $500,000 of 
16m film rentals in 1956’s in¬ 
come. 

That July 12 ‘Meeting’ 

Tomlinson claims in his suit that! 
11 of Loew’s 13 hoard members at 
the now historical July 12 board 
meeting voted to remove Vogel 
from Hie presidency. Tomlinson 
states that Ogden Reid, then a I 
board member, and Killion told.] 
Vogel it was the boards consensus 

that he should be replaced. Tran¬ 

script and minutes of this July 12 

session are in the hands of the de¬ 

fendants who are suppressing them, 

alleges Tomlinson. 

Since this time Vogel, et al., 

have refused to attend a directors’ 

meeting, thus averting Vogel’s 
ouster, Tomlinson states. 

Vogel and Killion, in the proxy 
solicitations, gave stockholders to 
believe that they were speaking for 
the .company and its management, 
and not merdly themselves as in¬ 
dividuals, said Tomlinson. 

Vogel is charged with numerous; 
other “misrepresentations.” There 
was no basis for Vogel’s assertion, 
as contained in an Aug. 9, 1957, 
letter to stockholders that Tomlin¬ 
son and his associate, Stanley 
Meyer, hindered the president’s 
announced program for rebuilding 
the company; “no measures pro¬ 
posed by Mr. Vogel during this 
period failed of passage” and min¬ 
utes of board meetings will prove 
this, Tomlinson declared. 

The plaintiff continued: Wrong 
is the assertion made by Vogel that 
Tomlinson and Meyer made “base¬ 
less accusations” against him; im¬ 
portant actions taken by Vogel for 
the benefit of the company resulted 
from the “constructive criticism”; 
contained In Tomlinson’s letters to 
all board members. 

Vogel is guilty of misleading the 
stockholders, states plaintiff, about 
the function of the board. And it’s 
not true that certain directors 
wanted to prevent him from telling 
the “full story” of how they inter¬ 
fered with management and he’s 
going to reveal it at the annual 
meeting. There’s no such “full 
story” to tell, claims Tomlinson, 
and the annual meeting, if it comes 
off, will be a mere formality. 

Meyer Is ‘Outstanding* 

Statements deprecating the mo¬ 
tion picture experience of Stanley 
Meyer ware filled with half-truths 
and insinuations, according to Tom¬ 
linson, for Meyer has had “an out¬ 
standing record as an executive 
for more than 20 years’ experience 
in the production, distributon and 
exhibition phases of the motion pic¬ 
ture industry.” - ; 

Defended, too, is Louis B. Mayer 
who, relates Tomlinson, helmed the! 
studio over a period when the com-j 
pany had profits of over $250,000,-) 
000 and a gross of $3,500,000,000. 

Vogel Is accused of “leaking” to 
the press reports that important 
banking Interests are supporting 
hiin, whereas this is not the case, 
claims JTomlinson. Vogel’s July 22 
press statement that four directors 
resigned because of Tomlinson’s 
activities was branded a misrepre¬ 
sentation. They bowed but, as per 
the Tomlinson version, because: 
they couldn't reach agreement on 
a successor to Vogel. 

Wholly false are Vogel’s state¬ 
ment to the effeet that he’s dealing 
with “hostile elements” bent on; 
liquidating Loew’s, Tomlinson says 
the statements were calculated to 
frighten Loew’s employes and 
others in the trade into supporting 
the prez. 

Hearing has been set for Oct. 10, 
just five days ahead of the sched¬ 
uled annual meeting. 

Two series of film showings, one 

by the Museum of Modern Art, the 

other by the Museum of the City 

of New Yojk, have been scheduled 

for this fall. , 
The Museum of Modern Art se¬ 

ries, in collaboration with the N.Y. 

Film Council, concerns “Prospects 

For The Film,” and will represent 

an inquiry into documentaries, i.e., 

the sponsored film, propaganda and 

journalistic film and animation.and 

experiment. Series will be pre¬ 
sented on three consecutive Mon¬ 
days, Oct. 21, 28 and Nov. 4 and 
will consist of screenings, to he 
followed by panel discussions.. 

The Museum of the City of N.Y. 
will present a panorama of 50 years 
of New York Movies, starting with 
1903. Among the films to he shown 
is Chaplin’s “The King on Mam-*.] 
street” (1925) sgid to haVe a re¬ 
markable plot similarity to the 
comedian’s new picture, “The King 
in New York,” which opened re¬ 
cently in London. 

DARK SCREEN REFUND 
ON HALPERN SYSTEM 

Los Angeles, Oct 1. 

Stanley Warner had refunded a 
little over $5,000 by 4 p. m. by the 
next afternoon to ticket holders Of 
the Robinson-Basilio telecast Mon¬ 
day night at the Wiltern Theatre, 
Los Angeles, and expected to re¬ 
turn most of the $10,600 taken in 
by house, due to screen going dark 
at beginning of 13th round. Trou¬ 
ble was caused by a horizonal in¬ 
terlock on the theatre television 
network (Nate Halpem) that went 
bad. It was repaired in about 20 
minutes, but last three rounds were 
heard only, not seen. 

Stanley reported yesterday that 
instead of theatre losing friends be¬ 
cause of mishap, it had turned into 
good public relations for house, 
when coin was refunded without 
argument. Theatre also is building 
up a mailing list, which .will be. me y 
used next time for a fight telecast.«fully.’ 

Levy Itemizes I 
'Conciliation 

New system of conciliation 
adopted by the major exhibitor or¬ 
ganizations and the distributors 
opens the door for exhibitors to 
iron out grievances about any par¬ 
ticular licensing contract even be¬ 
fore such contract is signed. This 
was stated in New York this week 
by Herman Ml Levy, general coun¬ 
sel of Theatre Owners of America. 

In. other words, Levy said, the 
theatreman may go into concilia¬ 
tion if he’s offered a better run 
but does not want to go into com¬ 
petitive bidding, or if he feels the 
rental for the new run is ton high. 
TOA’s top attorney stressed that 
all controversies, whether arising 
out of signed contracts, • or out of 
arrangements in process of nego¬ 
tiation, may be submitted to the 
newly-adopted conciliation ma¬ 
chinery. 

System provides that the exhib 
can take whatever beef he has to 
the branch manager of the film 
company involved. If the com¬ 
plaining theatreman fails to find 
satisfaction in this, he can go up 
the ladder to the office of the film 
company’s general sales manager 
in pursuit of conciliation of dif¬ 
ferences. 

Levy believes there’s no rea¬ 
son why exhibs should not put the 
system to use widely and, if it 
proves successful, need for an ar¬ 
bitration process would be rare. 
Idea behind the conciliation pro¬ 
gram is to cut down on court spits 
as well as reducing the need for 
arbitration. 

“The objective of conciliation,” 
as he puts it, “is to try, sincerely, 
to dispose of grievances amicably, 
informally, and quickly, and to try) 
to avoid arbitration and litigation 
wherever possible.” 

As for the mechanics, the exhib 
with a squawk is to state the na¬ 
ture of same, not necessarily in 
legal language, via letter to the 
branch manager. A meeting is to 
be set up and the exhib is per¬ 
mitted to bring someone with him 
—not an attorney hut presumably 
an adviser. Third parties, such as 
those who may be .affected by the 
outcome of the conciliation, also 
may sit in at the meeting on condi¬ 
tion that both the exhib and the 
distrib’s branch manager concur. 

Failing satisfactory results, the 
exhib <nay go “on appeal”—that is, 
take His case to the general! sales 
manager and in this instance may 
be represented by. an attorney. 
Sales chief similarly is permitted 
to have a legalistic. standin. , 

Levy makes it clear that the ex¬ 
hib not necessarily is going to win 
out. He adds: “All that can be 
expected of the distributor is that 
he will use good judgment and 
good faith. Obviously, unless gorfd 
judgment and good faith are used, 
the plan will not function suceess- 

1 Wilmipgton, Oct. 1. . 
In the U.S. District Court suit of Joseph Tomlinson against 

Loew’s and four individuals there appeared today Wilmington at¬ 
torney Clair J. Killoran on behalf of the four Individual defend¬ 
ants; Joseph R. Vogel, William A. Parker, George L. Killion and 
John L. Sullivan. - 

Four affidavits filed by Tomlinson’s attorneys, .Logan, Marvel, 
Boggs and Theisen included: 

(I.) Affidavit of Stanley Meyer that he knows details of the com¬ 
plaint and that matters stated therein are true to his 'knowledge 
except such matters as are stated to he upon information and be¬ 
lief and as to those matters he believes them to be true. 

(2.) Affidavit of Stephen Ailes of the Washington law firm of 
Steptoe and Johnson. 

(3.) Two affidavits of John E. Nolan of the Steptoe and Johnson 
firm, attaching various correspondence, as .well as an Arthur An¬ 
derson & Co. report on'review of Loew’s accounting policies and 
procedures dated June 1957 and general survey of picture industry 
made by Booz, Allen & Hamilton, management consultants. 

Inside Stuff—Pictures 
Martin Poll, president of the Gold Medal Studio, New York, is out 

plugging Gotham as a production centre in much the same fashion 
that performers heat the drums for pictures in which they’re partici¬ 
pating. His schedule, as set up so far, include these radio-television 
shows: “Night Life,” “Monitor,!* “Night Beat,” Barry Gray, “Memory 
Lane,” Wendy Barry and Dave Garroway programs. 

* Poll -also is seeking to get his message across via press interviews. 
Message is that N.Y. offers economy and efficiency as a film-making 
site. .Among the pictures made in the east within the last few years 
are “Marty,” “12 Angry Men,” “Stage Struck,” “The Goddess” and, 
currently, “Never Love a Stranger.” Further, “Stranger” producer 
Harold Robbins has two more to make in Gotham under his deal with 
Allied Artists and Hi Brown is producing three for RKO, 

Poll is among the numerous residents of the east who dispute tele¬ 
film "producer Robert Altman’s published assertion's that N.Y. pro¬ 
duction is economically unsound because of the "payola.” No need to 
pay anyone for anything beyond services rendered, he Insisted. 

Soundtrack album tieups, more in evidence than ever, get a new 
slant with the release of Folkways Records’ “The Cannonsville Story”1 
ahead of production of the picture from which it is taken. 

“Cannonsville Story” is one of three sequences in the film “Kin¬ 
folks,” a feature-length baekcountry drama being lensed by Jules V. 
Schwering for release by Kim representatives in the late spring of 
1958. Pic tells the story of “Vanishing Americans,” tied together via 
an itinerant worker who wanders from one area to the other. 

Cannonsville is in upstate New York and is being abandoned to make 
room for a N.Y. City Reservoir. 

A click entry in the picture business can go this way, “White Slav* 
ery,” made in Tangier by J. Barrett Mahon, under the Exploitation 
Films banner, was brought in at a negative cost of $30,000. It's strictly 
a sensationalism offering, offering no names and no production values. 
In other words, all sexploitation. 

Film in its first 11 weeks at New York’s Rialto Theatre grossed 
$80,000. And after the usual against-the-picture charges, chances are 
that Mahon, formerly an Errol Flynn production partner, will go even- 
with the conclusion of this single run. 

Three main international .film -tests at Cannes, Berlin and Venice 
are of such Importance, to the industry that co-operation is imperative. 
That’s the view of the Executive Council of the Federation of British 
Film Makers, taken-at a meeting last , week which considered reports 
on all the main European, junkets. They also favor support for the 
Edinburgh festivaL The Federation, however, appears to he unhappy 
at recent British entries, and has decided to explore the possibilities 
of a' new selection method. 

Seven new camera lenses, at cost of $20,000 each, have been devel¬ 
oped by Panavision Inc., for the new Metro camera .65, Culver .lot’# 
widescreen process which bows with “Raintree County.” Ten additional 
lenses of different focal lenses now being made in optical firm’s plant 
for “Ben Hur.” According to Panavision prexy Robert E. Gottschalk, 
process for first time provides a negative in 65m from which can be. 
supplied prints for any theatre screen in world regardless qf shape or 
size. This includes superroadshow prints which utilize full 55ra frame 
in. 3-1 ratio. 

Allied Artists personnel this week got the Orders from-the Com¬ 
mand Pest: Stress the company’s new “major league” status in all trade 
dealings. Company moves underway Friday (41 with a six-month* cam¬ 
paign, hilled the “20th Anniversary Drive.” It was in 1937 that the 
predecessor organization. Monogram Pictures,* was organized. Morey 
Goldstein, AA’s v.p.-g.m., listing a number of pictures above the “B” 
budget bracket coming up, says he wants to “serve notice” that AA Is 
now representing a “major source of motion picture product.” 

Jerry Kerr, artist in the‘ Columbia homeoffice advertising depart¬ 
ment, who suffered a stroke recently, is working at home but instead 
of receiving his salary In the normal way bills the company for his 
services. It’s in this manner that he receives his regular pay. check. 
His weekly hill is charged against whichever picture he happens to 
fie working on. 

When Clarence Stewart was sheriff of Greene County, at Xenia, O., 
he had a deputy sheriff named George R. Jones. Since Jan. 1, Stewart 
has been assistant manager of the Dabel Theater, in Dayton, training 
under Jones, the manager. However, next week the ex-sheriff will take 
over as manager of the Dale, in Dayton._.__ 

Wind Rends Texas Ozoner 
Dallas, Oct. 1. 

A freak windstorm whipped 
through the Twin Hi Ways Drive- 

In resulting in heavy damage to 

the screen and concession stand. 

Three quarters of the screen sur¬ 

face was .blown away and a large 

hole was centered in the snack bar 

roof near the air conditioning sys¬ 

tem* The drive-in was closed for 

two nights while a temporary 
screen was erected. The ozoner is 
owned by Robert M. Hartgrove. 

During the spring rains the 

drive-in was inundated by water 

on two occasions and nearly suf¬ 
fered the same-damage again dur¬ 
ing a May cloudburst 

7 Rank Cinemas Up ^ 
For Auction iiTNov* 

London, Sept. 24. 

Seven picture theatres controlled 

by the Rank Organization are to 

be put up for auction here In No¬ 

vember. Five of them have al¬ 

ready gone dark, but two, one in 
; the suburb of Ealing and. the other 
in Reading, are still functioning. 
The other five are among the batch 
which the Rank- Organization shut- 

j tered last year. Three of them are 
in London suburbs. 

It was also announced last week 
that the New Cross Empire, one 
of the better known vaude theatres 
in south London, is to be pulled 
down and rebuilt as a garage and 
filling station. - • 
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‘Pajama Game’ 4 ‘Sun Rises Tail 
‘80 Days in Spotty September; 
‘Eagels Rates Gth, X000 Faces’ 7th 

(Variety's regular weekly 
ly box office reports are summary 
ized each months retrospectively. 
Based on an average of 24 key 
situations, the source data con¬ 
stitutes an adequate sampling of 
current releases tyut is not, of 
course, fully definitive. An index 
of relative grossing strength in. 
the U.S. Canada' market, the 
monthly report does not pretend ‘ 
to express total rentals.) 

In the current television section 
of this journal the question is put 
in caption form: “So When Does 
Summer■ End?” The reference Is 
to the slow start of the new tele¬ 
vision season in terms, of quality 

‘ arid rating performance. Perhaps, 
the same phrase could he borrowed 
for the wrap-up report on film 
grosses in September. “So when, 
does the summer end?" now that 
the kids are back at their books 
(with or without bristling bayonets) 
and the equinox, per usual, unset¬ 
tles the weather. 

Top four biggest grossing pic¬ 
tures racked up $4,674,000 in only 
four weeks covered by Vamety’s— 
September boxoffice survey, a re¬ 
markable showing which topped 
August by a wide margin. But out¬ 
side of these four leaders, there 
was A big drop-eff in grosses by 
individual pix. And only four new 

September’* Top 10 
1. “Around World'* OJA). 
2. “Pajama Game** (WB). 
3. ’“Sun Also Rises." (20th>. _ 
4. “7 Wonders. (Cinerama). 
^“Commandments" (Par). 
6. “Jeanne Eagels" '(Col). 
7. “Man l,44i Faces" (U). 
SJ “Pride*. Passion" (UA). 
9. “3:14 To Toma" (Col). ' 

If. “Affair Remember" (20th). 

films helped brighten the b.o. pot 
last month among the 10 toppers. 

“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
again was national boxoffice pace¬ 
setter last month, the same as in 
July atad August. It is the fourth 
moitth that the Phineos Fogg trav¬ 
el saga has finished No. 1 around 
the nation, 

“Pajama Game" (Wl>, a new en-: 
trant, copped secohd place, gross-' 
$1,225,000 In the fofir weeks 
as per the weekly Vartstt “Sun 
Also Rises” (20th), also a newcom¬ 
er, finished third, not^-far- behind 
“Game." 

“Seven Wonders of World" (Cin¬ 
erama), which was fifth in August, 
moved up to fourth position last 
month. “10 Commandments" (PAr) 
took, fifth spot, also an improve¬ 
ment over August when it wound 
up eighth. 

“Jeanne Eagels” (Col), which 
was sixth in August, again cap¬ 
tured sixth money, attesting to. its 
steady returns. “Man. of Thousand 
Faces” (U), a fresh entrant, manag¬ 
ed to finish seventh although a hit 
slow in getting started, partly be¬ 
cause' ’ not getting many, initial 
bookings- at the outset. 

, “Pride and Passion” (UA), sec¬ 
ond place winner in August, show¬ 
ed enough sustained strength to 
take eighth position. ”3tl0 To Yu¬ 
ma” (Col), a newcomer, wound 
up ninth while “Affair To Remem¬ 
ber” (20th), fourth in August, 
rounds, out the Top 10. Other pic¬ 
tures did not show enough to'rate 
even runner-up category. 

While not many new pictures 
which were launched as the-month 
was *tnd,ing indicated much 
strength, there' were a few.bright 
prospects. One, which already has 
displayed its sock boxoffice draw, 
is “Jet Pilot” <U) which wound up 
second the final week of-Septem¬ 
ber injweekly Variety: ratings. It 
likely will be heard from consid¬ 
erably more this month. 

“Jpker Is Wild" (Par), Just open¬ 
ing as the month, ended also hints 
Solid potential. “Search For Para¬ 
dise" (Cinerama), openedto 

public on Sept. 25 at the N.Y. War¬ 
ner, is the fourth subject in the 
Cinerama group. It is too early to 
tell definitely about its b.o. possi¬ 
bilities. 

“Interlude” (U) displayed enough 
wicket strength to finish ninth one 
week last month. Exhibs in some 
key cities did a switch on the-title 
to “Forbidden. Interlude” with 
happy results. “Omar Khayyam" 
(Par),»a slow starter, came forward 
in final week of September, to fin¬ 
ish as runner-up pie. 

“Hatful of Rain" (20th), winner 
of 10th' place in August, was on the 
spotty side much of the month. 
However, it did well enough, to be¬ 
come a runner-up film one week. 
“Can Success Spoil Rock Hunter?" 
(20th), which did not measure, up 
to the legit play and has enjoyed 
a somewhat uneven career around 
the country, wound up in runner- 
up category another stanza. “Band 
of Angels” (WB), seventh in Aug¬ 
ust, was a top runner-up pix in 
still another session last month. 

“House of Numbers” (M-G) was 
highly disappointing the two or 
three weeks it was out in circula¬ 
tion. Majority of play date* Were 
rated mild to slim. “Love in’After¬ 
noon” (AA> added some substantial 
coin during the month, being es¬ 
pecially good in N.Y. at the Para¬ 
mount and Plaza. 

“Chicago Confidential” (UA), an 
uneven performer, had a few nice 
engagement* late in. the' month. 
“Beginning of End" (Rep), one of 
first AB-PX production* which did 
well early in the month, was light¬ 
weight as September ended. 

Football Fever 

Minneapolis, Get. 1. 

Principally because the U. of' 
Minnesota is believed to have one 
of its greatest teams in year* rated 
a Big 1ft championship contender 
and Rose Bowl possibility, football 
is proving to be more of a boxoffice 
fly in the ointment than ever bo- 
fore in this always red-hot: grid¬ 
iron area at a time, when grosses 
should be on the climb. 

It's doing its most harm on week¬ 
ends when the showhouses ordinar¬ 
ily gttmer the bulk pf their busi¬ 
ness; And with tv and radio's help 
it's regarded now as even more, of a 
current b.o. menace than plain un¬ 
adulterated video. 

Last Saturday:afternoon, for ex¬ 
ample, Minnesota pulled 63,512, the 
largest opening day gridiron 
crowd In its history, at $4 per 
ducat. And with three Twin Cities' 
radio stations earring the game 
play by play over the air and with 
KSTP-TV offering the NCAA game- 
of-the-week and with numerous 
other audio and video football 
shows, many thousands more were 
staying away from, the showhouses 
to sit by their sets. < 

Then on Saturday nights arid 
Sunday afternoons there are many 
more radio , and tv football pro¬ 
grams mainly having to do with the 
Minnesota team, the pieceswie-re- 
sistance as far as pigskin fans; Are 
concerned being the Sunday after¬ 
noon WCCO-TV professional league 
game telecast and Minnesota foot¬ 
ball coach Murray Warmduih's 
hourlong Sunday night WTCN-TV 
show with pictures of the preced¬ 
ing day's, contest. 

But Friday night is had, too. 
That’s because the high school 
“game of the week” is played 
then In the 20,000-seat municipal 
stadium and there are t nearly a 
dqzen other night high school and 
college gridiron contests In the 
area on top of the same afternoon's 
half-dozen. This, it's pointed out, 

. drains the tee'n-ager patronage 
which has been proving more and 
more of a b.o. bul.warj^ 

‘80 Days Hardcover Program Book 
Printed in Japan; Todd’s Bite 25c; 

Other Epics to Use Same Format 
—--:-+ 
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PLAN FIRST TINE 
By GENE ARNEEL 

Hollywood is going on the road 
—meaning its choice wares are to 
be presented on a roadshow basis 
—more so than ever before in its 
history. The two-a-day manner 
of .presentation (which started with 
“Birth of a Nation” in 1915) has 
had up-periods before. Lately, 
smash success of hard ticketing 
“Ten Commandments” and “80 
Days Arouqid the 'World,” along 
with the Cinerama series, has con¬ 
vinced many a top producer tHat 

: this is a “makes sense” approach 
* for present tight-money market 

when the investment stakes are 
high, and a big payoff isr an eco¬ 
nomic mttst. 

Columbia has decided on a road¬ 
show test; of “Bridge Over the 
River Kwai” which, say some Col 

' insiders, needs “$7,000,000 domes¬ 
tic just to break even.” Produced 
in Cejlon by Sam Spiegel, this 
Bill Holden-Alec Guinness starrer 
will be tried out in three situations, 
namely Los Angeles, Chicago and 
New York. Gotham run is set for 
Palace where it'll open before 
Christmas. 

It’s to play one performance per 
night and matinees on Wednesday, 
Saturday and Sunday. This will 
mark Col's first experiment with 
roadshewing and, of-course, .the re-: 
suits in these initial dates will de- ■ 
terinine future policy for “Kwai" j 
as well as other big ones In the 
future. 

Col's distribution v.p. A. Mon¬ 
tague said in N. Y. yesterday 
(TueS.) that exhibs would be ln- 

: vtted to see the film in the three 
. keys and would be asked to advise 

on its handling. Col execs ex¬ 
pressed themselves as extremely 
high on the production and has set 
up a special .publicity unit for.it 

Metro is abiding by the “Com¬ 
mandments" policy with “Raintree 
County,” which represents a-$5,- 
000,000 investment cost in the neg¬ 
ative alone'. Add to that outlay 
the expense for prints, promotion 
and distribution and the reflection 
obviously Is strictly blue chips. 
“Raintree” will play on the hard- 
ticket basis in six theatres at the 
start, following the premiere run 
which begins tonight (Wed.) in 
Louisville. ^ 

“Raintree,” in view of the fiscal 
statistics, would be important Tin¬ 

der normal circumstances. It takes 
on greater significance in light of 
M-G’s private warfare (Vogel vs. 
Tomlinson) with the attendant 
spotlight on the desperate need 
for money-making pictures. ' 

Oscar Hammerstein II revealed 
that 60 United States theatres will 
be Todd-AO-equipped to roadshow 
“South Pacific" next year and the 
opening over that spread of out¬ 
lets will be simultaneous. This is 
another $5,000,000 entry, with ad¬ 
vertising costs figured at another 
$1,000,000, Here again the statis¬ 
tics are impressive. The gross po¬ 
tential win he $1,800,000 per week 
.at the 60 sites, measured on a 12- 
ahowings-a-week basis And average 
per-theatre seating- capacity of 
-1,250, 

"Pacific" is to be released by 
20th-Fox, which also has another I 
picture in mind for the. roadshow 
treatment.. This is David O. Selz- 
nick’s remake of “Farewell to 
Arms." Producer and 20th’s brass 
have been debating policy for some 
time; final decisions have yet to 

! be made. There’s much sentiment 
for the two-a-day or some varia¬ 
tion of same. But also taken into 
consideration is the fact that the 
public may not accept too many 
top-scale, limited - performance 
shows at one time. It’s noted that 
a switch to conventional playoff, af¬ 
ter roadshowing proves a mistake, 
could be costly in terms of ad 
schedules, theatre commitments, 
negative audience reaction, etc. 

Another, project looming as a 
likely roadshow contender is ‘‘Sol¬ 
omon and Sheba.” Producer Ar¬ 
thur HornMoW; who*s to make the 
picture in association with Edward 
Small, announced a budget of $5,- 
000,000, meaning a demand for 
fiflivy returns. 

DC A’* Milwaukee Coup 
Milwaukee, Oct. 2. 

Distributor Corp. of Amer¬ 

ica’s exchange here took solid 

hold on Milwaukee art houses 
last week. All three arties 
were unspooling DCA reels 
last week. 

They were: “Colditz Stoi*y” 
at the Downer, “Loser Takes 
All" at the Times and “Dev¬ 
il's General” at the Coronet. . 

Gotham Hopes Up 
Re Spaniards 

New developments in Spain have 
raised the hopes of American dis¬ 
tributors that the two-year Im¬ 
passe, which has seen the Motion 
Picture Export Assn, boycotting 
the market,, may end in the near 
future. 

MPEA board met in N. Y. yester¬ 
day (Tues.) to consider certain 
Spanish proposals, including the 
granting of a batch of preliminary 

[licenses for the year starting the 
end of September. These permits 
would be an "advance" against a 
final accord, if and when it is 
reached. 

The Spaniards made a similar 
proposal s^nie time ago, offering 
three licenses to each company. It 
was nixed. There has been no fur¬ 
ther mention on the part of Madrid 
of the four-to-one condition' which 
originally created the basic prob¬ 
lem. Under this setup, the Ameri¬ 
can distributors would have had to 
handle a Spanish film for each 
four U. S. films they release. 

The Spanish Government has 
tended to stay out of the discus¬ 
sions, preferring them to. be be¬ 
tween the American industry and 
the Spanish distributors. There is 
a feeling in N. Y. distrib circles 
that the Spaniards are'beginning 
to feet the product pinch, particu¬ 
larly since they are no longer get¬ 
ting the United Artists films. 

Even after the MPEA shipping 
embargo went into effect, UA con¬ 
tinued to ship in product to meet 
its contractual commitments. The 
Spaniards have tried, but have gen¬ 
erally been unable to get major 
American films in the face of the 
embargo, 

While the Spanish proposals 
sound promising, some of. the 
American execs favor careful study 
of them before there is an accep¬ 
tance. “We’ve-stayed out this long, 
we might as well not rush back in 
again unless, it’s to our favor,” 
commented one. :. - 

Col Pix Street Bally 
Lands Bad Publicity 

Frankfurt, Sept. 24. 
Germany is a notoriously tough 

land for publicity stunts, with the 
newspapers and public occasional¬ 
ly rebelling at a fresh idea, as 
Columbia Pictures just found out. 

For, the opening of the film, “The 
Man No One Knew,” Columbia 
brought Trevor Howard, star of 
pic here, and arranged with the 
local .police presidium to stage a 
chase. ^Howard was to portrays a 
handler of contraband drugs, with 
the police chasing- him, in police 
cars and on foot, following a “test 
alarm." 

Trouble was, some police hadn’t 
been alerted about the stunt. One 
nearly shot Howard for crashing 
through a stop signal, and another 
left his post to follow the chase. 
German newspapers attacked the 
police for partaking in such a j 
stunt, and grumbled noisily that 
Howard might really have been 

a- ^ • I 

How much money is there in 

souvenir programs for films? 

Question is bothering the com¬ 

panies who’ve been milling pro¬ 

grams for top releases in the wake 
of the big sale of Mike Todd’s 
“Around the World in 80 Days" 
hard-cover program book. Already 
definitely set is a souvenir bro¬ 
chure for “South Pacific." David O. 
Selzniek plans one for “Farewell 
to Arms." Others are likely. 

Todd, who prints via Random 
House, so far has sold some 700,000 
copies and expects to reach 1,200,- 
000 by the time “80 Days” is 
finished. Each program costs 40c. 
to produce, and Todd's per-copy 
cut is 25c., Le. he stands to collect 
$300,000 on the domestic sale alone. 
The book retails for $1 at the thea¬ 
tres. Random House gets a fixed 
percentage of the sales, and of 
course its production costs are 
underwritten by Todd. 

For his foreign language ver¬ 
sions, Todd is printing in Japan - 
where a first order of 500,000 has 
been placed. Programs will be 
printed there in seven languages 
and production costs are a great 
deal lower, reportedly under 30c, 

According to Michael Todd Jr. 
general manager of the Todd outfit, 
programs on future pix probably 
will be printed in Japan. He said 
that, despite shipping and other 
costs, this was still cheaper than 
printing them in the U.S. 

Another program book that has 
.sold well is the one Paramount 
put out for “The Ten Command¬ 
ments.” It sold at 50c. and $1. Lat¬ 
ter version is said to have sold 
500.000 copies to date. Money goes 
to Cec:l B. DeMille who has as¬ 
signed it to study purposes. Public 
aDpears to be willing to shell out 
$1 if the souvenir is a cut above 
throwaway quality. 

According to Magna Theatre 
Corp., the “Oklahoma’’ program 
was bought by jl put of 100 cus¬ 
tomers.' It’s felt that this ratio can 
be hiked with proper merchandis¬ 
ing. Despite this potentially inter¬ 
esting revenue, the companies 
nevertheless are somewhat hesitant 
to go into the souvenir biz. Pres¬ 
sure is onr from the indies though, 
partly for ego* reasons. 

Jules Stein Highnowering 
Arts Museum Campaign ^ 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

Biggest array of paid film stars 
ever assembled in a film will work 
in 20th-Fox’s “most ambitious" 
production—a feature whose pro¬ 
ceeds will help finance the new 
Pacific Arts Museum of Beverly 
Hills. Arrangements were conclud¬ 
ed between Jules Stein, head of 
the Museum's finance committee, 
and 20th prexy Spyros Skouras and 
production chief Buddy Adler. 

Adler will personally produce 
the film which will be made in the 
new 55m Cinemascope. Production 
is slated to start at “an early date" 
so the revenue will expedite con¬ 
struction of the first unit of the 
non-profit organization by the end 
of 1958. 

In addition to Stein, filmites on 
the Museum’s Board of Trustees 
include Phil Berg, Walt Disney, 
Kenneth Macgowau and Vincent 
Price. 

Town to Be Relighted 
Itasca, Texas, Oct. 1. 

Jerry Jobe of Dallas has pur¬ 
chased the Tower Theatre here 
from Ernest H. Rockett. Jobe plans 
to reopen the 550-seat house which 
is the town’s only theatre. 

He formerly operated the Ervay 
in Dallas and the Fair in Fairview. 

Neil Heilman, who built the Al¬ 
bany exchange district's second 
’automobiler, the Saratoga at Lath¬ 
am, in 1940, assumed operation of 
the Turnpike Drive-in at Westmere 

I Sunday (29) from John W. Gard¬ 
ner, of-J&henectpdy,. 
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WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENTS 

ROXY THEATRE, NEW YORK • October 11th. 

GRAUMAN’S CHINESE, HOLLYWOOD • October 18th. 

i Ytt* 
J VI1 

OH so VERY 

t He was hired to buttle ■ 

BUT, oh, what a battle M 

when each girl demanded 

his very special services! 

^JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS * ROBERT KEITH 
EVA GABOR - JAY ROBINSON - JEFF DONNELL- 

UITMDV 1/OOTtD Screenplay by EVERETTTREEMAN, PETER BERNEIS and WILLIAM BOWERS • Based on the screenplay 
Directed by tltlNtt I iMJo I tl\ .by MORRIE RYSKIND and ERIC HATCH and on the novel by ERIC HATCH • Produced by ROSS HUNTER 
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Has Schippers, Butler, Urbani, Quintero for Next 
June at Spoleto, Italy 

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

Rome Sept. 24. 
Youth and new talent will be 

among the keynotes of a new cul¬ 
tural get-together, labeled “Festi¬ 
val of Two Worlds,” which Gian 
Carlo Menotti has organized and 
will direct starting next year in the 
small Italian town of Spoleto. Fes¬ 
tival is slated to atari June 5, 1958, 
and last about one month. It will 
encompass four artistic fields: 
music, dance, drama, and fine arts. 

Prominent artists in their fields 
have been chosen by Menotti to 
head the four branches of the 
event. Thomas Schippers has 
been named musical director, the 
dance department will be led by 
John Butler, Giovanni Urbani will 
be in charge of the fine arts sec¬ 
tion, while Jose-'Quintero will head 
the drama department. 

So far, Menotti says, only the 
skeleton of a program for 1958 has 
been decided on. Jerome Robbins 
has been given “carte blanche” for 
a dance evening which will include 
two original ballets as well as a 
new adaptation of Stavinski’s “Les 
Noces;” Italian director Luchino 
Visconti will present an evening of 
Italo theatre, again of his own 
choice; Raymond Rouleau and a 
French troupe will stage the Dau- 
det-Bizet “Arlesienne;” there will 
be a new opera by a young com¬ 
poser and probably a “rediscover¬ 
ed” European Opera; finally, a 
standard repertoire classic will be 

' performed by new faces. 

Menotti admitted he would like 
nothing better than a chance to j 

stage one of his own works at Spo¬ 
leto, but added that this might hap¬ 
pen only, in a few years time— 
or perhaps not at all. It depends 
on gaps in the programs: if no 
other worthwhile vehicle can be 
found, a Me'notti work might be 
inserted into the program. Men¬ 
otti i$ personally busy prepping a 
project for the Paris Opera, as 
well as a Stateside TVer, which 
will preem at the Bruxelles Fair 
next year and will be “a love 
story,” titled “Maria Golovil”.) 

Composer, who calls his project 
a "simple, unsensational festival,** 
says he chose spaleto for various | 
reasons, including its quietness* its 
relative accessibility from Rome and! 
Florence, as well as its two thea¬ 
tres, which he feels are excellently 
equipped. One is a 1,000-seat 
Opera House, while the other is a 
300-seat chamber theatre. Prices 
will be low, and- attendance by 
youth will be fostered in an at¬ 
tempt to reach a relatively new 
music festival audience from that 
which yearly makes the rounds of 
Salzburg, Venice, Bayreuth, et al. 

In order to preserve his event’s 
“independence,” Menotti plans to 
avoid all petitioning for govern¬ 
ment assistance in a country where 
the musical field practically lives 
off official handouts (which this 
year have been cut.) He hopes to 
convince his rich friends to help 
sponsor the event, which he admits 
is an “easier task than trying to; 
convince rich strangers to do. the 
same.” Even in this field, however, 
he has already received some gen¬ 
erous aid from such sponsors at 
the Catherwood Foundation of 
Philadelphia (which is paying for 
the Jerome Robbins evening of 
dance) and the Montecatini Com¬ 
pany of Italy, which will sponsor 
production of an Italian opera with 
an International cast. 

Menotti leaves soon for the USA, 
where he plans to continue his 
fund-raising campaign through the 
winter, returning to Italy in Febru¬ 
ary. While there, he will also 
make final arrangements for next 
year's program^ which he hopes to 
announce before the end of Octo¬ 
ber. 

Rogers’ Indie Chore 
Boston, Oct. 1. 

Joseph El Levine, prexy of Pa- 
trie and Embassy Pictures Corp., 
appointed Budd Rogers of New 
York as producers* rep for Patric 
Pictures “Walk Into Hell” this 
week. 

Rogers is currently setting up 
territorial franchises throughout 
the country for “Walk” which had 
its U. S. preem in the New Eng¬ 
land area. 

Mex City Studios Still 
Folding; Clasa, Azteca 

Closings to Leave Two 
Mexico City, Sept. 24. 

Film studios here continue to 
shrink in number. With the final 
stages of closing next month of the 
Clasa, pioneer modern plant that 
opened in 1935 and had recently 
been run by the government (long 
at a deficit), its little old sidekick, 
Azteoa, has been shuttered and its 
site will become a realty subdivi¬ 
sion. 

Clasa’s closure was decided upon j 

as a compromise when Emilio Az- 
carraga, Churubusco’s top man, 
practically told the government 
that his big, modern plant must go 
under because of a staggering defi¬ 
cit. Clasa’s closing—stages and 
offices a few weeks ago, then labs 
next month—made the end of Az¬ 
teca inevitable because it was too 
small. 

Tepeyac, owned-operated by 
Theodore Gildred, vet American 
filmite down here, and Antonio 
Martinez Baez, was spared shutter- 
inq via a deal with the techni¬ 
cal-manual workers locals of the 
Picture Production Workers Union 
(STPC) to delay for a year the 
making of a new collective labor 
contract. 

Gildred and Baez said the pro¬ 
posed contract, which features 
hefty pay hikes and other economic 
demands, would deprive Tepeyac of 
any profit, and force closure. The 
owners and the union hope Tep¬ 
eyac will be in the black enough 
next year to make the new work 
pact feasible! The other operating 
studio here is the San Angel Inn. 

Hungarian Orch Gets 
Financial, Talent Aid 

Vienna, Sept. 24. 
With Antal Dorati, formerly of 

the Minneapolis Symphony, slated 
as next chief of the Phiiharmonia 
Hungaria and UNESCO financial 
help secured, the future of this out¬ 
fit looms brighter. . . 

This outfit was founded last Oc¬ 
tober during the Hungarian revolu¬ 
tion and is at present stationed in 
Baden, 15 miles south of there. 
There are 57 in the organization. 

Irish Lensmen Asking 
Jobs on ‘Visiting’ Sets 

Dublin, Sept. 24. 
An international problem looms 

over relations between visiting film 
units and Irish cameramen follow¬ 
ing refusal of a visiting unit to use 
services of local cameraman be¬ 
cause not a member of the British 
Assn, of Cine Technicians. Unit 
involved was lensing sequences on 
“Rooney” for J. Arthur Rank Or¬ 
ganization. Cameraman Vincent 
Corcoran said he was willing to 
become a member, but was told 
that membership is not open to 
“aliens.** It was later reported 
that one Irishman is already a 
member,. and according to British 
law Irish citizens are not aliens. 

Irish Transport and General 
Workers’ Union, strongest union in 
Ireland, controls all workers in the 
cinema here, and may retaliate 
against visiting units unless ar¬ 
rangements are made to lift the 
bar, already reported to the Irish 
government. Problem may develop 
further with establishment of the 
new Ardmore Studios at Bray, 
about 12 miles from here, which 
will be offering studio facilities 
for visiting units. Irish Actors 
Equity and British Equity operate 
on a reciprocal basis. Current 
hiatus may be resolved on same 
basis if existing small group of 
Irish cameramen and directors es¬ 
tablish a group independently or 
-allied to ITGWU. 

Venice Eyes Changes 
In Festival Rules 

Rome, Sept. 24. 
Venice is wasting no time in an 

effort to prevent the errors of this 
year’s film festival and to see that 
they ate not repeated in next year’s 
event. Some changes are already 
being contemplated. First organi¬ 
zational meeting for the 19 th 
(1958) Venice Film Festival will 
be held here soon. 

Some contemplated changes are 
felt to be contained in the sugges¬ 
tions made by this year’s jury after 
its decision was announced. Memo 
calls for a freer selection of pix 
from a wider, less limited field; 
abolition of “official” and “invited” 
labels on pix, “artistic quality1’ to 
be the only factor to count; and 
changing of second prize Silver 
Lion award into a special jury 
prize to be given the pic most 
originally made or conceived. 

All-Time Low 
London, Oct. 1. 

A steep decline in the collec¬ 
tions for the Eady Fund in the 
five-week period ended last Aug. 
31 has led to a 25% distribution 
or the lowest in history. The yield 
to the Fund was $634,527 as com¬ 
pared with $827,534 for comparable" 
period in 1958. To aggravate the 
divvy distribution, gross rentals 
earned by British pix were up by 
57% at $1,957,558,. as against 
$1,247,016 in the four-week span to 
Aug. 25 last year; 

The Eady Fund is now in its 
final stages as a voluntary, scheme 
and becomes a statutory operation, 
later this month, when it is ex¬ 
pected to yield around $10,000,000 
in the next ye«^ On current earn¬ 
ings this should justify a distribu¬ 
tion of between 40% and .50% on 
the distributors’ gross in the do¬ 
mestic market. 

Keith. Prtwse 1956 Net 
Soars 9« to $131,012 

. . London, Oct 1. 
Net profit last year of Keith, 

Prowse Sc do., before' taxation, 
soared 90% to a total_of $131,012. 
Results are revealed in the annual' 
report for the year ended last 
March 31, which also shows that 
after taxation the profit is slashed 
to $52,278. Peter Cadbury, chair¬ 
man of the company, reports a 
“gratifying feature”, of the ac¬ 
counts, namely that for the first 
time in 25 years all arrears on pre¬ 
ferred dividends have been paid 
up. 

Although he reports a decline 
in theatre ticket skies (through the 
ticket-broking branch of their busi¬ 
ness) due to last year’s interna¬ 
tional crisis, he reveals that disk 
sales have jumped by 31% over 
the previous year. In one branch 
alone the record sales were nearly 
equivalent to the total sales of the 
company in 1953-54. Last year, 
KP branched out into the travel 
field and have made a “modest 
profit” in its first six months.- 

BFPA to Map Policy 
On. Films for Tele 

London, Sept 24. 
A special council meeting of the 

British Film Producers Assn, is to 
be convened within the next month 
to map its policy on screening of 
feature films on tv. It wants to 
agree on a formula ahead of the 
next session of the four trade as¬ 
sociations. 

New talks will cover both the 
BBC and commercial webs and 
will not deal primarily with the 
negotiation of a new pact with the 
state outlet to replace the one 
agreed last year, but which never 
came into effect.. That imposed a 
limitation on both British and for¬ 
eign theatrical features. Although 
recognizing that its main income 
is derived from exhibition pro¬ 
ducer members of the BFPA do not 
consider the proposed restrictive 
clause in film rental pacts advo¬ 
cated by the Cinematograph Ex¬ 
hibitors Assn, to be practicaL On 
the other hand, it regards it as her 
ing potentially harmful to the in¬ 
dustry. 

Cut Col Promotionists 
Two aides in Columbia’s promo¬ 

tion department have been let out 
with double severance salary, this 
in accordance with union commit¬ 
ments. 

Pinkslipped are Frank McGrann, 
assistant to exploitation director 
Ray Murray, and Ethel Edell, ra¬ 
dio-television contact. McGrann’s 
job has been virtually eliminated 
while Miss Edell’s assignments, 
have been taken over by Roger 
Caras. 

Sheep & Gate-Crashers at Baalbek 
Recent music festival .(second year) at Baalbek, near Beirut, 

the capital of Lebanon, the Arabic country Which is predonderantly 
Christian, had sprinklings of American, British and western tour¬ 
ists but drew its audiences mostly from the Near East itself and the 
foreign colony at Beirut, where the American College is located. 
Budget is $300,000, of which the Lebanese government, the Italian 
government and the Middle East Airlines put up $200,000, leaving 
the balance to be raised by the Festival Committee. 

Principle news-reporting out of Baalbek was by Carlos Mosley, 
publicity director of the N.Y. Philharmonic, who had been invited 
by the Festival and whose stories cracked the N.Y. Times and the 
concert press. 

Clearing the sheep off the country lanes in the valley of the 
Baalbek ruins to allow motor cars to pass through was one of the 
more picturesque aspects of this remote culture site. Some 2,000 
nearby villagers showed up for the dress rehearsal of the folklore 
performances—proving that the instinct for gate-crashing in uni¬ 
versal. -__ 

Three Top Gennaa Film 

Directors Form'Indie 
Pix Producing Outfit 

Berlin, Sept. 24. 
Three top German film directors, 

Helmut Kaeytner, Wolfgang Stau- 
dte and Dr. Harald Braun, have 
founded ah independent company, 
Freie Filmproduktion GmbH (Free 
Film Production Ltd.) in Hamburg. 
’This setup has drawn considerable 
attention • because the company’s 
three . founders are regarded as 
some of the most prominent pix di¬ 
rectors in the country. 

Two of the founders (Helmut 
Kaeutner is currently in Holly¬ 
wood) revealed the new outfit has 
nothing else iai mind than making 
Of good (art-slanted) films. They 
were pleased, that they are now 
able ^tp go their own artistic way 
and'that they haven’t to quarrel 
any longer so much with problems 
outside their artistic work. Ap¬ 
parently, they haven’t much to 
worry, about as to who is going to 
finance their first pix. 

Some of the reasons why Ham¬ 
burg was picked as headquarters 
are the convenient location and 
the up-to-date Hamburg Real stu¬ 
dios in which interiors for their 
films are to be made; the friendly 
relationship between them , and 
Real chief, Waite* Koppel; and the 
fact that Europa-Film, which is go¬ 
ing to release their product, is also 
located in Hamburg. 
- Another important reason which 
led .to the setup of FPP was based 
^n the three directors’ intention to 
avoid the situation of changing 
producers from one film to the 
other. 'Part of the three founders’ 
workjpg program will have each of 
them directing at least one film for 
the new company per year. 

British Circuit Chief 
Urges Tax Reduction 

London, Sept. 24. 
The need for a more realistic re¬ 

sponse to the industry’s repeated 
appeals for a substantial reduction 
in admission duty is of paramount 
importance said Brian fanning 
when he presided at the annual 
stockholders meeting of Shipman 
and King Cinemas^ 

The undertaking given by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer in 
1955 to review the whole structure 
of the tax had led them to hope 
there would be a substantial cut, 
but the relief granted was almost 

^nullified by the increase in the 
Eady levy and a recent wage award. 

: The Shipman and King topper 
I stressed the strong need for a fur- 
I ther slicing of the duty which now 
I discriminates against the cinema 
and is virtually a film theatre tax. 

Nat’l Film Theatre’s 
Captive Cinema Show 

London, Sept. 24. 
Under the title “The Captive Cin¬ 

ema,” the National Film Theatre 
is to present a program of docu¬ 
mentary films made by Associated- 
Rediffusion, the commercial tv pro¬ 
gramming company which operates 
the London station on weekdays. 
The season will be Dec. 11-17. 

The program, selected by Derek 
Prouse, will include three subjects 
in the “Look in on London” se¬ 
ries; three “This Week” shows; 
two from the “Members’ Mril” se¬ 
ries, and another film entitled, 
“Fan Forever.” Subjects selected 
from the "London” series will deal 
with tramps, road sweepers and 
sewers. Cyclists, American tour¬ 
ists and a profile on Robert Morley 
will represent “This Week” and 
'the “Members’ Mail” items will 
deal with street traders and 
gypsies. 

Pinewood Josses 
Shindig on Its 

London, Oct. 1. 
Pinewood Studios, production 

headquarters of the J. Arthur 
Rank Organization! celebrated its 
21st birthday yesterday (Mon.) with 
a 500-seat luncheon party at the 
studio. Festivities Were hosted by 
Lord Rank and his top exec, John 
Davisr Guest of honor-was Lieut.- 
Col. The Hon. George Drew, High 
Commissioner for Canada. Guest 
list included several other com¬ 
missioners, the* top brass of the 
Rank setup, most of Pfnewood’S 
contract artists, newspaper col¬ 
umnists and tv officials. 

Among the! Rems at the junket 
included the cutting of a 400-pound 
cake (made On the premises) by 
Lord Hank, an exhibition of the 
craft of film producing and a tour 
of the studios when guests saw 
work ’in progress on Pinewood’i 
five large stages. Other events in¬ 
cluded the release of, 700 pigeons 
carrying goodwill messages to va¬ 
rious towns by . starlets June Laver- 
ick and Jill Ireland and the launch¬ 
ing of 1,000 balloons by starlets 
Susan Beaumont and Jill Dixon, 
and comedian Norman Wisdom. 

Britain’s No. X studio had good 
cause for this modest celebrating. 
Less than 10 years ago, it was part" 
of a giant' combine that was more, 
than $36,000,000 in the red. In 
1949 alone Pinewood productions 
lost around $10,000,000 and in 
1950 there was an acute threat 
that the studios would have to fold. 
Accounant John Davis moved into 
effect rigid economies. Davis now 
has over-all power, production is 
at its peak and production sched¬ 
ules are slated till well into 1959. 
The Rank Organization is now 
tackling film making on an inter¬ 
national basis. 

War Shuttered Studio 

Pinewood Studios, set in 90 acres 
of ground at Iver, Buckingham, was 
originally Heatherdon Hall, home 
of a Canadian financier. Charles 
Boot, chairman of a big buildng 
concern, devised a $2,800,000 plan 
to establish a Studio which would 
rival Hollywood. Rank became 
chairman of the company and 
Pinewood Studios were opened 
Sept. 30, 1936*. with the production 
of the film, “London Melody.” 

During the-war, production fold¬ 
ed, and the stifdios were used for 
storing food and later the Royal 
Mint took over. Then the Services 
Film - Unites moved in. Regular 
production was not resumed until 
1946. During its 21 years’ ex¬ 
istence, 180 feature films have been 
made at Pinewood including such 
well-known subjects as “Pygmal¬ 
ion,” “Great Expectations,” “The . 
Bed Shoes,” “The Blue Lagoon,*1 
“Trio,” “Genevieve,” “Doctor in 
the House,” “A Town Like Alice” 
and “Doctor at Large.” 

To celebrate Pinewood’s birth¬ 
day, 1,600 cinemas in the U. K. are 
Showing Rank films this week. 

California Studio Buys 
Next Lot for Expansion 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Growing demand by indie pro¬ 

ducers for rental space has led Jack 
J. Gross and Philip N. Krasne, co¬ 
owners of California Studios, to buy 
adjoining property at a cost of 
$150,000, 

Plans call for added production . 
facilities. Currently occupying Cali¬ 
fornia lot are NBC, Filma»t«ft 

i Stanley Kramer and Roland Reed, 
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Court Dismisses Plea of 200 Exiled I [) 

Berlin, Sept. 24* 4 
The Fourth Civil Land’ Court of 

Duesseldorf today (24) dismissed 
the case brought forward by seven 
exiled cinema owners against the 
liquidators of, the former Reich- 
owned property <Ufi>. The com¬ 
plainants, . who also spoke on be¬ 
half of 200 more exiled exhibitors, 
had asked that the sale of the 
UFA studios at Berlin-Tempelhof 
and 48 UFA theatres to two bank¬ 
ing groups be annulled. The exiled 
cinema owners had argued that, 
according to the decartellization 
law, no person is allowed to pur¬ 
chase more. than one studio or 
three theatres, and also that the 
exiled German cinema owners have 
to be fully taken into consideration. 

The court pointed out in its ver¬ 
bal decision that it undoubtedly 
would have been desirable had the 
lawmakers explicitly made clear 
that also a comprehension of the 
UFA theatres were within the 
bounds of possibility. But the his¬ 
tory of the • decartellization law it 
held, makes it clear that the foun¬ 
dation of new companies is recon- 
cible with the will of the law¬ 
makers. 

The. complainants had also 
argued that behind the banks there 
is as buyer of the UFA practically 
the Federal Government and this 
Is strictly against the decartelliza¬ 
tion law as according to that an in¬ 
dependent film industry had to be 
guaranteed. The court decided 
that such argument is lacking the 
necessary legitimation. 

The lawyers of the exiled cinema 
owners want to wait for the court’s 
written verdict and then 'decide 

^whether to lodge an appeal against 
the court decision. During the 
year long lasting court procedure! 
the complainants haye kept point¬ 
ing out that^they have not been 
compensated for loss of property 
beyond the Qder-Neisse line to the 
degree provided by the Bundestag. 
The new UFA, however, has al¬ 
ways pointed up the fact that, with" 
regard to the decartellization law, 
the rebuilding of an economically 
healthy film industry in the Fed¬ 
eral Republic and West Berlin is 
of utmost importance. 

TUI CAREY SEZ MUNICH 
KIDNAPPING NO STUNT 

York York. 
Editor, Variety: 

The article in Variety (May 29) 
asserts that I admitted my-kidnap¬ 
ping in Munich, while at work in 
the film “Paths of Glory/’ was 
publicity stunt that backfired/’ 

I stoutly ..deny that I ever made 
any such statement to the press. To 
have done sp would have been con¬ 
trary to the facts in the case. 

That I was kidnapped and brutal¬ 
ly beaten was corroborated by the 
German police. For they had thor¬ 
oughly checked oyer my story. 

I would indeed consider it a 
great privilege if you would be 
kind enough to print this letter in 
your publication. 

Timothy Carey. 

Top Level Confab In 
Paris on ‘10 CV Preems 

Paris, Sept. 24. 
In keeping with the growing im¬ 

portance of foreign income to the 
U.S. film producing, majors, a top 
level meeting was held here this 
week to set up the foreign cam¬ 
paign ..and distrib setup for Para¬ 
mount’s blockbuster, “Ten Com¬ 
mandments.” Besides the leading 
foreign and publicity veepees, 
more than 21 reps from that many 
countries in Par public relations, 
and sales offices Also showed. 

“Commandments” opens at the 
Flamma in Rome Oct. 21 as its: 
initial Continental date. Then it 
will he successively shown-r-always 
on a hiked fee roadshow basis, in 
Milan Oct 31 at the Mazoni and 
at the Plaza in London Nov. 28. 
Pie preems at the Paramount here 
sometime in January. 

o r. ypfo&f&i 

Austro-Germau Film Pact 
Frankfurt, Sept 24. 

The new German-Austrian film 
agreement has just been signed, 
to cover the period until Aug. 31, 
1958. It Calls' for an exchange of 
24 Austrian pix, to come into West 
Germany, for 120 films to play in. 
Austria. 

Conditions regarding the import 
of culture and documentary films 
and newsreels have been liberaliz¬ 
ed. 

Paris, Oct; 1; 
After 18 months of international 

legit barnstorming, the Jean-Louis 
Barrault-Madeleine Renaud Rep 
Co. opened its upcoming five-month 
season at Theatre Sarah Bernhardt 
with George Schehade’s “Histoire 
Be Vasco/* The play, * a terse, 
dramatic denunciation of war, al¬ 
ready had scored a success in Swit¬ 
zerland. Company then does^ Pol 
Quentin’s adaptation of Max Brod’s 
legit version .of Franz Kajfka’s 
strange tale of man’s.mission;.and 
salvation, “Le Chateiix.” 

Barrault-Renaiid season will wind 
with George Neveux’s adventurous 
modern piece, “La Voleuse De Lon- 
dres” (The Thief of London) and 
a reprise of Paul Claudel’s fiver 
hour, . “Le Soulier Be Satin” (The 
Satin Slipper), iiow cut to three 
hours. 

Barrault said it was fitting for his 
■troupe to be using the site of the 
Theatre of Nations, which wel¬ 
comed all the top international 
legit troupes six months a year be¬ 
cause ,he intended to keep up his 
foreign dating much-of every year. 
He stated he has a percentage set¬ 
up with A. M. Julien, prexy of the 
Sarah Bernhardt. 

Barrault* opined that all his 
group' needed was a sort of store¬ 
house in Paris for .its costumes, 
etc,, and then, the proper theatre 
available Whenever they, needed if. 
He claimed that his company, would 
still keep intact with few wanting 
to leave for other theatrical or film 
chores. As for himself he wanted 
to update his rep continually, which 
he has done this year, have more 
direct contact with 'young theatri¬ 
cal people and perhaps make a film 
every two years. 

Grenier-Hossenot Co. 
In FranteDisbanded 

After NSG Business 
Paris, Sept. 24, 

The private legit company of 
Jeaib-Pierre Grenier and Olivier 
Hussenot, the Grenier-HuSsenot 

outfit, was dissolved lest week., 
pair had jtarted in postwar caba¬ 
rets with vest pocket revues and 

theatrical entries, and graduated 
into the big time with light pieces, 

satires and costumers. However, 
lagging biz recently cued the break¬ 
up. 

Pair had a longrun success in 
Peter Ustinov's “Love of Four Col¬ 
onels” at Theatre Fontaine and 
then moved it into the Marigny, 
last season. Combo did- three shows 

Which drew* good crix appraisal but 
moderate biz* The pair claim that 
only a subsidized rep company can 
make ends meet. 

Grenier mounts Ustinov’s “Ro¬ 
manoff and Juliette” on his own 

this season and Hussenot takes the 
past season’# entries on the road 
on his bwm ’ 

For $1,800,000 Philippine Coin Deal 
production situation-in Germany 

“will come to a cifinax soon," 
Emile J. LusLig* an American ac¬ 
tive in the German industry, said 
in N.Y. last week. Lustig has sev¬ 
eral top German pix for the U.S., 
including “Hauptmann von Koe- 
penick.” 

Just returned from Germany, he 
said the emphasis in Germany pro¬ 
duction was rapidly gyrating to¬ 
wards Berlin and Hamburg, and 
away from Munich, partly because 
the financing possibilities in Ba¬ 
varia are so limited. He cited the 
fact that, both Berlin and Ham¬ 
burg, subsidize local production. 

“I believe the German industry 
can be fully competitive in the 
world market if only the Govern¬ 
ment took some real Interest and 
moved to aid national production, 
Lustig opined, adding that he was 
thinking in terms of production 
funds such as are set up in France 
and Britain. 

Lustig termed “of the utmost 
importance” the recent develop¬ 
ment in Hamburg,, where—under 
the wings of Real Film, three lead¬ 
ing German directors have set up 
their own production company. It’s 
sponsored and backed by Real Film 
(Walter Koppel and Gyula Tre- 
bitsch) and the avowed purpose is 
to set up a production' unit that 
can function and plan independent¬ 
ly of distributor influence. “They’ll 
be able to make pictures of inter¬ 
national appeal,” said Lustig* 

The three directors are Helmut 
Kaeutner, Harald Braun and Wolf¬ 
gang Staudte. -They’ll produce 
minimum of one a year apart from 
their regular commitments. First 
property to he made is “Die 
Blinde Goettin” (Blind Goddess) 
from the Ernest Toller play. Unit 
gets the backing of the Hamburg 
Senate. 

Producer dependence on dis¬ 
tributor guarantees and advances 
has frequently been blamed for the 
purely domestic” quality of many 
of the German films. Reasoning is 
that, with uncertain exports, the 
distributor prefers to get his in¬ 
vestment back in Germany, and 
films are therefore specifically 
angled to appeal to German audi¬ 
ences. 

Lustig said the situation of the 
Bavaria company in Munich . was 
uncertain, with some new mgri pos¬ 
sible slated to join the outfit’s 
management. As for the UFA, Lus^ 
tig said ft seemed to be more in¬ 
terested in adding to its theatre 
holdings 'than in going into pro¬ 
duction. 

Reporting on. the status of the 
Mosaik dubbing plant, where bank¬ 
ruptcy had threatened, Lustig said 
a trustee was studying various so¬ 
lutions, Search is currently on for 
someone to'manage the'plant for 
the next five years. 

Current proposal being studied 
Galls for the big creditors (Agfa, 
etc.) to get a 35% settlement on 
.the 8,000,000 DM owed them. Prop¬ 
osition is to pay off the debt over 
a five year period via the. Mosaik 
profits; Smaller-creditors woul^ be 
paid off in cash out of the com¬ 
pany’s liquid assets, with an addi-1 
tional 500,000 DM to be raised by 
Mosaik owner, Ernst Wolff. Mo¬ 
saik does most of the dubbing for 
the American, companies 

Sadler’s Wells Opera 
Ballet Preems Oct. 3 

London, Oct. 1. 
The chorus of the Sadler’s Wells 

Opera will make its first appear¬ 
ance following the pay dispute on 
Thursday (3), in John Gardner’s 
“The Moon and Sixpence.” But 
the performance of a full chorus 
opera will not come until Oct* 26, 
when there will be a complete re¬ 
vival of Baint-Saens “Samson and 
Delilah/’ which was originally in¬ 
tended to open theseason last 
Tuesday (24). 

The production will feature 
Patricia Johnson -as Delilah, 
Charles Craig as Samson and John 
Hargreaves as The High Priest of 
also mark thefirsfj appearance this 
season of the Sadler’s Wells Opera 
Ballet J 
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Monroe *Voice’ to Legit 
■ Frankfurt, Sept. 24. 

Christine Maybach, young Ger¬ 
man actress who supplies the voice 
of Marilyn Monroe films when they 
are dubbed into German, has just 
been signed for a Monroe role. 

She . is co-starring with German 
film comedian Heinz Ruehmanri in 
“The Seven Year Itch” on the stage 
in Vienna. 

Paris Concert 

Paris, Oct 1. 
This year’s concert season will 

see most of the big world longhair 
music names in attendance. It be¬ 
gan with a tumaway conducting 
and violin stint by Yehudi Menu¬ 
hin at the Salle Pleyel this week. 
Menuhin worked with the chambre 
orchestra of the Concerts Lambor- 
eux in a Mozart and Bach program* 

Igor Stravinski is due in next 
week for a conducting chore at the 
Salle Pleyel and seats already are 
at a premium with-seats at $7 top. 
Among works he will conduct is a 
new ballet, “Agon;” 

Also due are Igor Markevitch, 
with the Concerts "Lamoureux 
Orch.; 'Artur Rubinstein, Sir 
Thomas Beecham, with the Royal 
Philharmonic; singer Irmgard See- 
fried, pianist; and Nicole Henriot 
and such conductors as Leonard 
Bernstein, ’ Raphael Kubelik and 
Pierre Monteux. A supposed rev¬ 
elation is expected with a new 
young pianist, Alain Bernhelm, due 
at the Salle Gaveau Oct. 29* Hence 
a big season is in store for the 
classical music setup, and there 
Is a solid audience here than can 
always he counted on for support. 

Szokoil Plans More Pix 
Carrying Inti Appeal; 
Maria Schell for Next? 

Berlin, Sept. 24. 
Carl Szokoil, Austrian pic pro-i 

ducer (“The Last Bridge,” “The*] 
Last Act”) j’currently here for biz 
talks, revealed that he is trying to 
get Maria Schell for his next film 
which he is going to make for a 
German company next year. He 
is going to meet Horst Haechler, 
Maria Schell’s director-husband, 
who recently returned from Holly¬ 
wood, in Munich shortly. . A big 
problem, Szokoil admits, is to find 
a suitable international name star 
for Miss Schell, Possibly, he will 
make this film in both a German 
and an English version. 

As . to the recent success of his 
film ’Last Bridge”, in N. Y., Szokoil 
said that this is “all quite remark¬ 
able.” He referred to the fact 
that Columbia, which released this 
film in Europe, didn’t want to take 
over its American distribution and! 
also didn’t use its option for the] 
America. Also, that for two years, 
negotiations have been going on 
with other major U. S, distribs, but 
none would handle it Now a small 
firm is doing the biz with the film. 
Also ‘The Last Act/’ which Szo- 
koll produced, emerged as a good 
bargain for the U. S. Szokoil be¬ 
lieves that this film will gross about 
$100,000, an unusual sum for aGer- 
mari-language film currently in the 
U. S. . I 

Szokoil says that he plans more ] 
such pix of International appeal 
like “Last Bridge,” which has been 
sold to 63 countries so far. He 
feels this gives evidence of the 
fact that such pix with an “inter¬ 
national approach” stand a foreign 
chance. 

Szokoil, who produced the above 
two pix for the Austrian Cosmo- 
pol comany and then became Co¬ 
lumbia’s production supervisor for 
the German-language territory (he 
gave this up last April), is now' a 
freelance producer. 
! .’-a/'wij.. ■■s’aji.c f c 

Tokyo, Sept. 24. 
Leo Hochstetter, Far East resi¬ 

dent rep for the MPEA, reshuffled 
his plans and planed to Manila to 
nurse along a previously settled $1,- 
800,000 Philippine deal which 
threatened to flare anew. Hoch¬ 
stetter had been set to go to N. Y. 
on home leave and possible reas¬ 
signment when technical formali¬ 
ties jeopardized the remittance 
accord. 

The rep reached agreement on 
the $1,800,000 figure for the fiscal 
year 1957 when in Manila, but later 
learned that the sum still had to he 
appropriated by the Central Bank 
of the P. I. The snag Hochstetter 
was told was that the bank would 
vote the fund only on the condition 
that tax claims against the MPEA 
had been satisfied. 

Since Hochstetter had reached 
a settlement with the Philippine 
government earlier on back tax 
claims, he did not have the re¬ 
quired paperwork to flash before 
the bank. Bank officials finally 
agreed, however, to accept a letter 
of clearance from the Bureau, of 
Internal Revenue, in lieu of tax re¬ 
ceipts. But the Bureau then set 
up conditions, demanding to ex¬ 
amine the MPEA books and sug¬ 
gesting a drawn out series of pro¬ 
tests, pleas and appeals. 

But the bureau finally agreed 
to assign two special investigators 
exclusively to the MPEA case. In 
what could have taken several, 
months, the investigators were 
satisfied after two days, of finger¬ 
ing MPEA books with culmination 
of the deal apparently in sight* 
Hochstetter decided, however, to 
ffy to Manila and personally super¬ 
vise the action. He figures it 
could be wrapped up in a week. 

Double the Old Amount 
The new deal doubles remit¬ 

tances of old agreement. MPEA 
companies will benefit to the tune 
of $1,350,000 for fiscal 1956. with 
$450,000 being remitted under old 
accord for second semester of last 
year and $960,000 for the first six 
months of 1957- New formula 
was made retroactive to Jan. 1, 
1957. MPEA had not remitted 
since July, 1956. Future remit¬ 
tances will be made on a monthly 
basis with a backlog always re¬ 
maining in the accounting. Remit¬ 
tances through Aug. 31,-1957, will 
leave an estimated $8,000,000 in 
blocked pesos. 

Hochstetter also revealed that 
MPEA attorney Herbert Erlanger 
Was. winging to Manila to complete 
finalization of a deal with the 
Philippine Gold Mining Producers 
Assn, involving 12 million pesos a 
year. Deal would return $3.38 to 
the peso. Legal rate of exchange 
is 2.1 and the operational rate is 
3.50 Hochsletter regards the 
agreed rate as “realistic and favor¬ 
able.” 

The troubleshooter also 'told 
Variety before leaving that indica¬ 
tions point to a reduced remittance 
formula in^ Japan. He said he 
learned from the Ministry of 
France that the nation’s declining 
foreign trade position has neces¬ 
sitated a consideration of a reduc¬ 
tion across the board. Hochstetter 
then registered 'protest and asked 
adequate advance notice of any 
such action. A possible answer 
would be another electric power 
loan deal similar to two previous 
dollar releasing agreements. 

Russo-French Film'Pad 
Paris, Sept. 24. 

As part of its drive for foreign 
marts, France recently concluded 
a film pact with Russia in which 
each would set up definite outlets 
for each other’s pix and a start on 
co-productions. 

Russia agreed to take at least 10 
pix a year and pay at the new de¬ 
valued franc level; no films would 
come with video rights unless so 
specified; three firstrun houses in 
Kiev, Moscow and Leningrad would 
house mainly French pix and the 
Raimu in Paris would showcase 
Russo product. 
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Yank Stars, H’woodPix, U^. Jazz, 
Vital Part of Stockholm Show Biz 

BY HANS HOEHN 

Stockholm, Oct. 1. 
To the most Inexperienced eye 

It is obvious first that Sweden 
wants to be “Little America” and 
secondly actually is “Little Amer¬ 
ica.” 

With so many motor cars, such a 
high standard of living (highest 
in Europe) snd so much AmejrL 
ca'nism on practically .every cor¬ 
ner, good ole Sverige, with its 
population of about 7,500,000,, al¬ 
ready involuntarily gives this 
“Little America” impression to 
every visitor. And then those 
American name acts. The Nicholas 
Bros, are currently at Bems, the 
Golden Gate Quartet at the Tivoli, 
the Delta Rhythm Boys were here j 
recently, ditto the Deep River 
Boys; also Gerry Mulligan, Billy 
Eckstine, Lena Horne and Tony 
Scott. 

Jack Teagarden orch will ap¬ 
pear next month. 

An effort is being made to get 
Dave Brubeck and Erroll Garner 
back here. 

H’wood Pix Dominate 
And who’s dominating the local 

film scene? Hollywood, naturally, 
Add up to all that the amazing 
popularity of other U. S. items 
(blue jeans, Coca-Cola, chewing 
gum, crew cuts, et al.) and the 
constantly used word “okay” and 
what’s left? 

Nearly 60% of all pix shown 
here are of American origin. 
Sweden herself produces 35-40 
pix annually and one of the big¬ 
gest problems is still the high 
(38%> amusement tax. However, 
since the big four companies (SF, 
Ndrdisk, Sandrew? and Europa) 
have a substantial number of 
cinemas of their own, which sup¬ 
ply them with the necessary 
profits, this problem is actually 
not so critical. 

Biggest < Yank success in town 
right now is “Funny Face” (Par) 
currently in its 13th week at 
Saga, the Paramount stronghold. 
“Twelve Angry Men” (UA) was 
just released here with superla¬ 
tive reviews but not too good biz. 
With - “Island In Sun" (20th) 
another recent release. It’s • just 
the other way round; Not too good 
reviews but superlative biz. As 
usual during the summer months, 
many old pix are now out on re¬ 
lease, notably Greta Garbo and 
Charlie Chaplin reissues. They 
also have Stan Laurel & Oliver 
Hardy pix here. These two are 
called “Helan & Halvan” which 
here means “the whole and the 
half one.” Gallic pix are also 
doing good biz here. 

Germjans Seek Film Outlets 
The Germans are taking trou¬ 

ble to exploit the film market. 
But they are not too successful. 
Quite a few Teutonic . pix are 
complete flops. A surprise Ger¬ 
man hit is “I Often Think of 
Piroschka,” now here in its 13th 
week. One of the few Teutonic 
star names here is Romy 
Schneider. 

Stockholm’s television, which of¬ 
ficially started one year ago, is on 
a tremendous rise. Current number 
of local tele set owners has hit 
50,000. Exact figures are not avail¬ 
able because many tv set owners 
don’t let themselves register in 
order to escape the comparatively 
high tele fee. 

Stockholm’s programs can also 
be received in Goeteborg, which 
started tv earlier. There are daily 
programs running two to three 
hours. Program also includes state- 
sideshows and old films. Fed local 
producers, however, are willing to 
sell their pix to tele. An exception 
is Svan-Film (until 1945 UFA-Film, 
releasing company for Germany 
L'FA pix) which supplied local 
video with several German pix. 
Also Russian-made films are shown 
on the Swedish tele. 

Jazz-Conscious Swedes 
Much can be written about jazz 

here. After all, Sweden is Europe’s 
foremost jazz nation. Names like 
Bengt Hallberg tone of the world’s 
best jazz pianists), Lars Guilin 
(some crix call him the best bari¬ 
tone player today) or Arne Dom- 
nerus (outstanding alto-sax player) 
are already familiar to every jazz' 
fan. Sweden’s latest pride is Harry 
Arnold and his radio studio orch. 
This big modem band already has 
gained the rep of being one of the 
best in Europe in less than a year. 
These American jazz musicians who 
have played as guest soloists (Tony 
Scott, Herbie Mann, etc.) with the 

Arnold band compare the latter 
with' the best in^their own country; 
This 18-piece ensemble is not a 
permanent organization, but made 
up of leading Swedish jazzmen for 
radio appearances only. Harry Ar¬ 
nold, incidentally, is now- on an 
American promotional tour. Metro¬ 
nome Records, with whom he is 
under contract, is sponsoring the 
trip. 

For a jazz, fan or musician, it will 
always pay off to go to Stockholm’s 
“Nalen” (popular expression for 
“National”), a unique jazz estab¬ 
lishment. It’s not alone Sweden’s 
foremost jive establishment and 
where all the best jazz bands play, 
it’s also the favorite hangout for 
everybody in the trade Topsy Lind- 
blom, an ex-Olympic champ (1912) 
and owner of “Europe's most fa¬ 
mous jazz stronghold” has gained 
an astonishing popularity with both 
hjs jazz-conscious clientele and. 
educational authbrities. .Latter see 
in jazz,-something that attracts the 
juveniles and keeps them from 
street brawls. His “Nalen” is a very 
inexpensive spot, about 25c admis¬ 
sion. It also has cabaret shows and 
offers various specialities (jitterbug 
contests, etc.). Lake in all other 
local dancing spots, no alcohol is 
served here. 

The Recording Industry 
The disk biz here can’t .complain 

either. There were 4,000,090 units 
sold in Sweden in 1955, 7,000 000 
last year, and it’s estimated that 
9,000,000 will be reached in 1957, 
There’s a tax on every disk and if 
latter runs for more than six 
minutes (EP> this tax is tripled. 
Most important diskeries here are 
Decca, which also handles British 
Decca; Brunswick and London Rec- 

r ords, Metronome - (Mercury; Atlan¬ 
tic, Prestige), RCA Victor (Tefe- 
funken), HMV (British Columbia, 
MGM, Parlophdne, Capitol, Odeon), 
Deutsche Grammophon (Coral) and 
Philips, which also has American 
Columbia. There’s strong competi¬ 
tion between these companies. It’s 
always a neck-by-neck race, with 
Decca (15-20% of all sales) on top, 
followed by Metronome, Philips, 
RCA and HMV (about 10-15% 
each), DGG (around 10%), and 
then the various smaller outfits. 

Best-known Swedish names are 
on Metronome, such as Alice Babs, 
Ernie Englund, Harry Arnold, 
Charlie Norman, Bengt Halberg, 
Arne Domnerus, Jack Lidstroem 
and Lars Guilin. Boerje Ekberg, 
Metronome’s export manager, says 
his company thinks Germany the 
most lucrative market at present. 
Headquartered in Germany in 
Hamburg; Metronome has currently 
20 German traveling salesmen on 
its payroll. Company gives new¬ 
comers a break. This category is 
Jack Lidstroem called “The Tradi¬ 
tional King of Sweden.” Lidstroem, 
an outstanding trumpeter, recorded 
"Mandoline Serenade” and “The 
Spring Song,” from Charlie Chap¬ 
lin’s new pic "King in N.Y.” 

On the pop song side, the 
Swedes see in “Walking in the 
Rain” (Johnnie Ray) the top tune 
currently. Curiously enough, this 
Philips EP brings two different 
name, singers: One side has Ray 
singing two songs (including 
“Rain” )p the flip side brings Guy 
Mitchell with two tunes, includ¬ 
ing “Singin’ the Blues.” 

Felix Stahl, head.of Stockholms 
Musikproduktion AB SuCcemeld- 
dier and Kassner Miisik' AB, top 
publisher here. Is making strides, 
by selling Swedish (also German) 
songs to America, and vice versa. 
He also is a successful song com¬ 
poser. Stahl sold the German tune, 
“Muetterlein,” to the U. S. where 
it became “Answer Me,” and back 
in Germany it then became 
“Glaube mir.” He also brought 
the German song “Du, Du, Du” 
(You, You, You) to the U,S. Of 
the Yank songs with which he did 

> the .best biz in Sweden, he men¬ 
tions “Lullaby of Birdland,” “Un¬ 
chained Melody,” “When Saints 
Go Marchin’ In” and “Rock & 
Roll Waltz.” One of his recent 
own compositions is “Klingaling” 
which Moonlight Music- (Ray 
Anthony) is going to publish' in 
the U.S. He made' other deals 
with Mills Music in the U.S. 

Caterina Valente scored a huge 
success at the Bems Salongen, 
Stockholm’s “Lido,” in recent 
weeks. This 1,442-seafer registered 
sellout biz all through August. 
Currently, Bems has the. Nicholas 
Bros, as toppers. 
' Next to the Bems, there Is the 

China Variety which has perform- 
anceirtwicr daily * and~ dftih’knewir 
acts. Current program is. a top: 
variety troupe from Moscow Which 
received superlative praise Jn the 
local press. 

Not Much Nightlife ' 

There is not much that one call 
nightlife here. As. a matter of fact, 
there is practically none at all. 
Most restaurants close around 
midnight; and alcohol Is .off limits, 
in most spots anyway. Still dance¬ 
conscious people find a lot of op¬ 
portunities here, hut also these 
spots close their doors at mid¬ 
night or shortly thereafter. 

One of the best dancing estab- 
Iistrnents is the Ball Palais which 
is owned by Sven Hakansson who 
also operates the Zanzibar, a more 
intimate spot, the Restaurant 
Herrgarn and the ultra-modern 
and huge (2,000 seats) Bjoerkna- 
spaviljongen. Latter, however, is 
closed during the winter. The Ball 
Palais has currently the Fred 
Bunge band, with Ruth Fischer, 
his wife, doing the vocals. Zanzi¬ 
bar has Peppo Birks (an Aus-: 
trian). and his band with Inga 
Brandenburg (German vocalist) 
making the music. There is also V 
Swiss bandleader by the. name of 
Kurt. Weill J’in- town. His authentic 

: name, hersilys. Boyd. Bachmanri’s. 
band (Holland) is also in Sweden. 

Quite obviously* foreign musi¬ 
cians like their stay -in Sweden, 

I They are well 'paid; have. •to. play 
I only four hours (five on Sundays) 
| daily. Since there is no nightlife 
I anyway, they get. a lot. of sleep 
here. 

Proi DeLaurentiis Plus 
Fellini Due in N.Y. Soon 

On Co-Production Deals 
Rome, Sept. 24. 

Producer Dino DeLaurentiis and 
director Fe.derico Fellini expect to 
arrive in New York Oct. 6 to con¬ 
tinue talks with U.S. companies 
regarding the Italian producer’s 
upcoming co-produetion projects 
with RKO and Columbia. Fellini, 
who will direct some of these films, 
is accompanying DeLaurentiis also 
to help choose some Yarik actors 
for his pix. 

DeLaurentiis, who already‘.has 
one project, ‘‘Fortunella” with Giu- 
lietta Masina and Paul Douglas, on 
the fire in Rome, and plans another* 
with the same actress next 
spring (both to be released 
here by . RKO), illustrated hi$ 
plans for two. more productions, 
details of which he’ll talk over 
with RKO and Columbia while in 
the U.S. 

One of the Fellini-directed jiix 
is “Viaggio D’Amore” (Voyage of 
Love) and deals with two people, 
a cool intellectual type and a warm, 
sensual woman. Depending-on the 
availability of a lead actress (Fel¬ 
lini would like Sophia Loreh or 

■ Kim Novak), DeLaurentiis would 
make the pic with onfe or the other 
of the U.S. companies with which 
he's linked. Fellini hopeto find 

, his male lead in N.Y. and wants a 
relatively unknown actor. He added 

| that no such type could be found 
among current Italian actors. Pic 
would roll early next year. 

The . other DeLaurentiis-Fellini' 
[film would-be “The Life tif-Casa- 
, nova,” made on a iargescale, again 
in co-production with a Yank com¬ 
pany. This woul(Improbably be 
made, again depending on actor 
availability after the above project 
and probably late in 1958. 

The., bosy producer also has two 
other definite productions coming 
up in the hexr. fQture, though here 
again the partnership has not been 
defined, even though it will prob¬ 
ably be a U.S. company (Col, RKO, 
or Paramount). They are a pic 
version of B.: Traveh's “The Dead 
Ship,” to‘he directed by -Rene 
Clement, and Pushkin’s “Captain's 
Daughter,” which Alberto Lattuada 
will direct. The Clement- pic 
would be shot in the U.S., while 
the latter will be made in Europe. 

Anna Neagle’s Screen 
. Find to Visit U.S. 

* London, Oct. 1. 
Producer-actress Anna -Neagle 

planes to New York next Saturday 
(5) to introduce her screen discov¬ 
ery, pop vocalist Frankie Vaughan. 
It will be Vaughan’s first trip, to 
the U. S, . 

The pair will also visit Chicago 
and Toronto prior to launching of 
the Vaughan starrer, “These Dan¬ 
gerous Years,” under Warner Bros,, 
distribution. “Years” has Clicked 
in Britain. j 

'VAtllTY'S* LONDON OHIC1 
• St. Martin'* Plata, Trafalgar Sgwara 

Acts Will Outdraw Cinema at B.O. 
1-Mari Tax Campaigner 

London, Oct. 1. 
A one-man campaign against " 

the Admissions Tax is being 
carried but by the . manager of 
an indie picture theatre in the 
North of England. Campaign ’ 
takes the form of a weekly, let¬ 
ter TO the Chancellor of-the 
Exchequer in which the man¬ 
ager, F. S. Anderson, lists-his 
net takings for the week, the 
tax he paid and his levy con¬ 
tributions. He always con¬ 
cludes by asking: “Is this 
fair?” 

Anderson disclosed his ac- 
tiqn at a meeting of the Leads 
and District Cinematograph 
Exhibitors Assn. He told Other 

' members he thought that if 
! every small, indie theatre man¬ 
ager was instructed to send 

* similar details to- the Chan¬ 
cellor and local Members of 

; Parliament it would do a lot of 
good. 

Metre Pacts Cinecitta 
For Its‘Ben Hnr’Opus 

Rome, Sept. 124. 
Official signing of agreements be¬ 

tween Metro and Cinecitta Studios 
for shooting of “Ben Hur” is being 
favorably commented on since in- 
dustryites here feel that the move 
is both a recognition of value of 
Italo technicians as well as a finan- 

: eial break for the vast studio. This 
plant until recently has been near¬ 
ly empty. Pact is said to tie up 
Cinecitta facilities for approximate¬ 
ly one year, estimated shooting 
time for “Ben Hur.” Pic has been 
tentatively budgeted, at $10,000,- 

•000. Some sequences' will employ 
some 10,000 extras. No cast or di¬ 
rector have been set as yet on the 
Sam Zimbalist production, which is 
slated to start shooting next spring. 

Also favorably viewed here is 
fact that the pic will employ a 
large number of Italian technicians 
in all fields of the filmmaking. Pact 
is said to allow some studio.'space 
for. Italian .producers during the. 
shooting of the Metro project/ so 
as not to bottleneck local produc¬ 
tion.. Noted that while Cffiecitta 
has been virtually vacant for more- 
than year, Italian production' 
rhythm is now picking up, with 
this year's production total again 
expected to top the 100 mark. 

Mex Film Producers 
To Give Up ‘Cheapies’ 

Mexico City, Sept. 24. - 
: Only worthwhile pix, with all 
“cheapje,” shoddy and fly-by-night 
films eliminated, is the new policy 
of the Mexican film industry, ac¬ 
cording to Gregorio Wallerstein, 
head, of the Mexican Assn., .and 
Eduardo Garduna, prexy -of the 
trade’s own-bank, the Banco Na- 
cional Cinematografico. 

Wallerstein averred that the day [ 
of the “churro” (crueller), a cheap, 
more or less immoral Imitation of 
a film production, has gone forever 
from Mexican screen subjects. 
Garduna claimed that * only those 
producers who present satisfactory 
stories can get the financing of the 
bank.'He declared that policy is 
already paying off at home and in 
the U.S.' Over the border, more, 
than 1,000 cinemas are now reg- j 

ularly playing Mexican pix, the! 
banker said. 

Cannes Fest Sure for '58 
Paris, Sept. 24, 

Back from the Venice Film. Fes-: 
TiVal, Arthur Conte, Minister'of; 
Commerce and Industry, made, it 
clear that the Cannes Film Fest 
will be held next year. It will- have 
a hiked budget t& allow prexy: Rob¬ 
ert Favre Le Bret adequately to 
handle the growing multitude of 
visitors, both film people and jour¬ 
nalists. 

The Minister said a special com¬ 
mittee is now studying the Cannes 
setup and will soon make recom¬ 
mendations for the 1958. formula. 
But he felt it will probably keep 
the old format intact 

Cascade Pictures Inc. has been 
authorized to conduct-, a motion 
pictures and theatres business in 
New York, with capital stock of. 
200 shares, no par value. David 
Cook of Brooklyn, is attorney. 

Sydney, Sept. 24. 

Buoyancy of Aussie legit and 

vaude-revue shows is indicated in 
the plush trading over the past 

year and looks to continue through 

Well into 1958. The local live tal¬ 

ent field seems to have an edge on 

cinema hOxoffice take. 

Proof of .the high popularity of 
Down Under name" talent is seen 

in the terrific biz pulled by John¬ 

nie Ray at the local Stadium in 
this keyer on his fourth visit under 
the Lee Gordon banner. To the 
amazement of hardened showmen, 
he pulled 21,000 via two perform¬ 
ances at' $3 top, an alltime high 
for a solo artist playing four re¬ 
peats. Ray is reported to have 
taken lots of dough out of the 
cinemas here. 

J. C. Williamson Ltd., ace legit 
operators, struck a top b.o. gusher 
with “The Pajama Game,” played 
by an all-Aussie cast This musical 
comedy will cop a sweet year, at 
the Empire, Sydney. In Melbourne, 
for the same management, “The 
Chalk Garden,” with Dame Sybil 
Thorndike and Lewis CassDn, is a 
surefire hit. The.Borovansky Bal¬ 
let shapes outstanding' in Brisbane. 
Solid trade likewise is being re¬ 
corded" by a British Gilbert-Sulli- 
van troupe in Melbourne. 

Grand Opera Scores, Too 
The Elizabethan Trust has hit a 

new high with grand opera at New¬ 
town, the key Sydney naber, with 
Joan Hammond the No. 1 star. A 
ballet season follows through "to 
Xmas. Advance sales are heavy, 
strictly minus exclusive longhair 
patronage. 

David N. Martin, key vaude- 
revuer, has maintained a sturdy biz 
tempo here and in Melbourne, plus 
a New Zealand run-around, over 
his Tivoli loop. He has top talent 
lined up through 1958. With an 
easier dollar takeaway now in op¬ 
eration, Martin is finding that U.S. 
talent is ready to plane here on a 
26-week (or longer) playdate. It 
must be remembered that this zone 
is Jess than two days flying time 
from the U.S. and London. 

• Further indication of the 
strength of live talent here is the 
profit of $200,000 scored by indie 
.vatfde-revue producer Harry Wren 
with his “Good Old Days,” show 
featuring oldtime vaude stars on 
local tours. 

Lee Gordon, Yankee ex-service¬ 
man located here, has had a great 
run over his Stadium loop with 
Yank talent. Early in October he 
brings in Little Richard and his 
baud, Gene Vincent and his Blue- 
caps, Eddie "Cochrane and Alls Les¬ 
ley at $3 top. Gordon will swing 
through to the middle of next year 
With; top imported shows. 

British Pix Biz Charily 
Fund Heading Into Red 

London, Sept. 24. 
Britain’s Cinema Trade Benevo¬ 

lent Fund, created 32 years ago to 
help the needy In show biz, is 
beading into the red.. Lord Rank, 
the prexy, announced a deficit of 
some $21,500 on last year’s activi¬ 
ties, as against a surplus of $32,771 
in the- previous year. Chairman 
Ralph S. Bromhead reported that, 
despite -every economy and ex¬ 
tremely modest running expenses,- 
payouts had hit a new high of 
$253,108. 

The 1956 Royal Film Perform¬ 
ance netted $56,500 as against $72,- 
231 in the previous year. Other 
activities, such as Cinema Day, also 
slumped financially. Money spent 
oh. longterm beneficiaries and gen¬ 
eral relief had upped.$16,889 from 
the 1956 bilance sheet 

Honolulu Cracks Down 
On Filthy Stag Films 

Honolulu, Oct. 1. 
Stringent action against obscene 

movies is planned here with fine'of 
$500 and/or six months in jail pend¬ 
ing for persons convicted of show¬ 
ing such films. Present law ap¬ 
plies only to persons convicted of 
distributing or showing obscene 
pictures or publications. and, for . 
that matter, fails to spell out mo¬ 
tion pictures. 

.Several hundred reels, of filthy 
stag .party pix are" believed- to be 
in circulation in this crossroads of 
the Pacific. 
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"Today the public 
has been educated to 

hear the best in sound. One 
great advantage of going to 
a motion picture theatre is that 
you hear a better picture than 

you do at home!" 

-BENJAMIN BERGER 
Former Prosidont, 
North Control Alliod 

Prosidont, 
Borgwr Amusomont Company 
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MAG o PTICAL 
SOUND 
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Hollywood Production Pulse 

ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year.17 

i This Date, Last Year ...... IP 

"NEVER LOVE A STRANGER" 
Prod.—Harold Robbins 
Dir.—Robert Stevens 
John Barrymore Jr., Lit* Milan, Robert 

Bray 
(Started Sept. 9) 

"COLE YOUNGER, GUNFIGHTER" 
Prod.—Ben Schwalb 
Dir.—R. G. Springsteen 
Frank Lovejoy, James Best, Abby Dal¬ 

ton, Jan aieriin, Douglas Spencer, 
Myron lleafey 

(Started Sept. 23) 

COLUMBIA 
I 

Sforfs, This Year. ...28 

This Date, Last Year ... ...26, 

"BONJOUR TRISTESSE" 
(Shooting in France) 

Prod.-Dir.—Otto Preminger 
David Niven, Deborah Kerr, Jean Se- 

berg, Mylen* Demongeot. Geoffrey 
Horne, Juliette Greco. Walter Chiari, 
Martita Hunt, Ronald Culver, David 
Oxlex, Jean Kent, Elga Anderson 

(Started Aug. 1) 
"GIDEON'S DAY" 

Prod.-Dir.—John Ford 
(Shooting in London) 
Jack Hav.kins. Anna Lee, Dianne Foster, 

Ann Massey. John Loder. Ronald 
Howard 

(Started Aug. 12) 
"THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD" 
(Shooting in London) 

Prod.—Charles Schneer 
Dir.—Nathan Juran 
Kerwin Mathews. Kathryn Grant. Torin 

Thatcher, Eddie Little. Harold Kasket, 
Alec Nango, Danny Green, Nana De 
Herrera, Virgilip Trixrira, Juan Ola- 
guirei 

(Started Aug. 12) 
"NO TIME TO DIE" 
(Shooting in Libya) 

Prod.—Phil C. Samuel 
Dir.—Terence Young 
Victor Mature. Leu Genn, Bonar Col- 

leano, Anthony Neweley. Sean Kelly. 
Kenneth Fortescue, Alfred Burke, 
Maxwell Shaw, Robert Rietty, Alan 
Tilvem, Martin Boddey, George 
Pravda. David Dodge 

(Started £ept. 9) 
"THE SNORKELL" 
(Shooting In Italy') 

Prod.—Michael Carrera* 
Dir.—Gy Green 
Peter Van Eyck. Betta St. John, Mandy 

Miller 
(Started Sept. 9) 

"SCREAMING MIMI" ^ , 
Prods.—Harry Joe Brown, Robert Fel¬ 

lows 
Dir.—Gerd Oswald 
Anita Ekberg, Phil Carey; Gypsy Rose 

Lee, Harry Townes, Alan Gifford 
(Started Sept. 16) 

"THE KEY" 
(Shooting in England) 

Prod.—Carl Foreman 
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed 
William Holden. Sophia Loren. Trevor 

Howard, Oscar Holmoka. Bryan 
Forbes, Kieron Moore, Sidney Vivian, 
Russell Walters 

(Started Aug. 7> 
"LINE UP" 

Prod.—Jaime DeValle 
Dir.—Don. Siegel 
Eli Wallach. Robert Keith, Warner An¬ 

derson, Mary La Roche, Richard Jaec- 
kel. Marshall Reed, Raymond Bailey, 
William Leslie. Vaughn Taylor, Cheryl 
Calloway 

(Started Sept. 30) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year......... 2 
This Date, Last Year...... I 

"THE LIGHT IN THE FOREST" 
Prod.—Walt Disney 
Dir.—Hcrschel Daugherty 
Fess Parker. Wendell. Corey. Joanne 

Dru, James MacArthur. Carol Lynley, 
Jessica Tandy. Joseph Calleia. John 
Mclntlre 

(Started July 8) 

METRO 
Starts, This Year..17 
This Date, Last Year-..... 79 

"MERRY ANDREW" 
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel 
Dir.—Michael Kidd 
Danny Kaye, Pier Angell, Baccaloni, 

Robert Coote, Patricia Cutts. Noel 
Purcell, Rex Evans, Walter Kingsford 

(Started July D 
"GIG I" 

Prod.—Arthur Freed 
Dir.—Vincente Minnelli 
Maurice Chevalier, Leslie Caron. Louis 

Jourdan. Eva Gabor, Hermione Gin- 
gold 

(Started Aug. 1) 
"BAY OF THE MOON" 

Prod.—Milo Frank 
Dir.—Jose Ferrer 
Jose Ferrer, Gena Rowland, Jim B-ckns, 

Joanne Gilbert, Edward Platt, Henny 
Backus. Charles Watts. Walter Abel, 
Burt Douglas. Don Burnett 

(Started Sept. 9) 
"MOCK TRIAL" 

Prod.—Morton Fine 
Dir.—David Friedkin 
Dean Jones, Joan O'Brien, Thomas 

Mitchell, John Smith. Walter Abel, 
Burt Douglas, Don Burnett 

(Started Sept. 23) 
"THE SHEEPMAN" 

Prod.—Edmund Grainger 
Dir.—George Marshall 
Glenh Ford, Shirley MacLalne, Leslie 

Nielsen, Mickey Shaughnessy, Edgar 
Buchanan. Pedro Gonzales-Ganzales, 
Bun Henry 

(Started Sept. 30) 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year ........77 
This Date, Last Year.IS 

"HOUSEBOAT" 
Prod.—Jafck Rose 
Dir.—Mel Shavelson 
Cary Grant, Sophia Loren. Mlml Gibson, 

Charles . Herbert. Paul Petersen, 
Harry Guardlno 

(Started Aug. 12) 
"FROM AMONGST THE DEAD" 

Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock 
James Stewart, Kim NoraJt 
(Started Sept. 2ft) 

"THE BUCCANEER" 
Prod.—Henry WUcoxon 
Dir.—Anthony Quinn 
Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston, Charles 

Boyer, Claire Bloom, Inger Stevens, 
Henry Hull, JL G. Marshall, George 
Matthews 

(Started Sept. 30) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year .23 
This Date, Last Year ......17 

(Shooting in France) 
Prod.—AI Lichtman 
Dir.—Edward Dmytryk 
Marlon Brando, Montgomery Clift, Dean 

Martin, May Britt, Barbara Rush, 
Tony Randall, Joanne Woodward, Ar¬ 
thur Franz, 

(Started June 3) 
"FRAULIIN" 

Prod.—Walter Relsch 
Dir.—Henry Roster 
Mel Ferrer, Dana Wynter 
(Started Aug. J2) 

’'SOUTH PACIFIC" 
Prod.—Buddy Adler, 
Dir.—Joshua Logan 
Rossano BrazzI, Mltzl Gaynor, John 

Kerr, Ray Walston, Juanita Hall, 
France Nuyen, Russ Brown, Ken 
Clark, Floyd Simmons 

(Started Aug. 12) 
"THE GIFT OP LOVE" 

Prod.—Charles Brackett 
Dir.—Jean Negulesco 
Robert Stack. Lauren Bacall, Evelyn 

Rudie, Alena Murray, Robert Bru¬ 
baker, Anne Seymour 

(Started Aug. 2D 
'SINCIN' IDOL" 

Prod.—Henry Ephron 
Dir.—Henry Ephron 
Tommy Sands, Edmond O’Brien, Lili 

Gentle, Nick Adams, Jerry Paris 
(Started Sept. 16). 

"THE LONG HOT SUMMER" 
Prod.—»erry Wald 
Dir.—Martin Ritt 
Paul Newman, Anthony Franciosa, 

Joanne Woodward, Orson Welles, Lee. 
Rtmlck. Sarah Marshall 

(Started Sept. 23) 
"HELL BENT KID" 

Prod.—Robert Buckner 
Dir.—Henry Hathaway 
Don Murray. Dianna Yard 
(Started Sept. 30) 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year ...._27 
This Date, Last Year.29 

"TEACH ME HOW TO CRY" 
Prod.—Row Hunter 
Dir.—Helmut Kautner 
John Saxon, Sandra Dee, Teresx Wright, 

Margaret Lindsay, Virginia Grey 
(Started Aug. 36) 

"THERE'S A TIME TO LOVE" 
(Shooting in Germany) 

Prod.—Robert Arthur 
Dir.—Douglas Sirk 
John Gavin, Lisa Pulver, Ann Harding, 

Erich Maria Remarque, Keenan Wynn, 
Don DeFore 

(Started Aug. 26) 
"MIDDLE OP THE STREET" 

Prod.—Howard Pina 
Dir.—-Jesse Hibbs 
Audie Murphy, Gia Seals, Joanna Moore, 

Henry Silva, Richard Cutting,. Frank 
Chase, Walter Mattau, Mary Field, 
Leo Gordon, Morgan Woodward 

(Started Aug. 28) 
"MONEY, WOMEN AND DREAMS" 

Prod.—Howie Horwitz 
Dir.—Richard Bartlett 
Jock Mahoney, Jean Hagen, Tom Drake, 

Jeffrey Stone, Lon Chaney, William 
Campbell. Tim Hovey, Judy Meredith, 
James Gleason 

(Started Sept. 16) 
"FOR LOVE OR MONEY" 

Prod.—Bow Hunter 
Dir—Balke Edwards 
Debbie Reynolds, Curt Jurgens, John 

Saxon 
(Started Sept. 26) 

"TWILIGHT FOR THI GODS" 
Prod.—Gordon Kay 
Dir.—Joseph Pevney 
Rock Hudson. Cyd Chariwe, Ernest 

Truex, Charles McGraw, Cells Lovsky, 
Wallace Ford 

(Started Sept. 30) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year.. 74 
This Date, Last Year ....... 9 

'MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR" 
Prod.—Milton Sperling 
Dir.—Irving Rapper 
Gene Kelly, Natalie Wood, Claire Tre¬ 

vor, Ed. Wynn, Carolyn Jones, Marty 
Milner 

(Started Aug, 20) 
'KELL'S HIGHWAY" 

Prod.—Aubrey Schenck 
Dir.—Howard W. Koch 
Brian Keith, Dick Foran, Efrem Zlm- 

ballst Jr., Sean Garrison, Arthur 
Batanldes. Perry Lopez, Merry An¬ 
ders, Paul Prentiss, Ann Doran 

(Started Sept. 9) 
'ONION HEAD" 

Prod.—Jules Schermer 
Dir.—Norman Taurog 
Andy Griffith, Erin O’Brien, Ray Dalton 
(Started Sept. 23) 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year ..707 
This Date, Last Year.... 69 

"THE VIKINGS" 
Prod.—Jerry Bresler 
Dir.—Richard Fleischer 
Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Ernest Borg- 

nine, Janet Leigh, James Donald, 
Alexander Knox, Per Buckpj, Dandy 
Nichols, Eileen Way 

(Started June 20) 
"THE BIG COUNTRY" 
(For UA Release) 

Prods.—Gregory Peck, William Wyler 
Dir.—William Wyler 
Gregory Peck, Jean Simmons, Carroll 

Baker, Burl Ives, Charles Bickford, 
Chuck Connors, Charlton Heston 

(Started July 30) 
"THUNDER ROAD" 

Dir.—Arthur Rlpey 
Robert Mitchtun, Gene Barry, Jacques 

Aubuchon, Keely Smith, Sandra 
Knight, Randall "Randy" Sparks, Jim 
Mltehum, Trevor Bardett 

(Started Sept. 3) 
"THE FIEND WITHOUT A FACE" 
(Shooting in. England) 

Prod.—Ronald Kinnoch 
Dir,—Arthur Crabtree 
Marshall Thompson 
(Started Sept. 3)' 

"UNDERWATER WARRIOR" 
(For Metro) 

Prod.—Ivan Tors 
Dir.—Andrew Marton 
Dan Dailey, Claire Kelly, James Gregory, 

Ross Martin, Raymond Bailey 
(Started Sept. 9) 

"THE PROUD REBEL" 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn Jr. 
Dir.—Michael Curtiz 
Alan Ladd, QlTvia de Havllland, Dean 

Jagger, David Ladd, Dean Stanton. 
Tom Pittman, James Westerfield, Ell 
Mintz 

(Started Sept. 10) 
"GOD'S LITTLE ACRE'' 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Sidney H&rmon 
Dir.—Anthony Mann 
Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray. Tina Louise, 

Buddy Hackett. Jack Lord. Fay Spain, 
Helen Westcott, Lance Fuller, Michael 
Landon, Vic Morrow, Rex Ingram) 
Robert Davis 

(Started Sept. 11) 
"CATTlE EMPIRE" 
(20th Fox Release) 

Prod.—Robert Stabler 
Dir.—Charles Marquin Warren 
Joel McCrea, Phyllis Coates, Don Hag¬ 

gerty, Bing Russell, Gloria Talbot; 
Charles Gray, Paul Brihegar 

(Started Sept. 12) 
"GIRL IN THE WOODS" 

Prod.—Harry L. Mandril 
Dir.—Tom Cries 
Margaret Hayes, Forrest Tucker 
(Started Sept. 23) 

"TOUGHEST GUN IN TOMBSTONE" 
Prod.—Robert Kent 
Dir.—Earl Bellamy - ,_. 
George Montgomery, Beverly Tyler 

"THE BOOK OF ISRAEL" 
Prod.—Sam Hersh . 
Dir.—Edward Dew 
Robert Shayne, Joan Woodbury, John 

Marshall. John Bryant, Michael Ross, 
. Maxine Jennings, Claudia Drake 
(Started Sept. 12) 

"RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP" 
(Hecht-Hlll-Lancaster) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Harold Hecht., ' 
Dir.—Robert Wise 
Clark Gable,- Burt Lancaster, Jack War¬ 

den ; • 
(Started Sept. 16) 

"SHADOW OF A GUNMAN" 
(Regal Films) 
(20th-Fox Release) 

Prod.—Harold E. Knox 
Dir.—Gene Fowler, Jr. 
Charier Bronsen, Fin tan Meyler, John 

Carradine, Barton MacLane 
(Started Sept. 23) 

"STARS IN THE BACKYARD" 
(Hugo Haas Prods.) 

Prod.-Dir.-r-Hugo Haas 
Carol Morris, Marie Windsor, Billy Gil¬ 

bert, Corinne Griffith, Don Sullivan 
(Started Sept. 26) 

BRITISH PULSE 

ASS. BRIT. ELSTREE 
Starts, This Year .........2 
This Date, Last Year.......0 

"WE ARE SEVEN' 
Prod.—S. Nolbandov 
Dir.—Cyril Frankel 
Eileen Herlie, Irish Abbey Players 
(Started July 17) 

"THE MOONRAKER" 
Prod.—H. G. Inglis 
Dir,—David MacDonald 
Sylvia Syncs, George Baker, Marius Gor¬ 

ing, Peter Arne 
(Started July 13) - 

BUTCHER'S 
Starts, This Year .........1 
This Date, Last Year ...... .0 

"The Golden Disc" t 
Prod.—W. G. Chalmers 
Dir.—Don Sharp 
Lee Paterson. Maty Steele, Linda Grey, 

Terry Dene 
. (Started Sept. 23) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year ...... .. .6 
This Date, Last Year .......6 

"STELLA" 
(Open Road Films) 

Prod.—Carl Foreman 
Dir.—Sir. Carol Reed 
William Holden, Sophia Loren, Trevor 

Howard 
(Started Aug. 7) 

"BONJOUR TRlSTESftE" 
(Wheel Productions) 
(Shooting in France) 

Prod.—Otto Preminger 
Dir.—Otto Preminger 
Deborah Kerr, David Neven, Jean Se- 

berg 
(Started Aug. 1) 

"GIDEON'S DAY" 
(Columbia British Production) ; 

Prod.—John Ford 
Dir.—John Ford 

. Jack Hawkins, Dianne Foster, Anna Lee 
(Started Aug. 12) — 

"NO TIME TO DIE" ‘ 
(Warwick Film Productions) 

Prod.—Irving Allen and Albert R. Broc¬ 
coli 

Dir.— Terence Young 
Victor Mature, Leo Genn, Anthony New- 

ley, Bonar Colleana 
(Started Aug, 12) 

"TALI OF TWO CITIRS" 
(Shooting in France an Pinewood) 

Prod.—Betty Box 
Dir.—Ralph. Thomas 
Dirk Bogarde, Dorothy Tutin, Cecil 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
For Week Ended Tuesday (1) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly 
In 100s High Low 

Toes. 
Close 

Net 
Change 
for wk. 

17% 11% ABC Vending 22 14% 14% .14% — % 
24% 16% Am Br-Par Th 100 18% 17 18% + % 
36% 27% CBS “A”.... 145 28% 27% 273/4' — % 
35% 27 CBS“B’*.... 43 28 27 27 —1 

20% 163/4 Col Pix. 30 17% 163% 17 — % 

19% 13% Decca . 91. 16% 16% 16% — % 
115 81% Eastman Kdk. 137 . 94% 91 92% —13/4 

434 3% EMI .. 59 4 33/4 3%- — % 
10% 73% List Ihd. ... 239 9% 9% 9% + % 
22 14?4 Loew’s.243 15% 15 15% — % 

9% 73/4 Nat. Thea. ... 166 8% 8% 87 s — 

367/s 28% Paramount .. 98 35 3334 34% + % 
183,4 13% Philco . 152 14% 137/s 14 — % 
40 30% RCA .296 32% 30% 31% —1 
8% 5% Republic .... 56 6% 57'a 6% — 

13% 11 llep., pfd. 4 11% ii .11% — 

18% 14% Stanley War. 31 16% ’ 16 16 — % 
29% 22 Storer ./ 20 ,-.22% 22% 22% — % 
30% 22% 20th-Fox .... 74 24 23% 237/s — % 
25% 18% United Artists 73 i9% 18% 19% — % 

30% 23% Univ. Pix . . 4 25 .24% 25 — 

73 68 Univ., pfd.. .*10!0 70 69% 70 — 

28% 19% Warner Bros. 24 20 20 23 — % 

126% - •91% Zenith. 1Q3 117% 111 116% + 1% 

American Stock Exchange 
4% 2% Allied Artists 69 27% 2% 2% — % 

11% 9 Asso. Artists 50 8% 8% 83 & — 

1%' % C * C Tele. . 260 % % % — % 
6% 4% DuMont Lab. 48 4% 4% 4% — % 
4% 2% Guild Films . 74 3% 27/fc 3 —- 
8% 7 Nat’l Telefilm 43 7% 7% 7% — % 
9 3% Skiatron .... 99 7% 7% 7% — 

83/4 47% Technicolor . 103 ' 4% 4% 4% — % 
5% 37/8 Trans-Lux ... 16 4% 47/s 4% — % 

Over-the-counter Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex ... . 43% 517s —2% 
Chesapeake Industries ... . ‘ 1% 2% — % 

'Cinerama Ine. ........... * 1% 1% — 
Cinerama Prod... . 2% 2% — 
DuMont Broadcasting .......... . *8% 9% + % 
Magnm Theatre 
Official Films .. 
Polaroid 
0, A. Theatres . 
Walt Disney . 

1% 2% 
1% 1% 

177 186 
4 4% 

16% 173/4 

i 

• % 

— 14 

*■ Actual Volume. 
' ' (Quotations furnish»d by Dreyfus & Co.) 

----:---»• ■ ■ —- : 

Parker, Athene Seyier 
(Started July 8) 

'INNOCINT SINNERS" 
Prod.—Hugh Stewart 
Dir.—Philip Leacock 
Flora Robson, DaVld Kossoff, Susan 

Beaumont -. 
(Started Aug. 26) 

'CARVI HRR NAME WITH PRIDE" ~ 
ProdMajor Daniel Angel 
Dir.—Lewi* Gilbert 
Virginia McKenna, Paul Scofield 
(Started July 8) 

"THI GYPSY AND THE GENTLEMAN" 
Prod.—Maurice Cowan 
Dir.—Joseph Losey , „ , , , 
Keith Mitchell, Melina Mercouri, Patrick 

McGoohan, June LaVerick 
(Started June ID 

ROONEY" 
(Shooting In Dublin) 

Prod.—George H. Brown 
Dir.—George PbHoclc 
John Gregson, Muriel Pavlow, Barry 

Fitzgerald 
(Started Sept. 2D 

EALING FILMS 
Starts, This Year ......... 3 
This Date, Last Year   .4 

'DUNKIRK" 
Prod.—Sir Michael Balcon 
Dir.—Leslie Norman ' 
John Mills, Richard Attenborough; Ber-. 

nard Lee 
(Started April 29) 

20TH-FOX 
Starts, This Year .. 3 
This Date, Last Year.2 

"THE FAMILY DOCTOR" 
(Templar Productions) 

Prod.—John Gossage 
Dir.—Derek Twist 
Rick Jason, Marius Goring, Li fa Gastoni 
(Started Sept. 23) 

'THE NAKED EARTH" 
(Foray Films) 

Prod.—Adrian Worker 
Dir.—Vincent Sherman 
Richard Todd, Juliette Greco, Finlay 

CUrrie 
(Started July 23) 

"COUNT FIVE AND DIE" 
(Zonlc Films) 

Prod.—Ernest Gartsid* 
Dir.—Victor Vice* . 
Jeffrey Hunter, Annamarle Duringer, 

Nigel Patrick 
(Started Aug. 6> 

J. ARTHUR RANK ANGLO A’LG’MATED 
Starts This Year .• Starts, This Year.8 
This Date, Last Year .......6 This Date, Last Year...4 

'PU1ZLR FOR FUNDS" 
Prod.—A. C. Snowden 
Dir.—Montgomery Tully 
Lex Barker, Carole Mathew* 
(Started July 29) 

Dick Powell 
Continued from page 3 aai 

that he would still appear in some 
of his filmed tv shows. 

Powell came Into N.Y. to show 
his ‘The Enemy Below” film to 
the 20th brass and to the Navy in 
Washington. 

Apart from his 20th contract, 
and the continuing “Four Star 
Theatre” series in which he’s part¬ 
nered with Charles Bqyer and Dav¬ 
id Niven, Powell also makes “Turn 
of Fate,” “Zane Grey Theatre,” 
“Richard Diamond, Detective,” and 
“Track Down.” 

Thesp said he was getting no 
profit participation from 20th and 
preferred it that way. He’s get¬ 
ting a regular salary. “I don’t think 
these percentage deals are such 
good business these days,” he opin¬ 
ed.. “I don’t know of many who 
make money out of them. I prefer 
gambling on the outside with tele¬ 
vision and getting a steady wage 
from 20th.” 

His next film for the studio1 is 
“The Hunter,” based on a. James 
Salter story. It’s about jet pilots 
during the Korean conflict Phillip 
Duhne is scripting. 

Powell felt the general quality 
of tv was improving, but held that 
the volume output didn’t allow any 
consistent values. Also, he stressed 
the impossibility of turning out 
good material in two or three days 
of filming. “It’s a question of eco¬ 
nomics,” he said. 

Regarding censorship, Powell 
opined that “television is getting 
away with murder” compared with 
motion pictures, and he- thought 
that-a slow easing into a general 
Code, similar to the one pertaining 
to Hollywood’s theatrical pix, was 
inevitable. At the same time, he 
commented that “if you listen to 
all the pressure groups, and try 
to satisfy them all, you’d end up 
with films for kids only.” 

Powell was asked whether he 
thought that some other vet thesps 
should take the cue and retire from 
the screen. He replied: “I don’t 
think so. I’ve seen more young 
girls chase Clark Gable than Elvis 
Presley.” Powell returns to the 
Coast Friday. 
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PREVIEW SETS 
2-YEAR RECORD! 

Today’s hot box-office news: M-G-M’s 

>"DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER” 
wins highest audience approval rating 
in 2 years at Loew’s Lexington, N. Y. 
This confirms advance public reaction 
on West Coast and forecasts a "Lines- 
around-the BLOCKBUSTER” attrac¬ 
tion. "DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER” 
follows "LES GIRLS” at Radio City Music 
Hail. Then it’s headed for the happy 
holiday time, Christmas — New Year’s. 

“PREVIEW AUDIENCE NEVER STOPPED 
LAUGHING. DON’T MISS IT!” 

—Louella Parsons in syndicated column, 

“FUNNIEST PICTURE I’VE EVER SEEN!” 
—Groucho Marx 

M*G‘M 

"DON’T 60 NEAR THE WATER" 
GLENN FORD 

GIA SCALA • EARL HOLLIMAN • ANNE FRANCIS 

KEENAN WYNN . FRED CLARK • .EVA GABOR 

RUSS TAMBLYN • JEFF RICHARDS 

rtayby DOROTHY KINGSLEY and GEORGE WELLS 

hll< m tin Nml by WIIUAM (IUNKUY 

In Clmwntn,. «n< MElKOCObOK 

AN AVfliN PKODUCTION 

DirM^ by CHARLES WALTERS 
Pr.d«w bylAWRENCE WEINGARTEN 

N0.1 BEST-SELLER IS 
N0.1 FILM SENSATION! 
The side-splitting story of an 
intrepid task force of dedicated 
naval officers who made almost 
everything but sea duty ! 
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Picture Grosses 

‘GAME’ LUSTY $13,000, 
TORONTO; DAYS' 15G 

Toronto, Oct. 1. 
It’s holdover week at most ma¬ 

jor houses currently. “Pajama 
Game” in fourth frame and "Man 
of a Thousand Faces” in second 
stanza are doing nightly and week¬ 
end tumaway biz. "Around the 
World in 80 Days” in seventh stan¬ 
za of a two-a-day is hitting all¬ 
week capacity. "Jeanne Eagels” 
and "House Of Numbers,” both in 
second stanza, are off. "Affair to 
Remember,” in four-house combo, 
is^ still hefty. "Careless Years,” 
lone newcomer, looms fair in four 
houses. 

Estimates for This Week | 

Carlton (Rafik) <2,518; 75-$1.50) 
—"Jeanne Eagels” <Col) (2d wk). 
Dipping to okay $9,000." Last week, 
$13,000. 

Christie, Danforth, Humber, Hy¬ 
land {Rank) <877; 1,330; 1,203; 1,- 
357; $1)—"Affair to Remember” 
(20th) <3d wk). Hep $15,000. Last 
week, $20,000. 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
State (Taylor) <1,054; 995; 698;* 694; 
50-75)—"Careless Years” (Col) and 
"Trooper Hook” <Col). Fair $12,- 
000. Last week, "Quantez” (U) and 
"Land Unknown” <U), $14,000. 

Imperial <FP) <3,344; 60-$1.10)— 
“Pajama Game” tWB) <4th wk). 
Still big at $13,000 .for tumaway 
night biz. Last week* $15,000. 

Ltoew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)-— 
“House of Numbers” <M-G) (2d 
wk). Sad $6,000. Last week, $9,500. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World” (UA) <7th wk). 
Still capacity at $15,000 for turn- 
away biz. Last week, same. 

Uptown (Loew) <2,096; 75-$1.25) 
—"Man of Thousand Faces” (U) 
(2d wk). Holding at hot $8,000. 
Last week, $11,500. 

York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—"10 
Commandments” (Par) (45th wk). 
Still steady $3,500. Last week, 
ditto. 

CHICAGO 

t BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

(5th wk). Fourth session ended 
yesterday (TuesJ was big $9,000. 
Third was $10,500. Stays indef at 
this pace. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—"Three Faces of Eve” (20ttr). Ini¬ 
tial stanza ending today (Wed.) 
looks to hit solid $21,000. Stays on. 
In ahead, "Woman in Dressing 
Gown” (WB) (2d wk), $8,500. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600: 
$1.80-$3.50)—"Search for Paradisa” 
(Cinerama). First four days com¬ 
prising initial week hit capacity 
$26,400, since week here ends on 
Saturday night. Current week is 
counted as second stanza. Pic 
opened on Wednesday (25) follow¬ 
ing invitational preview the pre¬ 
ceding night. 

World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— 
“It Happened in Park” (Ellis) (8th 
wk). Seventh frame concluded Sun¬ 
day (29) was nice $5,700. Sixth was 
$6,100., 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

$1.50)—“Pickup Alley” (Col) and 
"Brothers Rico” (Col)'. Slow $13,- 
400. Last week, Uptown, Holly¬ 
wood with Loyola, "Hatful of 
Rain” (20th) (m.o.) and "Big 
Show” (20th), $12,600. . 

Lob Angeles, Iris, Rita, Loyola 
(FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,330; 1,248; 90- 
$ 1.50)—"Noah’s Ark” (Indie) (re¬ 
issue) and "Dragoon Wells Mass¬ 
acre” (AA). Fair $23,000 or-near. 

Downtown Paramount, Hawaii 
(ABPT-G&S) (3,300;. 1,106; 90- 
$1.50)—-"Angels of Darkness (Fa¬ 
vor) and "Untouched” (Fav). 
Slim $9,500. Last week,. Hawaii 
with State, "Value for Money” 
(Rank) and "Gentle Touch” (Rank) 
$7,000. 

State (UATC) <2,404; 90-$I.50)— 
"Sign of Pagan” (U) and "Land 
of Pharaohs” (WB) (reissues). 
NSG ^5,500. 

El Key (FWC) (861; 80-$l.B0)— 
"High Society” (M^G) and "Tea¬ 
house of August Moon” (M-G) 
(reissues). Poor $1,300. 

(Continued from page 9) 
week,“Spring Reunion” (20th) and 
"Running Target”. (2Qth), $3,900. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—"Sun Also Rises” (20th) (5th wk). 
Light $13,000. Last week $15,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 
$1.25-$3,40) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (41st wk). Big $24,500. 
Last week, $44,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90) 
—"3:10 to Yuma” (Col) and “Brotn- 
ers Rico” (Col) (2d wk). Lively 
$12,000. Last week, $18,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.50) —"Jet Pilot” (U). High-fly¬ 
ing $38,000. Last week, "Jeanne 
Eagels” (Col) (6th Wk). $12,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—"We Are All Murderers” (Kings). 
Modest $-3,500. Last week, subse¬ 
quent-run. 

Todd's Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.75-$3.50)—"Around World” (UA) 

126th wk). Full $26,200. Last week, 
same. 

United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 90- 
$1.50) —"Joker Is Wild” (Par). 
Sock $24,000. Last week, “Omar 
Khayyam” (Par) (2d wk). $13,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50) — “Portland Expose" (AA). 
(2d wk). Crackling $15,000, with 
fight films. Last week $19,000. 

World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Young 
and Passionate” (Indie) (2d \yk). 
Fair $2,800. Last week $3,600. 

Zlegfeld (Davis) (435; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Torero” , (Col) (3d wk). 
Gentle $2,800. Last week $3,500. 

KANSAS CITY 
(Continued from page 9) 

$12,000, off some but still great. 
Last week, $13,000. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90J— 
“Beginning of End” (AB-PT) and 
“The Unearthly” (ABPT). Slow 
$4,000. Last Week, "Pajama Game” 
(WB) (2d wk), $5,500, 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90) — "French They Are 
Funny Race” (Indie). Average 
$1,500. Last week, "Green Man” 
(DCA) (2d wk), $800. 

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$l-25)— 
“Sun Alsu Rises” (20th) (4th wk). 
Moderate $4,000. Last week, $4,500. 

Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; 
$1.25-$2) — "Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (18th wk. Picking up 
to $8,000. Last week, $7,500. 

Uptown, Esquire, Fairway. (Fox 
Midwest) <2,043; .820; 700; 75-90>— 
"Jet Pilot” (U) and “Hell Canyon 
Outlaws” (Rep) (2d. wk) added-at 
Esquire. Good $9,000. Last week, 
$16,000, brightest in weeks. 

Granada (Fox Midwest) (1,217; 
75-90)—"Killers” (U) and "Sleep¬ 
ing City” (U) (reissues). Fair $2,000. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; 90-$1.80)—"Interlude” (U) 
(2d wk). Okay $4,000. Last week, 
$7,600. 

Four Star (UATC) <865; 80-$1.80> 
—"Silken Affair” (DCA) (3d wk). 
Lagging $2,200. Last week, $2,800. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25- 
$2.40)—"Sun Also Rises” <2Qth) 
(5th wk). Lazy $7,800. Last week, 
$11,500. 

Vogue (FWC) <825; 90-$1.50>— 
"Pajama Game” <WB) <5th wk). 
Slow $3,000. Last week, with Ri¬ 
alto, plus "Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” 
(UA) <m.o.) (1st Wk), $7,100, 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 9O-$1.50) 
—1“Perri” <BV) <5th wk). Nice-$4,- 
600. Last week, $4,300. 

Egyptian (UATC) <1,503; 80- 
$1.80)—"Jeanne Eagels” (Col) (8th 
wk). Mild $6,100. Last week, 
$9,100. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ 
rama) <1,384; $1^0-$2.65)—"Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 
17th week Sunday (29) after sock 
$27,100 last Week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—TAround World” (UA) (41st 
wk). Great $25,500. Last week, 
$25,700. 

Warner Beverly <SW) (1,612; 
$L50-$2.30)—"10 Commandments” 
(Par) (46th wk). Fast $20,000. Last 
week, $14,300. 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)-— 
The Green Man” (DCA) (3d wk). 

Tidy $4,700. Last week, $4,300. 
Crest, Sunset (Uppert-Cohen) 

(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50) "Nana” 
(Indie) (4th wk). Stout $5,000. Last 
week, $5,500. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—"Torero” (Col) (11th wk). NSH 
$2,500. Last week, $2,700. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 8) 

$5,000. Last week, "Strange One” 
(Col) and "Tall T” (Col), $4,000. 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 85-90)— 
"Parson and Outlaw” (Col) and 
"Domino Kid” (Col). Dull $3,000. 
Last week, "Young Don’t Cry” 
(Col) and "No Time to Be Young” 
(C61), $4,000. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)— 
, "Forty Guns” (20th). Mediocre 
«$6,000. Last week, "Run of Ar- 
: row” (U), $4,500. 
| Suburban World (IT ) (800; 
; 85)—"Time of . Desiiv vlndie). 
Daring Swedish pic played as "an 
adult theme” gamering attention. 
Good $2,000. • Last week, ■'Value 

[for Money” (RFDA), $1,300. 
t Worid (Mann) (400; 85r$1.25K- 
; "Sun Also Rises”' (20th) (5th- wk). 
; Winding up a very successful run. 
; Good $3,900. Last week, $4,400. 
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‘Morgan’ Hotsy $10,000, 
Bnff.;W101G,2d 

Buffalo, Oct. l. 
Too many of new pix are unex¬ 

citing to make it a strong round 
currently. "Beau James” looms 
good at Paramount, however, while 
"Helen Morgan Story” is fairly big 
at Center. "Interlude” is rated 
okay at Lafayette. "Jet Pilot” still 
is fast in second session at Century. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 70-90)— 

"Action of the Tiger” (M-G) and 
"Hired Gun” (Indie). Slow $8,500. 
Last week, “Fuzzy Pink Night¬ 
gown” (UA) and "Trooper Hook” 
(UA), ditto. • 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—"Beau James” (Par) and 
"Short Cut to Hell” (Par). Good 
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Omar 
Khayyam” (Par), $13,000. • 

Center (AP-PT) (2,000; 70-90)— 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). Big 
$10,000 or close. Last week, “Re¬ 
form School Girl” (Rep) and “Rock 
Around World” (Hep), $8,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)-^ 
“Interlude” (U) and "Joe Dakota” 
(U). Okay $8,500. ' Last week, 
"Dino” (AA) and “Destination 60,- 
000” (AA), $7,500. 

Century (Buhawk) (2,900; 70^90) 
—"Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). Fast 
$10,500 or near. Last week, $15,- 
000. 

‘HeD’Okay at $7,500, 
Seattle; ‘Riot’ 9C, 2d 

Seattle, Oct. 1. 
Newcomers are not making 

much of a dent here this session, ■ 
with some of holdovers standout. 
"Short Cut To Hell” is okay at 
Coliseum and "Pajama Game” is 
solid in fifth Music Box frame. 
"Seven Wonders of World” looms 
great in sixth week. "Jet Pilot” 
still is smash in second Music Hall 
stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$L50-$2.50) — “Around World” 
(UA) (24th wk). Swell $9,500. Last 
Week, $9,200. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870: 90- 
$1.25)—"Short Cut to Hell” (Par) 
and “Mr. Rock-’N’-Roll” (Indie). 
Okay $7,500, ~Last week, “Unholy 
Wife” (RKO-U) and “That Night” 
(RKO-U), $4,800. 

Fifth Avenue' (Evergreen) <2,500; 
$l-$1.50)—“Sea Wife” (20th) and 
“Restless Breed” <20th) (2d wk-4 
days).: Fair $4,50.0. Last week, 
$5,200. 

• Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—"Pajama Game” (WB) (5th 
wk) and “Happy Road” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Swell $5,000. Last week, 
$6,300. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Joe 
Dakota” (U) (2d wk). Great $9,000. 
Last week, $17,800. 

Frisco Toll Tiff 
4 Continue* from gage I 

“hue wo can’t consider pay-tv any 

form of progress. It is a gadget, 

not legitimate competition. Un¬ 

less you give them the use of the 

streets, they can’t operate.” 

He said parlor boxoffice would 

“destroy the city of San Francis¬ 

co,” noting the city’s taxes come 

from store*, theatres and ether 
businesses that lure visitors to 
Frisco. He claimed pay-tv, by pip¬ 
ing events to, areas outside the city, 
would kill off the incentive for 
people to visit. 

: Childbouse produced an electri¬ 
cal engineer, Robert L. Hammett, 
Who said closed-circuit wiring 
costs have been estimated from $30 
milllion to $6Q million. Hammett 
called “the whole idea ridiculous” 
and added that it ?'isn’t impracti¬ 
cal, it’s preposterous.” 

- Twin-Lead Wiring^ 

The engineer centered his attack 
on reports that Skiatron plans to 
use relatively cheap twin-lead wir¬ 
ing instead of shielded coaxial 
cable. 

He claimed that use of open wir¬ 
ing <Vould make their franchise 
exclusive” and felt there was “a 
strong chance” such wiring would 
cover other cables near it with a 
sort of electronic fog whicl. would 
smother other transmissions. So 
McCarty said: 

"I want a clause written into 
that franchise that says the cable 
used will not interfere with' other 
lines.” ^ 

Alan Lane, a Skiatron vice-presi¬ 
dent produced an FCC report he 
said showed the "open-wire” scale 
cable would not leak, but this 
whole aspect was turned? over to 
the city’s electrical department for 
further inquiry. ^ 

Controller ^ Harry D. Ross ' 
told the committee his office 
was Turning trouble getting 
Skiatron to provide any finan• 
cial statements on its capitali¬ 
zation and operations. “Repre- 

• sentatives of the company 
made it clear they didn’t think 
the financial aspects were 6f 
enough importance to be sub¬ 
mitted at this time,” said Ross. 

So another committee member. 
Supervisor Harold Dobbs, got sore. 
“I think it is an insult to tell our 
controller that the presentation of 
these figures is of no consequence,” 
he said. 

Lane, however, kept cool, point¬ 
ing out Skiatrpn had paid Giants* 
president Horace Stoneham $500,- 
000 in cash for TV rights “and we 
are further committed to many mil¬ 
lions of dollars.” Lane would only 
say that Matthew Fox owns 90% 
Of Skiatron. 

. The committee insisted on a 
.financial and -Dobbs added: “I’m 
not going to be party to granting 
a franchise to any company that 
ecux’t prove it has the finances to 
live up to the terms of the agree¬ 
ment.” * 

Par to $fie Pronto 
Paramount’s international Tele¬ 

meter promised to make a complete 
financial report by mid-October, 

Lane reminded the committee 
Skiatron is also> negotiating with 
the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. for use of its poles. That should 
indicate the phone company be*, 
lieves his firm is worth talking to. 
Lane said. "But Uobbs topped it 
with: "That doesn't mean a thing 
to me.” 

Two other speakers, both anti, 
attacked pay-see. • 

One was Roy Cooper, a former. 
Naify circuit official who no4w owns 
his own chain of theatres.* In this 
instance, however, he represented 
the Northern California Theatre 
Owners Assn. His argument was 
that granting * franchise was like 
giving, a monopoly because there 
is* a* limited amount of material 
available and the firm that first, 
gets a franchise is likely to corral , 
all the material. 

George Johns, secretary of the 
Frisco Central Labor Council, ad¬ 
mitted the top city union body 
“doesn’t know what it’s talking 
about” in the pay-TV field, but 
said his group questions the city’s 
signing a 21-year lease with any 
pay-TV company in view of how 
little is known about the actual 
pay-TV operation. 

No further hearings were set add 
none will be until full technical 
and financial reports are forth¬ 
coming. 

Teck (SW-Cinerama) -<1,200; 
$1.20-$2,40)—"Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) . (57th wk). 
Steady $7,000. Last week, ditto. 

Cinema (Martina) (450; 60-90)— 
■La Strada” (T-L) (4th wk). Oke 

$1,000. Last week, $1,500. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
(Continued from page 8) 

week, “James Dean Story” (WB) 
and “Black Patch” (WB), $9,000. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (45th wk). Big 
$15,800. Last week, $16,500. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
90>$1.25J—"Gunsight Ridge” (UA) 
and “Jungle Heat” (UA). Dull 
$5,500. Last week, “Dino” (AA) 
and “Let’s Be Happy” (AA), $6,000. 
gfitagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 

$f20)—"10 Commandments” (Par) 
(20th wk). Hep $5,000. Last week, 
$5,600. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)— 
Torero” (Col).. Fine $5,000. Last 

week, "Mile. Stripetease” (DCA) 
(3d wk), $2,500. 

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1.25)— 
"Last Bridge” (Indie) (4th wk). 
Good $2,800. Last week, $3,200. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)—"Young and Passionate” 
(API) (4th wk). Neat $2,000. Last 
week, $2,500. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1.25)— 
•Happened In -Park” (Indie) (3d 

wk). Fine* $2,800. Last week, 
$3,500. 

Coronet (United. California) 
(1,250; $1.50-$3:75)—"A ro u n d 
World” (UA) (40th* Wk). ’Great 
$23,000. Last week, $26,000. 

Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)— 
“Kind Hearts, Coronets” (Rank) 
and "Lavendar Hill Mob” (Rank) 
(reissues) (2d wk). Okay $1,500.' 
Last week, $2,000: 

Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (744; 
$1^5-$li50) — “Miller’s Beautiful 
Wife” (DCA), Tall $4,500. Last 
week, “Snow Was Black” (Cont). 
(2d v*>, $3,300. 

PITTSBURGH 
.(Continued from page 8) 

Starting td pick up again after thej 
post-holiday dip. Should be big: 
$12,500: -Last week* $12,000. 

Penn (UA) (3?300; 80-$L25>— 
'Amazing Colossal Man” (Indie) 
and "Cat Girl” (Indie) with Ba- 
silio-Robinson fight pix. First twin¬ 
der at this house in nearly 10 
years. Fight films credited with 
helping but mild $9,000 looms. 
Last week, “My Gun Is Quick” 
(UA), $5,500. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99>— 
'Happy Road” (MtG). Big $4,000, 

and an easy b-o. Last week, 4th 
of “Green Man” (DCA), $2,000. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80$1.25>—I 
“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). Should1 
finish close ta $10,000, big. Last 
week, $16,000. 

Warner (SW) (1,500; $1.25-$2.40) 
—*'10 Commandments” (Par). Fin¬ 
ished 29th week at great $25,500, 
biggest session, of entire run and 
better than $5,000 above opening 
week, which was its high until now. 
On long run, DeMille epic did 
nearly $450,000, a real blockbuster. 
"Search for Paradise” (Cinerama): 
opens Thursday* with Pittsburgh 
Youth Symphony benefit preen 
and Robert Merrill in person to¬ 
gether with live half-hour telecast 
over KDKA-TV from lobby. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) <2,600; 90- 
$1.25)—"Beginning of End” (Rep) 

, and "Unearthly” (Rep). Okay $6,- 
f000. Last week, “Quantez” (U) and 

’Checkpoint” (Rank), $5,400. 
Paramount .(SW-Cinerama) (1,- 

282; $1.20-$2v65) — "Seven Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (6th wk)., Great 
$13*000. Last week, $12,900. 

DENVER 
(Continued from page 8) 

(Par) and "Short Cut to Hell” (Par) 
$4,000. * 

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)— 
‘James Dean Story” (WB) and 
’Johnny Trouble” (WB). Drab 

$7,000. Last week, "Young Don* 
Cry” (Col) and/"No Time to Be 
Young” (Col), $8,000. 

Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-90)— 
"Doctor at- Large” (U) (2d wk). 
Nice $3,000. Continues. Last week, 
$5,000. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— 
"Jet Pilot” (RKO) "and “Pawnee” 
(Rep). Lofty $17,500. Stays on. 
Last week, "Action of Tigers” 
(M-G) and “Chain of Evidence” 
(M-G), $6,000. 

Taber (Fox) (930; $1.25$2.50)^ 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(20th wk). Good $6,000. Last Week, 
$8,000. 

Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442; 
75-90)—“On Bowery” '(Indie). Fair 
$1,000. Last week, “Rising of 
Moon” (WB), $1,500.- — 

Morgan's Gallery 
SSS Continue! from pa*s t 

they ain’t There are some honest | 
characters, too, notably Pancho, 
the* promising Mexican prizefighter 
and his Anna whom he-loves deep¬ 
ly, and Vice Versa, and -whom -.the 
juvenile star despoils in a sinister 
intrigue—^nd gets Jiis comeupp¬ 
ance, -the reader will note with un¬ 
derstandable glee, (This chapter 
appeared in Playboy Mag.) 

There are' the stooges, the intra¬ 
studio apple-polishers, the general 
insecurities. There is also a now 
too familiar griping by a couple 
of writers about this lap-of-luxury 
brand of creativeness, a canvas 
which somehow is not as contempo¬ 
raneous and authentic as most of 
the rest of it. There is an odd 
fluctuation from the believably 
topical and an artificial harkback 
to the company town that was Hol¬ 
lywood of another era. Updating 
it-into the topical present does 
not overcome the datedness of 
some of the circumstances. 

The pattern is a Graumah’s Chi¬ 
nese telecast of a "special pre¬ 
miere" of an “ef>ic" Civil War pic¬ 
ture and, as the titular “Cast of 
Characters” fall into the focus of 
the image orthicon camera, their 
Hollywood backgrounds take shape.*. 
Morgan has skillfully tied them to¬ 
gether in a series of long and short 
vignettes. The titles of the chap¬ 
ters more or less spotlight each 
subject. Several of the vignettes 
could—and in the case of at least 
two did—stand separate and apart, 
yet Morgan has made it all tie to¬ 
gether,* On the whole, Morgan 
has done an entertaining job. With¬ 
out indulging in odious compari¬ 
sons, his is certainly much easier 
reading than a contemporaneus 
novel having to do with the Bey- 
Hills set. - Abel. 
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CHICAGO 
Community Fund - Bed Cross 

Joint Appeal in Illinois theatres 
being organised under chairman¬ 
ship of Jack Kirsch, Allied Thea¬ 
tres of Illinois prexy. 

Louis Orlove, formerly Metro 
publicist from Milwaukee, now 
handling Allied Artist promotion in 
Chi, Indianapolis, Des Moines, 
Omaha and Cincy. 

Columbia has moved William 
Brooker into its Chi office to han¬ 
dle film promotional activities 
here. 

Half price admish for kids at 
the McVickers (‘TO Command¬ 
ments"), instituted during the 
summer are to remain in effect for 
run of pic. 

DCA distrib office moves to new 
quarters this month and Trans-Lux 
sets up operations in Chi at cur¬ 
rent DCA headquarters. 

"Raintree County” will replace 
“10 Commandments" at McVickers 
in November. Agreement between 
Paramount and McVickers man¬ 
agement already set for removal 
of "10 Commandments" for nabe 
release. % 

Universal distribs here, together 
with Balaban & Katz Theatres, 
opened search for oldest film-goer, 
in area in connection with pub¬ 
licity for U’s Golden Jubilee. 

A John Balaban Memorial Fund 
set up at La Kabida Sanitarium 
here1 to raise funds for scientific 
and medical research at University 
of Chicago. 

Elizabeth Wetter, of Universal's 
exchange here and company’s only 
50-year employee, awarded two-^ 
week, all-expense trip to Hollywood 
and lifetime gold pass to studio. 

Participation of mayor’s office is 
expected by film distribs and 
exhibs during Golden Jubilee 
Month film row promotion. Lineup 
of stars here is due Oct. 29. 

Saul Goldman, former film sales¬ 
man and theatre owner, active here 
and on the Coast, has joined staff 
of Allied Theatres of Illinois buy¬ 
ing and booking organization. 

PITTSBURGH 
Jacob and Isaac Silverman, pi¬ 

oneer Altoona exhibitors, are with¬ 
drawing from the business and 
have leased their Blair Theatre in 
Hollidaysburg to Saul I. Perilman 
for five years. Perilman also oper¬ 
ates the Rivoli in Altoona. He's 
the Main Line salesman for Colum¬ 
bia Pictures. 

C. S. Brown, veteran McKean 
County exhibitor, purchased the 
Family Drive-In near Kane, Pa., 
from Wally Anderson, of Mount 
Jewett. Brown also has the Temple 
Theatre in .Kane and Roulette 
Drive-In. 

Mrs. Pauleen Intermate, former 
Phillipsburg theatre owner, now a 
nurse at a Veterans Hospital here. 

Eddie Moriarity, Metro salesman 
here, in addition to his regular 
duties, now covering a dozen or 
more Ohio situations for Cleveland 
branch. 

Zoel (Zippy) Silverman, son of 
Dave Silverman, Allied Artists 
branch manager, left American 
Jewish Outlook mag to go with the 
Friedman and Rich ad agency; he 
previously had been on sales staff 
of station WAMO. 

Star Theatre in Glassport, which 
went dark several months ago, re¬ 
modeled into a sportsmen’s club. 
House was operated for several 
decades by Mrs. Stella Gorris, 
widow of pioneer exhib Peter 
Gorris. 

Mrs. Patricia Logue Mineweaser 
Jr., leaving her post with Associat¬ 
ed Theatres circuit at end of Sep¬ 
tember. 

Larry Green, 15-year-old son of 
Ralph Green, who owns and oper¬ 
ates Guild Theatre, Squirrel Hill 
art house, with his brother, Mil¬ 
lard., back to George School in 
Bucks County, Pa., to resume 
studies. 

C. C. Kellenberg, with 20th-Fox 
here for 38 years, resigned to take 
over the 15-theatre accounts for¬ 
merly licensed and booked by Vin¬ 
cent J. Corso, who died suddenly 
of a heart attack last month. 

Old Temple Theatre in Spring- 
dale, dark for nearly a decade, sold 
by Joseph Latclla and Paul G. Bel¬ 
li to Paul Acken, of Acken Appli¬ 
ances, who is remodeling it into 
offices and a storeroom. 

New McKee on Arlington Ave¬ 
nue, closed for the past seven 
months, has been reopened by Joe 
Bezak, a projectionist; formerly 
was run by Archie Fineman. 

Old Lake Theatre in Erie re-| 
opening as the Roxy, supervised by [ 
Leopold Hoersh and managed by; 
William Zeny. The house had been} 
in bankrupt court. 

Andy Battison, vet area exhibitor■ 
and distributor, back to work as a > 

collector for Pennsylvania Revenue 
Department. 

Howard Minsky, Par’s division 
chief who recently transferred his 
headquarters from Pittsburgh to 
Philadelphia,. resigned to become 
eastern sales manager of Interna¬ 
tional Telemeter. 

George Ball named sales mana¬ 
ger for 20th-Fox here by branch 
boss Nat Rosen; succeeds C. C. 
Kellenberg, who resigned after 38 
years to book indie theatres. 

Grand in Hollidaysbiirg, for¬ 
merly the Manos, shuttered for 
four years, reopening under own¬ 
ership, of Steve Chingos. 

LOS ANGELES 
Associated Artists Productions 

Inc., inked four-picture distribution 
deal with Columbia. First two will 
be "Let’s Go Steady," to roll in 
summer, and “Between Thunder 
and the Sun," starting in Sep¬ 
tember. 

Warner Bros, takes over distri¬ 
bution of first John Carroll pro¬ 
duction, "Johnny Trouble," lensed 
under his Clarion Pictures banner., 
Pic topbills Ethel Barrymore, 
Carolyn Jones and Cecil Kellaway. 

Lon Hoss, salesman in Universal 
exchange, retired after. 35 years 
with company. 

Bill Gargan Jr., sales manager 
for Coast office of Van Praag Pro¬ 
ductions, moved to N. Y. Oct. 1. 

Variety Glubs International's 
special 40-minute documentary. 
"Heart of Show Business,” booked 
for more than 800. theatres in 
Canada, comprising nearly four- 
fifths of all houses In the Domin¬ 
ion. Ralph Staub, who produced 
and directed, this week completed 
special five-minute Canadian in¬ 
sert, including various Toronto 
personalities. ’ 

United Artists will release "10 
Days , to Tulara,” Sterling Hayden 
starrer coproduced by George 
Sherman and Henry Ehrlich. 

Rank Film Distributors will re¬ 
lease a minimum of four pix dur¬ 
ing October-November. "The Span¬ 
ish Gardener” and "An Alligator 
Named Daisy" go out in October; 
"As Long As They’re Happy” and 
"Pursuit of Graf Spee” in No¬ 
vember. 

RKO will handle foreign dis¬ 
tribution of Japanese "Rodanl" un¬ 
der deal closed by King Bros/ and 
DCA, which jointly hold world 
rights to the Toho production with 
exception of Japan. Kings, which 
acquired releasing rights, set DCA 
to distrib in U.S. and Canada. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Local nabes continue to run tv 

a close second in offering film old¬ 
ies. Since first of year there have 
been a record number of reissues 
uptown. 

Irving Mills left United Artists’ 
sales staff. 

Col. Norman E. Sproul of Kan¬ 
sas City, ne\y Cinerama publicity 
director here, replacing Anna Lee 
who returns to Dallas. 

Perry Smoots, former Warner 
Bros, salesman, an addition to Re¬ 
public sales staff. 

George GrAnstrom made deal 
with J. Arthur Rank Productions 
for "Value for Money,” "Pursuit 
of Graf Spee,” "Third Key” and 
"An Alligator Named Daisy" for 
St. Paul first-runs in his tfrty 
Grandview. 

20th-Fox sold "The Sun Always 
Rises” away from United Para¬ 
mount and RKO houses to Ted 
Mann’s 400-seat World; just as it 
had done with "Hatful of Rain." 

Next Cinerama •offering, "-Search 
for Paradise,” now being adver¬ 
tised here on huge billboard atop ; 
midtown building, but not expected 
to arrive until November. 

Since Its theme song "Fascina¬ 
tion” reached disk best seller lists, 
"Love in Afternoon” being grabbed 
by practically all nabe houses for 
subsequent-runs. 

Nile and Camden, leading nabes, 
revived "Oklahoma” day date. 

St. Paul nabe fine arts Grand¬ 
view landed J. Arthur Rank’s "Val-, 
uc for Money," “Pursuit of Graf| 
Spee,” "The Third Key" and "An 
Alligator or Named Daisy" for 
first-runs, 

20th-Fox sold "Sun Always 
Rises” away from United Para¬ 
mount and RKO Theatres to Ted 
Mann’s small-seaters Twin Cities’ 
World Theatres.' . 

Circuit owner Bennie Berger off 
on six-week trip abroad that will 
include visit to Russia. 

Sidney Eckman in from Wash¬ 
ington to take over as Metro 
branch manager. 

"Helen Morgan Story” awarded 
to Paramount’s Radio City on com¬ 
petitive bid that calls for minimum 
twoweek run. 

Jim Donahue, onetime local 
Paramount branch manager and 

later district manager, now a Ha¬ 
waiian theatre circuit buyer' in 
from San Francisco to testify in 
industry court action. ^ 

Bob O’Donnell and Ned Depinet 
here in interests of Will Rogers 
Memorial Hospital drive. 

Ed Triplett, St. Paul nabe . arty 
Grandview Theatre, back on job 
after hospitalization for injuries 
sustained in auto crash. 

Local WB branch scored by get¬ 
ting Labor Day playdates for its 
releases In all of important down¬ 
town Twin Cities' theatres. 

Perry Smoots, former Warner 
Bros, salesman, an addition to Re¬ 
public. sales staff. 

European Catholics' Film Evaluation 
Contrasted With Legion of Decency's 

DALLAS 
Fred Meyers left the Tower Pic¬ 

tures exchange and returned to 
Memphis at his Colonial Pictures 
homeoffice. Ed Laird is now in 
charge of the local exchange. 

Ed Williamson named Warner 
Bros., southwest district manager 
with offices, here. Grover Living¬ 
ston became southeast district 
manager with headquarters at 
Atlanta. 

Superba Theatre at Denison 
completely remodeled. It’s oper¬ 
ated by the Legg family which 
founded the theatre more than 25 
years ago. 

Rowley United Theatres an¬ 
nounced new managers in Sweet¬ 
water and Hillsboro houses. James 
W. Trantham, a member of the 
Sweetwater staff for the last 11 
years, becomes manager of the 
Hillsboro theatres. A. E. McClain, 
present Hillsboro manager, moves 
over to be in Sweetwater. 

Fulton Jones named manager of 
Fox Drive-In at Marshall, succeed¬ 
ing Ike Sanders, resigned. Jones 
was assistant at the Barksdale 
Drive-In, Shreveport, La., about 
eight years. Local ozoner is op¬ 
erated by McElroy Theatres. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Chet Philbrook, former Con¬ 

necticut and North Jersey outdoor 
theatre manager, took charge at 
the Tacony-Palrpyra Bridge Drive- 
In. * 

The new Mayfair remains shut¬ 
tered after recent fire. "" 

Jerry Seidler, former Daily 
News ad salesman, named new 
manager of Arcadia Theatre. 

Stanley Smithers, vet booker, 
now with Tri-State Buying and 
Booking Service, hospitalized with 
severe heart attack. 

Let Your Fancy Roam 
Houston, Oct. 1. 

The management of Loew’s 
new Sharptown Theatre has a 
contest going to design a uni¬ 
form for attendants at the new 
ozoner. 

A rough sketch will-be ac¬ 
cepted and colors may be des¬ 
ignated by crayon or Water 
colors, or even indicated by 
pencil. 

A cash prize will be award¬ 
ed for the individual who sub¬ 
mits the best suggestion in 
the amount of $25. 

Hadn't Seen X’ 
On Art Filins, 

San Francisco, Oct. 1. 
A tie-in film promotion with the 

open-air Frisco Arts Festival back-, 
fired for a neighborhood house 
when the Mothers Club of Saints 
Peter and Paul Church, a block- 
away, protested last weekend that 
three of the pictures scheduled to 
be shown were on the Legion of 
Decency’s condemned list 

The 400-eXhibit arts festival is in 
Washington Square, smack-dab in 
the center of Frisco’s Italian (and 
Bohemian) sector. Facing .the 
square on one side is the Golden 
State circuit’s Palace Theatre; fac¬ 
ing the square on another side is 
the church. 

The Palace ordinarily plays sub¬ 
sequent-run fare, but at the re¬ 
quest of Martin Snipper, the Arts 
Festival -director, manager Joseph 
Schwartz ordered 10 art films 
which were advertised as “Arts 
Festival Hits” for the duration of 
the open-air show. 

Among the films were “The 
House of Pleasure," "The Bed" and 
“Woman of Rome." 

Last week Schwartz began get¬ 
ting postcards from Catholic famil¬ 
ies protesting the three films and 
by Friday (27) he was deluged. >rtth 
organized phone calls. 

Mrs. Gerald A. Lapera, president 
of the chutch’s Mothers Club, said 
the campaign began after parish¬ 
ioners heard the Sunday (22) ser¬ 
mon of the church’s Rev. Larry 
Byrnes. She declared: 

"Father Larry felt so strongly 
about it that he asked us not to al¬ 
low our families or ourselves to 
see the films ... I’m very glad 
to hear, the pictures were can¬ 
celled." 

Schwartz said: 
"I try to be careful of what I 

run. I had no idea the films had 
a ‘Cr rating.” 

AH three of the pictures previ¬ 
ously had played, without protest, 
at one or another of Frisco’s eight 
art houses. 

BOSTON ARCHBISHOP 
AIDS‘WORTHY’PICTURE 

Boston. 
Editor, Variety: 

If I may, I Would like to comment 

on your Sept. 25 story about | 

"Catholic Church & ‘Good’ Films" 

(p.ll). 
The "independent distributor in 

New York" quoted in the story is, 

I believe, somewhat unfair when he 

says that the "Church "does next 

to nothing to support the so-called 

‘good’ pictures ..." Surely the 
widely published Legion of De¬ 

cency classifications can be taken 
as a form of "support" for good 
films, particularly in the A-l sec-] 
tlon, "Unobjectionable for General 
Patronage." In the current issue of 
THE PILOT, e.g., 98 current films 
are thus recommended to movie¬ 
goers. In addition, 84 others are 
listed "as "Unobjectionable for 
Adults” (A-2). These 182 pictures 
are obviously ‘boosted.’ 

Furthermore, here in the Arehdi-i 
ocese of Boston, Archbishop Cush-j 
ing has endorsed-wholeheartedly) 
‘The Miracle of Marcelino,".both-in 
a column he himself writes for this 
official newspaper and by sponsor¬ 
ing the premiere showing of the 
film Sept. 23. (Cf. Variety story 
Sept. 25, p. 5* col. 1). Similar and 
equally enthusiastic support was 
given by His Excellency to "The 
Ten Commandments," "The Miracle 
of Our Lady of Fatima," "Day of 
Triumph," and other ‘good* films. 

George E. Ryan 
Editor, The Pilot 

Chi Paper's Listings 
Chicago. 

Editor, Variety: 

Regarding your article "Catholic 
Church and Good-Films,” page 11 
of the current issue of Variety— 

this is to tell you that Extension 
Magazine published monthly in 
Chicago carries a full column each 
issue on movies. 

The. New World, a Catholic 
paper published for the Arch¬ 
diocese of Chicago’, lists the mo¬ 
vies according to the Church’s 
classification, and when necessary 
carries articles on the movies, both 
recommending or condemning 
them, as the case may be. 

Elizabeth McCann. 

16 Shows in 1957-58 
At Swiss Smallseater 

Basle, Sept. 24. 

Sixteen productions will be 
staged in the 1957-58 season at the 
372-seat Komoedie here, increas¬ 
ingly popular house in this Ger- 
man-Swiss borderto’wn. Topping 
the schedule are Tennessee Wil¬ 
liams’ "Orpheus Descending/' Noel 
Coward’s "Nude with Violin,** Jean 
Anouilh's "Ring Round Moon" and 
Marcel Achard’s Paris hit, "Patate.” 
Other plays slated for production] 
include Denker-Barkey’s "Time 
Limit,” Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon’s 
"Adorable Julia," "Bestseller" 
(Thomas), “Topaze" (Pagnol), "Man] 
Woman and Animal” (Pirandello), 
"Model Husband" (Hopwood) as 
well as Felicien Marceau’s ‘L’Oeuf" 
(The Egg), another Paris hit. 

Regular season opened last Week] 
with au unknown comedy by Fried-] 
rich von Schiller, "The Parasite," 
first of a series of classical plays 
skedded for this house, including 
Shakesspeare’s “Measure for Meas¬ 
ure,” Moliere’s "Le Misanthrope” 
plus three comedies by Lope de 
Vega, Beaumarchais and Ostrow- 
skijr. * 

4- Differences in approach between 
American and European activities 
in the film field are pointed up 
vividly in an article by Erik Von 
Kuehnelt-Leddihn in the Jesuit 
weekly, America. Piece, entitled 
“Rating Films in Europe/’ says it 
is one -of the guiding principles of 
European Catholic film* work to 
worry more about supporting good 
films rather than fight bad ones. 

“European Catholics concerned 
with moving pictures consider as 
their primary task the constructive 
work of (a) drawing attention to 
existing good films, and (b) en¬ 
couraging morally .(and thereby 
financially) the production of ele¬ 
vating and inspiring films," . he 
wrote. 

Article, in the Sept. 28 issue , of 
the mag, is noteworthy in the light 
of the contention by some that the 
Roman Catholic Church, as guided 
by the National Legion of Decency, 
take a largely negative point-of- 
view vis-a-yis films and appears 
more concerned with condemna¬ 
tion than with encouragement. 

Kuehnelt-Leddihn notes that the 
International Catholic Film Office 
(OCIC) puts out reviews in vari¬ 
ous languages (but not in English 
“owing -to misunderstanding in 
America"). Many films which, in 
the past received OCJC awards or 
citations “never came'to the Uni¬ 
ted States, because they would 
‘shock’ and dismay the public, or 
were failures in New York.” 

“We have to face the fact that 
a number of highly distinguished 
Catholic films such as “Le Defro- 
que"- (The Unfrocked), if imported 
to America, would pose a series 
of real problems^" the author 
states. He cites a climatic scene 
in “The Unfrocked” in which an' 
apostate priest pours a bottle of 1 
wine into a pail and consecrates it. 
A Catholic,-in order to prevent 
profanation, kneels down and 
drinks the Blood of the Lord from 
the pail. \ 

U.S. Angles 
European Catholics were ecstatic 

about the picture. But, holds 
Kuehnelt-Leddihn, “To the Ameri¬ 
can nonUatholic . . . the whole 
scene would Seem to be pointless; 
some Catholics, believing it to be 
a gratuitous blasphemy, would 
walk out in protest. Yet it is pre¬ 
cisely the type of film that would 
benefit from organized .Catholic 
support." 

Article says Catholic rating in 
Europe is of a quality that mem¬ 
bers of the faith know that the ar¬ 
tistic value of a morally dubious 
(or even reprehensible) film 
should never be concealed. It says, 
further, that, even in Europe, dif¬ 
ferences arise, with the Church 
sometimes more liberal than the 
State. For instance, in Austria, 
the Government decreed that the 
Italian picture on the life of St. 
Maria Goretti was for adults only. 
The Austrian Catholic Film League 
was particularly anxious for youth 
to see it. 

Another guiding principle of 
Catholic film rating in Europe cit¬ 
ed by Knehnelt-Leddihn Is to 
"Keep in mind all the qualities of 
films. Do not praise a badly pro¬ 
duced film because it has a posi¬ 
tive message; do not ignore the 
positive aspects of otherwise un¬ 
worthy films. Always be truthful." 
Fact that the Legion of Decency in 
the U.S. appears to rate films sole¬ 
ly on their moral value, not taking 
into consideration art-or ethics, has 
earned the Legion some sharp 
criticism, even from Catholics. 

E€M Not Anti-Yank, So 
Screen Chaplin’s ‘King’ 

Paris, Oct. 1. 
Both Gallic and American film 

circles are chuckling over the open¬ 
ing of the Ischia meeting of film 
reps from West Germany, Italy and 
France to discuss the pending Com¬ 
mon Market on films and planned 
coproductions. This stems from the 
showing of Charles Chaplin’s "A 
King in New York,’’as part of the 
first festivities: 

“That should help get them in 
the proper anti-American mood/* 
Is the gag of various wags here. 
Meeting started today (24). 

Talks will wind Thurs. (26). 
Main discussions were to spotlight 
the problems, of Integrating the 
film setups of the CM, signatories 
and the attitude towards the Amer¬ 
ican film. 
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Economics Is Confusing 
• - * • Minneapolis, Oct. 1. . 

And here's another reason why film theatres are finding it tough: 
there are no longer any convenient trolley cars, only infrequent 
and costly (20c) buses, planned for maximum crowding against the 
lowest possible number, of union driver man-hours, this is consid¬ 
ered to be a major* deterrent to the public “going downtown" to a 
film show. 

Then, of course*.those who own cars and drive to the loop must 
pay extra for parking, only one downtown cinema providing cuffo 
facilities. 

U.S. Anti-Trust Lawyer Phil Marcus 
Contradicts Ricketson and Pirosh 
San Francisco,. Oct. 1. 

Sam Goldwyn was supposed to 

have completed his case against 

20th-Fox, National Theatres and 

Fox West Coast before Federal 

Judge Edward ; P. Murphy last 

week, but the judge took sick. 

As a result, only, action in the 

$1,755,000 antitrust suit, which is 

now almost seven and a half years 

old, was the taking of a deposition 

from, a U. S. antitrust lawyer. 

United Artists' Pat DiCicco and 

Pirosh about how product Would 

he split after dissolution. He de¬ 

nied knowing anything about prod¬ 

uct splits in the Pacific Northwest 

and also told of complaints re¬ 

ceived from SIMPP regarding the 

St. Louis playoff of David O, Selz- 

nick’s “Portrait of Jennie” and 

from Loew’s ‘regarding product 

splitting between the Gregory and 

Fourth Avenua circuits at Terre 

Gardner FamSy-Built 
Drive-In Now Iselin’s 

Albany, Oct l. 
Title to the Turnpike Drive-in 

at Westmere, outside Albany, pass¬ 
ed Sunday (29) from John W. 
Gardner to Alan V. Iselin, operator 
of the Auto-Vision in East Green- 
bush and son-in-law of Neil Hell- 
man, theatre-man. and motel own¬ 
er. 

Gardner, whose father operated 
one of this city's first nickelodeons 
and who entered the theatre oper¬ 
ation field himself after Service as 
a projectionist, built the Turnpike 
about five years ago. He subse-1 
quently enlarged and improved it; 
made the automobiler a first-class 
family operation, with the assist¬ 
ance of his wife and two sons. 

Gardner, who constructed Ver¬ 
mont’s first driye-in, near Burling¬ 
ton—in partnership with Claude 
E. Watkins, chief projectionist at 
the Stanley Warner Strand here, 
and with Watkins owned a second, 
outside Barre, owned the indoor 
Colony in Schenectady for years. 
He still has the Unadilla Drive-in 
at .Unadilla, near Sidney, A. O. La 
Flamme, former manager of the 
Strand in- Albany, is a partner 
there. 

Philip Marcus. 

Both sides agreed to- the deposi¬ 
tion procedure in the judge's ab¬ 
sence and defense lawyers Arthur 
B. Dunne and Fred Pride both 
cross-examined Marcus after Gold- 
wyn’s lawyer, Joseph Alioto, had 
finished. 

Most noteworthy point devel¬ 
oped, from the film Industry's view, 
was the witness's declaration that 
the Justice Dept, is still against 
product splitting. Marcus con¬ 
tended this has been the depart¬ 
ment's attitude all along, ever since 
he first worked on the Schine case; 
switched to the Paramount case in 
1944 as assistant, to prosecutor 
Robert Wright, and for the three 
years (1949 to 1952) he headed all 
the film work of the antitrust di¬ 
vision, i 

Questioned specifically about 
earlier testimony in the Goldwyn 
case, Marcus flatly contradicted 
both Frank H. Ricketson Jr.,^Na¬ 
tional’s general manager, and FWC 
buyeji Bert Pirosh. Pirosh had 
testified he talked to. Marcus about 
product splitting and that Marcus 
knew a’l about it. But Marcus de¬ 
nied ever hearing anything about 
It in conferences with National- 
FWC executives during 1950. He 
further denied, as Pirosh had in¬ 
timated, that the Justice "Dept, had 
no objections to product splitting. 

Marcus also denied, as Ricket¬ 
son had testified, that Justice Dept, 
had: given . Fox-Intermountain a 
“clean bill of health” regarding 
what Alioto called “a. collusive 
agreement” between Fox and ex¬ 
hibitor Paul Demourdaiint at Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. The Government 
lawyer said he’d submitted an 
amendment concerning the Idaho ■ 
Falls situation to the Government's - 
proposed consent, decree against; 
National In January, 1§50. The 
Government hadn’t known about 
the Idaho Falls deal until Goldwyn I 
had complained in December, 
1949; said Marcus, Ind a hurry-up 
Federal investigation of the com¬ 
plaint was made. On the basis of 
the investigation Marcus-wanted to 
prosecute. 

But the expediting court which 
Was handling the Consent decree 
rejected the Amendment-Defense 
lawyer Pride nailed this Into the 
record in his cross-examination. 
Reason for the rejection, Marcus 
testified, was that, the court “felt 
it was pretty late lh the game” 
The. following year, said Marcus, 
he got letters from both Ricketson 
and. Demourdaunt denying a split 
of product in the Rocky Mouhtains 
town and discussed the situation 
with Pride, butt not with Ricketson. 

Marcus also denied any Fox Tep-. 
resentative, including Pirosh, had 
ever told Mm that prior to disso¬ 
lution of the United West Coast 
pools there were talks between 

New York Theatre 
i—■Ifll CUT nut lilt—* 

“III CRLS* “ 
€ENE KELLY * MTU CJIYIIOK 

KAY KERMLL • TMM ELfi 
hM-tE(Us»ai 

Haute, Ind. 

Of competitive bidding, he said: 

r “In certain situation* it was, and 

is, the only way of getting compe- 
; titton.” 

Marcus also testified: “We re¬ 
garded .Goldwyn as one of the in¬ 
dependent producers for whose 
benefit the Paramount case was 
prosecuted/' v 

The trial, bein£ conducted with¬ 
out, a jury by Judge Murphy, is 
now in recess until Nov. 4, at which 
point Alioto expects to finish the 
plaintiff's case within a week. 
Goldwyn, himself, will probably be 
the last witness for his side. Then 
the defense will start its case. 

Bawdy-Tawdry 
Continued from page 7 — 

breaking free into the massed 
mobs behind the police, lines. Quel 
scenario! 

McCullough writes well, and with 
humor. That Ms work is also some¬ 
thing of a labor of love seems 
clear. He has crowded inmich de¬ 
tail and a whole gallery of theat¬ 
rical names. There is not much 
about the Coney of recent years, of 
the pizza parlors, of the Puerto 
Bican discovery; that's a tale wMch 
Jo Hanson's special' reports to 
Variety every June have kept upH 

dated. 

Coney began with brass knuckles 
and rowdy immigrant brawlers. 
Thereafter it entertained the gen¬ 
try, knew luxury and champagne. 
The bringing of the subway to its 
gates introduced the benefits .and 
•.horrors of democracy so that now 
it’s more or less back to honky- 
tonk, with the curcgpt danger not 
mayhem but boredom. x 

It would cost a groaning for¬ 
tune to build the sets and muster 
the mobs to tell the story of 
Conwy's past, this.liudgetry reserva¬ 
tion: alone dampens the suggestion 
of -a good . film * entertainment 

1 lurking in these pages. 

Japai’s Series TV 
I ^ Continued -from page 1 ss 

| consummation of the deal makes 
sponsorsMp Unlikely. 

In another international devel¬ 
opment related to the Series, the 
plan to get the coaxial cable .from 
the U.S. to Mexico City into opera* 
tion in time for the series has fall¬ 
en through. Hope was that Mexico 
could get live telecasts of the ser¬ 
ies Via Emilio Azcarraga’s outlets, j 
but complications arose and open¬ 
ing of the cable will be delayed 
several weeks. 

Series-will be carried live, how¬ 
ever, in Cuba, over the CMQ-TV 
web. NBC perfected its “over-the- 
horizon” microwave relay system 
just in time for the games (first 
Cuba-to-U.S. origination was done 
over the weekend,' with . Martin 
Agronsky Interviewing Cuban prez 
Fulgencio Batista}. Gillette, the 
Series' U.S. sponsor, will bankroll 
the games in Cuba and ih five 
other Latin American countries, 
the quintet via kinescope, however. 
They are Mexico, Puerto Rico, 
Venezuela, El Salvador and Guate¬ 
mala. 

Cash Incentives 
Up to 50G’s As 

NTs Pep-Upper 
Los Angeles, Oct. 1, 

National Theatres has allocated 
$50,000 for “incentive prizes” to be 
awarded chain's “alert", showmen 
who show a marked increase in 
theatre attendance,. Frank H. Rick¬ 
etson Jr., veepee in charge of thea¬ 
tre operations, disclosed at conven¬ 
tion last week. 

Drive, wMch started Sept. 25, 
will extend to Christinas Eve. Com¬ 
pany has set up five leagues, ac¬ 
cording to Ricketson, for circuit’s 
350 theatres in 21 states, and 
awards will be made to the top 50 
theatre managers. Among the 
awards will be five all-expense-paid 
trips to Hawaii for managers and 
their wives, as first prize. 

Additionally, Ricketson Reported 
that the manager who does best 
.job either in taking an attendance 
idea or creating one of his own, 
and making it work at boxoffice, 
will receive $250. There will be 
other .cash awards, and another 
prize will be special invitation from 
NT proxy Elmer C. Rhoden to at¬ 
tend world preem of company’s 
“Cinemiracle Adventure” early i 4 
1958. 

Sinoa ft Schuler 
Continued from page Z 

ter has long been known as “the 
third S In S&S”—-will alternately 
be president and board chairman. 
Both will be cMef executive of¬ 
ficers. The posts wilt be alternated 
each year. TMs year SMmkin is 

•chairman of the board and Schus¬ 
ter the prexy; next year it is re¬ 
versed. 

Schuster will also assume the 
post of editor-in-chief of Simon & 
Schuster. Post.of cMef editor 
at S&S has never been filled since 
the death this summer, at 48, of 
Jack Goodman, a vefpee and di¬ 
rector of Jhe company. Lester 
Sweyd, one of the senior editors, 
was regarded as «* possible candi¬ 
date for that post which now be¬ 
comes the official title also of Max 
Schuster. 

Emil F. Staral, Who has been 
vicepresident ' and treasurer of 
S&S, has been elected executive 
veepee and treasurer, and will be 
in charge of business administra¬ 
tion of the firm. 'He has also been 
reelected a member of the board 
of directors. 

Presumably the sellout in 1944 
to the (late) Marshall Field 3d 
interests was for capital gains pur¬ 
poses. 

Albert Leventhal, long a spark¬ 
plug in the S&S organization, has 
resigned to join Western Printing j 
Sc Lithograph Co. where he will ■ 
head the' Artists Sc Writers Guild i 
wMch develops publishing prop- * 
erties. Through Western, the Giant ■ 
Golden Books will be distributed * 
by S&S and the Little Giants I 
through S&S' = affiliated Pocket- l 
Brooks, the. paperback outfit, J« 

100 Theatre Execs to War On 
Overhead; Pledge $1-Mil in Cuts; 

Think-Shops (or Rhoden Valiants 
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
National Theatres’ fourday con¬ 

vention for 100 “delegates” from 
the chain’s 350 theatres In 21 states 
at Alisal Ranch, outside the pic¬ 
turesque Danish hamlet of Sol- 
vang, near Santa Barbara, was 
termed a “most successful” one by 
the company toppers. 

Matters , of poent interest to the- 
atremen were thrashed out and 
discussed in a series of “work¬ 
shop” groups, and generally in ses¬ 
sions presided over by prexy Elmer 
C. Rhoden. 

In addition to general subjects 
under discussion, it was revealed 
by Rhoden that NT will produce 
three pictures annually for the 
next five years and one-half in 
company's new wide-screen proc¬ 
ess, Cinemiracle. He simultane¬ 
ously disclosed that New York, Los 
Angeles, CMcago and Miami had 
been selected as showcase cities 
for early 1958 preem of the first 
feature in this process, “Cinemlra- 
de Adventure.” ' . 

Delegates -at closing session 
passed four resolutions which are 
expected to bear importantly on 
NT’s future. 1 

Film distributors were called on 
to clarify “the confusion in the 
public's mind between new pic- 

i tures for theatre showing and old 
: movies for television,” in first of 
these four resolutions. 

The delegates asked distribs to 
set up “reasonable” clearances In 
film contracts so that proper ad¬ 
vertising may be developed—to 
help prospective audiences “in 
realizing that new movies can be 
seen only in Theatres,” 

In another resolution, theatre- 
men asked producers for “more 
clean and wholesome pictures” 
that will appeal to family groups. 

Additionally, National’s theatre 
operators pledged a reduction of 
$1,000,000 during the next 52 
weeks in expenses and elimination 
of waste and unnecessary services. 
They also promised 100% support 
of NT’s new Cinemiracle wide¬ 
screen process, and company’s first 
film in this system, “Cinemiracle 
Adventure,” some of wMch the 
delegates were shown in L. A., 
prior to the convention. 

Cheery Notes 
The forward look Was given the¬ 

atre business in a series of reports 
made at final meeting. Chairmen 
of workshop groups reported on 
findings in a wide variety of sub¬ 
jects, leading off with progress be¬ 
ing made in the removal of city 
admission taxes. 

“More and more city fathers sure 
coming to realize the important 
role the motion picture-theatre 
plays in the civic and business life 
of the community,” Lou. Tavalara, 
Of Sacramento, told the delegates. 

Theatre ads should strive to car¬ 
ry honesty and sincerity as well as 
more explanatory, acording to Fay 
Reeder, Frisco, in a report .on this 
subject. He. deplored the “flam¬ 
boyant and vulgar portrayal of 

sex” in film advertising by some 
Hollywood producers, adding that 
a large number of people “resent” 
such ads. This, he pointed out, 

may be attributable to the disap¬ 
pointing grosses on pictures “over¬ 
selling” sex. 

Vanity Billinr 
Reeder also applauded the re¬ 

newed drive started In certain 
quarters of the industry to reduce 
the excessive billing now required 
by pic advertising for “vanity” 
purposes. 

TMs, John Denham, Salt Lake 
City, commented, will eliminate 
unnecessary waste and expenses 
and will result in a savings of sev¬ 
eral thousand dollars for theatres. 

The importance of children’s 
shows also was stressed by Bob Ap¬ 
ple, Berkeley. With a potential of 
33,000,‘000 moppets throughout the 
nation, these shows today are a 
necessity and should prove Mghly 
profitable, he said. 

Fred Glass, Los Angeles, speak¬ 
ing on parking, recounted meth¬ 
ods of theatres acquiring new 
facilities either through the rental 
or purchase of property, and tieups 
with merchants and discount park¬ 
ing fees. 

In his address, Rhoden pointed 
out the plus and minus factors con¬ 
fronting exhibs today. 

On the “plus” side, he listed 
population growth of the nation; a 
possible reduction or elimination 
of admission tax; novelty of televi¬ 
sion wearing off; a shorter work 
opportunity to draw greater pa¬ 
tronage; and for NT exhibs, “the 
integration of Cinemiracle.” 

“Minus” factors were enumerat¬ 
ed by Rhoden as the acute shortage 
of film product; Government re¬ 
strictions which have unfairly ham¬ 
pered the industry as a whole in 
both time and money; free tv films; 

j lack of unity among industry lead- 
1 ers, although he praised industry’s 
decision to sponsor next year's 
Academy Awards derby. 

“Despite this rugged resistance,” 
Rhoden said, “National Theatres in 
1957 will gross about $59,000,000, 
and will earn over $2,000,000. 

In addition to National's own 
speakers, others to address con¬ 
clave were David Lipton, Univer¬ 
sal ad-pub veepee, and Roger 
Lewis, United Artists ad director. 

NBC-‘Toacii’ Deal 
Continued from pace 1 

this week with Elsa Lanchester aud 
Loring Smith cos tarred, RuSsell • 
Nype and George S. Irving fea¬ 
tured and a cast including Patricia 
Bosworfh, Michael Higgins, Don ‘ 
Symington and Judy Lewis, the 
latter the daughter of film star 
Loretta Young and tv producer 
Tom Lewis, making her Broadway 
debut. The show opens a tryout 
tour Oct 23 at the Shttbert, New 
Haven, then plays two weeks at the 
National, WasMngton, and is due to 
open Nov. 13 on Broadway, possi¬ 
bly at the Cort Theatre. 

r—FOOTBALL FANS— 
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE HU NEW 

SPORTING DIGEST! 
Although tKU it our 9th Year of Sports Service to the nation—U 

usual -wf are first again with the latest Innovations in FOOTBALL 
PREDICTIONS, ANALYSIS and INFORMATION. 
THIS YEAR ; . . SPORTING DIGEST will have J ISSUES EVERY WEEKI 

. An early edition mailed on Tuesday each week gives our expert 
analysis, facts and figures in addition to our final score predictions for 
each major intercollegiate game <30 to 40 each Week) — plug coverage 
Of all National Football League contests. 

On Thursday, we mall our revised or confirmed edition — listing 
injuries, possible weather, late news on the games, and our top choice 
contests for tbe weekend play. NO OTHER PUBLICATION CAN MAKE 
THIS STATEMENT! 

REMEMBER . . 
for final score* — v. __- 
guesswork In our predictions. 

WE RICKED BAS ILIO TO BEAT ROBINSON I | 
WE ALSO HAD 4 OUT OF OUR 5 TOP GAMES COME IN I 

ON THE OPENING FOOTBALL DAY I j 

Facts. Write to us for free information about this 
L MMh b Sensational Sportsman's Service — used by TV .Radio 
r Jrn r C, Sportscaster*. BUT DON’T DELAY. • Use Coupon below. 
■ ■»■■■■ or send us a postcard with your aame and address. 

No obligation on your part. 
...ICUF and mail COUPON today* ■■■*■*****■■■■ 

SPORTING DIGEST, P. O. Box 1319 
Grood Central Station. Now York 17. N. Y. 

Without obligation on my part send me tbe FREE FACTS. 

NAME ...:. 

ADDRESS .....!.■... 

CITY ............ . STATE. . 
* (PLEASE PRINT*...*...,,....,**.. 
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Mediocrity of Film Dramas Will 
Bring Back Live Shows: Susskind 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Trend to filmed dramatics—away 

from live—will be reversed hefore 
this television season is over as 
bankrollers climb back onto the 
live bandwagon, it’s predicted by 
David Susskind, prexy-owner of 
Talent Associates, N.Y. Company 
packaging six dramatic shows for 
the DuPont series of specs on CBS, 
two Rexsll spex, and 26 Armstrong 
Circle Theatre dramas—all live. 

Susskind said his company has 
already been asked by two adver¬ 
tising agencies to come up with 
live shows to replace filmed series 
not even on yet. "They told roe 
they looked at seven or eight films 
in the can, and they expect bombs. 
They want replacements to go on 
either in January or April,” said 
Susskind. 

“Everything that has been great 
on tv has been in live, not film. The 
memorable shows were the live 
'Patterns/ ‘Marty/ '12 Angry Men/ 
‘A Night to Remember.5 But who 
can recall a great filmed drama? 
Playhouse 90 had fine dramas last 
season—‘Requiem for a Heavy¬ 
weight/ ‘The Miracle Worker' and 
'Winter Dream/ to name a few. But 
the filmed Playhouse 90’s were slick 
and sterile. They did not have the 
same quality. In a film, time is of 
the essence; in live tv, quality is. 
How can you establish depth of 
character when you’re watching the 
clock every minute? If you don’t 
get 30 takes in a day, it’s an eco¬ 
nomic disaster in film. I believe 
the audiences will demand a return 

.to live, beqause they.will be over¬ 
whelmed by mediocrity of film this 
season. 

"The sponsors and ad agencies 
were suffering from psychoses of 
Insecurity and fright when they 
went to film. They reach out for 
quality, and feel the easy answer 
is film. That's because they’re 
thinking they can always rerun in 
the summer. They have all kinds 
of specious arguments for it. What 
they sacrifice doesn’t equate with 
what they get. They-sacrifice qual¬ 
ity. Everybody will be a millionaire, 
and entertainment will be miser¬ 
able. 

“I hear this talk about residuals 
being the reason so many stars go 
into filmed tv. I think; it’s a shock¬ 
ing reason. If in this business the 
sole driving force is making money, 
then you’re in the wrong business. 
If you’re not interested in quality, 
then you’re a show biz prostitute. I 
don’t mean to include situation 
comedies or mysteries. But in 
filmed drama, I see a definite cut¬ 
back ahead. 

“Burned sponsors and ad agen¬ 
cies will lash out and look elsewhere 
—and that will be in the direction 
of live. Filmed shows have eight or 
more pictures made before they go 
on tv. By that time, they have per¬ 
petuated their mediocrity and mis¬ 
takes, and nothing can be done to 
correct them until about the 
eleventh show—after they’re on tv. 
In live, if there’s a mistake it can 
be corrected the next day. But the 
public meanwhile is sated with this 
lacklustre material, and tires of it 
long before that eleventh show.” 

Toll-TV & ComTs 
Compatible: Lewis 

Boston, Oct. 1. 
William Lewis, prexy of Kenyon 

Eckhardt, told the Broadcasters 
Executive Club here last week that 
he saw the possibility of running 
toll television in tandem with com¬ 
mercially sponsored programs. He 
was surprised that the recommen¬ 
dation had never been made before. 

"There is no reason why tv, like 
the print media, should not receive 
income both frdm commercial in¬ 
terests and the general public 
which the producers are serving,” 
the agency exec opined. "No one 
stops to consider that it would cost 
the public several dollars a copy— 
not five or 10 cents—for their daily 
newspapers were it not for adver¬ 
tising revenue.” 

Lewis said the people do not dis¬ 
like advertising; they “simply and 
rightxull: resent bad advertising.” 

Lewis felt that because of the 
“restless and changeable” in ad¬ 
vertising it has become necessary 

(Continued on- page 55) 

'Wire Serrice’ Option 
Picked Up by ABC-TV 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Option on “Wire Service,” hour- 

long vidpix series produced by 
Warren Lewis and Don Sharpe, has 
been picked up by ABC-TV, which 
is now trying to find a time slot 
suitable to Camel’s, interested in 
sponsoring. 

Web plans to juggle its sked and 
create a new time for the show by 
Oct. 10. Meanwhile, Sharpe-Lewis 
have optioned Dane Clark, who was 
in last season’s series, and he may 
be the only star in a new batch of 
films. Lewis has -eight scripts 
ready, and is awaiting a greenlight 
from ABC for a go-ahead. 

|Moscow-to-Brit. 
1st Live Telecast 

New Year’s Eve 
, London, Oct. 1. 

The first direct live telecast 
from Moscow to London is sched¬ 
uled for New Year’s Eve. Asso¬ 
ciated-Rediffusion, London’s com-, 
mercial tv weekday programmers, 
have closed a deal with the Soviet 
authorities for a show to be 
beamed from the Bolshoi Theatre 
with Ulanova as the principal dan¬ 
cer. 

The technical details are now 
being arranged and John McMil¬ 
lan, A-R’s program controller, is 
due to visit Moscow next month to 
settle outstanding questions. 

The .Moscow-to-London telecast 
will be made without recourse to 
the Eurovision hookup. The pro¬ 
gram will be sent via cable from 
Moscow to Helsinki, and wall then 
span the route to Stockholm by 
microwave link. The rest of the 
journey will be covered by post- 
office cables direct into London/ 

As part of the special New Year’s 
Eve program, A-R is hoping that 
Britain’s prima ballerina, Margot 
Fonteyn, will consent to dance the 
same number that Ulanova will be 
doing from the Bolshoi. This 
would give British balletomanes an 
opportunity of making a compari¬ 
son between two of the world’s 
leading dancers. * 

The New Year’s Eve date has 
been agreed at the request of the 
Russians. A-R had originally 
asked for a Christmas. Day telecast 
but that holiday has little or no 
meaning in the Soviet calendar. 
New Year’s Eve and New Year’s 
Day, however, are important cele¬ 
brations. ' 

Steve Allen Booking 
Of CBS’ jimmy Dean 

Doesn’t Sit Too Well 
There were some red and angry 

faces at NBC-TV over the weekend 
when the web suddenly discovered 
that Steve Allen had hooked 
Jimmy Dean to headline his Sun¬ 
day night show (29). Dean, of 
course, stars for CBS-TV across- 
the-board on his own 7 to. 7:45 p.m. 
waker-upper out of. Washington, 
and what with NBC having its 
problems selling "Today” anyway, 
the brass took umbrage at Allen’s 
spotlighting ’the “Today” competi¬ 
tion. 

Result was twofold: there was no 
mention on the Allen show of the 
fact of Dean’s having his own tv’er 
(he got a good buildup from Allen, 
but only as a “fast-rising star”),1 
nor any reference to CBS-TV 
(natch), and Dean’s scheduled stint 

: was cut down somewhat, but due to 
the insertion of President Eisen¬ 
hower’s five-minute pitch for the 
Community Chests at 8:55. 

Meanwhile, Allen’s original bid 
to Dean was for three appearances, 
of which CBS okayed the .first and 
has withheld approval on the other 
two. Despite the NBC brass, Allen 

| hasn’t withdrawn the offer for the 
1 other two guest shots. 

Drop Minoff, Murray . 
As Polly Bergen’s TV 

Writers; Stewart Stays 
Life of a television scriptwriter, 

even the non-dramatic variety, 
can be confusing at best. Take the 
case of the three writers origin¬ 
ally signed by MCA for the Polly 
Bergen show on NBC-TV. All 
three got screen credits on the 
first show, but only >.one of them 
had anything to do with the script. 
And when the preein got slammed 
critically, the two who hadn’t 
worked on that script were re¬ 
leased and the sole author re¬ 
tained. 

Trio of writers, hired individu¬ 
ally for the show, were Phil Min- 
off, Cue mag tv editor and free¬ 
lance scripter, Tom Murray and 
Mike Stewart. Instead of putting 
them together on the script, ’MCA- 
asked them to write two scripts 
apiece. Soon Minoff and Murray 
found themselves collaborating, 
while Stewart went It alone. Scripts 
were submitted and then Minoff 
and Murray heard nothing at all. 

After calling MCA to find out 
what gave, they found that Stew¬ 
art’s script was to. be used, and 
that they wouldn’t be getting any 
screen credit. Pair raised a fuss 
because press matter already re¬ 
leased through NBC included their 
names as scripters, so MCA re¬ 
lented and gave them credit, even 
though they hadn’t even seen the 
script. . Then, after the premiere, 
MCA advised Murray and Minoff 
that they’4 been released from 
their contract, which had guaran¬ 
teed them two shows. Stewart, 
MCA informed them, had been, re¬ 
tained on the basis of his opening 
script, 

Shuffle Bounces 

Old guard at American Broad¬ 
casting Network gives way to new, 
as president Robert Eastman makes 
largescale revamps In his sales de¬ 
partment. Three radio salsemen, 
hired in the previous administra¬ 
tion, were axed yesterday (Tues.), 
one of them veteran Red Reynolds, 
but in the jiast several weeks East¬ 
man has been bringing in several 
new faces, most of them from the 
station rep field. ^ 

Reynolds, who came over to the 
old ABC Radio, after years in the 
agency field and at CBS, and two 
other longtimers in the biz. Bob 
Wilson and Murray Grabhorn, are 
leaving ABN. Eastman and his 
sales veep Tom Harrison have in 
the past two months hired many 
new salesmen, including John 
White, national sales manager, 
Roger O’Connor, David Grimm, 
Jim Fuller and Keith Dare-—mostly, 
from rep houses. The ABN sales’ 
force stands at nine men today, one 
more than there Was five month's 
ago when Eastman, took over from 
Don Durgin as network topper. 
Eastman expects to add at least 
another six salesmen hefore too 
long. 

Looking for Trouble 
Chicago, Oct. i. 

ABC^TV’s Intramural com¬ 
petition for the solidest local 
publicizing of “Maverick” got 
slightly more than it bargained 
for in Peoria, Ill., where 
WTVH’s stunt hit -the big 
print. As often happens in 
such newspaper ~coups, the 
part that was sheer ingenuity 
mattered less than the part 
that was plain accident. 

Andy Amyx, station’s pro¬ 
motion manager, staged a fake 
holdup with, four assistants at 
Community National Bank in 
downtov7h Peoria. Bank, of 
course, knew it was a stunt, 
and so did the police depart¬ 
ment—that is, all hut one of¬ 
ficer of- the law. While local 
citizens were ducking out of 
the way of cap pistol fire, a 
motorcycle cop charged down 
a one-way street to save the 
bank, smacking into a moving 
car enroute. Getting there on 
foot, he drew his pistol, mean¬ 
ing business, until the police 
captain, fortunately on the 
scene, talked him out of it. 

The “bad guys” were then 
carted off to the station 
(WTVH) in the paddy wagon, 
per the script. 

Price Is Right But dock Is Wrong 
One of^ those rare freaks in the highly mechanized art of tele¬ 

vision occurred a week ago Monday (?2), when some NBC-TV 
master control engineers allowed “The Price Is Right” to run over 
—right past the 30-second 8 p.m. station break and another half- 
minute into the opening of “The Restless Gun/* 

Network says that it was all the fault of the control room -dock 
an aging piece which apparently developed some sort of groove 
around the 7:59 area. The minute.'hand, the story goes, slipped 
into that groove arid got stuck. The master control engineers didn’t 
notice the non-movement of the hands until they saw the cameras 
on the monitors go dark arid realized the show was more than 
finished. Then they found they had allowed it to run one minute 
over. That’s the NBC story, but talk has it that the engineers got 
so engrossed in the climax of the show they forgot to push the 
button. 

Not much harm done, however, since they only ran into the open¬ 
ing Warner-Lambert billboard on “Gun,” without reaching into 
the commercial. All that was missing was the billboard and open¬ 
ing credits. As for the station break, most of the affiliates broke 
away into their local commercials.anyway; the few that didn’t will 
undoubtedly make themselves heard. 

That teller Feller Again 
New Swip At Toll-TV Experiment* In 

Ad Group Address 
-——t ,_- 

HoUingsworth 
WPiX Pubrelatkms 

Leslie A. Hollingsworth, for 
Seven years publicity and public 
relations manager of WPIX, has 
resigned, effective Oct, 16. 
■ Before joining the New York 
Daily News indie, he was on the 
staff of Allied Public Relations As¬ 
sociates, Prior to that he was an 
account exec with Steve Hannigan 
Associates and a staffer at Associ-; 
ated Press and United Press. His 
future plans will be announced 
later. 

No replacement has been set as 
yet. 

$1561,211 CBC 
Deficit; Service 

» Ottawa, Oct. 1,. 
Increased operating costs and 

decreased revenue forced the Can¬ 
adian Broadcasting Corp.’s annual 
report or the 195.6-37 fiscal year to 
list si $1,561,211 operating deficit' 
for^ that year. The report also fore¬ 
cast a reduction in television serv¬ 
ices unless more funds become 
available. 

CBC’s 1956-57 revenue was $49,- 
289,000. Of this about 75% came 
from the federal treasury in slot¬ 
ted taxes and grants. Only small 
amounts were spent on capital 
costs but operating costs in all de¬ 

partments of GBC's video and 
audio activities slid upwards alarm¬ 
ingly. Tv services, the report said, 
upped to $48,880,422 from the pre- 
viqus year’s $38,572,512, and radio 
operations went td $13,705,514 
from $13,298,252. 

The corporation’s revenue came 
from federal grants, $37,173,000; 
commercial broadcasting, $11,179,- 
940 (up by more than $2,000,000); 
15% excise tax on. sales of new'tv 
and radio sets, $18,923,000 (down 
by nearly $4,000,000L * 

Other report items: “~By last 
March 31, 62% of'all Canadian 
homes had tv sets (probably over 
70% by now), Five new tv stations 
were opened bringing Canada’s 
total to 40, eight of them operated 
by CBC, ’the other 32 averaging 
38 hours a week of CBC airers. 
More than 86% of all Canadians 
were then winthln range of tv* 

Philly’s WRCV Shakeup 
Philadelphia, Oct, 1. 

Shakeup at WRCV, WRCV-TV, 
NBC-owned outlets in _ Pfiilly, 
reached higher echelons after pre¬ 
vious firings in technical staff. 

Resignations have been handed 
in by the programming heads of 
WRCV’s radio and tv stations; Stan 
Lee Broza, one of the town’s best 
known broadcasters, and Edward R. 
Wallace, NBC staffer of 15 years, 
brought here from Cleveland when 
web took over. 

Broza still conducts the long- 
running Horn and Hardart’s “Chil¬ 
dren’s Hour,” Over WCAU-TV. 

Successful experiments in pay- 
television would force the net¬ 
works to abandon their opposition 
to toll-tv and enter the field in 
self-protection, with "disastrous 
consequences for the viewing pub-, 
lie,” Rep, Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.) 
said yesterday (Tues.). He spoke 
before the Assn.: of Advertising 
Men & Women at the Hotel Bilt- 
more. 

In contrast to his speech only a 
week earlier at . the Academy of 
Television Arts 3c Sciences, in 
which he bitterly attacked the net¬ 
works for their current program¬ 
ming fare, the chairman of the 
House Judiciary Committee yester¬ 
day restricted himself to toll-ty 
and Its potential impact on free 
television. ’He warned against per¬ 
mitting, “in the popular name of 
experimentation and progress,” a 
situation to develop “in which the 
American people will wake up one 
day to find that their rights in the 
precious frequency-spectrum will 
have been encroached upon, and 
that the best of the programs that 
have been coining to their televi¬ 
sion sets without cost have sud¬ 
denly become encoded—to be un¬ 
scrambled only upon payment of 
a fee.” 

Rep. Celler registered outspoken 
opposition to tollvision experi¬ 
ments, arguing that such expert 
ments cannot be kept “within con-- 
trollable limits.” If Tests are held 
and prove financially successful, 
he asked, “how is the new tech¬ 
nique to bey kept within bounds,” 
in view ofv their “extraordinary 
profit potential.” 

He envisioned a “chain-reaction,” 
in which pay-tv would prove suc¬ 
cessful with a few stations and 
would immediately spread to 
others and -eventually the net¬ 
works. “Suppose, for example/* 
he said, “that an unaffiliated UHF 
station were permitted to experi¬ 
ment with pay-television, and that 

(Continued on page 55) 

CBS-TV Firms Up 
StLooSwffcheroo 
After more than a month of 

quiet, close-to-the-belt negotiations, 
CBS last week consternated a $4,- 
000,000 deal for the assests and 
physical plant of KWK-TV, Its af¬ 
filiate in St. Louis. At the same 
time, -it reached an agreement 
whereby its construction permit to 
Channel 11 will be turned over to 
competing 220 Television Inc. and 
pending litigation against the web 
by 220 and two other contestants 
for’ the channel will be dropped. 

Entire deal, of course, is subject 
to FCC approval, hut the $4,000,000 
-expenditure breaks down into * 
$2,500,000 payment* to KWK Inc. 
for its television assets (Channel 
4 franchise plus equipment), along 
with $1,500,000 deal with the St 
Lduis Globe Democrat (part-owner 
Of KWK Inc.) for the Studio, and 
real estate used by the station in 
its operations.. Deal- does not in¬ 
clude KWK-AM, or WTGO, another 
KWK-owned station in - Haines 

| City, Fla., since CBS owns KMOX 
I in St. Loo. _■ 

Under the deal (which KWK inl- 
| (Continued On page 55) 
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All three television networks are now in the motion picture pro¬ 
duction business, as. the result of CBS-TV’s decision this week to 
finance and coproduce a theatrical version of its “Navy Log” series. 
Situation is a logical extension of the “one big show business” de¬ 
velopment wherein the various entertainment media have diversi¬ 
fied and cross-pollenated into other areas of the business. 

In two of the three instances, the decision to move into theatri¬ 
cal production came aS extensions of the fact that the two webs 
were already in half-hour film production'. In tl\e third, it came via 
an earlier diversification, that of a theatre company into the net¬ 
work business,, with the decision to go into theatrical production 
cued by the product demand of its theatres but buttressed by its 
production experience in networking. 

“Navy Log” is a CBS subsidiary’s effort. Series is produced by 
indie Sam Gallu, but financed and distributed by CBS Television 
Film Sales, the web’s syndication subsidiary. It airs on ABC-TV 
(still the sole example of a shojv owned by one network telecasting 
on a different web). CBS and Gallu are dickering for United Ar¬ 
tists release on the film. 

Just a week earlier, California National Productions, NBC’s tele¬ 
film subsidiary, revealed it would produce theatrical versions of its 
two current syndicated series “Boots and Saddles,” and “The Si¬ 
lent Service.*’ As for ABC, its parent American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres has been making features for some months now 
and plans to upbeat .its production schedule. _. _ 

Bad TV a Hypo for Radio 
Hubbard, Van Konynenburg’s Opinions on Summer 

Fare Reflect Attitude of Station Men 

Minneapolis, Oct. 1. 
One of the reasons wb" radio 

during recent months has made 
such a strong comeback here, as 
well as elsewhere, may be the fact 
that tv programming the past sum¬ 
mer had more of a seasonal quality 
letdown and included so many re¬ 
peats, in the opinion of .such local 
video-audio station toppers as Stan¬ 
ley Hubbrrd and F. Van Konynen- 
bufg of KSTP and WCOO, respec¬ 
tively. 

This probably, induced many peo¬ 
ple; hereabouts to turn from tv. to 
radio even during the evening peri¬ 
ods. And when they found that 
radio has livened up Its program¬ 
ming substantially and gone ini for 
human interest to a much greater 
extent than ever, they again be¬ 
came radio fans, Hubbard feels. 

In local broadcasting circles It’s 
believed that one of the reasons for 
radio’s present popularity upsurge 
is to be found.in the n/w and now 
numerous shows that permit dial¬ 
ers to express their opinions and 
gripes directly over the air via 
telephone calls or interviews. 

Also, the fact that radio has4 
come so muck to life with various 
gimmicks that spell showmanship, 
including prize contests, has been 
audience builders, it’s pointed out. 

However, there also apparently 
Is no fear that tv here will want 
for audiences or will backslide, as 
far' as attracting dailers this fall 
and winter here is concerned. At 
least, KSTP-TV has all of‘its after 
6 p.m. video time sold. 

Stations Swing 
Back to Paar 

The patient extracurricular work 
put' in at the NBC Television Af¬ 
filiates meet a couple of weeks 
back by Jack Paar and the web’s 
station relations department is be¬ 
ginning to pay off. Weh has 
cleared three key markets for “To¬ 
night,” * in one case moving in 
where! the-show had never been 
Carried before, in another recap¬ 
turing an affiliate who had. dropped 
during the “America After Dark” 
fiasco, and In a third, moving Into 
a major market via a non-affiliate. 

Stations are KSD-TV, St. Louis, 
WSM-TV, Nashville, and WHDH- 
TV* Boston. St. Louis had never 
carried “Tonight,” even in the 
Steve' Allen days, but the combina¬ 
tion of Paar’s successful critical re¬ 
ception, along with the NBC sales 
job and the imminence of addi¬ 
tional competition in St. Loo, con¬ 
vinced the Post-Dispatch, outlet to 
take the show. WSM-TV was * 
daylight time casualty- who’s com¬ 
ing back to roost. In Boston, 
WHDH-TV is the new ABC outlet, 

(Continued on page 55} 

NL&B Names 3 Veeps 
Chicago, Oct. 1. 

Needham, Louis & Brorby ad 
agency named three new v.p.*s here 
last week, EdWard Hobler, account 
exec of the Campbell Soup ac¬ 
count; Granger F. Kenly, account 
supervisor of NL&B’s Lever Bros, 
business; and Daniel Welch, ac¬ 
count supervisor on the S. C, 
Johnson & Son account 

Hobler joined NL&B only last 
year from Benton & Bowles, where 
he had been a veep. 

British Features 

Prior to Release? 
London, Oct 1. 

With the Recent .appointment of 
Michael Burke as European con¬ 
troller of networking, CBS has al¬ 
ready, embarked on a major expan¬ 
sionist policy aimed at developing 
key program material and encour¬ 
aging new creative talent ‘ 

The CBS European development 
will be operated from a London 
h.q. and backed by offices which 
will be opened up.ih due course 
in leading continental capitals, 
notably Paris and Rome. 

In a move which recalls tbe late 
Alexander Korda’s deal for “Rich¬ 
ard III,’” Burke is huddling with 
British film makers to see whether 
he can. negotiate U.S. telerights to 

| upcoming British theatrical fea¬ 
tures. His aim is to get in on the 
script stage so that the tv version 
could be kept down to « trim 82 
minutes (for “Playhouse 90”) al¬ 
lowing the film producer adequate 
latitude to make a longer version 
for theatrical release. So far, he 
hasn’t got1 beyond the stage of spell¬ 
ing out bis ideas, to British indies. 

Burke, who -has been in London 
for nearly four month#, hopes to 
have his h.q. functioning by the, 
turn of the year and envisages a 
modest setup whereby he will have 
a head office staff of some *10. to 12 
people and their actual payroll will 
expand and contract in accordance 
with their actual production activi¬ 
ties. 

Richfield's Switch - 
Hollywood, Oct 1. 

Richfield “Reporter, radio’s long¬ 
est-run program,, closes out nearly 
27 years on KFI-NBC first of the 
year for a move to CBS coast re¬ 
gional of 29 stations. Billings run 
to around $200,000 a year. 

It marks the last of the live radio 
shows networked from Hollywood. 
All other programs are taped and 
airmailed to N.Y, for feed to the 
weh from there. 

By JACK LEVY 

Washington, Oct. 1. 
What’s expected to be a tough 

staff report which will have wide¬ 
spread repercussions will probably 
be issued by the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission Thursday 
(3) on its two-year study of net¬ 
works operations undtn* the direc¬ 
tion of Dean Roscoe L. Barrow of 
the U. of Cincinnati : College of 
Law. 

A 1,200 page document which 
will include recommendations for 
changes in network regulations in 
the light of the advent of televi¬ 
sion, the report will,be submitted 
to the Commission’s Network 
Study Committee which is com¬ 
posed of Chairman John C. Doer- 
fer and Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde and 
Robert Bartley. Final adoption 
will be up. to the full seven-man 

! Commission. - 
, It’s understood the report will 
crack down on at least three areas 
of the television broadcasting in- 
dustry—multiple ownership, Option 

[time and must-buy. The Barrow 
committee had previously inter¬ 
ceded to prevent the Commission j 

from relaxing its station ceilings.] 
j Its report this week may g<J he-J 
yond maintaining the status quo on 
station ceilings. A possibility that: 
changes, affecting network owner¬ 
ship of stations may be recom¬ 
mended is indicated. 

* Elimination or modification of 
option time practices of the net¬ 
works and revision of must-buy in 
the interest of furthering oppor¬ 
tunities for independent program: 
producers are likely to be prescrib¬ 
ed by the report. 

The report will also address It¬ 
self to network operations in. the 
field of talent, programming and 
production; access of independent 
producers to network facilities; 
competition between networks and 
non-network organizations; joint 
ownership of: radio and tv net¬ 
works; and network interests in 
other enterprises, such as manu¬ 
facturing and recording. 

[ Question of whether the net¬ 
works should be placed under dL 
rect regulation of the FCC, as pro¬ 
posed by Sen. John W. Bricker 
(R-O.), will doubtless be discussed 
in the report. 

Although the report will not con¬ 
cern itself with subscription tv, it 
is expected to have an indirect 
bearing on the outcome of toe in¬ 
dustry’s, battle to stop the Congres¬ 
sional edict. The immediate threat 
of the report, it's believed, will 
tend.to keep the networks occupied 
resisting its adoption by the Com¬ 
mission, So great will he toe im¬ 
pact of thq document, it’s felt, that 
the nets won't risk spreading 
themselves ton thin by trying to 
tackle both subscription and re- 

(Continued on page 54) 

Danny Thomas, Now 
Opposite ‘21/ Takes A 

Swipe at Quiz Shows 
Boston/Oct. 1. 

Danny Thomas, in-on: a nine-city 
tour in behalf of his new network 
show, blasted giveaway shows as 
“gimmicks going -down the drain” 
and said, “you newspaper people 
holler about no advertising rev¬ 
enue, and yet you post results of 
quiz shows on page one,” at a' Ritz 
Carlton tv editors’ brunch Sunday 
(29). 

Thomas, in a two-hour disserta¬ 
tion on matters ranging from tv to 
juvenile delinquency, was espe¬ 
cially indignant about quiz shows. 
“They broke Fred Allen’s heart,” 

1 he said, “—to think that quiz shows 
could take precedence over dedi¬ 
cated entertainers.” 

In another example of . his feel¬ 
ing about the quizzers, he said, 
“They post toe results of the $64,- 
000 question on page one, but God’s 
message goes on the sports page.” 

P.S. In his new Mopday night at 
9 time slot on CBS-TV, Thomas 
will be opposite NBC’s “Twenty 
One-” quizzer. 

maverick’ Pulls A Fastie, Tops 
Steve Allen; NBCs Mon. Nile Coup 

‘Big Record’ Drops Tint 
“The Big Record,” which started 

out as one of CBS-TV’s few color 
entries, is being converted to 
black & white, as of tonight 
(Wed.). Decision to go mono¬ 
chrome leaves CBS with the Red 
Skelton stanza as its only regular 
tint entry. 

Move was. made because of the 
web's desire to get additional 
space for a studio audience. Tint 
equipment plus additional re¬ 
quirements for commercial space 
had cut down the space allotted 
to the studio audience. With a 
larger studio audience mandatory, 
web decided to eliminate tint to 
make up the necessary space. 

‘Night Beat’Too 
Hot for D.C. As 

Guests Drop Out 
Six Washington guests reversed 

themselves and decided at almost 
the last minute not to appear on 
“Night Beat.” Program had been 
moved for a week to the capital by 
Gotham station WABD in order 
to interrogate as many top Wash- 
intomans as possible. 

A WABD spokesman said he 
found the climate for “Night Beat” 
was not as good in D.C. as it has 
been in New York. Washington 
has berthed several interview pro¬ 
grams for a number of years, hut 
apparently toe natives In the lime¬ 
light did not find any as personal 

: “NB” sometimes can he. 
The six personalities, according 

to the station which has- sister 
facilities ip Washington in WTTG, 
had all promised to appear. The 
reasons they backed (town were not 
always made clear toxhe station. 

D.C. society dame Gwendolyn j 
Cafritz, who had already gone 
through her pre-interview with the 
program’s researchers, dropped 
out. So did Edwin Brown, counsel 
for the northern Virginia National 
Assn, for the Advancement of 
Colored People,-and Washington 
topper George Preston Marshall. 
Herb Block, the political cartoon¬ 
ist, had to leave town. The same 
reason for not appearing was given 
by Supreme Court Justice William 
G. Douglas. Columnist Ruth Mont¬ 
gomery caught flu. 

Guests who did appear werei 
Harry Ainslinger, Federal narcotics] 3 1Z*7* 
chief; Eugene Davidson, prexy of| 
the D.C. chapter of NAACP; Orson j 
Bean; Robert Kennedy; Judge] 
Robert Morris, counsel for the Sen.- * 
ate Internal Security Committee;] 
Jack Anderson, Drew Pearson’s; 
assistant. 

Incidentally, controversial Uni¬ 
tarian minister Al Powell Davies, 
who did appear on the Washington 
feed of “NB/” died the Thursday 
after his appearance. The strongly 
pro-integration clergyman was 
asked by quizzer John Wingate 
What his last sermon might be if he 
had to make. one. In answer, 
Davies, who was to die 48 hours 
later, gave his last sermon. 

ABC-TV scored a stunning Tren- 
dex upset over the weekend, its 
Kaiser-sponsored “Maverick” easi¬ 
ly dominating the 7:30 to 8 time 
period and then clobbering Steve 
Allen at 8 to 8:30. "Maverick” 
scored a 17.9 rating in that period, 
as against a 12.1 for Allen. Ed 
Sullivan topped the field, but not 
too far ahead of “Maverick,” with 
a 21.8. 

In the 7:30 to 8 period, “Maver¬ 
ick” got a 16.4 (indicating that in¬ 
stead of a wholesale tuneout at 8, 
when Sullivan and Allen came on, 
the "Maverick” audience actually 
increased). This topped “Bachelor 
Father” on CBS, which scored a 
13.5, and NBC’s “Sally,” with a 
13.6, In contrast, at 8:30, when 
ABC aired “Bowling Stars,” toe 
bottom dropped out of its audi¬ 
ence and it scored a 4.6, vs. 27.8 
for Sullivan and 22.1 (a full 10- 
ppint jump) for Allen. 

First 90-minute spec offering of 
the season, CBS’ “Crescendo.” 
turned in a standout rating, accumu¬ 
lating more audience for sponsor 
du Pont in one show than it used 
to get in three or four “Cavalcade 
of America” entries. “Crescendo” 
averaged out to a 28.1 Trendex, 
breaking down to a 3ID in the 9 
p.m. segment, vs. 12.9 for NBC’s 
bowout “Alcoa-Goodyear” show, 
27.8 in toe 9:30 spot vs. 10.0 for 
NBC and 25.0 at 10 vs. 13.2 for 
NBC’s “The Web.” 

Another major ABC upset came , 
early last week, when the web’s 
veteran, “Cheyenne,” clobbered 
both Phil Silvers on CBS and the 
premiere George Gobel stanza on 
NBC. In tandem, "Wyatt Earp” 
administered a drubbing to the sec¬ 
ond half of the Gobel hour. The 
8 to 8:30 score was “Cheyenne” 
23.7, Silvers, 14.3, and Gobel, 14.0. 
At 8:30, “Earp” got a 24.5, Eve Ar¬ 
den a 0.7, and Gobel an 18.2. At 
7:30, In its first half-hour, “Chey¬ 
enne” was an easy victor, with 
an 18.6 vs. 11.7 for “Name That 
Tune” and 6.5 for Nat King Cole. 

NBC’s “Suspicion” bowed Mon¬ 
day (30) with a bang, taking toe 
play away from CBS’ old reliable. 
Studio One.” Hour average was 
19.2 for “Suspicion,” 15.1 for “Stu¬ 
dio One.” In toe 10 to 10:30 seg¬ 
ment, Lawrence Welk’s “Top 
Tunes” show (secofid half) topped 5 
“Studio One” by a 17J2 to 15.0' 
count, but bowed to “Suspicion’s” 
18.9. Half-hour earlier, ABC’s 
Welk also took second spot to NBC, 
the latter’s new Alcoa-Goodyear 
“Turn of Fate” copping a 21.4 to 
Welk’s 17.1. Last showing of 
“Richard Diamond” on CBS (“De¬ 
cember Bride” returns next week) 

Oaier Scripts 
At a Premium 

NBC-TV ‘Chib 60’ Now 
‘Howard Miller Show’ 

Chicago, Oct. 1. 
NBC-TV last week altered the 

name of its Chi daytime co-op 
origination from “Club 60” to “The 
Howard Miller Show.” Musical 
stanza, which is being picked, up 
now in 79 markets, figured to be¬ 
come a showcase for the influential 
Windy City dee jay when he took 
over the helm from Dennis James 
in August. 

Net feels the star’s name has 
greater luring value than “Club 
60” (which refers to the number of 
minutes the show runs), and be¬ 
sides NBC is anxious to build Mil¬ 
ler as a national .personality, a , j 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
One effect o£ “the season of the 

Western” has been to place good 
scripters at a premium, declared 
Aaron Spelling last week in dis¬ 
closing that he's ankled his assign¬ 
ment as story supervisor on Four 
Star “Zane Grey Theatre.” Part¬ 
ing was most amicable on both 
sides. Spelling emphasized, and 
part of deal was that he was to 
pen five originals for "Zane Grey” 
this season. However, “I was sit¬ 
ting at a desk, without any scripts 
to read,” he noted; 

Last year, after “Grey” series 
debuted, producer Hal Hudson had 
some 100 stories to make selection 
from; at this time, figure’s around 
10, Spelling disclosed. Lack of ori¬ 
ginals has forced Four Star story 
department to scan old Western 
pulp mags, because “Every *”estem 
story is being snapped up,” he 
comments. 

(Despite this. Four Star has dis¬ 
closed plans for two additional 
western series, “Doc Holliday” and 
“The Tall Texan,” and Spelling, 
in addition to his five “Zane 

(Cpitfinusd on.page 55) 
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Metro-TV’s Aspirations: Largest 
Production Plant in the World 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 4— ■ -——- 

Metro, the largest television pro-! a • n j p*i 
duction plant in the world! This'; uCHCS D3S6Q Oil rllOS 
can happen^ studio toppers .agree. 
Although the Culver lots entrance 
into the television production field 
was late Hess than 12 months) in - ... „ - i. 

.. _. „ worked out between Hal Roach 
comparison ro the other majors, Sludi0s and Larry Hannon Produc- 
its production activity is way out tions on tensing of “Adventure, 
in front—via pilots for the 1958 ( u. s. A.” tejepix series, based on 
season already completed and ready files of Railway Express Agency. 

Of Railway Express 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

Co-production deal has been 

for ad-agency sales. 
Recognizing this. Charles C. it 

In deal worked out through Wil¬ 
liam Morris agency, Harmon org. 

Bud Barry, veepee in charge of: which owns property, will share it 
Loew’s tv division, arrived here t with. Roach. Jerry Stagg, who pro- 
from N.Y. to gander finished prod-i duces “Telephone Time” for 
uct and formulate company’s next? Roa^ takes over similar chores on 
move. One of them being a meeting. “Adventure,” with Hal Roach Jr. 
with Leonard Goldenson, prexy of; as exec prQ(jucer and Harmon as 
ABpT, anent a production deal be-; associate producer, 
tween ABC and Loew’s. If it jells,? » . 
look for the Lion to be absorbing! Production starts immediately, 
telefihn and rental business from ■ according to spokesman, 
that web. Barry leaves thd Coast 
Friday <4) for the meeting to be 
held Oct. 7. Others sitting in on the j 
confabs and repping ABC, are! 
James Aubrey, and Bob O'Brian. 
Incidentally, ABC currently is con¬ 
centrating its tv production at War¬ 
ners. 

According to Barry, prexy Joseph; 
R. Vogel is quite enthused over! Following a company claim that 
his company’s progress in telnvi-i :t had ^ bjggest two weeks in its 
sion and is backing its future 100%.} . . . „ T ... _ 
Metro’s tv division to date has sold! sales ^story, AAP Inc. hit another 
the “Thin Man” vidpix series to j hot streak In the sale of features 
Colgate-Palmolive, and which is and cartoons to television. Twelve 

_MDPTir ; npiv cal pc nwo maHp liv tho Hkfrili 

| AAP Sales Streak; 
Features, Cartoons 

aired over NBC-TV, Pilots for two 
forthcoming series have been com¬ 
pleted. Thej^, are "Min and Bill” 
and “Northwest Passage,” both are 
poised for the 1958 season. Barry 
after ogling the “Bill” pilot, was so 
pleased, he ordered seven addi¬ 
tional scripts to go into the works 
immediately. Deal has been final¬ 
ized with the American Petroleum 
Institute to produce a full-hour 
color spectacular budgeted at $300,- 
000 and which also looks to be a 
forerunner of studio’s plans to pro¬ 
duce a series of 60 minute shows. 

Other projects in the work dis¬ 
closed by Barry were another half- 
hour series not yet decided but 
may be “Jeopardy” which Andrew 
L. Stone will produce and direct. 
With the exception of “The Fem¬ 
inine Touch,” based on an idea by 
Adrian Samish, director of pro¬ 
grams, Metro has no plans at this 
point for any other half-hour 
shows. Instead it is laying ground 
for the filming of two-hour long 
series—“Mystery Street,” mystery 
anthology; and “You’re Only 
Young Once.” also an anthology 
show. Latter series will be used to 
showcase young Metro contractees 
and other young thesps. Both of 
the hour-long shows will draw their 
story matter from the 1,200 unused 
properties that still prevail in the 
studio’s story department. 

^MILLION MOVIE’S’ 
CUMULATIVE 57.5 

WOR-TV kicked off its fourth 
I season of “Million Dollar Movie” 
j with a healthy Telepulse rating, 
garnering a cumulative rating cov¬ 
ering 14 showings, of 57.5. Shown 
during the week of Sept. 3-9, the 
week rated were “The Story of 
Vernon and Irene Castle” starring 

I VltiL .. Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, Record, in rilto I CHFfor 12 showings and two telecasts 
Lonvevitv and commerciabilitv! of "The Magnificent Ambersons.” Longevity and commerciammy, WOR_TV> incidentally, currently 

of some telefilm senes are pointed ‘ is having less competition from 
up again by ABC Film Syndica-ithe multi-feature format from 
tion’s “Racket Squad,” which had a t WATV, now being negotiated for 

’Racket Squad’ Chalks 
Up an Enviable Track 

new sales were made by the distrib 
in the last seven days. This fol¬ 
lows 22 sales in the two previous 
weeks. 

In the last week, WCDA, Albany, 
bought the “Popeye” cartoons. 
WPTZ-TV, Plattsburg, N. Y., 
bought an AAP western package. 
WABC-TV, ABC-T.V Gotham flag, 
bought an unspecified number of 
features, which, it is believed, the 
station will add to its “Shock” 
package from Screen Gems. WHCT, 
Hartford, bought a large batch of 
features. 

In the midwest, WKRC-TY, Cin¬ 
cinnati; WTVN-TV, Columbus; 
CKLW-TV, Detroit, all bought 
AAP features, taken from the War¬ 
ner library'. WOC-TV, Davenport, 
bought both the Warner cartoons 
and the “Popeye” package. On 
the Coast, KTRX-TV, Kennewick, 
Washington, and KFSD-TV, San 
Diego, bought full-lengthers. Re¬ 
mainder of the buys were in the 
south* mostly for features, though 
many from groups predating the 
Warner library stuff. 

network run of 18 months, and now 
is entering its fifth year in syndica¬ 
tion. 

Here are some vital syndication 
statistics on the skein of 98 epi¬ 
sodes, starring Reed Hadley: It l^Oth-Fox features until * sale is 
has been run at least once in 
total of 180 markets since its syn¬ 
dication debut in October, *53; it 
has run in 75 markets once, 70 
markets twice, 25 markets three 
times and four or more times in 
10 markets. 

In September, ’57, after four 
year in syndication, skein is run¬ 
ning in 60. markets. Foreign sales 
for the meller have been racked up 
In Puerto Rico, Philippine Islands, 
Cuba. Australia, Canada, Mexico 
and Italy. 

sale to National Telefilm Associ¬ 
ates. WATV, in the midst of .ne¬ 
gotiations, is not unreeling new 
first-run product in its feature 
showcase, holding on to its many 

completed. 

2d Regional Deal 
For SG ‘Ranch Party* 

'Screen Gems has set its second 
regional deal on “Ranch Party,” 
its country & western music entry, 
with Gulf States Utilities buying 
in for four southern, markets. Deal, 
set via Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & 
Ryan, brings the market total on 
the show to 35- 

Gulf States is picking up Baton 
•; Rouge, Lake Charles and Lafayette, 
: all in Louisiana, and Beaumont, 
■Tex. 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. | 7-;-;— 
Rex Reason was set to star in ’ 'White Hunter' Brit. Sale 

new TCF-TV telepix series, “Man; Telestar Film’s "The White 
Without a Gun,” which rolls Oct.-Hunter” has been sold to Intema- 
14 for NTA film net. : tional Television Products of Lon- 

TFC topper Irving Asher also, set don for telecasting on the British 
Lou Breslow to alternate with Peter, commercial outlet starting Janu- 
Packer as producer of series. Bres-: ary, ’58, 
low formerly was a producer for* In the U. S., series is said to be 
Screeen Gems. [sold in about 50 markets.. 

Rex Reason’s Oaters 

G-K’s 150G Expansion 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

Gross-Krasne, which has shifted 
its sales headquarters from Holly¬ 
wood to New York, has purchased 
some properties near G-K’s Cali¬ 
fornia Studios at a cost in excess 
of $150,000. Currently occupied by 
apartment buildings and duplexes 
that will be sold for removal, newly 
acquired acreage is blueprinted for 
parking space for the use of studio 
tenants. 

Major tenants of the California 
studio include Filmaster, Roland 
Reed, Stanley Kramer and NBC. 
Meanwhile, G-K’s distribution or¬ 
ganization on the Coast has moved 
to a new building, making exec 
office space available at the studio. 

NTA Top Echelon 
Reshuffle; Landau 

As M Chairman 
National Telefilm Associates, 

which has grown from a gross busi¬ 
ness of $350,000 in 1954 to a sales 
volume that passed the $18,000,000 
mark in the fiscal year just ended, 
has reshuffled its top echelon to 
make room for further expansion. 

Ely_A. Landau, co-founder and 
prez, in order to free himself .from 
the company’s daily operations, has 
given up the presidency to become 
chairman of the board and chief 
exec officer. Oliver A. Unger, exec 
v.p., becomes president, while 
Harold . Goldman, v.p. in charge of 
sales, moves up to exec v.p. 
EdytheTRein, v.p. in charge of op¬ 
erations and administration, be¬ 
comes senior v.p. and continues in 
those functions'. 

Creation of office of chairman of 
the board was necessitated by 
growing volume of biz in each 
phase of . company’s operations, 
which now encompasses station 
ownership, telefilm production-dis¬ 
tribution, feature distribution and 
NTA Film Network, in which 20th- 
Fox is partnered with NTA. 

Another move to provide for the 
company’s growth was the addition 
of three new board members. They 
are B. Gerald Cantor, Beverly Hills 
investment banker, ' of Cantor, 
Fitzgerald & Co., Robert I. West- 
heimer, Cincinnati stock broker, 
and Jack M. Ostrow, Coast attorney 
and entertainment industry busi¬ 
ness manager. The firms of Cantor, 
Fitzgerald & Co. and Westheimer 
& Co. recently were among the 
chief underwriters of NTA’s offer¬ 
ing of $5,000,000, 6% rihking fund 
subordinated notes with common 
stock warrants attached and 350,- 
000 shares of common stock. The 
total underwriting figure was 
$7,500,000. 

Among the new execs who have 
joined NTA in recent months are 
Eric H. Haight, former prez of 
Films, Inc., and now in charge of 
NTA’s financial affairs; A. W. 
Schwalberg, former Paramount 
sales exec, who how heads the com¬ 
pany’s theatrical distribution biz; 
and Ted Cott, former DuMont v.p., 
who has been active with "Landau 
in the purchase of KMGM-TV, 
Minneapolis, for a reported $800,- 
000, and is currently negotiating 
for WATV, Newark, N. J. NTA 
plans to have a full complement 
of stations, the maximum allowed 
under FCC regulations. 

‘Herald of Truth’ 
Religioso Series 

Abilene, Oct. 1. 
Production of a new series of tel¬ 

evision films, “Herald of Truth,” 
was announced here by the High¬ 

land Church of Christ, the super¬ 
vising congregation; 

A group of 14 of a total of 52 
half-hour documentary films were 
completed this week by local con¬ 
gregations in Wichita Falls; in 
Nashville, Memphis and Chatta¬ 
nooga, Tenn; Atlanta and Augusta* 
Ga.; Jasper, Ala.; Boston, Washing¬ 
ton and Detroit.- 

Filming is nearing completion in 
Dallas and Fort Worth. 

W. F. Cawyer, an elder of the 
Highland Church of Christ, ex¬ 
plained that the format calls for 
the actual televising of a regular 
worship, service with local congre¬ 
gations taking part. 

KDKA-TV Treats Admen 
To H’wood Preem Hoopla 

. Pittsburgh, Oct. i: 
KDKA-TV, which recently ac¬ 

quired the Warner Bros, library 
from Associated Artists Produc¬ 
tions, has staged a “premiere per¬ 
formance” of “Casablanca” and* .a 
special trailer of its feature prod¬ 
uct for more than. 500 .advertising 
execs. 

For the occasion, the Pittsburgh 
Playhouse was taken over that 
night by the station. The whole 
affair was staged like a Hollywood 
opening, complete with spotlights, 
girls and an emcee at the mike. 
The special preview'film, made by 
the station, highlighted product 
from United Artists, RKO, Repub¬ 
lic and 20th-Fox, as well as; War¬ 
ners. 

Before the evening ended, Kro¬ 
ger Co., supermarket chain, re¬ 
quested another showing of “Casa¬ 
blanca”—this time for cast, for 
telecast by the station Monday 
(,3Q). 

Telefilm Execs Cry ‘Murder In 
New Tax Edict on Cost Recovery 

Lederman to Helm 
’Gaucho’ Series in Spain 

Madrid, Oct. I. 
Ross Lederman, veteran film di¬ 

rector, has been signed to roll a 
video pilot, “The Gaucho,” for pro-J 
ducer Henri Grundman. Grund- 
man, CBS-TV film sales rep here, 
is producing the half-hour sampler 
privately. Actors John Baer and 
Pasquali Pena will follow Leder¬ 
man from Hollywood later- this 
month. Local screen actress Teresa 
Del Rio plays the femme. 

Pilot jumps off Oct. 15 on loca¬ 
tion near Madrid, with interiors 
scheduled at Estudios Ballesteros. 
U. S. pic-wise Manuel Berenguer 
will handle photography to head up 
an all-local staff. 

SG TAPS GAMET 
FOR ’CASEY JONES’ 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Ken Garnet has been signed by 

Screen Gems to produce its “Casey J 
Jones” vidfilm series, currently in 
production with Harold Greene as*} 
producer. 

■Fred Briskin, exec producer of 
the Columbia tv subsid, said 
“Casey” is “running behind” in pro¬ 
duction, conceded that “once the 
series gets going, it is possible one 
of them (Greene or Garnet) will 
be out.” Garnet, he said, was 
brought in “to get the series going.” 

Company considered the vidfilms 
already canned as “too juvenile” 
and six new scripts being readied 
are aimed at a more adult pitch. 

Sr’s Day-&-Date On 
Ui.-Latino ‘Patrol’ 

As part of Ziv’s policy of launch¬ 
ing programs for the international 
market day-and-date with their U.S. 
debut, the third series of “Highway 
Patrol” now‘is being prepped for 
the Latin American market. With 
the U.S. premiere teeing off in 
late ^October or early November, 
Spanish language dubbing gets un¬ 
derway this month in Mexico City. 

One Latino advertiser, H. Steele, 
Mexico-City distrib for Longlnes 
watches, already has renewed for 
the third year. 

Madden’s Barter Rebuttal 
With the film barter technique 

taking a rap from many quarters 
recently, and its “demise” forecast 
and hailed on many fronts, a pub¬ 
lic rebuttal has been scheduled by 
Edward D. Madden, v.p. of Inter¬ 
national Latex Corp., which made 
the barter deal with Miity Fox's 
C & C Super on the RKO Pictures 
product. 

Madden, who also is about to be¬ 
gin the operations of his own ad¬ 
vertising agency, Keyes, Madden 
& Jones, will address tomorrow’s 
(Thurs.J luncheon meeting3 of the 
National Television Film Council. 
His topic will- he “Television Film 
garter—A New&Trend2”. ^ . , 

Hollywood. Oct. 1. 
A new Internal Revenue Bureau 

edict disallowing cost recovery as 
a basis of taxation for indie* tele¬ 
film producers has brought a storm 
of protest from telefilmers, wha 
charge the move threatens the life 
of the indies. In fact, one vidpix 
exec has already appeared before 
the U.S. Senate Small Business 
Committee, in protest at change 
from the cost-recovery-over-a-year 
basis and expressed fear the Bu¬ 
reau plans to replace it with amor¬ 
tization over a period of years. 

An Internal Revenue Department 
source said, “this is a matter of lo-' 
cal policy. We have instructions 
not to permit cost recovery.” He 
said the Bureau was concerned 
becapse “a taxpayer shouldn’t be 
permitted to recover cost and then 
turn around and sell his series on 
a capital gains basis.” He coneeded 
that no definite policy for replace¬ 
ment of the cost recovery has been 
formulated, indicating this would 
depend on individual situations. 

Maurice Morton, y.p. of McCad- 
den Productions, testifying before 
the Senate committed meeting here 
last week said existence of the in¬ 
dies is threatened/ by the tax 
structure which "unknowingly and 
unwittingly is designed to drive 
the independent film producers out 
of the-field ancl place the concen¬ 
tration of production in the hands 
of only a few companies—those 
companies whose chief merit and 
qualification for .the role would 
seem to be the possession of the 
largest reservoir of capital.” He 
asked for legislative relief or clar¬ 
ification of legislature intent. 

Morton, who is also ~prexy of 
the Alliance of TV Film Produ¬ 
cers, pointed out the risk taken 
by vidpix producers by saying 200 
pilot pix were made the past sea¬ 
son, with only 19 selling. About 
$8,000,000 was spent in an effort to 
sell 19 shows, he stated. And some 
companies’ record of pilot sales 
is pathetic, one firm producing 12 
pilots and' selling .none, he added. 

“Yet the independent producer 
is caught between two forces. He 
cannot, in view of the risk, afford 
to invest too heavily in new pilots 
lest he be wiped out—yet if he 
doesn’t invest, he cannot • expand. 
. . , The indie tv producer is taxed 
too heavily to survive. The average 
life expectancy of a filmed tv series 
is highly speculative. Public taste 

(Continued on page 54) 

Institutional Film By 
CBS* Terrytoons Depicts 

TV Role in U.S. Economy 
CBS-TV and its Terrytoons sub¬ 

sidiary have completed a 14-min¬ 
ute institutional film depicting 
television’s place in the American 
economy. Film, which approaches 
the subject in lay fashion, will be 
shown to businessmen nationally 
and locally, latter through CBS- 
Ty affiliates, in a‘ bid for a greater 
share of business’ advertising dol¬ 
lar. 

Film, an animated' color produc¬ 
tion, represents Terrytoons* first 
attempt^ at an industrial'pic. Sub¬ 
sidiary is doing theatrical cartoons 
and tv commercials and programs. 
The jpic, titled “In Depth” is a 
solid and workmanlike job which 
gets its message across clearly, yet ¬ 
is entertaining and visually delight¬ 
ful. - • . . 

Gene DeitcH,' Terrytoons’ crea¬ 
tive supervisor, was producer, with. 
George Bristol, CBS-TV director 
of presentations, in on the writing 
end. Hi the Way of new research 
material, the film included results 
of a survey (commissioned by CBS) 
by the Market Planning Cdrp, 
among 1,200 self-service "dealers 
asking which ad medium helped 
them the most In selling nationally 
advertising brands on a self-service 
basis. . 

Among grocers, 78% preferred 
tv; among druggists, 89%, among 
hardware, dealers*, 68%, among va¬ 
riety stores, 75% and. on a total 
basis, 79%-felt tv Was the greatest 
pre-selling aid. Asked to imagine 

[themselves in the role of a nation¬ 
al advertiser and to diyide $1,000,- 
000 among the major media, the 
weighted average apportioned 
$508,000 to television, newspapers 
came next with only $198,000. 
Druggists were highest on tv, ap- 
portionm^jy^OpO lo^tibe medium. 
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Stars for Blurbs Cost Little More 
Several weeks ago, Variety noted the rise in use. of name per¬ 

formers in tv and, particularly, in tv film commercials. As both 
sides to the negotiations for a new codified contract for filmed com¬ 
mercials prepare their .briefs, the reasons for the switch from “no 
names” to “big names” became increasingly apparent. 

§ince unknowns—a large number of whom make their living 
almost entirely out of acting in commercials—can and dp earn 
sums as high as. $15,000. for one or two blurbs by means of resi¬ 
dual payments, agencies have adopted the attitude that they might 
as well pay a couple of thousand more on a flat fee to a bigtimer. 
That way, they believe, they get more impact out of the commer¬ 
cial, avoid intricate bookkeeping standards and are able to capi¬ 
talize on publicity resulting from using names. 

. Though it has not been'verified by any agencies., there is ample 
talk that stars are offered sometimes as much as $25,000 for un¬ 
limited use of a blurb in which they appear. 

Incidentally, James Daly, on behalf of Camel cigarets, is among 
the latest of name performers to add himself to the pitchman 

r°There is evidence that another trend in commercials is making 
itself felt. Because residuals eat up so much of a commercial film 
budget, agencies are beginning to cut down on the number of per¬ 
formers they use in each one, Barely, it is cpntended, will anyone 
see more than three actors in a blurb, whereas once small armies 
of performers were used._ ' . 

Hackett’s Can t Sell ’Em Without 
A Pilot’; 5 New Ones in Preparation 

Official Films, with three series+ 
currently making the syndication 
rounds, expects to come in with 
five- pilots for national sale next 
season, about the same number as 
last year, despite the fact that Offi¬ 
cial; like so many other syndicators, 
failed to land a network berth the 
past selling season with pilots. 

Feeling at Official, as outlined by 
prexy Hal Hackett, is that you 
can*t sell a telefilm show without 
a pilot. There is not an advertiser 
around who will plunk down about 
a $1,500,000 for a series on the 
basis of a presentation. 

Hackett also skeptically views so- 
called policies of intensive'talks 
with advertisers and agencies be¬ 
fore going ahead with pilot produc¬ 
tion. ' His contention is that spon¬ 
sors and agenciejs are too busy 
watching the successes of the cur¬ 
rent season, looking for a carbon 
copy for the next season, only to 
find, that everyone and bis uncle 
has the same “carbon copy” men¬ 
tality in the biz and there’s a slew 
of sfiows in the same category, the 
stampede of the westerns this sea¬ 
son for example. Then, "there’s no 
assurance that once an advertiser 
or sponsor expresses interest iff a 
series, he will follow through with 
an order once the pilot is made. 

Making a sale directly to a net¬ 
work is possible without pilots, as 
evidenced by some of MCA’s long 
list -of shows it delivered this cur¬ 
rent season to NBC-TV. 

Of the five shows for national 
sale", one will be “The Adventures 
of the Invisible Man,” based on 

(Continued on page 55) 

Live Shows, Too, 
For NTA Network 

Boston, Oct 1. 
The NTA Film Network, hither¬ 

to exclusively devoted to film pro¬ 
gramming, will offer “live” shows 
to advertisers on regional and na¬ 
tional hookups using coaxial cable 
facilities, BaymondE. Nelson, Sv.p. 
and general manager of the net,, 
told a luncheon meeting of the Bos¬ 
ton Advertising Club. 

He said that “shortly after the 
first of the year, the word ‘film’ 
will disappear from the network’s 
name, - It will be known as the 
NTA Network.” Nelson did not 
go into the area of possible “live" 
programming, but it’s known that 
one major impetus stems from 
NTA’s move into the/station own¬ 
ership field, already having ac¬ 
quired KMGM-TV, ^Minneapolis, 
and still' in negotiitions for WATV, 
headquartered in Newark, but cov¬ 
ering the New York market. NTA 
Film Network is jointly owned by 
20tb-Fox and . NTA, With the. 
projected possibility of NTA ac¬ 
quiring a full complement Of five 
*V’s, the advance of the net into the 

(Continued on page 55) 

OF, Ups Stan Smith 
Stan Smith has been appointed 

to the newly-created post of sales 
manager of Official Films, report¬ 
ing to Bay Junkin, v.p. and direc¬ 
tor of sales. 

Smith, who formerly had been 
senior account exec at N.Y., joined 
Official in 1955, following a tenure 
as eastern sales manager of the 
American Broadcasting Co.’s tv | 
network. i 

Canadian Actors, 

Boom in Vidfilm 
Ottawa, Oct. 1. 

Zooming tv-film production, is 

hatching a boom for Canadian ac¬ 

tors and -technicians. 
Crawley Films Ltd. here, 

Canada’s largest commercial film 
producer, has teamed up with John 
G. McConnell of Montreal, pub¬ 
lisher of Weekend Magazine, and 
with Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 
to make a 39-part true-adventure 
tv-film series on Koyal Canadian 
Mounted Police. It’s based on ar¬ 
ticles by Alan Phillips; Ottawa free¬ 
lance, in Maclean’s Magazine, later 
published as. a book. Material, was 
drawn from BCMP files. Series is 
budgeted.at $1*500,000, with about 
$40,000 for each stanza; 

Starting shooting this week at 
Lac la Bonge in northern Saskatch¬ 
ewan is Ottawa-horn Jack Bordley 
on “Bush Pilot5’ pilot. He’s produc¬ 
ing and" directing from his. own 
script, but will use another scripter 

(Continued on page 55) 

WBC's Math-Can-Be-Fun 
Series a la Marionettes 

Westinghouse Broadcasting has 
produced an educational film series 
on mathematics, titled “Adventures 
in Number and Space.” , . 

Series, conceived by WBC, which 
is concerned about the need for 
more scientists, mathematicians 
and engineers, will star Bil Baird 
and his marionettes. It was made 
with the cooperation of the Depart¬ 
ment of Mathematics, Teachers 
College, Columbia IT. Though basic¬ 
ally aimed at the junior high school 
level, series of nine half-hour pro¬ 
grams has adult appeal as well. It 
will be shown, beginning early in 
November on WBC's five .o&o’s. If 
also will be made available to a 
yet-unannoilnced • New York Sta¬ 
tion. Additionally, the series will 
be made available. free to educa¬ 
tional tv stations, and later to claSs- 
Tooms throughout U. S. 

SG. OFFICIAL 
INCEPT ‘WHEEL' 

Competitive situation in New 

York and Los Angeles for syndi- 

Down With Producers, Agencies 
. For New Contract on Film Cora ls 

cated properties has been one of j 

the major spokes in a growing al¬ 
liance wheel of indies and non- 
competing station groups. 

This wheel, brought into func¬ 
tion by Screen Gems, and later 
greased by Official Films, ’has all 
the characteristics of moving to 
broader horizons, partially under¬ 
writing properties, not so much for 
investment reasons, but for other 
motivations. How far the loosely 
knit association of KTTV, L-A.. 
WPIX, N.Y., Westinghouse and 
Storer will go depends on the par¬ 
ticipants, but as one syndicator ac¬ 
knowledged the group has enough 
large markets to bring out most 
any telefilm property. They could 
be the Vitapix that never was rea- 
lizedr 

When Screen Gems , invited and 
got WPIX, N.Y., KTTV, L.A., and 
four Westinghouse stations to join 
in the financing of “Casey Jones” 
last summer they started some¬ 
thing. Soon afterwards, the same 
stations, joined by others, made a 
similar co-financing deal with Of¬ 
ficial Films on “Decoy,” now sold 
in about 30 markets. Details of the 
“Deeoy” deal and the participants, 
as ascertained by Variety, are out¬ 
lined for the first time later in this 
.story. 

But some of the factors motivat¬ 
ing the “Decoy” deal are a key to 
the current situation in the two 
prime seven-station markets. Hep¬ 
ped in New York and Los Angeles 
are the o&o’s of BKO Teleradio 
and DuMont. If BKO Teleradio 

’ buys for its five o&o’s, as it did on 
the Mickey Spillane project, what 
chance has an indie such as WPIX 
against such group buying, unless 
it joins with other indies and 
groups. The same holds true of 
KTTV, buying, for example, 
against KTLA, one of three Du¬ 
Mont o&o’s. 

In juggling comparative buying 
strengths, KTTV and WPIX, in or¬ 
der to maintain their positions in 
the market, out of necessity made 
an 'alliance, getting in Westing- 

(Continued on page 54) 

WCAU’s Big Promotional 
Hoopla to Tee Off New 

Season’s Vidpix Entries 
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. 

WCAU-TV is “going all out” in 
promoting the season’s new shows. 
A special four-man unit has been 
assigned to pre-condition audi¬ 
ences, clients and agencies. 

Tieups with local and national 
organizations, such as the .U.S. 
Coast Guard and the Phila, Harbor 
Police have been made to hypo 
the “Harbor Command” series. 
Presentation of the historical nov¬ 
el, “Gray-Ghost and Bebel Haid¬ 
ers,” to. school librariesiwipi prtepi 
the “Gray Ghost” films,* 
Shirley Temple “Ipok-alike” ? con-* 
test is being staged for ikSr-^Shirley 
Temple Holiday Speckl”. 

Trade mailings to agencies arid 
clients, are given special treat¬ 
ment;" A' prescription blank sug¬ 
gesting weekly visits, to “Frontier 
Doctor,” at Channel 10, plugs the 
syndicated series; and to herald its 
late night “Shock Theatre”, 
WCAU-TV is sending out tranquil¬ 
izer pills. Two Frankenstein char¬ 
acters will drive through center 
city in peak traffic hours remind¬ 
ing motorists to drive carefully in 
order to arrive home safely for 
“Shock” viewing. “Charlie Chan” 
is plugged by placards on a rick¬ 
shaw drawn through city streets. 

Station is giving allout effort in 
exploitation through newspaper, 
TV Guide and trade journal ads, 
on-the-air buildups and sales meet¬ 
ings with clients and personnel* 

Other TV-Fitm News 
On Page SO 

Boo 
Screen Gems and WABC- 

TV, N. Y., one of its clients 
for the “Shock” package of 52 
horror features, are promoting 
the series with a vengeance. 
Between them, they've got no 
less than three Frankenstein 
monsters and one “Vampira” 
out on the streets of N. Y. this 
week. * 

Screen Gems has one mon¬ 
ster and the Vampira character 
out in a horse-drawn hearse 
patrolling the Times Sq.-Madi- 
son Ave. orbit, and a second 
monster up at Yankee Stadium* 
as the first customer in line 
for World Series ducats. 
WABC-TV has another mon¬ 
ster visiting timebuyers and 
leaving shrunken heads as a 
memento. 

Film Producers 

The “Grover Whalen of New! 
York show biz” has a good chance 
of being named before the turn ofi 
the year. Along with the appoint-] 
ment of an all-industry coordinator 
and gladhander, sources in N.Y. 
foresee acceptance by Mayor 
Bobert F. Wagner of most of the re¬ 
quests made by the Film Producers 
Assn, to lessen the pressures on 
Gotham celluloid production. 

The past summer the matter wasj 
brought before Wagner, who turned I 
it over for investigation to Leo] 
Larkin, N.Y.C.’s acting Corporation] 
Counsel. It has been reported that] 
Larkin, who temporarily turned his' 
attention to the various plans for 
retention of the Brcoklyn Dodgers, 
went back to work on the FPA pro¬ 
posals and is about ready to submit; 
his report to Wagner for final ap¬ 
proval. Larkin is said to be ready 
to embrace the large iriajority ofi 
proposals made. They include;] 
wider latitude in location shooting,! 
alleviation of “exhorbitant” fees; 
charged by the Park Department 
for the Tight to photograph in the 
parks, relaxation of the current 
fire, laws, simplification in use of 
minors as actors,, clarification and 
alleviation of the city.sales tax and! 
further exploration with the tv] 
webs of the possibility of a Gotham 
tv centre. 

The coordinator or commissioner, 
it was suggested by FPA, would be 
empowered* to-handle permits for; 
lensing in thfe‘ City, to issue wox*k 
permits-'and’rict as liaison with the 
police, Building and Planning De¬ 
partments. He would also do every¬ 
thing in -his power to encourage 
financial interests to set up enter¬ 
tainment shop in New York. 

Three or four city notables were 
reportedly approached tentatively 
for the job by tbe city. 

" On Spillane Series 
Location and exterior shooting 

on MCA TV’s “Mickey Spillane’s 
Mike Hammer” has begun in New. 
York under the directorial aegis 
of Dick Irving. 

Irving, following the completion 
of location shooting, will take his 
unit to the Coast, where filming of 

■ the skein, starring Darren Mc- 
"Gavin, will get underway at Bevue 
Studios Oct. 14. Series is expected 
to be available for regional and lo¬ 
cal sponsorship early in 1958. It 
has already been purchased by! 
BKO Teleradio’s five o&o’s in New 
York. Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston 
and Memphis, as well as a number 

l of other stations. i 

► Negotiations between Screen Ac¬ 
tors Guild and producers and ad¬ 
vertising agencies for a new filmed 
commercials contract begin in Jan., 
1958. The dickers, for which both 
sides are now carefully preparing, 
stand to overshadowboth in intensi¬ 
ty and importance the ones that 
took place last year between the 
American Federation of Television 
& Badio Artists and broadcasters 
in radio and live television. 

There is particular dissatisfac¬ 
tion among telefilm producers over 
the codified contract for filmed 
commercials signed in 1955. * It’s 
a feeling shared by several agen¬ 
cies, and it stems almost entirely 
from tiie residual payments being 
made to SAG members who make 
commercials. Feeling is that the 
contract simply gives actors an 
earning potential that may perhaps 
be disproportionate with the 
amount of work they do. 

It is true that there have been 
instances where performers have 
made $5,000 to $15,000 a year or 
more, as the singular result of one 
or two days’ work, perhaps during 
which one, two or three commer¬ 
cials were made by them. The ex¬ 
tent of their earnings depends on 
how much re-use agencies make of 
their blurbs. 

Because of this situation, the ne¬ 
gotiation of the clauses that affect 
use of commercials as national, re¬ 
gional or local spots is expected 
to be the most difficult. Spot 
blurbs tend to get vastly more use 
than those made for network pro- 

; grams; hence, have a greater earn¬ 
ing potential. Moreover, spot 
campaigns have accelerated rapidly 
since 1955. 

A longrange problem has been 
posed for producers, not only com¬ 
mercial producers and agencies, 
but makers of telefilm programs. 
The more successful SAG is in re¬ 
negotiating the codified filmed 
commercial agreement, the more 
chance is held that it may cause 
a chain reaction among guilds and 

[ unions who presently don’t have 
[ any residual agreements with their 
[ (Continued on page 54) 

Doable Exposure’ 
Loot for WOR-TV 

With “Million Dollar Mtfvle^-vir- 
tually SBO, WOH-TV, N. Y., is 
going after and getting some of 
that “double exposure” business 
which in the past season was com¬ 
pletely dominated by indie com¬ 
petitor WPIX. 

“Harbor Command,” the Ziv 
showr bought by the station, will 
get a twin ride with Nucoa mayon¬ 
naise sponsoring it on WABC-TV 
Friday evenings, with WOE-TV 
following on the same skein Thurs¬ 
day evenings at 9 p.m., beginning 
Oct. 17. Station also is dickering 
with another double exposure 
client on “State Trooper,” one of 
a number of skeins slated for the 
9 to 10 p.m. tinie period, between 
showings of “MDM.” 

Station’s feature showcase 
“MDM,” telecast 16 times per 
week, in the evenings from 7:30 to 
9 and 10 to 11:30 p.m., now has 
been packaged to accommodate 10 
sponsors weekly, one more than in 
previous years. Stretching the pos¬ 
sible sponsor coin was engineered 
via the elimination of the trailer 
for the upcoming. week’s feature. 
Trailer now is used but after the 
“MDM” program. 

The nine out of the 10 possible 
sponsors inked for “MDM” include: 
Best Foods for two participations. 
New York Telephone Co., Sunshine 
Biscuit, Hit Parade Cigarets, 
Welch’s Gtape Juice, Bobert Hall, 
Ballantine Beer, and Bival Dog 

, Food. It’s the third year for Best 
Foods and Sunshine on the feature 
showcase; Welch’s and Bobert Hall 
being new. 
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Decrease in live Drama Impedes 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Decrease of live dramatic tv 

shows could impede the introduc¬ 
tion of exciting new writing tal¬ 
ent, according to director Vincent 
Donehue. Donehue, director of 
current Mary Martin-John Raitt 
“Annie Get Your Gun’' company 
In Frisco—next slated for the L. A. 
Civic Light Opera season’s closer 
—and its subsequent NBC-TV spec 
Nov. 28, 'declared the demise of 
three of the top live tv shows 
(Alcoa - Goodyear, Kaiser Alumi¬ 
num and Producer’s Showcase) 
will cut off the source of numer¬ 
ous fine playwrights and screen 
writers. 

“The Chayefskys, Footes, Elli¬ 
otts, Shaws, Roses, Serlings and 
many others of the best writing 
talent of our day were developed 
by these shows,” he said. “The 
hour live shows demanded top 
scripting; it uncovered scores of 
important new creative dramatists. 

“Now, with half of the important 
programs of this type off the air, 
the quality writer will have very 
little opportunity for developing 
and experimenting, learning a 
craft, and showcasing his work. 
There is little doubt that the writ¬ 
ing demands of tv films are not to 
be compared with those of the live 
shows. The former type of pro¬ 
gram demands technique but very 
little art. 

“Few important writing talents 
ever have been uncovered in the 
tv film field, and with demands for 
action subjects such as they are, it 
Is unlikely that many will be dis¬ 
covered in the near future.” 

Television, according to the FCC, 
“belongs to the people.” If this 
Is so, Donehue declared, it is in¬ 
cumbent upon the networks not to 
•hut off the source of supply for 
Its talent. The sponsor, he thinks, 
although of utmost importance, 
•hould not dictate to the extent 
that quality material on the tv 
icreen may be endangered seri- 
ausly. 

In the so-termed “special” tele¬ 
casts such as “Playhouse 90,” the 
NBC spectaculars, etc., Donehue 
believes audiences will still enjoy 
first-rate writing. “Yet,” he said, 
“most of this material will emerge 
from established writers and these 
•hows certainly wilfr not be em- f>loyed to build up new talent of 
his sort.” 

M’WAUKEE TV GRABS 
SOME SERIES LOOT 

Milwaukee, Oct. 1. 
Nothing sells as well in Mil¬ 

waukee today as the Braves, and 
the tv stations here are dollying in 
for a slice of the pre-WOrld Series 
pickins. WTMJ-TV scooped the 
town last Saturday (28) by grab¬ 
bing Braves manager Fred Haney 
and Leo Durocher in an interview 
sesh for which Schlitz beer picked 
lip the tab. Following night came 
the official city celebration, which 
began with a televised clambake 
for the baseball team on WITI, 
Epic and Span footing the program 
costs for the speQjal. 

Tonight (Tues.) is the big night, 
ABC-TV, whose camera crews have 
been shooting here all week, is 
beaming an hourlong World Series 
preview at 8 p.m. And locally, 
Miller Brewing Co. has a one-hour 
film salute to the team on WTMJ, 
while Nelson Bros, is presenting a 
60-minute live and film show on 
WlTI. 

New Sat. TV Quizzer 
On Tap for Brasselle 

A sleeper from the Frank Cooper 
Office will become the ABC- 
TV Saturday at 7:30 entry as of 
Oct. 12. As a result, the network 
has decided to put the Dick Clark 
musical show that it had tentative¬ 
ly slotted at that time into the 
Monday 7:30 anchorage. 

Keefe Brasselle, who was in 
line to emcee the aborted daytime 
strip “Lady Luck” for Walt Fra¬ 
mer on ABC, has Instead become Sie quizmaster on the new Satur- 

ay half-hour being produced by 
Cooper, It Is called “Keep It in 
the Family.” 

Clark, who fronts the daily 
“American Bandstand” for teeners 
pver ABC, will preserve generally 
the same format in his Monday 
Sight 30-ininuter, which has no 
name as yet. Preem date is not 
let either,' 

i--*- 

CBS Radio Lops Off 
'Workshop/ ‘Indictment’ 

Two of CBS Radio’s major pres¬ 
tige shows, “The CBS Radio Work¬ 
shop” and “Indictment,” were 
quietly dropped over the weekend. 
Decision to drop the programs 
was cued by 'scheduling problems 
on Sunday afternoons, and the web 
hopes to restore the programs to 
the lineup in the future. 

“Workshop,” revived in January 
of 1956 after several years on the 
shelf, was dropped because Lon- 
gines-Wittnauer extended its 
“Symphonette” to a full 55 minutes 
at 2:05. Philharmonic-Symphony 
broadcast was then moved up to 3 
to 4:30 p.m., taking over the 4-4:30 
"Workshop” time. As for “Indict¬ 
ment,” the Eleazar Lipsky-Nathan 
Kroll package, it was moved out of 
5:05-5:30 to make way for "Johnny 
Dollar” shifted from another time 
to make way for the fall slotting of 
“Sez Who?” 

TV for Wales To 
Bow on Dec. 17 

London, Oct. 1. 
Britain’s latest commercial tv 

outlet, which will cover Wales and 
the West of England, is skedded 
to go on the air on Dec. 17. This 
Will be the sijcth transmitter in 
operation on the new web and will 
be followed next summer with the 
opening of a further station in the 
Isle of Wight. 

The new Welsh operating is being 
undertaken by a company known 
as TWW (Television Wales and the 
West) of which M. Chapman-Walk¬ 
er is managing director. Bryan 
Michie, until recently with the 
Hylton Organization, has joined 
the outfit as program controller. 

Recently, TWW made a deal 
with Granada-TV, whereby the new 
station will take a substantial pro¬ 
portion of programs which-go out 
normally in the northern areas. 
This is the first time in Britain 
that two provincial programmers 

I have combined in this way. 
1 Like the recently inaugurated 
Scottish outlet, TWW will operate 
on a seven-day week basis and 
anticipates being on the air about 
50 hours a week. At least seven- 
and-a-half hours programming time 
will be of local origination, either 
filmed or live. 

Of the 500,000 receivers ex¬ 
pected to be in the area by the 
end of November, at least 70% 
will be able to receive both BBC 
and commercial programs. They 
anticipate a viewership of well 
over a million within a few months. 
Advertising rates, which, of course, 
are based on audience potential, 
will be $616 per minute for "peak 
viewing periods and down to $22.40 

| for five-second flashes. 

Pitt’s ‘Amateur Hour’ 
Folds After 7 Years 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1. 
City’s oldest continuous spon¬ 

sored tv show, the Wllkens Jewelry 
Co.’s “Amateur Hour,” which has 
been on the air every Sunday for 
seven years barring usual summer 
layoffs, isn’t going back on this 
season. Program started on WDTV 
when it was DuMont-owned and 
continued on station after it was 
taken over by Westinghouse and 
became KDKA-TV. 

“Amateur Hour” had a regular 
6-7 p, m. spot through that entire 
period but when KDKA-TV became 
a basic CBS affiliate on Sept 1, 
Wilkens people were offered a dif¬ 
ferent time slot an hour earlier. 
Problems of sufficient rehearsal 
time and other complicated matters 
caused an impasse between hank- 
roller and station, however, and 
when they became irreconcilable, 
Lew Silberman, head of Wilkens 
and longtime watchdog of “Ama¬ 
teur Hour,” decided to pull out 

San Francisco—George B. Hager 
has been appointed an account 
exec in the San Francisco office of 
John Blair & Co. Hager comes to 

I Blair from the sales staff of the 
American Can Co.’s Pacific di¬ 
vision. 

Lotsa Kaycee Grid 
Kansas City, Oct, 1* 

Big Eight football. will receive 
more television coverage this sea¬ 
son than ever before here. A sche¬ 
dule of four games is being made 
available to advertisers by KMBC- 
TV (9) for the first time locally. 

Schedule tentatively is to begin 
with Kansas playing Iowa State at 
nearby Lawrence, Kans., Oct. 12, 
and other games being considered 
include Oklahoma vs. Colorado 
from Norman, Okla., Nebraska vs. 
Iowa State from Ames and Missou¬ 
ri vs. Kansas from Lawrence. 

Station is offering the four games 
at $5,500 per tussle, and is also 
cutting them up at $3,000 per-half 
and $1,650 per quarter, plus a num¬ 
ber of spots and pre-game and 
post-game special segments. NCAA 
national football schedule comes 
in here via WDAF-TV. Sunday pro- 
games are being offered on KCMO- 
TV. 

Radio, too, is having a big fling 
at football; 

Atlanta Edoc’l TV’er 
To Preem This Month; 

51 Schools Enlisted 
Atlanta, Oct. 1 

WETV, Atlanta’s educational tel¬ 
evision station, is scheduled to go 
on the air in late October. That’s 
the word from Dr. Kenneth Wil¬ 
liams, deputy superintendent of 
schools, who said that 40 elemen¬ 
tary schools and 11 high schools 
will begin receiving classroom 
training via tv when station goes 
into action. 

Station, one of first in nation to 
be owned and operated by a school 
system, Will operate on ultra-high 
frequency Channel 30. 

There is a comparatively small 
number of sets in Atlanta with 
UHF adapters, which go back to 
the abortive attempt that get 
WQXI-TV into competition with 
Atlanta’s three VHF mills, WSB- 
TV (NBC), WLW-A (ABC) and 
WAGA-TV (CBS) the UHF mill 
lasted little more than six months 
before project was abandoned. 
Honie Viewers with adapted sets 
will be able to “go to school” With 
their kids. 

When Channel .30 gets to work 
WETV will begin broadcasting on 
a weekly schedule which will be 
followed through the first year of 
operation. Included will be high 
school classes in physics, three 
periods per week; health science, 
two days per week; general science, 
four days a week; and American 
history, four days a week. 

NEW ADV. AGENCY TO 
BYPASS 15% SYSTEM 

A new agency,. Smith & Dorian 
Inc., opened its doors this* week 
operating under a compensation 
plan which bypasses the 15% 
commission system. Heading up 
the combine are Ron T. Smith, for¬ 
merly of J. Walter Thompson, and 
Marc Dorian, art director to sever¬ 
al agencies. 

New agency is gearing itself to 
handle clients in the $250,000 and 
under budget range. Present plans 
call for media commissions ac¬ 
cruing from advertisers to be de¬ 
posited in a client “creative credit 
account.” The agencies services 
are provided on a fee basis and 
are charged against the client’s 
account. 

WGN ‘Streamlines’ TV 
Live & Film Rate Card 

Chicago, Oct. I. 
The indie WGN-TV here has is¬ 

sued what it terms a “streamlined” 
rate card today (1) concurrently 
with its announcement of its new 
fall programming. While there’s 
to be no change in. the station’s 
basic rate structure, new card is 
eliminating a difference between 
basic rate for life and film (or re¬ 
mote) programs with the live pro¬ 
gram rate of $1,800 per hour basic 
prevailing for all. 

Station has also revised its time 
period classifications on the . new 
card. Class A time was shortened 
to 8-10 p.m. daily instead of 8-11. 
Class B is from 10-11:30 p.m. every 
day (previously Sunday 5-8 p.m. 
and 6-8 p.m. all other days), and 
Class C has been designated from 
6-8 p.m. every day from what had 
been a more complicated break¬ 
down. Newly designated Class D 
prevails at all other times. - - - 
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jj TV-Radio Production Centres f 
IN NEW YORK CITY ... 

NBC exec v.p. Bob Kintner and programming veep Bob Lewine on 
the Coast during the past week for huddles with Alan Livingston,, 
Coast programming v.p. . . . WRCA & WRCA-TV special events man* 
ager AI Perlmutter off to Greece and the French Riviera for 10 days to 
shoot special footage for the station’s “Sunday Schedule” show . . . 
Chet Hagan, NBC news central division manager, in N.Y. to start pro¬ 
duction work on “Projection ’58,” the web’s year end wrapup, with 
Dick Applegate taking over in Chicago as acting manager for the cen¬ 
tral division .... Dorothy Collins commuting from Boston, where she’s 
appearing at Blinstrub’s, for rehearsals of “Who’s Earnest,” the musi¬ 
cal adaptation of “Importance of Being Earnest,” on U.S. Steel Hour 
Oct. 9, in which she co-stars with Edward Mulhare. She’ll also do a be- 
tween-rehearsals appearance on “Wbolworth Hour” on CBS Radio Oct. 
6, and after the Steel show/ she planes to the Coast for a date at the 
Coconut Grove . . . CBS Radio press information director Charles . 
Steinberg giving a course on “The Communication Arts in the Modem 
World” at New York U. . . . Peter Lassally, producer of NBC's “Night- 
line,” to Greece and France for 10 days to tape features for the radio 
show ... Kenny Delmar guests on the CBS Radio Robert Q. Lewis show 
Friday (4) ... Tony Marvin, longtime Arthur Godfrey announcer, has 
cut a new record, “Words and Music of Love,” on the Zodiac label, 
with Lee Erwin backing on organ , . . Denise Lor will be out of the 
Garry Moore show for two weeks beginning Oct. 28 while she does 
nitery dates in Ohio and Illinois, with Sandy Stewart filling in on the 
CBS-TVer . . . Kayes, Madden & Jones agency added three staffers to 
their expanding New York office, E. U.(Bud) Gall an os, account .exec; 
Jack Stanley, copywriter and Arthur Hemstead, in the media depart¬ 
ment . . . Marvin Josephson, prez of Broadcast Management, named as 
his special television rep by Sammy Kaye . . . Mort Reiner, formerly 
chief timebuyer at Product Services agency, appointed tv and radio 
director at Glamonene Inc., one of the PS accounts . . . Martha Wright 
appearing at a Meyher-for-Govemor dinner-rally Oct. 6 at the Gold¬ 
man Hotel in West Orange, N.J. . . . Milton Kaye, Lanhy Ross’ accom¬ 
panist on WCBS, returned to New York U. for a doctorate in music. 
He wailts to teach . .. William Wylie upped from radio-tv account exec 
to associate director in the program services division, at McCann- 
Erickson . . . Johnny Pideo and His Harmonica Gang guest on the * 
Steve Allen show Sunday (6) . . . WCBS’ Jack Sterling took first place 
in talent division of the TV Guide golf tourney in Philadelphia last 
week . . . Barbara Lea, back from a two-week singing cruise of the 
Carribbean, guests on Joe Franklin show Oct. 7 and 8, then into rehears¬ 
al for a Hotpoint industrial show in Chicago later in the month. 

John Wingate, interviewer on WABD’s “Night Beat” is collaborating 
with Boh Downey, the host of Number One Fifth Avenue, on a histori¬ 
cal tome of the pub, now celebrating its 30th anni . . . Gene Klavan, 
of WNEW’S Klavan & Finch team, is drafting c script, titled “The 
Purple Cow,” a satirization of the world of tv-commercials and ad 
agencies . . . Mutual’s “Family Theatre” kicks off its fall schedule to¬ 
day (Wed.) with an adaptation of a Robert Louis Stevenson story “Lodg¬ 
ing for the Night.” . . . Climaxing its regular season telecasts of the 
1957 Yankee baseball schedule, WPEX will bring its viewers all of the 
World Series games from Yankee Stadium and County Stadium, Mil¬ 
waukee. Beginning today (Wed.), WPIX will he “fed” the games by 
NBC-TV’s nationwide hookup, the only other tv station in the N.Y. 
area to carry the series by virtue of its deal with the Yankees . , . 
American Research Bureau headquarters has moyed from Fifth Ave- 
nue to Park Avenue ... 
... Julian LesSer, producer Of ABC's “Bold Journey,” in town til 

Friday (4) to straighten out- details on new telefilm package he has in 
mind . . . Lili St Cyr is. griddle guesting on Mike Wallace’s ABC-TV 
inquisition Sat. (5) . . . Sammy Davis Jr. likewise on the. receiving end 
of “Entertainment Press Conference” on WABD tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . 
James Fuller to American Broadcasting Network from CBS Radio as 
salesman .. . Lou Frankel adds Gotham indie WMCA to his list , of pub¬ 
licity clients . . . George Ettinger of CBS Press off on an 11-day Tren- 
dex City tour catching up with the press boys . . . Steve Allen liked 
the job Hal Goodman and Larry Kline did for the Sept. 22 all-star pre¬ 
view show from the Coast so he's brought them east Is permanent ad¬ 
ditions to the writing staff under Leonard Stem . . , Katz reppery an¬ 
nounces addition of Clifford Hahne to the radio sales staff in Dallas, 
and Andrew X. Leach to the television sales staff in New York. 

Johnny Friedkin, ex-Young & Rubicam flack, now in partnership 
with indie pressagent Gabe Sumner . . . Vincent Barb! has a couple of 
telefilms coming, up on N.Y. channels, two “Captain Grief” films shot 
recently in Cuba, and over the past weekend, a “Captain Gallant” film 
shot in Morocco. He also guests on the Barry Gray show tonight (Wed.) 
. . . Anthony A. Cervini Jr. upped from service representative super¬ 
visor in NBC’s traffic department to a station contact rep in the web’s 
station relations department . . . Marvin Josephson’s Broadcast Man¬ 
agement firm has taken on representation of CBS newsman Douglas 
Edwards on the eve of latter’s opening tonight (Wed.) as regular host 
on “Armstrong Circle Theatre” . . . Maria Lang, formerly with Dis¬ 
tributors Corp. of America, joined Phil Cowan’s new indie flackery 
... Donn Penny, newcomer comedian, does a stint on “Tonight” to¬ 
morrow eve (Thurs.) . . . “Person to Person” coproducer Jesse Zous- 
mer and director Bob Sammon leave today (Wed.) for Little Rock for 
the Winthrop Rockefeller remote out of Wxnrpck Farm, and on his 
return. Sammon is due to address the Society of Motion Pictures & 
Television Engineers semiannual convention on the techniques of live 
remote “visits” on tv . . . Initial “Tune-up Time” program. Which is 
part of the .“Living Blackboard’s series, done in cooperation with the 
New York Board of Education, will be telecast on WPIX tomorrow 
(ThUrs.) morning. Program; produced by Ethel Burns, will feature city 
high school bands. 

Emilio Reyes orch, terper Chandra Kaly and singer Diane Adrian, 
are guesting on Friday’s (4) “fiesta Americana” on WABD . . . Over 
same tv station, “N.Y. Youth Forum” launches its sixth year Sunday 
(6); Dorothy Gordon moderates . . . Gen. Mark Clark and Cesar Romero 
inked by producer Sam Gallu as hosts for two ABC-TV “Navy Log” 
telefilms this season . . , Marguerite Piaak and Diay Dean guest on 
initial ABC-TV Guy Mitchell Monday (7) ,. . . WOV bought exclusive 
rights to the original Italo-American radio comedy “PasqUale C.O.D.” 
from Peter and Anthony Morici, for whose Contadina brand the stanza 
was produced some years ago; station simultaneously inked with actor- 
writer-producer Giulio Amauli, to continue doing show - . . Producer 
Ezra Stone would like the writer credits on the recent Ed Wynn trib¬ 
ute to officially read: Larry Gelbert, Charles Gaynor, Ezra Stone, with 
Robert Downing as researcher-writer. 

IN HOLLYWOOD . . . 
Robert Heller Associates has closed shop at CBS Television City so 

it shouldn’t be long now before a decision is made on the new con¬ 
struction, which was stopped after a start had keen made . . . Jerry 
Bowne, longtime producer for Horace Heidt, joined Ralph Edwards' 
“idea” staff . . . When word reached Walter Winchell that Lindy, tho 
N.Y. restaurateur, had died, he asked for one-minute of silence on the 
set where his ABC-TV “File” is being filmed ... Leo Guttman, ad chief 
for Ziv, looking in on the company’s shows .. . Bob Hope may also get 
into the western spoof by resurrecting his, English'cowboy, “Devon¬ 
shire Dan,” which served him well in vaude and radio. Hope tried to 
talk Jackie Gleason'into a guest shot but he demurred that CBS would 

(Continued on page 52) 1 
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Its Cocktail Time 
Television’s annual autumn party circuit, though diminished in 

Intensity frdm year* pot, is beginning to gather up steam. After 
a slow start (only real' party was CBS’ shindig at fanny’s Hide¬ 
away three weeks ago for ‘The Big Record”), past week has seen 
a slew of them, even with conflicts. 

The duplication occurs tonight (Wed.), when Danny Thomas 
holds forth on the preem of his show on CBS-TV at the Sherry- 
Netherlands, while Lennen It Newell gathers 'em in to meet the 
“Court of Last Resort'* people at “21,” On Monday (3d), American 
Women in Radio' It TV held their first meeting of the season at 
Toots Shor’s, with John Houseman telling them about his “Seven 
Lively Arts.” Yesterday (Tues.), CBS public affairs dept, screened 
its upcoming “The Twentieth Century” at the Waldorf. 

On Sunday (29), Ruth Hagy held a reception for India’s V. K. 
Krishna Menon at the studios following the telecast of her “Col¬ 
lege News Conference.” On Friday (27), NBC played host to Bob 
Cummings at the web’s private dining rooms. Day before, it was 

the champagne breakfast bit for CBS-^V’s “Leave It to Beaver 
entry. . _ 

ABC-TV’s Hideaway Theatre 
Patricia Munsel, Pat Boone Show* To Originate 

From Collapsible Studios 

ABC-TV, which wants a live au¬ 
dience for some of its New York 
emanations this season but faces 
a theatre shortage has developed 
a usable “tv theatre” for some¬ 
where under $5,000. Web has built 
a mobile seating unit-r-a “hide¬ 
away theatre,” they call it-r-for 
the. Pat Boone and Patrice Munsel 
shows that takes care of 300 pew- 
sters. . 

ABC has placed chairs on a 
telescoped platform, which can be. 
electrically opened up and operat¬ 
ing in the matter of an hour. The 
unit, when collapsed, takes up less 
space than threerrows of bleacher 
seats, and was designed to be 
rolled into Studio TV-2 at the 
main ABC plant. Web has gone so 
far in developing a real • theatre 
atmosphere that It built a simu¬ 
lated proscenium arch at the far 
end of TV-2, and the wall between 
TV-2 and^TV-1, two of the larger 
studios, in town, can be taken 
away, giving the audience the im¬ 
pression that TV-1 is nothing more 
than a giant stage. 

Only reason ABC does hot want 
to do either the Miss Munsel or 
the Boone -.shows in one of' its 
two theatres ( a third was turned 
over.to the radio network),.is that 
neither provides enough acting 
space. For that matter, few, if 
any theatres in town, are as well 
equipped technically as most reg¬ 
ular tv studios. Now, .ABC has 
enough room to stage a fullscale 
production and, at the same time, 
present it to a reasonably large 
live audience. The combined floor 
space of the two studios is 11,700 
feet, with inly a, relatively, small 
portion given- over toseating ar¬ 
rangements. 

The telescoped chairs, when 
opened, jrest on different levels to 
afford good views. When, not hi 
use, it is, the network claims, a 
simple matter to roll them into a 
tight storage space. ABC-TV di¬ 
rector James McNaughton design¬ 
ed the “theatre.” 

Spelling a Word Wrong 
On Tint TV .Can Be An 
. Expensive Proposition 

If color television—and color 
packaging—have their advantages, 
they also have their hazards. Take 
Sunbeam Corp., a. color sponsor 
(“Perry Como Show”), Which 
spends lotsa dough on color com¬ 
mercials and which also ^ manufac¬ 
tures some of its appliances in 
color.. 

One such color on the Sunbeam 
frypan line is turquoise, and somer 
body in Chicago goofed so that the 
word turquoise, featured promin¬ 
ently in the color film blurb, was 
mispelled. Sunbeam asked the Per- 
rin-Paus agency what could be done 
about it. P-P came up with the Idea 
of editing out the misspelled se¬ 
quence and substituting a 16-seccnd 
Rvq commercial on the Como show 
weekend before last (21), Client 
agreed, but the operation was an 
expensive one, requiring a basic 
crew, a studio, a Color camera, a 
director—and a few thousand 
bucks. 

Marts Exits Mutual 
Carroll H. Marts, v.p. in charge 

of Mutual’s midwest division, one 
of the last holdovers from the old 
RKO Teleradio regime, has re¬ 
signed. He has been replaced by 
Robert S. Jones, an account exec at 

| CBS Radio, who will assume the 
title of midwestem division man¬ 
ager. 

An addition to Mutual sports- 
casters is Tommy Henrich, former 
New York * Giants coach and 
broadcaster, who will do two 
sportscasts On Saturdays and two 
on Sundays. 

Chi Bank’s Series 

Chicago, Oct. 1. 

Chicago . Title and Trust Co. is 
essaying a series of spectaculars on 

a local level, preempting its own 

“Hour of Music” teleconcert of the 

Chi- Symphony Orch six times dur¬ 

ing the new season for special 
shows. The once-a-month specs 

on WGN-TV will-be devoted to 
Jazz, opera, folk .song and pops 
concert, with top names in each 
musical genre. 

The specials, it’s felt, will not 
only enhance the prestige of the 
six-year-old show but,, moreover, 
should call attention to it Never 
a high-rated stanza, the regular 
series of Chi Symphony telecasts 
is probably the most expensive live 
show in town currently. 

First of- the specials: will have: 
pianist Alec Templeton guesting 
with the Chi orch conducted by 
Dr. Fritz Reiner on Oct. 28. Duke 
Ellington and his orch will do. a 
jazz' concert on Nov. 25; Arthur 
Fiedler of the Boston “Pops” orch 
batons the Chicago Symphony on 
Dec. 17 ’ in popular classics, with 
Gloria Lind and Robert Sands as 
vocal Soloists; Mahalia Jackson, 
Richard Dyer-Beimett and the 
Weavers are set for a folk-song 
program on Jan. 13; Eugene Or- 
mandy of the Philadelphia orch 
takes over Reiner’s baton on Feb. 
18 with violinist Tossy Spivakovsky 
as soloist, and Frances Yeend, Re¬ 
gina Resnick and Brian^ Sullivan, 
among others, will participate in 
the opera concert on March 24. 

. How Names Are Born 
Hollywood. Oct. 1. 

New vocal-dancing group on 
NBG-TV ‘Tennessee Ernie Ford” 
show got new tag just three min¬ 
utes before curtain rang up on 
seasonal bow last Thursday^. 

Up till then, title was “The Tenn¬ 
esseans.” However, Ford overheard 
remark that group, largely re¬ 
cruited from former “Voices of 
Walter Schumann” troupe, were 
the ‘Top 20” in their field. Phrase 
stuck, and group was immediately 
dubbed ‘Top 20” for duration of 
season. 

Greensbpro, N. C., Oct. 1. 

A top executive of the R. J. 

Reynolds Co. asked the television 

industry at a meeting at Asheville 

to do something about the costs 

problems facing advertisers. 

Bowman Gray, of Winston-Salem, 
executive vice president of .the 

tobacco company, told radio and 

television station executives at a 

luncheon the only way he could see 
to preserve continuing efficiency in 
the medium was to hold the line on 
facilities cost. 

This, he said, was in view of con¬ 
tinuing rise in talent expenditures 
through escalation, competitive bid-, 
ding for properties and union in¬ 
creases. 

He said other major problems 
for tv advertisers are: Lack of flexi¬ 
bility arising from the recent trends 
towards longterm '‘commitments 
and firm programming. 

The luncheon was held during) 
the two-day Region II conference 
of the National Association of Radio 
and-Television Broadcasters. 

In reference to the longterm 
commitment, Gray said this, 
coupled with the-high stakes in¬ 
volved, Js discouraging many ad¬ 
vertisers from the use of tv, simply 
because they do not operate on 
margins which will accommodate 
such a gamble. 

“The high turnover and unprece¬ 
dented mortality in last season’s 
programming has had, I believe,’ 
he said, “an unfavorable effect on 
network sales.” His mortality refer-' 
ence was to network shows. 

In reference to film program¬ 
ming, he said Reynolds believes 
that with some notable exceptions, 
film provides better show Opportun¬ 
ities in quality and scope—but the 
economics of the film business is 
actually working a disadvantage to 
the tv industry. 

Kiddie Shows Blow Cold on Webs. 
But Mop(pet) Up on Local Stations 

Script to Scriptures 
Washington, Oct. 1. 

A former radio script writer 
who became a minister is now 
employed by the White House 
for drafting letters and 
speeches. He . is The Rev. 
Frederic Fox. who worked for 
ABC until World War II and 
later was pastor at First Con¬ 
gregational Church in Wil- 
liamstown. Mass. He joined 
the White House last year. 

Fox, according to the Wash¬ 
ington Religious Report (a 
newsletter) feels he still serves 
the church through his daily 
work. He. likes to preach 
“whenever the opportunity 
comes.” 

Sponsor Support 
In WCKY Strike 

American Federation of Televi¬ 
sion & Radio Artists has begun an 
all-out effort among New York ad¬ 
vertising agencies to gain support 
for its strike against WCKY. Cin¬ 
cinnati independent radio station. 
As a result, the Pontiac Division 

■ of General Motors, which sponsors 
1 the Mutual Broadcasting college 
j football “Game of the Week,” 
asked the network to find another 
Cincy station to carry last Satur¬ 
day’s (28) Purdue-Nojtre Dame 
game. 

But Saturday ayem, immediately 
before the. game, the sponsor de¬ 
cided to go ahead and use WCKY 
for coverage, after officially noti¬ 
fying the station it had been 
dropped. The sponsor and the web 
were unable to dear time else¬ 
where and the market coverage 
was essential. 

Mutual would not comment this 

It’s a lot Different To 
Trust Your Wife’in the 

Daytime Rian at Night 
James Morgan, who is producing 

“Do You Trust Your Wife?” form¬ 

erly a nighttime CBS-TV once-a- 

weeker and which began Monday 
(30) as a daytime strip on ABC- 

TV, had some attitudes about the 

different psychology of the daytime 

homescreener as opposed to those 
at night. His feelings, shared by 
his boss Dan Fedderson, brought 
about a taboo for the new daytime 
half-hour. 

Morgan said that, where the for¬ 
mer nighttime version sought 
name stars, e,g., Harry James and 
Betty Grable, the Cornell Wildes,. 
Corinne Calvet and John Brom-i 
field, the Buster Keatons, the ABC 
show will emphatically avoid the 
same pursuit. “The people who 
watch- daytime television,” the pro¬ 
ducer believed, “vicariously put 
themselves in place of the contest¬ 
ant and resent the intrusion ofrifig 
performers,, who have nothing in 
common with them. At night, as a 
family group, viewers are more 
concerned with ,being entertained, 
and putting oneself in the place of 
the contestant is no longer of such 
great importance.” 

Morgan indicated that nighttime 
once-weekly costs were higher than 
five-times a week ^during the pre- 
dark hours. “Wife” used to cost 
in the vicinity of $35,0^0 a week. 
The ABC strip costs about $25,000 
a week, though Morgan noted that 
at least part of the disparity was 
in the. added cost of filming the 
nighttime show. ABC’s version is 
live. 

He said that the pressures on 
selecting contestants are far 
greater for the new version simply 
because it Is on the air five days 
a week. Whereas before, he inter¬ 
viewed 30 couples to find three for 
each show, he now has to screen 
150 tO get 15. , 

Chicago. Oct. 1. 
As kiddie shows blow cold on 

the networks they’re blowing hot 
on the local scene, or at least that’s 
the case in the Windy City. Coin¬ 
cidentally as the moppet fare is 
being axed or pared down by the 
webs for lack of ratings or busi¬ 
ness or -both, the stations here are 
stocking up on them for just the 
opposite reasons. 

As a for instance, while ABC-TV 
has cut back “Mickey Mouse Club” 

-a half hour, the net’s local outlet, 
WBKB, is pondering the expansion 
of its daytime fare for the small 
fry by another full hour. And sim¬ 
ilarly, while CBS-TV has dropped 
“It’s a Hit” and has a pair of Satur¬ 
day availables in “Heckle and 
Jeckle” and “The Susan Show,” 
the Columbia station here, WBBM- 
TV, has a waiting list on Susan 
Heinkel’s local strip and has just 
recently expanded the Saturday 
“Little Show” to a full hour. 

Chi Tribune’s WGN-TV this fall 
has added to its already ample 
programming for the tricycle set 
by reviving Frances Norwich’s 
"Ding Dong School” and by cre¬ 
ating a 6-7 pan. daily tandem of 
adventure vidpix and Buss Bunny 
cartoons. NBC-TV’s WNBQ. with 
no kid stuff save what the network 
feeds on Saturdays, had long been 
planning a noontime strip around 
the Bugs Bunny ca$oons but lost 
the package to the indie. 

Sales and ratings alike are good 
on most of the local lowhead 
shows. "Ding Dong School.” back 
on the air only slightly more than 
a month, already is outclassing its 
competition in the 9 a.in. half hour 
by the latest Nielsen (Sept.', which 
gives the showr a 4.5. slightly bet¬ 
ter than Arlene Francis, Garry 
Moore or “Creative Cookery” in 
the time period. It’s averaging 
about 18 spots per week of 20 avail¬ 
able. WGN-TV’s "Lunchtime Lit¬ 
tle Theatre” is SRO with an 8.7 
Nielsen. At WBBM-TV, “Susan’s 
Show” can take 30 spots a week, 
and there’s a waiting list even week on whether it intended to , .. _ _ 

use WCKY for future games, but (though the tab per minute is more 
it did admit on Monday (30) that j than twice as high as any other 
it had not approached a replace- j kid show in town. The CBS sla- 
ment station. AFTRA-WCKY mat- \ tion gets about $275 for a one-min- 
ter was referred to by authorita¬ 
tive sources as “touchy.” 

AFTRA struck in late August, 
after negotiations with the indie, 
over establishment of a performer 
contract, broke down. WCKY fired 
seven of its 12 gabbers when they 
failed to show up for work during 

ute spot, while WGN-TV asks 
around $150 for “Little Theatre.” 

Mary Hartline’s new vehicle 
“Princess Mary’s Castle” at WBKB, 
has developed into a solid 9:30 a.in. 
click since its summer inception 
and is selling more than 60rV of its 
participations. Ratings too are 

the walkout. It hired seven new j holding up well, on some occasions 
broadcasters to take their place. 
Since then, "with the possibility of 
new talks a long way off, the union 
has approached as many agencies 
and sponsors as it could and asked 
them to pull WCKY-off the net¬ 
work and spot lists, AFTRA re¬ 
ports. 

The seven laid off were Rex 

beating out such formidable haus- 
frau competition as Arthur God¬ 
frey on CBS-TV, “Home” on NBC- 
TV, and Liberace on WGN-TV. 
Meanwhile, “Capt. Kangaroo” on 
the CBS net in the early morning 
continues to run sparsely spon¬ 
sored. Although “Mighty Mouse” 
and “Lone Ranger” are sold on 

Dale, Del Vina, Herb Ashford,; Saturdays, Columbia continues to 
Marty Roberts, Wayne Bell, Dick • look for comers for “Susan Show” 
Williams, Charley Wright and Gil = and an animated cartoon show. 
Shepherd. AFTRA had been dick- j (Continued on page 55« 
ering with the non-union outlet for! ’_____ 
fees on transcriptions, on personal | i 

bitrate any conflicts , nght to «-[Bud Yorkin Says Brit. 
Mutual signed WCKY to carry i 

the Pontiac games when its regular i 
affiliate, WLW, which it shares} 
with other webs, could not clear 
Saturday time. Mutual recently 
lost a full affiliation with WCPO. 

TY Lacks Creativity; 
’Resent’ U.S. Know-How 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Lack of creativity is stifling Brit- 

_ . 4ish television, producer - director 
Chas. Phillips Joins Bud Yorkin reported on his return 

TVo-rMTwATl in Minn,,* * from England, where he staged the rraiiuneli in IVliarni • first of a series of hour-long vari- 
Miami, Oct. 1. jety shows for Granada TV. “Real 

Charles H. Phillips, former exec: talent, writers, actors, don’t go into 
with the Ed Petry station rep out- j tv,” he said. “They have no ineen- 
fit and onetime sales manager of (live. Networks buy successful 
WOR, N.Y., has joined Niles Tram- 
mel’s WCKT as national sales man¬ 
ager. He’ll headquarter here. 
.Phillips exited Petry, where he 

was manager of sales development, 
couple of months back, at the 

same time that Tom Knode left 
the station rep firm as head of tv 
to return to NBC as a station re¬ 
lations veep. Phillips, prior to his 
WOR stint, was sales and station 
manager of WRCA, N.Y., and sales 
manager of WNBQ (now KYW), 
Cleveland. 

; and put them on American shows 
air.” 

Yorkin says British tv personnel 
resent American know-how, but 
found they must have it. Variety 
shows are about 10 years behind 
Yank video, but some things are 
better there; dramatic shows are 
of high quality, controversial sub¬ 
jects well handled in news tele¬ 
casts' technically British tv often 
surpasses the United States sinca 
they have a better picture and 

,, J equipment is very fine.” 
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IN MOMENTS OF HISTORY 

At nine p.m. on Tuesday, September 24, all three television.networks carried 

simultaneously President Eisenhower’s address on events in Little Rock. An 

estimated 30 million Americans watched him on NBC. NBC’s audience was 32% 

greater than the second network’s and 69% greater than the third network’s.* 

In the fifteen minutes following the President’s address, NBC news com¬ 

mentators did a special analysis of the integration crisis. Over 20 million 

people tuned in this program, more than watched the competing entertain¬ 

ment attractions on either of the other networks; 



VeJiwJm October 2» 1957 tfiRlETr ss 

Recently, a Capitol Hill poll t showed that more members of Congress watch 

NBC for news than any other network. The reason the nation’s law makers 

gave for this preference : NBC offers the most complete news coverage and, 

in Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, the most popular, most objective news 

commentators in network television. 

The nation turns first for news and coverage of great events to the network 

with the world's most comprehensive broadcast news organization. 

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY 
* 

♦Trendex Special Report tMade by Walter Getsort & Associates, July-August 1957 
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GEORGE GOBEL SHOW 
With Eddie Fisher^Noonan it Mar- [ OF .FATE 

LIGGETT & MYERS, RCA 
NBC-TV, from Burbank 

McCann-Erirkson, Kenyon 
Eckardt) 

George Gobel is back with a fan- 

f GOODYEAR THEATRE—A TURN f THE CALIFORNIANS 
j With Sean McCIory, Adam Ken- 

shall, Shirley Harmer, Barbara j With .Robert Ryan,. Beverly Gar-’ nedy, Nan Leslie, others 
Bostock, Jeff Donnell, John Scott j land, others i Producer: Robert Bassler 
Trotter, Vaughn Monroe, Fran Producer: Robert Fellows (Dayton Director: Hollingsworth Morse 
Allison, others i Prods.) Writer: Frederick Hazlitt Brennan 

Producer-Director: Alan Handley ; Director: Alvin Ganzer : 30 Mins., Tues., 10 p.m. 
Writers: Harry Winkler, Elon Pack- Wr'ter: Palmer Thompson (from T. SINGER SEWING 

ard, Jack Brooks, Milton .Rosen i E. Brooks story) NBC-TV (film) 
60 Mins., 6 p.m. (Alt. Tuesdays) 30 Mins., Mon., 9:30 p.m. ; lY Sr R) 

“ ~ ‘ ‘ GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER j Only eccentricities set the new 
NBC-TV (film) j telefilm series, “The Californians,” 

tY & R) J apart from the host of western ad- 
With the fadeout of the live . ventures on television today, And 

Goodyear-Aleoa 60-minute drama-j the eccentricities will merely help 
Wq" Hwp'pHv m »tic? as Jongtime ‘with pioneer-j it be beaten to a rapid demise by 

S^,0lffi£ Zrilt n I Predecessor Philco) Sunday night- j the ‘*$64,000 Question’^on €BS and 
' er. both sponsors switch to a half- | “West Point” on ABC. The new 

eues*sd corSinues d\\ith the same'hour on fiIm- to take up the fore- ; half-1-, —,-- - 
?tv^e th^ miT ]Vim into the UDDer ipart of the erstwhUe “Robert! Tuesday (24), had a San Fraricicso ’ 
bracked 1 PGobt-rs humor is ^ni ! Montgomery Presents” slot. Good-j locale, but that alone was not any- 
vrvA d»-v and insv tn takp S He’s !-vear incepted the new Monday se-; where near enough to offset ex- 

extrt*inciv entertaining Jjnt ‘ries with Alcoa rotatin- Format, \ cesses of violence in the Frederick 
backed* b- ewefur^n^aro-^and’' as announced, is suspense-adven-; Hazlitt Brennan script, “TheVigi- 
SSod uTitirff “ 1 P«P . ture-mystery with occasionally a ; lantes Begn” or the ineptitude of' 
goou \\ i mug. comedy, all under the subheading ; toothy lead Adam Kennedy or the j 

On his preem Gobel came(0£ Turn of Fate.” It’s out of i jerky, pretentious direction of Hol- 
up with a lot of good lines and a Dayton Productions, subsidiary, of ■ lingsworth Morse, 
gimmick v.mch enabled him to ;.4_star Films, with a quintet of ro-1 The D^cul'ar inmression was 
duccnil ,c‘ Sd^-itattng fronters in Robert Ryan,! 
treatment o' relor tcevee suiwevs * EaVid Niven Jane Powell, Charles tempting to build a classic. The 
Vnd i t?eatment of some ol \Boyer* Jack Lemmon* i speeches by the various players 
‘ - -- 1 Opener was a fairly dull, obvious j were delivered in a strangely dis- 

litlle so-called 
the technical aspects rarely dis¬ 
cussed cn comedy shows, did much 
to confuse the situation and pro¬ 
duce a lot of laughs which made 
the whole venture worthwhile. 

Although the entire layout ran at 
a healthy clip and carried a whole¬ 
sale supply of entertainment, 
Gobel erred in his failure to use 
his guests with more imagination, i look*’ film, dramas inundating tele- 
Eddie Fisher seemed to have got- ! ision . Trau 
ten lost on this session, but maybe 1 
Fishers saving his Sunday punch 

_ suspenser with'jointed fashion, much as if they 
Ryan as an amnesiac who thinks!were told they were reading from 
he’s a fugitive killer instead of the j Shakespeare. Program owner Lou 
prosecuting attorney he really is j Edelman. added his two farthings 
and Beverly Garland as the girl in | by hiring Harry Warren and Har- 
whose home he seeks shelter and ; old Adamson to compose a theme 
who falls for him right quick, j song that, as sung by the Ken Dar- 
There was nothing to separate this 
one from the multitude of “old 

for his own preem on his regular 
show which alternates with GobeL 

Team of Noonan & Marshall got 
off well with their satire on sur¬ 
veys. There were briefies by 
singer Shirley Harmer and dancer 
Barbara Bostock. Fred' MacJVlur- 
ray, got in a short bit with Gobel, 
but his magnum opus came as nar¬ 
rator on a burlesque of production 
numbers with Jeff Donnell as the 
singing principal. It was a well- 
built affair with a lot of wit. Miss 
Donnell, of course, is still doing 
the Alice-the-wife bit. As for the 
commercials, the RCA family 
seems to have a cast all its own 
with Fran Allison- and Vaughn 
Monroe doing the selling following 
a period of integration by Gobel et 
al. 

One of the net results of this lay* 
out was one that hinted that Gobel 
could carry a full hour by himself, 
which he almost did. With sharper 
pacing, he might have done it. 
(iobel is a stylized performer who 
doesn’t push hard for laughs, with 
results is that he’s pleasant and 
restful. Jose. 

.MICKEY MOUSE CLUB 
With Mouseketeers, Hardy Boys, 

others 
Writer: (Hardy Boys) Jackson Gillis 
Producer: Bill Walsh 
Director: (Harry Boys) R. G. Spring¬ 

steen 
Director: (Mouseketeers) Sidney 

Miller 
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri.; 5:3# pjn, 
PARTICIPATING * 
ABC-TV (film) 

Now in its third season, “Mickey 
Mouse Club” is down to a half-hour 
from the full 60 minutes of the 
previous two years. For the kickoff 
year the show -was sold out; last 
season sponsors dropped off. 
lienee, the trimdown to the current 
3!) minutes is self explanatory. 
Even with the time shaved in half 
the net lias sold only seven out 
ot 10 availabilities and the rest 
is co-op. 

Answer to the sales resistance, 
according to ABC-TV, is that there 
are only a limited amount of bank- 
rollers for a kiddie program. Of 
course, another explanat;on. may be 
that the novelty of “Mickey Mouse” 
inav have worn off. 

At any rate the club resumed its: died her lines like an actress. 
weekday cross-the-board activities 
Monday i30> with the Mouse¬ 
keteers’ musical production num¬ 
bers and a filmed adventure serial 
with an overall title of “The Hardy 
Bovs.” Initial installment on the 
latter was a dull yarn tagged “Mys¬ 
tery of Ghost Farm.” It’s doubtful 
that even pre-schoolers were 
frightened. 

Mouseketeers. all of whom ap- ■ 
pear to . be teenagers, harmonized : 
nicely in a variety of tunes cleffed 
by Franklin Marks, Tom Adair, 
Paul Smith and Gil George. Curi¬ 
ously. few cartoons were used on 
the opener. If this is to be a per-. 
lr.anenl policy it would appear that j 
interest of the three to seven-age j 
bracket will wane. \ 

As it stands now most of the 
format is slanted primarily at the f 
eight to 13-year-olds-. Whether this J 
“older” audience will translate 
itself into more sponsors for th;s 
Walt Disney production remains to 
be seen. Overall backer—at least 
on the kickoff — was ABC-Para- 
mor-t Records which received 
copious plugs on behalf of its 
Disney albums. Gilb. 

BOB CUMMINGS SHOW 
With Rosemary D&Camp, Ann B. 

Davis, Dwayne Hickman, Ingrid 
Goude, John Hoyt, James Seay, 
others 

Producer: Paul Henning 
Director: Bob Cummings 
Writers: Paul Henning, §hirl Gor¬ 

don, Dick Wesson 
30 MinsJ, Tues. 9:30, pun. 
R. J. REYNOLDS, CHESE- 

BOROUGH-PONDS 
NBC-TV (film) 
(Wm. Esty Co., McCann-Erickson) 

Boh Cummings made a tour de 
force of his tee-upper for the 
new semester by taking two parts, 
the wolfish bachelor Bob Collins 
(his regular ty identity) and his 
own doddering tv grandfather. Put 
while the demonstration showed off 
an extra dimension of Cummings’ 
considerable comedic talent, it 
won’t go down as one of his mem¬ 
orable shows. With the point of 
view shifting constantly between 
the two portrayals, there wasn’t 
much viewer involvement in the 
storyline, and inevitably the script’s 
overall impact was softened. At 
windup, the viewer was left with 
a “what, is that all?” feeling. 

Still there were plenty of funny 
lines from both roles, and the 
oldtimer promises to add comedy 
fuel to future editions if he’s used 
subordinated to young Bob, as the 
other fine assistant characters are. 
NBC-TV should get plenty of 
Tuesday night value from the Se¬ 
ries, which has moved over from 
CBS-TV this term. 

Opener (24) had young Bob get¬ 
ting orders from the Air Force 
Reserve to report for two-weeks 
active duty smack in the middle 
of his wooing Miss' Sweden (In¬ 
grid Goude). Grandpa, who has 
the same name and who flies a 
ludicrous World War I bi-plane, 
thinks the orders are for him, and 
he reports ahead of young Bpb. 
He gets away with it for a time 
because the general (John Hoyt) 
thinks young Bob has aged from 
dissolution. But it never gets to 
be too serious a mixup, and young 
Bob straightens it out easily 
enough with a phone call. 

Performances by the regulars 
: were aH good, as usual, and though 
her part was small Miss' Goude—. 
in a bathing suit, of course—han- 

Les. 

by Singers, pompously disturbed 
the back alley climate. To employ 
the majestic Alan Napier as the No. 
1 villain (the villains were Austral¬ 
ians who controlled Frisco) might 
have been a successfully imagina¬ 
tive touch were it not for the sen¬ 
sation that he was entirely mis¬ 
placed in this fountain of juvenile 
mayhem. 

Sean McCIory, another of the 
leads, is also a fair thesp, but he 
too was misused by the vagaries of 
his director and writer. Packager 
must have had something in mind 
when he cast Kennedy as the other 
principal, perhaps it was his robust 
youth. But since the big blond has 
such a big part in the flamboyant 
speech of “The Californians” it 
might do for Edelman to find him 
an acting teacher. 

There -are clues that Edelman, 
who has done better work by far 
than this,-and his company had a 
scent of something offbeat and ex¬ 
citing, but somewhere early along 
the line the thing, whatever it was, 
got the better of them. Art. 

LINEUP. 
With Warner Anderson, Ton Tal¬ 

ly, Marshall Reed, Tom London, 
Harry Carey Jr., others 

Producer: Jaime Del Valle 
Writer: Various 
3# Mins., Fri„ 10 pun. 
BROWN it WILLIAMSON, PROC¬ 

TER & GAMBLE 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Ted Bates, Y & R) 

The laconic, deadpan acting, 
which helped make the “Dragnet” 
prototype and '‘Lineup” both suc¬ 
cessful is still present in the latter 
telefilm program, but the CBS-TV 
30-minuter has come down a notch 
in storyline with the beginning of 
its new season, Friday (27). The 
police of San Francisco became 
patsies for an out-and-out detec¬ 
tive fiction story. 

First “Lineup” was a. whodunit 
ending in a melodramatic .chase 
aboard a freighter tied to a Frisco 
pier. Dope runner Harry Carey 
Jr., after knocking off a pair of ac¬ 
complices, was run into the deck 
by detectives Warner Anderson 
and Tom Tully, who are fine actors^ 
incidentally. Another good thesp- 
ing job was done by Tom London, 
in a relatively brief appearance as 
an aging drunkard. 

The realism of an authentic po¬ 
lice case seemed to be lacking in 
the initial script by Joseph Cal- 
veil! Art. 

Chet Huntley and the NBC-TV “Outlook” show Sunday after¬ 
noon emerged with considerable stature in the half-hour appraisal 
of the Little Rock situation, giving the lie to the frequently- 
espoused belief that the networks are afraid to editorialize. 

For Huntley’s was a clear, unequivocal statement of facts—more 
than that, a courageous, honest and forthright editorial of strong 
convictions as he set straight the issues and emphasized the im¬ 
portance of the laws of the land, not sullied by the conflciting 
passions of the segregation problems. >. 

Coming at a time when so many panel discussions or interviews 
have lost sight of the main issue in their failure to see the ominous' 
forest for the trees, Huntley’s “Outlook” recap brought the ex¬ 
plosive constitutional point into sharp focus. Yet at no time did 
he mitigate the momentous and far-reaching aspects of integration. 
Putting first things first, he highlighted some telling film clips, to 
prove how easy it is to incite a riot and encourage mob violence, 
films that were frightful and awful in their unbridled feelings. 
There were interviews and questions to round out the total picture, 
the whole standing out as a searing indictment of Gov. Faubus for 
fomenting racial tensions and flaunting constitutional law,. 

But first and foremost, Huntley’s preamble and conclusion were 
masterly pieces of editorializing. Rose. „ 

LUX SHOW-ROSEMARY 
CLOONEY 

With The Modernaires, Frank De- 
Vol orch; quests, Tennessee Era e 
Ford, Jane Wyman 

Producers: Joe Shribman, Die 
Darley 

Director: Darley 
Writers: Danny Arnold, Howard 

Leeds, Tom Waldman 
30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m. 
LEVER BROS. 
NBC-TV, from H’wood (color) 

(J. Walter Thompson) 
Rosemary Clooney is “next to 

closing,” in this case meaning down 
the middle of .an NBC Thursday 
9:30 to 11 threesome with Ten¬ 
nessee Ernie Ford up ahead and 
the newly slotted Jane Wyman 
show bringing up the rear. Since 
both Ford and Miss Wyman were 
also going through the throes of 
premiering, the promotion hoopla 
was part of the night’s theme. Miss 
Wyman guested for Tenn. Ernie; 
he and Miss Wyman guested for 
Miss Clooney, and the down yonder 
peapicker said he would “drop in” 
on Miss Wyman’s show. Precious 
time is of little consequence, it 
appears; entertainment, the 100% 
genre, will be postponed a bit 
While the on-the-air and on-the- 
show ballyhoo gets in its licks. 

Miss Clooney is a competent and, 
in a quiet way, a eharming singer. 
Since she has not yet been estab¬ 
lished as a “personality” in a live 
half-hour series, it. has been found 
necessary to give her guestar trap¬ 
pings both to fill out what other¬ 
wise might prove to be barren 
stretches and to purvey some en¬ 
tertainment ingredients. Her pre¬ 
vious series on film was a quarter- 
hour, where such over-indulgence 
couldn't fit in. For the opener, 
however, Tenn. Ernie all but took 
over and it began to appear that 
he was the aggressive star and Miss 
Clooney his shy guest. There were 
lots of typically Ford folksy stuff, 
banter and capers and even a duet- 
ting “Side by Side” With her. She 
started to chirp “S’Wonderful” but 
the script called for interference 
by the slick hillbilly and the rest 
of the troupe. Miss Clooney man¬ 
aged to get a solo spot with a good 
ballad, “That’s How It Is.” 

The Modernaires with Paula 
Kelly (as per the billing) are per¬ 
manent on the show and an asset. 
They did a lively “Blow, Gabriel, 
Blow,” trumpeter and all. All in 
all, a pleasant beginning, but more 
Clooney and Modernaires and. less 
folderol and stage waits might give 
the head girl a more fruitful op¬ 
portunity. Miss Wyman came on 
strictly for a hello promotion bit 
Frank DeVql, the show’s batonist- 
arranger, was also worked in for 
a comedy slice. 

This “Lux Show Starring Rose¬ 
mary Clooney” replaces Lever 
Bros.’ full hour “Lux Video The¬ 
atre” anji is in color. Trau. 

ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD 
(Story of the Salt King) 
With Richard Greene, Patricia 

Driscoll, Alexander Gasge, Allen 
Wheatley, Archie Dnean, Man- 

. ning Wilson, others 
Exec Producer: Hanna Weinstein 
Producer: Sydney Cole 
Director: Don Chaffey 
Writer: Carey Wilber 
3# Mins4 Tae*., Wl pm. 
WILDROOT, JOHNSON It JOHN¬ 

SON 
CBS-TV ffflm) 

(BBDJcO, Young & Ruhicam > 

“Robin Hood** got off to a talky 
start for the new season, but tbere 
was sufficient costume color, good 
old fashioned chivalry, and a bit of 
derring-do to retain interest. 

Initial episode dealt with the 
nefarious plot of Lord Guthrie, 
played by Manning Wilson, to 
create an. artificial salt shortage at 
Nottingham, thereby raise his 
prices for the salt he holds. Before 
the half-hour aids, to be sure, he 
gets his comeuppance from Robin 
Hood and his men. 

Story by Carey Wilber was good 
in one respect. Within the first few 
minutes, the characters and the 
situation were aptly sketched out, 
but the rest of the episode became 
bogged ddwn in talk, some of which 
whs not too interesting, especially 
the humor which fell fiat. 

New member of Die regular cast 
is Patricia Driscoll as Maiden 
Marion, who replaces Bernadette 
O’Farrell. Miss Driscoll, a good 
looker, handled her role aptly and 
the rest of the cast was up to its 
competent standards, including 
Richard Greene, as Robin Hood, 
Alexander Gauge, as Friar Tuck, 
Alien Wheatley, af Sheriff of Nut- 
Hngham, and Archie Duncan, as 
Little John. 

Produced in England by Hanna 
Weinstein’s Sapphire Films, Ltd., 
and distributed by Official Films, 
the skein evidenced solid produc¬ 
tion values and real pro leasing. 

Now in its third year, the men 
of Sherwood Forest and their 
escapades appear to wear well with 
time in the kidult category. 

Hero. 

I HARBOURMASTER 
(The Thievingestf Dog) 

: With Barry Sullivan, Paul Burke, 
S Nina Wilcox, ethers 
I Producer-director: Felix Feist 
j Writer: Carey Wilbur 
! 30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m. 
’ R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO 
. CBS-TV (film) 

(William E~.iy* 

Slow unfolding of a stereotyped 
plot marred the initial episode of 
this new-'Ziv series, conceived by 

, Sam Northcrpss, v.p. of William 
: Esty, and bought by agency’s client 
! Reynolds for its Camel cigarets. 

Judging from the opener, “Har¬ 
bourmaster” is an outdoor action 
adventure series, dealing with the 
activities of Barry Sullivan, play¬ 
ing the harbourmaster of Scott Is¬ 
land, a fictional island off the coast 
of New England. But the first out¬ 
ing was light on action and adven¬ 
ture, the plot weakened with a lot 
of superfluous talk, the story by 
Carey Wilbur, who also is story. 
editor of the entire series, a repeat 
in broad outlines of so many simi¬ 
lar stories dealing with narcotic 
smuggling. 

Location shooting in the Glouces¬ 
ter and Rockport, Mass., area was 
good. Bringing the picturesque 
seaport area into the living room 
for vicarious traveling of viewers 
is a good idea, but. without un- 
cliehed story material for a hook 
to catch and hold interest, it makes 
for ho-hum tv fare. (Another epi¬ 
sode, seen privately prior to the 
premiere, with somewhat better 
story material and more local col¬ 
or, provides for better viewing, but 
even that episode doesn’t change 
the. seeming temper of the series), 

Barry Sullivan, within limita¬ 
tions of the script, turned in a 
competent, he-manlike perform¬ 
ance, keyed to the one-dimensional 
quality of his role. Paul Burke as 
his young partner sidekick was o.k., 
but tending to join other members 
of the supporting cast in being 
wooden. 

Episode dealt with two heavies 
attempting to smuggle heroin into 
the U.S. Burke’s dog, seemingly 
always biting into things that don’t 
belong to it, keyed the apprehen¬ 
sion of the smugglers, after the 
usual chase—this time by boats. 
Suspense didn’t build until rather 
late, with all the clues delivered 
beforehand. Horo. 

DRAGNET 
With Jack Webh, Ben Alexander, 

Christian Pasqnes, others 
Writer: Frank Burt 
Producer-director: Webb 
3# Mina.; Tkant, 8:3# pjn. 
LIGGETT fc MYERS 
NBC-TV («!*> 

(Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) 
Now in its sixth year NBC- 

TV, “Dragnet” started the new 
season Thursday (26) with a fresh 
series of telepix based on cases 
taken from the files of the Los An¬ 
geles Police Deptr With juvenile 
delinquency a major problem in 
most urban areas, producei-direc-. 
tor-star. Jack Webb elected to 
tackle this subject as the season’s 
kickoff. 

While anything thJt tends to 
lessen juvenile crime is commend¬ 
able, Thursday’s imtialer bordered 
too much on “flag-waving” mate¬ 
rial to be genuinely effective. 
There was the typical “Dragnet” 
touch in file Frank Burt script in 
the opening minutes as the camera 
focussed, on various Los Angeles 

Clips Qf swimming pools* and 
other recreational cadres’ prompt¬ 
ed Webb to remark “Los Angeles 
was built for the young — young¬ 
sters are a big. business—a few 
come our way.” It then developed 
that: a routine assignment to in¬ 
vestigate a coupla store burglaries 
uncovered a group of teenage boys 
“who were going to set up their 
own country” on uninhabited San 
Sebastian island off the California 
coast : . . 

These lads, the script went, were 
malcontents bod on avoiding the 
draft school and a flock of other 
“hardships.” They even had their 
own “constitution.” Which prorapt- 
Webb to recite the preamble of the 
TLS. constitution amid background 
strains of a few bars of “America 
the Beautiful.” 

This may have looked good on 
paper, but as it unreeled on home- 
screens the idea emerged with lit¬ 
tle credibility. While obviously in¬ 
tended for a purpose, Webb’s 
“constitutional” address was more 
maudlin than stirring. He was his 
usual, forthright Self as SgL Joe 
Friday. Likewise, Ben Alexandte 
again was on hand as his partner. 
Officer Smith. Routine support 
was provided by some teenage ac¬ 
tors headed by Christian Pasques. 

In tb» future 'let’s, hope that 
Webb sticks to gumshoeing and 
leave the orations to politicians. 
Continuing' to bankroll the series 
is Liggett 8c Myers, this time on 
behalf of L. & M.’s, “today’s most 
exciting eigaret” as the plugs de¬ 
scribe it. Gilb. 
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PjSrhFfy - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film cpvers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities wilt be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case9 and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an .aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and 

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot9 i.e.9 a Saturday afternoon childrens show, with a low rating9 may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor* 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children*s market. 'Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv)9 adventure; (Ch)f children9*; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mu*), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quU; (Sp), sports; (W)9 western; (Worn), 

women9s. Numbered symbolsnext to station call letters represent the sta¬ 
tions channel; tdl channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS 
AND TYPR . STATION DISTRIB. 

DAY AND 
TIME 

AUGUST 
EATING 

SHARE 
(%> 

SETS IN 
USE 

| TOP COMPETING PROGRAM 
1 PROGRAM STA. RATING 

PHILADELPHIA Approx. Set Count— -2,000,000 Stations— -WRCV (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10) WPFH (12) 

WCAU .. .. CBS . . Sat 10:30-11:00 ... _17.8. ... 54.4. ... 32.7 .WFID .. .... 88 

, WCAU ... ..Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ,...135..... ... 35.6. ... 37.9 .WRCV . _10.5 

... .WRCV. ..Sun. 10:30-11:00 ., ... 28.5...,. ... 44.7 .WCAU . ;...28.4 
4. Death Valley Day* (W) . WRCV. _McC-E.. ...Mon. 7:00-7:30 «... ....12.4..,., ... 58.8.,... ... 21.1 . WCAU . t... 5 0 

WCAU .. T Ziv . ..Sat 7:0Q-7:30 . ....12.4. ... 64 6..... ... 19.2 .wfil .. . .. 3.3 

5. Studio 57 (Dr) _ ..... ... WFIL. ....MCA. .. Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. ....11.3. ... 19,3..... ... 58.5 .WPFH . _22.5 

1. Waterfront (Adv) ........ ....WCAU.... .. Sun. 6:30-7:00 . . ,^.10.9...... ... 62.3. ... 17.5 Cowboy .Theatre .......... .WRCV . .... 2.9 

7. Annie Oakley (W) ....wcau:... .... CBS..... ..Sat. 5:30-6:00 \_ ....10.6,.... ... 68.8. ... 15.4 Baseball .. .WRCV . 5.2 

8. All Star Theatre (Dr) .. r WRCV. ..Tues. 10:30-11:00 . ....10.5,.... ... 27.7.,,., ... 37.9 .WCAU . .;..13.5 

9. I Led 8 Dives (Adv). », l.WFIL..... ... . Ziv... ..Thurs. 10:00-10:30 . . ♦.. 10.2. ... 16.9. ... 60.4 $64,000 Question ... .WCAU . ,...21.3 

WRCV. .... MCA... ..Mon 10:30-11 iOO- .. . ,;.io.2..... ... 23.9. ... 42.8 Studio One Summer Thea.. .WCAU . .., .21.3 

DETROIT Approx. Set Count—-1,610,000 Stations— -WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7) , CKLW (9) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) .... WJBK .... . .. ziv... ..Tues 9:30-10:00 ... ....31.0..,.. .... 65.3..... ... 47.5 .WWJ .... ,... 8.3 

8. Men of Annapolis (Adv) .. *,.,WJBK..... _Ziv....... ..Tues. 10:00-10:30 .. ,...22.3. i... 59.1. 37.7 All Star Theatre........... .WXYZ .. .... 9.9 
3. Dr. Christian (Dr) , .. .WJBK. .... Ziv.... . .Thurs. 10:00-10:30 , _18,1..... ... 37.2. ... 48.6 Michigan Outdoors ....... .WWJ *... _20.8 

4. Death Valley Days*(W)... ...WWJ.,.,.. .... McCJfe..,. ..Mon. 10:00-1*0:30 ... ....17.7...... ... 41.9. ... 42,2 Don Ameche_......... .WJBK ... .,..12.8 

8. Badre 714 (Mvst). ...WJBK.,.r. ....NBC............ ...Sun, 10:00-10:30 .. ....14.3. ... 36.4..... ... 39.3 Premiere Film Parade. .WWJ .... .,..18.7 
fi. Amn« *n' ATiriy WW.T .. T. _CBS ... ..Wed 10*00-10*30 . _ ,.., 14.1 ... 37.1. ... 38.0 Ellery Queen .WJBK ... ..,.13,8 

7. “Ellerv Queen (Myst). . WJBK. .TPA.... ..Wed. 10:00-10:30 .. ..,.13.9..... ... 36.6. ... 38.0 Amos Jn* Andy.. .WWJ ...^ ....14.1 

8. Don Ameche (Dr) .. ...WJBK. ...Mon. 10:00-10:30 .. ....12,8..... ... 42.2 Death Valley Days.. .WWJ .... ,...17.8 

9. Racket Squad (Myst). r WJBK. _ABC. . .Fri 10:(K)-10:30 ... ...42.4!..,. ... 36.1. ... 34.3 Youth Bureau ........... .WXYZ .. .. ,'.15.7 

10. Popeye the Sailor (Ch)... .. .CKLW. .... AAP.. .. .Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 .,.,12.2. ... '55.9..... ... 21.8 News; Weatherman. .WJBK ... .... 5.6 
~ CBS News—D. Edwards. .WJBK ... ..r. 4.9 

SAN FRANCISCO Approx* Set Count— -1,350,000 • 
Stations—KRQN (4), KPIX (5>, KGO (7> ' t 

.KPIX.. .23.5.. .58.2.,. .40.4 .KGO .. _,41.8 
g Rh#.r(fr nf (W). kron! .NTA... ... Sat. 6:30-7:00 ........ . .22.3.. .. 70,4... ..31.7 .KPIX .7.1 
3. Silent Service (Adv) KRON. ....... ABC.. ... Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ..21.9.. .63.7,,. .34.4 .KPIX .9.0 

KHON. Ziv.. ► 49.6".. ...... 544... .36.2 .KPIX ...... 9.2 

.KRON., ....... Ziv.. .17.3.., ...... 48.8... .35.5 ♦ KPIX ..11.8 

KRON. .. Guild......... .'.16.0.. ;..... 37.8... ...... 42.3 .KPIX . .15.9 

7. Badge 714 (Myst). KPIX.. ..NBC. ....Wed 9:00-9:30 ........ ..15.7.., 36,9.., ...... 58 2 Kraft TV Theatre......... .KRON ..,,..20.8 

.KPIX,. ..CBS. ....Sat. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..15.5... . 444... ...... 35.1 .KGO .. .42.9 

9. Men of Annapolis (Adv).... .KPIX.. ....Sat 9:30-10:00 . ..14.8.. .29.5... Lawrence Welk.... ..KGO .. 

.KPIX.. ..13.9.. .. 38.2... ...... 36.4 .KRON .....43,2 

KPIX.. .MCA.. ....Sat. 10:00-10:30 . .13.9.. ..35.9... ...... 38.7 .KRON ......13.5 

BALTIMORE * Approx- Set Count—664,500 Stations—WMAR (2), WBAL {11), WAAM (13) 

WBAL. .NBC.. ,.. /Cues. 10:30-11:00 . ..14.8.. ...... 38.2... .38,7 .WAAM .......13.2 

.WMAR. ./..Sat. 10:30-11:00 . ..14.3... ...... 40.9... ...... 35.0 .WBAL .....42,4 
3, Studio 57 (Dr). .WAAM. ........MCA. .... Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .'.13.2. .38.7 .WBAL .....44.8 
4. Death Valley Days (W). .WBAL. ..12.6.., 7 O’Clocfc Final; Weather.. .WMAR ...... 6.8 

CBS News—D. Edwards. .WMAR 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .WBAL. .....Sat; 10:30-11:00 . ..124... Men of Ahnapolis ........ .WMAR 443 
6. Hirhwav Patrol (Adv) . .WMAR. ....Sat 7:00-7:30 . ..12.3... ..53.1... .33.2 .WAAM 8.1 

7. Waterfront (Adv)...... .WMAR. ..MCA.......... . .10.3... ...... 57.1... .18.0 .WAAM ...... 4.5 
8. Amos hi* Andy (Co) .WMAR. ..CBS..... .... Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 ... .10.2... .55.6... ...... 18.3 .WAAM 5.7 
9. Mv Little Marrie (Co).. .WBAL., ....... Official.. .... Mon.-Fri. 1:00-1:30 ... . .40.0:.. ..61.3... .16.3 .WAAM 3.4 

10. City Detective (Myst). .WMAR. .MCA. .... Wed. 6:30-7:00 . ..0.9... ...... 18.4 Early Show .. .WAAM 

CINCINNATI Approx, Set Count—-662,000 Stations—WLW-T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12) 

1. Dr. Christian (Dr) . . WKRC. _Mon. 10:00-10:30 _ ..24.7,. .52.0... Secret File U.S.A. .WLW-T .12.2 
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). ..WCPO. ....Thurs. 1.0:00-10:30 ... ..23.1.. Science Fiction Theatre.... .WLW-T .,..404 
3. Silent Service (Adv) . . WKRC. ,...Sun. 10:00-10:30 .... ..21,9.. ..... -50.2.., ..43.6 Gold Cup Theatre......... .WDW-T .,,,43.8 
4. Frontier Doctor (W) .. . WCPO. ... Frii 9:30-10:00 ...... . .21.5., Cavalcade of Sports.,...,. .WLW-T ..... 7.5 

Pantomime Quiz .WKRC ...... 6.5 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W)...... ..WKRC. ..NTA...,.. ... Sat 9:30-10:00 _.. . .21.3.. __57.4... 37.2 .WCPO ...... 7.2 
6. Frontier (W).. . .WKRC. ____ NBC. ...Mon. 10:30^11:00 ...» . .19.0., ..60.9 *.31.2 .WLW-T . _7 0 

7. Whirlybirds (Adv) . . WKRC . .47.6.. ..45,3... Midwestern Hayride ...... .WLW-T 9.7 
8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) WLW-T ....Wed, 10:00-10:50 .... . -15J-. ...... 37.3... ...... 40.5 I Led 3 Lives 1_, , .WKRC ....».434 
9. Stories of the Century (W) WKRC. ..14.9.. Midwestern Hayride ...... .WLW-T .....10.0 

10. I Am the Law (Myst). . WCPO. ... Mon. 8.00-3.30 . .43.$... 33.0... .41.8 Those Whiting Girls..,.., .WKRC .14.2 
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Washington, Oct. 1. 
Federal Communications Commission cannot allow networks to 

affiliate with stations of border countries without considering the 
overall effect.of such affiliations on the American audience: This, 
in effect, was what the Court of Appeals of the District of Colum¬ 
bia circuit ruled last week in setting aside an authorization to ABC 
to affiliate with XETV in Tijuana, Mexico. Case was remanded to 
the Commission for reconsideration. 

The Court, composed of three judges (David Baielon, George 
V T, Washington and Walter M. Bastian), unanimously held the Com¬ 

mission in error in refusing to consider the “character” of XETV's 
operation in determining whether an affiliation with a network 
would be in the public-interest “Obviously”, the Court held, Amer¬ 
ican network programs would make XETV a'more attractive sta¬ 
tion to its San Diego viewers and the larger audience it would at¬ 
tract would also be available to it for its locally originated pro¬ 
grams,” 

In the opinion, written by Justice Bazelon, the Court asserted: 
‘While the Commission has no power to prevent XETV from 
broadcasting to San Diego locally originated programs which are 
objectionable by American standards, it has power to refrain from 
issuing a permit which would give those programs a larger Ameri¬ 
can audience.” 

Court declared that it was not suggesting that “such program¬ 
ming imperfections as would militate against an American station 
applicant in a comparative proceeding are necessarily relevant in 
deciding whether a foreign station Is to be permitted to affiliate' 
with an American network. 

“We hold only that , . . the Commission may not altogether ex¬ 
clude from consideration such serious defects of the foreign sta¬ 
tion’s programming as would effect the public interest.” 

. Pending reconsideration, the Court said the Commission may 
take any lawful steps to maintain continuity of ABC service to the 
San Diego area. It’s expected, therefore, that the grant will be put 

' on-a temporary basis until, the final determination. 
Appeal of the Commission’s authorization, issued nearly a year 

ago, was brought by Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Inc., which op¬ 
erates KFMB-TV in San Diego, Calif. 

Tele’ Cadi Blows a Gasket 
Accuses McCall Mag of ‘Fiction’ in Belittling 

Ad Impact of TV 

Television’s Norman (Pete) Cash 
accused a magazine spokesman of 
stupidity in his “volley of blows” 
against video. Cash, prexy of Tele¬ 
vision Bureau of Advertising, ex¬ 
tended the controversy raging be¬ 
tween print and tv by retaliating to 
statements made at the' Mag Pub¬ 
lishers Assn, fall confab by William 
B. Carr, veep and ad -director of 
McCall Corp. ■ 

Carr had said that “this is the 
real -sucker age in advertising—an 
era in which advertisers who use 
television can’t tell whether the 
medium is. Selling their, goods.”' 
Cash said tv has become “quite 
adept at answering fiction with 
fact,” and added that “Carr stole 
the MPA spotlight’ while, amusing 
its members, but he must ha ve this 
fact brought forcibly to his atten¬ 
tion: of the top 100 national adver¬ 
tisers, 45 spend more money in tv 
than all other media combined. 
Magazines are the basic medium of 
nine of the top 100.” 

Be “refreshed” Carr’s memory, 
by noting the names of 10 big tv 
advertisers who prove tv’s selling 
ability. Prudential Insurance, by 
spending 58.5% of its ad budget in 
tv, Increased sales to $8,288,000,000 
in 1956, 33,9% over 1955. Procter 
Ac Gamble’s net was $1,038,290,000, 
8% better titan ’55, from spending 
77.2 of its budget in tr. Similar ; 
rises were evidenced in the sales 
of other tv-mostly bankrollers, in- 

(Continued on page-54) 

Ed Shurick Exits 
CRS for Bhir-TV 

Ed Shurick is resigning as v.p. 
and director of station relations at 
CBS-TV to join-the Blair-TV sta¬ 
tion rep house as exec v.p. and 
chief operating officer of the tele¬ 
vision division.- He’ll also become 
a stockholder in Blair Ac Co., the par¬ 
ent firm. Shurick is replacing Bill 
Weldon, former prez of Blair-TV, 
who resigned to manage his wife’s 
family broadcasting and-publish¬ 
ing interests in Jefferson City, Mo. 

Shurick will make his shift; 
towards the end of the month, and 
the matter of a successor at CBS- 
TV hasn’t yet been resolved. H 
the web decides to promote from 
within, probable choice will be 

(Continued on page 541 

Benny on 64G 
Jack Benny is the newest 

name contestant on “$64,000 
Question.” Comedian flies east 
Monday (7), following his show 
the night before, to appear on 
“Question” next Tuesday (8). 
He’ll peg his Sunday show on. 
his' “Question” appearance, 
and presumably, other shows 
as. well, milking^ the money 
angles. 

His topic? “Violins and vio¬ 
lin music,” natch. 

On Re-Use ofTV 

Important ruling covering the 
re-use of scenic design in televi¬ 

sion was handed down in New 

York Supreme Court last week in 

a confirmation of an arbitrator’s 

ru^hg that no independent pack¬ 

ager could re-use a designer’s set 

without his consent 

Decision stemmed from an action 

brought by United Scenic ’Artists 

Local 829 Mi behalf of scenic de¬ 

signer Samuel Leva, who several 

years ago had designed a Christ¬ 

mas set for Fred Waring. Same set 
subsequently was used by Waring 
last year on the Jackie Gleason 
show without Leva’s permission. 
The union, through attorney Erwin 
Feldman, then brought suit against; 
Waring for breach of contract. Ba- 
siy of the suit was a Contract clause | 
prohibiting re-usa of a set without j 

the designer's content | 

Issue was submitted to arbitra- 1 
Hon via the American Arbitration 
Assn., as per procedure in contract 
disputes, and Prof. Paul Hayes of 
Columbia U., the arbitrator, upheld 
the union and awarded Leve $750 
for the re-use of his set. Wiring’s 
attorneys appealed to N. Y. Su¬ 
preme Court, and last week Justice 
Arthur Maxkewich upheld the ar¬ 
bitrator, 

Buling applies only to re-iise by 
independent packagers, since a 
parallel case has never come up 
With the networks. 

i 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, Oct 1. 

With all the recent ado anent 

“creative radio” and live AM pro¬ 
gramming on both the network and 

local levels, it’s ironic that the 
electronic jukebox stations are 

still leading the radio herd—at 
least as far as Chicago Is con¬ 
cerned. And the picture here is 
seen indicative of the situation gen¬ 
erally. 

Latest Pulse gives WIND, the 
Westinghouse station here, clear 
domination in all three divisions of i 
the day, while Hooper finds that 
station first in the morning break-, 
down and WJJD, a dark-horse juke-; 
boxy station, first from noon to 
6 p.m. i 

Despite an almost solid daytime ] 
lineup of live shows, which in-| 
ludes Arthur Godfrey’s and Artj 
Linkletter’s stanzas and a power-] 
house of soapers, CBS’ WBBM has 
to settle for second place in most 
divisions of the day and third on 
the Hooper afternoon index. And 
WLS, the ABC station, doesn't 
rate a call in the top five for all 
that network’s accent on “live¬ 
ness,” although it is still too early 
to tell whether the web’s new 
concept will pay off -in this mar¬ 
ket. 

Pulse gives WIND 25% of the 
audience share from 6 am. to 
noon. With WBBM second (18%), 
NBC’s WMAQ third (12%) and 
WGN fourth (10%). Afternoon 
.and evening it’s virtually the same 
story, with WIND and WBBM run¬ 
ning first and second in that or¬ 
der, save that WJJD is rated 
third from noon to 6 p.m. (same 
period that Hooper rates it first). 
According to the August-Septem- 
ber Hooper WIND heads the week¬ 
day mornings with 35.7% of the 
audience and gets edged out by 
WJJD . in the afternoons, 21.7 to 
20.4. Hooper gives WJJD third 
place in the mornings. 

WIND, a 5,000-watter' with a 
seven day music-news-sports for¬ 
mat, has been a longtime kingpin 
in Windy City radio, but the sud- 
-den rise to prominence of WJJD 
is surprising. Plough-owned sta¬ 
tion was a seventh placer here 
about 15 months ago when it in¬ 
stalled a new more-music-less-talk 
programming formula, the same as 
adopted by the three other Plough 
stations, WMPS in Memphis, 
WCOP in Boston, and WCAO in 
Baltimore.. This format makes it 

i (Continued on page 54) 

British TV’s’Slow Biz 
Sakte’ as Top Nidsoi 

WkhResondhg 81.0 
London, Oct. 1. 

“Salute to Show Business,” the 
two-hour tribute to the entertain¬ 
ment industry, presented by Asso- 
ciated-Redifuasion as their second 
anniversary program, was viewed 
in 3,655,000 homes and attracted 
an audience of more than 8,400,000, 
according to a survey by Television . 
Audience Measurements. It bad 
'second place in the network rating 
for the week; with a Tamrating of 
72.0. Nielsen gave it a 81 rat¬ 
ing as the No. 1 show of week. 

■ In London, “Salute” bad a Tarn- 
rating of 73 and 82 in the Mid¬ 
lands. In both cases it was placed 
second—to “Criss Cross Quiz” in 
London and.‘Emerge jy Ward 10” 
in the Midlands. It s*s in eighth 
position in the north, with a rating 
Of 68. 

The show, presented by A-B’s 
program controller John McMillan, 
was a recognition of the debt owed 
by tv to screen, vaudeville and 
legit It Was a three-part show, 
featuring blogs of film actress Mar¬ 
garet Lockwood and vocalist Dickie 
Valentine. The third' part, which 
told the story of the Haymarket 
Theatre, presented a string of 
Britain’s top legiters, among them 
John Gielgud* Ralph Richardson 
and Edith Evans. 

RCA Prez Burns Full-Speed Ahead 
Roster With Color Stepup No. 1 Aim 

Can’t Be Too Careful 
Presidents of the three tele¬ 

vision networks were inducted 
as honorary members into the 
New York Chapter of Sigma 
Delta Chi, the journalism fra¬ 
ternity, at a dinner last Thurs¬ 
day night (26) at Toots Shor’s. 

CBS bossman Frank Stan¬ 
ton, however, incurred the 
wrath of one of the working 
press present, an AP photog¬ 
rapher who wanted a group 
picture of Stanton, NBC’s Bob 
Sarnoff and ABC's Leonard 
Goldenson. Stanton refused, 
to pose, claiming bis legal de¬ 
partment had warned him 
against such poses, presum¬ 
ably because of possible anti¬ 
trust* ramifications. 

Its Rep Eat Rep 
As Charges Fly 

Over Kickbacks 
Name calling, petty dogfights, 

some not so petty, which have 

sprung up in the past seemed to- 

have matured of fate between the 
station representatives along Mad¬ 
ison Ave. The hassle is a knock¬ 
down affair over the known and 
well established “kickback” sys¬ 
tem employed by some reps to lure 
lucrative stations from oiie an¬ 
other. 

The cry of the reps is that they 
have spent much time and have 
earned no coin in building up a 
small station only to have another 
rep come along when the station 
proves productive and by using the 
rebate and sliding scale, pilfer the 
station. 
Every rep in the biz claims fily 
white hands hut he “knows of 
others employing these practices.” 

The rebating business, coin 
given hack to station and sales 
managers, is no small thing and 
estimates say that 50% of all sta¬ 
tions in the higher income bracket 
indulge in it. 

A national advertising newsletter 
states that the reps are throwing 
back from one-third to three- 
fourths of their commissions to the 
stations. 

The few reps who. don’t indulge 
in this practice are finding it tough 
sledding because they can’t com¬ 
pete with the others but for the 
most part the system has become 
a standard practice and assumes 
the air of respectability. 

.Station owners are not blind of 
the “goings-on” but many use this 
method for paying as much as one- 
half of the manager's salary. 

Most reps don’t knock the sys¬ 
tem unless they are undercut, then 
the name calling, mutterings and 
hollerings of unethical practice are 
heard from one end of Madison 
Ave, to the other. 

USTINOV TT DEBUT IN 
US. SET FOR ‘OMNI’ 

Playwrigh’-actor Peter Ustinov 
will make his American tv drama¬ 
tic debut on “Omnibus,” portray-] 
ing Samuel Johnson in the “Omni” 
adaptation of Boswell’s “Life of 
Johnson" in early December. Bos¬ 
well is being portrayed by an¬ 
other. Britisher, Emlyn Williams. 

Both Ustinov and Williams will 
be represented on Broadway at the 
time they do the Boswell tome 
(which is being adapted by James 
Lee, scripter of the off-Broadway 
“Career”). Ustinov will be star¬ 
ring in “Romanoff and Juliet,” 
which he wrote, while Williams 
will be doing a one-man show of 
Dylan Thomas readings. Ustinov 
incidentally, collaborated on the 
script of Sunday night’s (29) 
“Crescendo” spec on CBS-TV 

By ABEL GREEN 

RCA prexy John L. Burns, after 
several months of getting indoctri¬ 
nated into the day-to-day opera¬ 
tions although, as Vicechairman of 
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, business 
consultants to the electronic, he 
has had a nearly-10-year closeup 
on the company, now has some 
ideas about making things move 
forward. One accent is color tele¬ 
vision. And utilizing the elemen¬ 
tary philosophy that “what they 
don't see the public can’t appre¬ 
ciate,” this year's mating of spec¬ 
trum programming.With an eye to 
color tv merchandising is another 
step forward. 

On the principle that “black-and- 
white television was first made in 
the bars,” meaning that as the 
masses viewed video in the pubs 
and taverns, the World Series in 
color is part of that pattern. 

The stepping-up of NBC’s top- 
rated programs into full-color pro¬ 
duction is more in the same direc¬ 
tion. “Since most people look at 
the most popular programs, then 
why not further pique their in- ■ 
terest by putting more of them 
into color?”. 

The “Milwaukee experiment” 
has proved,; highly satisfactory, 
says Bums, in that where color 
sets were tried out in the home the 
sales were 2-out-of-3 against the 
l-out-of-3 when done via the ap¬ 
pliance store outlets. 

A stepping-up of saturation into 
the other big and little key cities 
win be next on the agenda. “From 
then on,” Burns feels, “the ac¬ 
ceptance of color is really less of a 
problem for us than for the 
public.” The decision lies with the 
customers. 

He feels that color should be¬ 
long somewhat in “the Cadillac 
class” because there are enough 
homes and sufficient family budg¬ 
eting to afford the color set as that 
“extra” set instead of the low 
priced portables, although that 
soon proved itself an important 
market. Only shortcoming was 
its very slim margin of profit. 

Bums is attuned to the dollar- 
and-cents perspective on cost-in¬ 
put and profit-result, and he con¬ 
cludes that, as labor and material 
mounts, .apy price increases only 
half-recover the added expenses 
from labor and material (which he 
really groups as one unit—labor). 

(Continued on page 54) 

Bril. TV’s All-Out 
For Queen Liz Tour 

London, Oct. 1. 
The BBC is going all out in all 

departments to give as much cover¬ 
age as possible to the Queen's State 
visit to America and Canada which 
commences Oct. 12 through Oct. 
22. They're sending top line re¬ 
porters Audrey Russell. Godfrey 
Talbot and a camera unit to cover 
the tour. These will also be sup¬ 
plemented by Christopher Serpell, 
Douglas Willis, and in Canada, by 
CBC commentators. 

Commercial tv, too, will cover 
the events through the Independ¬ 
ent Television News, which will be 
sending a cameraman along, but 
most of their material will come 
via syndicated coverage by CBS. 

Much of the BBC’s, sound ma¬ 
terial used will be live. The ar¬ 
rival of the Queen in Ottawa will 
be described in'a recording by a 
CBC man, but will be prefaced live 

i by Serpell. The next major event 
will be, the State opening of the 
Canadian Parlianment—the first 
time it’s been performed by a 
reigning sovereign—covered for 
Britain in a live transmission. The 
arrival of the Royal party in Wash¬ 
ington and the tickertape parade 
in New York will also be described 
in a live broadcast. BBC-TV will 
include filmed material of the 
events ifl news bulletins, and sev¬ 
eral other programs. 
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TV-FILMS 42 Wednesday, October 2, 1957 

AmErr-m FEATURE FI1U CHART 
Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished Op American Research Bu- feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Bach of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance• in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi- 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout-the week, a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer 
to such factors as the time and day. the high and low ratings for the measured rained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

EL PASO 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT 

ARB 
RATING HIGH LOW 

SHARE OF 
AUDIENCE 

AUGUST. 1957 
TOP COMPETING SHOWS 

ARB 
RATING 

1. COWBOY AND THE BLONDE— 
George Montgomery. Mary Beth Hughes; 
1941; 20th Century Fox;; NTA 

Pearl Premium Thea. 
Fri. Aug. 16 

9:30-10:45 p.m. 
KROD 

18.3 20.1 16.6 52.9 Pro-Football . .KTSM . .15.7 

2. APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN— 
George Saunders. Marguerite Chapman; 
1943; Columbia; Screen Gems 

Million Dollar Movie 
Tues. Aug. 13 

• 9:30-11:30 p.m. 
KTSM 

18.2 24.6 12.1 71.1 Name That Tune __... 
10 O’clock Theatre .......... 

.KROD . 

.KROD . 
.12.5 

3. ROADHOUSE— 
Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde. Richard Wid- 
mark; 1948; 20th Century Fox; NTA 
Film Network; 

Premiere Performance 
Sat. Aug. 17 

10:00-12:00 a.m. 
KROD 

18.1 20.1 13.7 72.7 Championship Bowling .. 
Movietime .. 

.KTSM . 

.KTSM . 
..12.7 

4. HOMESTRETCH— 
Maureen O’Hara. Cornel Wilde; 1947; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

Movie Matinee 
Mon. Aug, 12 
2:30-4:00 p.m. 

KROD 

16.1 166 15.7 75.6 Today’s Kitchen .. 
Autry-Rogers Feature ... 

.KTSM . 

.KTSM , 
....... 1.8 

5. THE BLUE LAMP— 
Jack Warner, Jimmy Hapley; 1950; 
Ellis; NTA 

Movie Matinee 
Fri. Aug. 16 
2:30-4:00 p.m. 

KROD 

14.4 15.0 14.1 78.2 Autry-Rogers Feature . .KTSM . ..4.7 

6. BOYS FROM SYRACUSE— 
Allan Jones, Martha Raye, Rosemary 
Lane; 1940; Universal; NTA 

Movie Matinee 
Wed. Aug. 14 
2:30-4:00 p.m. 

KROD 

13.8 14.1 13.4 68.1 Today’s Kitchen ...;. 
Autry-Rogers Feature . 

.KTSM . 

.KTSM . 
. 2.6 
..63 

7. APPOINTMENT IN BERLIN— 
George Saunders, Marguerite Chapman; 
1943; Columbia; Screen Gems 

Million Dollar Movie 
Sun. Aug. 18 
4:30-6:00 p.m. 

KTSM 

13.7 14.1 13.4 58.5 You Are There... 
Weekly News Roundup... 
My Favorite Husband. 

.KROD . 

.KROD . 

.KROD . 

.11.7 

..7.7 

8. HOMESTRETCH— 
Cornell Wilde, Maureen O’Hara; 1947; 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

Movie Matinee 
Tues. Aug. 13 
2:30r4:00 p.m. 

KROD 

13.0 13.7 12.1 71.4 Autry-Rogers Feature . .KTSM . 5.5 

9. ATLANTIC CONVOY— 
Bruce Bennett, Virginia Field; 1942; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Movietime 
Wed. Aug. 14 

10:20-11:15 p.m. 
• KTSM 

10.5 11.8 9.3 62.4 -Vic Damone ........ v....... .KROD . 

10. THE BLUE LAMP— 
Jack Warner, Jimmy Hanley; 1950; 
Ellis; NTA 

Movie Matinee 
Sat. Aug. 17 

2:30-4:00 p.m. 

10.3 10.9 9.9 51.4', Six Gun Playhouse. KTSM . .: 9* 

KROD 

CHARLOTTE 
1. RED RIVER .VALLEY— Roy Rogers Ranch 12.8 133 12.0 60.4 Big Top ... .WBTV V, 

Roy Rogers; 1941; Republic; Sat. Aug. 24 
MCA-TV 11:00-12:00 p.m. 

WSOC 

2. THAT CERTAIN WOMAN— Movie ioj 12.6 7.8 44.8 Betty Freezer ...., .WBTV . ..15.5 
Bette Davis. Henry Fonda; 1937; Warner Mon. Aug. 19 As the World Turns.. .WBTV . ..165 
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions 12:05-1:30 p.m. My Little Margie..,.. .WBTV . . 8.4 

WSOC 

S. THEY WON’T FORGET— Movie 10.0 10.8 7.8 49.4 Betty Freezer ...... .WBTV .. 
Lana Turner, Claude Rains, Otto Kruger; Tues. Aug. 20 As the World Turns. .WBTV . 
1937; Warner Brothers; Associated 12:05-1:30 p.m. My Little Margie . .WBTV , 
Artists Productions WSOC 

4. LAURA— Million Dollar Movie 9.5 10.5 7.8 56.6 The Man I Love, Playhouse 9. .wsoc . 
Gene Tierney. Dana Andrews, Clifton Sat. Aug, 24 
Webb; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA 11:30-1:00 a.m. 

WBTV’ 

4. TIIE MAN I LOVE— Playhouse 9 9.5 13.3 5.4 49.9 Laura, Million Dollar Movie,. .WBTV . ....... 9.5 
Ida Lupino, Robert Alda, Bruce Bennett; Sat. Aug. 24 
1946; Warner Brothers; Associated 11:00-12:45 a.m. 
Artists Productions WSOC 

5. MAN FROM THE BLACK HILLS— Movie Matinee 9.2 9.3 9.0 40.6 Comedy Time .. .WSOC . 
Johnny Mack Brown; 1952; Monogram; Mon. Aug. 19 Six Gun Playhouse .. .WSOC . 
Interstale-TV 4:00-5:00 pan. 

WBTV 

6. PUBLIC ENEMY’S WIFE— Movie 8.8 9.3 8.1 40.9 Betty Freezer..... .WBTV .. 
Pat O’Brien, Margaret Lindsay; 1936; Fri. Aug. 23 As the World Turns.;... .WBTV . 
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists 12:05-1:30 p.m. My Little Margie. .WBTV . 8.3 
Productions WSOC 

7. THE SECRET BRIDE— Movie 8.7 9.9 6.6 42.2 Betty Freezer . .WBTV 
Barbara Stanwyck, Warren William; Thurs. Aug. 22 As the World Turns.. .WBTV . 
1935; Warner Brothers; Associated 12:05-1:30 p.m. My little Margie...... .WBTV 
Artists Productions WSOC 

8. EVER SINCE EVE— Feature Movie 8.3 10.8 5.7 32.6 Sunday News .Special ........ .WBTV .30.0 
Robert Montgomery, Marion Davies; Sun. Aug. 18 Boh Cummings ..... .WBTV . 
1934; Warner Brothers: Associated 10:15-11:30 p.m. Late Show ................. .WBTV .. .7.6 
Artists Productions WSOC 

9. CALL IT A DAY— Movie' 7.7 8.4 6.3 40.9 isbop.by TV..... .WBTV .10.7 
Olivia De Havilland. Ian Hunter, Anita Wed. Aug. 21 As the World Turns-...... .WBTV .. 
Louise; 1937; Warner Brothers; Asso¬ 12:05-1:30 p.m. My .Titttje Margie. .WBTV . 8J3 
ciated Artists Productions WSOC 
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TV Network Pronieres 
(Ocfc.2-12) 

WEDNESDAY, OCT 2. 

Wild BUI Hickok (film). Western, ABC, 5 to 5:30 p.m., Kellogg via 
Leo Burnett, Sweets Co. via Harry Eisen. 

Onrie AJHarriet (film)- Situation comedy, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.m., 
Eastman-Kofiak via J, Walter Thompson- . 

Walter WInchell File (film). Drama, ABC, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Rev¬ 
lon via BBD&O. 

Armstrong Circle Theatre. Drama, CBS, 10 to 11 p.m., (alt. wks.), 
Armstrong Cork via BBD&O, ; 

THURSDAY, OCT. 3 
Woody Woodpecker (film). Cartoons, ABC, 5 to 5:30 p.m., Kel¬ 

logg via Leo Burnett. 
The Real McCoys (film). Situation comedy, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., 

Sylvania via J. Walter Thompson. 
. Pat Boone Show. Music, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.m., Chevrolet via Camp- 
bell-Ewald. 

FRIDAY OCT. 4 
The Buccaneers (film). Adventure, ABC, 5 to 5:30 p.m., Kellogg 

via Leo Burnett, Sweets Co. via Harry Eisen. 
Leave It to Beaver (film). Situation comedy, CBS, 7:30 to 8 p.m.. 

Remington Rand via Compton: ' • 
Trackdown (film). Mystery, CBS, 8 to 8:30 pjn., American Tobac¬ 

co via BBD&O, Socony-Mobjloll via Compton. 
Court of Last Resort (film). Mystery, NBC, 8 to 8:30 p.m., P. Lor- 

lllard via Lennen & Newell..: 
Zane Grey Theatre (film). Western, CBS, 8:30 to 9 p.m.. General 

Foods via Benton & Bowles, Ford via J. Walter* Thompson. 
Schlits Playhouse (film). Drama, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., Schlitz via 

J. Walter Thompson. - ' ' 
SUNDAY, OCT. 6 

. Beat the Clock. Audience participation, CBS, 6 to 6:30 p.m., sus¬ 
taining. 

. .General Electric Theatre (film). Drama, CBS, 9 to 9:30 p.m.. Gen¬ 
eral'Electric via BBD&O. 

Alfred Hitchcock Presents (film). Mystery, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m,, 
Bristol-Myers via Young & Rubicam. 

MONDAY, OCT. 7 
Burns & Allen (film). Situation comedy, CBS, 8 to 8:30 p.m., Car¬ 

nation via-Erwin Wasey, General Mills via BBD&O. 
Guy Mitchell Show; Music, ABC, 8 to 8:30 p.m.. Max Factor via 

Anderson-McConnelJ. 
Danny Thomas Show (film). Situation comedy, CBS, 9 to 9:30 

p.m.. General Foods via Benton & Bowles. 
December Bride (film). Situation comedy, CBS, 9:30 to 10 p.m., 

General Foods via Benton & Bowles. 
TUESDAY, OCT. 8 

West Point (film). Drama, ABC, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Carter Pro¬ 
ducts via SSC&B, Van Hetisen via Grfey. 

THURSDAY, OCT. It 
Zorre (film). Western, ABC, 8 to 8:30 p.m., AC Spark Plugs via 

D. P. Brother, Seven-Up via J. Walter Thompson. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 12* 

All-Star Golf. Golf, ABC, 4 to 5 pjn.. Miller Brewing via Math- 
Isson & Assoc., Wildroot via BBD&O (Vi -open). 

What's It For? Quiz, NBC, 10 to 10:30 p,in,, Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Parkson. ,v/ 

SPECIALS 
World Series (color). Baseball, NBC, starts Wednesday, Ojct. 2, 

12:45 p.m,, Gillette vja Maxon. ^ 
- ■ Dean Martin Show (color). Music-variety, NBC, Saturday, Oct. 

8, 10 to 11 p.m., National Carbon via William Esty. 
Boh Hope Show. Comedy, NBC, Sunday, Oct. 6, 9 to 10 pun., U.S. 

Time via Peck. 

NBC’s Pitt Bny 
Gets ! & But’OK 

Washington, Oct.,1. 

NBC recevied approval of the 

Federal Communications Commis¬ 

sion last week oh its acquisition of 

WJAS in Pittsburgh for #725,000 

but the grant was made subject to 

“whatever action the Commission 

may deem appropriate” when anti¬ 

trust proceedings against the net¬ 

work (because of the Cleveland- 

Philadelphla swap) are terminated. 

Agency okay gives NBC its full 

complement of seven standard ra¬ 
dio stations. The others are.in 
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
San Francisco, Washington, D. C„ 
and. New Britain, Conn. Net also 
owns the limit of seven tv outlets 
—in N. Y., Chi., Philly, D. C., Los 
Angeles, Buffalo, and New Britain. 

Commission was split 4-2 in al¬ 
lowing the transfer, with Comrs. 

.Robert Bartley and Robert E. Lee 
* voting for a hearing to determine 

whether the acquisition would be 
in $he public interest. 

A hearing, Bartley said in a dis¬ 
senting statement, would deter¬ 
mine “whether ownership and op¬ 
eration by NBC of this facility In 
the eighth largest market, and its 
shift from independent to network 
ownership, would tend to lessen 
competition among the Pittsburgh 
stations for national; regional, local 
and spot advertising and whether 
the changes which will take place 
in Die programming of the stations 
involved will better serve the in¬ 
terests of the public and adver¬ 
tisers in the area in terms of its 
availability at a local outlet.” 

Bartley also felt the grant should 
not be made at a time when the 
Commission is about to receive the 
staff report oh its two-year network 
study which will go into the ques¬ 
tion of multiple ownership of sta¬ 
tions. 

BBD&O Wants to Know 
Network radio execs from 

the four major webs met with 
115 account executives and 
other wheelers from the 
BBD&O agency this past Week 
for the purpose of hearing the 
“divergent sales .and philoso¬ 
phies^ of the jvebs. “ 

The radio officials spent 15 
minutes in briefing the agency 
account.men in what they were 
doing In the. hope of drum¬ 
ming up new biz. 

The agency initiated the" 
talks because the account ex¬ 
ecutives have taken note of 
the: resurgence of radio and 
were interested In the pro¬ 
gramming and methods of sell- 
Ing in the possible hope of de¬ 
veloping some sales. • 

doe Culligan represented 
NBC; Paid Roberts, Mutual; 
Robert Eastman, ABN, and 
Frank Nesbitt, CBS. _ 

NBC’s 13 0£0's Join 
In Know Yoar Schools’ 

Series; $1,600,000 Cost 
For the first time, NBC’s o&o 

division has tied all the 13 radio 
and television stations in the 
operation into a single public serv¬ 
ice project Its a six-week, locally 
produced operation titled ’Know 
Your Schools,” to be presented 
starting Oct-12 as a weekly fea¬ 
ture on radio and tv in collabora¬ 
tion with the U. S,%Dept. of Health, 
Education & Welfare and the U.S. 
Office of Education, 

With the N. Y.-headquartered 
o&o division controlling the over¬ 
all venture, each station will pro¬ 
gram the series separately. 
WBCA-TV, N. Y„ will use Charles 
VOn Boren as educational advisor 
and host in a “We Beal in Futures” 
series, while WRCA-AM will do 
several series and will also in¬ 
tegrate the . theme into regular 
shows; other outlets plan to tie in 
with local colleges, PTA groups, 
etc. Total time and program cost 
of the project is #1,000,000, 

PSsiSff 
Reaction Sett In. 

First opposing reactions aTe 
beginning to be voiced to-Gor¬ 
don McLendon’s network radio 
diatribe last week* with the 
sentiments expressed ranging 
from an allegation that the in¬ 
die operator had put on a 
“great dramatic show” to one 
accusing him of disregarding 
facts arid sometimes misusing 
research figures. 

At one point in his speech 
.before N. Y. radio execs, 
McLendon, in “committing 
surgery” on network radio, 
said that the radio stations 
around the country are sad¬ 
dled with live orchestras they 
don’t want, so how comd 
American Broadcasting Net¬ 
work hope to solve its ,audi- 
ence problems by introducing 
the same live orchestras as 
part of its schedule. New York 
network spokesmen, for once, 
took indie radio as an example 
that this is not a solid assump¬ 
tion. WNEW, in N. Y., and 
WHDH, in Boston, both suc¬ 
cessful stations, appear “per¬ 
fectly happy” and richer via 
the use of live orchs in their 
skeds. 

Survive: McLendon-Appalled By 
Ex-Giants Dangling 3 Gold Balls 

By ART WOODSTONE webs are not new to him. He re- 
~ . . 1Mi notmnrVc CT1 ' called for his audience that ABC 

« sound,” .Mutual a in radio. The one thing the webs 
still offer as a “primary utility” is 
national-international news and 
special events. In a few short 
months an “American Broadcasting 
Network affiliate will occupy the 
same lowly stature in its commu¬ 
nity that it generally enjoys to¬ 
day.” NBC Radio's a giveaway, 
its new rate card is “a complete 
farce.” CBS attempted “unprece¬ 
dented” pressure to force stations 
to clear for the Fcrd contract, but 
some affiliates “positively refused 
to clear.” Network “rate slashing” 
will weaken the rate cards of high¬ 
ly-regarded indies. Networks are 
’producing few sales results.’.’ Car 

radios belong to local stations, not 
networks. 

companionate radio” and NBC a 
“Weekday." 

He said that the revenue left will 
only support two webs, hence there 
has been a “dilution of network 
rates that threatens the whole eco¬ 
nomic future of radio.” He said 
there was no use in ABN trying to 
disguise straight spot selling as a 
“five-minute unit." “NBC’s inva¬ 
sions (of spot) are even more fla¬ 
grant, CBS’ just as bad, and Mu¬ 
tual makes no bones of its spot 
carrier practices,” he charged. “It 
is a little pathetic to see these once 
great network giants hang out the 
three gold balls.” 

, McLendon sa!d\tliat an ABN ad- 
; vertiser was payin&$4.75 <time and 

-- These are the opinions of q0r-| ta!ent) I*1* announcement per sta- 
i n/1 h le ¥ I don McLendon, boss of the Texas itlon- _,He suggested that this was 
A Iff KOnlA I AC AC j Triangle stations, as delivered to!f.n undermining, among other sta- 
nPy tVatliU LUuvu j members and guests at a Radio & own,^ew ^ork fla£» 

j Television Executives Society! WABC, which could not compete. 
1 roundtable luncheon ifi New York! noted that network radio lis- 
| last week. His -speech was con-! tenership was decreasing more and 
I sidered by informed observers to ! niore. As an _ example, he cited 3 Major Mils In 

Program Revamp 
Three important radio affiliates 

have relinquished their American 
Broadcasting Network feed in the 
past few days, WSGN, Birmingham, 
Ala., quit ABN on Sept 20, arid; 
KBON^ Omaha, Neb., has given no¬ 
tice that it is inkling Friday (4). 
In Tulsa, Okla., KOME quit the 
day after WSGN. 

Trio of departures was taken as 
a sign of dissatisfaction with ABN's 
new live music format which be¬ 
gan several weeks ago with the 10- 
11 ayem Herb Oscar Anderson 
strip, and which is continuing pres¬ 
ently with at least three ether new 
across-the-board hours. 

Network, it was learned, is ne¬ 
gotiating with WAPI, In Birming¬ 
ham, to take up where WSGN left 
off. .It is also dickering with un¬ 
named stations in the other two 
markets. A pact With WAPJ will 
mean that ARN cannot get its full; 
lineup into the market, except on 
a delayed basis, since CBS is. also; 
tied to the station. 

The situation in Tulsa appears to 
be a difficult one for ABN. There 
are six stations in the market. 
KRMG, which pnee carried ABC 
Radio shows (ABN’J predecessor in 
name), is a 50,000-watter which 
might- not be available again.! 
KVOO might .be likely, but it 
means sharing with NBC, and the 
other stations are all of Weaker 
power than KOME, except KTUL, 
which is CBS. 

Same kind of problem exists in 
Omaha, where the five established 
stations are either affiliated with 
other webs or avowedly indepen¬ 
dent. 
• It is reported that the network,' 
while it has not lost affiliations In 
other major markets, is having 
trouble getting live clearances for 
its new shows In some owned & 
operated cities. For one, its De¬ 
troit o&o, WXYZ, run by James 
RiddeU, Is bucking ABN, it is said. 

Nonetheless, despite the several j 
obstacles, ABN station relations 
men have -managed to dear some¬ 
where in the vicinity of 100 live 
stations and about 80 d.b/s for An¬ 
derson's show. That is, however, 
less than given to the former drama 
block at 10 ayem, the one kicked 
off to make way for the totally re¬ 
vamped program setup of ABN. 
ABN has slightly over 300 part arid 
fuUtime stations who have affiliate 
contracts. 

fbe the strongest public blast that 
(the radio nets have yet received. 
. McLendon was opposed on the fu- 
| ture of network radio by Stephen 
} Labunski, veep In charge of pro- 
! gramriiirig at ABN. 

McLendon backed up his state- 
! ments by announcing that his 
‘ KTBS in Shreveport will not renew 

figures which showed aU web radio 
got less than 25So of the audience 
in Houston. 

Always forced to seek smaller 
and smaller affiliates, as one after 
another goes indie, the networks, 
McLendon stated, are missing any 
kind of tieup in “market after mar¬ 
ket” and in still other cities they 

its NBC Radio contract, thereby 1 often have to^‘share the same bed’ 
. forcing the network to “turn to an- i two or three other networks. 
; other and less desirable facility for T “Network advertiser is faced with 
affiliation—if it can find one at: the problem of distribution,” Mc- 
alL” He said, “There is no answer , Lendon said. “After all, instant 
or remedy for tHis slow bloodletting j coffee sales have an Index of 141 

; because tne life elixir of the net-'; In the East Central and 59 in the 
J works is draining away: its fun da- j West Central states—more than a 
• mental program utility to the pub- i two to one difference. The network 
• lie and, thus, to the affiliates them- \ advertiser must buy equal impres- 
1 selves.” * i sions in all markets and thus loses 

‘One of the reasons for this fail- j the flexibility of spot radio—where 
he can- put his emphasis in what¬ 
ever markets he wishes. And just 
as important, the network adver¬ 
tiser must be content with a na¬ 
tional average rating—he may buy 
a 4 rating, but that average could 
be composed of a 6.2 in San An¬ 
tonio and a 1.2 in New York, Yet 
it may be New York where he 
needs sales the ‘most 

“Still another vital deficiency of 

David Wayae to Spell 
Sinatra as a 1-Shot 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
To give star Frank Sinatra a 

week's rest, David Wayne has been 
set to replace him in ’The -Feeling 
is Mutual,” half-hour telepic for 
his ABC-TV series, rolling this 
week. Co-starring is Janice Rule, 
with Norman Z. McLeod directing. 

Sinatra next week makes his tv 
directional debut, helming the half- 
hour segment with Bing Crosby 
guesting. Following this, he Starts 
propping for live Oct 18 debut of 
his program. i 

ure of program utility,” which he 
defined as the “goods and qualities 
to satisfy human want,” “is a basic 
reason also why ABN’s ‘live music 
disk jockey’ programs have as 
much chance as a quart of whiskey 
on an Indian reservation. It is the 
same reason that local disk jockeys 
almost everywhere wallop Arthur 
Godfrey despite his live orchestra.” 
McLendon added that a local dee-. _ ___^ 
jay can talk local weather, local • network advertising is ^he inabiUty 
events and can “even talk in his j of the network to get its affiliates 
own regional accent,” .whereas any j to do everything for the advertiser, 
network personality can only be a ; At $4.75 a spot, of which the affili- 
“remote stranger.” : ate may get 10 cents, the station 

’Marginal Utilities' (hardly receives enough money to 
* "The utility of networks as pro-1 n?ak® worthwhile for him to mer- 
viders of drama, comedy, variety \ c^ia?^se or *en<* any other sup- 
and major sporting events, is at jport- _ 
best, x marginal utility,” McLen- 
don Said. ‘Television has usurped 
these functions.” The station op¬ 
erator questioned whether the 
“narrow services” of news arid 
special events coverage by webs 
were enough to sustain four na¬ 
tional hookups, particularly since 
there was not enough coin to go 
around to all four and since, with 
an alleged imbalance of audience 
among web affils, sponsors cannot 

WCCO’s -Loisoff Of 
N.Y. Philharmonic Orch 

Cues Hols. Protests 
Minneapolis, Oct. 1. 

Unless new program director Bill 
_ Schwartz has a change of heart 

control the flow’of Their network!now many protests are pouring 
advertising the way they can by j in on him, WCCO Radio, local CBS 
picking and choosing markets and . outle^, for the first time will not 

' carry the New York Philharmonic 
stations in national spot. 

The preceding address was de¬ 
livered by Labunski, who said ABN 
was translating the “same basic 
values” of strong local radio into 
ar network listen. He concentrated 
on the live' nature of ABN pro¬ 
gramming, aggressive and ingeni¬ 
ous selling and the “extremely at¬ 
tractive advertising values and 
great Simplicity of one buy to 
achieve national coverage” as the 
chief means of giving web audio 
new life. 

McLendon retaliated by saying 
that he “cannot believe two com¬ 
peting networks cannot satisfy the 
residual needs of the public for 
network service.” He would not 
disclose which webs he thought 
would survive, although elsewhere 
in his speech he., complimented 
CBS Radio for maintaining a 
“unique schedule, non-competitive 
to local stations— the only remain-. 
ing. talk network.” He said CBS 
had an “overwhelming lead in net¬ 
work radio,” though he’ abhorred 
what he alleged were some trickyj 
research tactics by CBS, 

He said that efforts to find new j 
programming by three of the four ] 

orchestra concerts Sunday after¬ 
noons this fall and winter. 

Station is dropping the network 
show for its own "Sunday in ’CCO 
Land” disks program comprising 
popular music of the better type. 

“WCCO is increasingly on a 
popular music kick, but that 
doesn’t mean we don’t mean to 
carry serious music programs or 
even the same program at another 
hour,” explains Schwartz. “My 
main complaint against the Phil¬ 
harmonic shows is that it couldn’t 
be interrupted for our featured 
service - announcements, weather 
and traffic information for week¬ 
enders which we think we should 
provide.” 

. In view of the fact that Minneap¬ 
olis, with its own symphony or¬ 
chestra, and the surrounding area 
are considered to comprise a large 
proportion of symphonic music 
lovers, broadcasting circles here 
consider the action of Schwartz in 
abandoning the Philharmonic pro¬ 
gram daring and they’re standing 
by to determine the extent #f its 
unpopularity or otherwise. 





Wednesday, October 2, 195? P'JGUBTix 

i- 

The Jim Baduis Show goes live on American Radio, 
weekdays, 2-3 pm, starting Monday, October 7 

Jim Backus gives a fabulous fun-in-the-afternoon mood to American’s all-new, all-live 

musical line-up.. 

Backus, a well-known man-of-many-voices (Mr. Magoo, Hubert Updyke 111, to name 

a couple), adds to His already bright entertainment career a new, live network hour of 

currently popular music and spontaneous humor. The Jim Backus Show features song¬ 

stress Betty Johnson (live), whose 1 Dreamed has sold close to a million copies, baritone 

Jack Haskell (live). The Honeydreamers (live), Elliot Lawrence’s orchestra (live) and 

top announcer Del Sharbutt (live). 

This is the kind of radio—strong on music, long on fun-that today's young, 

on-the-go housewife'Wants. This is live American Radio. 

45 
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THE PAUL WINCHELL SHOW 
With Jerry Mahoney, Knucklehead 

Smiff; Frank Fontaine, Judy 
Scott, The Hambones, guests 

Writer-producer: Carl Jampel' 
Director: Dave Brown 
30 Mins.} Sun., 4:30 pjn. 
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS 
ABC-TV. from New York 

f Geo, H. Hartman Co.) 
Ventriloquist Paul Winchell, a 

familiar turn to viewers for the 
half-dozen years, is now' heading 
a Weekly variety series bearing his 
name on the ABC-TV net. On the 
basis of Sunday’s (29) lnitialer 
there’s nothing pretentious about 
the show. However, it has a folksy, 
family quality that may lure a fair 
slice of the late Sabbath afternoon 
audience. 

Not only does Winchell manipu¬ 
late his dummies, Jerry Mahoney 
and Knucklehead Smiff, with good 
results but he also doubles as 
emcee, does impressions and works 
in sketches. A guest policy, which 
this half-hour entry apparently is 
pursuing, obviously will be a con¬ 
venient breather for Winchell. Vis¬ 
itors for the opener were come¬ 
dian Frank Fontaine, singer Judy 
Scott and The Hambones, a novelty 
turn. 

Fontaine’s - contribution was 
largely pegged around a bit of 
business in which he was to “help” 
Winchell in developing a “style." 
It was a case of stretching too far 
for an angle. Miss Scott wrapped 
her larynx around a couple tunes— 
and it may be said that she had 
plenty of volume if nothing else. 
Hambones, group of eight boys who 
slap hands in cadence while seated, 
are reminiscent of a Major Bowes 
show. 

Guests joined with Winchell in 
a comic western sketch that cast 
Winchell as a rancher. Jetty Ma¬ 
honey a cowhand, Fontaine as a 
marshal and Miss Scott the in¬ 
evitable femme. It was a weak 
finale. Hartz Mountain Products, 
backers of the series, have a fan¬ 
tastic amount of pet foods, to judge 
by the multitldinous plugs. Puffed 
was everything from dog “Yum- 
mies" to bird seed. Gilb. 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

THIS IS YOUR LIFE 
With Ralph Edwards, host 
Producer: Axel Gruenberr 
Director: Dick Gottlieb 
Writers; Paul Phillips, Mort Lewis 
30 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m. 
PROCTER Sc GAMBLE 
NBC-TV, from Hollywood 

(Compton) 
Now going into its sixth season 

on tv, “This Is Your Life” retains 
the dual ingredients, of schmaltz 
and showmanship, insuring its con¬ 
tinued popularity—just so long as 
host-creator Ralph Edwards comes 

^ up with a “living bio” such as 
bandleader Phil Harris, His outing 
on the preem (25) was a natural, 
bringing on stage Jack Benny (who 
wanted to know how much he gets 
paid for the stint), wife Alice Faye 
(still a looker) and a host of other 
people (one, a former booker 
flown in from Australia). 

In this surface bio treatment, the 
30 minutes went fast. With so many 
hep, showbiz personalities on stage, 
Edwards, though he tried to reach 
for some soggy sentiment had a.I 
tough time. It came off better that( 
w ay, without it. 

Picking up Harris at the Brown 
Derby for the usual “surprise,” the 
show then moved to NBC’s Holly¬ 
wood studios for the treatment. 
Voices, photos of old and on-the- 
spot associates delineated Harris, 
the boy, the drummer and gad¬ 
about, the struggling and then the 
successful bandleader. On hand, in 
addition to those previously men¬ 
tioned, were his father and mother, 
his two comely daughters, Minna 
.Wallis, his former manager, as-well 
as others. Harris handled himself 
well, seemingly genuinely moved 
In the number of tribute spots. His 
byline “That’s What I Like About 
the South” was played; his family 
and friends were there, even, his 
ex-boss Benny; he was showered 
with gifts and made a living hero. 
Probably, there were thousands of 
viewers vicariously sharing his ex¬ 
perience. Horo. " 

Studio Ono 
Trouble with most two-part tele¬ 

vision dramas Is that they spend 
so much time setting the stage In 
the first segment that there’s little 
else in the way of plot develop¬ 
ment and action that week and a 
crammed-full progression and de¬ 
nouement in the second part. In 
the case of Max Ehrlich’s “Mutiny 
on the Shark,” presented the past 
two weeks on “Studio One,” the 
reverse was true. 

Ehrlich turned in a masterful 
first part—he set the stage, devel¬ 
oped his conflicts and ended in a 
moment of strain and suspense. 
Came the second part Monday (30), 
and the hour consisted of needless 
repetitive incidents which rather 
than butressing Tils characteriza¬ 
tions - and story harmed them by 
overstatement. And then, he pro¬ 
vided an ending so pat as to scut¬ 
tle all the good work that had gone 
before. 

Theme of “Mutiny” was intrigu- 
j ing, a picture of the skipper of an 
.atomic sub and his effect on the 
• people who work under him. Rich- 
| ard Basehart played .the captain, a 
| tough perfectionist who’s never 
made a mistake and who makes life 

I miserable for any of his men who 
{do. William Smithers, who be- 
; comes exec officer on the sub, 
starts to emulate his boss and be¬ 
fore he’s through, his wife, Betsy 
Palmer, has left him and he’s cut 
his best friend’s throat by not fight¬ 
ing for him with Basehart. 

So what happens? Smithers, a 
, perfect officer in Basehart’s esti¬ 
mation, goes to pieces after his 
wife has run out, and makes mis¬ 
take after mistake, with Basehart 
jumping down his back. And 
then Basehart himself finally 
makes a mistake, and emerges from 
the experience a shattered, but 
wiser officer and human being. 
After setting things up to deal out 
a royal flush, Ehrlich came up with, 
a pair of deuces. 

In spite of the repetitiveness of 
the second part and the unsatisfac¬ 
tory ending, “Mutiny’-’ stood up 
well most of the way. Basehart 
contributed an impressive perfor¬ 
mance, in spite t>f a few. speak¬ 
ing lapses, as the tough-minded 
skipper, and Smithers was excel¬ 
lent as the impressionable exec. 
Miss Palmer turned In a believable 
job as the beleaguered wife, and 
others in the cast, Robert Loggia 
as one of Basehart’s victims, Ann 
Hillary as his wife, and Larry 
Gates as the sub’s doctor, were 
Uniformly good. 

Tom Dottovan’s direction gave 
the entire play a sense of reality, 
and at least in the first part, pro¬ 
vided a mounting tension that lost 
impetus later only by overstate¬ 
ment. With the U.S. Navy and 
General Dynamic’s. Electric Boat 
division helping out on the tech¬ 
nical end, the settings, equipment, 
procedures and other technical 
aspects of the action seemed high¬ 
ly authentic. Chan. 

ton did okay as Slezak’s grandson, 
also intrigued by the theatre, biz; 
Virginia Kaye had a. brief and nasty 
bit as the daughter, and Alan 
Hewitt and Mark Roberts gave 
standard performances as the sons- 
in-law. Herbert Hirshman directed, 
but he—like the actors—was handi¬ 
capped by the script. 

And thus fades the Goodyear 
series. Over the years. It presented 
some of the best drama tv had to 
offer and many a Sunday night 
were brightened by its talents. It's 
too bad the last show couldn’t have 
provided a worthier exit * Hift. 

Ted Weems Texas D.J. 
Dallas, Oct. l. 

Ted W'eems starts today (Tues.)! 
as a daily d.j. on KIXL and also ’ 
assumes residence here. ,{ 

Longtime maestro, who has been j 
a Memphis resident -and WHHM i 
platter spinner between band? 
dates, will have a two-hour after-? 
noon platter session here for prexy : 
Lee Segall. It isn’t the first time ; 
for Segall to engage a bandleader; 
as a “double duty” d.j. In 1948 i 
he had bandleader Denny Beckner, { 
in for a long nitery date, helming: 
an across-the-board wax session.: 

Goodyear Playhouse 
Any resemblance between the 

Greek theatre magnate whom Wal¬ 
ter Slezak portrayed in the Good¬ 
year Playhouse-NBC production of 
“The Best Wine,” and Spyros P. 
Skouras or any of the other Skou- 
ras brothers was strictly coinci¬ 
dental, though the similarity must 
have been duly noted by many. 
Show7 Sunday (29) was the last of 
the Goodyear hour series, but un¬ 
fortunately far from the best. . 

John Vlahos wrote the uncon¬ 
vincing, saccharine script about the 
old man who finds enthusiasm'for 
the movies and the theatres in a. 
young girl from West Virginia, 
even as his son-in-laws are alniost 
giving up on the theatre biz. It was 
a plea for the oldfashioned values 
for oldfashioned people, shrouded 
with the kind of sticky sentimen¬ 
tality that some associate ;with the 
early days of the film Industry. 

Siezak did what, he could with 
the role of the kindly, desperate 
old man, battling for his belief that 
service and the right approach 
could restore the audience to the 
old, third-run house with which, he 
started his big circuit. The episode 
with the girl (Inga Swenson) was 
contrived and wholly implausible, 
though there were some touching 
moments. Slezak is better as a 
comedian than as a tragedian. 

Miss Swenson, affecting the re¬ 
quired Southern accent, made a 
fresh, pleasant impression, and 
she’s a joy to the eye. Her perform- , 
ance, in an admittedly difficult 
part, at times was c rerdrawii, but 
on the whole caught the mood of 
the lonely young girl who foun'd a 
kind soul and responded to it. This 
was Miss Swenson’s first tv role 
and there’s no question that she 
holds a lot of promise. 

In supporting roles, Martin Hus- 

Look Here 
Martin Agronsky had the dis¬ 

tinction of doing the first over-the- 
horizon live show from Cuba to the 
U.S. on his “Look Here” segment 
Sunday (29), and the somewhat 
more dubious distinction of hav¬ 
ing Cuban president Fulgencio 
Batista as his interview guest. 

Interviewing Batista was no 
cinch, and the program showed it. 
Agronsky of necessity was in an 
embarrassing position—it’s tough 
for the. interviewer to argue with a 
highly placed ..guest, yet that’s 
about the only choice (other than 
dropping a line of questioning en¬ 
tirely) when the interviewer knows 
his subject is propagandizing 
rather than answering with com¬ 
plete truth and candor. 

Agronsky, to his credit, showed 
no hesitation in posing direct and 
even embarrassing questions about 
Cuba’s rebellion and Batista’s dic¬ 
tatorial pose and position. But 
with Batista answering them with 
the standard line—it’s all a Prio 
plot, the Commies are in back of 
the revolt, Cuba is democractic 
and next year’s elections will be 
free—where could Agronsky go 
from there? Call him a liar? 

Such an interview can’t be con¬ 
clusive, and sometimes not even in¬ 
formative. But it’s value lies in 
the opportunity for the viewer to 
size up the subject. Batista looked 
a sharp, tough customer who knows 
how to handle himself in any situa¬ 
tion, from a streetfight to high- 
level diplomacy. In that sense, the 
program was rewarding. 

Pickup -came from the Presiden¬ 
tial palace, following a"brief cam- 
era’s-eye view of the Havana har¬ 
bor, The pictures, fed out of Goar 
Mestre’s CMQ-TV, were of excel¬ 
lent quality, and the Cuba-to-U.S. 
television interchange can proceed 
henceforth with at least the as¬ 
surance of good technical content. 

. Chan. 

Playhouse 94 
“Playhouse 90~ is acting like 

confused newcomer instead of 
two-year t>ld* who should, know its 
way around the medium after such 
an illustrious first-year start. It' 
got off to an abortive start with 
“The Death of Manolete” as the 
1957 season's opener, recovered a 
bit of its poise and purpose with 
the followup “The Dark. Side of 
the Earth" tout fell completely 
apart in its third outing last Week 
(26) with a remake of the close to 
30-vear old “Topaze.” v 

It was an. Ellis St Joseph adap¬ 
tation of the Marcel Pagnol orig¬ 
inal and it was' horrible. None, of 
the- Pagnol wit and charm came 
through. It was played broadly 
and seemingly without aim or di¬ 
rection. Everybody concerned was] 
“acting up” but the 90 minutes was 
a resounding letdown. 

In the title role, Ernie Kovacs 
was inhibited and out .of place. His 
delineation . of. a mild-mannered 

['school teacher who gets involved 
with an embezzling politico lacked 
understanding and -subtlety. -.(The 
role previously had been done-by 
Frank M6rgan on the stage and 
John Barrymore' in the films.) 

• ‘He ‘ didn’t get much * help either 
from- the topline supporters. Rich-] 
ard Hayden, Sheree North and 
Carl Reiner. A tv sketch and a 
satiric comedy can’t toe bandied 
the same-way, which is-something] 
Kovacs and Reiner ought to know. 

Gros. 

Wide Wide World - 
“Wide .Wide World"-looked into 

the world of .the young on its Sun¬ 
day ( 29K session over NBG-TV and 
came up with-a Tot of a ty pical situ¬ 
ations, which seemed to indicate 
that everything will turn out well; 
with today’s youngsters. 

The cameras moved to Evanston, 
Ill., which has an average annual 
income of about $10,000, where the 
youngsters, aided by Charles -Van] 
D.oren, can discuss going steady as 
though it were the most important 
item, in their Jives. In Tulsa,*'the 
4 H clubs got a cheery report. The 
same applies in Sacramento where 
the youngsters are working with 
crippled children, and in Point_ 
Mogu, Cal., a rocket society dis- one another. 

covers new missiles, In an urban 
area, should any of the .kids try to 
buy aluminum tubing, it might be 
suspected that the juve is inter¬ 
ested in do-it-yourself zip gun kits. 

There was one major * instance 
of the other side of the coin. ■ Iir| 
the Bronx, N. Y., where conditions 
were of such nature that the Youth 
Board had to take over to fore¬ 
stall gang warfare and wholesale 
departures from law and . order, 
there was an inkling of what par¬ 
ents have to go* through to fore¬ 
stall wholesale defections. But as 
many newspaper readers, know, 
rumbles are fairly frequent here, 
as well as in other blighted urban 
areas. There was insufficient J 
dwelling on the economic and so¬ 
da! causes for such wholesale re¬ 
bellion of the teenagers in these 
instances. In the Chicago seg¬ 
ment, the major discussion re?] 
volved around rock ’n’ roll,, which 
seems to toe a waning factor among 
youth these days. 

Everything isn’t as • Well as 
“WWW” said it was, tout neither is 
everything as bad as some news ac¬ 
counts say. The truth must lie 
somewhere between both accounts.] 

Jose. 

Climax 
The “human spider” theme got a 

good working- over by scripters 
Leonard Spigelgass and Walter 
Reilly on CBS-TV “Climax” and 
gave this long excursion in psy¬ 
chiatry its teeming moments of 
gripping tension that must have 
raced pulses and speeded’ heart 
beats. Its thrill-proof enactment 
was enhanced by some superior 
acting by Ruth, Leif Erickson, Don 
Dubbins and Natalie Trundy. 
Credit, too, the direction of Arthur 
Hiller. 

In less competent hands than 
Miss Hussey and Dubbins, the emo¬ 
tional struggle between psycho- 
patic killer and a femme psychia¬ 
trist might have worn thin by lack 
of sustained interest Dubbins, an 
acute couch case, finally took mat¬ 
ters into his own hand and held 
Miss Trundy prisoner. When the 
police Were called he crawled out 
on the ledge high above the city 
with the girl as hostage. Nets were 
spread below and please were made 
without success. The girl was 
finally released when Dubbins pro¬ 
posed a deal and Miss Hussey, her 
mother, took her place on the ledge. 
In crawling back to Safety, Miss 
Hussey lost her footing and Dub¬ 
bins plunged to the net below. 

It was a fine acting performance 
by the four leads, with Mist Hus¬ 
sey and Dubbins capital In their 
roles. As the sullen, pugnacious- 
mental case, Dubbins may have 
typed himself but few have done 
it better in tv. Miss Trundy, a com¬ 
parative newcomer, shows- good 
promise. Miss Hussey and Erickson 
are old pros by now; just throw ’em 
a script and they’ll do a job. Hiller 
directed with firm.hand and struck 
a high note of realism. 

Bill Lundigan and Mary Costa 
'pleaded their case” for the Chrys¬ 

ler line in a courtroom atmosphere 
as a tie-in to the earlier sequences, 
a-novel and effective device. 

Heltn- 

FATHER KNOWS BEST 
With Robert Yeung, Jane Wyatt, 

Elinor Donahue, Billy Gray, 
LaUreu * Chapin, otheri 

Writers; Pan! West. Reawell Rogers 
Producer: Eugene B. Rodney 
Director; Poter Tewksbury 
34 Mins., Wed.; 4:39 phi, 
SCOTT PAPER, LEVER BROS, 
NBC-TV (film) 

CJ. Walter Thompson) 
One of tv’s more familiar situa¬ 

tion. comedies, “Father Knows 
Best” started the fall season 
Wednesday (25) with, a. contrived 
script , involving problems of tooth 
teachers and students in those first 
few toack-to-school days. As might 
have been expected the star of the 
half-hour filmed outing wasn’t 
Robert Young, who holds down the. 
title role,.but Billy Gray as his 
teenage offspring. 

Gray and his classmates had 
been looking forward to the return 
of a favorite teacher. To their 
consternation another instructor 
appears and they vent their disap* Sroval in unsubtle ways. Gray, 

owever, doesn’t share his friends’ 
dislike of the new teacher. Returns 
for advice to Young who tells him 
the decision is his to make. Rest 
Is rather obvious with Gray mak¬ 
ing the first conciliatory move and 
the class follows suit. 

Schoolroom locale afforded; 
I writer Paul West ample opportuni- 
fty to toss in. a flock pf incidents 
which presumably would draw 
titters. For the most part the fun- 
making was rather forced and 
artificial. But Gray’s performance 
was amusing in a deadpan sort; of 
way while the roles of both Young 
as the father and Jane Wyatt were 
relatively subordinate in this initial _ 
Screen Gems episode for the 1957- 
’58 season. Elinor Donahue and 
Lauren Chapin, as other members 
of the .Young-Wyatt household, 
had evert less to do. 

Peter Tewksbury's direction 
stressed the levity in the Eugene * 
B, Rodney production. With school 
now safely in session, let's hope 
that ’’Father” settles down in a. 
less clicked groove. Picking up th# 
tab this year are Scott Paper Co.1 
and Lever Bros.. Gilb. "I' 

BIRTHDAY OF THE WORLD 
With Alexander Scourby, Michael 

Wager, Robert H. Harris, Chisuk 
Amuno Congregation Choir, 
others 

Producer: Wiley Hance 
Writer: Morton Wiahengrad • - 
34 Mins., Sun. (29), 3 p.m. • . 
ABC-TV, from New. York 

In commemoration of the Jewish 
High Holidays, ABC-TV, in a tie- 
up ’With the.-Jewish Theological 
Seminary, presented* a.*program 
aiming* to explain the significance 
and meaning of Rosh Hoshaha and 
YOm .KIppur. ' -■ 

The Wiley .Hance production and. 
Morton Wishengrad scriptcaptufed 
some of the poetry, wisdom and- 
mysticism, in the holiday“ Obser^ 
vance, but the-program* at times 
became bogged down with, words, 
platlfudeness generalities .lacking 
‘dramatic' impact: * ' The Chfzuk 
Amuno Congregation Gholr.of Bal¬ 
timore, MdL, .directed, .tog*. Hugo. 
Weisgall, was a big assist, singing 
th’e religfoso tnusic 'With style and 
authority. * 

-Alexander Scourby as narrator 
was effective. The best of the al¬ 
legorical skits presented was that 
of Alexander the Great’s visit to 
Paradise, In this skit Michael 
Wager played Alexander and Rob¬ 
ert H. Harris the gatekeeper,* tooth, 
rendering competent performances. 

Big merit of the program was 
that it presented in an understand¬ 
ing TashioM the religion of Jews to 
a nationwide audience, a program¬ 
ming gesture which, should help 
people of all faiths to understand 

Horo. . 

CHEYENNE 
(Incident at Indian Sprints) 
With Clint Walker, Bonnie Bold¬ 

ing, Dan Barton, Carlyle Mit¬ 
chell, Chris Olsen, others 

Producer: Arthur W. Silver 
Director: Thomas Carr 
Writer: Georg*-Sierin 
44 Mins., Tuts., 7:39 pjtt. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 
ABC-TV (film) 

(Young It Rubiccmv) 

At times, thin story of this sea¬ 
son debuter for “Cheyenne” series 
hardly rates the “adult western’' 
billing. Motivations in tale by 
George SlaVin are never very clear, 
which hampers proceedings 
throughout. 

Star Clint Walker Is presented 
here as the sheriff of a town in 
which the bank!* held up. Local 
schoolteacher, Dan Barton, turns 
up with dead body of one *f ;tte; 
robbers. V '■ 

First Barton's a hero; but when 
Iff discovered that Barton's the re¬ 
formed half-brother of the outlaw** 
and after the baddies make several 
attempts at revenge, the towns¬ 
people desert him and Walker. 
Finally, their consciences . re viva 
enough to tome, to the rescue of 
the beseiged pair. Mixed up in this 
are questions of respect due a 
schoolteacher, the teaching of vio¬ 
lence, and- whether Barton should 
haye demanded the reward for his 
dead half-brother, as demanded by 
his wife, Bonnie Bolding. 
VWalker continues to display Tils 
brand of soft-spoken heroics cap¬ 
ably and Barton is good as the 
troubled sehoolteacher. Miss Bold-. 
Ing shows nice promise. . 

. Direction .'.of Thomas Carr is 
okay* - • “ Koue, 

JIMMY DEAN SHOW v' 
With Deak Jst Crockett, Jo Davis, . 

Mary KUck, Country Lads, Dick 
Flood, Billie Graves, Texas 
Wildcats, Alee Houston; guests 

Producer;. Canute B. Gay 
Director: BUI Linden ' 
44.Mina.; Sat., 12 (noon) 
CBS-TV, from-Washington 

Jimmy Dean, who has a. cross- 
the-board- morning show ‘On CBS- 
TV, has added an hour-long Satur¬ 
day afternoon -show to his yked. 
The- youthful singer has a casual ~ 
delivery that makes this noontime 
stanza a. pleasing entertainment 
session. The program is grooved 
in the country-style idiom, but the 
song-spread isn’t entirely in the 
hillbilly genre. 

Dean is a likeable personality 
and a potent songsellcn He was 
responsible for a healthy portion 
of the tunes offered on the show. 
Also pitching in on the vocals, be¬ 
sides members of the regular cast, 

- (Continued on page 48) 
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GHOSTS 
With Marie Ney, Basil Sydney, 

Mary Peach, Julian Somers, 
Ronald. Lewis 

Producer: George Mori OTerrall 
Adapter: Norman Ginsbury 
60 Mins., Sun., 9:39 pan, 
ABC-TV, from London 

However skilf uUy adapted, a play 
as complex as Iben’s “Ghosts" 
must lose much of its impact when 
telescoped to 60 minutes. Norman 
Ginsbury did a fine job with his 
pocket-size version of the Nor¬ 
wegian classic but, inevitably, none 
of the characters was fully devel¬ 
oped and many of the reasons for 
their behavior were obscured by 
rhetoric. 

“Ghosts,” a complicated study of 
twisted emotions, psychological un¬ 
dertones, brooding evil and mental 
breakdown, was hardly cheerful 
Sunday night viewing but George 
More O’FerralTs production was 
a courageous attempt to raise com¬ 
mercial tv drama to serious stand¬ 
ards. 

Within his limited framework 
O’Ferrall directed writh dignity and 
force and he had the benefit of a 
topnotch cast headed by Marie Ney 
as Mrs. Alving, the woman haunted 
by ghostly memories of her dis¬ 
solute husband. Miss Ney gave a 
magnificent study of anguish and 
she handled particularly well the 
sock climax when she knows that 
her beloved son is the victim of 
hereditary disease. The son, played 
by Ronald Lewis, better known as 
an up-and-coming film actor, need¬ 
ed mojre time than he had to show 
viewers the gradual breaking down 
of his mental resources. 

Basil Sydney as a foolish pastor 
and Julian Somers as the pseudo 
father of the servant girl, Regina, 

were both solidly effective. The 
maid was played by Mary Peach, 
young South African actress who 
is the first girl to rate a seven- 
year commercial tv contract, had 
no chance to do more than hint at 
her possibilities which, on this 
showing, seem satisfactory, he pro¬ 
vided a touch of fresh radiance in 
combre surroundings. Rich. 

CHELSEA AT NINE 
With Edgar Bergen, Jacqueline 

Francois, David Hutcheson, Faith 
Brook, Alexis Rassine, The Gren¬ 
adiers, the George Melachrino 
orch 

Director: Cobey Ruskind 
.Writer: Reuben Shipp 
60 Mins., Tues., 3 p.m._ 
Granada TV, from London 

Granada-TV has embarked upon 
a series of Vaude type shows in 
which, they promise, they’ll feature 
some of the world’s headline art¬ 
ists. The first to make an appear¬ 
ance on the show, which is beamed 
from the newly-converted Granada 
theatre at Chelsea, was Edgar Ber¬ 
gen, held oyer for the second show. 
Formula for the program, which is 
bound to blossom into an audience 
catcher with the lure of big names, 
stuck more or less to the lines of a 
revue. Emcee David Hutcheson was 
slow speaking and suave and set an 
easy tempo for the 60 minutes. 

Bergen, with Charlie McCarthy 
and Mortimer Snerd, provided 
pleasant entertainment • in three 
spots, but much of the humor was 
in crude vein. Jacqueline Francois, 
a top French diskstar, gave out 
with some throaty vocaliStics in the 
true French style on “Lullaby of 
Birdland," and “Love Is A Child,” 
and oozed personality. In the ab¬ 
sence of Alicia Markova, who was 

Unable to make the show because 
of eye trouble, Alexis Rassine, from 
the Theatre Royal Ballet, stepped, 
in to dance a couple of solos, the 
best of which was. “The Black 
Swan Variation,” to get one of the 
biggest hands of the show. But the 
highlight was a group of singers 
known as The Grenadiers, , who’ve 
taken up residency for the entire 
run of the show. They sing well, 
look good, and can dance, too. Or¬ 
chestral accompaniments through¬ 
out were of a high standard. 

Bary. 

TELL THE TRUTH 
With Jacqueline ^Curtis, Roberta 

Leigh, Bill Owen, John Skeap- 
ing, David Jacobs, others 

Director: Colin Clews' 
Producer: John Irwin 
30 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m. 
Associated Television from Lon¬ 

don 

Another panel game has made its 
bow on British commercial tv, and 
there’s a strong possibility that it 

] might develop into one of the most 
j popular. On its first airing, “Tell 
I The Truth” proved to be both in¬ 
teresting and entertaining. 

David Jacobs came through as a 
more than competent emcee, and 
the panel, given a little time to set¬ 
tle in, will doubtless become a 
pleasant combination. The show 
calls for two contestants to pose as 
a personality. A third is the genu¬ 
ine article. Only the real player 
has to tell the truth. At the end of 
a couple of rounds of questions, 
based on a Word sketch Of the true 
person, the panel asked to decide 
which is the genuine one. For each 
incorrect vote, the trio are awarded 
$70 to be devided between them. 
An all incorrect vote carries a top 
prize of $280. 

Contestants in this program 
never did well at disguising them¬ 
selves and the main issue didn’t 
present much of a problem, but 
doubtless as the show goes on this 
fault will be rectified. Bary. 

TM JOE FLOYD ! 
I’LL GET YOU ALL OF 

KEL-O-LAND 
with one wonderful buy! 
It takes five railroads and three major airlines to 

crisscross huge, hustling KEL-O-LAND. It takes more than 
a million people to ring up its $1,220,150,000 annual 

retail sales. Yet Joe Floyd and his 101-man crew deliver all 
of KEL-O-LAND to you for your one wonderful 

single-market buy! 
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JOE FLOYD, President 
Ivor* Nord, 9m. Mgr. — Lorry ImHor, Y.P, 

REPRESENTED BY H-R 
In Minneapolis: Inlmor A Johnson, Inc. 

STARS AT BLACKPOOL 
With Morecambe & Wise, Anne 

Shelton, Tanner Sisters, Three 
Deuces, Kenny Baker, Karen 
Greer, Ken Dodd, BoUana Ivan 
ko Quartet, BBC Northern Va¬ 
riety Orch, under Alyn Ains¬ 
worth 

Emcee: Brian Reece 
Director: Barney Col eh an 
45 Mins. 
BBC-TV, from Blackpool 

Taking advantage of presence of 
leading vaude acts in last few 

| weeks of current Blackpool season, 

Barney Colehan, north-of-England 
tv megger, assembled satisfying 
gather-up of talent for this pro¬ 
gram. 

Morecambe & Wise, crosstalking 
duo, offered their familiar comedy 
routine to good results, winding 
with “Back in the Old Routine.” 
Tanner Sisters (off soon to South 
Africa) made strong impact in har¬ 
mony, giving out with “Handful of 
Songs to Sing” and “Puttin’ On 
The Style.” Ken Dodd, zany local 
comedian, with Gordon Needham 
as foil, drew yocks garbed in leop¬ 
ard skin as a safari-man from 
darkest Africa. 

Three Deuces, Canadian three¬ 
some who have enhanced prestige 
by their work in this summer show 
biz mecca, were bright song open¬ 
ers, followed by the Bolianko 
Dancers, lively quartet. Anne Shel¬ 
ton, per always, registers as blonde 

-warbler, as does taller blonde Ka- 
,ren Greer, best in “When You 
Walk Through A Storm.” Kenny 

'Baker’s always satisfying trumpet 
act completed the lineup, with 
Showbacking from Northern Vari¬ 
ety Orch under batoner Alyn Ains¬ 
worth. Brian Reece did emceeing 
chores rather woodenly, TBarney 
Colehan staged according to con¬ 
ventional style. Lineup- could be 
faulted mainly on grounds that 
most acts are already so familiar 
to viewers; a search after lesser- 
piugged turns would -have resulted 
in more attractive programming, 

Gord. 

A DATE WITH KATHIE KAY 
With Neville Houghton orch 
Writer: Eddie Boyd 
Director: Anna Lett 
15 Mins. 
Scottish Television - Ltd., from 

Glasgow 
Kathie Kay, local songstress who 

gets a full share of British air¬ 
waves despite tag of “Fireside Gal 
who doesn’t wanna moye away* 
from her .kids,” can’t go wrong 
with this new format, first of a reg¬ 
ular Monday night series. It is a 
simple late-night slotting with min¬ 
imum of aspirations, and employ¬ 
ing few tricks. 

Thrush, middle-aged and pleas¬ 
ant, gave out with oldies, current 
pops and request tunes. From the 
long-time-ago section she picked 
“You May Not Be An Angel,” from 

the current list “Mr. Wonderful, 
and, for request, the Auld Lang 
Syne fave “Auld Scots Mither 
Mine.” Also offered. “Tammy” to 
good reaction. Neville Houghton, 
who leads the showbacking, had 
his own piano bit. Familiar in con¬ 
cept, program is low^budget offer¬ 
ing that doesn’t disappoint. Eddie 
Boyd pens what continuity there Is. 
Anna Lett staged according to 
pattern. Gord. 

WILD JUSTICE 
With Henry Oscar, Phyllis Calc-1 

vert, John- East, Marjorie Rhodes, 
Olive Slbane, Blaise Wyndham, 
Michael Bryant, Hal Osmond, 
Vincent Holman,. Richard Waltor, 
Arnold Bell, Ann Sears, Brian 
Haines, Susan Stranks, George 
Street ' ‘ 

Writer: James Dale 
TV adaption: Patrick Campbell 
Director: Peter Cotes 
90 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion - from Lon¬ 

don 

“Wild Justice," a tv revival pf 
a fruity meller which had a suc¬ 
cessful London run in the 30’s, 
oozed atmosphere. It gave Henry 
Oscar, who played the same role in 
the original stage production, an 

excellent opportunity to show off 
his talents as Gabriel Perry, the 
crazy Victorian husband who meets 
a sticky end after terrorizing his 
family. The play "was gripping, 
well acted and a first rate produc¬ 
tion. 

To all appearances. Perry is an 
outwardly respectable lawyer and 
member of the community, a good 
husband and father to his daughter 
and son. But when a woman’s body 
is discovered with severe head ip- 
juries, he admits to his wife, played 
convincingly by Phyllis Calvert, 
that he did it for $480 to pay his 
gambling debts. Mrs. Perry gives 
him away to the police, but he’s 
acquitted and pomes home for his 
revenge, only to be killed by a 
bread knife in a tussle as he’s 
about to set fire to his home. The 
action took place in a realistic set 
of a parlour of the time which add¬ 
ed a great deal of realism to the 
story. Bary. 

on KTLA. His -only chance of sur¬ 
vival' is to do what he Is claimed 
to. have done back1 east—become 
such a controversial figure than 
he’ll either be slugged pr .sued cr 
both end maybe worse. He is an 
insulting, smart aleck end may 
choose the wrong guy. 

Oyer the phene, the only gim¬ 
mick he Uses, he called one woman 
“a meddlesome old bat,” another 
was called “a creep” and still an¬ 
other “an idiot” He poked into 
politics, religion and labor matters 
and said that Ike would be the 
last Republican president for a 
while. One caller was greeted with, 
“I don’t want this degenerate type 
of caU." 

Not only do the callers, some 
apparently planted, get the works 
from him but he had-a few self- 
deprecating ^remarks. He said any¬ 
body who buys time on his program 
has got to be sick, and that, as 
pinch* hitter for the ailing Larry 
Finley on KFWB, he admitted he 
would be the “lousiest” deejay on 
radio. 

When a woman caHer asked 
where a phone call could be made 
for a nickel he told her off. Title 
stems from the old gag of taking a 
call and flipping “It’s your nickel, 
start talking.” He was asked about 
Tom Duggan but brushed it off. He 
tries to ape him but it’s a dim 
copy. He win incense people rather 
than entertain them so his nights 
may be numbered. Recruiting films 
were all that- escaped his biting 
sarcasm. He may have killed off 
any chance of sponsorship by say¬ 
ing right-to-work issue meant the 
killing- off of unions and return to 
low wages. Helm. 

THE JACK JACKSON SHOW 
With Glen Mason, Joan Savage, . 

Paddie O’Neil, Alma Cogan, Nan¬ 
cy Whiskey, Johnny Ducan, Ron- f 
nie Hilton, Peter Sellers,, the 
Confrey Phillips Trio, Charles 
MacDevitt’s Skiffle Group 

Producer: Peter Glover 
30 Mins., Sun. 10:45 p.m. 
ATV-TV, from London J 

This zany disk show, with accent j 
on. comedy, in which top vocalists 
mime to their.latest disks, was the 
second in the new series and close-' 
ly followed its proved success for¬ 
mula. 

Skiffle singer Nancy Whiskey, 
subbing for- Lorrae Desmond, 
opened the proceedings, with 
“When My Baby Said Goodbye,” 
accompanied by Charles McDeviit’s 
Skiffle Group. Miss Whiskey was 
followed by Johnny Duncan, giving 
with “Last Train to San Fernanda” 
—as daft a lyric as has yet been 
heard on tv—Ronnie Hilton with 
"Marching Along With the .Blues,” 
the Comfrey Phillips Trio render¬ 
ing “Too Close For Comfort” and 
Alma Cogan singing “That’s Hap¬ 
piness.” 

'Star spot Was filled by comedian 
Peter Sellers, guying skiffle with' 
his version of “Any Old Iron.” 
Sellers, a fine character comedian, 
provided the soundest yocks. The 
pop vocalists were linked with the 
energetic and crazy lunacy of Jack- 
son and his talented stooges, Gleh 
Mason, Joan Savage and Paddie 
O’Neil. 

Peter Glover handled the direc¬ 
tion and special effects with pj 
but the show was often marred 
faulty synchronization,.particularlm'j 
in the speaking voice of star Jack*| 
Jackson. Rich* 

Tala Banana 
S5 Continue* from pace 4S sSm 

were guests Andy Williams and$| 
the Fontane Sisters. Williams ii,f 
another of the relaxed school of 
singing. 

For comedy relief, the program] 
has ventro Alec Houston and hi»| 
dummy Elmer. The humor is| 
along-simple rustic lines* Jess, ' 

IT’S YOUR NICKEL 
With Joe Pyne 
Director: Ray Lnkshis 
69 Mins., Sun., 11:41 pm, 
KTLA, Hollywood 

For six years Joe Pyne had been 
doing this type of program on a 
Wilmington, DeL, ,radio station. 
Sunday night he made his tv debut 

NIGH T M 

WSAZ-TV 
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7:30 and 10 30 p. M. 

FOR $1™ 
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TV FSm Reviews 
THE NEW ADVENTURES OF 

CHARLIE CHAN 
With J. Carrol Naish, James Hong, 

Bruce Scton, Rupert Davies, Wil¬ 
liam Frank’yn, Virginia Kelley, 
Harold Scott, Amy Dalby, Geof¬ 
frey Lumsden 

Executive Producer: Leon From* 
kess 

Producer: Rudolph C. Flothow 
Writer: Richard Grey 
Director: Don Cliaffey 
30 Mins., Sat., 6:30 p.m. 
ATV, from London <film) 

“Charlie Chan” is given. British 
backgrounds in this new series 
filmed in London, in which J. Car¬ 
rol Naish plays the famous Orien¬ 
tal xietcetive. By giving it a late 
Saturday afternoon slot, the pro¬ 
grammers are obviously aiming at 
both the moppet and adult trade 
and. between the two, there’s little 
doubt they’ll win a substantial au¬ 
dience segment. • 

From a technical standpoint the j 
new series ‘also syndicated in the 
V. S.i hits a safe standard. Produc¬ 
tion qualities were above average 
demands and the script by Richard 
Grey provided individual offbeat 
twists to compel audience atten¬ 
tion. The series opened with a sub¬ 
ject entitled “Backfire,’’ which 
was. presumably, indicative of the 
general treatment and storyline. It 
had a full measure ^of action and, 
although the suspense was obvious- 

Would you like to be the 
life of the Plans Board? 

Do you sit idly by, sobbing 
into your hankie, while 
someone else hogs the 
stage? 

Tkerefs a cure, friend... 

At the recent Sportsman’s 
Show, key KTTV person¬ 
nel interviewed the crowds 
day after day, getting 
important answers to 
questions about Southern 
Californians and their tele¬ 
vision viewing habits. 

For the first time, this in¬ 
formation is available to 
you... packed with vital 
facts that mean business 
to you. 

“How many people enter 
contests?” 

ly contrived, it was not without a 
surprise element. 

The story of “Backfire” described 
what happened when a guide mur¬ 
dered a famous Egyptologist and, 
because of a superficial l'keness, 
assumed his master’s identity. He 
made the mistake of enlisting the 
aid of Chan in tracking down the 
wife of the man he had murdered 
and ended up finding himself face 
to face with a murder rap. Chan’s 
line of reasoning was, inevitably, a 
basic part of the plot and his young 
and over-eager son was always 
ready to be a jump ahead of his 

[ more experienced father. Title role 
was smoothly played by J. Carrol 
Naish, but occasionally the affected 
Oriental accent hurt full compre¬ 
hension of th’e dialog. James Hong 
played the son with a measure of 
naive charm and Bruce Seton (best 
known as Fabian of the Yard) was 
an uneasy- heavy. Lesser parts were 
adequately filled by Rupert Davies, 
William Franklyn and Virginia 
Kelly. Myro. 

BOOTS AND SADDLES 
(The Gatling Gun) 
With Jack Pickhaxd, Patrick I\Ic- 

Vey, Dave Willock, John Alder- 
son, Michael Emmet, Ralph 
Moody, Herbert Radley, Joel 
Ashley, others 

Distributor: California National 
Producers: George M, Cahan, Rob- 

bert Stillman 
Director: Bernard L. Kowalski 
Writer: Gene Roddenberry 
30 Mins. (Syndication) 

Balance sheet on this Calif. Na¬ 
tional syndication skein adds up 
to only middling tv fare, from 
opener. To its credit is built-in 
interest in Indian-fighting .cavalry, 
technical accuracy in depicting this 
picturesque arm, and okay acting 
and direction. But possibilities are 
dissipated somewhat by pedestrian 
script in initialler, and rather slap-- 
dash production at Utah location. 

First script deals with havoc 
wreaked on a unit of Fifth Cavalry 
(there were other cavalry regi¬ 
ments besides the Seventh) by a 
pompous inspecting general, Herb¬ 
ert Rudley, Who insists on the letter 
of regulations. Mainly, conflict re¬ 
volves around new-flanged Gatling 
gun, in which general doesn’t be¬ 
lieve, and casehardened gunner, 
Ralph Moody, who’s lax in spit- 
and-polish department. But when 
an overwhelming band of Indians 
attacks a detachment. Moody, 
who’s been discharged on a tech¬ 
nicality, must be mustered back 
into service quickly to man the 
Gatling and beat off the attack. 

Main running characters of 
series. Jack Pickhard and Patrick 
McVey as officers of the unit, don’t 
figure too strongly in opener, but 
register okay nonetheless. Rudley 
is properly obnoxious and Moody’s 
good as the crotchety corporal. 
Direction of Bernard Kowalski,, 
not always polished, still shows 
promise. 

Capt J. S. Peters, retired cav¬ 
alryman, keeps a sharp and expert 
eye on details of equipment and 
drill. Kove. 

OFFICIAL DETECTIVE 
With Paul Sullivan, Judy Short, 

Morris Ankrum, Frances De 
Sales, John Goddard, Ann* Loos, 
Craig Duncan, Jack Hogan; 
Everett Sloane, host5 

Distributor: NTA 
Producer: Mort Briskin 
Director: Lee Sholem 
Writer: Briskin. 
30 Mins, (Syndication) 

Based- on yarns from Official 

Detective mag, this latest whodun¬ 
it series (out of the Desilu stable, 
with National Telefilm Associates) 
adds up to a fairly good entry in 
the mysterioso sweepstakes. There 
is enough suspense and the ele¬ 
ments of mystery are well-welded 
together in the teleplay by Mort 
Briskin, producer of the series. 

Against heavy competition, “Of¬ 
ficial” isn’t apt to draw much of a 
rating (as with its/ Tuesday at 8 
slotting on. KTLA). And it prob¬ 
ably explains why the series has 
no local bankrolled only spots. 

Briskin’s story has to do with 
the murder of a femme in Kansas 
City, and the.exhaustive, plodding 
investigation of detectives in solv¬ 
ing the case. It’s not too different 
from many other whodunits, and 
whether the peg “Official Detec¬ 
tive” will help is conjectural. How¬ 
ever, there’s an even tempo to the 
story, and direction of Lee Sholem 
extracts some good characteriza¬ 
tions, even in the bit roles. 

Morris Ankrum and Francis De- 
Sales expertly handle their roles of 
the sleuths who eventually track 
down the killer, a married man 
who was. engaged in extra-curricu¬ 
la activities, and who knocked off 
the gal because his amour wanted 
to make it legal. There are good 
supporting performances by Jack 
Hogan, the killer; Paul Sullivan, 
Judy Short. John Goddard, Craig 
Duncan and Anne Loos. 

Everett Sloane handles his host¬ 
ing chores well. Daku. 

AAP sales chief Robert Rich and 
his director of national sales Don¬ 
ald Klauber in LA. for sales pow¬ 
wows . . . Nox Lempert is produc¬ 
ing Guild Film blurbs • for Ron- 

zoni and Clairol, two Jackie Glea¬ 
son (“Honeymooners”) rerun spon¬ 
sors . . . AssOciae producers Roger 
Carlin and story editor Sid Ellis 
left for Mexico to start work on 
first half-hour of Guild’s “Light 
of the World;” some of names lined 
for series are Albert Dekker, Rich¬ 
ard Derr, Mary Sinclair . . . Ziv, 
in the «nidst of a sales expansion 
program, has taken new office 

space to house its national sales 
force, renting an entire tower floor 
of a Madison Ave. building. Pres¬ 
ent Madison Ave. headquarters also 
will be retained for exec and ad¬ 
ministrative personnel . . . Trans- 

Lux has opened an office in Chi¬ 
cago . , . Jerry Franken, Televi¬ 

sion Programs of America publicity 
director, back from Toronto . . . 

California National Productions’ 
NBC Television Films division 
added two more salesmen, with 
Glen Joseph Porter, ex-ABC Film , 
Syndication, taking bn the south¬ 
east territory, and John Ettelson, 
formerly with KGW-TV, Portland, i 
Ore., moving into the Pennsylvania) 
territory . . . Association Films 
releasing “Mainline, USA,” a 20- 
minute film on railroading pro¬ 
duced by the Assn, of 'American 
Railroads; to stations on a free- 
loan basis. 

Lon Friedland, MCA JTV v.p., 
has returned from the Coast . . 
Metro TV is prepping its shorts 
subject library for a January push 
. . Storer stations in Cleveland 
and Philadelphia have placed or- 
ders-for Ziv’s new “Sea Hunt,” . . . 
ABC Film Syndication will shoot 
up some hijinks at Toots Shor for 
the press in connection with debut 
of “26 Men” on WABC-TV. 

“What time do people go 
to bed in Southern 
California?” Inside Stuff—TV Films 
“How many people write 
letters to television 
stations?” 

“Where do people find 
out about the television 
programs they watch?” 

Screen Gems has hired four additional exploitation field men across 
country, to plug SG’s “Shock” block of 52 Old Universal horror pix, a 
la hey-day of pix exploitation. Advance campaign, with cooperation of 
local stations, is planned for opening of block in each locality. 

d?erst^od that a sPecial budget, estimated between $50,000 and 
$75,000, has been allocated for additional promotion stunts, ads and 
field men for the “Shock" group. 

Fill out the coupon below 
and the booklet is yours 
by return mail. 
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Half-hour film reporting the latest progress in guided missiles-is 
being made available to television station by the Aircraft Industries 
Assn. Film includes comprehensive footage of the new types of 
missiles, as well as history'of the missile development, along with 
footage on the new Vangard Earth Satellite. 

“Men and Missiles” is. the third Aircraft Industries Assn, film to be 
released to television stations this year. First is “Design for Sur¬ 
vival,” dealing with advances of aircraft manufacturers from the end 
of World War II to the present. Second was “The High Road,” story 
of air transport. . 

The Variety-ARB Syndication Chart hi the Sept. 18 issue for the 
Los Angeles market, inadvertently listed the “O. Henry Playhouse” in 
the No. 2 spot in the market. The No. 2 position should have gone to 
“Badge 714,” distributed by NBC Film Sales, and telecast on KTTV. 
It Was “Badge 714” which drew the 13.1 rating on Monday nights at 
8:30 p.m., Tather than “O. Henry” on KHJ^the latter skein not even 
placing among the Top 10 for the August period. 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
CBS Inc. has inaugurated a hew free group insurance plan for office 

and executive employees, to take effect Oct. 1. New plan insures em¬ 
ployees, free of charge with approximately $1,500 worth of coverage for 
every $1,000 of their base salary (i.e., an employee earning $10,000 a 
year would get a $15,000 policy). 

Under the new plan, policy remains in effect as long as the employes 
stays with CBS, hut has no cash surrender value upon leaving the 
company. In contrast, the current group plan, under which employees 
pay premiums, does have cash surrender value when employment is 
terminated. 

Television’s prolific residual potential holds rewards lor writers as 
well as actors and packagers,. and even non-tv writers at that. One 
instance of the latter class, is Stanley Richards, a legit playwright 
specializing in one-acters, whose “Mr. Bell’s Creation,” written in 1949, 
has just been sold to television for the sixth time, which should set 
some sort of record. 

Play, originally published by Samuel French, was first purchased in. 
1950 by the Chevrolet.Teletheatre. Subsequently, it was bought by 
“Star Tonight,” “Star Matinee,” for local production on WDSU-TV, 
New Orleans, just recently by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for a 
Nov. 4 performance on the “On Camera” show, and last week by 
British Broadcasting Corp, for future production. 

Topper is that Richards until just recently had never written a tele¬ 
vision script. His agent, MaeVe Southgate, finally talked him into it, 
and he recently completed the yam. Miss Southgate is now making the 
rounds with the “tv first” 

■While Frank M. Folsom has been a quasi-diplomatic ambassador for 
Radio Corp. of America, as well as prime merchandiser, in. setting np 
Italian and Spanish factories,, for example, when he huddled with 
Premier Franco of Spain and dignitaries both in Rome and the Vatican, 
he first learned what it means to “have wardrobe, will travel” on his 
current mission to Vienna. As an’ Ambassador for the Vatican to the 
International Atomic Energy Commission convention—atoms for peace 
—in the Austrian capital, the chairman of the executive board of RCA 
had to he elaborately outfitted with all sorts of formal duds—morning, 
coats, cutaways, full-dress, dinner-jaqkets (just for “roughing it”), etc. 
After a month’s session in Vienna, Folspm then traverses the Con¬ 
tinent on RCA company business, looking into operations in Germany, 
Italy, France, Spain and the Lowlands. 

Many execs associated with radio, tv and films will be guest lec¬ 
turers in a course given at the New School for Social Research by Amo 
Huth which starts Oct 10. Slated to appear as guests of -the course, 
titled “Communication of Ideas” are Ernest Angel, v.p, off he Institute 
for Motivational Research; Joshua Powers, prez of Joshua -B. Powers, 
Inc.; Amos Vogel, exec secretary of “Cinema 16,” Julian Bryan, exec 
director of International Film Foundation, David I. pinqtis. Caravel 
Films prez. Also. Professor Paul F. Lazarfeld .of Columbia U.; Pierre 
Crenesse, director of French Broadcasting System in. North’America; 
G. L. Ophrai and J. Don Pringle, of the United Nations radio and W. 
J. Convery Egan, director Of Radio Free Europe. v < 

Huth, who is giving the. course, is a v.p. at the Institute: for Moti¬ 
vational Research.. 

The two-day session of the National Radio Advertising Clinic, to be 
staged under the auspices of the Radio Advertising Bureau in New 
York on October 8 and 9, will deal with the problems of building a 
major radio campaign and the production Of better selling copy and 
jingles. . 

To date the NRAC has lined up Albert Brown, vp in charge of ad¬ 
vertising and public relations at the Best Foods, Inc.; Julian Barks¬ 
dale, vp in charge of marketing and planning, Stephen F. Whitman A 
Son; and James J. Delaney, advertising manager of the Sinclair Refin¬ 
ing Co., as the first in a series of speakers. 

CBS newsfilin of the dramatic events at Little Bock were shown 
nightly on Spanish television last week. CBS pact with Madrid tele- 
vision officials meant that viewers saw the news only hours after ihey 
read it in the local press. Footage was flown daily to Madrid via TWA»- 
the airline gets a Jetstream plug at the close of each quarter-hour new 
program. 

Television Bureau of Advertising plans orf adding two station reps 
to the 17-man board of director?. Purpose being to Widen scope of the 
Bureau* 

TvB says that figures published in Editor Bhblisher pertaimni 
to $1,800,000,000 being spent by 339 agencies ,m newspapers,. (thus 
representing 59% of the agencies media buy) “faint so.” 

According to TvB $628,000,000 is the correct figure and 'it repre¬ 
sents 20% of the agencies buy. „ _ , . . . 

The Bureau’s latest efforts has been with MacManus, John & Adams 
Inc., studying ways to introduce autos in a more glamorous manner. 
MacManus agency handles Pontiac. 

The Rev. Vincent A. Yzermans of Saint John the Baptist Church, 
Swanville, Minn., is writing a hook on “Pius XII and Mass Coijimuni- 

^He has invited those who made the Radio Mission to Europe in 1945, 
and who were addressed by the Pope on Sept. 5 that year, on the 
blessings (and evils) Of so vital a mass' communication as radio broad¬ 
casting, to write their impressions of the Pope. 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

Contact! RICIMiB A MUMfc OoMtai Solo* M*. 
MOM.TV, a MrVlco of loow't Incorporated ^. 
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Radio-TV Production Centers 
Continued from pajte 30' ———— I ■ — 

block it. Said Hope, “you’re a big man, don’t let them push you around.” 
Next day Gleason phoned, “they’re pushing.” ... Asked why he didn’t 
change his format after all these years. Jack Benny replied, “for the 
same reason that Ted Williams doesn't change his stance at the plate 
while he’s still swatting homers.” . . . When told that Perry Como takes 
an hour’s nap before his show while others are chasing butterflies, a 
joker put in with, “and a half hour during the show.” * . . NBC’s Blake 
Chatfleld supervised production of 103 film trailers in 60 days to pro¬ 
mote the web’s new shows, Ten-a-mouth is a good average for anyone 
else. 

IN LONDON 
Associated-Rediffusion plan to present the inside story on nudism 

tonight (Wed.) in 1-minute program “Out Of Step.” Several nudists 
will be seen playing table tennis, badminton and swimming . . . Boy 
Rich has been ordered to rest for three weeks by his doctor. His wife, 
Brenda Bruce, will carry on their BBC-TV program “Rich and Rich,” 
by herself . . . Jayne Mansfield and Allan Jones topped the bill of As¬ 
sociated Television’s “Sunday Night At The London Palladium” (29) 
. . . ABC-TV’s film biz program. “Box Office,” featured clips from 
‘•Yangtse Incident,” “The Long Haul,” and “Jeanne Eagles” (29) . . . 
A 30-minute tv news feature, entitled “Review” is to be introduced 
by BBC-TV commencing weekly from next Sun. (6). The program will 
feature films seen in the previous week’s news programs. The Eurovision 
link will be used occasionally . , . Mel Torme wound his British vaude 
tour with a headline appearance in Associated-Television’s “Val Par¬ 
nell’s Saturday Spectacular” (28). 

IN BOSTON . . . 
WILD, Bar tell Group new Hub station, formerly WBMS, brought in 

John F. Box Jr., exec veep, as gen. mgr.; Jack Carney, disk jock, for¬ 
merly at KRUX, Phoenix, and WOKY, Milwaukee; Harriet Baker, as 
sales sendee coordinator ., . WNAC-TV hosted Hub tv crix at a lunch¬ 
eon for Danny Thomas in the French Room of the Ritz Carlton Sun¬ 
day (29), with Phyl Doherty, p. r. and adv. dir., in charge of arrange¬ 
ments . . . WBZ-TV’s cowboy personality, Rex Trailer, making special 

Would you like to be the 
life of the Plans Board? 

Do you sit idly by, sobbing 
into your hankie, while 
someone else hogs the 
stage? 

There’s a cure, friend... 

At the recent Sportsman’s 
Show, key KTTV person¬ 
nel interviewed the crowds 
day after day, getting 
important answers to 
questions about Southern 
Californians and their tele¬ 
vision viewing habits. 

For the first time, this in¬ 
formation is available to 
you...packed with vital 
facts that mean business 

to you. 

‘‘How many people enter 
contests?” 

“What time do people go 
to bed in Southern 
California?” 

Little Rock 
Continued from page I ___ 

had eased, each web only carried 
two feeds apiece. Talent was 
pooled, with Smith and NBC’s 
Herb Kaplow sharing the mike 
(with Smith, for perhaps the first 
time anywhere, introing a rival 
newsman as “here is my colleague, 
Herb Kaplow.” On Friday, all 
was quiet, but NBC did one feed 
anyway, ahd offered it to CBS, 
which decided to turn it down. 

NBQ, incidentally, worked with 
the mobile equipment of its Little 
Rock affiliate, KARK-TV. CBS’ 
outlet, KTHV, doesn’t have & mo¬ 
bile* unit, so CBS rented one from 
the ABC station in Pine Bluff- 
Little Rock, KATV. 

Pool arrangement wasn’t with¬ 
out some amusing behind-the- 
scenes sidelights. At one point, 
the CBS Little Rock-New York di¬ 
rect line broke down, so a confer¬ 
ence call was set up between NBC 
news director Bill McAndrew in 
N, Y. and his crew in Little Rock, 
with CBS news director John Day 
sitting in and the NBG boys relay¬ 
ing messages to him and back with 
the CBS man in Little Rock. At 
another point, early on Wednesday, 
Smith said, “. . . and now we re¬ 
turn you to Arthur Godfrey,” at 
which point Day reportedly raised 
the roof and shouted down orders 
for general cutaways. 

WPIX’s New Pix Biz 
WPIX, N. Y., has inked some, 

new biz, with the Wander Co., Chi¬ 
cago, picking up “Abbott & Cos¬ 
tello” and “Popeye” for a 28-week 
participation campaign in behalf 
of Ovaltine. 

Kellogg has signed a 52-week 
contract for an announcement 
schedule, with all film commer¬ 
cials adjacent to the sold-out mid¬ 
week “Popeye” show four days 
weekly. Another spot campaign 
was inked by Adell Chemical for its 
Lestoil detergent. 

“How many people write 
letters to television 
stations?” 
“Where do people find 
out about the television 
programs they watch?” 

Fill out the coupon below 
and the booklet is yours 
by return mail. 

TP A Foreign Sales 
Television Programs of America 

has ticked off foreign sales in 
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Australia and 
Belgium. 

Lineup includes; “Fury,” Sydney 
and Melbourne, and the same 
series, Spanish dubbed, CMBF-TV, 
Cuba; “Lone Ranger,” CMBF-TV, 
Cuba; “Lassie,” Belgium; “Susie,” 
Sydney and Melbourne, Australia; 
“Halls of Ivy,” Melbourne; and 
“Ramar of the Jungle,” Puerto 
Rico. 
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Memphis—Dotty Abbott, mana¬ 
ger of WHER, the nation’s only 
all-girl station, will exit here to 
work with several tv and film pro¬ 
duction centers in New York. The 
femme radio skipper has guided 
the reins of Memphis’ all-girl day¬ 
time station for three years and be- i 
fore coming here served as pro¬ 
gram director of WHHM, WMC, 

i Memphis and WIL, St. Louis. | 

appearances in Stop & Shop supers .. . A1 Kaye, WBZ-TV staff photog, 
off to Alamorgodo, N.M. for firing of new Air Force guided missile . * . 
WNAC-TV launched Rosemary Haley as first live on camera weather 
femme Monday (30) on Mon.-thru-Fri. for Howard Johnson’s . . . Sue 
Bennett, formerly with EBZ-TV, joined WNAC-TV, as national and 
N. E. \yeather map interpreter . > . Whiting Milk Co. inked for “Fron¬ 
tier Doctor,” new tv series preeming on WBZ-TV, Oct. 17 . . . John P; 
Cain Co. and LaRosa Macaroni inked for “Harbor Command,” new tv 
series preeming on WNAC-TV, Sunday (6) . . . Cain’s also inked for 
sponsorship of WNAC Yankee net news Monday and Wednesday 1 
p.m. shows . . , Ken Malden, WILD news dir., covered N. E. Naval & 
Marine Air Reserve military inspection . .. WBZ-TV ran a preview par¬ 
ty Tuesday (1) in Somerset Hotel for “Gray Ghost,” tv series with Virgil 
Carrington Jones, author of “Gray Ghosts and Rebel Raiders” on band. 
Don Egemon, adv.and sales promosh mgr., and Frances Cochran, WBZ- 
TV p. r. dir., arranged the affair, co-sponsored by CBS-TV, Habitant 
Soup and Charles F. Hutchinson Agency, 

IN CHICAGO ... 
NBC-TVs Bob Sarnoff, Manic Sacks, Bob Kintner, Walter Scott and 

Don Durgin all here for special trade presentation last Monday (30) to 
agencies, advertisers and press . . . WCFL giving thorough coverage to 
Teamsters convention in Miami Beach this week, with Don Graham 
dealing the on-the-spot newscasts and interviews . . . Marty Faye’s 
lateriight grill sesh on WBKB, averaging about six spots per night,, be¬ 
ing extended 15 minutes nightly to JL2:15 .... Howard Coleman, WMAQ 
station manager undergoing minor surgery this week, has to recover 
in time to deliver “Radio Rennaissance” speech Saturday (5) at River 
Forest Tennis Club . . , National Tea picking up tab for resumption of 
“Tello-Test” on WGN with Ed Cooper as quizzer * . . Eight Chi talent 
and model agencies, organized as .Chicago’s Assn, for Radio and Tele¬ 
vision Artists (CARTA), have signed applications for SAG franchises 
. ;• . WMAQ launching coordinated newspaper and transcribed spots 
promotion for Tom Mercein’s new morning strip, 6:30-8:45 , . . Jack 
R. ReVoyr added to announcing staff of WTMJ-WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee 
. . . Bryan A. Wright tapped by United Film and Recording Studios 
to head its film-sound department . , . Mary Merryfield notches her 
sixth anni with WMAQ next week . 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
FCC okayed Al Levitt’s request for an FM outlet. It’ll be a 10,000- 

watt job, with transmitter atop San Bruno Mountain just south of 
Frisco, and call letters will be KSFR . . . Charles A. Black has just be¬ 
came director of corporate relations for Ampex, in suburban Red¬ 
wood City, He’s Shirley Temple’s husband . . . KPNX’s assistant pro¬ 
gram manager. John Highlander, spoke to the Oakland Ad Club . . . 
Heading KYA’s new Hollywood office is Jack Miller, former assistant 
manager of KTVR, Denver . . . Hal Chase, ex-KHUB, Watsonville, and 
KAST, Astoria, Ore., to H-R Representatives, Inc . . . Don Sherwood 
grabbed himself some pretty funny promotion when he took his KSFO 
mike into Stockton after “invading” the valley city—one result was, 
to draw 240 sportscars, 162 light planes and a single cabin cruiser into 
the “bombed” town before signing bis “peace treaty.” 

Rod Serling’s Collected 
Plays, Hus a Warning 

To Agency Hucksters 
Rod Serling goes a step further 

than the usual anthologist in “Pat¬ 
terns” (Simon & Schuster, $3.95), 
a new collection of four of his top 

: television plays. Serling annotates 
each play with commentary, for 
one thing, for another, he’s written 
a tough loVeletter to television in 
a 42-page introduction, and finally, 
he’s provided stills of the tele¬ 
vision and/or motion picture pro¬ 
ductions of each of the works. 

But the best of the reading mat¬ 
ter in the books is the plays them¬ 
selves, “Patterns,” “The Rack,” 
“Old MacDonald Had a Curve” and 
“Requiem- for a Heavyweight.”. The 
commentary on each play isn’t al¬ 
ways very revealing, although oc¬ 
casionally Serling does some strong 
self-criticism as in condemming the 
last few scenes of “Requiem” as 
anticlimactic. 

In his introduction to the collec¬ 
tion, Serling looses a few blasts at 
“the sponsors, agencies and net¬ 
work,” in whom, he believes, rests 
the responsibility for the occasions 
when television drama ^as been 
stripped of its adultness and matur¬ 
ity in the interests of avoiding con¬ 
troversy. Fault is not the pro¬ 
ducer’s, nor the audiences, but 
Madison Ave’s, and cites some in¬ 
stances like the editing of his 
“Noon on Doomsday,” and Reggie 
Rose’s “Thunder on Sycamore 
Street” to prove it also an incident 
where a cigaret sponsor insisted 
that the words “American” and 
“lucky” be deleted from the script. 

Serling warns that unless Madi¬ 
son Ave’s treatment of the tele¬ 
vision writer is changed, tv drama 
will degenerate into the same kind 
of sterility that characterized 20 
years of radio dramatics. Chan. 

IN DETROIT . . , 
Two new program? go before the WWJ-TV cameras this week— 

“The Arbitrator," a halfhour show featuring Hy Parker, a bearing of¬ 
ficer and mediator, with the Michigan State Mediation Board in reen¬ 
actments of actual cases; and “Marriage Counselor,” featuring Dr, 
Katharine B. Greene, Wayne County Marriage Counselor, Who will 
present typical examples of marital difficulties and her advice on how 
they could be resolved .... WWJ and WWJ-TV was presented a YMCA 
award for emphasizing present day moral and spiritual values through 
its programs . . . New WWJ-TV entry is “Fimland’s Finest,” a twice 
weekly feature film show sponsored by Shifrin tc Willens Jewelers . . . 
“Big Ten Football Highlights,” with sportscaster Chick Hearn,' is a new 
Monday night feature of WWJ-TV. 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
Joe Grady and Ed Hurst, WVUE-TV deejays appear as guest with 

Patti Page (2) on the “Big Record.” Appearance was arranged hy pair’s 
sponsor—Pillsbury, also “Record” tv bankroller . . . Alan S. Kalish, on 
the WCAU sales staff since 1955, named national advertising manager 
for station . . . WFIL-TV’s du Pont Award winning “University of the 
Air” series returns for the eighth season- Ten institutions in area par¬ 
ticipate ... Joe Tinney Jr., who directs the NBC “Dean Martin Show” 
(5) is the son of the veepee and assistant manager of the WCAU sta¬ 
tions . . . BarTy Gray, slotted against WPEN’s gabber Frank Ford, 
preemed his WTP local entry from the Warwick Hotel (Sept. 30) . . . 
Dick Clark, who hosts the WFIL-TV originated “American Bandstand” 
debuts “Tiilent Trends”, a talent hunt session (12). Clark also emcees 
a new half ABC variety show (7). 

IN WASHINGTON . . . 
Don Beck, staffer at WARL, suburban, country music station, takes 

over as station’s morning man (6:45-7:15 a.m.) . . . Jimmy Dunne re¬ 
turns to WTTG-DuMont this week with his “Musically Yours” Satur¬ 
day show after a summer hiatus . . , “Face the Nation,” CBS news 
panel show, moved into new time slot (1 p.m..) past Sunday, with 
program stepped up from 30 to 45 minutes. New time knocks show off 
schedule of WTOP, local web affiliate .,. Guitarist Charlie Byrd made 
his tv debut on* the Billy Johnson show, WTTG . . , New accordionist 
on Lawrence Welk show, 14 year old Steve Kenny, is a local boy . , . 
Bob Dalton, WTOP radio, has been named chairman of the 10th an¬ 
nual Arthur S. Flemming Awards Commission, which annually picks 
10 outstanding young men iq federal service*. 
-:-‘-:-+■■■—■■ ——i... 

CLANCY, GOIT NAMED 
AS TPA SALES EXECS 

Television Programs of America, 
perking on the production front 
with at least five new telefilm proj¬ 
ects, has appointed Russell Clancy 
and Charles W. Goit national sales 
directors, both of whom will have 
equal responsibilities, reporting to 
Mickey Sillerman, exec v.p. 

Plans are underway to augment 
the national sales staff under the 
two directors. Goit joined TPA as 
an account exec almost four years 
ago, previously being with Ziv and 
“Fortune,” while Clancy, another 
former Ziv associate, joined TPA 
about a year ago. 

Derel’s “Badge for Hire’ 
Derel Producing Associates has 

come up with a contract which 
should flood the private eye tele¬ 
film field. It has signed an agree¬ 
ment with Associated Licensed 
Defectives of New York State, an 
organization of 300 private, eyes, 
giving Derel exclusive rights to 
stories from the files of the organ¬ 
ization’s members. 

Derel’s planned series, based on 
the deal, will be called “Badge for 
Hire.” 

Hartford—Victor Brewer has 
been named commercial sales man¬ 
ager of WKNB, NBC o&o daytimer 
of nearby New Britain. Brewer 
moves up from post of assistant 
sales manager of station. 

3D APPLICATION FOR 
TOLL-TV IN DENVER 

Denver, Oct 1. 
The city council has received its ] 

third application for toll-tv. The 
third is from John C. Mullins, pres¬ 
ident of TV-Denver Inc., operating 
KBTV, Channel 9. Mullins left his 
application open, to cover one of 
several plans. 

The city attorney has ruled that 
such applications would have to go 
to a vote of the people, the same 
as any other franchise application. 

New CBS Radio Biz . 
CBS Radio signed some $250,000 

in new business last week via the 
sale of a pair of its “impact plan” 
segmented packages to Ex-Lax and 
American Home Foods. 

Ex-Lax purchase was the major 
buy, with the drug firm picking up 
six segments weekly for 52 weeks, 
starting this week, via .Warwick & 
Legler. American Home, Via Young 
& Rubicam, purchased three seg¬ 
ments a week for 10 weeks, also 
starting this week, 1 

NEED SOMEONE TO 
CARRY THE BALL? 

To tell your product in the big 
Northwest market, KSTP-TV it 
a triple-threat performer. 

.The Northwests first TV sta¬ 
tion, KSTP-TV combines maxi¬ 
mum coverage,top entertainment 
and auperior service to dominate 
this market of 615,000 TV fami¬ 
lies and $4 Billion in spend¬ 
able income. 

KSTP-T\M§ 
mmumtim mmim* 
iwS.)H & OMMffMrt*. WMNM ■MStSlMMl 
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O^ear cjdeonard Qoldensom 

am proud to be associated with you and 

your colleayues at the-American Sroadcastiny 

(Company. 

Smoyene Soca and both iooh forward to 

our new relationship with you,. WadameJdeL 

$ubinstein\ and Oyiluy, idenson & fflatL. 
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toiler 
fc—j Continued from pace 2« 

the experiments proved profitable. 
The local network affiliates would 
pe impelled, to protect their posi¬ 
tions by also becoming applicants 
for the same privilege. At this 
point, the networks, which today 
oppose pay-television, would be¬ 
come directly involved. The vast 
existing concentration of know¬ 
how, facilities, and talent already, 
under the control of the network 
organizations would ultimately 
force them_to abandon their pres¬ 
ent opposition and to enter the 
field, in order to protect their in¬ 
vestments and their positions of 
dominance in the industry.” 

In the end, he said, the net¬ 
works would end up as the program 
suppliers for pay-tv, "subject to 
the same general market forces as 
at present,” but with “this signifi¬ 
cant difference: such programming 
will be immeasurably more profit¬ 
able for those who produce it and 
more costly to those who receive 
it. Free television, as we know it, 
will have been downgraded to a 
secondary, economically untenable 
position.” 

Oater Scripts 
Continued from page 27 

Grey” commitments, has been as¬ 
signed to script pilots). 

Also, Four Star story staff has 
turned to scripters outside of Hol¬ 
lywood to meet story shortage, and 
is scanning unsolicited contribu¬ 
tions {after proper waivers are 
signed). Spelling disclosed. Re¬ 
cent “Zane Grey” Claudette Col- 
bert-starrer, “Blood in the Dust,” 
was such in idea, submitted by 
viewer 'in Sulphur Springs, Tex. 

Aside from five originals and 
two pilots he's to write for Four 
Star, Spelling will write- 39 intros 
for host Dick- Powell on “Zane 
Grey”; wilf pen another “Wagon 
Train” segment (he’s already writ¬ 
ten : one) for Reyue; is. currently 
penning original pilot for “Steve 
Canyon”; tele pic pilot being 
prepped by David Dortort. 

Additionally, Spelling is writing 
screenplay, his. first,-for Fred Zin- 
nemann’s feature production of 
“The Sundowners” and has ac¬ 
cepted assignment to write another 
feature, “The last Man,” possibly 
to star Powell. 

tosadias Vidfilns 
1^— Coatbmed from page 

and director later. Series of 39 
half-hours is budgeted .at $35,000 
per. 

Title role will be played by Jared 
Beed of N.Y., who appeared for 15 
months in “Inherit the Wind” on 
Broadway, and has-done much, tv 
work, live and on film. He's brother 
to ballad singer Susan Beed. Best 
of east and most technicians are 
Canadian*' 

Bordley has fullcooperation from 
Saskatchewan Government Air¬ 
ways, Including use of Re hush 
planes, docks, etc. Its planes, op¬ 
erate both on Boats and skis. Only 
smoke-jumper school in -Canada is 

also located there. He has a written 
distrib offer from, one of the .largest 
U.S. distributors.. He’s backed by 
an Ottawa group including Morris 
Berlin, owner of Somerset Theatre 
(currently playing "Around the 
World In 80 Days”). They’ve set 
up Bush Pilot Ltd. His Hollywood 
production rep is Josef von Stro¬ 
heim, son of the late actor. 

Already in full swing is Nor¬ 
mandie Productions, Subsid of TPA 
and with same head. Milt Gordon. 
They have $1,000,000 budgeted for 
39 “Tugboat Annie’s,” based on 
Norman- Reilly Raine’s SEP series. 
Shooting now on Toronto water¬ 
front, they’re also using Canadian 
Film industries studios there. They 
made “Last of the Mohipans” in 
Canada last year. ' j 

deal with the U. S. and Japan firms 
if it comes off; while the third pro¬ 
posed series now under discussion 
concerns a helicopter air freight 
service in Africa, in the action- 
adventure vein. 

Lewis 

Meta- wkiimn Merrie asmmv 

Continued from page 26 j 

to “inquire more explicitly than we 
used to 'think was possible into 
many and varied aspects of every 
marketing problem.” He said that 
this was particularly, true of broad¬ 
casting, since “here we have a pec-1 
uliar combination of the most dy-, 
namic and also the most hazardous; 
of all means of selling.” 

He pointed out that while thej 
successes of radio and tv are great¬ 
er than those of any other medium, 
the failures also are numerous. 

“Here we are dealing with forces 
that penetrate deeper than, the 
printed page” Lewis observed. But 
there are certain tasks, he warned, 
for which print will never be . sup¬ 
planted. 

Lewis looked at the “shocking” 
rate at which tv shows dropped 
from public favor last year. Of 32 
half-hour new evening dramatic 
shows, only eight survived.” 

NTAGoes ‘Live’ ! 
5— Coatliraed from page 29 

live programming area would be j 
buttressed by fhe programming; 
needs of its o&o’s. ’ 

Speaking of the new NTA Net¬ 
work, Nelson said that it' would 
offer a flexibility as to markets 
and programming never before of- 
fered to advertisers. Taking an ap¬ 
parent poke at the three prime 
nets, Nelson said that NTA Film 
Network has no “must buy” list 
As am illustration,.he pointed to 
NTA’s _ “Premiere ‘ Performance” 
feature program where the sp-on*. 
sors use the ,web’s full 134 station 
lineup and the Shirley Temple 
“holiday specials,” where Ideal Toy 
is using only 84 selected markets. 
NTA’s net organised last year, al¬ 
though going commercial April 1, 
1957, has the following, sponsors 
riding “Premier# Performance”: 
Warner-Lambert, Sunbeam Corp., 
and Hazel Bishop. 

Si. Loo SwHckeroo 
sss- ceotiaues ima pace 2a 

tiated, presumably due-to the im¬ 
pending loss of its CBS affiliation), 
CBS retains its regular Channel 4 
identity in St Louis and at the 
same tithe gets’info operation with 
its fifth VHF outlet sooner than 
anticipated. As part of the deal, liti¬ 
gation by 220 Television, St. Louis 
Telecast Inc. *nd Broadcast House 
Inc, is dropped and the Channel 11 
CP reverts to 220, which haf 
formed a merger, with the other 
two companies. CBS is reportedly 
negotiating a deal with 220 under 
which It will take over the land 
and partially complete facilities 
which CBS was constructing to 
house its prospective Channel 11 
operations. 

Back To Paar | 
'= Continued from page 2f ! 

but in light of Westinghouse’s 
WBZ-TV’s refusal to take on the 
show,.the new outlet will handle 
it. Also: in the negotiation stage 
are clearances in Cleveland, Pitts¬ 
burgh, Des Moines and Louisville, 
with decisions due in on those in 
a few weeks. 

On the sales end, “Tonight” has 
a couple of big ones hanging fire, 
hut meanwhile grabbed off some 
bits and-pieces, including five par¬ 
ticipations from General Time 
Corp.^and .a pair from Mystik Ad¬ 
hesive, for November and Decem¬ 
ber. 

Tanger’s Hob Slot 
Boston, Oct 1. 

I Alexander M. Tanger, commer- 
cial manager of WHDH radio since 
1953, has become a veep of WHDH 

| Inc. He’s been given the sales 
command of the AM and FM sta¬ 
tions and WHDH-TV, due to come 
on as the third" video outlet in the 
market in November as an ABC-TV 
affiliate, 

Leslie Arries Jr. becomes direc¬ 
tor of television. 

I Kiddie Shows 
— Continued from page 31 

NBC-TV is sustaining “Mr. Wiz- without the help of a network.” 
jard” as-a public affairs program) New show would give Quinlan’s 

„ . io • station over to the little tykes j and 1S carrying _ Gumby only hall, three hours „ day and he,s n0? dc. _i i_Ani» b.w aiauun over iu me mue Lyn.cs I and 1S carrying Gumbj only hall, ^ a day and h(,,s Mt dc. 
rsold, although Fury and How-, iUdmg himself about the moppet 
dy Doody” are paid for. Because ; madness. “Kid shows in the morn- 
kiddie fare is getting hard to move ! ing give "us a phony sets-in-use 
on the national markets, the 
apparently aren t jnterested in new daytime. We, know' the kld shows 
ones, and WBKB is having a hard • are mostly a haby sitter proposi- 
time getting ABC-TV to-open an(tion.” 
eye to. the Hartline opus. : 

Breakdown among the four sta- nr-TD* CD A nn frlrl 
tions here hasWGN-TV going with VI JR. S ijuU 0u UliU 
18:30 hours per week of moppet Detroit, Oct. 1. 
fare, W-BKB with 15 (including a WJR has hung the SRO sign on 
five hour block oh Saturdays but its schedule of professional and 

collegiate football broadcasts. Marl- 
WBBM-TV with 3:30 and WNBQ * n .. , . ~ . 
with none. boro cigs, Goebel beer and Speed- 

In the blueprint stages now are way gasoline co-sponsor the Detroit 
two more kiddie shows at WBKB, Lions games. The U. of Michigan 
designed for 10 a.m. hourlong strip and Michigan State U. games are 
now occupied by the faltering “Bob sponsored by the Detroit Plymouth 
and Kay.” If it comes to he, it’ll dealers. “Pigskin Preview,” pre¬ 
utilize such local talents as Win ceding all college games, is spon- 
Stracke, Art Hern and Terry -sored by Standard OiL 
Bennett. Sterling (Red) Quinlan, “Football Flashes” following 
ABC-TV veep here in charge of games has been purchased by J, L. 
the station, admits however that Hudson department store. “Lion’s 
the show would he a “when in Press Box,” preceding pro games, 
doubt, punt” strategy. Says Quin- is sponsored by the Detroit Ice and 
lan, “It’s a way to steal impres- Fuel Co., while R. G. Dun cigars 
sive ratings cheaply when you have pick up the nut on "Football 
to set up daytime programming Scores” following pro games. 

Arthur 
fiotfrey. 

IhcMI 

-for a week of wonderful CBS Network 
Radio ’and Television Shows out of 

Omaha, Nebraska 

-rhecause of your personal appearances 

with GOLDIE, each of the eight per¬ 

formances of the Ak-Sar-Ben World 

Championship Rodea in the mammoth 

Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum was sold out. 

Come again! 

WANT A STAR 
DEEJAY? 

at JQMN, Doovof* Cliaaf la jr$§rmm 

H#a^ llw^ ittAf Mse^y dfcvatfaectB* 
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Centineeil from jug* 29 sss 

the’ H. G. Well* novel, but to be 
treated as a mystery-comedy, add 
to be made In England. Hanna 
Weinstein’s Sapphire. crew will be 
bypassed on “Invisible Man,” with 
Hackett prepared to assemble a 
production unit hep on trick pho- 
tography. Sapphire currently is 
making “Robin Hood” . iff. its tie 
with Official, as well as “Sword of 
Freedom” in syndication. 

Another project involves a con¬ 
templated: series on the Tokyo po¬ 
lice, repping the first co-production 

CBS 
In Omaha 

WOW RADIOS 

WOW-TV "“““6 

OMAHA'S MEREDITH STATIONS 

590 
OMAHA 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Elvis Presley (RCA Victors 
“JAILHOUSE ROCK" (Presleyt) 
is a wild blues rocker that can't 
help but be another hit for Elvis 
Presley. “TREAT ME NICE" 
(Presleyi) is in the Presley mum¬ 
bling tradition and will grab his 
ready-made aud. Both tunes are 
from Metro’s “Jailhouse Rock.” 

Frankie Lymon (Roulette): “MY 
GIRL" (Planetary*) sets Frankie 
Lymon in a nifty rhythm pattern 
and he swings it into the winner’s 
circle. “SO GOES MY LOVE" 
(Favorite*) gives the juve singer a 
chance to get romantically drama¬ 
tic. 

Roger Williams (Kapp): “TILL" 
{Chappell*) is a standout ballad 
that’s been kicking around on wax 
for some time. The Roger Wil¬ 
liams’ version with choral assist 
will push it to the top. “BIG 
TOWN” (Garland*) is just a show¬ 
case for Williams’ keyboard capers. 

Mindy Carson (Columbia): 
“SWEET GEORGIE BROWN" (Re- 
mick*) has the rhythmic pep that 
could pull it into the big spinning 
circle, especially the way Mindy 
Carson hits it. “WATER WHEEL" 
(Joy*) has a romantic turn which 
she rolls into a pleasing side. 

Eddie Fisher (RCA Victor): 
“SAYONARA" (Berlin*) is a melo¬ 
dic ballad that could give Eddie 

ever be a hot spinning item but it 
rates occasional play* 

Debbie Reynolds (MGM): “ALL 
GROWN UP” (Carrie*) proves that 
“Tammy” made Debbie Reynolds 
a disk name and pot. vice versa. 
“WALL FLOWER" (Ramrod*) is a 
so-so item which she delivers in a 
fair fashion. 

Steve Gibson Sc The'Red Caps 
(ABC-Paramount): “FLAMINGO” 
(Tempest*) apparently belongs to 
Herb Jeffries but Steve Gibson 
could move in. “SILHOUETTES" 
(Regent?) rocks in a familiar pat¬ 
tern but it’s made a little different 
by an involved arrangement. 

Doris Day (Columbia): “THE 
MAN WHO INVENTED LOVE" 
(Frank*) is an interesting ballad 
idea but it will be tough to get 
across in the pop market “RICK¬ 
ETY-RACKETY RENDEZVOUS" 
(Daywint) has a bright feel and 
Doris Day gives it some extra zip 
for okay returns. 

Eddie Dan© (Vik): “HOT 
KISSES” (Joy*) doesn’t generate 
enough heat to make its mark in 
the .spinning competition. “WHILE 
OUR HEARTS ARE YOUNG” 
(Maggie?) is a fair ballad with a 
rocking beat to make it acceptable 
to the teenage trade. 

Hal Mooney Orch (Mercury): 
“CHICK-A-CHICK” (Steinwayf) is 

Best Bets 
ELVIS PRESLEY ...JAILHOUSE ROCK 

(RCA Victor) .,.*.....Treat Me Nice 

FRANKIE LYMON..MY GIRL 
(Roulctfe) .......So Goes My Love 

ROGER WILLIAMS ................TILL 
(Kapp) ............. .Big Toum 

MINDY CARSON .....SWEET GEORGIE BROWN 
(Columbia) ...’. .Water Wheel 

Fisher a chance to regain some of 
his spinning stature. “THAT’S 
THE WAY IT GOES" (Symphony 
House*) is a smart American lyric 
workover of a German click. 

Four Aces (Decca): “HOW DO 
YOU SAY GOODBYE" (Chappell*) 
is a showtune but of “Rumple" but 
the Aces give it a pop touch to 
help it make the deejay rounds. 
“I WOULD DOVE YOU STILL" 
(Frank*) is the ballad push from 
the upcoming tuner, “Carefree 
Heart.” and it’s given a pop zing 
that rates it a spinning potential. 

McGuire Sisters (Coral): “KISS 
THEM FOR ME" (Miller*) has a 
marching tempo that’s brightened 
for a pop takeover by the Mc¬ 
Guires. “FORGIVE ME” (Mon- 
taukf) is a neatly constructed bal¬ 
lad which should see lotsa turata- 

. ble action. 
Dick Haymes (Jubilee): “I’LL 

STILL BE TRUE" (Common¬ 
wealth-Cinema’)) is an attractive 
ballad that could mean new spin¬ 
ning action for Dick Haymes. 
“LONESOME AND SORRY” 
(Mills*) gives the crooner a rhythm 
opportunity and he makes the most 
of it. 

Lex Baxter Orch (Capitol): 
“SEARCH FvOR PARADISE" (Wit- 
mark*) gets the familiar Les Bax¬ 
ter lush orch and singing chorus 
treatment-for okay results. “RI- 
CORDATE MARCELLING" (Edizi- 
ono Paladium*) is a happy whis¬ 
tling item that will appeal to many. 

Hugh O’Brian (ABC-Paramount): 
“DON’T MOVE" (Longridge*) is a 
light western-flavored item that in¬ 
troduces Hugh (Wyatt Earp) 
O’Brian to the crooning corral. 
“I’M WALKIN’" (Longridge*) 
continues the western motif in 
O’Brian’s easy crooning style. 

The Glory tones (Epic): “YOU 
ONLY COME BACK TO HURT 
ME” (Mellinf) is a blues ballad 
with some rocking overtones that 
give it a spinning chance. “WAS 
THAT THE RIGHT THING TO 
DO” t Mellinf) is in a similar veih 
and it’s a tossup as to which way 
the spins will go. 

Robbin Hood (MGM): “SALTY, 
SALTY IS THE SEA” (Bourne*) 
is a likeable folk-flavored ballad 
which Robbin Hood builds into a 
jock Sc juke pleaser. “LIKE 
CRAZY" (World*) swings bard and 
probably means something to the 
teenage set. 
„ Kay Armen (Decca): “HAl HA! 
HA!" (Leeds*) has a brisk, catchy 
mood and Kay Armen turns it into 
a side that will attract play, “TILL" 
(Chappell*) has a lot of vocal wax 
to its credit already but Kay Ar¬ 
men will get herself heard. 

Ike Cole (Bally): “HEAR ME 
GOOD” (Famous*) has a rocking j 
spirit that’s good enough to keep 
it busy on the turntables. “YOU 
MELT ME" (Crosstown*) won’t i 

a tasty instrumental that rates a 
good share of the deejay turnta'ble 
time. “THE LEANING TOWER 
OF PISA" (Steinwayf) is a lilting 
tune with lots of melodic spark 
supplied by Hal Mooney’s orch 
and chorus. 

Hop a Long Wong (Decca): “I’M 
GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN JAND 
WRITE MYSELF A LETTER" 
(DeSylva, Brown Sc Henderson*) 
gets a Chinese dialect workover 
hut it doesn’t add up to any fun. 
“G OODY GOODY" (DeSylva, 
Brown & Henderson*) becomes a 
Chinese torture in this gagged-up 
version. 

Sil Austin (Mercury): “FALL 
OUT" ISteinwayt) is a .swinging, 
raucous instrumental appealing to 
rock ’n’ roll fans. “GREEN 
BLAZER” (Cypress?) has ;the kind 
of beat which will keep th'e teeners 
happy. 

Vikki Nelson (Vik): “YOU CAN’T 
GET AWAY FROM ME” (Edenf) 
has enough of Vikki '• Nelson’s 
shouting style to make it interest- 

Goodys Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national ; 
market, but internationally). 

LAWRENCE WELK . 
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

3rd Consecutive Year 
Dodge Dancing Party 

ABC-TV—Sat I-TO P.M., E.S.T, 
For Dodge Dealers of America 

Top Tunes and New Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T. 

Dodge and. Plymouth 
Coral Records 

Thesaurus Transcriptions- 

ing to some fans. “JUST ONE 
MORE SMILE" (Lowellf) rocks in 
a way that’s got to attract juke ac¬ 
tion. 

Joe Leahy Orch (National): “BE¬ 
YOND THE STARS" (Cromwell*) 
is a quietly appealing instrumentaL 
“TWICE ABOUND THE WORLD” 
(Maniowe*) has some ear-pleasing 
instrumental qualities. 

ASCAP* BMIt 

COURT GIVES RCA NOD 
ON GOMORGAN’SET 

Los Angeles, Oct. 1. 

Legal barriers to the distribution 
of the RCA Victor soundtrack al¬ 
bum from “The Helen Morgan 
Story,4’ were cleared when Feder¬ 
al Judge Ben Harrison dissolved 
a temporary restraining order and 
denied an injunction requested by 
Era Records. It was the latest 
move in a legal battle that began 
some months ago when Gogi Grant 
sued Era to break, her contract 
with the indie diskery, alleging 
breach of fiduciary relations. 

Miss Grant’s voice is heard on 
the soundtrack and the album. 

Era had sought the injunction as 
an aftermath to Miss Grant’s suit 
and her subsequent tieup with Vic¬ 
tor for whom she is recording un¬ 
der the terms of an injunction ^pre¬ 
venting Era from interfering with 
her career or with any company for 
whom she records. 

Original suit brought by Miss 
Grant charged that Era made her 
etch tunes owned by the label’s 
publishing subsidiary and then 
sought cover records by other art¬ 
ists which nut into her potential 
earnings. ] 

Artist Title Label 
1. ‘ Around World 80 Days Sound Track Decca 
2. Frank Sinatra A Swingin’ Affair Capitol 
3. The Weavers At Carnegie Hall Vanguard 
4. Mantovani Film Encores London 
5. Jan at Hollywood Bowl'All Stars Verve 

1 6. My Fair Lady Original Cast Columbia 
7. Bells Are Ringing Original Cast Columbia / 
8. Lena Horne At The Waldorf RCA Victor 
9. Harry Belafonte Sings of Caribbean RCA Victor 

16. Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor 
11. Nat Kinr Cole This Is Nat King Cole Capitol 
12. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers A Hart Verve 
13. Roger Williams Fabulous Forties Kapp 
14. Three Penny Opera Original Cast MGM 
15, Fitzgerald-Armstrong Ella A Louis Verve 
16. Nat King Cole Love Is The Thing Capitol 
17, Sarah Vaughan ~ Sings Gershwin Mercury 
18. Shelly Manne My Fair Lady Contemporary 
19. Eydie Germe Swings The Blues ABC-Paramount 
26. New Girl in Town Original Cast RCA Victor 

Pipes and Drums and Regimental 
Band «f The Black* Watch? “High¬ 
land Pageantry" (RCA Victor). 
Tied in. with The Black Watch’s 
current U. S. and Canadian tour, 
this shapes a top seller all over. Of 
course the Royal Highland Regi¬ 
ment’s big draw is based on the 
pageantry and color of its parading 
but there’s a lot to be said about 
its military tootling. .With the bag¬ 
pipes highlighting/the band march¬ 
es bravely through a series of spir¬ 
ited melodies. 

Jimmy Dean: “Hour of Prayer” 
(Columbia). Jimmy Dean has taken 
the religioso route for his Colum¬ 
bia album debut. It’s put together 
with* effective simplicity and Dean 
handles each of the hymns with 
warmth and appreciation. Set’s im¬ 
pact should reach ieyong the Bible 
Belt. 

Jimmy Dorsey: “The Fahulotis 
Jimmy Dorsey" (Fraternity); “The 
Great Jimmy Dorsey’* (Decca). 
Both Liberty and Decca have come 
up with wax tributes to "the late 
Jimmy Dorsey. The liberty pack¬ 
age is of more recent cutting vin¬ 
tage but the Decca set is a standout 
compilation of the JD style when 
the orch was riding high with such 
vocalists as Helen O’Connell, Bob 
Eberly and Kitty Kallen. Liberty 
has the JD band in its 1957 come¬ 
back stage, including the Dorsey 
platter click, at the time of his 
death, “So Rare,” Both are nifty 
entries for the JD file. 

Gordon MaeRae: “Motion Picture 
Soundstage" (Capitol). Over the 
years Hollywood filmusical*. have 
come up with a long list of memor¬ 
able tunes. In this package Gordon 
MaeRae makes them worth bearing 
again. In his list of film evergreens 
are “Flirtation Walk,” “Pennies 
From Heaven,” “You’re A Sweet¬ 
heart" and “Hooray For Love,” Van- 
Alexander’s arrangements help 
bring the tunes to life. 

^ 1. HONEYCOMB (3) ..... Jimmy Rodgers .......Roulette 

2. TAMMY (9) .....[Debbie Reynolds. 
............. I Ames Bros.Victor 

3. FASCINATION (4) ....... Jane Morgan .... 

4. DIANA (8) ... Paul Anka ...... 

5. THAT’LL BE THE DAY (3) ....Crickets .. 

6. WHOLE LOT OF SHAKING (4) ...... Jerry Lee Lewis 

7. CHANCES ARE U)...... Johnny Mathis. 

.Kapp.; 

...ABC-Par, 

.Brunswick 

--Sun 

.. Columbia 

8. IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ISLAND (5) ...i Bennett.Columbia 
...................... ^Termessen Ernie.Capitol 

9. AND THAT REMINDS ME (1) .....................__ Della Reese 

Second Group 
UPS OF WINE .... 

WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE ........ 

RAINBOW . 

GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN..... . 

BONVOYAUE. 

WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL .... 

STARDUST.... 

HULA LOVE . 

....Jubilee 

..ABC-Par* 

Everly Bros, 
...Cadence 

...Cadence X 

Billy Williams .... • • Coral 

Janice Harper ......... Prep 

Johnny. Mathis ,.Columbia 

Billy Ward ...Liberty 

Buddy Knox ..........Roulette 
JUST BETWEEN YOU Sc ME ..‘ Chordettes.. ..Cadence 

J REMEMBER YOU’RE MINE ./..._ Pat Boone.. T.7. "....Dot 

tFigures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top 10] 

Ann Gilbert: (<In A Swinging 
Mood” (Vik). Ann Gilbert’s pop- 
jazz blending savvy turns the dozen 
tunes here into a topflight musical 
package. She handles the rhythm 
tune and the mellow ballad with a 
lyric, understanding and a sense- 
of beat that give the standards a 
fresh- and intriguing quality. El¬ 
liot Lawrence orch supplies the 
backing. 

Grade Fields: “Our Grade" 
(Liberty). The Grade Fields song 
styling, already has made its show 
biz mark and this package just con¬ 
firms it again. Here, she runs the 
gamut from the inspiring “London 
Pride” to the wistful “How Are 
Things In Glocca Mora” with such 
sundries as “Sally In Our Alley,” 
“Nature Boy" and “The Wood¬ 
pecker Song” thrown in for 
good measure. 

The Hi-Lo’s: “Now Hear This" 
(Columbia). Few vocal groups can 
jazz up a standard with the tatse 
and Imagination that the Hi-Lo*s 
put into each effort. It’s all witty, 
flavorsome and appealing through¬ 
out. 

Howard Lanin Orch: “Dance Till 
Dawn" (Decca). The society dance 
beat apparently is making its way 
on wax and Howard Lanin’s offer¬ 
ing will continue the upbeat. Form¬ 
ula, like the others which preced¬ 
ed, is to pile lots of familiars (there 
are 25 times in this one) and give 
an easy, danceable beat. Set will 
find a big audience among the terp* 
at-home crowd. 

Benedict Silberman Orch: “Jew¬ 
ish Music" (Capitol). This is a var¬ 
ied roundup of familiar Jewish 
melodies played with taste by Ben¬ 
edict Silberman’s orchestra. It in¬ 
cludes such faves as. “Kol Nidrei," 
“Hatikah,” the nursery rhyme “A 
Flame is Burning In The Fire¬ 
place" and even the Sophie Tucker 
trademark “My Yiddishe Momme." 

Teddi King: “A Girt and Her 
Songs" (RCA Victor). There’s plen¬ 
ty of evidence here that Teddi King 
is developing os a potent song pur¬ 
veyor. Here, with intelligence of 
phrasing and rich vocal style, she 
belts across such varied items as 
“Pprgy” (out-of Dorothy Fields and 
Jimmy McHughs), “A Sailboat In 
The Moonlight ” “Alone Together" 
and “Autumn In New York”, among 
others. It’S all a tiptop time blend¬ 
ing. 

Ferrante A . Teicher: “Sound- . 
blast" (Westminster), This is an¬ 
other of (Arthur) Ferrante Sc 
(Louis) Teicher sound experiments 
to follow up their previously suc¬ 
cessful “Soundproof." The hi-fi 
fans should flock to it in a big way. 
Using a dozen Latino faves, the 
duo pianists have whipped up some 
electronic magic with a sound tech¬ 
nique that gives the 88s new di¬ 
mension. 

Lionel Newman Orch: “Ths . 
Roaring Twenties In Hi-Fi" (Lib¬ 
erty), To represent “The Roaring 
Twenties" in music, Lionel New¬ 
man has culled from the DySylva, 
Brown & Henderson catalog. "He 
couldn’t have made a better bhoice. 
“Black Bottom,” “Button'Up Your 
Overcoat,” “Varsity Drag” and 
“Sunny Side Up” easily conjure 
up a picture of that period. With 
lively arrangements by Billy May, 
Newman’s orch really gets that pic¬ 
ture across. , 

Jam Rrlrssrs 
Thelonlous Monk: “Thelonlons 
Ikuielf" (Riverside). A standout 

sampling of Thelonipus Monk’s key¬ 
board styling on some standards 
and some of his own tunes. . 

, Red Allen; “Ride, jtod. Ride In 
] Hi-Fi".(RCA Victor). Lots of jazz 

{Continued on page 62) 
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MJfer Overall Pop A&R Bob at Col, 

Mitch Miller, has taken over the 4 
direction of all of Columbia Rec¬ 
ords’ popular artists Sc repertoire 
activities. Heretofore, Miller has 
been in charge of the pop singles 
division only. 

In this newly formed post. Miller 
will act as chief exec in the coor¬ 
dination and' supervision of pop al¬ 
bums, singles and country & west¬ 
ern material. Reporting to him will 
be George Avakian, director of pop 
albums, who will continue his pres¬ 
ent activities; Percy Faith, east 
coast musical director; Paul “Wes¬ 
ton, west coast musical director, 
and Don Law, director of country 
Sc western artists Sc repertoire. 
Miller will continue his pop single 
activities with an assist from Faith, 
Weston, Law and A1 Ham- 

Putting all phases of pop produc¬ 
tion under one roof has been made 
to keep pace with the rapid growth 
of albums and singles. According 
to Col prexy Goddard Lieberson, 
“there can be no separation of these 
two phases of popular music. 

A. fellow student with Miller at 
the Eastman School of Music, 
Rochester, N. Y., Lieberson brought 
him to Columbia in 1950 from Mer¬ 
cury Records, as director of pop art¬ 
ists Sc repertoire, a position which 
then involved single disks almost 
exclusively. During his Col tenure. 
Miller produced 25 records that hit 
the 1,000,000 sales mark with four 
platters going over the 2,000,000 
bracket. 

ABC-Pars Sister 
For lucky Seven’ 
ABC-Paramount is readying 

; seven neV'packages for Oct. 15 re¬ 
lease exclusive of its "Lucky 7” 
fall promotion. The promotion 
gave.dealers one free album for 
every seven purchased. Diskery 
placed 20 albums'ln this promotion 
and held, out seven for the current 
Tegular pitch. 

Highlighting the new series is 
the first album appearance of 
Hugh O'Brian, tv’s Wyatt Earp, In 
addition to the O’Brian -package 
are "Christmas in a Monastery,’’ 
featuring the Franciscan Friars of 
Wappingers Falls, N.Y., duO-pian- 
ists Larry Green & Mike DiNa- 
poli, ‘ ' Vihnie Burke’s All-Stars, 
"Lucky Thompson Features Oscar 
Pettifordv,” "The Empire City Six 
Salutes the Colleges" and Burt 
Buhrman on the special Conn 
electronic organ in" New York’s 
Madison *" Square Garden. 

Harry Levine, ABC*Paramount 
- veep in charge of album product, 
has increased the initial pressing 
allocation oh the seven packages 
which will Include a special pro- 

. motional series to be allocated to 
diskery’# distributors around the 
country. 

Dudley Maimers Cuts 
Flock of Tunes O’Seas 

Dudley Manners, retired U. S. 
Army medico turned songwriter, 
cut. a flock of his tunes in the Eu¬ 
ropean capitals during his recent 
trip overseas. Manners, who also 
operates the So Deska diskery 
here, recorded his tunes in Milan, 
With the La Scala Opera House 

' musicians?- in Vienna, with musi¬ 
cians from the Vienna State Opera 
House; and^in London, with the j 
Ralph Elman Gypsy orch. 

In France, he leased six of his 
masters to Disques Versailles; • a 
Ray Ventura company. Manners, 
who spent, much of .his. time, while 
in the Army in Japan, is return¬ 
ing to that country in the falL As 
a result of his travels, he’s plan¬ 
ning a new So Degka album, -?The 
Vagabond • Doctor' - Around: ‘ The 
World.** 

Singing Messenger • 
Lou Monte doubled as 

crooner and messenger hoy for 
RCA Victor last week. He put 
"Ha! Ha! Ha!” Into the groove 
at Victor’s homeoffice Thurs¬ 
day (26) afternoon and hustled 
the tape to Victor’s plant in' 
Rockaway, N.Jt>swhich is near 
his home. ^ 

The first Monte pressings 
hit the New York'disk jockeys 
the next day.' 

Aberbachs Split 
With Reg Connelly 
in GB, Maybe OS 

London, Oct. 1. 
Reg Connelly, Campbell-Connelly 

topper, has relinquished his 50% 
holding in the* Aberbach (London)- 
Catalog. The decision was reached 

; "by mutual agreement” after board 
meetings, at which Jean Aberbach 
and hi$ attorney Ben Starr , were 
present, prior to their sailing for 
the U.S. last Thursday (26). 

Connelly has held a share in the 
American setup for almost five 
years, but the contract was due to 
terminate • within the next few 
months. 

The operation of the Aberbach 
(London) outfit as a complete Yank 
concern' took • effect yesterday 
(Mon.). The company has moved 
from its old premises in Denmark 
Street, which are owned by Con¬ 
nelly, to share the offices of Be¬ 
linda (London) Ltd,, a music pub¬ 
lishing company set up by Aber¬ 
bach on July 1 in the nearby Char¬ 
ing Cross Road. It will operate as 
an entirely independent publishing 
business hut will come under the 
administrative whig of Cyril Baker,, 
manager of Belinda, which is the 
technical purchaser of Connelly’s 
interest* The price Involved In the 
transaction has not been disclosed.: 

Persistent rumors in Tin Pan 
Alley that Connelly was dickering 
to sell out all his music publishing 
'interests to the Aberhaehs’ were 
firmly denied by the British pub* 
llsher. "Nothing could be further 
from my-mind," he said. Before 
sailing for New York, Aberbach 
confirmed that the rumor was com¬ 
pletely unfounded and that the 
matter had never been discussed. 

Belinda London Ltd., a wholly 
owned Aberbach operation, was 
set up a few months ago by Freddie 
Blenstock, veepee in the Hill Sc 
Range operation run by the Aber-. 
bachs in the TJ„S. The Belinda tag 
stems from the name of Julian’s 
daughter. 

Connelly’# ties with the Aber¬ 
bachs in the U.S, continue through 
Canford Music (BMI) and Reg 
Connelly Music (ASCAP). He’s 
50-50 partner with the Aberbachs 
in both firms. However, it’s ex¬ 
pected that this situation will be 
looked into, too? when Connelly 
arrives in New York at the end of 
October and probably be severed. 

VK BRASS TO ETCH’EM 
ON COAST AND MIDWEST 

Ben Rosner, Bob Rolontz and 
Herman Diaz, Vik execs, are head¬ 
ing to the Coast on a promotion 
and cutting trek with stopovers in 
Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit. 

In Detroit, .they’ll cut Vic Farad* 
a local bandleader. The. disk will 
he tested in the Detroit area before 
national release. On the Coast an 
album session has been lined up for 
Joanne Gilbert, 

Rosner is Vik’s sales chief, while 
Rolontz. add Diaz a&r the pop and' 
album divisions* respectively. • 

ON TV 
NBOA Sets Drive at N.Y. Meet; Seek 
AFM Waiver on Minimum, New Bands 

By MIKE GROSS 

Jazz can’t get to first base on tv. 
Aside from a few vet topliners 
such as Louis ^rastrong and Ella 
Fitzgerald, there’s a virtual tv 
blackout , on jazz in the face of the 
music-variety shows* hot scramble 
for guest musical names. 

According to several jazz artists’ 
managers, the tv producers and the 
agency hoys are still afraid to go 
out on a limb with a jazz name de¬ 
spite the inroads jazz has made in 
the nltery field, concerts and rec¬ 
ords. The tv punjabs are living in 
the past, one' manager claimed, and 
they still hive memories of "jazz 

. joints” which they don’t want to 
expose' to tv. 

The apparent jazz taboo on tv 
Isn’t in step with the jazz upbeat in 
other areas. More and more jazz 
clubs have been springing up 
around the country. The summer 
jazz festivals drew SRO biz and the 
fall jazz concert tours are pulling 
in big crowds everywhere. And it's; 
been estimated that 60% of the LP 
record business comes from jazz 
albums. Even the U.S. State Dept, 
has gotten into the act, sending 
jazz groups overseas as goodwill 
musical ambassadors. 

Jazz B.O. Elsewhere 
The tv producers and agency 

boys, a jazz manager pointed out, 
are continuing their crush on the 
flash pop disk name despite the 
steady performance on the in-per- 
son circuit by the jazz artists. Most 
of the jazzsters are earning three 
to five times as much as the pop 
disk singers who are in the cat¬ 
bird seat as far as tv guests shots 
go. Chris Connor, for example, 
who pulls in about $3,000 a week 
at niteries, $1,500 a night at con- 

(Continued' on page 58) 

Sholes Sizing Up 
RCA Victor Roster 

Steve Sholes, chief of artists Sc 
repertoire at RCA Victor, Is giving 
a sharp eye to his artists roster. 
It’s part of a periodic examination 
and reappraisal of who should stay 
anti who should go. 

There have been no cancellations 
set as yet. Sholes took over the top 
spot at Victor when Joe Carlton 
exited Sept 1. 

Breakdown of Victor’s pop roster 
is as follows: Male vocalists—14; 
female vocalists—18; orchestras— 
16; vocal groups—9; and Instru¬ 
mentalists—120. In the country & 
western field, Victor has 14 male 
vocalists, three femme vocalists, 
four vocal groups and one instru¬ 
mentalist. In thC "specialty** divi¬ 
sion there are 20 single artists 
and four groups. 

BUDDY KNOX IN CIVVIES; 
ROULETTE SETS DISKS 

Buddy Knox gets-back into mufti 
this week after a six-month tour 
of duty in the U. S. Army. Knox 
is a lieutenant in the reserve. 

Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore, 
a&r 'toppers at Roulette Records, 
already have set recording plans 
for Knox. The crooner broke into 
the big time with "Party Doll” and 
currently Is riding* strong with 
"Hula Love.” He’s also set to join 
the Irving Feld tour of "The Big¬ 
gest Show of Stars for ’57.” 

Jubilee’s LA. Gabs 
The Coast edition of Jubilee Rec¬ 

ords’ 10th anni celebration* will 
kick off today (Wed.) with confabs 
at the Beverly Hills Hotel, L. A. 

•Diskery*s eastern meet was held 
last Friday( 27). 

Jerry Blaine, Jubilee prexy, Mor- 
ty Palitz, artists & repertoire chief, 
and other Jubilee execs will pre¬ 
sent'the album program consisting 
of special distributor-dealer offer¬ 
ings, previews of new album re¬ 
leases; etc. 

Guided Muscles 
Les Sc Larry Elgart, band¬ 

leader brothers, heat their own 
drum at the National Ballroom 
Operators Assn, meet at New 
York’s Park Sheraton Hotel 
last week (23-25). 

The brothers rented exhibit 
space, displaying their albums 
and piping records and tapes 
throughout the meetings. They 
handed out 750 albums from 
their Columbia catalog.’ They 
distributed leaflets on their 
analysis of the “why” of the 
booming business of their just 
concluded midwest tour. And 
they hired, model Charlene 
Holt to dance each operator 
over to the booth to meet the 
ElgartS. . __ 

Cols Self-Owned 
Distribution For 
N.Y., Chi and LA. 
Columbia Records is getting a 

"new took” in its distribution set¬ 
up. Beginning Jan. 1, the diskery 
will launch its factory-owned 
branch operations in New York, 
Chicago and Los Angeles. It’s part 
of the sweeping conversion in dis¬ 
tribution which began two years 
ago under the aegis of Hal B. 
Cook, Col's veepee In charge of 
sales. 

Already in operation are nine 
branches throughout the U. S. With 
the addition of the three new 
branches. Col will he represented 
with company-owned outlets in 
areas covering 60% of the coun¬ 
try’s sales potential. 

According to Goddard Lieberson, 
Col prexy, decision to initiate a 
company-owned distribution opera¬ 
tion stemmed from the necessity 
for a more concentrated and great¬ 
er sales. “It reflects absolutely no 
criticism of our former Independ¬ 
ent distributors who have all done 
remarkable sales jobs, Lieberson 
said. "The program was under¬ 
taken with reluctance in order to 
maintain the company’s competi¬ 
tive position.” 

In the three newest branches, as 
in previous instances, there will 
be no disruption of operations with 
the change of ownership. The full 
present personnel of record sales 
departments will be retained. Bill¬ 
ing and ether financial affairs will, 
be maintained continuously through! 
the transition period. 

The new branches will follow 
previously established patterns; 
headquarters will be selected In 
prime commercial locations; com¬ 
pany-designed displays in each cen¬ 
tre will serve as dealer guides to 
maximum display effectiveness. 

Overall direction of sales and 
promotion activities of the branch¬ 
es will be handled by William Gal¬ 
lagher, Col's field sales manager. 
Administrative matters will he su¬ 
pervised by Jack Loetz, manager of 
sales administration. 

DECCA LONGTERMS 
LONGTIME CAVALLARO 

Decca Records has repaeted Car¬ 
men Cavallero to another longterm 
exclusive deal. He’s been with the 
diskery since 1939. 

Cavallero currently is on a per-j 
sonal appearance trek on the nitery j 

circuit with a trio. His soundtrack! 
album, "The Eddy Duchin Story,” 
has been a Decca bestseller for thei 
past year. 

San Antonio Symphony will do 
115 subscription, concerts during the 
11957-58 season, opening in San An- 
| tonic on Oct 19 with the guest ap- 
| pearance of Rise Stevens. Victor 
Alessandro returns for his Seventh 

'year as conductor for the group. 

f- The National Ballroom Opera¬ 
tors Assn, closed its three-day meet 
at New York’s Park Sheraton Hotel 
last week (25) geared to tackle five 
key problems. These are: (1), get¬ 
ting more people dancing in ball¬ 
rooms; (2), reducing the American 
Federation of Musicians’ "mini¬ 
mum rule”; (3), getting AFM per¬ 
mission to finance, organize and 
promote new dance bands; (4), 
standardization of dance tempos; 
(5), reduction of amusement tax on 
admissions up to $1.25. 

A plan of action will be outlined 
by Carl Braun, operator of the 
Commodore Ballroom, Lowell, 
Mass., who was elected NBOA’s 
new prexy. 

George Clancy, AFM treasurer 
in a speech to the NBOA last Tues¬ 
day (24) expressed the union’s will¬ 
ingness to cooperate for the mu¬ 
tual benefit of the dance industry. 
He said that the AFM’s local are 
being surveyed about lowering the 
"minimum number of musicians 
rule” if the AFM -should allow the 
ballroom operators to organize and 
promote dance hands. The results 
are expected soon, at which time a 
joint NBOA-AFM committee will 
attempt to Iron out the problems. 

The operators want an interest 
in new dance hands to assure a 
reasonable price tag and availabil¬ 
ity of the band when and if the 
group makes the bigtime. 

Eyeing PJL Company 
A committee also was named fo 

look into engaging a public rela¬ 
tions firm to develop a longrange 
program to get more people danc¬ 
ing in ballrooms and to tell the 
public that "ballrooms are clean, 
well-run amusement centers that 
are a healthier place to dance than 
the average country club or local 
social club.” 

"The music, floors and prices 
are better,” Braun said. "One old 
George Raft movie on a tv late 
show which shows loose women 
and hoodlums in ’dance halls’ way 
back in the *20s can harm the en¬ 
tire dance Industry and the good 
work the ballrooms have done in 
the last 20 years.” 

"Ballrooms are an important part 
of their communities,” he added, 
"from one end of the country to 
the other. We’re proud of our 
ballrooms and more people are 
dancing to them today than in re¬ 
cent years and we feel that If we 
present our story to the public 
broadly and often enough we’ll Im¬ 
prove the dance business.” 

Standardization a La UK 
Another committee was named 

,to examine the advantages of 
(Continued on page 62) 

Around World In 
34 Decca Albums’ 

Decca Records if going on a 
global kick to push 34 of its LP 
packages. The diskqry’s drive will 
carry the theme "Around the 

: World In 34 Decca Albums.” 
Theme Is based on the Decca best¬ 
seller “Around the World In 80 
i Days.” 

Of the 34 sets included in the 
promotion, 10 are new releases. 
These are: "Your Musical Holiday 
In the Golden West,” "Montmartre 
Moods," "Honolulu at Midnight,” 
“Stars of Hawaii,” "On a Carib¬ 
bean Cruise,” "Haitian Rhythms,” 
"Cherry Blossom Time In Japan,” 
>“Your Musical Holiday In the 
South Seas,” “Dance Rhythms of 
Puerto Rico” and "Steel Band 
Jump Up.” Diskery has prepared 
display material consisting of a 
centerpiece featuring the “Around 
the World In 80 Days” album as a 
focal point, as well as a montage 
of mounted lithos. 

Further promotional activities 
include a tie with La Vigna, cash- 
mere coat manufacturer. La Vig¬ 
na, whose line includes a "Round 
the World” collection, is featur¬ 
ing tiie Decca product in all its 
promotional activities. 



Up Boston Way It Ain't Proper To Call 
Hiem Disk Jockeys; Call ’Em Hosts’ 

Boston, Oct. 1. 
With fall programming bustir 

nut all over the Hub, and with st 
tions vieing with each other i 
boosting their “personalities,” i 
is evident the sun of the disk 
jockey per se has sunt in Boston. 

Few of the stations refer to their 
platter spinners as disk jocks any¬ 
more. They are now “hosts," “di¬ 
rectors of music,” “personalities,” 
“music authorities,” “record in¬ 
terpreters” and even “moderators.” 

The move toward assimilation of 
the disk jock phrase has been 
going on ever since a series of 
unpleasant events connected with 
record hops made the connotation 
of disk jock not too favorable in I 
the public mind;, one station offi¬ 
cial revealed. 

TV has had its impact on the 
deejay fraternity in stations which 
have both sides of the house. 

* Doubling on tv, they become 
“hosts,” emcees, or simply, the 
the “ . . . Show,” using the name 
of the former disk jock—oops, 
“personality.” 

Uncomplimentary articles in na¬ 
tional magazines on disk jocks and 
“payola” have also contributed to 
the radio brass’ decision to refer 
to them by other names, it was 
indicated. 

And whether, “the rose by any 
other name smells as sweet” ques¬ 
tion makes the rounds, the dee- 
jays, for the most part, are taking 
their new positions seriously. Flip¬ 
pancy has been toned down along 
with .flashy dress and zany stunts. 

Telefunken Claims 28% I 
Of W. Berlin Disk Market;: 

'Dark Moon’Out in Front 
Berlin, Oct. 1. 

One of the most successful disk- 
eries in West Berlin is currently 
Telefunken whose sales have been 
on a steady upbeat here since its 
tieup with RCA last year. While in 
recent years company's percentage 
on the local market came never 
much higher than 15-20%, it’s now* 
between 28 and 30%. 

Lothar Rembatcz, Telefunken’s 
publicity man in Berlin, told 
Variety that “other local com¬ 
panies (such as Polydor or Elec- 
trola) w*ill probably object to this 
percentage, but we have statistics 
available which prove that.” 

A recent checkup with Ton and 
Welle, one of West Berlin's leading 
record shops, revealed' that at 
least Six of its current 10 bestsell¬ 
ing disks are coming out of the lo¬ 
cal Telefunken stable. (Telefunk¬ 
en is also the manufacturer of 
Teldec, a liaison of TelefuUken 
and British Decca, and also the 
outlet for RCA and London Rec¬ 
ords.) Ton und' Welle, which 
means Sound and Wave, cited, 
“Dark Moon" (Gale Storm/London) 
as its current bestseller, “Moon” 
is definitely the most popular tune 
in Berlin right now. It holds the 
No. 1 position on the RIAS (local 
radio station) hit parade and is un¬ 
doubtedly also one of the most re¬ 
quested tunes over AFN-Berlin. 

“Our best names in Berlin,” ac¬ 
cording to Telefunken, “are now, 
as before, Harry Belafonte (RCA), 
Pat Boone (London here), Elvis 
Presley (RCA) and, more recently. 
Little Richard (RCA) and Gale 
Storm (London), while a steadily 
strong position is also held by Fats 
Domino (London.” Latter is par¬ 
ticularly successful with “Blue 
Monday” and “It’s You I Love.” 

Fred Day m New York 
For FD&H-Big 3 Talks 

Fred Day, chief of Francis, Day 
Sc Hunter, arrived In New York, 
j esterday (Tues.) for confabs with* 
the Big Three Music Corp. The 
Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Mil¬ 
ler)) recently tied up with the 
British firms, Francis, Day & 
Hunter, B.. Feldman and Robbins 
Music Ltd. 

Day also plans to huddle with 
other publishers on the further in¬ 
ternational exchange of material. 

World Disk Recording Co., an in-! 
die label, has been set up in New' [ 
York by Jerry Lynn. [ 

Sam ClarkeYO’seas 0.0.; 
Sam Clark, ABC-Paramount 

irexy, heads overseas Sunday (6) 
lor confabs with diskery’s Euro¬ 
pean affiliates.. During his trek 
through England, France, Hol¬ 
land, Italy and Germany, Clark 
will also prowl new material for 

: the label. 
He’s expected to be gone from 

his N.V. desk for a month. 

‘Grand Ole Opry’ Singer 
Bond-Free in Reefer Rap 

San Antonio, Oct. 1. 
T. Texas Tyler, hillbilly singer 

with the “Grand Ole Opry,” was 
freed from county jail here on 
$5,000 bond. Tyler, whose real 
name is David Luke Myriek, was 
jailed Sept. 22 after his arrest for 
possession of narcotics and was 
formally charged with such pos¬ 
session in a complaint filed by city 
detectives. 

The singer’s bond was signed by 
local attorney Emmett Rahm. The 
performer immediately left the city 
to rejoin the troupe. 

Columbia Records* district man¬ 
agers, Paul McKimmie (northwest 
territory) and Paul Peppin (Los 
Angeles, Honolulu and Salt Lake 
City) in New York for huddles 
with Col's, sales veep Hal Cook. 

PiSRlEfr 

| British Disk Bestsellers , 
■ * London, Sept. 24. 

Diana ... Anka 
(Columbia) 

^ Love Letters in Sand ...Boone 
(London) 

L*st Train S. Fern’do . Duncan 
j (Columbia) 
i Island in Sun ..... .Belafonte 
r (RCA) . 
j With All My Heart.Clark 

(Pye-Nixa) * 
! Water, Water,    _Steele. 

(Decca) 
All 'Shook Up ........ Presley 

• (HMV) 
Wanderin’ Eyes .Grade • 

(London) 
Tammy .. . Reynolds 

(Vogue Coral) 
Paralyzed —.Presley 

(HMV) _. 

Everyone in the Family 
Making Hay for Decca 

The Decca family, which includes 
Coral, Brunswick and Northern 
Music, Is cleaning up in the music 
biz. 

The parent company is running 
hot with its soundtrack set of 
“Around The World In 80 Days”’ 
while its publishing arm. Northern 
Music, has a top sheet seller in 
"Tammy.” Latter tune also leads 
the Coral catalog with the etching 
by Debbie Reynolds. Decca also has 
a country Sc western click with 
Bobby Helms’ “Fraulein,” while its 
other subsid label, Brunswick, is 
mopping up with “That'll Be The 
Day” by the Crickets. 
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Jazz A TV Stepchild 
Continued from pace Cl 

cdls and racks up a 50,000 album 
sale with her jazz LPs, has tough 
going finding a exposure. 

Many of the agency buy* and tv 
producers have held hack, on the 
jazz performers claiming that they 
attract a limited audience. In pitch¬ 
ing a jazz client at an ad agency last 
Week, one manager was rebuked 
with, “Will they dig it in Kansas 
City?” The manager retaliated with, 
“AH the jazz dates in Kansas City 
have been sold out,” but it didn’t 
help him make a sale. 

Some managers believe that one 
of the important reasons for the 
jazz brushoff on tv stems from the 
fact that most of the guest shot 
hookings come through the top 
agencies, Music Corp. of America, 
General Artists Corp. and William 
Morris. The bulk of the jazz-per¬ 
formers are controlled by Joe 
Glaser’s Associated Booking. Corp. 
and the Shaw Agency, who have to 
buck the larger agencies’ tv grip. 
^ . Switching Risky 

It’s also been pointed out that 
it would be suicidal for a jazz name 
to switch over to MCA; GAC or the 
Morris office in order to'open up 
avenues for tv guest shots. The 
jazzster may get the cracjc.at tv but 
he’ll lose out in the jazz nitery and 
jazz concert fields which are vir¬ 
tually dominated by Glasew and 
Shaw. 

Pete Kameron and Monte Kay, 
who. manage^such jazzsters as Chris 
Conner, the Modern Jazz Quartet 
and Dizzy Gillespie, feel that there 

j are many factory now at work 
1 which inay finally open the tv doors 

to jazz names. Among them are 
1), success of the Kent dggie tv 
commercial which uses a jazl 
theme; 2), increase of advertising 
tieups with jazz artists and record 
albums such as Helena Rubinstein 
with a Columbia Records’ jazz 
package. 3),^tepped up ad linage on 
jazz albums, in such, key consumer 
mag outlets as'the New Yorker, 
Esquire, Playboy and sundry fash¬ 
ion periodicals; 4), tv’s continual 
pressure for new nar :es as the pop 
guestalent squeeze gets tighter. 

Elektra Adds Disiribs, 
Sets 1957 Albam Output 

Elektra Records has widened its 
distribution setup. • New dtstribs 
handling the indie line are: Tracy- 
Mitchell, Buffalo; A&I, Cincinnati; 
Custom, Cleveland; Arc, Detroit; 
Binkley, Miami; Circle, Denver; 
Midwest, St. Louis; Garmisa, Chi¬ 
cago; Laredy, Newark; Record 
Distributors, Pittsburgh, and Ar¬ 
nold, Charlotte, N.G. 

Diskery recently completed the 
conversion of its 10-inch line to 
12-inch LP’s and has set a series 
of new albums for release before 
the end of the year. Among them 
are the second edition of “When 
Dalliance Was in Flower” by Ed 
McCurdy, “Here We Go, Baby” 
by Glenn Yarbrough, The Original 
Trinidad Steel Band, The Delta 
Rhythm Boys, Susan Reed, and 
Theodore Bikel. 

1 1 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046).. 1 1 10 1 8 1 4 - 1 i 1 2 1 , 1 i 1. 1 2 1 3 3 4 2 194 

2 3 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Loving You (LPM 1515). 3 3 4 2 8 2 a 4 2 2 5 2 ;v 10. 3 3 102 

3 2 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Love Is the Thing <W 824).... 8 4 9 2 7 3 4 2 1 3 3 7 8 4 • 8 98 

4 5 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090)...... 2 8 8 10 7 9 2 3 9 3 8 10* 1 1 9 8 80 

5A 8 
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1505) 3 e 8 1 3 7 9 8 9 2 8 3 2 .. 70 

5B 8 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Wonderful . 3 6 2 6 0 3 2 8 8 8 .. • * » .. m 

7 4 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Swinging Affair (W 803). 4 3 3 3 9 7 4 10 10 .. 4 5 7 .. 83- 

8 7 
MANTOVANI (LOndon) 
Film Encores (LL 1700)....... .. 2 3 4 6 4 10 7 7 3 7 9 57' 

9A 9 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp). 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000).. 9 1 8 10 a 3 e* .4 .. 1 47. 

9B 17 
• FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Where Are You (W 855).,. 2 5 7 2 10 /. 5 3 7 47 

11 13 
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (DL 5210). 7 3 8 8 3 2 8 38 

12 14 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (T 740).......... ,. 8 10 4 4 3 8 i 8 .. 34 

13 16 
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic) ' 
Dance 'to Musle of (LW 334C).. ., 9 1 9 ... 28 

14 11 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
We Get Letters (LPM 1463).. .. 4 5 3 8 

• 
9 .. 24: 

15 
JONATHAN EDWARDS (Columbia) 
Piano Artistry (CL 1024).. 3 . 7 .. 1 ... 22 

16 10 
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 8289).... 8 ,. 8 3 6 .Y •. 9 • • • • 

* 
... 21 

17A 19 
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) 
Hymns (T 756). . 7 J' 8 7 « a TT . 18 

17B 
FRED WARING (Capitol) 
Waring in Hi-Fi (W 845). 3 1 

- 
9 18" 

19 12 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595).. 3 3 8 -« .7 ... 17; 

20A 24 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 

. Almost Paradise (1063) .. * 7 7 4 m4' 15 

20B 20 
AFFAIR TO REMEMBER (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (CL 1013). .. -4 10 4 15 

-22 15 
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) 
Exotica (LRP 3034) ...... 

r .. ;; 3 8 # ^ .. 13 

23A 18 
ERROLL GARNER (Columbia) 
Other Voices (CL 1044)..... 9 . # 4 .. 12 

23B 
NORMAN LUBOFF (Columbia) 
Songs of the Sea (CL 948). 4, 4 # * 9 * 12 

25 21 
JACKIE GLEASON (Capitol) 
Velvet Brass (W 859)........, .. ,. .. 10 „. ,. .. 3 .. *... .. TO 10 
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Inside Stuff-Music I Jack Teagarden Group I 
Perhapi the first and'certainly one of the few rare times that a disk uIvU III LODQOIf l/6ulll 

label, In recent years, has edited the lyrics of an “original cast’1 album London, Oct. 1. 
took place:this past Sunday (29) when. Columbia Record? prexy Goddard Jack Teagarden, together with 
Lieberson switched a vivid Yiddishism (that>hymes-with "cluck”) in an all-star quintet, now, Jn the 
waxing.“The West Side Story,” Its variation, now colloquially used opening stages, of .their.-ld-day 

. as “schino,” has been more or less accepted in. the patois of earthy tour of major cities ‘ and towns 
; conversation- pieces. The Arthur Laurents-Leonard Berstein-Stephen here, played to capacity at their 

Sonheim musical, set in.the Puerto Rico belt of Manhattan, got rave debut concerts at the Royal Festi- 
notices and is enjoying booming advance sale. The networks, of course, val Hall, London, Saturday. (28). 
have-banned or caused “special broadcast versions” to be written, but A spokesman for the National Jazz 
the "original cast” albums have always implied a 100% faithful repro- Federation, which „ is,-., presenting 
duction 'of words and music, no matter how “sophisticated.” the band here, sa\d 'that' advance 

Incidentally, the* “Romeo and Juliet”. theme, in its 1957 setting, bookings throughout the country 
started put as s Jewish maiden-Italian youth romance but -was switched were more than promising, 
to the grumbles” (street gang fights) between the “spiks” (among the L-s the first time Teagarden 
other vivid dialog utilized) and*the white boys.-- ^ ev®r Pisy®<i m this country, 

Sondheim, the youthful lyricist, is actually more interested in com- have^mad? the M of Britih 
posing. He studied on musical fellowships r has written Words and enthuSasS With Teaiidfn Se 

'music, but has expressed himself that "at least this is one-way of wWs gel^ng eoSl 
getting in,” meaning a Broadway show, hence confined himself to the Gole Max Kaminsky 
words to Bernstein’s score. Another footnote f the Composer’s con- •gimkoandJack LesbeS* 
tractual tie to XL SChirmer & Co. will see that house in a “popular” -nuts- Hucico_and uack Lesberg, 
plugging campaign, under Abe Olman’s aegis. . ■ 

The N.Y. Times’ medical authority. Dr. Howard A< Rusk, did an off- W. Berlin Disk Bestsellers 
beat trailer for “WSS” in a feature on Sunday (29) titled “The Facts Moon ,. .Storm 
Don’t Rhyme.” Lyricist Sonheim’s couplet that Puerto Rico is an “is- (London) -*’*”*”” 
land of tropical breezes . . . island of tropical diseases” is disputed by A»ifv.«r.w 
Dr.- Rusk who commends the fine Health Department job that has been . y 
done by the Caribbean authorities. However,’ the :godd doctor sadly , l J T . ^ . 
concludes, ’.‘Would that-we in N.Y. City could find.as effective measures It You I Love..Domino 
to control our social blight of juvenile delinquency, island of tropical (London) 
breezes, has found In controlling its ‘tropical diseases’.” World. Waiting for Sunrise.. 

MUSIC 

'Biggest Show of Stars Wham 400G 
1st 3 Wks.; Drop 'Whites' in Dixie 

Promotion, via musia, of. New York State and pf the Hudson-Cham- 
plain 350th anniversary in 1959 was discussed during a-conference of 
tv and radio broadcasters with State Commissioner Edward T. Dick¬ 
inson, in the. Assembly Chamber: at Albany, last week. Leo McDevitt, 
WOKO program manager and deejay, brought up the topic, with a 
reference to the boost given Cape Cod this season by the Patti Page 
hit record of “Old Cape Cod.” He proposed that a . contest be -conducted 
for-a song as the themer for the coming celebration and said that disk 
jockeys in and out of New York State would spin it. 

Author Carl Gamier, who has been appointed chairman of the state- 
.wide commission for the year-long observance; disclosed that three 
numbers ha5 already been submitted and commented, “They all have 
the- same title, ‘Hudson Moon’.” Zez Confrey, composer-piimist of “Kit- 

. (Continued on page 62) 

(London) * 
Calypso Dance .Anthony 

(Capitol) 
It’s You I Love ... /. .Domino 

(London) 
World. Waiting for Sunrise.. 
- {Decca) Barber 
Blutuenmaedel von Parma... 

(Decca) Torriani 
Stern von Afrika ..Lehn 

(Columbia) 
Rock & Roll Trinidad-Cole 

(Capitol) 
Casetta in Canada .. .Umiliani 

(RCA) 
Marundella ........Francesco 

(Polydor) 
Tammy ..  ..Ames 

(RCA) 
Comme ci—Comme ca.. 

(Polydor) Alexander 

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS 

~~P'!ASUEtr 
Survey, of retail disk best 

. tellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 

.22 pities and shewing com* 
parative isates rating for this 
and last week, 

National £ * * & I 1 J 

Thin Last 6 | I 4 £ 3 §. 
yk, wk. Artist, Label, Title I fe 1 5 ■ ■ l < .1 E I * * 

~ * DEBBIE REYNOLDS. (Coral! '' „ „ : 
1 1 Tammy. . .19 « 9 11 1 

.. JIMMYRODGERS (Roulette) ~„ * 
2 2 Honeycomb . & - - 10 • • 9 8 7 

RAUL ANKA (ABC-ParK . ^ 
3 4 Diana  .2 .. .. 2 10 -- 

~ ’ "^JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
4 8 Chances Are.......g 7 1 2 R g.. 3 

’ CRICKETS (Brunswick) "" ^ ^ ^ 
3 3 That’ll Be the Day..:.  4 10 .. .. 7 .. ... 

JANE MORGAN (Kapp) • 
3 6 Fascination .   10 4 1 1 ... I 5 

JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) * 
. 7 5* Whole Lot of Shaking.. ... 3 ... ♦. 4 ♦ . 9 

EVEBLY BROS. (Cadence) • ~ 
8 11 Wake Up Littfe Susy.:..... 3 3.. .. .. 2 

^ ' RUSS HAMILTON (Kapp) I 
9 7 Rainbow.  »• «» A 8 9 8 ... 

: BOBETTES (Atlantic) 
10A >17 Mr. Lee...  5 .♦ .... .. .. 

TUNE WEAVERS (Checker) 
10B 9 Happy, gappy Birthday, Baby. .. 2 .. .. .. .. .. 

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) 
12 10 Middle of the Island.. 8 .. .. .. .. 5 8 

DELLA REESE (Jubilee) 
•13* 18 And That Remlkdg Me.. .. ~ 8 . 2 .. 4 

BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) 
14 13 Hula Leve.  9 5 9 ... 8 .. .. 

RICKY NELSON (Verve) 
15 Be Be* Baby........... .\ .. .. .. 

SPARKLETONES (ABC-Par) 
18^14 BlackSlacks. .. .. ,. .. ... 

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca) 
17 1ft Ar—d the"World...... .. 7 ..10 3 .. 

” VIC DAMONE (Columbia) r*—‘ "T 
18 24 Affair te Remember .. .. ... 7 .. 

MANTOVANI (London) 
19A 28 Around the World.....\. 3 .. ... 

PAT BOONE (Dot) : ' "r ' 
19B 18 Remciuber You're Mine...... 8. 4 

^ LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 1 ~“ 
19C .. , Keep A KhoeUng,... .. .. .. .. 

’ NAT KING,COLE (Capitol) 
19D Send Per Me.. .v .. ... 

GENE VINCENT (Capitol) 
23 .. Lotta Laying—  ...... 7 ..  .. 

T“ JOhHnymathis (Columbia) " 
24 12 IVs.NeiPer Me <e Say .  . .. . .. 

PAT BOONE (Dot) 
25 Love Lettecsr in the Sand... .. . . 8 . . 

---—:-. Washington, Oct. 1. 
rnrnnhhe ^ "Biggest Show of Stars,” the 
compone CODteit Feld Bros, touring rock ’n’ roll 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. show, rolled up a huge S400.000 
Albert C. Gannaway, prexy gross for the first 21 days of its 

qf Gannaway International 80-day trip. 
Corp? is launching first na- For n of the 21 days, says Irv. 
faonal contest to pick top hill- Feld who ls Qut ^ith *unit‘ b 
billy howlers. Stunt is to pro- ness was capacity and tornaway. 
mote his upcoming indie on on each of the other 10 days, the 
country music, “Howdy Elmer." gate ran from 80% of- capacity up- 
^°^n^xmfrs 0f p0li’ in wards* B^gest day was a madnee 

which 2,000 dee]ays around na- and evening stand at the Forum in 
tion will solicit votes from Us- Montreal where the boxoffice 
teners, will receive “Elmer” climbed to a fantastic $51,890 
awards and be flown to Coast There were tumaways at both 
for appearance in film. Con- shows and Feld has rerouted to do 
test starts this week and runs another two-a-day Montreal stand 
a month, . Nov. 17. 

1 1 ■ . ■■ ■— Other such days were at Toronto, 

Unprecedented $5 Top mond and NorfO^Va^and Char- 
r it _ I • r* lotte and Winston-Salem, N. C. 
f or narry James in r aris “Biggest show of stars” is » 

Paris, Oct 1. ^cxihle troupe For toe firat half, 
_ - , , . it has consisted of Fats Domino 
Harry James orchestra which orch> LaVern Baker €lyde M 

vdU make aJ25-day swing through phatter, Frankie Lymon, the 
Europe, has been booked for three- Crickets, Chuck Beny, Paul Anka 
day, five-perforaiance stand at Al- Johnnie & Joe, the Bobbettes 
hambra here Oct. 25 by Ben Car- the Drifters, the Spaniels, “Cry- 
lin and Claud Giraud. House has ing” Tommy Brown, Harold 
been, scaled at 2;000 franc ($5) top, Cromer as emcee, and Paul Wil- 
highest for any attraction in his- hams orch. 
tory of house. Yma Sumac, cur- In the deep south, where col 
rently starring in music hall show 0red and white acts are not per- 
there is in at 700-franc top. mitted on the same bill, the two 
t. and giraud have also white. acts—the Crickets and Paul 
booked Les BaUets Africams de Anka—were dropped. On the west 
Keita Fodeba for Alhambra for coast, the unit will change to al- 
three weeks starting Nov. 22. Sene- most a 50-50 balance between 
galese troupe was recently at Edlii- white and colored acts. Leaving 
burgh Festival. the troupe In California will be I. ' : Johnnie & Joe, the Bobbettes, the 

Spaniels and “Crying” Tommy 
Brown. For the vacancies, Feld 
has slated Eddie Cochran, Buddy 
Knox, the Diamonds, and Jimmy 
Bowen & Rhythm Orchids, 

j “There were no incidents of any 
iklnd in the south,” reported Irv. 
; Feld on a quick visit back to hiJ 
• office here, although white persons 
Imake up a large part of the audi¬ 
ences for the rock ’n’ roller. 

All-Negro in South 
“The Biggest Show of Stars’* Is 

currently operating with an all- 
Negro cast, in Its tour of southern 
cities. The Everly Bros. left the 
unit following its stand in Win¬ 
ston-Salem and will rejoin the 
show when it plays Coast territory 
In about three weeks. Paul Anka 
was dropped from the roster pre¬ 
sumably te make the show lighter 
for some of the promoters who 
bought the layout. 

The unit is constantly changing 
personnel because performers have 
made commitments elsewhere and 
because some of the show buyers 
canrtot go for the guarantees. Fats 
Domino is also slated to leave the 
package for a few days to take a 
rest 

Satehmo Big in Koch. 
Rpchester, Minn., Oct, 1. 

Louis Armstrong drew an audi¬ 
ence of 2,300, big for this town, in 
the local Auditoriunr 'This came 
on the heels of his Grand Forks, 
N. D., press conference when he 
attacked’ President Elsenhower be¬ 
cause of the latter’s failure to take 
an immediate firm stand against 
the Little Rock, Ark., integration 
developments. 

Armstrong’s Grand Forks re¬ 
marks were played up prominently 
on the local daily newspaper's 
front page the day before the con¬ 
cert. Apparently, however, this 
had no adverse effect on the at¬ 
tendance at the concert here or the 
audience reception. 

IBEW Sets Pacts With 
7 Out of 9 LuA. Diskers 

Hollywood, Oct. 1. 
Settlement of two recording 

pacts brings number of labor agree¬ 
ments in this field, between Local 
45, International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers, and local out¬ 
fits, to seven out of nine. Member¬ 
ship last week approved pacts with 
Radio Recorders and Universal 
Recorders. Previously settled were 
pacts with Master, Western and 
Gold Star Recorders, Dot Records 
and Gene Norman Productions.' 

Radio Recorders negotiations 
were settled immediately after the 
union served strike notice on the 
firm, following talks since last May. 
Sitting in was Federal Mediator 

|. Oliver Goodwin. Pact provides $15 
weekly hike in first year; $14 In* 
second, plus continuation of over- 

j scale payments. 
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New York 
Contrary to previous reports 

cleffer Larry Coleman is a free¬ 
lance BMI-affiliated writer and 
not exclusively pacted to Roose¬ 
velt Music , . . The Mello-Larka 
have been pacted to the Vile, label 
, . . Alan Levitt, president of San 
Francisco Records, has been grant¬ 
ed permission by the FCC to build 
a new radio station in S.F. , 
Walt Oatermeyer has joined Tri- 
State Distributors, Fort Wayne, 
Ind., as general manager. He’s the 
brother of Tri-State prexy Cliff 
Ayers Ostermeyer . . , John Burt, 
director of advertising and promo¬ 
tion at WPAT, Paterson, N. J., 
wrote the spoken verse for the 
Westminster disking' of Saint- 
Saens’ "Carnival of the Animils” 
. . . Melvin Balliet named general 
manager of Theodore Presser’s re¬ 
tail music store. 

Ted Bayly will present Dave 
Bruebeck Oct. 13 in the second of 
a Sunday afternoon jazz series at 
the ' 1,252-seat Music Hall, Troy, 
N. Y. 

Mrs. Theodora Zavin, assistant 
public relations veepee at BMI, 
named chairman of the constitu¬ 
tion and bylaws committee of 
American Women in Radio & Tele¬ 
vision . . . Enroll Garner set for 
two shots on CSS-TV’S "The Big 

' Record" Oct 9 and Nov. 27 . . . 
Tribute dinner for W. C, Handy’s 
85th birthday set for Nov. 17 . . . 
Betty Johnson, Bally thrush, set as 
featured singer on the Jack Paar 
NBC-TV show on alternate weeks 
beginning Oct 28 . *. Teddy Wilson 
and Jimmy McPartland moved into 
Jazz City yesterday (Tues.)... * 
Bob McGonagle, deejay at WWRL, 
Woodside (L.I.), will double as. 
night manager. 

The Sugar Hill, new jazz spot in 
Newark, N.J., set Cannonball 
Addlery for a stand beginning Fri¬ 
day (4). Art Blakely follows. Spot 
is run by Gil Blum . . . "The Jazz 
Makers,” edited by Nat Shapiro 
and Nat Hentoff, due in November 
via Reinhart . . . Mr. A Mrs. A1 
ltadka celebrated their 15th wed¬ 
ding anni Sept. 19. He’s a disk 
jockey at KFRE, Fresno, Calif ... 
Audio * Devices has leased addi¬ 
tional factory space in Glenbrook, 
Conn. . . . Chris Connor-goes into 
Birdland tomorrow (Thurs.). 

Columbia Records promoting the 
"Simply Heavenly" tuber via dee- 
jay interviews with Claudia Mc¬ 
Neil. Col has the original cast set 
as well as a single by Miss McNeiL 
Thrush, incidentally, is now man¬ 
aged by John Levy . . . John Alli¬ 
son, composer of children’s songs 
and novelties, has signed with 
BMf . . . Allied Records^ acquired 
the Clayson Plastics Products re¬ 
cording plant 

London 
Paddy Crookahank, director of 

the Feldman Music Co., to Geneva 
for the music publishing confab on 
the international handling of pop 
music , . . Tossy Spivakovsky in 
for a BBC-TV concert date on Sun. 
(6> v* . Mel Tonne headed for the 
U.S. after winding his British 
vaude tour. .. Cyril Ornadel, Lon¬ 
don Palladium musical director 
who’s landed the baton job for the 
London production of “My Fair 
Lady,” planes to New York Sun. 
<61 for confabs on the score J . . 
Pollard Music Co, of New York 
completed a deal with Robbins 
Musi© in London whereby the en¬ 
tire Yank* catalog win be repre¬ 
sented by Robbins in Europe . . . 
Jack Teagarden band here for its 
16-day concert tour. 

Chicago 
.Pat Moran Qnariet moves into 

Cloister Inn for indefinite stay Oct. 
16 . . . Dnfcr Mliugt— returns to 
Blue Note Dec. 20-31 . .. . Jimmy 
Palmer orch opens Sunday ig) at 
Mel ody MW Ballroom-, for two 
frames to be followed by Emie 
Body Oct. 30 for four frames . . 
Jo Auu MUler and Ben Arden orch 
cutting, album for Audio Fidelity: 
this month ... Gene Pringle orch 
set for Kansas City Club, K.C„ 
Nov. 30 for four weeks .. ,-VirgiI 
Mason orch into Van Orman. Hotel 
Oct. 14. 

Pittsburgh 
Dave Brnbeck quartet giving 

concert at' Carnegie Music Hall 
Oct 18... Gabe-A-TOnes Trie has 
checked in at -Sportsmen’s -Mural 
Lounge with. Gabe D’Amice on 
sax, Clair McClIntock on drums 
and Eddie Andrews at the piano, 

. . Carl. Pettlea, former drummer 
with Tiny Wolfe and Deuces Wild, 
has joined Everett Neill orch at 
Vogue Terrace . . . Reid Jaynes, 
pianist, has formed a partnership 
with Jimmy Spaniel, whose band 
has be$n picked up again at the 
Jacktown Hotel . . . Teny Little, 
organist who singled at Carlton 
House’s Town Sc Country Lounge 
all summer, heading a threesome 
there now," with Dick Heller on 
flute and bass and George Tornero, 
guitarist . , . Steve Seventy orch 
into the .Chez Dee for an Indefinite 
stretch ... 5 Keys at the Rock ’n’ 
Roll Room downtown this week 
. . . Jimmy Riso, organist, being 
featured nightly at Dellas Rendez¬ 
vous. 

Philadelphia 
The Celbrity Room, threatened 

with having its show pulled (23), 
opened -as skedded with the two- 
week run of Blackburn Twins and 
Trudy Richards. The local AGVA 
office wanted the amodut Of the 
bond upped. Owner Sam Lerner 
straightened out the hassle after 
phoning the union’s N. Y. head¬ 
quarters . . » Miles Davis works 
Pep’s for a week (3G-Oct. 5) . . . 
October bookings for the Erie So¬ 
cial Club, uptown private spot, in¬ 
clude Four Aces (4-5), Johnny 
Mathis (12-13), and the Billy Wil¬ 
liams Quartet (19-20) , . . Buddy 
Williams orch into • Sunnybrook 
Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa (5) . . . 
Meyer Davis will baton his orch 
for the Phils Fashion Group at the 
Art Museum . . . Chuck Gordon 
playing the Brookline Oaks Ball¬ 
room , / . Publicist Joe Brooks 
named promotion director for Dec- 
ca Records in Philly area .. .North¬ 

east Catholic High School has 
inked Ray McKinley’s Glenn Mil¬ 
ler orch for winter dance at 
Broadwood Hotel. 

San Francisco 
Andre Philippe, French ballad 

singer, opened yesterday (Tues.) at 
Romanoffs Crown Room, replacing 
Hadda Brooks * . . Fred Waring 
show, booked into Berkeley Com¬ 
munity Theatre Nov. 8 . . . hungry 
i’s Enrico Banduccl and Gene Nor¬ 
man, of Los Angeles’ Interlude and 
Crescendo, have banded together 
in talent hunt—Shelly Berman was 
first signed and will go into, the 
hungry i early in November . . . 
Ray Gorum, late of Jazz Workshop 
and Jazz Showcase, opening his 
own Offbeat Room today (Wed.) 
with the Mastersounds . . Fate 
Domiqo, LaVern Baker, Clyde Me- 
Phatter and Eddie Cochran' booked 
into Frisco Civic Auditorium 
Oct 19. 

Kansas City 
Deal for Dick Barlow orch has 

them in the Terrace Grill of Hotel 
Muehlebach for seven weeks, open¬ 
ing Sept. 27, following which the 
crew returns to The Club, Birming¬ 
ham, Nov. 18 . . . Henny Youngman 
will play the Park Lane, Denver, 
beginning Oct. 25 and has a round 
of club dates between that and 
his current Hotel Muehlebach 
stand . . . Larry Wiley orch opens 
the Elms Hotel, Excelsior Springs, 
Oct. 1. Wiley moves over from 
the U.S. Mile Motor Hotel where 
he has been this summer. And 
Carol Sc Connie moved In at the 
Motor Hotel lounge Monday (30) 
. . . Bea Vera and crew due back 
in the Kansas City Club, replacing 
Gary Marquis . . . George Rico (4) 
opened in the Picardy Cafe of 
Hotel Muehlebach Monday (30), 
replacing Carmen Le Faye who had 
held the room for many weeks. 

In 1st Round; Finish Label X Rewrap 
Levantine Cycle? 

Washington, Oct. 1. 
Possibly reflecting public 

interest in Middle East affairs, 
Washington radio audience is 

' going strong for an album 
called “Port Said" with Mo- 
hkraed ' EI-Bakkar aud his 
Oriental Ensemble, selected 
last week at WWDC’s "Pick Al¬ 
bum.” It is drawing more 
listener response than any al¬ 
bum on the station in recent 
years. “This Mohamed cat,” 
says WWDC disk jockey Jack 
Rowzie, “Is making-Elvis Pres¬ 
ley look like a square.” 

Album is. produced by Audio 
Fidelity Records and carries 
such titles as “Greena Chan- 
neelak,” "Bfnt II Geran” and 
"Banat Iskandaria” which iden¬ 
tify the Syrian folk music it 
contains. Sales of the album, 
priced at $«, are reported 

Cap-Col's Kaye Spots 
Hollywood, Oct. 1. 

Capitol Records,, which has I?311” 
ny Kaye under contract, and Co¬ 
lumbia Records last week shared 
the tab for a series of radio spots 
transcribed last week by Danny 
Kaye, for upcoming fund-raising 
drive for UN Children’s Fund, Kaye 
holds rank as an unofficial U. S. 
ambassador to 'UNICEF. 

Jingles were composed and ar¬ 
ranged by Mitch -Miller, Col’s 
a&r chief. 

P^RI^TY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

NOTE: Thecurrent comparative sale# strength of the Artists and Tunes Rated hereunder Is 
arrived at Under a statistical system comprising each ©/ the three major sales outlets enu- 

. merated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from ihese findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 

1 disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

TALENT 

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNS 

JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) ...... Honeycomb* 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)...Tarrfmy* 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par.) _....... Dianat 

JANE MORGAN (kapp)  ... -Fascinationf. 

CRICKETS (Brunswick) ........_.... That’ll Be The Dayf 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia).• > •" • jchances^e^ *°?Say* 

JERKY LEE LEWIS (Sun) ......Whet* Lot Of Shaking) 

EVENLY BROS. (Cadence)... Wake Up little Suzyf 

BUSS HAMILTON (Kapp)..,.. Rainbow* 

• TONY BENNETT (Columbia) ...._... Middle of The Island* 

TUNES 
*%. 

TUNE PUBLISHER 

♦TAMMY—“Tanuny & Baclielor”-F ....................__. Northern 

fFASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”^ .............. ... Southern 

♦HONEYCOMB ...... Joy 

fDIANA ......... Mellin 

♦CHANCES.ARE ......... ..Korwin 

f THATTLBE THE DAY.... Southern 

♦AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F ........ Young 

. fMIDDLE OF THE ISLAND ^ .?.  . Morris 

fWHOLE LOT OF SHAKING...!.. . Marlyn 

♦RAINBOW .........Robbins 

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Fttms) 
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Vik Records’ "Sound Buy” fall 
program is running 125Co ahead of 
the diskery forecast. The drive Is 
on its first lap with only three 
weeks of a planned two-month run 
passed. 

Leading the Vik spree are the 
packages by Eddie Cantor, Helen 
O’Connell and Gisele MacKenzie. 
Label’s EP line is rolling along at 
a clip estimated by sales chief Ben 
Rosner as 100% ahead of anticipa¬ 
tion. 

Diskery also has completed the 
conversion and repackaging of 17 
albums out of the now defunct 
Label 31 catalog. Most of the pack¬ 
ages we|re originally cut by Jimmy 
BilliardT. then a&r chief at X 
and now head of the indie Bally 
labeL In the repackaging process 
new liner notes have been written 
and new covers put on the albums. 
They'll be ready for this week. 

Irate at Satchmo Shutout, 
Granz Bids Dixie Station 
Ban All His Verve Artists 

Editor, Variety: 
I read in last week’ Variety 

that WBKH, Hattiesburg (Miss.), 
banned all Louis Armstrong rec¬ 
ords as well as Eariha Kitt’s and 
Lena Home’s because they voiced 
their opinions of President Eisen¬ 
hower's handling of the desegre¬ 
gation issue—opinions shared by 
many of the nation’s leading col¬ 
umnists, 

I am interested in tills not only 
because I feel Armstrong as a 
citizen of this country has as much 
right to his opinion as anyone else 
but also because he happens to 
he an important artist on my label. 
I think it is unfair that he, Lena 
Home and Eartha Kitt should 
bear the brunt of WBKH’s preju¬ 
dice, and so I suggest (hat WBKH 
ban my entire label from their so- 
called radio station. I recommend, 
instead that they play only Sam¬ 
my Davis Jr. records since, ac¬ 
cording to another Variety story, 
he apparently shares WBKH's 
point of view. 

Norman Grant 
(President Verve Records) 

Washington’s Cultural 
Subscriptions Promising 

Washington, Oct. 1. 
National Symphony teed off its 

annual subscription drive past 
week with an advance sale already 
well ahead of last year’s record sea¬ 
son. Following pattern initiated by 
manager Ralph Black when he took 
over in ’56, concerts are skedded 
in Identical pairs Tuesdays and 
Wednesday nights for 15 alternate 
weeks, rather than weekly non- 
identical concerts as in past. 

Two innovations this year are 
expected to hypo b.o. One is a $9 
student season rate for the $13.50 
seats. The other, a system of ex¬ 
change between subscription 
nights, is expected to lure custom¬ 
ers by offering flexibility In ticket 
exchanges. 

Line-up includes soprano Eliz¬ 
abeth Schwarzkopf, pianists Ru¬ 
dolph Serkin and Philippe En- 
tremont, and violinists Isaac 
Stem and Nathan Milstein. In ad¬ 
dition, two visiting orchs, the Bos¬ 
ton Symphony and the Philadel¬ 
phia, will appear. 

Probably greatest single attrac¬ 
tion is the New York City Ballet’s 
performance of entire "Nutcrack¬ 
er” ballet Jan. 21-22. This is sole 
evening attraction which will play 
Loew’s Capitol Theatre, rather 
than the 4,000 seat DAR-owned 
Constitution HatL 

Deceit Tap* Dick Williams 
Dick Williams, one of the Wil¬ 

liams Bros, who at one time worked 
with Kay Thompson, has been 
inked to a disk deal by Decca 
Records. Another of the Williams 
freres, Andy, has hit on wax via 
his Cadence deal. Dick Williams 
now has a featured role in the up¬ 
coming Broadway musical, "Copper 
and Brass,” to which Decca has the 
original cast rights. 

His first sides will be a couple 
of tunes-from the Broadway show 
score. 
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NBOA Sets Drive 
; Continued from page 57 j 

standardizing dance tempos and 
steps throughout the country, as 
it is now done throughout the Bri¬ 
tish Empire. The British have said 
that standardization stimulates the 
dance business and gives a solid 
basis for dance competition. 

Robert Weems, of General Art¬ 
ists Corp., said in an address to the 
meet that bookers are willing to 
talk about taking advertising and 
promotion expenses off the top 
before the bands take their per¬ 
centage. In this way the operator 
would be encouraged to do more 
promotion with the bands sharing 
the costs. 

The NBOA’s second annual danc¬ 
ing championships were run off be¬ 
fore 2,000 persons at the Arcadia 
Ballroom Wednesday (25) night. 1 

The Aragon Ballroom, Ocean Park, 
Calif., Had the winning entry in 
Burnett and Betty Bolloten of 
Santa Ana, Calif., who walked off 
with $800 and the titles in the All- 
Around, Waltz, Tango and Fox 
Trot championships, Polka cham¬ 
pionship went to Carpl« Buchalska 
and Edward Kish, the Arcadia’s en¬ 
tries. 

Lineup of Officers 
Other officers elected were Milt 

Magel of Castle Farm, Cincinnati, 
vicepresident; Jot Malec, Peony 
Park Ballroom, Oakland, Calif., re¬ 
elected treasurer, while Kirk 
Hayes, All Baba Ballroom, Oak¬ 
land, Calif., was renamed exec 
secretary. Reelected to the board 
of directors was Mrs. Alice Hen¬ 
dricks, Indiana Roof Ballroom, 

Indianapolis. New member is Joe 
Barry, Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, 
Conn. 

The 1956 meeting has been set 
for Chicago with dates to be an¬ 
nounced. 

St. Paul Pop*’ Payoff 
v - -N St. Paul, Oct. 1. 

St. Paul's municipal two-night-a- 
week summer pop concerts in the 
municipal Xudftorium drew 52,869 
pktron^Topaid a total of $41,103,: 
according to figures released by S. 
Mortinson, libraries and auditors 
um commissioner. 

Net earnings were $39,803 which 
was -apportioned in the sum of 
$13,267 to: the Auditorium, the St. 
Paul Musicians Assn., which pro¬ 
vided the music and the St. Paul 
Civic Opera-Figure Skating club 
for their contributions. Each also 
received $560 from concessions 
profits. 

has the 

follow-up to 

“TAMMY” 

Debbie 
£ 

Inside Stuff-Music 
ass——iiajaa—■« Continued from page 59 —j—^ 

ten On the Keys" and other- hits of the ’20's, is still cleffing at Elm¬ 
hurst, N.Y. So Ed Manning reported in a tribute to him last week on 
"Roll Back the Years," a Canadian Broadcasting Corp. weekly radio 
show. % 

A decision in the Carmen Lombardo-John Jacob Loeb suit against 
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers isn’t- ex¬ 
pected to be reached until about December. Supreme Court Judge 
Marion Pittoni gave "Judge Feminand Pecora (for ASCAP) and B. B. 
Fensterstock (for the plaintiffs) until Oct. 31 to submit additional briefs 
on the dispute and granted a further extension until Nov. 15 to file 
reply briefs. 

Case, which is .being tried in the Mineola (Nassau County) Supreme 
Court, involves the ASCAP payoff system on theme music and par¬ 
ticularly the LombardO-Loeb "It’s Seems Like Old Times,", the Arthur 
Godfrey theme. 

The RCA Victor-Canon Camera photo album contest wound up last 
Week with A. M. Baunaeh, Bethlehem (Pa.) photographer, selected 
winner. Winning photo will be used-for Chet Atkins’ Upcoming Victor 
album “Hi-Fi in Focus.” Winner* received $3,000 worth of RCA Victor 
and Canon Camera merchandise. Other winners were Kokei Kaitsuka 
of Ibaragi-ken and Nobuo1 Tabata of Osaka, Japan; Albert James 
Vaughan of Chicago, and Mrs: Nancy Yung of New Rochelle, N:Y. In 
addition to the U.S. and Japan, entries came in from India, Spain, 
Switzerland, France and Germany. 

Ben Selvin, a&r exec for RCA Victor, recently did two guesters on 
N.Y. radio (Barry Gray, over WMCA) and tv (for Joe Franklin, WABC- 
TV)*, on his 40th anniversary as a bandleader. As a result he has 
received several invitations (1), to pick up his fiddle and lead a band 
again and (2) a couple of dee jay spots. Selvin has declined all. 

• Maestro-exec was a pioneer pop dance band leader, with over 9,000 
recordings (some under noms-de-disk) to his credit. He is now atr 
manager for RCA Victor's custom record division, ditto of the RCA 
Thesauras (the radio transcription library service) and is also respon¬ 
sible for picking the RCA Camden reissues from the Victor' vaults. 

Broadcast Musitrlnc. and BMI,~ Canada*‘have kicked off the sixth’an¬ 
nual Student Composer Radio Awards (SCRA) to spark the. creation 
of- concert music. The awards total $13,500 . and are divided into spins 
ranging from $500 to $2,000. Contest closes Feb, 15, 1958. Judges Will 
be William Schuman, composer and president of the Juilliard School 
of Music; Earl V. Moore, dean of the U. of Michigan’s school of music; 
Henry'Cowell, composer, and Claude Champagne, assistant director 
of -the Quebec Provincial Conservatory. 

Epic .Records is going to let the disk buyer play artists & repertoire 
mail. It’s launching a contest via disk jockeys in which the listener is 
asked to pick two tunes for Somethin’ Smith's next release and to 
guess the number of singles their coupling would sell Winner gets a 
trip to New York. Jockey who turns in winning contestant gets a $200 
gift certificate. Iii addition there will be a special prize for the station, 
and deejay drawing the greatest mall response.: 

Collegian Pan! Hampton 
Hits Paydirt on Disks. 
Via 'Agent’ Carmel Myers 
Paul Hampton, Dartmouth ment¬ 

or, is a male Cinderella music biz 
story since Carmel Myers, former 
film star (now th* wife of mo*, 
tion picture executiye Alfred -W* 
Schwalberg), "agented" him Into' 
a.. Famous Music (Eddie Wolpifi) 
and Columbia Records. (Mitch Mil-> 
ler) contract.’ Result is. that, within 
a period of two .wet^oj ; Hampton 
waxed four sides for ^Columbia 
Which art. being rushed out this 
week, and placed six with Famous.' 
He writes and sings his-own ma¬ 
terial. 

When young Hampton Was ad- 
visedby.Mjss Myers to "take sing¬ 
ing lessons," Instead of going back 
to Oklahoma where his folks re¬ 
side, on summer holiday, he said 
he "wouldn’t know what taking 
voice lessons mean." Apparently 
Columbia Records agrees with him. 

Miss -Myers got to know hini 
when Hampton dated her ,teenage 
daughter and was impressed with 
his songwriting and .natural vocal 
talents, whereupon she' set the 
...Vi .1.1 m In mntlnn wlfh lisp (Ilnur 

Rates, Joe Morcllo) toy with "Bru's 
Blues,” "These Foolish Things," 
“The Masquerade Is Over," "One 
Moment Worth Years" and “St. 
Louis Blues" in their familiar 
smooth flowing jazz pattern. 
: Herbie Majm: "Sultry Serenade** 
(Riyerside). Some nifty jazz shad¬ 
ings are- developed by Herbie 
Mann’s flute and clarinet with a 
happy... assist from Jack Nimitz 
(cuumet: and sax), Urbie Green, 
(trombufie)... Joe Puma (guitar), 
Oscar,Pettuord (bass) anfi Charlie 
Smith£(druin»)._ Grot. 

IS AI 
LONELY 

NUMBER! 
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From his new 

Avon Productions movie, 
an release... 

JAIL HOUSE ROCK 
TREAT ME NICE 

47 / 20-7035 

W«teh for Mm’ NBC-TV network «t«ow*< PERRY COMO, SEORBE SOBEL, 
EDDIE. nSHER, PRICE IS RMHT. TIC TAC'OOUBH, Th.y’11 all b* •ppnaortod toy... e RCAA^CIOR 
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ReveoooersStep In On Toledo Cafe; 
Another Spot Sues Govt. In Test 

Berle Set For 12 Weeks in N.Y. £Fla. 
.Morris 

Toledo, O.j Oct 1. 
Assets of the Kin Wa Low The-, 

atre Restaurant, a Toledo enter¬ 
tainment centre for 38 years, will 
be sold soon to satisfy an Internal 
Revenue tax lien. The U. S. is 
seeking cabaret taxes totaling $49,- 
486. The rtax lien said the taxes 
were not paid for the period from 
June 1, 1952, to July 31, 1956. The 
restaurant has been closed since 
spring. Owner of the spot is listed 
as Fong Foy Chong, whose last 

-known address was Hong Kong. 
. The only assets available for sale 

will be the night club license, fur¬ 
niture, equipment, and inventory 
of'bottled goods. Gilbert C. Hooks, 
district director of Internal Rev-! 
enue, is negotiating with the Ohio 
liquor control board to work out a 
method of disposing of the liquor 
inventory and the night club li¬ 
cense. He said internal revenue 
has never, had a similar situation, 
where a liquor license was. .in¬ 
volved. 

Meanwhile, Ka-See’s nitery here 
has filed a Suit'in U. S. District 
Court to test the assessment prac¬ 
tices of the Internal Revenue Serv¬ 
ice. . The . suit pointed out that Ka- 
See's has’been assessed $20,327 in; 
added cabaret taxes for the period 
July 1, 1953; to March 31, 1956. 
One-fourth of the assessment, $1,- 
853, for the period July 1 to Sept. 
30, 1953, has been paid by the club 
owners, and the suit seeks to re¬ 
cover this amount from the Gov-; 
ernment. 

"The assessment is based on- 
presumed sales during a period of 
time when the place of business is 
riot fn fafet a cabaret and in con¬ 
sequence is not subject to collec¬ 
tion of cabaret tax,” the suit con-; 
tended. 

U5.’ Christopher in Brit's.. 
Magico-Vaode for ‘Circle’ 

London, Oct. 1. 
American magician Milbourne 

Christopher "will be strongly fea¬ 
tured along with a-'host of other 
magicos from distant parts in the 
'TOth Festival of Magic,” presented 
by the Magic Circle,at the"Scala 
Theatre,- London, for .one week 
from Oct. ‘14: ‘ 

Although"a rriajor -part of tfie: 
show will be based on illusion, 
legerdemain, levitation and other- 
forms of magic, it Will have a 
strong vaude influence with music, 
dancing and spectacle. British 
artists taking part will include 
Benson Dulay with his company, 
and Albert Burdon & Company of 
Crackpot Conjurers. 

A blending of the musichall 
sketch with magic will, be supplied 
by Michael &Valerie Bailey aided 
by Henry Francis and John Peake, 
the “drunk magician,” in a domes¬ 
tic sketch. Also in the British con¬ 
tingent will'be Geoff Gregson & 
Doreen, Johnny U Sum# Lamonte, 
and Phil Darben Sc Wendy. 

Coming specially from Paris 
with his company is Helaug, the il¬ 
lusionist, while Australia will be.: 
represented by female escapologist> 
Esme Levante. A team of daricers, 
the Camivalettes, will appear arid 
the Sydney Jerome' arch will sup¬ 
ply the music. Harold Taylor will 
emcee the show, proceeds'of which 
will he ploughed back into the 
Magic Circle organization. 

London Stork'* Imports 
London, Oct. I. 

A riew revue opening: at to* 
Stork Room Friday (4) will feature 
one. Canadian act and two Amer¬ 
icans, The, show, presehted by AI 
Burnett, is set for a. four' weeks* 
run. ■ . • I 

Rescue Nitery Dancer 
In Boston Hotel Fire 

Boston, Oct. 1. 
June Knight, 22, nitery dancer, 

was saved in a hotel fire here Sun¬ 
day (29) morning when firemen 
rescued her over an 80-foot ladder. 
The dancer,,standing in an. eighth, 
floor window of the Berkeley Ho¬ 
tel, threatened to jump and threw 
her, makeup kit out the window, 
striking a fireman on the shoulder. 

Firemen talked her out of jump¬ 
ing by shouting words of encour¬ 
agement as they scrambled up the 
ladder. She was taken to City Hos- 

! pital and treated for smoke inhala¬ 
tion. 

'Damn Yankees To 
Vegas From B’way 

A musical comedy will be moved 
intact from Broadway to Las Vegas 
when “Damn Yankees** starts its 
road tour at the Riviera Hotel Oct. 
30. Show closes in New York .City 
Oct. 19 after a run of .nearly two- 
and-a-half years. Sets and costumes 
v/ill he transported by rail,- while 
cast will be flown out to rehearse 
anew: Parts of the show-will have 
to he restaged for the nitery. - ■ • .j 

Deal was completed * last week 
when Ben Goffstein, hotel's general 
manager, Samhiy Lewis, inn’s book¬ 
er, and agent Jack Davies complet¬ 
ed the details. I 

-Hotel recently played “Pajama 
Game” successfully and.will prob-j 
ably.he on.the lookout.for more 
legit musicals. Inn.is .looking into! 
more of the legit packages as a sub¬ 
stitute for the dwindling supply of! 
names and as one means «f keeping 
show budgets within, bounds., It’s 
figured that the name value of the 
show is sufficient to carry at the 
boxoffice in many instances. 

Las Vegas first - used full-scale 
musicals with. “Guys and Dolls” 
some years ago, opening at the 
Royal Nevada HoteL Having proved 
that* the musicals draw .traffic into 
the nitery room and* adjacent casi¬ 
nos, the resort has played legiters 
periodically'.ever since.. 

Dorothy Colins SRO’s 
Hah Bfiastnib’s Preem 

: Boston, Qct. 1. 
Blinstruh’s kicked ff its first 

big name attraction of the season, 
Dorothy** Collins, [here last night 
(Mon.*)which also marked return 
of the More Landis line (10), and 
nabbed a packed house in the 1,- 
700-seiter. 

Other hooking inked by boniface 
Stanley Bliristrub include the 
Mills Bros., Tony Martin, Frankie 
Laine, Jimmy DUrante, 

ftERNIE TH ALL'S INDUSTRIAL 

Thai Joins Marilyn Boss at 1-2-3 
^in Torosto ’ j 

Conductor-vocal Coach Bernie 
Thall will conduct the Lincoln-Mer- 
cury; industrial show which opens 
Oct 3" at the Waldorf-Astoria. Hell 
JravCl thereafter for reheats. Oct. 
7 at New Orleans, Oct 10 at Sen 
Francisco, Oct. 14 at DetrOitand 
Oct 10 at-St.Louis, . „ ■ 

In Detroit he’ll be day-date with: 
his singer-wife, Marilyn Ross, cur¬ 
rently touririg With the Ford indus¬ 
trial revue. Pair team for her Oct. 
28 cafe date at the Club 1-2-3 in 
Toronto, . . . . 

* Gale’s Bevhillt Office 

By MAX NEWTON 

Montreal, Oct. 1. 
With the purchase last week of 

the Canadian Arena Co. by* Mol- 
son's Brewery here in-Montreal, it 
becomes more evident that the 
major patrons of entertainment, 
sport and culture in Canada are 
the distillery and brewing interests. 
At least, that’s the way it looks in 
the Quebec-Ontario area. 

The Canadian Arena* Co. owns 
the Forum,. Montreal’s biggest 
arena and a spot that has played 
practically every form of enter¬ 
tainment. However, it is best 
known as the home of Les Gana- 
diens, the pro hockey champs of 
the world who, with their farm 
dubs, were included in the deal. 
The same brewery, is also deep in 
television and radio - with drama 
and sport shows and exclusive 
rights to the Grey Cup game, 
Canada’s big national pro football 
show. 

Because of the complicated pro¬ 
vincial laws of Canada governirig 
the advertising methods to be used 
by the distillery and brewing com¬ 
panies for the sale arid promotion 
of their products, the indirect ap¬ 
proach in an institutional manner 
is proving of benefit to both the 
entertainment-sport-culture world 
and themselves. 

The Dominion Drama Festival is 
sponsored by the Calvert Distillery 

(Continued on page 67) 

For Own Revue 
Minneapolis, Oct. I,. 

During its convention here Oct. 
6-1Q the National Association of 
Retail Druggists will take over a 
leading loop film house, Para¬ 
mount’s State, on two nights for 
shows to entertain delegates. 

For the first shpw the lineup will 
include Morton Downey;, Elaine 
Malbin, the local FoX quartet, 
itan e'er Betty Luster and pup¬ 
peteer Bob Clark. Gordon MacRae 
will headline the second show 
which will have a half-dozen other 
acts, now being booked. 

This Is on top of last week's 
Minnesota Mining- Co. party In 
St. Paul that had Jack Paar, Marion 
Marlowe, Ronnie Eastman and 
Rickie Layne providing the enter¬ 
tainment. 

PHILLY N.G. FOR JODY; 
TAKE IN D.C. INFLATED 

Judy Garland is having diffi¬ 
culty in racking up profitable 
grosses on her present tour. A 
bad start was registered in Phila¬ 
delphia where she opened - Thurs¬ 
day (26) at the Mastbaum The¬ 
atre. Wads of paper had to be 
distributed to spark the proceed¬ 
ings. * 

The- Philadelphia stand follows 
a losing week at the-Capitol The¬ 
atre, Washington, in which theatre 
officials exaggerated the gross by 
nearly $20,000. Gross in Wash¬ 
ington was $43,860 and not $63,- 
500: officially given; House lost a 
hefty amount on the deal. The 
potential gate in Washington was 
$108,000. 

Miss Garland and troupe are 
slated to start a run at the Dom¬ 
inion Theatre, London, Oct. 16. 

Coast Friars’ Cole Roast 
. ffollywdod, Oct 1. 

The Friars of California will, 
honor Nat King Goto Oct. 21 at 
roastmaster dinner* in clubhouse. 

Proceeds • will go to annual 
Thanksgiving dinner for apprind- 
mately $50 * residents of Motion 
Picture Country House as wen as 

1 disabled vaudevilHans. 

The Canadian act Will be the. 
Three Edward* Bro* frri^Mon^ 
treaL an- acrobatic balancing 

Room line. 

The Onto. Agency has opened * 
Beverly Hfruefflce to handle gen- 

^-al talent \ . / 
Hfcitjg Sdipobf, mhp. had fceefc'a- 
$e*jr Wig* -aa-agent, 
fa &ftrge. He w«« formerly With 

Mercury Artists. 

Aerialist Falls 35 Ft. 
In Toronto, Recovering 

Toronto, Oct. 1. 
Trapeze artist Betty Pasco of the 

Hamid-Morton Circus fell 35 feet 
to the floor of Maple Leaf Gardens 
here last night (Mon.) hut was 
saved from serious injury when 
her husband Bud ran out to the 
ring to catch her, with both then 
rolling from the concrete to an 
adjoining carpet. She was taken 
to a hospital in a stunned condi¬ 
tion but will recover, it was re¬ 
ported by medicos. 

Aerialist was at climax of her 
act in which she swings from one 
foot on a trapeze without a net. 
She - fell without a cry. 

Jack Factor Eyes 
Vegas Stardust 

Deal is in the works for realtor 
Jack Factor to take over the Star¬ 
dust Hotel, Las Vegas, which was 
started by the late Tony Carnero 
S ralla and which has been lan¬ 
guishing near completion and in 
idleness for a couple of years. The 
Sheraton chain was to have taken 
over the Stardust. * However, that 
deal fell through, although possi¬ 
bility remains'that Sheraton Will 
run. the inn if Factor takes hold. 
Deal is being negotiated in the 
name of-Mrs. Factor. 

There’s also likelihood that if j 
the Factor deal jells, the Desert 
Inn operators will take over the 
casino. Dual operation has long 
been the aim of some operators in J 
Las Vegas. However, bulk of the J 

■ dual operations haven’t been 
worked out. . j 

Ink Spots Skip Tex. Date 
f 1. 

-San Antonio, Oct. 1. 
Failure of the Ink' Spots to ap¬ 

pear at the Sevenoaks Country 
Club.here on Thursday (26)-as 
scheduled was attributed by Russ 
Gary, orch leader, to the group’s 
misunderstanding tof their con¬ 
tract . .J'. 

They refused to perform because 
they had not been paid for a Hou¬ 
ston .engagement "Wednesday eve¬ 
ning, Deek Watson, leader arid 
a member of the original Irik Spoto 
stated. 

Gary said, the group is operating 
under. a seven-engagement con¬ 
tract with the International Art¬ 
ists of El Paso, beginning Sept. 25, 
that the Ink Spots’ agent, Paul 

! Kalet of New York, has been paid 
a $1,250 advance on the $2,500 due 

:the act for the week, and that 
the singers .are. due to collect the 
remainder next week. 

Collin* Buys UK Vauder 
I London, Oct.-1. 

One of London’s oldest and most 
famous vaude theatres, Collins Mu¬ 
sic Hall in Islington, threatened 
with demolition to make room for 
an office block and a warehouse, 
has been bought by John Collins, 
proprietor of the “Big Dipper” at 
the Battersea Fun Fair, London, 
from Lew Lake. Latter will con¬ 
tinue to manage toe theatre in its 
old tradition. 

Collins refused to name toe ex¬ 
act* price, but said that . $140,000 
would be a fair estimate. He now 
intends to make toe theatre a tour¬ 
ist attraction. 

Manna’s Double Manna 
Charles Manna will doable from 

the 'Bon Sdir to the Radio City 
Music Hall, N. Y„ starting tomor¬ 
row (Thors.) during the run of. 
Metro1* "Le* Girls.” 

Manna was originally set for a 
two-week period at the Greenwich: 
Village' nitery, biit additional op-; 
tlons were picked, up by toe man-1 

■ agement. 

Milton Berle is remaining with 
the William Morris Agency. Situ¬ 
ation came to light with the Mor¬ 
ris office’s pacting of the comic to 
a 12-week deal for the Latin Quar¬ 
tets in New York and Miami 
Beach. Berle is to start some time 
in November and it’s up to LQ 
operator E. M. Loew and his gen¬ 
eral manager Ed Risman as to how 
Berle will be played. He’ll get 
$22,500, out of which he will pay 
the cost of his Surrounding talent. 
Berle elected to play niteries over 
several hotel offers. 

The Berle hooking indicates that 
the Latin Quarters Will go for the 
top dollar, talent expenditures as 
a means of getting top grosses. 
Berle, incidentally, holds the rec¬ 
ord in toe N. Y. edition of the 
Latin Quarter. 

The Miami Beach LQ booking 
marks toe first major date in the 
Florida niteries, except for the 
Louis Armstrong booking at the 
Cotton Club (nee Beachcomber). 
The Casino de Paris (ex-Copa City, 
now to'be operated by Lou Wal¬ 
ters, former LQ op), has signed 
Senor Wences. However, that 
project will depend on novelty 
rather than names, with various 
gimmicks along the lines of shows 
at the Lido, Paris. 

The’ Berle booking represents 
the highest amount ever paid out 
by any Manhattan nitery. Berle 
about a decade ago worked the 
now defunct Carnival, and aver¬ 
aged about $10,000 in a 40-week 
deal in which his basic salary was 
$7,500 plus overages. 

Berle had been in negotiation 
with Music Corp. of America on a 
management agreement. However, 
according to MCA, talks were 
dropped because comic insisted 
upon certain clauses against toe 
company's policy. 

Capitol Relights Stage 
(For Joe E. Lewis Kndos) 
The Capitol Theatre, N.Y., had 

a brief stage presentation Monday 
(30) when, comedian Joe E. Lewis 
was presented, -a . plaque by toe 
American Guild of Variety Artists. 
The Capitol was formerly a top 
presentation house in New York, 
Lewis was given the award for his 
services as president of the union. 

On s’tage for the ceremonies were 
Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis, June 
Havoc, Fran Warren and Georgle 
Price.; Latter is Lewis’ successor 
as AGVA prexy. Ceremonies were 
in' conjunction with Paramount’s 
filmbiog of Lewis, “The Joker Is 
Wild.” Mack Rogers emceed toe 
event Lewis, current at the Copa- 
cabana, made his stage' appearance 
after the dinner show at the nitery. 

Honolulu Cops Gotta 
Give Up ‘Night’ Beat 

Honolulu, Oct. 1. 
City Police Commission has is¬ 

sued an edict that all cops holding 
outside part-time jobs will have to 
give them up. 

Immediately affected is Sterling 
Mossman, one of Hawaii’s top rank¬ 
ing nitery entertainers. He’s a 
master of ceremonies, singer and 
comic hula dancer—and^a police 
detective. Also affected is Earl Si- 
merson, traffic policeman who 
doubles in Alfred Apaka’s Hawai¬ 
ian. Village Hotel fioorshows as a 
Polynesian fire and sword dancer. 

Rain Hurts Ky. Fair 
* Louisville, Oct. 1. 

Attendance at the 10-day Ken¬ 
tucky State Fair was 471,544, or 
28,749 below last year’s nine-day 
run of 500,000 which was a record. 
There were several rainy days. 

Pro game between Baltimore 
Colts-Chicago Cardinals drew 3,7,- 
216 to toe Fairgrounds Stadium. 
Take was $58,000. Profit of $10,553 
will go to charity via toe Louis¬ 
ville Kiwanis Club, sponsor of the 
game. Last year toe game, in clear 
weather, drew 21,876 and netted 
about $24,000. 
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Lone Ranger and Lassie ‘flay Deaf ^ibmSrw 
Two Ways at N.Y.s Annual Rodeo Paris Nitery Spend 

* Paris 

The Worlds Championship Ro¬ 
deo is making a renewed bid for 
boxoflice in an entirely different 
direction on this trip to Madison 
Square Garden, N.Y. It’s starting 
its we ek'd ay shows at 7:30 p.m. in 
an obvious effort to get the mop¬ 
pets. It’s Sunday shows go on at 
6 p.m., and only the Friday-Sat- 
urday shows start at the normal 
8:30 time. Thus, the kids can get 
out at an early enough hour so 
that it will interefer minimally 
with their normal sleeping hours. 
It seems to be working out in that 
respect as can be seen from the 
upped evening attendance. 

This year, the rodeo is doing 
business despite an obvious deteri¬ 
oration in the calibre of headliner. 
It seems that filmed and live video 
has been producing a new type of 
showlopper whose particular dis¬ 
tinction seems to be lack of tal¬ 
ent, and an even more pronounced 
failure to come equipped with an 
act. Time was when the filmsters 
used to come in with a “glad to see 
you type of turn,” but with whole¬ 
sale rebellion at the boxoffice, the 
Hollywoodites got themselves a 
passable act, and thus the paying 
customer became accustomed to 
having his headliners come in with 
something. The direction is now 
going in reverse. 

It seems pecular that both The 
Lone Ranger, accomped by his 
horse Silver, his faithful Indian 
friend and his horse, along with a 
narrator, and Lassie accomped by 
her trainer and narrator, have acts 

^BOSTON 

SMASH HIT 
THI OUMOROUS NEW 

HOTEL 

| Show folks art raving about the j 

| all new Hotel Avery, All new, large, §3 

v beautifully furnished deluxt rooms f§ 

| with privets bath and television. || 

3 Many Air Conditioned. ft 
| AVERY A WASHINGTON STS. jj 

I “THE COMEDIAN” 

THI LATIST — THI •RIATIST — 
THI MOST-UP-TO-DAT 1ST 

Now In Its asth Issue, conialnlns 
stories, one-liners, poemettes, sons 
tltlot, hecklers, audience stuff, mono¬ 
logs, parodies, doublo tags, bits, 
Idoas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political, Interruptions. 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous 
Vlows of tho Nows, otc. Start with 
curront Tssuo, $15 yearly — 2 years 
$21 — 3 yaars $40 — Singla Copies 
$2.00 — HO C.O.D/s. 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 frh, New York 19 

in which they play dead at the 
climax. In both cases the commen¬ 
tators have to prod the audience 
to applaud because of the .minimal 
entertainment Values. ’ The high- 
spot of the Lone Ranger’s contribu¬ 
tion is a couple of highschool steps 
on his charger, while Lassie does 
a couple of things that fail to show 
the years of hard work and depri¬ 
vation that went into the act. As 
a matter of fact there’s probably 
less action in this dog act' than 
there is in the Bob Williams and 
Red Dust bit. 

As far. as boxoffice value is coiv 
cerned, the kids seems to feel that 
they have their money’s worth 
when these headliners go around 
the arena to display their bodies. 

However, there is one act of note 
L. D. Keller Sc His Ozark Prom- 
enaders, a youthful mixed octet of 
square dancers, accomped by a 
caller and instrumental-vocal trio. 
These kids have a spirited turn, 
their accompanists sing well, and 
they seem to restore the custom¬ 
ers faith in performers. 

The Valkyries, a trio of young- 
femmes who ride horses over hurd¬ 
les in Roman style, do well in the 
applause department. 

The Rodeo, which started last 
Wednesday (25) and continues 
through Oct. 13, has a sufficient 
incentive to the 200-odd buckskin 
participants with purses totalling 
$100,000. There are a lot of ex¬ 
pert riders, ropers and throwers 
to stimulate excitement. The ro¬ 
deo’s managing director, Everett 
Cobum, has brought in a lot of 
excellent stock to guarantee that 
the cowpokes earn their purses, 
and staff of judges includes Toots 
Mansfield, who until fairly recent¬ 
ly participated in the Garden 
events as one of the top top hands. 

The rodeo’s events comprise the 
time honored segments such as 
bareback and saddle riding, steer 
Wrestling, calf-roping, wild Brahma 
bull riding and the wild horse 
race. The femme contingent par¬ 
ticipates in a barrel race, and 
there’s always the quadrille for an 
excellent touch of color. 

The dangerous assignment of dis¬ 
tracting the bulls from the faHen 
cowboys fall to D. J. (Kajun Kidd) 
Gaudin and Buck LeGrand; who 
earn their keep also with5 some 
comedy between events. James 
Cimraeron directs the band and 
Chuck Parkinson announces effec¬ 
tively. Jose* 

Black Watch, $12,500 

Troy, N .Y„ Oct. 1. 
Black Watch Regimental Band 

drew a capacity audience of 6,000, 
at $1.50 'to $3.50 (children under 12, 
half price) in the R. P. I. Field 
House Sunday afternoon (29). It 
was the largest crowd to attend an 
attractions in the college arena 
during the past several years. To 
accommodate an overflow—the 
floor was used for the marching-— 
300 chairs were placed at one end, 
In a section normally used as a bas¬ 
ketball court. 

Gross for the Sol Hurok presen¬ 
tation was estimated around 
$12,500. 

CAB CALLOWAY 
E* Rout* to HOLLYWOOD for 

PARAMOUNT’S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
Mgt. SILL MITTLE1, lilt hwl«r. N.w Y.rtl 

Yanks Makes ’Em Real 
Paris Nitery Spenders 

Paris, Oct, 1. 
Consensus among nitery owners 

here is that increased American 
travel and solvency means more 
biz for. them because the entertain¬ 
ment-minded- Yanks are filling 
the flesh and offbeat boites around 
town. However, they feel this, in¬ 
creased patronage is even in the 
face of the Yank fear that he may 
be taken. Constant warnings have 
him on guard, and some spend only 
the minimum amount of coin. 

In fact, one big boite manager 
felt that in the long run, Gallic 
trade was more lucrative. How¬ 
ever, the cheaper travel rates are 
allowing many people to travel who 
could never afford to before:. Tills 
helps apparently to overcome the 
Yank tendency to watch expenses. 

Despite these reservations a 
Variety check showed the Lido 
packed nightly with Americans, 
as well as. the many strip and flesh 
joints. They may be oversensi¬ 
tive to being fan guys but Yanks 
make up in numbers whatever they 
may lack in the pre-war free spend¬ 
ing attitudes. 

It is also felt that cheaper trans- 
ocean rates may even start more 
European trips to the U.S. This 
perhaps could change the face of 
New York nitery methods. 

Cafe Ops Among 
101 Indicted In 

Texas Cleanup 
Galveston, Oct. 1. 

The Galveston County Grand 
Jury provided the tail-lash to Tex¬ 
as Attorney. General Will Wilson’s 
Galveston cleanup campaign when 
it returned 101 felony gambling 
indictments against members of 
the Isle community. 

Leading the list of the indicted 
was former Balinese Room topper, 
Anthony Fertitta. The others are 
brother Victor, Rosario Maceo, Sam 
T. Maceo, Joe T. Maceo, Santos 
Dispensa, Earl Llewellyn; Joe, 
Mike and Pete Sklvato and Phil 
and Joe Barbara—all w.k. gam¬ 
bling and liquor-by-the-drink (il¬ 
legal in Texas, except in privaterys) 
figures. ^ 

Attorney for Fertitta and others 
is R. Richard Thornton who said 
Anthony Fertitta/now working in 
las Vegas, will return voluntarily 
to face charges. 

“Anthony told me over the tele¬ 
phone that he will voluntarily re¬ 
turn for trial. He is a man of his 
word,” Thornton said. 

From three to five indictments 
have been returned against his 
clients, Thornton also said. A con¬ 
viction on any of them could mean 
jail time. 

Thornton, former County Demo¬ 
cratic Committee chairman, took 
advantage of grand jury’s action 
to blast Wilson, who closed Galves¬ 
ton gambling operations last June 
with a 'series of civil injunctions. 

“We have grown tired1' of the 
dual system of law for Galveston 
County and the rest of Texas," he 
said. “It is for the aggrandizement 
of one state official.” Thomtdn 
said he was referring to the en¬ 
forcement of the law in Galveston 
when It was not being enforced 
in other countries, 

“Houston is one of the places 
where gambling is going on," he 
said. 

Sheriff Paul Hopkins said he had 
already placed some of the indict¬ 
ed under arrest, forcing them to 
make bond. Those for whom war¬ 
rants have been issued included: 

John, Peter, Riley and Diamond 
Athanasiou, operators of the,Rick¬ 
sha Room; Mrs. Joila Walker of 
the Beach Club; Joe T. Hanson of 
the Imperial Club and Abe Rosen¬ 
thal of the Anchor Club. 
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Inside Stuff—Vaude 
The great Sir Harry Lauder decided to become a comedian just 

because he looked in a mirror one night. Story has just been revealed 
in Glasgow by his longtime friend and crony. Sir Patrick Dalian* 
writing his memoirs. “He often told me," recall Sir Pat. “that when 
he went back to his ‘digs’ in the East End, he looked at himself in the 
mirror. His cuffs were too long, his tails were not jtist right. He 
looked into the glass and began to sing ‘Come Into The Garden, Maud/ 
He began to smile at himself. Quickly he laughed at his own appear¬ 
ance. From that moment Harry Lauder decided to become a comic." 
According to Sir Patrick, the great secret of Lauder’s success was that 
he never told a smutty story nor sang a suggestive song, >= 

Assn, of Professional Sacred 'Singers which held - an organizational 
meeting Sunday (29) in the Carnegie Hall (N.Y.) studio of its president, 
Floyd Worthington, set up committees to (1) formulate a printed con¬ 
tract and scale of fees to go into effect Jan. 1 next and (2) set criteria 
for auditioning those admitted to membership after Nov. 1 when an 
initiation fee, not presently demanded, will be assessed. Meanwhile, 
special efforts are afoot to circularize Jewish temples in the metro¬ 
politan area, second largest group after Protestant churches. Church 
singer agent Mrs. Russell Bliss addressed Sunday’s meeting, endorsing 
the idea of a professional organization for the much-abused church 
singers. 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York 

Marge Cameron opens at the 
Golden Slipper, Glen Cove, L.L, 
Oct. 8 for two weeks . ; . Betty 
Munro has been added to the en¬ 
larged Ben Yost’s Vikings . . . Irv¬ 
ing Fields opened the season at 
the Cafe de la Paix of the Hotel 
St. Mortiz yesterday (Tues.) . . . 
Rosalinda St. John started at the 
Cafe Pierre to double in the hotel's 
Cotillion Room as well . . . Jackie 
Kannon will resume as a double 
with his wife Alma, with their 
opening at the Alamo, Detroit, 
Nov. 4 ... Chris Connor moves into 
the Birdland tomorrow (Thurs.).... 
Myron Cohen set for two dates at 
the Eden Roc, Miami Beach, fijpst 
starting Jan. 26 and will return in 
April . . . Bob Lewis Me Ginny to 
the Ambassador, Los Angeles, Oct. 
11 . . . Frank Parker bows at the 
Horizon Room, Pittsburgh, Nov. 4 
. . .. Gogi Grant tapped for the An 
kara, Pittsburgh, Oct, 25. 

Jane Hutchinson of the William 
Morris Agency and William Gil 
bert, NBC staff writer, to be mar¬ 
ried Oct. 25 . . . “Continental 
Rock *n’ Roll" show opened in Rio 
de Janeiro . . . Joe Sullivan, an 
oldtime agent, visiting*in New 
York. 

Chicago 
Lenny Colyer pacted for Chez 

Paree, Montreal, Oct. 15 for two 
frames . . . Shelley Berman set for 
Thunderbird, Las Vegas, Oct. 7 
for three weeks . .. Jimmy Conlin 
Me Dorothy Ryan inked for Billings* 
Mont., Home Show, today (Wed.) 
through Oct. 6 . . . Trudy Adams 
booked for Drake Hotel Dec. 27 for 
four weeks . . . Step Bros, into 
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, tomorrow 
(Thurs.) for two weeks . . . Henny 
Youngman into Park Lane Hotel, 
Denver, for two Weeks Oct. 25 , .. 
Anne Jeffreys Me Bob Sterling play 
Lake View Club, Minneapolis, Nov. 
27-Dec. 21 . . . Three TwinjLsked- 
ded for Embers, Ft Wayne, Oct. 14 
for two weeks ... Jo Ann Miller 
headed for Cleveland Statler, Dec. 

When its annual is offered next 
week, Oct. 7-12, the Golden Belt 
Fair here will be observing its 40th 
anniversary. C. M. Hight, secre 
tary of the fair, said all space in 
the exhibit hall would be utilized. 

Amusements 6f America will fur 
nish the midway. 

31-Jan, 11, and then for Detroit 
Statler, Jan. 13-25 . . ..Eydie Gorme 
set for International Harvester 
Show, Conrad Hilton Hotel here, 
Oct 7 . . . Johnny Mathis plays 
Casa Loma Ballroom, St. Louis, 
Oct. 18-20. 

Hollywood 
Bill Chadney, pianist at the 

Sportsmen’s Lodge in the San 
Fernando valley, has been repacted 
. . . Patti Moore & Ben Lessy will 
open a six-day stand at Hesperia 
Inn Friday (4) . . . Frankie Ortega 
opened a 12-week engagement at 
the Encore Monday (30) . . . ‘88er 
Bud Herman’s option picked up at 
the Captain’s Table . , Frank 
Sennes signed The Treniers to re¬ 
main . on . as headliners of tho 
Moulin Rouge show after Marie 
McDonald departs. 

TINKER BELL 
mMIm Jeley Frilf 

Carreetly 

TONY *ASTOR*S 
Greenwich YIKeyc, N. Y, €* ‘ 

Mg« Koploe Agency, lac* ft. Y, 

CarreftHy 

TWIN COACHES 
PITTS* PA, 

M«t.: Stw a WUI Weber, New York 

BROS. 
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Montreal's Stripathon 
Chez Paree’s Three-Hour Peelery-by-the-Ton Going 

^ Strong in 9th Week 

Montreal, Oct. 1. 

Montreal Chez Paree-s three- 
hour stripathon, in its Casablanca 
Room, still prospers after nine 
weeks. Nor has it cut into biz up¬ 
stairs in its Fontainebleau Boom, 
which has bill of comics, singers 
and hoofers, as some other bbni- 
faces predicted. Inside doorman 
downstairs separates incoming 
sheep from satyrs, calling, "Vari¬ 
ety program upstairs," and, if some 
innocents persist, explaining, "This 
is just a girlie show.” One ’nearby 
strippery, the Astor, has shucked 
that policy for comics since Chez 
Paree competition started, but oth¬ 
er such spots seem unaffected. No 
other place offers more than eight 
doffers. 

Casablanca lineup, which start¬ 
ed at 17, averages 20 and has brief¬ 
ly gone as high as 27, running 
three and a half hours, when out¬ 
going and incoming contracts over¬ 
lapped. Even then, sans cover or 
minimum hut with, beer 60c and 
mixed drinks $1.15, it’s highly prof¬ 
itable for operators Solly Silvers 
and Jack Luderman. An occasion¬ 
al five-minute intermission sends 
some customers out, to.be replaced 
by fresh quaffers. Otherwise it’s a 
grind from 10 p.m. till around 4:30 
a.m.f with two orchs alternating 
every half-hour. Emcee is iFoster 
Johnson, longtime "Kiss Me Kate” 
hoofer. He first worked upstairs, 
dancing, and doubling downstairs 
while off. He’s now fulltime emcee, 
teaches, some of the peelers new 
steps and is opening a dance school 
in Montreal. 

Majority of strips are U.S. im¬ 
ports, getting up to $300 a week. 
Mast localites get $100, with ex¬ 
ception of Taika, the Primitive 
Girl, ! who’s- "internationally 
known," Current star is The Com¬ 
et, from New Orleans. Co-featured 
are Taika, Dallas from Texas and 

'Mow Appd«rla« Tboi Ocf. T Jtfc 

CORK CLUB 
Houston, Tex. 

Under Contract 

to 

DECCA RECORDS 

Nodima. Latter, .a red-topped wrig¬ 
gler, bathes in champagne, plus a 
highball when handed her by a 
ringsider. Dallas, held over since 
the opening July 29, is show’s only 
talker; T.ili Dawn, rebooked after 
a fortnight elsewhere, is spot’s sole 
singer—cool jazz style. Both al§o 
strip. 

Leo Lindy Had Longest 
Running Hit on B’way; 

Boniface Dies at 69 
Leo Lindemann, founder of 

Lindy’s restaurant, who died last 
week at the age of 69, had the 
longest running hit on Broadway. 
His restaurant, famed for cheese¬ 
cake, inatzo hall soup-and, above 
all, the personalities who gath¬ 
ered there from noon fill 4 a.m., 
was as much of an attraction for 
out-of-lowners as- the Statue of 
Liberty and Radio City. 

Lindy, himself, was a saga of 
what made Broadway great. Start¬ 
ing as a penniless immigrant who 
came to U.S. in 1913, Lindy work¬ 
ed in various restaurants as a bus- 
boy and waiter before working at 
Gertner's Restaurant, which was 
at 1440 Broadway. He married 
Clara Gertner, who ran the spot 
with her brother. The duo in¬ 
vested their life savings after 
‘jfcree customers backed them in a 
venture of their own, being im¬ 
pressed by Lindy’s industry and 
expertness. The trio were bought 
out some years later. 

Their initial Broadway venture, 
the old tor “little”) Lindy’s, was 
a small delicatessen, which soon 
attracted theatrical personalities. 
Out of this venture grew the lar¬ 
ger Lindy'*,. probably the most fa¬ 
mous restaurant in New York, if 
not the entire country. Damon 
Runyon’s Mindy’s restaurant was 
patterned after Lindy’s 

There was more drama ocurring 
in Lihdy’s at any given time than 
possibly in any of: the theatres 
along the Stem. It was in the old 
place in which gambler- Arnold 
Rothstein got the message which 
lured him to his death in the old 
Park Central (now Park Sheraton! 
hoteL More theatrical deals were 
made and broken in this. spot. It 
stillii a favored spot for press and 
personalities as a potent incuba¬ 
tor of information. Lindy’* is still 
a favored spot of the -top syndi¬ 
cated columnists, where both 
pressagents and newspapermen 
congregate for exchanges of in¬ 
telligence. 

The old iindy’s dosed a couple 
of months ago, when it became un¬ 
economic to operate because of 
its physical setup. It was the 
favored hangout for the music 
publishing fraternity particularly; 
The dosing forced them to change 
to the big Lindy’s. Many of the 
lunchtime tables are occupied by 
coteries of writers, comedians, 
pressagents and radio execs. 
, The theatre is inextricably tied 
up with the history of Lindy’s. 
Comics from the "Winter Garden 
discovered the Lindy brand of 

(Continued on page 68)' 
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‘Glassy’ Show Biz 
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| who also donate a cup for annual 
competition; the Dow Brewery is 
giving upwards of $150,000 (with 
the Province of Quebec matching 
the amount) to start a new theatre 
group in Montreal headed by Gra-: 
tien (Fridolin) Gelinas; Seagram’s 
toured the world with an exhibi¬ 
tion of works by Canadian painters 
and both Samuel Bronfman, presi¬ 
dent of Seagram's, and E, P. Tay¬ 
lor, who lists several, breweries in 
the many companies he controls, 
are active members of Canada’s 
newly-formed commission for the 
advancement of culture, science, 
et al. 

Sportwise there are the two ma¬ 
jor golf tournaments which attract 
international players, the Seagram 
Gold Cup and the Labatt (Brew¬ 
ery) Open; the Schenley Trophy 
for the best footballer of the year 
and the Gold Cup for motorboat 
racing and the Dow company picks 
up the tab for all tv and radio 
broadcasts of the Montreal Alou- 
ettes football team on a contract 
deal which runs close to $1,000,000. 
Directly or indirectly, these two 
industries are becoming like the 
patrohs of another era with a com¬ 
mercialism that, so far, seems to. 
have bothered ho one or done, any 

AGVA Fines Pair 
For RMS Cuffos 

Chicago, Oct. 1. 

American Guild of Variety Art¬ 
ists : here slapped $1,000 fines on 
Nick Noble and Lola Dee for ap¬ 
pearing gratis at a local meeting 
here of Recorded Music Service j 

Assn, on Sept. 14. Other charges i 

included working without contract, 
nonpayment to .AGYA’s welfare 
fund and working with non-union 
acts. 

Earlier this year AGVA’s mid¬ 
west chief Ernie Fast stopped disk 
artists from appearing at the Na¬ 
tional RMS convention on a gratis 
basis. Fast indicates that there will 
be further clamping down on disk 
jockeys using record names on 
gratis appearances for record hops, 
etc. 

Mario & Floria will start a long¬ 
term engagement at the Casa¬ 
blanca Hotel, Miami Beach, where 
they will appear In the floorshow 
and head the studio setup at the 
inn. 

Tex Expo Eyes B0. Peak Via lady', 
‘Capades’, Boone, Save, MacRae, Grid 

Dallas, Oct. 1. 
State Fair of Texas, opening 

Saturday (5) for its usual 16-day 

stand, has an- entertainment lineup 

for the 72nd annual run that expo 

officials feel will top. last year’s 

record 2,672,253 attendance. 

Top show lure for the Oct. 5-20 

run is "My Fair Lady," in for 24 

performances at the 4,100-seat air- 

conditioned State Fair Music Hall. 

Touring company stars Brian 

Aheme and Anne Rogers, and 

there’s been an unprecedented ad- 

3G Refunded as Becaud 
'Cracks Up’ at Olympia, 

- Paris; Returns Next Day 
Paris, Oct. 1. 

A cool $3,000 had to be refunded 

when singer Gilbert Becaud broke 

down at the beginning of his star¬ 

ring stint at the newly refurbished 
Olympia Musichall last week (23). 
Becaud a bombastic, dynamic sing¬ 
er who combines vocal gymnastics 
with physical exuberance, had over¬ 
worked himself on the road before 
hitting the Olympia to inaugurate 
the new season. He realized he 
could not go on after a while and 
the audience was reimbursed or 
given rainchecks. 

Becaud; now breaking house rec¬ 
ords at this vaude flagship, was es¬ 
corted home, put to bed, and al¬ 
lowed a full day’s rest. In true 
trouper fashion he was back on the 
boards the next night The show 
went on and the publicity is mak¬ 
ing for even greater takes with 
SRO now being registering for 
most performances. 

Bellevue Casino, Mont’I, 
Taps Booker, Producer 

Montreal, Oct 1. 

A new booking setup has gone 
into effect at the Bellevue Casino 
here. . Roy Cooper, a local per¬ 
center, has succeeded Miles In¬ 
galls of New York as booker and 
Dave Bines is set to produce. 

Bines will succeed Mme, Natalie 
Komorova, who also- did the chore¬ 
ography. He formerly handled 
production at the Palace, N.Y. 

vanee ducat sale for “Lady," scaled 
at $4.95-$1.65< 

"Ice Capades of 1958,” one of 

John H. Harris* touring icers, gets 

20 showings in the Ice Arena dur¬ 

ing. the expo’s run, with seats 

scaled from $3.30-$1.50. Frozen 

water extravaganza, a regular here, 

annually draws more than 100,000. 

Margo Jones Theatre ’57, re¬ 

taining use of its arena for the 

first time, will present pantomimist 
Jimmy Savo in his own show, “Two 

a Day.” Comic will give 18 per¬ 

formances, matinee and evening, 

in the 198-seat theatre. Seats go 

at $2.50 for mats and $3 top. 

Aut Swenson’s "Thrillcade” will 

Offer 27 performances Of auto dare- 

deviltry and circus acts in the 

grandstand. Added attraction is 

ragtime 88er Johnny Maddox, 
who’ll play between shows. Thrill 
show is scaled from $2 to 75c. 

Pat Boone will headline a big 
Cotton Bowl show, backed by sup¬ 
porting acts, Oct. 13. Radio sta¬ 
tion KLIF is sponsoring, with tick¬ 
ets $1.25 in advance and $1.75 that 
night. 

Special free acts include Gordon 
MacRae, singing in the Cotton 
Bowl on East Texas Day, Oct. 15, 
backed by the -dancing Apache 
Belles from Tyler (Tex.) Junior 
College, and queens from East 
Texas cities. 

Hank: Thompson & His Brazos 
Valley Boys will give one cuffo 
show daily In the Agriculture Bldg, 
and two free shows on the al fresco 
Magnolia Stage, 

Cotton Bowl’s grid games for ex¬ 
po’s run include Southern Metho¬ 
dist U.-Missouri U„ Oct 11; Texas 
U.-Oklahoma U., Oct. 12 (an an¬ 
nual 75,500 sellout); Prairie View 
A&M-Texas , Southern, Oct. 14; 
Southern Methodist U.-Rice Insti¬ 
tute, Oct, 19, and several high- 
school and junior college pigskin 
tilts in between. 

Monorail, unique suspended 
overhead railway, will run offer 
rides from fairgrounds entrance to 
Midway Plaza, priced at 25c one¬ 
way and 40c round trip. 

The "million dollar midway,’* 
again refurbished, will again offer 
two solid blocks of rides, conces¬ 
sions and pitch tents for the car¬ 
nival atmosphere. 

HAVE YOU SEEN 

THE COMPLETELY NEW AND DIFFERENT 1958 

B0BBYE PRIEST ad AL FOSSE 
Suoak Previewed al* 

THE AMERICANA HOTEL, Miami Beach 
(Thanks, Larry TIsch) 

PERFORMANCE AWARDS* 

Features: 
Convertible Props 

■ • 

Elaborate Lights 

Own Individual 
Styling 

Speed Never a 
Dull Moment 

• 
Now being shown at 
Clob Datas in Chicago 
and fha Midwest 

• 

Orders being tafcnn for 
Future Delivery 
Exclusively by 
LARRY LUX. 
263 N. Wabash Avt.. 
Chicago 

•"The first set In the Bal Masque Room Is Bobby* 
Priest and Al Foss*. This Is * production with fast 
chang* *f sc*n*ry that maltas for a nlc* chant* of 
nac* frpni Iha usual. Th*y pr*s*nt minstrel briefs, 
Includlne (ekes. They dance, ctown and sin* with 
never a dull moment durin« their tlm* In th* spot* 
litht, Th*y have an elaborate lighting systarn which 
makes thorn black-faced without th* smeared black 
groat* Mint. Thoy hay* a production of -the boy 
and girl next door who marry and tho neighboring 
rot Mon cos aro convortod Into their very own cottage. 
It Is pleasant to applaud# something that Is pleas¬ 
antly different, that shows Ingenuity, originality and 
effort expended. 

.."Jay Lawrence Is th* versatile comic who keeps 
the audience howling and In th* hilarious mood In 
which .they war* plac*d by Priest and Fosse. Th* 
audience sure get « workout last night at th* Amer¬ 
icana In th* applause department for they constant¬ 
ly endorsed everything they saw and heard." 

—Paul M. Bruun, Miami Beach Sun. 

•"Bobby# Fries* and At Foss* are a team with 
thalr own stag* settings. It's a mlnlafur* back* 
ground, {He* thorn used In many television plays, 
and depicts a showboat. When turned around It's 
a fiowor-covorod bungalow with swinging gates. The 
early minutes of their act aro cute, then they gu 
Into comedy and tho girt tthats Bobby el & excellent. 
Her Charleston retina and takeoff On Chortle Chap- 
lla are original anff laughable. They cle«* with tho 
tore fire trick used by fieorge M. Cohan, a song and 
dancat rowing end^thjen Jhe fluttering^ of the Stars 

—H*rb. Xtlly, Miami Dally Hews; 
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'Best of Burlesque Looks Down Its 
Nose in Carnegie Hall Midnite Series 

New York's Carnegie Hall Play-i 
house has now housed everything. 
Once strictly a longhair and lecture 
forum, in recent years this empori- j 
urn has had jazz, rock 'n' roll 
vaudeville, but until Friday (27) at 
midnight, it stayed close to the 
late Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia’s 
4-no burlesque” edict. The ban was, 
broken with this show* but it's un-1 
likely that any furor will result. ! 

A group of night people with this 
production cast a cold and clever 
eye at the Minsky era. Jack 
Vaughan’s writing and staging had 
a lot of humor and called for well- 
directed reprises of some of the 
most famous sketches of burlesque j 
including ‘‘Flugel Street” and a! 
variation of “Pork Chops.” 

Perhaps the most important seg¬ 
ment of the ayem presentation is 
the commentary delivered by 
Sherry Britton who, in days past, 
knew her way around such centres 
of culture as 52d St. and some 
of tiie better known burlesque 
parlors. In a highly cultivated voice 
that now bespeaks more of legit 
than of Minsky, Miss Britton read 
commentaries that not only set 
the stage for the various sketches 
and dances but wrere excellent en¬ 
tertainment in themselves. 

But like much of the cast now 
engaged in recalling this lusty part 
of the American theatre, there was 
much of an air of condescension 

In Phi iladt Ip” :: ■! rh ■ 

Adelphia 
13th * CHESTNUT ST. 

400 ROOMS 
400 BATHS 

Cocktail County 

$ REHEARSAL HAILS 
2 DINING ROOMS 

SrtCfAl WEttlY SINOLI - $90. 
"theatrical RATES DOUBLE- $40. 

about the whole thing.. There was! 
lacking a sense of warmth and 
affection for this medium. It’s not 
a question of sapolioed sketches j 
or dances, which could have taken! 
a lot of the essence of the various ] 
bits, but there was art general airi 
of snobbishness about the whole ] 
affair. j 

Nelle Fisher’s satirical choreog¬ 
raphy had a lot of historical au¬ 
thenticity as far as staging is con¬ 
cerned, and what’s more, extracted 
the last ounce of humor in each of 

Bwt of Burlesque 
BanneY ^Productions presentation, 

“Best of Burlesquenarrated by 
Sherry Britton, vjith Tom Poston, 
Nelle Fisher, Vini Faye, Jean 
Pierce, Lilly White, Sugar Glaze, 
Nancee Ward. Writer-stagerJack 
Vaughn; choreography, Nellie Fish¬ 
er. At Carnegie Hall Playhouse, 
N. Y., Sept. 27-28, ’57 (Fri.-Sat. 
midnight series); $2.50 top. 

the turns allotted heir and Nelle’s 
Belles. However, she has over¬ 
drawn many of her characters so 
that the satirical aspects are sharp, 

[but historical relationship is lost. 
] In the comedy sector, Tom 
[Poston would make an excellent 
top banana, if only he didn’t give 
the impression of looking down his 
schnoz at the bits he was doing. He 
seems to feel so superior to this 
kind of work. Vini Faye who 
straighted and seconded Poston, 
threw himself a little more deeply 
into his art. Miss Fisher is an ex¬ 
cellent talking woman as well as 
a clever dancer. Her cohorts in¬ 
clude such euphoniously named 
lookers as Lilly White and Sugar 
Glaze, along with Jean Pierce and 
Nancee Ward, and turns includes 
such nostalgic bits as a snake 
dance, and a pseudo strip which 
seemingly had to be abandoned 
at the last minute by a faulty 
zipper. There’s also a still vital 
part of the American burlesque 
scene, the spieler and candy 
butcher who sold Hershey Bars 
with the nuts inside, and who 
distributed pictures Ifi an envelope 

With each purchase. 
It must be remembered that 

burlesque is still the only form of 
permanent live theatre in about 
20 communities in the United 
States. There are many sections 

REPUTABLE 

NIGHT CLUB 

OPERATORS- 

Attention: 
We intend to build a 2,000 seat 

Night Club wijhin 10 minutes of 

Times Square with parking facili¬ 

ties for 600 cars. 

Parties interested in teasing— 

PHONE: UN 4-2200 (New Jersey) 

WRITE Box V-9-1115 

VARIETY 

154 West 46 Street < 

New York 36, N. Y. 

De MAY and MOORE 
"MADCAPS OF THE DANCE" 

Now Appearing at the 

EDEN ftOC, Miami Beach 
"A HIT ON ANY BHA"—Bill Smith, Show Business 

of the country^ where both the Old 
and younger part of the male pop¬ 
ulation along with a few curious 

j femmes can see first-hand the 
[remnants of the Minsky legacy. 
Some still regard burlesque as a 
place where it’s possible to be dis- 

: covered, and where a legitimate 
' brand of entertainment can still be 
[dispensed. But at midnight, who 
can get historical? So the Sherry 
Brittou-Nelle Fisher and Jack 
Vaughan effort could possibly be 
an SRO. rendezvous for the smart 
set on Friday and Saturday nights, 
the only nights this magnum opus 
is available. It’s got laughs and it 
has an air and not much more is 
apparently needed to sustain busi¬ 
ness on the weekend nights. 

Jose. 

Lindy 
== Continued from page €7 

comestibles. When be worried 
over his $180,00Q investment" in 

the new spot, the theatre again 
came to his. rescue. Nearby was 

housed ”S‘.range Interlude” which 

ran several. timesv longer than a 

regulation play. Patrons of that 

j house ate there to he near the the¬ 

atre, and discovered the culinary 

I accomplishments of. that "spot. 

Since then, it has been a luncheon 

and dinner hangout for theatrical 
personalities and workers. Women 
on matinee days flood the spot so 
that table of the regulars are en¬ 
dangered. After-theatre business 
is also sizeable, and when the 
"civilian” after-theatre trade de¬ 
parts, the Lindy regulars have the 
place to themselves. They are a 
pecular brand of night people who 
find themselves at their best in 
the stimulation of the atmosphere 
and food* provided by the Lindy 
staff. The waiters in themselves 
are also * special breed of' char¬ 
acters. 

Lindy is survived by his res¬ 
taurant, widow and a sister.- 

Clown Stricken in Court 
ReldsviSle, N. C., Oct. 1. 

Eugene Harry Sinclair, 67-year- 
old circus clown, was stricken with 
a heart attack in court here last 
week while waiting for his case to 
be called on a traffic charge. He 
was taken to Annie Penn Memorial 
Hospital where he was reported 
resting welL The attending physi¬ 
cian said Sinclair appeared to have 
suffered an attack of angina. 

Sinclair was a clown with Ring- 
ling Bros., Baraum Sc Bailey Cir¬ 
cus. The case against him, allow¬ 
ing an unlicensed person, to drive 
his car, was continued. 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Benway 

Saranac Lake, Oct. 1. 
Jack Norton received an all-clear 

to resume work. Jean (Stuart) 
West beat a serious rap to a defi¬ 
nite cure. Bob Cosgrove returned 
to Columbia pictures in N.Y. with 
a nifty ok. Pierre Rayon goes back 
to Paramount as an office worker. 
Frances (Jr.) Franks back to Wash- 

i ington D.C. to resume work. Joe 
i (RKO) Erwin took nine months and 
three major operations to rate a 

[ clean bill of health. Frank Lee 
goes back to work. 

While on a short furlough out qf 
the hospital your columnist was 
tendered a clambake and outdoor 
barbecue at the Ralph Portier farm 
in Brimfield* Mass. It was a family 
reunion that packed , a wallop of 
entertainment, James Lee, theatri¬ 
cal columnist of the Worcester 
(Mass.) Evening Gazette ("The Old 
Back-Stager”) kudosed us on being 
able to make the trip following one 
year of strict hospitalization. It 
was a tonic for this old minstrel- 
man. ‘ . . 

May Taft accompanied by her 
husband of the Loew circuit in.; 
from Rosedale, N:Y., for the an¬ 
nual checkup and was rated 100%, 

Henry ‘‘Hank” Hearn, fornier 
theatre owner and film executive, 
shot in from Jacksonville with an 
attack of virus flu and as a-pre¬ 
caution he will rest here. 

Lillian O’Connell, United World 
Films, checked in as a new guest 
for the observation and rest period. 
Ditto for Clara M, Greenwood 
whose husband, J. L. Greenwood, 
is the manager of the Joy Theatre, 
San Antonio; 

And . still the good clinics com? 
in: Tom (Metro) Scotti, after a 
long period in" bed, was upped for 
meals in main messhalL Louis 
Blanco, Allied. Artists, and Herbert 
Gladney 2flth-Fox Chicago office, 
also upped-for meals.* 

Write, to. those who are. 111. ... 

20th Hires Lord Kilbracken 
; Continued from paje 2 ; 

rial interviews and then lunch 

with Lord Kilbracken, 37-year-old 

peer, who was hired for $280 and 
expenses, to act as her social es¬ 
cort in the absence of her steady 
swain, Micky Hargitay. She con¬ 
fronted her first mass press-recep¬ 
tion in th§ Dorchester Hotel, burst 
at the seams with eager reporters 
and photogs clamoring to quizz her 
on love and life. Somewhere in 
the mob could be seen Miss Mans¬ 
field’s blonde head as she coped ex¬ 
pertly with a fusillade of questions. 

At 7 p. m. the bar closed, the 
press evaporated and at 7:05 Miss 
Mansfield was closeted for a stop¬ 
watch hour with commercial tv 
scripters till she changed for sup¬ 
per with Boh Goldstein, 20th’s U.K. 
production chief. Wistful com¬ 
ment from a bewildered Lord Kil¬ 
bracken: "Just think—ftuo days 
ago I vxis happily threshing barley 
on my farm in Ireland." 

Thursday, Tv-filming, tape-re¬ 
cording for Australia, then another 
Dorchester press huddle for fan- 
mag scribes. Having expressed a 
wish for a Yorkshire terrier, a fan 
arrived with one but the pooch, be¬ 
ing already nine years old, was 
regretfully declined. From 9-9:45 
p. m. Miss Mansfield was "At 
Home” in the theatre lobby dis¬ 
pensing ping champagne and small 
talk to columnists. Then James F. 
Pattison, 20th’s United Kingdom 
boss/hosted a party for the lady 
at the 400 Club. 

Friday, more tv-filming, followed 
by a Visit to the Mansion House, 
where she presented a glad-hand 
message to the Lord Mayor of Lon¬ 
don from the Mayor of L. A. At 
noon the comedienne was hurtled 
off to the Tate' Gallery for a quick 
breath of culture, under” the wing 
of Sir Gerald Kelly, Royal Acad- 
emyp prez. Lunch, more hair-dress¬ 
ing, tv rehearsals and an appear¬ 
ance with comedian Alan Young 
on Granada’s “Personal Appear¬ 
ance” tv show. 

Saturday. Morale-boosting trips 
by car and air to U. S. Air Force 
stations at Huislip, Surrey, and 
Sculthorpe, Norfolk. Miss Mans¬ 
field kicked off at a football match 
and, somewhat to 20th’s painful 
surprise, thumbed down any pub¬ 
licity coverage. Lord Kilbracken, 
who had experienced some diffi¬ 
culty in penetrating her sound bar¬ 
rier of advisers in order to earn 
his $280 escort money, stayed at' 
home. He said: "This Is my day 

off. The tL S.. troops will take care 
of JayneS ' 

Sunday. ‘ Day of rest till rehear¬ 
sals for her evening tv guest-stint 
in Val Parnell’s "Sunday Night at 
the London Palladium.” Yesterday 
(Mon.) she filmed her Associated- 
Rediffusion’s "Close Up” show. 
After lunch she had three hours 
alone before making two p.a.’s at 
Woolwich and Tooting Granada 
Theatre and another tv appear¬ 
ance in BBC’s "Picture Parade.” 

H. Y. Hotels SRO 
Continued from page 1 5=5 

learn which hotels will have rooms 
available. Normally, service is 
designed for hotelmen who want 
to know Where to send their- sur¬ 
plus bookings. However, during 
the Series visitors will be. given 
the same service. 

The NYHA pointed out that even 
without the Series, October is a 
critical month for hotels because 
of an annual heavy influx. The 
Series just adds to the shortage. 
This year, the shortage is relieved 
somewhat by the addition of the 
Hotel Manhattan, which while not 
ready completely, has opened up 
the bulk of Its 1,300 rooms because 
Of the diamond classic^ 

During the fray, several niters 
ies including the Latin Quarter 
will do three shows nightly* 

CLASON'S 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for all Theatricals 
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JACK POWELL 
And His Educated Drumsticks 

CURRENTLY IN ALASKA WITH 
U4 Q. CAMP -SHOWS 

(For Sli WooM> 
{RETURNING OCTOBER MI 

Returning to America 
after It successful months 

in Europe including * 
3 return engagements to 
Sporting Club, Monte Carlo 

7“ 
3 return engagement* to 

Palm Bench Casino, Cannes 

* —‘ e —- 

5 return engagements to 
Municipal Casino, Cannes 

^ p — 

3 return engagements to 
Casino Palais Mediterrainee, Nicet 

London Palladium 

Personal Management: KENNETH LATER 

Thanks Mil. JAIMES J. GRADY for 
eight GREAT weeks at the Emerald Beach and British 

Colonial’Hotels-—Nassau, Bahamas 

Bette Black 
Ross Harvey1 

The Rsnanls 

SMa Royaolis 
Let Sailor 
The Trotter Bros. 

Malay Williams 
. Sunny, it’s WONMBRH. ![ I 
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Town Sc C*)ut^9 Bklyn, 
Ritz Bros. (3), Gogi Grant^Half 

Bros. (2), Bustef Burnell Dancers 
(10), Ned Harvey & Soccaras 
Orchs; $6.50 minimum. 

Ben Sc Doris Maksik, following 
some of the biggest business in 
night club history with the en¬ 
gagement of Jerry Lewis, have 
come up with another topliner in 
the Ritz Bros., on their third ap¬ 
pearance in this Jrihgsized spot It 
was the Ritz Bros, who for the past 
two years practically pioneered in 
proving that headliners can pull in 
the remote sections of Brooklyn. *•' 

With this date, it’s practically a 
new deal for the Ritz freres. After 
many years, there’s new material in 
the act. They have new lines, but 

„ no matter what they do, it comes 
out the same. It seems that it’s the 
Ritz trademark .and antics rather 
than lines or situations created for 
them that’s the major cog of their 
turn. Harry, per usual, front-and 
centers the turn to maximum re¬ 
turns. 

The trio, despite the new frame¬ 
work for their nohsehse, still rely 
on the bits of business they’ve been 
pulling all these years. It’s the 
something old, hew*and blue oper¬ 
ation lacking the refinements. of 
haut-monde culture that hits the 
risibilities of the customers; Harry 
sparks the proceedings working 
with beaverlike energy in his cos¬ 
tume changes, eye-rolling, and the 
air of unrefined mayhem that keeps 
the crowd entertained. Of course, 
Jimmy and A1 provide valued as¬ 
sistance. 

- The Ritz lads-have come in with 
such new tunes as “Low Noon at 
Coffee Comers,’* a rib of westerns, 
a Salvation Army lampoon, some 
satire on a variety of subjects, but 
it’s still the same kind of Ritz 
Bros, act—not for grandma or for 
adolescents, hut for the greater 
part of the nitery populace, potent 
entertainment. 

The other* acts on the bill are 
Gogi Grant (New Acts) and the 
Half Bros., to make a well-balanced 
layout The Half Bros, are ah excel¬ 
lent pair of jugglers. Imported 
from Brazil, they handle hats and 
clubs dextrously and forming some 
exciting patterns of manipulation. 
At ope point, they throw their clubs 
past an audience volunteer for an 
added touch to a skillful act. 

The Buster Burnell Dancers, 
seven .boys and three girls, provide 
some well-costumed and pictur¬ 
esque fillers between the acts. Ned 
Harvey’s orch executes this intri¬ 
cate’show without a hitch, and pro¬ 
vides floor-filling dansapdtion as 
well. Soccaras does the Latin lulls. 

Jose. ' 

immensely since his initial Mont¬ 
real dehut several years ago.'Al¬ 
though most of impact comes from 
his antics with the duck, Lamouret 
also picks up yocks With his musi¬ 
cal dogs including the one with 
weak kidneys. Latter sequences 
with the pooches are over-gim- 
micked and rather cumbersome, 
lacking the finesse of his original 
dummy. . 

For added . visual interest, 
Lamouret does a Professor Lam- 
berti with Fifi as the scantily clad 
femme who strips while Lamouret, 
offers a brace of corhball musical 
items. * An oyer enthusiasm to; 
please and tod many gimmicks that 
don’t quite come off upset general 
pacing of act; sharper routining 
would boost overall presentation. ; 

The Three Mandarins/ who have 
played this saloon before, score 
again with their precision tumbling 
and balancing. Their plate spin¬ 
ning in an upside-down position, a 
dive through a blazing hoop ringed 
with knives and double headstands 
gamer solid mitting. . Roger Cole¬ 
man does a bigger than usual song 
session for plaudits and also han¬ 
dles emcee chores effectively, 

•The final Craig Daye produc¬ 
tions for the Casino are colorful 
and given an added lift’by dancer 
Dorothy Kramer and three male 
hoofers. As per usual, the Bix 
Belair band does show music with 
the Clayton combo pn for customer 
dancing. Present offering holds 
until Oct. 9 when co-owners Harry 
Holmok and Jack Suz will preem 
an entirely new show formula for 
this cafe. Newt. 

, Cocoannt Grovey A. 
Los Angeles, Sept. 26. 

Johnnie Ray, Mattison Trio, 
Freddy Martin Orch (12) $2-$2.50 
cover. 

Fontilmeblem, M. B’eh 
Miami'Beach, Sept. 26. 

Phil Foster, Dolores Perry, Ru- 
dev.k6,' Bros., Murray Schlamm, 
Sacasas Orch; $3.50 minimum. 

Phil Foster is back for one of 
his foUr-time-a-year dates in the 
La.Ronde and, on this trip,, comes 
up with a. batch of fresh, material 
anent his Brooklyn playrrtates and 
other characters peculiar to that 
realm.- Buttressed by his standard 
stuff and brash albeit winning ap- 

~ proach to the auditors, he radar up 
' a steady score on the laughmeter, j 
Foster's penchant for becoming in¬ 
volved with the rlngsiders adds 
more howl potential to the rapport 
engendered, to wind him into bow- 
off salvos. 

* New face here is Dolores Perry. 
She’s an attractive thrush, well en¬ 
dowed physically as welFas vocally 
to make for a highly satisfying ad¬ 
dition to the roster of femme per¬ 
formers playing ..this area. ,,Miss 
Perry is a refreshing change from 
the' norm" in* that, she utilizes a 
soaring soprano to project an off¬ 
beat cluster of semi-classic, oper¬ 
atic and pop standards, all. blended 
intelligently for proper change .of 
pace and mood:" End result is 
cheerful reception all the way. 

Rudenko Bros, click with their 
adroit juggling display/ They work 
smoothly, at a brisk pace and with¬ 
out any Of the lummy furbelows 
some ac|« of the type add, to get 
matters off at brisk tempo. Murray 
Schlamm, house emcee, is his usual 
glib self while Sacasas and bis 
mtisierew, per always^ add values 
to the musical backings. Due mid¬ 
week are Allen Drake and Enzo; 
Stuarti. s Lary. 

Bellevpe Caslio, Moit’l 
Montreal, Sept 28. 

Robert■ Lamouret (with Fifi), 
, Three Mandarins, Roger Coleman 
Dorothy Kramer k Dancers (3), 
Casino Lovelies (6), Bix Belair 
Orch (11), Buddy' Clayton Trio; 
$1 admission. 

Town Casino, Buffalo 
* Buffalo, Sept 25. 

Dorothy Collins, Frankie Scott, 
Three Redheads, Escorts, Phyllis 
Pons, Moe Balsam Orch; entertain¬ 
ment charge'60c weeknights; $1.50- 
$3 minimum weekends. 

If her performance here is any 
criterion, the “new” Dorothy Col¬ 
lins is going places. Unveiling a. 
diversified repertoire of: vocal se¬ 
lections, she appeal's to. be project¬ 
ing her talents into new areas, 
simultaneously with the word -that 
she is set shortly for serious roles 
such as U. S, Steel’s upcoming tv 
“Importance of Being Earnest” and 
in an Allied Artists film, “Mr. Bos¬ 
ton.” Running the gamut from 
•moppet ditties to serious balladry, 
she delivers a dozen numbers with 
a simplicity of style that is unique 
for night spots. 

Her grooming is meticulous, with 
a decided lift in gowhings which 
enables her to change onstage 
from wholesome schoolgirl to" red 
hot chantoosey for a maximum of 
effectiveness. Throughout, she] 
maintains an aura of sincere homi- 
ness and good taste which regis¬ 
ters witq even the most hardened' 
ringsiders. As of now, she is a 
happy combination of a Mary Mar¬ 
tin (when her heart still belonged 
to daddy) and a June Allyson (with 
a mike). The fine* hand of spouse 
Raymond Scott is apparent in 
selection, orchestration pnd pacing 
for a/total combination which spot¬ 
lights, the act as one geared for 
the plushiest clubs. 

Impresario Harry Altman ; has 
surrounded his headliner With an 
expensive and entertaining show.] 
The Redheads are spotted for some 
eye - catching dance interludes 
which they contribute, With sharp 
dressing and precise delivery. The 
youthful Escorts.. -prove* a - smart 
quartet, well costumed but of aver¬ 
age vocal accomplishments. The 
(ballet numbefg of Phyllis Pons, 
working solo, are in the classic 
line, except- for bar tee-terping 
mambo encore. , 

Comedy honors go strictly to] 
Frankie Scott who finds erixa 
favor With, the .diners. Scott is a 
seasoned trouper- and with his 
energetic delivery he succeeded in 
warming hi* the < earty dinner 
crowd for loud pabn, approval. He 
climaxes his xecej^toa with some 
tricky trumpeter myteribriations at 
the close. Moe Btelsom’ir&oy* con¬ 
tinue to play no small part in the 
overall effectiveiTess of < the pro¬ 
ceedings. Burton. 

Johnnie Ray finally made it-— 
to the Grove. Seven years ago he 
said he strolled down Wilshire and 
Saw Tony Martin’s name in- the 
lights. “Some day,” he vowed to 
himself, “I’ll make it”- And - that 
he did Wednesday. (25) night and 
not as a paying customer: The 
crowd was sparse but the applause 
was large. He should have it made 
with this clientele despite the 
fact that he’s one of the “pioneers” 
of the belting brigade and younger 
performers have caught the popu¬ 
lar fancy’with the steaming beat 
and the rocking roll. 

His appeal is not altogether in 
his physical prowess with a song, 
many of them in the gold record 
class, but his boyish manner and 
absence of actorish attitude in beg¬ 
ging bows. He was brought back 
several times after his closing 
spiritual, yet his demeanor was 
disarming and ingratiating. 

Almost every one of his 14 songs 
is attacked with gusto, which, after 
all, is his trademark. On' “Such 
a Night” he writhes, contorts and 
almost prostrates himself, with 
imagined romantic fervor for one 
pf his most applauded numbers. 
Handicap^’ augment his beat of “To¬ 
night Josephine” and the sitters 
paw-pound with him. For the end 
he saves the songs that brought 
him early success—“Little Wnite 
Cloud” and “Cry,” Striking a 
friehdly stance, he unhooks the 
mike and roams ringside, shaking 
hands with the men and kissing the 
women. He works himself into a 
streaming sweat and comes off his 
turn with the whole room with him. 
He should attract both the young¬ 
sters and mlddle-agers and make 
his engagement a profitable one for 
Gus Lampe’s enterprise. 

Tapping out “Bolero” and in¬ 
dulging their lithe physiques in 
other fast routines, the Mattison 
Trio scorch the boards after 
Freddy Martin an<J his crew give 
the horns a workout with David 
Rose’s “Holiday For ’trombones.” 
Martin’s blowers and percussionist 
had to keep up. a steady pressure 
to match the bleating of Ray. Next 
into the Groye is Dorothy Collins. 

Helm. 

Eden Roe, Miami Beach 
Miami Beach, Sept. 24. 

Romo Vincent, -Enid Mosier Trin¬ 
idad Steel Trio, Step Bros., Mat 
Malkin Qrch; $3.50-$4.50 minimum. 

Christian5* Bat, 
Honohdn 

Honolulu, Sept 20. 
Kimo McVay; no. cover or mini¬ 

mum. 

Pianist and radio personality 
Kimo McVay is luring biz into the 
cocktail lounge of this new mid¬ 
town restaurant, ndf far from Wai¬ 
kiki. His relaxed stylings listen 
well and, although his tunes are 
pretty much on the nostalgic side, 
he knows how to vary the. pace.. 

McWy, who’s doubling with a 
daily records and gab stanza on 
KGMB, is the scion, ofr a' socially 
prominent Hawaiian family. While 
he doesn’t - capitalize on this, it 
certainlydoesn’t hurt, either. He's 
been back only a few weeks after 
Several years.stateside and it looks 
as if the youthful pianist will* be 

Highlight of current Bellevue 
Casino layout is Roger Lamouret,: 
the glib Parisian ventriloquist and] 
his saucy duck. Lamouret &mak-i 
ing his first appearance In this]__ „...... .0...... .. 

of Dick Campbell and:addt- 

Two standard and one offbeat 
■acts were brought in for Teamster 
Union’s convention v^eek here with 
the vets adding up as the better 
ingredients* of the package, 

Enid Mosier and her steel-drum¬ 
ming aides would be more suitable 
to the rostrum of an intimery or 
one of the avant garde spots, hut 
in this big layout they’ve lost. Best 
part of the stint is the music ex¬ 
tracted by the steel drumsters, 
stirring the only evidence of heavy 
.aud enthusiasm during the act. 
Miss Mosier is * fair singer, but 
works ton much a la Pearl Bailey 
(and not her style) to realize on 
any potentials she may "possess. 

Romo Vincent, a wily performer 
who knows his way around a cafe 
group, mixes his .c&racter delinea¬ 
tions, special songs and easy-does- 
it yarn spinning, to. keep , them in¬ 
trigued throughout He's played 
this room before and smartly slants 
his material to the wants of his 
auditors. 

The Step Bros, have played other 
top-spots on the Beach, With this 
their first outing in the cafe Pom¬ 
peii. They’re still ace hoofers, 
challenge and group, but are in¬ 
jecting too many attempts at com¬ 
edy which do hot come off; this 
only serves to slow up what could 
be fast reaction build. Withal, they 
grab callbacks, thanks to the sock 
terping. Lonnie Satin comes in to 
join holdover Step Bros. Lary. 

Modena Jazz Room, CM 
Chicago, Oct. 1. 

Ken Nordine, Dick Campbell, 
Bob Gibson. 

Modem Jazz Boom heire has in¬ 
itiated a new policy. The largest 
of the series of new jazz spots that 
sprung up here a couple years ago, 
it has jumped whole hog onto the 
current trend toward offbeat en¬ 
tertainment with a booking that 
hdads off the deep end. 

Appropriately titled “In Upper 
Limbo,” this novelty show is less 
an act than a continuous diversion 
for the audience. Ken" Nordine, 
the only speaking performer, reads 
and recites loosely associated biog¬ 
raphic and poetic bits" under the 
label “word jazz.” Behind him are; 
the imaginative* pianistic experi- 

tional effects supplied by an ela¬ 
borate stereo sound setup. 

An eye-startling effect is added 
by a unique light-throwing 
mechanism called the'•“Color Sym- 
phonium” by its inventor C. E. Sin¬ 
gletary. The moving color masses 
projected on a screen run continu¬ 
ously through the evening; with 
background music it is supposed 
to supply atmosphere and later it 
is presumed to provide a setting 
for the- performers. However, 
more often than not it provides a 
distraction, not a background, for 
the "personalities onstage. Only 
when Nordine places himself di¬ 
rectly in front of the screen do the 
fluid colors and distorted shadows 
add to the effect of the. perfor¬ 
mance. 

The whole act shapes as a par¬ 
lor room performance in a back¬ 
room . atmosphere. Despite the 
line sbund equipment, the dead¬ 
ened accoustics of the room penal¬ 
ize the current performers as they, 
did with the many jazz groups that 
preceded them here. The required Khe BA. 
intimacy for this act is lost in an 

Blue Angel, X. V. 
Martha Davis Sc Spouse (3), 

George Matson, Carol Burnett, 
Anne Leonardo, Bart Hoivard, Jim¬ 
my Lyon Trio; $5-$6 minimum. 

On the strength of Martha Davis 
& Spouse, this intimery is again 
jacking its rates. With the mini¬ 
mum brought up to $5 per head 
the last time the chubby songstress 
and her team played the room on 
one of their many visits,, the min¬ 
imum goes to $6 on weekends. And 
there is no reason why the Blue 
Angel won’t get it 

When Miss Davis, her bass play¬ 
ing-singer husband and their ex¬ 
cellent * drummer returned after a 
tour of a few months, they jammed 
the 55th St. boite to capacity and 
over. She has options to stay on 
for six months, before she takes 
another touring busman's holiday, 
and in the almost positive event 
she stays the whole route (if audi¬ 
ence reaction has anything to do 
with it), she’l have spent 24 out of 
30 months as the featured act at 

Her jazz pianisties are sound and 
arena-like sound. due to the re-, her voice and manner serve excel- 
quired amplification. 

Also on the program is folk- 
singer Bob Gibsqn. The accousti- 
cal problems bave the same weak¬ 
ening effect on his act, which has 
been enthusistically received in an¬ 
other local spot.for months on end. 
As with Nordine, the colored lights 
only distract from the act except 
when, on occasion, the performer 
immerses himself in them. 

This show promises to draw a 
series of novelty seekers but needs 
further working out and better 
physical surroundings" to develop 
its full potentialities as a nitery 
attraction. 

Act is booked for an indefinite 

lently in satisfying the guzzlers, 
]mild and heavy. Her timing and 
; her verbal interpolations satiate 
the sophisticate’s demands for hu¬ 
mor. The club has a rep for mount¬ 
ing an excellent all-round show, 
and this outing, even in the intro¬ 
duction, of a new talent, singer 
Anne Leonardo (see New Acts) 
maintains same to the fullest. It’s 
a completely engaging hour and 45 
minutes, with enough breaks. In 
the entertainment, and of sufficient 
duration, to leave time for a hefty 
refueling. 

Mime George Matson Is uncanny. 
He may thank his stars that he has 
Beatrice Lillie disks to borrow as 

tryout stay at the Modern Jazzj the sound to accompamr his syn- 
Room. , Dave. 

Hotel Maehlcbaeh, K. €, 
Kansas City, Sept. 27. 

Henny. Youngman, Dick Barlow 
Orch (7); $1^1.50 cover. 

Fall season is underway *at the 
Muehlebacji’s Terrace Grill with 
better names the rule. First call 
is to Henny Youngman, back after 
a staiid here late last winter, this 
time holding the bill alone. Later 
the room probably will favor a two- 
act policy. 

Drawing power in the Youngman 
name was evident from a goodly 
house, and opening night show 
turned out to he chuckle^illed for 
40 minutes. The Brooklynite was 
in fine form, taking off in relaxed 
style with a flow of topicals and 
following through with his re¬ 
nowned one-line catchers; No 
doubt about his being the master 
of the quip with the quick flip 
which keeps the laughs spurting 
about the room. Subjects such as 
foreign ears, women drivers, Elvis, 
hotel rooms come in for jousts with 
his barbed wit, all much to the 
customers’ liking as they indicated 
-with a rousing hand at closing. 

As part of the new. fail policy 
the Dick Barlow orch has replaced 
Joe Reichman and crew on the 
staiid. Barlow is due to stay sev¬ 
eral weeks. Following Youngman, 
King Christian and the Princess 
Lamont Calypso Revue come in for 
a fortnight. Quin. 

Village Vamgoard, 3Y* Y. 
Bob Brookmeyer Quintet, Anita 

O’Day, Slim Gaillard; $3 minimum. 

There's a lot of cool stuff blow¬ 
ing down at Max Gordon’s Village 
Vanguard this stanza. It’s a jazz 
style that’s blown In from the 
Coast and should satisfy the stud¬ 
ents of that idiom. 

For the (initiated, however, it's 
jazz dose that’s not easy to take. 

There’s a monotony in the riffs j 
laid down by the Brookmeyer out¬ 
fit that’s completely lulling. He I 
gets an effective" sound out of his 
trombone but when he leads the 
boys away from the melodic line, 
it’s hard to follow. In his reper¬ 
toire are "I Got Rhythm,” “Santa 
Claus Blues” and “I Can’t Get 
Started.” Lee' Konitz’s sax comes 
in for a couple of good rounds. 

Thrush"Anita O’Day also keeps 
everything on same vocal leveL 
She’s got a lot of phrasing tricks 
up her sleeve hut some of ’em 
don’t help the song at all. She 
tackles such as “Have You Met Sir 
Jones,” a reverse-Jorgenson of 
Rodgers Sc Hart’s “Have You Met 
Miss Jones,” “’Swonderful,” “Love 
Me Or Leave Me,” “Stella By Star¬ 
light,” “Love For Sale” and “My 
Funny Valentine." Incidentally, 
something ought to be done about 
that oversize angular mike which 
virtually hid her face throughout. 

•To put things in a livelier 
groove, Gordon has retained Slim 
Gaillard. 

cronized gymnastics, but he shows 
great originality in how he uses 
his own visual material to her 
voice and the voices of others. 

Comedienne Carol Burnett is no 
freak because of the publicity 
break she got by doing “I Made a 
Fool of Myself Over John Foster 
Dulles” when she first opened here 
several weeks ago. She’s lucky to 
have whoever it is who prepares 
her top" material, but she adds to 
it a superb seflse of timing, a win¬ 
ning personality and a voice that 
undoubtedly could take a straight 
tune in hand without sacrificing an 
iota of punch. Art. 

Crescendo, Houston 
> Houston, Sept 28. 

Patsy Shaw, Jose Ohiz Orch (5) 
with Charlene Morris; $3 minimum 
Sat. only. 

PStsy Shaw must have what 
Crescendo customers want. After 
absence of only six months, she is 
drawing good houses with same 
batch of songs and gags that 
pleased privatery patrons on her 
first visit. Act has informality of 
evening at home In Flatbush, fea¬ 
turing long, long encores—she was 
on for staggering 70 minutes night 
caught (27)—and salted with oc¬ 
casional flights into Yiddish which 
reached only half the tab lifters, 

ICing of the mambo; “Rodriquez 
Levine,” was back as central char¬ 
acter in “Man That I Married” pa¬ 
rody, a number suited to Miss 
Shaw’s matronly style and one that 
gets good returns. Another yak- 
getter is her interpretation of 
what Cuban mambo words really 
mean. 

Generally, gags about middle- 
aged men who ain’t as virile as 
they once were bring smiles to 
faces of middlfe-aged Crescendo 
customers, but applause for Miss 
Shaw’s efforts Is louder than laugh¬ 
ter. Jose Ortiz group is strong on 
support and Charlene Morris is a 
pleaser. Blackburn Twins & Jerry 
Collins come in Oct. 9. 

'VnQ 

Bern* Snlongen, St’lth’m 
Stockholm, Sept, 17. 

Nicholas Bros, (2), Bethe Doug¬ 
las, Wandy Tworek, Jerry Hoeg- 
stedt Orch (8); $1 admission. 

Berns Salongen, Stockholm’s 
Lido, is a spot which dedicates it¬ 
self largely to U. S. acts. Its Sep¬ 
tember program lines up with the 
Nicholas Bros.’ dancing, singing 
and capering, American songstress 
Bethe Douglas and Wandy Tworek, 
a*Danish violinist. Lion’s share of 
the applause goes to the Nicholas 
Bros., who have traveled in Europe 
for the past two and a half years 
and whose current local stint is 
their third one in Sweden. Special¬ 
ty of this duo (together since 1931) 
has always been its magnificent 
tap dancing and it looks as though 
Europeans have discovered these 
duo’s full potentials. They ____-_are 

_ „ His t o n g u e-in-cheek, J now also comedians and singers. 
clowning approach ter jazz is re-’The Swedish Metronome has them 
freshing.,-L-. - on jeage.’tO) . -. 
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New Acts 
GOGIGRANT 
SoHgS 
20 Mins. 
Town & Country Club, Brooklyn 

Gogi Grant has been around for 
a spell, first coming to the fore 
with her Era waxings. She has 
taken a long turn around the 
circuits before hitting New York, 
and seemingly has attained enough 
polish and experience to more than 
pass muster in the metropolitan 
circuits. 

Miss Grant has well-developed 
pipes, a personable mien and know¬ 
how in delivery. She open$ with 
a set of standards that fall easily 
on the ears, and then into her two 
top record hits, "Suddenly There's 
a Valley" and “Wayward Wind,” 
which returned her the top mit- 
tings. However, excuse her inex¬ 
perience in the big town for com¬ 
ing back with material that couldn’t 
top that which preceded her en¬ 
cores. A rib of novelty songs has 
the quality of an artificial act or 
aomething dreamed up for her by 
writers, and a second encore, 
“Without a Song," while better, 
wasn’t enough to retrieve her 
former position. 

For a first time around, Miss t 
Grant does excellently and had sfce 
stuck to the first part of her act, 
would have been remembered with 
greater respect. Jose. 

JERRY LEE LEWIS TRIO 
Songs 
9 Mins. 
Apollo, N.Y. 

There’s a lot of animal vigor in 
the Jerry Lee Lewis Trio, an ofay 
rock ’n’ roll team featuring the 
piano mitting and piping of Lewis 
and his associates on the drums 
and electric guitar. 

Lewis, in the spotlight, carries 
the act. He has a style similar to 
that of Presley, using the piano 
though to beat on rather than a 
guitar. And beating on the piano 
is putting it mildly. Rather he 
pounds, but to his credit he never 
masses. a note or slips the beat, 
which all and all adds up to a 
showmanlike display. 

He would be wise to cut out some 
of his antics, for example, that of. 
combing his hair after a frenetic 
number, and blowing his comb free 
in the direction of the audience. 
He Could be the hillbilly he boasts 
that he is with good manners, too. 

The trio sing and play “Crazy,” 
“Mean Woman,” “Great Balls of 
Fire” and “Whole Lot of Shaking 
to good effect, Horo, 

ANNE LEONARDO 
Songs 
15 Mina. 
Blue Angel, N.Y. 

Principal limitation of this at¬ 
tractive and personable Italian- 
American post-teenager is an over¬ 
ly familiar repertoire. Even so, 
there’s no gainsaying that she got 
a nice reception from this intimate 
little bistro for her handling of 
“Lonely Side” nnd “Little Girl 
Blue.” Anne Leonardo couples 
an ingenuous nature, no matter 
how hard she sometimes tries to 
make like the veteran, with a small, 
true, pop voice. 

Some of her singing smacks a 
mite of Helen O’Connell, hut all 
she needs is more time to develop 
a style of her own to match a sweet 
set of pipes. There’s a tune she 
performs as tailgate to her turn, 
called “Gypsy Trail,” that isn’t a 
standard, but it isn’t a good song_ 
either. It's too hokumed up. 

Young tbrush'«an go reasonably 
far with the proper handling from 
someone who. In addition to help¬ 
ing her with vocal material, could 
teach her to be less ersatz In her 
between-song patter. She tries, 
in a quiet but nevertheless ines¬ 
capably obvious way, to play a phil¬ 
osophical role that is- not in keep¬ 
ing with her young personality and 
appearance. Art. 

THE QUAILS <5> 
Songs 
6 Mins. 
Apollo, N. Y. 

Group of five Negro lads has 
little to offer at this stage, being 
a pale carbon copy of so many 
other rock ’n’ roll teams. Apparent¬ 
ly, though, they are just starting 
out, and there’s that possibility 
that with more training and added 
experience they will shed some of 
the amateurish kinks. 

They begin their stint with a 
poor rendition of “Hop Scotch 
Jump,” are so-so with “Won’t Be 
Long” and do much better, al¬ 
though with still much to be 
desired, with “Jungle Baby.” 

Horo. 

UMBERTO BASSO 
Juggling 
15 Mins. 
L’Olympia, Paris 

Reserved, impeccably dressed 
juggler goes through a deceptively 
simple-looking routine. He adroit¬ 
ly handles six big balls and about 
eight little ones and runs smoothly 
through an excellently mounted 
number. 

Should make him a fine addition 
for any U. S. video, boite or vaude¬ 
ville spots. Mosk. 

LITTLE BEATS (5) 
Songs 
5 Mins. 
Apollo, N.Y. 

Tendency of youngsters to form 
rock ’n’ roll teams reaches its 
logical conclusion in the Little 
Beats, a quintet of Negroes whose 
age appears to span from 10 to 
about 15. The cute angle in the. 
act is dissipated by the r&r leerics 
they sing. Hardly dry behind their 
ears, mimicking their elders, they 
sing “Love Is True,” “My Girl" 
and “Ain’t Misbehaving” for what 
add up to an unwholesome display. 

The singing and r&r stepping 
are amateurish. Horo. 

i • . > wm'i is • 

BERNARD LANDY 
Miming 
11 Mins, 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a vigorous young mime 
performer who’s not content to 
dish up the same-aS-before, and 
merits U. S. bookers’ attention. 
Opens with travesty of couple of 
honeymooners making love ,to each 
other, using his own hands and 
arms to comedy effect as they en¬ 
twine round his own body. Segues 
with bit on Johnnie Ray, “Oh What 
A Night It Was,” and then wins 
strongest yocks by garbing the 
microphone in dress and- blonde 
wig, naming it as Marilyn Monroe, 
and embracing it as a slap-me-back 
lover. Winds with standard im- 
presh of *Jimmy Durante in “Guy 
Who Found Lost Chord,” 
. Once further sharpened, act is 
promising for general run of vaud- 
eries, tv and niteries. An original 
note can be detected. Exits to good 
palming. ~ Gord. 

SALLAYS (3) 
Aero 
15 Mins; 
L’Olympia, Paris 

This unusual sight act combines 
dexterity and offbeat qualities to 
put it iu line for good chances for 
U. S. showcasing in video, vaude or 
large cafe revues. A man and two' 
children, a boy and girl of about 13 
years of age, each mount on large 
rubber balls and balance on It nr 
do some neat hand-^to-hand bits. 
Then they mount a teeterboard for 
a solid finale. 

This is top-drawer stuff. Group 
is from Hungary. Mosk. 

Nitery Reviews I 
5SS' Continue* from page SS ■ 

Bern* Salongen, StWm 
on records and just released Is an¬ 
other EP, “We Do Sing Too”. 

Harold & Fayard Nicholas are 
indeed versatile. Harold has two 
solo numbers, a tender version of 
“Autumn Leaves” and an extreme¬ 
ly well delivered “What Is This 
Song Called Love,” while his broth¬ 
er is particularly click with a rock 
’n’ item called “Rip It Up”. They’ve 
come along as comedians and are 
adept at combining that with their 
extraordinary dancing talents. No 
denying, however, that their forte 
remains eccentric dancing and this 
duo is probably the best the old 
world is seeing these days. 

Bethe Douglas Is a* chirp who 
hails from Dallas, Tex. The local 
ballyhoo has her looking like Ar¬ 
lene Dahl , and singing a la Dinah 
Shore. Neither is true; but Miss 
Douglas has her own personality 
with which she is very well able, 
to do an intimate, night club show 
all by herself. Although relatively 
new (she was a model in N. Y. be¬ 
fore) in the entertainment biz, she 
knows to sell her songs with fine 

S showmanship and her physical ap¬ 
pearance (very sexy at that) will 
open for her doors at many Europ¬ 
ean night spots, preferably of in¬ 
timate character. ' 

Miss Douglas, who has waxed for 
the U. S. Fraternity label, will re¬ 
turn to Europe after a short stay 
in the States which follows her 
Stockholm engagement. 

Third headliner is Wandy Two- 
rek, a Danish violin virtuoso with 
special qualifications. ;He not only 
knows to do all sorts of tricks and 
jokes with his instrument but 
handles miniature fiddles with sur- 
■* £ .. Ill **!*<*•■ 

prising result^ H# put* most em¬ 
phasis on comedy, the right thing 
at this spot, yet his forte seems to 
be more the serious music. 

Jerry Hoegstedt’s orch contrib¬ 
utes the accompanying music in 
its usual dependable manner. Biz 
is extremely good, ditto the press 
notices, with top appraisal for the 
Nicholas Bros. Hans. ' 

Beverly Hills, Newport 
Newport, Ky., Sept. 27. i 

Don Cornell, Hal Leroy, .3 Tong* '* 
Bros., Donn Arden Dancers (10), l 
John Juliano & Mary Fassett, 
Gardner Benedict Orch (10), 
Jimmy Wilbur Trio, Larry Vincent; 
$3 minimum, $4 Sat. 

Comedy is noticeably missing in 
the current two-framer at Greater 
Cincy’s ace cafe, reducing total en¬ 
tertainment value to fairly good 
rating after a long succession of 
clickos. Sharing top honors are 
Don Cornell, baritone, known lp- ; 
cally mostly through his record¬ 
ings, and hoofer Hal LeRoy who is 
not without fame in his home area. i 

Variety lineup given a sock start 
by the amazing head and hand baf-* 
ancing and contortionists feats of 
the Chinese Tong trio in five fast 
minutes, is sandwiched by produc- J 
tion song & dance numbers, of the ^ 
class Donn Arden group. Mary J 
Fassett, 18-year-old local soprano, ] 
the unit’s newcomer, scores solidly j 
on her own and in vocals with John , 
Juliano, who doubles as- emcee. ‘ 
She’s a little gal with a big and i 
great voice and pro polish. j 

LeRoy, following the Tongs, < 
maintains zip for 20 minutes with ] 
his distinctive tap and softhoe rou- i 
tines and impressions of Bill Rob- J 
inson, Pat Rooney and a hepcat. 
His nimbleness has not slowed 
since his Charleston era start. ] 

Cornell, hack after a fill-in week i 
six years ago, is pleasing in * 35- \ 
minute cycle of standards, pops 1 
and his biggest selling waxings. \ 
Clever arrangements are directed J 
by his pianist, Jerry Carrettx. Fin¬ 
ishes With an amusing five minutes ] 
of byplay witb LeRoy. Gloria De- j 
Ha von heads the layout opening, j 
Oct. 11. KoII. ^ 

VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF OCTOBER % 

Numerals la eennectlen with lilUt betew Indicate opening Say *f thaw 
whether full ar split week 

Letter fa psrenthese* Indicates circuit! fl> independent; (L) Laaw; (M) Man; 

UP) Paramount/ Ml) RKO; IS) Stall; CD Tivoli; <W) Warner 

NEW YO*K CITY 
Musla Hall (PI t 

Geoffrey Holder 

Charles Hanna. 
Rockettes 

Roxy <M 
"Fiesta at Roxy** 
Elena Giusti 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettes 

Raymond Paly# Ore | Roxy Orch 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T) 7 

Archie Robbins 
Marge “Z“ Bomb 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Ends 
Christina A Moll 
Lebrac it Bernics 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicado* 
Williams it Shand 
Buster ridden 
Brenda Rows 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli (T) 7 

Johnny Lockwood. 

Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Rlgfoletto Bros. 

it Aimee 
Les Thaika 
Medlock it Marlowe 
Balladinis 
llilly Rayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O’Connor 
Edit Juhata 
Alwyn Leclno 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Gpdso 
Olivia Dale . 
WELLINGTON (NZ) 

Town Halt (T) 7 
Luigi Infantine 

LEEDS 
Empire fM) 3* 

Vipers 

A1 D*Lacy Ore 
Blue Mote 

Geo. Shearing 
Leon Sash 

Chez Pare# 
Tony Martin 
Jackie Kannon 
Chez Adorable* (6) 
Ted Flo Rlto Ore 13 

Cloister Inn 
Ramsey Lewis Trie 
Lores Alexandria. 

Conrad Hilton 
(Tce Review Spec" 
Glenn it Colleen 
Miss Lucille 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Ros Pettinger 
BUI Christopher 
Gil Shepard 4c Do 

Soto Sisters (3) 
Paul Gibbon 4c 

Sully Kothman 
Fred Napier 
Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers (4) 

Charlie Flak .Ore 
Drake Hotel ' 

Fernanda Montel 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

Date of Horn 
Odette 
Glen Yarborough 
Marilyn Child 

Harrla 
“Alan Gale Show" 
Alan Gale 
Arnold Dover 
Rover Boys (4) 
M .it B Haggett 
Will Gaines 

London Nous* 
Cal TJader 3 
Eddie Higgins <3) 

Mister Kelly's 
Jeri Southern 
Cindy A Lindy - 
Marty Rubensteln 3 

palmer House 
Dorothy Shay 
Hal Leman it 

Playmates 
Ben Arden Ore. 

LO$ ANGELES 

Jimmy James 4c Co. j Fox Girls 
Jones it Arnold Jim Dale 
Tgiimarv .. Jimmy Edmundson 
Roy Castle Joan Hinde 
Due Russmar Johnny Dallas 
Averil A Aurel S A V Pardo* 
Opera Heuse (I) M LIVERPOOL" 

Jewel * Warriss Empire CM) M 
Yana Harry Worth 
Holger * Dolores AuSey Je-ma 
Latona King Bros. 
Graham it Chadel Billy Dainty 
Geo-. Hitchfdl Co. SfcyW 
Dancing Debonair** > Akin am 
Dorothy Dampier .. 
Herbert Hare ” 
Audrey Mann S* El 5wfc 
Nir*k* Mmtty Alnf 

AlRMINOHAM SuUo* 
Hippodrome CM) 39 

Billy Eckstine 
DeVere Girls J*cW«Germa 
Mack A Kirk J^adartA Je 
Annell A Brask 
Dickie Dawson Ward -A Sega 

Jackie German 
Eondart A Jean 
Terry DOogan 
Ward A Segal 

Allen Bros. A June * MANCHESTER 
Bob Hatch Palace (M> 39 
French A Joy Shirley Bassey 

BRADFORD Lane 1 
Alhambra <M) 99 BUI Maynard 

Robert Karl Gltson Sis 
Juggling Shermans , Raf A Julian 

Siurflliiler, HanolulM 
Honolulu, Sept. 18. 

Lyle Weaver & Terry Peppin; 
no cover or minimum. 

Take two competent solo pianists, 
seat them side by side at the same 
piano, and what have you got? In 
this case, you’ve'got a crowd pleas¬ 
ing attraction. 

Lyle Weaver Jk Terry Peppin, 
billed as “Four Hands bn the Key¬ 
board,” are breaking in an* act that 
could, well win them some prestige 
stateside engagements, especially 
if Miss Peppin gets the chance to 
do a bit of singing from the key¬ 
board. 

Jack Borg, Matson Hotels’ cater¬ 
ing manager, suggested at their first 
meeting that they combine their 
talents for this room. They thought 
the idea preposterous—but three 
days and three auditions later, they 
agreed It was a good idea. They’re 
a cinch to build up a warin follow¬ 
ing in* the Captian Cook Room.- 

Walt.- 

Philippines 
SiSmiim Continued from page 3 j—^ 

plied the levy retroactively over 
a period of years. 

Tax claim now has been whittled 
down to about 2,000,000 pesos 
(about $640,000) and the Ameri¬ 
cans are paying it “under protest” 

Mass reported to the MPEA 
hoard at a meeting which also saw 
the board approve extension of the 
Anglo-American film agreement for 
another year. 

Companies now are hopeful 
they’ll soon see the ,$1,800,000 iff 
1957 remittances from the Philip¬ 
pines. Also due for 'finalization is 
the gold deal, which would be good 
for about 12,000,000 pesos (about 
$3,870,000). Arrangement will see 
the American companies purchas¬ 
ing gold from the. mines direct and 
selling it to the Philippine Central 
Bank for dollars. There are some 
losses involved since the gold must 
be purchased at prices higher than 
those paid by the Rank. However, 
the mines cannot survive on the 
price that the bank would pay them 
Were they to sell direct. This, price 
is internationally fixed. 

Currently working on . these var¬ 
ious problems in Manila are Leo 
Hochstetter, MPEA, Far East rep, 
and HerbertJErianger, the associa¬ 
tion’s tax specialist. ^ 

Janie Harden 
Hoder X 
Dulay Co. 
Wally Harper 
Nat Gonella 
Ray Alan 

EDINBUROH 
Empire <M) 39 

Carroll Levi* 
Kdorlce 
Eddie Goffron 
GUbert 
Goldin* A Stuart 
Joe ni.j'V 
FINSBURY FARK 

■ mplre (M> SB 
Jimmy Wheeler 

Fayne A Evans 
Don Fox . 
Murray Campbell 
Joe Church 

•LASBOW 
Empire (M). SB 

Deep River Boy* 
Sid Plummer 

Devel A Partner 
LAV Day 
Aly Wilson- 
Demos. 

Rose A Marion 
BUI Waddiniton 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M) 39 

Johnny Duncan 
Gillian A June 
Canfield Smith 
Les BrazUlahoe 
Mundy A Earle 
Mumford.’* Puppet* . 
Frank Helder 
Canon 3' w 

HOTTlNaH^M 
Empire <M) 3t . 

Denald Peers 
Kidd A June 
Tommy Field* 

Rlchman A Jackson 
SHEFFIELD 

Imptre (M). 39 
Parke* A Garrett 
N A N -Grant 
Victor geaforth 
Tux . . 
Winters "A Fielding 
White'A Ann 

. Claudlno . 
Rostaas 

SUNDERLAND^ 
■mpire (M) SB 

SAM Harrison 
Ronnie Harris 

B. Bray's Band Bex 
Billy Gray 
Leo Diamond 
Carol Shannon 
Bert Gordon 
Rlc -Marlowe 
Le Letterman (3) 
Bob Bailey Trio 

Cecenut Breve 
Johnnie Ray 
Mattisott Trio 
F. Martin Ore 

Crescende 
LIU St. Cyr 
Billy Barnes Revue 
Dave Pell Octet 

Desert tmi 
Guy Lombarde - 

A Royal -Canad, 
: Johnny O'Brien 
Schmitz Slaters 
Hansen Sisters 

"MlnskyFrtUies" 
Garwood Van Ore 

El Ceriet 
"Rhythm on ice" 
George Arnold 
The Gotewaya 
Raster Haliatt Ore 

El Rsnche Vege* 
MUton Berle 
Betty George 
Xmnhllls 
StanFlaher 
Met Sextette 
Mblnsr. Dancer* 
Dick Rlc* Orch 

FlamfnB*’ 
Tony Martin 
Kraft Dancer* 
Bob William* 
Merty Macs 
Lou Basil Orch 

frepMt Netel 
Stardustera. 
Make Believe*. 
Mark Wayne A 

•oMep Nutcef 
Hmt •Penny 
Sue Thompson 
Harry Ranch 
Billy Regie . 
Charlita ' 

Riviera 
Spike Jon** 

. Helen Grayc* 

interlude 
Bobby Short 
Kitty White 

Mecambe 
Carol Channlng 
Paul-Hebert Ora 

Mevlfct Reue* 
Marie McDonald 
The Treniers 
Martha ErroU# 
BUIy Wells A A Fay* 
Ffottlaf Charlton 

Statlpr H«t*l 
Rose Marie 
D* Mattlazzi 
Ed. Berfman Or* 

Freddie Morgan 
Dor ben D*ncrs 
Ray Sinatra Or* 

Reyel Nevada 
Art Meaner 
Phyllis Inez. .. 
Cham A Mitchell 
Jimmy Grosso 
Sparklet on*e 

Bebara 
Victor Hoc**. 
Cee Davidson -Ors 
Leula Prime A 
^Ueiy smith jLnSi 
Net KlngColo 
Joey^ahop 
Cope Ctrl, 
Antonio Mofelii Ors 

BKowbeat 
Marsh A Adams 
Bunny Ware , 
Garr Nelson 
Shewbeat Girl*. 
Mike Wegner Orel * 

Silver snpper 
Hoik Henry 

Thunderblrd 
Ola. Logan 
Den Tannen 

Treplcawa 
Vivian Maine 
Dick Shawn 
Nat Brandywyha* . 

Hareld* Club 
Jodhnan '' 
Twin Tune* 

Harreh'* 
Matt Dennis _ _ 

M*pe* tkYreem 
Helen Tranbel 
Amin Brother* 

MMntxpatrick Or* 

Dukes of Dixieland I MDy Duke 

Cabaret Bill; 

NEW YORK CITY 

Deni* A Roger* 
Richard Bone Ore 

MeHday 
Wilder Br*e. . 
Ho Hums 
Ish Kabtbbl# 

Harry Rench Or* 
RlversM* 

Celesta Holm 
Rldar Lana 
Starlat* . 
B1U Clifford Or* 

LAKI TAHOC 

Ben Selr - 
Tony A Eddie 
Felicia Sander* 
Charles Mann* 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Haniel* 
Hal Schaeffer 

Blue Angel 
Martha. Daria A 

Spouse 
Anne Leonardo 
Carol Burnett 
George Matson 

Casdnev* - 
Jacqpes Zarow 
Alex Abtohe 

Chateau Madrid 
Felo A Bruno, 
Mariolo Torrent* 
Ralph Font Or* 
El Canay 
Candi' Cortex 

Cepscshsn* 
Joe E. Lewi* 
Kay Brown 
Four'Mints 
Cindy Tyson 
Sammy Deveo* 
Elaine Demin* 
Michael Dur*o Or* 
Frank Marti. Or* 

II Chic* 
Maria -Antinia 
Rosita Rios 

Na. 1 Fifth Av* 
[ Boh Downey 
Harold FonvUl* 

- Nets! Ambassador 
Chauncey Gray Ore 
Jani Sarkozi 

Gypsies 
Quintero Rhumbas 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Or* 
Joe Rlcatdel Ore 
Marilyn Mitchell 

i Joseph Sudy 
Hotel Flax* 

Lilo 
Ted Straeter Ore 

Monte Ore 

"Hotel ROeievelt 

Baddy Morrow 
. Hotel Taft 

Vincent Lopez Or* 
Hotel St. Regis 

Constance Moor* 
MUt Shaw Ora 
Rsy Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Johnny Puled 
Moliaor 'Trio 
Debonair* , • 
Gillian Grey 
Simon McQueen 
Chic James. 
Bob Kennedy 
Syncopated Water* 
Jo Lombardi - Of* 
B Haxlowe Ore 

Le Cuplden 
Monique V.-Vooren 

Red Carpet 
Mauri Leighton 

Town A Country 
Ritz Bros. 
Gogi Grant • 
Buster Burnell 
Ned Harvey Ore' 

Viennese Lantern 
Galena 
Kflca Gonzalve* 
Laureanne Lemay 
Ernest Schoen Or* 
Papl Mann - 

Villa** Barn 
Larry McMahon 
Vivian Swanson 
Ed Smith 
Jack Marlin 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 
Villas* Vansuarp 

Anita O’Day 
Bob' Brookmeler B 
SUm Gaillard 

Walderf-Asterla 
Lb* Chayales Do' 

. Kspana 
Emil Coleman Ore 
Bala. Babai Ore 

Bob Croeby 
Jerry Lester 
Teddi King 
Will Osborn* Ore. 

We*on Wheel 
Bob Bremen Trio 
Krakerjack* 
MeCleverty* 

■Fairways 

MIAMI^UAMl BEACH 
Amerlcsn* 

'Joey Adams 
A1 Kelly 
Jode Sands 
Lou Will* Jr. 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Or* 
Maya Ore 

Balmetal 
Billy MHcheH 
Rosins Aston 
Sonny Kendi* Or* 

Handy Campo Or* 
Gloria Blake 
Jane -Moore 
Bernle .gager 
Jack Barcen* Or*- 

Eden E*« 
Jack Durant 
Karen Chandler • 
DeMay .A Moore 
Johnny Costa Tri* 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Chicp Cuban Boys. 

Fontainebleau 
.Allen Drake 
Enzo Stuarti 
McKay A Charles 
Jack Stuari Ore ' 
Sacasa* Ore 
Pupi Campo Or* 

Natali-Fifed* Trio 
Lenden Town* 

Arthur. Blaka 
Weela Gallex 
Jean Tourigny 

Lucerne 
Havana ManH Graf 
Dios* Costello 
Mlkw Velarde 
Dot Cosine 
Teula Flore* 
Tony A Francoll* 
Juan Rbmero- • 
David Tyler Or* 
Lids Varosia Or* 

Msutlfw* 
Sammy Shore 
Harriett* 
Mari* A Tonla . 

Boh. Sbnnett 
Murri A Ruth 
Tommy Ryan:. 
Johnny Silvers Or* 
Bey Mambp Or* 

Charles A Fay* 
A1 Stuart Archett* 
jimmy Grlppo 
Fred Thompson 
Tommy Angel 

HAVANA 

CHICAGO 

Montmartre 
Raul Mesa 
Raquel Barisba 
Ivetta De La FUent* 
Clarlsse Novo 
Gladys Bocay 
Guzman Singer* 
Fajardo Ore 

Roberto Barcele. 
Maria Magdried* 
La Seri* Or* 

Ortega Ore 
Treptcam 

Lola Garcia 
Alberto Rocht 
Matzuko Miguel 

Black Orchid 
Frances Faya 
Joe Pamello (31 

Bln* Angel 
"Calypso Cruise” 
if. 

Phil Sanches 
Lydia Lora - 
Lord Carlton 
•Ted Shovon (3) 
Roger McCall 

Gloria A Roland* 
Pepe" Miller 

i Miriam Karrora* 
1 r ,'U c ) 
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Apollo, N. Y. 
Titus Turner, The Quails (5), 

Margie Day, Billy' Adams, Little 
Beats (5), Claudia Swan, George 
Kirby, Jerry'Lee Lewis Trio, Rubin . 
Phillips Band (13); “Calypso Joe” 
(AA). • ' 

If it weren't for Cbmedian-mimic 
George Kirby, a vet at this Harlem 
vaude house, and the frenetic rock 
’n’ roll. Jerry Lee Lewis Trio, this 
sesh could be tagged less than in¬ 
spiring, if not downright dull. 

Kirby, the man with a thousand 
voices, makes the wait seem worth¬ 
while. Some of his stuff is old, 
some new, but whatever the ma¬ 
terial on hand, he has a personality 
and savvy that sends it through. 
The Jerry Lee Lewis Trio, re¬ 
viewed under New Acts, lift the 
ceiling with their r&r tempo, com¬ 
ing out for tile finale. Also under 
New Acts are the Quails and Little 
Beats, both r&r quintet groups. 

The remaining turns range from 
a okay to poor. Blues singer Titus 
Turner opens with two songs. 
While his pipes are okay, he hasn't 
seemed to have made up his mind 
on whether he wants to play the 
tunes for laughs or straight result¬ 
ing in an awkward display. Margie 
Day is a goodlooker, but unfor¬ 
tunately has 1 poor range, wisely 
depending more on her savvy 
stage sense to sock, a number 
through than her near monotone 
voice. Billy Adams is a young, 
handsome Negro with alot of fem¬ 
me appeal, and goes through his 
sonfalog in okay fashion. ‘ 

A sexy dish is Claudia Swan, 
who does three rhythm A blues 
numbers., to good effect* getting 
yocks In a sophisticated mimic of 
"Stormy Weather.*’ The Rubin 
Phillips Band (13) lend a good as¬ 
sist, as well as supplying some 
opening and Interim beat music. 

Horo. 

Francals, Ottawa 
Ottawa* Sept. 27. 

“Blacjc A White Revue” with 
Jean Grimaldi, 5 Avalons, Yuan 
Daniel, Claude A ArmOnde, Gordie 
Sullivan, Mickie Vail, Bill Kersey 
Rhythm Rackets Orch (4). 

Five years ago Bob Maynard re¬ 
vived vaudeville, after 20 years in 
this capital, at his 1,000-seat Fran- 
cais Theatre. It lasted three split 
weeks, but sparked a few months 
at Hye Bessin's Glebe Theatre, 
now an auto showroom. Two or 
three times -a year he’s tried again, 
with ilicaht success. This time he’s 
booked a two imd one-half hour 
touring show, owned and pro¬ 
duced by vet Montreal Showman 
Jean Grimaldi,- and: things look 
brighter.. 

Previous Trancals stageshows 
ran 75 minutes -and top was 65c, 
including a..double feature—May¬ 
nard feeling that was the most he 
could get But even' good shows 
like Foster Johnson’s “Rockalypso 
Revue”, last spring wouldn’t draw, 
perhaps because low prices suggest.: 
a cheap outfit Now, at $1, he has 
two-thirds filled the house for two 
nights (with fair matinees at 75c), 
and expects a near-sellout Satur¬ 
day. Encouraged, he’s talking of 
trying a stageshow every Thurs.- 
Frh-Sat now that tv’s death grip 
on his customers teems to be loos¬ 
ening a little. Dual hill on screen. 

This is a good show for small 
cities and towns. Strictly for teen¬ 
agers: and there were few adults 
in the house when caught. Opens 
with two orch numbers, then Micki 
Vail, icily p fetty 21-year-old 
French - Canadian blonde with 
piercing pipes and little sense of 
style as yet, except in her one 
Gallic selection, “C’est Si Born” 
which she does well. Grimaldi, 
emceeing, milked! her . last three 
encores; but on her last, "Boll 
■Weevil,*' she got 'em clapping the 

"beat ana had to beg off. Her eight 
songs, though, might better , have 
been split into two spots. 

Claude, a Ken Murfaylsh comic 
with skillful pantomime, does 35 
minutes of low comedy, almost all 
in French, with Grimaldi as an 
able straight and anassist near the 
end from his attractive brunette 
partner Armande. It convulses the 
house almost oteadily. 

Gordie Sullivan is eoiffed and 
ancaked‘to look like the' Pelvis 
ut with a lean strong face and no 

bumps or grinds, though lots of 
movement, a gold boudoir Jacket 
and a:; chiefly, decorative ‘geetar. 
Good voice too, as he suddenly 
shows in -a switch ..from Presley 
standards to "Blue Moon.” He 
draws screams and shutterbugs. 
Girls in the show then peddle a 
"Gordie Sullivan Songbbok” ..to 
audience at two bits, with hun¬ 
dreds of takers. 

Ten-minute intermish is fol¬ 
lowed by rock *n* roll dance con¬ 
test, six couples competing in 
turn onstage, with audience pick¬ 
ing the obvious best. Winners at 
each show vie-’* again Saturday 
night and win $15. 

Then came two sock acts: Five: 
Avalons, .recently on the Ed* Sulli¬ 

van tv show, and-.Yvan Daniel, 
popular French-Canadian record¬ 
ing artist (Columbia’s Canadian 
label). He’s a personable chap in 
his late 20s with plenty of-savvy 
and a strong low-tenor voice. First 
number is Gallic ("Tina Marie”), 
then two Brill Bldg specials in 
French translation (e.g., "Butter¬ 
fly” as “Le Papillon”*), then half-a- 
dozen in fluent English, best re¬ 
ceived being "Bernardine” and 
"Love Letters.” 

Windup spot goes to Five Ava¬ 
lons, who record on Victor’s Ca¬ 
nadian label. Extremely able 
Negro group works with two mikes, 
the soloist on one, hacking quartet 
on other. Voices are harmonious, 
heat excellent, variety good, hut 
what they do to "Stardust” 
shouldn’t happen to a dog, let 
alone a modern classic. 

Bill Kersey, Negro saxophonist, 
capably leads an otherwise ofay 
orch featuring Dick Grant on 
drums. Latter doggedly wags his 
head and chomps spearmint, hut: 
he’s a good young drummer. In 
their straight instrumentals they 
sometimes, play more jazz than 
r & r, but later, to spare their audi¬ 
ence’s sensitivities, ’ nobly resist 
that base impulse toward music. 

Card. 

L’OlympIg Paris 
Paris, Sept. 25. 

Gilbert Becaud, Dalida, Hazy Os- 
terwald Sextet, George Holmes, 
Sallays (3) 'Umberto Rosso, Claude 
Goaty, Ray Romaine A Claire, 
George Garden Dancers (16), Su¬ 
zanne Gabriello; $2 top. 

The smartly refurbished Olym¬ 
pia has a glowing neon lobby and a 
clean, well designed interior which 
has finally swept out the old pop¬ 
corn feel- of this ex-film house and 
made it definitely the flagship 
vaude theatre on the Continent, 
both in looks and talent White tie 
audience of Parisian show biz VIPs 
flocked to the opening to give this 
a solid publicity sendoff. 

Headliner Gilbert Becaud scores 
on the basis of greater poise, new 
songs with .spirit, zest and content 
and a balanced rep for all seg¬ 
ments of the audience. He exudes 
a boyish appeal that is never cute 
and his energy keeps his hour 
.stint rolling and snowballing into 
dramatic heights,, with a solid ren¬ 
dition of "The Pianist from War¬ 
saw,” or sheer good spirits with 
"Eh, Mes Copalns.” 

Becaud was pushed too fast at 
.the beginning but is now a definite 
star with individuality, style and 
a driving personality. His last 
U.S. stint was not of hit potential, 
for he still had a mixture of states- 
side and Gallic tics.- Now he-has 
Come into his own and placement 
in specialised plush boites in the 
U.S. could build: him into a name 
there as he is'here. 

Dalida, a sultry, big voicecf wom¬ 
an, has been pushedjnto the second 
slot after hitting oh disks. She is 
really not ready. Instead of carry¬ 
ing on. her early trends towards 
dramatic ballads she has switched 
to romantic Hispano and Italo 
songs which appear monotonous 
after a while. She is okay for 
general Gallic tastes but lacks any 
appeal, as yet, for IT.Sl chances. 

Rest of the. show has some' fine 
acts but prexy Bruno Coquatrix has 
not hit on enough outstanding ones 
to really send off this opening show 
in a blaze of topnotch numbers. 
Umberto Basso Is a smooth juggler 
whose deceptive ease makes this 
an unusual entry worth a New Act 
tag. Ditto the Sallays (3); a man 
and his two children who mount a 
fine' number via scooting around/ 
balancing and doing acrobatics oil 
three large balls. 

Hazy Osterwald Sextet combine 
jazz, etc., - with comedy. Music is 
only acceptable and clowning is 
goodnatured but rarely astute 
enough to make this of top inter¬ 
national chance*. - Claude Goaty 
has a fine husky voice and a good 
style but lack* the-stardust quality 
to make her anything but a* good 
staple here. 

George Holmes unleashes a rapid 
terp and aero act mixed. with some 
sleight-of-hand .tacts with a cigafet. 
It is a fast entry with fine filler 
aspects. Ray Kpmalne' & Claire 
do a good opening hand-to-hand 
number with a pert looking girl 
being expertly manhandled by her 
partner with precision and ease. . 

George Garden Dancers (16) are 
an Anglo group who come on three 
times with precision numbers. Not 
having the perfection of the U.S. 
Rockettes, or‘the fusion, this is an 
okay fill-in arid adds 4 good* pinch 
of production value - to the pro¬ 
ceedings. Suzanne Gabriello at 
last shows that a. femcee can be 
witty and malicious- with taste, and 
she is a help in introing the acts 
and’setting up a good atmosphere. 

So the Olympia looks, in for a 
fine season 'with early pre-selling 
of ducats denoting that this three-’ 
week show will be in for good re¬ 
turns. MosJt, 

Bobino, Paris 
Baris, Oct, 1. 

Patachou, Marcel Amont, Luly 
Perezoff, Buck & Chic, Jean-Marie 
Proslier, JViganos (5), Ving Merlin 
& Linda, Lon Purdy, Hustrei (2), 
Monique Leroy; $1.50 top.' 

This more nabe-slanted house 
reopens for the season- with a two- 
week headlining stint by Patachou. 
Still rather oldtime musichall, with 
extravagantly Cornball acts mixed 
with, solid entries and1 top- stars, 
this carries an atmosphere of its 
own which makes it a good com¬ 
plement to the other more high- 
toned houses here. It gets its reg¬ 
ular clientele and present show has 
enough sparkle to make this in for 
solid returns. It was SRO when 
caught 

Patchou is in fine form with her 
throaty, lowlife songs enhanced by 
her lowdown gestures (dramatic or 
interpretative with her, but they 
would be vulgar done by others), 
turning this into a hearty songalog 
braced with the right amount of 
dramatics and comedies. She 
scores big. 

Marcel Amont has- evolved into 
a fine singer-impressionist Pos¬ 
sessing a flair for mime and mum¬ 
ming, his pleasant voice fills this 
out to bigtime status-and he looks 
to be a star staple soon. Takeoffs 
on a frightened bullfighter, timid 
lovers, a swooning crooner are bal¬ 
anced by some adroit straight ones 
to make this a heavily mitted num¬ 
ber. He looks ready for U.S. 
chances on his. offbeat stint* 

Buck & Chic have a racy wild 
west act replete with twirling 
lariats, whips and good humor to 
make tnis a fine filler. Jean- 
Marie Proslier is a fey-type pat¬ 
ter comic whose standup act is 
marked by smart material and de¬ 
livery that rate yocks. Luly Perez¬ 
off is a juggler who' keeps up her 
snappy manipulation while doing 
splits and then play* drums with 
five rapidly juggled balls. A solid 
sight xdt, this could he a nifty U.S. 
vaude and video entry. She is 17 
years old. 

Viganos (5) are an electric teeter- 
board act with timing and move¬ 
ment, laced with bounding acro¬ 
batics, pegging this an outstanding 
act for use anywhere. Ving Mer¬ 
lin & Linda essay a tricky violin 
act as they turn their instruments 
into banjoes, pizzicato purveyings, 
and also present the gypsy strains 
and enough virtuoso bits.to make; 
this a good number. 

Lou Purdy portrays the peren¬ 
nial drunk but verve, timing and 
some ingenious aspects, such as 
changing his shirt with his coat on, 
builds this into a musichall dipso 
act that still has plenty of appeal. 
Crowd- - goes big for this one. 
Hustrei (2) do some hand-to-hand 
and revolving on a low trapeze. 
This Is only fair but an acceptable: 
opener. Femcee Monique Leroy 
bas the mousy bravado needed for 
this type house. MOsk. 

Empire, Glaflgew 
Glasgow, Sept 24. 

Dave King, The Kordites (4), 
Trio Rayros, Kordas (2), Bernard 
Landy, ‘Mistin Juniors (2), Dany 
Ray A Partner, Hazel Gee Dancers 
(8), Bobby Dowds Ojch. 

Dave King, young English come¬ 
dian, has Wisely surrounded him¬ 
self with Strong support in this 
layout. Smaller acts are among 
the best seen at this vaudery for 
spme months. 

Vocalist-comedian, backed by 
the slick harmony of the Kordites, 
mixed quartet gives out with pops 
like “Love Is a Golden Bing,” 
“Christmas and You,” and "Zing 
Went Strings oiJJlj Heart.” He is 
best with travesties of drooping- 
eyed Robert Mitchum and of agile 
James Cagney, and in miming of * 
patron entering a darkened cinema. 
Comedian has obvious song and Im^ 
pressionistic talent, but should 
guard against showing bad temper 
its at show caught) with spotlight 
operator and suchlike. 

The Kordites, much Improved act 
in comparison with last time round, 
are keyed to good precision and 
harmony, and win strong palming 
for "This Ole House,” “That Lucky 
Old Sun” and their fainiliar "Old 
Macdonald Had a Farm,” Not to 
be confused through similarity of 
name* the Kordas are ’mixed duo 
Who- offer some fast juggling with 
clubs; highlight ^ornes when femme 
juggles with three "balls while en¬ 
gaged in rapid rope-skipping. This 
brings solid reaction on the mitt- 
meter. 

The Trio Rayros are another 
strong act, winning with fast aero 
work; including tumbles, somer¬ 
saults and trampoline antics. Exit 
with two of the three French males 
leaping into their own prop trunk. 

Mistin Juniors are male and 
femme on xylophone, distaffer des¬ 
cending info orch pit to baton 
house combo as her partner plays 
■"Poet and Peasant” overture on¬ 

stage. Novel touch is male’s play¬ 
ing of xylophone also revolving on 
wheels. 

Dany Ray & Partner is a French 
act,new to U. K. Male, handsome 
and smiling, brings Gallic gaiety 
and a fascinating broken English 
accent to magico turn, being aided 
by looker of partner. He merits 
U. S, attention. Bernard Landy, 
billing himself as "The Mimic with 
the Gimmiek,” scores with miming 
travesties of Johnnie Ray and Du¬ 
rante; (reviewed under New Acts). 
Hazel Gee Dancers (8) are attrac¬ 
tive line. Showbacking by Bobby 
Dowds house orch. Gord. 

Pavilion, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Oct. 1. 

Lex McLean, Hollander &. Hart, 
The Millionaire (4), Liddell Trip¬ 
lets, Cooper Twins, Ronnie Collis, 
Carr & Vonnie> Benny Ward, Glen 
Daly, Dorothy Dean, Billy Stuart, 
Moxon Girls (8). 

Lex McLean, a comedian with 
an unusually drawling style, tops 
this show, and registers high with 
local stubholders via native com¬ 
edy and droll mannerisms. Come¬ 
dian, who would.be hard to follow 
outside his native Scotland, has in¬ 
nate comic flair, aided by longish 
nose, lazy style and impromptu 
wisecrack. He scores in kitchen 
comedy and in his own femme im¬ 
personation of a girl hiker who 
can’t get' the males. Glen Daly 
and an attractive young actress in 
Dorothy Dean aid in the sketches, 
as also do Vonnie Carr and her 
pintsized squeaking-voiced partner 
Jimmy Carr. 

Hollander . A Hart, mixed two¬ 
some, offer musical-yodelling act 
under billing of "A Boy, a Girl and 
a Guitar,” and exit to warm palm¬ 
ing. The Millionairs, four exuber¬ 
ant males, have * well-drilled song 
act, and convey much of their own 
enthusiasm to outfronters. A new 
trio hereabouts, the Liddell Trip¬ 
lets, are in the pattern of most girl 
threesomes with song harmony and 
pop tunes; real triplets, they look 
alike and, with greater experience, 
shape as a vaude and tv act with 
lotsa potential. 

■Two males, the Cooper Twins, 
link aero chores with nimble danc¬ 
ing. Ronnie Collis registers with 
a better-than-normal travesty of 
bowler-hatted Chaplin. ’ Benny 
Ward helps out in sketche sand 
scenas, and the accordion slotting, 
so familiar in vaudety seasons 
here, is held by youngster Billy 
Stuart. Billy Dunlop handles the 
megging chores. Layout is hot top- 
drawer, but looms as satisfying 
vaude for local middle-class tastes. 

Gord. 

ToddV hush Parly 
■■■m Continue* from naze t 

for American, French, Italian, 
Japanese, Chinese, Hungarian, 
German, Danish, English, Indian 
and Spanish menus. 

Guests wiir arrive in oldtime 
trolley cars, hansom cabs, on bikes 
and coaches. Proceeds of the 
pregm, expected to raise $20,000, 
will go equally to the Sydney 
Opera House Appeal, legacy. War 
Orphans, and Royal Blind Society. 
Understood that Todd will visit 
here before the year’s end. 

Todd As Thesp 
Showman'Mike Todd is turning 

actor for his "dramatic television 
debut” via the Oct. 17 CBS-TV 
pickup of his “intimate” 18,000- 
guest Madison Sq. - Garden party 
celebrating the first amni of 
“Around the World in 80 Days'.” 

Todd and hi* wife, Elizabeth 
Taylor, are on the Coast with Art 
Cohn,. writer-producer of the 90- 
minute special, to shoot some 20 to 
25 minutes of footage at the Gold- 
wyn lot Much of the footage will 
comprise a preview of the upcom¬ 
ing "The First Nine Lives of 
Michael Todd,” biog which Cohn 
(who wrote the Joe E. Lewis “The 
Joker Is Wild” biog and resultant 
screenplay) has Written and which 
Random House will publish next 
spring. 

Also slated for the “party show,” 
which preempts "Playhouse .90” on 
the 17th, are excerpts from a two- 
hour documentary which Todd had 
produced showing the foot-by-foot 
progression of how and when "80 
Days” was produced. Some 20 
minutes of the original twoAours 
will he excerpted, witfc. Cohn plan¬ 
ning to split the two groups of 
film—the documentary and the 
Todds playing themselves-—into 
smaller units which will be -cut in 
and out of the live pickup from the 
Garden. Re the two-hour docu¬ 
mentary, it’s reported Todd once 
turned down $250,000 for its use 
as a tv spectacular. 

China Variety, Sloekh'ue 

Stockholm, Sept. 10. 
4‘Flying Guest Performance/* 

with Vladimir Anikin & Valentin 
Dasjkevitj, Tamara Poljanskaja, 
Ivan Kozjevnikov, Julia Volkova, 
Vladimir Matusov & Vitalij Kopy¬ 
lov, Tursunaj Machmodova & Dan¬ 
iel Tolmasov, Michail Kuni, Mirdza 
Ozolinja, Maria Donskaja, Vladimir 
Nagomyi, Tamara Ptitkyna A Leon¬ 
id Masljukov, Divov & Mej, Julia 
Volkova, Anatol & Alexander 
Sjerve, China Variety Orch. At 
China Variety Theatre Stockholm; 
$2 top. 

""A Flying Guest Performance,” 
a variety ensemble from Moscow, 
with’which Stockholm’s China Va¬ 
riety is concluding its 1957 season 
(it then becomes a cinema again), 
is a presentation of remarkable 
calibre. Though some of the 16. 
numbers are hardly better than in¬ 
ternational average, hulk of the 
program represents a surprisingly 
high standard with some of the 
acts even bordering on 'the sensa¬ 
tional. Each number has been 
polished with utmost care and de¬ 
votion and there is a certain fresh¬ 
ness about this well-balanced two- 
hour program (no intermission). 
To please the Swedish audience, 
each of the musical numbers also 
includes a Swedish song, an effort 
which really pays off as evidenced 
by the enthusiastic applause which 
follow* each. 

The first and final number sees 
a huge airplane filling the stage 
and out of the plane’s windows 
look the members of the ensemble, 
all singing—a sock gimmick for 
eye and ear. 

Some of the acts deserve top ac¬ 
claim. Anatol A Alexander Sjerve, 
labeled as comical jugglers, teqpff 
with tap dancing, which is not too 
good (after all, not Russia's forte), 
but then start Juggling with big 
bottles and it's a smash. Apart 
from that, they reveal outstanding 
comedy talents. 

The third number also rate* 
highly. Two fat little women 
dance and thereby kick themselves. 
To the surprise of everyone, this 
"couple” turns out to be a single 
person; Tamara Poljanskaja, an 
extremely beautiful girl. 

Strictly on the positive side as 
well are the acrobats.,. Anikin A 
Dasjkevitj and Tamara Pittsyna & 
Leonoid Masljukov present the 
most difficult handstand and bal¬ 
ance acts. 

A phenomenon is Kuni. He 
picks a number of customers and 
asks them to draw circles (dozens 
of them) on a blackboard. ’Then 
he turns to thfe latter and within 
a few seconds he lias counted 
them. Dittoes with five-numbered 
figures—within a few seconds he 
knows the results which come up 
to such figures as 12,783. It's not 
quite clear whether there’s a trick 
behind all this—at any rate, he 
keeps the audience speechless. 

Maria Ozolinja comes on with a 
talking dog. Whether she is a 
ventriloquist or not, it’s a fine act 
and a real howler. Miss Ozolinja 
offers her superb singing qualities 
via melodies by Kalman ana Lehar 
in addition to a well delivered 
Swedish song. Matusov A Kopy¬ 
lov, two goodlodking chaps whosa 
forte Is Russian folksongs, also 
score strongly with a Swedish 
tune. Tursunaj Machmodova, an 
attractive, femme, comes along 
with exotic (Russian style) dancing, 
accompanied by D. Tolmasov, a 
tambourine player. Julia Volkova 
is a young, pretty ballerina from 
Moscow’s Grand Theatre; Koziev- 
nikov is a juggler of standard 
level; V. Nagorny} emerges as a 
balalaika virtuoso, and Divov A 
Mej contribute a slickly arranged 
and "very laughable puppet play. 

Very colorful and tasteful are 
the sets and costumes. In many 
respects western influence is ob¬ 
vious, but this modem Russian 
variety ensemble has preserved a 
natural originality so that curio- 
seekers also will be pleased. E. 
Eekert-Lundin and his China Va¬ 
riety orch supply the showbacking. 
Miss China 1957 (annually select¬ 
ed by Jthis house), Jean Allison, 
very sexily and with savvy intro¬ 
duces the Various acts. 

Fourteen-day (Sept. 1-14) guest 
appearance by this Russian troupe, 
was handled here by Konserth- 
byran SF. Latter is Sweden’s big¬ 
gest film company and also owner 
of the China Variety Theatre. 
There were two performances <7 
and 9:15 p.m.) daily v and biz was 
brisk. Audience reaction was well 
above the local average and press 
appraisal nearly superlative. So 
Russia can be fully satisfied with 
her vaude ambassadors. Hans. 
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Shows on Broadway 
West Side Story 

Robert E. Griffith A Harold S. Prince 
(by arrangement with Roger L. Stevens) 
presentation of musical ^rama in two acts 
(18 numbers), based on a conception by 
Jerome Robbins; book by Arthur Lau¬ 
rents. music by Leonard Bernstein, lyrics 
by Stephen Sondheim. Directed and 
choreographed by Robbins; scenery, Oliver 
Smith; costumes. Irene Sharaff; -lighting, 
Jean Rosenthal; co-choreographer, Peter 
Gennaro; production associate. Sylvia 
Drulie; musical direction. Max Goberman; 
orchestrations. Bernstein with Sid Ramin 
and Irwin Kostal. Features Carol Law¬ 
rence. Larry Kert, Chita Rivera, Art 
Smith, Mickey Kalin. Ken LeRoy, Lee 
Becker. Eddie Roll, David Winters. Tony 
Mordente. Arch Johnson, Grover Dale. At 
Winter Garden Theatre. N.Y., Sept. 26, 
*57; $7.50 top ($11.50 opening). 

The Jets 
Riff .. Mickey Kalin 
Tony...... Larry Kert 
Action .................. • Eddie Roll 
A-Rab . Tony Mordente 
Baby John .David Winters 
Snowboy . Grover Dale 
Big Deal .   Martin. Charnln 
Dielsel .   Hank Brunjes 
Gee-Tar .  Tommy Abbott 
Mouth Piece . Frank Green 
Tiger.Lowell Harris 

Their Girls 
Grazlella . Wilma Curley 
Velma .  Carole d'Andrea 
Minnie.   Nanette Rosen 
Clarice ..     Marilyn d'Honau 
Pauline .. Julie Oser 
Anybody*  Lee Becker 

The Sharks 
Bernardo.Ken LeRoy 
His Sister . Carol Lawrence 
His Girl.    Chita Rivera 
Chino .   Jamie Sanchez 
Pape .. George Marcy 
Indie ..  Noel Schwartz 
Luis .  A1 deSio 
Anxious .   Gene Gavin 
Nibbles...Ronnie Lee 
Juano .. Jay Norman 
Toro ..Erne Castaldo 
Moose ..-. Jack Murray 

Their Olrls 
Rosalia . Marilyn Cooper 
Consuelo .. Rerl Grist 
Teresita ..Carmen Guitetrez 
Francisca .. Elizabeth Taylor 
Estella .   Lynn Ross 
Maguerita .......Liane Plane 

Adults 
Doc .   Art Smith 
Schrank . Arch Johnson. 
Krupke...William Bramley 
Gladhand . John Harkins 

Musical Numbers; Jet Song, "Some¬ 
thing's Coming," The Dance at the Gym. 
"Marla." "Tonight." “America.** "Cool." 
“One Hand, One Heart." "Rumble.* "I 
Feel Pretty," “Somewhere," "Gee. Officer 
Krupke," "A Boy Like That," "I Have a 
Love." "Taunting." 

The arrival of the season’s first 
musical smash is always an event. 
In the case of “West Side Story” 
it’s the most brilliant and exciting 
dance show in years,’ bearing out 
the advance whoopla from its try¬ 
out tour. 

“Story” is primarily a triumph 
for choreographer-stager Jerome 
Bobbins, as indicated not only by 
the program credit line immediate¬ 
ly beneath the title but even more 
clearly by the inspired, enormously 
resourceful dancing. The show is 
also a'notable credit, however, for 
playwright Arthur Laurents, who 
wrote the book, Leonard Bernstein,, 
who composed the music; Stephen 
Sondheim, making his Broadway 
debut as lyricist, and for scenic 
designer Oliver Smith, costumer 
Irene Sharaff and orchestra con¬ 
ductor Max Goberman. 

This musical version of the 
Romeo and Juliet tragedy in terms 
Df juvenile gang.warfare in upper 
west side Manhattan is a brutal, 
violent and sordid show, as befits 
its subject. It has the ugliness, 
tension and frenetic qualities of its 
juvenile delinquent characters, with 
the tenderness and pathos of the 
tragic love story on which it’s 
based. 

There are inescapable draw¬ 
backs. at least in terms of com¬ 
mercial impact. It’s hardly a pleas¬ 
ant show, even in the spectacular 
but frenzied dancing. The music 
1* spectacularly appropriate for a 
show* about adolescent hoodlums, 
but offers little in the way of pop 
tunes or ballads outside the thea¬ 
tre. Compounding that limitation 
fs the fact that, in casting for danc¬ 
ers, it was obviously impossible to 
get singers with either the voices 
or articulation to exploit the songs. 
As a final weakness, the musical is 
lacking in anything resembling cast 
names. 

But as a tensely enthralling 
melodrama with the added emo¬ 
tional element of an eloquent 
musical score, a virtuoso dance 
creation “West Side Story” brings 
lew vitality and dimension to the 
itage. It’s a cinch for smash box- 
rffice draw and, thanks to the 
relatively small cast payroll and 
tfhat appears to be ingenious 
icenlc design, it’s likely to be a 
profit bonanza. 

Bits of the seemingly realistic 
gutter dialog will disturb a few 
showgoers, and at least one near¬ 
rape scene in which members of 
the American juve gang corner and 
rough up the Puerto R’can gang 
leader’s girl, will probably shock 
athers, but may also attract busi- 
aess. On the other hand, the show 
jeems a doubtful prospect for 
record album popularity and would 
need considerable revision as film 
material. It’s hard to visualize it 
for stock, but at a guess, it nrght 
be a sensation in London. 

The show starts with deceptive 
quiet and calmness in a deserted 
streetcomer scene, but qtrcklv 
picks up pace. and vibrance as 

members of the two gangs engage 
in a sort of preliminary skirmish 
in the staccato movements of Rob¬ 
bins’ dance patterns. With the 
American gang representing the 
Montagues and the Puerto Ricans 
the Capulets, the melodrama un¬ 
folds in a series of increasingly 
violent numbers. 

With the meeting of the Ameri¬ 
can boy and the Puerto Rican girl, 
the tragedy of the star-crossed 
lovers provides a vivid contrast to 
the savage hostility of the gangs, 
mounting to a shattering climax 
in the superbly choreographed 
“rumble” that ends the first half 
with the switchblade knife killing 
of the rival leaders, one the young 
lover’s crony and the other girl’s 
bFother. 

Bitterness and fury are Inten¬ 
sified and tragedy is piled on 
tragedy in the briefer second por¬ 
tion as the young lover is slain 
by his sweetheart’s vengeful fiance 
and the girl herself is left desolate. 
As in the Shakespeare classic, the 
purposeless slaughter brings the 
feuding gangs to their senses and 
at least a temporary peace. There 
appeared to be at least a few moist 
eyes in the cheering first-night 
audience at the final curtain. 

Probably the leads can be im¬ 
proved as singers as the produc¬ 
tions settles down for a runr In at 
least two cases the voices seem to 
have the potential, although the 
matter of enunciation Is likely to 
be tougher to handle, particularly 
in the ensemble numbers such as 
the acrid and laughable but not 
always intelligible spoof of psy¬ 
chiatry and sociology, “Gee, Officer 
Krupke.” 

There may be some question, 
however, of how the dancers are 
going to stand the gaff of such a 
show*. With such violent choreogra¬ 
phy there are likely to be frequent 
injuries, and the rigors of an eight- 
performances-a-week schedule may 
wear out the company. Just one 
evening tends to exhaust the au¬ 
dience. 

The most notable songs, either in 
terms of the show or as pop pros¬ 
pects, on the basis of a single 
hearing, seem to be the ballads, 
“Maria,” “Tonight,” “One Hand, 
One Heart” and “I Feel Pretty." 
and the production or comedy 
numbers, “America” and “Gee, 
Officer Krupke.” 

Depending on their versatility 
and personal quality, “Story” offers 
an unusual springboard for such 
newcomers as Carol Lawrence, as 
the eager, appealing and finally 
overwhelmed Puerto Rican girl, 
and Larry Kert, as the likable, up¬ 
standing lover. Chita Rivera, seen 
in several previous legit musicals, 
gets her best chance thus far as 
the Puerto Rican gang leader’s girl 
(more or less representing Juliet’s 
nurse in the Shakespeare tragedy), 
and Mickey Calin registers as the 
American gang leader (counterpart 
of Mercutio). Vet actor Art Smith 
is effective as the disapproving 
owner of the soda counter where 
the mobs hang out. 

It may be worth noting that 
"Story” represents the fourth con¬ 
secutive hit for producers Robert 
E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince, 
who have previously been part¬ 
nered with Frederick Brisson in 
the presentation of “Pajama 
Game,” “Damn Yankees” and 
“New Girl - in Town.” Another 
bullseye the next time out will put 
them on a par with Cy Feuer & 
Ernest H. Martin, whose five-for- 

| five record includes “Where’s 
[ Charley,” “Guys and Dolls,” “Can- 
r Can,” “Boy Friend” and “Silk 
I Stocking.” Kobe. 

I Knock at the Door 
Lucille Lortel. Paul Shyre A Howard 

Gottfried presentation of staged reading 
version of Sean O'Casey's autobiographi¬ 
cal novel, adapted by Paul Shyre. staged. 
by Stuart Vaughan, with incidental music 
played by flutist Frances Blaisdell, setting 
and lighting supervision by Lester Pola- 
kov. Features Aline MacMahon, Staats 
Cotsworth; cast also Includes Rae Allen. 
George Brenlin. Paul Shyre. Roy Poole. 
At Belasco Theatre. N.Y., Sept. 29. '57; 
$3.85 weeknlghts, $4.60 Friday and Sat¬ 
urday nights. 

Perhaps they’d better concen¬ 
trate on Sean O’Casey’s literary 
works for the Broadway stage and 
leave his plays to the college and 
arty theatres. For although the 
celebrated Irishman is regarded as 
one of the greatest dramatists of 
our time, his plays are rarely pro¬ 
duced and then nearly always are 
failures. 

Staged readings of portions of 
his six-volume autobiographical 
novels have had some success in 
short engagements off-Broadway, 
however, and on the basis of this 
edition of “I Knock at the Door,” 
the expatriate Dubliner should 
have his first Main Stem boxoffice 
hit in many years. 

The show is booked at the Be- 
lasco Theatre for only six weeks 
and must then vacate to make way 
for the Noel Coward comedy. 

GERALDINE HANNING 
TV—Radio and Film* j 

Played leading role of Jessica in! 
"Janus’' this summer with Neil 
Hamilton. Returning ’ to the off 
Broadway success “Good King 
Charles’ Golden Days,” Downtown 
Theatre—playing her original role— 
the flamboyant Duches of Cleve¬ 
land. 

Contact: JAN WELSH 
18 W. 48th St. 

New York, N. Y. 
CL B—7782 

“Nude with Violin.” If business 
warrants, it would then have to 
obtain another houseaer else close. 
It's an unlikely topping prospect, 
as several members of the company 
have other commitments. However, 
this adaptation suggests that the 
O’Casey blog offers exciting pos¬ 
sibilities for Imaginative and re¬ 
sourceful screen treatment. 

“I Knock at the Door” is from 
the first of the six autobiog novels, 
as adapted by Paul Shyre, probably 
his leading American disciple and, 
as it turns out, financial benefactor. 
Taking two sections of the drama¬ 
tist’s story of his early years, in¬ 
cluding the death of his father, the 
agonizing battle against blindness, 
the cruel experiences with sanc¬ 
timonious ministers and sadistic 
schoolmasters and, as a promising 
final touch, his first experiences 
with adolescence, the adaptation 
provides engrossing and affecting 
theatre. 

Shyre’s adaptation was previous¬ 
ly presented with virtually the 
same east in the spring of 1956 at 
the Kaufman Concert Hall, N.Y., 
and another version by Arnold 
Perl was done with a much larger 
cast that summer at the Lucille 
Lortel's White Barn Theatre, West- 
port, Conn. On the basJs of the 
latter offering. Miss Lortel is co- 
producing the present show. 

This is a more or less standard 
staged reading, with the cast of 
six in merely the suggestion of 
character costume, perched on tall 
stools, with lecterns, a light-blue- 
illuminated backdrop, dark drapes 

l and lighting to focus attention on 
the individual players. Most of the 
actors play several different roles, 
in a fluid, persuasive performance. 

George Brenlin portrays a spir¬ 
ited. irrepressible young O’Casey, 
Avhlle Aline MacMahon gives a 
auietly touching characterization of 
the mother whose memory the 
playwright obviously cherishes, and 
Staats Cotsworth is flexible *-and 
expressive as the narrator occa¬ 
sionally doubling in bit roles. The 
three others playing various parts 
with admirable, flavor are^adaptor 
and co-producer Shyre, Roy Poole 
and Rae Alien. 

The show has been deftly staged 
by Stuart Vaughan, with mood? 
settmg incidental musical accom¬ 
paniment by flutist Frances Blais¬ 
dell and setting and lighting super¬ 
vision by Lester Polakov. That 
man O'Casey may amount to 
something in the theatre yet. 

Kobe. 

Four Winds 
Worthington Miner A Kenneth Wags 

presentation of drama In three acts (five 
scenes) by Thomas W. Phipps. Staged by 
Guthrie McCllntlc; decor. Donald Oen- 
slager. Stars Ann Todd. Peter Cookson; 
features Luella Gear, Conrad NageL Rob¬ 
ert Hardy, Carl Esmond. James Rennie. 
At Cort Theatre. N.Y„. Sept. 25. '57; $5.75 
weeknlghts. $6.90 Friday and Saturday 
nights ($6.90 opening). 
Lee.....Harry Shaw Lowe 
Dr. Cazalet  .. Harry Mehaffey 
Gage .Conrad Nagel 
Audrey Pender .. Luella Gear 
Alex Doors ............... Carl Esmond. 
Garrett Scott . Peter Cookson 
Jeremy Paget  .^Robert Hardy 
Mademoiselle .Ludmilla Foretzka 
Davina Mara ..... Ann Todd 
Tad Willis ................ James Rennie 

As one of the basic fictional 
plots, the Cinderella story may be 
corny, but it's obviously commer¬ 
cial. An anti-Cinderella yam, on 
the other hand, may be realistic, 
but unless it’s superbly done it 
isn’t likely to make a nickle. 

“Four Winds” is a reverse-Cin¬ 
derella story and poorly done. That 
is, it’s so ineptly written that not 

1 even a tasteful production and good 
1 (Continued on page 76) 

Shows Out of Town 
Time Remembered 

New Haven, -Sept. 30. 
Playwrights Co, (In association with 

Milton Sperling) production of three-act 
(five scenes) comedy by ■ Jean Anouilh, 
adapted by Patricia Moyes. Stars Helen 
Hayes, Richard Burton. Susan Strasberg; 
features Glenn Anders, Sig Amo. Staged 
by Albert Marre; music composed by 
Vernon Duke; scenery, Oliver Smith; cos¬ 
tumes, Miles White; lighting, Feder. At 
Shubert Theatre, New Haven, Sept. 30. 
'57; $4.80 top. ^ . 
Amanda .... Susan Strasberg 
Duchess....... - Helen Hayes 
Theophllus ... Frederick Rolf 
Lord Hector.Glenn Anders 
Ice Cream Man.. Le Rol Operti 
Taxi Driver .. George Ebeling 
Prince Albert . Richard Burton 
Ferdinand .- • -. Sig Amo 
Cloak Room Attendant....Ellen Madison 
Singer . Stanley Grover 
Pianist .Edmund Horn 
Violinist .. Seymour MIroff 
Landlord.. Frederic Warringer 
G hilly ... Truman Gaige 
Footmen and Walters. -E. W. Swocknamer, 

Fred Starbuck, George Landolf 

The fact that “Time Remenx- 
bered” premiered substantially be¬ 
low the dramatic smash values an¬ 
ticipated indicates- there is- much 
to be done before this Jean 
Anouilh effort can hope to crash 
the charmed circle. 

Undeniably there are interest¬ 
ing, entertaining, rewarding mo¬ 
ments, but currently the fine cast 
and opulent production are being 
asked to carry too much of the 
load. Additional help will have to- 
come from the script, which now 
produces only intermittent sparks.- 

Story concerns a French duchess 
whose nephew has become bogged 
down in the ashes of a tragic 
romance. To snap the prince out 
of it, an attractive young milliner 
is brought in to simulate the late 
departed object of his affections. 

After a session of give and-take, 
it is obvious that the ersatz flame 
is going to develop into the real 
thing. The lightness of theme is 
given an occasional lift by good 
dialog and amusing bits of busi¬ 
ness, but in the long run it's the 
performances that come to the 
rescue. 

Helen Hayes is excellent as the 
duchess, albeit the role carries 
comparatively few challenging sec¬ 
tors. Her adroit shifting from 
moving to gay moods is a thesping 
treat. 

Richard Burton registers well as 
the morose, prince and carries his 
heavy scenes capably. Susan 
Strasberg is a natural for the mil¬ 
liner role, with her physical attrac¬ 
tiveness and an excellent histrionic 
contribution. 

Glenn Anders, as a swieh noble¬ 
man, is good'for numerous 
chuckles and the same applies to 
Sig Amo as a headwaiter. 

They’ve peeled plenty from the 
bankroll for the physical produc- j 
tion. Designing utilizes a variety 
of facets, including travelers, set 
pieces, drops and roller sections, 
to achieve outstanding effects. 
Costumes, likewise, are rich. 

Accompanying music by .Vernon 
Duke ranges from good background 
to nuisance effect, this last when 
it drowns out the dialog, 

i . Albert . Marre’s predominantly 
[ leisurely staging, plus the slow 
[tempo of various scene changes, 
had the preem running 20 minutes 
overtime. Bone. 

The Carefree Heart 
i Detroit, Sept 30. 

Lynn, Loesser A Shamus Locke preaenta- 
tion. of musical comedy in two acts, based 
on three "Doctor" comedies of MoHere, 
with book, lyrics and music by Robert 
Wright* and George Forrkst. Staged by 
H. C. Potter; musical numbers staged by 
Dania Krupska; scenery, Oliver Smith; 
costumes. Miles White; lighting, Peggy 
Clark; orchestrations, Don Walker; mush 
cal director. Samuel Krachmalnick. Stars 
Jack Carter. Susan Johnson, Melville 
Cooper; features- Billie Worth, Allen 
Case, Jayne Turner, William. Olvis. 
Michael Xermoyan. Virginia Martin, Jack 
Bittner. At Case Theatre, Detroit, "Sept. 
30, '57; $4.95 top weeknlghts, $5 JO Friday 
and Saturday nights. . 
Actor-Manager .. Jack Carter 
Lucinda ... Jayne Turner 
Leander  ... AHen Case 
Geronte ..   .-Melville Cooper 
Horace .. William Olvia 
Jacqueline .............. Susan Johnson 
Lizette . Virginia Martin 
Fleurett* ....;.,. Rosemary O'Retuy 
Lucas  .. Michael nermoyan 
Thlbaut ..  Jack Bittner 
Perrin..    James Turtiar 
SganareUe ..*.Jack Carter 
Martina .  301ie Worth 
Mr. Robin . Craig Timberlake 
Ajax...Ted Monspn 
Hercules.-.. John Benn 
Doctors... Robert Feytl. Stanley prison. 

Dean Dittmann, Daggett Howell 
Geronte’s Servants .. Jordan Howard, 

Nixon MUler, Patricia Brooks. 
Jacquelyn MqKeever 

Notary .. Harry Selby 
Songs; "Moliere," "She's Appealing. 

She’s Alluring," "I Would Love Yon 
Still." "Bane , of My Life." "Aristotle." 
”1 Am Your Man," "Bleed and Purge,' 
"Rich Man, Poor Man," "Formula, For 
mulae, Formulorum," "Who Is? You 
Are," "The Carefree Heart." "To Cook 
My Gander's Goose," “At the Bottom of 
It—Love," "Would I Were," "Anatomy. 

The diagnosis for “Carefree 
Heart,” the Lynn Loesser-Shamus 
Locke musical production of three 
Moliere farces (chiefly “Doctor in 
Spite of Himself”), which had its 
first physical examination at the 
1,432-seat Cass Theatre tonight, is; 

I Doctor cure thyself., 
i Unless the prescription is potent. 

it would seem unwise to go.ahead 
with the scheduled Broadway re* 
lease Nov. 7. Prospects for wide¬ 
screen fluor'oscoping also would 
depend upon the outcome of medi¬ 
cation. 

The reluctant patient showed 
flashes of life in the mid-regions of 
the .first part, mainly because of 
the phrenetic antics of Jack Car¬ 
ter, But the frequent relapses be¬ 
came nearly permanent in the 
second and final act. 

The main complication seems to 
be in providing enough transfusions 
to keep the flimsy old farce pulsat¬ 
ing rapidly enough fox todays con¬ 
ditions. The case history concerns a 
peasant who acts as a physician 
under compulsion of the cudgel to 
perform a marvelous cure Upon a 

jgirl who is acting mute because 
[ she is being forced to marry a rich 
man rather than the -one she. loves, 
„ Robert Wright and George For¬ 
rest, attending physicians of book, 
music and lyrics, have provided a 
satisfactory score, but need some¬ 
thing more substantial to hang it 
on. Two of the numbers, “I Would 
Love You Still” and “Rich Map, 
Poor Man,” have Hit possibilities. 

Setting* by Oliver Smith are 
outstanding, despite the fact they 
seemed cramped on the Cass Thea¬ 
tre's small stage. Dressings by 
Miles White capture 17th century 
styles brilliantly. Director-nur§£ 
H. C. Hotter keeps the pace as 
swift as possible for the nearly 
300-year-0ld patient. 

With the exception of Carter, a* 
the peasant turned doctor against 
his will, others in the cast turn in 
adequate but uninspired perform¬ 
ances, mainly because of lack of 
opportunity^ Billie Worth plays the 
doctor's wife, Susan Johnson is 
the nurse and Melville Cooper the 
father of the mute daughter, 
played prettily by Jayne Turner. 
Allen Case, the daughter’s young 
lover, has a rich, voice which show* 
to 'advantage. 

The examination takes an un¬ 
usual turn at the beginning and 
after intermission when Carter, in 
the role of actor-manager of a 
troup of players, addresses the 
audience in the form of prologue 
from a “prompter’s box” in the 
orchestra pit. Tew. 

The Man Most Likely 
Hollywood, Sept. 25. 

Paul Levitt A Ted Thorpe production 
_! three-act (four scenes) drama by 
Raphael Hayes. Staffed by Richard L. 
Goode; lettings, Ruth SofaOr; costumes, 
Thomas Peirce. At Players Ring Gallery 
Theatre, Hollywood, Sept. 24, '57; $3.30 
top. 
Howie Newman .. Corey Allen 
Mr#. Newman.Frances W. Lax 
Mr. Newman.... Abe Lax 
Selma .    Elaine Sinclair 
Frankie .. Allen ^Emerson 
Judy Stearns . Jeanette Taylor 
Mr. Steams ...Zachary Berger 

Scarcity of good new scripts on 
the Coast is underlined by “The 
Man Most Likely," Raphael Hayes 
drama which launches the Gallery 
Theatre’s planned program of orig¬ 
inal plays. There’s also a sus¬ 
picion that some writers may be 
trying to pad out material orig¬ 
inally designed for television in 
the hope that it will make the 
grade as stage fare. 

“Man Most Likely” conceivably 
would be acceptable as a video 
drama. It’s a study of a Bronx 
family dominated by a matriarch 
convinced that the "golden peo¬ 
ple ” those with luck, are the only 
real people in the world. The yam 
covers a 48-hour-period when the 
older son comes home, a bankrupt, 
convinced his hick has run out. 
But just when he seems about to 
face reality he wins a wild gamble 
with someone else’s money, and is 
again the cocksure charmer. 

•The writing ranges from purple 
to puerile. There are times when 
the author seems to be trying, to 
surpass Odets at the latter’s* most- 
glowing-rhetoric period. 

Richard L. Goode’s direction 
lacks firmness, but there are good 
performances by Allen Emerson as 
the lucky brother, Jeanette Taylor 
as the upstairs spinster, Abe and 
Frances W. Lax as the parents, and 
Elaine Sinclair as the younger 
brother’s girl. Kap. 

Rivalry 
Seattle, Sept 24. 

Paul Gregory,.»in association with 
Georgs Boroff, presentation of two-act 
(15 scenes) drama -by Norman Corwin, 
staged by the author. Stars Raymond 
Massey. Agnes Moorhead, Martin Gabel, 
At Orpheum Theatre, Seattle, Sept. 24. '57. 
Mrs. Douglas.. Agnes Moorhead 
Sen. Douglas .....Martin Gabel 
Abraham Lincoln.Raymond Massey 

Always interesting, at-times mov¬ 
ing, but rarely exciting, “The 
Rivalry,” Norman Corwin’s new 
play based on the historic debates 
of nearly a century ago between. 
Abraham Lincoln, then a compara¬ 
tive unknown, and.‘Sen. Stephen 
A. Douglas, an Imposing national 
figure, is as timely as today’s news, 

(Continued on paft 79) 
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Poland's Legit Sets Yank Plays 
Elaborate Fur Coat in ‘Diary of Anne Frank’ 

Distracted Luxury-Starved Audience 

By ELVIRA T. MARQUIS 

Warsaw, Sept. 24. 
Through the Theatre Arts, more 

than through any other public 
communication media, still-Catho- 
lic Poland is expressing today its 
inherent kinship with the West and 
its people’s yearning for Western 
culture. Stanislaw Witold Balizki, 
executive director of the Theatre 
Department of the Ministry of Cul¬ 
ture in Warsaw, has attributed the 
current regeneration of Polmid’s 
national spirit largely to the influ¬ 
ence of stage and drama on public 
thinking and opinion. 

Balizki—a tall, blond, staid man 
in his middle 40’s—offered some 
penetrating insight into the de- 
Busslfication of the Polish thea¬ 
tre during the last few years. “Be¬ 
tween 1948-1952, our theatre suf¬ 
fered severely from overplanning”, 
he declared. “Our stages were 
flooded with Russian plays of such 
socialistic realism that they crip¬ 
pled the dramaticLabilities of our 
actors and stifled the creative ini¬ 
tiative of our writers. 

"Poland adheres, of course, to 
the Socialistic System’*; the Cul¬ 
tural Ministry Official affirmed. 
“But”, he added, “those plays made 
Socialism appear dull and grey to 
us. And they entirely missed their 
intended mark on our audiences,— 
especially our workers for whom 
these plays were particularly writ¬ 
ten.” 

Growing audience resistance 
brought about some modification of 
this policy during the 1950-51 sea¬ 
son. And a festival of contemporary 
and classical Polish drama, spon¬ 
sored that same season by the Min¬ 
istry of Culture, brought “ 
surgence of good plays”. Notable 
among them were: “The Rosenberg 
Case” (Julius and Ethel), and “The 
Germans”. Both were written by 
Leon Kruczkowski, on of Poland’s 
contemporary playwrights. 

“The Germans” is a drama deal¬ 
ing with the invasion and occupa¬ 
tion of Poland by Hitler’s armies. 
It has been extensively performed 
in Eastblock countries and also in 
England, France, Italy, Austria and 
Mexico, according to Balizki, 

The 1952-53 season brought a 
further liberation from ideology- 
loaded, Soviet-imposed theatre pro¬ 
grams. Poland’s theatres are all 
State-owned and State-run. But 
play directors in Warsaw and in the 
provinces were given wider scope 
and - greeted independence of 
choice in the plays they wished to 
present—including works of West¬ 
ern authors. 

Supervising control over the 
. (Continued on page 79) 

Name Jim Awe Biz Mgr, 
For Honolulu Theatre 

Honolulu, Oct. 1. 
James H. Awefj a Broadway com¬ 

pany manager, is due by plane this 
week from the States to take over 
as business manager of the Hono¬ 
lulu Community Theatre. He was 
associated in a managerial capacity 
last summer with the Theatre Un¬ 
der the Stars. in Central Park, 
N. Y., and had previously been 
house manager for several straw- 
hat theatres.- 

Jerome Mayer, a former Broad¬ 
way producer, is director of the 
local group, with Harvey Jurik as 
technical director. 

Hob Opera House Loss 
Shuffles Hub Bookings; 

Demolition Now Definite 
Boston, Oct. 1. 

The loss of the Opera House, 
which is now definitely slated for 
demolition, has scrambled the lo¬ 
cal booking situation for legit, 
opera and ballet. However, only 
one show has been lost, the N.Y. 
City Opera Co. cancelling its 
scheduled Nov. 13-17 stand at the 
Opera House and not setting an 
alternate date. 

Ballet Theatre has switched to 
the Sbubert/ a legit house, for its 
engagement opening next March 
7, while other touring troupes, in¬ 
cluding the Metropolitan Opera, 
are being transferred to the Met¬ 
ropolitan Theatre, Loew*s State or 
the Keith Memorial, all film 
houses. 

The Opera House, built hr 1909, 
at a cost*of about $700,000, was 
recently purchased from the Shu- 
berts by- the ^A.&S. Allen Con¬ 
struction Co. for $135,000, and 
was resold 'last week to North- 
eastern'U. for $160,000. The struc¬ 
ture, which had been condemned 
by the . city, will be demolished 
and the college will use the site 
for the erection of new buildings 
and facilities.. 

The Hub now has three regular 
legit theatres available for tour¬ 
ing shows/ They are the Shubert, 
operated by the Shuberts; the Co¬ 
lonial, operated by the -estate of 
the late Marcus Heinman, and the 
Wilbur, being booked independent¬ 
ly by Michael Kavanagh, former 
Boston manager for the Shuberts. 

Cat’ Profit 570G; 
Heavy Chi Lass 

Although “Cat On a Hot Tin 
Roof,” has been a bonanza for the 
Playwrights Co. and the backers, 
it took a costly beating during its 
final weeks. The .Tennessee Wil¬ 
liams drama folded last July 13 in 
Chicago after a dismal 11-week 
nm there. Previously, it had a 689- 
performance run- on Broadway and 
a generally successful tour.. 

According to the latest account¬ 
ing, as of Aug. 31, the'show has 
earned $570,027 profit, of which 
$568,000 has been distributed, in¬ 
cluding a $27,000 dividend accom¬ 
panying the statement. On the 
basis of the. customary 50-50 split 
between the management and back¬ 
ers, that gives the latter a 278% 
profit on their $102,000 investment. 

The last two audits on the show 
list $11,050 operating loss on- the 
production for the final six weeks 
in Chicago, plus $5,453 closing ex¬ 
pense and $1,111 cast replacement 
expense and $748 railroading and 
transportation expense. Most of 
the latter apparently stemmed 
from the 11 cast replacements 
sent from New York, even though 
the play had been panned by the 
Chi critics and business had al¬ 
ready begun the traditional sum¬ 
mer slump. 

The two statements indicate that 
the author and director royalties 
(and office expense) werd cut 75% 
on the slxth-from-the-last week in 
Chi, and waived entirely the final 
five weeks. 

ITheEdMangumsOffTo 
.Work in Turkish Legit 

Stage director Ed Mangum left 
recently for Ankara, under a 
Leader's* Grant of the U.~S. State 
Dept. He was accompanied by his 
wife, German actress Gerda Eck- 
hardt, who will perforin with An¬ 
kara’s New Fifth theatre, first com¬ 
mercial playhouse in the, Turkish 
capital. (There is a State legit 
house.) 

In addition to directing during 
a four months visit, Mangum will 
“consult” and lecture. He is on 
leave from the N. L. office of 
American National Theatre & Aca¬ 
demy (ANTA), for which he has 
acted as world scout, making three 
circlings of the globe in recent 
years to set up itineraries for State- 
subsidized talent tours. 

The Mangums go first to Ger¬ 
many for 10 days, while Miss Eek- 
hardt will negotiate the disposal 
of the German rights to “13 Daugh¬ 
ters,” the musical on Hawaii in 
the 1880’s, written by Eaton 
Magoon Jr., on which Michael 
Myerberg holds the Broadway pro¬ 
duction rights. Musical was debuted 
year ago in Honolulu Under Mag¬ 
num’s direction. 

Magnum should be back in Man¬ 
hattan for the publication Vof his 
pending book, financed by a Rocke¬ 
feller grant, on the Arena Thea¬ 
tre in Washington, of which he was 
•associated. 

COURT NIXES LEVIN’S 
MOVE FOR ARBITRATION 

The producers of the scheduled 
Broadway presentation of “Com¬ 
pulsion” succeeded hltt week in 
obtaining a N.Y. -Supreme Court 
ruling preventing the play’s au¬ 
thor, ^Meyer Levin, from taking 
their dispute to arbitration. Lev¬ 
in’s squabble with the producers, 
Michael Myerberg and Leonard 
S. Gruenberg, was over script 
revisions he -laimed were made 
by Robert T. om, brought in to 
assist in the writing off play, and 
the show’s director, Alex Segal. 

‘Compulsion,” adapted from 
Levin’s book of the same title, is 
slated to open Oct. 21 at the Am¬ 
bassador Theatre, N.Y. The move 
to prevent Levin from taking the 
controversy to arbitration was 
made by the producers to offset 
the possibility of bavipg to de¬ 
lay the show’s announced proem. 

Supreme Court Judge John 
Markowitz ruled that the issue 
was not subject to arbitration in 
view of the existence and*Tegality 
of a letter from Levin, dated last 
Aug. 8, in which the author agreed 
that . script disputes between him 
and the producers should be he 
resolved by SegaL 

Levin balled a press conference 
for this morning (Wed.) at the 
offices of Simoq, & Schuster, N.Y 
publisher of his book, to discuss 
action being taken, by him to stop 
production of the play. 

Stanley Young has been tagged 
to dramatize “Laurette,” the biog¬ 
raphy of Laurette Taylor written 
by the actress* daughter. Marguer¬ 
ite Courteney, The vehicle is 
scheduled for Broadway presenta¬ 
tion next as the initial legit 
production of Alan Pakula, an in¬ 
dependent film producer-writer. 

Amateur Theatre Turns Increasingly 
To Adaptations of Video Scripts 

adapted for non-pro theatrical pro¬ 
duction. 

--:- ■■■-+■ The amateur legit market is 
_ ^ __ ] drawing increasingly on television 
Ex-Catholic U. Flayers j as a source for new properties. 

Anon Torn* rtf r.rtllpp-pq iThat’s evident in the growing num- upen lour OI colleges ber of tv-originated plays being 
Washington, Oct. 1. J * ■ - * . 

Players Inc., professional reper¬ 
tory troupe composed of Alumni 
of Catholic U’s School of Speech 
and Drama, opened its 5th annual 
tour of the campus circuit with vir¬ 
tual assurance of sellouts for the 
six-month season. Troupe will do 
one-night stands at colleges and 
schools, offering “Taming of the 
Shrew” and “Romeo and Juliet.” 

Touring group, formed under 
guidance of Rev. Gilbert Hartke, 
head of drama at Catholic U.t also 
runs two summer theatres, the 
Olney (Md.) Theatre and St Mich¬ 
ael’s Playhouse, Winooski Park, Yt. 

Plan Musk Tent 
Circuit for Fla. 

Miami, Oct. 1, 
Plans for a tent-theatre circuit 

in Florida resort cities have been 
revealed by the management of 
the recently formed Miami Musi¬ 
cal Theater Inc. The outfit has be¬ 
gun construction of an 1,800-seat 
canvastop in central Miami and is 
readying other sites in Palm Beach, 
Daytona Beach, Sarasota and St. 
Petersburg-Tampa. 

It will he the first tunetent ven¬ 
ture in this area since St John 
Terrell gnd the late Lawrence 
Schwab opened a teepee on Treas¬ 
ure Island, Miami Beach some 
years ago. 

The new Miami tent will be air- 
conditioned and heated and is un¬ 
der construction in the northwest 
section of the city, close to several 
main arteries. Premiere production 
scheduled for Christmas week is 
“South Pacific.” I 

Managing directors are Harry ] 
Lashinsky, president of Southern 
Attractions, wHich books touring ! 
companies through the south, and 
Sidney Glazier, veteran legit and 
film theatre- operator. Heading the 
backer group is Jacob Sher, local 
dogtrack owner and financier. 
Temporary New York office is lo¬ 
cated in offices of Lutz & Carr, an 
accounting firm. 

‘SATURDAY’DROPS 35G 
IN TRYOUT F0LDER00 

“Saturday Night' Kid,” the first 
tryout fold of the new season, 
represents a loss of approximately 
$35,000. The Playwrights Co.- 
Oliver Smith production closed 
last Saturday (28) In Philadel¬ 
phia after a two-week tryout stand. 
The Jack Dunphy drama, which 
costarred Shelley Winters and 
Alex Nicol, previously ’ played a 
one-week break-in at the West- 
port- (Conn.) Country Playhouse. 

During the three-week shake- 
down the three-character show had 
undergone a change .of directors 
and a casting switch. Warren En¬ 
ters had replaced Georg4 Keathley 
as stager and Jack Klugman had 
succeeded Wiseman in the cast. 
The play had been scheduled to 
open tomorrow (Wed.) „at the 
Morosco Theatre, N.Y., on an in¬ 
terim booking. 

'Millionaire Still 
35G in the Re J 

“Happiest Millionaire,” which 
begins a post-Broadway road tour 
today (Wed.) at the Playhouse The¬ 
atre, Wilmington, has about $35,000 
to recoup on a $99,000 investment. 
The Wilmington date marks the. 
resumption of the Howard Erskine- 
Joseph Hayes production t after an 
11-week layoff. 

The play, in which Walter 
Pidegon is continuing as star, has 
been idle sinQe ending a 34-week 
run last July 13. at the. Lyceum 
Theatre, N. Y. A subsequent 
statement, dated July 27 and cov¬ 
ering the comedy’s final two weeks 
on Broadway, plus closing ex¬ 
penses, listed the unrecovered 
costs on the venture at $20,234. 

That was the deficit prior to the 
payment of $10,493 to the pro¬ 
ducers as an advance against their 
share of the net profits. The roy¬ 
alty is based on V6.% of the gross 
on payoff stanza* only. However, 
since the audit, it’s figured re¬ 
opening costs (incuding rehearsals) 
have hiked the deficit an estimated 
$15,000. i - . _ . ^ _ 

During its Broadway run the I Apnmh RnhcnTnA2fl*A 
Kyle Crichton-Cordelia Drexel | iiCqUIl DlUlSfl ifledLTe 
Biddle play had only two losing 
weeks. Author, director and de¬ 
signer royalties were waived en¬ 
tirely on the final three frames of 
the Lyceum stand, but the office 
expense item remained at $300 
weekly during that period. 

As of the July 27 audit, the back¬ 
ers had been repaid $36,000 on 
their $99,000 stake. 

Mexican Production of 
‘Bdls’ To Preem Oct. 17) 

A Mexican production of “Bells 
Are Ringing” is scheduled to open 
Oct 17 at the 1,200-seat Teatro 
[del Bosque in Mexico City. Mexi- 
[ can film star Sylvia Pinal will ap¬ 
pear in the role originated and 
currently being played by Judy 
Holliday in the Broadway produc¬ 
tion of the musical 

The tuner will be produced by 
Luis de Llano, Rene Anselmo and 
Emilio Azcarrag* Jr., Mexican 
show biz tycoon. 

That does not include those 
video dramas picked up for Broad¬ 
way. presentation and subsequently 
released to the amateur market. 
The plays involved are tagged for 
the non-pro circuit on the basis 
of their tv showcasing. It’s not 
entirely new, but it is becoming 
more accentuated. 

Indicative of the situation is the 
inclusion of four television orig¬ 
inals in the lineup of new plays 
available for release by the Drama¬ 
tists'Play Service, the Dramatists 
Guild - sponsored agency which 
handles amateur rights. In addi¬ 
tion to these fresh items, the DPS 
catalog includes several prior tv- 
originals, mostly authored by Hor¬ 
ton Foote, who’s also adapted some 
off his tv plays for Broadway. 

Included in the new additions is 
'Amicable Parting,” listed as a 15- 

minute sketch in the DPS short- 
play lineup. Authored by George 
S. Kaufman and Leueen McGrath, 
it was originally presented as a 
tv sketch and subsequently adapt¬ 
ed for the amateur market by the 
authors. Incidentally, the Foote 
plays, picked up directly from tv, 
also fall into the short play cate¬ 
gory and include “A Young Lady 
of Property,” “The Dancers,” “The 
Old Beginning,” “John Turner 
Davi?f’v “Death of the Old Man” 
and “The Oil Well.” 

The other three new plays, be¬ 
sides “Parting,” fall into the DPS 
“full length” category. They in¬ 
clude “The Staring Match,” by 
Jerry McNeely; “Your Every 
Wish,” by Clifford Goldsmith, and 
“The Drop of a Hat,” by Dick Berg. 
In each case, the authors them¬ 
selves, according to a DPS rep, 
have worked on whatever revisions 
were necessary for legit. 

Another tv original previously 
picked up by DPS as a short play 
entry is “Five in Judgment,” by 
Douglas Taylor. 

SET 2 MORE US. HITS 
FOR LONDON OPENING 

London, Oct. 1. 

S. A. Gorlinsky, concert man¬ 
ager who entered legit production 
with “Fanny” at the Drury Lane 
last year, will be launching two 
Broadway imports on out-of-town 
try-outs within the space of three 
days. 

As already announced, in asso¬ 
ciation with Prince Littler, he Is 
presenting the London edition of 
“Bells Are Ringing,” which opens 
an out-of-town run Oct. 25 at the 
Opera House, Manchester, and 
moves into the London Coliseum 
the following month, replacing 
“Damn Yankees.” Top roles in 
that production will be taken by 
Janet Blair and George Gaynes, 
both Americans. 

Gorlinsky has also acquired the 
British rights to "Tunnel of Love,” 
in association with Robert Morley, 
who Will also stage the comedy. Ian 
Carmichael, who has played the 
lead in a succession of hit British 
pix for the Boulting Brothers (his 
“Lucky Jim” preemed in the West 
End last week) has been assigned 
the Tom Ewell role. “Tunnel” is 
set to open Oct. 28 at the Royal 
Court Theatre, Liverpool, and is 
due in London a month later. 

Of Using ‘Indecent’ Ad 
For Tame French ‘Bed’ 

Newcastle, Eng., Oct. 1. 
City magistrates have acquitted 

an indie theatre-owning company 
charged with using an indecent 
poster advertising the French play 
"The Bed.” The manager of the 

[Palace Theatre was summonsed un¬ 
der a 78-year-old by-law for dis¬ 
tributing an allegedly objection¬ 
able display card. Summons fol¬ 
lowed publication of the poster 
in a local newspaper. 

According to the prosecuting 
agent, the card described the . play 
as “daring and sexy” When in 
fact it was not an indecent or ob¬ 
scene show. He argued that the 
poster was “highly indelicate and 
offended against recognized stan¬ 
dards of propriety.” 

A police inspector said the play 
conformed with the Lord Cham¬ 
berlain’s license. Asked if his 
susceptibilities were offended by 
the card, he replied: “I have no 
complaint at all.” The defense 
counsel, R, A. Percy, declared, 
-This is a most stupid prosecution, 

I a sheer waste of the magistrates’ 
time and patience. 

‘Times have -changed,” he ar¬ 
gued. “If in the year 1879/a news¬ 
paper had published a picture of 
great-grandma with the 36-18-36 
after her name, it would have 
courted immediate prosecution. 

“Would that be the case today? 
Indeed, if a modem miss didn’t 
have her vital statistics given, 
she might complain bitterly of 
malicious concealment.” 

J. A. Davidson to Gin* Inc. 
James A. Davidson, who long 

headed a concert management of¬ 
fice under his own mime, is now 
with Albert B. Gins m Manhattan. 
He’ll handle business and personal 
management for Gins talent clients. 

Gins Attractions Inc. has been 
especially active in the promotion 
of opera and concert events in 
Puerto Rico. 

N.Y. City Plaque Wffl 
Honor Eugene O’Neill 

The City of New York will dedi¬ 
cate a bronze plaque Oct. 16 to the 
memory of Eugene O'Neill, the 
late Nobel and four-time Pulitzer 
prize-winning dramatist. 

The memorial will be placed at 
the northeast comer of Broadway 
and 43d St, the site of the old 
Barrett House, a theatrical hotel 
where O’Neill was bom 69 years 
ago. 
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Shows Abroad 
Roar Like a Dove 

London, Sept. 27* 
Murray Macdonald Sc John Stevens Ltd. 

(in association with L.O.P. Ltd.) presenta¬ 
tion of three-act. (six scenes) comedy by 
Lesley Storm. Stars John McCall uro. 
Anthony Ireland. Paul -McGrath. Evelyn 
Varden. Anne Klmbell. Staged, by Murray 
Macdonald: decor, Anthony Holland. At 
Phoenix Theatre, London, Sept. 26, '57; 
*2.40 top. 
Jane ..... Waveney Lee 
Nurse .. Phillips. Gill 
Mackintosh .   Ewan Roberts 
Lady -Lungavel. Anne Klmbell 
Edward.. Anthony Ireland 
Lord Dungavel . John McCallum 
Sheila .Jacqueline Lacey. 
£haw ....P. Julian Belfrage 
Muriel Chadwick.Evelyn Varden 
Tom Chadwick .Paul McGrath 
Bernard Taggart-Stuart.. Peter Barkworth 

“Roar Like a Dove” is really a 
frail comedy on sex relations, but 
thanks'to three new personalities 
from Broadway it’s been given a 
much needed lift. In the ordinary 
way- it might have been a doubtful 
prospect, but with its top-notch 
cast looks a profitable proposition. 
It's the type of comedy which, with 
rewriting and doctoring, may inter¬ 
est Broadway managements. 

Indeed, such sex comedies have 
usually been more successful on 
the other side of the Atlantic than 
they have been along Shaftesbury 
Ave. There’s nothing very sifbtle 
in Lesley Storm’s story and the 
denouement lacks a surprise twist. 
Yet there are occasional good com¬ 
edy lines and a great deal of obvi¬ 
ous humor, all admirably exploited 
by the cast. 

Anne Kimbell, one of the trio of 
Broadway imports, plays an Ameri¬ 
can society girl who has borne her 
Scottish peer six daughters but no 
male heir. She is, as she says, tired 
of being a vehicle for decendants, 
and wants to have a gay season in 
London and wear her diamond 
tiara. When the husband makes it 
clear he has other ideas she calls 
her parents long distance to Amer¬ 
ica and they hasten over to resolve 
the marital differences. 

By far the best role in the show 
Is that of the mother-in-law, played 
with dry humor by Evelyn Varden. 
As if employing the British tech¬ 
nique of understatement, she de¬ 
livers her best comedy lines in a 
quiet, yet emphatic way, and the 
laughs come whenever she had 
something to say. It’s a character 
that epitomizes the stage mother- 
in-law and Miss Varden doesn’t 
miss a trick. Paul McGrath, as her 
husband, has fewer opportunities 
but he also gives a polished per- 

. formance. 
Miss Kimbell scores a personal 

success with a combination of 
charm, personality and style. She 
has an easy, refreshing stage pres¬ 
ence and an endearing manner. 
She’s partnered by John McCal¬ 
lum, whose ‘Solid performance is 
one of the production’s mainstays. 
In the good cast there’s also strong 
support from Anthony Ireland, 
Pfeter Barkworth and a moppet 
characterization by Waveney Lee. 

Murray Macdonald’s smooth and 
fluent staging gives the maximum 
impetus to the plot but can’t dis¬ 
guise the slender content. Full 
marks to Anthony Holland for an 
impressive lively set with its back¬ 
grounds of the Scottish highlands. 

blyro. 

Barry Letts carries the main 
role with a measure of energy and 
invention. Shirley Butler looks 
good as the girl in disguise and 
Delena Kidd (who stepped into the 
cast at a few hours notice to re¬ 
place the sick Anna Barry) gives 
a surprisingly fluent performance. 

Myro. 

Joyce Grenfell at Home 
Dublin, Sept. 16. 

Laurier Lister presentation of one- 
woman show, starring and written by 
Joyce Grenfell; music. Richard AdinseU. 
At Olympia Theatre. Dublin. Sept. 16 '57, 

Arlecchlno . 
London, Sept. 25. 

David Turnbull Sc Francis Wakefield 
presentation of two-act comedy by Carlo 
Goldoni, translated by Edward J. Dent. 
Stars Barry Letts. Staged, by David Turn- 
bull; decor, Helen and Patrick Guest. At 
Lyric Theatre. Hammersmith, London, 
Sept. 24, *57; *1.75 top. 
di Blsognosl ..Terence Soall 
Clarice . Delena Kidd 
Smeraldina . Fanny Carby 
Dr. Lombat’di .. John Barrard 
Silvio .?..*, Michael Wynne 
Beatrice ... Shirley Butler 
Florindo .... Peter Moffatt 
Arlecchlno .. Barry Letts 
Brlghella .Lawrence Dalzell 
Boys ... .Hazel HepWorth, Sheila Dring 
Guitarist . Kenneth Toye 

Joyce Grenfell, who established 
herself with audience through her 
hearty English schoolmistress por¬ 
trayal, has since spread her talents 
over a wide range of characters. 
This is her. second one-woman 
show, playing a pre-London date 
In Dublin and due to be done on 
Broadway next spring. 

Playing before drapes and vir¬ 
tually without props, the star por¬ 
trays everything from a titled Brit¬ 
ish Lady acting as hostess on TV 
visit to her stately home to the 
pleasantly scheming chairwoman 
of a small-town choral society. She 
has another witty song about lady 
oratorio singers. 

“Counterwise” is a clever sketch 
of a New York shopgirl who has 
been to sales psychology lectures. 
She Is another prospect for U.S. 
audiences in “Songs My Mother 
Taught Me,” a group of folk tunes 
learned from her American-born 
mother. (Miss Grenfell did a sim¬ 
ilar number on Broadway two sea¬ 
sons ago.—Ed.) “Artist’s Room” in¬ 
troduces some of varied group of 
characters who make their way< 
backstage after a concert to greet 
the performer. 

There is also. a re-introduction 
of the schoolmistress at a nursery 
school during the “Free Activity 
Period” and of Shirley’s girl 
friend who gets into strange pre¬ 
dicaments, on this occasion on the 
Giant Wheel at a Fun Fair. 

The artist ranges from the comic 
to the" touching, the latter at its 
best in “Boat Train”—a mother 
saying goodbye to an emigrating 
family. Gestures and facial ex¬ 
pressions are coupled with an ad¬ 
mirable sense of timing. 

In her songs she Is accompanied 
by William Blezdrd who also con¬ 
tributes a couple of original com¬ 
positions to an admirable pro¬ 
gramme. Mac. 

Xekrassov 
London, Sept 18. 

English Stage Co. presentation of two- 
act (eight scenes) comedy by Jean-Paul 1 
Sartre, translated by Sylvia and George 1 
Leeson. Stars Robert Helpmann. Staged ■ 
by George Devine; decor, Richard Negri. 
At Royal Court Theatre, London, Sept. IT, 
'57); *2 top.. 
Irma .. Margo Cunningham 
Robert . George Merritt 
Georges de Valera......Robert Helpmann 
Inspector Goblet .Roddy McMillan 
Policemen.........Nicholas Brady. James 

VilUers 
Jules Palotin .Harry H. Corbett 
Flfl  .. Anna Steele 
Sibilot ... George Benson 
Tavernier.. Kendrick Owen 
Perigord .. .. Ronald Barker 
Mayor of Travaja..Percy Cartwright 
Interpreter .. Kerry Jordan 
Photographers........Anthony Creighton, 

Robert Aldous 
Mouton.... Felix Felton 

Gharivet . Percy Cartwright 
Nerciat.Bernard Xay 
Bergerst .   Kerry Jordan 
Bodyguards.Nicholas Brady, James 

Villi ers 
Inspector Baudoin ........ Milo Sperber 
Inspector Chapuis...John Wood 
Mme, Bounoumi..Margery Caldlcott 
Demldoff .     Martin Miller 
Waitress .  Ann Davies 
Perdriere .Anthony Creighton 
Guest ............... Margo Cunningham 

Carlo Goldoni’s comedy has had 
• two presentations at the Edinburgh 
Festival, the first in the original 
Italian and the second this year in 
a translation by Edward J. Dent. 
That, presumably, is the justifica¬ 
tion for bringing it into London, 
but despite its background it looks 
a doubtful prospect and unlikely 
to transfer for a regular West End 
run. 

The comedy, written some 200 
years ago, is little more than an 
involved romp-—and in a style done 
infinitely better a century earlier 
by Shakespeare. The staging, in a 
racy style, doesn’t disguise the 
weaknesses of the company, nor 
the the inadequacy of the play for 
contemporary consumption. 

The Arlecchino of the title is a 
roguish servant who serves two 
masters at the same time, with in¬ 
evitable complications in regard to 
messages, meals and personal ef¬ 
fects. Just to complicate the Is¬ 
sue, one of the “masters” is a wom¬ 
an disguised as her dead brother, 
and the other is her lover, a refu¬ 
gee from his native Turin, 

After its recent presentation 
during the Edinburgh Festival, 
Jean-Paul Sartre’s political satire) 
has come to town substantially cut.1 
It is still far from being an ef¬ 
fective theatment or absorbing the¬ 
atre, however, and its appeal must 
be limited. 

The author runs riot with his 
subject. Satire frequently gives 
place to comedy, and the comedy 
is often extended to farce. That 
the plot is preposterous Is not the 
main criticism. “Nekrossov” fails 
largely because even when stripped 
down to fundamentals it is with¬ 
out adequate substance. 

Sartre’s main theme is the Red 
menace in France, and he develops 
it through- the medium of a Right- 
wing Government-owned news¬ 
paper. A leading Soviet official 
breaks through the Iron Curtain 

, to take refuge in the West and a 
! swindler on the run from the police 
j poses as the refugee Red and sells 
ihis phoney story to the paper. 
! Even his final exposure by an op* 
! position sheet is turned to advan- 
! tage in the Red scare policy. 
’ Sartre’s treatment is brisk, orig¬ 
inal and full of ideas, but a long 
way from making satisfying thea¬ 

tre. His dialog has, from time to 
I time, a rare quality, but much-of it 
• lacks the punch and vitality ex- 
\ pected Of the author. George De- 

vine has staged the piece in direct, 
forthright style, putting the em¬ 
phasis on slick farcical1 treatment 
to keep the action moving. 

Robert Helpmann, as the impos¬ 
tor, shows a polished manner, but 
his performance doesn't measure 
up to expectations. By far the best 
acting comes from George Benson 
as ai hack •journalist, Felix Felton 
as the chairman of the newspaper 
company and Harry H, Corbett as 
an unscrupulous editor. Myro.- 

All Kfncfe rl Men 
London, .Sept. 20. 

London Arts Theatre Committee pres¬ 
entation of three-act drama by Alex 
Samuels. Stars Wilfrid Lawson, features 
Patric Doonan, Miriam Karlin. Staged by 
Robert Mitchell. At Arts. Theatre Club, 
London. Sept. 19, '57; *1.75 top. 
Thomas Johnson..Wilfrid Lawsoit 
Leonard Fleming.Patric Doonan 
Julie Fleming.. Ann Firbank 
Annie Angel...Miriam Karlin 
Mary Brody   Gwen- Lewis 
Jack Levine .. Meier Tzelhiker 
Fanny Levine ..Nancy Nevinson 
Madame Tina .... Golds Casimir 
Prlmo .... Gertan Xlaubez1 
Ruby ..  Glenda Jackson 
•^im ... John. Bay 
Belle .Anno Welsh 
Harry .     John Nettleton 
Prison Guard ..Jack Lester 

There is perhaps a screenplay in 
this synthetically tough midwest, 
melodrama by a new American au¬ 
thor, who chose London for its pre¬ 
miere: Even allowing for differ¬ 
ence in temperament and domestic 
behavior on opposite sides' of the I 
Atlantic, the whole setup has a 
phoney ring. It is hardly ,likely to 
get a public showing here, but 
might fare better in’ its logical 
habitat. 

The play deals with marital con¬ 
flict growing out of a child; acci¬ 
dental death. There follows a 
frenzied killing and a sacrificial 
suicide intended to give an all- 
shook-up young man a fresh start. 

Wilfrid Lawson has the plum 
role of the ripe old soak deter¬ 
mined to mend the marriage he 
feels responsible for shattering. 
His scene on finding the dead wom¬ 
an, whom he loved, is moving in 
its simplicity, and the ending of 
the play at that point would prove 
more satisfactory. 

The subsequent jail set, with 
heroic arguments back and forth, 
is more in the film tradition and 
not good theatre. 

Patric Doonan is convincingly 
natural as the husband, almost to 
the point of underplaying the role. 
Ann Firbank is alternately exas¬ 
perating and pathetic as the 
shocked Wife, and Miriam Karlin 
is richly expressive as the prosti¬ 
tute who tests her powers of se¬ 
duction once too often. The play 
is well directed by Robert Mitchell. 

Clem. 

Stock Review 

Pale Horae, Pale Rider 
Westport, Gonn., Sept. 15. 

Lucille Lortel presentation of two-act 
drama, adapted and directed by Corlnne 
Jacker, from- novel by Katherine Anne 
Porter. Scenery and lighting, David Hays; 
choreography. Bob Hargett; costumes, 
Minerva FarrelL At White Barn Theatre, 
Westport, Conn., Sept. 15. *57. 
Narrator .... Douglas Watson 
Miranda ..Mary linn 
Young Man .......... Angelo Del Boss! 
Older Man .Robert Baines 
Mary Townsend *... Shirley Blanc 
First Girl .Leonore Hays 
Second .Girl... Sylvia Shay 
First Patient  .. Joe Cronin 
Second Patient. ........ Angela Del Rossi 
Adam ....r... John -Reese 
Chuck Rounclvale.. Sandy Kenyon 
Vaudeville Dancer....Hayne Ryan 
Miss Tanner ... Betty Low 
Dr. HUdeshelm.......:....Joe Cronin 

This American premiere of “Pale 
Horse, Pale Rider” is'a Worthwhile 
experiment. Offered as a combina¬ 
tion of standard acting, narration 
and dance,: what might at first 
thought seem like a hodge-podge 
evolves as coherent, novel and in¬ 
teresting. 

/ Unlike , a play that employs 
Straight narration, set apart from 
the playing, this production varies 
that technique by having the" cast 
segue from dialog into-descriptive 
asides that utilize whole segments 
of the original novel as air accom¬ 
paniment to what is transpiring 
onstage. Added to this technique 
is a ballet-like effect which gives 
the players an opportunity to ex¬ 
press in movement feelings that 
might otherwise be confined to or-; 
thodox dialog and gestures. 

Principal roles are handled by 
Mary Linn, as a distraught girl who 
survives the flu epidemic of 1918 ; 
but is seared by a romance that, 
ends in the death of her soldier- 
sweetheart; Douglas Watson, as 
narrator, and. John Reese, as the 
soldier. ‘Miss Linn's sensitive por¬ 
trayal of the girl exhibits; talent 
that should bring Ijer to prominent 
attention. Watson makes the nar¬ 
rator’s role absorbing, and Reese 
is excellently cast as the romantic 
Interest that touches the girl brief¬ 
ly—mid tragically. 

Adaptation.and staging of Corin- 
ne Jacker are of high quality. The 
physical production emphasizes 
simplicity, but not to the extent of 
sacrificing dramatic values. Bone, 

Broadway Boxoffke Personnel 
Treasurer assignments thus far set at New York theatres for the 

1956-57 season are as follows: 

Adelphir Thomas Burke, Leonard McElhoney, Herman Fall it 

Alvin: Gordon Cramer, Luis Valle, Jerry Sheehan. 

Ambassador:. Cora Gibbs, Gladys Rpnchetli. 

ANTA; Rod McMahon, Robert Carr, George Beatty. 

Barrymore: Lewis Harris Julius Specter. 

Beck: Dora Chamberlain, Ethel Archef. 

• Belasco: Jack Melnick, George Smith. 

Bijou: Lars Jorgensen, Charles Greene. 

Booth: Jack Pearl, Al Dugen. 

Broadhurst: Betty Barker, Paul Ruppert, Mary Ackley, Geo. Metz. 

Broadway: Richard Surace, Jack Wolff. . 
City Center: Angelo Casalini, William Wiegand, George Baldwin. 

Coronet: Clifford Whiteman, Marvin Roth. 

Cart: William Kurtz, Peter Meyers. 

46th St.: Charles Bowman, Paill Meyers, George Handy. 

Golden: Nellie Beamish, Anna Hirsh. 

Hayes: Herman Lewin, Robert Burke, Henry Bonis. 
Hellinger: Chas. Walters, Julius Stone, AI Kiefer, Richard Hickey. 
Imperial: Mitchell Kahter, Harry Steinberg, Ben Chasin. 
Longacre: Margaret Hildreth, Herve. Bilodeau. 
Lyceum: Lilliaw Peabody, Mildred Anker. 
Majestic: Irving Morrison, Philip Smith. 
Miller: Frank Frayer, John Bowman. 
Morosco: William Rinaldo, Pearl Keyser. 
Playhouse: Thomas Brotherton, George Ollendorf. 
Plymouth: Constance Coble, Philip Kenney, Irene Bolte. 
Royale: Charles Thomas, Fred Gasdla. 
St. James: Max Sager, Kathryn Walsh, Arthur Feine. 
Shubert: Murray Helwitz, William Stuis. 
Winter Garden: Win. Goldhardt, Gerald Connell, Helen Monroe. 

Dance Review 
Slianta Ran Rancors 
Roger L. Stevens presentation of Danc¬ 

ers of India, staged for western hemi¬ 
sphere bv John Coast, with scenic super¬ 
vision of Tharon Musser. At ANTA Thea¬ 
tre. N. Y., Sept. 29, '57; »8B0 top. 

Roger L. Stevens assumed , the 
fiscal responsibility for this import, 
hut need not bear the responsibil¬ 
ity for the choice. The Rockefellers 
must take the rap for a repetitive 
evening of obscure folklore out of 
antiquity. 

It was the Rockefellers who were 
eager for the gesture of coopera¬ 
tion to India’s culture. Fine. But 
cooperation entails discrimination. 
As a public theatrical-attraction 
(and the tickets are imprinted at 
$6.90 yet), this is tedium with loud 
noises. The noises serve to keep 
the audience awake. Half the visi¬ 
tors powdered opening night at 
intermission. 

Benefactor Stevens is surrounded 
in the program credits by “the 
approval of” the Indian Govern-, 
ment, the “cooperation of” ANTA 
and the “assistance of” the Asia 
Foundation..This was deliberate, it 
being felt, most plausibly, that the 
Shanta Rao group needed all the 
help possible in these states. 

Again the point: only the pres¬ 
tige and heft of the Rockefellers 
could line up an eight-week tour 
for so esotoric a “diversion.” No 
funds were forthcoming from 
ANTA or the Asia Foundation, 
however. Latter Is a California 
non-profit body with correspond¬ 
ents in 14> Asiatic countries. What i 
price mailing lists? 

To push the import "beyond its 
Manhattan two weeks, Stevens se¬ 
cured a week each in Washington, 
and. Philadelphia, then horse- 
traded with Columbia Concerts for 
a further four weeks, including 
Chicago. Columbia gets access to 
,the ANTA Theatre, in return, for 
its own incoming Dancers of BalL 
troupe. 

- Company expenses for the 20 
from India are nominal,, .around 
$6,000 weekly. That's the best “out” j 
for the venture financially, though 
advertising and other, expenses 
have to be considered. 

Whatever the tangled motiva¬ 
tions that bring such technically^ 
exotic dance forms into the pitiless 
competition of . American show 

■business, this one will be tough 
selling once word-of-mouth gets 
‘around. For the average non-artsy 
patron the show is closer to punish¬ 
ment than entertainment, though 
it is p'ossible^-and necessary—to 
testify that the star is indeed a 
remarkable talent, of rare dedica* 
tion to cultural tap-roots. She is 
program-noted as a zealot and a 
purist. Earlier, and .brief, appear¬ 
ances in the west (U.S. and Britain) 
had confirmed her artistic unique¬ 
ness. . 

Even among the hellbent-for- 
international-goodwill Rockefellers 
there had apparently been recog¬ 
nition -that Shanto Sao presented 
practical hazards for American 
audiences. Unfortunately, in dis¬ 
patching a British dance lover, 
John Coast, of India to “produce” 
these items; there was not a suffi¬ 
cient bridging of the dance' of 
scholarship and the high-scale com¬ 
mercial theatre of America. 

Energy, muscular discipline, and 

presumably complete artistic verity 
is present. Determined aficionados 
of folk dancing will be instructed, 
and possibly enchanted—and they 
are the boxoffice’s most promising 
possibility. 

Musicians sit on the floor and 
drum It up. A fife, a Hindu bass 
mandolin (improvised description) 
and weird chanting set the back¬ 
ground. Sole prop is a red perch. 
All action is within the conven¬ 
tional black .drop and side wings of 
concert usage, but has been well 
lighted by Tharon Musser. 

The narrator doesn’t help much, 
enunciates unevenly and her text 
is too literary. “Kathakali” is the 
name for the art. It includes solo 
work by the star, a few “demon¬ 
strations” of the classic pantomime 
idiom of India, several dance- 
stories acted out by characters in 
weird costumes which strike the 
American eye as compounded of 
Mexican _peasant party finery, a 
touch of Aunt Jemima and the 
most grotesque facial makeups seen 
since Lon Chaney’s heyday. Green 
is the color of ancieflt South Indian 
tragedy. . 

The kings and gods of these 
dance tales wear skirts and have a 
strangely real kind of unreality. 
Intent upon homicide, one vengeful 
diety, after slaying a disbeliever, 
opens up the torso, eats the heart, 
gloating over the blood and then, 
for a big flash finish, tears out. the 
Intestines, in a long sausage which 
he wraps around his neck. 
. In another dance tale the victim’s 
head is brought on and lovingly 
licked. This clearly tops Warners 
recent film, “The Curse of Frank¬ 
enstein,” which has been playing 
around the States,, naively repre¬ 
sented as a “horrorthon.” Land. 

DALLAS AUD. RENAMED; 
SEASON IN THE BLACK 

Dallas, Oct 1. 
Directors’ board of the State 

Fair of Texas last week officially 
changed the expo’s ‘ auditorium 
nartie to State Fair Music Hall," ef¬ 
fective at once, — 1 

Board also had a report from 
Charles H. Meeker Jr., managing 
director of State Fair Musicals, 
that the 1957 season of six produc¬ 
tions, June 10-Sept. 1, showed r 
small profit. Grross of over $500,000 
came under the budget to offset 
last year’s Wo deficit. 

Fortnightly shows, with respec¬ 
tive grosses and attendance, were 
“South Pacific,” starring Patrice 
Muhsel ($97,000 from 32,894); “An¬ 
nie Get Your Gun,” starring GIsele 
MacKenzie ($94,400 from 32,519); 
Judy Garland'Reyue ($92,000 from 
32,215); “Rose Marie,” starring 
Anna Maria Alberghetti ($89,000 
from 30,480); “Texas, L’iL Darlin’,” 
starring Jadc'Carson ($75,000 from 
24,600) and “Fanny,” starring' Bill 
Hayes ($65,000 from 21,715). 

Loften -Mitchell'a “A-Land Be¬ 
yond the lliver” begins a limited 
four-week return stand at Ibe 
Greenwich Mews Playhouse, N.Y., 
next Saturday (5). •. • 
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t‘Copper 15G in 5 
Philadelphia, Oct. 1. 

All five local theatres are cur¬ 
rently lighted.- Last week’s two 
arrivals “Romanoff and Juliet” and 
“Copper and Brass,” had contrast¬ 
ing critical receptions, although 
both fared well at the boxoffice. 

Town’s three reviewers agreed 
on both productions. “Romanoff” 
received better than fair notices, 
while “Copper and Brass” got 
unanimous pans from Murdock 
(Inquirer); de Schauensee (Bulletin) 
and' Gajghan (News). • 

Walnut reopened last night' 
(Mon.) with the Herman Wouk 
comedy “Nature’s. Way,” while the 
’’Separate Tables” touring com¬ 
pany brought out the Second-string 
appraisers to the Locust, It was 
the first double opening of the 
season. ' 

Estimates for Last Week 
Copper and Brass, Erlanger (MC) 

(1st wk) ($6; 1,880; $53,000) (Nancy" 
Walker). Big advance will help 
this one although crix stuffed it 
off; $15fi00 in five performances; 
continues this week. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Forrest (C) 
(1st wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $36,000) 
(Peter Ustiqov). Offbeat import 
got good audience reception and 
subscription sale is hiking box- 
office; almost $30,700 and continues 
this week. 

Saturday Night Kid, Locust (D> 
(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,580; $40,000) 
(Shelley Winters, Alex Nicol). This 
bne was in trouble with bad notices, 
cast changes; over $4,900 and 
folded here Saturday (28), cancel¬ 
ling plans for Broadway. 

Jamaica, Shubert (MC) (2d wk) 
($7-20-$6; 1,870; $63,000) (Lena 
Home, llicardo Montalban). House 
went almost clean before the open¬ 
er and musical is having a smash 
tuneup stand; almost $61,900 and 
holds another week. 

* St, Louis, Oct. 1. 
The touripg edition of "My Fair 

Lady,” costarring Brian Aherne 
and Anne Rogers, climbed to a 
walloping $113,638 last week in 
the second of two frames at the. 
3,563-seat Kiel Auditorium hqre. 
. Scaled to a $5 top (excluding 
tax), the musical grossed $105,282 
the previous frame. 

’EGGHEAD’ HEALTHY 20G 
FOR TDNEUP IN CINCY 

' Cincinnati; Oct. *1. 
“The Egghead,” starring Karl 

Malden, - grossed a good $20,000 
last week as the opening bill of the 
season at the -2,000-seat Shubert 
Theatre here. The reaction7 of the 
local critics was ’ favorable 'to the 
tryout. The house wa^- scaled to a 
$3.96 top; . 

The Shubert, now dark, resumes 
next week with “Ziegfeld Follies;” 

Miiiter Theatre, M’lw’kee, 
Reopens With ‘Debutante’ 

.u - - Milwaukee, Oct. 1." 
The Fred Miller Theatre will're¬ 

open "Oct. 21 for.its third*winter 
stock season; The show will be the 
British comedy by William Doug¬ 
las Home, “Reluctant Debutante,”, 
starring Edward Everett Horton, 
with .a cast including Elizabeth 
Kerr, LofsMcKIm, .Robert Wilkins 
arid Maureen DietzeL 

Managing director will again be 
Mary'John, with Thelma E. .Boal- 
hey, -business manager and press 
rep; Hale MCKeen, resident stager; 
Elmer F. Regner, boxoffice treas¬ 
urer; Zvi Geyra, designer, and 
Dorothy Fowler, stage manager. 
Other members of the staff will be 
Catherine Field, assistant to the 
designer; Robert Larkin, assistant 
to the business manager; Ronald 
Lautbre and Georg* Riddle, actor- 

* technicians;Art Vanderirin, bpx- 
offiee assistant, and Virginia Kis- 
sell, production secretary. 

• The N. Y. Shakespeare Festival 
Theatre's indoor, season at the 
former Heckscher Theatre is sched¬ 
uled to get underway the Second 
week of November with [“Richard 
in.” Two other plays, “As You 
Like It” and "Anthony and Cleo¬ 
patra,” are slated for the winter 
semester, with each offering sked- 
ded for an eight-week ran. The 
gireeplaya trill. be directed by,l 
Stuart Vaughan. 

’Nature’ Lirdy $22,000 
For 2d Week is Wash. 

Washington, "Oct. 1. 
Second week of “Nature’s Way ” 

new. Herman Wouk. comedy, was 
okay, at the National Theatre, al¬ 
though below the-initial stanza. 
Play, aiming for a - mid-October 
Broadway opening, has been pol¬ 
ished considerably and looks a lit¬ 
tle more hopeful than when it 
first arrived here. 

Theatre had a strong advance for j 
“The Egghead,” which opened last 
night (Mori.) for a single week and 
should do fairly heavy biz. 

. Estimate for Last Week 
Nature’s Way, National- (C) (2d 

wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,667,v. $38,000) 
(Orson Bean, Betsy Von Fursten- 
burg). Eased to $22,000 after $25,-. 
000 opener; moved out Saturday 
(28). - 

Bus-Truck “Sgts.’ 
Gets $40,600 (6) 

Broadway• Theatre Alliance 
broke into the legit booking field 
last week with a smash take on the 
first week’s tour of the Broadway 
company of “No Time for Ser¬ 
geants.” The Maurice Evans-Em- 
mett Rogers production grossed a 
walloping $40,600 in a six-per¬ 
formance, three-way split. 

The frame, the first in a bus-and- 
truck tour of 120 cities, included 
three performances booked on a 
guarantee against percentage. In 
all cases the percentage figure was 
higher than the guarantee. The 
show played one performance 
Monday (23) at the Jaffa, Altoona, 
Pa., another single performance 
Wednesday (25) at the Stambaugh 
Auditorium, Youngstown, O., and 
four performances Thursday-Sat- 
urday. (26-28) at the Memorial 
Aud., Dayton, O. - 

The Altoona and Youngstown 
dates, plus the first performance 
in Dayton were booked bn a guar¬ 
antee against percentage. ‘The in¬ 
dividual grosses were $6,894 in 
Altoona, $6.081-in Youngstown and 
$27,653 in Dayton. 

Touring Shows 
(Sept. 30-Oct. 12) 

Car»frc» Heart (tryout) (Jack Carter. 
Melvllle Copper)—Cass, 

JLtetFOjt .(30-42). 
Oepperai Srin (tryout) (Nancy Walker) 

O*1® (Reviewed in 
VARIETY, Sept-. 18, '37). 

Anne Frank (Joseph gchild- 
kr^tJ—Shutytr^ Dffioit 00-12)" 
; *M*>*»4f (tryout) (Karl Malden)—Na¬ 

tional, Wash. -(30-3) (Reviewed In VARI¬ 
ETY, Sept. 18, '37), 

(kT-U)" **"’* {try?ut>~I‘on^*t« Fhllly 

v ”»aplast Millionaire (Walter Pldgedn) 

Badte^CTlS)' <*-*>! Ford's, 

- Jamaican (tryout}> (Lena Home, Ricardo 
Montalban)—Shubert,. PhRIy (30-3): Shu¬ 
bert, Boston (8-12) (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Sept. 18^ '57). 

Marten a# tfia-Mavlat (Buster Keaton)— 
Hartford, L.A. £8-12). 

Middle •f'ttie Nieht (Edward G. Robin¬ 
son)—Shubert, New Haven (0-12). 

Monleue (tryout) ^(Patricia Jewel, Den- 
holm Elliott^PUyhouse, Wilmington 
(10-12). ' 

My fair Lady (2d CoJ (Brian Aheme, 
Anne Rogers)—Aud.» Meinphia. 03): State 
Fair Aud., Dallas (5-12). 

Nature'* Way (tryout)—Walnut, Phflly 
(3^12) (Reviewed in VARIETY; Sept. 18, 

N*a Time fer SwhmIi (N.Y. CoJ— 
Murat, IndplS. 00-3); Municipal Aud., 
Charleeton. W. Va. (7); Keith-Albee, Hunt¬ 
ington (8-»); Capitol, Wheeling (10); 
Raiah, Reading, Pa, (11-12). 
_ Ne TIme fer Serpeanta (2d Cd^-Geary, 
S.F. 00-8); Aud., Denver G0-12). 

Rivalry (tryout) (Raymond Maasey, 
Agnes Mdorehead, Martin Gabel)—Com¬ 
munity, Berkely, CaL 00); HR. And., 
Sacramento (1); Roosevelt And., Fresno 
<2>i,Harvey .Aud., Bakersfield O); Run 
Aud., San Diego (4); Municipal Aud., Long 
Beach (5); U. of Arizona Aud., Tucson (7); 
Civic Aud., Albuquerque (10: Aud., Lub¬ 
bock (9); Aud., San .Angelo, Tex, GO-11); 
Municipal Aud., *Big Spring, Tex. (12). 

Remaneff A Juliet (tryout) (Peter Usti- 
"»Phllly 00-3) ..Revieweddn 
VARIETY, Sept 11', 37). 

Rumple (tryout) (Eddie Toy Jr., Gret- 
«*e» Wyler, Stephen Dougina)- -Colonial, 
Boston (7-12). 
..Separate TaM*a (Erie Porfman, Geral¬ 
dine Page)— ,{*>cust, Phllly (30-12). 

Square Reat ef Wonderful (tryout) 
(Anne Baxter) — McCarter, Princeton 

Tlmi Remembered (tryout) (Helen 
Hayes, Richard Burton, Susan Straaberg) 
—Shubert, New Haven 003); National, 
Wash. (8-12). 

Tunnel ef Levs—Alcaaar, ST. (7-12). 
Welti of the Tereederi (Mebryn Dou¬ 

glas, Paulette Goddard)—Ferd's Balto. 
003); Hanna, Cleve. CT-12). 

Xlegfeld PelllM—Hanna, Cleve. (303); 
Shubejt, Ciney £7-12). 

Bert Wood Will be stsge riiin- 
ager for “A Soft" Touch,- with Wil¬ 
liam And Jean lekart designing 
the scenery and Hntl B07 the 
costume*. 

Collegiate <Lady> $25,877 
In Repeat Week, Toronto 

Toronto, Oct. 1. 
“My Fur Lady,” a college show, 

grossed $25,877 last week on a pos¬ 
sible $27,800, with capacity, biz at 
every night performance, . Repeat 
engagement at the lj525rseat Boyal 
Alexandra Theatre here was scaled 
at $3 top, with Friday and Satur¬ 
day nights at $3.50. .. 

The McGill U. satire on Cana¬ 
dian mores ha* played" & previous 
fortnight at the house last summer 
and will be back’ the week of Dec. 
2 after engagements in auditorium 
of Globe Collegiate, Ottawa, and 
Her Majesty’s Theatre, Montreal, 

‘Sergeants 23G, 
‘Annie’ $56,300, S.F. 

San Francisco, Oct. 1. 
Both legit entries operated prof¬ 

itably here last week, with “Annie 
Get Your. Gun” still a sellout. “No 
Time for Sergeants” proved good, 
too. 

The Alcazar will be dark until 
next Monday (7), when Randolph 

| Hale’s Coast company of “Tunnel 
| of Love”‘opens. 

f Estimates for Last Week 
j Annie Get Your Gun, Curran 
(MC) (5th wk) ($5.50-$5.90; 1,758; 
$58,000) (Mary Martin, John Raitt). 
Capacity $56,300; previous week, 
$56,237; CLO subscription holds 
house slightly below absolute 
potential; exits next Saturday (5) 
for Los Angeles. 

No Time for Sergeants, Geary 
<C) (13th wk) ($4.40r$4.95; 1,550; 
$36,000). Over $23,000; previous 
week, $23,900; exits next Sunday 
(6) for Denver. 

British Shows ' 
(Figures denote opening dates> 

4 LONDON 
Alt Kind* if Men, Arts (9-19-57). 
At Drop if Haf, Fortune <1-24-57). 
■oy Friend, Wyncmam'* (12-1-53). 
■ride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-58). 
Chalk Garden, Haymarket (4-11-56). 
Chinese Theatre, Drury (9-16-57). 
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Deed Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57). 
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-3-37). 
Dry Ret, Whitehall rt-31-54). 
..Entertainer, Palace (9-10-57). ' 
Fer Amusement Only, Apollo (6-3-36). 
Free A* Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Grab Me a Gondola, lyric (12-26-36). 
House by Lake, York’s <5-9-56). 
Lovebirds, Adelphi <4-20-57). 
Meet By Meenlleht, Aldwych (8-1-57). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors <11.25-32). 
Nekrassev, Royal Ct. (9-17-57). 
New Craiy Gang, Vic. PaL (12-18-56). 
No Time *gts.. Her Maj. (8-23-56). 
Nude With YJelln, Globe (11.7-56). 
Odd-Men lif, St. Martin's (7-16-57). 
Plaltlrs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 

. Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar Like a Dove; Phoenix <9-25-57). 
*aHer Rows re. Strand (2-i6-35>. 
gated Days, Vaudeville (8-5-34). 
*at. Night at Crown, Garrick (9-£b57). 
Share My Lettuce, Comedy (9-2537). 
•liver Wedding, Cambridge (7-8-57). 
Summer ef 17th, New (4-30-37). 
Tropical Heat, New Lind. (4-23-57). 
Waft* ef Toreadors, Criterion G-ZT-MH 

-SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Jeype Grenfell, Lyric Hamm. (10-8-57). 

_ . . PH TOUR 
Desert Seng 
O'OTly Carte 
Doctor In the House 
Femme de Plalslr 
Happiest- MIHIenalre 
Head of the Family 
Love In Idlanest n 
Man ef Distinction 
Reluctant Debutante 
Six Months' Grace 
Worm's Eye View 

SCHEDULED N.Y, OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
■ey Crewing.Up, Longacre (10-7-57). 

’ flfeheed, Barrj-more (10-9-57). 
. Romanoff A Juliet, Plymouth (10-10-57). 
.Under Milk Wood, Miller (10-15-57). 
Nature's Way, Coronet .(10-16-57). 
Copper end Arass, Beck (10-17-57). 

. Cove Dwellers, Bijoii (10-19-37X 
Compulsion, Ambassador 00-21-37). 
Menique, Golden (10-22-57). 
tq. Root ef Wonderful, Natl (10-30-57). 
Jamaica^ Imperial (10-31-57). 
Fair Game, Longacre (11-2-57). 
Rumple, Alvin, Q1-5-5D. 
Carefree Heart, ANTA (11-7-57). 
Time Remembered, Morosco (11-12-37). 
Nude With Violin, Belasco (11-14-57). 
Kukla, Frail A Ollle -(11-21-57) 
Country WHe# Adelphi (n-27-57). 
Leek Homeward, Barrypiore (11-28-57). 
Dark Top Stairs, Music Box (12-5-57). 
Music Man, Majestic (12-19-57). 

. Misr I rebel, Royale (12-26-57). 
■edy- Beautiful,. B'way (1-23-37). 
-Captain's Paradlss, Alvin (1-28-57). 
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-57). " 

(Theatres Not Set) 
•eft Touch (11-6-57). 
Rope Dancers (11-20-57). 
■One Feet in Deer (12-2-57). 
Genius A Goddess (12-11-57). 
Shadow of My Eneniy (12-11-57). 
■rest faction (1-15-58). 
Salt Air (wk. 1-27-58). 
Rivalry (1-27-58). 
Sunrise et Campebell* (1-30-58). 
Lave Me Little (2^-58). . 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Land Beyond River,. Mews (10-5-57), 
Tartuffe, tChpatre Marquee (10-8-37). 
Maty StuarfTPhoenix (10-8-57). 
Palm Tree, Cricket (10-15-57). _ 
Truce ef the Bear,Black£riars (10-23-57). 
J. Caesar, Shakespeare- Club (10-23-57). 
Cleremberd, Rooftop (11-8-57). 
Conversation Piece; Barbizon (11-18-571. 
Makropbtus Secret, Phoenix (11-19-57). i 

B’way Slips; ‘Story’ $42,700 for 6, 
‘Girl’ 55G, Merman 48G, ‘Fella’ 33G, 

As anticipated, the Jewish New 
Year, last week cut into Broadway 
Business, with receipts dropping 
substantially for most shows* The 
climax of the Jewish holiday this 
Friday (4) eve and Saturday (5) is 
also expected to dampen b.o. acti¬ 
vity. 

There were three sellouts last 
week, “Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are 
Ringing” and “My Fair Lady.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) 
(42d wk; 333 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous 
week, $48,080; last week, another 
new house record, $48,159. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(44th wk; 348 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $58,700; last week, same. 

Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) 
(126th wk; 1,003 p) .($7.50; 1,434;. 
$50,000). Previous week, $25,000; 
last week, nearly $26,000. Closes 
Oct. 19. 

Four Winds, Cort (D) (1st wk; 5 
p) ($6.90-$5.75 1,155; $31,000) (Ann 
Todd, Peter Cookson). Opened 
last Wednesday (25) to one favor¬ 
able review (McClain, Journal- 
American) and six unfavorable 
(Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson, 
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, 
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; 
Watts, Post); over $10,000 for first 
five performances; must vacate 
house by Oct. 12. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(43d wk; 340 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,- 
989) (Ethel Merman). Closing Nov. 
30. Previous week, $49,000; last 
week, over $48,000. 

Lil Abner, St. James (MC) (46th 
Wk; 364 p) ($6.05; 1,028; $58,100). 
Previous week, $55,800; last week, 
nearly $54,300. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) <40th wk; 240 p) (6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$24,800; last week, almost $24,400. 

Mask and" Gown, Golden (R) (3d 
wk; 23 p) ($5.75-$4.60; 800; $20,000) 
(T. C. Jones). Previous week, $15,- 
200; last week, nearly $11,700. 
Moves Oct. 14 to the Cort Theatre. 

Most Happy Fella, Imperial 
(MD) (74th wk; 588 p) ($7.50; 1,- 
427; $57,875). Moves Oct 21 to the 
Broadway Theatre, closing there 
Dec. 14 to tour. Previous week, 
$35,800; last week, almost $33,000.: 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(81st wk; 643 p) ($8.05; lc 
551; $67,696) (Rex Harrison, Julie 
Andrews). As always, over $68,700. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St (MD) 
(20th wk; 159 p) t$9.20-$8.60; 
1,297; $59,084) (Gwen Verdon, 
Thelma Ritter). Preyious week, 
■$59,500; last week over $55,000. 
• Simply Heavenly, Playhouse 
(MC) (6th* wk; 46 p) <$5.75-$4.60; 
996;- $25,000). Previous week, 
$10,300;: last week, nearly $16,300, 
with Play of the Month Guild 
boosting the take. 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (32d 
wk; 261 p> ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) 
(Tom Ewell). Previous week. $19,- 
200; last' week, almost $17,400. 

Visit to a Small Planet Booth 
(C) (34th wk; 268 p) ($6.90-$5.75; 
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). 
Previous week, $20,500; last week, 
over $16,809. Closes Jan. 11, to 
tour. 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) (1st wk; 4 p) ($7.50; 1,404; 
$63,000). Opened last Thursday 
(26) to unanimously affirmative re¬ 
views (Aston, World-Telegram; At¬ 
kinson, Times; Chapman, News; 
Coleman, Mirror; ^McClain, Jour- 
nal-American; Kerr, Herald Trib¬ 
une; Watts, Post); over $42,700 for 
first four performance and two 
previews. 

Closed Last Week 
Carousel, City Center (MD) (3d 

wk; 24 p) ($3.80; 3,090;- $61,812) 
(Victor Moore, Howard Keel, Bar¬ 
bara Cook, Russell Nype, Pat Stan¬ 
ley, Marie Powers, Bambi Linn, 
James Mitchell, Kay Medford). 
Previous week, $54,500; last week, 
over $58,000. Ended a limited 
three-week run last Sunday (29). 

Separate tables. Music Box (D) 
(42d wk; 332 p) ($5,75; 1,01Q; $31,- 
021) (Eric Portman, Geraldine 
Page). Previous week, $16,100; 

59, ‘Winds’ 10G, (5) 
last week, nearly $16,700. Closed 
last Saturday (28) to tour; has 
earned approximately 1Q0% profit 
•thus far on a $60,000 Investment. 

Opening This Week 
I Knock at the Door, Belasco ID) 

($4,6Q-$3«85; 1,037; $25,000). Lucille 
Lortel, Paul Shyre and Howard 
Gottfh'ed presentation of Shyre’s 
adaptation of Sean O’Casey’s auto¬ 
biography; cost about $27,500 (in¬ 
cluding bonds) to open, can break 
even at around $11,500 gross and 
can net an estimated $5,000 at 
capacity; opened last Sunday (29) 
night for a limited six-week run; 
got five favorable reviews (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Gelb, Times; 
Chapman, News; Herridge, Post; 
Kerr, Herald Tribune) and one un¬ 
favorable (McClain, Journal-Ameri- 
can). 

Look Back in Anger, Lyceum 
(D) ($5.75; 995; $26,000) (Mary Ure, 
Kenneth Haigh). David Merrick 
presentation of play by John Os¬ 
borne; capitalized at $40,000, cost 
about $30,000 to open (sans an out- 
of-town tryout); can break even at 
around $15,000 gross and can net 
about $6,000 at capacity; opened 
last night iTues,). 

Miss Lonelyhearfs, Music Box 
(D) ($6.90-$5.75; 1,010; $32,000) 
(Pat O’Brien). Lester Osterman & 
Alfred R. Glancy Jr. (in association 
with Diana Green) presentation of 
Howard Teichmann’s adaptation of 
Nathaniel West’s novel of the same 
title; cost about $90,000 to bring 
in, including approximately $10,000 
tryout loss; can break even at 
around $20,000 and can net $7,000 
at capacity; opens tomorrow 
(Thurs.) night for an eight-and-a- 
half-week interim hooking. 

OFF-BROAD AY 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

57). 
Iceman Cometh, CircIe-in-Square 

(5-8*56). 
In Good King Charles* Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Italian Strawhat, 4th St. (9-30- 

57). 
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St <9- 

27-57). 
Purple Dust (Cherry Lane (12- 

27-56): 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East <3- 

6-57). 
Tevya & Daughters, Carnegie 

(9-16-57). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9- 

20-55). 
Closed Last Week 

Johnny Summit, Renata <9-24- 
57Y 

PAT O'BRIEN $17,500 
FOR 2D WEEK, BOSTON 

Boston, Oct 1. 
The local legit scene will be dark 

this week until the opening Satur¬ 
day night (5) of the musical tryout 
“Rumple,” at the Colonial Theatre 
for a two-week stand. “Jamaica” 
opens next Tuesday <8) at the Shu¬ 
bert for three weeks as a virtual 
sellout in advance. 

“Miss Lonelyhearfs” departed 
the Colonial last Saturday (28) 
after two weeks in which last act 
doctoring was made. With two 
musicals on the boards next week, 
the only play In the offing is “Mid¬ 
dle of the Night,” booked for the 
Wilbur opening Oct 14. After that, 
legit picks up with bookings in¬ 
cluding “Time Remembered,” at 
the Colonial, Oct 21, for two 
weeks; Kalanag, magician, at the 
Shubert, opening Oct 29, two 
weeks; Emelyn Williams, Sanders 
Theatre, Cambridge, Oct. 31-Nov. 2. 

Estimate for Last Week 
Miss Lonelyhearfs, Colonial <D) 

(2d wk) ($4.40-$3.85; 1-fiOO; $33,000) 
(Pat O’Brien). Almost $17,500; pre¬ 
vious week, $13,000; exited for 
New York. 

‘Diary Vigorous $28,000 
In 7-Show Split-Week 

Denver, Oct 1. 
“Diary of Anne Frank,” starring 

Joseph Schlldkraut grossed a 
strong $28,000 in a seven-perform¬ 
ance, two-way split last week. The 
play nabbed $6,700 in three per¬ 
formances Monday-Wednesday <23- 
25) at the Capital, Salt Lake City, 
and $21,300 in four performances 
Thursday-Saturday (26-28) at the 
Auditorium here. 

The Kermit Bloomgarden pro¬ 
duction is current at the Shubert, 
Detroit 
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Legit Bits 
Local 80 prexy A1 Manuti and 
pressagent Richard Maney. 

French mime Etienne Decroux 
has arrived in New York to teach 
classes at the Actors’ Studio and 
the Senior Dramatic Workshop. 

Actor William Cottrell has otn 
. r-. ,___rtrlllM:nn ; tained from the Andre Gide estate 

, A t^nf Snm-:the Broadway production rights to by the Deutsches Theatre of Som-. <«x Qf^Q/i;n»c Advonturpc " 
erset Maugham’s “The Sacred 

Marcella Cisney, assistant co¬ 
ordinator of the performing arts 
program for next year’s Brussels 
World’s Fair, is on a leave of ab¬ 
sence to re-stage the Carlisle Flyod 
opera* “Susannah,” this session at 
the N.Y. City Opera. 

Flame” will be presented at the 
Barbizon-Plaza Theatre, N. Y., next 
Saturday-Sunday (5-6) and the fol¬ 
lowing Friday-Sunday (11-13J. The 
cast includes Leopoldine Konstan¬ 
tin, Christiane Felsman. Bibi Haas, 
Martin Koslcck, Martin Brandt, 
Frank Hammerton, Fritz Kraft and 

‘Lafcadio’s Adventures.' 
Beverly Lunsford, 11-year-old 

film-tv actress, will make her 
Broadway legit debut in ‘The Rope 
Dancers.” 

Effective next Dec. 23 the top 
price for “West Side Story” will 
be hiked from $7.50 to $8.05. 

Robert Smith, who’s featured in 
“Auntie Marne,” is opening a res- 

Renate Mannhardt. Ludwig Roth' taurant-bar on New York’s east- 
is stager. I side. 

Howard Stone is general stage! The scenery for “The Body 
manager for “Look Back in An-1 beautiful” will be designed by Wil¬ 
der,” which opened yesterday I Ham and Jean Eckart. 
(Tues) at the Lyceum Theatre, I Helen Ford, a musical comedy 
N. Y. Nicholas Saunders is as¬ 
sistant. 

Omar K. LOrman, co-producer 
with Dorothy Chernuck of the 
Corning (N. Y.) Summer Theatre, 
has returned to the Phoenix Thea¬ 
tre, N. Y., as assistant to the com¬ 
pany manager for the second year. 
Miss Chernuck, who also doubles 
as stager at Coming, is now direct¬ 
ing an industrial show for the 
Rochester Gas and Electric Co. 

star of the ’3L0s, has returned to 
New York for another fling at 
legit, after living some years in 
California. 

Playwright-authoress Jean Kerr, 
wife of N. Y. Herald Tribune 
drama critic and author-director 
Walter Kerr, has. recovered from 
an illness contracted during the 
couple’s visit to Greece, Italy and 
the neighboring countries. 

A Sunday aftem&on series of 
five religious dramas gets under- 

The London rights to “The Tun-. way Qct. 20 at the Phoenix The- 
nel of Love” have been acquired f atre, N.Y. The opener will be the 
by Robert Moriey, Robin Fox and Broadway Chapel Players’ produc- 
S. A. Gorlinsky. The West End tion of James Bridie’s “Tobias and 
opening, with Ian Carmichael in the Angels.” 
the role originated on Broadway by j John Heawood is choreographing 

1 Tom Ewell, is scheduled for Dec. j the forthcoming off-Broadway pro- 
1), following a provincial tryout be-; duction of “Conversation Piece.” 
ginning Oct. 28 in Liverpool. i iris Forrest will be in the cast 

Personal manager Hillard Elkins of “Tartuffe,” opening next Tues- 
has added Joan Blondell and Dor- day (8) at the Theatre Marquee, 
othy Collins to his talent roster. NY .. 

J,.,. . uritVifTnYVQ Nov l*?: William Myers and Marcia Mor- 
HAbLr” He? *ls have j°ined the cast °£ “Moni- as femme lead m Li l Abner. Her „ and Tharon Musser has been 

successor hasn t been set. jj>t as lighting designer for the 
Edward Greer has succeeded piav 

Herbert Berghof as stager of Sam-j Tammy Grimes will appear in 
Uel Becket’s “All That Fall, slated the off-Broadway production of 
for presentation next Monday <71, ••cierembard.” 
night at the Carnegie Hall^ Plaj’-i Iggit Wolfington has set for a 
house, N. Y., as the miti: l ‘work; feature role in “The Music Man.” 
In progress” offering oi i.anner will appear in “The 
Productions. ■ Square Root of Wonderful.” 

AI Jones is pinchhitting as com-' 
pany manager for the Broadway 
production of “My Fair Lady” 
r_.i-.--T_ .tVio 

Rosemary Murphy and Susan 
Torrey, the latter returning to 

r_ . . , i Broadway after *an absence of 20 
while Phil Adler, the musical’s i years, have been added to the east 
general-company manager, gets 
things in shape for the touring 
company’s upcoming Chicago 
stand, beginning Nov. 5. 

of “Look Homeward, Angel.” Mrs. 
Torrey, a former Ziegfeld girl, pre¬ 
viously appeared on the stage un¬ 
der the name of Susan Conroy. 

Broadway presentation next month 
as the initial offering of Alexander 
Production, a new off-Broadway 

Washington and Philadelphia book- ; Ustinov Had No Part In 
Or Knowledge of a Fix 

In Casting Juliet Role 
New York. 

A Neighborhood Affair,” byj Henrik Ibsen’s “An Enemy of 
Harry Essex, is scheduled for. the People” is scheduled for off- 
Broadway production next Febru-’ 
ary by Richard W. Krakeur and 
Joseph Justman, with Vincent 
Price and Barbara Nichols costar-' group. Arthur Reel will direct, 
ring. .. , i 

Al Dalzell is pressagenting the; 
.Vashington and Philadelphia book 
ings of “Dancers of India.” cur 
rent at the ANTA Theatre, N. Y. 

“The Chalk Garden,” costarring 
Signe Hasso and Margaret Banner- 
man, begins a four-week run to¬ 
morrow (3) at the Alley Theatre.. 
Houston, under the direction of: 
Nina Vance. The production marks , Editor, Variety. 
the Alley’s 10th anniversary. I have no knowledge of the 

Dody Heath has been set for a workings of publicity in America, 
role in “Soft Touch.” I since much less stress is placed on 

“Centennial.” a new comedy byj publicity in England and I have 
Denver Post reporter James Mills. |never Worked in America before. 
nnlninff £me7fe<th?0’^ 7 in *As a consequence I regard publi- opemng bill of the 57-oo .season: ., . , ^ 
at Hillyer College, of the U. of; ?lty to_ he very rightly the prov- 
Hartford. The production will he ■ m®e ‘the Producer, 
presented Nov. 14-17 and Nov. I I had no knowledge of any com- 
21-24 at Hiilyer’s recentlv-com-’ Petltl°n for the part of Juliet un- 
pleted New Angle Stage. Edgar; til it was nearly over, since pre- 
Kloten, director of the Hillyer; sumably it had been initiated be- 
Theatre, will direct. ’ fore my arrival in New York. I 

The rising cost of legit tickets | equally have no knowledge bf any 
will be the topic of discussion at [alleged engagement of any artist 
the first Drama -Desk meeting of | before the .finals of the competi- 
the new season to be held next!tjon ^ 

RSapa7nL1afwm00ino;idearA^orAsl l'**® categorically, however. 
Equity president Ralph Bellamy, \ ^ad any otber fiimlist shown 
producers Kermlt Bloomgarden: herself to more acceptable than the 
and Roger L. Stevens, ticket brok- winner I would have insisted that 
ers’ rep Jesse Moss, stagehands such person be engaged. Since it 
union president Vincent Jacobi, is consistent with the clause re- 
i 1 . . . 111 1 . 1 /garding approval of cast which is 

• inherent in my contract. 
; I therefore protest in the most 
energetic terms against any alle- 

• gation of complicity or of bad faith 
in the selection of an artist on her 

: merits in a free competition. . 
; Peter Ustinov. 
; (Variety published in last week’s 
issue excerpts from a .column by 
James Lee, amusements editor, in 

ithe Worcester (Mass.) Gazette 
.[weeks ago relating how; Suzanne 
iStorrs, playing Juliet in Ustinov’s 
! incoming comedy, “Romanoff and 
;Juliet,” had turned in her resig- 
i nation as a member- of the cast 
;o£ a strawhat touring show prior 
? to the publicized “contest” for the 
[Broadway role because she was al- 
: ready set-for the latter role. Lee’s 
column mentioned that Ustinov 

■had attended the final audition of 
the “contest.”—Ed.) 

I AMERICAN PLAY COMPANY 
Incorporated 

522 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

Desires information regarding the 
heirs and their whereabouts of 

ANTHONY PAUL KELLY 
author of the play 

“THREE FACES EAST" 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED 
Theatrical and TV Make Up • All 
Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported 
A Domestic Perfumes •. Distinctive 
Fountain Service. 
FREE DELIVERY OPEN SUNDAYS 

"The Drug Store of the Stars" 
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 

mi 4th Ave,. Cor. 44 St., NEW YORK 
Telephone PLaia 7-0023 

NEGRO BALLET SETS UP 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 

The New York Negro Ballet has ’ 
been formed as a limited partner-! 
&ip “to organize and manage a i 
ballet company and to produce and 
present a ballet ^repertoire through¬ 
out the world.” General partners 
in the venture are Theodore Han¬ 
cock and Edward Fleming. 

Listed as the sole limited partner 
is Lucy S. Thorndike of Beverly 
Farms, Mass. She’s contributing 
$110,000 to the. project and will 
share in 50% of the net profits. 

Cancel ‘Lady’-Sergeants’ 
Tie-In Sale at Indpls. 

Editor, Variety: New York, j 
Last week’s issue of Variety 

contained a report of a tie-in¬ 
sales arrangement covering the 
forthcoming engagements of “My 
Fair Lady” • and “No Time for 
Sergeants” at the Murat Theatre, 
Indianapolis. The policy' was 
adopted without the authority or 
knowledge of the management of 
“My Fair Lady." 

On first seeing the newspaper 
ad announcing the tie-in, the “My 
Fair Lady” management scuttled 
this arrangement forthwith, and 
tickets for “Lady” were disasso¬ 
ciated from those of “Sergeants’ 
as of last Sunday. 

Richard Maney. 
(The writer is the Broadway 

pressagent for "My Fair Lady." 
—Ed) 

Shows on B’way 
— Continued from page 7? —^ 

Four Winds 
casting can save it. The Thomas W. 
Phipps play is a hopeless flop for 
Broadway, with little prospect for 
stock, films or television. 

The show suggests a sort of in¬ 
verse “Sabrina Fair.” It has some¬ 
what the same story ingredients as 
the Samuel' Taylor comedy (and 
countless other variations of the 
Cinderella formula), but reverses 
them, Whatever else may have been 
said of it, “Sabrina” had popular 
appeal, whereas “Four Winds”, 
seems deliberately designed to dis-' 
appoint escapist audiences, without 
substituting the' alternate satisfac¬ 
tion of serious drama. 

The play’s title is the name of 
the heroine’s Palm Beach mansion 
and, presumably has a secondary 
allusion to the lack of direction in 
her life. The switch from the Cin¬ 
derella theme makes the heroine a 
prematurely old poor little rich 
girl whose life is a miserably, neu¬ 
rotic succession of husbands and 
aimless, empty boredom. When an 
idealistic, vital young novelist of¬ 
fers her an opportunity to escape, 
she’s afraid to chance it, and clings 
to the shallow, futile existence that 
has trapped her. 

Certain aspects of the heroine 
suggest Barbara Hutton’s story and 
perhaps one of two other well- 
reported ladies of enormous wealth, 
numerous spouses and no useful 
occupation. Probably there could 
be a play in any of these figures, or 
a composite of them, but “Four 
Winds” is neither skillfully nor 
amusingly written. It’s a sort of 
watered-down version of the Philip 
Barry comedies of the 20’s and 
30’s, with an unappetizing defeatist 
twist without compensating dexter¬ 
ity or wit. . 

The show is not without assets, 
however. It offers the U. S. stage 
debut of British legit and film star 
Ann Todd,. a decorative and tal¬ 
ented actress. Even though the 
character she plays is lacking in 
dimension or what might be de¬ 
scribed -as texture. Miss Todd 
makes her interesting and appeal¬ 
ing. She’s believable and it’s evi¬ 
dent why the young novelist is 
enough taken with her to want to 
rescue her. Although the dialog 
denies it, the actress makes her. I 
seem worth saving. 

. Peter Cooksoiv costarring as the 
outright bounder who is the hero¬ 
ine’s next Tmsband and betrayer, 
is uncomfortably plausible, while 
Luella Gear and Conrad Nagel are 
credible as the author’s cardboard 
representations of „ unscrupulous 
sycophants determined not to let 
the millionairess escape their para¬ 
sitical control. British actor Robert 
Hardy plays the somewhat ineffec¬ 
tual, role of the novelist capably, 
Carl Esmond is acceptable as a 
dependant but devoted former hus¬ 
band, while James Rennie is’ not¬ 
able in the stereotype part of an 
outspoken publicity-man. 

* Guthrie McClintic’s staging 
seems competently unobtrusive and 
Donald Oenslager has provided a 
suitable sumptuous interior setting. 
But why did they have to go to 
Enfh"d to get such an ordinary 
script? Kobe.- 

The Italian Straw Hat 
David Rose production of two-act com¬ 

edy with music by Eugene Labiche and 
Marc-Michel, as translated by Richard G. 
Mason and Regina Wojak. Staged by 
Rose; choreography, ElUda. Geyra; music, 
Jacques Ibert; lyrics, Mitchell Parish; 
designed by Mason; pianist, Zenon Fish- 
beln. At 4th St. Theatre, N.Y., Sept. 30, 
'57; $4.45 top. 
. Cast; Jacqueline Reed, Robert Morea, 

Harrison Dowd, Larry Blyden, Carol Guil¬ 
ford, Gerald Price, Russell Gaige, Zahra 
Norbo. Milton Zucker, Virginia Hart, 
Gabriel Mason, Dorothy Kurilla, Lois 
Robinson, Peter Benzoni, Elizabeth Watts, 
Lore Noto, Mary Engel, Babeite New, 
Dorothy Dickinson, Albert M. Otten- 
heimer, John Flood. 

personality if as yet uncertain 
technic. 

It has been bruited- that off- 
Broadway will offer more new 
scripts this season than heretofore. 
Perhaps it can'he said for “Johnny 
Summit” that the incursion must 
start somewhere. Geor. 

Walt* of the Toreadors 
Once upon a time there was a 

theory that to be funny a comedy 
need only be broad, fast and loud. 
Apparently accepting this notion 
as gospel, producer-director David 
Ross has invested his revival of 
“The Italian Straw Hat” with 
something approaching the ulti¬ 
mate in slapstick, -speed and 
volume. 

It is a, sorry sight to see poten¬ 
tial humor so clobbered. Since 
Eugene Labiche and Marc-Michel 
penned this farce in 1851,. it has 
achieved a venerable history of 
fun, but in Ross’ revival the humor 
is as elusive as the - missing 
chapeau. 

• In their new translation, Richard 
G. MasoR and Regina Wojak have 
strained for the yocks. If “my 
goddam shoe hurts” gets a laugh 
the first time spoken, it is repeated 
a dozen times during the evening. 
Any gag, however dubious, is sure 
to get a second chance. 

Ross has compounded the fault 
in his staging. An actor is not al¬ 
lowed to walk if he can run, nor 
talk if he can shout or scream. 
Puns of dubious merit are italic¬ 
ized, spotlights glare at full volt¬ 
age, and the obvious is made the 
order of the day. Long before the 
first of five scenes is over, levity 
and audience have been blitzed. 

The play’s premise has innocu¬ 
ous promise. On the morning the 
hero is to he married his horse eats 
the Italian straw hat of a young 
wife who has a jealous husband. 
To rectify matters, the young man 
must get the lady a new bonnet of 
similar vintage, and his wedding 
party unwittingly follows him on 
his romp. It’s pre-Sennett comedy 
that may well have been .source 
material for subsequent farces of 
mistaken identity and the chase. 

Ross has embellished his produc¬ 
tion with music of Jacques Ibert, 
and his boys and girls have been 
cast handsomely or prettily as re¬ 
quired. Among those coping to 
some advantage are Harrison Dowd 
as a doddering nonagenarian, Vir¬ 
ginia-Hart as a romantic coutur- 
iere, Russell Gaige as a myrtle¬ 
bearing. .father-in-lawrto-be, and 
Albert M. Ottenheimer as a green- 
eyed husband. 

As the bewildered bride,. Zahra 
Norbo (Miss Sweden ’55) ’moues 
winsomely, but the brunt of the 
escapade falls on Larry Blyden as 
the frantic hero. Ross has required 
of Blyden maximum activity and 
volume, so perhaps the hero’s 
wide-eyed alarm is pot completely 
feigned. 

But bedlam was never like this, 
Geor. 

Johnny Summit 
Unicorn Productions presentation, of 

new drama in three acts by Ben Zavin. 
Staged by the author; setting and light¬ 
ing, Perry Watkins. At Renata Theatre, 
N.-Y., Sept. 24, '57; $3.85 top. 

Cast: Mark Barkan, Elaine Eldridge, 
Mimi Strongin, Byrne Piven, Nancy 
James, Gail Cramer. 

The title hero of “Johnny Sum¬ 
mit” is a young man with a pen¬ 
chant for fouling up everybody’s 
life, including his own. Either 
physically, verbally, or both, he 
lashes out at his mother, his girl, 
the boss’s daughter, his sister, his 
sister’s boy friend. Since this is 
the extent of the east Ben Zavin 
has written into his turgid domes¬ 
tic dr aiha, it completes the roster 
of people visibly abused by the 
play’s erratic principal character. 

The author evidently has a taste 
for family life plays; for only last 
spring he directed a similar. ef¬ 
fort, off - Broadway’s short - lived 
“Pigeon.” This time he has gone 
solo by being authof-director, but 
with lamentably parallel results. 

As author, Zavin has been overly 
preoccupied with the common¬ 
place, or Tather he has neglected 
to heighten the commonplace to a 
level of theatrical Interest;, As di¬ 
rector, he has permitted his actors 
to search with regrettably, uncom¬ 
municative and ‘unmoving results 
for what is fashionably referred to 
these days as the character’s 
“inner truth.”' This has tesulted 
in many stage colloquies that sim¬ 
ply disregard the audience's- in¬ 
alienable right to know what is 
going on. 

As the long-suffering mother, 
Elaine Eldridge lets hep theatre in¬ 
stinct lead her as far as audibility, 
and Mimi Strongin, as the overly- 
protected sister, has an appealing 

(McCarter Theatre, Princeton) 
Princeton, Sept. 26. 

A- superb performance by Mel- 
vyn Douglas makes “The Waltz of 
the Toreadors” a good bet for its 
scheduled national tour and a pros¬ 
pect for a run when it returns to 
Broadway next February 

Top starred as the lecherous re¬ 
tired French General played oh 
Broadway last season by Ralph 
Richardson, he makes absorbing 
entertainment of the Jean Anouilh 
comedy-drama. 

A farcical, witty play with tragic 
undertones, “The Waltz of the Tor¬ 
eadors” won the New York Critics’ 
Circle Award as the best foreign 
play of the 1956-57 Broadway sea¬ 
son. Douglas has a sensitive touch 
in a role that could be -purely com¬ 
ical if played broadly, 

i As the wife, played by Mildred 
Natwick in New York last season. 
Lili Darvas uses her European 
theatre background to advantage. 
In a stirring second-act scene in 
which the bed-ridden wife. conr 
fesses she was unfaithful' the same 
night her husband met his sweet¬ 
heart-to-be, Miss Darvas is excel¬ 
lent As the sweetheart who has 
waited 17 years for the general 
to be free, Paulette Goddard "is 
both attractive and funny. 

John Stewart scores as the gen¬ 
eral’s secretary who finally makes' 
off with the sweetheart, and 
George jMacready is properly sym¬ 
pathetic as the family doctor who 
pampers • the wife’s imaginary ill¬ 
nesses . 

But this is Douglas’ play. In his 
portrayal, the tragedy of the phil¬ 
andering male who suddenly real¬ 
izes he is over‘the hill is at once 
funny and tragic. Bitt. 

Share My JLettnce 
(COMEDY THEATRE, LONDON) 

London, Sept. 26. * 
After a short tryout at the out¬ 

lying Lyrid, Hammersmith, “Share 
.My Lettuce” has been moved to 
the West End, to the Comedy 
Theatre (where the New Water¬ 
gate Club Theatre activities arc 
temporarily su s£en d ed). The 
bright little revue sparkles ■with 
youthful zest 

It is a show of moods ranging 
from the witty to the Somewhat 
precious, commenting on the pass¬ 
ing scent with irreverence and 
shrewd observation. k All the items 
are blessedly short," so that even 
those that misfire can do little 
damage to a gay, engaging even¬ 
ing. - *“ * 

Of the youthful cast, Kenneth 
Williams is a 'spry comedian with 
mannerisims that require discip¬ 
line, while Maggie Smith is a funny 
girl and Barbara Evans a delight-: 
ful singer. Decor -and lighting by 
Disley Jones stands up to any West 
End competition. ■ Rich. 

Bits From London 
A new play by Philip King and 

Falkland Cary, entitled “An Air 
for Murder,” opened Monday (30)' 
at the Connaught Theatre, Worth¬ 
ing. The same channel resort-town 
was the scene of the tryout of their 
“Sailor Beware,” Ulrich-is now' in 
its 32d month in the West End. .. 

Among new plays set for the 
West End are “Lightning from the 
East,” a drama, by Noel Scott, tor 
be presented by Frederick Piffard, 
and “The Amorous Goldfish,”, by 
Michael Voysey, which James 
Sherwood will be presenting. Both 
deals were negotiated through the 
Eric Glass Agency. . 
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‘Boox’ (?) 
The Bookseller of England re 

ports that “Variety, the journal 
of the American entertainment in¬ 
dustry, has been doing some re¬ 
search on the sources of film 
stories. 'The original screenplay,’ 
Variety reports, ‘is on the decline 
in Hollywood, mostly because pix 
producers want to play it safe with 
story properties pretested as play, 
novels or tv scripts/ Between 
1938 and 1952, it seems, 65% of 
'generally recognized hit pix’ 
were based on . original, specially 
dreamed-up stories. In the period 
from 1953-56 all but 28% came 
from other sources,, including 
books/* 

The Bookseller columnist con¬ 
cludes, “I ought perhaps to explain 
that 'pix* is Variety’s invariable 
short-hand for 'pictures’. Doubt¬ 
less the magazine (sic!), at any mo¬ 
ment now, will be referring to 
those distillations of the precious 
lifeblood of master spirits by 
which we live as ‘boox’.” (No!—Ed/ 

An Actress' Career 

Yvonne Mitchell has set out to 
try to give advice , to. a girl who 
wrants to go on the stage and asks 
the inevitable question: “What is 
it like being. an actress?” She’s 
done it in the form of a book en¬ 
titled “Actress,” to be published 
by Routledge & Kegan Paul cf 
London this fall. 

The book is not an autobiogra¬ 
phy, but through scenes from Miss 
Mitchell's life in the theatre, pic¬ 
tures and tv tells what the average 
young actor's life is likely to be 
like from the beginning of a career 
to success. 

V for Venal & Vanity 
A slam at cooperative (vanity) 

publishers and their conscienceless 
exploitation of unpublished au¬ 
thors is the burden of “The New 
Author’s Dilemma” 'by one Edward 
A. Dobran of Youngstown, O. As¬ 
serting that literary con men 
abound “behind impressive titles 
as literary agents, advertising 
agencies, book clubs, etc.,” Dobran 
details the plan under which vanity 
operators charge $1 per book for 
a 2,000-book edition. But the 
edition is not fully bound, spoilage 
of copies may run into the hun¬ 
dreds, all at the author’s expense. 

What copies get sold usually are 
due to the author’s own private 
salesmanship. In the end he will 
be- notified of “termination of 
agreement.” He may then buy 
back the books he already paid to 
print at $1 each for $1.75. 

Other literary dodges are de¬ 
tailed. The Dobran booklet runs 
a bare £0 pages and sells for $1. 
His advice to amatetir authors is 
that they deal directly with print¬ 
ers, act as their own distributors 
and sign no contracts. He argues 
that it’s cheaper to give books 
away than deal with a vanity 
house. 

Book Prices No Hurdle 
Recent bullish sales of high-cost 

books point up anew that price is 
no object. The $17.59 set (two 
volumes) of Little, Brown’s pub¬ 
lication of “The King Ranch,” by 
Tom Lea* surprised publisher Lit¬ 
tle, Brown by selling out the first 
10,000 run before publication and 
almost ditto with the second 10,- 
000, by time of the official Sept 16 
publication. A third printing of 
10,000 is being rushed for early 
October. 

As might be expected, the 
book is a runaway bestseller in 
Texas but is generally also sell¬ 
ing well nationally. 

Rex Smith’s “Biography of the 
Bulls,” a $7.95 item (Rinehart), has 
also gone clean on its initial 7,500 
printing and 5,000 more have been 
rushed. The American Airlines 
veepee, who is a corrido aficiando, 
was in Mexico City last week talk¬ 
ing up his book with excellent sales 
results. Rinehart, incidentally, 
will publish a new novel by Charles 
Grayson, based on the’ career of a 
“Matador,” which may be the title. 
Rinehart’s book publication of the 
Lucius Beebe-Charles W, Clegg 
book, “The Age of Steam/’ a $15 
item ($20 for a‘ 500 limited edition), 
also sold out its 12,500 print order. 

a Mrs. Runyon’s Claims 
Literary angles were injected in 

the divorce suit of Mrs. Patrice 
Amati Coffin of South Dartmouth, 
Mass., former wife of the late 
Damon Runyon, against her pres¬ 
ent husband, Richard N. Coffin, in 
probate court at Taunton, Mass,, 
Thursday (26). 

She testified that she helped 
her former husband Write "Guys 
and Dolls” stories and that her 
present husband often hurled 
mj^stery tomes at her-noggin. She 
asked Judge Walter L. Considine to 

free her from Coffin and restore 
her name as Runyon. 

The Runyon name, she said, 
would help her sell fiction which 
she plans to write. She was di¬ 
vorced from Runyon in June, 1946, 
.and married Coffin in Boston two 
months later, she said. She 
charged that two years after the 
marriage she discovered that Cof¬ 
fin was an alcoholic. She charged 
him -with cruel and abusive treat¬ 
ment. 

Mrs. Coffin told the court that 
the trust fund Runyon left her 
under his will was nearly ex¬ 
hausted and she would have to 
turn to writing to support herself. 

She had obtained a temporary 
injunction barring Coffin from the 
South Dartmouth estate at Mishaum 
Point last Aug. 8. She charged at 
the time that he had ruined rugs, 
walls and furnishings by hurling 
food and drinks. 

Whitney And N.Y, Herald-Trib 
The N.Y. Herald Tribune yester¬ 

day (Tues.) carried the announce¬ 
ment that John Hay -Whitney, TJ.S. 
Ambassador to Britain, had in¬ 
vested in the paper. No figure was 
given, but the amount is said to 
run over $2,000,000. 

In a statement, Whitney said 
that, until such time as he might 
become a stockholder of the pa¬ 
per, he would have “no connection 
with its management or its edi¬ 
torial policy/’ which will continue 
under the leadership of Ogden R. 
Reid, prez and editor. 
.. Whitney further said he was 
“happy to make this investment” 
and thus to participate in the Trib’s 
increased service to its readers and 
“in the future of the newspaper 
medium as a vital instrument of 
public information.” 

Whitney statement confirms a 
report, carried in last week’s issue 
(25) of Variety, which identified 
Whitney as the Trib’s new bank- 
roller. 

Whitney’s grandfather at one 
time was an editorial writer for 
the Tribune and later, at the in¬ 
vitation of Whitelaw Reid, grand¬ 
father of the present editor and 
board chairman, editor-in-chief 
while Reid was in Europe. Whit¬ 
ney, like Reid and many of the 
Tribune staff, is a Yale graduate. 

W. D. Fuller’s ‘LayofF Job 
Walter D. Fuller, 75 year-old 

former president and board chair¬ 
man of the Curtis Publishing Co., 
now operates a job placement 
agency for retired professional 
men, biz execs and experts in spe¬ 
cial fields. There is no top age 
limit but 55 is the minimum start¬ 
ing year. 

Fuller is still a director of the 
Curtis and a director of the Curtis 
estate, but he draws no salary. 

‘Deadly Siqs of H’wood’ 
“The Seven Deadly Sins of Hol¬ 

lywood” (Oldboume: $2) is not the 
scorching exposure story that its 
title suggests. Written by Thomas 
Wiseman, youthful show biz colum¬ 
nist of London’s Evening Standard, 
the tome is a very readable though 
superficial shot at showing what 
makes Hollywood and its workers 
tick. 

Based on one quick visit to Bev¬ 
erly Hills, and a number of talks 
with Hollywood stars operating 
from time to time in Europe, Wise¬ 
man’s conclusions may not always 
be sound hut they are provocative. 
Unfortunately the author is so de¬ 
termined to be worldly-wise, cyni¬ 
cal and caustic that, oddly, an ef¬ 
fect of naivety is sometimes ob¬ 
tained. * 

However, those who are not 
starry-eyed about pix people will 
relish some shrewd, revealing and 
offbeat impressions of such stars 
as Marilyn Monroe, Diana' Dors, 
Victor Mature, Ava Gardner, Vera 
Ralston, Frank Sinatra, Bob 'Mit- 
chum, Hedy Lamarr and a score of 
others. ' Rich. 

Delos Smith’s Musical Lives 
Delos Smith is a versatile news¬ 

paperman who has covered every¬ 
thing from the Lindbergh kidnap¬ 
ping and a Texas explosion disaster 
to the Hartfotd circus and Boston 
Cocoanut Grove fires; but now spe¬ 
cializes in being both the science 
editor for the United Press, doing 
a five-a-week column on “Science 
Today,” and also UP’s music edi¬ 
tor and music critic. In that field 
he writes two music columns a; 
week besides his record-reviewing: 
column which has been a UP fea-! 
ture for 10 years. 

But actually his book on “Music 
In Your Life” stems from Wom- 

Lan’s Day, which had asked him to 
write a few pieces on the impor¬ 
tant classical composers and sur¬ 
prised. everybody by continuing 

for over three years. Result is 
this Harper ($3.95) book reprising 
the lives of great composers start¬ 
ing with the 16th century Giovanni 
Pierluigi of Palestrina and Claudio 
Monteverdi through Handel, Bach, 
Haydn, Gluck, Mozart, Beth- 
oven. Von Weber, RosMni, Paga¬ 
nini, Schubert, Berlioz, Liszt, 
Wagner, Verdi, Mendelssohn, 
Schumann, Brahms, Chopin, Of¬ 
fenbach, Borodin, Moussorgsky, 
Dvorak, Grieg, Arthur, Sullivan, 
Elgat, Puccini, Debussy, Mahler, 
Richard Strauss, Sibelius, Rach¬ 
maninoff, Schonberg, Ravel, Bar- 
tok and Stravinsky. 

George Gershwin’s life (1898- 
1937) closes the book. He and 
Stephen Foster (1826-1864) are the 
only Americans in Smith’s galaxy 
of musical greats. He answers 
again an oft-asked query as to 
who Of the 20th century American 
contemporaries — Berlin, Kern, 
Herbert, Porter, Romberg, FrimL 
et al.—will really survive and, 
while the others too get votes 
there are none who would gainsay 
Gershwin among the immortals. 

“Music In Your Life" is less 
academic than the title would in¬ 
dicate. It is replete with beaucoup 
anecdota of each composer’s life, 
most of it little known, and all of 
a character which “humanizes" 
these perennials. It’s really a hu¬ 
man-interest hence fun reading 
type of book. Abel. 

Science and Fun Anthologies 
Willis H. Kinnear, editor of 

Science of Mi.\d mag, has edited 
“The Creative Power of Mind,” 
which Prentice-Hall will publish. 
Anthology includes pieces by Mil- 
ton Eisenhower, Arnold Toynbee, 
Alexis Carrel and others; many of 
them first appearing in 'the maga¬ 
zine. 

The best humor .from Look mag 
has been edited 1?y Gurney Wil¬ 
liams for Prentice-Hall's “Look on 
the Light Side/’ 

Marek’s Opera Anthology 
George R. Marek, music au¬ 

thority and general manager-vee- 
pee of RCA Victor, has edited an 
omnibus (over 600 pages) on “The 
World Treasury of Grand Opera” 
for Harpers’ publication this 
month. 

Writings, letters and quotes on, 
about and by people like Verdi and 
Caruso, Berlioz on tenors, Rossini 
on overtures, Thomas Mann on 
Wagner, Ernest Newman, Joseph 
Wechsberg’s New Yorker piece on 
the Met claque, Deems Taylor, 
Olin Downes, Vincent* Sheean, 
Rossi-Wagner conversations, Leon¬ 
cavallo on how “Pagliacci” was 
written, etc., constitute the , Marek 
tome. 

CHATTER 
Augustino Pennetto, formerly 

art director with Coronet mag, 
joined Real mag as art editor. 

Paris of pre-World War I is the 
theme of Elaine Neal’s due-in- 
February (Morrow publishing) 
novel, “Right Bank.” 

Phyllis Rosenteur, author of 
“Morpheus and Me” (Funk & Wag- 
nails) off to Europe on pleasure 
and to negotiate foreign sale of 
her book. 

Constantine Fitzgibbon did the 
translation from the Italian of 
Ercole Patti’s novel about an 
amoral Italian starlet, titled' “A 
Roman Affair,”- published by 
Sloane. i 

James Lord’s new novel, ‘The 
Joys of Success,” to be published 
by John Day Co. in January, is a 
Hollywood theme. Same firm also 
bringing out Cecil Beaton’s “The 
Face' of the' World: An Interna¬ 
tional Scrapbook of People and 
Places,” due in November. 

“No Dogs in China,” by William 
Kinmond, Toronto Globe & Mail 
reporter, will be published Oct. 
26 by U. of Toronto Press, and 
later in N. Y, byThomas Nelson & 
Sons. Kinmond went to Commu¬ 
nist China for G&M which pub¬ 
lished series expanded into this 
book. : • 

Robert K.» Fichehberg, 37, for 
eight years assistant city editor of 
the Binghamton Press, is new man¬ 
aging editor of Gannett’s Albany 
Knickerbocker News. He took over 
last week as successor to Charles 
L. Mooney, a 30-year-man with the 
paper, who became promotion man¬ 
ager. 

“Sigrid and the Sergeant” by 
Robert Buckner to be published 
Oct. 28 by Appleton-Century 
Crofts. Buckner, 20th-Fox writer- 
producer, is now handling ’The 
Hell Bent Kid” starring Don Mur¬ 
ray and Diane VarsL New light 
novel tells of a German fraulein’s 
plan to snare American GI’s as 
husbands. 

“The Changing Face of'Beauty” 
(“4,000 years of beautiful women”) 
is the theme of’ Madge Garland’s 
$10 .picture-book (Barrows) trac¬ 
ing feminine pulchritude from an- 

; cient Crete, Greece and Sicily 
through the cocottes of Europe, the 
Victorian and Gibson Girl era, the 
emancipated flappers of the Jazz 
Age up to Marilyn Monroe. 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK j 
By Frank Scully +♦♦♦♦♦♦♦.. 

./ London, Oct. 1. 
As if tipped off that B. and K., which oyer here does not mean 

Balaban and-Katz, were going to try out a spray-gun version of their 
guided missile and bust all capitals of Europe in the snoot at one time, 
everywhere we have gone everybody seemed to have escaped to less 
congested areas. Either that, or t’ney're read. Rome, Nice, Paris and 
London followecl formula like a dismal wallpaper pattern. 

Even 70-year-old Swaff, who has lived above the Variety office for 
as long as :a Shaw preface, and about as controversial, has lit out for 
Norway. I bad expected we would drop in at the Variety joffice and 
do the crossword puzzle in the Times, as has been Ills daily habit for 
years, and we could kick the world around in repose, but the scream¬ 
ing of the mass circulation rags over an insult some young lord named 
Altrincham had thrown at the Queen’s English and evejn bigger type 
employed to tell how appalled its editors were at the trial of the 
County of Los Angeles vs. Confidential, seems to have stirred Swaff 
to take off for some fishing in Norway where I could have told him it 
is even colder this summer than in Paris or London. 

‘Sacrifice’ Is The Key Word 
Clem Humphries, secretary o£ the Variotous London dynasty since 

the early days of the late Jolo (Joshua Lowe), was our only contact 
with the dear, dead past. And, oh yes, the statue of Eclith Cavell, 
washed by the rains or some kindly hands, was still there, with the 
word SACRIFICE staring at any staffer who might be thinking that 
the cost-of-living index scooting ever skyward, this might be a good 
time to ask for a raise, as they still say in a once merrie England. 

Our contacts of a quarter of a century ago were as dead as a door¬ 
nail, (deader, because nobody seems to remember them and everybody 
remembers the old door nail). But Piccadilly Circus seemed to be more 
alive than ever. It’s nitelites were brighter than those around Sime’s 
Square. 

This may have been because the rains had washed the London atmos¬ 
phere of smog. .But it was good to see people gaily hurrying off to 
theatres where shows begin in some legit houses as early as 7:15. By 
two in the morning; however, Piccadilly is back to the blackouts. All 
busbs are in the barns and taxis are few. Only the street lights are 
left and they are mostly fog-lights which change red to black and make 
all faces look ghastly. 

Box-Car Figures For Dailies 
The dailies in the main have defied the trend toward mergers and 

decimation. Swaff’s Herald has skidded but others have held on to cir¬ 
culation figures and some have climbed to fantastic heights. Any rag 
with less than a million copies a day dreads talking about it and one 
of them is up to 4,000,000. They sell for two to five cents, which is cheap 
in this high priced town. 

The Times, the Observer and the Manchester Guardian somehow 
manage to wangle a fine quality of newsprint and otherwise hold to 
their high standard of what constitutes news. The Mail and the Express 
and their tab satellites keep feuding as of yore, currently over which 
is the worst friend of the Queen’s English and whether she does or 
does not pay too much attention to the Tweed Set and top little to the 
Peepul. 

Which Tweed Would You Like? 
. I have not yet been ab!e to tell whether the Tweed she favored was 

Boss Tweed or Harris Tweed and it isn’t worth running down because 
by now the feudists have run through a score of other scandals, not 
neglecting to print all the details and holding up their hands in holy 
terror at the same time. This has been especially true of the bawdy 
dispatches from Hollywood. 

Mr. Punch is still in there punching and his course in the last cen¬ 
tury has been traced by a new book by R. G. Price which is selling 
for around four bucks. Malcolm Muggeridge, which sounds like a name 
out of an early Evelyn Waugh novel, just quit as editor. He came over 
from the Telegraph five years ago and was expected to harpoon the 
Welfare State to death, but he seemS to have disliked the Tories as 
bady as the Laborites. He found time to broadcast and project his pan 
on tv between press deadlines and there is panned and fried as if 
he were an egg of dubious freshness. When wearied by this too much 
he retreats to the New Statesman and airs some philosophic reflections 
for them. He will have more time for philosophy now. As a matter of 
fact, he never was crazy about Punch. Until they get a new editor 
Peter Agnew is the boss. The mag has been in his family for 85 years. 

Pretty Girl Like A Malady 
I haven’t yet caught up with Punch’s reactions to my Lord Altrin¬ 

cham’s animadversions concerning the Queen’s style of speaking, which 
gives him “a pain in the neck.” “Like her mother she seems unable to 
string a few words together without a written text,” he added. 

Except for the Daily Mirror and the New Statesman, no paper 
seemed to hack up his young lordship’s blast, though they all printed 
it in various degrees of emphasis. 

As the girl is the prettiest thing in a land where the horsey set looks 
more horse-faced,than the horses and can only name the Knights of 
the Garter (all 25 of them) without being told to get back on her 
throne, it seems to an outsider like telling a deaf-mute to speak up. 
and be louder and funnner. Still, as she is due to give Canada and the 
USA a whirl next month, there may be misgivings that she will say 
the right thing at the wrong time, and hence needs a livelier dialog 
director. 

Thurber’s Satire On Hero Worship 
Could it be that all these Queen’s Worriers had misread a fantasy 

of Jim Thurber’s in “The Middle Aged Man on the Flying Trapeze” as 
history? I mean the tale of the tough kid, Jack (Pal) Smurch, who 
flew a second hand single motored plane around the world without a 
stop and, ill-fitted to handle the role of a hero, would take no direction 
from the press, the State Dept, or even the President as to how to 
avoid belittling the achievements of other heroes, or otherwise act with 
a modesty that didn’t fit him at alL As I recall it, when he was leaning 
out the window from the ninth story, where his briefing was taking 
place, a nod from the Prex and the secretary to the mayor of New York 
gave him the push that sent him hurtling to. his death, after which the 
head of the AJP. set the story for all to follow of Smurch’s “accidental” 
death while waving to his hysterical public on the street far below. 

Punch’s Real Biz Not Jokes 
Francis Williams, who keeps a weekly check on the nonsense that 

goes on in Fleet Street, thinks Price is right in insisting that Punch’s 
job is not to make jokes about illiterate charmaids or newcomers to 
the hunting set falling off horses (kings have been killed doing this) but 
to conceal the British need to conceal emotion behind good form. Fol¬ 
lowing this formula Punch, has become a national institution and over 
a century it has survived all competition, some of it lots funnier. But 
a comic weekly that has survived without contributions from Shaw. 
Chesterton, Wells, Belloc and Beerbohm is proof that it didn’t need 
the best wits to keep going. 

I It kept going by not causing offense to people who mattered. At least 
not to those who mattered in England. I scooped up some loot in my 
travels and among the prize items were several volumes of the early 
Punch. Among them were bound volumes of Punch’s first years, and 
the insults they could toss off to people like A, Lincoln and the Pope 
would have shocked even King George III. 

It hasn't quite remained as impervious to change as the Nelson 
Column and it certainly has changed in its attitude toward America. 
It has seen a mighty empire chipped off as if by souvenir-hunters and 
the end not yet in sight. But in its cynical and iconoclastic way it’s still 
smiling for the reverses as if it were edited by Harold Stassen. 
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OBITUARIES 
AUGUSTUS GOETZ 

Augustus Goetz, 56, playwright, 
died Sept, 30 in New York, after a 
brief, illness; Goetz and his wife, 
Ruth Goodman Goetz, had collab¬ 
orated-on plays and screenplays for 
27 years. Their first play on which 
they worked for two and a half 
years was never produced. A sec¬ 
ond was produced out of town but 
never reached Broadway. The 
third, “One Man Show,” was pro¬ 
duced on Broadway by Jed Harris. 

They later worked on a drama¬ 
tization of Henry James’ “Washing¬ 
ton Square,” which was produced 
in 1947 as “The Heiress”; “The Im- 
moralist,” from a novel by Andre 
Gide which opened on Broadway 
in 1954; and. “Hidden River,” which 
was presented last January at the 
Playhouse Theatre, Screenplays 
include “Sister Carrie” and the 
soon to be released “‘Stage Struck.” 

In addition taMiis wife, a daugh¬ 
ter survives. 

LEO LINDEMANN 
Leo Lindemann, 69, founder of 

Lindy’s Restaurant, died Sept. 24, 
after a lengthy illness. 

Details in Vaude. 

KURT SCHORCHT 
Kurt Schorcht, 67, director of 

the Bavaria Filmkunst Inc. at 
Munich-Geiselgasteig and founder 
and former head of Schorcht Film 
Distribution, died of a heart attack 
Sept. 18 in Munich. Active in the 
film industry for some 40 years, he 
was one Of the top' names in the 
trade, 

Schorcht took over sales for the 
Maerkiscfie Film Co.. in Berlin, 
representing middle and east Ger¬ 
many, lit 1934. .He was credited 
with bringing the better American 
films to Germany, and: later, for 
production of some of the great 
German film classics. 

Reorganizing after World War 
II, .he started a film wardrobe, sup¬ 
ply business in Geiselgasteig and 
worked on the first postwar Ger¬ 
man film to be made in the Ameri- 

died in New York Sept. 29 after a 
brief illness. .1 

She was hired by the Society in 
1919 as a bookkeeper, and at the | 
time of her death was in charge of j 
personnel and assistant to the* 
comptroller. As supervisor of the 
distribution of royalties she be¬ 
came familiarly knbwn to ASCAP 
cleffers as “Brooksie." 

Her husband survives. 

ROMEO CELLA 
Romeo Celia, 61, cellist and prez 

of Local 77, AFM, died Sept. 29 in 
Philadelphia. He was elected to a 
two-year term as head of the 5,000 
member local which covers Phila; 
and South Jersey in May, 1956. 

Celia also headed the union in 
1934 and ’35 and added another 
two-year term in 1954. He was 
largely instrumental in obtaining 
wage increases for the members. 

; He wojrked with large pit bands in 
most of the area’s theatres. 

[ Surviving are wife, two sons and 
[two brothers, one of whom, TheO- 
: dore, is a harpist with the New 
York Philharmonic. 

NED MIDGLEY 
Ned Midgley, 51, v.p. and man- 

■ ager of radio for the Ted Bates 
agency, died in New York Oct. 1 
after a long illness with cancer. 
He was a veteran of radio timebuy¬ 
ing, starting with BBD&O and 
moving to CBS Radio in 1941 as 
sales account exec. He joined Ted 
Bates in 1950. 

A familiar figure at broadcast 
trade conventions, Midgley also 
conducted classes at New York U. 
and authored a trade text, “.The 
Advertising and Business Side of 
Radio.” Survived by wife and 
two -sons. ., . 

JOAN HUGHES 
Mrs. Arvil R. Gilliam, 64, former 

Tennessee radio entertainer, died 
of cancer Sept, 28 in Washington. 
As Joan Hughes, she sang for 10 
years on station WOPl, Bristol, 

villian-actor James Burke, died of 
[ a heart attack Sept. 23 in La Can¬ 
ada, CaL The former Eleanor Dur¬ 
kin, she was in vaude for years as 
half of the Durkin Sisters. Later, 
she teamed with her husband In 
the act of Burke & Durkin which 
played the major circuits. 

. Surviving are her husband and 
a daughter. .. .. 

RONALD SIMPSON 
Ronald Simpson. fiO„ stage, and 

radio actor, who made his first Lon¬ 
don appearance at the Playhouse 

iin 1921 in “Hanky-Panky. John,” 
and later the same year joined 
the New Shakespearean company, 
Stratford-on-Avon, died Sept. 23 in 
Aldeburgh, Suffolk, Eng. He ap¬ 
peared at the Maxine Elliott Thea¬ 
tre, N.Y., in 1929 as Compton 
Schloss in “Many Waters.” 

WERNER EPLINIUS 
Werner Eplinius, 50, German 

screen writer, died Sept. 12 in 
Munich, West Germany, after a 
long illness. He had turned out 
screenplays for the last 30 years. 

More recently Eplinius collabo¬ 
rated with scripter Janne Furch. 
His credits included “My Brother 
Joshua” and the musical, “Music 
in the Blood,” among other films. 

MECO 
Antonio Serra Alves Mendes, 40, 

Portuguese scenic artist, drowned 
Sept. 20 in the Tagus River, Lis¬ 
bon, when his sailboat capsized. 
Under the stage name of Meco, he 
designed sets and costumes for 
many shows. 

He also did caricatures and por¬ 
traits of show biz people in the 
weekly Secolq Hustrado. 

HARVEY L. HUSTEN 
Harvey L. Hiisten (Uzewitz), 32, 

manager of WKDN, Camden, N.J., 
died there Sept. 26. A native of 
Troy, N.Y. for a time he was an 
announcer and disk jockey at 
WABY, Albany. 

Surviving are his wife, son, 
[daughter, parents, brother and a 
sister. 

Mother, 64, of John Hammell, 
Paramount film editor, died Sept. 
24 in Hollywood. She was the 
widow of John Hammell, for many 
years in charge of censorship at 
Paramount. 

Ruben Katz, 72, a musician who 
played with many leading orches¬ 
tras including the New York Phil¬ 
harmonic and the NBC orchestra 
under Arturo Toscanini, died Sept. 
27 in Long Beach, L.L 

Mother, 85, of Douglas Helgeson, 
managing director of the Chicago 
Cinerama Corp., died Sept. 23 in 
Long Beach, Calif. Two other sons 
also survive. 

William H. Bedell, 74, formerly 
with the Prudential circuit’s Lin¬ 
denhurst Theatre, Lindenhurst, 
L.I., died -Sept. 10 at the Will 
Rogers Hospital, Saranac Lake, 
N.Y. after a one month illness. 

Henchel Crockett, who had been 
with the Charles Byer agency in 

| Hollywood for 17 years, died Sept 
21 of a heart attack. Wife, son, 
daughter survive. 

Mother of Lester Gottlieb, gen-; 
eral programming executive at 
CBS-TV and exec producer of the' 
web’s "The Big Record,” died Sept. 
25 in Brooklyn, N.Y. Another son 
also survives. 

Adolf Schulze, 76, a member of 
horn section of the New York Phil¬ 
harmonic in 1918-45, died Sept 23 
in Waycross,. Ga. 

Edvard Persson, 70, one of 
Sweden’s best known film come¬ 
dians, died Sept- 26 in Halsinborg,' 
Sweden, 

Felix Samper, 70, French actor 
who was widely known in Mexico, 
died of cancer Sept. 23 in Mexico 
City, 

Domentck Della Rocco, 53, man¬ 
ager of the Bamurn Theatre, 
Bridgeport, Conn., died Sept. 21 in 
that city. 

Andrew D. Cowan, playwright, 
[died Sept. 18 in Kirkintillpeh, 
Scot. _• 

! Mother, 70, of Henry Strauss, 
! Columbia Pictures ad copywriter, 
died Sept 20 in New York, 

Wife, 62, of Ernest Bly the, prexy 
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can zone of Germany. . This was 
Harald Braun’s “Between Yester¬ 
day and Tomorrow,” which helped 
re-establish, the. German industry. 
Later he founded Schorcht Film 
Production and Distribution, then 
joined Bavarian Filmkunst as well. 

JOHN TIPPETT 
John Tippett, 90, who had been 

associated with, the circus and film 
business for more than 50 years, 
died Sept. 20 in Delaware, O., after 
a brief illness. He had been asso¬ 
ciated with the organization of 
Universal Films, which he sold out 
to Cad Laeinmle. He later repre¬ 
sented tht company in several Eu¬ 
ropean countries. 

Tippett started hit show business 
career in 1894 when he ran away 
from home to join the Sells Bros. 
Circus. He toured with the Buffalo 
Bill show and was in charge of 
concessions at the St, Louis 
Worid’a Fair in 1994. The next] 
year he became an exec with the 
Hagenbeck circus and at one time 
had several shows of his own • on 
the rood. In 1922 he organized his 
own film distribution business with 
which he was associated until he 
retired. 

Survived by his wife. 

Gene taylor 
Gene Taylor,-56, regarded as one 

of Honolulu’s four top bracket disk 
jockeys, died Sept. 25 in that city. 
Death was attributed to an over¬ 
dose of sleeping tablets. He 
came to Hawaii In 1949 and 
launched his radio career with a 
daily commentary program in 1951. 

Body was found in their apart¬ 
ment by his bride of five months. 
A note addressed to his wife was 
found alongside the body. Oxford- 
educated, Taylor entered the disk 
jockey field in 1954 and won popu¬ 
larity with his courtly British vo¬ 
cal mannerisms and his shrewd 
knowledge of semi-pop and semi- 
classical programming. 

In addition to his wife and 11- 
month old stepdaughter, Taylor is 
survived- by a son. Navy Lieut. 
Derrach Taylor. 

MARY E. BROOKS 
Mary E. Brooks- (Mrs. Clement 

Botchford), well known figure in 
music biz through her longtime tie 
with the American. Society of Au¬ 
thors, Composers A Publishers, 

Tenn., as the "Songbird of the 
Appalachians. She accompanied 
herself on the program which she 
started in the.late ’20s. She had 
lived in Washington since 1950. 

One of her two surviving sons is 
Jim Curtis,, a film' technician for 
NBC News. 

LEO B. ESTUDILLO 
Leo B. Estudillo, 57, a trick rider 

in dozens of Western films, died 
Sept. 21 in San Francisco. A native 
of San Diego, he played in West¬ 
erns with Bill Boyd and Roy Rogers 
and was particularly adept at 
“ditch” scenes. He moved to San 
Francisco earlier this year and 
bought a riding stable which he 
was running at the time of his 
death. 

Wife survives. 

JOHN SIEMS 
John Siems, 73, former vaude 

performer, died Sept. 13 at the. 
Will Rogers Hospital, Saranac 
Lake, N. Y„ after an 18 months* 
illness. When stricken he was with 
the Polack Bros, as partner in a 
clown magic act known as Siems 
& Kay. 

Siems, who was’a standard turn 
in vaude, was famed as a card and 
coin manipulator. He trouped 
throughout the world, 

HONORE VERKINDEREN 
Honore Verkinderen, 58, tech¬ 

nical general director of the Geva- 
ert Photoproduction firm in Ant¬ 
werp, Belgium, died there Sept. 7. 
He was a veterah of 25 years in 
the photo production industry. . 

Verkinderen was responsible for 
many important photographic im¬ 
provements in the European film 
business. He was particularly 
noted for his work in motion pic¬ 
ture color photography. 

AUGUSTO genina 
Augusto Genina, 65, one of 

Italy’s leading film directors, died 
Sept. 28 in Rome. Among his best 
known films were “Cyrano de Ber¬ 
gerac,” “White Squadron” and 
“Three Forbidden Stories.” 

ELEANOR DURKIN 
Mrs. James Burke, onetime 

vaude performer and wife of vaude- i 

of the Abbey-Theatre Co., Dublin, 
died there Sept 25. 

Father-in-law of Eddie Moriarty, 
Metro salesman in Pittsburgh, died 
Sept. 14 in that city. 

Poland Legit 
2—, Coatinned -from pas* 73 

technical and artistic quality of the ; 
productions remained in the hands 
of the central organization over 
which Balizki presides. According 
to him the following American 

(plays were scheduled for produc- 
i tlon in Warsaw during the 1956- 
57 season; “Arsenic tod Old Lace”, 

. “The Male Animal”, plus the Yank¬ 
ee lesson In democracy, “The Tea- 

j house of the August Moon”. Also, 
| Arthur Miller’s “Witches of Salem” 
and “View from the Bridge”. 
. Three other plays—slanted par¬ 

ticularly for juvenile audiences, 
are; Robert E. Sherwood’s “The 
Petrified Forest”, Twain’s “The 
Prince and the Beggar” and Thorn¬ 
ton Wilder’s “Our Town”. Poland’s 
young-young crowd saw “Jim and 
Jill” by Clifford Grey. 

There are two American plays 
the Poles are not anxious to put 
on but until now their authors 
have withheld permission. The 
plays are Tennessee Williams’ 
“The Streetcar named Desire” and 
Thornton Wilder’s “The Skin of 
our Teeth”. 

marriages 
Mary Frederick* to John E. 

(Jack) Surrick, Philadelphia sept 
21. He’s sales development man¬ 
ager of WPEN there. 

Peggy Taylor to George Kay, 
Edinburgh, Scotland, Sept. 23. 
Bride’s film actress. 

Toni Hillis to Don Rudell, Green¬ 
wich, Conn., Sept. 12. He’s man¬ 
ager of tv and film sales for Tele- 
PrompTer. 

Nena Mondragon to Gonzalo 
Castello, Mexico City, Sept. 24. 
He’s a radio announcer. 

Dodie Gibson to Marshall Grant, 
Bethesda. McL, Sept. 22. Bride’s 
an actress; hfe’s a bandleader at the 
Hotel New Yorker, N. Y. 

Toby Deane to Boh Weems, Ar¬ 
lington, Va., Sept. 27. Bride’s an 
actress; he’s manager of General 
Artists Corp. band dept. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Heck, son, 

Burbank, CaL, Sept. 21. Mother is 
secretary to George Lait, assistant 
studio publicity director at Uni¬ 
versal. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Westmore, 
daughter, Hollywood, Sept. 23. 
Father is head of Universal’s 
makeup and hairdressing depart¬ 
ment. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Simmons, 
daughter, Hollywood, Sepf. 21. Fa¬ 
ther is a tv writer. 

An American play already seen 
here. is “The Diary of Anne 
Frank”. It was well staged, sensi¬ 
tively interpreted and performed 
by seasoned troupers. The principle 
point of divergence between the 
New York and the Warsaw produc¬ 
tion was Mrs, Van Daan’s fur coat. 
Whereas the New York Mrs. Van 
Daan's fur coat had been a rather 
dilapidated, old thing, her counter¬ 
part in Warsaw luxuriated on the 
stage in a sumptuous, brand-new: 
redfox which had the eyes of the 
audience—who are not accustomed 
to such sights—transfixed on its 
glossy and fluffy, long red hairs.: 

■ This fur coat must have made a 
handsome dent in Balizki’s budget, 
:for furs in Poland are extremely 
costly—therefore hardly ever seen 
on private persons. 

Polish government appropriates 
nearly 150 million Zloty yearly to 
the Theater Arts. (Present ex¬ 
change rate for Americans visiting 
Poland is 24 Zloty to one dollar). 
Some 75,000 goes to salaries. Box- 
office receipts, at current ticket 
prices, amount to approximately 
80 million Zloty from the 138 reg¬ 
ular theatre units and the 26 pup¬ 
pet stage units. 

Shews Oat of Town 
2= Continued from pace 72 ^ 

Rivalry 
It has timely urgency In a sense, 
too, as it points up the similarity 
of emotions then and now on the 
racial question. 

But the speeches in the debates 
are still speeches, and the rivalry 
loses bite and impact as the basic 
beliefs of the-two rivals are re¬ 
vealed as basically similar on the 
burning issues of States rights and 
preservation of the Union. 

It it in the asides and shorter 
scenes featuring Agnes Moorhead 
as Mrs. Douglas that Corwin brings 
the rivalry to life. The actress 
fairly steals the show In a charm¬ 
ing performance as the shrewd but 
very feminine Adele Cutts Douglas. 
Here is the task of linking the 
scenes together, and'when Corwin 
takes liberties with History the play 
comes to life. 

Gabel Is warm and believable as 
Sen. Douglas, if a trifle Unsure of 
his lines at times. Massey is at once 
acceptable as Lincoln, due in part 
perhaps from many previous enact¬ 
ments of the role, which tends to 
give audiences a pre-conception of 
him In it. 

Play is presented without acts, 
the -only props being two tables, 
chairs, glasses and a pitcher of 
water. The only programs avail¬ 
able here were souvenir booklets 
giving, historical facts and back¬ 
ground on the series of historic 
debates held in the midwest id the 
Illinois Senatorial ' campaign, of 
1858. 

As the “debates continue there is 
an inevitable letdown and it seems, 
the ending could be more subtly 
defined. The close of the debates, 
Douglas* victory In the election, 
followed by Lincoln’s election to 
the presidency and the Civil War, 
do not carry the necessary impact 

( to bring the rivalry to a meaning¬ 
ful conclusion. Reed. 

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keane, daugh¬ 
ter, Hollywood, Sept. 18, Father Is 
KHJ-TV stage manager. 

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Schier, 
daughter, Freeport, L.I., Sept. 26. 
Father is a theatrical attorney. 

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Blumberg, 
daughter. New York, Sept. 25. 
Mother Is comedienne Patricia 
Bright; father is v.p. of Brooks Cos¬ 
tume Co. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Cioffl, son, 
Paris, Sept. 28. Father is a CBS 
news correspondent stationed 
there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Jacob- 
owitz, daughter. New York, Sept. 
27. Father is engineering chief 
for Mutual in New York. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Franken- 
heimer, daughter, Los Angeles, 
Sept.. 28. Father is CBS-TV 
“Playhouse 90” director. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Davis, 
daughter, Burbank, Sept. 25. Fa¬ 
ther is exec producer, CBS Radio 
net programs, Hollywood. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lew Keraer, son, 
Hollywood; Sept. 24. Father is a 
film producer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dave Weir, daugh¬ 
ter, Pittsburgh, Sept. 16. Father’s 
a former WB salesman and son of 
May Weir, booker at that exchange. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tom McFadden, 
son, New York, Sept. 27. .Father is 
v.p. in charge of NBC owned & 
operated -stations 

Mr. and Mrs. Don McDonough, 
son, New York, Sept. 27. Father is 
an assistant director at WRCA-TV; 
mother was formerly also an as¬ 
sistant director at the station. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Mammarella, 
son, Camden, N. J., Sept 25. 
Father is producer of WFIL-TV’s 
“American Bandstand”; mother 
was formerly continuity acceptance 
head at WFIL-TV and WPTZ. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ade Kahn, son. 
New York, Sept. 27. Father is a 
publicist. 

Negro Stagehanls 
Contimne4 from h(( 1 ——t 

a non-discrimination policy, none 
has been employed for a Broadway 
show. Previously, Negro grips 
limited to membership In the Har¬ 
lem local, which was dissolved 
and Its membership shifted to Lo¬ 
cal 1 under the AFL-GIO consoli¬ 
dation. 

The entry of Negro stagehands 
into the Broadway field will ap¬ 
parently leave only one major 
category with a racial exclusion 
policy. That is the boxoffice un¬ 
ion. However, in that case it’s not 
clear whether it Is matter of offi¬ 
cial rule, tacit agreement or mera 
coincidence. 

Negroes are members of tha 
musicians’ union and a number 
work in the pits for Broadway 
shows. They are also admis sable 
to the Assiu of Theatrical Press 
Agents-t Managers, and some have 
been members and been employed 
In the past, although none is in 
the union at present There is no 
discrimination in Actors Equity, 
hut employment is a matter of 
casting requirements and the per¬ 
sonal wishes of producers, au¬ 
thors, directors, etc., of individ¬ 
ual shows. 
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PLAYTHING-THE HONEY SONG -»<ckto»» 
“FOUR BY PAT”.oon. 

REMEMBER YOU’RE MINE -THERE’S A GOLD MINE M THE SKY 
— PAT IOONI 

REBEL — CAROL JARVIS 
MISTER FIRE EYES —10NNIE GUITAR 
I’M SPINNING — KRIPf JOHNSON — LooJ Stumor of "Whlsporfo* Mlt." 
WHISPERING BELLS — THE DELL>YIKfNGS 

LOVE BY THE JUKEBOX LIGHT-ON MY MIND AGAII-«*««»*« 
FROM A JACK TO A KING-SLOW TRAIN -«« «« 
MY CABIN OF DREAMS- DEDICATED TO YOU -** 
DEDICATED TO YOU-SHORT WALK -*°hnt KNIGHT 
A SWEET KIND OF LOVE - NEED ME — JIMMY NEWMAN 
I’LL STILL WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE SAND - . 
’TIS SWEET TO BE REMEMBERED -mac 
HEY SUGAR-YOUR DRIVER’S LICENSE, PLEASE - w fa** 

■£doz ^coens -c 
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Lotsa B.O. Harmony as Vienna Plays FILM SEX JYPE Copyrights-D.S.’ $6-B01ion Stake; 
Host to Atomic Energy Conference |j j||)[) JQTlfiUflE lotions Powwow in Washington 

. By EMIL W, MAAS 

Vienna, Oct. 8. 
Despite the fact that there .axe, 

for. theefirst time, “NoMusic” signs 
on the entrances of some Wiener 
Kaffe Hausen, hecaucoup boxoffice 
music Accompanies the 900 dele¬ 
gates plus staff {and friends) to the 
Afeitiic Energy-Conference hi fee 
Austrian capital. Concerts, legit and 
cinemas are sokl out, bit?; and. 
cafes; filled to capacity. Only ’In 
the Konzert Haus, declared exter¬ 
ritorial throughout the sessions, 
there is no music. Busts of Bee¬ 
thoven, Brahms and'Schubert look 
down on the heated discussions. 
Speakers talk pianissimo and for¬ 
tissimo. . 

The musical offerings of Vienna 
were topped by maestro Robert 
Stolz/ Who directed' -last week 
the big orchestra the Austrian 
Radio ,Coq>. jRundfank) in the con- 

'certhall of -OR company. He 
swung hisbaton j»n special request 
Of* the delegations, having been 
asked to arrange one of his. famous 
“Vienna htigfcts ” With Johann 

. Strauss, Franz Lehar and his own 
'inusid' on the program, the audi¬ 
ence had an atomic experience of 
another sort. Applause reached its 
climax when jffok played his 

(Continued on page' 10) 

SIX PLAYS BUNCHED FOR m 
C1TVCNC mi A wnwr Short supply not only in Hollywood 
dlLlLlW rlBnlltinU but in Britain, France, Italy and 

The inflationary spiral seems to wherever features are made for 

By FRED HIFT 
-—^--—— -f . Washington, Oct. 8. 

_____ . __r_ Representatives of 12 nations, in- 
PRESLEY ASKS 75G eluding the U.S.. are currently 

* meeting here on problems rnvolv- 
Cnp ? CAMriC AW TV iug worldwide copyright protec- run J JUITO Ull 11 tiow This is the first time the 

Elvis Presley Is a ’hankering for intergovernmental copyright com- 
have hit legit angeling—Roger L, tE® world competition. This has ^ tel sho'w The price he mittee, organized by UNESCO, is 
Stevens* “Plavwriehts Six Co.” is created a somewhat artificial de- fnoiner reiesnow, x . e phuddling.in America. Stevens* “Playwrights Six Co.” is 
underwriting a six-play package in 
units of $30,000 each. 

mand for established stars, many has put on his ^erviceS is $75,000 committee, established by the 
of them considered rapidly fading, for a stint on which he would do provisions of the Universal Copy- 

Six to be financed will be culled 1 meanwhile cleaning up finan-j three song spots. right Convention which 27 nations 

Politicos Getting 

Single 
ifnaifeeMses 

from the following:‘Time Remem- cially and, able to say to producers List salary on video was $50,000 have now approved, will consider 
bered,” “Nude With Violin,” 111 effect, Don f call us, tee’ll call ■ h _ f sjuiiivan protection of the international 
“Country Wife,” “Rope Dancers,” you, tf interested. for three shows for Ed Sullivan, rights of authors, artists, compos- 
“Summer of the 17th Doll,” “The Meanwhile efforts in Hollywood —--- ers, and producers. Its chief pur- 
Joshua Tree” and “So Like to create new boxoffice personali- . pose js serve as a communica- 
Lucrece” ties are beset with paradox. The I ___ *1 111-ZL tions bridge between various sys- 
",--:- oW methods don’t seem to wow a (AnnAn 13II f VT3|[ terns of copyright throughout the 

newly sophisticated public. Show- UVUMWU vuii 4 world. 
U* - Ilf !>• Ll men talk sex appeal, as. of yore, ^ * • * Virtually all subjects on agenda 
NIYAII If JK Klffhl* *2? (a). som! °? tbf ubapproachr r • I J \ 0f current meeting concern some 
lllAVU If HO Aljlllt able, ice-water-m-the-veins fern- f AIT |f|V 1*2 IT LflyV . segment of show biz; in the news 

mes are much in demand and (b) * vt aiRj * »*«„ "WUJ J field, for example, there have beem 
II 1*i* £1 ii* it’s by no means certain that the _ cases where news has been 
r Allfirnc IyP|T1I1(!> expensive, and elaborate ballyhoo J F .11 H i “stolen” from radio broadcasts and 
I llllliMIO UCIUII5 for Jayne Mansfield has really put AlrP/HIV ilAlU UUi reprinted in foreign papers. Na- 
__ her over. . - 1 VWIlJ ■ a/vai* w ui tional laws covering news rights 
*rtr If 1 J* • Star scarcity is not new but gets differ sharply. The French courts 
I V RlArrhaiUlKma wors& e.ach film season. . The London, Oct. 8. have ruled that news falls into tha 
1 1 IliVl VllflIlllWlllg process is now anything but auto- Though not slated to' bow- into publie domain as soon as it has 
' - matic as was once pretty largely Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, been put into circulation, while 
The amount of spot “coinmer- true when enough publicity and , t - „ . _ . „ in the U.S. protection has been 

cials” being bought today on tele- enough screen exposures made un- ofbeing a blazing declared to exist as long as the 
vision by politicos gives a strong, talented male or female lookers Advance pub? news .retains commercial value, 
indication that the words of Vice mfo stars. ,ta(?2oLNewYork ancTtte UNESCO has prepared a report 
President Richard Nixon are bemg Even as producers and exhibi- Bcity from New Yorx ana tne wi special interest to 
borne out to a greater degree than tors seek reassurance in the old *2 broadcasters 
ever. Some time back, before the adage that’s it’s the story alone disk has^spark^d nff t * Also to be considered during the 
assembled members of the Radio that really counts, they know that BritlS* welk-lori meeSig is the protec 
& Television Executives Society, the star system is stiR the ribcage show biz has ever known. Q£ musiciaris and other peiV 

List salary on video was $50,000 have now approved, will consider 
^ eh«„,o CMiiivart protection of the international 
for three shows for Ed Sullivan. jrights of authors, artists, compos- 

—-- ers, and producers. Its chief pur- 
_ _ . ... # pose is to serve as a communica- 

I amnIam | AM f Ilf tions bridge between various sys- LfODuOll tan i If ail tems of copyright throughout the 
. world. 

' •_ __ ( _ 11 Virtually all subjects on agenda 
Caw ‘Mft k aw 1 A Jir • of current meeting concern some ■ Ol mV 1 ail taOV . segment of show biz; in the news 
* WI • J * t field, for example, there have beert 

. _ _ _ , - A cases where news has been 
11_,_ _ J__ v^.1 J fl.a “stolen” from radio broadcasts and AireaflV ijOIQ UUi reputed in foreign papers. Na- 

* VUUJ ■ tional laws covering news rights 
T , ^ „ differ sharply. The French courts 
London, Oct. 8. have j^gd that news falls into tha 

Though not slated to bow* into public domain as soon as It has 
the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, been put into circulation, while 

broadcasters. 
Also to be considered during the 

week-long meeting _is the protec¬ 
tion of musicians and other pet- 

the country’s second highest officer of; the industry skeleton and that As of yesterday (7) the box-of- £0rmjng artists, as well as record 
said, in effect, that now the Public nothing would or could help aslfice had been open for a.week and] . ^Quntinued on page 18) 

* . London, Oct. 8. 
^udlsib colony on commercial 

teieyisiobj That Actually happened 
• inljjphdon Ust week when Assoei- 

Bted-Redtffusion screened a lfi- 
mlhute program in -its “Out of 
jSt^* series.. By all the rules of 
ndeUsin; howevet, the^^one person 
Who Was out t>£ 'sfeir%as fihe A-R 
inferviewer, Danier Farson. He 

^ was folly clothed. 
Jhis Was a eloseup of nudism— 

the way practicisjng nudists play 
Jt,: The femme members of the 
Colony wore big smiles, .little ear¬ 
rings—and Hiat’s all.? They ap- 

** (Continued on page 71) 

‘B’-Rated *Les Girls’ 
Into R.€. Music Hall 

booking of the Legion of De- 
' eehey “Be rated “Les Girls” at N?w 

York’s Radio City Music Hall could 
go under a sigpunOf-the-times head¬ 
ing. Gotham showcase through the 
yejprs (and untR recemiy) es-i 
thawed product regarded by 
Catholic.reviewing organization 
“morally objectionable in pat^ 

/ Xt’s ttf pe noted, too, that the^uie 
frequently has been attended by 
the deriftr. 

Today, an increased number of 
dhe t«|p-cWimer neoductions otd of 
Hollywood nee. gettii^ the “B” 

; treatment and fee HaR apparenUy 
- has A0 choice jmt -to^book them 

said, in effect, that now the public nothing would or could help as fice had heen open for a. week and . 4continued on page 11 
buys names and faces and hot plat- quickly and effectively to. revital- from dawn till dusk the theatre ___. 
forms and that a candidate for pub- ize the film'biz as the emergence has been - invaded by optimists 
lie office has to be merchandised of some really potent brandnew anxious to stake claims to see the IT P CL,-,. D!_ Anfrlnc 
in much the same as any tv prod- names with true marquee value, musical Jut. Way before the b.o. U.lL ullvfl 1I1A All^lCo 
uct. the kind of names people would go opened for “Fair Lady” business a « * ,n , r 

Former Senator Herbert H: Leh- to see just as they once flocked an estimated ^OOO,* letters had UH uOY16l u2l6111t6. ll 
(Continued on page 60) (Continued on page 60) .1 {Continued on page 71) _ r 1 • 

.The. comics,. of course, ^already 
have . brushed ‘ off all" "the" "jokes 

uct. the kind of names people would go opened for Jbair i^aay Dusiness A_ Q 
Former Senator Herbert H: Leh- to see just as they once flocked j an estimated 12;000# letters had UH uOYl6l u2l6lll[6. u3.RS* 

(Continued on page 60) (Continued on page 60) .1 {Continued on page 71) _ _ _ 
—————-r"- ; . -- ' ; ■ . New Space Cadet Spree 

Come Tomorrow, ParUr-Meter Fun £££££%*& 
Next After Milk Pill^—Sez Novins SyS?S'';t.S"S 

- * ' . , T .,, . ^ . expected to boom Outer Space 
By ABEL GREEN whatever they might y want ta tele- water on both shoulders state that video shows and heighten b.o. in- 

. . . T . ... , cast , . - ‘‘5ny number of exhibitor^, are terest in science-fiction films and 
-Louis A. Novins, president of Nevins makes light of the- man- clamoring for franchises.” the like 

Telemeter, the Paramount pay-see power needed to collect the cash- Paramount is not concerned 
system, and Paul A. Raibourn, vee- in-the-slofc because of the rotating -about-Rs exhibitor-relations on tha ScSS’' Sr 
pee of-the parent company, are system of collections so that some principle that “nobody can ever lurlra in/arA ciJm* 
sanguine that by mid-1958 they will 2*6% of the personnel would be achieve 100% saturation,” and the f 
have more than one “truly tepre- ©n a ephstant cycle of collections, theatres .will, ?qt Jie.hurt. although, ■’ * opui- 
sentative” community wired for geared to a two-month period, nope will dispute, it is inevitable nnr TunB’ 
their “home movies” setup. Which in actuality would J>e only that the subseque^t-nms (which 

They are adamaht that their coin- 40 working days.; Thus, that 2V6%, more and, more”have diminished in. -j?v,vk£hAif A'a - 
in-the-slot system is the most real- on a daily revolving, jbasis, .would potency) will be affected. The click- i^i^uiiuiuus ms. 
iatic, rathM* than the monthly hill; immediately :giv.e the home-office ing, pay-and-pick home-vision' Songwriter’s Best Friend 
jmd they put the greatest acceftt on “the Inost accurate gauge on the augurs the inevitable extermination - Milwaukee OcL 8 
sthe “pay-amd-pick” choice which popularity, of the show .the night of large numbers*of suhsequents. * 
—as planned—rests with fheir before, and Seats anything Nielsen It is this segment of exhibitordom World Series fever here hit the 
subscribers. * or Trendex- could offer on a scieriti- which is keenly interested in toll- a of material. 

This is advanced in. contrast to fically gauged compilation, since vision franchises, * j Three titles, - Song of Milwaukee 
tiie $».5a monthly as a “must” fee, the payoff to the distributor is - The intra-ttkde ‘question of Braves, ‘Milwaukee, Home of 
iq fee'Bartlesville (Okla.) experi- similarly clocked” “when” is broadly accepted as a Braves and I Love the Braves, 
ment, which, is land-wired^ and, of Novins and RaihdUrit envision sixmonth waiting period before the ?ave come in for d.}. spins even 
course, they look upon Telemeter (1) a completely new “book of rules crOam-of-the-crop product- la re- neighboring Chicago. 
M superior to any of fee over-fee^ for show business ” if, is and when leased, to tollvision.. All three tunes reached the mar- 
air ^sterns which necessitate puf- pay-see ever comes to pass; and The question of revenue-appor-|ket a few days before the series 

choice tv time fe pr«ijeet](2^ . While admittedly carrying^;' (Continued on pago 71) started. 
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Eugene O’Neill, 30 Years Ago, Watered 
Down His Own 'Elms’ for Films; 

Now Par Version Close to Stage 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

A dust-covered screen treatment 
unearthed at Paramount a few 
months ago is today's best proof 
of the current maturity of the 
screen and of the development of 
film audiences to the point at 
which adult stories can be told with 
the full sanction and approval of 
the Production Code Administra¬ 
tion. The treatment is of "Desire 
Under tMfElms” and it was written 
by Eugene ONeill himself in an 
effort to peddle the property to pic¬ 
tures shortly after it opened on 
Broadway three decades ago. 

With the then uncompromising 
strictures of the industry in mind, 
O'Neill’s treatment heavily bow¬ 
dlerized his own stark stage script. 
By contrast, the completed film 
version of "Desire,” which will be 
released early next year, hasn’t 
changed any of the characters and 
hews to the original plot without 
sugar-coating. 

“Actually," producer Don Hart¬ 
man reported today, “the picture is 
the final proof that the Production 
Code Administration realizes that 
audiences have grown up. We 
haven’t deviated from O’Neill’s 
story—we’ve retained the adultery 
and the infanticide. But we got 
a seal because it’s sold in good, 
taste.” 

Nor was there any great gamble 
on his part in making the film with¬ 
out changes, Hartman revealed. 
PC A approved his basic script 
even before shooting began, albeit 
with a few minor reservations. 

(Continued on page 20) 

Cheaper Franc Means 
Less French Film Aid 

Paris, Oct. 8. 
With the devaluation of the 

franc now an accepted factor here, 
the amount of Film Aid handed out 
to producers on. a percentage of 
foreign and domestic take, has been 
regulated accordingly. This fund 
money is obtained via .taxes on 
theatre ducats here and is given to 
a producer towards his next film. 
This is supposed to keep an equi¬ 
librium in the film setup. 

Rising production costs and be¬ 
low par cinema patronage have 
made it almost impossible for most 
iilms to get amortization in their 
own marls. Thus a bigger pre¬ 
mium in aid was handed pix bring, 
ing in foreign revenue. From 25% 
it will now be cut to 19% since 
devaluation is in favor. Local aid 
on grosses will go to 7% and 8%. 
Only repatriated funds count for 
the advances on foreign take. 

Musical Bard 
Now William Shakespeare’s life 

and times will get the Broadway 
legit musical treatment by Eddie 
Davis and Sam Alper. 

It’s titled “All The World’s A 
Stage.” 

Who'* Crowded? 
Wry humorous angle devel¬ 

oped this week from the flu 
scare which has been played 
up so much by the dailies and 
radio-tv that it has cut deeply 
into Broadway first-run film 
grosses. One irked manager 
complained that "something 
outta be done about news¬ 
papers which warn people to 
stay away from crowded 
places such as movies.” 

“We are not crowded plhces 
currently,” he exclaimed, "and 
we would welcome folks. It’s 
really cozy here.”_ 

ffwood in Sputnik Spurt; 
Register Satellite Titles 

In New Space Pic Cycle 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

If producers follow through on 
their title registrations, Holllywood 
is going on a satellite kick, as 
spurred by Russia’s launching of 
its man-made “moon.” Claims to 
dozens of labels indicating inter¬ 
planetary space themes have been 
filed with the Motion Picture Assn, 
of America for the past several 
months. It could ittean a new 
cycle, possibly replacing the cur¬ 
rent run of horror entries. 

Definitely set for production is 
"&?ace Children.” Richard Alland 
is To produce for Paramount with 
the cameras to roll in December. 

Indie producer Robert E. Kent 
(Peerless Productions) went to the 
MPA A offices here Friday ' (4) to 
register eight titles, such as “500 
Miles Up,” "Circling the Globe” 
and so on. 

While similar picture. nomencla¬ 
ture has been placed with the 
MPA A in past, production has 
been slight. Now, with the sub¬ 
ject hot, there’ll be a rush to hit 
the market with “space” matter, 
it’s, expected. 

Reissue ‘Conquest of Spate* 
Paramount is first to bat with a 

picture tieing- in with Russia’s 
(Continued on page 60) 

Episcopal Theatre, Party* 
At Jewish Community 

Compatahility among different 
religious denominations is being 
demonstrated here through a non¬ 
professional production of "Wit- 

j ness for the Prosecution.” The 
[meller is scheduled for Oct. 23- 
Nov. 3 presentation by the Resident 
Theatre of the Jewish Community 
Center, which produces about eight 
plays yearly. 

The Center’s last performance of 
the play, which falls on a Sunday, 
is being sold as a theatre party for 
the benefit of St, Augustine’s Epis¬ 
copal Church. 
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Yvonne DeCarlo YDislis 
Hollywood, Oct 8. 

Yvonne DeCarlo is the latest film 
name to join record ranks, inking 
an exclusive contract with Imperial 
Records.' Prexy Lew Chudd plans 
an initial recording session within 
the next few weeks at which* Miss 
DeCarlo will cut some pop sides. 

Actress has sung in 20 of her 32 
films but has never been in the pop 
field before. She studied opera for 

; eight years and made her debut in 
‘Die Fledermaus” Hollywood 
BowL 

GI O’Seas Circuit 
To Be Reactivated 
In Jan . Under USO 

Rockefeller Grants To Arts 
[ON SHORT-TERM PHILOSOPHY] 

Washington, Oct. 8. 
Since 1953 when it began making major grants in support of 

the arts, the Rockefeller Foundation has contributed $300,000 to 
the American Shakespeare Festival Theatre at Stratford, Conn., 
and $42,000 to the Stratford Shakespearean Festival, in Canada. 
Of the Connecticut money, $100,000 was given last year, says the 
annual report of the Rockefeller Foundation. 

“The Foundation's intention,” It is explained, "is not to- provide 
long-term or continuous support, but to offer the short-term or 
initial aid which will lead to a new or higher level of achievement 
that can be maintained by other sources.” 

Among other major grants in the past three or four years,— 
$200,000 to the New York City Center of Music And Drama, to 
commission new ballet and opera productions; $125,000 to the Bos¬ 
ton. Symphony Orch toward the Tanglewood scholarship fund; 
$500,000 to the Louisville Symphony Orch to commission new 
music; $150,000 to the Virginia Museum, of Fine Arts to.aid in. 
starting its new dramatic program; $50,000 tg the Metropolitan 
Opera Association for an exploratory committee on a Musical Arts 
Center for New York City- This last became the Lincoln Square 
Performing. Arts Center. Its purpose is to create‘a center for Met- 
•ropolitian Opera, the New York Philharmonic Orch. and ballet, 
drama and advanced training in the performing arts. — 

A new troop entertainment set¬ 
up Is being formed to take effect 
Jan. 1, the day after USO-Camp 
Shows gets its honorable discharge. 
USO, Camp Shows’ parent organ¬ 
ization, will assume charge of all 
overseas entertainment, which will 
operate in close conjunction with 
the Armed Forces Professional En¬ 
tertainment Branch, which is now 
headed by Lt. Col. Lionel Layden. 

Lt. Col. Layden has succeeded 
Col. Jerry Coray, who retires from 
the Army at the end of the year 
and will join USO in charge of 
sending. shows overseas. 

USO will allot a portion of its 
annual budget for overseas enter¬ 
tainment, but the amount still 
hasn’t been decided. It’s expected 
that tjie Armed Forces will ask a 
budget not less than $1,000,000, 
which will. be more than Camp 
Shows got in its final stages. 
Army’s estimate indicates that it 
wants the scope of professional en¬ 
tertainment enlarged in installa¬ 
tions throughout the world. 

Col. Coray is now making a sur¬ 
vey with USO and studying its set¬ 
up prior to his separation from the 
service. 

See Bigger Budget For 
Cannes’ Film Festival; 

To Overshadow Venice 
Paris* Oct. 8 

Since both the Cannes and Ven¬ 
ice Film Festivals were moderately 
successful this year, both the 
Gallic industry and governmental 
sources concur on the fact that 
Cannes has to go all out for the 
next festival, next May, to keep the 
Cannes prestige, commercial and 
publicity lead intact. 

So it looks like there will be a 
hike in the Cannes budget next 
year. Previously having only $135,- 
000 to Venice’s $275,000, the next 
outlay may approach that of Ven¬ 
ice. The governmental Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, through 
the Centre Du Cinema, already has 
pledged a substantial raise ta be 
followed by like kickins from the 
Industry and the; city of Cannes, 
plus private donations. 

Cannes’ attempts at economies 
this year, by cutting journalist lists, 
led to some misunderstandings and 
difficulties. Important scribes were 
deleted in many cases .especially 
among the Italians Who were 
rankled at the fest management. 
Cannes invited, 25 Italians, 14 
newsmen among them, while Ven¬ 
ice was able to host 114 French 
film reps with 38 news chroniclers 
included. 

It is felt that Cannes will now 
get a greater personnel so as to 
screen invites more carefully and 
avoid this sort of thing. Cannes, 
however, did pay more attention to 
world distribs, exhibs and pro¬ 
ducers, which it will continue to do. 

Prexy Robert Favre Le Bret, of 
the Cannes Fest, feels that Cannes 
next year will be able to take care 
of its large journalistic, diplomatic 
and industry turnout. Films will be 
more carefully looked over also. 
Hopeless entries will be denied 
with replacements asked for. 

Fodeba'* Political Post 
Paris, Sept. 30. 

Keita Fodeba, organfcfer and ad¬ 
ministrator of Les Ballets Africains 
de Keita Fodeba which recently 
played Edinburgh Festival and is 
booked for Paris’ Alhambra late 
next month, has given up his post 
as active director of dance troupe. 

He has been named Minister of 
the Interior of Senegal. French 
colony in West Africa, 

High Hopes oh Slopes for 'Hell’ 
Burt Balaban, Arthur Mayer Co-Producing Thriller 

Up 13,000 Ft. in Swiss Alps 

Look Ma, IPs Ma 
Hollywood, Oct ,8. 

Actress playing a society re¬ 
porter in upcoming "Thin 
Man” segment will bear un¬ 
common resemblence to star 
Peter Lawford, which isn’t sur¬ 
prising. 

She’s Lady Crawford, the 
British-born actor’s mother, 
who'll be playing opposite her* 
son for the first time. 

Louisville Anticipating 
‘Ultimate’ Integration Of 

Races in Its Theatres 
. Louisville, Oct. 8. 

With integration in schools at 
hand, can mixed audiences in the¬ 
atres and other places of amuse¬ 
ment be far behind, it’s as In¬ 
evitable as spring following winter 
but don’t look for it to happen for 
some time. 

This is the opinion of several 
show business operators and thea- 
tremen of the Louisville area. (It 
must be noted that Louisville is 
regarded as "progressive” in the 
language of the integration advo¬ 
cates). 

They, point up that Negro young¬ 
sters moved in with whites in the 
local schools without incident: And 
they add that while such inter¬ 
mingling cannot be forced at this 
time — the pressures against it 
would be severe—^at theatres and 
such,- the sentiments of a majority 
of the public will change. Perhaps 
it’s a generation away. 

One exhibitor said he’d like to 
have integration at his house if 
only for business reasons. He has 
a good situation, nabs -the best 
pictures on first availability and 
could thereby draw patronage away 
from Negro theatres. 

Another said he believes that 
when the local moppets of today 
grow up, and when their children 
begin attending the interracial 
schools as they did, the idea of 
integration in show business places 
will not be so remote. 

SPAIN'S NOSTALGIC HIT 

Raquel Meller, Carmen Flores Back 
In Wake of Musical 

Barcelona, Oct. 1. 
Unexpected hit of Spanish pic 

"The Last Song” directed by Rafael 
de Orduna where Sarita Montiel 
scores as a singer, has brought 
back to they stage old timers like 
Raquel Meller and Carmen Flores 
(not Lola), well in their sixties, to 
sing once more the' songs they 
launched and Sarita Montiel has 
revived in the film. 

“The Last Song” (El ultimo 
cuple) is not the biography of one 
singer but with episodes of the 
lives of several Spanish song stars 
of 40 years ago, a plot was written 
which fused with the old tunes. 
Grosses for film, after a five 
months run in three theatres, and 
still continuing in two, has already 
exceeded-receipts of “Gone With 
the Wind” (Metro). 

Naturally, Sarita Montiel has al¬ 
ready started work in another pic, 
also with, songs. •- iti * 

-4- '--_ 

Jungfraujoch, Switz.; Oct. 8. 
Thirteen thousand feet high, on 

.Switzerland's' cloud-kissed Jung¬ 
fraujoch, and only several hundred 
yards from the precipice, which 
claimed the lives last month of 
three expert mountain ' climbers, 
Burt Balaban is shooting his latest 
film effort, '“High HelL” 

The costume epic, a late 19th* 
Century greed for gold story, stars 
John Derek and Elaine Stewart. 
Remainder of the cast arid the en¬ 
tire crew of 30 is British. The 
picture is being co-produced by’ 
Balaban and veteran cinema opera¬ 
tor Arthur Mayer. 

The dangers. Inyolyed in making 
“High Hell” have excited the inter¬ 
est of British and French news- 
tele companies. They are almost 
constantly on location.'‘As a result 
Balaban has been more shot than 
shooting. 

Tragedy nearly marred the film- 
(Continued on page 71) 
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Producers Buying Theatres And COLUMBIA FEELS Wstiks Still Being Traditional/ 
Circuits Now Producing Pictures: 

Must Metro Complete Divorce? 
GIMEX ‘POWER' FeedBiS Pictures to Weeks; 

The spectacular notion has en¬ 
tered the minds of some in the in¬ 
dustry that (1) with Paramount go¬ 
ing into exhibition, and (2> with ma¬ 
jor circuits angling to shift into 
further production, Loew’s mayi 
now ask why, indeed, it must pro¬ 
ceed with its divorcement Outfit 
is the only big film corporation 

__y/hich hasn’t separated from do¬ 
mestic theatres. 

If the question ^comes up it like¬ 
ly will be in Washington tomorrow 
(Thurs.) as the Dept. 4of Justice 
sits down with various trade groups 
to seek opinions on business con¬ 
ditions and to what extent the 
previously-affiliated chains may en¬ 
gage in production. 

The industry trend, many feel, 
is back toward the integrated set¬ 
ups. It’s noted; that the producer-, 
distributor’s ownership of theatres, 
or the other way around, was not 
found illegal per se. The com¬ 
panies were'slapped with antitrust 
decrees, which'called for theatre di- 
.vestiture and, trade reforms, be¬ 
cause of the uses to which they 
were found’ to have- put their 
power. 

But if there are no longer any 
such abuses, - and exhibs can pro¬ 
duce and producers cap ejdiibit, 
isn’t this the integrated setup all 
over again? 

Films May Have To 
Rely More V More 

On U S. Transfer 
Washington, Oct. 8. 

Because of deteriorating financial 
and economic conditions abroad, 
the American film industry in the 
near future will have to make 
greater use of the Government’s in¬ 
formational media, guaranty pro¬ 
gram, Eric Johnston told the Sen¬ 
ate Foreign Relations subcommittee 
here yesterday (Mon). 

The Motion Picture Export Assn, 
prexy said it was either that "or 
abandon some markets to subsid¬ 
ized film of other countries." 

Under the medfa guaranty pro¬ 
gram, Hollywood can sell its films 
in a given country for local cur¬ 
rency which is turned over to the 
U.S. Information Agency. Latter 
in turn pays out-an equivalent sum 
in dollars in the States. 

Johnston disclosed that, between 
1949, when the program began, and 
June 30, 1957, the Government had 
issued $51,500,000 in contracts, of 
Which films'accounted for $7,900,- 

(Continued on page 10) 

PEGGY LEE’S JAZZ 
FILM COME SOMMER 

Peggy Lee has jbeen linked by 
the recently organized firm of- 
Katzka-Farrell-Gaige Productions 
for the top femme role in an or¬ 
iginal screenplay by William At- 
taway and Herbert Kline. 

Untitled as yet, script’s now be.- 
Ing -completed. It’s a romantic 
yarn about the-jazz world. Shdot- 
ing is slated to start “next summer 
in New York and Europe. 

GXEENSBORO TARGET 

Negroes To Move Against Film 
Theatre Segregation 

Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 8. 
The Greensboro branch of the 

National Association for the Ad-’ 
'varicement of Colored People Will 
spearhead an integration, attack bn 
local theatres during the winter, 
according to an NAAGP spokes¬ 
man. 

Separate houses for Negrpes has 
been typical of Dixie. In general 
such houses have been second class 
although some Negro cinemas are 
new and well equipped, , V ; 

Two-Headed Barnura 
Hollywood, .Oct. 8. • 

A pair of Phineas T. Bar¬ 
num biopix is . in the works. 

First to be announced was 
“There’s One Bom Every Min- 

. ute,” Which William C. Thomas 
will produce and Frank Tash- , 
lin will write and direct. A day' 
later, Martin Jurow and Rich¬ 
ard Shepherd reported that 
they have assigned Leslie 
Stevens to script a film tenta¬ 
tively titled' “The World’s 
Greatest Showman," jvhich 
will go before the cameras 
next spring. 

Thomas and Tashlin report- 
• ed Bob Hope has expressed in¬ 
terest. Other story talking 
with both Andy Griffith and 
Jackie Gleason._ ._ 

Qaebec Censor Leaies 
Characters Suffering 

In Crosby’s Tire’ Film 
Montreal, Oct. 8. 

Once again the subject of dir 
vorce and the Quebec censors have 
locked to reduce an jidult film with 
a serious theme to senselessness. 
Such was the case last week with i 
Bing Crosby’s "Man jon Fire” after 
the censors took a second look and 
after the film had been shown to 
local critics for review purposes. , 

On Sat. (Sept. 28) Walter O’Hearn 
of The Montreal Star wrote a 
lengthy review of the-film giving 
liigh ’marks to the mature treat¬ 
ment of the divorce and comment¬ 
ing on the oyerall excellence of the 
performances given with reference 
to “the relatively happy ending, 
which 1 should prefer to describe 
as a tranquil ending.” . 

Censors cut the final reel before 
it opened in a first-run house. 
O’Hearn’s review and what the 
public Saw had little meshing, in¬ 
stead of the “tranquil ending," the 
cut'version ended with everyone 
concerned in the) film emotionally 
upset and a short homily to the 
effect that “divorce; solves noth¬ 
ing" being flashed on the screen 
to- drive home the zfioral lesson. 

last Tues. (1), O’Heam wrote 
another column to clarify his po¬ 
sition with the readers and also to 
make a few pointed remarks on 
the juvenile handling of this par¬ 
ticular film by -everyone, including 
the censors. Because of the mu¬ 
tilation, “Man on Fire" lasted only 
one week. 

SHERMANHARRIS 
STAYS BOSS WRANGLER 

* Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
Production reins on theatrical 

version of "The Lone Ranger*’ "be¬ 
ing prepped for United Artists re¬ 
lease, will remain in hands of.Sher¬ 
man Harris, producer of “Ranger" 
telepix series 

Film, to be made by property 
owner'Jack Wrather in widescreen 
and color* will roll in late fall for 
1958 release. Lfesley Selander will 
direct the Robert Schaefer-Eric 
Freiwald screenplay* 

Yates Dickers Some More 
Hollywood, Oct 8. 

Herbert J. Yates has resumed 
negotiations looking to sale of his 
controlling stock in Republic to 
Joseph Harris-J'oseph Blau syndi¬ 
cate. Talks are now centering on 
whether Yates Will remain with 
the company in the event that 
Harrisand Blau, who are prominent 
in the telefilm field, take over. . 

Few Weeks ago Harris stated that 
a contract for the buyout actually 
had been signed but Yates, reneged. 
At the time he said he intended to 
file a law suit demanding perform¬ 
ance of said pact. Deal as originally 
drawn called for a payment of $4,- 
-400,000 for Yates’ 550,000 shares. 

Entry of Columbia Picture* into 
the Mexican film fieldlflthe U. S. 
earlier this year has touched off a 
bitter struggle plus the exhibitor 
charge that the Mexican distribu¬ 
tors. are trying to maintain a 
monopolistic stranglehold on the 
market. 

Situation has become a maze of 
pressures and counter-pressures, 
with the exhibitors in the role of 
the squeezed middleman, wanting 
to move in certain directions, i.e.,[ 
to play ball with Col, hut fearing 
to do so since it might mean being 
left stranded without an adequate 
year ’round product supply. 

If the situation further deteri¬ 
orates, and the struggle intensifies, 
as it is almost certain to do, there 
will unquestionably be repercus¬ 
sions affecting U. S.-Mexicafa. film 
relatlpns as whole. 

* Already, an exhibitor in Chicago 
—Abraham Gomez—will file a 
“conspiracy" suit against Azteca 
Films, at the moment the largest 
supplier of Mexican pix in the 
states. Gomez runs the Tampico 
and Plaza Theatres in Chicago. 
Both houses arer firstruns. When 
Gomez booked a supply of Colum¬ 
bia product,'he Was suddenly in¬ 
formed that he would no longer be 
getting the Azteca films. He was 
no longer even-serviced the Mexi¬ 
can newsreel. 

Apart from Azteca, another dis¬ 
tributor—Clasa-Mohme— also is in 
the field. However, both companies 
now are controlled from Mexico’ 
City by Cimex, the Mexican export 
group of which the Mexican film 
bank also owns a share. Gustav 
Mohme, head of Clasa-Mohme, re¬ 
portedly has sold out to Cimex, but 
continues with his outfit until 

(Continued on page 20) 

Nice to Have Big 
Finn Behind You, 
Muses Us Hunter 

The song' of indie production 
which has attracted a large segment 
of Hollywood producers in recent 
years has no appeal to Universal 
producer Ross Hunter. He prefers 
a studio pact 

Hunter, producer of. U’s “My 
Map Godfrey,” which opens at the 
Roxy in N.Y. shortly, sees indie 
market becoming tougher every 
day. “It’s not only a question of 
making a good picture,” he said, 
“but it also involves the ability to 
sell a picture after you’ve made it” 
It is Hunter’s contention that with 
the possible exception of such in¬ 
dies as Hecht-Hill-Laneaster . and 
Stanley Kramer very few indepen¬ 
dents can afford to put the time, 
talent and money behind the sell¬ 
ing of a picture. . *' - - % 

“That’s where the association; 
with a major company is. of the 
utmost importance,” Htuiter as^ 
serted. 

Hunter’s future schedule includes 
“The Wonderful Years," a teenage 
story based on the off-Broadway 
legit click of several years ago 
“Teach Me How To Cry." Also 
filmization pf Joseph Hayes novel, 
“Bon Voyage." 

Harvard New Generation 
Boston, Oct. 8. 

“Ecstasy,” the Czech-made 
Hedy Lamarr starrer, plays a 
return engagement tonight 
(Tues.) at a private showing 
for an audience of Harvard U. 
students. Booked by Ivy Films, 
the picture was last unreeled 
for Harvard undergrads three 
years ago. 

Distribution rights to the 
venerable film are held by 
Samuel Cummins’ Jewel Pro¬ 
ductions. A nude scene is the 
picture’s chief claim to fame. 

Exhibs Decry Pre-Holiday 'Slackers 
Playing for Suckers 
Central Theatre, Broadway, 

pulled a fastie on the public 
Thursday (3) night. Marquee¬ 
billed was a “Preview of a Ma¬ 
jor Studio Production" along 
with the regular program. 

Ticket-buyers did a burn 
upon learning the unidentified 

„ pic was a meager quickie from , 
Britain’s Major Studios. Add¬ 
ing up to a good’ example of 
how to lose customers, 

D.S. Product Pacing Fail 
Season at Rome Theatres; 

'Giant’ Leading With 81G 
Rome, Oct. 1. 

Yank product is pacing the fall 
season at Rome’s boxoffices, ac¬ 
cording to ' figures just released 
here. “Giant" (WB) counting a pre¬ 
vious first-run performance (it’s 
now /continuing in other initial 

[situations here) has racked up a 
very strong $81,000 to date. Cur¬ 
rent top grosser, among more re¬ 
cent starters, is “Friendly Persua¬ 
sion" (AA) with over $42,000. “War 

*and Peace” (Pat) is nearing the 
$20,000 mark in a reprise firstrun 
at . the Ariecchino, with continuous 
shows. Previous. stanza had been 
a reserved-seat advanced-price 
setup. 

Highest average grosses of any 
newcomer to date have been reg- j 

istered in its first two weeks by I 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA), which] 
has so far run up a very high $20,- j 

000 in a relatively small house,! 
the Fiamma. “Hatful of Rain" 
(20th) and “Island, in Sun" (20th) 
follow with okay, but not outstand¬ 
ing, first-run takes. “The Little 
Hut" (M-G), including its drive-in 
gross, has so far made some $19,- 
000-in early spots. 

Italo film grosses to date have 
been relatively disappointing, 
though known that most local com¬ 
panies 'hold release on their high- 
powered product for the locally 
prosperous Christmas weeks. 

Charles Chaplin’s rep (femme) 
in Paris refuses to discuss any pro¬ 
posals for the U.S. distribution of 
“The King in New. York" at this 
time. Apparently theitove been 
quite a few nibbles, though major 
U.S. distribs wouldn’t touch it. 

F Big holes In the release sched¬ 
ules between now and Thanksgiv¬ 
ing, and from then on until the 
Christmas holidays has exhibitors 
doing a bum again. 

Even some distribution execs are 
in accord that the policy of “sea¬ 
sonal” selling, geared to the juicy 
holiday trade, is shortsighted to 
say the least. Yet, it’s a habit of 
which distribution appears to be 
unable to break itself. 

Exhibs acknowledge that not all 
of the distributors are following 
the withholding policy to the same 
degree, and 20th-Fox—with its 
large product roster—is singled 
out as one of the exceptions. But 
many feel strongly that the tenden¬ 
cy to leave a big chunk of the 
calendar to “filler" product, paced 
by only a couple of biggies during 
the supposedly slack periods, is a 
big mistake and that the reverber¬ 
ations of it can still be felt when 
the holidays roll around. 

’The audience doesn’t know the 
difference," noted an observer. 
“After all, all they want Is to see a 
good movie. Let them see a couple 
of bad films, and let them feel that 
there is a general dearth of good 
pictures, and the industry as a 
whole must suffer later on. It’s 

[ (Continued on page 20) 
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1 More Travelog, 
Hien Cinerama 
To Vary Format 

The current fourth Cinerama 
production, “Search For Paradise," 
recently opened at the Warner, on 
Broadway, is the next-to-last 
travelog that Lowell Thomas and 
Stanley Warner (Si Fabian) will 
do. The fifth, still untitled, is 
about 50% done; it treats with a 
South Seas motif. 

Cinerama had its sights on Fred¬ 
erick Wakeraan’s “DeLuxe Tpur" 
but admittedly acted too slow “and 
Darryl Zanuck grabbed it.” The 
medium realizes that it now re¬ 
quires a stronger story line to sup¬ 
port the tripje-screen, and that the 
mere traveling values are not suffi¬ 
cient. The Fabian management has 
also been flirting with' a “Show- 
plane” Idea,? now a regular Pan- 
American (Betty Murray) opera¬ 
tion, as a Cinerama script 
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Balaban On the Quest for Film 
Which Gould Gross $50,000,000 

Barney Balaban was on, the Coast4- 
over the past week on the prowl 
for $50,000,000.- Or, to pat it an¬ 
other way. he’s seeking another 
property of the boxoffice caliber 
of "Ten Commandments.” 

Paramount's president is listen¬ 
ing to suggestions from various 
quarters, including "Command¬ 
ments” producer Cecil B. De Mille, 
but so far nothing has come up 
which Par feels would warrant a 
production risk of over $10,000,000. 
There’s no question but that 
themes such as the Decalogue are 
hard to come by. But the reason 
for Balaban’s and Par’s continuing 
search is the obvious one: "Com¬ 
mandments” has been a major 
source of money for nearly the 
past year and, unless the complete¬ 
ly unexpected happens, will con¬ 
tinue as same for into the future. 

Actually, some Par execs pri¬ 
vately admit that the Biblical en¬ 
try would never have been- made 
if the budget had been known in 
advance. It started out as a tall 
stakes contender, for sure, fig¬ 
ured to cost perhaps $6,000,000. 
As preliminaries and actual pro¬ 
duction progressed, the outlay 
went up and up, finally to over 
$13,500,000. 

Amortization of costs, amount¬ 
ing to $30,000,000, is expected to 
be reached by next summer. Mean¬ 
while, of course. Par has been and 
will be raking in important income 
as distribution fees. The $30,000,- 

000, which will represent world¬ 
wide rentals, will cover negative 
and print costs, advertising, releas¬ 
ing charges, etc. 

It’s by next summer, either July 
or August, that the negative costs 
will be caught up along with all 
other charges as of that time. 
Thereafter will he so much more 
gravy. 

FLOYD C. HENRY EXITS 

Par Chief In Far East Since 
194? Takes A Powder 

Floyd C. Henry, . Paramount’s 
Far East division manager since 
1947 and employee for the past 
26 years, has bowed out of the 
company on what’s' said to be a 
"mutually satisfactory” arrange¬ 
ment: 

It’s understood the exec and the 
company couldn’t see eye to eye 
on certain policy matters and, 
more specifically, the handling of 
"The Ten Commandments.” His i 
resignation was the result. 

AL STERN, BEN GRIMM 
SOLE RKO PROMOTERS 

Alan Bader, assistant to RKO 
global publicity director A1 Stern, 
was pinkslipped this week in a 
move that reduced the entire or- 
ganiza’ion'S promotional force to 
Stern and ad manager Ben Grimm. 
There is now no publicity depart¬ 
ment on the Coast at all. 

This near-elimination of the 
bally personnel comes at a time, 
curiously, when RKO professes to 
be undertaking more production 
abroad and has a program of three 
pictures underway in New vYork. 
No production is going on on the 
Coast. 

While the RKO releasing lineup 
is going through Universal do¬ 
mestically, RKO’s product is being 
handled abroad by its own distri¬ 
bution offices, which look to the 
homeoffice and the studio for pro¬ 
motional material. 

Still no decision yet on. which 
Epic was financed by Par and! company is to handle the United 

is owned by the company and De j States release of “Stage/ Strudk,” 
! RKO property which is not par{ of ,, 
!the U releasing arrangement, j j 

Mille on a 50-50 basis. 
Producer hasn’t disclosed any 

future plans. But it's a sure bet 
he’d like to know how to top 

k "Commandments.” 

Business-Like Writers 
Foresightedly Demand 

Stake in Toll Replays 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

Writers Guild of America West 
has become the first talent guild! 
in Hollywood to formulate de¬ 
mands for toll tv, and in seeking 
a producer okay of its format, is 
skipping demands for a hike In 
minimums for. the screenwriters 
branch when negotiations reopen 
with the'major film studios this 
fall. 

Scripters will press for a one 
and one-half to Seven and one-half 
sliding scale percentage of partici¬ 
pation in pay-tv coin from current¬ 
ly produced pix. Frank Nugent* 
prexy of the screenwriters branch, 
explained the move this way: 
"We're willing to make a conces¬ 
sion for a concession, WeTe will¬ 
ing to go along on a participation 
basis rather than ask for more 
money. The spiralling costs of to¬ 
day must stop somewhere ” 

Guild said that demands for 
minimum hike are being bypassed 
"in recognition of the movie mar¬ 
ket depression” and that’s why it 
has instructed its negotiation com¬ 
mittee to. concentrate on toll-tv de¬ 
mands. Writers’ pact with the 
major studios runs to May, 1959, 
but is reopenable this fall in three 
areas—credits, minimums and pay 
tv. They must present written 
demands this week. 

At last week’s WGAW meeting, 
Nugent as chairman of the nego¬ 
tiating committee, and Karl Tun- 
berg, head of the pay-tv commit¬ 
tee, disclosed it has classified the¬ 
atrical films in three categories 
insofar as pay tv is concerned: 

il) All theatrical pix produced 
before Sept. 2 of this year. (the 
date of the Bartlesville, Okla., ex-| 
periment, which is designated as; 
the beginning of pay-tv). 

(2) All theatrical pix produced 
after Sept. 2 for both theatrifcal 
and pay-tv. 

(3) All pix which may be pro¬ 
duced in the future mainly for 
pay-tv. 

In the latter category, writers 
(Continued on page 10) 

New York Sound Track 

‘Cable Theatres 
Main Theme At 

Allied Meeting 
Indianapolis, Oct. 8. 

Cable Theatres and other forms 
of home-toll are scheduled for 
thorough discussion at 31st annual 
convention of Allied Theatre Own¬ 
ers of Indiana in Marott Hotel 
here Oct. 15-16. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Hit by Series, Flu; *80 Days' Champ, <Pilot,2d, 

‘Wonders' 3d, ‘Morgan' 4th; TO C's,’ ‘Sun’ Next • 
Key cities have two additional 

burdens to carry, this week—the 
flu scare and the World Series. 
Intense interest in the Yankee- 

' Milwaukee Braves clashes has 
sloughed matinee biz five out of 
the last six days but the pressure 
will be lifted soon. But the overly 
publicized Asian flu "epidemic” 
may cut into first-run biz for sev¬ 
eral weeks. One bright spot is that 
some upcoming nevKfare shapes 
big. ' 

"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
is back on top again this round 

, , after being displaced last, week 
Agenda includes addresses by ■ temporarily by "Jet Pilot” (UK 

n‘,ho 1 "Pilot” is easy second-place winner 
currently, showing up in some 18 
key spots but failing to hold ter¬ 
rific opening week pace in some 
locations. 

"Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬ 
erama) is winding in third spot as 

Abram F. Myers and Rube Shor; 
James H. Nicholson, of American 
International Pictures; Robert 
Wile, now with 20th-Fox, and T. O. 
MeClcaster, 20th division manager. 

Charles B. Lord, advertising di-, 
rector of Indianapolis Star and j 
News and president of Newspaper' 
Advertising Executives’ Assn., will i 
talk to exhibs on newspaper ad¬ 
vertising. Stanley McIntosh, di¬ 
rector of community and educa¬ 
tional relations for Motion Picture 
Asnn. and Hugh McLachlan of So¬ 
ciety of Motion Picture and Tele¬ 
vision Engineers, are other speak¬ 
ers slated. 

Panel discussions for exhibs 
only will be led by Spiro Papas, 
vice president of Alliance The¬ 
atres, and Robert Jones, general 
manager of Affiliated Theatres. 

“Sea Wife” (20th) shapes solid 
in Washington, "Pride and Pas¬ 
sion” (UA). okay in Boston, looms 
mild in Philly, 

"Tammy and Bachelor” (U), 
brought back to cash in on popu¬ 
larity of "Tammy” tune, shapes 
nice in Pitt, good in Cincy and 
okay in Balto. "Perri” (BV), tidy 
in L. A., -is big in N. Y. 

"Quantez” (U) is solid in Detroit 
and Chi. "Rock Hunter” (20fh) is 
stout in Chi. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports 
on Pages 8-9) 

Set For Miami’s TOA 
Despite a division of opinion 

within Theatre Owners of America 
over the merits of cable televi¬ 
sion, the subject has been definite¬ 
ly placed on the agenda for dis¬ 
cussion at the exhibitor organiza¬ 
tion’s annual convention at Miami 
Beach Nov. 20 to 23. 

Both sides of the toll tv issue 
will be presented "so that the fu¬ 
ture may be. approached with a 
well conceived, conclusive plan of 
action.” The various arguments for 
and against the controversial issue 
of cable-tv will be presented at an 
open session on the morning of 
Nov. 21. However, at a closed aft¬ 
ernoon session the same day, the 
TOA members will be asked to 
‘‘draw definite conclusions*” 

against fourth a week ago* "Helen 
Morgan Story” (WB>. a newie. is 
capturing fourth money currently. 
"10 Commandments” (Par> is edg¬ 
ing up to fifth place. 

"Sun Also Rises” (20th>, fourth 
last session. Is taking sixth. "Until 
They Sail” (M-G) is finishing sev¬ 
enth. It’s a newcomer. "Man of 
1,000 Faces” iU> rounds out the 
Top Eight best grossers. 

"Interlude” iU> arid "Forty 
Guns” (20th) ai*e the runner-up 
pictures in that order. 

"Les Girls” (M-G) looms as an 
important new entrant on the basis 
of its preem showing at the N. Y. 
Music Hall, despite all handicaps, 
"Black Scorpion” (WB), which 
opens at N. Y. Paramount this 
week, is good in Providence and 
Boston. 

“No Down. Payment” (20th), also 
new, shapes tall in Chi, "Story of 
Esther Costello” <Col>, nice in Chi, 
is good in L. A. “Satchmo the 
Great” (UA) is hep in Chi. 

"Kir. Rock & Roll” (Par), okay in 
Minneapolis and Detroit, is mild in 
Denver. . "Search For Paradise” 
(Cinerama), great in N. Y., is rated 
happy in Philly and hotsy in Pitt. 

"Joker Is Wild” (Par) looms as 
potentially big, being stout in I*. A., 
hep in Chi and big in N. Y. “Val¬ 
erie” (UA), also a newcomer, is 
only so-so in Philly* 

N. Y. to Europe 
Nat Abramson 
Sylvia Barry 
Richard Basehart 
Hugh Charles 
Valentina Cartesa 
Herman Fialkoff 
Judy Garland 
Prof. Robert Gessner 
Bonita Granville 
Charles Grear 
Mannie Greenfield 
Richard Hearne • 
Natalie Hindejas 
Russell M. Holman 
Betty Johnson 
Sid Luft 
Thomas C. McConnell 
Noro Morales 
Jack Wrather i 

L. A. to N. Y. 
tf^Buddy Adler 

Barney Balaban 
Art Cohn 
Cecil B. DeMille 
Jimmy Durante 
Richard Egan 
Rhonda Fleming 
Stewart Granger 
John Michael Hayes 
Ross Hunter 
Leo Jaffe 
Carole Mathews 
Eddie Mayehoff 
Dennis O’Keefe v 
Charles Schnee 
David O. Sel^nick 
Abe Schneider 
Ann So them 
Jerry Wald 
Richard Whorf 
Richard Wldmark 

Hollywood scuttlebutt reaching here has it that Allied Artists will 
dispose of its studio by the end of the year to embark on a United 
Artists type of operation. Indie* groducers would be financed and’given 
freedom to operate anywhere once- a ’package is approved. Limited 
facilities (three sound stages) have, meant this kind of working to some 
degree in past. 

Quote from producer Irwin Allen: "It’s not the play that’s the thing. 
It’s the’screenplay I” . . ’. 20th-FoX and Buddy Adler ready to ink a 
new contract for the producer, adding to the concessions the 20th 
studio chief got last year. 

The way things are going, that mammoth Madison Square shindig 
on Get. 17 may end up costing Mike Todd not a nickeL So far, his only 
expenses ate the rental of the Garden, and with CBS-TV covering, he 
stands to break even on that one, too. No lack of "contributing” mer¬ 
chandisers. Meanwhile, requests for invites are coming in from all over 
. . . Gordon Knight, of Britain’s Board of Trade says he can’t under¬ 
stand why he. still hears complaints about the "British” accents in 
theatrical films, but npne when, virtually the same pix iqre aired over 
tv. ‘Tis a puzzlement allright. 

Some of the pictures Matty Fox acquired when, he bought the RKO 
library now are being distributed in certain foreign territories—by 
RKO. It figures ... 20th’s “Sun .Also Rises,” though it won’t do as 
much as the company expected, nevertheless should turn in a neat 
$4,000,000 domestic . . . 20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras had reservations 
to return to Europe, then cancelled. Mrs. Skouras is still there . . . 
Major company film biz huddles just don’t seem to fate unless the 
N-Y. principals first go to the Coast and then everyone turns around and 
brings the Coast contingent into Gotham. Maybe that helps to balance 
out points-of-view . Alex Harrison, 20th general sales topper, re¬ 
minded the bankers at last week's Spyros P. Skouras dinner for Bank 
of America prexy Clark S. Beise, that their investments wouldn’t be 
much good unless there are fellows around to peddle the product . . . 
Little Rock racial hotfoot hasn’t made it any easier for racial theme 
pix in the South, 

The literati set is convinced that the Confidential mag influence is 
having its effect, subtly or forthrightly, on the more recent autobiog¬ 
raphies in such distinguished American periodicals as the Saturday 
Evening Post. This has particular reference to the currently serializing 
George Raft memoirs (as told to Dean Jennings) which is pretty frank 
stuff, and makes the ^ writing-publishing aficianados wonder if, in the 
pre-Confidential climate, the Satevepost would have “dared” run 
such a revealing serial. The Bill Davidson closeup on Frank Sinatra, in 
Look, is cited as another sample of a slick mag’s spade-calling treat¬ 
ment. Incidentally, the crooner is suing the periodical and author for 
alleged libelous statements on this one. 

Item out of L. A. captioned “Dark Screen Refund on Halpera Sys¬ 
tem” draws a few subtle wisecracks from Theatre Television Network 
chief anent the reported "horizontal interlock that went bad.” More 
seriously Nate Halpern asserts that the aforesaid interlock at the Stan¬ 
ley Wiltern theatre was in the house’s permanent RCA PT-100 equip¬ 
ment, was purely local and that the closed-circuit feed of the recent 
Robinson-Basilio go “performed perfectly without the loss of a single 
minute.” x 
- Lyricist Oscar Hammerstein II, author and playwright Peter De 
Vries; and actor Sidney Poitier are among the 50 new members just 
added to the National Committee of the American Committee on 
Africa. They accepted inyitationsf from John Gunther. Committee is 
de'seribed as "non-partisan and*.non-political,”. for the purpose of keep¬ 
ing Americans informed about the “historical ferment” in Africa. 

Gene Kelly, shooting "Marjorie Momingstar” at Warner Bros., has 
purchased “The Diamonds of Mademoiselle Antoinette” for future 
indie production ... The flu—Asiatic and common—taking its toll 
among industryites. Among those hit: Richard Davis, almost imme¬ 
diately on his return from Europe . . . MPEA’s Ralph Hfctzel helping 
to reverse the trend. He’s moving from the suburbs (Conn.) into Man¬ 
hattan . . , Brigitte Bardot’s Gotham trip currently on an off-again 
basis .-. . Efrem Zimbalist Jr., starred opposite Natalie Wood in WB’s 
"Bombers B-52,” isn’t the first Zimbalist to appear on the screen. 
His dad, the famed violinist, played in the short that was part of the 
first presentation of sound pix at the old Warner Theatre in N.Y. Aug. 
5, 1926 . . . Oscar Doob now has the breakdown of the survey made in. 
Rochester in the wake of the eight-week pro-industry radio campaign. 
Survey questions that were asked don’t rjate very high with those 
who’ve seen the answers ... Museum of the City of N.Y. has resumed 
its Saturday afternoon kiddie film .shows. P. |W. Johtmes is the moving 
spirit behind this welcome program. ^ ' 

"The Fancy Dancer,” novel by David Lord, has been purchased by 
Gene Kelly for production by his indie outfit next year. Lord also has 
been set to write screenplay. Kelly, who will star, will also handle 
choreography but another director will he assigned. In his first indie, 
"The Happy Road,” for Metro release, Kelly directed. 

Cedric Francis, longtime producer of shorts and feature ties’ at War¬ 
ners was set by the studio to produce' "Rogue Missile” as his first 
feature . . . "The Space Children” set as the first of four films to be 
made under the newly-formed'William Alland Productions banner for. 
Paramount . . . Charles Schnee acquired Leigh Brackett’s book ‘The 
Tiger Among Us” for his first indie production for Columbia ... 

Kerwin Mathews, after completing “The 17th Voyage of Sinbad” for 
Charles Schnee (Columbia), in Spain, doing Gotham “to get back to 
civilization” after his protracted stay abroad . . . Dieter Fritko, long 
with the German ■distributors’ association, publishing his own bi¬ 
monthly news bulletin in Frankfurt. 

-The Jerry (Connie) Walds in for a fast week with their younger 
son, Andrew, 10, on his first Gotham hop and Mrs. "Wald’s first N.Y. 
visit in seven years. Producer is showing his new "Peyton Place” 
film to Spyros Skouras and the 20th-Fox echelon. Director Mark Rob¬ 
son and scripter John Michael Hayes also east; ditto studio head Bud¬ 
dy Adler. 

Finale .of the CBS series "You Are There” will be "Pursuit of the 
Graf Spee” Oct. 13, which, will be tied in with the national release of 
Rank’s "The Scuttling of the Graf Spee.” 

Times Film Corp. seems determined to match big with little. Jean 
Goldwurm at Cannes acquired the British "Smallest Shaw on Earth.” 
Now, his Little Carnegie, N.Y., is showing “ ’Rouiid the World in 18 
Minutes ” an animated version of the same Julea Verne yarn from 
which Mike Todd cut his' bigger cloth. Cartoon originally was intend¬ 
ed as a feature film, but was abandoned in 1939 when only the Lon¬ 
don and Indian sequences had been shot. It’s a George K. Arthur pre¬ 
sentation. . . 

* N. Y. to L* A. 
Irwin Allen 
Ed Aaronoff 
John Baragrey 
Jack Benny 
Pandro S. Berman 
Corinne Calvet 
Jesse Chinich 
Sue Clark 
Ralph Edwards 
Dick Gottlieb 
Axel Gruenberf 
Ken Later 

Jerry Pickman 
Arliold Starig 
Max E. Youngstein 

Europe to N* Y. 
Bob Aspen 
Gina Collena 
Russell V. Downing 
Hy* Bollinger . 
Herman Levin. 
Mark Kobeon 
Sam Spiegel: 
Irving Strolls* 
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Hurok on Showmanship 
Showmen, gain and lose morale with boxoffice receipts but there 

are certain eternal principles which are always true. So confides 
the concert and legit impresario Sol Hurok. Always remember* 
says he: 

“If the public doesn’t want to come to something, you can't 
stop them.” 

“If you give a pass to a V.I.P., be sure it's a goo<J. show, or he’ll 
demand his money back.” 

.“There are ho bad acoustics for* good artists.” 

Belgians See 1958 World Festival 
Glorifying Enthusiasm of Those 

Who Feed Film Art "Obscurely 

STARS ALOOF TO ' ^ar Cushions Itself Versus B&K 
II WOOD JUNKET By Acquiring Esquire, Chicago; 

Se^agn°oti“^3 not go Omen of Loop Bottleneck-Break 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 4 

Completed.. organizational plan 
for the 1958 World Film Festival 
in connection with the Brussels 
Universal & International Exhibi¬ 
tion is revealed by Didier de Wou- 
ters, press attache of the Commis¬ 
sariat General. There will be a 
Grand Prix for (1) full-length and 
(2) short-length “experimental" 
films. 

All ef the 46 participating coun- 
- tries in the Exposition proper are 

invited to compete in the Festival 
un a limitation proviso based on 
annual national production volume. 
Countries making.oyer 100 features 
annually may submit two films, 
those under that total, only one. 
The cutoff figure for shorts, nation 
for.nation, is more than, or less . 

' than, 200 shorts produced annually. 
Films to be eligible may have 

been exhibited previously in the 
country. of origin but not in other 
European countries and all submis- 

- sions must reach the Brussels or¬ 
ganizing committee by May 10, 
1958. Pictures may be in any es- 

‘ tablished dimension or medium, 
but Belgium wilFnot provide facili¬ 
ties for unspooling in systems oth¬ 
er than those known to be heeded 
by next April at the latest. 

Wouters discloses that there will 
be separate juries for “lon'gies” 
and “shorties” and that Brussels 
will follow the political neutrality 
characteristic of European Films 
Festivals of recent years: to wit, 
no film will be accepted, which, 
gives offense to national feSlings. 
In short, neither pra-propaganda 
or anti-propaganda is acceptable. 

Belgium will provide insurance 
for negatives while In its posses¬ 
sion, but transportation and protec¬ 
tion responsibility otherwise rests 
with producers. 

Organized by the Belgian Film 
Librarv f Jacques Ledoux. curator) 
the “difficult to define:’ experi- * 
mental film “may embrace every 
kind of mood and treatment— 
sometimes 'poetical and lyrical, 
sometimes anecdotal or » docu¬ 
mentary, occasionally satiric, often 
abstract.” 

Belgium’s goal is to make this 
_ the biggest festival of its nature 
7 ever- held, a super^version -of the 
art film festivals held each spring" 
in Manhattan. To quote the Bel¬ 
gian view, the experimental film 

- “operates nearly always on the 
fringe of commercial production” 
and is, by common observation, 
“often the work of independent, 
isolated people endowed"with much 
enthusiasm but meagre financial 
resources.” From the efforts of 

" such often obscure and unrecog¬ 
nized workers comes, the Brussels 
auspices argue, great contributions 

" to Hie art and technique of picture 
„ making. Hence, its importance to 
. a world’s fair such as will be held : 
in their capital next spring. Sum- 1 
mer and fall. 

One large and one small audi- ' 
torium will be utilized to exhibit 
films in competition. Entries must ] 
be films completed subsequent to 1 
Jan. 1, 1955—hence current ac- i 
tivijy. - j 

Officials at the Brussels Fair in- - 
elude: Marcel Hansen, chairman < 
of both the Committee for Film .< 
Performances and the experiment- . 
al Sub-committee; Andre Thirifays ! 
and Jacques Ledoux as secretaries. 

Experimental sub - committee i 
members' are: Dimitri Balachoff, < 
Andre Bekin, Andree; Degee, i 
Jacques Delcordev Paul Lo’uyet/ 3 
Bene Micha, Osyjald Pfctzeys.' -I'] 

No Answer 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

Problems -of location filming 
were brought down to the per¬ 
sonal* level at a panel on 
“Filming Abroad” conducted 
by the Hollywood Foreign 
Press Assn. ! 

Charlton Heston j started a 
controversy when he said he 
couldn't agree with- Maureen 
O’Hara’s estimate that the 
chief disadvantage to foreign 
locationing was the plumbing. 

“That,” retorted Miss 
O’Hara,” is only because 
you’re a man.” 

Col Asks 50Gs 
From Pair on ¥ 

Columbia Pictures has filed a 
$50,000 damage suit in N. Y. Su¬ 
preme Court against Max Horblit 
and Amanda F. Kadel, executrix of 
the late John.KadeL .Action in¬ 
volves distribution of the David 
Wayne-Howard da Silva starrer, 
“M,” which Col released in 1951 
under a pack inked the previous 
year. 

As a means of financing produc¬ 
tion of the picture, Superior Films 
Inc. borrowed $345,000 from the 
Chemical Bank & Trust Co., N. Y. 
But in 1952, under a separate 
agreement. Col entered into an 
arrangement with Horblit and Ka- 
del to pay Chemical $235,318 which 
represented the balance on the 
$345,000 loan. 

Col’s $235,318 was to be recov¬ 
ered out of the producers’ share of 
the distribution money. But in 

•event this revenue proved, to be 
insufficient, according to the com¬ 
plaint, Columbia had the right 
within a ^ two-year period to de¬ 
mand a slim not exceeding $50,000. 
Such right was exercised by the 
distrib in 1954, a few months be¬ 
fore expiration of the agreement, 
but the defendants assertedly 
failed to pay. 

Suit came to light wast week 
when Supreme Court Justice 
Thomas A. Aurelio denied Hor- 
blit’s motion to dismiss the com¬ 
plaint for insufficiency. Produced 
by "Seymour Nebenzal, .“M,” was di¬ 
rected by Joseph Losey from a 
screenplay by Norman Reilly Ralne 1 
and Leo Katcher. 

LONG-RANGE UPBUILD 
FOR REMARQUE PIC 

Universal has launched a long- 
range pre-selling on “There's a 
Time to Love,” based on Erich 
Maria Remarque's best-seller now 
being shot in West Germany. 

Although the picture is blue¬ 
printed for release late next year, 
the company has scheduled a series 
of display ads in the N. Y. Times 
Sunday dramatic section beginning 

! with the 500-lifie display ad which 
appeared Sunday (6). The aeries, 
developed by pub-ad chief David 
A. Lipton, highlights wire photo 
scene stills of the production. 

Aim is to condition the public 
with the importance of the prop¬ 
erty* U's most expensive in its-his¬ 
tory, and to introduce the two un- 
know* stars—John Gavin and Lisa 
Pulyer# 

Chicago exhibitors h a y e 
served notice they’ll not go 
along with the Golden Jubilee 
junket of personalities unless 
important stars participate, 
thus taking a position similar 
to that of theatremen in sev- . 
eral other areas. 

Highly-placed New York 
source said at Variety’s press¬ 
time yesterday (Tues.) that he 
hadn’t received the names of 
any personalities firmly 

. pledged to make the Jubilee 
trek but he nonetheless hfeld 
out the hope that the project 
might somehow still wme off. 

It looks like curtains for the much- aT^the^McVickers^and^^he l.)v Esquire, regarded as a good 
planned, much-ballyhooed and well forthcoming opening of “Rain- 1,400-seat situation, which has 
paid-for (in advance) Hollywood county” there promises been running on an art-film policy. 
Golden Jubilee celebrations near capacity business for sev- was .purchased in fee from the 
throughout the country. Decision weeks Advance sales for H. & E. Balaban circuit for slightly 
is to be made momentarily, accord- “Around World in 80 Days” at over $500,000. 
ing to Coast sources, on whether to Todd’s Cinestage is running 2-* For many months Par (as 
go ahead or scuttle the program between $90,000 and $100,000 well as other companies) have 
and chances ark strong that the ‘ f0r one month in advance. been running into a roadblock so 
latter will prevail. fen as getting pictures through 

The reason" No elamor _ first run in Chi is concerned. The 
nit ooiw-FAr-a lifer TTniiv ft j 1 V J powerhouse of exhibition is the 
Blueprint called for a big Holly- |{AQl|c|lA|ir I f»A|tfl Balaban & Katz chain. This outfit 

wood kickoff luncheon Oct, 17. J\(jCllldIlU W 11 v 11(1 of late has been looking at a com- 
Majonty of .the industry s execs pany's lineup of eight to 10 pic- 
and talent would participate along m • ftl rt €% lures in a given quarter, agrees to 
with civic brass. And then an air- Mny VIqtt I.AACO ( take perhaps three and leaves the 
liner junket with up to 20 screen ifld? l31dY UUUdCl balance, loop-wise, to fall by the 
personalities barnstorming 20 cities J J wayside. B&K competitors have 
for celebrations m each. Upcoming rash of “roadshows” been influenced by this policy in 

All this was designed to draw * that they've been reluctant to nlav 
attention to the 50th birthday of some executives in distribu- pr0ductytl|rned down h ^Kpl y 
Coast production apd, of course, tion worried. They fear that, by oj Esquire was available and 
stimulate interest in the picture jumping on the roaidshow band- the deal offered was agreeable to 
business today Motion- Pictime wag£m indiscriminately and with par. It assures Par of a poten- 
Assn. of America anteed up $100,- icss.than.tnie_eDic Product the •tially Profit-making theatre ven- 000 to pay traveling expenses for ^ss than true-epic product, the ture ^ weU ^ a means Qf setting 
the troupe. Exhibs m each of .the companies may well kill the goose j booking schedules consistent with 
cities covered were to pick up the that laid the golden egg. j promotional campaigns. - 
local checks (luncheons, hotel ac- “There’s never been anything in Par doesn’t have any other 
commoaations, etc >.. this industry that one fellow has specific theatre purchases in 

But as of the past weekend there do7ie> and that was successful be- mind at present. But it’s a cinch 
wasnt a single star willing to go caU5e thefe ^ a reason jor it, that if the same set of circurn- 

^ a hundred other guys haven’t (Continued on page 18) 
tried to co™- 1 don’t know --r—- can t be sold without names. The _ > j ■ 

rbuglf the^ haveS try, but there it is,” complained JERRY GIESLER ON 
fereUt groups of players appear in , n ^ ’ mrmv f si 1\TT> QPAUTliJ* 

: different cities. But stiU, the pub- The trend towards roadshows is JrUI>LIL AND MANUAL 
licity directors on both Coasts, who SOing to become pronounced to- 
have been working on the assign- wards the late fall and early win- Attorney Jerry Giesler, who for 
ment, haven't gotten a firm counter. That’s when some of the £iany years has been a prominent 
mitment from any performer of year's blockbusters are going to figure in many a Hollywood court- 
ktatnre. he unveiled. While several will go room battle, thinks the much head- 

Roadshows’ Chi Vigor 
Chicago, Oct. 8. 

Roadshows are running well 
above last year and promise to 
continue so into the slow pre- 
Christmas season, “Seven 
Wonders of World” at the Pal¬ 
ace is grossing consistently 
higher than the Cinerama pix 
running a year ago. ! 

“Ten Commandments” is 
getting a pickup following an¬ 
nouncement of closing weeks 
at the McVickers, and the 
forthcoming opening of “Rain- 
tree County” there promises 
near capacity business for sev¬ 
eral weeks. Advance sales for 
“Around World in 80 Days” at 
Todd’s Cinestage is running 
between $90,000 And $100,000 
for one month in advance. 

4- Chicago, Oct. 8. 
Paramount has acquired the 

Esquire Theatre, Chicago, in a 
move that took the trade by sur¬ 
prise and teems with significance. 
In revealing the acquisition in 
New York last Friday (4), v.p. 
George Weltner said the only pur¬ 
pose w'ds to obtain another key out¬ 
let for Par product In a city where 
booking problems Tvere encount¬ 
ered. 

Other details were not given, 
but it’s believed: 

Roadshow Trend 
May Slay Goose? 

(Continued on page 18) 

stature. be unveiled. While several will go room battle, thinks the much head- 
Theatremen and the pub special' on a two-a-day basis, others will J|ned scandal magazine (Confiden- 

ists have put in an enormous simply follow the raised prices, tiaj) smt brough by the State of 
amount of work in setting the stage pre-release routine (like “Giant”). California h^n t, and won t, have 
from LA,, to the east Parades, Aim is to create the aura of very much effect on the industry, 
civic ceremonies, theatre appear- “something special” that can and Temporarily, it tvill cause some 
ances and other festivities were will attract audiences. Pattern has attempts to be made to protect 
being set been laid down by “The Ten Com- Hollywood. But the attempts won’t 

Exhibs in two cities became aloof mandments” and “Around the go very far.” 
recently. Cleveland theatremen World in 80 Days.” Giesler gave his views to Lloyd 
said they’d go along, but only on “What a lot of people are ap- Shearer, Coast correspondent for 
condition' that top personalities parently forgetting is that these Parade. Interview, published Sun- 
would visit that city. No such guar- two pictures had something to sell, day (6), states that the lawyer pro- 
antee could be made. Gotham the- They deserved the label . of a vided Jhe Cal A tty .-Gen. with much 
atremen as of last weekend were ’show,'” commented a sales exec, ot the material he Used in the ac- 
opposed to cooperation. “But the minute we throw every- tion which has fotyised on the al- 

Unless .there’s a big and sudden thing Into the pot, and attach the leged sins of the stars, 
change, the Golden Jubilee project label indiscriminately, the magic The public doesn’t take this sort 
likely will be limited to only the will fade, and the public will just of thing too seriously, said Giesler, 
Coast luncheon. lose its faith again.” tor “they consider the source of 
.— -—---—■- ■-—;- the information.” Thp players 

.. , ^ involved aren’t likely to lose any 

Bill Perlbergs Candor Ruffled Venice; s—iSirrr: 
w 1 i t ma* a »y vt n % keeping secrets about their rtars. 

Padded Mittens for Next U.S. Tnvov ^ "^f^ughT1'oSag 1 HUIIVU IVlUiVXlu IVi 11VAI vit/i RJKITVJ they’ve been’scared to death of the 

The Motion Picture Export Assn, 
wants U. S. Government represen¬ 
tation at international film festi¬ 
vals, but it -would prefer if the of¬ 
ficial representative were not a 
film industry man. 

This was jnade clear in New 
York last week by a spokesman for 
the Association in the wake of con¬ 
siderable differences that devel¬ 
oped at the Venice film fest be¬ 
tween the MPEA reps (Charles 
Baldwin and Alec Manson) and the 
U. S. Government emissary (Wil¬ 
liam Perlberg). 

Perlberg ended up sharply criti¬ 
cising the selection procedure for 
American films and, in a sense, ■ 
also the MPEA representation at 
the fest. Rome’s beef was duly re¬ 
potted to the MPEA homeoffice, 
-which appears sensitive to—but not 
unduly disturbed over—the ten¬ 
sions that developed.- r r 

^ 1 ... . truth all along” but in past could 
“To have a festival without controi atta£%t ^ SK£,dai. But 

MPEA representatives is unthink- th ,„ve no influence ,vith L. ^ 
able and also impractical, m view present DA 
of the many details they must at-, Motion piciure industry Council 
tend to as long as American com-iic making m effort t0 protMl the 
panies participate,” said an MPEA trade from th2 scandal shcets -but 

I don’t thlnit they'ie got any real 
teinly believe that the Government power.. Giesler observed, 
should be represented, but we’d) 
prefer if the representation were; -- 
on a loftier’ level, let’s say the' DlSCUSS Gotham Prod. 
Ambassador.” 

The added observation was made At N.Y. Museum Oct. 19 
that the appointment of an indus¬ 
try figure as. the Government rep —--- 
tended to create a fuzzy impression Museum of ihd City of N. Y. in 
in European minds re the totarsep- the afternoon of Oct. 19 will fea- 
•aration that exists between Holly- ture. a panel discussion on film 
wood and the Government in the production in the East. Gotham 
U. S. - studio activity has increased sharp* 

There appears to be little doubt, Iy in recent years, 
from reports received, that Perl- Among those on the panel will 
berg at this year’s Venice com- be Sidney Lumet, Boris Kaufman 

(Continued on page 20) .land Hollis'Alpert. : .. ■ ^ - • ■ 
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Halntree Comity 
(COLOR—CAMERA *5) 

Pictorially big Civil War Ro¬ 
mance. Names and strong 
campaign best assets* 

Metro release of David Lewi* produc¬ 
tion. Stars Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth 
Tavlor. Eva Marie Saint, Nigel Patrick; 
features Lee Marvin, Rod Taylor, Agnes 
Moorehcad, Walter AbeL Directed by 
Edward Dpnytryk. Screenplay, Millard eiaufman »who*s also associate producer), 

ased on novel by the. late Ross Lock- 
ridge Jr-; camera (Technicolor, 65m), 
Robert Surtees; editor, John Duimmg; 
music, Johnny Green; title song lyric by 
Paul Francis Webster. Reviewed at Brown 
Theatre, Louisville, Ky., Oct. 2, '57. Run¬ 
ning time, 167 MINS. 
John Wickliff ^ 

Susanna Drake .Elizabeth Taylor 
Nell Gaither.Eva Marie Saint 
Jerusalem Webster Stiles-Nigel Patrick 
Orville "Flash" Perkins.Lee Marvin 
Garwood B. Jones.Rod Taylor 
Ellen Shawnessy.Agnes Moorehead 
T. D, Shawnessy. Walter Abel 
Barbara Drake . Jarma Lewis 
Bobby Drake.. Tom Drake 
Ezra Gray . Rhys Williams 
Niles Foster .■ Russell Collins 
Southern Officer....DeForest KeUey 

notch physically. Self and back¬ 
grounds generally ara an eyeful 
and considerable authenticity is 
gotten across in pictorial detail 
and costumes. Title song by Paul 
Francis Webster and Johnny Green 
has an engaging quality plus the ad¬ 
ditional benefit of radio and tele¬ 
vision exposure via Nat King Cole's 
fine rendition. Art directors Wil¬ 
liam J. Horning and Urie McCleary; 
Edwin B. Willis and Hugh Hunt, in 
charge of decorations; Walter 
Plunkett* costumes, and editor John 
Dunning all rate kudos for their 
respective contributions. 

Johnny Green's score Is expert 
backdropping, and the Technicolor 
photography by Surtees is excel¬ 
lent. The “65" process rates as 
high-calibre widescreen. Gene, 

rarnival Rock 

Rock ’n’ roller which Howco 
is packaging with “Teen Age 
Thunder." Satisfactory with¬ 
in its category. 

“Raintree County” is one of the 
biggest and costliest (estimated at 
$5,000,000) productions from Metro 
since its release of David O. Selz- 
jiick’s “Gone With the Wind." 
Lensed via the “Camera 65" proc¬ 
ess (65m negative is used and re¬ 
duced to 35m for release prints), 
this is a study of emotional con¬ 
flicts set against the' Civil War 
turmoil, and done with pictorial 
sweep. Its three-hour length and 
a certain vagueness in characteriza¬ 
tions will create certain h.oi prob¬ 
lems. 

Cued by the lavishness, Metro 
plans call for roadshowing (as cur¬ 
rently at the Brown Theatre, 
Louisville), and this suggests, im¬ 
mediately, an aura of importance. 
Cast is a strong one; Elizabeth 
Taylor, Montgomery Clift, Eva 
Marie Saint and Nigel Patrick, 
although not uniformly well han¬ 
dled. Spectacular color photog¬ 
raphy by Robert Surtees, is a real 
plus. All in ail "Raintree” has the 
trappings of bigtime picture¬ 
making. 

Story unfolds against a back¬ 
ground of historic events—the war, 
Abraham Lincoln’s election, the 
Northern abolition movement. 
Southern secession, etc. Metro shot 
on location near Danville, Ky., for 
the most part. Swamp scenes were 
taken at Reelfoot Lake, Tipton- 
ville, Tenn., and ante-bellum South¬ 
ern mansions were lensed in 
Natchez, Miss., and nearby Port 
Gibson. 

The settings at the start Is Rain¬ 
tree County, Indiana, where Clift 
and Miss Saint are blissfully in 
love and looking ahead to life to¬ 
gether. Miss Taylor, whose trou¬ 
bled mind is later revealed, comes 
as a visitor from New Orleans and 
woos Clift away from Miss Saint 
and into marriage. 

They take up residence in the 
deep south where the slavery issue 
is exposed to Clift, who abhors it, 
and the couple returns to Raintree. 
At first distressed by the upheaval 
of the times. Miss Taylor eventu¬ 
ally becomes insane. Taking her 
young son with her, she runs again 
to her native Dixie. Clift enters 
the Union Army. 

Thera’s a reunion after the war 
as Clift 'discovers his son in At¬ 
lanta, which encounter leads to his 
finding Miss Taylor who is now in 
an asylum. The subsequent devel¬ 
opment, basically is logical.' Miss 
Taylor regains soundness of mind 
for a period, then again cracks up, 
and in desperate search for the 
raintree (which, indeed, actually 
exists) she drowns. It is in pursuit 
of her that Miss Saint, still in love 
with Clift, and the latter come 
upon the tree. 

While the production Is of epic 
proportions, the marathon running 
time of more than three hours is 
questionable. It’s a big picture in 
terms of pictorial size but the story 
doesn’t always match the scope of 
the production. Chief story fault 
lies in its vagueness-—the not truly 
specified motivations of the prin¬ 
cipals and in the conflicts involved 
in Clift’s search for happiness 
alternately with Miss Saint and 
Miss Taylor. 

Under Edward Dmytryk’s direc¬ 
tion, this adaption by Millard' 
Kaufman of the late Ross Lock- 
ridge Jr.’s novel unfolds fairly in¬ 
terestingly but slowly. Picture 
lacks highlight material;, even the 
war scenes don’t quite have the 
necessary impact and the relation¬ 
ship between Miss Taylor and Clift 
could have been charged up more. 

There is a fine performance by 
the idealist Clift, a firm por¬ 
trayal of the unbalanced wife by 
Miss Taylor, and sensitive work by 
Miss Saint. Forceful are the charac¬ 
ters rendered by Nigel Patrick, Lee 
Marvin, Rod Taylor, Agnes Moore¬ 
head, Walter Abel, Rhys Williams, 
Jarma Lewis, Tom Drake, Russell 
Collins, DeForrest KeUey and 
\Iyrna Hansen. 

David Lewis’ production is top- 

Hawco release of Roger Corman produc¬ 
tion. Stars Susan Cabot, Brian Hutton, 
David J. Stewart; features Dick Miller, 
Iris Adrian, Jonathan Haze, Ed Nelson. 
The Platters, David Houston, Bob Luinan, 
The Shadows, The Blockbusters. Directed 
by Corman. Screenplay, Leo Lfeberman; 
camera, Floyd Crosby; editor, Charles 
Gross, Jr.; production designer, Robert 
Kinoshita; music, Walter Greene, Buck 
Ram. Previewed Sept. 25, '57. Running 
time. 73 MINS. 
Natalie .... Susan Cabot 
Stanley . .Brian Hutton 
Christy ..David J. Stewart 
Ben...Dick Miller 
Celia .  Iris Adrian 
Max  ...Jonathan Haze 
Cannon ..  Ed Nelson 
Slug . Chris Alcaide 
M. C. ..Horace.Logan 
Mother ..... Yvonne Peattie 
Boy ............Gary Hunley 
Billy .....Frankie Ray 
Clara .Dorothy Neuman 
Cleaning Lady No. 1.Clara Andressa 
Cleaning Lady No. 2 ........Terry Blake 

With the music of The Platters. David, 
Houston, Bob Luman, The Shadows, The 
Blockbusters. 

Overtones of Pagliacci and out- 
and-out rock 'n* roll have been 
mixed together by producer-direc¬ 
tor Roger Corman for okay results 
in Howco’s “Carnival I^ock." Film 
is being packaged with “Teen Age 
Thunder," also reviewed in this 
issue. 

Locale of the Leo Lieberman 
screenplay is a run-down nitery on 
an ocean pier operated in conjunc¬ 
tion with a carnival. Boss-man is 
David J. Stewart, middle-aged for¬ 
mer burlesque comic. He’s hope¬ 
lessly in love with Susan Cabot, 
singer at the spot, but she’s In love 
with Brian Hutton, a gambler. Lat¬ 
ter subsequently cuts high cards 
with Stewart and wins his club, 
Stewart, however, just to be near 
Miss Cabot, stays on as a burles¬ 
que; tramp comedian in the rock 
'n’ roll show. At the wind-up, 
when Miss Cabot and Hutton 
marry, Stewart is fired and goes 
off to seek a new life. 

Film has a couple of very good 
performances In Susan Cabot and 
Dick Miller, latter as Stewart’s 
aide at the club. ’ Miss Cabot also 
effectively puts over several song 
numbers. Brian ‘Hutton does a 
commendable job with the male 
lead. In pivotal role, however, 
Stewart often goes far overboard 
in his portrayal. The okay musical 
break-ins come via The Platters, 
David Houston, Bob Luman, The 
Shadows and The Blockbusters. 

Roger Corman did an okay job. 
as producer, and, for the most part, 
as director. Neal. 

L’Awour Fit En Je« 
(Love Is at Stake) 

(FRENCH) 
. Paris, Oct. 1. 
- Path* release of Glbe-Lambor-ContL 
nental production. Star* Robert Lamou- 
reux, Annie Girardot; feature* Yves Noel, 
Jeanne Aubert, Jacques Jouanneau, Jean 
Parades. Directed by Maro AUegret. 
Screenplay, Odette JOyeux from novel by 
Vanderene, "The Victim"; camera, Walter 
Wottltz; editor, Suzanne De Troye. At 
Marlgnan, Paris. Running tim£ ft MIN*. 
Boh ..... Robert Lamoureux 
Marie ... Annie Girardot 
Gege .. Yves Noel 
Damiano.. Jacques Jouanneau 
Mme. Bremont ......... Jeanne Aubert 
Berimont.. Jean Parades 

A constantly spatting young cou¬ 
ple decide to divorce and their 
eight-year-old son is fought over 
his affections. Main, originality is 
that the boy likes this, and tries to 
keep his parents from getting to¬ 
gether again. Slight pic is nicely 
mounted and played but lacks 
enough depth for art house 
chances. Film looks good locally 
but looms only for dualers in U.S. 

Robert Lamoureux, as the hus¬ 
band, has a craggy charm while 
Annie Girardot is properly vine¬ 
gary but appealing as the frau. 
Moppet Yves Noel is neither 
hammy nor completely taking as 
the child in question.. 

Director Marc Allegret has given 
this a clean mounting, but the 
avoidance of outright comedy or 
drama makes this an in-betweener 
for America. Technical credits 
and production values are good ex¬ 
cept for the street scenes which 
seem much too studio-like. 

Mosk. 

Slim Carter 
(COLOR) 

Amusing satire on a western 
film star. Okay for family sit¬ 
uations. 

Hollywood, Sept. 26, 
Universal release of Howie Horwitz 

production. Star* Jock Mahoney, Julie 
Adam*, Tim Hovey; features William 

.Hopper, Ben. Johnson, Joanna Moore, Bill 
Williams, Barbara. Hale. Directed by 
Richard H. Bartlett. Screenplay, Mont¬ 
gomery Pittman, from story by David 
Bramson, Mary C. McCaU Jr.; camera 
(Eastman-color), Ellis W. Carter; editor, 
Fred MacDowell; music, Herman Stein. 
Previewed Sept. 24, '57. Running time, 
>• -MINS. 
Slim Carter .Jock Mahoney 
Clover Doyle .   Julie. Adams 
Leo Gallagher ..Tim Hovey 
Joe Brewster ..........William Hopper 
Montana Burriss ....Ben Johnson 
Charlene Carroll Joanna Moore 
Richard L. Howard ......Walter Reed 
Hat Check Girl ....... Maggie Mahoney 
Cigarette Girl . ..Roxanne Arlen 
M.C...  Jim Healy 
Frank Hanneman .Bill Williams 
Allie Hanneman .Barbara Hale 

“Slim Carter," uninspired title 
for this spoof on western screen 
heroes, is well turned out. but it’s 
a moot question whether satire 
will pass muster with juve trade. 
Moppets in their worship of oater 
stars may resent the implication 
that any fave sagebrush stalwart 
can be a heel. Film carries plenty 
of refreshing humor, however, and; 
the heartwarming tale of an or¬ 
phan responsible for humanizing 
the star should make it acceptable 
for’ family market, where names of 
Jock Mahoney, Julie Adams and 
Tim Hovey will spark its chances. 

Hollywood background of the 
Howie Horwitz production provides 
good color for. story of an egotisti¬ 
cal-smalltime western cafe enter¬ 
tainer who becomes a star in his 
first picture. Mahoney in this char¬ 
acter is discovered by Miss Adams, 
femme studio publicist, who is 
handed the arduous chore by stu¬ 
dio head of nursing him along in 
his career, since he’s her baby. It’s 
a rough assignment, because every¬ 
thing he does is for effect When 
Tim Hovey, an orphan, arrives to 
spend a month in cowboy star’s 
home as a contest winner, both 
femme and everyone in studio try 
to conceal thesp’s fakery from lad, 
who finally converts actor into a 
human being and is Cupid for the 
romance. 

Richard H. Bartlett in his direc¬ 
tion of the Montgomery Pittman 
screenplay manages a light touch 
which spells audience interest. For 
Mahoney, part is a change, of pace 
which he nevertheless handles ex¬ 
pertly, and he capably . warbles 
three songs. Miss Adams, though 
poorly photographed at times, sym¬ 
pathetically punches over het role. 
One of the outstanding bits of biz 
in picture is when she socks Joan¬ 
na Moore, a sex-pot whom Ma¬ 
honey. is romancing, with a round¬ 
house right in the eye, good for a 
belly laugh- Miss Moore, a looker, 
comes through in fine fashion, and 
young Tim makes the most of 
every moment 

Bill Williams and Barbara Hale 
are in for added value for in their 
characters of a Hollywood couple 
of many years. Their footage is 
brief, more on the guest .'side. Wil¬ 
liam Hopper as a director .and Ben 
Johnson as a stunt man make their 
work count. Walter Reed .is per¬ 
suasive, top, a studio .boss. 

Technical credits stack up okay, 
leading off with Ellis W. Carter’s 
camera work (minus a few shots'of 
femme star). On* plus side, too, are 
art direction by. Alexander Gol- 
Itzen and Eric Orbom, editing by 
Fred MacDowell, music by Herman 
Stein. v Whit 

The Tljuitm Story 

Although based on real-life 
vice, a mild, routine meller.* 

Hollywood, Oct. 4. 
A Columbia. Pictures release of Sam 

Katzman production. With Rodolfo 
Acosta; James Darren, Robert McQueeney, 
Jean' WjBles,. Joy Stoner, Paul Newlan, 
George IX Stone; Michael 'Rox, Robert 
Blake, William "Fawcett, others. Narrator, 
Paul Coates; Director, Leslie .Xardos. 
Screenplay, Lou Morheim; camera, Ben¬ 
jamin H. Kline; editor, Edwin Bryant; art 
director, Paul Palmentola; music con¬ 
ducted by Mischa Bakalelhikoff. Pre¬ 
viewed In Hollywood, Oct. 3, '57. Running 
time, 72 MINS. 
Manuel Acosta Mesa.Rondolfo Acosta 
Mitch .. James Darren 
Eddie March ........ Robert McQueeney 
Liz March...Jean Willes 
Linda Alvarez .. Joy Stoner 
Peron Diaz ................ Paul Newlan 
Pino ..-George E. Stone 
Reuben Galindo ........ . Michael Fox 
Enrique Acosta Mesa..... Robert Blake 
Alberto Rodriquez-...William Fawcett 
Ricardo ... RIc Vallln 
Paid Acosta Mesa.,.Ralph Valencia 
Alma Actosta Mesa....... Susan Seaforth 
Miguel Fuentes...William Tannen 
Lupe.. Susan Ridgeway 

Reportedly, producer Sam Katz¬ 
man kept this project on the shelf 
a couple of years, because of j 
threats from certain sinister under¬ 
world figures: If true, it’s hard to 

. see why, since this mild, routine 
melodrama couldn’t step on any¬ 
one’s toes. It isn’t likely to raise 

! a storm at the ticket counter either. 
| Screenplay by Lou Morheim is 
I based on real-life incidents in; 

Tijuana, including, the assassina¬ 
tion • of', crusading newspaperman 
Manuel Acosta Mesa. Mexican ac¬ 
tor Rodolfo Acosta portrays Acosta 
Mesa, who falls victim here to the 
machinations of a vice-narcotics 
ring led- by heavy Paul Newlan. 
However, the editor’s fiery writing,, 
arouses the citizenry and his astute 
digging turns up the names of thei 
corrupt officials and businessmen 
in the ring. His son, played by 
Robert Blake, carries on the clean¬ 
up campaign successfully after his 
father’s assassination (although 
there are certain informed quar¬ 
tets who remain rather doubtful 
about the real-life efficacy of the 
elean-up). 

. There’s a few side-issues, includ¬ 
ing a tragic love affair between Joy 
Stoner, as the editor’s secretary, 
and Yankee. James Darren, a vic¬ 
tim of the ring; and soul-searching 
of Gringo Robert McQueeney, who 
finds himself the more-or-less in¬ 
nocent front of the vicious gang. 
However, both these tangents ate 
of minor importance and add little, 
to the proceedings. 

Production values and direction 
of Leslie Kardos rarely rise above 
the level of routinely competent, , 
and more often show the evidence j 
of a short budget and a hurried 
shooting schedule. Local newsman 
Paul Goates, who wrote a series of 
expose columns'abouLTijuang, in-, 
troduces the picture and narrates 
a couple'of plot points therein. His 
contribution isn’t very significant, 
one way or another. 
.“Acosta’s fine performance is eas¬ 
ily the outstanding thing about this 
picture. His dignity and force 
often transcendstheweak scripting 
and makes the editor a consider¬ 
able figure of courage and warmth. 

Best of the rest are McQueeney, 
Jean Willes as his wife;* and Mi¬ 
chael' Fox as Acosta’s vacillating 
publisher. Rest of cast is okay, 
save for Miss Stoner. Allowing for 
her lack of experience, kindest 
thing which can be said is that she 
needs a tremendous amount of 
training. 

One peculiarity is worth noting. 
Acosta, who is a native Mexican, 
speaks a • comparatively accent- 
proof English. Other cast members 
portraying Mexicans speak a wide 
and wild variety of purported 
Spanish accents. Kove. 

I Sogni nel Cassetto 
(Dreams in a Drawer) 
(FRANCO-ITALIAN) 

. Venice, Sept 24. 
Clneriz release of a Rizzoll-Francinex 

production. Stars Lea , Massari, Enrico 
Pagan!; features Cosetta Greco, Sergio 
Tofano. Written, and directed by Renaio 
Castellan!. Camera, Leonida Barboni; 
music, Roman Vlad. At Venice Film Fes¬ 
tival Running time, 105 MINS. 
Lucia .;. Lea Massari 
Mario .. Enrico . Pagan! 

One of best Italian productions j 

of the year, , this pic looks headed j 
for a good boxoffice future both In 
this country, probably repeating as 
a„crowd-pleaser abroad as well. It 
crackles, rapid-fire dialog can be 
successfully translated, subtitled 
and / or dubbed. American 
chances, are iffy and could be 
much improved by trimming some 
•10 minutes from the current run¬ 
ning time. Even so, it’s worth a 
try. 

The “Dreams” are those of a 
young couple, both students in a 
North Italian University, who fall 
In love and many, against better 
advice. Both are hoping for a bril¬ 
liant future, both soon reconciling 
themselves to-a happy if brief spell J 
of married life together. While: 
giving birth to their first child, the 
bride dies, leaving the boy to take 
up life once more with a new,1 
maturer, lonelier outlook, but with 
great gratitude for the optimistic, 
ever-childish * girl he married, i 
While the .script sometimes falters 
and often repeats itself, Renato 
Castellani’s penmanship shows in 
a brilliantly dialogued screenplay 
and a generally rapid pace in which 
speedy dissolves play an Important 
dramatic (and comic) part. 

Despite the downbeat ending, the 
film is ‘ extremely amusing in its 
chronicling of romance and early 
married life of the couple. (An¬ 
other ending, in which bride does 
not die was shot before the cur¬ 
rent one was adopted). Lea Mas¬ 
sari, under Castellani’s painstaking 
direction, plays her part in high 
key in .keeping with her screen; 
character, while Enrico Pagani, as! 
the boy, is somewhat In the sha-j 
dows, though giving an okay read- j 
ing in his first screen role. Cosetta ! 
Greco does a standout bit aft a! 
friend while Sergio Tofano and 
many others are sharply drawn i 
cameos. i 

Added qualities Of the produc¬ 
tion are found in the interesting 
north Italian backdrops where ac¬ 
tion is played out, as well as in 
Leonida Barboni’s expert lensing. 
Other technical Credits measure up. 

^ ixCUtfCr j 

Tiie Devil’s Hair»i« 
(V’VISION-COLOR) 

Auto racing) film with exciting 
finish; okay for program mar¬ 
ket. 

Hollywood, Oct. 3. 
Paramount release of Cornel Wilde 

production. Stars Cornel Wilde. Jean Wal¬ 
lace; costars Arthur Franz, Mary Astor; 
feature* Paul Fix, Larry Pennell, Gerald 
Milton, Ross Bagdasarian. Directed by 
Wilde. Screenplay, James Edmiston, 
Wilde; camera (Technicolor), Daniel L. 
Fapp; editor, Floyd Knudtson. Previewed 
Sept. 30, '57. Running time, 63 MINS. 

Nick Cornel Wilde 
Ke?y  . Jean Wallace 
Rhinegold ... Arthur Franz 
Mrs. Jargin Mary Astor 
Doc . Paul Fix 
Johnny  .. Larry PenneU 
Mike Houston  .Gerald Milton 
Tani . Ross Bagdasarian 
Chico Martinez. Jack Kosslyn 
Tony Botari  .Morgan Jone* 

Auto road racing sparks this 
Cornel Wilde production for Para¬ 
mount release, which benefits by 
exciting action in final reels hut 
earlier is bogged down by tedious 
unfoldment. * Subject matter, cou¬ 
pled with Wilde in star role, should 
carry it nicely -through program 
situations. 

Feature, effectively filmed In 
Technicolor and with VistaVision 
adding to pictorial values, is a 
four-way effort for Wilde, who also 
directs and co-scripts with James 
Edmiston.' Narrative leading up 
the racing sequences is confusing, 
and often dull as it rests on a re¬ 
tired former racing champ who is 
goaded into a return, to the wheel. 
Characters never ring quite true 
although entire cast tries hard, and 
Wilde’s direction does little to hur¬ 
dle this fault. From a production 

| standpoint, however, film show* 
good quality. 

i Wilde as the egotistical ex-champ 
who finally dons his racing hejmet 
after most of yarn is told in flash¬ 
back form flounders occasionally 
in part, not one of his best. In 
Jean Wallace as a Martini-swilling 
blonde he has a beautiful costar, 
okay for role. Arthur Franz’ char¬ 
acter of .the racing car manufactur¬ 
er for whom Wilde formerly raced 
is never clear; itrs up to audience 
to determine whether he’s a heavy. 
Mary Astor plays Wilde’s mother, 
bitter over his having nearly killed 
his younger brother, 'Larry Pen¬ 
nell, in a race Which left latter 
somewhat of a mental case, but 
her makeup is particularly bad. 
Pennell in his indefinite role is 
good, Paul Fix lends credence to 
a mechanic part and Ross Bagda¬ 
sarian makes the most of a piano¬ 
playing role. 

Fine photography leads off tech¬ 
nical credits, Daniel L. Fapp mak¬ 
ing his- work • count and Wallace 
Kelley handling ' the seeond' unit 
stuff. John P. FUltdn on. special 
photographic effects and Farciot 
Edouart on process photography 
also rate strongly. Hal Pereira and 
Hilyard Brown created interesting 
sets and Floyd Knudtson’s editing 
is good. Whit. 

Retovr De. Manivelle 
XTJie Turn *f the Handle) * 

(FRENCH) 

Paris, Oct. 1. 
J. Arthur Rank, release of Inennd'ndi* 

production. Star* Xlcltele Morgab. Daniel 
Gelinj features Bernard. Blier, Rater Van 
Eyck, Midlele Mercier. Directed l>r Denys 
Da La Patelliere. Screenplay, Michel 
Audiard, Patelliere; earners, Pierre If on- 
tazel; editor, George Alepde. At Balzac* 
Pari*. Runnjtng time. Ml MINS. 
Helene Michele Korean 
Robert .................... Daniel Gelin 
Eric  .Peter Van Eyck 
Inspector ................ Bernard Blier 
Girl ....Michele Mercier 
Babin .. Francois Chaumette 

There are shades of the “Post¬ 
man Always Rings Twice” in this, 
slick melodrama. An itinerant artist 
saves a drunk and takes him home 
with him, eventually * making him 
his chauffeur. Artist is. ruined fi¬ 
nancially and commits suicide. 
Then the wife enlist’s the bewil¬ 
dered hero’s aid te disguise it as 
a crime. All because the husband 
said he had cut out the. suicide 
clause from his insurance policy.. 

Familiar bundle of suspense ap¬ 
pears to limit this, for art houses in 
the UJS. The telegraphed develop¬ 
ment may hurt some, but it should „ 
have a better fate than some dual¬ 
ers since its theme and ^some ex¬ 
ploitable macabre bits may help. 

Some twists, frank love scenes 
and dialogue bolster its Stateside 
chances. Daniel Gelin adds some 
.weight, too, as the quizzical re-Cofl- 
verted chauffeur Who goes along 
with the machinations of the 
widow, coldly played by Michele 
Morgan. He even seduces a silly 
maid (woodenly done by Michele 
Mercier). 

Technical credits are slick and 
production dress acceptable. But 
director Denys De La Patelliere 
has rarely gotten a visual feel into 
this. The’ love and suspense scenes 
are usually obvious and seldom 
realistic. Some lesser acting roles 
help, especially Bernard Blier’s 
plodding but smart police inspector. 

' -1 - 
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HOW ‘BRITISH’ YA GOTTA BE? 
Public, Unheard-From, Big Partner Says Canada s Tax-Paid Film Board 
In Common Market-Sez Gordon Knight TO RE’DEFINE Unfairly Dominates Private Pix Cos., 

Mexican Boy. Town Pk • Prevents Development of Features If a European film union should- 
be established as a part of the Eu¬ 
ropean Common Market, and Brit¬ 
ain be made a part of it, the ques¬ 
tion of public reaction still re¬ 
mains, Gordon Knight, assistant to 
Britain’s Board of Trade, said in 
New York last week. 

“I think the question has not re¬ 
reived sufficient attention," ; be 
held. “If there is a free trade zone 
involving Britain, and French, Ger¬ 
man and Italian pictures were to 
come in, would that fact alone per¬ 
suade the public to suddenly flock 
to see these films, and would ex¬ 
hibitors book them?" 

Knight, fresh from the Anglo- 
American film pact negotiations in 
Washington, and also in charge of 
tourism for the Board, said the 
whole European Common Market 
issue as it pertains to films “is still 
somewhat shrouded in mystery.” 
He noted that the Market agree¬ 
ments make comparatively little 
reference to motion pictures, and 
he mentioned some of the obvious 
problems. 

“The member countries include 
Italy, France, Germany, Holland 
and Belgium as well as Luxem¬ 
bourg,” he said. “Holland and Bel¬ 
gium have no production of their 
own at all. 

Germany produces, but has no 
screen quota ot government sub¬ 
sidies.* Why should the Dutch and 
the Belgians agree to a quota to 
please someone else?” 

Knight reminded that Britain was 
not part of the European Common 
Market, but was proposed to come 
in under the so-called Free Trade 
Zone. It has already been made, 
clear by the British Government 
that, in the realm of the motion 
picture/it will do nothing that is 
discriminatory against American 
films. 

“For that matter,” said Knight, 
“foreign producers right now can 
send in all the pictures they want 
into Britain. They can import-thou¬ 
sands of them.' The only restric¬ 
tion is the British, qupta, which 
forces the theatres to play a certain 
percentage of British-made films.” 

Knight clearly expressed doubts 
that-the mere availability of more 
foreign films would greatly in¬ 
crease their circulation in Britain. 

Loews Host Pay 
For Proxy Quest 

Wilmington, Oct. 8. 
Joseph Tomlinson faction in the 

battle for control of Loew’s won a 
point in its fight to unseat the 
present management when Chan¬ 
cellor Collins J. Seitz following a 
bearing in the Court' of Chancery 
ruled that’ it can bill O^oew’s for 
expenses incurred in soliciting' 
proxies for the special stockhold¬ 
ers meeting set for Oct. 15. 
. The decision gives the Tomlin¬ 
son group the right to ask for the 
corporation to pay for proxies it 
will solicit in an effort to keep Jo¬ 
seph Vogel; Loew’s president, from 
ousting Tomlinson • and Stanley 
Meyer from the board of directors, 

. The ruling granted a motion by 
Tomlinson which was, in the 
chancellor’s words, “nothing more 
or less than the ’other side* of the 
problem presented by the deter- 

* ruination of the right of the Vogel 
group to spend corporation money 
proxy solicitation.” 

Tomlinson had moved to inter¬ 
vene as a party plaintiff in-the suit 
of Ralph B> Campbell against 

..Loew’s managementCampbell, 
' described as an associate of Tom¬ 
linson, has asked the XL S. Dis¬ 
trict Court here to stop the use 
of approximately 2,760,000 proxies 
at the Oct. 15 meeting un the basis 
that they were obtained under 

.."false- and misleading statements” 
in- a letter Sent out by Vogel Aug. 
9. Hearing onv this request will be 
held in the district court Oct. 10 
at' 10j30 a.m. ^ 

Mexican Boy* Town Pic 
San Antonio, Oct. 8. 

Members of the Catholic 
clergy attended a special 
screening last Wednesday 
morning of the new Mexican 
film “La Ciudad, de Los 
Ninos” (Boystown of' Monter¬ 
rey) at the Alameda. 

It will open its regular run 
on Thursday._ 

Loews: Tomlinson 
Has His Facts 

Cut on a Bias 
Affidavits of Joseph Tomlinson 

filed with the- Federal District 
Court, in Delaware in an effort to 
have the proxies of Loew’s prexy 
Joseph R. Vogel invalidated were 
described as “inaccurate and dis¬ 
torted” in av reply by Loew’s. 

Loew’s answer contained affida¬ 
vits from John L.- Hennessy, part¬ 
ner in Arthur Anderson & Co., 
Loew*s accounting firm; Robert H. 
O’Brien, financial v.p.; Vogel and 
directors George Killion, William 
A. Parker and John L. ’Sullivan.. 

Hennessy, declared that the 
firm’s survey of Loew’s resulted 
in a clean hill of health* as far as 
integrity as a corporation was con¬ 
cerned. Outsider’s basic suggestions 
concerned only modernization of 
Loew’s accounting techniques. 

He denied Tomlinson’s state¬ 
ment that Loew’s was -in a bad 
cash condition. He noted that Tom¬ 
linson’s figures omitted many mil¬ 
lions of dollars which are available 
to Loew’s from various divisions 
of the company. 

O’Brieri; in his affidavit, charg¬ 
ed Tomlinson with distorting the. 
recommendations made in the; 
Booz, Allien Sc Hamilton report. 
He stated emphatically that there 
was no foundation in. the charge 
of corporate ineffclericy, O’Brien 
maintained that “Gone With the 
Wind” has provided 10.7% . of 
Loew’s profits during the last 10 
years and not 50% as stated by 
Tomlinson, Tomlinson, O’Brien as¬ 
serted, has represented Booz, Al¬ 
len as predicting a monthly loss of 
11,000,000, but that Tomlinson had 
omitted tine important phrase “if 
Loew’s management had not taken 
positive action for improvement. 

Loew's. financial v.p. pointed out 
that the losses were “hypothetical” 
ones, and were based on the re¬ 
lease of only 20 pictures. Actually, 
he emphasized, the company made 
34 pictures in addition to releasing 
11 from outside producers. O’Brien 
said further that a corporate-wide 
system of budget and cost control 
is well along toward organization 
with the unqualified support of 
YogeL He noted further that Vogel 
was not responsible for conditions 
which resulted from decisions 
made before he became* president 
of Loew’s, He stressed, however, 
that Vogel was responsible for' the 
progress that has been made to¬ 
ward correcting and improving 
such conditions and for launching 
the application of sound budget¬ 
ing, reporting, accounting and cost 
control techniques. 

6 Gold, Chi, Sues Loew’s 
Chicago, Oct, 8. 

Suit was filed yesterday. (Mon.) 
in Federal District Court here 
against Loew’s Inc. by* Homan 
Photoplay Co.r operator of Gold 
Theatre. The complaint charges 
Loew’s with refusing to se;l pix to 
the Gold because, of triple feature 
policy there. 

According to Seymour F. Simon, 
attorney rfor. the theatre, this Is a 
violation of antitrust laws. Simon 
further charges ftiat’Loew’s allows 
its features on other* triple feature 
bills in Chicago and he asks an 
injunction against Loew’s to force 
the selling of its reels to the Gold. 

! Possible re-definition of what 
properly constitutes^ ^ “British pic- 

[ ture” will be studiea by Britain’s 
Board of Trade as part of its prep¬ 
aration for the. I960 Films Act, 
Gordon Knight, assistant secretary 

| to the Board, reported in Gotham 
last week. 
I Knight said that, in his opinion, 
this is the key point around which 
debate will center. Board is be¬ 
ginning to solicit industry opinions 
this fall, and the Films Act legis-’ 

; lation should be presented to Par¬ 
liament late in 1958. . 

Current definition of what is a 
British film was arrived at some 
time ago and took into considera¬ 
tion the desire of British produc¬ 
ers to avail themselves of interna¬ 
tional talent. Knight said. He 
added that great care would be 
taken in coming up with any re¬ 
definition, inasmuch as-—Inevitably 
—it would have an effect on Brit¬ 
ish producers as well as on the 
Americans. 

Tied in with this question, of 
course, is the allocation of the Eady 
coin. There have been powerful 
pressures in London, seeking to 
draw a distinction between “pure,” 
or wholly nature, British films and 
those made by the Americans in 
London. 

Knight acknowledged that, some¬ 
times, the definition, of “British” 
film was a little precarious, and he 
cited an instance recently where 
a picture had an American pro¬ 
ducer, American director and writ¬ 
er, and two American stars, but 
had some studio work done in 
London and subsequently claimed 
British quota. 

All factions of the British 
trade, , including the Americans, 
will be asked to submit their views 
to the Board of Trade re the up¬ 
coming Films Act, Which will be 
passed, in 1959. and adopted in 
1900. 

Knight, who has been travelling 
all over the world but never had 
been to the JJ. S. before, stressed 
the' importance of British film ad¬ 
vances in the American market. 
“It’s not only that we need the 
dollars," he said,! “but, also, it 
makes our job in London so much 
more easy if there js a two-way. 
street. The lack of British fflm 
success in the U. S. is always a 
very potent .argument for those 
who want to restrict the Ameri¬ 
cans in ' Britain.” ; Quite apart 
from that, he held, the exchange of 
films was important as a link .of 
friendship and understading. 

, Knight acknowledged .that the 
considerable American production 
activity in Britain was a good rea¬ 
son why Britain had retained the 
status quo re remittances* etc., at 
the recent Washington confabs 
where the Anglo-American films 
agreement was extended for a year. 
At.the same time, he said, he did 
not believe that, even had Britain 
insisted on a reduction in dollar 
transfers, that this wo.uld neces¬ 
sarily’have meant a reduction in 
American production activity in 
England. 

Tomlinson Plea 
Wilmington, Oct. 8. ] 

Delaware’s Supreme Court will 
go into* session at Dover for a spe¬ 
cial hearing tomorrow . (Wed.) in 
the case of Joseph' Tomlinson 
against Loew’s and its president, 
Joseph R. Vogel, and his faction 
of the directorate, William A. 
Parker, George L. Killion andj 
John L. Sullivan. 

Judges Clarence JL Southerland, 
! Wilmington; Daniel F. Wolcott, 
New Castle, and Howard W. Brani- 
hall, Georgetown, will he sitting 
at the hearing. 

The appeal which brings about 
the special session of the Supreme 
Court was filed Aug. 30 by attor¬ 
neys Arthur G. Logan and Aubrey 

■B. Lank at an early stage in a pro- ' 
tracted Series of legal aptions sur- 

(Continued on page 18) 

Cross Burning at ‘Sun9 
Greensboro, N.C., Oct. 8. 

A five - foot - high wooden 
cross was set afire recently in 
front of Springs Road Drive-In 
Theatre in rural Catawba 
County. 

“Island in the Sun” <20th), 
with a mixed white and Negro 
cast, was current at the ozoner. 

British Product 
BetterelDates 

In Minneapolis 
Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 

British films, with a few Alec 
Guiness and other _exceptions, or¬ 
dinarily have had to be content 
here with uptown neighborhood j 
first-runs, mostly in the “fine arts” i 

houses. But the product situation! 
(or Rank's new salesmanship) is 
such that now they’re getting play- 
date, breaks downtown. 

The State, a leading Paramount 
downtown first-run theatre, for ex¬ 
ample, has dug back to a J. Arthur 
Rank June release, “Reach for the 
Sky,”, for its attraction starting 
Thursday (10), while another Brit¬ 
ish picture, “The Green Man,” dis¬ 
tributed by DCA and also a June 
release, is the World offering. 

Exhibitors here are greatly wor¬ 
ried over the present scarcity of 
important releases. They shy it’s 
one of the slimmest periods yet to 
be encountered and they point to 
the loop boxoffice sag at the very 
time, the start of the fall-winter 
season, whfin grosses should be 
climbing. 

With so few major entries ar¬ 
riving downwtown now, subse¬ 
quent-run neighborhood theatre- 
owners, requiring two or more 
changes a. week, foresee in the 
months, ahead such, a famine of 
boxoffice product that will present 
one of the most difficult of their 
many serious operating problems. 

Par Extends Unorthodox 
Dating of DeMiller 

Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 
Paramount here continues, with 

its unique “Ten Commandments” 
distribution plan in the subsequent 
runs. 

DeMiUe’s scriptural film, which 
just finished'successful three-week 
day and date runs iff four local 
neighborhood houses, the highest 
bidders in separated areas, goes 
next to another quartet of out¬ 
lying theatres similarly Oct, 23 for 
minimum two-week .engagements. 

. Those houses that had the pic¬ 
ture* initially uptown were barred 
from bidding on its second time 
around. ♦ 

“Commandments” also will have 
its first St. Paul subsequent-run- 
showings days and date in three 
widely separated theatres awarded 
it on competitive bids. 

In . Minneapolis “Command¬ 
ments” had a 13-week territory ex¬ 
clusive downtown first-run here as 
a $2.25 top hard-ticket attraction. 
But in St. Paul more than a month 
later the policy was continuous 
with a slightly lower admission 
thpn here and no reserved seats. 

Out in the territory and in the 
Twin Cities’ neighborhood situa¬ 
tions there^ also are sharply ad¬ 
vanced admissions, but no reserved 
seats. r 

Percentage terms for “Com* 
maffdments” in its initial local up¬ 
town showings were 60% for the 
first week and 50% for the next 
two, the highest ever commanded 
by a picture, in such situations. 

Returns for the exchange here 
are setting a new film industry 
high mark locally. 

- Toronto, Oct. 8. 
Strongest attack yet published 

against Canada’s National Film 
Board is included in the October is¬ 
sue of Liberty magazine. Sub¬ 
caption says, “You (Canadian tax¬ 
payers) pay $4-million a year for 
state-made movies, which rob pri¬ 
vate film companies.” 

Article by Robert Walker (staff 
by-line) points out that a financi- 
ally-successful feature has never 
been made in Canada. The com¬ 
mercial firms cannot afford the 
money risk and the National Film 
Board won’t run the political risk 
of full-length story-telling. 

Recent costly move of the Board’s 
production facilities from Ottawa 
to Montreal is called a $1,000,000 
miscalculation. To be nearer “tal¬ 
ent” sources In Montreal was a 
spurious argument because nearly 
all Board documentaries use ama¬ 
teurs. Also the claimed benefit of 
proximity to the Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Co. plant breaks down be¬ 
cause the new. film plant is five 
miles out of central Montreal in an 

[ industrial suburb. Worst of all the 
j new film plant is right next to a 
| jet-testing airport and in an area 
ijjf heavy trucking. 

Government’s own film plant 
and gear is valued at $11,000,000 
all told. There are 500 employes. 
These tax-financed advantages 
compare with Canada’s biggest pri¬ 
vate producer, Budge Crawley's, 
setup, hardly one-fifth the size .of 
NFB. I 

Although the Government’s filffis 
have won prizes all over the worid 
and are rated technically first rate. 
Liberty article ~argues that the 
Government operation is open to 
suspicion as turning out shorts 
which are “propaganda” for the 
party in power. There are Can¬ 
adians with an abstract objection 
to the Dominion government do¬ 
minating communications media—■ 
both broadcasting and screen. 

Magazine points to a number of 
horrible examples of NFB “goofs.” 
One was a 10-minute short taking 
three years to produce. Title; 
“How To Build An Igloo.” An¬ 
other was “Horizons de Quebec,” 
costing $45,000, which had to be 
junked because two English-speak¬ 
ing employes dealing with the al- 
ways-sensitive French Canadiens 
had been “condescending”—a sin 
in Quebec only slightly less oner¬ 
ous than birth control. 

Also detailed in the Liberty arti¬ 
cle is the campaign of a French 
newspaper Le Devoir, which 
charges the NFB with purging 
French-speaking employes and 
maintaining “an oppressive atmos¬ 
phere” for the Quebecois. 

Wants flu Nabe 
Two-a-Day On 
10 Commandm’ts’ 

Chicago, Oet. 8. 
Nabe release of “10 Command¬ 

ments” is .scheduled for Nov. 8 
here in four large Balahan & Katz 
houses and one Stanley Warner 
theatre. Finil discussion «n con¬ 
tracts and exhibition policy is to 
be decided between exhibitors and ^ 
Paramount at a meeting tomorrow^ 
(Wed,), 

Paramount has been hoping for 
a three week booking at each house 
on a twff*e-day policy. Admission 
will be the same in all houses, 
probably $1,-50.' B&K houses Mar- 
bro, Riviera, Tivoli and Portage 
and the Stanley Warner Capitol 
Theatre have been pacted. 

. Ralph M. Evans, director of the 
color technology division at East¬ 
man Kodak copped highest award 
of the Society of Motion and Tele¬ 
vision Engineers at its opening ses¬ 
sion in the Sheraton HoteL Philly, 
last WeCk; " * • ' 
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Fresh Fare lifts Chi B.O.; ‘Quantez,’ 
‘Pigeon Boff $18,400, ‘Payment’ Fine 

29G, ‘Morgan’ 21G, ‘Pilot’ Smash 22G 
Chicago. Oct. 8. 

Charged with x load of new pix 
this frame. Loop screens aim high 
While impact is softened only by 
•Jewish holiday oh the weekend. 
New arties shape fair to good, 

“No Down Payment” shapes hep 
$29,000 for initial frame at the 
Oriental while “Helen Morgan 
Story” garners-a good $21,000 at 
the Chicago to start. At the Woods! 
“Story of Esther Costello” looks 
neat $25,000. The Garrick's “Satch- 
mo the Great” with "Bailout at 
43,000” is a fine $6,500. 

“Quantez” with “Public Pigeon 
* No. 1” rates sock $18,000 beginning 

at the Roosevelt • “Stella” shapes 
SPcko $6,400 at World. “Brothers 
in Law” is sturdy $6,300 at Surf for 
first frame. 

“House of Numbers” and “Ac¬ 
tion of Tiger” is okay in second 
frame at Grand. “Jet Pilot” looms Eeat hi second week at the State- 

ike. “Joker Is Wild” does a com¬ 
fortable second round at United 
Artists. Sixth week of “Rock 
Hunter” still perks at the Loop. 

Roadshows hold at * good level 
wfth “Around World in 80 Days” 
■still capacity in 27th session at 
Todd’s Cinestage* 

Estimates1 for This Week 
Cfciesfo (BAK) (3,900; 90-$1.50) 

—“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). 
Good $21,000. Last week, “Man of 
1,000 Faces” (U) (2d wk), $14,000. 

Cinema (Indie) (495; 85-90) — 
“Time is My Enemy” (Rep) (2d 
wk).- Nifty $1,900. Last week, 

' $2,100. 
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1.350; 

90-$1.25) — “Happy Road” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Adequate $6,500. Last 
week, $8,000. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 9041-25)— 
’“Satchmo Great” (UA) and “Bail¬ 
out at 43,000” IVAt Loud $6,500. 
Last 'week, “Amazing Colossal 
Man” (Cap) and “Cat Girl” (£ap) 
(2d wk), $9,000. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 50-87) — 
“House of Numbers” (M-G) and 
‘‘Action of Tiger” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Warm $5,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Loop (Telem’t) (806; 9041-50)— 
“Rock Hunter” (20th) (6th wk). 
Rugged $7,500. Last week, $9,000. 

MeYickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(46th wk). Fine $20,000. Last.week, 
$21,500. 

Motaroe (Indie)- (1,000; 59-79)— 
“Catman of Paris” (Rep) and “Val¬ 
ley of Zombies” (Rep) (reissues). 
Oke $3,000, 6 days. Last week, 
“Battle Hell” (DCA) “Hell in 
Korea” (DCA) (1st wk), $4,000. 
' Oriental (Indie) q,400; 90-$1.50) 

' (Continued on page .18) 

K.C.WayOffBot'SaiT 
Sturdy $6,000; ‘Wonders’ 
WowlZUtfcWSG 

Kansas City, Oct. 8. 
Outlook Is onlyiiairish in current 

.week, based on the lineup of new 
pix. Some magnetism is being 
shown by “Untfl They Sail” at the 
Roxy and “Omar Khayyam” at the 
Paramount! but “Chicago Confi¬ 
dential” is dull at Midland. Fox 
Midwest has dropped-the Esquire 
from its first-run combination, and 
now has a three Bouse-hook-up. 
Uptown, Fairway and Granada, 
doing mildly with “Sea Wife” 
“Seven Wonders”, at the Missouri 
looms strong and “Around World in 
80 Days” at the Tower both con¬ 
tinue strong. 

Estimates for TUe Week 
Glen, Dirkin—, Shawnee Drive. 

In, Leeweed Drive-tn (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 35c 
person)—4 Gunsight Ridge” (UA) 
and “Jungle Heat” 1UA).-Fairly 
good $8,000, but not up to big ones 
of summer season. Last week, 
“Monster From Green Hell” (DCA) 
and “Half Human” (DCA), same. 

Elmo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— 
“Saint Joan” (UA) (3d Wk). Oke 
$1,000. Last week, |L200. 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)— 
“GMcago Confidential* (UA) and 
“Street of Sinners” (UA). ’Slow 
$5,000. Last week,. “Women of 
River” (Col) and “Brothers, Rico” 
(Cal), $6,000. , 

Mlssonrl (SW-Cinerama) .(1,194; 
$1.25-$2)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (7th wk). Wow 
$12,-000. Last week, $13,000. 

Panmoont (UP) (1,900; .75-90)— 
“Omar Khayyam*? (Par). Modest 
$6,000;. Last week. “Beginning of 
End” (AB-PTJ and “Unearthly** 
(AB-PT), $4,000. 

Rockhtil (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90k—“Albert Schweitzer” 

(Continued oh page 18) 

Estimate* Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, art net; te„ 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
-include the U. S. amusement 
tax. 

‘Pilot’ Smart 15G, 
2d Qeve, Week 

Cleveland, Oct.c8. 
Nearly every key house here is 

going through a droopy period cur¬ 
rently puzzling all exhibs. Hipp 
is doing only good bix for regular- 
run product with second of “Jet 
Pilot,” Ohio's “Around World,' 
in 17th week, in running into i 
nice pickup at the Ohio, “This 
Is Cinerama” also is running ahead 
of last week. “Interlude** shapes 
ordinary. Stillman’s “Tip on Dead 
Jockey” is very thin. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$L25)— 

“Interlude” (U). Ordinary $9,500. 
Last week, “Sim Also Rises” (20th) 
(2d wk), $12,500. 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). Smart 
$15,000 after $25,000 last week. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90)—“Death of Scoundrel” (RKO) 
and “Quanted* (U). Oke $5,000. 
Last week, “Woman of River” (Col) 
and “Pickup Alley” (Col), $10,000 
In 10 days. 

Heights Art (Art Theater Guild) 
(925; $1.25)—“Lost Continent” 
(Lopert) (2d wk). Light $2,600 
after $5,100. < 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
50-90)—“Young and Passionate” 
(Indie). Sad $2!500. Last week, 
“We Are All Murderers” (Indie) 
(2d rim), $1,500., 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (17th wk). 
Rising to fine $14,500 after $14,- 
000 last week. ' 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1.523, 
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (14th wk), Nice $14.- 
300, an improvement over last 
Week’s $13,600. 

State (Loew) (3.500; 70-90)— 
“3:10 to Yuma” (Col). Average 
$10,000. Last week, “Until They 
Sail” (M-G), $9,000. 

Stillman (Logw) (2,700; 70-90)— 
“Tip on Dead Jockey” (M-G) and 
“Short Cut to Hell” TPar). Thin 
$5,000. Last week, “Action of 
Tigers” (M-G) and “Hired Gun’ 
(bLG), $5,500. • 

*40 GUNS? FAIR $6,000, 
OMAHA;‘DAYS’9R 6TH 

. Omaha, Oct. 8. 
A host of holdovers is on tap at 

first runs this, week, with biz gen¬ 
erally off. The newcomers, “Hapipy 
Road” at the State and ‘Forty 
Guns” , at the Omaha §re just fair, 
“Around the World” remains sharp 
in its sixth stanza at the Admiral, 
thanks to strong Weekends. “Jet 
Pilot” is good In second Brandeis 
round. “Pajima Game” Is thin at 
the Orpheum on holdover. 

Estimates for This Week 
Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50- 

$2.20)—“Around Wofld in 80 Days” 
(UA) (6th wk). Nice $9,500, Last 
week, $9,000. 
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)—I 
“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Ali Baba” (U) 
(2d wk). Still good at $8,000 or 
over~after $5,000 bow. 

Omaha (Tristates> (2,066; 75-90) 
—‘Forty Guns” (20th) and “Cour¬ 
age <rf Black Beauty” (20th). Fair 
$6,000. Last week, “Sun Rises” 
(20th) (2d wk), $3,500 at $1.25 top. 

Orpheum (TrisUtes) (2,980; 175- 
90)—“Pajama Game” (WB) (2d 
wk). Drab $6,000. Last week, 
$8,000. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)— 
Happy Road” (M-G). Mild $3,500. 

Last week, “House of Numbers” 
(M-G) and “Decision Against Time” 
(M-G), ditto. 1 

‘MORGAN’ OKE $11,000, 
CINCY; T0DD.12IG, 17TH 

Cincinnati-, Oct. 8. 
Overall trade at major houses 

this week -shapes far llfeht improve¬ 
ment in face of World Series slic¬ 
ing matinee attendance. “Helen 
Morgan Story” looms okay at Al- 
bee. “Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” at 
Palace is fair.. Long runs “Seven 
Wonders” and “Around World” are 
’maintaining sturdy stride. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$ 1.25)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). Okay 
$11,000. Last week, “Jet Pilot” (U) 
(2d wk), $10,500. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$I.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (70th wk). In 
step with sturdy $11,800. 

Grand (RKO) (1.400; 9041.25)— 
“J6t Pilot” (RKO) (m.o.). Eight 
days. Fine $6,500. Last week, “Gar¬ 
den ofS Evil” (20th) and “Gladia¬ 
tors” (20th) (reissues), at $1.10 top, 
$5,000 in 6 days. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90) — 
“Garden of Eden” (Indie) (4th 
wk). Hotsy $1,500 after $1,700 
third round. 

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 7341-25)— 
“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) (re¬ 
peat), Good $6,500. Last week, 
“Hatful of Rain” (20th) (2d wk), 
$5,600. * 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 9041-25)— 
‘Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” (UA). 
(UA): Fair $7,500. Last week, “Sea 
Wife” (20th), $6,000. 

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50- 
$2.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” 

kUA) (17th wk). Holding dose to 
last week’s solid $12,500. 

Balto; ‘Pilot’ 9G, 2d 
Baltimore, Oct. 8. 

Biz was slightly up this week 
though holdovers and reissues 
dominated the scene.’ “Until They 
Sail” is passable at the Hippo¬ 
drome while “Helen Morgan 
Story” is rated okay at the Stan¬ 
ley. “Jet Pilot” is very strong in 
second week at the Century. 
“Around World in 80 Days” con¬ 
tinues stout at Film- Centro in 42d 
stanza. “Tammy and Bachelor" 
looms okay on a return date at the 
New. 

Estimates for This Week 
• Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 
$1.25)—“Jet Pilot” ,(U) v(2d wk). 
High $9,000 after $18,000 in first. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—"Mile. Striptease” (DOA). 
Hot $4,200. Last [week, “Last 
Bridge” (Union) (2d Wk), $3,000, 

Film Centre (Rappaport) "(890; 
$1.2542.25)—“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (42d wk). Holding at 
$9,000 after near same last week. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Interlude” (U> (2d wk). 
Good $3,500 after $3,700 in first 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-11.25) — “Until They Sail” 
(M-G). Qke $8,000. Last week, 
“House of. Numbers” (M-G), $6,000. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25>— 
“Man of Thousand Faces” (U) (3d 
wk). Warm $4,000 after $5,500 in 
second. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600: 50- 
$1.25) — “Tammy and Bachelor” 
(U) and “Written on; Wind” (ID 

r(reissues). Okay $5,000. Last week, 
’“Fuzzy Pink Nightgowif^ (UA), 
$8,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (400; 50- 
$1,25)—“Third Key” (Rank) (7th 
wk). Good $3,000 after same last 

^Stanley (SW) (3,200; 5041.25)^ 
“Helen Morgan Story" (WB). Okay 
$10,000. Last week, “Portland Ex¬ 
pose” (AA), $6,500. 

Town (SW - Cinerama) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2,50)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (6th wk). Holding at 
great $12,000 after $15,000 for fifth. 

'40 Guits* Smooth 9G, 
Seattle; 7V2G 

Seattle Oct. 8. 
“Jet Pilot” in third stanza at the 

Music Hall is still getting nice play 
with possibly the best showing of 
week, “40 Guns” is rated swell at 
Coliseum. “Devil’s Hairpin” looks 
almost as good at Fifth Avenue. 
“Seven Wonders of World” shapes 
great in seventh Paramount round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$l.50-$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) 
(25th wk). Steady $9,500. Last 
week. $9,600. 

• Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- 
$1,25) — “40 Guns” 1 (20th) . and 
“Deerslayer” (20th). Swell $9,000 
or near. Last week, “Short Cut to 
Hell” (Par) and “Mr. Rock and 
Roll” (Par), $7,300. 

• Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$141.50)—“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) 
and “Stowaway Girl” (Par). Nice 

(Continued on page 18) i 

Flu Fear in N. Y. But Hall’s ‘Gjrls’ 
Fast 157G, ‘Search’ Warrants Firm 

41G, ‘Pilot’ 32G, ‘Morgan’ Modest 19G 
Despite several sturdy newcom- j highly profitable run, being first 

ers, Broadway deluxers are hayingj pic under new first-run film policy. 
problems in the current session. 
Many first-runs reported that the 
flu scare, built in intensity over 
the air and via the dailies, cut into 
trade, this being especially true of 
hard-ticket pix. 

While Friday night trade was off 
because of the religious holiday, 
managers reported a sharp pickup 
Saturday. Interest in the World 
Series sloughed matinees starting 
last Wednesday with a brief respite 
on last Friday. Sunday’s allday 
rain hurt many spots. 

Standout newcomer is “Les 
Girls”: with stageshow with a big 
$157,000 opening week at the 
Music Hall. “Helen Morgan Story,’ 
also new, is rated only good with 
$19,000 at the Astor. “Jet Pilot” 
look like big $32,000 in the first 
week at the Palace. 

“Joker Is Wild,” off sharply* still 
is big with $46,000 in current (2d) 
round at the Capitol. “Search For 
Paradise” wound its initial full 
week with a lofty $40,800 at the 
Warner. 

Three Faces of Eve” looks good 
$13,000 or close in second frame 
at the Victoria. “Love in After¬ 
noon” is off to fair $19,000 in final 
(7th) stanza at the Paramount but 
holding with fancy $8,500 in same 
session at the -Plaza. Par flagship 
brings in “Black Scorpion” next 
Friday (11). State opened “Until 
They Sail” yesterday (Tues.)* 
“Portland Expose” staying only .5 
days of second week 

“10 Commandments” looks to 
land « sharp $31,000 in current 
(48th) stanza at the Criterion, but 
off from recent weeks. , “Around 
World in 80 Days" wound up its 
51st week with capacity $37,100 in 
the usual 11 shows at the Rivoli. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Ihv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (2d 
wk). Intial session ended last 
night (Tues.) was good $19,000 or 
near. In ahead, “3:10 To Yuma” 
(Col) (5th wk), $10,000. 

Little Carnerie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $I.25-$1.80)—“Sins of Casa¬ 
nova” (Times). Opened Sunday (6)l 
Last week, “Novel Affair” (Cont) 
(6th wk-5 days), fair $2,500 after 
$4,700 in fifth full week 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.80) — “Deadlier Than Male” 
(Cont). Opened yesterday (Tues.), 
In ahead, “Man Escaped” (Cont) 
<6th wk-8 days), fair $3,100 after 
$4,100 in fifth regular week 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). 
This stanza ending today (Wed.) is 
heading for big 46,000. Initial 
week was $76,000. Stays on Indef. 

Central (Maurer) (854; 95-$1.85) 
—“Triple Deception” (Rank). 
First round winding up Friday (11) 
looks very slow at $6,000. Last 
week “Checkpoint” (Rank) (2d 
wk-10 days), $9,000 for extended- 
week including preview of “Decep¬ 
tion.” “Deception” goes only one 
week 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(48th wk).* This session winding up 
tomorrow (Thurs,) is likely to hit 
fancy $31,000 for 15 shows. The 
47th week was $38,000 for like 
number of performances. Current 
session being hurt by Hu scare 
same as other hard-ticket pix. 

Fine Arte (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Mystery of Picasso” (Lopert). 
Opened Monday (7). In ahead, 
“The Roots” (Harrison) (5th wk), 
was. okay. $4,400 after $4,200 In 
fourth. 

55th St Playhouse (Moss) (300; 
$1.25-$1.80)—“Rising of Moon” 
(WB) U4th-final wk). The 13th 
week concluded last night (Tues.) 
was mild $2,700. Last week, was 
$2,900. Advertised to wind up run 
next Sunday (13). 

.Guild (Guild) (450; $141.75)— 
“Baby and Battleship” (DCA) (2d 
wk). First week concluded Sun¬ 
day (6) was only fair $6,000. In 
ahead,- "Brothers In Law” (Cont) 
(6th wk), $5,000. “Every Second 
Counts” (DCA) opens Monday (14). 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80) — “Perri” (BV) (2d wk). 
Initial round ended Monday (7) 
was rousing $13,000. In ahead, 
“Last - Bridge” (Union) (6th wk), 
$4 000 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2)—] 
‘Jet Pilot” (U). First four days 

ended Monday (7), hit a big $21,000. 
Business week, ends here.on Mon-' 
day. Full week’s estimate Is) 
$32,000. Last week, “Man ofi 
Thousand Faces” (U) (7th wk-10 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2)—“Love in Afternoon” (AA) 
(7th-flnal wk). This round ending 
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for 
fair $19,000. Sixth was $28,000. 
“Black Scoirpion” (WB) opens 
Oct. 11. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80)—“Girl in Black” (Kings) 
(4th wk). Third session finished 
Sunday (6) was fine $6,800. Sec¬ 
ond week was $9,500. “And God 
Created Woman” (Kings) opens 
Oct. 21. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Les 
Girls” (M-G) plus stageshow'. First 
week ending today (Wed.) looks 
like big $157,000. 

Holding, natch! In ahead, “Pa¬ 
jama Game” (WB) and stageshow 
(5th wk). $125,000, to wind a very 
strong run, with Labor Day week 
hitting a new high here for such 
holiday session. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (52d wk). 
The 51st stanza finished yesterday 
(Tues.) was capacity $37,100 for 11 
shows. The 50th week was the 
same for exactly the same number 
of performances. Will have finished 
a full year here on Oct 17. 

Plata (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) (7th 
wk). Current frame ending tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) is headed for nice 
$8,500. Sixth week was $11,000. 

Roxy (Nat’l, Th.) (5,717; 6542.50) 
—“Sim Also Rises” (20th) and 
stageshow (7th-final wk). Present 
round winding up tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks to drop to light $31,- 
000. Sixth was $44,000. “My Man 
Godfrey” (U) opens Friday (11). 

State (Loew) (3,450; 7841.75)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G). Opened 
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Port¬ 
land Expose" (AA) (2d wk- 5 days), * 
sagged to drab $5,000. First week 
was $12,500. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$ 1.75)— 
“Alligator Named Daisy*' (Rank). 
Opened Sunday (8). In ahead, 
“Spanish Gardener” (Rank) (4th 
wk), was fair $4,700. Third week, 
*$5 600 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50)—“Four Bags Full” (T-L) 
(6th wk). Fifth session ended yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) was great $8,000. 
Fourth was $9,000. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 5042) 
—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (2d 
wk). First holdover round ending 
today (Wed.) is heading for good 
$13,000 or near. Initial week was 
$20,000. Holding again.— 

Warner (SW Cinerama) (1,600; 
$1.80-$3.50) — “Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (3d wk). Second 
session ended Saturday (5) was 
great $41,000, being hurt by flu 
scare as some failed to- show for 
ducats Saturday and Friday. First 
four days was capacity $26,400, 
through Saturday (28). 

World (Times) (400; 9541.50)— 
‘Jt Happened in park” (Ellis) (9th 

wk). Eighth week concluded Sun¬ 
day (6) was solid $4,700. Seventh 
was $5,790. Stays on indef. 

days), $13,500, but concluding a $13,500. 

‘Son’ Sockeroo $12,900, 
Indpls; ‘Morgan’ Fairish 

8G, Tilot’ Hotsy 
Indianapolis, Oct. 8. 

Biz Is light to good at most first- 
runs here this stanza despite world 
series competition. “Sun Also 
Rises” shapes sockeroo at Keith’* 
to lead city and looks in for run. 
“Jet Pilot” is holding up well in 
second week at the Indiana. “Helen 
Morgan Story” is only fairish at 
the Circle. “Action of Tiger” U 
tame at Loew*s. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 70- 

90)—“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) . 
and “Johnny Trouble” (WB). Fair*, 
ish $8,000. Last week, “Mister 
Rock and Roll” (Par) and “Short 
Cut to Hell” (Par), $6,000. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-90)— 
‘Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). Nifty $9,- 

500 after $13,000 opener. 
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 7541.25)— 

‘Sun Also Rises” (20th). Socko 
$12,000. Last week, “Pajama 
Game” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000. 

Loew*s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)— 
‘Action of Tiger” (M-G) and 
“Hired Gun” (M-G). Sad $5,000. 
Last week, "Pickup Alley” (Col) 
and “Parson and Outlaw” (Col), 
$4,500. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.2542.20)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(9th wk). Oke $11,000. L&*t week; 
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EVALOATE 92 NEW IMPORTED FILMS: 
LIVELY ENTERTAINMENT, FEW CLICKS 

While the upcoming foreign film- 
season promises to he lively enough, 
with a plentiful supply of product, 
independent distributors aren't too 
sanguine over the prospects of 
many “hits.” 

Fact, unpleasant though it may 
be, is that the number of really 
outstanding imports has diminished 
within recent years, European qual¬ 
ity has gone down quite consid¬ 
erably and “art” audiences are 
more selective than ever. All of 
these factors combine to make the 
foreign film importing and distrib¬ 
uting biz more risky than ever. 

A Variety check of 12 indie dis¬ 
tributors shows they are offering a 
total of 92 new films for the sea¬ 
son ahead. Figure is apt to fluc¬ 
tuate as additional pix unquestion¬ 
ably will be acquired as the year 
progresses. Also, the total does 
not include the large number of 
Mexican. German, Italian and Jap¬ 
anese pictures that go to special-1 
ized foreign language houses via 
certain distributors like Azteca, 
Casino Film Exchange, Grand 
Prize, etc. 

With the Italians once topping 
the field the French today are lead¬ 
ing the race among the various 
foreign language imports. The 
dozen distributors polled have set 
32 French features for release dur¬ 
ing the coming year. Figure In¬ 
cludes one or two French films that 
have played New' York hut are yet 
to get field bookings. 

Out of the 92, the British count 
for 36, of which at least 20 in, 
turn will come from Rank Film 
Distributors of America. Apart 
from Rank, fully 16 British fea¬ 
tures have been set by the indies, 
and to these must really be added 
the British pictures being released 
by the major companies, such as 
Warner Bros, and Columbia. 

Only nine Italian films have been 
announced. In addition there are 
four German films, four from Swe¬ 
den, two from Japan, two Span¬ 
ish. and one each from Greece, 
India and Mexico. The German 
total may well rise before the 
year is out. One or two German 
films already are in prospect, but 
aren’t included in the total since 
no distribution has definitely heen 
set. 

Foreign film distribution biz, 
though being constantly pushed,, 
has its troubles getting into the 
big league. Even dubbing, though 
nowT widely tried, hasn’t necessarily 
helped some of the pictures make 
the grade. Since “Dibolique” and 
“Rififi,” both frbm the Richard 
Davis stable, only “La Strada” (in 
both dubbed and original version) 
has really made it into the bigtime. 

According to the indies, while 
the potential is'there, it’s still much 
of an uphill battle to get foreign 
pix played off and their potential 
scope is strictly limited. The ex¬ 
ceptions, say the distribs, merely 
prove the rule. 

Following are some of the top 
contenders for b.o. honors in the 
foreign film sweepstakes: 

France—“Getvaise,” “God Cre¬ 
ated Woman,” “Rouge et Noir,” ■ 
"Four Bags Full,” “Mitsou” and 
"Grand Rue.1' 

Italy — "Of Lime and Love,” 
"Guendalina,” “Nights of Cabirla,” 
"Calabuche” and “Wife for a 
Night” 

Germany—“Liane,” “08/15” and 
"Captain v. Koepenick,” for which 
distribution Isn’t as yet definitely 
»et 

Greece—“Woman in Black” and 
"Bed of Grass.” Latter already has 
had dates outside N.Y. State. 

‘80 DAYS’CLICK REVIVES 
PARADE OF STARS 

"Star parade” type of film seems 
to be making a comeback in Hol¬ 
lywood. 

Irwin Allen’s “Story of Man¬ 
kind” employs 50 stars in varied 
parts as great men and women in 
history. It follows the pattern em¬ 
ployed by Mike Todd in his 
“Around the World in 80 Days.” 

Now, Darryl F. Zanuck plans to 
have stars galore in his “De Luxe 
Tour,” and 20th-Fox has skedded 
. n all-star cast for an- as yet un- 
nnounced film. Allen plans to use 

• 2 stars in his “The Big Circus.” 

Nabes Unite to Swell 
Piiilly’s Art Outlets 

Philadelphia^ Oct. 8. 
Adding to the growing list of 

Philly art houses, a group of nabes 
have banded together for the early 
Showing of art films. The houses, 
strategically located in the city and 
suburbs, include the Bryn Mawr, 
Narbeth, Hill, Lawndale, Spruce 
and Harrison, West Chester, Pa. 

Pix skedded include "Lost Hori¬ 
zon,” “Fernandel, the Dressmaker,” 
and the “Rising of the Moon,” 
which recently played the midtown. 

The Bala, in the suburbs, lately 
converted to a first run art policy, 
preemed with “Sorrento,” Sophia 
Loren starrer. Other well estab¬ 
lished art theatres in Phila. are 
the Green Hill, Studio, World and 
Lane. 

Writers’ Foresight 
aaa Continued from page 4 ^ 

voted to make no specific demands 
now, but to ask for the right to re¬ 
open the contract when the even¬ 
tuality arises. In the first cate¬ 
gory, the negotiators were told to 
ask for a flat 10% of the absolute 
gross from pay-tv. 

Sliding scale formula will be ap¬ 
plied to the second category! This 
has its accounting basis in the 
negative cost and the pay-tv gross. 
Negative cost is divided by five to 
obtain a unit of gross. When a pic¬ 
ture earns one such unit of its 
gross from pay-tv, the writer’s 
share is to be 1%%; for every suc¬ 
cessive such unit the film grosses 
the percentage jumps 1%% until 
a. maximum of 7%% Is applied 
against the fifth unit and all 
moneys thereafter. 

--——1- 
Sam .Cummins* Jewel Produc¬ 

tions distributing “Forbidden Since 
Adam & Eve,” a feature length 
documentary on nudism. It closed a 
20-week run at the Pix Theatre, 
Washington, last week. 

Coin Transfer 
Continued from page 3 

000. During that same period, the 
Government paid ojit $30,500,000 in 
exchange for local currencies; of 
which Hollywood received $5,700,- 
000 or about 19%. Both the ap¬ 
proval of the U S. and the respec¬ 
tive foreign government is needed 
before a contract can be. put into 
effect. 

The guaranty program for films 
has operated in four countries— 
Yugoslavia, Turkey, Vietnam and 
Germany. Latter is no longer opera¬ 
tive. 

Johnston’s statement never men¬ 
tioned Poland where a media guar¬ 
anty arrangement has been agreed 
on in connection with the projected 
purchase of some 50 or 60 pix -by 
the Poles. * 

Noting that American films were 
by far outnumbering Soviet pix in 
Yugoslavia, Johnston posed the 
question of what would have hap- 
pended had U.S. films been avail¬ 
able there during the past five 
years. “Is there any doubt whose 
pictures would have .filled the 
vacuum?” he asked. 

Johnston said Hollywood had 
made reluctant use of the media 
guaranty program “except where, 
conditions have dictated it.” He 
added: .‘‘We prefer to handle our 

j-own affairs without handouts or 
1 subsidy. In this respect we are 
; unique among world motion pic- 
ture businesses.” 

! MPEA topper said the guaranty 
program was “intelligently planned 
and prudently administered. It .isr 

; in fact, an example where the oft 
maligned bureaucracy of govern¬ 
ment does a shrewd business-like 
job.” He argued that the program 
be continued as part of the war for 
the mind of man. 

In countries where media guar¬ 
anty programs are operative, the 
Information Agency passes on pix 
that are exported to the respective 
areas. Some in the industry feel 
that the total of films rejected for 
various reasons has been un¬ 
necessarily large. 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
For Week Ended Tuesday (8) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 . \ Net 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues. Change 
in 100s High Low Close forwk. 

17% 11% ABC Vending 36 14% 14% 14% ■ — % 
zm 16% Am Br-Par Th 164 18% 16% 16%' ^1% 
36% 26*4 CBS “A” .... 159 27% 26% 27* — % 
351-4 25 CBS “B” .... 49 27' 25. 25% —1% 
20*4 16*4 Col Pix 22 17 16% 16% ■ • — 34 
19% 13% Decca . 62 17 15% ; 15% '% 

115 8134 Eastman Kdk. 142 ‘ 83?4 92 • 92% —' % • 
m 3% EMI __ 335 3% 3% 3%- — -% 

10% 7% List Ind. ... 295 9% 8% 8% — % 
22 14% Loew’S ...... 188 15*4 14% 15 — % 

9% 734 Nat. Them. ... 128 9% 8% 9 + % 
36% 28*4 Paramount . . 52 33% 32 32% -7-2 
18% 12% Pfailco ...... 104 14 12% 12% —1% 
40 2976 RCA 182 32 2976 30% • — % 
8*4 5% Republic .... 78 6 5% 5% ~ % 

13% n Rep., pfd..... 5 11% 11 11 — % 
18% 14% Stanley War.' 38 16% 16% 16% + % 
29% 22 Storer ...... 21 22% 22% 22% — 
30% 22% 20th-Fox .... 49 24 23% 23% — % 
25% 18% United Artists 19 19% • 18% 19', — %. 
30% 23% Unty., Fix .. 7 25 24%. . 24% —' %• 
73 68 Univ., pfd... *10 70 - 70 70 * 
28% 19*4 Warner Bros, 57 20% 19% 20 — 

126% 91% Zenith . 31 115% 110% • 111 . —4% 

American-Stock Exchange 
4% 2% Allied Artists 44 2% 2% 2% • -- 

10% 7% Ail’d Art,, pfd 21 7%- 7% 7% 
11% 7% Asso. Artists 60 8% 7% 7% — % 
1% % C & C Tele.. 91 11/16 9/16 % — 
6% 4*6 DuMont Lab. 72 476 4% 4% 
4% 2% Guild Films . 139 3% 3% 3% -f* % 
9% 7 Nat’I telefilm 68 7% 7 ' 7 
9 3% Sklatron .... 55 7% 7% 7% *— 
8% 4*4 Technicolor 111 .. . 4% 4% -.4% -f % 

5% 37 s Trans-Lux ... 5 4*4 4% 4% — % 

Over-lhe-Counter Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex .... ... ... /t. 41 45% —2% 
Chesapeake Industries .... 1% - 2% .— 
Cinerama Inc. ...... 1%: - 1% -- % 
Cinerama Prod. . ...... 2% 2% ~ % 
DuMont Broadcasting 734 8% ■ 
Magna Theatre .......... 1% 2% 
Official Filins.. . .1% . m 
Polaroid - * 42% 45% — % 
U. A. Theatres ... . 4 • - 4% —- 
Walt Disney ............ . 16% 16 +1%' 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus dt Co.) 

Too Much ‘Forcing’of Art Films? 
Boston’* Cy Harvey Sees Some Traces Growing of 

Delusion* Grandioso—Time Alone the Best 
Expansion Factor j 

Foreign film business in the United States suffers from “big” think¬ 
ing, says Gy Harvey, partner with B. Haliday in Janus Films and just 
recently returned ftom a lengthy European trek. 

Harvey, who with: Haliday owns the Brattle Theatre in Boston area, 
said .he was extremely disappointing by the kind of films he saw In 
Europe. “It’s not heen good for this season, but it’ll be a lot worse 
for next year,” he. commented. ^ 

He explained that European producers were cutting costs and, in 
their low-budget pix, were using local radio and other stars to give 
the films an even chance to recoup locally. “Sometimes these pictures 
outgross the ones with the conventional stars,” said Harvey, “but they 
of course have no value at all for us here in the States.” 

Harvey opined that too. many of the U.S. indies handling imports 
were trying to make the business into something which, by its very nature, 
it can’t be. “This is a limited field,” he emphasized. “Artificially ex¬ 
panding it, and pushing it, won’t help. There is no use pretending that- 
American-exhibitors are just waiting for foreign films. They aren’t. 
Except for a couple of top pictures, the rest actually get very small 
circulation, let’s face it!” 

Harvey said he favored "natural” expansion. Which was a matter 
of time, and noted that his own Janus outfit wasn’t in any hurry to 
enter, the “bidding” race for the top overseas product “We aren’t that 
prestige hungry,” he said. “We don’t Insist on wide distribution with 
a tremendous overhead. But, we can also point to the fact that we 
don’t have a single picture in the red.” 

Janus is releasing the Swedish “The Summer Wind Blows” and has 
picked up the Spanish “Death of a Cyclist” and the French “The 
Heroes are Tired.’’ It’s closing a deal for another French film. 

Janus’ policy is to stay away from the top-rated Continental films 
and, instead, to concentrate on the smaller1 European’pictures which 
'the rest of the distribs will overlook. Harvey expressed surprise re 
jtbe big-indie outfits “with tremendous overheads, which have to keep 
feeding their distribution setup with product; come what .may” and 
said his answer was *in the careful handling of fewer films, with the 
lowest possible overhead.. - . 

In sum and substance, Harvey argued that the big indies, with their 
own offices a.K 'over the country, have grown beyond the safe economic 
scope of the foreign film and now have become prisoners of their own 
bigness. 

Who Bought What Film Shares j; 
Washington, Oct. 8. 

Substantial dealings on Allied 
Artists Pictures dbmmon stock fea¬ 
tured last month’s “insider” trans¬ 
actions in film industry stock, ac¬ 
cording to the monthly report of 
the Securities and Exchange Com¬ 
mission. . 

George D. Burrows added 2;100 
shares, building up. to a total of 
25,386 of the Stdck. Samuel Broidy 
added i;50O for a total, of 61,718r 
George N. Blatchford.unloaded his 
2,000 shares. W. Ray Johnson sold 
all his 5,000, and A. B, MacDonald 
got .rid of "his 1,000. shares. Har¬ 

old J. Miriscb liquidated the’ 
12,000 shares-he. heldifi his own 

,naihe hut retained 17,000 in his 
Kenilworth Investment Co. 

Carl B. .Heine bought 200 Asso¬ 
ciated Motion Picture Industries 
.common for a. total of 420- shares. 

Robert H. O’Brien bought Jiinwelf 
500 Loew’s, Inc.,, on becoming asso¬ 
ciated with that corporation.' B! 
Gerald Cantor added 5,000 Na¬ 
tional Theatres common, for a to* 
tal of 50,000 shared / Herbert! J. 
Yates purchased firSOO Republic Pix 
common, now owns 54,060. , 

Harry‘Brandt, the .Mr. Big. of 
Trans Lux .purchased^ an¬ 
other 1,800 shares for himself-and 
one df bis foundations. 

Matty Fox reported divesting 
3.500 shares of C ti C Television 
Corp. coramon,-which left Aim with 
576,200. The Fox stock is listed 
"as “.held as collateral against 
loans.” Walter S. Mack got rid of 
14,600 shares of C & C Television. 
Ht* retains 206,271, ' ' ’ - , 

Arthur Levey sold 22,850 share! 
of jSkiatron ^Electronics and Tele¬ 
vision commod stock. He- still 
owns 407,431. 

s Continued from page 1 ua— 

*‘March of the UNO,” specially 
created for the event. 

Although it was not planned, 
-the Volkstheatre and HosefsUdt 
Theatre produced plays especially 
appropriate -for Vienna's ..atomic 
conclaves. The ' Josefstadt lias 
Graham Greene's “The, Potting 
Shed,”, with its* religiose back¬ 
ground, and the competing Volks¬ 
theatre is offering “Midday's Sum¬ 
mer Dream” by John Priestley. 
This is the story of England after 
Atomic World;1 War HI, The state- 
owned theatres stuck to their class¬ 
ical repertory;, the Rurstheatre has 
“The Concert” and “Peasant as 
Millionaire”; the State opera Is 
continuing with Richard Strauss’. 
“JEUektra” and Puccini’s “Butter¬ 
fly,” while the Volksopera has the 
oiatimer “Martha” by Von Flotow 
(excellently produced) with Oscar 
Strauss’ “Waltz Dream” and Franz 
Leharis “Land of Dreams” rotat¬ 
ing. Fritz Fisher’s production of 
Emmerich Kalman’s “Circus 
Princess,” to be continued until 
Christmas, is good old Vienna In 
the new musical style; It . will be 
followed by Robert. Stolz’s hew 
“Dancing Into Happiness.” 

Another curiosity is the program 
of some film houses. Pacifists and 
warmongers, botH have* their 
chances. On the one hand, Metro’s 
“Flames of Africa,” MGM, called 
here “Mau-Mau,’ is shown. The 
latest West German picture, “Stres- 
eman” (Streseman was Minister of 

Foreign Affairs before Hitler and 
tried to come to terms With Briand* 
then French Foreign Minister) Vies 
with Chaplin** “The Kid ”\a. clever 
move by the distributors, ** the 
delegates from the .East Will Kaye 
a chance to see thg picture, for 
which Chaplin recently demanded 
“too much dollars” for exporting 
into the Soviet Unioir. - - V 

The Ronacher Variety .Show of* 
fers an international program, as 
dp the two leading night chibs, the 
Casanova and Motilin: Rouge. 

As additional : attractions, ten 
“cellar” theatres are Showing their 
talent. The little stages, mostly 
situated in old Vienna cafes, Wert 
the stepping stone for many play¬ 
ers, now of marquee .value. 
- The imperial Hotel has opened 
(occupied by the Russians lmtU 
1955), hut the proposed new Hilton 
project is not getting on*-Hie ice* 
skating company, owner of the 
territory, is objecting. 

Discipline, lit prices is rather 
good. Naturally, there ;are except 
tlons tor the rule and some dele¬ 
gates already have complained 
about the excessive, prices/but all 
in all the already almost World 
standard prices were not raised*. - 

The Viennese, usually modest, 
are satisfied with -their role, at 
hosts to the Atomic commission* 
They are adding music to the 
cacophonies of such conferences— 
and Vienna music Is traditionally 
full of melody and harmony. 
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FIRST YEAR...November 9th will 
Theatre, New York, of the first public perfo 
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Shown across America in a limited number 
picture of all time has long since outpaced 

SECOND YEAR...With the phe 
an increasing number of theatres in this 
tremendous boxoffice returns. And enhanc 
presentation as it opens in ENGLAND - 
AUSTRALIA and SOUTH AMERICA. 
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grossing power for it will go on and on-rea 
number of exhibitors ever achieved by any 
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t IK Martin's Plac*, Trafalgar fquara 

Financed by Yank Coin, 
$5,000,009 Congress Hail Opens With 
U S. Talent Lineup in Varied 'Arts Bill 

By HANS HOEHN 
Berlin, Oct. 8. 

Congress Hall, intended to be 
a public discussion auditorium, 
Yankee-style, has opened here in 
West Berlin on the perimeter 
of Communist Germany. Costing 
some $5,000,000, the highly mod¬ 
ernistic edifice which has been 
described by Berliners as two open 
oysters joined together. Is the pet 
project of Eleanor Dulles, sister of 
John Foster Dulles, the U.S. Secre¬ 
tary of State. The money was 
provided via a so-called Benjamin 
Franklin Foundation, established 
for this purpose in the States. 

As an "American Town Hall” 
demonstration, the building has an 
oval platform but no proscenium. 
This was the setting under which 
the N.Y. legit manager, Gertrude 
Macy (long with Katharine Cor¬ 
nell), staged the inaugural week’s 
entertainment events. These were 
selected to bring a varied "arts” 
tone to the occasion, despite the 
basic political debate purpose of 
the hall. American funds (State 
Dept.) subsidized the visits here of 
a variety of U.S. talents, including 
Lillian Gish, Eileen Farrell, 
Martha Graham, Hiram Sherman, 
the Julliard Quartet and Virgil 
Thomson, 

Congress Hall debut coincided 
with and overlapped Berlin’s own 
annual ’fall Arts Festival. Mrs. 
Virginia Inness-Brown, head of the 
New York CJty local chapter of the 
American National Theatre & 
Academy, has been here as State 
Dept, delegate. 

Wilder a Wow 
A real hit with the Berliners was 

Thornton Wilder, the American 
novelist-dramatist, whose method 
of introducing seven one-act plays 
was highly offbeat for here. With 
his hands in his pockets, a crushed 
chapeau on his head, joking in both 
English and German, Wilder won 
an ovation. He also appeared In 
"The Wreck on the 5:25,” one of 
three short works of his authorship. 

LiUiam Gish was warmly received 
for her acting in Tennessee Wil¬ 
liams’ "Portrait of a Madonna,” 
which resembles a capsulated 
"Streetcar Named Desire.” 

Eileen Heckart scored strongly 
in Eugene O’Neill’s "Before Break¬ 
fast” and Ethel Waters dittoed in 
Wilder’s “Bernice” and "Happy 
Journey To Trenton.” 

Other one-acters included Ten¬ 
nessee Williams’ “This Property Is 
Condemned” with Bill Gunn and 
Billie Allen (both very good) and 
William Saroyan’s “Ever Been In 
Love With a Midget” which gave 
Hiram Sherman the opportunity to 
show up as an amusing boasting 
cowboy. 

Others who appeared in the 
various plays included Richard 
Ward, John Becher. James Daly, 
Cvnthia Baxter, Vinie Burrows. 
All plays were necessarily per¬ 
formed without curtain and hardly 
any decor. 

Special attention went to the 
first German appearance of Martha 
Graham who performed “Judith,” 
with music by William Schuman. 
Although her modern dancing may 
not have appealed to all, she too 
garnered strong applause and local 
reviewers lauded her as “a very 
interesting personality.” She was 
backed by the Radio Symphony 
Orch fthe former RIAS Symph 
Orch) under the baton of Virgil 

‘ Thomson, long-time music critic 
for N.Y. Herald Tribune. Thomson 
presented also one of his own 
works and U.S. composers. Aaron 
Copland. Douglas Moore and 
Charles Ives, Julius Baker, Ameri¬ 
can flutist, clicked as soloist, 
soprano Eileen Farrell, with 
George Trovi^lo on the piano, and 
the Juillard Quartet, were touted 
by the local music critics. 

dancer Martha Graham, Berliners 
saw gu£st performances of the out¬ 
standing Ballet Theatre de Paris 
de Maurice Bejart, the ballet en¬ 
semble of the Municipal Opera, 
Lucchino Visconti’s "Maratona1 
(music by Hans Werner Henze) 
with Frenchman Jean Babilee as 
star plus Tana Herzbergr along 
with several other ldtal ballet per¬ 
formers, at the Tribuene. 

Undoubtedly, yie loudest ^ap¬ 
plause went to French avantgardist 
Maurice Bejart and his troupe from 
Paris. Bejart had feared that the 
stage of the 400-seat theatre in 
Congress Hall was too small. It 
was so small he had to skip near¬ 
ly all decors. Nevertheless, it 
turned out to be a big success for 
this ballet ensemble. This suc¬ 
cess was even bigger the follow¬ 
ing day when this ensemble ap¬ 
peared on the huge stage of the 
1,200-seat auditorium. 

Despite the fact that this stage 
was too huge and meant a handi¬ 
cap for Bejart and his company, 
latter knew how to convince the 
most fastidious critics by their un¬ 
usual dancing esprit and technical' 
brilliancy. Bejart clicked in par¬ 
ticular with "La Symphonle Pour 
un Homme Seul,” with music by 
Pierre Henry. Bejart troupe pre¬ 
sented 15 different ballet works 
within three days. 

Gala night .at the Municipal 
Opera was for the first German per¬ 
formance of Igor Stravinsky’s 
"Rites of Spring” (Sacre du Prin- 
temps) and preem of Hans Wer. 

! ner Henze’s “Marathon,” both done 
in the modern dance tradition. 

Choreographer for "Rites” was 
Mary Wigman, Berlin’s grand old 
(she is 71 now) lady of the* mod¬ 
ern dance. Her classically simple 
patterns, bold and superbly con¬ 
trolled chorus add appropriate vi¬ 
tality won great praise from crix 
and audiences. Visconte’s ballet, 
"Marathon,” which Henze com¬ 
posed, couldn’t win that much 
praise. With two jazz bands, piano 
and phonograph added to the us¬ 
ual pit instruments plus cameras, 
bulb lights and talking reporters 
on the Stage, the dancers portrayed 
a 600-hour jazz marathon with 
rather controversial effect. 

The whole thing, admittedly in¬ 
teresting in parts, bordered often 
on the banal if not silly. Result 
was that part of the audience 
turned yawns into catcalls and 
gave out with loud opinions. Ob¬ 
jection was found also with the 
jazzy music by Hans Werner Henze 
who seemingly never fails to raise 

rumpus. However, there were 
also lots of bravoes, particularly 
Babilee. Reviews were more on 
for the graceful Frenchman Jean 
the negative side for the entire pro¬ 
duction, However, some wrote 
that every experiment deserves 
appreciation. Hansl 

Cultural Festival 
First week of the Seventh Ber¬ 

lin Cultural Festival, which opened 
here Sept. 22, belonged to the bal¬ 
let. There has been a considerable 
number of new plays, concerts and 
operas in addition to numerous 
frame events these past seven days, 
it’s true, but the most applauded 
and most interesting (also in a con¬ 
troversial sense) programs had 
been offered, on the ballet Side. __ 
After the appearance of .African *cUo was $107,800. 

British Lion Films Net - 
Off $126,000 in Year; 

BL Studio Also Dips 
London, Oct. 8. 

British Lion Films Ltd., report 
trading loss of $59,000 for the 

year ended last March 31, com¬ 
pared with a $77,000 profit regis¬ 
tered for the 14 months up to the 
same date in the previous year. 
However, after taking into account 
dividends and debenture interest 
receivable from the British Lion 
Studio Co. and other interest 
amounting to $163,000, the parent 
company winds up with a net profit 
for the period of $48,000. This is 
$126,000 below the figure for the 
preceding year. 

The British Lion Studio Company 
Ltd., shows a trading profit of 
$397,000, a drop of over $60,000 
from last year. During the next 
few months the Studio’s earnings 
will be substantially reduced while 
an extensive program of modern¬ 
ization and repair work on the four 
main stages at Shepperton is car¬ 
ried out. 

The remodelling will cost the 
company around $770,000, and it’s 
reported that the Studio’s .trading 
profit for the current year may 
show a loss. Net profit for the.Stu- 

Ballet Theatre to Rep 
America at Brussels; 
Also Penetrating Soviet 

The American Ballet Theatre 
will be the first U. S. dance com¬ 
pany to tour the Soviet Union. The 
terp troupe will play major Rus¬ 
sian cities as part of a trek that 
will include dates in Poland and 
Czechoslovakia. The unit is slated 
to play the Iron Curtain countries 
next April and May prior to hitting 
Germany, Norway; Sweden, Den¬ 
mark, The Netherlands, Belgium 
and France. | 
> The tour will be made in coop-1 
eration with the President’s Special I 
International Program for Cul¬ 
tural Relations, administered by 
the American National Theatre & 
Academy. In Belgium, the dance 
company will officially represent 
U. S. ballet at the Brussels World’s 
Fair during the July 2-4 American 
National Days. 

Legit Theatre Booms in So, Africa; 
‘Friend’Runs Year, 'Look Back’ Due 

Arg. Exhibs Ask 
B.O. Tax Repeal 

Buenos Aires, Oct. 1. 
The Federation of Argentine Ex¬ 

hibitors, which represents the 
eight associations banding' togeth¬ 
er exhibitors throughout the coun¬ 
try, has submitted a note to the 
Provisional Government, recom¬ 
mending repeal or temporary sus¬ 
pension of the 15% boxoffice tax 
decreed last Aug. 1, and designed, 
to provide funds for national school 
building. The exhibitors’ note un¬ 
derlines the fact that"cinema ad¬ 
missions have been frozen since 
April of 1953 and a deaf ear has 
been turned to all pleas that prices 
be increased to a level consistent 
with . rising costs. Nevertheless, 
this 15% tax was applied. 

Comhine°d with the Screen In¬ 
stitute’s 10% tax for promotion of 
local production, a total increase 
in admissions of 25% has been im¬ 
posed on the public this year. To 
these must he added other national, 
municipal and provincial taxes, 
which must inevitably force down 
attendance figures. 

Exhibs also point out that in 
general the net admission must be 
shaded 50% with distributors of 
the films, leaving them a ne£. in¬ 
sufficient in most cases to cover 
all routine costs of exhibition. Then 
there are other taxes which the 
exhibitor pays and not the specta¬ 
tor. 

Part of the note stresses that 
through a progressive stage of tax¬ 
ation, film theatres are being con-: 
verted into tax-collection agencies 
for the government, from which 
third parties benefit, and quite in 
opposition to the policy hitherto 
.vaunted of insuring cheap enter¬ 
tainment for the population. 

•The note is couched'in terms 
adopted lately by other business 
and enterprise when the govern¬ 
ment has asked for assistance in 
combating a gerenal rise in the 
cost of living. Businessmen have 
been frank in pointing out that the 
government alone is to blame, 
through adoption of mistaken pol¬ 
icies and; measures at the instance 
of demagogic political advisers and 
inexperienced ministers; 

It is understood in production 
circles that the National Screen 
Institute has tfeen negotiating with 
the Industrial Credit Bank’ for the 
purchase of the old Emlco studios 
at Martinez. Proceeds of the 10% 
National Screen Institute tax oh 
cinema boxoffice would be used 
to produce Argentiiie films there. 
Some of the proceeds also may be 
used to subsidize the three native 
newsreel producers who are un¬ 
able to make both ends meet. 

Many Register For 
London Variety Meet 

London, Oct. 1. 
Over 52Q registrations from for¬ 

eign tents already have been made 
for next year’s Variety Club con¬ 
vention, be held for the first 
time in London. Final figure is 
likely to be around 6Q0, and to en¬ 
able several American tents to 
make their arrangements the regis¬ 
tration deadline date has been put 
back from Nov. 1 to 30. 

The convention will tee off with 
a dinner and ball, to he held at the 
Guildhall, an historic building in 
the city. Other social functions al¬ 
ready set include banquets to be 
sponsored by Pepsi Cola and Coca 
Cola, and £ tjiirtf by a British, ice 
cream manufacturer. , . ., 

Touring Editions of Old 
Paris Productions To 

Pace Lausanne Season 
Lausanne, Oct. 1. . 

Legit in the French 'part of 
Switzerland, of which this 115,000- 
population city is the country’s 
fifth biggest, presents a peculiar 
picture/ Local productions are kept 
down to a strict minimum, and al¬ 
most the entire Qctober-April sea¬ 
son is made up of touring editions 
of Paris productions. 

The 1957-58 lineup of the Thea¬ 
tre Municipal Offers three U. S. 
plays, Tennesse Williams’ "Cat on 
Hot Tin Roof’ with Ginette Le- 
elerc and Balpetre (with an “adult 
only” tag!); Robert Anderson’s 
“Tea and Sympathy,” with Michel- 
Ine Presle ih the Ingrid Bergman 
role and Yves Vincent; and. Wil¬ 
liam Faulkner’s "Requiem for a 
Nun,” with the original Paris cast 
headed by Catherine Sellers and 
Marc Cassot. 

Paris shows include Jean Girau- 
doux\ “Amphitryon 38” (starring 
Jean-Pierre Aumont, Gaby Sylvia, 
Gilbert Gil); Eduardo Scarpetta’s 
“Misery and Nobility” (Compagnie 
Jacques Fabbri); Robert Bofssy'S 
"Jupiter” (Marina Vlady, Robert 
Hossein); “L’Ecole des Cocbttes*,” 
by Armont and Gerbidon (Andre 
Luguet. Micheline Dax>; Moliere’s 
"Tartuffe” (Fernand Ledoux,. De¬ 
nise Grey, Lucien Baroux, Marie 
Deal; Michel Andre’s "Virginie” 
(Jean Paredes); Pirandello’s 
Clothe the Naked” (Renee Faure); 

Anouilh’s "Ring Round Moon” 
(Dany Robin, Georges Marchal); 
Bertlot Brecht’s "Caucasian Chalk 
Circle"; Armand Salacrou’s "A 
Woman Too Honest” (Sophie Des- 
marets) and Claude Magnier’s long- 
run hit "Monsieur Masure.” „ 

Also, -the Comedie Franeaise is 
set for two galas next March, pre¬ 
senting on a double-bill two clas¬ 
sical comedies by Marivaux and 
Moliere. Local Lausanne produc¬ 
tions this winter wili include, 
among others, a spectacular new 
stage adaptatibn of Victor Hugo’s 
"Les Miserables” for the yearend 
holidays.. Jean Davy from the Com¬ 
edie Franeaise will star. 

This city’s second legit outlet. 
Theatre de Beaulieu, does not op¬ 
erate on a continuous policy, but 
presents mostly big-scale shows or 
operas as occasion wffrrants. 

10-DAY LONDON FILM 
FEST PREEMS OCT. 16 

London,. Oct. '8. 
The 10-day London Film Fes¬ 

tival, which opens Oct. 16, will 
feature 15.pictures of outstanding 
merit which werefc screened at this 
year’s European festivals. They in¬ 
clude Japan’s "Throne Of Bipod,” 
"A Face In Crowd” (WB), Russia's 
"The 41st” and -the. special prize 
winner at the Cannes fest, “Kanal,” 
from Poland. 

Two Italian entries are "Sleep¬ 
less Nights’’^ and “Night Of 
Caliria.” - From France comes 
"Crimson Curtain” and "Port des 
Lilas.” The West German con¬ 
tribution is “Captain From Kcfe- 
penick,”and from the. Eastern sec¬ 
tor is “Deceived Till Doomsday.” 
'The program is completed by “The 
Laplanders” (Norway), "House Of 
The Angel” (Argentina), "Seventh 
Seal” (Sweden), “The Unvan¬ 
quished” (India) and “A Sunday 
Romance” (Hungary). ' 

The festival, which is being pre¬ 
sented by The Sunday Times in 
association with the- British Film 
Institute, will mark also the open¬ 
ing of the new National Film Thea¬ 
tre on the South Bank. 

Siegel Plans Talks With 
Bergman on New Film 

London, Oct, 8. 
Sol -C. Siegel, who at present is 

half way through a 10 day Euro¬ 
pean visit, is planning talks with 
Ingrid Bergman in Paris tq discuss 
a new picture. - 

He said that was the main, rea¬ 
son for coming to Europe, Siegel 
also is giving the British country¬ 
side .the ,0.0. for ..future locations 

By EVELYN LEVJSON 

Johannesburg, Oct. 1. 
Theatre business in Johannes- 

burg is booming. Brooke Theatre, 
built-two years ago for actor-man., 

ager Brian Brooke, has just broken 
all South African records with 
“The Boy. Friend,” being the long¬ 
est rUn of any show at one theatre 
in this country. Author Sandy Wil¬ 
son, imported from London. to 
produce his fa on ey-spinher, proved 
with his polled staging that given 
the right entertainment, audiences 
here can sustain # a show long 
enough to make it profitable. When 
the Season ends the middle of this 
month, "Boy Friend” goes off on 
a sixmonth tour of the Union and 
the Rhodesias. Another record set 
here was to make the first time a 
show in South Africa has provided 
actors with oyer a year’s continu¬ 
ous employment. 

Independent producer Taubie 
[-Kushlick moves, into the Brooke 
after ‘Triend" closes to stage John 
Osborne’s "Look Back In Anger,” 
just given N. Y. preem, the same 
month. Actor Alan Dobie, who 
took over the role of Jimmy Poster 
from Kenneth'' Haigh at London’s 
Royal Court Theatre, Is starred. „ 
Supporting'cast is culled from lo¬ 
cal artists'. Forthcoming shows, at - 
the Brooke include Hugh Williams* 
"Plaintiff In A Pretty Hat,” star¬ 
ring Leo Genn,. and the British 
musical success, "Grab Me A Gon¬ 
dola.” 

At the Rep Theatre, Lond;on 
actress Sonia Dresdel stars in the 
Hugh Mills thriller, “The House By 
The Lake.” Home again after a Eu¬ 
ropean search for plays, producer 
Leonard Schach has scheduled a 
Cape Tqwri opening of "Look Back 
In Anger” at the Hofmeyr Theatre 
in November. Johannesburg ex¬ 
cepted, Schach holds all South 
African and African Federation 
rights for this play, which will tour 
following the Cape season. . 

In December, Schach transfers 
to. Johannesburg to stage "Summer 
Of The 17th Doll,” presented in 
association with National Theatre 
Organization at the Rep Theatre,' 
with Marjorie Gordon in the fem¬ 
inine lead. Miss Gordon comes to 
‘The Doll” straight from ',T)iaI *M* 

For Mirth,” an intimate revue at 
the Library. This rapid leaping 
from role to role is characteristic 
of Johannesburg’s expanding en¬ 
tertainment scene, where there are - 
currently more plans for new pro¬ 
ductions than theatres in which; to * 
house them. 

A revue production on a larger 
scale js booked in at‘His Majesty’s 
Theatre in October when British 
comedian Tommy Trinder opens 
in "You Lucky People,” presented 
by George and Alfred Black in col¬ 
laboration with African Consoli¬ 
dated Theatres. Among the acts 
supporting Trinder are Shirley 
Burniston and Harry Morney, Pari- 
sienne singer Odette Crystal the 
Leiitini Brothers and the Tanner 
Sisters. 

African Theatres (now controlled 
by 20th-Fox) will present Broad¬ 
way’s "Pajama Game” for Christ¬ 
mas, with some U.S. principals to 
add zest to the South African 
scene. 

during his stay. . 

Naples Fire flits Revue 
Co., Stalling Rome Preem 

Naples, Oct. 1. 
Fire destroyed the stage and . 

backstage areas of Naples’ Polite- 
ama Theatre, causing about $100,- 
000 damage. It burned props, 
scenery and costumes of the Wanda 
Osiris Musical Revue Co., forcing 
the group’s Italian tour ~to he set 
back at least a month. Osiris’ unit 
was due at Rome’s Sistina Theatre 
this week. 

Damage to the company,, not in¬ 
sured,. was some $25,000. By a 
freak coincidence, all the com¬ 
pany’s music and scripts (Naples 
was used as a tryout) also were 
burned in the blaze. They will 
have to be put together again from 
tape-recorded fragments used by 
choreographer Paul Steffens for 
playback purposes. 

Estimated that it will take about , 
a month, for Miss Osiris’ company 
to resume its tour, tinder the aegis 
of producer' Gianni Ane^bi. .Felt 
th§t dates lost via the fire - will- 
prove more damaging, financially, 
than the.aptual material loss, jyiqre.' 

.I;-£fhan 80 people are affe<&& 
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French Legit Season Starts Slowly; 

Pari*,' Oct 1. 
New legiterz arr pouring in as 

theatres get their entries started 
in an effort to- cash in on the biz 
that stems from the Auto Salon in 
October. Second batch is then 
siphoned in for the Christmas sea¬ 
son. New group aims mostly for 
“boulevard” audiences. These are 
some which lopk in for good runs, 
but only one . seems, of top hit 

"calibre so far. 
This first-real hit-is the one -up 

by Jacques Deval. It is..his. “La 
Pretentaine” (The Golddigger) at 
Theatre Ambassadeurs-Henri Bern¬ 
stein, Stereotyped but giib and 
racy, this pokes fun at obvious 
11.8. types as a Frenchman and 
Frenchwoman, head for. America to 
find rich mates- She has a cabin, 
bought with lifetime savings while 
he.-is a stowaway. Bpthlose their 
rich prey and tbe French pair falls 
in love, deciding to go back to Paris 
Where' the Yanks, spend their 
money anyway.. 

It - has enough clever lines to 
overcome the conventional plotting 
and familiar satire. This is. the 
kind of light fare which, will get a 
following here.. For the U-S:, it 
looks too slight and too Gallic for 
Broadway. It is neatly acted and 
well mounted. ", 

Alfred. Adam’s “La Terre Est 
Basse* (The Earth is Low) pulled 
into the Theatre. La Bruyere for 
what appears like a short stay. 
Play is about a chronically lazy. 

- man who becomes the confidant 
of' a dynamic businessman. He 
helps the man when biz fails. But 
when he realizes that he might 
have to go to work, when the ex¬ 
ecutive type is again going to the 
top, he prefers to take'a prison rap 
for him. Idea is okay but never 
fully realizes its possibilities, long 
talky stretches hurting its chances^ 

Kept Young Man 
Constance . Coline’s “Regrets 

Etemels” is about love breaking 
up the dull tenure of life in a pro¬ 
vincial town.'A restless young man, 
being kept by an aging woman, 
falls in love with- her 'married 
friend for ensuing 'complications. 
Piece is yelL- acted but is- not 
enough to make this, of Stateside 
interest. It might do for a fair run 
here. « 

Theatre Antoine has “Le Coeur 
Volant” of Claude-Andre. Puget 
This is about, the “filibustlers,” 
legal pirates in the 17th'Century. 
K mainly concerns a captain who 
returns to marry his intended. But 
the Ia>v of the milieu has the bu<jdy 
system allbwing the friend to, spend 
the first night with thejuride.. As a. 
play, this lacks the 'swashbuckling 
element, and is somewhat slow. 
This is of little interest for Broad¬ 
way but seems to havTe screen* posr 
sibilities; Locally .it has enough to 
make it probable for a- good run*. 
Word-of-mouth should help, but 
crix were lukewarm here. s. 

FRENCH RAPS RUSH TO' 
START NEW FILM FUND 

London,- Oct. 8. 
i It was a “risky thing” for the 

statutory levy to start operating 
• on Oct. 20; whendhere was a vital; 
doufbt existing in the interpreta¬ 
tion of regulations governing its, 
distribution, said Sir Henry L. 
French, president of the British 
Film Producers Assn. He was 
speaking at a press confab about 
the clause which bars pictures 
from the benefits of the British 
Film Fund in certain eireum- 

’ stances when excerpts from them 
are screened on tv in this country; 

The clause in regulations states 
that a film, which is exhibited to! 
the public on tv, other than as an 
excerpt lasting not more than five i 
minutes, will be precluded frgm 
tbe benefits of the Eady levy!. ' ’ 

In effect, if a film is screened 
for five minutes as an excerpt and 
at a later date aired again as an 
excerpt, it could technically mean 
that it-was no longer entitled to 
payment from the fund. Sir Henry 

. said that in its present-form the 
clause was not clear enough to de¬ 
cide whether a producer, who had 
no intention of tuhitflg Kispjcfure: 
into a 'Ttv film . for many years 

. ahead, was safeguarded if * its dia- 
trihutor£h»d It puf'..tv. 

Tbe- BFPA has written td”the: 
Board of Trade pointing nut the 
necessity for official clarification 
of appoints at iisfie at the easiest 
possible date, ■*> • 

*---:---- 
Real Family Service 
Five Walter Reade drive-ins 

in New Jersey have added a 
“Small -Ghange. Room” as a 
new facility. Sendee provides 
a special room where babies 
can' be changed and diapered. 

Free diapers, baby oil and 
powder for infants is available. 

French Drama Is 

Paris, Oct. 8. 
Legit producer - actor - director 

Jean Mercure has just published, in 
the-highbrow weekly Arts, the re¬ 
sults of a study he had made on 
the poor state of theatregoing in 
France .today. This public opinion 
survey was underwritten by private 
funds and has turned up some in¬ 
teresting facts on France’s peren-; 
nial legits “crisis.” 

France has more legit houses 
than any other important-center 
and averages about 1604plays per 
year. . Rising costs have made 
amortization difficult and Mercure 
felt his study was therefore neces¬ 
sary to-make- some recommenda¬ 
tions to improve conditions as a 
new legit season gets under way. 

Report states that! 60% of the 
Parisian population do not go to 
the theatre and among these most' 
are. between the ages of 18 to 24. 
Thus youth seems to have left the 
theatre to the oldtimers. Those 
that do go frequent the state sub¬ 
sidized Theatre National Populaire 
and the Comedie-Francaise. These 
have mainly classics, so it looks 
like Hie younger set has dropped 
the living contemporary theatre to 
a’great extent. 

Some reasons given for this are 
the poor system of ticket sales, 
with boxoffices closing just when 
workers complete their labors, pjus 
■the high prices which sometimes 
5tn5kes it difficult even for the 
medium-salaried workers]! Traffic 
congestion has also led to less 
theatregoing. 

Some solutions suggested have 
been a free telephone ticket serv¬ 
ice to bo paid for by. the theatres, 
and a card for reduced tariffs for 
different .social and .wage groups 
allowing them at least six attend¬ 
ances per at special rates. 

Royal Albert Hall Goes 
‘Professional’; Has Okay 

For Sunday Costumes 
^London, Oct. 8. 

The Royal Albert Hall is enter¬ 
ing showbfc management for the 
first time in its history. The cor¬ 
poration* is tying up with impre¬ 
sario Victor Hochhauser to present 
the Soviet Cossack company for a 
two weeks’ season next February. 

If the 100 dancers of the com¬ 
pany are the colorful draw that is 
anticipated it will certainly lead 
to further managerial projects by 
tbe corporation. Because of a 
clause in the Royal Albert Hall 
charter the Soviet dapeers will be 
free to use makeup and wear their, 
costumes at Sunday shows. This 
is banned on Sundays at all other 
London theatres and cctocerthalls. 

Urals Ensemble (70) 
Starts British Tonr 

Glasgow, Oct. I. 
The Urals Ensemble, leading 

Soviet choir and dance groiip, 
opens a British tour at the King’s 
Theatre* here Oct. 14; The com- 

t pany of 70 is presented by thO 
British Soviet Friendship Society. 
Group hails from Sverdlousk, on 
'the'border of Europe and Asia, and 
began as a simply folk choir re- 
fcruifed from young local talent. It 
Is recoigoited via Its wastaigs. ‘ 

• Ensemble will play also at 
Leeds, Cardiff, Wales, and in Liver¬ 
pool. On Nov. 11, It opens a three- 
weeks’ stint’at the Theatre Royal, 
Drury Lane, London. 

West End Okay; 'Jim’ Tops at Sock 
$11,000, Tor A Man’ Stout at 8%G, 

‘King Big lOt ‘Days’ Capacity 14G 

Italian P,ress Divided, 
like British, on Merits 

01 Chaffin’* New Pic 
Rome, Oct. 1. 

First reaction# ~to the Ischia 
preem (for Continental Europe) of 
Chaplin’s “A King in New York" 
essentially mirror the British press 
impressions of a few weeks ago— 
Some raves, several thumbs-down 
opinions. The accent wa* on the 
political slant of the film** second 
half. While some of the fecal press 
avoided comment entirely, • others 
carried lengthy reports about the 
Ischia opening, Chaplin’s arrival 
and personal views and feelings, 
and about the pic itself. 

Most raves came from the left- 
wing elements. Others deplored the 
comedian’s new bitterness, especi¬ 
ally in the scenes coming near the 
end, when they claim he switches 
to pamphleteering. =*One observer 
felt the pic had a “feeling of re¬ 
venge” about it. 

Those scribes who took time out 
from political analyses of the pic 
noted that, generally, the pic dis¬ 
appointingly* lacked humor except 
in spots. Dawn Addams’ perfor¬ 
mance’ in the pic was, however, 
unanimously praised, some citing 
it as “brilliant,” and adding it to 
the long list, of Chaplin “discover¬ 
ies” in the field of young femme 
talent. 

An, elaborate affair, the preem 
was staged on the Island of Ischia 
with Angelo Rizzoli (whose Cine- 
riz is releasing pic in Italy) acting 
as host. Several observers noted 
that many members of the govern¬ 
mental group of pic officials, which 
had been present in Ischia (also 
hosted by Rizzoli) for three days 
previous to the Chaplin opening to 
discuss plans for the European 
Common Market, hurriedly left the 
island only a few hours* before 
“King" was unveiled. Some see in 
this a pointed snub, others'merely 
a diplomatic avoidance of what 
might have been viewed as official j 
Italo government (or industry) en-| 
dorsement of the still-controversial 
film figure and hfc latest film. j 

Scores m Zurich 
, Zurich, Oct. 1. 

Following a pre-seasonal limited 
engagement of* the Munich Lore 
Bronner Co. With Swiss author 
Peter Buerki's comedy "Dreams in 
Paris,” local legit house Theatre 
am Central has opened its regular 
1957-58 season, with Karin Jacob¬ 
sen’s. German adaptation of a Paris 
hit eomedy, “La Maniere Forte,” 
by Jacques DevaL Play’s, offbeat 
title here is “Simone, the Lobster 
and the Oil Sardine.” It is di¬ 
rected by Erwin Kohlund.' 

Swiss-preem of the “Tovarich” 
author’s comedy, first performed 
two years ago in Paris with Robert 
Lamoureux' and Genevieve Page, 
looks promising. It cocked here 
with both public and press.. This 
is chiefly because of racy, stepped- 
up direction and ideal casting of 
the femme lead via Hedda Ippen. 
She imparts slick acting as well as 
glamour to the role. Pero Alex¬ 
ander, from Munich, is properly 
suave as a playbby Whereas Rainer 
Litten is miscast in the Lamoureux’ 
part, but makes the best of it Karl 
Wagner and Lisette Oesch contrib¬ 
ute effective bits. . 

It' is doubtful whether Theater 
am Central will finish the current 
season as a legiter. It may have to 
switch to a picture policy, a move 
[contemplated at the end of last 
[Season. This is because tbe fin¬ 
ancial burden is getting too heavy. 
Tor this house which operates with*; 
out a subsidy. 

! Ex-Cutter to Buy Studio 
London, Oct 8. 

Julian Wintle, Rank contract pro¬ 
ducer, is negotiating to buy Bea- 
consfield Studios from Sydney 
Box. /The deal will shortly be final-1 
ized and Wintle will take over “on 
March 1. Wintle, who has a year 
of his Rank contract Jtill td .ruU, 
will make feature and tv-films.. 

At present Beaconsfield has one 
large stage and * small one. .Win¬ 
tle intends to build another large 
stage. Wintle began his fcareer at 
Beaconsfield Studios 28 years ago 
as an assistanteutter at a weekly 
wage of $4. 

Foldet Now m Prof 
Bad Homburg, Oct. 8. 

Hungarian-American concert 
pianist Andor Eoldes, who 
spends six months a year con- 
certizlng in the States and the 
other half performing In Eur¬ 
ope, has been named special 
instructor at the High School 
for Music in Saarbrucken, tak¬ 
ing the position vacated by the 
death of concert pianist Wal¬ 
ter Gieseking. 

With the new assignment 
goes the honorary title of “pro¬ 
fessor.” 

05. Grosses For 

Scotland's Black Watch Regi¬ 
mental Band and Pipers (plus 
eight Highland Dancers) is a box- 
office cleanup to date in the U. S. 
It is duplicating the previous tour 
of big arenas engineered by Sol 
Hurok two seasons ago on behalf 
of the Scots Guards. Latter set 
the pattern of sellout^ and was 
then a calculated risk off the con¬ 
cert impresario. 

Black Watch opened at Madison 
Square Garden, N.Y., to a $111,000 
take on three performances, in¬ 
cluding a Sunday matinee. (It re¬ 
turns to the Garden for two addi¬ 
tional appearances Dec. 1 and Dec. 
5, part of a week’s stretch of the 
original tour. Two other sellout 
stands, Philadelphia and Washing¬ 
ton, get one repeat each). 

This .troupe of marching bands¬ 
men is'fully kilted (Scots were part 
kilted, part trousered) and thus far 
has _been averaging 'some $21,500 
her.date. For the 17 completed 
concerts as of the weekend, -the 
grand total was $365,000. Boston 
yielded a gaspy gross of $41,823. 

Yanks Watch. Progress 
Of Europe Film Pool 

For Combine Vs. U.S. 
Rqme, Oct..l. 

Yank observers are watching re-; 
suits of the recent three-rcountty! 
Ischia conference (at which an-! 
other step towards the Edropeen 
Film Pool was announced, three j 

nation co-productions) with inter-! 
est, especially in view of possible! 
sharpening of restrictions on U. S. 
product as a result of the new Con¬ 
tinental setup. 

According to the grapevine here, 
the question of actual cutting of 
screen quotas for U. S. films (or, 
in some countries, of their adop¬ 
tion) has been put off for the time 
being, perhaps’ even until next 
year. Another interesting note on 
the conference is the . fact that the 
Germans, who have always been 
known as the more reluctant mem¬ 
bers of the common market com¬ 
mittee, this time cooperated fully. 
At the time of the-recent .Venice 
Film Festival, there were persist¬ 
ent reports that the Germans 
would even boycott the Ischia 
meetings in protest over the non- 
acceptance of a German pic, “Rob¬ 
inson Soil Nicht Sterben,” in the 
Venice competition. I 

Same sources also indicate that ] 
the Germans will soon push for 
film aid legislation in their own 
country, in order to- place them¬ 
selves on an equal footing with 
France and Italy, both of which 
receive, government aid. This step 
is felt a vital premise io further 
concrete establishment of the 
three-country pact. j 

Next meeting of the permanent] 
committee has been scheduled for 
Hamburg, Nov. 25-27. 

Andrew L/Gold has joined Vidl- 
cam a* exec r.p. to supervise out¬ 
fit's expansion into commercial 
and industrial film production. 
Gold formerly was exec producer 
for Pathe. 

London, Oct. 1. 
The new Boulting Brothers com¬ 

edy, “Lucky Jim,” has taken tha 
lead in the b.o. stakes here among 
firstruns in the current stanza. 
Prospects are for a smash $11,000 
or more in opening round at the 
Gaumont. A keen runnerup is “Oh! 
For a Man!” hypoed by Jayne 
Mansfield’s personals, which is set 
for a stout $8,500 in its initial 
Carlton sesh. 

Best business is currently being 
done by a few of the holdovers. 
“Around World in 80 Days” is ca¬ 
pacity again in its 13th Astoria sesh 
with $14,000 for 10 performances. 
“A King in New York” looks fancy 
$10;000 in third week at Leicester 
Square Theatre. 

“Campbell’s Kingdom” shapes. 
steady $6,200 in fourth round at 
the Odeon, Leicester Square. “Men 
in War” is solid $9,500 or near in 
second frame (nine days at the Lon¬ 
don Pavilion. “Hatful of Rain” is 
stout in second week. The theatre 
is now closed for redecoration, re¬ 
opening next week with “Pride and 
the Passion.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20- 

$2.15)-—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (13th wk). Capacity $14,000 
for 10 performances per usual. 

Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)— 
“Oh! For a Man!” (20th). Set for 
stout $8,500 or near in opening 
round. v 

Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)— 
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (87th 
wk). Great $19,000. 

Empire (M-G) <3,099; 55-$1.70»— 
“High Flight” (Col) (3d wk’). Fair 
$7,000 or near. Second week, 
$8,000. “Tea and Sympathy” (M-G) 
preems Oct 3. 

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70) 
—“Lucky Jim” (BL). Heading for 
smash $11,000. 

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) 
(1,376; 50-$1.70)—“A King in New 
York (Archway) 3d wk). Still in 
chips with a fancy $10,000 or near 
this round. Previous week was 
$11,200, well above average for 
theatre. Pic is running concur¬ 
rently at the Cameo-Poly, a West 
End* art house. 

London Pavilion (UA) (1.217; 50- 
$1.70)—“Men In War” (UA) (2d 
wk>. Solid $9,500 in nine days. 
Theatre •closed for refurbishing 
and re-opens Oct. 8 with “Pride 
and Passion” (UA). 

i Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) 
(2,200; 50 - $1.70) — “Campbell's 

’Kingdom” (Rank) (4th wk). Steady 
! $6,200, Last week, $6,700. “Robbery 
Under Arms” (Rank) follows Oct. 
3. 

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) 
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Seven Thun¬ 
ders” (Rank) (2d wk). Moderate 
$3,900 after $4,300 opening week. 

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)— 
“Adventures of Omar Khayyam” 
(Par) (2d wk). Fair $6,000. “Bridge 
on River Kwai” (Col) preems Oct. 
2. 

Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30i— 
“Hatful of Rain” (20th) (2d wk). 
Stout $5,300 or near after $6,000 
opening week. 

Ritx (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—“Gun 
Glory” (M-G). Great $4,000. 

Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70>— 
“No Sleep Till Dawn” (WBi <2d 
wk). Poor $3,500 after $3,700 open¬ 
ing session. “Woman in Dressing 
Gown” (ABP) opens Oct. 3. 

MUNICH’S ANNUAL BEER 
FEST LURES 6,000,000 

Munich, Oct. 1. 
Proving that no other form of 

entertainment outdraws a good 
beer bust, six million visitors from 
12 lands are due to take part in 
the festivities of the Oktoherfest, 
now running here, Germany’s big¬ 
gest and most famed carnival, fair 
and festival. 

. The big brew features giant tents 
owned by Germany’s top beer mak¬ 
ers, and geared to hold as many 
as 10,000 beer guzzlers each. Local 
variety acts, music and dancing 
help wash down the drinks, and 
12 acres of land are required to 
hold the enormous event. 

The Oktoherfest, which started 
Sept. 21, runs through Oct, 6 this 
year. The October date ha# been 

; advanced for the last few years to 
take advantage of the good guz- 

I zling weather In the fall. 
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This is the story of a four-day leave... 
the guy who took it...the girls who shared it 

...and the wonderful love that happened 
in the middle rif it all! 

20th Century-Fox presents 
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LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

'Torero’' (Col) and “Town on I 
“Trial” (Col). Wobbly $10,200?* 
Last week. State, “Sign of Pagan” 

‘RAINTREE’ WOW 15G, 
L’YILLE; ‘PILOT’12G 

Louisville, Oct. 8. 
Big news here this week is 

“Raintree Country” .on world 
preem. It is smash at the Brown. 
“Jet Pilot" at Rialto also is socko. 
The Kentucky looms nice with 
“Interlude.” 

New Pix Fail to Help 
Mpls.; ‘Morgan’ Sad 8G, 

‘Wonders’ Big 13G, 61 
Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 

With the second successive 63,- 
500 capacity crowd attending the 
Saturday Minnesota U’s football 
game and its diversion of attention 
away from the first-runs, the Loop 
boxoffice continues its Under par 
course. Helping to shove grosses 
down is another comparatively 
drab downtown lineup of newcom¬ 
ers. “Helen Morgan Story” is light 
at Radio City while “Fuzzy Pink 
Nightgown” looks drab at Orphe- 
um. Hard-ticket pix, "Seven 
Wonders of World” and “Around 
"World in 80 Days,” in their 61st 
and 13th weeks, respectively, are 
benefitting from transients here 
for grid game. “Jet Pilot” in its 
third stanza downtown still is nice 
at Lyric. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (847; $1.50- 

$2.65) — “Around World” (UA) ’ 
(13th wk). Short of capacity at 
many performances now, but still i 
hefty at $14,500. Last week, 
$15,000. 

Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; 
$L75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (61st wk). Slipping 
some, but a boxoffice marvel at 
sock $13,000 for this stage of run. 
Last week, $12,000. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“House of Numbers” (M-G). Slow 
$3,000. Last week, “My Gun Is 
Quick” (UA) and Basilio-Robinson 
fight pictures (UA>, $4,000. 

Lyric (Par) 11,000; 85-90)—“Jet 
Pilot” (U) im.o.). Here after two 
smash Radio City weeks. Still well 
up in money at $5,000. Last week, 
“Armored Attack” (NTA) and 
“Battle Stripe” (NTA) (reissues), 
$6,800 in 8 days. 

Radio City (Par) (4.100; 85-90)— 
“Helen Morgan Story" (WB). 
Given a fine ad campaign, but title 
means little to local film faps and 
cast lineup is not too potent. Mild 
S8.Q00. Last week. “Jet Pilot” (U) 
(2d wk), $8,500. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 
85-90'—“Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” 
(UA). Slight $4,000. Last week, 
“Woman of River” (Col) and 
“Brothers Rico” (Col), $4,300. 

RKO Pan (RKO) <1,800; 85-90)— 
“Mister Rock and Roll” (Par) and 
“Stowaway Girl" (Par). Teen-agers 
going for this. Okay $4,500. Last 
week. “Parson and Outlaw” (Col) 
and “Domino Kid” (Col), $3,200. 

State (Par) (2.300; 85-90)—“Ac¬ 
tion of Tiger" «M-G). .Sad $4,500. 
in 5 days despite preview. Last 
week, “Forty Guns” (20th), $5,500. 
House rented for convention Mon¬ 
day and Tuesday. 

Suburban World (Mann) (800; 
85>—"Time of Desire” (Indie] (2d 
wk». Good $2,000. Last .week, 
$3,000. 

World rMann) (400; 85-$1.25)— 
“Green Man” (DCA). Good $5,000.: 
Last week, “Sun Also Rises” l2Qth) j 
(5th wk). S3.200. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

—“No Down Payment” (20th). Fine 
$29,000. Last week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (5th wk), $13,000. 

Palace <SWT- Cinerama) (1,484; 
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (42d wk). Beefy 
$28,000, Last week, $24,500. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— 
“Quantez” <U) and “Public Pigeon 
No. 1" (U*. Tidy $18,000. Last 
week. “3:10 to Yuma” (Col) and 
“Brothers Rico” (Coi) (2d wk), 
$12,000. 

State-Lake <B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.50)—“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk). 
Sock $22,000. Last week, $34,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—“Brothers in Law” (Cont). Brisk 
$6,300. Last week, "We Are All 
Murderers” (Kings), $3,000. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1.036; 
$1.75-$3.50>—“Around World” (UA) 
t27th wk). Packed $25,600. Last 
week, sar&e. 

United Artists »B&K) (1,700; 90- 
SI.50'—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d 
wk>. Par $15,000. Last week, 
$24,000. 

Woods tEssaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50;—“Story of Esther Costello” 
(Col>. Happy $25,000. Last week. 
“Portland Expose” (AA) (2d wk), 
$15,000. 

World (Indie) i606; 90V—“Stella” 
(Burst). Sock $6,400. Last week. 
“Young and Passionate” (Indie) (2d 

(U) and “Land of Pharaohs” (WB) 
(reissues), $5,500; Vogue, “Pajama 
Game” (WB) (5th wk), $2,800; El 
Rey, “High Society” (M-G) and 
"Teahouse August Moon” (M-G) 
(reissues), $1,400. 

Orpheum, Fanfares, Fox Wil- 
shire (Metropolitan - RKO - FWC) 
(2,213; 2,812; 2,298; 80-$1.80) — 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Way¬ 
ward Girl” (Rep) (Orpheum, Pan- 
tages only) (2d wk). Sturdy $21,000 
or close. Last week, $32,300. 

Hillstreet, New Fox, WlUem 
(RKO-FWC-SW) (2,752; 965; 2,344; 
90-$1.50)—“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Joe 
Dakota” (U) (2d wk). Off to $16,- 
000. Last week, $31,400. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; 90-$1.80)—“Interlude” (U) 

! (3d wk). Up to good $5,500. Last 
week, $4,400. 

I Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25- 
$2.40)—“Sun Also Rises” (20th) 
(6th wk). Perks to $8,700. Last 
week, $8,000. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 
—“Perri” <BV) (6th wk). Tidy 
$3,800. Last week, $4,600. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; 80- 
$1.80)—“Jeanne Eagels” (Col) (9th 
wk). Hefty $6,500.. Last week. 
$6,100. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- 
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonders of World” (Cinerama). 
Started 18th week <6) after great 
$26,300 last week. 

Cartbay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“AroundeWorld 80 . Days” 
(UA) (42d wk), Etefty $26,000. Last 
week, $25,100. 

• Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 
$1.50-$2.30)—“10 Commandments” 
(Par) (47th wk). aFirie $19,700 in 
four days. Last week, $19,200. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—“The Roots” (Indie). NSG $3,500. 
Last week. “Torero” (Col) (11th 
wk), $2,100. 

.Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — 
“Green Man” (DCA) (4th wk). Fine 
$4,000. Last week, $4,100, 

Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50> — “Nana” 
(Indie) (5th wk). So-so $3,600. Last 
week, $4,500. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

Wife” (20th)' and “Smiley” (20th), 
$7,500. 

Paramount (NEW) (1,700; 60- 
$1,10V—“Black Scorpion” (WB) and 
“Lawless Eighties” (Rep). Solid 
$15",000. Last Week, “Guns Don’t 
Argue” (Indie), and “Hell Canyon 
Outlaws” (Rep>, $20,000. 

Pllgrom (NET) (1,100; 65-95)— 
“Forty Guns” (20th) and “Under 
Fire” (Indie). Okay $5,000. Last 
week, “Quantez” (U) and “Out of- 
Clouds” .(Rank), same. • 

Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” tUA) j 
(27th .wk). Fancy $24,000. Last! 
week, $25,000. I 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.10) | 
—“Flesh Merchant” (Indie) and j 
“Gri-Gri” (Indie). Nifty $5,500. 
Last week, “Fernandel, Dress¬ 
maker” (Indie) and “Papa, Mama, 
Maid” (Indie), $3,500. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75- 
$1.25)—"Gun Glory” (M-G) and 
"Tip on Dead Jockey” (M-G). Good 
$13,000. Last week', •'''Until They 
Sail” (M-G) and “Trooper Hook” 
(UA) plus fight pix, $12,500. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25)— 
“Gun Glory” (M-G) and “Tip on 
Dead Jockey” (M-G). Okay $9,000. 
Last week, “Until They Sail”. <M-G) 
and “Trooper Hok” (UA) plus fight 
pix, $8,500. 

SEATTLE 
(Continued from page 9) 

$10,000, Last week, “Sea Wife” 
(20th) and “Restless Creed” (20th) 
»2d wk), $4,800 in 4 days. 

Music feox (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—“Pajama Game" (WB) (6th 
wk) and “Happy Road” (M-G). (3d 
wk). Hot $4,500. Last week, $5,300. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25)—“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Joe 
Dakota” iU) (3d wk). Big $7,500. 
Last week, $8,800. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90- 
$1.25) — “Valerie” (UA) and 
“Jungle Heat” (UA). Sad $3,000 
in 6( days. Last week, "Beginning 
of End” (Rep) and “Unearthly” 
(Rep), $6,200. 

Estimates for This Week . 
Brown (Loew’s - Fourth Ave.) 

(1,000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree Coun¬ 
try” (M-G). After world preem 
Wednesday A2) for invited audi¬ 
ence, looks smash $15,000 for first 
week. Last week, “Around World” 
(UA) (18th wk), $10,000, 

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-85) 
—“Interlude” <U>. Okay $6,000. 
Last week, “Beau James” (Par) and 
“‘Lonely Man” (Par), $8,000. 

Loew’s (Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 50- 
85)—“Amazing Colossal Man” (AI) 
and “Cat Girl” (AI). Fair $8,000. 
.Last week, “Pickup Alley” (Col) 
and “Woman of River” (Col), same. 
* Mary Anderson (People's) (1,200; 
50-85)—“Brothers Rico” (Col) and 
“White Squaw” (Col). Modest 
$5,000. Last week, “Helen Morgan 
Story” (WB) $6,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
74-99)—“Jet Pilot” (RKO). Great 
$12,000. Last week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (2d wk), $8,000. 

‘Sail’ Sluggish $5,000, 
Port.-‘Pilot’Big 9G, 3d 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 8. 
Top showing of regular runs 

here this stanza is being made by 
“Jet Pilot,” which is rated smash in 
third week at the Fox. Newcom¬ 
ers are uniformly weak, with 
“Pickup Alley” paired with “Broth¬ 
ers Rico” best of these with a so-so 
stanza at Orpheum. “Game of 
Love” , looms nice in third session 
at the Guild. “Around World in 
80 Days” still is in chips in 25th 
frame at the Broadway,. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) • (980; $2- 

$2.50)—“Around World In 80 Days” 
(UA) (25th' wk). Socko $9,500. 
Last weekK$9,300. 

Fox, (Evergreen) (1.536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Jet Pilot” (RKO) and “Please 
Murder Me” (DCA) (3d wk). Smash 
.$9,000 or near. Last; week, $12,- 
600. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)— 
“Game of Love” (Indie) (3d wk). 
Nice $3,000.. Last week, $3,800. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$1.25)—“UntU They Sail” (M-G) 
and “Decision Against Time” 
(M-G). Slow $5,000. Last . Week, 
“Valerie” (UA)" and “Street of 

I Sinners” (UA) (6 days)* $3,600. - 
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $lr 

I $1.50)—“Pickup Alley” (Col) and 
“Brothers Rico” (Col). So-so 
$6,000. Last week, “Unholy Wife” 
(RKO) and “That Night” (U), 
$6,500. > 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; 90- 
I $1:25) —> “Cyclops” r (Indie). and 
•“Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” (Indie). 
Drab $5,000. Last week, “Short- 

| cut To Hell1 (Par) and “Mister 
Rock, Roll” (Par), $5,000. 

- SAN FRANCISCO 
(Continued from page 8) 

$3,200. Last week, “Last Bridge” 
(Indie) (4th wk), $2,800. 

Vogue (SJF. Theatres) (364; $1.25) 
—“Time Of Desire” (Indie). Big 
$5,500. Last week, “Young and 
Passionate” (API) (4th wk), $2,000. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) 
“Happened in Park” (Indie) (4th 

' wk). Fine $2,500. Last week, $2,800. 
Coronet (United Calif.) (1,250; 

$1.50-$3.75>—“Around World in 80 
. Days” (UA) (41st wk). Fine $23,000. 
Last week, same. 

Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)— 
“White Sheik” (Indie). Mild $},200. 
Last we^k, “Kind Hearts, Coronets” 
(Rank) and “Lavender Hill Mob” 
(Rank) (reissues) (2d wk), $1,500. 

Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; 
$1.25-$1.50) — "Miller’s Beautiful 
Wife” (DCA) (2d wk). Fine $3,500. 
Last week, $4,500. j 

KANSAS CITY 
(Continued from page 9) .. 

(Indie). Handsome $2,500; holds. 
Last week, “French Are Funny 
Race” (Indie), $1,200. 

Roxy (Durwood). (879; 75-90)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G). Pleasing • 
$6,000; holds. Last week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (4th wk>, $3,500. 

Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; 
$1.25-$2)—“Around World” (UA) 
(19th wk). Steady $8,000. Last week, 
same. 

Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox 
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90) 
—“Sea Wife” (2Qth> and “God Is 
My Partner” <20th>. Light $9,000, 
with Esquire Bropped from combo. 
Last week, “Jet Pilot” (U) at Up¬ 
town, Fairway and Esquire <820 
seats) (2d wk), $7,000. 

wk*. $2,500. 
Ziegfeld (Davis) (435; $1.25-, 

$1.50‘—“Julietta” (Indie). Slight 
$3,000. Last week, "Torero” CCal) 
(3d wk), $2,800. j 

Paramount (SW-Cinerama (1.282; 
$l,20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) 17th wk*. Great $13,000. 

j Last w eek, $13,200. 
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‘Expose’ Fancy $11,000, 

Denver;‘Pilot’ 10G,2d 
Denver, Oct. 8. 

“Portland Expose” looms as best 
newcomer here this round but for 
most part the new product is weak. 
“Pickup Alley” and “Mr. Rock and 
Roll” both are very sluggish. 
“Interlude” looms fast in second 
Centre round while “Jet Pilot-’ 
shapes lively also in second at Or¬ 
pheum. “Around World' in 80 
Days” goes into 22d week at Tabor. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)— 

“God Is My Partner” (20th). Fair 
$2,500. Last week, “10 Command¬ 
ments” (10th wk) (after 13 at Den¬ 
ham), $3,000. 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“Interlude” (U) (2d wk). Fast 
$9,000. Last week, $11,000. 

Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90) 
■’—“Mr. Rock & RoU” (Par). Mild 
$5,000, Last week, “Unholy Wife” 
(Par). 

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)— 
“Pickup Alley” (Col) and “Woman 
of River” (Col). Slow $9,000. Last 
week, “James Depn Story” (WB)? 
and “Johnny Trouble" (WB), 
$7,000. 

Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-90)— 
“Doctor at Large” (U) (3d wk). 
Big $2;Q00. Last Week, $3,000. 

Lake Shore Drive-In (Monarch) 
(1,000 cars; 75c)—“Teenage Thun¬ 
der” (Indie) and “Carnival Rock” 
(Indie). Fine $10,000. Last week, 
on subsequents. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600;'70-90)— 
“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Pawnee” 
(Rep) (2d wk). Lively $10,000 or 
over. Last week. $17,500. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 
70-90)—“Portland Expose” (AA) 
and “Hold Back Night” (AA). Good 
$11,000 or under. Last. week, on 
reissues. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25r$2.50)— i 
"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) I 
(21st wk). Fair $6,000. Last week, 
same. 

Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442; 
75-90)—“Don Gioyanni” (DCA); 
Good $1,500. Last week; “On Bow¬ 
ery” (Indie), $1,000. . 

WASHINGTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

Last week, “Deerslayer” i20th), 
disappointing $5,000. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$ 1.25*— 
“Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk), sock $13,- 

[ 000 after big $17,000. Stays. 
I. Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
$1.25) — “Helen Morgan Story” 

1 (WB). Nice $9,000. Last week, 
! “Portlahd Express” (AA), $5,500 in 
6 days. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$l.:257— 
“Sea Wife” (20th): Solid $16,000, 
holds. Last week, “Sun Also Rises” 
(20th) <5th wk), $9,000. 

Plaza (T-L).(275;90-$1.35)—“Pas- j 
sionate Summer” (Indie) I3d-final - 
wk): Steady $2,000 after $2,500 last | 
week, , 

;' Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$I.25)— 
“Jeanne Eageis” (Col) (10th wk). 
Winds UP with a mild $1,500 in 5 
days:ufter $2,500 last week. 

Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— 
"Around:-the World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (27th wk). Solid $16,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2;40) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) ,.<41st wk). Tapering off 
with good; $9,000 after ‘$10,000, 
thanks to extra show, last week. 
Stays. 

H. B. Meiselman Adds 
His 24th Film House 
Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 8. 

Varsity theatre at Chapel Hill, 
which closed three weeks ago, will' 
reopen soon, reconstructed, reno¬ 
vated, and redecorated, as the 
“New” Varsity on Oct. 18. 

H. B. Meiselman is the new 
owner. He has a 20-year lease from 
Mrs. W. B. Sorrell, owner of the 
building. It's the 24th theatre he 
is operating. The largest of his 
present 23 is the Miracle in Fa3r- 
etteville. Among others are those 
in Charlotte, Wilmington, Kinston, 
Laurinburg, and Rockingham. 

. There will be 650 of the new 
seats instead of, as before, 700. 

Beck’s Screencraft Deal 
Alexander Beck Films last week- 

inked a deal with Screencraft Pic¬ 
tures for exclusive foreign distribu¬ 
tion of all of Scceencraft’s product. 

Package comprises some 150 full- 
length features and westerns, 500 
shorts and two tv shows,- “The I 
Mickey Rooney Show” and “Judge 
Roy Bean.” 

Rouben Mamoulian due in from] 
the Coast today (We<L) for a short 
stay. Chairman .of the committee 
for the Second Festival oF-Film! 
Artists, he’ll later go to Rochester; 
where the event takes place Oct. 
26. Sponsored by Eastman House 
of Photography. j 

I Par Bays Esquire 
SS5 Continued from page 5 

stances presents Itself in other 
areas other moves in exhibition 
will be forthcoming. 

Par was the first major produc¬ 
er-distributor to divorce from do¬ 
mestic theatres. The effective date 
was Jan, 1, 1950. That the corpor¬ 
ation did take the lead was re¬ 
garded as particular noteworthy 
because it had the greatest theatre 
holdings, with about 1,000 houses 
operated in partnership with local 
exhibs and over 400 others owned 
over 95%. 

Par’s decree in- the industry an¬ 
titrust suit contained no language 
enjoining the film company from 
re-entering exhibition. Similarly, 
the new Par theatre company 
which was organized, United Para¬ 
mount Theatres, was not barred 
from going into production, which 
it has done: 

The RKO picture and theatre 
companies likewise have freedom 
to move. All other majors require 
Department of Justice and Federal 
Court approval, the first being 
tantamount to the other. 

Where. Stand Die Feds? 
But to what extent can Par re¬ 

enter exhibition without incurring 
the wrath of indie exhibs? The' 
point has significance for if enough 
pressure were to be brought upon 
the D. of J. the Feds would be in 
an embarrassing position. How 
come, it might he asked, Par 
is not restricted in the same man¬ 
ner that are Warners, 20th-Fox and 
Metro? 

And if the indies don’t ask the 
question, perhaps WB, 20th and 
M-G will. 

The District Court in N. Y. has 
retained jurisdiction in the indus¬ 
try legalistics. Meaning the case 
conceivably could be opened almost 
at any time" by any ot the parties. 
Exhibitors, including the major 
chains, have expressed themselves 
as agreeable to the idea of other 
exhibs going into production. But 
they haven’t said anything yet 
ahout a major film company segu¬ 
ing back into exhibition. 

Dabvare Court 
assss.c<Nptkiujfcd;froi» page 7 

rounding the election_of Louis:-B. 
Mayer and Samuel Briskin as di¬ 
rectors of the corporation. 

Action by the attorneys followed 
closely upon a Chancery Court de¬ 
cision issued on Aug, 26,- in which 
Chancellor' Collins j. Seitz ruled, 
that the election in which Mayer- 
and Briskin were named to the di¬ 
rectorate of Loew’s was invalid. 

As another action related to the 
legal battle centering around 
Loew’s, Chancellor Seitz has filed 
in the Court of Chancery his order 
in which he has acquiesed to the 
motion entered by Joseph Tomlin¬ 
son to become an intervenor, as a 
plaintiff, in the action of Ralph B. 
Campbell versus. Loew’s and Jo¬ 
seph R. Vogel, William A. Parker, 
George L. Killion and John L. 
Sullivan. 

Chancellor .Seitz’ order is based 
upon his opinion handed down Oct. 
land authorizes the intervention of 
Tomlinson in the case as a “stock¬ 
holder and director.” Ten days is 
granted for answer to the inter¬ 
vening complaint. 

The order from the chancellor 
bears the signature of David F. 
Anderson as atomey for the de¬ 
fendants in'the action. 

Copyright Powwow 
SS5 Continued front pare 1 

manufacturers and broadcasters. 
A preliminary report states, radio 
performances by top drawer art¬ 
ists have been copied and pirated 
as discs sans royalty to perform¬ 
ers. UNESCO has drafted a 
treaty in cooperation with the 
Berne Copyright . Union, which, 
would provide protection of such 
rights on an international basis. 
The protection of stage designs 
will be considered at the request 
of the Australian National Com¬ 
mission for UNESCO. 

A recent survey shows the U.S. 
industries concerned with copy¬ 
righted material gross between six 
and six and & half billion dollars 
annually at home. Most sizable 
overseas market for such indus¬ 
tries is that of pix biz. 
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GOLD DIGGERS! 
WHERE 

THERE’S 

LIFE 
(etc issue, sept, soth). 

—there’s 7 pages and a cover 
about “LES GIRLS”—and here’s 

what LIFE says: 

'‘‘Colorful adventures of a traveling trottpe 
of entertainers...this movie is all pure 
fun and delight! ... A comic triumph! 
Lively dancing! Full of pleasant music!” 

Join 

ms Girls 

and see a world of entertainment! 

KADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 

ABOVE: One of the N.Y. ods 

"LES GIRLS” BIGGEST 
NON-HOLIDAY BIZ IN 

MORE THAN A YEAR AT 
THE HALL. TOPS TERRIFIC 

"TEAHOUSE!” (in spit* of RAIN 

and WORLD SERIES.) 

FLATTERY IS "LES GIRLS” BEST FRIEND! LISTEN!. 

"BEST BOXOFflCE BUY IN TOWN.” 
—Gilbert, Mirror 

★★★*_”FOUB stars, topnotch 
ENTERTAINMENT.” -com*™, n.w« 

"A JOY AND DEHGHT!”-&ow»h.r/ nme, 

"MOST SPARKLING OF AIJL” 
—Coot, World-Telegram 

"HONEY OF A MUSICAL.” 
—Pelswick, Joumaf-Amer/catt 

"A PICTURE TO SEE TWICE.” 
—Winsfen, Post 

"OUT OF THIS WORLD.” -****„„ 
"SOMETHING TO CHEER ABOUT.” 

** * —Louella Parsons 

M-G-Mpresents a Sol C* Siegel Production of Cole Porters “LES GIRLS” starring GENE KELLY9 MITZI GAYNOR 
KAY KENDALL * TAIN A ELG • co-starring Jacques Bergerac 9 Screen Play by John Patrick • Story by Vera Caspary 
Music arid Lyrics by Cole Porter* In CinemaScope And Metrocolor9 Associate Producer Saul Chaplin* Directed by George Cukor 
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In Westerns, As In Sex, Vive La Diff 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

Almost unconsciously, Holly¬ 
wood has picked up the tag line of 
an old joke to symbolize its height¬ 
ened battle for the attention of 
the entertainment-minded public. 
The gag, of course, is the one about 
the backbencher who interrupts a 
learned French parliamentarian’s 
discourse on the minor, but im¬ 
portant, difference between men 
and women. 

“Vive la difference,” he cried— 
and Hollywood is saying the same 
thing. 

It’s the difference that counts, 
producers contend. 

The attitude is well expressed 
by Julian Blaustein, currently the 
man under the gun because he is 
readying release of a $1,750,000 
sagebrush saga at a time when the 
television screen mirrors endless 
repetitions qt the deadly walk 
down a dusty street and speakers 
vibrate with the clatter of hooves. 
Blaustein’s film is titled simply 
“C’owbo>.” At a quick glance, it 
would seem that the title repre¬ 
sents quick jeopardv in a market 
saturated with cowpokes of all 
sizes, shapes and schizophrenic 
qualities. 

“There’s a difference,” Blaustein 
contends with vigor. “And it’s the 
difference that will keep motion 
pictures flourishing despite tele¬ 
vision. It’s scope and quality 
against a small screen and no real 
production values.” 

Not, the producer hastens to add, 
that he's knocking the rival me¬ 
dium." But lie points out that tele¬ 
vision is limited economically by 
what can be spent on a half-hour 
or even an hour-film since the coin 
represents an outlay by a sponsor 
and not an investment against a 
possible return from the boxoffiee. 
As a result, westerns in particular 
mui-t have a familiar look on tele- 
vsion and the theatrical film pro¬ 
ducer is there! ore wise to take the 
most possible advantage out of lo¬ 
cations and natural assets to give 
his picture extra value. 

The physical; look, however, is 1 
only part of the difference. The | 
size of the screen is another im-' 
portant factor, particularly in 
terms of any kind of an action 
story. And. Blaustein points out, 
features can develop and present 
story points that television doesn’t 
have time to offer. 

“The average half-hour, west¬ 
ern,” Blaustein believes, “gener¬ 
ates appeal only alter repeated • 
viewing. The set characters be-: 
come familiar and their actions un¬ 
derstandable. It has to be that ■ 
way because with only about 27; 
minutes in which to work, the; 
writer has to get into the action! 
q 5ek. Features on the other hand I 
ca.i take some time to develop the j 
characters before getting into the \ 
real action sequences. As a re-i 
suit, the general story unfolds with 
more validity and with greater au¬ 
dience enjojment.'” 

Blaustein firmly believes that au-, 
- dience will see and recognize these : 

differences. Consequently the big4 
western will attract while “the run- ’ 
of-the-mill western, the program¬ 
mer. may find it tough sledding in . 
view of die preponderance of west¬ 
ern fare on television.’ 

Overall, however. Blaustein is. 
convinced that television can help I 
the well-made film more than , it ;r 
can hurt. Good western program- ; 
ming on television whets the ap- j 
petite for more and longer stories : 
of the same kind. And there’s al- ■ 
ways the strong possibility that an; 
audience previously not to inter- j 
ested in the outdoor type of film | 
may be drawn to it by a succession j 
of well-done short telefilm ver- f 
si ons. 

W. R. Frank Battling To .. 
Retain Liquor license 

For Theatre Adjunct 
St. Paul. Oct. 8. 

Circuit owner W. R. Frank has 
gone to court to seek' an injunction 
against suburban West St. Paul and 
two individuals who were granted 
a transfer of the liquor license 
from the cafe operated in conjunc¬ 
tion with his film theatre to an¬ 
other location. 

Frank in his action seeks to en¬ 
join the license holders from us¬ 
ing it in the location where they’ve 
moved from the West Twins thea¬ 
tre enterprise. He also wants the 
court to compel the West St. Paul 
council to give the license back to 
him. 

Originally the holder of the li¬ 
cense himself, Frank transferred 
it to the present holders when they 
leased the restaurant part of the 
building from him. He claims he 
evicted the lessees when they al¬ 
legedly failed to keep up with 
the Vent. 

Even after he told the council 
that he’d have to close the theatre 
if he lost the restaurant liquor li¬ 
cense because the profits from li¬ 
quor alone have been keeping the 
enterprise out of the red, the of¬ 
ficials refused to return it. to him. 

ARTHUR LUBIN'S 'JAPAN* 

Shown In Capitol To Japo-Yank 
Invitees 

ABE MONTAGUE TO 
DETAIL CONCILIATION 

Abe Montague, Columbia v.p. 
and key distribution figure in or¬ 
ganization of the industry’s con*, 
ciliation system for working out 
exhib-distrib differences, has balled 
a meeting of his division managers 
for New York Friday <11) for a 
verbal workout on how the system 
is to work. It goes into effect' 
Nov. 1. 

Domestic sales manager Rube 
Jackter will conduct a conference 
on selling plans for “Pal Joey” and 
“Bridge Over the River Kwai.” 

FILM BOOKERS SHIFT 

Lombardo To Col—Cuddy For 
Rank In Boston 

Albany, Oct. 8. 
Anthony Lombardo, assistant 

booker for Universal since June, 
1955, became head booker for Co¬ 
lumbia Monday (7). He replaced 
William Cuddy, who resigned to 
accept a similar position with the 
J, Arthur Rank organization in 
Boston. 

Cuddy, who has been associated 
with the industry for more than 35 
years and who at one time sold for 
Fox, came here last spring after 
the RKO exchange closed in 
Boston. 

Buena’s German Import 
. Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

Buena Vista has acquired dis¬ 
tribution rights to German-made 
“Story of Vickie,” its third foreign 
import. Others are “If All Guys 
in World” and “M6st Noble Lady.” 

Disney has also signed to finance • 
star Romy Schenider in a series' 
of personal appearances with film j 
in States. S 

Washington, Oct. fL 
Producer-director Arthur Lubin 

hosted reception and screening of 
his latest film, “Escapade in 
Japan,” at MPAA’s Academia past 
week. In addition to the usual 
complement of newsmen and radio¬ 
tv reps who traditionally attend 
such previews, Universal publicist 
David Polland had officials of the 
Japanese Embassy as well as local 
Japanese businessmen plus State 
Dept. reps. 

Since film, dealing' with esca¬ 
pade of two moppets, an American 
and a Japanese, is liberally 
sprinkled with Japanese language, 
the two-language audience almost 
literally participated in film's dia¬ 
logue. 

U. S. Information Agency sent 
a staff to tape comments of both 
Americans and Japanese in audi¬ 
ence for use on “Voice of Amer¬ 
ica.” 

Sell 20th’s‘Big Show’ 
Trailer in Ad Copy 

Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 
. "United Paramount here is trying 
the experiment of using the 20th- 
Fox trailer film, “The Big Show,” 
for what it calls a “springboard” 
from which to launch publicity for 
films in general and for specific 
forthcoming pictures in particular. 

It’s presenting the film as a spe¬ 
cial feature added attraction with 
“Forty Guns” at the State here, 
playing it up in newspaper ads 
as “an advance peekview” of 1958’s 
pew models in movies,” and will re¬ 
peat the procedure throughout the 
circuit. 

“We’re fashioning the idea along 
the lines of introduction of new 
yearly autd models,” explains Ev 
Seibel, the circuit’s advertising and 
publicity head, in an elaborate 
brochure-press book that has gone 
out to all house managers. 

“Fox on May 15 rented a Min¬ 
neapolis loop theatr? to present 
‘The Big Show,’ issuing invitations 
to the motion picture trade and lo¬ 
cal personalities in newspapers, tv 
and radio,” he points out in the 
brochure. ’‘Fox representatives 
contacted the newspapers in ad¬ 
vance of the screening and after¬ 
wards to gamer publicity on the 
subject and its showing. 
♦ "But the only newspaper cover¬ 

age in Twin Cities newspapers was 
two inches, in the Minneapolis Star 
announcing its showing and a brief 
Minneapolis Tribune columnist 
comment. Hence, the public ex¬ 
posure to ’The Big Show’ was vir¬ 
tually nil and that’s why, four 
months later, we’re doing this,” 

Seibel says he feels that the 
subject, mainly intended for ex¬ 
hibitors and for publicity purposes, 
also can help the boxoffiee during 
the coming months by its exposure 
in the present fashion to theatre 
patrons, especially in view of the 
fact that hereabouts, at least, the 
outside publicity results were neg¬ 
ligible. 

Sarah Productions Inc. has been 
authorized to conduct a motion pic- j 
tures and theatrical business in1 
New York, with capital stock of 200 
shares, no par value. David Harri¬ 
son Storper is director and filing 
attorney. 

Boston Critics Toddling It 
Boston, Oct. 8. 

Hub film. critics will . attend 
Mike Todd’s Madison Square Gar¬ 
den party on Oct. 17. Ben Sack, 
owner of the Saxon, where, 
“Around World in 80 Days,” is now 
in its 27th week with grosses con¬ 
sistently in : the $24,000-$25,0.00 
figure, Beacon Hill and Gary and 
his gen. mgr., Sam Richmond, are 
rounding up a big group of Hub 
reviewers and columnists. 

The Hub delegation will be 
framed down and hotel lodged 
with Todd picking up all the tabs. 

Pre-Holiday Slack 
Continued from page 3 - - -• 

silly to deliberately create ups- 
and-dov. ns in quality.’’ 

Yet. with less produet to handle, 
and the risk spread over few er and 
more expensive pictures, many of 
the companies prefer to play it 
safe. What happens during the 
holidays, say the exhibs, is that tile 
product bunches up in the "feast 
or famine” pattern, which can 
profit only a comparatively few 
films. 

Several theatremea feel very 
strongly that the distribs are Fol¬ 
lowing a mistaken policy, particu¬ 
larly since business in many spots 
over the country in recent weeks 
has been anything but good. 

Who Needs Press Agents? 
[AFTER THIS DeMILLE WHOPPER] 

San Francisco, Oct 8. 
Burton W. Parker drove a 1957 auto from El-Paso, Tex., to Sac¬ 

ramento, Cal.. arriving in Sacramento last Sept. 10. That night he 
went to see “The Ten Commandments.” 

Next day. driving south through the Frisco Bay area, he thought 
about the Cecil B. DeMille film and at San Jose, 60 miles south 
Of Frisco, went up to a pWiceman. 

In Federal court last Friday (4) Parker told Judge Oliver J. Car¬ 
ter: “I was mulling the picture over. I vowed to go straight from 
then on, and to turn* myself in.” 

For the car Parker was driving didn’t belong to him. He’d stolen 
it in El Paso, and, as it turned out, three times before had served 
prison terms for driving stolen cars across state lines. 

Judge Carter took note of the voluntary surrender, and the 
film’s apparent effect, but said: “I have a duty to society, And this 
is an extensive ease of ear theft.” 

Parker is now serving five years. 
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‘PRIDE & PASSION’AT 
DOWNTOWN ADMISH 

‘Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 
For the first time ever here the 

same advanced admission as dur¬ 
ing its loop first-run is being charg¬ 
ed by a neighborhood house for a 
picture Iff the 28-day clearance 
slot. 

Playing United Artists’ “The 
Pride and the Passion” day and 
date, the outlying Terrace, River- 
view and Varsity have upped from 
their tegular 85c to $1.25. Latter 
is the same tap that prevailed at 
the RKO Orpheum during its 
five-week firstrun. 

’ The trio of theatres have the 
picture to themselves at this time, 
it not having been dated into any 
other of the half-dozen other 28 
day houses. 

Mexican Muscle 
^ Continued from page 3 

Sept., 1958, when all payments will 
have been made. Meanwhile, Az¬ 
teca and Clasa-Mohme continue to 
function as.separate units. 

Columbia, very active m Mexi¬ 
can production (itf distributes the 
successful Cantinflas pictures 
among others), decided earlier this 
year to handle this product on its 
own in the U. S. Plan is- to have 
24 films for release in the" year 
ending next July.’ Gradually, this 
total will be increased. There are 
some 500 houses playing Mexican 
'pix in this country. The annual 
gross delivered by them is esti¬ 
mated to be around $3,500,000. 

What appears to have happened 
is simply that Azteca. to maintain 
its position in the market, told ex¬ 
hibitors that, if they played 'the 
Columbia films, their regular sup¬ 
ply of Mexican product would be 
reduced or cut off. With Columbia 
offering only 24 films, such a threat 
is a potent one and, if carried out, 
would In effect force the theatres 
to close. 

What Azteca reportedly lias pro¬ 
posed is to let Columbia have a 
hooking every seventh week, which 
would cut Col to 14 films (count¬ 
ing the double change). Columbia 
has rejected any such notion on the 
theory that there should be free 
competition in the market. 

There was a meeting among the 
Spanish-language house operators 
in Qotham some inonths ago, at 
which much enthusiasm was ex¬ 
pressed for Col's entry into the 
market. Group never, got organ¬ 
ized since the exhibs couldn’t 
agree on the leadership > of Max 
Cohen of the Cinema Circuit It’s 
understood that Cohen also is 
planning to bring suit against Az¬ 
teca and Clasa-Mohme,. charging 
collusion. 

According to those close to the 
Mex film field, the distribs have 
shied away from no method in their 
determination to dominate the 
market. In some instances, “un¬ 
ruly” exhibitors were said to have 
been threatened with the construc¬ 
tion of new houses to be run in 
competition with them. (Shades of 
the Paramount et al antitrust suit 
charges.) 

It’s noted that the Mexican situ¬ 
ation represents a curious turn¬ 
about since most foreign govern¬ 
ments are forever pressuring the 
American companies, to distribute 
their pictures in the U. S. Here, 
the government-influenced Cimex 
is seeking to retain the distribution 
largely in its own hands. •’ 

Situation became confusing last 
year when Sam Seidelman set up a 
third Mexican film distribution 
outfit in New York. That* was at 
approximately the time that Azteca 
and Mohme were negotiating. Con¬ 
clusion of the negotiations saw 
Seidelman moving over to become 
the Azteca head .in New York and 
dissolving what many had called 
merely a “front” organisation. 
Since, then, Seidelman has departed 
from Azteca amidst considerable 
ill-feeling and charges of misman¬ 
agement. 

Due ’ to Mexican financing ar¬ 
rangements, many of the local Mex. 
producers are bound by Cimex, i.e., 
their pix automatically go via that, 
setup. Some producers have more 
freedom of action, but their num¬ 
ber is comparatively small. Of all 
the foreign industries, the Mexi¬ 
cans achieved by far the biggest 
U. S. gross for their ‘films in 1956. 

•Screen Associate* Inc. has been 
authorized to conduct business in 
New York, with capital stock of 
200 Shares, no par value. Michael 
F. Mayer is a director and filing 
attorney. 

O’Neill’s 'Elms’ 
; Continued front page 2 

.’When shooting- was .completed, 
only one minor line of dialog drew 
an objection and when it was re¬ 
moved, the Seal was granted. 

However, Hartman pointed out, 
changing mores probably had arf" 
much to do with the green ..light 
for the film as did the chmiging 
regulations of the Production Code 
Administration. 

“In some quarters,” Hartman ad¬ 
mitted, “this is regarded as a dirty 
story. Actually, its' a highly moral 
one. There’s an attraction between 
the son and the young wife, hut it’s 
a normal one and there’s nothing 
suggestive about it. Then they 
have an affair and eventually she 
kills the baby. But they know 
they’ve committed a sin. No out¬ 
side force is needed to achieve 
punishment They go themselves 
to the Sheriff.” 

Hartman noted that there has 
been some discussion about cast¬ 
ing Sohpia Loren as the girl in¬ 
volved in the New England drama. 
The idea actually can be attributed 
to the playwright. 

“In his treatment,” Hartman re¬ 
vealed, “we discovered that he 
suggested that the girl be an im¬ 
migrant, rather than ‘a school¬ 
teacher. He felt it had greater 
dramatic value—And with this rec¬ 
ommendation from O’Neill himself,, 
the casting of Sophia Loren be¬ 
came plausible.” 

Production represents the culmi¬ 
nation of a longtime ambition for 
Hartman. He has been engrossed 
in the drama since, as a young ac¬ 
tor, he saw it in New York. 'When 
he became production head of 
Paramount a few years ago, he dis¬ 
covered It could be purchased for 
$5,000 down, with a maximum price 
of $75,000. He encouraged its pur¬ 
chase and kept on picking up op¬ 
tions. When he finally decided to 
leave his production post to go into 
independent production, it was one 
of the properties he acquired from 
Paramount with wliich to start 
business. 

Candid Perlberg 
-- Continued from page 5 

petish. buried himself as a -real 
thorn in the MPEA side in that he 
repped ‘really both sides. He was 

‘sent by the State Dept., after a 
thorough briefing, and yet hers also 
one of Hollywood’s top directors. 
Thus his status appears to have 
blanked out Baldwin, and Perlberg 
apparently didn’t play a shrinking 
lily role in his dual capacity. It 
appears, from a distance, that 
Baldwin held his fire for fear of 
creating open.friction in the Amer¬ 
ican camp at the fest. 

MPEA feels that much of the 
criticism revolving around the se¬ 
lection of the American entries at 
the various tests is unfair and re-*- 
fleets ignorance of true conditions. 
Fact is. says MPEA. that the choice 
of entries is greatly narrowed by 
a host of circumstances that have 
basicaPv nothing to do with the 
event i'self. For one thing, the 
companies nominate their own. 
fTms few MPEA to choose from. 
For another, the selection quite of¬ 
ten deDfihds on whether a given 
picture is ready, and whether it is 
convenient- for the company to 
have it at the fest. 

Under most fest rules, an entry 
can’t have been released anvwhere 
except in its country of orieih. This 
in itself is an inhibiting factor, par¬ 
ticularly now when American films 
frequently onen abroad before 
they’re even seen in the U. S. Lat¬ 
est example would be “Bridge , on 
the River ‘Kwai,” which preemed ’ 
in London last Week, but won’t be 
seen at the Palace in N. Y. until 
just Wore Christmas. 

MPEA execs have the whole , 
question of fest selections under 
advisement, and they themselves 
make no bones about the fact that 
MPEA also isn’t overly happy with 
the tvpe of film It's been sending to 
the fests. Nevertheless, no drastic 
departure from current selection 
methods is expected. 

' Jerry Pickman, Paramount’s ad- 
nub v.p., cutting down on the pace. 
He went off on a qukkieto Europe, 
returned to Gotham, immediately 
winded to South America, got.back 
at the oast weekend, and war sup¬ 
nosed to leave for Tokyo, yesterday 
(Ti^s.). He put the latter bon back 
until this upcoming weekend. 
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One-Horse Burg (Louisville) Turns 

One-Picture Town for ‘Raintree 
By GET^E ABNEEL 

Louisville, Oct. 8. 
The records aren’t clear as to 

when Hollywood started the jun¬ 
ket but it goes so far back that 
psychoanalysis at the junket de¬ 
vice would hardly be in order to- 

-day. But consider the Jesuits— 
the causes and effects—and it's 
obvious why this method of draw- 
ing attention to a • picture is im¬ 
portant currently. That is, of 
course, * if the picture is of suffi¬ 
cient stature to warrant a trip of 
a couple of thousand miles to see 
it. Otherwise, only resentment 
would be stirred., 

A mention might be made up 
front, *oor of the possible dangers 
entailed. As every pressagent 
knows, if the traveling newsmen 
are subject to bothersome delays 
in getting from one point to an¬ 
other, if accommodations aren’t 

' suitable, if other inconveniences 
crop up, or the right kind of pro¬ 
tocol isn’t conformed to, well, 
fourth estaters are known to air 
their beefs via the line-o-type, and 
the picture is the loser. 

Metro, who perhaps wrote the 
junket book, 'had a party here in 
Louisville last week. And the 
“few chums” who participated, re¬ 
porters and critics from New 
York, Los Angeles and Boston 
plus screen personalities, about 
90 in all,' found the machinery 
well oiled. f 

48 Cars of VJ.P.’s * 
They saw a town (650,000 popu¬ 

lation) full of excitement about 
a picture (“Raintree County”). 
The junketeers were transported 
to the downtown business district 
from the airport in 48 new cars 
and found the streets lined with 
local people three deep. This 
came after the skillfully maneu¬ 
vered arrival, the debarkation 
from the two DC-47’s being simul¬ 
taneous and thus was avoided any 
awkwardness in the reception by 
the civic brass. Plane from Chi¬ 
cago had to circle" the field- about 
20 minutes to accomplish this 

'' (the N.Y. flight was a little late). 
" The burg's- police were out in 
force to escort the motorcade and 
maintain order. 

M-G had some fancy dressing, 
personality-wise, and the person¬ 
alities made like impressive good¬ 
will ambassadors. Main part of 
the gang which arrived Tuesday 
(1) included Ann Miller, George. 
Murphy, Eva Marie Saint, Van 
Johnson, Terry Moore, Russ Tam- 
-blyn, Tom Drake and Myrna Han¬ 
sen. Elizabeth Taylor and hus¬ 
band Mike Todd came in Wednes¬ 
day (and unabashable Todd felt 
no restraint in announcing in the 
press room following the preem 
that “you have to admit Liz was 
great in the picture.”) 

Also participating was a con¬ 
tingent of Metro sales execs head¬ 
ed by v.p. Charles M. Reagan, 

practically the entire New York 
ad-pub department headed by v.p. 
Howard Dietz and studio publicity 
chief Howard Strickling. Present 
also were studio musical director 
Johnny Green and writer Millard 
Kaufman. I 

Beggers-Off 
Among the few who. didn’t .show, 

because of other commitments I 
were Marge and Gower Champion, j 

| Also begging off were the top crit¬ 
ics of the N. Y. papers (excepting J 
the Times’ Bosley Crowther) who 
claimed they -were too tied up 
with reviewing chores. 

(Site of bivouac was the Brown 
Hotel, which" proved a trade angle 
oddity since it’s owned, in part, by 
Joseph Tomlinson, Loew's gadfly- 
in-chief stockholder.) 

Ed Sullivan was on hand to su¬ 
pervise a film report for exposure 
on his “Toast of the Town’ aireri 

The coverage was.*, of course, 
strictly front-page locally and the 
key city scribes wired beaucoup 
words. This represented one of 
the big values of a junket. The 
publicity was enormous "and it’s 
this, kind of penetration that can 
hardly be achieved any other way. 

The psychology of the junket, of 
course, is that something big is be¬ 
ing done about a particular picture 
and therefore the picture must be 
big. 

Activities ’ included a welcome 
dinner by the Louisville Chamber 
of Commerce, a “Raintree County” 
ball put on by the Colonettes 
(wives of the Junior Chamber of 
Commerce) for the benefit of the 
Children’s Hospital of Louisville, 
a barbecue at the Matt Wynn Wil¬ 
liamson horse farm, a couple of 
bands for the street hoopla, the¬ 
atre (the: Brown Theatre operated 
by Irving Long), front ceremonies, 
introduction of the stars as part of 
the streetscene and again inside 
the house, nice-to-have-you talks 
by Gov. A. B. (Happy) Chandler 
and others, an after-premiere 
party and finally, Thursday (3) 
noon, homeward bound for the 
junketeers. 

Often billed as a- one-horse town 
(once a year; the horse Is the win¬ 
ner of the annual Kentucky Derby), 
Louisville became a one-picture 
town. And M-G is hopeful that 
the excitement generated here 
about “Raintree County” will 
brush off on the rest of the coun¬ 
try. 

Notes from Louisville: All was I 
lovey-dovey between Mike Todd 
and Metro. Todd permitted his "80 
Days Around the World” to be 
closed at the .Brown Theatre, al¬ 
though more paying time -could 
have been gotten out of the run, 
so M-G could hold its world preem 
of “Raintree County” at the house. 
M-G inserted an ad in the press 
quoting Todd as saying he was 
pleased that “Raintree” was the 
picture following his—“glad not 
because my wife’s in "Raintree" 
County7 but becaue it’s a tremen¬ 
dous picture.” Todd edited the ad 
.. . Boyd Martin, film and dramatic 
critic on the Courier, marked his 
50th year in show business. M-G 
presented him with a watch on the 
occasion . . . M-CL starlet Myrna 
Hansen ingratiated herself with 
the natives via a heavy sked of 
cuffo appearances on a local radio- 
television “Crusade for Children” 
show . . . Following the preem 
round of activities, Charles Reagan 
and his sales cabinet stayed on for 
a few days of huddles anent future 
plans for “Raintree,”- “Les Girls” 
and other product . . . Triangle 
Publications’ Herb Stein came in 
from the Coast, then winged to 
Gotham for a visit .. . The Todds 
went to Lexington . .. Local press’ 
“Raintree” critical reception was 
mixed. Courier loved it, the Times 
had reservations... 

Screenwriter Millard Kaufman 
(he did the “Raintree County” 
script) took a yap at his colleagues 
who simply for shock values are 
dealing in vulgar or obscene ma¬ 
terial. He said he’s aware Of sev¬ 
eral pictures in which dirty words 
and situations are written in for 
not valid purpose at all and they’re 
distasteful. * He’s; not . asking for 
censorship, instead feels that the 
Hollywood people themselves 
should, as a matter of principle, 
should avoid morally offbeat ma¬ 
terial Unless it can be presented 
,»s essential, to the story, and is 
knofc reached but for as Sex for the, 
*sake of sex. . 1 

SOL kriM leases house 

Will Enter Other Businesses With 
Three Brothers 

on Stars • 
' Detroit, Oct. 8, 

Sol Krim, owner of a 1,000-seater 
bearing his name, has leased it to 
Trans-Lux Theatres for 20 years 
for an undisclosed figure. Trans- 
Lux takes over in 90 days 
with complete refurbishing begin¬ 
ning immediately but without dis¬ 
ruption to operation. Theatre will 
be known as the Krim Trans-Lux: 

Deal was first reported in 
Variety several months ago. 

Theatre, built 16 years ago by 
Krim, was the first Detroit situa¬ 
tion for foreign art films. 

Krun said: “I ajn not leasing 
the Krim Theatre because of any 
fear as to the future of the motion 
picture industry^ On the contrary, 
I am only leasing my theatre so 
that I may be able to devote my 
energy to various other endeavbrs 
in the allied fields of entertain¬ 
ment.” 

Krim’s father, Leon, owned film 
and legit houses and was also a 
concert impresario. Krim family 
at oiie time operated 30 theatres. 
Krim keeps his Detroit residence 
but will be in Hollywood frequent¬ 
ly. In his future, undisclosed ven¬ 
tures, he will be affiliated with' his 
brothers Mac, Harry and Leonard 
and his long-term secretary Gwen 
Griffiths. 

St. Paul Exhibs 

Threaten Suit 

Re 'Clearance 
St Paul, Oct. 8. 

Unless the film companies im¬ 
mediately. do an about face and ad¬ 
here to the local clearance setup 
which they’re now alleged to be 
flaunting, the St. Paul group of 
the Exhibitors Trade Association 
(formerly North Central Allied), 
comprising neighborhood exhibi¬ 
tors, will institute legal proceed¬ 
ings in quest of relief. 

At a meeting called by Martin 
Lebed-off, the group’s chairman, 
the decision was made to serve an 
ultimatum on the distributors, call¬ 
ing upon them to halt Withholding 
of pictures beyond the 28-day limit 
after their downtown first-runs. 

The film companies will be noti¬ 
fied that the penalty of non-com¬ 
pliance will be a federal law court 
suit to obtain a writ of mandamus 
to compel the servicing of subse¬ 
quent-run4 exhibitors on the “rea¬ 
sonable” established clearance 
schedule. 

On top of another product short¬ 
age the distributors* “disregard” of 
clearance is making it more diffi¬ 
cult than ever for local neighbor¬ 
hood exhibitors to keep going and 
they’re up in arms, claims Lebe¬ 
doff. 

National 12*4c Diyvy 
Los Angeles, Oct. 8. 

Quarterly dividend of 12J£ 
cents per share was declared 
by the board of directors of 
National Theatres. , : 

Divvy on common , stock is 
payable Oct. 31 to record of 
Oct. 17. 

ESQUIRE IN OMAHA 
“ CLOSED—ONCE MORE 

Omaha, Oct. 8. 
Fox Midwest Theatres closed its 

Esquire Theatre at the close of 
business last Tuesday* (1), leaving' 
the circuit without a standard 
firstrun in Omaha’s downtown 
loop for the first time in years. In 
recent weeks operation of the 
house had simply become too mar¬ 
ginal to risk, and It was therefore 
shuttered, according to Leon Rob¬ 
ertson, city manager. 

An 820-seater next to the Tower 
Theatre, Esquire has had a spotty 
career over the past half dozen 
years, being opened and closed a 
score of times, playing top specials 
at one time, grinding actioners at 
others, and most recently being in 
the first run combination playing 
day and date with the midtown 
Uptown, suburban Fairway and 
Kansas side Granada. 

In the latest hook up the Esquire 
replaced the Tower next door and 
traditionally the downtown link. 
Esquire was moved" into the picture 
when the Tower was refurbished 
and reequipped to play Todd-AO. 
Tower is having a sensational run 
on “Around ♦the World,” but Es¬ 
quire has never reached the Tower 
level in playing regular first runs. 

Jack Allen, Esquire manager, for 
the time being becomes a roving 
manager relieving other managers 
for vacation spells, etc. Any re¬ 
opening of the Esquire soon is un¬ 
likely circuit bosses indicated." 
Tower conceivably could rejoin the 
combo if “World” ever wears out. 

Halas & Batchelor Sets 
.Irene Lee as N. Y. Rep 
Halas & Batchelor Cartoon 

Films Ltd., "headed by the husband 
and wife team of John Halas & 
Joy Batchelor, ■ has opened produc¬ 
tion and liaison offices in Gotham. 
Irene Lee is in charge of the office. 

Company specialty is animated 
films and has international awards 
and prizes to Its credit. Last 
Halas & Batchelor feature to be 
seen here was “Animal Farm,” re¬ 
leased by Louis de Rochemont As¬ 
sociates. 

Halas & Batchelor also turn out 
a lot of tv commercials and spon¬ 
sored films. 

Figaro Signs Susan Hayward 

Mankiewicz Returns to N.Y.—Company’s Legit 
Sideline Under Way With Saint Subber 

Figaro Inc., indie company 
headed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz 
with NBC in as 5Q% owner, is 
about to branch out* Outfit this 
week signed Susan Hayward to 
star. in “The Barbara Graham 
Story,” which Walter Wanger will 
produce under the Figaro bannety 
(Mankiewicz came into New York 
Sunday (6) after completion of 
“The Quiet American,” which he 
produced, directed and scripted,*] 
and which was made in Ceylon and 
Rome.) 

“Square Root of Wonderful,” 
Figaro-Saint Subber legit co-pro¬ 
duction, stalls its out-of-town try¬ 
outs tomorrow (Thursday), and 
television activities are now clos¬ 
er in prospect. 

'Mankiewicz has been away from 
home (New York) 10 months and 
has no yen for any. more traveling 
for a while. He wants to work 
with N.Y. talent “which is fresh 
and unlike the talent deposits of 
Hollywood.” He’s elated about 
Miss Hayward’s deal for, it’s noted, 
the actress could have formed her. 
Own . company but Figaro offers; 
her the production guidance. 

He hopes to' put other proper- 
tifes into shape for the cameras,1 

not necessarily his own produc¬ 
tions but those of outsiders under 
the Figaro banner. First player 
contrac'ee was Giorgia Moll, 
Italian-German actress who ap¬ 
pears in “American” with Audie 
Murphy and Michael Redgrave. * 

“American” was brought in at a 
negative cost of $1,500,000, “but 
It doesn’t matter what a picture 
costs-—the public doesn’t care,” 
commented Mankiewicz.' Although 
star names frequently give a good 
picture added boxoffice power, 
this doesn’t always obtain. “Mar¬ 
ty,” for example, might have been 
hurt , had it a big personality, he 
thought. 

Mankiewicz mentioned his own 
productions have never made 
Variety’s all-time list of top 
money-makers ($4,000,000 and up 
in domes’ic rentals) but .he has 
no intention of trying any differ¬ 
ent kind of approach. 

He’s going on making product 
as he thinks it should be made 
and seeking out the best means of 
merchandising. On his immediate: 
agenda is . “American” releasing 
plans, discussions with execs at 
United Artists, distributor oL the 
picture. ' ‘ *. 

Older stars should manage to 
“age gracefully” in their screen 
roles, producer Irwin Allen said in 
Gotham Monday <4>. ‘He noted 
that, in toto, there were more stars 
on the scene than ever before, but 
said that the number of “new’” 
stars had declined sharply.J 

Allen recently produced “The 
Story of Mankind” for Warner 
Bros., which has 50 speaking parts, 
most of. them filled by “stars.” 
Earlier, Allen had produced “The 
Animal World’’ for Warners. Lat¬ 
ter should end up with a $500,000 
to $1,600,000 worldwide profit. 

A star, said Allen, “is a name 
personality whose name is quickly 
recognized by the public. In re¬ 
cent years, the term ‘star’ also has 
come to mehn someone who can 
'sell* a picture. It’s almost like a 
brand name.” 

The old stars, observed Allen, 
never seem to die, or even fade 
away. He opined that this was 
okay, except that-they should take 
into account their aging process in 
the parts they take. 

While no definite distribution 
poHcy has been decided on for 
“Story of Mankind.” Alien said he 
personalia favored roadshowing 
any big attraction. “I believe the 
public wants to get the feeling they 
are seeing something special,” he 
commented: “Roadshows have a 
psychological effect. Somehow’, 
the picture becomes twice the show 
if it’s roadshown.” . 

Allen’s n°x*—on leave of ab¬ 
sence from WB—will be "The Big 
C-rcus” for Columbia. It’ll prob¬ 
ably be done in the Todd-AO proc¬ 
ess and will have 62 speaking 
parts. 

Producer said‘“Story of Man¬ 
kind” was being released at psy¬ 
chologically the right time, what 
with ther satellite launching and 
H-Bomb rtests. Film’s story is 
framed against a trial in Heaven, 
called to decide-whether mankind 
should of shouldn’t be allow’ed to 
set -off a super bomb w-hich might 
destroy the earth. Beginning of 
the world is represented in such 
a way as not to offend any religious 
group, Allen held. 

Prof. Robert Gessner sails this 
(Wed.) morning on the Queen Eliz¬ 
abeth for a series-of lectures, at the 
invitation of the British Film In¬ 
stitute. which will keep him abroad 
until Christmas. 

PUBLIC HEARING 

STAVE OF NEW YORK 
MINIMUM WAGE 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR. 
Pursuant to Section 656 of the Labor 

Law, the Amusement and Recreation Min¬ 
imum Wage Board, prior to recommend¬ 
ing mlniraqm wage standards for the 
Amusement and Recreation Industry in 
New York State, wUl hold public hearings 
for interested parties in: 

Rochester, Friday, October 25, 1957, at 
10 A.M.—Rochester Chamber of Com¬ 
merce, Assembly Hall, 55 St. Paul Street, 
Rochester, New York. 

Albany, Friday, November 1, 1957, at 10 
A.M.—Assembly Chamber, 3rd floor. State 
Capitol, Albany, New York. 

New York City, Friday, November 8, 
1957, at 10 A.M.—WendeU L. WUlkie Me¬ 
morial Auditorium, .Freedom House, 20 
West 40th Street, New York 18, New 
York. 

DEFINITIONS 
1. Amusement and Recreation Industry. 

The "Amusement and Recreation Indus¬ 
try” Is defined to include all establish¬ 
ments whose primary service is to pro¬ 
vide amusement, entertainment, or recre¬ 
ation, including establishments which pro¬ 
duce and distribute motion pictures and 
services allied to this, such as casting and 
rental of motion picture film or equipment. 

The industry also includes owners, les¬ 
sees, and concessionaires whose business 
is incidental thereto or in connection 
therewith, or a part thereof, and such 
services as are allied therewith. 

The industry includes but is not limited 
to motion picture and other theaters, 
dance halls and studios, ballrooms, bowl¬ 
ing alleys, billiard parlors, skating rinks, 
riding academies, race tracks, and stables, 
amusement parks and centers, penny ar¬ 
cades and other coin-operated amusement- 
device parlors, athletic fields, arenas, ball 
parks -and stadiums, swimming pools, 
beaches, gymnasiums and slenderizing -sa¬ 
lons golf courses, tennis courts, carnivals, 
circuses, boathouses, card dubs, and other 
similar et'ablishments. as well as play- 
producing or other entertainment-produc¬ 
ing companies, theatrical agents, ticket- 
brokers, and professional sports promot¬ 
ers. The industry also includes allied serv¬ 
ices operated in connection with amuse¬ 
ment and recreation establishments, such 
as check rooms and parking lots. 

The industry excludes (a) establish¬ 
ments engaged in the operation of radio 
and television broadcasting stations, and 
(b) non-profit organizations organized ex¬ 
clusively for religious, charitable, or ed¬ 
ucational purposes. 

2. Employees. Women 21 years of age 
and over and all workers of either sex un¬ 
der the ige of 21 years employed In the 
amusement and recreation industry. 

< Pursuant to Section 663-a of Article 19 
of the Labor Law all of the provisions of 
a minimum wage order apply also to 
males 21 years of age and Over. 1 

PAUL R. HAYS, CHAIRMAN 
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION 
MINIMUM WAGE BOARD 

October 1, l$5T>-vi •» -1 i •> . 
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‘Sunrise Semester/ TV's First /Hit/ 
Gets ‘Renewal/ Unprecedented Space 

By BOB CHANDLER 

First unquestioned hit show of 
the new television season has al¬ 
ready gotten a “renewal.” Show 
is the WCBS-TV, N. Y., “Compara¬ 
tive Literature 10,” the college 
“Sunrise Semester” course aired 
6:30 to 7 a.m. cross-the board in 
cooperation with New York U.r hnd 
the “renewal” is the decision by the 
school and station to televise 
“Comparative Literature 20” next 
February. 

Program, despite /or perhaps be¬ 
cause of) its early hour, has taken 
Gotham by storm, grabbing off 
more space both in the dailies and 
national mags than any other new 
show this season and certainly any 
other local show in WCBS-TV his¬ 
tory. Special rating has given it 
a 1.3 Trendex, which translates to 
62.000 homes (WCBS-TV figures 
124,000 viewers). At that, because 
the special Trendex covered urban 
areas and the show gets a heavy 
suburban audience, the station be¬ 
lieves that the audience may be 
underestimated. 

The “Comparative Literature 
20” course’s subject matter hasn’t 
been decided yet, primarily be¬ 
cause N. Y. U. has never offered 
such a course and the demand for 
it was created by the success of 
the current series, dealing with 
the modern novel from Stendhal- 
to Hemingway. Prof. Floyd Zulli, 
of the school’s romance languages 
department, who’s conducting the 
current course, will also do “Com¬ 
parative Lit 20.” 

Press and magazine reaction, 
much of it pegged to the sellout of 
Stendhal’s “The Red and the Black” 
and Balzac’s "Pere Goriot” in all 
New York bookstores (and an un¬ 
precedented run on library copies), 
has been unprecedented in scope. 
On the national magazinfe side, 
both Time and Newsweek devoted 
their, lead pieces in the radio-tv 
sections to the program. In prep¬ 
aration are pieces in Life, Glam¬ 
our, the Saturday Review of Lit¬ 
erature, the New Yorker, Reader’s 
Digest and Harper’s. Aside from 
heavy local coverage, stories were 
carried by the AP national wire, 
Publisher’s Weekly, and yarns are 
in the works for the Wall Street 
Journal, the Sydney (Australia) 
Morning Herald and Hearst’s Pic¬ 
torial Weekly supplement. Zulli 
has made two Voice of America 
broadcasts, in German and French, 
while the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corp. did a story on the show, 

. Program has even gone commer¬ 
cial, with Gotham bookstore 
Barnes & Noble taking spots 
around the program, first time the 

(Continued on page 46) 

Here Comes Jess Barker, 
Chi’s Ice Cream Man 

Chicago, Oct. 8; 
Jess Barker, known best as the 

erstwhile spouse of actress Susan 
Hayward although he’s an actor 
himself, has signed a contract with 
Goldenrod Ice Cream here to rep¬ 
resent that product in its promo¬ 
tions. 

Principally, Barker will do a 
daily hourlong dee jay show for 
Goldenrod on WCFL at 10:30 a.m, 
starting Oct. 14. He’ll also make 
personal appearances for the ice 
cream maker at store openings, 
food fairs, parades, sales meetings 
and generally as “the personifica¬ 
tion of the company.” Barker will 
also be tied in with the company’s 
merchandising and advertising 
campaigns. 

TNTs $2,471215 
Nine-Month Gross 
TNT closed-circuit television 

produced gross revenues of $2,471,- 
215 during the nine months ending 
Sept. 30, according to Nathan L. 
Halpern, president of the TNT 
companies—Theatre Network Tele¬ 
vision and TNT Tele-Sessions. De¬ 
scribing the take as a new record 
in closed-circuit communications, 
Halpern said the total amounts to 
82% of the business done by the 
entire large-screen, closed-tv in¬ 
dustry during the nine-month 
period. 

TNT, Halpern reported, has 
completed 140 telecasts for 6,000,- 
000 special viewers in 7,243 hotels, 
theatres and auditoriums. It has 
served 64 corporate clients, 36 ad¬ 
vertising agencies for closed-tv 
business meetings besides televis¬ 
ing the recent Robinson-Basilio 
fight. 

Sales meetings, advertising and 
promotion plans, and. stockholder 
meetings were among the principal 
uses of the medium during this 
period. Not only '■was there an 
increased use of closed-tv, Halpern 
noted, but period was markeed by 
repeats among major clients—Gen¬ 
eral Electric, for example, using 
TNT facilities for its ninth closed- 
circuit tele-session; Chevrolet was 
General Motor’s fourth; IBM’s its 
second; Dodge its third; Upjohn its 
fourth; while UJA utilized TNT 
for fund-raising three times In the 
first four months of this year. 

Glenn Ford’s 1-Shot 
Glenn Ford makes his tv acting 

debut as narrator of CBS-TV’s 
public affairs one-shot on Civil De¬ 
fense, “The Day Called X.” Ford 
was signed last week for the stint 
by public affairs producer Harry 
Rasky, who’s turning out the filmed 
half-hour for Dec. 7 airing. 

Film is being shot in Portland, 
Ore., and demonstrates the evacu¬ 
ation techniques of a city under 
A-bomb attack. 

On Capsule Segs; 
Wre in Black’ 

Mutual, which adopted the news 
and special events, plus'recorded 
music formula last June, is now 
operating in the black, under the 
stewardship of prez Paul Roberts 
who took over from the. RKO 
Teleradio management group on 
Aug. 8. 

Roberts reports that the net is 
sold out Until Oct. 21 on all of its 
114 half-hour five-minute news¬ 
casts, plus the eight-second and 
20-second adjacencies. The news¬ 
casts, plus sports and special 
events, religioso programming 
and the multi-message mystery 
block are the vehicles offered for 
network sponsorship under the 
limited programming concept 
adopted under the new plan. 

Telling of his stewardship since 
Aug. 8) Roberts reeled off some of 
the accounts attracted by the net’s 
format, all taking five-minute 
newscasts and/or the adjacencies. 
They include Jello, General Mo¬ 
tors, Kent Cigarets, Benrus 
Watches, and the Kraft renewal, 
as well as General Foods, Chrys¬ 
ler Corp., Rhodes Pharmical as 
well as others. Good portion of 
the biz is short term, but Roberts 
is optimistic about the net’s po¬ 
tential. 

Profit for the month of August, 
the first month under the reigns 
of Roberts, was small, reportedly 
in the neighborhood of $6,000. Be¬ 
sides the new biz, helping the sit¬ 
uation was the .lop off of" many 
execs formerly associated with 

, RKO Teleradio. The black ink, too, 
is impressive. when compared to 
,the losses under the RKO regime, 
[ prior to the changeover to the 
news-special events-and-fill-in-mu- 
sic format. 

Current biz fc running to about 
$600,000 monthly and Roberts is 
hopeful of realizing a profit in the 
six figures by the end of the year. 

In a possible network program-^ 

(Continued on page 46); 

7-Ups $300,080 
For ‘Dec. Airlift’ 

TV Network Premieres 
(Oct 9-20) 

Chicago, Oct. 8. 
Seven-Up, spreading its Yuletide 

cheer early as It has for the past 
two years, has scheduled a budget 
of $300,000 on four tv and five 
radio shows for its annual “Decem¬ 
ber Airlift.” Idea is to saturate 
the airwaves in a concentrated 
period—one, incidentally, in which 
a lot of soda pop product is sold— 

! hitting all age levels and segments 
I of the family. 
i Through Jack Mosman, radio-tv 

director of J. Walter Thompson 
agency in Chicago, Seven-Up 
bought 12 quarter hours (36 com¬ 
mercial minutes) on ABC-TV’s 
“American Bandstand,” eight 
commercial minutes on NBC-TV's 
“Tonight,” two participations on 
NBC-TV’s “Wagon Train,” and a 
single one-minute announcement 
on ABC-TV’s “Sugarfoot” (Nov. 
26>. On radio, Seven-Up purchased 
three participations on CBS’ 
“Amos and Andy” and three each 
on “Bandstand,” "One Man’s Fam¬ 
ily.” “Pepper Young’s Family,” and ! 
“My True Story,” all on NBC. In 
Addition, Seven-Up has alternate 
weeks of “Zorro,” its regular series 
on ABC-TV, with AC Sparkplugs 
co-sponsoring. 

Saturation sked begins Nov. 18 
with first participation on “Band¬ 
stand” and runs through Dec. 30. 
According to JWT, Seven-Up sales, 
which are normally hot during the 
holiday and pre-holiday period, 
have gotten a terrific boost in the 
past from the “Airlift” 

THURSDAY, OCT. 19 
Zorro (film). Western, ABC, 8 to 8:30 p.m., AC Spark Plugs via 

D. P. Brother, Seven-Up via J. Walter Thompson. 
. \ SATURDAY, OCT. 12 

All-Star Golf, Golf,. ABC, 4 to 5 p.m.. Miller Brewing via Math- 
isson & Assoc., Wildroot via BBD&O (V6 open)! 

What’s It For? Panel, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Parkson. 

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 16 
Tombstone Territory (film). Western, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., Bristol- 

Myers via Young & Rubicam. 
THURSDAY. OCT. 17 

Navy Log (film). Documentary-drama, ABC, 10 to 10:30 p.m., 
U.S. Rubber via Fletcher D. Richards. 

FRIDAY, OCT. .18 
Patrice Munsel Show. Music, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m., Buick and Frig- 

idaire, both via Kudner. 
Frank Sinatra Show. (film). Music, drama, ABC, 9 to 9:30 p.m.,. 

Liggett & Myers and Butova, both via McCann-Erickson. 
Colt 45 (film). Western, ABC, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Campbell Soup 

via BBD&O. 
SUNDAY, OCT. 20 

Omnibus, NBC, 4 to 5:30 p.m., (alt. wks.), Union Carbide via J. 
M. Mathes, Aluminium Ltd. via J. Walter Thompson (1/3 open). 

The Twentieth Century (film). Documentary, CBS, 6:30 to 7 p.m.. 
Prudential via Reach, McClinton & Co. 

The Chevy Show (Dinah Shore) (color). Music-variety, NBC, 
9 to 10 p.m., Chevrolet via Campbell-Ewald. 

Loretta. Young Show (film). Drama, NBC, 10 to 10:30 p.m., Proc¬ 
ter & Gamble via Benton & Bowles. 

SPECIALS 
Pinocchio (color). NBC, Sunday, Oct. 13, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., Rex- 

all via BBD&O. . 
The Edsel Show (Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra). CBS, Sunday, 

Oct. 13, 8 to 9 p.m., Edsel via Foote, Cone & Belding. 
Standard Oil 75th Anniversary Show (color). NBC, Sunday, Oct. 

13, 9:30 to 11 p.m., Standard Oil of New Jersey via MeGann-Erick- 
son. 

Green Pastures (color). NBC, Thurs., Oct. 17, 9:30 to 11 p.m., 
(first of “Hallmark Hall of Fame” series). Hallmark Cards via 

Foote, Cone & Belding. 

AFTRA’s Beef: Too Many Walk-ons’ 
An Increasing source of bitterness among New York’s television, 

acting fraternity is the use of non-union amateurs In 6ne-shot walk- 
ons in the live dramatic field. Under AFTRA rules, anybody can 
do a walkon once before having to join the union, and there’s been 
an increasing tendency to turn over such one-shot bits to favored 
amateurs. 

In one recent instance, a w.k. star had his three children do walk- 
on parts in a program in which he was starred. In another case late 
last season, the final show of the.year had secretaries and other 
personnel in the production staff doing the walkons. In still another 
case this year, a third dramatic show used a retired real estate deal¬ 
er and* a housewife. 

Actors are sore because the people used were doing it just for 
“kicks,” without any intention of making a career out of.acting. 
Producers weren’t trying to avoid paying regular fees—the ama¬ 
teurs got scale salaries. But, say the actors, the producers were do¬ 
ing wrong by the professionals, Every walkon helps, both in terms 
of feeding a family among the lesser-known thesps (and it’s the 
hungriest actors who need the walkons), and in . giving them cre¬ 
dits which can help them further their careers. There’s also many 
an instance where a walkon becomes a speaking role in the course 
of a rehearsal,-and the professional actor is deprived of. that much 
more of an opportunity for a break. 

‘Nothing Too Good for Our Client’ 
Key Sinatra, Boone Guest Shots 

——— -—+ 

Readers Digest Shifts 
Biz From MBS to NBC 

NBC Radio has copped the Read¬ 
ers Digest account away from Mu¬ 
tual, which brought the mag back 
to network radio awhile back with 
two 10-day saturation campaigns. I 

Readers Digest inked a deal 
with NBC Radio for $20,000 net 
weekly for a 13-week period, buy¬ 
ing one-quarter sponsorship in 42 
half-hourly newscasts weekly. NBC 
Radio also agreed to give the mag 
some cross-plugs in their news and 
commentary shows. 

Canada’s 275G For 
Coverage on Liz 

Ottawa, Oct. 8. 
Television and radio coverage of 

the visit to Ottawa this month by 
Queen, Elizabeth will cost the Ca¬ 
nadian Broadcasting Corp. more: 
than $275,000. Figure was given by 
Alphonse Ouhnet, CBC’s g.m„ on 
Montreal - Ottawa - Toronto closed 
circuit press conference! Ouimet 
called the Royal visit the most am¬ 
bitious project by CBC television 
in its five years of operation* j 

Ottawa CBC staffers will be aug- ! 
mented by other CBC personnel to ' 
bring the total staff in the. Capital 
for the visit, to approximately 300.. 
During the. four days, of Her Maj¬ 
esty’s and Priftce Phillip’s stay, 
CBC will air 20 hours each of radio 
and television in English and .the 
same time, in French, using. 40 
commentators, six of them women, 
equally^divided between the two 
national tongues. Ouimet did not 
sta^e the amount, but said much of 
the tv and audio broadcasts would 
be supplied’ to U.S. webs with the 
understanding they would be aired 
in the U.S., sans commercials.' 

CBC assigned six wi. Canadian 
writers to produce historical back¬ 
ground for commentators. Subjects 
will cover the Ottawa-Hull district 
and the role of the monarchy in 
Canada and will be used to give 
documentary continuity to the. 
overall airing of the Royal visit. 

Philiy WF1L Maneuvers 
Father & Son On-the-Air 

Reunion in Death Scare 
Philadelphia, OcL 8, 

A dramatic three-way long-dis¬ 
tance telephone hookup aired live 
over WFIL (5) reunited a father 
in New Britain, Conn., with .his 
Son in Phila., after an anguished 
phone search for the son believed 
killed in an auto accident 

In New Britain, Donald Mc- 
Queeney’s daughter announced! 
that she had just heard over the; 
radio that her brother, Robert, 20, 
of the U.S. Navy had been killed, 
while driving from Virginia Beach 
to Philiy to see his girl friend. 
Calls to police and naval stations 
were fruitless. 

About nine in the morning a call 
was made to WFIL, and Jack 
Steck, the station’s director of op- 

(Continued on page 46) 

Frank Sinatra will definitely ap¬ 
pear on NBC-TV as the host of a 
one-shot on “Club Oasis,” even 
though he signed an exclusive tele¬ 
vision pact with ABC-TV. The 
latter web has decided to comply 
with the “needs” of its major bank- 
rollers by allowing not only Sinatra 
to appear on the rival network 
but by going so far as to predict 
the appearance of another of its 
stars, Pat Boofie, on NBC-TV this 
season.. 

Sinatra will appear on NBC-TV’s 
“Club Oasis” as a one-time host on 
Jan. 18, 1958. Boone, though no 
date was discussed, is expected to 
appear on the Dinah. Shore show 
on NBC-TV sometime later this sea¬ 
son, and ABC allowed that the 
guest appearance would. be made 
even if Miss Shore did not promise 
to reciprocate by appearing on 
Boone’s ABC show. 

ABC sponsors Liggett & Myers 
and Chevrolet also have programs 
on NBC. L&M, for Chesterfields, 
bankrolls the Sinatra ABC show, 
soon to launch on Fridays, and it 
kls6 owns “Oasis.” Chevy has 
Boone on ABC and Miss Shore on 
NBC. Both sponsors want to use 
their ABC performers on NBC, and 
both, evidently, have been success¬ 
ful in impressing this fact on ABC. 
In the case of Miss Shore, while 

! no promises have been made, "it is 
[held possible, that she will appear 
on "Boone’s ABC show for Chevy. 

Initially,' ABC cracked down 
when NBC announced that Sinatra 
would appear, on a Nov. 23 “Oasis” 
stanza. Network said that .it had 
not been.informed of the move, and 
initially merely, wanted to pro¬ 
tect Sinatra, who begins in mid- 
•Octoher, until he was firmly es¬ 
tablished as an ABC performer be¬ 
fore permitting' him to do an/NSC 
stand. Sinatra, says McCann-Erick¬ 
son, agency for. L&M, is in fayor 
of the NBC speciaL 

McCann added that the reason 
it Was putting off the Sinatra ap¬ 
pearance until Jan. 18 is that if 

(Continued on page 43). 

Hollywood Tents 
Hollywood, Oct. ft 

ABC Radio will pull'out of Holly¬ 
wood within the next six months 
and move all playback operations 
to Frisco. What remains of local 
activity will be transferred to either 
the web's Television Center or at 
the transmitter site. NBC recently 
closed out its network originations, 

[air mailing all tapes to N.Y, for 
I feed to the web from there. 

ABC has three-year lease on Vine 
St. property running to December, 
1960, but is bring to make a sub¬ 
leasing deal. Only shows fed the 
network from here are four relig¬ 
ious programs which are taped. 
“Old Fashioned Revival Hour” airs 
live from Long Beach. News broad¬ 
casts would also comb out of Frisco. 

Final decision on disposition, of 
the Vine St studio will be made 
this week With the arrival from 
N.Y. of heads of the business af¬ 
fairs, engineering and accounting 
departments. Move to Frisco is for 
reasons of economy. Web’s station 
there, KGO, is ABC owned .and op¬ 
erated. 
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Kaiser-Armstrong to NBC: Honks’ 
It hasn't taken NBC-TV too long to regret the day It chased Kai¬ 

ser Aluminum and Armstrong Cork away. For within the span.of 
a single week, both advertisers gave NBC plenty of cause for re¬ 
gret. Kaiser, which switched over to ABC and agreed to chance the 
risky Sunday night slotting for its "Maverick” series, gave NBC 
grief week before last by clobbering Steve Allen in the 8 to 8:30 
time period (and beating the 7:30 to 8 “Sally” as well). 

And Armstrong, which switched its “Circle Theatre” over to 
CBS, made an auspicious bow last Wednesday (2) with its “Dead 
Sea Scrolls” script and promises to establish it as the strongest 
alternate programming yet to CBS' “U.S. Steel Hour,” posing a 
sharper competitive threat to NBC's "This Is Your life” than ever 
before. 

The Kaiser-Armstrong walkout, which took place late last spring, • 
stemmed from NBC's insistence they move from their alternating . 
Tuesday night 9:30 to 10:30 perch up a half-hour later to the 10 
to 11 period. NBC point was that research proved that live drama 
gets bigger audiences at 10 p.m., and that NBC wanted to program 
the 9:30 period differently anyway. Both advertisers balked, refus¬ 
ing to buck the competing “$64,000 Question” without some kind of 
leadin advantage. When the situation became a standoff,.NBC issu¬ 
ed its ultimatum, “IQ o'clock or nothing.” and Kaiser and Arm¬ 
strong strolled. 

Small War on Madison Ave. 
Court Dismisses Suit Aimed at Barring Schrafft’s 

Coffee Wagons From CBS Bldg. 
i---—,--- 

CBS has won the battle of the 
coffee break. , 

New York Supreme Court ref¬ 
eree Isidor Wasservogel last week 
dismissed a suit filed by Colbee’s, 
the w. k. restaurant in the. CBS 
building at 485 Madison Ave., seek¬ 
ing to "enjoin riyal Schrafft's res¬ 
taurant chain from bringing its 
coffee wagons into CBS quarters 
for coffeb break service to the net¬ 
work's employees. 

Colbee’s had brought the suit on 
the basis that the Schrafft’s service 
constituted a violation both of the 
Colbee lease and the CBS lease 
of the premises.. Building Is owned 
by the Madison.52d Corp., and the’ 
landlord as well as CBS and 
Schrafft's were named* defendants. 

Seems Colbee's had an outgoing 
service which it abandoned about! 
eight years ago. Since then, the 
CBS employees have had to fend 
for themselves, sending out to 
neighboring drug stores and lunch¬ 
eonettes for coffee, etc. East Feb-* 
ruary, CBS invited Schrafft’s, lo¬ 
cated across the Street, So bring in 
its wagons, an<T Colbee’s. promptly 
filed suit. 

Basis of the Colbee complaint 
is that its lease gave it the exclu¬ 
sive rights to any outgoing order 
business in the building, and en-. 
joined the landlord from permit¬ 
ting any other portion of the build¬ 
ing to he . used as a restaurant or_ 
eating place or cigar stand. Lease 
allowed CBS, however, to maintain 
private dining facilities for its ex¬ 
ecutives. * 

Wasservogel rilled that in allow- 
' (Continued on page 46) 

Station Relations 
Nod to Ed Bunker 
Ed Bunker,, for the past three 

years general manager of CBS- 
TV's Milwaukee o&o, WXIX, has 
been appointed v.p. and director 
of station relations at the network, 
succeeding . Ed, Shurick, who’s 
moving to Blair-TV as exec v.p. 
Bunker will be replaced in Milwau¬ 
kee by Frank Shakespeare Jr., 
general sales manager of the web's 
flagship WCBS-TV in New York. 

At the same time, the network 
moved Robert F. Jamieson, for the 
past six years manager of sales 
service, intp the station relations 
sphere in the new post of manager 
of station contacts, reporting to 
national station relations manager 
Carl Ward. Succeeding Shake¬ 
speare at WCBS-TV will be Nor¬ 
man Walt, account.exec with CBS- 
TV Spot Sales' Gotham homeoffice.- 

Bunker has been with CBS since 
1949, having served with the web 
as general sales manager of KNXT 
and the web’s Pacific Coast net¬ 
work before taking ,on the job of 
running the Milwaukee UHF’er 
.after it? purchase by CBS was au¬ 
thorized in November of 1954, 

Chi’s Educ’l Spec ! 
Chicago, Oct 8. 

In what it terms an “educational 
spectacular,” WTTW, the educa¬ 
tional station here, is televising a 
conversation between architect 
Frank Lloyd Wright and poet Carl 
Sandburg on Oct. 29, with Alistair 
Cooke as the catalyst. Wright and 
Sandburg, who have seen each 
Other only once in the past 20 
years. Will be in the Windy City for 
“Chicago Dynamic,” a U. S. Steel | 
public relations project | 

WTTW is filming the show and 
availing it to other educational and 
commercial stations. 

NTA’s $3,550,000 
Newark Buy; To 
Seek More TVers 
After weeks of negotiation, 

WATV and WAAT AM & FM have 

gone to National Telefilm Associ-j 

ates for the purchase price of! 

$3,550,000. The film distrib re- 

pprtsit i$ pushing ahead with plans 1 
to buy other video7 outlets as soon 
as possible, . 

Sweeping changes are in store 
for the Newark-based video sta¬ 
tion, which operates on Channel 
13. NT A, now awaiting FCC ap¬ 
proval of the sale, intends to elimi¬ 
nate the heavy , amount of foreign 
lingo television which seller Irving 
Rosenhaus has been programming 
of late. Furthermore, it will once 
more revert to an earlier starting 
time; Rosenhaus a few days ago 
shortened the sked by a couple of 
daytime hours and begins now at 
3:30 p.m. 

NTA will pay Rosenhaus, his 
brother Matthew, who. is prexy of 
Pharmaceuticals Inc., and his part¬ 
ners and . in-laws the Pollocks, 
$2,550,000 in. cash over a seven- 
year period. Another $1,000,000. 
out of future net profits is due the 
Rosenhaus-Pollock Combine. NTA 
said that the original owners are 

(Continued on page 46) 

Kastor, Farrell Named To 
Handle Wagner Campaign 

Kastor, Farrell, Chesfey & Clif¬ 
ford agency has been retained by 
Mayor Wagner to handle his re-; 
election campaign. 

Initial . plans by the agency 
call'for the N, Y. Mayor to make 
10 five-minute film programs en¬ 
titled “The Mayor Speaks Out,” 
dealing with civil rights, juvenile 
delinquency ; and other topics of 
interest; Series is scheduled to 
run from Oct, 9 through 21. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

! The Treyz-Kintner-Robinson & 
Sante Fe rolls jnto high this week 
with the three tv network pro- 

•gram braintrusters stepping up 
; their N. Y.-to-L. A. shuttling in (1) 
anticipation of the first round of 
’57-'58 casualties; (2) strengthen- 

! ing the entries that still have a 
chance of making it. 

! The Beverly Hills Hotel has, to 
all intents and purposes, become 
the “world capital” for “v.p.’s in 
charge of delivering shows.” “Cof¬ 
fee and pilots" is the menu’s piece 
de resistance as the buyers & sell¬ 
ers congregate daily. As far as the 
three networks are concerned, 
there’s only one topic: “We’ve got¬ 
ta mend our fences and have our 
schedules in top shape by Jan. 1.” 

To this end, the first 13-week go- 
round will probably wind up with 
some half-hour 'program lopoffs. 
Particularly in trouble are the 
batch of new situation comedies, 
notably on NBC and CBS, which 
have not only failed to catch fire 
but have invited some diminishing 
Trendex returns in contrast to last 
season. Both NBC and CBS are al¬ 
ways aware that the slotting of 
their respective Sunday 7:30 en¬ 
tries, “Sally” and “Bachelor 
Father,” has permitted* ABC’s 
“Maverick” to move in lock, stock 
& Trendex, with subsequent harm 
to the Ed Sullivan-Steve "Allen 8 
o’clock shows. 

But “Sally” and “Bachelor 
Father” are not the exceptions. 
CBS-TV’s “Dick and the Duchess,” 
“Eve Arden Show” and the held- 
over Gale Storm Show and “Mr. 
Adams & Eve” along with NBC’s 
“The People’s Choice” (also a 
holdover) are already either trou¬ 
ble spots or potential ones. It’s 
possible that one or two will make 
It (since it’s traditional that situa¬ 
tion comedies build slowly) but 
there is virtual agreement among 
the networks, based on early 
Trendexes, that the day of the uni¬ 
versal acceptance of the situation 
comedy is oyer. Sponsor resist¬ 
ance to this area of programming 
is at its peak. 

If ABC's Ollie Treyz and his 
program chieftain Jim Aubrey 
aren’t exactly strangers to the Bey- 
hills precincjts these days it's be¬ 
cause of the awareness that this is 
the season ABC will have to make 
good. Now that most of the new 
season's entries are accounted for, 
there's a realistic evaluation going 
on with an, eye toward an early 
scrapping -of the wealdes and bol¬ 
stering the* more solid segments. 
But of immediate concern is the 
desire to grab off a promising 
half-hour entry for the Sunday 
night 8:30 slot to bridge “Maver¬ 
ick” and the upcoming Sid Caesar 
show. 

NBC, heartened by its new com¬ 
petitive status on the basis of rat¬ 
ings thus far (see separate story), 
nonetheless is the first to admit 
that there are a minimum of half 
a dozen soft spots that will have 
ttr be eradicated. Three and pos¬ 
sibly four of the 7:30 to 8 segments, 
are in trouble, including the afore¬ 
mentioned “Sally” " on Sunday 
which, despite an impressive ini¬ 
tial episode, has since been a 'dis¬ 
appointment. Nat King Cole's 
Tuesday 7:30 show has been deliv¬ 
ering declining ratings. The Fri¬ 
day “Saber of London” 7:30 seg¬ 
ment is extremely doubtful. Thurs¬ 
day’s* “Tic Tac Dough” is still a 
question mark. 

The Procter & Gamble-sponsored 
“Meet McGraw” Tuesdays at 9 is 
just a'question of time. The net¬ 
work would like to chuck it pronto. 
Similarly the network isn’t happy 
about Thursday’s “People’s 
Choice,” with Young & Rubicam, 
on behalf of sponsor Borden, in¬ 
quiring as to new availabilities. 
Friday is practically loaded^ with 
shaky entries, including “Saber,” 
“Life of Riley” and “The Thin 
Man.” “Court of Last Resort,” 
which premiered last week, is still 
a wait-and-see proposition. . 

Major Saturday concern revolves 
around the alternating “Club 
Oasis” and Polly Bergen shows. 

CBS-TV May Drop Kangaroo,’ Dean, 
Return 7-9 A.M. Time to Stations 

Nice Work If You, Etc.- 
Ijt took a bit of persuasion 

for the producers of the Stand¬ 
ard Oil 75th anni spec on NBC- 
TV next Sunday (13) to con¬ 
vince Art Buchwald to fly 
from Paris to N. Y. to join the 
all-star array. A handsome 
fee plus a 10-day all-expense 
voucher exceeding a couple of 
thousand dollars did the trick: 

When Buchwald goes on the 
show he’ll dp a 60-second intro 
for a Jane Powell Parisian 
number. 

After some four unsuccessful 

years in early-morning network 

programming, CBS-TV may drop 

out of the 7 to 9 picture altogether. 

Web’s brass will meet within a 

couple of weeks to come to a final 
“one-way-or-the-other” decision on 

its 7 to 9 a.m. schedule, currently 

comprising the new Jimmy Dean 

show, “Captain Kangaroo” and two 

quarter-hour news shows. 

Likelihood is that either one or 
both of the entertainment seg¬ 
ments will be scrapped, though no 
decision has been reached. In 
either case, the move to drop the 
programs and scram the early- 
morning area will be a painful one 
for tbe network. Both Dean and 
“Kangaroo" have been strong criti- 
al and rating successes, but have 
been notoriously weak sponsor 
draws. 

“Kangaroo” in particular has 
been a major source of anxiety for 
the web. Despite extremely high 
Nielsen ratnngs, the show (because 

t of its high percentage of kiddie 
CBS-TV scored a major coup: viewers) has been unable to tap 

this week in getting Westinghouse j much sponsorship, and the series 
to renew “Studio One,” not for is very much of a losing proposi- 
just one year but for two full sea- tion. Key to its long run on CBS, 
sons. There had been some' doubt j. despite the red-ink situation, has 
that Westinghouse would renew; been the prestige factor. 

'Studio One Gets 
2-Year Renewal; 
May Go to Coast 

the lohgrunning . Monday night 
dramatics at all, so that the two- 
year renewal comes as an extra 
coup for the web. Renewal takes 
effect Jan. 1. 

Still unresolved, however, is the 
question of a shift in origination 
from New York to the Coast. Spon¬ 
sor and McCann-Erickson have 
been toying with the idea, on the 
basis that the Coast origination 
would make available a lot more 
of the name talent than is cur¬ 
rently on tap in New York. The 
greater reliance on names stems 
from Westlnghouse's hopes of 
boosting the show’s ratings. 

Deciding factor in the renewal, 
or at least in its timing, was Mon¬ 
day night’s show, which with Bar¬ 
bara Bel Geddes starring, out- 
Trendexed NBC’s “Suspicion” 
stanza (see Trendex boxscore). 
There had been some concern the 
week before, when “Suspicion” 
easily outrated “Studio One” in 
its premiere on NBC, that the new 
NBC entry might prove too potent 
Competitively for “Studio One.” 
That concern was largely erased 
by this week's ratings, and the re¬ 
newal came through yesterday 
(Tues.). Westinghouse is also said 
to have been impressed by the 
quality of the “Studio One” shows 
thus far this fall, and the upcom¬ 
ing plays now on the -drawing; 
boards. 

Dean is a fairly recent addition, 
going, back only to last spring. The 
country & music segment has been 
running about even, rating-wise, 
with NBC's “Today,” but thus far 
has been able to draw only one 
sponsorship bid. Decision here will 
be whether to give Dean an exten¬ 
sion to see what happens in the 
way of new client coin, or to drop 
him along with the entire morning 
lineup and get out of the unprofit¬ 
able a.m. business altogether. 

In the event CBS decides to 
scram the"morning,, the time will 
he turned over to the stations. 

NBC-TV Dickers Studio 
Lease With N.Y. Space 

At Alltime Premium 
Studio space in New York for.: 

televisioh drama is at an alltime i _ 
premium, so -much so that NBC 
is-currently negotiating a lease with TV TAn Uoc 
ABC for the latter’s large TV-2 Lnj DnUSll 1 T, 100, IMS 
which to house the live sessions of 
“Suspicion.” Deal, if one material¬ 
izes, should be set this week. 

‘Suspicion” situation exemplifies 

Rexall Mulling 
‘Hansel & Crete!’ 

Rexall, Which is sponsoring next 
Sunday's (13) “Pinocchio” hour spe¬ 
cial on NBC-TV, is also mulling a 
second fairy tale presentation for 
scheduling next April. Latter would 
be a tv version of “Hansel and 
Gretel” and would be brought in 
under the same production auspices 
as “Pinocchio” with David Susskind 
as executive producer. Herb Moss 
as* producer and with a Yascha 
Frank “created and staged by” tag. 

The “Pinocchio” presentation has 
been the springboard for Rexall’s 
major merchandising push this fall, 
representing an overall expenditure 
in excess of $1,000,000. Similarly a 
merchandising-promotion campaign 
Spring merchandising - promotion 
campaign would be built around 
the projected “Hansel” telecast. 

A Talent Problem 
London. Oct 8. 

John McMillan, Associated-Re- 
the overall situation, according to] diffusion's Droeram controller 
producer Mort Abrahams, who didi X^°“ s Hom^d last Sun for 
his first show Monday night (7) at! 1“ H®SjTto diJms ar- 

w^^^To^'~«fs tortp Hoil^od tal 

in * projected A'B 
black-and-white show* After that,|P “ 

McMillan was cagey about the 
proposed show, but said it Would 
not be a vaude type offering. He’s 
scheduled to return to London on 
Thurs. 

Geo. Wolf Exits MR 

he’s not sure wher. he'll wind up, 
though the ABC deal would solve 
the problem. Even then, with dif-i 
ferent control room setups and dif¬ 
ferent cameraman-director lines, 
some rewiring would he necessary. 

Trouble is, says Abrahams, the 
networks in the past few years have 
been concentrating. on theatre ac-! _ TTr x _ 
quisitions in expanding their studio? ._^eofge resigned yesterday 
facilities. And there isn’t a theatre«^radio-tv veep of Ruth¬ 
in New York,, says Abrahams, that ra^i~ Ryan after three years 
can adequately handle an hour W1*h the agency. Parting was ami- 
dramatic show, | cable. 

Abrahams expects the need fot! Wolf has set no future plans, 
more large studio space to inten-: though he’s considering setting up 
sify in the near future. . fhis own tv packaging firm. 
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Ealing Studio Dickers Sale Of 
Pre-’45 Releases to British TV 
London, Oct. 8. . 

The entire pre-1945 backlog of 
Ealing Studios may be made avail¬ 
able to tv if a deal between the 
studio and Britain’s ABC-TV comes 
to fruition. Negotiations, which 
have been going on secretly for 
some time, have now reached an 
advanced stage. 

The deal would involve between 
80 to 100 British features, repre¬ 
senting the studio’s entire output 
until the time they had a releasing 
affiliation with the Rank Organi¬ 
zation. They include a big batch 
of Grade Fields and George Form- 
by comedies and all the wartime 
dra nas produced at the studio. 

If the deal comes off it will be 
the biggest of its kind yet negoti¬ 
ated in Britain and could well be 
indicative of a trend in following 
the already established Hollywood 
pattern. The network, which is 
currently screening a batch of the 
late Sir Alexander Korda’s pic¬ 
tures, operates the Midlands and 
Northern outlets at weekends. 

From the point of view of the 
program companies, a regular flow 
of British features is a boon in 
helping them to fulfill their quota 
obligations. Roughly less than 15% 
foreign material is allowed on the 
commercial web and the whole of 
that time is largely taken up by 
imported filmed series. 

In the current negotiations with 
ABC-TV, Ealing, it is understood, 
is pressing for complete control 
over the presentation of the films 
on tv and is insisting that they 
should not be aired more than 
once. The studio has rejected any 
suggestion of an outright sale of 
their backlog to tele, but instead, 
is offering a license for a single 
showing only of each of the pic¬ 
tures involved in the negotiations. 

NTA Canada Deal 
On 20th Features 

National Telefilm Associates has 
scored the first large-scale sale of 
feature programming to a national 
advertiser in Canada, with Ameri¬ 
can Home Products taking one- 
third sponsorship of 20th-Fox fea¬ 
tures for weekly telecasting In 17 
Canadian markets. 

Deal, set by Young and Rubi- 
cam in Toronto, is on behalf of 
American Home Products White¬ 
hall Pharmacal Division. Repping 
NTA was David Griesdorf, prez 
and general manager of NTA Tele¬ 
films (Canada) Ltd. 

The feature programs to be 
called “Premiere Performance,” 
although not associated with the 
NTA Film Network in the U. SM 
will begin tomorrow (Thurs.) and 
run for a 52-week period. 

Markets ordered include Calgary, 
Peterborough and Kitchener, 
which will carry the feature sched¬ 
ule Thursday evenings. Set for 
Friday evening showings are Mon¬ 
treal, Ottawa, Toronto, Vancouver, 
Kingston, London, Regina, Barrie 
and Winnipeg. Saturday playdates 
have been scheduled in Halifax. 
Saint John, N.B., Sydney and 
Moncton will televise the features 
Sunday afternoons and Edmonton 
is scheduled for Thursday eve¬ 
nings, beginning Oct. 17. 

First cycle of pix will include 
“Suez," “Forever Amber," “Gentle¬ 
men’s Agreement,” “Leave Her to 
Heaven” and “13 Rue Madeleine.” 

GUILD EXPANDING 
BLURB PRODUCTION 

Guild Films commercial division, 
which may shortly fall under the 
command of Norm Alperin, is plan¬ 
ning to expand by- establishing 
blurb production facilities in Mex¬ 
ico City and London <\vhere it 
also will do regular telefilm pro¬ 
gramming) and in Puerto Rico. It 
will also maintain the New York, 
operation. 

Alperin, now called commer¬ 
cials sales exec, is expected to fake 
over as official chief of the blurb 
setup for Guild. Job was held by 
Wally Gould until he moved over 
to Television Programs of America 
several months ago. Nox Lempert 
Witt continue as exec producer. 

Don’t Look Now, But It’s 
Only a‘Tachistoscope’ 

Hollywood. 
Editor, Variety: 

The current hullabaloo about so- 
called hidden commercials and 
subliminal projection brings to 
mind my own background and my 
own fears for the future. 

The flash device, upon which hid¬ 
den commercials is based, is none, 
else but the good old' tachistoscope 
or flash-meter. This device can be 
bought in many camera stores. It 
is well known to GI's who studied 
the flash method of aircraft recog¬ 
nition. 

This device is mainly used in 
speed-reading training,' whereby 
numbers and groups of words are 
flashed at speeds anywhere from 
l/5th of a second to I/100th of a 
second. The purpose of this Is to 
Improve concentration and. the 
ability to read more than single 
words and thus to read the printed 
page that much faster. The. fact 
that the flash is so fast means that 
the rapid reader Is really subli- 
mininating. At NBC we use simi¬ 
lar devices in the Reading Im¬ 
provement Program which is con¬ 
ducted by the NBC Personnel De- 

(Continued on page 46) 

Sinatra Expands 

Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
Frank Sinatra’s Hobart Produc¬ 

tions vidfilmery, formed to shoot 
his ABC series, is planning to ex¬ 
pand, with Sinatra currently nego¬ 
tiating for other series. 

Sinatra disclosed here he is ne¬ 
gotiating with Bill Mauldin for a 
vidseries based on Mauldin’s 
“Willie and Joe" characters, also 
with Rose Franken re a series 
based on her tome, “Claudia.” Wil¬ 
liam Self, producer of Sinatra’s 
ABC series, will produce, the new 
entries if the deals jell, added the 
singer-actor. 

Sinatra is currently making his 
directorial debut—directing Bing 
Crosby and himself in a vidfilm 
for his ABC series. Picture, now 
shooting (in color), will be seen 
on his series at Christmas time, 
and Sinatra is planning to release 
it in theatres eventually. 

Barter? Depends Who 
| & How, Sez Ed Madden; 

Cites Payoff to Latex 
Generalizations about the barter 

technique, either good or bad, are 
fallacious In the opinion of Edward 
D. Madden, former v.p. of Inter¬ 
national Latex Corp., which set up 
and currently is going on its barter 
deal with Matty Fox’s C & C Super 
on the RKO library. 

Madden, now prexy of Keyes, 
Madden & Jones Agency, says the 
Latex-Fox deal is proving beneficial 
to Latex, as well as giving stations 
wanted product. In that particular 

: situation, the barter technique 
proved itself out admirably, he 
feels, reporting that Latex is get¬ 
ting exposure currently in over 100 
markets, declining though as a mat- 

| ter of policy to list them. Latex 
deal with C & C calls for a $4,- 

| 000,000 annual guarantee to C & C 
; over a five-year period against Fox 
[organization sharing on increased 
sales of Latex products. Fox’s share 
on increased sales was described as 
a small percentage. 

Madden made . known that in 
some of the barter arrangements 
with stations, which also owned 
and operated radio stations, C & G 
accepted some spots on radio too, 
in the barter arrangement. The 
ad exec, forecast that barter will 
continue to be utilized in the trade 
as long as distribs have good pro¬ 
gramming that stations want. He 
blamed the demise of the National 
Telefilm Associate’s deal with Ex¬ 
quisite Form Bra on the lack of 
time and savvy, crediting Fox with 
putting across the only two national 
barter deals to date, the other be¬ 
ing with: the old MPTV library. 

Balto’s New WJZ-TV Cuts 
Some Fancy ARB Capers 

In First Month Ratings 
Baltimore, Oct. 8. 

Combination of top feature pix 
and local live personality shows 
appears to have done the trick 
for Westinghouse’s *new station ac¬ 
quisition here WJZ-TV, judging by 
the latest September American Re* 
search Bureau ratings, the first rat¬ 
ing period since the station, 
changed its call letters and com¬ 
pletely overhauled local program¬ 
ming. 

September ARB shows WJZ-TV 
with 35.5 share of audience, sign- 
on to sign-off, ahead of NBC af-| 
filiated WBAL-TV in third .slot 
with 25.1, and shaded by WMAR- 
TV, CBS affiliate with 38.2. WJZ- 
TV, and ABC affiliate, prior to the 
takeover had been third in the 
market. 

The new Westinghouse team, 
helmed by Larry Israel and new 
program chief Joel Chaseman, 
brought the Metro, RKO pix to the 
station, as- well as Terrytoon and 
Popeye Cartoons. Additionally, the. 
new WBC outlet also has gone 
strong for liye shows, built around 
ex-radio personalities such as Bud¬ 
dy Deane and Jack Wells, program¬ 
ming nearly six hours a day live. 

In daytime, WJZ-TV was stand- 

(Continued on page 43) 

Kim ‘Gee Whiz’ 
Promodi on Pix 

Hollywood* Oct, 8. 
Potatoes aren’t cheaper, tomatoes 

aren’t cheaper, and neither is the 
cost of promoting a tv show. Last 
year, when KTTV bowed on its 
Colgate-sponsored package of old 
Metro pix, station launched what 
was then a block-busting campaign, 
which added up to approximately 
$100,000 in cost. One year later, to 
bow on a new batch of Colgate- 
sponsored Metro films last Friday 
(4), the tab hovers around the $124,- 
000 mark. 

This sets some sort of record 
hereabouts for promoting a single 
program. Across the street from 
KTTV, Paramount-owned KTLA 
has a campaign underway which 
approximates the figure, but KTLA 
is promoting its entire new pro¬ 
gramming lineup for the fall. 

As with most such campaigns, 
the KTTV figure represents mostly 
spots and plugs on the station itself. 
However, at going rate card prices, 
over the past two weeks KTTV has 

Boom Boom 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

The power of old pix was 
. again demonstrated when the 
Metro backlog bowed on KTTV 
for a second season under Col¬ 
gate sponsorship. Special 2,000- 
call survey by ARB* ordered 
by the Colgate agency, showed 
“Boom Town” swamped all op¬ 
position in its 150-minute 
period. ' t 

Between 8:30-10 p.m., pic 
beat competition on all three 
networks. 

withheld some $91,500 in time from 
other potential advertisers to plug 
the “Colgate Theatre” debut 
(which, incidentally, preemed with 
“Boom Town” this year). There is 
no way of pinning down these costs 
precisely, but the figure represents 
some 183 scheduled teleblurbs, 
from 10 seconds to five minutes 
long, ranging from Class AA ($600 
a minute) to Class B ($300 a min¬ 
ute) time periods. Another $19,600 
represents time allotted to KTTV 
talent (George Putnam, Jackson 
Wheeler, Bill Welsh, Sheriff Jonh, 
Steve Martin, Dick Whittinghill, 
Del Moore, Dick Joy) for promo¬ 
tional plugs. Not included are some 
35 “stay-timed” plugs over closing 
credits of shows With non-competi- 
tiye sponsors. ’ 

Newspaper advertising over past 
week in all metropolitan dailies and 
a large number of regional dailies 
represents another $10,000. This 
also includes followup advertising 
for at least another two weeks. 

Another $1,100 went into outdoor 
advertising, with 200 seven-sheet 
posters. All day Friday (4), a heli¬ 
copter towed a banner promoting 
“Boom Town” over the L. A. area, 
and a skywriter emblazoned the pic 
title over various parts of the city, 
at a combined cost of $900. 

‘MDM-Program or Spot Carrier? 
Is WOR-TV’* (N.Y.) “Million Dollar Movie'* a program or a 

spot carrier? That’s what Screen Actor’s Guild and the advertisr 
ing agencies are going to decide when negotiations, begin early 
next year for a new codified telefilm eommercial contract. 

SAG seeks the program rate fqr all unionites who appear in 
in commecials on “MDM.” It is higher than the spot carrier rate. 
SAG says that It long ago went on record as having declared 
“MDM” a-program, and hence has been collecting fees for it as a 
program. 

SAG maintains that its position—which can affect many other 
multi-exposure feature stanzas throughout the country—has always 
been clear: That because WOR bills its advertisers as the show 
owners, in a sense, it is a program and not a spot Carrier. 

A SAG spokesman the other day adlibbed an “MDM” sponsor 
intro: “Presented by ... ” (followed by the name of the sponsor 
or sponsors). However, it has been noted, that WOR some¬ 
time in the not too distant past began, to refer to sponsors in their 
introductions as “participators.”__ 

Only a Few Holdouts: Crawford 
Sez H’wood Talent Can No Longer Afford to Shun 

TV; Cite* Profit Aspects 

‘MAIN ST. JAMBOREE’ 
ROLLING *IN CANADA 

Toronto, Oct. 8. 
With Hal Roach Jr. to distribute 

their “Main Street Jamboree” kine¬ 
scopes in the U. S., Ralph Foster, 
former film commissioner for Aus¬ 
tralia, and Julian Roffman, former 
producer of “March of Time” doc¬ 
umentaries, have teamed up to 
complete first of their 30-mins. tv 
film series, with pair taking over 
a defunct movie house here and 
converting this to a 110 by 55 foot 
tv studio. 

Tagged Meridian Films, pair's 
claim is that their “Main Street! 
Jamboree” Is the first Canadian- j 

financed company to use an all- 
Canadian cast and Canadian tech¬ 
nical crew. On hoedown, square 
dance sequences and “country mu¬ 
sic,” series will use Jack Kingston 
and His Mainstreeters (8), eight 
square dancers and a caller, with 
Helen Fielding as brunet folk- 
singer, Wally Trougettthe teenage 
hero; with Roffman directing and 
Foster as production supervisor. 

New Product Too, 

Aside from the newly produced 
, “Woody Woodpecker” series on 
[Thursday afternoons, the ABC-TV 
5 to 5:30 week day lineup will have 
other new telefilm product. It 
was originally believed that the 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Friday segments of the Kellogg- 
sponsored telefilm strip on the 
network would consist of entirely 
Of reruns. 

Kellogg has contracted for 13 
new “Wild Bill Hickock” half- 
hours and 13 new “Superman” pix 
of the same length. Flamingo 
Filins has started production on 
the first run “Supermans** and, 
depending on the speed of produc¬ 
tion, they will at some time in the 
near future be integrated with the 

1 reruns of the same title in the 
Monday slot. William Broidy will! 
sqon start on the cowpix, and they 
too, will be integrated with old 
“Hickocks” on Wednesdays. Both 
deals were set through Leo Bur¬ 
nett, agency for the breakfast 
cereal. 

“Sir Launcelot” on Tuesdays 
and “The Buccaneers” on Fridays 
over ABC-TV are entirely rerun 
series. Walter Lantz, through Uni¬ 
versal-international, is tying up 
some of his “Woodpecker” car¬ 
toons, produced for theatre con¬ 
sumption but never seen on tv, 
with some fresh tv footage. 

$3;500,000 7-YEAR' 
TAB ON ‘SUPERMAN’ 

Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
Over seven-year period in which 

“Superman” telepix series has been 
shooting, total of $3,500,000 has 
been spent on production, discloses 
producer Whitney Ellsworth.' 

Seventh year lensing commenced 
last week at Ziv Studios here, with 
star George Reeves and cast regu¬ 
lars Noel Neill, Jack Larson, John 
Hamilton and Boh Shayne back. 
George Blair has been assigned to 
direct first three segments. 

There are very few Hollywood 

holdouts, actors and actresses who 

refuse to play on tv, according to 

Broderick Crawford, In New York 

for some p.a.’a in between shooting 

on third year production of Ziv’s 

“Highway Patrol.” 

“Personally, I know only of only 

five' and they’re simply afraid to 

make the step, the way I was 

afraid,” Crawford stated. Things 

have changed quite a bit on the 

Coast, when the going phrase 

among unemployed talent was “can 
I borrow $Z until tv blows over?” 
Television has become Very impor¬ 
tant to the Coast film colony, with 
virtually all the majors now pro-* 
during for the medium. 

Crawford felt that he would 
rather do a syndicated series, stat¬ 
ing that if you. have a winner in 
syndication, the series is profitable 
in a year, the first time around, 
after which residuals begin coining 
in. He has & percentage share in 
the sales gross of “Highway Patrol,” 
and feels that residuals are an 
“actors dream.” 

Enjoying the flexibility that film¬ 
ing allows, Crawford took off last 
summer to play a role in a feature 
film “The Swindler,” produced in 
Italy. He has formed an indie com¬ 
pany to produce two “offbeat” fea¬ 
tures in the U.S. Asked if he felt 
there is room on tv for “offbeat” 
fare, he replied in the negative, 
stating,his feeling that television is 
too young a medium. 

He credited “Playhouse 90’* and 
“Climax” for making efforts in that 
direction, though, but adding 
they've been taking an awful pan¬ 
ning by the critics. 

On “Highway Patrol,” there are 
15 in the can of third-year produc¬ 
tion. He is discussing a new series 
with Ziv for which he would be 
a director. Ho explained that his 
deal on “HP" calls for him to direct 
six out of -39 episodes, but feeling 
that an actor cannot direct himself, 
he’s declined the directorial chores. 
But telefilms, has opened the direc¬ 
torial field for him as ^t has done 
with other Ziv star performers, 
Barry Sullivan and Wendell Corey. 

Lotsa Stations 
Strip for Action 

More and more stations through¬ 
out the country appear to be util¬ 
izing action adventure skeins for 
stripping purposes. This seems to 
be borne out by the track record 
on two Ziv shows “I Led Three 
Lives” and “Mr. District Attorney,” 
being handled by Ziv's Economee 
TV division/ Lack of new situa¬ 
tion comedy series, only fresh one 
being “Our Miss Brooks” to be' 
thrown on*the market, is one con¬ 
sideration. Furthermore, Ziv claims 
to he getting top dollar for Its re¬ 
run skeins in a market classified 
by many syndicators as soft. 

Multi-run buys on “I Led Three 
Lives” have been chalked up re¬ 
cently with the following stations: 
WCBS-TV, N. Y.; WAGA, Atlanta; 
WHCT, Hartford, Conn.; KWU-TV, 
Oklahoma City, WBAL, Baltimore; 
and on “Mr. District Attorney” 
with: WFA, Dallas, KSD, St Louis, 
WTVJ, Miami, WOW, Omaha, 
WKY, Oklahoma City* 
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Radio & TV Join Forces to Give 
Soviets Sputnik a Fancy Whirl 

With the news break on Russia’s' 

Sputnik earth satellite coming on 

Friday eve (4j, the radio and tele¬ 

vision networks, hipped on the 

story for an all-weekend coverage 

that dwarfed the weekend news¬ 
paper breaks op the development. 
Among all three webs, no less than 
six special television shows were 
devoted to the story over the week¬ 
end, along with the spot breakinsj 
to regular programming and ex¬ 
tensive coverage in the regular ra-l 
dio-tv news shows. 

Of the three webs, NBC came 
out on top with its coverage, grab¬ 
bing the story off as its' own via 
the pickup of the satellite’s radio 
signal by RCA Communications. 
IVhen the first Reuters and AP dis-| 
patches came in at 6:30 on Friday 
eve, NBC newsroom supervisor Ed 
Gough called RCA Communica-| 
tions, suggesting they monitor Ra¬ 
dio Moscow for the announcement. 
And when Moscow announced the 
frequencies of the signal, . RCA 
caught a faint signal at 8 p.m. and 
a strong one at 8:07. At that point, 
RCA got back to Gough and the 
signal was taped and placed on the 
air at 9 p.m. with a break-in to 
regular programming. 

By that time, all three webs were 
busy placing their assignments and 
planning special coverage. RCA 
meanwhile got tapes out to all 
broadcasters, getting on - the - air 
credits from CBS, for example. 
And the networks yanked into their 
files'for an International Business 
Machine-produced animated se¬ 
quence showing how a satellite 
would be rocketed into its orbit. 

That same night, with all the 
new's shows devoting virtually all 
their coverage to the story, NBC 
did a six-minute special in its "To-; 
night” show. On Saturday, NBC did 
a 15-minute panel at 2:30 p.m. nut 
of Washington, and at'11:15 that 
night, David Brinkley did an inter¬ 
view of John P. Hagen, project 
officer of the U.S.’ own Vanguard 
satellite program. On Sunday, web] 
did another special preempting 
“Outlook,” in which Joseph Kaplan, 
head of the American Committee of] 
the International Geophysical Year, 
appeared, and also showing exclu¬ 
sive footage of the misfiring of the 
Atlas ICBM a couple of weeks back. 

CBS, meanwhile, dispatched; 
crews and reporters to the Smith¬ 
sonian Astrophysical “Operation 
Moonwatch” setup in Boston and 
the Naval Research Labs in Wash¬ 
ington, feeding footage and live, 
pickups for local news shows fronrrj 
those - points through Sunday. 
Meanwhile, local experts were 
picked up, with the WCBS-TV Ron 
Cochran “Late News” in N.Y. 
grabbing Columbia U. astronomer 
Dr. Jan Schilt as the first expert on 
the satellite. 

On Sunday, the web did live and 
film reports in its “World News 
Roundup,” then did a half-hour 
special on the story at 6 to 6:30 
with pickups from the Hayden 
Planetarium in N.Y. and in Wash¬ 
ington with American experts and 
the chief of the visiting Russian 
delegation, along with London and 
Moscow reports. Webs followed this 
up with additional coverage on 
“Sunday News Special." 

At ABC, web’s radio and tv arms 
carried the story via reg:uar news 
shows, then on Sunday airei a ra¬ 
dio and a tv special, the AYIer at 
7:30 and the telecast at 4 to 4:30. 
Both shows used interviews with 
rocket expert Willy Ley, along with 
reports from Moscow TVer also 
got Sen. Mike Mansfield lor the 
only firsthand Congressional yiewr 
of the situation. 

Int’l Radio Women Assn. 
Reelects Dorothy Lewis 

Paris, Oct. 8. 
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, long asso¬ 

ciated with" broadcasting in the U.S. 
and at the United Nctibns, has been 
reelected president of the Interna¬ 
tional Assn. of Radio Women, which 
has recently completed its annual 
convention here. 

Also reelected was Mabel Puw! 
Dayies, of England, to the secre¬ 
tary-treasurer post. Vice-presidents| 
chosen Include Catherine King, 
Australia, and Betty Barzin, Bel¬ 
gium, while the board of governors 
includes Janet Quigley, England; 
Gabriele Strecker, Germany, and 
Adrienne Vavas seur, France. 

Frank Parker Set For 
Twin Booking in Pitt. 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 8. 
Frank Parker's coming here un¬ 

der a double deal next month, with 
the Horizon Room, big nitery. at 
Greater Pittsburgh Airport, and 
the Ford Dealers of Allegheny 
County sharing him between them. 
Contract calls for Parker to wprk 
the week of Nov. 4 at Horizon 
Room and also to star from there 
in a live telecast. Friday night, Nov. 
8, over KDKA-TV for Ford crowd 
to introduce the new line of cars. 

It’ll be the first time a tv show 
has ever originated from a local 
cafe. The video program will use 
Larry Faith’s Horizon Room house 
band and the other acts on the 
bill with Parker, along with a fem¬ 
me singing personality still to be 
selected. The twin booking for 
Parker was set by George Claire, 
local agent who had the MCA of- 
ice here for a year but is now on 
his own. 

Italy’s TV Poser: 
‘How Far Dare We 
Venture on Comls 

Rome, Oct. 8. 
The question of video advertis¬ 

ing, long a thorny controversial 
subject in this country, has been 
brought into the spotlight once 
more following the recent Cannes 
and Trieste conventions and festi¬ 
vals of publicity films made for pic 
houses and television. 

Italo tv commercials currently 
are confined to a 10-minute' eve¬ 
ning segment, billed as “Carosel- 
lo,” and containing four two and 
a half minute ad shorts each. It's 
known that RAI-TV is contemplat¬ 
ing taking fuller advantage of Its 
permit for video advertising in the 
future, though realizing this is a 
dangerous move in the current de¬ 
veloping stage of the local video 
picture. 

Some observers here note that, 
while some of the “Carosello” spot 
ads are entertaining enough to" 
“draw” weekly audiences to see 
their comic or musical attractions, 
others are less satisfying and weigh 
down the “program” as a whole. 
A suggestion has been made that 
RAI-TV pre-screen the ads for en¬ 
tertainment values (as well as for 
thre current censorial angles). It 
is improbable that such a move will 
be made, also because there is cur¬ 
rently little criticism of Italo video 
advertising on the part of viewers 
(even though these are already 
paying a yearly $25 fee for use of 
their sets.) 

50 PAY-TV BIDS 
JN ROCKY REGIONS 

Denver, Oct. 8. 
Closed circuit pay television ap-: 

plications have been filed in more 
than 50 cities in the Rocky Moun¬ 
tain region, with Denver having 
received four applications to install 
such service. 

The latest application for a 
wired service in Denver was filed 
by Televents Inc., which present¬ 
ly supplies paid tv to several com¬ 
munities in the region that, be¬ 
cause of surroundings, would be 
without television. Televents Inc. 
is offering to pay Denver 2% of 
the revenue in exchange for a re¬ 
vocable non-exclusive franchise. 

Both Skiatron, Telemeter 
Awarded Contracts For 
Oceanside Pay-TV Setup 

Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
Telemovies Development Corp., 

which has franchise from Ocean- 
side, Calif., to operate a pay-see 
video system there, has tied up 
with Skiatron Inc, and Internation-: 
al Telemeter Corp, as subcontrac¬ 
tors. Telemovies will use Skiatron 
programming and Telemeter coin- 
operated equipment in Oceanside, 
it was disclosed. 

Details were revealed. after re¬ 
lease of a Skiatron statement last 
week, in which it was apparently 
falsely set forth that the Tele- 
movies-Skiatron deal excluded Tel¬ 
emeter from the picture. Harrison 
W. Herzberg, attorney-secretary of 
Telemovies, set the record straight 
with a statement that the Skiatron 
deal “extend? only to the purchase 
of programming . . . The franchise 
request for the City of Oceanside, 
first franchise Issued in California, 
specified International Telemeter 
equipment. No decision has been 
made in other areas, in which Tele¬ 
movies has requested franchises.” 

Telemovies has applications on 
file in some 35 localities, mainly in 
California, but also in Arizona, Ne¬ 
vada, Illinois and Wisconsin. (Herz¬ 
berg took off for Milwaukee last 
week, to pitch an additional toll- 
video franchise for Telemovies in 
the beer berg. Earlier last week, 
Milwaukee Common Council ap¬ 
proved bid of Skiatron for a pay-tv 
franchise.) 

FRENCH TV STILL • 
2D FIDDLE TO AM 

Paris, Oct. 8. 
The number of video sets in 

operation here recently been put at 
€50,000 to the 9,885,000 radios In 
use. These are official figures 
based on the licenses sold, for both 
airwave segments are nationalized 
and under the Radiodlffusion- 
Television Francaise. 

TV still plays second fiddle to 
radio, but as new tv transmitters 
open video looks poised to forge 
ahead soon. France still falls be¬ 
hind West Germany and Italy, both 
in the amount of tv stations and 
sets. 

WEEP Some More My WHY 
__ „ . . Pittsburgh, Oct. 8. 
Radio Row is still buzzing with talk here about the wild cam¬ 

paign put on by ex-WILY in heralding change in its call letters to 
WEEP and withdrawal from a strictly local Negro beaming to the 
general market. One of seven broadcasting properties owned by 
John Kluge, wealthy food broker, and managed by Ernie Tannen, 
vice-president who has a piece of the business, the WEEP promotion 
was such a success the telephone Operators are only now catching 
up on their sleep a week later. 

After letting the columnists and dailies in on the upcoming 
switch after pledging them first to secrecy, Tannen started off 
■with run-of-the-paper teasers merely saying “WEEP FOR JOY/' 
Pittsburgh Courier, mose Influential Negro weekly in the country, 
broke the release date early, apparently in protest of WILY 
deserting the race field, but by that time it was longer a- trade 
secret anyway. 

The big gun was reserved, however, for the finale. On the day 
the actual change took place,, WEEP, which airs only in the day¬ 
light hours, played just one recording from the sigmon to sign-off. 
It was Perry Como's “Just‘Born,” and that’ did it Switchboard 
was deluged. More than 4,000 calls- came in; thousands of others 
got a busy signal. They were still telephoning days later to in¬ 
quire what it was all about. 

Later in the afternoon, “WEEP beeped an interview in New York. 
wtih Como himself, and played it in partial explanation and, of 
course, in appreciation from the singer. Tannen picked the let¬ 
ters WEEP because he said it opens so many,offbeat opportunities, 
among them a sign-off that might go “and now you won’t here 
a peep out of WEEP for the next 12 hours.” 

Previously staffed by Negroes, WEEP is retaining, only one of its 
Negro deejays, the one who calls himself Sir Walter Raleigh and 
speaks a haugh'y British bop jargon. The station’s other top- 
rated platter spinner. Bill Powell stays on but he’ll be the music 
librarian and program director. 

.• ; ; 

TV-Radio Production Centres ij 
IN- mW YORK CITY ... 

Schick Electric Shaver.is co-spqnsoring the “Gisele Mackenzie Show” 
(NBC-TV) with Scott Tissue not EverSharp as inadvertantly reported 
in last week’s Variety. Benton & Bowles is the agency for Schick . . . 
NBC’s Mike Daim to the Coast for huddles on upcoming Jerry Lewis 
show . . . Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt’s interview with Nikita Khrushchev 
was carried by Mutual Sunday (6) eve . . . Elaine Shepard, who did 
“Hollywood Diary” in Washington, in N.Y. with plans to revive the 
show on a local station . .. Comedienne Pert Kelton on leave from the 
Robert Q, Lewis CBS* Radio segment, rehearsing for the upcoming 
Broadway musical, “The Music Man” . , . Elliott Silverstein tapped to 
direct two “U.S, Steel Hour” segments, “Crisis in Corona” on Qct. 23 
and the musical version of* “Huck Finn” on Nov. 20, and will also di¬ 
rect "Hans Brinker” on Dec. 15 at NBC . . . Metopera’s Theodor Upp- 
man guests on radio’s “Telephone Hour” Dec. 9 and tv’s “Voice of 
Firestone” Feb. 17 , . . Designer John Robert Lloyd becoming a mys¬ 
tery specialist—he’s the art director for “Hand in Glove,”'the Oct. 21 
live “Suspicion” entry, and the following night, “Monique,” for which 
he designed the set, opens on Broadway . . . Carol Reed, the WCBS- 
TV weather girl, has a new sponsor for her “Rain or Shine” segment, 
Shelton Looms . : . Art Ford inked Julie Wilson and Alan Dale for his 
“Greenwich Village Party” this Friday (11) and Mae Barnes for the Oct. 
show * . . Fleetwood, host of WRCA’s “Music Through the Night,” to 
Brazil for three weeks, to gather material for the show, including taped 
interviews' with top South American composers. Robert Waldrop subs 
until his return . . . Tom Costigan, manager of the WCBS-TV news 
bureau, was a panel member-at the New York City Youth Board’s 
10th anniversary conference at the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday (Tues.) 
. . .May Chandler of WRCA's advertising-promotion department, pen¬ 
ned the musical “Feel Free,” which NBC’s Theatre Workshop is pre¬ 
senting this year . . , Milton Geiger takes over scripting chores on 
CBS-TV’s soaper, “Search for Tomorrow,” succeeding Charles Guss- 
inan . , . Tess Sheehan, featured in.CBS Radio’s “Wendy Warren and 
the News” since the. show’s bow in 1947 and a radio actress for 32 
years*, feted by the show’s cast and a contingent of Benton & Bowles 
radio directors on her retirement , . . Carl Ward, national manager of 
station relations at CBS-TV, back in N.Y. after a month’s trek through 
Europe . . . Dave Camerer, scripter on the Phil Rizzuto- Herman Hick¬ 
man CBS Radio sportscasts, has two upcoming books, “The Damned 
Wear Wings,” a first novel to be published by Doubleday in February, 
and a biography of sports cartoonist Willard Mullin, tp be published 
by A. S.' Barnes next • month . . Theo Goetz began his ninth year on 
“The-Guiding Light” on CBS-TV .*. . “Studio One” does “Act of 
Mercy,” an original by Jerome Ross, on Monday (14), While “Matinee 
Theatre” reruns Frank D. Gilroy’s “Rim for the Money,” with both 
scripters repped in the deals by Blanche Gaines . . . Jan Miner into 
the “Nora Drake” cast on CBS Radio . . . Robert Foshko, for the past 
two years a producer for Granada-TV in England, back in the U.S, 
as associate producer for the live segments of “Suspicion.” Fashko was 
associate produced on “General Electric Theatre” when Mort Abra¬ 
hams, now “Suspicion” producer, was producing the live GE segments 
... Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs director, in Chicago for press 
previews of "The Twentieth Century,”.‘then to the Coast for more of 
the same. CBS director of press info Larry Lowenstein accompanies, 
him to Chi, then branches off for a tour of midwest newspapers . . . 
WCBS* Milton Kaye just completed a paper for the U. of Indiana on 
employment opportunities* for musicians-in the broadcasting field . . . 
Ira Cerker signed to alternate with Tom Reynolds as director of "True 
Story” on NBC-TV . . . Elizabeth Haglund, formerly public relations 
coordinator for NBC’s “Today”-“Tonight”-“Home” setup, named co¬ 
ordinator of program services for NBC’s special projects unit under 
Henry (Pete) Salomon . . , Jill Corey gets, the “Person to Person” 
treatment Friday (11) . . . Beatrice Pons back from tour in “The 

' Matchmaker,” and rehearsing for her role in the Phil Silvers show. . 
Bradford Dillman, of the “Long Day’s Journey Into Night” cast, 

set for the lead in “Stover at Yale,’’ season’s opener for “Omnibus” 
on NBC Oct. 20 . . . John Baragrey to Coast for a role in “They Hanged 
My ^Saintly Billy” on “Playhouse 90” Oct. 24 . . . Ollie Treyz to Spo¬ 
kane for funeral of mother-in-law, Mrs. George Parrish. . . . Rai Tasco 
set for “Hallmark. Hall of Fame” cast on NBC Oct. 17 . . . Pamela 
Ilott, director of religious broadcasts for CBS, addresses the Interna¬ 
tional Convention of Disciples of Christ in‘Cleveland, today (Wed.) . 
When Tommy White, the , young “assistant” to Don Herbert on NBC’s 
“Mr. Wizard,” came down with Asian flu the day of the telecast Sun¬ 
day (6), last-minute replacement was Pamela Fitzmanrice, who moved 
in with only a 30-minute briefing . . . Organist Billy Nmlle signed last 
week as musical director of ABC’s “Do You Trust Your Wife?” same 
time as RCA Victor released his new “Swingin’ Pipe Organ” alhum . . . 
Diana Barth set for “Five Star Matinee” on NBC Radio next Monday 
(14) , . . Tedi Thurman, the “Miss Monitor” weathergal, did a panel 
stint 'on “Tonight” last Friday (4), and may become a permanent 
panelist on the show, apart from her weathercalling for the Jack Paar 
stanza . . . Robert SadofF, ex-professional manager for Bpurae Music, 
appointed to newly-created post of music coordinator for NBC Radio 
and NBC o&o stations . . . Larry Holofcener, who' did the “Mr. Won¬ 
derful” lyrics, doing a musical adaptation of Oscar Wilde’s “Lady 
Windemere’s Fan”; peddling same. . Gale Garnett into permanent 
cast of Art Ford’s Friday night WABD’er . . . WMGM pulled a classy 
Nielsen in this market last time out: station runs No. 2, from 6 a.m. 
to midnight . . , Erin O’Brien into Oct. 20 “Maverick” on ABC-TV . . . 
Gerald Roche to sales at WABC-TV . . . Thomas L. Thomas guesting 
on ABC-TV “Voice of Firestone” Monday (14) . . . Same evening, 
same web, Margaret Whiting and Jack Carson perform similar chores 
for Guy Mitchell . . . WABD salesman is John. McArdle, in shift from 
NBC-TV . . . Jan Leighton into Walter Winchell’s ABC-TV stanza 

flv HOLLYWOOD . . 
Joe Rines, producer for N.W. Ayer on the Shirley Temple NBC-TV 

series, back in the hospital for the third time this year. This trip will 
be surgery for an ulcer at St. John’s in Santa Monica , Bob Gug¬ 
genheim and Ralph Yambert were voted veepee stripes by McManus,. 

; John Sc Adams . . . Bill Barron pulled out as public relations topper 
at Don Lee-network ... Lil Kramer hung out her own publicity shingle 
after six years of service for Schlitz . . . Shift of personnel at down¬ 
town office of BBD&O resulted in these changes: A. W. NeaUy, v.p. be¬ 
comes-a consultant and relinquishes his office management to. Tom 
Dillon^ W. M. .Starkey succeeds Dillon as group supervisor on the 
Rexall account; Ralph Peck moves from Toronto to L.A. on the Rex- 
all account . . . Local AFRANS are doing a burn over recently-arrived 
New Yorkers taking premium jobs for scale . . , Shirley Harmer, Ca¬ 
nadian thrush, won a regular job on the George Gobel show after one 
guesting . . . Fourth annual publicity clinic will be held at UCLA 
Oct. 30. For 10 bucks you can learn to be a flack . . . Audrey Lives has 
a series on “Coffee Break” coming Up with “Matinee Theatre” as test¬ 
ing ground. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
Chi local of AFTRA celebrating its 20th year with a party for radio- 

tv gentry here Oct. 18 at Hotel Knickberbpcker. Don McNeill, who has 
been broadcasting since four years before the talent union got its 
charter^will emcee the program ... . Ed Hitz, NBC veep in charge of 

(Continued on page 30) 
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Full Weeks Trendex Scorecard 
Bob Hope, Jack Benny and Ed Sullivan are np to their old 

Trendex tricks, again, each contributing knockout-ratings in their 
respective stints over the weekend, and each a cinch to end up in 
the Trendex Top 10 for October. 

.Day-by-day boxscore for the Oct. 1-7 week, going backwards 
from Monday night £1), is as follows: 

Monday: CBS' night, with Danny Thomas and “Studio One” reg¬ 
istering surprise victories. At 7:30, “Robin Hood” and 'Trice Is 
Right” tied, 17.9 each, with “American Bandstand” rating a 7.5. 
At 8, NBC’s “Restless Gun” was on top, 21.8 to 17.3 for '‘Burns 
A'Allen,” with the new Guy Mitchell show a slight 6.8.-At 8:30, 
it was 24.1 for Arthur Godfrey, 22.4 for “Weils Fargo" and 5.5 
for “Bold Journey.” At 9, Thomas hit a 27.8 vs. 25.7 for “Twenty- 
One” and 5.6 for "Voice of Firestone.” “December Bride” topped 
the 9:30 period, 23.5 to 20.8 for “Alcoa Theatre” and 13.6 for the 
first part of Lawrence Weik. And at 10 to 11, “Studio One” topped 
“Suspicion” by an 18,3 to 15.9 count, with Welk registering a 16.8 
in the 10-10:30, segment. 

•Sunday: Benny topped the field at 7:30, with a 24.8 vs. 14.7 for 
“Maverick” and 10.1 for “Sally.” Sullivan outdistanced Steve Allen, 
29.5 to 20.8 for the 8 to 9 hour, with a 17.2 for “Maverick” at 8 
and 4.7 for “Bowling Stars” at 8:30. Hope knocked ’em dead, 
averaging a 35.2 for his 9-10 hour, vs. 17.5 for “GE Theatre” and 
20.5 for “Hitchcock Presents.” 

Saturday: Como registered a 22.9 at 8 vs. 17.9 for “Parry Ma¬ 
son,” then slaughtered “Dick & the Duchess” at 8:30, 30.2 to 11.8. 
At 9, Lawrence Welk was on top, 18.7 to Gale Storm’s 16.7 and 
Polly Bergen’s 15.4, but at 9:30, Gisele MacKenzie topped Welk 
and “Have Gun-,” scoring a 17.9 to 16.3 for the other two. Dean 
Martin was a disappointment in his first spec, averaging out to 
19.0 and being topped by "Gunsmoke’s” 21.8 in the first half. 

Friday: ABC ruled the roost through 8:30, its “Rin Tin Tin” 
topping “Leave It to Beaver” and “Saber of London’’ by a 12.3 
to 10.0 to 6.1 count, and “Jim Bowie” dittoing vs. “Court of Last 
Resort” and “Trackdown,” 13.2 to 11.8 to 11.4. CBS took it away 
at that point. “Zane Grey” topped “Riley,” 19.0 to 17.1; “Mr. 
Adams &. Eve” beat “M Squad,” 19.0. to 15.8; and “Schlitz Play¬ 
house^ topped “Thin Man,” 19.5 to 16.2. 

Thursday: With “Climax” repping CBS' only strong-spot, it was 
an NBC night. Groucho topped “Harbourmaster” by 22.9 to 17.9. 
But “Playhouse 90” fell victim to. Tennessee Ernie, 23.6 to 17.2 
(10.2 for “OSS”), to Rosemary Clooney, 18.8 to 15.9 and to Jane 
Wyman, 18.7 to 12.9. Earlier, “Climax” topped NBC and two new 
ABC entries. “Real McCoy’s” got only a 10.1 vs. 22.8 for “Climax” 
and 16.6 for “Dragnet.” At 9, “Climax” ran 22.3. topping Pat 
Boone's 18.0 and 13.2 for “People’s Choice.” 

Wednesday: “Lucy” topped the 7:30 field, 14,9 to “Wagon Train's 
13.9 and “Disneyland’s” 13.5. “Wagqn Train" took the 8 o'clock 
lead, 17.6 16.2 for “Big Record” and 149 for Disney, At 9, 
“Kraft” showed strength, topping “Millionaire” by an 18.9 to 16.3 
count, with “Ozzie & Harriet” close with, an 18.5>At 9:30, “I've Gut 
a‘Secret” resumed its cusfomery supremacy, scoring 23.5 to 16.9 
for “Kraft” and 12.0 for "Walter Winehell File.” At 10, “This Is 
Your Life” was tops, 25.1 to 15.8 for “Armstrong Circle Theatre” 
and 10.2 for ABC's boxing. . 

Tuesday: Eddie Fisher showed surprising strength, topping the 
field at 8 with a 17.9 vs. 17.2 for “Sugarfoot” and 16.4 for Phil Sil¬ 
vers, but succumbing at 8:30 to a 23.1 for "Wyatt Earp” vs^ie.S 
for Fisher and 13.5 for Eve Arden. It was CBS the rest of the way 
that night, though 9 p.m. was Close. - . 

Can. Crackdown 

Ottawa* Oct. 8. 

Boxtop giveaway, shows are on. 

their way out in Canada, and fast. 

Warning came from the Canadian 

Broadcasting. Corp, board of gov¬ 

ernors, meeting in Ottawa, that 

stations must meet "minimum 

standards” in these x alrers' or a 

crackdown will come in the form of 

formal broadcast regulations and 
probable disciplinary measures. 

These standards Include “con¬ 

test participants should not be re-! 

quired tp send in boxtops, labels 

or other proof they have bought aj 

sponsor’* product, or show they 

know some Information broadcast 

by the station,” and “contest par¬ 

ticipants should be in the studio 

and take part in the program, or if 

written entries are involved there 
should be arrangements for their 
consideration on merit.” 

These were set up, said A. D. 
Duriton, CBC board chairman, in 
consultation with the* Canadian 
Assn, of Radio and Television 
Broadcasters, representing most 
noii-CBC stations. - 

This type of quizzer got big at¬ 
tention three yeajs. ago when CBC 
issued warnings to radio stations to 
ease up on them. They did, but re¬ 
cently an upsurge in boxtop quiz 
shows had been noticed and CBC 
and CARTB decided it was time 
to point the finger. Dunton said 
CBC will “study” contest shows 
from now m. and broadcasters not 
living up to the minimum, standards 
will rack up official demerits. 

AARON COPLAND'S 
may arts’score 

Composer Aaron Copland has 
been signed by CBS-TV’s “The 
Seven Lively Arts” to/pen an origi¬ 
nal score for the show’s adaptation 
of five Ernest Hemingway short 
stories. . Show, titled “The Nick 
Adams Stories,” will be telecast 
on Nov. 10, with Robert Herridge 
producing and Robert Mulligan di¬ 
recting. 

Meanwhile, exec producer John 
Houseman has grabbed off Mike 
Wallace for an appearance on the 
opening show, S. J. Perelman’s 
“The Changing Ways of Love.” 
Wallace, in his first CBS stint 

. since signing with ABC-TV, Will 
join Perelman and host John Cros- 
by as one of the three narrators 
of “Love,” slated for Nov. 3. Piper 
Laurie stars in the show, with 
Jason Robards 'Jr., Rip Tqrn and 
Dick Yorke as the male leads. 

Outboard Motor Coin 
For Bob Hope Specials 

Johnson Outboard Motors has 
moved into television for the first 
time with the purchase of half- 
sponsorship of three of the Bob 
Hope “specials” on NBC-TV. Hope 
will do six shows for U. S. Time 
Corp. this year, but the watch com¬ 
pany asked for some relief and NBC 
brought Johnson in to . cosponsor 

■three of the six. 
Deal calls for Johnson to cospon¬ 

sor the Hope shows of Feb. 6, 
March 2 and April 5. Timing is 
gauged to the opening of the spring 
market for outboards, and inci-r 
dentally, Johnson’s major compet¬ 
itor, Evinrude, gets underway 
again on NBC via a "Today” sched¬ 
ule along about the same time. 
Johnson was repped by J, Walter 

.Thompson of Chicago. i 

4- 

With the early Trendex returns 

already covering most of the com¬ 

petitive programming areas of the 

new season, this year’s network 

battle for supremacy will prove 
the hottest competitive dogfight 
ever. NBC-TV has already sub¬ 
stantially closed the gap between 
it and CBS, while ABC, with much 
of its new programming still to 
premiere, has already improved its 
position. 

But the big chips are in the NBC- 
CBS battle, and the seven-night 
Trendex averages show a major 
swing of audience toward NBC and 
away from CBS. As of now, with 
figures based on the October Tren¬ 
dex, NBC Is only 6% behind CBS 
in nighttimes average share of 
audience, as compared to its 22% 
lag at this time a year ago. CBS 
shares have dropped 12% from last 
year, while NBC’s have gone up 
6% and ABC’s are up 7%, but 
substantially behind its competi-: 
tors. 

Share-of-Audience 

The. closeness of the audience 
battle at this point is keyed to the 
current average. nighttime shares- 
of-audience. CBS’ average share' 
is 35,9%, NBC, 33.8% and ABC’s 
23.6%. A year ago, the standing 
was CBS, 40.6%, NBC, 31.8% and 
ABC, 21.7%. Another index is the 
fact that last year at this time, 
NBC was dominant only on one 
night, Wednesday (and that by an, 
unusually high rating for “Kraft 
Theatre”), while as of this week, 
NBC tops the others on threes 
.nights, Wednesday, .Thursday and 
Saturday. 

The Wednesday night shares 
line up with NBC slightly on top, 
33.9% to 33.3% for CBS and 25.8% 
for ABC. On Thursday, the mar¬ 
gin is wider, 35.1% for NBC, 
33; 1% for CBS and 19.3% for ABC. 
Widest NBC margin comes on 
Saturday, where it averages a 
38.7% share vs. .33.1% for CBS 
and 19,7% for ABC. As against 
last year, on Monday NBC has 
registered a 4%' audience gain 
while CBS has dropped 14%; on 
Wednesday, NBC is up 1% and 
CBS up 8%; on Thursday, NBC is 
tip 11% and CBS is down 21% and 
on Saturday, NBC is up 10% and 
CBS down 17%. Only area where 
NBC has lost ground is Friday, 
where it's down 19% while CBS is 
up 2%. On Sunday and Tuesday, 
though still behind, NBC has also 
gained (17% on Sunday, 23% on 
Tuesday) whilfesCBS has lost (16% 
on Sunday, 18% Tuesday), 

As to specific program areas, 
NBC came out on-top on Wednes¬ 
days via the strength of “Wagon 
Train,” which though beaten 

(Continued on page 46) 

Nobel Gesture 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 8. 

A1 Nobel, KQV. dee jay, is 
up in the air while he’s oh the 
air all of this month.. He' took 
up residence Saturday \(5j in 
an eight-by-elght "home” on a 
pole 50. feet above the Great 
Southern Shopping Center and 
has vowed to remain there un¬ 
til the local United Fund 

- reaches its goal of $9,715,907, 
which probably won’t be be¬ 
fore the final day of the drive 
On Nov. 5. 

Nobel is broadcasting his 
Week-day “Showcase” program 
and his “Saturday Teen Show” 
from his penthouse perch and 
will be featured as well on 
other KQV airings from time 
to time. He’s communicating 
with the crowds down below 
by means of a special speaker 
system and on Saturdays in¬ 
vites teenagers to dance in 
the shopping center parking 
area. 

His specially built room on 
the pole has a cot, a table, a 
radio, a tv set and other con¬ 
veniences. Food, bath water 
and -clean clothing are being 
sent up to him regularly on a 
dumb waiter. 

Rod Serling Laments Plight Of 
TV Writers Hamstrung by Tabus’ 

Commercial television programs 
, won’t buy a script which has the 
J “faintest aura of controversy” 
about it. Rod Serling declared last 
week. Appearing on “Nightbeat,” 
the WABD, N. Y., interview pro¬ 
gram, Serling insisted that the tel¬ 
evision writer is constantly “ham¬ 
strung” by “taboos and imposed 
dogmas” that emanate from the 
sponsor and are.transferred down 
through the agency to the network 
and finally to the program pro¬ 
ducer. 

Discussing television censorship 
in relation to his new book. “Pat¬ 
terns,” in which he blasts the me¬ 
dium's restrictions on the writer, 
Serling said that “almost any cur¬ 
rent problem” is taboo for a tv 
script because it smacks of contro¬ 
versy. “Anything remotely contro- 

; versial.” he said, cannot be touched 
i upon by the television dramatic 
\ writer. 

, Serling offered as specific- ex¬ 
amples in response to interviewer 
John Wingate his “Noon on Dooms- 

i day” script, a watered-down ver- 
I sion of which was presented on 
“U. S. Steel Hour,” and an untitled 
script about Mexicans living in the 
southwest, which was accepted by 
“Playhouse 90” but was thumbed 
down by the sponsors. In the 
case of “Doomsday,” which had 

It’s not the province of the Gov-* hJen on the Emmet Till mur- 
1 der. Serling said pressure to 

Loot Song 
Philadelphia* Oct. 8. 

Ernie Schier, television col¬ 
umnist. of the Phila. Daily 

- News, listed the loot he re¬ 
ceived in a day as “tangible 
reminder of the new tv fare:” 
2 pens and a clipboard (NBC- 

TV’s Alcoa Theatre) 
Cake (CBS-TV’s General Elec¬ 

tric Theatre) 
Sinatra Album (ABC-TV) 
Polly Bergen Album (ABC-TV) 

‘Copy of “Manhunt” (Magazine 
containing a suspense story 
by Steve Allen) 

Toy football (no identification) 
Box assorted grab bag stuff, kid 

records, pencil sharpeners 
(NBC-TV). 

FCC Ducks Role 
As‘Faith-Healers’ 

Washington, Oct. 8. 

eminent .to look into the merits of 

faith-healing, the Federal Commun¬ 

ications Commission was told last 
week in reply to a coinplalnt 
against KCOP-TV in Los Angeles 
by the National Assn, for Better; 
Radio and Television. The com¬ 
plaint blasted broadcasts over the 
station by Oral Roberts and the! 
Oral Roberts Evangelistic Asm. 
Inc. 

Roberts told the Commission that 
NAFBRAT's complaint, presents “a 
prejudiced and one-sided point of 
view” and that it is not within the 
agency’s province to evaluate 
“whether the claims of a particular' 
religious, group are justified or 
not” To embark upon such an in¬ 
quiry, he said, would open the door 
for critics of other faiths to raise 
questions concerning the validity: 
of claims of other groups. j 

“There is no religious group,” 

change the locale and personnae 
had come from the sponsor, which 
had received wires of protest from 
white citizens councils in the- south 
threatening a boycott of U. S. Steel 
products. t 

As to the Mexican show*, Serling 
stated that CBS exec veep Hubbell 
Robinson and "Playhouse 90” pro¬ 
ducer Martin Manulis “fought like 
the dickens to get It on,” but five 
of the six sponsors rejected it as 
controversial, with only American 
Gas Assn, finding it acceptable. 
Serling felt that it was the word 
“Mexicans” that was “the red flag 
that frightened them off," pointing 
out that the south would equate 
the Mexican problem to their own 
Negro problem. 

Even the use of profanity, not 
for its* own sake but where it is 
basic to the story, is a problem to 
the writer* Serling said, and re¬ 
called that the lines in one of his Roberts said, “which does not sin-\ . . _ 

cerely believe that-its approach to! character in supplication 
a solution of the problems of life jsaj<i, my G.od, or dear God, 
arid immortality are valid and each 
of those groups has its faithful fol¬ 
lowers—as well as its critics and 
skeptics. Any Federal agency which 
would venture to judge the validity 
of those views would, by that act, 
undermine the religious freedom! 
of ail Americans guaranteed by the 
First Amendment to the Cdnstitu-i 
tion.” ] 

NAFBRAT, in a complaint filed; 
nearly a,month ago, called for hear¬ 
ings looking toward revocation of 
KCOP's license. It also attacked 
station’s children’s shows, its news 
programs, and commercial prac¬ 
tices. Action further aims at re¬ 
jection. of application to sell sta-.; 
tion to a company headed by Ken-j 
yon Brown aftd Bing Crosby for! 
approximately $4,000,000. 

(Continued on page 43) 

Eastman in Swipe 

Robert Eastman, president of 
American Broadcasting Network, 
promised affiliates that within two- 
and-a-half years they will be able 
to realize as much coin from the 
network as they now can from na¬ 
tional spot. 

It was one of the points made by 
Eastman in answer to the remarks 
two weeks ago of indie Gordon 
McLendon, owner of thee Texas 
Triangle stations, who rapped the 
networks severelj\ The indie 
operator said for every hour sold 
on the ABN sked, the affils could 
expect an average of $4.75. 

McLendon was taken to task on 
several other issues by Eastman. 
The Texan said that, for all of its 
live music format, ABN would go 
nowhere ratingwise, and that live 

HAILEY'S 2-PARTER 
FOR‘STUDIO ONE’ 

Studio One,” which already has 
had one two-part drama this sea¬ 
son in Max Ehrlich’s “Mutiny on 
the Shark,” has set another dualler j 
for the weeks of Dec. 9 and 16. \ 
Script is being written by Canadian! personalities like Arthur Godfrey 
scripter Arthur Hailey, and has a-t and Don McNeill were uniformly 
medical background, dealing with j being beaten in the ratings by local 
the work of pathologists. ] personalities. 

As yet untitled (though already! Eastman said “We are going a 
partly written), script represents; step fleyond anything Gordon Mc- 
the first time a Hailey teleplay will • London can do; he can t afford it. 
he done in the U.S. prior to show-' Eastman explained that ABN poll¬ 
ing on the Canadian Broadcasting •c? °* live °rchs and live personali- 
Corp. In the past, Hailey’s scripts J ties T°j flt least six hours a day, m 
have first been shown on CBC, sweeping block programming, had 
then in the U.S. and finally in Eng-; the spontaneity and life a local 
land. CBS gave the “Studio one” jock could never provide. On the 
preem its blessing, however, since second point, Eastman pointed out 
the deal caine on assignment from that. McLendon was way off base 
the show’s producer* Herb Bodkin. • (Continued on page 46) 
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DANNY THOMAS SHOW 
With Marjorie Lord, Sherry Jack- 

son, Rusty Hamer, Angela Cart- 
wight; Jack Benny, Peter Lind 
Hayes and Mary Healy, guests 

Producer-director; Sheldon 
Leonard 

Writer: Arthur Stander 
30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m. 
GENERAL FOODS 
CBS-TV <film) 

(Benton & Bowles) 
There's nothing essentially wrong [ 

with the Danny Thomas Show that; 
laughs won’t cure. Long since he’s j 
demonstrated his sock comedic tal-1 
ents as a video performer during the 
several seasons he was pledging al¬ 
legiance to the ABC-TV colors. But f 
the audience that tuned in for his ? 
CBS-TV premiere Monday (7) was; 
short-changed. It was more situ-] 
ation than comedy.. i 

Marjorie Lord is now Thomas’; 
new tv wife with Sherry Jackson! 
as the daughter, and Rusty Hamer j 
a valuable holdover as the male; 
offspring. Angela Cartwright, the } 
third child, is an “inheritance” i 
from Thomas' "second wife.” As; 
tv families go. it’s a sound combo, j 
But Arthur Stander’s script (he 
also gets billing as story consult¬ 
ant) left something to be desired; 
specifically, some of those genuine 
comedy segments that- distin¬ 
guished the Thomas show two- 
three seasons back when, for rea¬ 
sons having more to do with net¬ 
work facilities than talent, it failed, 
to produce the deserved ratings, j 

But CBS now has him. in the! 
same Monday at 9 period that com-j 
manded the No. 1 Nielsen year1 
after year during the Lucy & Desi 
reign. And in a season, too, when 
the competing NBC entries have 
made serious inroads on the Mon¬ 
day night Columbia supremacy. A 
good solid Thomas comedy show, 
despite the competition from 
"Twenty-One,” could go a long 
way towards balancing the rating 
scales. 

Initial filmed episode finds 
Thomas & spouse honeymooning 
in Las Vegas, accompanied by the 
brood, pledging to lay off the free 
benefits or otherwise entertaining 
anybody but the family. Obvious¬ 
ly it doesn't work out that way (a 
break for the tv audience, for it’s 
only when Thomas goes to work in 
the closing moments that the half- 
hour redeems Itself). In between 
there’s a little too much hearts & 
flowers business, with an oversur¬ 
feiting of sentimentality. Plaving, 
a "benefit” for Thomas were Jack 
Benny (you saw him if you looked 
fast enough) and Peter Lind 
Hayes and Mary Healy. 

From now on it’s up to the 
writers. Rose. 

EDDIE FISHER SHOW 
With George Gobel, Debbie Rey¬ 

nolds, Mike Todd, Elaine Dunn, 
Huntz Hall, others 

Producer: Jule Styne 
Director: Barry Shear 
Writers: Herbert Baker, Harvey 

Orkin, Joe Quillan 
60 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m. 
RCA, LIGGETT & MYERS 
NBC-TY, from Hollywood 

(Kenyon & Eckhart, McCann- 
Erickson) 

Eddie Fisher, alternating with 
George Gobel on full-hour show¬ 
cases, finds himself in a somewhat 
different position than in his 15 
minutes twice weekly telecasts. 
However, the initial show indicates 
that he can grow* into this mold. 
His preem, aided by Gobel, who 
will be his permanent guest, since 
Fisher is the permanent vis a vis 
on the alternate show, plus a batch 
of other temporaries, gave a good 
measure of entertainment. 

At the present reading, Fisher 
is still a lightweight for the full- 
hour requirements. He still needs 
a mite more maturity and stature, 
but he does have a winsoraeness 
that should pull the Coke trade as 
well as many elders, although 
there’s some heavy artillery on the 
opposition channels. 

Fisher gave a generally good ac¬ 
count of himself in his banter 
with Gobel. his settos with Debbie 
Reynolds (Mrs. Fisher) which pro¬ 
vided a “Strange Interlude” type 
of conversation on the relative 
merits as singers, and a bit with 
Huntz -’Hall on a rih of rock ’n’ 
rolling. 

Filler’s top effort was the 
lengthy “Soliloquy” in which he 
did well, although suffering the 
comparison with some of his elders 
who preceded him in this bit. 

Also, on hand to aid the festivi¬ 
ties were Mike Todd who fell in 
with the idea of his own greatness, 
and Elaine Dunn, a versatile sing¬ 
er-dancer. whose talents exceeded 
her material. 

The Fisher-Gobel combination 
promises to be a pleasing duo. The 
song and comedy combo seems to 
complement one other. It’s a type 
of layout that gains adherents. 
Miss Reynolds, incidentally, now 
a platter topper as well with her 
disking of “Tammy.” has a pleas-, 
ant tele demeanor which should 
do her well, on the guest- circuit. 

J ose. 

COURT OF LAST RESORT 
With Lyle Bettger, others 
Producer: Elliott Lewis (Walden 

Prods., Paicano Prods.) 
Director: John M. Lncas 
Writer: Leonard Heideman 
30 Mins., Fri., 8 pan. 
P.. LORILLARD 
NBC-TV (film) 

(Lennen & Newell) 
P. Lorillard (Old Gold) has a 

potential winner in “Court of Last 
Resort.” Title derives from the 
organization of the same name 
which looks into the cases of con¬ 
victed prisoners wrongfully “sent 
up.” Its roster includes Erie Stan¬ 
ley Gardner and Harry Steeger 
(founders). Dr. LeMoyne Snyder, 
Raymond Schindler and others 
making up a board of high-minded 
investigators and sleuths bent on 
freeing those who’ve been incar¬ 
cerated through false or faulty tes¬ 
timony, etc. 

The initial case wTas pegged on 
a man imprisoned for 22 years 
who’s finally declared innocent 
through the untiring efforts of the 
panel. Story and action were han¬ 
dled with care, discipline and With 
an aura of public service devoid 
of the violence and pyrotechnics 
usually associated with such, police 
dramas. Lyle Bettger Was espe¬ 
cially effective as. Sam Larsen, 
chief investigator. 

The roles of the committeemen 
are impersonated in the series. 
Writers and directors are in the 
“various” category. John Mere- 
dyth Lucas staged the opener com¬ 
petently; other directors of the se¬ 
ries are Tom Gries, Peter Godfrey 
and James Sheldon. Robert A. 
Klein is the script editor. Elliott 
Lewis’ production was first-rate* 
Packagers are Walden Productions 
in association with Palsan Produc¬ 
tions, with Jules C. Goldstone as 
exec producer. Trau. 

RED SKELTON SHOW 
With David Rose, Skelton Dancers, 

Marilyn Maxwell, Marie Wilson, 
Lyle Talbot, Tom Harmon, Don 
Drysdale, Gino Cimoli, others 

Producer: Cecil Barker 
Director: Seymour Berns 
Writers: Sherwood Schwartz, Jesse 

Goldstein, Dave O’Brien 
30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 pjn. 
PET MILK, JOHNSON’S WAX 
CBS-TV, from Hollywood 
(Gardner, Foote Cone & Belding) 

Season’s starter for Red Skelton 
was stacked well enough with 
names and pulchritude to have run 
a full hour, and the 30-minute 
stanza was indeed too quickly over. 
Seemed Skelton and Co. were just 
getting warmed up, as if building 
to something special, when the 
final commercial came on. It would 
have made a solid first half to a 
longer effort, but as a whole show 
it was unfulfilling, missing the big 
laugh and the big finish. 

Except for the female guests, 
Skelton had little to work with on 
the preemer, but he was able to 
wring live yocks from, even the 
dullest gags, and there were plenty 
in that classification. Nor did his 
Freddie the Freeloader skit get 
anywhere of itself but was kept 
alive by the vet comic’s masterful - 
buffoonery. Marie Wilson and 
Marilyn Maxwell contributed some¬ 
thing in comedy, besides something 
to latch the orbs onto, but mainly 
it was—and always is—a one-man 
exhibition. Skelton can make the 
most uninspired script look good. 

Theme for the night was baseball, 
pretty topical on the eve of the 
World Series, although practically 
none of it had to do with the 
Braves or the Yankees. After a 
warmup of stilted one-liners (big¬ 
gest laugh rose from his flubbing 
a punchline), Skelton executed a 
brief and funny pantomime of an 
old maii playing baseball with a 
young boy. Then came the main 
skit, having to do with the Brook¬ 
lyn Dodgers’ move to Los Angeles 
and Freddie the Freeloader’s un¬ 
willingness to let his shack be 
moved from the proposed ballpark 
site. 

Tom Harmon narrated the story, 
Lyle Talbot played the city com¬ 
missioner, and Misses Wilson and 
Maxwell respectively represented 
interests to keep the Dodgers in 
Brooklyn and to move them to L.A. 
The gals work Freddie over, height¬ 
ening his conflict to move or not 
to move, but except for Skelton’s 
nifty bumbling as the bum there 
wasn’t much to laugh about. A 
couple of Dodger ballplayers, Gino 
Cimoli and Don Drysdale,, made a 
rather pointless walkon at the skit’s 
close. 

Initialer had a singular musical 
episode with the dance. Ensemble 
in .flashy baseball choreography by 
Jack Boyle. Could have used an¬ 
other. The Skelton show gathers 
votes for live comedy on tv. Apart 
from the immediacy and the spon¬ 
taneity, it's refreshing to hear real 
laughter proportionate to the comic 
achievement. 

The Pet Milk commercials are 
charming. S. C. Johnson & Son 
gives, out with wax hiurhs on alter¬ 
nate weeks. Les, 

BOB HOPE SHOW 
With Eddie Fisher* Marie McDon¬ 

ald, Gary Crosby, Les Brown 
Orch, John Cameron Swayze, 
others 

Producer: Boh Hope 
Director; Mort Lachmau 
Writers: Lachman, Bill . Larkin, 

Les White, John Rapp, Norman 
Sullivan, Charles Lee 

60 Mins,, Sun., 9 p.m. 
TIMEX WATCHES 
NBC-TV (film) 

(Peck){ 
Boh Hope’s initial stand on his 

ohce-monthly visitations seems like 
many others from the same Hope 
chest Working in front -of serv¬ 
icemen gives him the best possible 
sounding board, and once he makes 
out well with his standup comedy, 
the entire show gets a good tone. 
Hope’s fast chatter combed with 
topical comedy and local GI jokes 
hit an extremely effective mark 
among the troops at the Nouasseur 
Air Depot in Morocco. 

Hope is sufficiently. versed in 
GI tastes to provide a gam-filled 
show, with Ann Miller and Marie 
McDonald filling that angle suf¬ 
ficiently well. However, in the 
performance sector of the femirie 
contingent. Miss Miller, expert on 
song-dance and who can deliver 
lines, gave an excellent account 
of herself. Miss McDonald sang a 
tune in a fetching costume and 
gathered the required number of 
whistles. 

Eddie Fisher, a singer of distinc¬ 
tion, also got off well. Pfc. Gary 
Crosby, son of The Bing, has a 
vocal arid physical resemblance to 
pater. He’s a coming performer, 
although he seemed a little rusty 
now that military matters inter¬ 
fere with his theatrical career* 
Nonetheless he shows a lot of the 
family affability and charm. 

Two skits utilizing most of the 
cast had some moments. Although 
the show had its hits and misses 
on the civilian front, it was sock 
in army circles. The pace was rapid 
and With Hope lines taking up a 
good deal of the time, it was a 
fast full hour show with a good 
amount of laughs strewn about. 
John Cameron Swayze does the 
live commercials on this otherwise 
filmed session. Jose. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC THEATRE 
With Ronald Rearan, host; others 
Producer: William Frye 
30 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
CBS-TV; from Hollywood 

(BBD&O) 
The General Electric Theatre's 

season-starter, “The Questioning 
Note,” presented last. Sunday (6) 
night, didn’t carry much voltage. 
The play, costarring James and 
Pamela Mason, had to do some fast 
maneuvering, to tie up its loose 
ends by wrapup time. The result 
wasn’t very effective. 

Once its pivotal point had been 
established, the play had to race 
along to reach a conclusion, leav¬ 
ing little time for the development 
of characters. A contrived situa¬ 
tion was brought into play when a 
novelist (Mason), recovering from 
a nervous breakdown, encounters 
a man who subsequently disap¬ 
pears without anybody, but Mason,- 
admitting having seen him to be¬ 
gin with. 

The fact that nobody, believes 
him plays on the novelist's nervous 
condition, but a Suggestion, made to 
him by the vanished gent that he 
stick to his beliefs to build his 
confidence prorripts the author to 
search for the chap, who, it turns 
out, has been murdered by the 
writer’s friend. 

The performances were satis¬ 
factory and Ronald Reagan did his 
usual amiable job of emceeing the 
stanza. Jess. 

ADVENTURES OF OZZIE A 
HARRIET 

With Orrfc & Harriet Nelson, David 
Nelson, Rick Nelson, Skip Young, 
Four Preps, others. 

Producer-Director: Ome Nelson 
Writers: Jay Sommers, Don Nel¬ 

son, Dick Bensfield, Perry Grant 
30 Mins., Wed., 9:30 pan. 
EASTMAN KODAK 
ABC-TV (film) 

(J. Walter Thompson) 
In five successful seasons, the 

“Ozzie and Harriet” format has 
been well-established; it’s a simple 
family comedy series that, fits nice¬ 
ly into its particular niche. On 
the basis of the season opener, the 
sixth year will be no different; 
nothing smash, just amusing family 
entertainment, based on logical 
situations that evoke a response 
based on familiarity. It will con¬ 
tinue to please. 

To open this year’s season,' 
“Ozzie and Harriet” dip into the 
problems facing David and his pals 
when they discover .that their 
fraternity house needs refurbish¬ 
ing. Despite preliminary scoffing 
they eventually accept Rick’s idea 
of a community dance and his sug¬ 
gestion that they offer their serv¬ 
ices in any jobs to be done at a 
future-date in return for casein 

ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE 
{Buried 2,000 Years: The Dead 

Sea Scrolls) V 
With Douglas Edwards, narrator; 

Yoseph Yadin, Davfd White, 
Charles Aidman, Sarah Burton, 
Simon Oakland;7 others; Dr. 
Frank M. Cross, guest 

Producer: Robert Costello 
Director: William Corrigan 
Writer: Irve Tunick 
60 Mins.; Wed. (alt.), 10 pun. 
ARMSTRONG CORK 
CBS-TV, from New York 

(BBDScO) 
CBS-TV may have gained more 

than a mere advertiser in its ac¬ 
quisition last spring of “Armstrong 
Circle Theatre” as the alternate- 
week companion to the Wednesday 
night ‘‘U.S. Steel • Hour.” For the 
Steel entry has been handicapped 
with an “altemate-weak-sister” in 
the form of the erstwhile “20th 
Century-Fox Hour,” and has fallen 
victim, competitively, to NBC’S 
“This Is Your Life." And the quali¬ 
tativeness of the Talent Associates- 
packaged “Circle Theatre,” which 
suffered from a poor time slot on 
NBC, may make the “Steel”-“Arm- 
strong” parlay a powerful one for 
•Columbia. 

This is the impression, at least, 
given by the Armstrong premiere 
show, “Buried 2,000 Years: The 
Dead Sea Scrolls.” Although the 
series is tied to a formula—the 
“actuality” semi-documentary style 
—producer Robert Costello hasn’t 
construed this as. a restriction on 
the imagination. (which seems in 
short supply elsewhere this season), 
and in his first telecast came up 
with an intriguing, topical and 
wholly dramatic subject in the form 
of the story of the discovery of the 
now-famed, scrolls. 

If Costello is willing to go this 
far afield from the “hard news” 
type of dramatic documentary, 
this augurs well for the series. The 
current fields of archeology, sci¬ 
ence, medicine, business and other 

! offbeat sources can prove fascia 
nating subjects that will provide 
solid dramatic values, and prove 
even more intriguing due to their 
offbeat arid lesser-known natures. 
“Dead Sea Scrolls" was such a 
story. 

With Israeli actor Yoseph Yadin 
playing his own father, the arche¬ 
ology professor who first discov¬ 
ered the scrolls, Costello delivered 
still a further dramatic impetus to 
the story, which was set in Pales¬ 
tine just about the time the United 
Nations voted for partition and so 
sanctioned the creation of Israel as 
a free nation. Scrip ter Irve Tunick, 
a veteran at the “actuality” format, 
heightened the dramatic values by 
timing, the discovery. with the ac¬ 
tual UN vote, giving the story of a 
sense of destiny fit was just as if 
the scrolls were waiting for this 
moment, as Yadin put it in the tele¬ 
play). With this, the element of 
danger and suspense, was added 
via the necessity of the professor’s 
going through hostile Arab terri¬ 
tory to get the scrolls. 

With these dramatic devices, 
along with the intriguing subject 
of the scrolls themselves, Tunick 
had a natural-made drama, and he 
made the-most of it, maintaining 
suspense all the way down the\line. 
Yadin, though stumbling occasion¬ 
ally on his lines, gave a fervent 
and believable performance as his 
own father, and the supporting 
east, Sarah Burton, Charles Aid- 
man, David White and Simon Oak¬ 
land, were excellent. William Cor¬ 
rigan’s direction raced the story 
along as if it were a thriller, which 
in some respects it was. 

Douglas Edwards is'the new nar¬ 
rator for the show, and he’s excel¬ 
lent. Customarily calm and easy¬ 
going in his news delivery, Ed¬ 
wards got into the spirit of the 
script on the opener and injected 
a sense of excitement into his nar¬ 
ration. He’s a decided asset. As per 
custom, the closing segment had 
Yadin appearing as himself to Am¬ 
ish off the story, and Dr. Frank E‘. 
Cross, an expert on the scrolls, did 
a short evaluation of their im¬ 
portance to historical and theologi¬ 
cal scholars. Chan. 

advance. Inevitably, on the night 
of the.dance, the hoys are faced 
with a number ■ of-jobs, including 
baby-sitting, required by people 
who want to attend the dance. It’s 
never hilarious, but it’s always 
plausible. Highlight of the open¬ 
ing show is Rick Nelson’s work as 
a singer on a couple of tunes. He 
has a good voice and easy style and 
could easily become a prime disk 
fave. 

All of the Nelsons are easy and 
assured in their familiar roles and 
Skip Young registers.as a friend of 
David’s. Writing is smooth and 
the camera- work by Neal Beckner 
and editing by William Murphy 
all help, particularly the latter in 
integrating some old footage for a 
brief dream' sequence in. which Oz- 
zle recalls David’s first attempt at 
shaving. 

Eastman Kodak bankrolls. 
Kap. 

FAT BOONE CHEVY SHOW 
With Anna Maria Albetghetti 
Producer; Joe Sintley 
Director: Frank Satensteln 
Writers; Selma Diamond, Jerry 

Seelen 
30 Mins., Thors., 0 pm. 
CHEVROLET 
ABC-TV, from New York - 

(Campbell-Ewald) 

Through the jukebox, Pat Boone 

has stepped easily in the pic field 
via 20th's. “Bernardine” and now 
his own „tv show. Unlike most of 
the current crooning crop, he pre¬ 
sents a likeable image of the all- 
American boy. He’s got a pleasant, 
well-scrubbed Ipok, he’s a family 
man and college student. He has 
also had a number of 1,090,000 rec¬ 
ord sellers.. No mother could ask 
for more. 

All these attributes were played 
to the hilt on the preem show, 
which by and large, followed the 
pattern of the batch -of “musical 
variety” shows that have opened 
up the new season. His shy and 
boyish demeanor is easy to take 
and he’s got a pleasant if not ex¬ 
citing way with a song. 

Show moves along at an easy 
gait and disturbs no one. The tunes 
are smartly selected for ehange-of 
pace values and are set up neatly. 
It seems that you can’t have a “mu¬ 
sical variety” show without a guest 
star these days so Anna Maria Al- 
berghetti was on hand to solo and 
duet with Boone. She came over 

! in adequate manner. 
' A sequence in which Boone 
brought on one of his daughters 
for a hugging bit could have been 

; skipped. Everyone should know" by 
now that Boone’s a nice guy. 

Gros. 

WOODY WOODPECKER 
Producer: Walter Lantz Produc¬ 

tions 
Director: Jack Daniels i 
30' Mins.; Thors., 5 p.m. 
KELLOGG CO. 
ABC-TV (film) 

There aren’t very many people 
in the television industry who 
would gainsay that ABC-TV has 
been very lucky these past few 
weeks in establishing itself in the 
afternoon. From some almost 
totally surprising program sources, 
the network has, to its own amaze¬ 
ment, arrived as a rating giant in 
many of the pre-dark ty hours— 
and with programs that hardly 
stack up in the main as-novel or 
costly.' One of the few shows that 
is costly and of sufficiently differ¬ 
ent dimension to be singled out is 
the . new “Woody Woodpecker’* 
telefilm produced by Walter Lantz 
for ABC-TV, through Universal In¬ 
ternational* It's also one of the few 
shows, apart from the 5:30 to 0 
“Mickey Mouse Club,” that ap¬ 
pears to cost some dough. 

ABC has a goodly number of re¬ 
runs at 5 p.m., which are spon¬ 
sored by Kellogg, with a little help 
from other bankrollers. A .-hand¬ 
ful of new shows are to be mixed, 
in with the old “Supermans,” 
“Buccaneers,” -“Sir Launcelots” 
and “Wild Bill Hickoks,” but spon¬ 
sor Kellogg is conserving the 
coin because the Battle Creek hoys 
figure they can do it' Without a 
heckuva.lot of money or inspira¬ 
tion, and, judging by the -"Super¬ 
man” ratings of last week, it looks 
as though‘they are probably Tight, 
That’s four days a week, and on 
Thursday, in Lantz time, there is 
no doubt that Kellogg will have 
the strongest 'show in its cross- 
the-board lineup. 
.As for “Woodpecker,” Lantz. has 

tied some of his original theatre 
animations of the engaging bird 
(that had never'hefore been shown 
on tv) to some new tv product by 
the HollyWoodite. There is hardly 
a doubt that it was modelled after 
successful “Disneyland” format on 
the same network Wednesday 
nights. Not that the daytime Lantz 
show has as broad a base in ma¬ 
terial, but cartooner Lantz (a la 
Walt Disney himself) acts as the 
show host He has other Walt Dis¬ 
ney production tricks too: from 
cleverly telling the story of how 
his principal character was . “born,” 
to sitting in-his officb, at his posh 
desk, and using real props to en¬ 
hance his narrative. He’s a pleas¬ 
ant man, but hardly a polished per¬ 
former, though since when do kids 
need the kind of polish adults de¬ 
mand in adults? 

“Woodpecker” on Thursday (3), 
in a series of shorts, made a per¬ 
fect assault on the moppet viewer- 
ship and was a great lead-in for 
“MMC.” It should help ABC sell 
nationally the part of the Thurs¬ 
day “Mouse” half-hour that is now 
being co-opped, if it is contrac¬ 
tually not too late. “Woody” car¬ 
toon characters are cute, funny 
and well-drawti. Stanza has quality 
and offers the juves a lively, harm¬ 
less Thursday half-hour, Art. 
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LEAVE IT TO BEAVER | THE WALTER WINCHELL FILE 
With Barbara Billingsley, . Hugh. With Winchell,, Jacques Aubuchoo, 

Beaumont, Jerry Mathers, Tony | William Kendis, Dean ‘Stanton, 
Dow | Sam White 

Producer-Writers: Joe Connelly, Producer: Bert Granet 
Bob Mosher Director: Jerry Thorpe 

Director: Norman Tokar ; Writer: Adrian Spies 
Exec. Producer: Harry Ackerman '30 Mins,; Wed.;. 9:30 p.m. 
Camera: Bill Sickner REVLON 
30 Mins., Fri., 7:30 p.m. ABC-TV (Him) 
REMINGTON RAND _ (BBDScO) 
CBS-TV (film^ Within the framework of a half- 

! Ever since T&Tsawyer” Me- ho“r wn“wf 
lighted the reading public, the in- tnat. The Walter Winchell File, 
nncent charm of little boys trying which proved on ABC-TV last Wed^ 
to fi^ their, lives to the pattern of; (2) night, rates as a par-for-the- 
an adult world has made for effee- T<.ni -rnmnni 
tive tears and laughter. In. “Leave course entry. I«1 have its reward- 
It To Beaver,” which bowed overling moments for those telefilm 
CBS-TV last week (4), the formula j addicts who relish seeing the bad 
Is squeezed unabashedly. Going by, get it ^ tlie g0Qd guys tri- 
the first installment, this promises; _ . T„ ,_ . ^ . 
to be good, family-type entertain- UIPPh- In terms of advancing the 
ment. * not outstandingly original • art Sc form of tv programming, 
perhaps, but certainly full of the' that’s something else again. 

W. 

j SEE IT NOW 
| With Edward R. Murrow " 
Producers: Murrow, Fred 

Friendly 
' 6d Mins.; Sun. (6), 5 p.m. 
• PAN-AMERICAN AIRWAYS 
CBS-TV, from N.Y. 

. ( J. Walter Thompson > 

j The Ed Murrow-Fred - Friendly 
| team kicked -off a new "See It Now” 

GUY MITCHELL SHOW JDEAN MARTIN SHOW 
With Marguerite Piazza. Dizzy j With Louis Prima and Keely 

Dean, guests; music, director,! Smith. James, Pamela and Port* 
Van Alexander 

Producer: Phil Cohan 
Director: Kevin Jonson 
Writers: Ben Starr, William Der¬ 

man 
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m. 
MAX FACTOR 

: ABC-TV, from H’wood 
season Sunday (61 with a fascinat-; (Anderson-MeConneU) 
ing lesson in civics. The. subject I Guy Mitchell is a capable “live” 
was the U.S. Post Office operation j P^p^er 'viiose initial show for 

and the foci* wf on --The Great! ^ 

Billion Dollar Mail Case,” the;with abortive attempts at comedy 
| mystery of the post office’s stagger- . would be a handicap for any top- 
ling annual deficit. The result wasper>* and ?*npe Mitchell is not yet 

;, crackerjaek job of Illumining a: •*£ 

sort of chuckles that are bred by 
familiarly comic situations. 

There are quite a lot o| “tv fami¬ 
lies” on the air and the Cleavers 
are just one more. Comedy is built 
around the little eiglit-yfar old, 
nicknamed “Beaver” and played 
with fetching naturalness by little 
Jerry Mathers. Maybe he’s a little 
sophisticated for an eight-year old 
—his vocabulary despite some de¬ 
liberate mispronouncing certainly 
is remarkable for a second-trader 
—tot There’s nothing precocious j ^ dramatic and news stories sup- 
about Beaver and the part is kept 
properly simple. 

Writers Joe Connelly and Bob 
Mosher, doubling in brass as pro¬ 
ducers, obviously have an ean for 
the talk of little boys. Some of the 
dialog in “Beaver Gets Swelled” 

• was hilarious and the situation it¬ 
self was the kind that must- have 
been duplicated in millions of real 
homes at one time or another. 
Director Norman Tokar must be 
credited with deft touches and with 
never allowing the situations to 
slip from the funny to the ridicu¬ 
lous. 

Story had the teacher, Diana 
Brewster, giving Beaver a note to 
take home. Fearing that the letter 
may mean he’s expelled,, the boy 
manages to lose it and .creates 
ample confusion. Eventually. he 
runs away and is finally discovered 
tip a -tree from where his parents 
coax him down. Yarn was acted 
convincingly throughout and, in 
spots, generated warmth and a 
feeling of intimate family relation¬ 
ships. 

Barbara Billingsley- and Hugh 
Beaumont as the parents did fine. 
Mathers obviously isn’t far re¬ 
moved ffpm being the kind of kid 
he’s supposed, to act out. Tony 
Dow did okay as the brother and 

. Diana Brewster. was easy bn the 
eye as the young and sympathetic 
schoolteacher. . ‘ 

All in all. “Leave It To . Beaver” 
shapes as . a pleasant entry that 
should attract a core, of “regulars/’ 

. It's backgrounded by what appears 
to be “canned” daughter. ‘ Show 
could do well without it. Hlft. 

THE REAL McCOYS 
(Californy, Here We Come) 
With Walter Brennan, Kathy No-' 

‘ Ian, Richardt Crenna, Lydia Reed, 
• Michael Winkelman, Tony Mar- 

. tinez, others 
Producer: Irving Plnpus 
Director:. Sheldon Leonard 
Writer: Bill Manhoff 

.30 Mins., Thurs., 9 pan. 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PROD¬ 

UCTS - 
ABC-TV (film) 

(J. Walter Thompson) 
.In the .situation comedy, field, 

Technically, the first installment 
in the series had in its favor some 
plus values,* not the least of which 
were some realistic camera shots 
of nighttime Manhattan (with 
Lindy’s as home base for the WW 
police-car prowling) and in back¬ 
grounding the pursuit of a trio of 
criminals up First Ave. 

Winchell’s commentary as the 
reporter on the all-night * beat 
threads its way through the half- 
hour segment (these are fictional- 

pOsedly based upon true-life ex¬ 
periences in 30 years of news cov¬ 
erage), thus providing a sense ot 
WW “participation”, in this “Coun¬ 
try Boy” crime saga which teed off 
the Revlon-sponsored series. .But 
the major kicks stemmed fromtlie 
visual documentation under Jerry 
Thorpe’s -direction and some off¬ 
beat realism injected into , the 
Adrian Spies script. 

Thus the story came to grips with 
a New York City detective who is 
frankly scared oh his initial plains- 
clothes assignment which brings 
him face to face with a psycho¬ 
pathic killer (the guy likes’his vic¬ 
tim to talk about his family while 
he’s doing- him in), and only a 
couple of blocks * away from the 
hospital where the dick’s wife has 
just given* birth to their first child. 
•Similarly a’ taxi-driver - com- 
mandered for the getaway up First 
Ave. is spared by the ringleader. 
The cabbie breaks down in un- 
bashe’d weeping punctuated by sil¬ 
ent player. It packed an emotional 
wallop not generally found in these 
make - ’em - in -'a - hurry shootin’ 
dramas;' 

Otherwise, Spies’ script -pretty 
much adhered to the conventional 
pattern of films inspired'by some¬ 
body or other’s', files, with Win¬ 
chell on deck for the touch of real¬ 
istic* journalism. It’s time, though, 
those WW bromides (“twisted flot¬ 
sam,” etc.)5 werd laid to rest. It 
could be racy without being rusty. 

Rose. 

ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE¬ 
SENTS. 

(The Glass Eye) 
With Jessica Tandy, Tom Conway, 

William Shattner 
Producer: Alfred Hitchcock 
Director:’Robert Stevens 
Writer: Sterling Sillipbarit 
30 Mlhs., Sun4 9:30 p.m. 
BRISTOL-MYERS 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Young A Rubicam) 
Alfred Hitchcock returned for 

another season of .30-minute films 
with a novel suspense yam that 
Could keep CBS-TV’s rating ball 

there are a number of different ; dp for that.'time period if the fol- 
types making, the rounds, current¬ 
ly, ranging from attempted sophis¬ 
tication to frank slapstick, but now 
with “The Real McCoys,” the corn- 
ball, hillbilly variety has moved in 
—and with a vengeance. 

Chief saving grace of this pro¬ 
gram was the presence of vet film 
actor Walter Brennan, who can get 
more mileage out of an Ozark line 
than 10 people in Hollywood. And 
once in a while, because Brennan 
delivered the line, it nearly reg¬ 
istered as well with the viewer as 
on The yocked-up soundtrack. 

But this is strictly Ma and Fa 
Kettle stuff, judging from' initialer 
—and strictly for the Smokey Cor-' 
ners addicts. Opener concerned 
the arrival in California of the 
McCoy family from the hills of 
West Virginia—the remote hills,- 
at that, for there’s a lot of .banter 
of marriage at 13, water wearing; 

. away the skin, and other “Tobacco 
Road.” lingo, dressed up for fun 
and of course, minus its social 
content. Episode spun on getting 
grandpa McCoy to like the new I 
place, giving him the foils of a 
stock spinster, or widow, a protag-; 
onist his own age, a new-fangled! 
daughter-in-law, a Mexican farm-' 
hand who comes with the prop-*] 
erty, etc. . - \ 

-Supporting, cast is competent, as 
is the photography. Writing and 
direction are undistinguished. 

* Horo, 

low-uppers maintain similar pro¬ 
duction and plot line 'stature. 

Each half-hour gets a different 
writer and east while the direc¬ 
torial chores will be split between 
Hitchcock,’ Robert Stevens, Paul 
Henreid and James Neilsen. If they 
all use the preemer as a model 
they can’t help but be in good 
shape. 

The series stepped off with its 
best foot forward. Robert Stevens 
was at the directorial helm on. a 
slick script by Sterling Silliphant 
of an adaptation of a story by John 
Keir Cross. With Jessica' Tandy 
and Tom Conway heading the cast, 
the film unrolled smoothly build¬ 
ing up to a suspenseful denoue¬ 
ment. % ... .. 

Story had Jessica Tandy in the 
role of a lonely English spinster 
who finally finds love in a ventrilo¬ 
quist. She gives up home and job 
to follow the act around the coun¬ 
try trying to arrange a meeting.. 
When it finally does come, she’s 
horrified to discover the “dummy” 
is really the ventriloquist while her 
life-size passion is a dummy. Title 
comes from the glass eye she acci¬ 
dentally lifted When* the dumniy 
fell apart in her hands. It was 
all handled compactly with a mini¬ 
mum of waste in dialog or. motion. 

Hitchcock was again on hand 
with Ms impish intros, sometimes 
overdone. Gros. 

complex and controversial subject. 
Murrow probed the P.O. problem 

from the human, technological, 

economic and political angles. In 
one of the most effective sequences 
on the show, letter carriers, at a 
union meeting, bitterly denounced 
their low wages ($76 per week for 
a 10-vear man) and their almost 
subhuman working conditions. A 
behind-the-scenes shot at the N.Y. 
P.O. where hundreds of workers 
were Shown crowded together sort¬ 
ing mails and packages was a vjpry 
educational and slightly terrifying 
glimpse into the lot of a postal 
employee. . 

“See It Now” traced the roots of 
the problem to two factors: obso¬ 
lescence of equipment and the in¬ 
ability of the P.O. to charge enough 
for its services. In the latter case, 
the charges of alleged multi-million 
dollar subsidies to the big maga¬ 
zines, such as Life, Reader’s Digest, 
Saturday Evening Post, et al, were 
aired- Rep. George M. Rhodes (D„ 
Pa.) charged that the P.O. lost 
over $300,000 on delivering one 
issue of Reader’s Digest. Arthur! 
L. Cole, general business manager 
of the Reader’s Digest, disputed the ; 
figures and the existence of anyj 
subsidy to the magazines. Cole said , 
that reduced mailing rates on! 
magazines was a subsidy, not to the j 
publishers, but to the public who! 

the excesses. 
It Would be simple enough to 

let singers sing and, if laugh-getting 
is needed, book a comedian. 
There’s time enough for Mitchell 
to develop into a “personality” 
over and above his disk status 
wherein he’s come through with 
a number of smasheroos including 
“Singin’ the Blues” for the Colum¬ 
bia label. He is an alert and lively 
performer, a good song delineator, 
arid well poised for caper and chit¬ 
chat. 

The opener surely covered a lot 
of ground in its half-hour—too 
much so for viewer comfort. The 
writers (headman Ben Starr, 
staffer William Derman) overwrote, 
though Irving Graham’s special 
song material seemed to have pos¬ 
sibilities had it been applied to a 
less frenzied session. Dizzy Dean 
was an okay novelty booking, 
especially while the World Series 
was in the air, but he was hardly 
of the required size in a strategic 
spot as one of the two guestars. 
Other guest. Marguerite Piazza, is 
of course a fancy triller, which she 
proved in a couple of numbers, and 
those gams of hers are something 
to behold besides. But why try 
making a comedian of her? 

What-with soloing, duetting and 
bantering with his two guests, 
Mitchell had his work* cut out for 
him, but he was in there pitching 
all. the time and gives evidence of 

land Mason, Joel Grey, others; 
! Henri Rene, musical director 
Producer-Writer: Cy Howard 
Director: Joseph Tinncy 
60 Mins.; Sat. (5), 10 p.m. 
PRESTONE 
NBC-TV, from H’wood (color) 

(Win. Estyn 
If they don’t watch put. the com¬ 

edy writers who drove the comics 
off television will also be driving 
the siqgers out of the medium. 
It’s pretty apparent by now where 
the comedy, scripters have wound 
up—they’re all doing the “contin¬ 
uity” and integrated story line and 
sketches for the vocalists. And for 
the most part making a sorry mess 
of it. 

Newest example is the Dean 
Martin Show, which teed off its 
season of NBC-TV specials last 
Saturday night (5). As a singer 
and personality Martin's as much 
a standout “in one” as when ho 
was teamed With Jerry Lewis. 
When he’s projecting with a 
“Marie,” or “When You’re Smil¬ 
ing,” or an “Easy to Remember,” 
or “Promise Her. Anything” it’s all 
pretty much to the good. 

But an hour is still an hour, 
which means material for the star 
and guests. In this case they 
brought in Cy Howard, himself a 
vet comedy write!* who goes “way 
back” to the days of “My Friend 
Irma,” to both produce and write 
the show* and find some reasonable 
excuse for utilizing the services of 
James and Pamela Mason along 
with the daughter Portland, Louis 
Prima and spouse Keely Smith and 
Joel Grey. 

Straitjacketed by a contrived 
story line i actually it hardly seems 
worth mentioning) about kids who 
are disgraced because their fathers 
aren’t tv stars and inevitably in¬ 
viting that old chestnut: “Daddy, 
what’s a radio?” the Masons and 
Joel Grey got pretty much the 
worst of it, with little or no op¬ 
portunity to demonstrate their tal- thus are permitted to get wide vari-i , -*. .. ..-— . --,-: —- 

etv of information via the mails at makmg the grade in the “personal! ents. Kids of western stars brag- 
flow c£st ! aPPeaiance” department. He did a | ging about papa’s Trendex and 

'mc? medley Some of his clicks, j Nielsen was good for a trade 
The issue of subsidies was raided ■ and jn the interpolation section chuckle, hardly more. (And is 

+ 3,nii- ?r °I Congressmen and, j also mentioned a clinker or two i this what they meant when the 
% I ama?g his disks* • comedy writers swore they’d laugh 

SSL rvni.6 ' Eddie JoY 'Mitchell’s personal \ the oaters into oblivion? i 
latter charged that a pow erful com- j manager andishow,,s exec producer) Louis Prima & Keely Smith 

can fix tilings right quick by call- j were somewhat more fortunate, 
ing for a more disciplined handling both in their vocal-dancing eccen- 
pf the script .and better and more! tricities and Miss Smith’s soloing 
appropriate use of guest talent, j (“Autumn Leaves”) and in duet 

bination of magazines and third- 
class users had been effectively 
lobbying to prevent a^hike in mail¬ 
ing rates, Summerfield also pointed 
but that the P.O. was hamstrung 
by an antiquated plant and an in¬ 
adequate fiscal policy. Unlike most 
fii'gh Government officials, Sum- 
merfield hit the problems Muare’y 
with no diplomatic hedging. As he 
put it, “I want the public to know 
that there is a subsidy .... Then 
if it’s the util of the people and 
the wish, of Congress , to Continue 
that subsidy; then they should do 
it opeiily and not, keep it the best 
guarded secret of history.” 

“See It Now” effectively turned 
the public spotlight on the wrhole 
question, Herm. 

DECEMBER BRIDE 
With Spring Byiugton, Dean Miller, 
, Frances Rafferty, Harry Morgan, 

Verna Felton, Rudy Vallee, Joel 
. Grey 

Producer: Parke Levy 
Director: Fred .de Cordova 
Writers: Lou Derman, Arthur 

Julian 
30 Mins*, Mon., 9:30 pan. 
GENERAL FOODS 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Benton & Bowles) 

“December Bride” seems to be 
going .into the ranks of the tele 
perennials. In the light Of present 
day filmed tele series* a show start¬ 
ing its fourth season.is*'virtually a 
standard. The Parke Levy concoc¬ 
tion while it isti’t as* funny as the 

laugh track seems to indicate, can 
nonetheless entertain, lightly. 

Miss Byington, a cross between a 
fluttery and a competant mother- 
in-Iawr, remains a good peg for the 
story, while Harry -Morgan con¬ 
tinues as the wry neighbor, with 
Dean Miller and Fr/rices Rafferty 
asftthe man-and-wift: team in the 
series. The opening episode had 
Rudy Vallee and Joel Grey as the 
guests. Grey showed up as a roll 
’n’ roller who is remade into 
the mould of Vallee, but returns 
to original format when Vallee 
hears a $10,000 salary is possible 
with the juve style of singing. 

It’s a slight series for people wrho 
won’t take their pleasure big. For 
others, it may be a filler, but what¬ 
ever it is, it still has an audience 
potential. ’ Jose. 
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As is, the bow show had little style | with Martin, 
and appeab—not • enough to resist1 Not a very auspicious bow for 
the temptation to dial over to ‘ the Dean. Rose. 
CBS’ “Burns & Allen” and NBC’s ■ _ 
“Restless Gun.” Tran. 

TRACKDOWN 
ASSIGNMENT FOREIGN .LEGION f With Robert Culp, James Best, 
(The. Outcast) 
With Merle Oberon, Michael 

Garish, Rosalie Crutchley, others 
Producer: E. M. Smedley Aston 
Director: Lance Comfort 
Writers: Various 
34 Mins., Tues., 10:39 p.m. 
P. LORILLARD CO. 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Lennen &■ Newell). 
In this season of timidity, there 

was some worry in . sponsor quar¬ 
ters,. before P. Lorjliard for Kent 
pigs took the plunge, that “Assign¬ 
ment Foreign Legion” may be too 

James Griffith, Jan Merlin. Don 
House, Gale Kobe, Tom Pittman, 
others 

Producer: Vincent Fennelly 
Director: Thomas Carr 
Writer; John McGreevy 
3D Mins., Fri., 8 p,m. 
AMERICAN TOBACCO, SO CONY 

MOBIL fait.) 
CBS-TV (film) 

(BBD&O, Compton) 
. “Trackdown” is a moderately 

good western half-hour telefilm, 
with a moderately good star per¬ 
former in 27-year-old Robert Culp, 

controversial, possibly; alienating ’ arid it may be the source for 
nationalistic Arabs. ] Mexican standoff with ABC’s “Jim 

. The .opener did cast the Arabs 
as the heavies, similar to the type¬ 
casting of Indians in U.S. West¬ 
erns. But this skein, made in Eng¬ 
land and .North Africa, starring 
Merle , Oberon, as host-narrator 
and. occasional player, doesn’t ap¬ 
pear that important to warrant con¬ 
troversy. jfylore or less, it seems to 
be conventional half-hour drama, 
judging from the initialer, but with 
Some of. the plot mechanics and 
characterizations.coming off better 
than many skeins. . 

It. has played in England, enjoy¬ 
ing quite a good rating record. On 
CBS-TV, the Merle Oberon starrer 
follows the “$6.4,000 Question,” 
giving It a potential good lead in. 
and it may gamer better ratings 
because of its position, than if the 
show had to stand on ts own legs, i 

Opener dealt with the story of a \ 
mistakenly identified French col¬ 
laborationist who joined the For¬ 
eign. Legion “to. die,” life had be¬ 
come so miserable for him. There 
was the usual Legion patrol, the 
meeting with the fighting Arabs 
and.the prior face-to-face encoun¬ 
ter with- the -man he was thought 
to have’ betrayed. Some suspense 
was developed as the man’s char¬ 
acter and background was uncov¬ 
ered, creating interest in the con¬ 
ventional proceedings. But Miss 
Oberon, as the foreign correspond¬ 
ent, steps into this man’s world, 
not only to lend glamour (which 
she has) but to mastermind the 
outcast’s complete exoneration. 
Well, the vindication phase was 

j hardly credible, depending on a lot 
j of obvious plot contrivances. 

'J . Hpra 

Bowie,” another westerner (with 
a touch of the south). But there 
seems to be an uneccessary clamor 
among the networks for establish¬ 
ing beyond a doubt (not that they 
ever do) that their boss operas are 
authentic. 

ABC did it with “Bowie” and 
again with “Wyatt Earp.” NBC d’’d 
it with “Californians,” and now 
CBS is doing it with “Trackdown,” 
billed in its press releases as the 
“only tv series with the official 
approval of the State of Texas and 
the Texas Rangers.” This didn’t 
begin with tv westerns; it may 
have begun with “Dragnet,” but 
that one’s enough. Besides, the 
network program officials, if 
they’re serious about all of this/ 
are amoly missing the point: The 
authenticity should be conveyed 
through the believability of the 
characters and the plot, not in the 
press releases. 

In these reyards. “Trackdown” 
has a’one-and-one record. Charac¬ 
terizations. as drawn by w’riter 
John McGreevy, were by and large 
well delineated, giving some good 
actors, including the star, a decent 
platform on which to perform. But 
—and here’s the rub—the plot, 
which presumably was taken 
straight from Ranger files (and 
embroidered on slightly, of course) 
was as loaded with holes as the 
villains were; at the end of the 
preem half-hour Friday (4). 

It w*as probably because of the 
individual roles that the new stan¬ 
za seemed to hold as much atten¬ 
tion as it did. But instead of true 
facts, it was patently phony. 

Art, 
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THE JIM KEEVES SHOW 
With Delores Watson, Buddy Hall, 

Anita Kerr Singers, Owen Brad¬ 
ley Prch; Dave Cobb, announcer 

Producer: Jack Stapp 
55 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m. 
ABN, from Nashville 

The new Jim Backus radio strip 
on American Broadcasting Net¬ 
work is slightly better than the Jim 
Beeves show that precedes it, but 
neither is bad, and for that matter 
neither was the ABN Herb Oscar 
Anderson program that preemed 
several weeks ago. What prexy 
Bob Eastman and his cohorts are 
striving for is a cumulative result, 
one that will jazz up the web 
audience and consequently the web 
coders. But dealing in cumulatives 
is at best a tenuous thing; who, 
including ABN executives, is to say 
what the longview will bring in 
the way of stimulation 

However, Eastman, through his 
sales pitch on this overall program¬ 
ming inception (which he tagged 
the “All-American Package”) has 
given some points from which to 
take off, and thereby avoid to some 
degree the tenuous, in passing on 
the merits of the plan. He said 
that his “all live,” mostly-music 
listen differs from the ubiquitous 
local deejaying done these days. 
Well, on, neither of these shows, 
which cover most of the time be¬ 
tween 1 and 3 p.m. every weekday, 
was there especially present that 
hazy thing “spontaneity” that a live 
personality and live music are sup¬ 
posed to bring to set networks 
apart from local stations, certainly 

THE JIM BACKUS SHOW 
With Jack Haskell, Betty Ann 

Grove, The Honey Dreamers, 
Elliot Lawrence Orch; Del Shar- 
butt, annoyncer 

Producer: George McGarrett 
55 Mins., Mon.-thrU-Fri., 2 p.m. 
ABN, from Nashville 

not to a degree, it seemed here, 
to justify the elaborate plans and 
measures instituted by ABN. 

Take for instance, the hack talk 
of Reeves; it came straight from 
a script, or at least sounded as if 
it came straight jfrom a script, 
since it was stilted for the most Sart. On the other hand, the 

ackus gab was on a much higher 
plane of interest; it was sharper 
and set Backus off as more of an 
individual. His jawing had sparkle 
and a certain fan magazine appeal, 
s'nee he is qualified to discuss 
Hollywood, stars and the other 
components of that peculiar world 
of mystery to the layman. But, in 
the fuller picture, Backus is going 
to have to prove at least three 
times as good as the best local 
jocks in the ABN chain, in order 
to justify a station settling for 339Z> 
of a dollar instead Of 1009$. 

In any event, ABN’s new block of 
shows are all of a fundamentally 
musical nature, obviating the need 
for too mu,eh personality. The 
music—song and orchestral—heard 
on both preem stanzas was darn 
good. But' can anybody say that 
ii was sufficiently superior to local 
canned stuff to justify the “All- 
American” scheme? To this quar¬ 
ter, there is a definite body of 
similarity: ABN is carefully follow¬ 
ing the expedient of top tunes, so 
much so that the same tunes were 
repeated on the Anderson, Reeves 
and Backus shows Monday. Will 
this design unnecessarily limit ABN 
to material that, in the final analy¬ 
sis, is so minutely different from 
local patterns that even -in the 
cumulative it will not make any 
significant change in the strength 
of local radio? 

Finally, Joe Culllgan, NBC Radio 
topper, challenged Eastman’s the¬ 
ories on networking several weeks 
ago,* asking, in effect, if the ABN 
musical stanzas, in all their live 
glory, were very different from his 
own morning “Bandstand”? “Band- 
Stand” is not block programming 
that sweeps across the day the way 
ABN’s» “All-American Package” 
does, but it has been on long 
enough to have had some kind of 
cumulative effect, yet it still hasn’t 
reversed a trend in radio, and. so 
to speak, given the morning back 
to NBC. Art. 

KPAL Deal Okayed 
Palm Springs, Oct.-8. 

Sale of remaining half-interest 
in KPAL, here, to Harry Maizlish, 
in deal involving over $70,000, was 
approved by FCC last week. Maiz¬ 
lish, who already owned 50^, 
bought out interest of attorney 
Gregson Bautzer and associate 
Jerry LipSky. 

A1 Fallen continues as manager, 
'With KPAL picking up additional 
programming from Maizljsh’s 
Hollywood KHHM-FM, including 
six-time^ weekly* three-hour “MiJ- 
ton Cross Presents.” 5 

MERV GRIFFIN SHOW 
With Darla Hood; The Spellbind¬ 

ers, Scott Vincent, Jaye P. Mor¬ 
gan, guest; Jerry Bresler Orch 

Exec Producers: Bresler, Lyn 
Duddy 

Writer: Edward Keen 
40 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p.m. 
ABC-TV. from New York 

Selfconsciously, the new Merv 
Griffin show acclaimed itself as be¬ 
ing “fun, live” radio, in keeping 
with the American Broadcasting 
Network’s live programming kick. 
Only occasionally, did the opener 
Monday (7) evening offer some 
genuine fun, and it seldom 
achieved the spontaneity associ¬ 
ated with live programming. 

When it did combine the fun and 
live factors, the show sparkled, 
even if those moments'were sur¬ 
rounded by blocks of standard- ma¬ 
terial. Not that the 40-minute 
stretch was unpleasant, for there 
was pop. standards and novelty 
numbers aplenty. But if the net¬ 
work is going to succeed in replac¬ 
ing station reliance on disks and 
local dee jays, it needs some stand¬ 
out live programming, above and 
beyond the so-so niche. Show only 
occasionally rises above that level. 

Merv Griffin is a good, polished 
vocalist. Permanent singing mem¬ 
bers such as Darla. Hood and The 
Spellbinders performed ably, as 
did guestar Jaye P. Morgan, all 
with a fine assist from Jerry Bres- 
ler’s Orch. Separately, on the 
whole, they were okay. But they 
didn’t mesh too well as a “family.” 
Griffin, as emcee, was too boister¬ 
ous, like a host running around to 
his guests constantly reminding 
them loudly that they should be 
having a gay, great time. .He and 
the show might do well to adopt 
some of Perry Como’s tv tactics. 

In the service department, Grif¬ 
fin gave a rundown of the weather 
nationally, gagging it up somewhat, 
but still partly intelligible to the lis¬ 
tener. . When guestar Miss Morgan 
did the weather, it was virtually 
completely ununderstandable — 
hardly a service to listeners. 

The best number in the parade 
of tunes was a duet sung by Griffin 
and Miss Morgan on how to be¬ 
come a big recording star. It was 
a gem. Hqto. 

CBS Radio’s 500G 
Bundle of shortterm buys on day¬ 

time and “impact” segments plus 
one 52-weeker tossed another $500,- 
000 gross new business into CBS 
Radio’s lap this week. Lohgtermer 
was a 52-week Ex-Lax deal for six 
“impacts” a week, via Warwick 
& Legler. 

Buying in were General Foods, 
via Young & Rubicam, for five 7*£- 
minute daytime segs per week for 
nine weeks. Whitehall Pharmacal,: 
with 12 “impacts” for four weeks 
via John F. Murray agency; Seven- 
Up, via J. Walter Thompson, six 
“impacts”; Cowles Magazines, via 
McCann-Erickson, nine “impacts.” 

TELEPHONE HOUR 
With Jose Iturbi, Donald Voorhees, 

Bell Telephone. Orch 
,30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m. • 
Producer-director: Wallace Magill 
BELL TELEPHONE 
NBC-Radio, from N. Y. 

(N. W. Ayer) 
“The Telephone Hour” rang in 

the 1957 season, as it had for the 
past 17 years, with a musical ap¬ 
preciation potpourri. Only differ¬ 
ence this year is a behind-the-mike 
switch. Show is now originating 
from an NBC studio instead of 
New York’s Carnegie Hall. 

Change, however, hasn’t effected 
quality of the show.. It’s still a 30- 
minute musical fest accenting the 
popular classic works of the long¬ 
hair composers dished out by a 
guest artist and Donald Voorhees 
with the Bell Telephone Orch. 
Jose Iturbi was the preem guester 
in his 21st shot on the series. He 
keyboarded his way flashily 
through a couple of Rachmaninoff 
pieces and a Beethoven composi¬ 
tion. Voorhees hit it up with a 
Brahms and a Grieg. 

It’s an old-fashioned radio show 
with a pat formula. But it still 
manages to come across.^ Gros. 

PARALLEL 
With Kenneth Banghart, Bob Wil¬ 

son, Bill Ryan, Howard Reig, 
Gabe Pressman, Ray Owen, 
Jimmy Powers, Dr. Louis 
Hacker 

Producer: Steve White 
Director-Writer: Len Weinles 
25 Mins., Sun., 1:05 pan. 
WRCA, New York 

In “Parallel,” a 25-minute radio 
program which began Sunday (6), 
WRCA, N.Y., has an interesting 
way to present history.. It’s some¬ 
thing of a “You Are There,” only 
it covers several unrelated events 
that happened on or around a given 
date rather than just one. It’s de^- 
livered* by the large and able 
WRCA news and announcing staff 
the way in which one of the WRCA 
current events roundups is de¬ 
livered—datelines and all. 

Station chose Sunday, Oct. 6, 
1925, as its first point in time. 
President Coolidge was celebrating 
his birthday, Billy Mitchell sent a 
telegram about a separate airforce, 
several European countries met in 
Locarno, 55 rum runners jumped 
bail, Miami was having a land 
boom and the Pirates and Na¬ 
tionals were lining up for the se¬ 
ries. Along with the news, in the 
manner of present radio roundups, 
brief analysis were given of the 
various situations by the “cor¬ 
respondents.” Kenneth Banghart 
was the anchorman and his own 
comments aided considerably those 
of the others. However, Banghart 
slipped occasionally into a narra¬ 
tive, which made the show sound 
more.like what it truly was that 
what it pretended to be; it tem- 
pprarily became history Tather than 
“current” news. * 

Dr. Louis Hacker, dean of the 
School of General Studies at Co¬ 
lumbia U., did an intelligent, if 
noticeably pedantic, wrapup of the 
events, though it seemed that he 
had to stretch more than one point 
to make what happened in frothy 
1925 pertinent today. Art. 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
The coffee-klatch conversation in the trade still has'as one of its 

intriguing speculations the question of who on the New York Herald 
Tribune will review CBS-TV’s “Seven Lively Arts,” since Trib criticf 
John Crosby will be hosting the show. 

One newspaperman came up with the idea that the Trib’s drama 
critic, Walter Kerr, would be an ideal choice in light of the program’s 
content. But this was immediately rejected—Kerr works for the “Arts” 
opposition. He’s the drama consultant for “Omnibus.” 

Bill Leonard’s “Eye on New York” appears to have achieved a sort 
of stepping-stone status for the distaff side of the business.. Show lost 
two of its key femme personnel last week, with writer Lissa Charell 
ankling to become senior women’s news editor for NBC’s “Today.” 
and Judy Lewis exiting as program coordinator to take on a featured 
role in George Abbott’s comedy, “A Soft Touch.” Ellen Shapiro, 
whom Miss Lewis (she’s Loretta Young’s daughter, incidentally) had 
replaced, is over'at WABD as reporter-researcher on “Nightbeat.” 
Misses Charell and Lewis are being replaced by Lester Cooper, screen 
writer, and Martin Carr, production assistant on the show. To top off 
matters, “Eye” producer Charles Hinds is off on his honeymoon, with 
director Lee Polk doubling as producer. 

CBS Radio is expanding its coverage of symphonic music by add¬ 
ing a weekly 55-minute concert by the Cleveland Orchestra to its 
schedule. Web will air rehearsal tapes of the orchestra’s concerts in 
the Saturday 7:05 to 8 period starting in mid-November. Thatls in ad¬ 
dition to the live pickups of the Sunday concerts of the New York 
Philharmonic. 

Cleveland orch is celebrating its 40th anni (11th with George Szell 
as conductor), and is planning several premieres of new works. CBS will 
tape off the final rehearsals for each concert. 

“How to Get Into Television” is the name of a career guide written 
by Robert Spencer Solotaire to be published Oct. 18 by Sheridan 
House. Solotaire’s publishers say the tome goes beyond the usual 
writing, acting and directing jobs envisioned by “newcomers.” He 
includes chapters on tv programming, women in tv, advertising agen¬ 
cies, commercials, tv reps, network spot, educational tv and closed^- 
circuitry. . ;. 

It’s aimed at showing the job hunting beginner , how to prepare’ and 
apply fQr tv jpbs,: and the types of outside. e^perien&e tl?at can be 

, appUeff-to Viffed. * ' " * ^ 
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central division sales, representing tv on an AAA A* panel which will 

examine the relationship between media and ad agencies on Oct. 17 

. Syd Simon, makeup artist/off to New York to prepare Fran Alli¬ 

son .for. her three upcoming appearances. ‘Terry Como Show,” Swift 
spec, and “Pinocchio”.... George Drake Show started on WBKB last Sun¬ 

day (6) as brainchild of Grover J. Allen and Felix Sadoski, who are pro¬ 
ducing and choreographing it, respectively ... WGN-TV’s sales chief Ted 
Weber in Gotham this week for sales meetings with staff and clients. 
WilUam A. McGuineas, WGN radio sales manager, attending adver¬ 
tising clinic of Radio Advertising Bureau in New York this week along 
with WGN, Inc. sales promotion topper Charles Wilson . . . WNBQ’s 
“Movie 5” on Sunday nights sold out this week for first time . . . H. 
Grant Atkinson named director of radio and tv by Compton Adver¬ 
tising . . . WMAQ’S sales chief, Rudi Neubauer, left for New York 
Monday (7) on company biz . . . Joe Diehl, sports writer for WBBM- 
WBBM-Ty, speaking, at College of Complexes this week with an assist 
from Rex the Hex, his dog with one blue and one brown eye. 

m boston .. . 
Target date for. new channel 5, WHDH-TV, to take the air is Nov. 

1 ... . John D. “Jack” Maloy, programming chief at WNAC and Yankee 
net, named director programs and special events . . . WNAC-TV preems 
its new “Frank Luther Show,” in the 6-6:30 slot Tuesdays. Luther join¬ 
ed the station a year ago as public affairs director . . . WNAC-TV 
preemed “Annapolis” at 6 p.m. Sunday (6) . . . Carl Moore, WEEI per¬ 
sonality, in Ireland seeking talent for his “Beantown Matinee” show, 
sent hack tapes of five soloists . . . WHDH put Hub medicos on the 
air on their “Closeup” program for discash of “Asiatic Flu” Monday 
night (7) . .. Jack Hynes, WBZ-TV newscaster, ankling'for new channel * 
5 . . . Lee Smith from WEEI to WORL, staff announcer on the 950' 
Club . . . WBZ-TV preems “Gr'ay Ghosts,” new tv series on Confed¬ 
erate Ranger John Singleton Mosby, Wed. (9) in the 10:30 p.m. slot, 
sponsored by. Habitant Soups . . . WHDH staff announcer Bill Harring¬ 
ton awarded chair by BU; not an academic post, a captain’s chair with 
BU crest, for signal work in toastma^tering BU alumni luncheons 
. . .Milton Graham, prexy Cambridge School of Radio and TV Broad¬ 
casting, presented plaque to. WHDH for news coverage during Boston 
newspaper blackout, on Ray Dorey’s show. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
Much activity at KCBS, which has taken on Tom Groody to voice 

“This Is San Francisco.” Groody, -who in recent years has worked 
mostly in tv at KRON and KPIX, starts next Monday (14). In addi¬ 
tion, KCBS has hired Jonathan Schiller, ex-WQXR, ex-KNBC, ex- 
HEAR, to run a weekly longhair music show . . . Marjorie Lord, Dan¬ 
ny Thomas’ new “wife,” pulled into Frisco, accompanied by CBS’ Jim 
Kane, and promptly charmed the pants off overyone. She reported 
that Thomas calls for “the treacle-cutter” when the show’s getting too 
syrupy—this is a hangover, she said, from^an Englishwoman’s fan let¬ 
ter who told Thomas her only objection to the show was its tendency 
to be “too treacly.” Result, said Miss Lord, is that Thomas is alert to 
the necessity for an occasional pratfall-type bof£ . . . Dorothy Day’s 
starting a new cooking show at KG.O . . . Jaime del Valle’s shooting his 
full-length “Lineup” in Frisco now. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS ... 
Here in interest of Sister Kenny drive, cartoonist A1 Capp was guest 

on KSTP-TV’S locally produced ‘“Treasure Chest” show . . . New Twin. 
Cities’ educational station KTCA-TV set for 10 weeks of NBC network 
live special /broadcasts at 5 p.m.'* five days a week, starting Oct. 28. 
"Programs will have to do with mathematics, Greek1 mythology, re¬ 
sources and civilization anfl “Camera on Washington” . . . WCCO-TV 
launched its fourth Sunday morning “Bowlerama” tournament show 
. . . WCCO Radio program expansion under station’s new program di¬ 
rector Bill Schwartz is designed, he says, to provide more local service 
for dialers during key tune-in periods. It includes a new disk jockey 
show, four more five-minute morning newscasts and an enlargement of 
Bob DeHaven’s “Good Neighbor Time” show . . . RCA took large news¬ 
paper ads to invite public to see World Series’ baseball games telecast* 
in color at its area’s dealers, all of whom were listed _ 

IN PHILADELPHIA . . . 
Bob Benson, WRCV late night disk jockey, named radio program 

manager, and Robert Lemon, formerly of WTTV, Bloomington, Ind., 
appointed director of programs for WRCV-TV. Harry “Bud” Smith, of 
the axed “Gagbusters” net show takes over Benson’s former spot . . . 
Gunnar Back, WFIL-TV news director, moderates special “Big Ques¬ 
tion on oil and its impact on world economy (14), with refinery-brass 
participating . . . Boh. Cummings and Ann Davis, the “Schultzy” of his 
tv show, opened the Tail Girl dept, at Gimbels (3) . . . Alan Ludlum 
is the new film operations manager for WCAU-TV . . . Hal March 
slated to be in town (14) . . . WFIL-TV skedding “Knut Rockne-All , 
American,” Pat O’Brien. starrer, (11) to coincide With Army-Notre 
Dame game to be played here (12). Local Notre Dame club joining in 
promotion . . . According to N.Y. Ayer, Atlantic refining is record 
breaker as sponsor of local tv weather show . . . Stu Wayne joins WFIL 
as host of‘weekend disk session . . . WRCV-TV preemed western series 
“26 Men” under sponsorship of Mrs. Smith’s Pies and Freihofer Bak¬ 
ing . . . Phillies baseball announcer Gene Kelly pacted to handle 
“Football Preview” on WRCV-TV preceeding the NCAA games. 

IN PITTSBURGH .... 
Carl Y. Coriell upped to sales manager at WMCK . . . Jack Williams, 

p.a. and promotion director of KDKA, transferred • by Westinghouse 
to WBZ in .Boston in similar capacity . . . Sun-Telegraph has dropped 
Wilbur Clark’s local tv column and is now only using Jack O’Brian** 
daily syndicated sutff . . . Richard McCarthy, continuity director of 
WCAE, played father in Catholic- Theatre Guild production of “Time 
Out for Ginger” . . . Bob Wolcott has resigned as tv art director for 
Ketchum MacLeod & Grove agency to go with Warren R. Smith out¬ 
fit .. . WEDO broadcasting all of the Carnegie Tech football games, 
home and away . . . Dick Rlebling, writer-director for William Beal 
Productions, marrying Betty George, of the same office, late next 
month . .Peter Gregg, of WCAE, and his wife celebrated their 20th 
wedding anhi . . , Ch. 2 dickering for Slim Byrant and his Wildcats 
to return as a half-hour Saturday afternoon station package in De¬ 
cember . . . Johnny Boyer has landed a new five-minute sports strip 
on WCAE at 7:55 in addition to his regular 6:05 slot. 

IN CLEVELAND ... 
Bud Wendell pacted to do late-late movie Friday on KYW-TV , , . 

Exiting local broadcasting: Maggie Wolff, WJW-TV for marriage in N.Y.jf 
Karl -Bates, KYW announcer, Roger Kennedy, WJW-TV newscaster, 
and Jack Hartley, WEWS . . Dick Driiry added to KYW announcing 
staff; Jim Neuhart, ex-WHKK, to KYW sales, and Dong Adair to WJW- 
TV . . . Pete French departs WHAS to succeed Torn Field as KYW * 
radio-tv newscaster. Field has/been signed by WRCV * Mary Holt 
pacted • to, fepicee WJW-TV Saturday night movie . * * Barbara Kfein- 
kprt named WJW-TV coipniubityrelations dirjeeior * ^ Robert Clou- 
tier, ex-^Iew-Yqrkj.named^taWJ^jadio sate*. ’ywrticv ». 
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THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE 
With Jackie Cooper, Patricia 

Breslin, Paul Maxey, Margaret 
Irving, Dick Wesson, Cleo, others 

Writers: Frank Gill Jr., G. Carle- 
ton Brown; Boh Fisher, Alan 
Lipscott 

Producer: E. J. Rosenberg 
Director: Jackie Cooper 
30 Mins.; Thurs. 9 p.m, 
BORDEN CO., AMERICAN HOME 

FOODS (Alt) - 
NBC-TV (film) • 

(Young & Rubicam) 
Now in its third season, this situ¬ 

ation comedy varies little from the 
basic material it served up» in pre¬ 
vious years. On hand again are 
such time-honored slapstick, fun¬ 
making ingredients as the “mis¬ 
taken identity" theme, the badly 
aimed seltzer bottle and the “talk¬ 
ing" dog. All that was missing in 
Thursday’s (3) initialer via NBC- 
TV was a tossed custard pie. 

For those viewers with a lean¬ 
ing toward broad, unsubtle humor 
“The People’s Choice" is their cup 
of tea. Reminiscent of a Mack 
Bennett two-reeler was the in¬ 
augural episode in which director- 
star Jackie Cooper is suspected of 
being a parking meter thief. Ac¬ 
tually, he’s been hired by the dis¬ 
trict attorney to track down the 
real culprit. With that as the 
basic story, the viewer can take it 
from there. 

Two teams of writers labor on 
this telefilm series and no one can 
charge them with being too orig¬ 
inal. Cooper portrays the top role 
of a bumbling youth trying to 
carve • a -career for himself in a 
broad vein. Among others involved 
in this alleged romantic comedy 
which McCadden Productions 
turns out for .NBC-TV are Patricia 
Breslin, as Cooper’s fiancee; Paul 
Maxey,. as mayor of. the town and 
Miss Breslin's father, plus Cleo, a 
basset hound. 

Performances of the aforemen¬ 
tioned players are geared to accent 
the script’s buffoonery under 
Copper’s ■ glib direction. Gilh. 

Foreign TV Reviews 

I DUE TIMIDI 
(Two Timid People) 
With Bruna Rizzoli, Alvinio Miscia- 

no, Giuseppina Salvi, Mario Car¬ 
lin, Leonardo Monreale, Walter 
Monachesi, Maria Luisa Zeri, 
Laura .Londi, others 

Director: Vito Molinari 
60 Mins. (Sept. 1*) „ 
RAI-TV, from Milan 

Written for radio, and already 
performed once at the Scala Thea¬ 
tre, Nino.Rota's opera made for an 
interesting and viewable hour .in 
its video version. Split-Screen 
devices appeared to update it even 
more, heightening the original 
effect. Might be worth considering 
for a-stateside projection, especial¬ 
ly in its present, television, with 
a new cast. 

Briefly, tale told is of an inhappy 
baekstair “romance" between a boy 
and girl, both' too timid to confess 
their love for each other. Via a 
series of operettaish misunder¬ 
standings, another woman and 
Another man, respectively, are told 
they are the ones the two people 
love. In turn, they propose, and 
the timid ones have not the cour¬ 
age to-change the situation, resign 
themselves to a separate future. 
Despite the slightly aged assump¬ 
tions of the plot,. Suso Cecchi D’A¬ 
mico’s dialog (book) Is intelligent 
and believable. Music by Nino 
Biota is appropriate to the subject, 
frivolous when needed* sombre or 
moving when the mood calls. It 
indicates influences of Pizzetti and] 
GianCarlo Menotti in certain pas- i 
•ages, ] 

Singers were mainly chosen for, 
voice, rather than looks, and they; 
carried out their chores diligently, i 
with a minimum of operatic gestur¬ 
ing and in keeping with the modern 
setting. Uncredited set design and! 
an excellent lighting and lensing 
job were to the production's fur¬ 
ther credit,-along with Vito Moli- 
nari’s crisp direction. Hawk. 

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE 
With Virna List, Elsa Merlini, 

Sergio Tofano, Vira Silenti, 
Luisella Boni, EUq Pandolfi, 
Margherita Bagni, Enrico Maria 
Salerno, Mltteo Spinola, Daniels 
Calyino, others 

Adaptation: Edoardo Anton 
Director: Daniele D'Anza 
60 Mins.; Sat., 9 pan. 
RAI-TV, from Milan 

Lavishly produced and neatly 
adapted to the video, medium, it’s 
easily understandable why the 
serialized televersion of a famed 
novel,*in this case Jane Austen’s 
“Pride and Prejudice,” remains one 
of the most persistently popular 
shows in the. fast-budding Italian 
television picture. 

Careful choice of' thespers, both 
for looks and ability, skillful adap- 

(Continued on page 49)- 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 
Suspicion 

For the first of the 22 live melo¬ 
dramas in the “Suspicion" series, 
producer Mort Abrahams placed 
tongue in cheek and came up‘ with 
an amusing murder farce in Sarett 

: Rudley’s adaptation of Gore Vidal’s 
.novel “A Judgment of Paris." Re¬ 
titled “Murder Me Gently," it got 
a good working over from an able 
quartet of performers, Kurt Kasz- 
nar, Jessica Tandy, Joseph Buloff 
and Reginald Gardiner. 

Yam concerned an obese old 
multimillionaire who decides ne 
wants to die but hasn’t the guts for 
suicide. So he enlists the willing 
aid of a lady mystery writer who 
proceeds to bungle the job so often 
and so painfully that the victim 
changes his mind and decides he 
wants to live after all. Then, to 
his terror, he finds out that most 
of her 58 murder novels were 
based on fact, and when she,insists 

] she’s got to finish this book, he. 
finally gets his wish and dies of a 
heart attack. 

Simple enough, but director Don 
Medford and the cast had a field 
day with the zany plot and charac¬ 
ters. Miss Tandy, as the eccentric 
writer, turned in a fine job, giving 
the gal a businesslike and thor¬ 
oughly jovial manner that fit the 
farce just right. Kasznar, as the 
suffering victim, was excellent, 

; writhing and shaking under the in¬ 
flictions of Miss Tandy. And Bu¬ 
loff, as a Syrian hotel rftanager 
and Gardiner as a. Scotland Yard 
detective on Miss Tandy’s trail, 
lent just the right touches. 

In terms of pure farce, this 
didn’t have the frantic pace that 
good farce should have, with the 
action proceeding at too leisurely a 
pace most of . the time. But the 
basic situation and the various plot 
developments were enough to 
compensate for this and make?the 
show one of the more pleasurable 
of the season. Chan. 

' Perry Como Show | 
With virtually every new musical 

show struggling to maintain,j its 
continuity,' Perry Como and i his 
Goodman ^ce-topped scripting 
staff must be the envy of the in¬ 
dustry. The format—or lack of a. 
straightlaced format—has enabled 
Como to work in bis guest stars in 
the most functional and yet charm¬ 
ing manner without making them 

: swallow cloy or ludicrous lines of 
! situations. 

Take last Saturday's (5) show, 
with as varied a roster as Ethel 
Merman, Kukla & Ollie (minus 
Fran) and Garry Moore. After a 
solid medley of Gershwin tunes. La 
Merman, got into a no-contest duet 
with Como on “I Wonder Why,” 
with Como (and the audience) 
breaking up as Como fried unsuc¬ 
cessfully to match volume with 
Miss Merman. Then ,as a topper, 
the. irrepressible Oliver J. Dragon 
matched forces with Miss Merman 
for’a. “There’s JSTo Business Like 
Show Business?' duet, with Como 
(and Kukla) the victim of a brush- 
off. 

So Moore enters the plot with a 
duet with Como and some surpris¬ 
ing dancing agility in an eccentric 
dance bit, along with a takeoff on 
Kukla and Ollie which though it 
didn’t quite -come off certainly 
didn’t hurt matters. Frothy stuff 
throughout, but trademarked to the 
Como touch and as much a buildup 
for the guests as for Como & Co. 
AU this, and Como's easy vocaliz¬ 
ing too, with such standards as 
“Autumn in New York," “Dancing 
in the Dark," “Down Mexico Way" 
and <‘Our Love Affair/. Chalk up 
some nifty assists too to Mitch 
Ayres’ orch and the Ray Charles 
singers. 
' Como also seems (to be doing a 
bit more with color these days, 
eschewing the use of a bare baby 
spot against a black background as 
frequently before and making more 
use of backdrops. Tint on Satur¬ 
days show was the best yet for 
Comp. % Chan. 

Playhouse 90 
Alter a singularly inauspicious 

start this season, “Playhouse 90" 
dramatically reversed its field in 
its fourth production of the sea¬ 
son, Robert Alan Aurthur’s “A 
Sound 'of Different Drummers," 
turning out'a fine, [provocative and 
thoughtful drama | that will un¬ 
questionably go dpwn among tele¬ 
vision’s best. 

“A Sound of Different Drum¬ 
mers" v (the title is taken from 
Thoreau) is an allegory set in a 

i “perfect society" of the future, in 
■which Aurthur makes the .thesis 
that tiie sacrifice of thought, love 
and individualism for the comforts 

of safety and security can only re¬ 
sult in a miserable emptiness of 
spirit. His dramatic device lies in 
the picture of the society he has 
established — an antiseptic, safe, 
secure and totally conformist civ¬ 
ilization where the only crime 
which exists is that of reading of 
books. In this police state, the 
only real police are the “book¬ 
men," who serve as investigators 
and executioners. 

Aurthur’s protagonist is Such a 
“bookman," who finds himself 
drawn into an underground group 
of “readers.” Sterling Hayden, as 
the bookman, undergoes a trans¬ 
formation from an unhappy auto¬ 
maton into a mature and pene¬ 
trating thinker who finds a strange 
(to him) set of new human values 
in the process. The dramatic de¬ 
nouement lies in Hayden’s choice 
after he’s caught—to die and fur¬ 
ther the cracks in the bookless and 
thoughtless (and loveless) society 
or to reveal the names of his co¬ 
conspirators and live. 
, As a drama, “Drummers” had 
its weak spots—a tendency toward 
talkiness, a dramatic premise (that 
of the treasonable nature of read¬ 
ing) that was hard to swallow. But 
“Drummers" is a drama of ideas 
more than action, and Aurthur 
brought to television an excitingly 
wrought interplay and develop¬ 
ment of ideas and ideals. It’s the 
type of drama television could use 
more of. 

Hayden, making his live televi¬ 
sion debut, turned in the top per¬ 
formance of the season, leading to 
the inevitable question of how 
come Hollywood never really dis¬ 
covered this guy. Inwall probability 
a victim of type casting in the ex¬ 
treme (seems he’s played nothing 
hut cowboys or cops), Hayden re¬ 
vealed himself to be an actor of 
depth, force and perception. Let¬ 
ter-perfect in his role, he also 
brought to it a great sensitivity 
that made the transformation of 
the character entirely sympathetic 
and believable throughout. 

Supporting cast was excellent. 
Diana Lynn, as the girl with whom 
he falls in love and who guides 
him into books and ideals, was 
spirited and lively, providing a fine 
contrast with the society and mak¬ 
ing Hayden’s motivation an under¬ 
standable one. John Ireland was 
convincing as the unthinking, nar¬ 
cotic-happy .bookman who gives 
Hayden away and then succumbs 
to the books himself. David Opat- 
oshu as the leader of the under¬ 
ground, Adam Williams as the 
head of the bookmen and James 
Edwards as the state prosecutor, 
were topflight. 

Director John Frahkenheimer, 
staged the play imaginatively and 
got strong, driving performances 
from his cast. Art director Walter 
Herndon had a field day in design¬ 
ing the play, fashioning multitudes 
of supra-modem offices, apart¬ 
ments and even jail cells with all 
kinds of imaginative gimmicks. 
“Drummers" was. standout in all 
respects. Chan. 

Sunday Night At the London 
Palladium 

It was Stars and Stripes night 
on Sunday (29) for ATV’s “Sunday 
Night At the London Palladium." 
A bright bill was topped by Jayne 
Mansfield, Allan Jones and Bob 
Bromley, with most interest being 
centered on Miss Mansfield’s shape¬ 
ly contours. She did a few min¬ 
utes’ amusing, innocuous gagging 
with emcee Dickie Henderson, dur¬ 
ing which she played a little violin, 
a spot of piano and effectively 
slayed one of Shakespeare’s solil¬ 
oquies. *:■ 

Allan Jones* relaxed. Virile Sing¬ 
ing scored heavily, notably with a 
well-balanced medley; of Jerome 
Kern oldies and Boh'Bromley of¬ 
fered the smoothest puppet act yet 
seen on British tv. The Tanner 
Sisters and • “Beat The Clock" 
rounded off the bill, together with 
George Carden’s Palladium hoof¬ 
ers. Dickie Henderson had one 
amusing skit but was again not 
happy with the “Beat The Clock” 
spot, giving away one prize to a 
couple who had obviously failed in 
two of their, three tests. Rich. 

Climax 

Deep in the folds of this psychol¬ 
ogical drama was a moral that self- 
defeat is no excuse for losing ones- 
self in a bottle. As a preachment 
against-alcoholism, “Jacob and the 
Angel" had dramatic impact and 
in no recent teleplay did any one 
man slop up as much booze as did 
Gig Young in his gradual disinte¬ 
gration from a brilliant law prac¬ 
tice to a flop house in Skid Rpw. 
It was Young’s fine acting that 
gave the play its driving force and 
holding interest at the sets: 

After winning cases on end and, 

the toast of the legal profession. 
Young runs into a streak of bad 
luck when his drinking gets the 
best of him. He blacked out at 
trials, crashed a party in drunken 
stupor and then got lost. Be¬ 
rated by his girl friend, June 
Lockhart, for letting his fractured 
ego get him down and “like Jacob 
wrestled with the angel," Young 
leaves his trail of alcohol for the 
straight path of reformation. Hav¬ 
ing lost a no-fec case to save a 
Mexican lad from a murder rap, 
he decides on self-sacrifice and 
asks to be disbarred because his 
client was not properly presented. 
This action, it is assumed, got him 
a new trial. It’s about the only 
decent thing he did aside from giv¬ 
ing the brush to Eva Gabor, a gay 
butterfly whom he sprung from a 
murder rap. 

Young gave a commanding per¬ 
formance as the' lawyer who 
couldn’t leave the bottle alone and 
was ably seconded by Miss Lock¬ 
hart, Miss Gabor, Otto Kruger, 
Hugh Maiiowe and Esther Minci- 
otii. Buzz Kulik’s direction from 
Oliver Crawford’s- compact tele- 
play was taut and inspired. Mary 
Costa, who has sung in opera, made 
music with the Plymouth commer¬ 
cial to novel effect. Helm. 

Polly Bergen Show 
After a somewhat shaky start 

two weeks earlier, the alternate- 
Saturday “Polly. Bergen Show" 
straightened out last weekend into 
a slick music & comedy offering. 
With Ernie Kovacs as guest star, 
the comedy took care of itself, and 
with Miss Bergen limiting herself 
to a minimum of chitchat and con¬ 
centrating on the music, that too 
was. first class. 

Show has been having its produc¬ 
tion problems, but with Mel Brooks 
now ensconced as producer and 
writer, and Bill Colleran holding 
down the direction end, much of 
the problems seem out of the way. 
Brooks and Colleran held the show 
down to a lean (fast-paced half- 
hour with a maximum of enter¬ 
tainment and a minimum of small 
talk, and brought off a cleanly en¬ 
tertaining segment. 

Kovacs is a comic of the first 
order, and. his Percy Dovetonsils 
characterization was firstrate, 
topped only by his conversion of 
his Niarobi Trio into, a fullscale 
symphony orch (the Niarobi sym¬ 
phony) playing* Beethoven’s Fifth. 
With Kovacs playing it straight, 
the literal monkeyshines of the 
orch (especially a beautifully 

,gowned but ape-faced cellist) were 
hilarious. As a closer, he duetted 
nicely with Miss' Bergen in the 
“Up the Avenue" tramp bit. 

Miss Bergen has two distinct as¬ 
sets, a fine singing voice and style 
which she used to good advantage 
in “But Not for Me” and a cou¬ 
ple 0f other solos, and the ability 
to handle herself and her guests 
with poise. She knows how to talk 
and how to move*, and the result 
is a comfortable atmosphere. She 
also' did some dancing with a male 
quartet, again proving herself .tal¬ 
ented-. and perhaps setting the 
groundwork for more of the same 
in future shows. 

A snappy and clean half-hour, a 
rare commodity these days. 

Chan. 

Val Parnell's “Spectacular" 

Mel Torme has become a famil¬ 
iar, figure on the British commer¬ 
cial ty network as well as with 
vaude. audiences throughout the 
country. “The” Mel Torme Show,” 
Which was featured in Val Par¬ 
nell's “Saturday Spectacular" (28) 
Was a typical vaudeo layout, crisp¬ 
ly staged and presented with a 
blending of songs,-comedy and spe¬ 
cialty routines. 

The show was presented by Eric 
Sykes, who, himself, was respon¬ 
sible for much of the comedy biz, 
and' other featured personalities 
were Jill Day, Hattie Jacques and 
the Four Gini Fredianis. Torme 
took good care of the vocallstic 
Stakes with such entries as “Judg¬ 
ment Day,” “One For My Baby" 
and “From This Moment On.” Miss 
Day provided additional singing 
and made a personal click with her 
version of “Two to Tango.” Miss 
Jacques, an outsize comedienne, 
had a highly .diverting running gag 
as Nell Gwynn. 

The entire production was dis¬ 
tinguished by its pace ahd vitality 
and came to a lively end in a drum 
session featuring Sykes, Torme and 
the resident drummer. The Four 
Gini Fredianis turned in soine rou¬ 
tine stuff in their fumbling act, but 
their last minute was one of the 
action highspots of the. program.. 

M’waukee Camera Shots 
Zing Up World Series 

Telecasts; Tint a Poser 
Aside from NBC’s dolor spread 

on the games from the Yankee 

Stadium in New York, television 

coverage of this year’s World Se¬ 

ries followed a pattern that’s been 

well-established over the regular 

season. Video's reportage of base¬ 

ball has grown so expert over the 
past dqcade that it has virtually 
overcome the limitations of the re¬ 
latively small home screen. In 
some respects, in fact, the home 
viewer gets to see more of the game 
than those seeing it live. 

That was particularly evident in 
the excellent camera work in the 
games played at Milwaukee this 
year. In addition to standard 
semi-closeup shot of the infield, 
the Milwaukee tv crew accented 
one telescopic camera picking up 
from center field and another from 
right behind the home plate. The 
center-field camera thrust the 
viewer right into the middle of the 
infield, even to seeing the catch¬ 
ers’ signals for the pitcher, while 
the behind-the-plate pickup was as 
close to the umpire’s viewpoint as 
you can get. Strategic switching 
among the cameras and the video 
crew’s general ability to keep their 
eye on the ball added no to a first- 
rate job. 

The role of color In the coverage 
of a baseball game is more specu¬ 
lative. While NBC considerably 
improved the color quality in the 
second Yankee StadJ urn game, the 
tinted images added very little to 
the game. Unlike football where 
the ability of the color cameras to 
separate the uniforms of the con¬ 
tending teams would be a definite 
plus in clarifying the action, base¬ 
ball is an open game that’s just as 
clear in black-and-white. 

The color cameras, however, did 
get some incidental pretty effects. 
The multi-colored stands, the 
greenness of the turf and a shot of 
Red Schoendeist’s hair as he took 

i off his cap all were caught by the 
‘tint process. On the other hand, 
i there was considerable color distor¬ 
tion in some of the shots and a 
i general inability of the color cam- 
i eras to adjust to the contrast be- 
; tween sunlight and shadows, 
j Mel Allen, who does the play¬ 
-by-play for the Yankees during the 
-regular season and A1 Heifer, who 
works the Brooklyn games, team 
up for a savvy, non-partisan, but 
dramatic commentaries. 

Gillette’s insistent stream „ of 
testimonials from various ’ big 
leaguers have been lightened this 
year with the occasional interjec¬ 
tion of some clever animated car¬ 
toons. Harm. ~ 

SATCHMO RIDES WITH 
EDSEL SPEC ON SUN. 

Louis Armstrong will appear as 
scheduled in Sunday night’s (13) 
“Edsel Show” spec on CBS-TV. 
There had been some doubt as to 
Armstrong’s status following his re¬ 
marks a couple of weeks ago blast¬ 
ing President Eisenhower’s policy 
on the Little Rock situation, with 
sponsor Edsel upset about Arm¬ 
strong’s pronouncements at the 
time. 

Siiice tHen, of course, the Pres¬ 
ident has sent troops into Little 
Rock, and Armstrong has in part 
recanted;’ Also, CBS resisted the 
Edsel suggestion that Armstrong 
be eliminated from the Bing Cros¬ 
by-Frank Sinatra starrer, and Edsel 
decided to go along. Another fac- 

j tor was the lack of any reaction in 
Armstrong’s spec appearance two 
weeks ago in CBS’ “Crescendo." 

David, Livingston Clef 
Shirley Temple TV’ers 

Songwriting team of Mack David 
& Jerry Livingston have been 
signed to write the scores for 12 
of the 16 “Shirley Temple’s Story¬ 
book” fairy tale specials on NBC- 
TV. Team, which wrote the score 
for Walt Disney’s “Cinderella’' and 
other filmusicals, is already work¬ 
ing on the first of the Henry Jaffe- 
Screen Gems entries, “Beauty & 
the Beast,” set for telecasting Jan. 
12 as the only live entry in the 
series. 

It’s David’s first television .stint, 
though Livingston, who does the 
music to David’s lyrics, teamed 
with Hden Deutsch last season on 
the score of the “Jack & the Bean¬ 
stalk" spec. 
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SEPTEMBER 1957... A SEASON BEGINS WITH 

First reports of the 1957-58 season add a new chapter to NBC’s trend-setting "con¬ 

tinued story.” By October 1st, nineteen of NBC’s twenty-two new shows had pre¬ 

miered and had attracted audiences 29% greater than last year’s* Competing shows 

on the second network dropped 21%. On the third network, they dropped 8%. 

This audience response to NBC’s new programs, representing more than half of 

its entire evening schedule, promises a continuation of the momentum established 

last season, when NBC was the! only network to increase its average audience, 

daytime and nighttime. 
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PfiftniJY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

VARIETY’S weekly chart ^of rity-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite• 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agenciesv 
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed, 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and 

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr)‘, drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

Women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are JUHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS 
AND TYPf STATION I 0ISTR1I. 

DAT AND 
TIME 

AUGUST 
RATING 

SHARE 
C*I 

SETS IN I TOP CO MEETING PROGRAM 
USE I PROGRAM STA. RATING 

PITTSBURGH 

1 

Approx. Set Count— -1,200,000 Stations—KDKA (2), WSTV (9) 

.. .KDKA. .... Ziv. _lVed. 9:00-9:30 .. .36.7. .. 79.8... .46.0 .WSTV ... ... 43 

.KDKA. _MCA.. .....Sun. 10:30-11:00. .... ...35.6....... .. 70.9... ..... 50.2 ......WSTV ... ...11.9 
s Kindin 57 <T)r) KDKA .... MCA.. .. 73.4... .45.8 To Tell the Truth. .WSTV ... ... 81 

4 Sheriff of Cochice (W) _ KDKA. ,..,NTA. .. .31.6...*.., .. 84.6... .37.4 .WSTV ... ... 3 1 

5. Dr Christian (Dr) ..KDKA. .... Ziv.. .Mon. 9:00-9:30 ..... .. .31.5. ,.68.4... Playhouse of Stars... ...... WSTV ... ... 5.1 

6. My Little Margie (Co).. .KDKA. .... Official .... .Mon.9:30-10:00 .... ...27 5__ .. 65.4... _ 42.1 Bichard Diamond..... ......WSTV ... ... 8.8 

6. Silent Service (Adv)... . KDKA. ..., NBC. _Sat. 11:00-11:30 ..... ...27.5... 91.4... Welk’s Top Tunes.... ... 0.7 
7. Whirlyhird* (Adv) .KDKA. .... CBS. .Fri. 7:00-7:30 ...... ...234....... .. 90.8... ..... 25.8 Broken Arrow ___ WSTV .... ... 0.7 

8. Federal Men. (Myst)..... .KDKA. .... MCA......... .. .22.9..,,... 7. 84.8... .27.0 Cheyenne..... .WSTV ... ... 2.4 

9. Waterfront (Adv) . .. . KDKA. .... MCA. .Sat 9:30-10:00 ..... ... 22.8 ....... .. 78.6... __ 29.0 State Trooper. ......WSTV ., . 4.4 

10. Frontier (W). .KDKA..... ....NBC. .... Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..... ...22.4. .. 84.3... .26.6 Cheyenne .. ......WSTV ... ... 2.0 

10. Star Performance (Dr). .KDKA. .... Official.:....-, __Fri. 9:00-9:30 ...... ...22.4... .. 76.1... _ 29.4 Mr. Adams & Eve.... ... 5.8 

Greensboro-Winston-Salem Approx. Set Count—713,700- Stations—WFMY (2), WSJS (12) 

1. Mystery Is My Business (Myst) WFMY.TPA.. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. 

2. Search for Adventure (Adv)... WFMY.Bagnall.Mon. 8:30-9:00 .. * 

3. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr).WFMY.,_... Gross-Krasne..Tues. 8:30-9:00 ... 

4. Dr. Christian (Dr).WFMY..... Ziv...Fri. 7:30-8:00 _ 

5. Studio 57 (Dr) .WFMY.MCA..Sat. 10:00-10:30 .. 

6. Highway Patrol (Adv).WSJS..Ziv.Thurs. 10:00-10:30 

7. All Star Theatre (Dr) .WSJS....,.Screen Gems.. Wed. 10:00-10:30 ! 
8. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WFMY.......MCA....Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... 

9. My Little Margie (Co).WFMY..Official...Fri. 7:00-7:30 .... 

10. Superman (Adv). WFMY .Flamingo.....Tues.6:30-7:00 ... 

...24.5 .. . 51.8. ... % 47.4 Telephone Time. .WSJS ... M ' 

.. .23.9........ . 43.9. .... 54.4 Arthur Murray Party. .WSJS ... HI" 

...22,1. . 42.3. .... 52.2 Show for a Summer Evening. WSJS ... M 

...21.3. 59,9. .... 35.5 Crossroads .WSJS ... M11 

,.. 19.5 ........ 49.8..... .... 39.2 Lawrence Welk.. .WSJS ... III1' 
...18-3........ . 53.5. .... 84.2 Bob Cummings... r.WFMY .. Ml1 [ 
.. .17.5. . 60.6. .... 28.9 .WFMY .. 

.. .16.5.... . 57 4. .... 28.7 Festival of Star^.... .WSJS ... MMr 

...14.9........ . 51.9..... 28.7 Blondip ... .. WSJS ... 

.« .14.5 •*••«••• . 82.0..... .... 17.7 Andy Williams-June Valli.. ..wsjs 

DALLAS-FT. WORTH Approx. Set Count—580,000 Stations—KRLD (4), WRAP (5), WFAA (8), KFJZ (11) 

. WFAA. _Ziv. .. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... ... .19.5. 42.2. ; ... .. 46.3 KFJZ. ■Ril 

... WBAP.. .... MCA... ... Tues. 8:30-9:00 . .,..19.0. 36.2. . . 52.5 WFAA ..... . 13.3 

3. Badge 714 (Mvst). . . .WBAP. .... NBC.. .... Tues.9:00-9:30 .... ....15.3.. . 27.2. .. 56.2 To TeH the Truth........, KRLD ...... .23.5 

.. .KRLD. ... ..MCA. ... Tues. 7:30-8:00 .... ... .14.5. 29.1. .. 49.8 WFAA. ,.24.3 

5. Silent Service (Adv)....... ... WBAP. .... NBC., ... Sat 9:30-10:00 _ ... .12.8... i.... 2777. . .46.2 Jimmy Dean Show. KRLD ..... ,13.7 

6. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr)... ...WBAP. .... Gross-Krasne... ... Mon. 9:30-10:00 ....12.4..- 26.9. ..46.0 Studio One Summer Theatre KRLD _ ..14.3 

7. Code 3 (Adv) KRLD. .ABC... ... Tues. 8:30-9:00 1... .12.0. . 22.8. .. 52.5 State Trooper... .WBAP ..... .19.0 

8. Popeye the Sailor (Ch) ... .. . KFJZ__ .AAP.. ... Sun.-Fri. 6:30-7:00 . _ll.6 . 34.3.. .. 33.8 Chevenne ... .WBAP ...7. . .1918 

9. Whlrlybirds (Adv). ... WFAA. ..., CBS., _Sat. 8:30-9:00 __ _11.4. . 25.6.. .. 44.5 Private Secretary. .keld*." . .15.1 

10. Sheriff of Cochise (W).... WFAA_ ... NTA. ... Tues. 10:00-10:30 ;. _11.1. . 25.8. .. 43.1 Tevas News . .WBAP. . .15.8 

CHARLOTTE Approx. Set Count —528,000 Stations—WBTV (3), WSOC (9) 

WBTV Mon. 10:00-10’30 ... 30.9. . 83 8 36 9 1 WSOC . . . , 81 

WBTV. .NTA... Fri. 10:30-11:00 . ...29,0. .. 33.0 Date With the Angels...... WSOC ... ... 3.5 

3. Highway Patrol (Adv) . WSOC. Tues. 9:30-10:00 ..... .. .28.2: ,. 51.0 Moment of Decision. WBTV ...22.1 

4. Dr. Christian (Dr) . WSOC. .Ziv . Wed. 9:30-10:00 __ ...28.1. .62.6. .. 44.9 Wednesday Night Fights... WBTV ... .. .25.8. 
WBTV. Fri. 10:00-10:30 ..... .. .27.6. ........ 85.4. .. 32 3 .WSOC ... 5.1 

6. Men of Annapolis (Adv) ... WBTV ........ Ziv .;... Wed. 10:00-10:30 _ ...25.2. . 71.9. ... 35.1 News; Weather... .WSOC ... ...12.0 

WBTV .MCA .'.. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..... .. .24.3- .59.6.. .. 40.8 .WSOC ... ..vl6.2 

WBTV." :. . 18.8. . 63.9. .. 29.4 WSOC ... .. .13.5 

9. Little Rascals (Ch)....; ... WBTV. Mon.-Thurs. 5:00-5:30 18.5. ...58.4.. .! 31.7 Popeye the Sailor. WBTV ... ...13.1 

10. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WBTV .. mca.:. Thurs. 9:00-9:30 . ... 18.3 : .31.8. .. 57.5 Lux Video Theatre. .WSOC ... .. .38.0 

EL PASO Approx. Set Count—80,000 ; Stations— -KROD (4), KTSM (9) KELP (13) 

1. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KROD .Ziv . Sun. 9:00-9:30 ....... .. .33.9. ...._61.4____ .. 55.3 KTSM .. 
mi 

2. Sheriff of Cochise (W)... .KROD .NTA.. .Mon. 9:30-10:00 . ... .33.2. 7. 45.6 Soldiers of Fortune... .KTSM .. ....11.2 

3. Whlrlybirds (Adv). . KROD .CBS. Wed. 8:00-8:30 .. .. .32 3, ... 58.0. .,55 6 KTSM .. ....12.1 

4. Dick Powell (Dr) ... . KROD .Official... Thurs. 8:00-8:30 7.... .. .31 2. .54.3. .. 57,5 KTSM .. .... 19.2 

5. State Trooper (Adv). .KROD .. MCA.. Tues. 8:30-9:00 ...... ...29.4, ........ 50.8. ... 57.9 Panic .. .KTSM .. .... 25.8 

0. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KTSM .Ziv .. Fri. 8:00-8:30 .;. .. .29 1. .. 62.7.. KROD .. _13.3 
7. Frontier (W) . KTSM. . Tues. 9:00-9’" 0 .. ..; .. S'' 1. .55.6 . .. 59.5 KROD .. .,..193 

8. Last of the Mohicans (W).... .KTSM. . Mon. 7:3C-8:C0 . .. 26 1. .. 52 5 Godfrey's Talent Scouts... .KROD .. ....17.8 

8. Secret Journal (Dr). .KROD. .MCA . Fri. 7:30-8:00 ....... ...23.1. .43.8. .. 53.7 Cavalcpde of Spirts- .KTSM .. ... .30.7 
9. The Tracer (Adv) . KROD. .MPA-TV . .:_ Tues 7-30-800 .. 2 ‘ 9 . . 59 3 .,... .. 43.0 KELP .. _14.7 

10. Badge 714 (Myst). . KROD . Thurs. 9:30-10:00 _ .. 25 2, .59.8.. .. 42*2 People’s Choice. . KTSM .. ....16.0 
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TV LIVING ON BARROW TIME? 
Washington, Oct ~8. 

Just in case anything's J>een overlooked by the House Commit* 
tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, a Special Subcommit¬ 
tee on legislative Oversight, headed hy Hep. Morgan M. Moulder, 
has gone to work on the tv networks and other industry sources 
to extract more. info. Letter, that went out last Thursday (3) to 
all the interested parties, algned hy Moulder detailing its author-, 
ity to review, study and examine the execution of the laws hy the 
FCC as well .as other Federal regulatory agencies, has ^caused no 
end of disquietude because of its implications. (All the desired 
info must be returned by Oct 17). 

Moulder's letter, which top industryites believe to have harmful 
overtones, more or less assumes that conniving, payoffs and kick- 
hacks areea common practice within the industry. For example, 
among other things, it asks for: 

Specification of any and all gifts, hon&rariums, loans, fees 
or other payments, in mpney or other, thing of value, given or 
made directly or indirectly to any member or employee of the 
Federal Communications Commission or his immediate family. 

Specification of any or all benefits, other thgn those speci¬ 
fied in (3), directly or indirectly paid or provided for any 
member or employee of the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission or his immediate family, including but not limited to 
any travels, vacations, entertainment, hotel or other accom¬ 
modations, memberships, etc. _. 

Fun ha Courtroom 
Thesps Just Mad About Getting on CBS-TV Daytime 

Strip; Showcase for Unknowns 

* “The Verdict Is YoUrs,” the new 

CBS-TV daytime strip which simu¬ 

lates real courtroom trials, is be¬ 

coming known as a “fun show” to 
the New York acting fraternity. At 
the same time, perhaps more im¬ 
portantly, it's also rapidly acquir¬ 
ing the rep of a showcase for un¬ 
known talent. 

Show’s dual reputation among 
actors as a challenging assignment 
and as a door-opener for better 
things stems, from its unique for¬ 
mat, in which the actors don’t 
memorize lines, but instead-Com¬ 
pletely familiarize themselves with 
a situation and a characterization 
and ad lib their stuff on the air. 

Because of this, some of the 
more confident thesps look upon 
a job on the show as a sort of 
challenging lark, where" they can 
really bite^into a role and at the 
same time’show their innate tal¬ 
ent Similarly, talent scouts and 
agents from pictures, legit and 
even other tv’ers axe beginning to 
make the show a viewing “must” 
because they feel that any actor 
who can show himself off well in 
so taxing an assignment has the 
right kind of stuff. 

Moreover, it's a spot for “new 
faces,” since in the program’s at¬ 
tempt to simulate real courtroom 
trials, lesser known thesps are used 
to create a sense of illusion. Pro¬ 
ducer Gene Burr feels that if the 
viewers see a “witness” too often 
on television,, some of the realism 
of the show is lost. Hence the an- 

(Continued on page 39) 

ABC Names Loser To 
Succeed Ecksteia; Web 

May Drop BBDO Agency 
A shuffle, which began last week 

with the ankling of Jbhn Eckstein, 
is expected to lead to a change 
of advertising agencies for ABC. 
Eckstein, the director of advertis¬ 
ing for the network, was replaced 
immediately by Dean Linger, who 
had been director of sales promo¬ 
tion and press info at KNXT, LAr, 
and Jerry Zigmond, an exec in 
the parent American Broadcasting- 
Paramount Theatres office, was 
hired as a consultant in ad and 
promotion for the web. 

BBD&O fats been handling the 
several hundred thousand dollars 
a year expended by ABC in trade 
and consumer advertising. Recent¬ 
ly, however, some dissatisfaction, 
was expressed by highly placed net¬ 
work execs about the agency’s han¬ 
dling of the account. 

The network denied reports about 
there being other personnel 
changes in the offing for advertis¬ 
ing and also publicity. Linger re-1 
portedly was recommended to net¬ 
work topper Oliver Treyz by his 
program.-- veep James Aubrey, who 
worked with Linger, at TZNXT. J 

Vicks’400G TV Spots 
Harrington, Righter A Parsons, 

via Morse International Agency, 
has allocated $400,000 of Vicks 
Vaporub account, to spot tv. 

. Vicks will be placed in some 29 
markets. 

WCBS Burns As 
Moses Retreats 

On Lincoln Sq. 
Bill Leonard’s “Eye on New- 

York” was all set to ride last Sat¬ 
urday afternoon (5) with an ex¬ 
haustive half-hour probing into the 
$200,000,000 Lincoln ..Square proj¬ 
ect. When initially approached 
about the idea, Robert Moses, 
chairman of the New York City 
Committee on Slum Clearance, 
agreed to participate and voiced 
enthusiasm over toe telecast, par¬ 
ticularly since next Wednesday the 
project goes to toe New York City 
Board of Estimate, guardian of toe 
city’s money. Along with Moses, 
arrangements were also made for 
John D. Rockefeller 3ft, architect 
Wallace K. Harrison, realtor Wil¬ 
liam Zeckendorf and Father Ed¬ 
ward F. Clark to appear on the 
show. 

Night before the telecast, which 
was highly endorsed by the CBS 
echelon as a public service contri¬ 
bution, toe script was submitted to 
Moses for his approval, since.toat’s 
a customary procedure. "Moses 
said he didn’t like it and went so 
far as to complain that as it shaped 
up It was an unfriendly appraisal. 
Moses then persuaded Harrison, 
Zeckendorf and Father Clark to 
withdraw*which they subsequently 
did. Rockefeller alone expressed 
a willingness to participate but 
felt tost bis whole position would 
be jeopardized if he did by virtue 
of Moses* jpullout. 

Leonard went ahead with toe 
show, but it was a watered down 
briefie, along with an on-toe-air 
explanation by Leonard. Filling 
the gap was a discussion of toe 
Soviet satellite. 

Ed Wju As Lead 
For‘Borrowed Tine’ 

Ed Wynn hat polled down still 
another plum assijpiment, the lead 
in the “Hallmark Hall of Fame” 
90-mlnute color production of Paul 
Osborn’s “On Borrowed Time”. 
Show will be the second of toe 
six “Hallmark” shows this, season, 
and will be telecast Nov. 17 at 
5:30. p.m. ", 

Claude Rains will also, be starred. 

The television networks expected 
the worst—and they got It. They're 
virtually resigned to the fact that 
out of toe Barrow study will come 
some drastic penalties and there’s 
very little they can do about It 
save for throwing themselves on 
the mercy of toe Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission. 

As toe networks’ upper echelon 
sees 1$, Commissioners Robert 
Bartley, Rosel Hyde and Robert 
Emmett Lee will back the report 
with its unprecedented restraints 
an network practices. Chairman 
John C. Doerfer, along with 
Comrs. T. A. Craven, Richard Mack 
and possibly Fred Ford will reject 
it. But even in the event of an ex¬ 
pected toree-to-four count repudi¬ 
ating-the Barrow report, it’s gen¬ 
erally accepted that compromise 
penalties will of necessity be in¬ 
flicted, though not perhaps as ex¬ 
tensive should the vote (and. Comr. 
Ford holds the key) goes the other 
way. 

The networks feel the ultimate 
rap will encompass the two vital 
recommendations — “option time” 
practice which the Barrow report 
charges restrains competition and 
limits the exercise by the station 
of its programming responsibilities, 
and the multiple ownership rule 
on stations. While the report 
calls for limiting networks (and 
other multiple stations owners 
such, as Storer, Westinghouse, 
Crosley, Time-Life, etc.) to three 
VHF outlets in the top 25 markets, 
this is regarded as merely an in¬ 
termediate measure. Actually, it’s 
contended, the ultimate aim is to 
limit the networks or any one else 
to a single V station ownership. 

Timetable 
One top network exec viewing the 

immediate future -realistically es¬ 
timated the following timetable 
Within the next two years, the mul¬ 
tiple ownership broadcasters would 
be stripped of one V. Within a 
period of the following two years 
they would lose another. 

The alarms over the “option 
time” clause are serious. The net¬ 
works maintain that toe abolition 
of the prevailing practice assuming 
a continuing upgrading of business 
generally, could be nothing short 
.of calamitous. (There is consider¬ 
ably less concern over the recom¬ 
mendation on “must buy” prac¬ 
tices). \ 

New Era for TV 
Washington, Oct. 8. . 

Packing a .tremendous punch, 
the report last week of the Federal 
Communications Commission’s 
Network Study Staff, under the 

(Continued on page 39) 

Prospects of Fourth TV Network 

Baum s Permanent Slot 
Washington, Oct. 8. 

Dr. Warren C. Baum of New 
York was appointed last week 
as chief of the Office of Net¬ 
work Study, established by the 
Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission to Implement the rec¬ 
ommendations of the report of 
the Network Study staff. ' 

Dr. Baum has been a mem¬ 
ber of toe Staff for nearly two 
years. Dean Roscoe L. Bar- 
row, who directed the study, 
returned last week to the TJ. 
of Cincinnati College of Law. 

NBC, CBS-TV Webs 
More Profitable In 
1956ThanO£Os 

Washington, Oct. 8. 
CBS and NBC made more money 

from their tv network operations 
last year than from their owned 
and operated tv stations while 
ABC o and o outlets accounted for 
the bulk of that network’s profits, 
according to -data contained in the 

Washington, Oct. 8. 

As long as VHF facilities arc 

limited, prospects for a fourth na¬ 

tional network comparable to the 

three major webs are dim, accord¬ 

ing to the report of the Network 
Study Staff submitted last week to 
the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission. 

The report finds that while net¬ 
work profits of NBC and CBS have 
risen to high levels In recent years, 
there are major obstacles to the 
entry of new webs. 

“These barriers,” it asserts “arise 
in part from the nature of the net¬ 
work-station affiliation arrange¬ 
ments and the mutual benefits de¬ 
rived therefifcm, from the existing 
structure of A.T.&T. rates for in¬ 
terconnecting stations, and from 

j certain economies of large scale 
‘ operations in ‘networking/ 

“The principal factor, however, 
accounting both for the high con¬ 
centration in ’networking* and for 
the effective barriers to the entry 

. of new networks is toe shortage of 
{competitive tv station facilities in 
the VHF spectrum.” 

Unless there is a major techno¬ 
logical change In the nature or 
form of tv, the report suggests, net¬ 
work operations “will continue to 
be characterized by a small num¬ 
ber of firms enjoying substantial 
profits without the# possibility that 
new networks will be able to enter 

report of the Network Study Staff! ” 
to toe Federal Communications anTdir5°Pf*e f , 

While there is little likelihood 
in the near.future for more na- 

Communications 
Commission. 

The Teport, which draws on fig¬ 
ures collected by the FCC, puts 
ABC earnings in 3956 at $9,727,000 
and the proportion contributed by 
the q and o stations as 73.99c?. 

Profits of CBS in 1956 are 
listed at $40,733,000 and the pro¬ 
portion accounted for by the o and 
o’s as 45.1%. 

Earnings of NBC for the same 
year are shown to be $34,910,000 
and the proportion contributed by 
the o and o’s as 47%. 

The report shows that a large 
proportion of each network’s prof¬ 
its come from its stations in the 
three top markets of New York, 
Chicago and Los Angeles. In the 
case of ABC, they provided 68.8% 
of total o and o earnings. For 
CBS (which had only three VHF 
stations last year) they accounted 
for 99.5%. For NBC they con¬ 
tributed 82.8%. 

CBS earned $86,000 on its UHF 
stations (Milwaukee and Hartford, 
Conn.) last year as compared to a 
loss of $130,000 in 1955 on its only 
UHF ’operation, according to the 
report. (CBS acquired its Hart¬ 
ford station last year.) 

Washington, Oct. 8. 
Here are some of toe highlights 

of the report of the Network Study 
Staff, "under toe direction of Dean 
Roscoe L. Barrow, to the Federal 
Communications Commission; 

Oh tv network monopoly: “The 
concentration of control by net¬ 
works in their capacities both as 
owners of stations and (advertis¬ 
ing) agencies is comparatively 
high; collectively, the three net¬ 
works account for close to 70% of 
national tv- time sales, with CBS 
and NBC accounting for over 60%. 

. . In terms of one significant 
measure—toe proportion of net¬ 
work programs "during prime eve¬ 
ning hours on tv stations through¬ 
out toe country—network concen¬ 
tration is very high. During toe 
three prime evening hours subject 
to network option, the three net¬ 
works account for close to 80% of 
the total programs carried by'com¬ 
mercial tv stations. The proportion 
is over 90% in toe case of toe ‘basic’ 
stations of the CBS and NBC net¬ 
works.” 

Oh network affiliation policies:1 
“At least one of the networks has 
demonstrated . ., a preference for 
multiple-station owners over sin¬ 
gle-station owners. The basis for 

this preference is the advantages 
that may accrue to the network_ 
from affiliation with other of_ the i the networks.’ 
stations held by the multiple own- I- 
er. This preference is contrary to 
the Commission’s policies of pro¬ 
moting local ownership and the 
widest diversification of ownership 
in the tv medium. Also, the pref¬ 
erence granted to multiple owners 
effectively hinders competition 
among stations for affiliation; a 
licensee having a scarce facility in 

tionwide networks, the report finds 
that “an additional competitive 
element exists in that the networks 
are in competition for national ad¬ 
vertising business with the national 
spot system of advertising made up 
of national station representatives 
and independent program sup¬ 
pliers.” It also sees a prospect for 
development of Specialized “net¬ 
work” organizations such as Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates (NTA), 
Program Service, and the Sports 
Network. 

“Although the’ existing degree of 
network concentration in toe na¬ 
tional tv advertising market is 
high,” toe report declares, “wheth¬ 
er or not the present structure of 
networking is compatible with the 
public interest in an effectively 
competitive tv system cannot be 
conclusively determined until the 
possibilities of greater competition 

^ from national spot and specialized 
! networking systems are examined. 

“The concentration analysis, 
however, highlights the fact that 
the public interest in a workable 
system of competition can be 
achieved In part by encouraging 
competition between network and 

• national spot tv. In this connec- 
; tiori, the network practices In af- 
: filiation, rates, option time, com¬ 
pensation, and other relationships 
with affiliated stations play a vital 
part, since they bear directly on 
the ability of non-network organi¬ 
zations to compete effectively with 

Stan Freberg Pitches 
Show to Pat Weaver 

For Still-Due TV Web 
.: Hollywood, Oct 8. 

Format for a new half-hour tv 

communitv ” i Program Service syndication net. 
Option Time j NBC and CBS also will be can- 

On option time: “An antitrust j va^T* 
analysis of option time on toe basis 
of court decisions . . . indicates 
at least a strong possibility that it 
Would be found to be a per se vio¬ 
lation of Section 1 of toe Sherman 
Act on analogy to the motion pic¬ 
ture ‘block-booldng’ practice con¬ 
demned In the Paramount case. 
Substantial support for each of the 
elements of * toe ‘block-booing' 
formula can be demonstrated. 
While there is clearly a large area 
of mutuality of interest in net- 
work-affiliate program transac- 

(Continued on page 39) 

Series would be Freberg’s first 
regular solo outing on tv, since he 
broke in several years back on 
KTLA’s “Time for Beany.” Since 
“Beany,” he's only done guest 
shots on various shows. (However, 
it’s known that he and sidekick 
Pete Baraum once prepped a series 
format called “Scope” for NBC, be¬ 
cause execs had said they wanted 
a “series with scope.”) 

Present format would integrate 
commercials into program, and is 
tentatively planned to include va¬ 
riety acts as well as comedy. 
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The TV film syndication business, though young, already has its tradi¬ 

tional forms of communication. Take the way “action” series are talked about. First of 

all, “action” shows are going—well, “great guns.” Some of them are even “white hot 

action” shows, which is a different thermal intensity altogether. It’s the “white hot” ones 

that usually feature “39 blistering episodes.” 

Most of these shows have virtues on a Homeric, or compound-epithet, 

scale; for instance, ‘ ‘excitement-charged’’ or ‘ ‘thrill-packed.” Atthe very least, anumber 

of them are “brand-new.” And inevitably they all lead to a more ennobling kind of 

action:‘ ‘action at the cash register.” 

Many of these shows offer simple, straightforward “thrills and chills.” 

A few declare themselves “a new dimension in TV.” This may mean that when the hero 

is seen.to kick a rock, you may be sure his foot won’t go through it. 
V 

‘ Every one of these shows has indescribable “opportunities for promo¬ 

tion and merchandising.” Frequently, these are “built in”—which would seem to present 

the problem of prying them loose. But never mind now. The chief opportunity may be 

the “star” of the series,. He's .usually , that “rugged, handsome star of stage, films and 

TV,” and for the life of you, you can’t remember in what you’ve ever seen him. 

What are you supposed to do when you’re confronted by an “action” 

series of this soft?-You know very well, because you’re told in words of one syllable: 

“wire, write, phone!” 

You get exposed to this standard vocabulary long enough, and suddenly 

it stops meaning anything at all. We’d never use it with our new series, Boots and Saddles 

i-the Stony, of the Fifth Cavalry, because it just wouldn’t fit. If yob’re a non-network 

advertiser, looking for prime syndicated product, we’d rather just show you some actual 

episodes. No other language communicates as well, nbc television films a division of 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
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^mr- m FEATURE FUH CHART 
Variety's- toeekly chart, based on ratings furnished bp Aimericon Research Bu- feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 120'cities. Each of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.-m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share .of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming .on a multi* 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout fhe week, a total rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and fhe present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show art as accurate as could be ascer 
to such factors as the time and day. the high and low ratings for the measured rained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

MIAMI 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT 

ARB 
RATING 

1. PALS OF PECOS— 
Bob Steele, Bob Livingston; 1941; Repub¬ 
lic; Hollywood Television Service. 

Saturday Morning 
Western 

Sat., Sept. 7 
8:00-9:00 a.m. 

WTVJ 

23.6 

2. TEST PILOT— 
Clark Gable, Myma Loy, Spencer Tracy; 
1937; MGM; MGM-TV. 

MGM Theatre 
Sun., Sept. 8 

9:30-11:45 p.m. 
WCKT 

19.4 

3. WYOMNG— 
Wallace Beery, Ann Rutherford; 1940; 
MGM; MGM-TV. 

Movie 7 
Fri. Sept. 6 

5:00-6:45 pjn. 
WCKT ' 

18.6 

4. HELL BELOW— 
Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans, Jimmy 
Durante; 1933; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Movie 7 
Wed. Sept. 11 
5:00-6:45 p.m. 

WCKT 

18.3 

5. LADY OF THE TROPICS— 
Robert Taylor, Hedy Lamarr; 1938; MGM; 
MGM-TV. 

Movie 7 
Thurs. Sept. 5 
5:00-6:45 pm. 

WCKT 

17.8 

6. JOURNEY FOR MARGARET— 
Robert Young, Margaret O’Brien, Laraine 
Day; 1942; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Movie 7 
Mon. Sept. 9 
5:00-6:45 p.m. 

WCKT 

16.8 

7. IF WINTER COMES— 
Deborah Kerr, Walter Pidgeon, Janet 
Leigh; 1947; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Movie 7 
Tues. Sept. 10 
5:00-6:45 p.m. 

WCKT 

15.5 . 

8. ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC— 
Humphrey Bogart, Raymond Massey; 1943; 
Warner Bros; Associated Artists Produc¬ 
tions. 

10 O’clock Feature 
Sun. Sept. 8 

10:00-12:25 am. 
WTVJ 

14.9 

9. IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE— 
James Stewart, Donna Reed; 1946; RKO; 
M&A Alexander. 

Four Star Feature 
Sat. Sept. 7 

11:20-1:45 a.m. 
WTVJ 

H-3 

10. ISLAND OF DESIRE 
Linda Darnell, Tab Hunter; 1952; United 
Artists; United Artists-TV, 

Mid-Day Movie 
Fri. Sept. 6 

12:00-1:30 p.m. 
WCKT 

10.6 

s 

DES MOINES 
1. COWBOY AND THE BLONDE— 

George Montgomery, Marv Beth Hughes; 
1941; 20th Century Fox; NTA. 

Early Show 
Thurs. Sept, 5 
4:30-6:15 p.m. 

WHO 

14.7 

2. PENNY SERANADE— 
Cary Grant, Irene Dunne; 1941; Columbia; 
Screen Gems. 

Movie Premiere 
Fri. Sept. 6 

10:30-12 *.-30 a.m. 
KRNT 

13.9 

3. HI, NELLIE— 
Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell; 1934; Warner 
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions. 

Early Show 
Tues. Sept. 10 
4:30-6:15 pjn. 

WHO 

13.4 

4. SHERLOCK HOLMES IN WASH'TON— 
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Marjorie 
Lord; 1943; Universal; Associated Artists 
Productions. 

Early Show 
Wed. Sept, li 
4 :30-6:15 p.m. 

WHO 

13.3 

5. OVER MY DEAD BODY— 
Milton Berle, Mary Beth Hughes; 1943; 
20th Century Fox; NTA. 

Early Show 
Fri. Sept. 6 

4:30-6:15 p.m. 
WHO 

12.5 

6. A VERY YOUNG LADY— — 
Jane Withers, Nancy Kelly; 1941; 20th 
Century Fox. NTA. 

Early Show 
Mon. Sept. 9 
4:30-6:15 p m. 

. WHO 

10.9 

7. THE DILLINGER STORY— 
Lawrence Tierney, Anne Jeffreys; 1945; 
Monogram; Interstate-TV. 

Saturday Nite Movie 
Sat. Sept. 7 

10:30-11:45 p.m. 
KRNT 

9.6 

8. THE PETRIFIED FOREST— 
Humphrey Bogart, Bette Davis, Leslie 
Howard; 1936; Warner Brothels; Asso¬ 
ciated Artists Productions. 

Late Show 
Mon. Sept. 9 

10:3042:00 a.m. 
WHO 

8.6 

9. NIGHT SONG— Hollywood Film Thea/ 
Merle Oberon, Dpna Andrews; 1947; RKO; Sun. Sept. 8. ‘ 
C&C. 8:3040:00 pm. 

WOI 

7.5 

If. ZENOBIA— 
Oliver Hardy, Harry Langdon, Billie 
Burke; 1939; Hal Roach. Governor-TV, 

Sunday Matinee 
Sun. Sept. 8 
1:00-2:30 pm. 

KRNT 

7.2 

SHARI OF SEPTEMBER, 1957 , ARR 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

24.1 22.6 93.8 Hopalong Cassidy .WCKT . ....... 1.6 

24.9 8.9 45.4 What’s My Line. .. .WTVJ ... .....30.0 

Action in the North Atlantic,WTVJ ... .14.9 
10 O’clock Feature---- 

21.4 15.2 50.0 Popeye Playhouse .. ...WTVJ ... 
CBS News—D. Edwards ... ...WTVJ ... _16.0 
Sports; Weather.. ...WTVJ ... ...,.15.2 
Renick Reporting ... ...WTVJ ... . v,.16.7 

19.5 16.3 49.6 
f 

Popeye Playhouse . .. .'WTVJ ... .13.1 
...WTVJ ,-...46.3 

Sports; Weather . ...WTVJ ... 
Renick Reporting ... . ...WTVJ ... 

20.2 14.8 44.4 Popeye Playhouse . ...WTVJ ... 
CBS News—D. Edwards..,. ...WTVJ ... .....194 
Renick Reporting . ..✓WTVJ ... 
Lone Ranger ... ...WTVJ ... .... .21.0 

18.3 14.8- 46.4 Popeye Playhouse ..... ...WTVJ ... .174 
CBS News—D. Edwards.... ...WTVJ ... 
Renick Reporting -..... ...WTVJ ... .....17.5 
Robin Hood ...... ...WTVJ- 

174 *14.0 43.2 Popeye Playhouse . ...WTVJ- ... >...46.9 
CBS News—D. Edwards ... ...WTVJ ... .18.7 
Renick Reporting . ...WTVJ ... 
Name That Tune. 

g 
...WTVJ ... .19.5 

16.3 8.6 48.3 Test Pilot, MGM Theatre... .. .WCKT ... 
Cross Current ... ...WCKT ... _ 34 

14.8 5.4 73.4 Dead Reckoning, Movierama.. 
''Star and the Story.!.... 
No competing programs telecast 

from 12:30-1:45 a.m. 

WCKT .... 
WCKT ..., 

,..,40.4 
..... 44 

11.3 8.9 53.8 Noon News .,...'. 
Korla Pandit .... 
AS the World Turns-....... 

.WTVJ .... 
WTVJ .... 
WTVJ .... 

.14.0 

.....10.1 

16.7 13.1 54.3 Files of Jeffrey Jones. .KRNT ... 
Mickey Mouse Club ..:--- .WOI . 

.KRNT ... .8.6 
News; Sports ... .KRNT ... >....15.2 

16.4 9.8 71.4 Life of-Riley. 
Stanley & Livingston, Late 

-WHO _ 

Show .,.... •WHO .... 

16.4 9.8 45.6 Files of Jeffrey Jones.. • KRNT ... 
Bill Riley Theatre .. .KRNT ... 
Mickey Mouse Club. •WOI ..... 
News; Sports.. • KRNT ... .>..44.3 

16.1 10,7 46.4 The Whistler... •KRNT ... .6.8 
Mickey Mouse Club.... .WOI ..... .1Q-9 
Annie Oakley.. *... • WOI . 

134 10.4 51.6 Man Behind the Badge........ • KRNT ... 
Mickey Mouse Club. -WOI . 
News; Sports....... .KRNT ... .....10.7 
CBS News—D. Edwards. .KRNT ... 

12.5 8.0 494 Man Behind the Badge .KRNT ... 
Bill Riley Theatre... .KRNT ... 
Mickey Mouse Club.......... -WOI. 
News;xSports.. • KRNT ... 

10.7 8.0 32.1 Miss America Pageant. 
Terror by Night, Hollywood 

.WHO ..... 

Playhouse .. .WHO .... 

9.5 74 i 79.6 Bulldog Drummond's Bride, 
Movie Date___,. .KRNT ... 

8.0 6.8 12.3 - ” What’s My Line... •KRNT ... 
Ed Sullivan .... .KRNT ... 

7.7 6.0 34.8 Pro-Football .. ..WHO .... .13.4 
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Barrow Highlights 
Continue* from pax* 35 uaa; 

direction of Dean Rosco* L, Bar-, 
row, may usher in a new era of 
television regulation closely geared 
tor antitrust principles. 

Although paying tribute to the 
accomplishments of the nets and 
their contributions to the dynamic 
growth of the visual medium, the 
yoluminous document (1,400 
pages) nevertheless strongly sup¬ 
ports many of the basic recom¬ 
mendations in the staff report of 
the Senate Interstate Commerce 
Committee and the report of; 
House Antitrust Subcommittee. ‘ 

It also gives considerable back- j 
iqg to the network monopoly re- j 

port by Sen. John W. Bricker (R- 
O), ranking member of the Sen¬ 
ate Committee, and the bill by 
Sen. Bricker'to place- the webs 
under direct FCC regulation. 

What effort the report will have 
on Justice-Department ooerations 
on the tv network front'i*- still to j 
be determined but its overtones 
would indicate closer, collabora¬ 
tion between the two agencies. 
Significantly, it recommends that 
FCC chain broadcasting rules be 
applied directly to networks as 
well as stations^ and that, barring 
Justice objections. Congress be 
asked to provide the necessary 
authority. 

Perhaps the most far-reaching 
impact of the report, if adopted, 
woqld be on network ownership of 
stations. NBC would be required 
to divest itself of two of its five 
VHF stations, ABC of two, and 
CBS of one. Since the recommen¬ 
dations would limit multiple own¬ 
ers tojhree of the top 25 markets,; 

\3t would he expected that the 
webs would keep their owned and 
operated outlets in New York, 
^Chicago and Los Angeles. 

This would mean that NBC 
would dispose of Philadelphia andj 
Washington, that ABC would sell 
San Francisco and Detroit, and 
that CBS would sell its not-yet-j 
established. St Louis operation. 
In place of these, the networks 
could have VHF stations in 
smaller markets. , A period of! 
three years is suggested for di¬ 
vestiture. 

Other multiple owners would be 
affected, notably Westinghouse, 
RKQ Teleradio and, possibly, 

- Storer. s 
Adoption of the recommenda¬ 

tions, according* to the report, will 
mean more freedom for tv stations 
in .programming /or the commun¬ 
ity; give independent producers 
greater access to station facilities; 
furnish more opportunities for 
newcomers to enter the station 
field; and provide the viewing 
public with a wider variety of tv 
services and program fare. 

Programming Report Later 
Because of litigation which de¬ 

layed essential data from five 
holdout film producers, the report 
does not include conclusions on 
programming. It recommends, 
however, that this data be obtain¬ 
ed, now that legal obstacles have 
been cleared, and that a supple¬ 
mentary report be, Issued later by 
the new Office of Network Study 
established by the Commission. 

The report recommends; 
i: That multiple . owners be 

limited to three of the top 25 mar¬ 
kets but that the present ceilings 
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of five VHF and two UHF station* 
be retained. 

2. That network* be trequired 
to make public their- affiliation 
policies. ^ . 

3. That networks be required 
to report to FCC oii changes in 
affiliations and the basis of each 
change. 

4.. That networks be prohibited 
from granting an - affiliation be¬ 
cause the licensee is a multiple 
owner. 

5. That the two-year maximum 
affiliation term not be extended. 

6. That networks be" required 
to report the basis for withdrawing 
affiliation and report each .with¬ 
drawal. 

7. That nework* be, required 
to undertake to place a program, 
not desired by it* affiliate with 
another station in. the same mar¬ 
ket, if the sponsor so desire*.' ' 

9. That the option time ar¬ 
rangement between networks and 
stations be prohibited. r 

9. That the must-buy require¬ 
ment of the CBS and NBC net¬ 
works be prohibited but that some 
form of “minimum-buy” -as- prac¬ 
ticed, by ABC be allowed, 

10. That neworks ‘be required 
to publish their rate-making pro¬ 
cedures, including the circulation 
credited to each affiliate, the for¬ 
mula used for rate purposes, and 
all changes id network rates of in¬ 
dividual affiliates. 

11. That- network* be prohi¬ 
bited from representing- stations 
other than their owned and op¬ 
erated outlets in national spot 
sales. 

12. That the Commission under¬ 
take a detailed study off network 
radio and other components of 
the radio industry. 

13. That the Commission recom¬ 
mend legislation authorizing it to 
apply applicable parts of It* regu¬ 
lations directly to networks but 
that the views of the Department 
of Justice be requested before 
such legislation is sought. 

MBS'SdU Feeds Grid 
To Strike-Bound WCKY 

Oyer AFTRA Pressure 
Mutual Broadcasting System and ] 

sponsor Pontiac will continue to i 
feed the Saturday “Game of the 
Week” sportscasts to WCKY, in 
the face of pressure from American 
Federation Of Television.de Radio 
Artists to cancel the jCinflnnati 
radio station from the Saturday 
lineup. 

AFTRA is engaged in a. strike 
against WCKY at the present. A 
high souree at Mutual said that the 
network, was continuing to-offer 
the program to WCKY, because 
the station threatened legal action 
if the cancellation were carried 
out. Mutual disclosed that before 
the football season began and be¬ 
fore either the network or Pontiac 
were aware of the strike it had 
signed an \*f filiation agreement 
with WCKY for the Saturday 
games which is binding, according 
to it own lawyers. 

I Manwhile, Tom Welstead, veep 
in charge of national sales In New 
York for WCKY, said that the sta¬ 
tion “has hot lost three bents” as 

; a result of AFTRA efforts over the 
past few weeks to make national 
sponsors drop out of the station 
spot lineup. He did add, however, 
that the indie radio outlet has lost 
local biz snd mentioned that a 
load brewery, which ho did not 
name, hadcancelled. Welstead be¬ 
lieved that -the lorn of local ac¬ 
counts is a general outcome in any 
union strike against a station. 

, PSaalE£i 
UP & UP WITH MR. OOPS 

F C A B Plans Extensive Use of 
Prise-Winning Cartoon Figure 

Chicago, Oct, 8. 
After winning a first prize at the 

Fourth International Advertising' 
Film Festival in Cannes, with an 
animated commercial for Liquid 
Chiffon, Foote, Cone Jc Belding 
now plans to effect strong product 
identification with Mr. Oops, the 
central cartoon figure in the com¬ 
mercial, by using him in other 
media. Starting with January is¬ 
sues of Woman’s Day, Everywoman, 
Family Circle and Western Family, 
Mr. Oops becomes the-advertising 
trademark for Armour’s liquid 
Chiffon. 

Animated blurb won first place 
in the tv commercial category at 
Cannes over 114 other entries wad 
was the only American fiftn to win. 
a prize in file entire international 
festival. Cascade Pictures in Hol¬ 
lywood produced it for FC&B. 

It’s used regularly on Patti 
Page’s i*Big Record” and occasion- j 
ally on the Arthur Godfrey show, j 
both on CBS-TV. Same film won! 
a blue ribbon earlier this year in j 
Chi Federated Advertising Club 
competition. 

Fir is Coirtraea 
Continued from pace 3* j 

phasis on newcomers or little1 
known veterans. 

Show is creating so much talk j 
anrohg thesps that the lineup out¬ 
side casting director Liam Dunn’s ] 
office has reached about 100 perl 
week, or roughly the same as the 
web’s nighttiahe “Studio One” 
.drama. Even the casting tech¬ 
niques are. unusual. Prospective 
cast members are given a mimeo¬ 
graphed outline of their role, then 
are called into Burr’s office, where 
he and Dunn submit them to a 15- 
minute rapid-fire cross-examina¬ 
tion. Some actresses have actually 
burst into .tears and walked out, 
say* Burr, but most of them en¬ 
joy it. 

! Show’s rehearsal schedule calls 
for a “pre-trial conference” be- 

| tween the actors, (the show’s wit¬ 
nesses) and the real-life attorneys, 
in which the lawyers brief them 
on the line of questioning they 
will use. Then there are daily re¬ 
hearsals, with the “witnesses^ on 
call a half-hour before rehearsal 
time for any last-minute huddles 
the lawyers wish to have. 

Burr recalls that one day he 
looked into the dressing room of 
one of the attorneys as be was 
briefing an actor and. was chased 
out by the enraged barrister who 
accused him of trying to learn his 
strategy. Even the lawyers get 
into the “fun” spirit occasionally 
by holding off a surprise question 
and popping it at the witness only 
after the show Is on the air. 

While It’s still early (shbw 
preemed a little mOre than a 
month ago) for any major “suc¬ 
cess stories,” Burr did get one 
phone call from 20th-Fox while the 
show was stili on the air, asking 
about unknown Ann Pearson with 
the idea of setting up a screen test 
Mari Lynn, another unknown, got 
calls asking for her to audition for 
two Broadway Ifegiters, “Look 
Homeward Angel” and “Love Me 
Little.” And Dorothy Reese was 
offered a role by the Baum New¬ 
born agency in the national com¬ 
pany of “Middle of the Night” as 
well as having a top, agent call her 
about representation/ 

tions, there is also an area of con¬ 
flict. At least a limited number of 
network programs are apparently 
forced upon some stations. This 
situation might prove sufficient to 

I satisfy the elements of the ‘block¬ 
booking’ doctrine.” 

Must-Buys 

On must-buy: “It cannot be said 
that the ‘must-b&y* practice con¬ 
stitutes a major p&bldrn, from the 
point of view of networks, stations, 
advertisers, or the public. Never¬ 
theless, the practice has been 
found to be * restraint on the free¬ 
dom of Some advertisers. Of par¬ 
ticular significance, it has given 
the network a bargaining power 
in its relationship with affiliated 
station* that has not always been 
exercised in a manner consistent 
with the public interest.” 

On advertising rates: “In the case 
of CBS and ABC, evidence exists 
that the networks have used their 
power to fix network rates in order 
to influence the level of the 
stations’ national spot rates in 
a manner which raises a ques¬ 
tion with respect to violations of 
the Chain Broadcasting Rules, and 
possibly also of the antitrust laws. 
In addition, NBC and CBS have 
adjusted the level of national spot 
rates of their owned and operated 
stations in prder to influence the 
national spot rates of their af¬ 
filiates. 

“There is no specific Commis¬ 
sion riile with respect to rate com¬ 
petition among the networks, but 
the relevant portions of the anti¬ 
trust, laws are applicable to net¬ 
work activities In this area. The 
CBS mid NBC networks compete 
freely with each other with respect 
to the establishment of network 
rates... , The ABC network com¬ 
petes with CBS and NBC by setting 
lower rates for its affiliated sta¬ 
tions. ABC has sometimes engaged 
in the practice of consulting with 
the other networks with respect to 
their rate plans prior to taking ac¬ 
tion on the network rates of Its 
own affiliates. The other networks 
have cooperated In providing the 
desired information. This practice. 
among the three networks is not 
compatible with the Commission 
objective of preserving free com¬ 
petition and may have antitrust 
implications.” 

Compensation 
On compensation to affiliates; 

“It has sometime* bedtt alleged 
that the networks, by virtue o. 
their bargaining position, retain an 
unreasonably large share of the 
receipts from network time sales 
On the average, the station re¬ 
ceive* less than 30% of the pro¬ 
ceeds from the sale of it* time by 
the network. However, from the 
network’s share must be deducted 
discounts to the advertisers, com¬ 
missions to the advertising agency, 
and the substantial costs incurred 
by the network in leasing the inter¬ 
connection facilities of the A.T.&T. 

“In addition/the network incurs 
financial losses in its program serv¬ 
ice, most of which I* provided to 
the station without charge. Net¬ 
work affiliated stations In-the large 
markets of the country have 
earned substantially hlghertprofits 
than the networks, or than the 
networks and network-owned sta¬ 
tions combined. The available evi¬ 
dence, therefore^ does not indicate 
that the network’s share of net¬ 

work .time sales is unreasonably 
large.” 

On network operations in na¬ 
tional spot; “No affirmative rea¬ 
son* have been found for permit¬ 
ting networks to engage in national 
spot representation other than for 
their owned-and operated stations. 
The networks state that their na¬ 
tional spot and network organiza¬ 
tions are administered separately 
and: compete actively with each 
other. There is a strong prim* 
facie case that a corporation can¬ 
not compete effectively against it¬ 
self. 

“In practice, the spot sales and 
network unit* have worked to¬ 
gether cooperatively on some rate 
matters.- In the case of CBS, this 
cooperation-embraced a ’campaign’ 
to equalize national spot ana net¬ 
work rate* for the purpose, and 
with the effect of restraining com¬ 
petition between network and na¬ 
tional-spot sales. In these instances, 
the networks’ spot sales organ¬ 
ization was acting in the interest of 
the network and contrary to the 
interest of the represented sta¬ 
tions. There Is no evidence that 
a similar situation has prevailed 
with respect to the limited part 
played by the networks’ spot sales 
organizations in station program¬ 
ming decisions.” 

Rank Org Chiefs 
British TV Nod 

London, Oct. 9. 
John Davis, deputy chairman 

and managing director of the Rank 
Organization, has been appointed 
chairman of Southern Television 
Ltd., the new commercial tv outlet 
to be operated by the Rank-Amal¬ 
gamated Press-Associated News¬ 
papers company which was ap¬ 
pointed by the Independent Tele¬ 
vision Authority to provide pro¬ 
grams for the South of England. 
The outlet is scheduled to com¬ 
mence operating during 1958. 

Stuart McCIean, managing direc¬ 
tor of Associated. Newspapers, has 
been appointed, deputy chairman 
of the tv company.- \ Capital has 
been staked in equal shares by the 
three companies. Hie Rank or¬ 
ganization has shied clear of tv 
until now, although there were 
plenty of opportunities for it to get 
In on the ground floor when com¬ 
mercial tv was In its teething 
stage. 

Associated Newspapers has been 
in the tv business before, and until 
recently was partnered in the 
London weekday programming out¬ 
fit Assodated-Rediffusion. It re¬ 
cently withdrew the major part of 
its holding in that company. 

Other directors of Southern 
Television, Ltd., are Harold W. 
Snoad, managing director of Amal¬ 
gamated Press; Frank C. Hufton, 
AP director, Kenneth Winkles, 
joint assistant managing director 
of the Rank Organization; Donald 
Geddes, a director of Associated 
Newspapers; and David Lumsden 
Webster, general administrator of 
the Royal Opera House, Covent 
Garden. 

Buccaaafdl Broadway Theatrical Producing 

organization aaaka association with financial 

partners Interacted fn tha theatre now and to 

tha future aa It la related to Toll Television* 

Writ# for appointment. Box V-T020-57 

VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St., Now York 26 

5 out of top 8 
i syndicated shows in BIRMINGHAM! 

#1 MAN CALLED X 32.5 
#4 THE UNEXPECTED 27.8 
# 5 HIGHWAY PATROL 27.3 
#7 DR. CHRISTIAN 24.5 
#7 SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE 24.5 

Putse, April. 57 

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC. 



lr«bMU«r, OrtoWr% i9ST 

The Jim Reeves Show (1-2 pm) is live, currently 

popular music. It stars top singer Jim (Four Waifs) 

Reeves, and boasts the Anita KerfSingers, Dolores Wat¬ 

son, Buddy Hall and Owen Bradley's orchestra. 

The Jim Backus Show (2-3 pm) Is live music* 
jHiilt around the afternoon antics of the many-voiced 
Jim Backus. It features'songstress Betty Ann Grove, 
baritone Jack Haskell, The Hpneydreamers, Elliot Law¬ 
rence’s orchestra and announcer Del Sbarbutb 



VtJatijay, October % 1957 Affiggft 

I 

Show, The Jim Backus Show 

SO 

and The Merv Griffin Show 

go live on American Radio's 
, ^ 

all-new, all-live musical line-up 

iv 

y 

The big day is October 7. 

The big three are Jim Reeves, Jim 

Backus and Mery Griffin. 

AridJhe big sound is live musjc, served 

. up With showmanship and salesmanship 

and aimed right at the American house¬ 

wife - the on-the-go woman who prefers 

music over anything else in her radio diet. 

Here.arethree sofid hours of solid fun, 

ail featuring top live personalities, live 

-singers and live orchestras. Here are The 

Jim fieeves Show, .The Jim Backus Show 

and. The Merv Griffin Show; Watch for 

ffiem, starting Monday, October 7. 

Thf M«rv^lrifflii Show (7:lS-7^5tMn) Isa live 
! lession of music and song, Headlining popular singer* 

*ctor Merv Griffin, and-featuring vocalist Darla Hood, 
.The Spellbinders; Jerry Bresler's orchestra and veteran 

, 'announcer. Doug frowning. 

■erican 
BR^bpCACTINO 

.NETW&ftk 
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To Rising Cost of Featares-en-TV 
As.costs of feature product to 

distribs gd up, it's inevitable that 
distribs will turn to a’percentage 
formula for selling; theatricals to 
tv, according to Harold Goldman, 
exec v.p. at National Telefilm As¬ 
sociation. 

Goldman, forecasting that the 
backlog well of cinematics will rim 
dry in about three years, feels that 
the percentage method, similar to 
that employed between exhibitor 
and distributor in motion pictures, 
is as fair as any system worked 
out. Equivalent to the boxoffice at 
theatres, he feels, are the factors 
of ratings and time and program 
charges of stations on features. 
Only with a percentage method will 
the distribs share in the revenue 
harvest on the station level with 
the good ones^-and take a deserved 
beating with the poor ones. Gold¬ 
man says only that methods of sell¬ 
ing will unlock some of the remain¬ 
ing prizes of pre-’48’s and let loose 
a significant quantity of the post- 
’48’s. Traditional flat prices in 
mixed packages won’t do the trick 
in the future, he feels. 

Furthermore, he points to the 
possibility if a percentage formula 
is worked out—and the top 12 mar¬ 
kets in the country go along with it 
—feature product similar to that 
aimed currently for toll tv could 
be made available for free tv. It 
may not be first-run fare, never 
seen in theatres, hut it would be 
close behind. The top 12 markets 
in the country account for about 
75 to 80% of the gross revenues 
on features,, making the plan fea¬ 
sible.'’ 
. As to the reservoir of QFe-’48’s 
running dry, the New York market 
was taken as an example of how 
cinematics are eaten up on tv. Cur¬ 
rently, in New York, there are over 
100 pix showings weekly in “ the 
seven-station market. This is dupli¬ 
cated to varing degree throughout 
the country. 

The only pre-’48’s left of a major 
are from the Paramount library. 
NT A has held and continues to hold 
talks with Paramount on a possible 
sale. Additionally, there are the 
Sam Goldwyn pix and the remain¬ 
ing David O. Selznick group. And 
as to the post-’48’s, if a residual 
formula is ever agreed upon in 
time, there are only about 1,000 
to 1,200 pix available up to 1953, 
the five-year differential which 
Goldman figures will be kept be- 

ON IVZKY CHAN Nit 

111 BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
3 W«1 Mil ST., N.Y.C.-Til. M..7-3IQQ 

tween theatrical and tv distribu¬ 
tion. 

Compare what is remaining to 
the backlogs which have been 
made available the. last yean, and 
haif or two: the backlogs running, 
as high as 760 pix from one studio' 
—Metro, Warner Bros., RKO, Uni¬ 
versal, Columbia. 20th-Fox (which 
is doling them out). Republic and 
many independents. 

Next package from NTA will 
consist of 80 pix, composed of a 
good amount from 20th-Fox, the 
Stanley Kramer, threesome “High 
Noon,” “The Men” and “CyranO: 
de Bergerac,” in addition to “Bells 
of St. Mary,” and other Rainbow 
Productions pix initially released 

,by Paramount.* 
The networks, which to this date 

have resisted telecasting of fea- 
ures ultimately will look toward' 
pix of big. boxoffice track records 
for programming. Goldman said 
he makes the prediction on. the 
basis of present network program¬ 
ming. And as an added pillar to 
his argument, the Sindlinger re¬ 
search finding that the top box- 
office attractions are only seen by 
about 15% of the potential aud¬ 
iences in theatres, wak stressed, 

Azcarraga in Bias! At 
Mex Pic Prices for TV 

Mexico City, Oct. 8. 
Emilio Azcarraga Sr., Mexico’s 

, top tv tycoon (Televieentro here 
{ and affiliates in many parts of this 
i country), accused Peliculas Nacl- 
onales, semi official distributor of 
Mexican and some foreign pix in 
Mexico, of dealing death to tv in 
Baja California, this land’s young¬ 
est state. 

Azcarraga deplores the charging 
$1,000 per for pix to play channels 
3 and 12 in Tijuana and Mexicali, 

i He complained: 
| “Americans only charge $350 the 
(picture, but our very own com¬ 
patriots demand nearly triple that. 
Television can’t live at prices' Mex¬ 
icans set to service Mexican tele¬ 
vision.” 

The charge PN makes, Azcarraga 
revealed, is strictly in dollars, a 
common coin media along the U. S. 
border, which makes prices much 
higher than elsewhere in. Mexico, 
where the eight-cent peso prevails. 

Berman’s Producer 
Status on ‘Studio 57* 

Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
New producer of Revue’s “Studio 

.57” series is Henry Berman, inked 
last week to succeed angling Wil¬ 
liam P. Rousseau. Berir^n will be 
und6r Dick Lewis, exec producer of 
series. 

Rousseau is exiting in disagree¬ 
ment with Revue over contract 
terms, to return to freelance'tele¬ 
vision scripting and packaging. 

SG Up* Plotnik 
Gene Plotnik has been named 

publicity manager at Screen Gems, 
succeeding Phil Cowan, who quit 
as director of publicity and ex¬ 
ploitation to set up his own shop. 
Plotnik joined the vidfilmery in 
June, after nine years as a trade- 
paper reporter. 

He’s now on the prowl for an 
assistant. 
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TV film Renews 

MAMA 
(Love for Sale) 
With Persy Wottd, Judaon Lalre, 

‘Boecmary Rice, Tony Campbell, 
DiCk Van fatten,'Nancy Reutick, 
Monica Maty, others 

Distributor: CBS' Film Sales 
Producer: Carrol Irwin 
Director: Don' Richardson 
Writer: Frank Gabrielson 
30 Mins.; Fri.,: 7:30 p.m. 
WPIX, N.Y. (Syndication) 

When “Mama” returned on the 
CBS-TV network last December, 
for its eighth season, going on film 
fob the first time, the net only 
aired 10 out of the 26 episodes be¬ 
fore it was yanked. Now in syndi¬ 
cation, 16 of the episodes are first- 
run, .never before aired. Judging 
from the “Love for Sale” episode, 
its good to have this series around. 

Friday’s (4) outing concerned 
the-way of young love with a vamp. 
Caught in the -trap Was Dick Van 
Patten, the son; and Nancy Ren-, 
nick, the wholesome girl friend. 
The femme fatale was played by! 
Monica May, who like the rest j 
turned in a competent: perform¬ 
ance, although she had a tendency 
to overplay her part. Of course 
running through the entire course 
of the story was the venerable 
mama, Peggy Wood, a winner from 
away back. 

In the midst of westerns, who¬ 
dunits, highly artificial situation 
comedies and blood and guts ad¬ 
venture skeins, “Mama" stands out 
as a series concerned with human 
values. How a family reacts to 
war, the concern of a mother whose 
son is tangled with a superficial 
girl were the anchors for the epis¬ 
ode. Scripter Frank Gabrielson 
did not delve too deeply into the 
situation, keeping a light touch and 
the serio-comedy flavor of the 
series, but whatever the scripting 
weaknesses, the episode delivered 
a charm and engaged the viewers’ 

; interest in the people. 
Judson Laire as papa and Rose¬ 

mary Rice as the daughter, as Well 
as other performers, were their 
usual competent selves. Horo. 

GO SET—GO! 
With Richard Hayes, Sue Ann 

Langdon, Jack Grimes, F. Paul 
Nelson, Junior Kittle, Dorothy 
Collins, guest, others . 

Producer: Gordon Auchincloss 
Director: Frederick A. Carr 
Writers: Auchinloss, Frank Barton 
30 Mins.; Sun. (6), 1:30 p.m. 
WABC-TV (film) 

The U. S. Army Recruiting Serv¬ 
ice has placed this skein of 26 
shows.in about 75 markets through¬ 
out the country, distributing it free 
as a public service program. The 
program, judging from the ini- 
tiajer, is an odd combination of 
straight sell, heralding the oppor¬ 
tunities of Army lif^, and enter¬ 
tainment. 

The neither-fish-norrfowl aspect 
of the'program,* further troubled 
by production and scripting values 
which are not up to good commer¬ 
cial standards, make it a relatively 
weak entry. 
' Format has emcee Richard 
Hayes planning a shindig at a U.S, 
Army Camp. Helping along in the 
assignment is Sue Ann Langdon 
and a western and country team 
F. Paul Nelson and Junior Kittle, 
as well as other Army talent. The 

, thesping and the singing are okay, 
but the showcasing left much to be 

.desired. On hand as a guest was 
vocalist Dorothy Collins who belted 
“Sometime I’m Happy” in good 
style. Future guest stars on the 
program will include Gisele Mac- 
Kgnzie, Martha Wright, Jonathan 
Winters and Denise Lor. 

A segment of the program dealt 
with the pictorial story of a recruit 
in the guided missile field, attempt¬ 
ing in documentary fashion to 
show the opportunities to learn a 
new field offered by the Army. 

Filmed by the U. S. Army Pic¬ 
torial Service, it also featured the 
Fort Dix Orchestra and Choir. The 
accompanying commercials on re¬ 
cruitment had more zip to them 
than the program. Horo. 

Collier to Europe 
As Exec 'Producer 

William Collier Jr., who plans a 
series on counter intelligence 
work, has left for Europe to join 
Bernard L. Schubert, Telestar 
Films topper, in London. Collier 
is slated to be the exec producer 
on the projected series, slated for 
distribution by . Telestar Films. 

Schubert is in London supervis¬ 
ing production of Telestar’s 
“White Hunter,” now being sold 
in the U. S. Interior shooting is be¬ 
ing done at the Shepperton 
Studios.. 

Inside Stuff—TV Films 
Ziv, helping local sponsors to create goodwill in their hometowns, 

has provided special film messages for the current United Community 
Fund Drive, delivered -by i^he stars of three Ziv programs. To date, the 
20-second'appeals have been ordered fdr over 300 markets. 

Over 150 markets in Which “Highway Patrol” Is now playing will see 
“Give the United, Way” messages filmed by Broderick. Crawford. For 
“Harbor Command,” which is making most of its-debut-appearances 
this month, 75 outlets are carrying an appeal by Wendell Corey. Film 
of MacDonald Carey is running in some 75 cities, in connection with 
“Dr. Christian.” Ziv effort was developed in cooperation with the Unit¬ 
ed Community Funds and Councils of America, and offered as a special 
service to sponsors. 

. National Telefilm Associates is attempting to give public affairs 
stature to an otherwise straight action series, “Official 'Detective,” by 
tieing in with sheriffs and police commissioners of certain syndication 
markets. NTA hopes thereby to sugarcoat the series slightly for ad¬ 
vertisers who are chary of an onus 'from sponsoring crime and vio¬ 
lence features. An advertiser in point is Peter Hand Brewery in Chi, 
which is looking for a little prestige with its ratings. 

For the purpose of “prestigifying” its property, NTA is willing to 
fly out a number of law ehforcers from several locals to Hollywood to 
film them in brief tag-on messages anent how ordinary citizens can 
help the crime busters, etc. To everyone’s advantage, presumably, the 
local lawman is an eventual candidate for public office. For' him this 
would -be -publicity,, for NTA, it’s public affairs, and for the spon¬ 
sor it’s prestige. *■! . - 

Robert Siodmak will be the first ta make a telefilm series based 
on the characters in the famed Madame Tussaud Wax Museum, hut 
he isn’t the first in the 20Q-year his’ory of the instituttyn to get per¬ 
mission for the use of its names and files.- Irwin Winehouse, v.p. of 
the Vantage Press, got - an okay back in 1947 for a projected' radio 
series based on the Wax Museum and Chamber or Horrors, with- the 
permission offered by R. Edds, director of public relations'for Madame 
Tussand’s Inc, Winehouse is working on a possible tv series on the 
idea. ■ ^ 

“This Is the Life,” religious half-hour ^telefilm by the Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod, is now on more than 300 stations around the 
world on the cuff. Synod is doing its Xmas show in full color, and 
as more stations go to tint, the church production will increase' the 
number of color stanzas to be' made. 

Because of Utah’s tax laws, putting a bite of 7% on the withholding 
taxes of all non-residents, pilot production of “Airline Hostess’ was 
shifted away from Salt Lake City Airport. ... 

Leon Fromkpss, Television Programs of America’s, v.p. in charge 
of production, has decided to shoot the pilot |tt the Denver airport, 
instead. - 

Vidpix Chatter . 

Sherlee Barish, former midwest- 
em sales rep of Official Films, has 
been appointed sales coordinator 
for the company ... Richard 
Brand, formerly unit manager at 
NBC, has joined Metro 'TV’s com¬ 
mercial and industrial film division 

> ... Abe^Mandell and Norinah C. 
; Lindquist have joined the national 
sales department of Ziv as account 
execs. Mandell formerly had been 
a feature distributor in the Far 
East, while Lindquist formerly had 
been with Wilding Pictures -Pro¬ 
ductions. Mandell will work out of 
New York and, Lindquist - out of 
Chicago, 

Don Morrow to narrate a series 
of films for the Catholic Film 
Council, to be shown via NBC-TV 
. . . Erbefto Landi’s “Italian Film 
Theatre” moves back to its -old 
3 p.m. Saturday starting time this 
week on WATV ■. . . Phil Frank, 
formerly with Peter Elgar Produc¬ 
tions, Screen Gems and George 
Blake Enterprises, joined Caravel 
Films as a sales exec. Same firm’s 
new production plant went' into 
operation with a commercial for 
Soeofly-Mobil Oil last week, with 
Pharmaceuticals Inc.’s Sominex 
blurbs now taking up the stages... 
Ralph J. Baron has been promoted 
to assistant eastern division man¬ 
ager of Television Programs of 
America, reporting'to Hardle Frie- 
berg, v.p. for the eastern division, 
headquartering in Baltimore, Md.1 
. , . WPIX, N, Y„ has bought two 
rerun feature packages from Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates and As¬ 
sociated Artists Productions, iotal- 
ing 56 pix. _.._. 

AnerloUVhirlyWrds’ 
Hollywood; Oct. 8. 

. John H. Auer, veteran, film pro¬ 
ducer-director, switches to the tele¬ 
vision film field, taking over as' 
producer of the “Whirlybirds” se¬ 
ries for Desilu Productions. He re¬ 
places Gayle Gitterman, who is re¬ 
linquishing the production chores 
because xji increased duties in con¬ 
nection with- his post as studio 
managed atjtfotion Picture Center 
where the series is shot. Gitterman, 
however, will function as exec pro¬ 
ducer bn the series. 

Under the terms of the deal, 
Auer aljso will direct several of the 
“Whirlybirds” episodes. * -• 

RADIO-TV SCRIPTS - 

MANUSCRIPTS DUPLICATED 

New, fast dry: process only 

25c per page, Penciled-in. 

Stag* directions jcome.s thru. 

Save time from heedless re¬ 

typing. Call exact copy* 

HA. 2-9743 

New York City 

FOR SALE 
•nr 1100,000 

TAX LOSS 
dorporotlen with breed 

theatrical charter. 
■ex v-ron-sr, VARIKTY 

154 W. 44th St., New York 34 

Another Time Merchants* First, , * 

FULL RADIO COVERAGE OF THE 
IMPORTANT EARfff MARKET 

New "BEEP ADJACENCY PUN” . » » Over three MIHeo peteatlel 
llsteoers • „ .eew meritMll power treouolttdr ...« tfcoeaood* of cemflet 
felly severed * » . rich fatytaf lecepe , lBseceod, 10 second oed 

A/sos We should like to announce pur move to hew office*! 

TIMM MERCHANTS, Inc. 

633 Madison Avenue, Now York 22 

Tot. Plaza 1-4940 
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French TV to Aid 
Of film Biz With 
Preview of Ideas 

Paris, Oct 8. 
Here is a case where burgeoning 

video is coming to the aid of the 
theatrical iilm rather than present¬ 
ing further competition and ob¬ 
stacles in a time of still shaky pic 
conditions here. 'Believing that 
one of the main problems in pix 
today is the lack of unusual sub¬ 
ject matter, and the prohibitive 
production costs*, a ♦ new ttf show 
will give previews of new film 
ideas in monthly hour shows which 
public opinion and reaction will 
peg is desirable or undesirable 
film fodder. It wiH he called 
"Point of Departure.” It begins 
in November. 
. Denise Tual, head of Promofiim, 
has come up with this idea which 
she will do in conjunction with vid 
commentator Francois Chalais. 
Writers and directors will get a 
chance to present ideas they have 
always wanted to film. The talk 
with the writer or director will he 
live while scenes on the cherished 
subject, made by the creator, will 
be shown in film form during the 
program. 

It is felt that besides making a 
program this may point the way 
to cautious film producers. Unique 
and provocative subjects may thus 
get screened again for mutual 
benefits of pic people and the pub¬ 
lic, provided the resulting films, 
if they are made, are of high cali¬ 
bre. 

A public referendum will be 
held in conjunction with these pro¬ 
grams to determine tastes and at¬ 
titudes towards these newer film 
subjects to see if they are really 
wanted. Animators point out that 
in the U S., where video is a direct 
competitor of films, a healthy in* 
fluence has come from tv via new 
directors, stories and ideas being 
transferred from one 'medium to 
another. Here video would serve 
as a testing ground rather than a 
creative aspect of its= own, which 
it has not achieved as yet. 

Rod Serling 
Continued from page 27 

were cut out. In another instance, 
where an army major who orders 
•a bombardment of his own men 
said, ‘Tm going to blow them all 
to hell,” Serling had to fight the 
CBS' legal dfepartment for four 
days to keep the line in. Best sub¬ 
stitute offered was “to Kingdom 
come.” 

Asked about the Papal Encyclical 
directing the establishment of a 
Legion of Decency to Cover radio 
and tv, Serling declared that while 
he doesn’t question the motives be¬ 
hind it, he has a “basic fear” of 
any kind of censorship. The “ex¬ 
tension” of shch censorship is 
dangerous, he said, because it no 
longer becomes a question of 
morality hut instead one of pers¬ 
onal opinion. 

Circling the Kilocycles 
Dallas—Donald C. Keyee has 

been named program director for 
the four stations owned by the Mc¬ 
Lendon Corp. He’ll office here at 
KLIF, where he was a d.j, for two 
years, before wprldng . at..KTS A, 
San Antonio, and,,£fLT^ Houston, 
whSre he was program direc¬ 
tor. *;« * . , 5 f ' 

WJZ-TV 
ss Continued frem pace M , 

out winner* with its Early Show, 
6 to *7:23 p.m., and its Buddy 
Deane Bandstand Show, 3 to 5 p.m., 
number one and two show in cumj 
ulative daytiiie ratings, topping 
all local daytime strips. Early Show 
had a 29.7 cumulative for week, 
and Deane had 21.8. These two 
shows, along with net’s "Mickey 
Mouse Club” enabled WJZ for the 
first time to capture No. 1 slot for 
entire period from 3 to 7:30 p.m. 
In 3 to 5 p.m. slot, Buddy Deane 
Bandstand had ayeraged 8.2, al¬ 
most as much as other two sta¬ 
tions combined, topping NBC Mat¬ 
inee Theatre, Queen for a Day, 
and CBS network soaps. 

Denver—Sheldpn- ^eterson, for¬ 
mer news director of j^LZ-TY and 
radio here, presently', iii/ a similar 
post at WCTM-TV and WTCM ra¬ 
dio, Minneapolis, was cited by the 
Colorado* State Medical Society for 
his efforts in presenting medical 
problems over the air while he was 
on-the Denver job. Both stations 
are Time-nwned. 

Kansas City—Members of the 
midwest section of the National 
Association of Radio and Tele¬ 
vision Broadcasters win have _ 
two-day program here at the Hotel 
Muehlebaqh beginning Thursday 
(10). Program will include talks by 
former President Harry S. Truman; 
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB prexy, 
and Dr. Charles N. Kimball; presi¬ 
dent of the Midwest Research In¬ 
stitute here. 

Burlington, Vt.—William Arnold, 
radio-television announcer at 
WBEN in Buffalo for the past four 
years, has been named as program 
director-bf WDOT in this city. 

Aissie Taleipx 
sa— Continue* from page 25 -— 

dently. This source said, that one 
unnamed Aussie agency, through 
its American counterpart, has 
bought a half-hour skein for use 
since the announcement by the sta¬ 
tions. “The Australian broadcasters 
wouldn’t dare keep product off the 
air bought by their major adverti¬ 
sers,” the source declared. 

- Stations wired the Aussie agency 
group that “In anticipation of other 
currency being made 'available 
through the government, they have 
secured options on other programs 
(above 750,000 pounds worth) which 
Will insure the widest possible 
range of programming for the tv 
stations of the highest possible 
standards. Any interference with 
this plan ... at the most economical 
price would in our view he detri¬ 
mental to the tv industry and the 
viewers. 

Sinatra, Boone 
Continued from page 22 

he were to appear on NBC in 
November, it would not only keep 
the . ABC version from really roll¬ 
ing, but it might interfere with the 
singer-actor’s making of “All the 
King’s -Men,” a feature film. 

< ABC, which originally was 
thought to be against lending 
either star to another web, points 
out at this juncture that It is most 
willing to oblige major hankrollers 
in helping “meet their needs and 
solving their programming prob¬ 
lem” by permitting its contra ctees 
to do outside tv work. The one 
proviso—and that's the-.nnly rea¬ 
son ABC says it has resisted until 
now—is that it not hurt Boone 
and Sinatra on ABC. 

ZOthTelafilmeiy 
Continued from page 25 s= 

series starring ReX Reason which 
will he syndicated by NTA, 50% 
owned by 20th. “Gun,” and “Mil¬ 
lionaire” are also partly financed 
by sNTA which guarantees TCF 
production coin outlay, and there¬ 
after shares in gross returns. 

Tt also has an anthology series 
titled' “Trans-Atlantic" in the 
hopper with production to take 
place on permanent ship set at 
Westwood lot. Asher hopes to have 
pilot completed early in January. 
“Flicka,” is still under option by 
NBC 4nd now in re-runs> blit Asher 
is hopeful of getting this series 
started anew and has 10 scripts he 
can put to Work immediately. 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

CHICAGO 

Contact! fcfCHARti A. HAR^Elt Gfentrw Sale* Mgr. 
MGM-TV, a sirvic# of Mw'# Incorporated 

U.S. B’casters Eye 
150G Slander Suit 
Appeal Vs. WDAY 

Bismarck, N. D., Oct. 8. 
The State Supreme Court has 

taken under advisement an appeal 
in a $150,000 slander suit that con¬ 
cerns the responsiblity, under fed¬ 
eral law, of a radio and television 
station for the transmission of ir¬ 
responsible charges. As such, the 
case is regarded as a major test of 
federal communications law. 

Defendants are local station 
WDAY-TV and an unsuccessful 
U.S.-senatorial candidate* A. C 
Townley. 

The Farmers Union brought the 
suit after Townley,. running as an 
independent with little chance* of 
success, was given time on WDAY- 
TV to charge that it, the Union, was 
“Communist controlled,” \ 

In district court the trial judge 
dismissed the tv station as a de¬ 
fendant, holding that the’ broad¬ 
caster is given immunity under the 
1934 communications’ act requiring 
WDAY to make its facilities avail¬ 
able to Townley. ' 

It was an appeal from this de¬ 
cision which brought the case be 
for the State Supreme Court. 

The National Association of Ra¬ 
dio and Television Broadcasters: 
has intervened in the case in- sup- 
port of WDAY which concedes 
Townley’s charges were false and 
slanderous. 

In. finding for the station, the 
district court judge ruled, however, 
that Nortfi Dakota’s law granting 
sweeping immunity in these in¬ 
stances to radio and tv stations is; 
unconstitutional, as claimed by the 
plaintiff and. not contested by the 
defendant, WDAY. 

But the issue is joined directly] 
on section 315 of the federal 1934 
Communications Act which, the 
lower court held, absolves WDAY 
from any liability. The station ar¬ 
gued successfully in district court] 
that if it's required by such fed-; 
era! law to carry political broad¬ 
casts and prevented from censoring 
them, then it can’t be held respon-, 
sible for any defamatory statements 
they contain. 

On the other hand, the plaintiff's 
counsel contended in his Supreme 
Court arguments that radio and tv 
stations must be ^responsible or; 
any indigent could use the airways 
to slander private individuals ana 
organizations. 

It’s widely believed that Townley, 
the driving force 40 years ago be¬ 
hind the then politically powerful 
Nonpartisan League and who polled] 
only 937 votes in the election won] 
by the Rebublican incumbent with] 
Farmers Union hacking, would be 
unable to pay the $150,000 if the 
plaintiff obtained such a judgment. 
The station then would have to fork 

; across the entire, amount. 
“ ; Lawyers on both sides have in¬ 
dicated^ they’ll probably appeal an 
adverse >State -Supreme -Court de-j 
icision to the U.S. Supreme:Court I 

Fee-TV Sure W*ty of Recouping 
Film Biz Investments, Sez Kramer 

TV Rights to Italy’s 
Soccer Games Becomes 

London, Oct. 8. 
Stanley Ipramer, here for the 

opening of ;EThe Pride and the 
Passion” at the-London Pavillion 
tonight (Tues'J, said he was sure 
producers would welcome the in- 

A Riff Natvnnal fecia production of pay tv, as this method 
Jl Dig lsallulKU looUC | Was a surefire way of recouping in¬ 

vestments quickly. 
Kramer, speaking at a press con¬ 

ference, said that if for example, 
a picture cost $1,000,000 to make, 
it would be able to show a substan¬ 
tial profit from one night’s screen¬ 
ing on tv. On an average Thursday 
night in America a tv audience of 
1,000,000 homes would not be an 
overestimate. At 50 cents a time, 
even after overheads, it would 

Rome, Oct. 8. 
A silent battle is currently in 

progress over the television rights 
To. Italy’s „ Sunday-afternoon foot¬ 
ball (soccer) games. Issue is a 
vital one, it’s felt here, as football 
is far and away the national sport 

I'and'" pastime (witness the large 
sums spent, each week in the foot¬ 
ball pools, etc.), and setowners 
have long clamored for more than 
the current pic clip coverage of 
selected: games. (Radio handling 
of soccer games is to broadcast the 
second half of a previously undis¬ 
closed game every Sunday). 

Difference is one of money, and 
it has held' up coverage to date 
(season has already started) despite 
two meetings between RAI-TV, the 
national telenet, and the Football 
League,' League at first asked 
fiat $150,000 for the 34-Sunday 
season. RAI refused, countering 
with a $40,000 offer for the same 
period of coverage by its video 
setup. The League then dropped 
its sights to some $135,000, hut 
RAI, at least to date, has stood 
fast. 

Observers here are speculating 
that RAI may want to make a legal 
issue out of the controversy, citing 
“press freedom” as it’s felt that 
the RAI] offer Is relatively low, es¬ 
pecially when compared to the fig¬ 
ures the Italo telenet hands out for 
other shows and presentations with 
much less potential popularity than 
the football games. Felt also that 
a $120,000 figure would he fair to 
both parties, working out to rough¬ 
ly $35,000 per1 game, relatively low 
when compared with the potential 
listener gain, RAI has reportedly 
spent up to $75,000 for a single 
variety show in the past. 

Rosenthal 
; Continued from page 25 zs 

the “Decoy” series dealing with the 
activities of New York policewom¬ 
en. Beverly Garland stars in that 
one. 

He points out that “Decoy,” like 
'Treasury Men in Action” which 

he . did under the PTE banner, in 
one seqse is better public rela¬ 
tions for a' governmental agency 
than it possibly could get via nor¬ 
mal" channels. But latter point is 
an added gambit. 

Pyramid Productions, which is 
topped by Leonard Loewinthan, 
and distrib Official Films are so 
high on “The Big Story,” featuring 
Burgess Meredith as host, narrator, 
that the plan is to maintain pro¬ 
duction on the series until 78 epi¬ 
sodes are completed—-in other 
words a two-year supply under the 
normal telecasting pattern of 39 
plus 13 repeats. Feeling is that 
ifBig Story,” which had a history 
of 10 years on the network when 
it was partially live and on film, 
is the-perfect syndication vehicle, 
for each week there’s a natural 
tieup with a local situation. Week¬ 
ly, another newspaperman’s effort 
is chronicled under the format. 

From the backlog of properties, 
what ire considered the best 78 
have been selected, each episode 
Being shot fresh and script up¬ 
dated, with some location footage 
Of the old “Big Story” utilized. 
Rosenthal, who also is board chair¬ 
man of Pyramid, was exec producer 
of the networked “Big Story.” 

Distrib Official Films has a finan¬ 
cial interest in “Decoy” sharing a 
piece of the residual returns. “De¬ 
coy,” too, is the series In which -a 
group of stations have an invest¬ 
ment, similar in some respects to 
thfi Screen Gems deal on “Casey 
Jones.” “Big Story” is owned out¬ 
right by Pyramid. To date, over 
$900,000 has been racked up by 
“Decoy” and “Big Story,” just 
been put into syndication, has hit 
about $400,000, according to Loew¬ 
inthan. 

Pyramid is contemplating shoot¬ 
ing pilots on four properties in a 
tie with Official Films. Outfit also 
is scouting possible, feature film 
production, with a “Decoy” feature 
held out as a possibility. Studios 
beiftg utilized for both skeins are 
at the Film Produetien’Center, * , 

show more than a fair profit. 
He visualized the time in the 

near future, when normal house¬ 
hold tv equipment would take up 
most of a fair sized* wall. When 
that came about there would no 
longer be any room left for the 
arguments that suggested the big 
theatre screen could never be re¬ 
placed by the small tv screen. 
Kramer added that pay tv could be 
the saviour of the film industry. 

Salt Lake City—Paul Coburn, 
deejay at KLUB going over to 
KWIC as program director and 
deejay. 
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World famous for his stage and screen portrayals... acclaimed by critics 
and audiences... Burgess Meredith now makes his first regular appear¬ 
ance on TV as host and narrator of the NEW “BIG STORY." 

Top rated against every kind of competition... commended by outstand¬ 
ing church, civic and government leaders... winner of a host of national 
awards,.. “THE BIG STORY,” now in its tenth year on radio and TV, 
remains unmatched for audience reaction.. * publicity.:. top sponsor 

results. 

NOW, the new “Big Story” — as exciting as today’s front page—takes you 
behind the headlines of America’s top newspapers with thrilling, dra¬ 

matic, inspiring stories told in vivid documentary style. 

PRODUCED BY 4 PYRAMID PRODUCTIONS 
Executive Producer — Everett Rosenthal 

OFFICIAL FILMS 
Call the man from 

1 25 We$U5th Street ♦ NevrYork 36. New York 
| ' rLaro 7-0100 

SEMtESENTATIVES IN: 

Beverly Hills, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco, St. I^ouis, Boston, Atlanta, Philadelphia 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
; Continued from page 31 ; 

tation, functional and decorative 
sets, direction which milks every 
effect, “safe” material selected to 
please most family groups, ability 
to spread action over several hour 
stanzas rather than strict conden¬ 
sation imposed by normal dramatic 
video presentations, a crucial time 
slot—all these elements combo into 
a strong sell and may pay off in 
high ratings. 

Edoardo Anton’s adaptation em¬ 
phasizes the romantic and frivo¬ 
lous life of the Bennett family, 
ably sketched by Elsa Merlini and 
Sergio Tofano, as Mr. and Mrs., 
while Virna List stars in the key 
role of Elizabeth, along with her 
sisters, played by Vira Silenti and 
Luisella Boni. All three are high 
on looks and ability, and that goes 
for most concerned, both male and 
female. There is no fear of close- 
ups, which in turn allows full free¬ 
dom, and camerawork is imagina¬ 
tive and pacing, barring some stow 
spots made necessary by the all- 
live format (director D’Anza re¬ 
fused to compromise effect by in- 
troing pic clips). 

Composite has all elements of 
crowd-pleasers: romance and a ro¬ 
mantic world of the past, humor, 
love, drama, and should rapidly 
earn RAI-TV more viewers. 

Hoick. 

CETRA VOLANTE 
With Cetra Quartet, Pihuccia Nava, 

Three Clippers, Billi, Danny 
Dean, Gorni Kramer, Mario Con- 
slgrlio orch, others 

Director: Gianfranco Bettini 
60 min.. Sat., 16 p.m. 
RAI-TV, from Milan 

Weekly variety stanza, new this 
fall, makes for a pleasant hour of 
televiewing, even though the lack 
of a comedian-emcee to pull show 
together is evident. Cetra Quartet 
fits femme member bedded by flu 
during show caught) filled this gap 
partly in its semicomic, highly- 
skilled group rendition of songs 
ar?4 sketches, while this week an 
American act, Danny Dean, helped 
give the hour a humorous windup 
via a hilarious if oft-seen record- 
mime stint. Choice wras ideal to 
bridge the lingual gap, with ribbing 
of operatics especially appropriate 
in this country. 

Other comic moments were sup¬ 
plied in an uncredited bit by Billi, 
together with the Cetras, while rest 
of program comprised an aero act 
fan excellent balance bit by a per¬ 
former whose name was twice 
slurred by the announcer, remain¬ 
ing undecipherable), a skimpy 
dance routine by some fully- 
dressed chorines, an amusing and 
skillfully executed marionette 
number with three human figures 
imitating the wooden ones, an 
acrobatic dance routine by the 
Clippers (3». plus, of course, sev¬ 
eral songs by the Cetra Quartet, 
a top Italian draw', short on voice 
and long on timing. With a word 
switch, incidentally, their theme 

song turns out to be “Most Happy 
Fella.” Hawk. 

ARMCHAIR THEATRE 
(Policy For Love) 
With Joan Greenwood, Robert Ur- 

quhart, Brian Reece, Colin Croft, 
Kynaston Reeves, Betty Basoomb, 
others 

Writers: Jerrard Tickell, Neil Ty- 
field 

Producer: Leonard Brett 
Designer: Bertram Tyrer 
60 Mins., Sun. Sept. 29, 9:30 p.m* 
ABC-TV, from Birmingham 

“Armchair Theatre” has built up 
a slick reputation for worthwhile 
television drama, but many more 
efforts like "Policy For Love” will 
cause that reputation to fall flat 
on its face., 

The play [started off with a pro¬ 
mising comedy idea. A newlywed 
was persuaded to take out a zany 
insurance policy against losing the 
affection of his wife. His business 
crashed andl he set out to turn his 
wife against him in order to cash 
in on the $56,000 policy. Mean¬ 
while, a fake psychiatrist made a 
play for the! wife. This could have 
been developed farcically^ satiri¬ 
cally or simply as a genial light 
comedy, but the authors bogged 
down their own idea with limp 
dialog and Scrappy situations. 

Leonard Brett's mannered pro¬ 
duction did I little to help a strug¬ 
gling cast. I Joan Greenw'ood, just 
back from Tu. S„ Brian Reece and 
Robert Urquharf battled bravely 
with the ^monumental task of 
breathing a little life into these 
sorry proceedings but only Reece 
emerged unscathed from this dis¬ 
appointing Evening. Rich. 

NTA 
——- Continued from page 23 ss 

assuming all debts incurred until 
now. 

NTA will hold onto the “Rocket 
86” feature film package, w'hich it 
originally iold to WATV and 
which, moije recently, was on 
the block fqr resale in New York. 
Moreover, it is expected that the 
station under the new management 
will recapture the "NTA Film Net- 
-work” from] rival WPIX as soon 
as the WPIX contract ends, 

WATV arid WAAT call letters 
will be changed to WNTA-TV and 
WNTA AM j& FM when the FCC 
approval is | given. Before going 
on the air finder the telefilm dis- 
trib’s aegisj the station will be 
closed for alweek. 

Deal gives NTA the Empire State 
Bldg, transmitter. The office and 
studio spaeje of WATV, in the 
Mosque Theatre Bldg, in Newark, 
has been taken on a long-term 
lease. I 

In past weeks, Rosenhaus, uncer¬ 
tain of a sale to NTA, began to 
make sharp cutbacks in his oper¬ 
ating expense. A week ago, the 
biggest was made. Approximately 
$9,000 a week was said to have 

INDUSTRIAL FILMS 

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS 

245 W, 55 ST., N.Y.C. / JUOSON 6-1922 

been shaved from executive sal¬ 
aries. 

During the period when the 
NTA-Rosenhaus dickers were on 
shaky ground, when NTA claimed 
to have pulled out entirely, there 
was talk of United Artists and 
Zenith both showing an interest in 
the stations. Jt seems the anxiety 
to sell WATV and WAAT stemmed 
from intramural conflict, in which 
the Pollocks wanted out as quickly 
as possible. Rosenhaus his since 
denied that there had been any 
Serious trouble in the family. 

Purchase price gives NTA 100% 
of the stock of Atlantic Television 
Inc. and Bremer Broadcasting 
Corp., the companies controlling 
the Newark stations. NTA also 
owns KMGM-TV, Minneapolis, 
pending FCG okay. 

New NBC Look 
Continued from pace, 27 =—=' 

slightly by CBS’ "Lucy” reruns in 
the first half, topped “Big Record” 
at 8; "Kraft” topped CBS’ "Million¬ 
aire” in the first half-hour; and 
'This Is Your Life” easily domi¬ 
nated the 10 p.m. segment. 

.. Top ‘Playhouse 90’ 
On Thursday, NBC carved * big 

chunk out of “Playhouse 90," with 
all three of Its 9:30 to 11 entries 
topping “Playhouse,” the holdover 
Tennessee Ernie show, the new 
Rosemary Clooney segment and 
the revamped Jane Wyman- dra¬ 
matics. 

As for Saturday, Perry Como re¬ 
gained tops in his 8 to 9 hour, i 
Gisele MacKenzie topped her com- j 
petition and Dean Martin won out 
in the second half of his hour, giv¬ 
ing NBC the overall advantage 
here. 

Another source of new NBC 
strength is its 11% increase in; 
share of audience in the 7:30-8 
strip, with CBS down 3% in that 
period and ABC down 16%. Sets- 
in-use for that time slot have gone 
up by 14%, so that both CBS and 
NBC have improved their ratings, 
the former by 8% and the latter by 
20%. ABC’s ratings are down 9% 
in the period. 

‘Sunrise Semester’ 
Continued from pare 22 — 

station has sold commercial time 
that early in the morning and also 
a first for, bookstore business. 
Other orders, also from the book 
industry, are in the works as well. 

Schools have tied into the Show, 
with a Greenwich, Conn., high 
school assigning seniors to the pro¬ 
gram as a credit course, and an 
N, Y. U. graduate class on "The 
American College" also viewing 
the program as an assignment. 

Other stations have asked for 
the show, live and on kinescope, 
and though WCBS-TV didn’t think 
of kinescoping the show at first, 
the station how is doing it daily! 
and has klnnies of all but-one of 
the programs. It will meet with 
the Radio-TV Educational Center 
of Ann Arbor to work out some' 
system of kinnie distribution for 
other stations, ' - . ] 

Tachisfoscope 
=—; Continued from past 24 ;== 

partment Incidentally, I was the 
one who sold this program to NBC 
while employed by a training film 
company. Now that I work for 
NBC's subsidiary, California Na¬ 
tional Productions, Inc., as Sales 
Supervisor Tof Calnatron, I can take 
my own medicine. 

As a former laborer in the film 
commercial vineyards, I feel hid¬ 
den commercials give the “blurb" 
producer an advantage over the 
client. Now that commercials can’t 
be seen, how can the client criti¬ 
cize them? Or better yet, even if 
the producer falls to meet the pro¬ 
duction deadlines, how will the cli¬ 
ent know the difference? This is 
Indeed a boon for the commercial 
film people. 

A friend of mine even suggests 
that .commercials be a half-hour 
long and the program content be 
subliminal. But, this might lead to 
client's payments being very sub¬ 
liminal. 

Seriously, I am against’ this ! 
sort of mass manipulation in the i 
communications industry. The 
moral objections might sublimina- 
lize us right into direct government 
regulation. 

Robert Schultz. 
(California National 
Productions.) I 
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Syndicated Shows 
=5=5 Continued from page 25 5=5. 

not be definitive due to the lack 
of sufficient duplicating factors in 
both fields, it underscores the run¬ 
ning power, the relative longevity 
of syndicated skeins. 

Station by station selling has 
built a staying power for its com¬ 
mercially good product through a 
variety of practices. They include: 
the widespread growth and virtual 
standardization of the 39 plus IS 
method of selling; the adoption as 
a standard operation procedure by 
stations of rerunning ^product, 
ranging from a one-a-week basis j 
to a Monday through Friday strip- J 
ping operation; some of the most 
succesful skeins have gone into 
second and third year production. 

Some of the hardiest skeins that 
’have bucked the passage of time 
include: “Ramar of the Jungle," “I 
Led Three Lives,” “Cisco Kid," 
"Boston Blackie," "Amos ’n’ Andy," 
"Celebrity Playhouse," “Racket 
Squad," My Little Margie," 
"Badge 714,” "Count of Monte 
Cristo," and "Mr. District At¬ 
torney.” 

$52,600,000 Blurbs 
SE5SS Coatlnued from page 25 ■ -■ 

available, it was learned that the 
maximum output figure of 12,000 
blurbs by next year includes those 
made in all lengths for television. 

It seems, counting all the net¬ 
work; national spot and local ad¬ 
vertisers who ^use filmed commer¬ 
cials, the time is just not available 
to expose more than 12,000. 

The one possibility for creating a 
larger market for filmed blurbs Is 
that advertisers will use new spiels 
at a faster rate than currently is 
their habit. It is hard to say—with¬ 
out generalizing or going into a 
very lengthly and exhaustive study 
—just how long the life of a com¬ 
mercial is today. But, apart from 
many made for network use, there 
are relatively few spot or local 
blurbs which are not used several 
times, or even a few dozen times, 
over. Turnover would have to be 
mighty quick, certain sources state, 
for there to be any need for ap¬ 
preciably more than 12,h00 com¬ 
mercials a year at any time in the 
future. 

- There is the distinct possibility 
that the gross intake of the com¬ 
mercial producers will eventually 
exceed the $52,500,000 quoted here¬ 
in, but that. Will be the result of 
additional increases in the cost of 
labor. Hence, a new high will not 
mean any greater net earning 
power for the telefilm commercial 
makers. 

WFIL 
5555= Continued from page 22 5= 

erations heard the elder MeQuee- 
ney’s plea. Steck had "WFIL news 
specialist Allen -Stonte do on on- 
the-air interview with the father. 
Within minutes the station receiv¬ 
ed a call that the "girl friend" was1 
expecting him and she was sure 
young McQueeney was in the city, 

- An hour later the WFIL phone 
rang with Bob McQueeney on the 
other end. A long distance call 
was put through to Connecticut 
and father and son had an on-the- 
air reunion. 

Small War 
—= Contiauetf from page 23 5=^^ 

ing Schraffi’s to enter its premises, 
CBS does >0 in furtherance of its 
own business, and that an arrange¬ 
ment for the convenience of its 
employees cannot be deemed the 
conduct of a restaurant business, 
furthermore, he said, “the credible 
proof shows that this defendant 

j (Schrafft’s) entered the building 
pursuant to a request from the 
tenant thereof and with the per¬ 
mission and encouragement of the 
landlord. A business visitor can¬ 
not be enjoined from, entering a 
building when it does so at'the 
request of the tenant and with the 
consent of the landlord regardless 
of whether such request or consent 
constitute^ a breach of contractual 
arrangements which either the ten¬ 
ant or landlord had with third 
parties. Business invitees have a 
right to make reasonable use of 
the defendant’s usual means of in¬ 
gress and egress." 

Young Sez Nielsen 

Adam Young Inc., which last 
week blasted Nielsen for “forget¬ 
ting radio,” lashed out again this 
week by stating that they had con¬ 
tacted 106 timebuyers from ■ the 
leading 20 agencies, 91 of whom 
had not heard from the Nielsen 
Co. in regards to the new Nielsen 
format. A Nielsen representative 
according ta Young claims that he 
took a survey of some 250 time- 
buyers. 

Young further contended that 
Nielsen is now double-talking. 
Nielsen, according to Frank 
Boehm, in charge of the Young 
research staff, says that the reason- 
they are now reporting ratings 
rather than homes (in the case of 
the metropolitan area) is that all 
the buyers they queried wanted 
ratings for their- clients. Nielsen 
in the past has stressed the homes 
reached in lieu of percentage rat¬ 
ings because* according to .Nielsen, 
“the latter are misleading, and 
make it difficult to compare one 
area with another. Furthermore, 
accurate information on homes 
reached is essential to a sound de¬ 
termination of cost per homes 
reached." 

MBS 
Continued from pare 22 5=5=1 

■ ming expansion move, the net cur¬ 
rently is sounding out its affili- 

1 ates on a special news show and a. 
[ program involving a top name per¬ 
sonality. Regarding the number 
of affiliates, net says it has 460 

(stations. Execs acknowledge that 
in a few major markets MBS hasn't 
got representation: Pittsburgh 

! is one of them, hut decline to spell 
out the markets net is blocked out 
of. 

Upbeating its news operation, 
under the direction of Robert F. 
Hurleigh, In Washington, net has 
formed a Mutual Network Corres¬ 
pondence Assn., aimed to operate 

; similar to a press association, with 
stringers feeding the net and lo¬ 
cal stations news. 

* Eastman 
—— Continued from page 27 =55= 

about Godfrey and McNeill, since 
each of them tops all local pro¬ 
gramming in many of the markets. 

McLendon also said that live 
orchs were useless., that many sta¬ 
tions were unwillingly "saddled" 
with them. However, Eastman 
said, there are stations like WHDH, 
Boston, and WNEW, New York, 
where live orchs bring audience 
and bring money. He added, for 
McLendon’s special benefit: “What 
we are doing at American isn’t on 
a low overhead operation, but what 
McLendori is doing is a low over¬ 
head operation." 

John Karol, veep in charge »of 
sales at CBS Radio, .commented 
sjmply, in answer to the Texas sta¬ 
tion man, that “Gordon McLendon 
knows as much about network 
radio as I do about Texas radio." 

San Francisco—Fred Stuthman, 
ex-KGG deejay, pleaded guilty to a 
morals charge involving a I6-year- 
old boy in juvenile court last week 
and will be sentenced Oct. 30. The 
37-year-old Frisco radio veteran 
Was arrested May 18 on complaint 
of a Western Uninon messenger. 

Free lance Writer 

Crime, Comody, Drama, 
Variety Slww Continuity, 

Industrial Shows 

Ov*r 79 Years With 
Top Network Production* 

AYMLAtU TO AD AOINCIKS 
AS CONSULTANT 

„ l«NfM tfjMH 

ALBERT G. MILLER 
141 B. ttffc St. New York IS, N.Y. 

LWfli 4-3445 

SANDS JOINT 
Beautiful ranch Iwm, m mti plus, I year 

aU* 3 Mrttai, 3 haU11, <11 with built In 
baiy 1 mutt Ms fivlnf tmh, fireplace, euUIde 
WbMix ntf patle, maldamm, nil irtllitlaf, 
fully wwhl, Prlvntt hratb rlfhte. Owner 
leaving State wilt aatfttea, $44,009. Call 
Port Wa»hln*t«fl 7-1380. 
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Jocks, Jukes anti Disks 
Marty Robbins (Columbia): “THE 

STORY OF MY LIFE” (Famous!;, 
bright tune with a cute lyric, 
shapes up as another pop winner 
for Marty Robbins, a rockabilly ex¬ 
ponent. “ONCE-A-WEEK DATE” 
(Aeuff-Rose! > is familiar teenage 
stuff. 

Carmen McRae (Decca): “RICH 
MAN. POOR MAN” (Frank*), from 
the “Carefree Heart” legit score, is 
a clever restatement Of the belief 
that money isn’t everything. Car¬ 
men McRae’s savvy vocal gives it 
maximum impact. “COAX ME” 
(Chappell?), from the “Rumple” 
show, is another excellent entry 
with strong pop chances. 

The Diamonds (Mercury); “SIL¬ 
HOUETTES” (Regent!), a good 
ballad for the genre, gets a solid 

By HERM SCHOENFELD, 

TER, WATEIR” (Peter Maurice*), 
a fast-tempo^d calypso, is a pleas¬ 
ant showcase for this popular Brit¬ 
ish singer, “A HANDFUL OF 
SONGS” (Peter Maurice*) is ; 
good ballad with a catching beat. 

Joni James (MGM): “NEVER 
TILL NOW”! (Robbins*), from the 
“Raintree County” pic, is a classy 
romantic bai lad lucidly sung by 
Joni James., “I GIVE YOU MY 
WORD” (Me lint) is another adult 
ballad. „ 

Lola Albright (Kem): “CANDY1 
(Feist*) is another oldie turning up 
in a slick vo<ial for a new round of 
spins. “GOODBYE MY LOVER” 
(Dean*) is a fine>new torch song 
stylishly handled by this song¬ 
stress. i 

Jimmy Dean (Columbia): LIT- 

Best Bets 
MARTY ROBBINS 

iColumbia) ..... 

CARMEN McRAE . 
(Decca} . 

.THE ST( 

.a 
...RICH 

THE DIAMONDS 
(Mercury) . 

PAT KIRBY. 
(Decca) . 

JOLIE HUNTER . 
(MGM) . 

CAl 

TERESA BREWER 
lCorali . 

rock ’n’ roll treatment by The Dia¬ 
monds, who could send it into the 
hit lists. “DADDY COOL” (Re¬ 
gents Is a jive-spieled rhythm 
novelty. 

Pat Kirby (Decca): “SAYON- 
ARA” (Berlin*), an Irving Berlin 
song from the pic, “Sayonara,” is a 
standout piece of Nip-flavored mate¬ 
rial done in impressive Madame 
Butterfly style by Pat Kirby. Could 
start a lock ’n* loll trend. “WOULD 
I WERE” (Frank*), from “Care- 
free^Heart,” is a cute piece of ma¬ 
terial. 

Jolle Hunter (MGM); “CA, 
C’EST L’AMOUR” (Buxton HOI*), 
from the Cole Porter score for the 
pic, “Les Girls,** is a* class ballad 
handled very effectively by this 
songstress. On the Coral label, 
Tina Robin does the same song 
with a speeded-up tempo that 
changes the number’s character. 
“BLESSINGS” (Chappell*), from 
the “Seventh Heaven” legit score, 
voices a nice sentiment in fine pop 
style. 

Teresa Brewer (Coral): “WOULD 
I WERE” (Frank*), from “Carefree 
Heart.” is a lOting ballad with a 
fine lyric that shapes up as a po¬ 
tent entry for the pop lists via this 
slice. “YOU SEND ME” (Higuera) 
is a change-of-pace rock ’n’ roll 
tune which might have more im¬ 
mediate impact with the kids. 

Dinah Shore (RCA Victor): “I’LL 
NEVER SAY ‘NEVER AGAIN’ 
AGAIN” (BVC*), the oldie from 
the swing era, gets an attractive 
reprise by Dinah Shore in one of 
her best vocals in some time. “THE 
KISS THAT ROCKED THE 
WORLD” (Sheldont). from the 
“Ziegfeld Follies of 1958” score, is 

okay ballad in Latin tempo. 
The Easy Riders (Columbia): 

“TIMES’* (Montclaret), a lovely 
folk-styled ballad. Is projected in 
standout style by this combo, par¬ 
ticularly the lead tenor. “SOUTH 
COAST” (Montclaret) is an inter¬ 
esting, although somewhat too 
long saga in song. 

Frankie Vaughan (Epic). “ISN’T 
THIS A LOVELY EVENNG” (Mil¬ 
ler*), from the pic, “These Danger¬ 
ous Years,” is a highly pleasing 
ballad nicely handled. “PEEBLE 
ON THE BEACH” (Rusht), an off¬ 
beat rhythm ballad, is powerfully 
belted by a singer with a legit set 
of pipes. 

Richard Hayes (Decca): “THE 
FIRST TIME I SPOKE OF YOU” 
(Chappell*), from the legit musi¬ 
cal, “Rumple,” is a big romantic 
ballad with good pop chances. 
“RED LETTER DAY” (Chappell*), 
from the same show, has a lilting 
quality. 

Mitzi Mason (Vik): “AUTUMN 
ON THE CAMPUS” (Rayvenv), 
tilth a good seasonal peg, is a 
pretty juve-angled ballad neatly 
projected. “FAIR WINDS AND 
FULL SAILS” (Republic) is an¬ 
other strong ballad with chances. 

Gil Bernal (Verve): “TAB. RORY 
AND ROCK. ROCK” • (Lindley*) 
has a clever rock ’n’ roll-Hollywood 
star tieup which might catch on 
with the kids. “TAKE ME BACK” 
(Lindley** is a good rocking num¬ 
ber bouncily handled by Gil Ber- 
nal. 

Tommy Steele (London): “WA- 

TLE SANDY 

ORY OF MY LIFE 
tnce-a-Week Date 

ImAN, POOR MAN 
.Coax Me 

..SILHOUETTES 
,. .Daddy Cool 

...-•SAYONARA 
Would I Were 

C’EST L’AMOUR 
... Blessings 

WOULD I WERE 
..You Send Me 

]SLEIGHFOOT” (Hop¬ 
kins), based pn a kiddie book char¬ 
acter, is an learly and very senti¬ 
mental entry in the Christmas 
sweepstakes. (“WHEN THEY RING 
THE GOLDEN BELLS” (p.d.) is 
nicely delivered by Dean and 
chorus, j 

Sal Minejo (Epic): “PARTY 
TIME” (Maylandi ) is routine rock¬ 
abilly material worked over in the 
approved fashion by this young 
singer-actor. [’THE WORDS THAT 
I WHISPER’! (Wemart) is a sim¬ 
ply ballad vocalled in fair style by 
Mineo. ! 

Sam Cookel (Keen): “YOU SEND 
ME” (Higuerat), an okay rhythm 
ballad, is given a flrstrate vocal by 
a promising! talent, Sam Cooke. 
“SUMMERTIME” (Gershwin*) 
gives him more scope in a free¬ 
wheeling interpretation. 

Jo Ann Lear (National): “I CAN 
TELL” (Forster*), a pretty ballad, 
is nicely vocilied by Jo Ann Lear 
with a multiple dubbing technique., 
“THINGS I SHOULDN’T KNOW”t 
(Music Workshop*) works a clichedj 
theme without any fresh angles. 

Joe Reismsjn Orch (RCA Victor); 
“JOEY’S SC|)NG” (Shapiro-Bern- 
stein*), a Reisman original, shapes 
up as a. catching instrumental with 
A1 Caiola’s I guitar in the lead. 
“EL DORA|DO” (Shapiro-Bern- 
stein*) is a liisher, Latin-styled en¬ 
try. ! 

Billy Myles (Ember): “THE 
JOKER” (Angelt) is an excellent 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And Hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

3rd Consecutive Tear 
Dodge Dancing Party 

ABC-TY—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T, 
For Dodge Dealers of America 

Top Tune* and New Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:3^pm, E.S.T. 

Dodge and Plymouth 
Coral. Records 

Thesaurus Transcriptions_ 

Goody’s Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

Artist 

1. Around World 80 Days 
2. Frank Sinatra 
3. The Weavers 
4. Original Cast 

Title 

Sound Track 
A Swingin’ Affair 
At Carnegie Hall 
My Fair Lady 

5. Jazz at Hollywood Bowl All Stars 
6. Mantovani 
7. Original Cast 
8. Lena Horne 
9. Harry Belafonte 

10. Nat Cole 
11. Harry Belafonto 
12. Ella Fitzgerald 
13. Roger Williams 
14. Original Cast 
15. Nat Cole 
16. Sarah Vaughan 
17. Eydie Gorme 
18. Sound Track 
19. Peter Seeger 
20; Original Cast 

Film Encores 
Hells Are Ringing 
At The Waldorf 
Sings of Caribbean 
This Is Nat King Cole 
Calypso 
Sings Rodgers & Hart 
Fabulous Forties 
Three-Penny Opera 
Love Is The Thing 
Sings Gershwin 
Swings The Blues 
Pajama Game 
Favorite Ballads 
New Girl in Town 

Label 

Decca 
Capitol 
Vanguard 
Columbia 
Verve 
'London 
Columbia 
RCA Victor 
RCA Victor 
Capitol 
RCA Victor 
Verve 
Kapp 
MGM 
Capitol 
Mercury 
ABC-Paramount 
Columbia 
Folkways 
RCA Victor 

example of a rocking ballad which 
composer Billy Myles sells in a 
typical vocal for the genre. 
“HONEY BEE” (Angel-Selbonf) is 
an average uptempo item. 

The Mariner* (Tiara): “I RE¬ 
MEMBER” (Leeds*), a warm, nos¬ 
talgic ballad, gets an okay slice by 
The Marines. “NO DOWN PAY¬ 
MENT” (Coliseum!), title song of 
the 20th-Fox pic, is a neat swing¬ 
ing ballad. 

Connie Russell (Era): “FOOL’S 
PARADE” (Warman!) is a per¬ 
forming song with impact for spe¬ 
cial situations, as punched over by 
Connie RusselL “NOBODY PLAYS 
PIANO LIKE SACRAMENTO” 
(Thunderbird*) is another bluesy 
piece with a special material 
quality. * 

Rusty Evans (Brunswick): “WHEN 
I’M ALONE WITH YOU" (Roose- 
velt-Acme!) has a lyric that’s 
simple and frank, and Rusty 
Evans' rockabilly delivery makes 
all the implications clear. “I 
LIVED, I LOVED AND LOST” 
(Rooqevelt-Acmet) is a good bal¬ 
lad for this idiom. 

<VSCAP. !BMI. 

Vale’* Concert Series 
New York, Oct. 8. 

Yale’s Woolsey Hall Concert Ser¬ 
ies, Always a sellout, opens tonight 
(Tue§.) with Symphony Orches¬ 
tra of the Florence Festival (first 
Italian symph to tour U, S, since 
1920). Other dates include Boston 
Symphony under Charles Munch, 
Nov. 12 and Feb. 11; Isaac Stern, 
Dec. 3; Artur Rubinstein, Jan. 7; 
Obernkirchen Children’s Choir, 
Feb. 4; Pierre Luboshutz, Geiria 
Nemenoff, Boris Goldovsky and 
Chamber Orchestra (37), March 4. 

Daggett M. Lee carries on as 
longtime series manager. 

“Stan of Hawaii” (Decca) is an 
excellent roundup package of the 
top artists on the hula circuit. In 

this collection of old and new 
island songs the native material is 

mixed: with some Tin Pan Alley¬ 
like numbers such as “Keep Your 
Eyes on The Hands” and “Hula 
Cop Hop,” the latter actually a 
calypso. Various artists in this set 
include Alfred Apaka and Rosalie 
Stephenson, SterHhg Mossman, 
Mahi Beamer, Lena Machado, 
George Kainapau with Lani Mc- 
Intire and George Keoki Sc Hi* 
Moana Serenader*. Also in the 
Hawaiian groove, Decca has re¬ 
leased “Honolulu at Midnight,” a 
set of queitly swinging instrumen¬ 
tals by Danny Stewart-Sam Koki 
and The Paradise Islanders. 

Bobby Brookes: “This Is The 
Night” (RCA Victor) introduces a 
new singer with a good set of 
pipes. Brookes registers best on 
the uptempo ballads which he 
belts in straightforward swinging 
style. His stylistic approach to the 
sleW ballads is less certain. How¬ 
ever, he's always a pleasing per¬ 
former on a repertory that includes 
such oldies as. "Suddenly” “Full 
Moon and Empty Arms,” “Same 
Old Saturday Night,” “Am I Blue” 
and some new entries . 

“Kurt Weill's Suite from ‘The 
Threepenny Opera’ ” (MGM), an 
outstanding piece of show music 
in its original form, has been 
framed in a new and interesting 
format here as a quasi-longhair 
piece originally prepared by Weill 
in 1929 for a symphonic perform¬ 
ance. The various melodic themes 
from the opera are skillfully 
played by the MGM Chamber 
Orchestra under Izler Solomon’s 
baton. Completing the disk is an¬ 
other suite based on Weill’s music 
for the stage, including “Lady. In 
The Dark,” “Johnny Johnson” and 
“Lost In The Stars.” Arthur Wino- 

Best Sellers on Coin Machines, 
HONEjYCOMB (4) ....... ’.... Jimmy Rodgers.Roulette 

FASCINATION (5) .... Jane. Morgan ............Kapp 

..... 
DL4.Nj|1 (9) .......... Paul Anka.ABC-Par* 

CHANCES ARE (2) .....* Johnny Mathis.. Columbia 

THATjLL BE THE DAY (4)....... Crickets . .Brunswick 

IN T^E MIDDLE OF THE ISLAND (6) ..... WV:. '^C^ol 

WHOl|E LOT OF SHAKING (5) ...;.. Jerry Lee Lewis ....Sun 

GOLDMINE IN THE SKY (1).... Pat Boone* . r..............Dot 

WHITE SILVER SANDS (1)..... Don Rondo ..Jubilee 

± WAKEUP 

Second Group 

LITTLE SUSIE ........ Everly Bros. ....Cadence 

REMEMBER YOU’RE MINE...... Pat Boone,. .Dot 

AND TH^T REMINDS ME.... Della Reese .,...Jubilee 

HULA L0VE ...... Buddy Knox ..Roulette 

MELODIli D’AMOUR ..... Ames Bros. Victor 

LIPS OF ;WINE ....... Andy Williams......... Cadence 

WONDERFUL, WONDERFUL ....... Johnny Mathis *,....Columbia 

JUST BETWEEN YOU & ME .....,.. Chordettes.. Cadence 

MR. LEE Babettes .. Atlantic 

BLACKSLACKS ........... Sparkle Tones  .ABC-Par. 

[Figures in parenthesps ivdirnie number ol irppks song has been in the Top 101 

grad batons this work containing 
a fine jazz number, “Gold.” 

Michael Flanders-DonaH 4Swann: 
“At The Drop of JL Hat” (Angel) 
presents a pair of London satirists 
in a clever program of patter, 
parodies and special material songs. 
Recorded during an actual per¬ 
formance in London, this set effec¬ 
tively captures the duo's British- 
styled zany comedies in a> takeoff 
on the hi-fl movement, London 
omnibuses, cannibals, hippopota¬ 
muses and sundry other subjects^ 

Ike Cole: “Get A Load O’ Cole.” 
(Bally) showcases Nat Cole’s 
younger brother in a pleasantly 
swinging songalog. Ike and Nat’s 
voice and style have a marked fam¬ 
ily resemblance which has both its 
advantage and disadvantages for 
someone trying to make a niche 
for himself. Ike Cole, like Nat, 
also plays the piano and in this 
set is hacked by a rhythm trio on 
a group of fine standards. 

Genevieve: “Frankly French” 
(Vox) is another package of Gallic 
tunes by a songstress who tran¬ 
scends all language barriers. In 
this collection, Genevieve delivers 
her material with powefful impact. 
She strikes an impressively tragic 
note in some of the songs. Liner 
notes should have included the 
English translations of the French 
lyrics. 

“Ray Eberie Plays Glenn Miller 
|'Favorites” (Tops). Ray Eberie, one¬ 
time vocalist with the late Glenn 
Miller’s band and fronting his own 
orch, reprises a group of standards 
popularized by the latter band. In 
excellent voice, Eberie delivers 
tunes like “Blue Champagne,” “It’s 
A Blue World,” “Deep Purple” and 
others among the familiar Miller 
instrumentals like “In The Mood,” 
etc. 

Harry Marshard Orch: “Resort 
Favorites For Dancing” (Unicom). 
New England’s top society band¬ 
leader, Harry Marshard, dishes up 
a big medley of dance favorites 
with a vigorous beat and some fine 
instrumental solos. In this set, 
MaTShard’s crew goes from dixie 
to calypso covering some shoWtunes 
and standards enroute. An attrac¬ 
tive entry.# 

In the kiddie field, RCA Victor 
has turned up with a new low- 
priced 12-inch LP series running 
the gamut from Mother Goose 
rhymes to western tv show themes. 
Three latest releases are “Songs, 
Games and Fun,” “Peter Rabbit, 
Goldilocks and Other Great Tales/’ 
“Cinderella, Pinocchio and Other 
Great Stories” Various performers 
are featured on each package. 

EXTENDED PLAY DISKS 
Michlko Hamumura: “Japan’s 

Teen Queen” (RCA Victor) spot¬ 
lights Japan’s leading pop vocalist 
on four of her bestselling tunes as 
originally recorded. Miss Hamu¬ 
mura delivers “Banana Boat Song,” 
“Calypso Joe,” “Dark Moon” and 
“Venezuela” in a style that sounds 
very much like an American 
songstress, except that she occa¬ 
sionally uses Japanese lyrics. 

Sammy Davis Jr.: “The Swinging 
Heart”’(Decca) includes workovers 
of “Begin The Beguine,” “By My¬ 
self,” “That Old Black Magic” (in. 
a knockdown version with some 
comedy asides) and the cute hop 
scat song, “Oo-shoo-be-doo-be.” 

Hernu --- / 
U. S. Fiddler In Athens 

Athens, Oct. 1. 
Violinist Isaac Stern performed 

with the Athens State Orchestra 
Friday (27) at the Orpheus Theatre 
and pianist Artur Rubinstein will 
he heard with the same group next 
Monday (7). 
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United Artists in Disk-Pub Field 
Tull Scale’; Max Youngstein Prez 

Distribs-Dealers Just as Liable 
As Record Mfrs. on Pirated Tunes, 

U.S. Appeals Ct. Rules in Reversal 
—► 

United Artists has entered the-* 

music business with the formation 

of two new subsidiaries. United 
Artists Records Corp. and United 

Artists Music Corp. Both the re¬ 

cording and the sheet music opera¬ 

tions are to be headed by Max 
E. Youngstein, v.p. of the parent 
organization, as president. 

Youngstein is now in process of 
auditioning operating personnel 
and talent for the new enterprises. 
He will continue with his present 
duties as administrative officer 
of UA, of 'which he is a part owner. 
These duties include holding the 
reins ' on the film organization's 
ad-pub jdepartment. 

UA 'toppers, including board! 
' chairman Robert S. Benjamin and 

president Arthur B. Krim, figure 
the diversification move is a nat- 
uraL The basic worldwide distribu¬ 
tion and merchandising facilities 
of UA will be used as the opera¬ 
tional foundation for the music 
companies, and filnw and music 
go- hand in hand, they say. 

• Stated Youngstein: “We believe 
that the music business is ideally 
suited to motion picture promotion 
and distribution methods. This has 
never been attempted before on a. 
full-scale basis, as we are about to 
do. By coordinating our film and 
and music activities, we expect to 
inaugurate the kind of sustained 
cross-promotion that will yield im¬ 
portant cross-advantages In the two 
fields for both the company and 
artists recording on the new United 

- Artists label.” 
UA has no facilities for film pro¬ 

duction, per se, the basics of its 
. unusually successful operation be¬ 

ing tieups with independents. The 
latter, with their production “pack¬ 
ages,” are financed by UA for the 
most.part 100%. UA takes the dis¬ 
tribution rights, of course, and 
shares the'"-profits with the indies 
under varying formula agreements., 
UA has no studio. 

It’s indicated that the “produc¬ 
tion” end of the music projects 

(Continued on page 55) 

ABC-Par Taps Fabrizio 
As Production Director; 

Moretd, Rader Elevated 
Borneo Fabrlzio has been upped 

to general director of production 
at -ABC-Paramount. He had been 
serving as diskery’s manager of 
single record production. 

A vet of 30 years with Para¬ 
mount Pictures and Paramount 
Theatres, where he was manager 
of mailing coordination, Fabrizio 
joined the diskery in May, main¬ 
taining his seniority status with the 
company. In his new capacity, 
he’ll oversee all phases of manu¬ 
facturing for both single and al¬ 
bum product. In coordinating ac-. 
tivities of the air production With 
his own operation, Fabrizio will 
check on quality control, and per¬ 
petual inventory control.-. 
' Gene Moretti and Jerry Rader; 
were also upp$d within the diskery J 

setup last week by prexy Sam 
Clark. Moretti, . formerly in 
charge of inventory control in the 
diskery’s fiscal office, has been 
switched to the production staff 
with direct responsibility' for ex¬ 
port operations and all Armed 
Forces purchases. Rader has been 
moved over from local radio sta¬ 
tion contact to fill Moretti’s 
vacancy. 

MGM’sles Girls’Pkge. 
MGM Records ’has wrapped up 

Its 51st soundtrack set with Metro’s: 
“Les Girls.”' Pic is scheduled for 
late November release but since 
it’s currently, having .a pre-release 
run at New York’s Radio City Mu¬ 
sic Hall, diskery is rushing out al¬ 
bums to cover the New York mar¬ 
ket. 

The tracker features a Cole Por¬ 
ter score performed by Gene Kel¬ 
ly, Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Kendall and 
Tain* Elg, . 

'Twa* Everly Thus 
Lansing, Mich., Oc{. 8. 

A noisy crowd of more than 
1,500 teenage fans of the 
Eyerly Bros, ‘’tied up traffic 
for an hour in the downtown 
business district outside WILS 
studios here where the singers 
appeared for a show. A girl 
suffered a sprained ankle in 
the crush, a studio door was 
pulled off one of Its hinges 
and windows were broken in a 
nearby bowling alley. 

Station officials »said the 
large crowd was not anticipat¬ 
ed since it was believed fans 
would listen at home. 

Philharmonic & . 

OnEveofPreem 
The N. Y. Philharmonic, whose 

season was slated to open tomorrow 
(Thurs.), and Local 802, N.Y. wing 
of the American Federation of Mu¬ 
sicians, were completely stale¬ 
mated in negotiations for a new 
pact. Following a rejection of the 
Philharmonic’s offer Monday (7) of 
a $7.50 raise, the N.Y. -City Com¬ 
mission of Labor, Harold Felix, 
called for a parley of both sides 
in, his office today CWed.). The 
Philharmonic ^placed ads. in the 
dailies today notifying its sub¬ 
scribers that there would be no 
concert Thursday. 

Basic issue revolves around Lo¬ 
cal 802’s demand for a longer sea¬ 
son and higher wages,- After an 
opening bid for a 36-week sea¬ 
son, as against the current 29 
weeks, the union lowered its de¬ 
mand to 32-week season and a $25 
weekly raise over the current 
minimum of $145. The Philhar¬ 
monic management has stated that 
its annual deficit of over $400,000 
makes it impossible for them to 
meet the union’s demands. 

In its Century-old existence, 
Philharmonic postponed one. con¬ 
cert after Lincoln’s assassination, 
cancelled one on President Roose¬ 
velt’s death. - 

CORAL’S SUITDN LOOT 
SENT TO WRONG P UB 

Coral Records apparently needs 
a scoreboard system for music 
publishers. Diskery last week filed 
suit in N. Y. Supreme Court to re¬ 
trieve royalty monies sent to the 
wrong publisher. 

Coral claim Is against Solly Loft 
who runs Revere Music. Label al¬ 
leges that through a clerical error 

: $4,902 in royalty payment was sent 
to Revere instead of Reeves Music, 

| copyright owner of “Bo Weevil,’’ 
which Coral recorded. The checks, 

i Coral says, were made payable to 
Revere. 

B’way Needs New Cleffers, 
Fryer Tells BMI Forum 

Robert Fryer, legit producer, 
told a forum of young songwriters 
that Broadway needs new writing 
talent since conlposers and authors 
who have already. arrived are 
“well jjigh unapproachable as far 
as the average producer is con¬ 
cerned.” The fbrum was held last 
week in New York- under the aus¬ 
pices of Broadcast Music Inc. 

According to Allan. Becker, in 
charge of the legit musical de¬ 
partment at BMI, additional sym¬ 
posiums will He held in the near 
future to discuss various phases 
of-theatre activity and to make the 
trade- aware of the new talent po¬ 
tential- -among the younger writ- ' 
ers. Lehman Engel, musical di¬ 
rector^ kicked off the forum aeries 
last month* 

Armed with the U. S. Federal 

Court of Appeals decision hold¬ 

ing sellers responsible for pirated 

disks (see separate story), Harry 

Fox, publishers’ agent and trustee, 

is planning to crack down on all 
others who have been involved in 

the manufacture of bootlegged rec¬ 

ords. Julian T. Abeles, lawyer for j 
the group of publishers represent-1 

ed by Fox, is particularly aiming 
at those who do the pressing for 
the pirates and already has one 
suit against an indie plant in the 
works. Abeles holds that those 
who make .the tapes, and the 
stampers for the pirates, as well 
as those involved in other phases 
of the manufacturing process, are 
also liable for damages. 

. Some large retailers, meantime, 
expressed concern over the impli¬ 
cations of the court’s ruling mak¬ 
ing retail outlets responsible for 
damages. Abraham Lowenthal, 
lawyer for Goody’s, indicated that 
a conference of retailers, publish¬ 
ers and disk companies might be 
necessary to set up clearance ma¬ 
chinery so that dealers could be 
protected. 

Otherwise, Lowenthal stated, 
retailers like Goody would have 
to ask the record companies for 
some kind of guarantee or indem¬ 
nification before they would agree 
to handle the company’s product. 
He pointed out that while the 
major companies might be able to 
afford such a setup, it would hit 
some of the indies. 

Meantime, the major disk com¬ 
panies, who took no part directly 
in the suit, were decidedly happy 
about the outcome of the suit: One 
legalite for a top company said 
it would, now be impossible for a 
bootlegger to find any-channels to 
merchandise his product. The risks 
to a retailer would he too great.. 

Presley s 209,000 
<Xmas’Pkge.SRO 
Elvis Presley is still an' SRO 

draw In the disk trade. A de luxe 
$4.98 Presley Christmas album, 
which RCA Victor decided to limit 
to 200,000 copies, has already been 
sold Out in advance of release with 
distributor orders exceeding the 
200,000 figure. 

W. W. (Bill) Bullock, head of the 
Victor album division, said this 
“was the greatest advance album 
order In the history of the com¬ 
pany. However, there are no plans 
at present to increase production 
of the albums which will be allo¬ 
cated to ^distributors throughout 
the country.” 

The package will- include four 
lull-page color portraits of Presley 
along with another page of candid 
shots. The album, titled "Elvis’ 
Christmas Album,” contains 10 
standard holiday tunes and'two 
numbers, “Santa Claus Is Back In 
Town” and “Santa. Bring My Baby 
Back,” which were written for this 
set. 

Jet-Rich-Quick 
Lionel Hampton is doing an 

overseas one-nighter date. He 
flies over to London for a ba¬ 
toning stint at Festival Hall 
Oct, 14 and then planes back 
to the U. S. the next day. 

Bandleader i£ going over 
• without his crew. He’ll con¬ 
duct the Johnny Dankworth 
and Humphrey Littleton orchs 
there in a benefit for the 
Christian Action for South 
Africa Trial Fund. 

Col Jettisons LP 
Bargain Counter; 
Eye Other Lures 

Columbia Records is calling a 

halt to its' price reduction pro¬ 

grams. Campaigns were a con¬ 

sumer promotion which used 

sliced prices on LP’s as retail traf¬ 

fic lures. 

..According to Hal B. Cook, Col¬ 
umbia’s sales: veep, the price pro¬ 
grams have served their purpose 
m building retail traffic and 
stimulating renewed interest in 
Col’s catalog. The lowprice pitches 
hid been applied to new releases 
tied in With catalog items. Cook 
added that the diskery will now 
concentrate on other forms of 
merchandising. 

Getting pink-slipped in Col's 
merchandising programs are the 
“Buy of the Month” plan and the 
“Buyways” campaign. “Buy of the 
Month,” which offered one pop 
LP and one longhair LP each 
month at a special $2.98 tab, was; 
launched in May, 1956, as a sum¬ 
mer promotion. It’s held on since 
but Col will end its run in De¬ 
cember. 
' The “Buyways” plan offered one 

LP at $1.98 for every one pur¬ 
chased at the regular $3.98 price. 
It was launched in January as a 
two-month mood music promotion 
under a “Buy of Your Dreams” 
heading. The following two-month 
concentration wras on showtune 
sets and used the “Buy of Broad¬ 
way” tag. For May and June, 
Col pushed its jazz catalog with a 
“Jazz Buy Columbia” pitch. 

ASCAFs N. Y. Dinner Meet 
ASCAP’s semi-annual fall mem¬ 

bership meeting and dinner has 
been set for Oct. 29 at the Waldorf- 
Astoria Hotel, N. Y. A report on i 
finances and other organizational 
matters will be presented at the 
meet by ASCAP prexy Paul Cun¬ 
ningham and other members of 
the board. 

The Society’s meeting for the 
Coast members was held in Holly¬ 
wood last week. 

The most important blow to date 

in the war against the disk pirates 

was struck last week when the 

N. Y. Federal Court of Appeals 

ruled that distributors and dealers 

handling unlicensed records were 
just as responsible as the manufac¬ 
turers of such disks. This was a 
reversal of a district court ruling 
eight months ago in the suit of a 
group of major publishers, acting 
through Harry Fox, against Sam 
Goody, Portem Distributors, and 
other retail Outlets. Julian T. 
Abeles was legal strategist for Fox. 

The suit against Goody and Por¬ 
tem stemmed from the latter’s han¬ 
dling of two LP disks titled “Major 
Glenn Miller and his A.E.F. Or- 

! chestra”—“An A.F.N. Presenta- 
! tion," manufactured by one Joseph 
Krug. Mrs. Helen D. Miller, wife 

| of the late Glenn Miller, and six 
publishers succesfully sued Krug 
for not paying royalties on the 
tunes and for “bootlegging” the 
Miller sides from off-the-air per¬ 
formances, After Krug Was put 
out of busines by the plaintiffs, 
Abeles, in their behalf, sued Goody, 
Portem and others for selling the 
Krug disks. 

The N. Y. Federal District Court 
ruling by Judge Irving Kaufman in 
the defendants’ favor stemmed 
from the iudge’s opinion that the* 
original 1909 Copyright Act no¬ 
where provided that sellers should 
be liable for music copyright in¬ 
fringements. 

. Seller As Infringer 

The three-judge Court of Ap¬ 
peals unanimously reversed Judge 
Kaufmauls opinion. It said that 
“a'natural reading of these sections 
(of the Copyright Act) leads us to 
the conclusion that a seller of un¬ 
authorized records of copyrighted 

(Continued on page 55) 

‘1 Dozes Roses’ Tag For 
. MGM Label’s Month Of 

Hoopla on David Rose 
MGM Records has caught rose 

fever. On Oct. 15 the diskery will- 
launch a special promotion on al¬ 
bums cut by David Rose under th£ 
theme of-“One Dozen Roses.” 

The promotion, which will run 
through Nov. 15, offers disk buy¬ 
ers any Rose LP, of the 12 in the 
promotion package, at $1.98 each, 
provided one Is bought at the reg- * 
ular $3.98 tab. Extended play sets 
also are included In the drive with 
one-pocket EP’s available at 99c 
with the purchase of one for $1.2&' 
two-pocket EP’s for $1.49 with tHe' 
purchase of one at $2.49 and three- 
pocket EP’S at $1.98 with .the pur¬ 
chase of one at $3.98. 

The 12 Rose albums include his 
current release, “Autumn Leaves,” 
“The Song Js You,” “David Rose 
in Hi-FI-ddles,” “Music From Mo¬ 
tion Pictures,” “Lover’s Serenade,” 
“Sentimental Journey,” “Holiday 
For Strings,” “Nostalgia,” “Love 
Walked In,” “Fiddlin’ For Fun,” 
“Let’s Fall In Love” and “Beauti¬ 
ful Music To Love By.” 

Diskery is promoting the cam¬ 
paign via 16x20-inch dealer poster 
displays, dealer-distributor co-op 
newspaper and radio advertising, 
direct mail to dealers, department 
stores and chain stores. 

Fred Fox to Europe 
Fred Fox, v.p. of the Sam Fox 

Publishing Co., headed for Europe 
last week on a two-month trip. He 
plans to redrganize his company’s 
foreign affiliates in London and 
key Continental cities. 

Fox, who is chairman of the com¬ 
mittee on international contacts for 
the Music Publishers Assn., will 
also prepare a report on the Euro¬ 
pean music business for the asso¬ 
ciation. The MPA represents the 
major publishers in the standard, 
educational and longhair fields. 

The boss opera epidemic on television h? now spreading into 
the disk field via RCA Victor. Latter company, which has been , 
stepping up it kidisk releases, has rounded up virtually every 
.western show on tv for kiddie platter song material. 

Lineup of oater shows to be spotlighted in Victor disks are as 
. follows: “Tales of the Texas Ranger,” “Wagon Train,” “Wyatt 
Earp,” “Cheyenne,” “Broken Arrow,” “Jim* Bowie,” “Restless 
Gun,” “The Lone Ranger,” “Gunsmoke” and Tales of Wells 
Fargo.” All of the theme songs from these shows will be utilized. 

Victor, which is packaging its kiddie LPs in polyethelyne bags 
at a $1.98 price, has had a 130% increase in its kiddie biz over last 
year. Some 60% of the total , sales are registered on the super¬ 
market and chain store racks. At the same time, sales through 
regular re’tail channels have also gone up sharply over last year. 

Victor is now on a regular kiddie release schedule of two of 
three disks per month. Included in. the program are 45rpm single 

. releases at. 49c per platter. All platters are being packaged in 
four-color jackets for counter-display impact. 



Resolution Entered Vs. Race Bias 
Hollywood, Oct. 8. 

The Musicians’ Union, Local 47. 
called on James C. Petrillo, AFM 
prexy, to support the section that 
"membership restrictions based on 
race be eliminated,” as embodied 
In local’s anti-segregation resolu¬ 
tion introduced at the recent AFM 

. convention. 
Calling attention to fact that 

while Petrillo had backed Local 
47's resolution that a wh’te local 
must accept a merger bid from a 
colored local, when resolution was 
referred to him by convention, it 
was pointed out he had failed to 
go on record during the three 
months since the conclave. Mes- 

w' sage stated: 
"The bylaws of the AFM state 

that all professional musicians who 
are citizens of the U. S. or pan¬ 
ada and who ore 16 years of age or 
0'*wt> are eligible for membership 
In the AFM. Ther' are no other 
requirements stated, in the cnn«;H- 
tutlon or the bvlaws of the AFM. 
It is our position that any Local 
laws or practices which enforce 
an additional qualification based on 
race, religion, color or national 
origin are illegal, because, in ef¬ 
fect. thev would be in conflict with 
the national bvlaws.” 

Musicians’ Committee for Inte¬ 
gration. which is handling the 
resolution, consequently requested 
Petrillo to inform all locals that: 

1. On and after Nov. 1, 1957. lo¬ 
cal membership requirements or 
restrictions hased on race, creed, 
color, religion or national origin 
will he invalid. 

2. If a traveling musician works 
!n a Jurisdiction where there are 
two locals, the traveling musician 
may depos’t his traveling creden¬ 
tials in the local of his choice. 

3. If a member moves to a .“Juris¬ 
diction where there are two locals, 
such member may deposit his trans¬ 
fer in the local of his choice. 

4. Any member who belongs to 
Vine of two segregated locals fin a 
jurisdiction where there are two lo¬ 
cals) mav join the other local in 
his jurisdiction by offering to such 
local’s existing admission fee. 
Such member shall not be required 
to take any examination in order 
to gain admission to such local. ^ 

Fifteen-man committee is chair- 
manned by Marl Young. 

4---—---- 
j Jimmie Rodgers’ Goldisk 
} Jimmi£ Rodgers has moved into 
; the golden disk circle with his Rqu- 
I lette etching of “Honeycomb,” The 
j disk was {first released July 15 and 
| passed the 1,000,000 sales mark 
last week. 

j Rodgers currently is in New 
[ York fori a series of recording ses- 
: sions, radio and tv appearances. 

Motor Age Footnote 
Minneapolis, Oct. 8. 

This football-mad area is fussing 
because for the first time in 35 
years the 130-piece U. of Minne¬ 
sota band isn’t marching before 
the gridiron games and putting on 
its elaborate halftime shows. 

•The. reason: deprivation of the 
band's practice field by the col¬ 
lege authorities who have convert¬ 
ed it into parking space. 

$110 Minima Set 
For D.C. Symph 
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J. J. Robbins-Fine Arts 
Suit Ys. R&S, Cleffers 

H Settled in New York 
• The J, J. Robbins and Fine Arts 
Music Corp. suit against R&S En- 
terpirses Inc. (Samuel Senar, Joe 
Raymond, Teddy Brooks) and Song¬ 
writers Frank Reardon and Ernest 
G. Schwiekert was discontinued and 
settled. A motion to show cause why 
the defendants should not specifi¬ 
cally perform was withdrawn last 
week. Suit had been filed in N.Y. 

’ Supreme Court. 
According to the complaint, Rob¬ 

bins and R&S entered into an 
agreement on June 18, 1957, where- 

j. by latter turned over to Robbins 
the exclusive services’* of cleffers 
Reardon and Schwiekert for his 
Fine Arts Music firm. R&S had the 
writers under exclusive contract 
until 1961 and in consideration 
Robbins agreed to transfer 509c 
of the stock of Fine Arts to R&S 
and clear any liabilities owed by 
Fine Arts up to the signing of the 
contract. Fine Arts was to publish 
the music of the writers and Ray¬ 
mond and Sendar were to be 
elected as officers in the music firm 
to assure equal control in the Fine 
Arts’ board of directors. 

The complaint claimed that in 
reliance upon the signing of the 
.contract, Robbins negotiated with 
various producers in order to ob¬ 
tain a production for the writers. 
He finally set Reardon and Schwie¬ 
kert for "High and Happy” with 
producer Arthur Klein. Robbins 
also held auditions to promote the 
comedy. But, the complaint had 
charged before the settlement, 
R&S breached the contract and re¬ 
fused to execute it.4 Complaint also 
charged that the defendants had 
threatened to assign and. dispose 
of the rights in the musical com¬ 
positions. 

Miles Davis Quintet blowing at 
N. Yv’s Cafe Bohemia through Oct. 
16. Roy Eldridge Quartet will 
share the podium with the Davis 
outfit beginning Oct. 14. 

Washington, Oct. 8. 
|al Symphony Orchestra 

three-year contract last 
the Musicians Union lo- 

i Visions include a minimum 
$110 weekly, a minimum 

:|e of 26 weeks, with addi- 
'4eks probable for the week 
Washington Opera Sbciety 
jMerriweather Post "Music 
ig America” series each 
Benefits include also un¬ 

lent insurance and higher 
rates. 

igreement gives, the Sym- 
rhanagement the right to 
jncert halls and to invite 
musical organizations to 
in Washington, without 

Ins. 

SYLVIE ST. CLAIR PACTS 
EXCLUSIVE WITH VERVE 

Hollywood, Oct. 8. 
Sylvie St. Clair has been tapped 

to a recording deal by Verve Rec¬ 
ords. She’ll tee off under the 
Verve banner with four tunes of 
her own composition. Although 
she’s out of the French chantoosie 
school, the songs were written in 
English. 

The indie Roulette label also has 
scheduled two of her instrumentals 
for release shortly. They are 
“Bachelor In Paris” and “The Song 
of the Silver Dollars.” Latter may i 
become the “official” song of Las 
Vegas. i 

Geller Joins Korwin 
Harvey Geller has joined Kor¬ 

win Music to assist Bob Crystal 
in the promotion department. Gel¬ 
ler had been with Joy Music for 
the past four years. 

One of the songs on Geller’s new 
plugging agenda is Jimmy Dean’s 
Columbia etching of “Deep Blue 
Sea,” for which. Geller wrote the 
lyrics. Tune is in Dominion Mu¬ 
sic, a Korwin subsid. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
Demand upon all radio-tv station operators In Mexico by vtomen of 

the Mexican Legion of Decency that they omit'totally-all songs of 
Agustin Lara, vet top romantic songwriter who is a big name on Mexi* 
can air and screen, was answered with typical Latin, deftness by Emil¬ 
io Azcarraga Sr., boss of Televicentro, which houses air stations 
XEW, XEQ, XEX and XHTV. The women explained they deemed words 
of Lara songs "offensive to society” and that they had beefed because 
of the Pope’s recent call upon Roman Catholic bishops throughout the 
world to prevent ra.dio-tv from becoming "vehicles of moral corruption.” 

"The Intimate Hour of Agustin Lara,” upon which, the old maestro 
nearly always appears, has long been a top standard program of the 
Azcarraga stations. Without saying yes or ho to the Legionettes, Az¬ 
carraga declared: "During the 27 years I have presented radio (he 
opened XEW in 1930) I have always endeavored to have the musical 
and artistic programs unify the Mexican family. It Is a fact that a large 
proportion of Mexican workers prefer to gather early In their homes 
(for radio-tv diversion) instead of squandering their earnings in cen¬ 
ters of vice.” _ 

British jazzmen Humphrey Lyttelton and Johnny Dankworth, to¬ 
gether with their bands are joining forces with Lionel Hampton to 
raise monby in support of the Defense Fund for the 156 accused of 
treason in South Africa. They are all getting together for a midnight 
concert at London’s Royal Festival Hall next Tuesday (15). Dankworth 
has been a strong fighter against the color bar since he played a tour 
of South Africa four years ago and discovered that non-Europeans 
were excluded from the performances. He subsequently turned down a 
$28,000 offer for a further tour. 

To help spark the campaign for the Navy-Marine Corps Memorial 
Stadium, Mitch Miller, Columbia Records artists & repertoire chief, 
has recorded a special platter of "Anchors Aweigh” and the "Marine 
Corps Hymn.” Proceeds from the sale of the record are going to the 
fund now being raised to erect a monument to the war heroes of the 
Navy and Marine Corps. The 45rpm disk is not being sold through 
retail outlets and can only be obtained by a donation of $1 or more to 
the Navy-Marine Corps Memorial Stadium, P. O. Box, 777, Annapolis, 
Md. __ 

Theodor Uppman, Metropolitan Opera baritone called “the Elvis 
Presley of the Diamond Horseshoe Set” because he wore sideburns 
and .played a guitar in "La Perichole/’ has . a busy booking lineup 
ahead. He's already pacted for close to -50 concerts in the south, west 
and northwest and has tv dates with "Firestone” and the "Telephone 
Hour.” For the Met, he’s set for the new production of "Don Gio- - 
vannia,” preeming Oct. 31, and will sing "La Perichole” five times 
during the season. 
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X 1 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046). i 1 10 1 2 i 4 3 1 . 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 1 182 

i . 2 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Loving You. (LPM 1515)... 2 9 9 4 3 7 9 7 6 _ 4 4 8 5 2 1 , _ 6 2 9* 

3 3 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Love Is the Thing (W 824)... 6 4 2 4 3 4 2 1 2 6 6 3 0 0 9 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090)....... 5 7 1 4 9 9 6 5 4 r 3~ 1 1 8 8 85 

5 5 
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1505). . 4 5 3 8 1 5 8 9 2 8 5 3 7 75 

6 6 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Wonderful .. 3 5 2 2 9 3 5 1 6 5 , # 69 

7 7 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Swinging Affair (W 803> .. ... 3 2 3 5 

* 
3 3 3 .■ 4 5 68 

8 10 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Where Are You (W 855) ._ 10 2 1 ... 5 7 1 10 10 4 10 2 59 

9 9 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000). 9 8 8 6 8 5 2 3 39 

10 11 
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (DL 5210). 7 5 8 5 8 8 2 34 

11 8 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LL 1700). 8 6 10 4 10 7 3 9 31 

12 14 
PERRY COMO (Victor) _ 
We Get Letters (LPM 1463).. 1 6 7 10 6 7 29 

13 14 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595)... J,.. 9 8 3 7 6 7 26 

14 
J KING & I (Capitol) 

15f Soundtrack (T 740)... 6 7 5 5 7 25 

15 u 
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 8289)_'. 7 9 6 9 5 10 8 23 

16 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 

2p Almost Paradise (1063)...... & 1 9 10 9 20 

17_ 
j JACKIE GLEASON (Capitol) 

2q Velvet Brass (W 859). 7 10 4 4 19 

18 _jg 

ERROLL. GARNER (Columbia) 
Other Voices (CL 1044)....'....... 8 -9 2 8 

l‘» 
17 

19 2* 
NORMAN LUBOFF (Columbia) 
Songs of the Sea (CL 948). 7 6 

17 

5 15’ 

20 i: 
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic) 
Dance to Music of (LW 3340. 10 6 3 _14 

21 2i 
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) 
Exotica (LRP 3034) ......... 5 4 _13 

22 13 
JONATHAN EDWARDS (Columbia)1 
Piano Artistry (CL 1024)..., .. 9 1 _12 

: 23 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071)_ 7 8 8 _10 

24 . 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
This Is Nat King Cole (T 870) 8 6 10 _9 

■ 

LENA HORNE (Victor) 
Stormy Weather... (RPM 1375).. .. .. 9 .. 7 
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Showtanes on Disks ‘Come Gean If Negro wm Bo$t. symphi N.Y. High Fidelity Show Spotlights 
We$t Side Story* Album Not the Only Crossover 

From B’way to Be Altered 

The censoring of a showtime 

lyric for a disk conversion is not 

ne\v with "‘West Side Story,” which 
Columbia Records sapolioed into 
the groove last week. In the “Story” 
waxing, a blue Yiddishism (rhymes 
with cluck) was changed. According 
to Stanley Green, a historian of the 
musicomedy. theatre, RCA Victor 
did it „recently with Bob Merrill’s 
“New Girl In Town.” A line from 
the tune “On The Farm,” which 
mentioned “vicious sons of bitches,” 
was changed to “lecherous, treach¬ 
erous cousins.” Green also points 
to' Columbia’s original cast set of 
Cole Porter’s “Kiss Me. Kate” 
where a line from “I’ve Come to 
Wive It Wealthily in Parua,” which 
originally read “God damn nose,” 
was switched to "goldamed nose.” 

There’s apparently no rule of 
thumb in the waxing of a showtune. 
For example: The Cole Porter 
rhyme for “Anything Goes”— 
“Good authors, too, who once knew 
better words now use four letter 
words.” A RCA Victor album of the 
score with Helen Gallagher retains 
the original line but a Columbia 
Records workover with.Mary Mar¬ 
tin minimizes it to “three letter 
words.’’ 

The Oscar Hammerstein 2d lyric 
to *“01* Man River” also has gone 
through several disk transitions. 
The origihal line was “Niggers all 
work on the Mississippi.” It was 
subsequently edited to “Colored 
folks all work on the Mississippi.” 

In a Frank Sinatra cutting of the 
tune, it became “Here we all w'ork 
on the Mississippi” and in a recent 
RCA Victor album of “Showboat” 
It became “People- all work on the 
Mississippi.” 

In Columbia's clicko “My Fair 
Lady Package,” a line from “Get 
Me To The Church On Time” was 
altered for the waxing. On the 
stage, Stanley Holloway sings “For 
God’s sake get me to the church on 
time.” In the album it's “Be sure 
to get me to' the church on time.” 

On lyric changes, Columbia 
prexy Goddard Lieberson had'this’ 
to say in a foreword to Col’s album 
of Gershwins’ “Porgy and Bess.” 
“Sometimes, happil.-, times change; 
and. with the times ethical values. 
It seemed proper when we turned 
to the production of' ‘Porgy and 
Bess’ to eliminate certain words in 
the lyrics which, in racial terms, 
had .proven offensive, and the first 
person to ‘join enthusiastically in 
the making of these changes was. 
Ira Gershwin who has supplied 
new lyrics when they seemed de¬ 
sirable.” 

Col Inks Vonn 
Fredrlc Venn, comedy pianist, 

has been inked /by Columbia Rec¬ 
ords. He’s slated to cut 12 pop 
standards in his offbeat style for 
his first package. 

Vonn recently returned from Eu¬ 
rope after a seven-month world 
tour. 

Boston,. Qct. 8, 

For the first tune in history, a 

Negro played as a regular member 
of the BostonSymphony Orch, Fri¬ 
day (4) when. the 77th season 
opened at Symphony Hall. Ortiz 
Walton, 3Q, double bass player for¬ 
merly with the Buffalo Philhar¬ 
monic Orch, won in competition 
over 30 applicants. 

Another first is a femme string 
player, Mrs. Winifred Winograd, 
cellist, first woman string player 
engaged by the Boston Symphony^ 

‘JATP’Off the Pace h 
Port., Frisco, Oakland 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 8. % 

Norman Granz’s “Jazz at the ; 
Philharmonic” grabbed a dull $6,- , 

000 in a one-nighter at the Civic j 

Auditorium here last week (3). 

The 3,600- seater, scaled at a 

$4.75 top, drew 1,800 who bought 

the balcony seats mostly. i 

*" " - 1 ] 
S. F., Oakland 16Vi*G , 

Oakland, Cal., Oct. 8. 
“Jazz at the Philharmonic” ' 

grossed $10,500 in Frisco Saturday 
(5) night at the Civic Auditorium 
and $6,000 at the Oakland Audi- 4 
torium Sunday night at $4.75 top. ] 

This' is lowest take for “JATP” 
in over seven years locally. In pre- j 
vious years, gross in Frisco alone ] 
was^ greater than , these two dates. ] 
Unit’s tour is off nearly eyery- 1 
where. „ ! 

Component Mfrs.; RCA, Col Stay Out 

Well-Oiled Tipster 
Baden Baden, Oct. 1. 's 

King Ibn Saud of Saudi 
Arabia, who Just vacationed 
here with 40 of his retinue, 
proved that the big spending 
for entertainment in Europe 
definitely isn’t a thing of the 
past 

When the city’s Kurhaus 
Orch swung out in an im¬ 
promptu serenade for his ma¬ 
jesty, the king returned the 
courtesy. He gave a $1,250 tip 
to the small Orchestra, and 
added $250 for the^conductor. 

EDGAR VARESE’S SCORE 
FOR ’58 BRUSSELS FAIR 
Edgar Varese, 75-year-old avante 

garde composer, will compose the 

music for the Philips 'pavilion at 

the 1058 Brussels International 

Fair. Le Courbusler has been com¬ 

missioned to design the pavilion, 

Varese is cMling his Philips’ 

theme “organized sound.” His 

last composition was “Deserts,” in 

which he combined tape-record¬ 
ings made in factories with guitar, 
piano and violin. Varese current- j 
ly is touring Holland and France 
lecturing on “The Liberation of 

BET AIL DISK BEST SELLERS 

" ^AKlEfr 
Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 

.21 ‘cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last ioeeK 

National 
. Rating 
This Last 
wk. wk. 

< a « 

in 
I: & 3 

Artist, Label, Title , I 1 j5 

JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) 
Honeycomb .. 6 . . 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral) 
Tammy _'..5 3 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)' 
Chances Arc... 1 2 

. JANE MORGAN (Kapp) * 
Fascination ... 
EVERLY BROS, (Cadence) : : " 
Wake Up LitUe Suay .... 2 1 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) “ ^ 
Diana ...• 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) : : 
That’ll Be the Day.... 7 .. 

ELVIS PRESLEY -(Victor) 
Jail Honse Rock.... v.... .. . .. . 
RUSS HAMILTON (^app) 
Rainbow .. . .. 8 .. 
BOBETTES (Atlantic) 
Mr. Lee .._^. 4 .. 
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) ~ 
Whole Lot of Shaking, ....... ,. ... 

DELLA. REESE (Jubilee) 
And That Reminds Me........ 

TUNE WEAVERS (Checker) 
Happy Happy Birthday, Baby. 3 5 

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
Re Bop Baby. 

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) 
Middle of the Island.. 

LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
Keep a Knocking. 

VIC DAMONE (Columbia) 
Affair to Remember.'. .. .. 

MANTOVANI (London) 
Aronnd the World. 
BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) 
Hula Rove.... 10 
SPARKLETONES (ABC-Par) * 
Blsck Stocks.... 

PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Remmnber You’re Mine:. 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Treat lie Nice..... 7 

3 2 2 3 ^5 . 3 2 5 3 1 .. 4 2 

.. 5 1 1 4 2 ... 8 4 1 7 1 

1. 2 8 3 1 6.... ‘ 1 10 3 7 7 9 

1 7 4 2 5 5 

3 3 .. 2 8 

4 10 3 2 3 10 .. 

5 .. 8 2 

7 1 1 10 

9 9 7 5 10 

8 4 6 

9 .. .. 4 

BOBBY HELMS (Decca) 
My Special Angel. 

GENE VINCENT (Capitol) 
Lotto LbvfaR .. 

CHORDETTES (Cadence) 
Just Be twees You and Me., 

-F With a $600,000,000 annual 
market in view, most of the top 
hi-fi component manufacturers are 

\ showcasing their products this 
week at the second annual exhibi- 

li tion of the Institute of High Fidel- 
d ity Manufacturers at the N.Y. Trade 

Show Building. With some 50,000 
S tweeter-and-woofer buffs attracted 
e to the show last year at a 50c 
e charge, the Institute this year is 

trying out a 75c tab this year, 

s This year’s show is hewing more 
t- closely to the original concept of 
i- the hi-fi. movement since it's ac- 
e centing the component parts rather 
P than the fully packaged equipment, 
i Such majors as RCA Victor and 

Columbia, both of which have ex- 
= tensive hi-fi lines, are not repre¬ 

sented in the exhibition this year. 
>17 Neither is Magnavox, another 

major manufacturer of fully pack- 
m aged phono equipment. * 
III In recent years, the packaged 
nte hi-fi units have captured a big 

part of the market. But while much 
tne of the packaged equipment was re¬ 
st garded as meeting minimum hi-fi 

nal standards, many low-priced units 
,m_ also flooded the market with a hi- 

fi tag. As execs in the trade see it, 
"it’s impossible to get hi-fi for 

PS' $49.95.” It has been feared that 
His the spurious claims for the cheap 
in equipment will hurt the hi-fi move- 
. ment generally and there have 

been moves on the part of some 
i’ manufacturers to set up hi-fi stand- 
" ards for equipment using such a 

Of *«• __ 

~ N.Y. Philharmonic 
Gets Into the Oct 
On Col’s LPSked 

The N.Y. Philharmonic is Co- 
jlumbia Records’- peg for October. 
Diskery has launched a “Philhar¬ 
monic Month” for October with the 
release of three new LP packages. 

Key item in the philharmonic 
push is the first-time recording of 
Beethoven’s 9th on a single LP. 
It’s Col’s Masterwork “Buy of the 
Month” and conducted by Bruno 
Walter. ICol’s “BOM” program 
offers an LP at a $2.98 tab. The 
pop “BOM” for October is Sammy 
Kaye’s “Popular American. 
Waltzes”.) The other two Phil¬ 
harmonic issues feature Leonard 
Bernstein -conducting the orch in 
a two-pocket set of Handel’s “Mes¬ 
siah, which will sell for $7.98, and ' 
Dimitri Mitropolous conducting 
“The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.” 

.Tq promote the Philharmonic 
program on an educational level, 
Columbia is giving each of its 37 
distributors a complete catalog of 
the symph’s LP’s (55 in all) as a 
donation to a local school or li¬ 
brary. 

Riding along with the Philhar¬ 
monic push are about 30 other 
LP’s. In the current issue. Col is v 
attempting a new packaging idea 
for its pop LP releases. It's experi- 
pientlng with a “double cover” 
presentation. In the past, front of 
the jacket sleeve usually was a 
photo presentation of the artist 
with a liner note on the back. On 
the new Roily Bergen and Four 

J | Lads packages, \ diskery was dis¬ 
pensed with liner notes and gone 
for photos on both sides!* 

| ASCAP WAVING SUCK 
AT'NO LICENSE’AM’ERS 
ASCAP is continuing its drive 

against radio stations which are al¬ 
legedly playing tunes from the 
Society’s catalog, without a license. 
In most cases to date, the stations 

j have been small indies whose li¬ 
censes from ASCAP were sus¬ 
pended due to lack of payment. 

Latest suit against a radio out¬ 
let was filed last week in Pennsyl¬ 
vania Federal Court against the 
Rossmoyne Corp., owner of WCMB 
in Harrisburg. Pa. Frank Music, 
an ASCAP -affiliate, claimed that 
several songs from the “Guys and - 
Dolls” score were played without 
authorization. Plaintiff asks for 
an injunction and $250 statutory 
damages fbr each unauthorized 
performance, together with court 

j costs and attorneys4 fees. 
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SINGS 

THE KISS THAT ROCKED THE WORLD 
B/W 

I’LL NEVER ER AGAIN” AGAIN 
r / 2 0 - 7 C 

Watch for ttiaaa NBC-TV network ahowst PERRY COMO, BfcORBE BOBEL, 
EOWEflSHfeR, PRICE IS RIBMT.TIC TAC DOU6H, ThayVa all aponaorw* by... I<‘ i ncAAicroR. 
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On The Upbeat Scoreboard 
New York 

Buddy Morris, E. H.’ Morris 
Music topper, cuffoed his N.Y. 
office staff of 40 to Asian flu 
shots last Friday (4) ... Lee Magid, 
personal manager to AI Hibbler, 
Della Reese and Trudy Richards, 
has added former William Morris 
agent Sid Andelman to his office. 
He plans to reopen a Coast branch 
in January ... Gordon Jenkins will 
conduct the orch for Judy Gar¬ 
land’s four-week European tour . .. 
Boh Sadoff named music coordi¬ 
nator for NBC and its owned & 
operated stations. 

Gene Austin set for Ed Sulli¬ 
van's show Oct. 27 and “The Big 
Record” Dec. 25, both CBS-TV... 
Hal Friedman now handling Dover 
Publications and the Experiences 
Anonymous labels out jof his West- 
port (Conn.) hq. in addition to Lon¬ 
don Records and Walco Phono¬ 
graph Accessories . . . Columbia 
Records got a solid boost for its 
“West Side Story” package in the 
N. Y. Times advertising section 
last Wednesday (2) via a piece by 
Carl Splelvogel in which he traced 
the history of the show from in¬ 
ception to final distribution . . . 
Mimi Warren took over the key¬ 
board at the Park Sheraton Hotel 
Monday (7). 

Paul Anka cut new sides for 
ABC-Paramount during his four- 
day leave from “The Biggest Show 
of ’57” tour . . Paul Kalet, per¬ 
sonal manager, on a trek through 
Texas, California and Mexico lin¬ 
ing up bookings, for his Attractions 
. . . Johnny Nash, ABC-Paramount 
disker, set for an every-other-week 
shot on Arthur Godfrey’s CBS-TV 
morning show . . . Jackie Dee, 
Gone Records pactee, on an eight- 
week tour of South America . 

Tab Hunter has waxed “Learn¬ 
ing To Love” by Paul Francis Web¬ 
ster and Leonard Rosenman for 
Dot. It’s the title theme for the 
Warner Bros, pic, “Lafayette EscA- 
drille” . . . Don Rondo began a 
week’s stand at Sciolla’s, Philly, 
Monday (7) , . . Shaw Artists has 
booked a European safari for trum¬ 
peter Miles Davis. He’ll do two 
weeks of concerts and one week at 
the St. Germain Club, Paris , . . 
Bobby Short, Atlantic disker, re¬ 
turns to Gotham for a date at Le 
Cupidon, beginning Oct. 15 . . . 
Sammy Kaye is now vocalizing for 
the first time with The Kaydets at 

the Roosevelt Grill . * . Raymond 
Scott and Lawrence Blow have 
defied the title song for the pic 
“Never Love A Stranger” . . . Cos- 
nat Distributing of Newark and 
Music Suppliers of Ohio have 
taken on the National Records line. 

Roseland Dance City profiled by 
Stanley Frank in Oct. 12 Saturday 
Evening Post piece tagged “They’d 
Rather Dance Than Eat” . . i W. C. 
Handy will be honored on his 85th 
birthday, Oct. 27, at Union Con¬ 
gregational Church with a concert 
by the First Church of the Illu¬ 
mination. . . . Durgom Sc Katz now 
managing The Four Aces. 

London 
The Geraldo 6rch will play at 

the Royal Film Performance Nov. 
4 at the Odeon, Leicester Square 
. . . Yank clarinetist Bill McDonald 
vacationing in London . . . Calypso, 
singer Cy Grant inked for three 
years by Melodise Records . . . 
Songstress Karen Greer a possible 
for aU. S. visit next month in her 
first Atlantic crossing . . . Bassist 
Jack Seymour, has left the Eric" 
Delaney band. , He’s replaced by 
John Oxley. 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution - 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Turtes listed hereunder is 
arrived ai under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources^ which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and‘retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week . 

1 1 

Hollywood 
Monday (7). Robert Blees has been signed by 

Paul Anka cut new sides for Columbia to pen lyrics for “Mimi,” 
^.BC-ParamOunt during his four- theme song for “The Screaming 
lay leave from “The Biggest Show Mimi.” Red Norvo is cleffing-the 
>f ’57” tour . . Paul Kalet, per- melodies and RCA Victor will re- 
;onal manager, on a trek through cord the tune . . . Franz Stelninger 
rexas, California and Mexico lin- has been set to score Hugo Haas’ 
ng up hookings, for his attractions indie, “Stars In the Backyard.” ... 

. . Johnny Nash, ABC-Paramount Eddie Grady and George AUld j 

iisker, set for an every-other-week bands set for the Palladium Oct. ! 
hot on Arthur Godfrey’s CBS-TV 12. Terpery will be closed perced- | 
norning show . . . Jackie Dee, ing night for the Deb Star Ball... 
lone Records pactee, on an eight- 88er Frankie Ortega will be-backed 
veek tour of South America . by a 27-piece string orch directed 

Tab Hunter has waxed “Learn- by Walter Scharf on his next Jubi- 
ng To Love” by Paul Francis Web- lee album . . . Frank DeVol prep- 
iter and Leonard Rosenman for ping 24 sides foi* the giant album 
Dot. It’s the title theme for the Doris Day 'will cut for Columbia 
Varner Bros, pic, “Lafayette Esci- . . . Ned Washington back from*- 
Lrille” , . . Don Rondo began a ASCAP board meet in N, Y. . . . 
veek’s stand at Sciolla’s, Philly, Connie Towers near a deal with 
Monday (7) , . . Shaw Artists has Hi-Fi Records. 
looked a European safari for trum- —*- j 
leter Miles Davis. He’ll do two m __ 
ireeks of concerts and one week at \_nicagO 
he St. Germain Club, Paris . . . Carmen Le Fave into Flame Res- 
lobby Short, Atlantic disker, re- taurant, Duluth, tonight (Wed.) for 
urns to Gotham for a date at Le two weeks . . . Don Thompson 
)upidon, beginning Oct. 15 . . . Quintet set for Club Laurel Nov. 
Jammy Kaye is now vocalizing for 27 for six frames .. . Lionel Hamp- 
he first time with The Kaydets at ton returns to Roberts n Show 
-- .■ ■■■ ’ , . .. Loung for three weeks April 9 . 

^ ^ ‘ Chico Hamilton at Brass Rail, Mil- 
■ ■ §Tw m TWIST waukee, Dec. 16-22. 

pu*UI ■ W U* I rlC Dizzy Gillespie pacted for that 
1 '"Jill f WEEK spot Oct. 21-27 . . . Oscar Peterson 

| takes over Peacock Alley, St. 

DAIMIH Philadelphia 
nUDDlH Veepee Charles Mnsomecl takes 
■ over as president of AFM Local 77 
IlfflflVl following the sudden death of Ro¬ 
ll Wlr meo Celia . . . Bill Haley Sc Comets 

inked for a month’s tour of South 
A m a Vlf A i|| Tlf America starting Oct. 25. Instead 
Nil |_ I T N All Y of the usual one-nighters, the 

■ ■ | ■ * group will play week stands at 
■a hbmm theatres in Buenos Aires, Monte- 
|V THF VhA video and Rio . . . Charlie Grade 
Iw 1,11k Vkfi back in town after tour of Great 

, Britain . . . Frankie Brent, former 
bass player with’ Freddie Bell Sc 

. |»p Bellboys, has formed own combo, 
I la lii tagged Frankie Brent . & The 
kllmk Counts. Their first date is at the 

Cadillac Sho-Bar. Bell group 
ADA7V booked into La Mama’s (15-19) . . . 
vHAk V Al Hibbler into Pep’s this week > 

„ (7-12) . . . Sudden illness of Herb 
It 12556 Mills forced last-minute cancelXa- ■ 

—m m M - - — . tiort of Mills Bros, at Sciolla’s last ! 
==; week. Don Rondo working the up- < 

town spot this frame (7-12) . . . 
■■■ £ Doc Richter, local, dentist cleffer, ; 

^4^6 has his tune “Manana” included in i 
[the new Decca LP, “Latin and .< 

_^_Lovely” . . . Steve Gibson* Sc The1; 

JACK TEAGARDEN j 
EARL HINES *; 
COZY COLE j 

; and the ALL STARS Now on EXTENDED EUROPEAN TOUR, J , 

; Including Great Britain, Scandinavia, Germany, Switzerland, * j 

Austria, Belgium, Holland, France and Italy * : 

—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-1 
JOI CLASER, Prts. I ] 

745 Fifth Av*. 203 N. Watwsh Ay*. 407 Lincoln Rd. 1419 Sunset Btvd. 1 | 
N*w York 22, N.Y. Chicago, HI. Miami Btach, Fla. H'wood 44, Calif. I 

Phon*: Phon«: Phono Phott** I 
PLaza 9-44M CEntral 49451 JEffarson *-03*3 OLympIa 2-9940 I \ 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

ROBBIN 
HOOD 

SALTY, SALTY 
IS THE SEA 

and 

LIKE 
CRAZY 

TALENT 
s 
t 
k ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE 

: JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) ...Honeycomb* 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)....,........ Tammy* 

' JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) ..•••••JChances Are^ t0 Say* 

JANE MORGAN (Kapp).... Fascinationf / 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par.) .................. Dianaf 

CRICKETS (Brunswick) ...That’ll Se The Dayt 

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) .. .1.Wake Up Little Suzyt 

JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun).. Whole Lot Of Shakingf. 

ELVIS PBESLEY (Victor) .. ....______ Jailhouse Rockf 

BUSS HAMILTON (Kapp) .. .7., Rainbow* 

* TUNES 

k TUNE PUBLISHER 

♦TAMMY—‘Tammy & Bachelor”-F         .Northern 

♦HONEYCOMB .....,.... Joy 

fFASCINATION—“Love In^The Afternoon”-F  .. Southern 

♦CHANCES ARE .........».v.Korwin 

fDIANA ...J........... J..... Pamco 

♦AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F . ....... Young 

■{•THAT’LL BE THE DAY ..... Southern 

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUZY ...;. .T.    ... Acuff-Rose 

! ♦RAINBOW ....... Robbins 

! fWHOLELOT OF SHAKING............. Marlyn 
(*ASCAP fBMI > F-Pilms) • > 

I Red Capa into Andy’s Log Cabin 
(7-12), . . . Tilbot Bros, slated for 
the annual Bermuda Ball at the 
Bellevue-Stratford (Nov. 23) v . . 
Orbie Green and Benny Goodman 
orch play Sunnybrook (12) . . . 
Bobby Brookes, son of a local min¬ 
ister, had his first album, “This is 
the Night,” released on RCA Vic¬ 
tor .. . Diabilito, featured bongo 
player with Xavier Cngat, working 
the RDA Club. 

San Francisco 
Marie McDonald opens Thursday 

(10) at the Fairmont’s Venetian 
Room ... Singer Guy Cherney will 
Headline new show at Bimbo’s 365 
Club, opening Oct. 424—Bob Wil¬ 
liams also on the bill . . . Ray 
Goram opened his new Offbeat 
Room last week with the Master- 
sounds and singer Ernestine An¬ 
derson, down from Seattle . . . 
Earl Grant opened at .the Macumba 
and will return for an extended 
stay Oct. 25 . . . Bobby Troup can¬ 
celled out of Fack’s II • but may 
make it in February ., . Lon Gott¬ 
lieb, who left the Gateway Singers 
to work for his doctorate in music 
at the U. of California, returned 
to the hungry i with a piano com¬ 
edy routine .. . . Singer Barbara 
Dane went into the revivified 
Jack’s Waterfront-Hangout . . . 
Fats Domino, Everly Bros., The 
Teen Agers and The Crickets set 
for an Oct. 20 show at Frisco Civic 
Auditorium. 

Pittsburgli 
Stan3 Conrad, longtime organist 

at Vogue Terrace, has switched to 
lounge of McKeesporter Hotel... 
Max Tarshis,- pianist, had his op¬ 
tion picked up at Harry Fox’s Mu¬ 
sic Bar . . . Marty King orch work¬ 
ing weekends at- Colonial* Manor 
for fall and winter season .. . Erie 
Ross combo into the. Hollywood. 
Show Bar in East Pittsburgh . . . 
Tony Pasquarelli, trumpet player 
who has his own studio downtown, 
now teaching at Carnegie Tech mu¬ 
sic dept., . . . Sammy Sheaffer, vet¬ 
eran trumpet man with Joey ’Sims, 

and his wife celebrated 4heiri 26th l 
wedding anni . . . Ken Wayne, or¬ 
ganist, into the Turnaway Inn for 
an indefinite stay , . . Harry Mar-; 
shard orch Worked, dances and 
grand ball finale again at annual 
Rolling Rock racemeet last week 
. . . Mickey Greco hand into Mer¬ 
ry-Go-Round for a run . ♦ „ Eddie 
Peyton wound up four-month run 
at Jill Kuiy’s Showcase in East 
Liberty . . , Rsos Granado outfit 
now playing Ronnie’s in Millvale, 

; Russ Hamilton’s Goldisk 
• London, Oct. 8. 

- Russ Hamilton, scheduled for 
several tv dates in the States, ha* 
earned the distinction of being the 
first British artist to Win -a gold 
disk with his first recording. He 
achieved it with tbe rendering of 
his own composition, “We Will 
Make Love,” for the Oriole label.' 
The presentation was made last 
week during BBC-TV!*- disk show 
“Off The Record” emceed by Jack. 
Payne. - * 

The hacking is “Rainbow,” also 
a Hamilton, compo, which made a 
fair-sized hit in the U. S. but failed 
to repeat its success here: 

INDIE SUES SINGER 
Eugene Mumford. singer with 

Billy Ward and His Dominoes, last 
week was named defendant in a 
breach-of-contract-suit brought in 
N.Y. Supreme Court by Old Town 
Records Corp. Action also seeks 
an injunction to prevent the warb¬ 
ler from waxing a-disk for anyone 
except the plaintiff. 

Old Town charged that Mum- 
ford breached • an exclusive pact 
when he cut “Star "Dust’1 and/ 
“Deep Purple” for Liberty Rec¬ 
ords. Justice .Thomas A. Aurelio 
‘reserved decision on the plaintff’s 
motion for an injunction. 

Frankie Carle orch plays a one- 
highter at .the Sevenoaks Country 
Club,JSan -Antonio', Nov.’ '14,'' *f 
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Bakers Dozen (14) 
Roulette Records is playing the! 

numbers game to get its fall album] 
line off to a rolling start. I 

The plan is pegged on Roulette’s j 
12 new LP’s. Deal on the push is 
centered on the “magic number 
12.” For every across-the-board 
purchase of 12 new albums in the 
new release, dealer will receive 
free any two additional albums-| 
Similar system will apply to disk-! 
ery's first album release of 12 LP’s. 
On the “magic number is 10” 
theme, diskery is offering one free 
album for every 10 purchased. 

' In dealer standings, the plan 
represents a $25 profiit on an in¬ 
vestment of less than $30. The al¬ 
bums also are being offered on a 
100% exchange basis at the end of; 
90 days. The Roulette “numbers’ | 
plan will run from Oct. 15 until; 
Nov. 30. j 

The’ plan was spelled out last! 
week at the diskery’s first distribu-! 
tor meet at New York’s Park Sher- 1 
a ton Hotel. 

At the meet Bud Katzel, director 
of publicity and public relations, 
outlined the promotional plans for 
the push. Highlighting Is a dealer 
promotion through the distribs of a 
window display contest centeied 
arpund a roulette wheel which will 
be on a continuous spin for 30 days. 
Also, Milton Berle, who’s repre¬ 
sented on Roulette with a “Songs 
My Mother Loved” album, has been 
set for a cross-country tour to plug 
the LP with dee jays and retailers. 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
Survey of retail sheet music 

best sellers based on reports 
obtained, from leading- stores in 
12 cities and showing .com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

* ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. Title and Publisher 

1 ‘Tammy (Northern).... 1 3 

2 * Around the World (Young)..... 

‘Fascination (Southern)....._ 3 

‘Honeycomb (Joy)....... 4 

•Affair to Remember (Feist). 6 7 

6 5 ‘Middle of the Island (Morris).. 7 10 

9 ‘Rainbow (Robbins)... 7 
fDiano (Pamco). 

9 8 ‘Love Letters Sand (Bourne). 

J2 
_25 

_23 

is 
10 ‘Chances Are (Korwin). 

11A 12 fBon Voyage {Ardmore). 

11B 

13: 

‘Remember Yon’re Mine (Rush).. 10 

11C 13 tWhite Silver Sands (Southern) . 

IIP 10 ‘Goldmine in the Sky (Bourne).. 
15 ‘My Heart Reminds Me (Berlin). 

7 13 
5 ! . .. 

DeVol Vice Weston 
For Col in LA. 

Frank DeVol has replaced Paul 
Weston as Coast musical director 
of Columbia Records. "Weston 
will continue a£ a Col recording 
artist. 

The DeVol appointment was 
made by Mitch Miller, who last 
week took over asriiead of pop al- 

j bum and single product. DeVol 
has been splitting his music biz as¬ 
signments between conducting, 
composing and arranging. He’s 
currently conducting Rosemary 
Clooney’s tv series and has, in the 
past, arranged disks for Nat King 
Cole, Margaret Whiting, Kay Starr, 
Dinah Shore and Jaye P. Morgan* 
among others. 

During his seven-year tenure as 
Coast head, Weston was instru¬ 
mental in tieing up such important 
artists as Liberace and Norman 
Luboff to the label. As a record¬ 
ing artist, he’s * currently riding 
strong with two albums, “The Mu¬ 
sic of Jerome Kern” and a wax 
spoof which_he recorded with his 
wife, Jo Stafford, “The Piano Art¬ 
istry of Jonathan Edwards.” 

Now that he’s given up his exec 
duties, Weston .plans to devote 
more time to composition and con¬ 
ducting. 

Distribs-Dealers Liable 

Col Knocks on Wood, 
j Gets‘Pinocchio’ (NBC) 
Although NBC-TV’s got the up¬ 

coming. ‘‘Pinocchio” spec, Colum- 
bik Records , has the album and is 
running fast to get it into the mar¬ 
ket to tie in with the telecasting 
this Sunday (13). 

The original cast album was cut 
last week with Mickey Rooney, 
Fran Allison, Stubby Kaye and 
Martyn Green. 

Rooney Is signed with CBS, Col's 
parent company, but a prior com¬ 
mitment ' put the “Pinocchio” 
stanza on NBC-TV. • 

.(Last year Col grabbed another 
NBC-TV musical, .“Marco Polo,” 
for. an original cast workover.) 

Score for “Pinocchio” was writ¬ 
ten by Alec Wilder (music) and 
Wilfiam Engevick" (lyrics). It’s be¬ 
ing published by Howie Richmond. 

WE KNOW YOU LL LOVE 

LOVE ME 
SO I’LL 
HHOW 

; Continued from pace 49 ; 

music, although having no connec¬ 

tion with the manufacturer. Is an 

infringer and liable for damages 

which .the Act provides.” Com¬ 

menting on the case, the court 

said that* “it is a curious fact that 
although the Copyright Law has 

remained without relevant change 

since 1909, this case should pre¬ 

sent a question both basic and 
novel.” 

The court completely rejected 
the defendants’ claim that to make 
the dealers and distributors liable 
’for the acts- and omissions of manu¬ 
facturers over whom they have no 
control would place on “unduly 
onerous” burden pn them. . “This 
burden,” the decision stated, 
not ..unduly onerous; most repu¬ 
table manufacturers can easily 
demonstrate to their customers 
that their records are • authorized. 
When dealing with unknown manu¬ 
facturers the burden on a pur¬ 
chaser for regale to exercise cau¬ 
tion is no greater than that re¬ 
quired of the buyer of any mer¬ 
chandise which might infringe.” 

’‘ .Not. Relieved-From Claims 
, The court also rejected the de¬ 

fendants’ arguments that since the 
plaintiffs had already made a sep¬ 
arate settlement with the manufac¬ 
turer, this relieved them of any 
claims. On this the court made a 
ruling of key significance for the 
publishers. It stated: 
. “To assess the impact of this 
settlement on the situation pre¬ 
sented here, it is necessary first to 
determine whether the liability of 
the defendant-infringers under the 
Copyright Act is to any extent 
joint. We think not; we hold that 
the liability ..of each infringer, 
whether he, be manufacturer, dis¬ 
tributor, or retailer. Is several.” 
In short, even if the manufacturer 
finally complies with the compul¬ 
sory licensing provision of the 
Copyright Act, the publisher still 
retain* the separate right to recov¬ 
er from <ach distributor and 
dealer. 

The Appeals Court remanded the 
case "to the lower N. Y. district 
court to .determine the amount of 
damages and legal fees. Rejecting 
a bid to get treble damages, the 
court limited the plaintiffs to the 
statutory maximum of 2c per. tune 
on the LPs from each of the de¬ 
fendants. With each LP containing 
12. tunes, each defendant will be 
asked to pay 24c for °each disk sold 
by him. While the defendants have 

Ltfce right to appeal the case to the 
KU. S. Supreme Court, industry 
lawyers point out that there’s only 
a slim -chance of the case reach¬ 
ing that bench since such applica¬ 
tions are rarely granted. 

Betides the Glenn Miller estate, 
the. plaintiffs represented., by 
Abeles were Shapiro-Befn*tein 
Music, Gershwin Publishing, Ed¬ 
ward B. Marks Muaic, Miller Mu¬ 
sic, Lewis Music and Mutual Mu- 
$ic. The^defc|idan^,Jbes^des ^oodyj 

and Portem, were Sidney Turk and 
Harold ■ Grossbardt, Individually 
and "doing business as the Colony 
Record & "Radio Center, Arcade 
Music Shop and Rivoli Music 
Center. 

United Artists 
Continued from page 49 s 

will somehow follow this pattern. 

In any event, the move ties in 

with UA’s continuing drive to lure 

important indie film-makers into 

the fold, the added music outlet 
being figured as another lure. 

Works to be handled by the new 
units will include but will not be 
limited to songs and scores of UA 
pictures. 

UA’s move into the music : biz 
follows a long established Holly¬ 
wood pattern. Warner -Bros, has 
its Music Publishers Holding Corp. 
publishing subsidiary while Loew’s 
and 20th'-Fox are partners in the 
Big Three ‘ (Robbins, Feist <& 
Miller) combine. Loew’s also 
owns MGM Records. Paramount 
Pictures has its Famous-Para¬ 
mount music operation. Universal 
Pictures, meantime, is tied to the 
music biz by virtue of the fact that 
it’s owned by Decca’ Records. Col¬ 
umbia Pictures also has its own 
publishing company via its deal 
with Shapiro-Bernstein, RKO, 
which embarked upon a' publish- 
ing-<Kskery venture last year, has 
deactivated both operations. 

Jubilee Stocks Roster 
Jubilee Records has gone on a 

pacting spree. Added to the roster 
have been Lu Ann Simms, former 
Columbia disker, ‘ Peter Handley, 
Maureen Cannon and Big A1 Sears 
and Dick Haymes. 

Morty Palitz, label’s a&r boss, 
has put ’em all Into the groove for 
single releases and is currently 
mulling album projects for some 
of them. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, Oct. 8. 

Diana .....Anka 
(Columbia) 

Love Letter* Sand .. ....Boone 
(London) 

Train San Fernando . , ..Duncan 
{Columbia) 

Island in Sun ...... .Bclafonte 
(RCA) 

Wanderin' Eye* ..... . Grade 
(London) 

Tanuny .. .Reynolds 
(Vogue-Coral) 

With Ail My Heart . ....Clark 
(Pye-Nixa) 

All Shook Up_.. ...Presley 
' (HMV) 
Water, Water. ....Steele 

(Decca) 
That’ll Be Day.. ..Cricket* 

< (Vogue:Coral) 

STOKI SETS k\S RELIEF 

Sussklnd, Villa-Lobos, Stravinsky 
1 At Houston 

Houston, Oct. 8. 
Walter Susskind, conductor of 

the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, 
is set' to direct six concerts for 
Houston Symphony and to captain 
the group writs annual tour. Deal 
made by Leopold Stokowski, mu¬ 
sical director of the orchestra. 

Two other conductors set by 
Stokowski, for Houston orchestra 
are Heitor Villa-Lobos, Dec. 9 and 
10, and Igor Stravinsky, Jan. 6 and 
7. 

Brit Peer’s ‘More Pounds 
Or No Pounding in U.S.’ 

London, Oct. 1. 
A proposed working visit to the 

States by Lord Adrian Foley, the 
piano-potinidihg peer, scheduled to 
coincide with the Royal tour next 
month, looks like Jailing flat be¬ 
cause of low money offers; 

Foley planned a 14-day trip, 
playing one-nighters at private 
functions,. accompanied by a trio, 
but his London agent, Derek Boul¬ 
ton, said' that offers of arpund 
$1,000 a night were not considered 
high enough by the artist 

Sesac Affiliate Sues 
For Accounting of Coin 

Eddie Alkire Publications Sled, 
suit against Sesac Inc. in N.Y. Su¬ 
preme Court last week for an ac¬ 
counting of royalties due from li¬ 
censing of AJkire’s catalog to radio, 
tv and other users. Complaint 
charges that the sums paid to the 
publisher by Sesac were inaccu¬ 
rate and that the licensing organ¬ 
ization charged excessive expenses 
against the plaintiff and other Se¬ 
sac affiliates. 

Alkire also charged that Sesac 
gave guarantees to favored affili- o 
ates and failed to apply allocation ” 
system. The complaint alleged that 
Sesac rented its library, consisting 
of Alkire’s and others’ tunes, but 
paid no part to the plaintiff. Sesac 
made a general denial of all alle¬ 
gations and asked for dismissal of 
the suit. 

White, Wolfion to FM 
Eddie Wolpin, general profes- ■ 

sional manager of Famous Music, 
has bolstered bis cleffing staff 
vith the pacting of Eddie White 

and Mac Wolfson. 
Other tunesmiths flow attached 

to Famous are Paid Hampton and 
Bert Bacharach. 

Attention! 

PUBUSHERS- 
WRITERS- 
ARTISTS 
If you have hit potential 
material - already recorded - 
call us 

Contact our safes department 

FELSTED RECORDS 
A division of London Records, Inc, 

539 W. 25th St., New York I, N. Y 
ORegon 5-6060. 
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Atlantic City Counting Its Honey; 
Bank Boodle, Luxury Tax Beat ’56 

Atlantic City, Oct. 8. 

Consensus here is that the sea¬ 
son was one of tbebefet, ■if net the 
best, in the history of the resort. 

Both bank deposits and luxury 
tax collections, regarded as an ufi-r 
failing barometer of business con¬ 
ditions, show that in both instances 
they were higher than last season’s 
figures. Roughly $32,442,900 more 
was deposited in the various 
branches of the two resort bank 
establishments. At the same time, 
the city collected $77,000 more in 
luxury taxes, levied principally 
against the visitor, in June, July 
and August. 

The Atlantic City Race Course 
wound up its 50-day season Satur¬ 
day (5) by smashing all attendance 
and betting records in its 12-year 
history. Attendance for the season 
was 873,399 while beUing was $78,- 
180,743. Figures are an increase of 
$1,752,470 at the mutual windows 
over the previous high of $76,428,- 
273 set in 1953, while 22,552 more 
patrons clicked the turnstiles than 
last year, a record of 850,847 be¬ 
ing established then. 

Average daily business this year 
was $1,563,615 at the windows, and 
17,468 at the gate, with per capita 
betting at $89.50, up 80c from last 
year. State of New Jersey, as usual, 
was biggest winner, collecting $6,- 
741,578, which is $223,157 more 
than the 1956 season take. 

Season deposits at the two banks 
amounted to $338,147,700, com¬ 
pared with $305,704,800 in 1956. 
Luxury tax collections were $323,- 
268 in July, $316,273 in August and 
$163,978 in June. Since they are 
collected by the city a month after 
being collected by the hotels, etc., 
figures show that July was best 
month of the season. 

While September figures are not 
yet in, it is expected that this 
month will also be a record-maker, 
with such events as the annual Miss 
America Pageant and the gather¬ 
ing here this year of the American 
Legion’s annual convention help¬ 
ing, plus the many September con¬ 
ventions hypoing all resort busi¬ 
ness. 

Greensboro Fair Tenf-ative 
Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 8. - 

Plans have been made to pro¬ 
vide a large tent for exhibits of the 
Greensboro Fair if the Memorial 
Auditorium recreation building is 
not completed in time for next 
year’s fair. 

W. H. Sullivan Sr., chairman of 
the Greensboro War Memorial 
Fund Commission, said that he 
hopes the recreation unit of the 
memorial project will be com¬ 
pleted by fair time next fall. 

G LAS ON'S FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"We Service the Start” 
BIG CLEAN-OUT SPECIAL! 

FIRST 34 ISSUCS $15 
PLU5 $1.00 POSTAGE 

OUR MONTHLY SERVICE 

"THE COMEDIAN"—$15 par year 
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk_$10 a 
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk... $35 • 
• Minstrel Budget. .$25 a 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's."Always Open" 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C., 13 Circle 7-7130 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

AGVA’s Thi Oniy’ftct 
With LV’s_ Silver Slipper- . 
' ifftnflnit 

Las Vegas, Oct. 8. 

A contract between American 

Guild of Variety Artists and the 

Silver Slipper Corp. stipulating 

only pro entertainment on the 

premises caused Theatre Guild of 

Las Vegas, a local ifon-pro group, 

to ankle from the Silver Slipper 
ballroom. The room, upstairs from 
casino, is used only for private 
parties, dances and conventions. 

Theatre Guild, a community 
theatre organization, was in dress 
rehearsal for “Sabrina Fair,” 
skedded to open last week (30), 
when the force-out went into effect. 

AGVA’s order was backed by 
Actors’ Equity in a letter to Robert 
Schulze, a principal stockholder in 
the S;'ver Slipper Com., stating 
its position. Special rep Ed X. Rus¬ 
sell’s notification of Equity’s stand 
was this: 

“Please' be Informed that this 
(Theatre Guild of Las Vegas Inc.) 
is a non-union amateur group and, 
in accordance with your obligations 
to the American Guild of Variety 
Artists, our sister union, and other 
unions and associations, you have 
agreed that you will only employ 
union people in the Silver Slipper. 
Should you allow this local non¬ 
union amateur group to perform 
in the Silver Slipper.^ you are in 
violation of your agreement.” 

Theatre Guild prexy Andrew 
Berg, taking exception to Equity’s 
ruling on the Silver Slipper, 
pointed out that "our organization 
is not In the employ of the Silver 
Slipper or anyone else. We are a 
non-profit community organization 
brought together to present the 
best of theatre for the Las Vegas 
area. We, and other little theatres 
throughout the nation, supply 
Actors’ Equity with members ready 
for eligibility after performing and 
learning the ropes in such non- 
professional theatres as ours. Our 
first season in Las Vegas has 
brought a new scope of living thea¬ 
tre to the community. ‘Sabrina 
Fair’ was to have been our sixth 
production, and perhaps the most 
ambitious to date. We have spent 
countless hours in rehearsal, build¬ 
ing sets and getting the play ready 
for the run from Monday through 
Saturday night. It will have to be 
postponed indefinitely under the 
circumstances until we find a suit¬ 
able place for holding the produc¬ 
tion.” 

Berg said that Theatre Guild’s 
previous shows, which had been 
presented at the Hacienda Hotel’s 
PalominiT Room, were ousted from 
there by AGVA, and Equity, hut 
the group had an understanding 
that the Silver Slipper ballroom 
was a public hall not under the 
jurisdiction of either union. 

Saundra Meek, local highschool 
girl and terper at the Riviera Hotel, 
had to be withdrawn from cast 
because of her AGVA membership, 
as was Bill Willard, director of 
“Sabrina Fair/’ who also had an 
important role. Willard formerly 
was an entertainer in the Silver 
Slipper show. 

CAB CALLOWAY 
New In HOLLYWOOD for 

PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 

Mgt. BILL M1TTLER, Hit Broadway, Now York 

Pact HoIger& Dolores 
For Pam Lido’s Layout 

Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 8. 
Holger & Dolores, U. S. dancing 

act who wind a click summer sea¬ 
son at the Opera-House here Sat¬ 
urday (12), are pacted to open in 
December ai ile tide nitejy, Paris, 
m the shoW/xTestlge.” 

“The BiilSfcow =bf 1957” in which 
act appears here' stars British com¬ 
edians Jimmy"; Jewel & Ben War- 
riss and'songstress Yana. The ad¬ 
jacent George & Alfred Black 
show, starring Bob Monkhouse, at 

[ the cheek-by-jowl Winter Gardens 
Pavilion, wound last Saturday (5). 
The Blackpool Tower Circus d'on- 

i tinues the longest-running, closing 
Oct 19. 

A switch in winter plans will 
bring live pantomime to the Win¬ 
ter Gardens Pavilion instead of to 
the 3,000-seat Opera House, as per 
normal. 

Vande, Cafe Dates 

New York 
Mimi Warren is on a return date 

at the Park Sheraton Hotel . ... 
Olsen & Johnson bow at the Cele¬ 
brity Room, Philadelphia, Nov. 27 
... Cindy & Lindy move to the 
Frolic, Revere Beach, Mass., Oct. 
20 . . . Betty Madigan to the Drake 
Hotel, Chicagd, Jan. 24 . . . Tinker 
Bell a newcomer at Tony Pastor’s 
in the Village. 

Felo & Bruno and Three Galanes 
due at the Caribe Hilton, San Juan, 
Puerto. Rico, Nov. 30 . . . Jane 
Morgen scheduled for the Ankara, 
Pittsburgh, Dec. 6 . . . Portia Nel¬ 
son down for the Tree Club, Dallas, 

1 Oct. 26 . . ^ Jimmy Komack signed 
to the William Morris Agency . . . 
Andy Williams pacted for the 
Stagecoach Inn, S. Hackensack, 
N.J., Nov. 1 . . . Joni James into 
the Americana, Miami Beach, Nov. 
27 .. Diamonds for the Lotus Club, 
Washington, Nov 28 . . . Eagle & 
Man signed for a 24-week tour of 
the Tivoli circuit, Australia, start¬ 
ing Nov. 15 at the Tivoli Theatre, 
Sydney . . , Don Rondo new at 
Sciolla’s, Philadelphia . . . Ray 
Harrison.to do the choreography in 
the new Showplace layout preem- 
ing Oct. 13. 

Chicago 
The Characters (3) set for Holi¬ 

day House, Sarasota, Fla., Oct. 21, 
for four frames . . . Pat O’Day into 
Drake Hotel shortly . . . Odette on 
college tour Oct. 13-Nov. 30 . . . 
Marian Paige . into the Chase 
Lounge tonight (Wed.) for Jour 
frames . . . Mello-Aires pacted for 
five weeks at Club Laurel starting 
Oct. 23 . . . Jo. Ann Miller inked 
for Lake Club, Springfield, HL, for 
two weeks Oct. 21 . . . Billy Dan¬ 
iels inked for Bonnie’s, St. Louis, 
Oct. 24-31. 

Hollywood 
Arthur Blake presents his new 

-comedy act, “Hollywood, New 
York, London,” Oct 26 and Nov. 2 
at Wilshire Ebell Theatre > . . Rosy 
McHargue’s dixieland band opened 
six-week engagement at Happy 
Koomers’ 400 Club yesterday 
(Tues.) . . . Page Cavanaugh ^Trio 
opens at the Terraine Room ^Dct. 
15 for six weeks . . . Singer Jeri 
Southern closed a four-week en¬ 
gagement at Mr. Kelly's rin Chi- 

Dallas 
Lurlean Hunter will headline 

the State Fair of Texas’ Negro 
Achievement Day Show here Oct. 
14. Pat Boone, also ah expo act 
Oct, 13 in the Cotton Bowl, sponr 
sored by KLTF, will he supported 
by Candy Candido and The Com¬ 
modores . ,. Adolphus Hotel’s Cen¬ 
tury Room has Fifi D’Orsay due 
Oct 14, coinciding with Neiman- 
Marcus’ 50th anni celebration via. 
a French motif. Comedian Joe E. 
Lewis returns Oct. 30, a day prior 
to his biofilin ("The Joker .Is 
Wild”) opening at the Palace . . ; 
Pianist Roger Williams, The Hill- 
toppers, Stan Kenton : orch and 
other acts are due Oct. 25 at the- 
new Dallas Memorial Auditorium 
in a one-nighter. 

Montreal’* Jean Grimaldi Getting Beaocoup B* O. 
In Northern Ontario and Quebec Trek 

By PAUL A. GARDNER 
Ottawa, Oct. 8. 

i There’s gold in thernthar hills of 
i northern Ontario and Quebec, and 
some along the southern rivers too. 
If, that is, one has a long, medium- 
budget rock 'n*^ roll show with 
French-language" comedy on tap 
where needed. 

Jean' Grimaldi, vet Montreal 
showman here a couple weekends 
ago with his-"Black & White'Re¬ 
vue” at Bob Maynard’s 1.000-seat 
Francais Theatre, says his show 
grossed more than $8,000 in 45,000- 
pop. Sudbury, Oirt.,. early last 
month. That was for Sunday mid- 
nite (Labor Day) and four suc¬ 
ceeding days (last one a holdover), 

River Boys Knee-Deep 
In U.S. & O’Seas Dates; 

' Heading Here in Noy. 
Glasgow, Oct. 8. 

The Deep River Boys, headlining 
at the Empire vaudery, will plane 
to U. S. Nov. 17 after their current 
European tour. Group is due to 
open six days later at the Lake 
Club, Springfield, Ill. 

After the Christmas vacation, the 
Deeps will open at Holiday House, j 
Pittsburgh, Dee. 31, following with 
dates at Buffalo, Montreal, Toron¬ 
to, etc. They then open a western 
tour. 

“We hope to make a lDth year 
of touring Scandinavia and Britain 
next year,” Ed Kirkeby, manager 
of the act, said. “This is our 13th 
time at Glasgow, where we opened 
first In 1949.” 

Act has several UK tv dates 
lined up, including “The Jack Jack- 
son Show” on indie tv Oct. 13 and 
the BBC’s ‘‘Off The Record” Nov. 
1‘. Group has another 26 Radio 
Luxembourg shows in the can as 
well as two new disks for HMV. 

RONNY GRAHAM STARS 
DOWNSTAIRS’3D YEAR 
The Downstairs Room will open 

for its third season on Friday (10) 
with a show topped by Ronny 
Graham. Boniface Julius Monk 
has again signed John Heawoodto 
stage the layout-and Max Adrian 
to direct. Included In the new opus, 
“Take Five,” will- also be -Cile 
Cabot, Ellen Hanley, Jenny Lou 
Law and Gerry Matthews, with 
pianists Stan Keen and Gordon 
Connell working in the pit. 
Sketches and music are by Michael 
Brown, Cy Coleman, Sheldon Har- 
nick, Bart Howard, Bud McCreery, 
Edward C. Redding and Graham. 

Monk, a former conferiencier at 
the now defunct Le Ruban Bleu, 
started the off-Broadway type of 
intimate revue in this cellar boite 
a couple of years ago. Preview of 
the show will be staged two nights 
preceeding the formal how. 

at $1 matinee, $1.25 nightf Thea¬ 
tre in that nickel- mining city -was 
1,500-seat Empire, one nf Masee- 
oli chain. They, also played Masce- 
oli houses in Timmins (30,000-pop.), 
New Liskeard and Ansonyille, all 
mining towns, one day each. 
Everywhere but Sudbury, Includ¬ 
ing here, it’s 75c. and $1. They 
neared $4,000 in three days here. 

Most of the houses they’ve 
played in a steady tour since Janu¬ 
ary (with two slimmer, months off) 
have been Famous Players, and 
all have been in the two central 
provinces. . They’re -booked till 
late November (making a total of 
nine months), but don’t plan to 
risk touring the west or the Mari- 
tir^gs. They use more or less 
French material according to com¬ 
position of town being played. 

Show left here to play picture 
houses ,in the Gaspe Peninsula, 
then to one in Bale Como and, 
across the St. Lawrence, Mme. 
Bella Roy’s Chez Belle night club 
in Seven Islands. That onetime 
fishing village is now w.k. as port 
of Iron Ore Co. of Canada’s huge 
iron-mining operation in Ungava. 

Grimaldi, who looks around 40 
but says he's been 37 years in show 
business and is nearly 60, takes 
50% of the' gross everywhere. He 
has another show on the road, in 
Quebec—an all-French comedy 
unit of the type'which flourished 
widely in Montreal before tv. He 
used to own two Montreal theatres 
—Canadien and Radio City (former 
Gayety, home of Lili St. Cyr and 
Peaches). Both, running comedy 
revues with pix, eventually felt 
the tv pinch and he had to sell 
them. 

Grimaldi still owns Joliet Thea¬ 
tre in Joliet, Que., though, and 
both his traveling shows have 
played there—where he doesn’t 
have he doesn’t have 4o Split the 
take. He says no other show is 
doing'the'circuit. Premier Thea¬ 
tres of Toronto, which owns Casino, 
Canada’s only full-time vaudery, 
books them; but they don’t play 
Toronto. 

Palladium Add* a Show 
London, Oct. 8. 

Because of pressure at Jbe box- 
office, the Palladium- revue, "We’rs 
Having A Ball,” will play 13 per¬ 
formances a week throughout Oc¬ 
tober instead of the originally con¬ 
tracted 12. This means there will 
be a Saturday matinee. _ 

The show, which stars. Mstx By- 
graves, opened June 21 and .is set 
to run until December. It’s pre¬ 
sented by Val Parnell and Bernard 
Delfont. 

YVONNE MORAY 
CURRENTLY 

MAGIC INN 
SEATTLE, WASH, 

fThank You, J— Dmmitilt) . 
, MILTON DRUTSCH AORNCT 

Hollywood - Now York 

Barstow’* 'Garland Act’ 
Dick Barstow has befen signed to 

restage Judy Garland’s act for her 
engagement at the Old Dominion 
Theatre, London, which starts 
later this month. 

Barstow will accompany Miss 
Garland to England. 

JACK POWELL 
And His Educated Drumsticks 

CURRENTLY IN ALASKA WITH 
U.S.O, CAMT SHOWS 

(For Six Weeks.) 
^(RETURNING OCTOBER It) 

The DEEP 
Starring HARRY DOU 

Wi International Taw 

EMPIRE THEATRE 
Llv.trpaa.lr England 

DiVotf/on: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 
- Ptn.Mgr.i EDKttKElY 

in imrnunn mil inn 11 iiihuwii nuninngimi 

"THE HIT. Op THE SHOW 
> Len4»B;D*ily >Ur,ldf 
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Scorecard on B O. Winners & Losers 
At Feld Bros/ Amphitheatre in D. C. 

Washington', Oct 8. -f 
How much does it cost’to oper¬ 

ate a summer of varied entertain¬ 
ment in a. large outdoor arena? 

The Feld Bros., who operate 
Washington** Carter*. Barron Am¬ 
phitheatre, claim their overall nut 
for a three months’ season was 
close to $600,000 and that they lost 
a little money. Past summer’s line¬ 
up included Jose Greco and Pearl 
Primus dance troupes, New York 
Opera Festival, Louis Armstrong 

■■ and Jazz Festival, Cab Calloway 
and Ozark Jubilee, .Jimmy Durante, 
Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope, Ballet The¬ 
atre, and Harry Belafohte, 
• Boxoffice losers included the 
Jimmy Durante stand, the opera, 
the split week of Cab Calloway and 
Ozark Jubilee. Finally the sudden 
illness of Belafonte, forced the 
Felds to refund $110,000 taken in 
advance sale for the 11-day book¬ 
ing. Under their contract the Am¬ 
phitheatre orch—a summer pop 
group composed of members of 
the National Symphony—received 
partial pay. for the 11 days. 

. The Felds pay a small daily 
rental plus a percentage of the 
gross to the U. S. Public Parks 
operation which owns Carter Bar¬ 
ron. In addition, there is a basic 

-fee of $1,750 weekly to keep the 
place clean after performances, Irv 
Feld says. On top of this must be 
added the' guaranteed minimum 
for the 20 musicians, large staff of 
ushers, unionized boxoffice, four 
electricians, a carpenter, propman, 
curtain man, public address sys¬ 
tem man on a regular basis, plus 
extra union stagehands for certain 
attractions. 

“And,” adds Feld', ‘/although we 
buy large blocks of linage in the 
newspapers, we operate only three 
months. Therefore, we are unable 
to obtain the special linage rates 
granted to in-town theatres which 
operate all year.” 

Finally, Carter Barron does not 
operate as a tax exempt institu¬ 
tion. It is a private, profit-making 
enterprise which must pay income 
tax on its earnings, 

8G PHILLY REFUND AS 
JUDY MISSES 2 SHOWS 

Philadelphia; Oct. 8. 
Illness cut short'Judy 'Garland’s 

week' stand at the'Mastbaum Thea¬ 
tre, pust'as it had abbreviated her 
previous engagement "in. Washing¬ 
ton, D.C. The singer missed the. 
last two perfoErmahoesinf her eight- 
show engagement and local Stan¬ 
ley Warner office- was forced to 
make refunds of more than $8,000 
fo ticketholders. t 

House was Heavily papered- for 
the first two * shows, with Jewish 
holidays cutting. heavily, into the 
expected take.-'Weekend'biz picked 
up, however, and Stanley Warner 
execs hoped that the full run might 
gross ■ $60,000, which would have 
allowed them a small margin of' 
profit: 

.Miss Garland was at the Mast- 
haum on a straight percentage 
deal. Heavy exploitation plus band 
and costs of house -found- local 
sponsors in the red with total take 
running less than $46,000 for six 
shows. 

DelayilLS. Yisftto Dec- 
Glasgow, Oct. 8. 

Frankie! Vaughan,: English, pop: 
singer, wbo.waspacted to headline 
invaudehereat ahart Notice, bar 
postponed hit projected American; 
visit untll Deeember: He was'to/ 
have planed out Qct, 8 with pro¬ 
ducer Anna |ftagVe^i*‘ the Uv- S. 
proem- oflhx -“Theee -Pin- 

' geroua Years,”- He ijpund himself 
tftth a. week- .te -'spoTO before hii 
next film,.the U. 5; showing of 

. back 

diskft . ‘ ? v. 

MAGIC-REVUE improves . 

Toronto’s Bettered Advanee Bole 
For ‘Sim Sale Bim’ 

v Toronto, Oct 8. 
-Opening Tuesday (1), Kalanag 

and his magic-revue, “Sim Sala 
Bim,” grossed a low $5,994 for 
seven performances' hut stays sec¬ 
ond week here, with biz picking up 
on weekend word-of-mouth, this 
seeing a $4,000 advance. 
• Royal Alexandra Theatre/ 1,525- 
seater, is scaled, at $3.30 top, with 
potential at $26,000. “Sim Sala 
Bim” tenure includes two perform¬ 
ances Fridays (6;15 and 9 p.ra.). Sat. 
mat. 

* >. 

Talent agencies are attempting, 
to rebuild some of their former 

top earners. Problem of major con¬ 

cern is now a crop of comics whose 

weekly salary within the past few 

years has been decimated and 

whose bookings have become 

scarcer. 

Many percenters feel that these 

performers still have a lot of earn¬ 
ing power within show biz, but 
talents have to be redirected to 
fields where scarcity now exists. 
It’s felt, by some of them, that if 
they can be induced to try their 
hand at writing, for example, they 
could be spotted on television 
scripting staffs at. takes several 
times their present salary. Some 
of the comics have been encour¬ 
aged to try their hand at submit¬ 
ting scripts. Difficulty in some, 
cases lies in the fact that these 
comedians have been buying scripts 
throughout their, professional ca¬ 
reer, and redirection bn this tan¬ 
gent becomes extremely difficult. 

Another effort is an attempt to 
make straight actors out of these 
comics. Some have been doing a 
few odd. jobs on the summer cir¬ 
cuits and there are some possibili¬ 
ties that they can stay' in this 
field. Some are being persuaded 
to go in for straight legit during 

Eruption at AGVA Board Meetuig 
Brings Suspension of Paul Swann; 
Air Charges Vs. Welfare Trust Fund 

O’seas G1 Unit 
Philip Morris Cigarets is spon¬ 

soring a unit which wil play, over¬ 
seas Armed Forces installations. 
Unit, which flew out yesterday 
(Tues.) from McGuire Field, near! 
Ft. Dix, N. j., will be abroad for a 
minimum of three months, hut) 
route may be extended to as much 
as a year. 

Included in the 'unit are singer; the°winter season * 

SS ^r^minjmv6 There «« drawbacks in each' in-. 
iTZ4 stance. Comics frequently find 

/egiy MriHuglV ventriloquist KayitheIr b?st *■“ during the sum- 
Carole dancer Eva Garda, singer 
Olga' Melandez, along with an orch 
headbd by Noro Morales. 

Nat Abramson, head of the WOR| 
Artists Bureau, set the show. He 
has been' instrumental in sending 
gratis . GI entertainment overseas 
since USO-Camp Shows curtailed 
its schedule. He will go abroad With 
the unit in order to supervise the 
project at its start. Following its 
initial run in the Armed Forces, 
there may be some commercial 
dates for the troupe. For example, 
deal is on for Miss Barry .to play 
the Moulin Rouge, Paris. - 

Unit was auditioned last week for 
Philip Morris and military brass at 
the Sheraton Astor. Hotel, N.Y. 

SANDS-SANANTONIGTIE 
ON COPA GIRL CONTEST 

San Antonio, Oct; 8. 
- Some local girl.will be headed 

for “stardom” in the entertainment 
-biz and a beginning salary of $150 
a week, as a “Copa-Girl” at the 
Sands in Las.Vegas.. 

'After a guaranteed six weeks on 
the Cppa stage, the .girl will have 
the chance to springboard to high 
paying jobs in-Uv and films, it sez 
here. 

This is the prospect for the win¬ 
ner of winners of a contest spon¬ 
sored jointly by the San Antonio 
Light, daily, newspaper, and * the 
Sands Hotel, *A producer of the 
Sands shows and a local cblumnist 
will select one winner , out of 1.0 

'finalists at a local night club. 

mer when the seasonal resorts 
buy all that are available, and they 
wind up with the major part of 
their earnings during these months. 
At any time of year, it’s difficult 
to make the performer take a dfas- 
tic cut in salary even to try new 
fields, - However, some pressures 
are still being exerted to make the 
change. 

From the agency viewpoint, the 
reshuffling of talents is a sound 
project. Should any hit as writers 
or actors, they remain on the 
agency’s roster. If they fail to do 
so, it’s likely that many enter the 
agency and personal management 
ranks • with little training for the 
job, and thus create a lot of harm 
within the industry. 

Comics, feels that they cannot af¬ 
ford to be seen in minor comedy 
roles on a teleshow. However, 
they can afford to do straight roles 
since it clearly evidences a depart¬ 
ure fqr them. The problem, thus 
far, is the concern of a few of the 
personnel at the major offices, but 
encouragement is being given them 
to try to rehabilitate as many per¬ 
formers as possible. 

Flu KOV'BW Acts 
Asiatic flu hit three members of 

the Blue Angel, N. Y., cast last 
week when Carol Burnett, Ann 
Leonardo and- Jimmy Lyon (trio 
conductor) were felled. All are 
now back. 

Magico Roy Bensori and singer 
Portia Nelson subbed during that 
period. 

Near violence flared at the quar¬ 
terly meeting of the national board 
of the American Guild of Variety 
Artists last week at the Manhattan 
Hotel, N, Y. National administra¬ 
tive secretary Jackie Bright In¬ 
vited board member Russell 
Swann to “come outside and set¬ 
tle matters.” The offer to battle 
came after Swann held that there 
was some .concealment of facts in 
a report given by Bright on mat¬ 
ters pertaining to the AGVA wel¬ 
fare trust fund. 

As a result of the charges and 
counter charges, the national 
board suspended Swann for * 
period said to be four months 
from his post on the board and 
removed him from all committees 
during the same period. 

Both Bright, and Swann refused 
to comment. Bright declared that 
he had no authorization to make a 

i statement, especially sincq it in- 
Boston, Oct. 8. I volves censure of a fellow member. 

The site for Boston's new $12,- while Swann declared that he was 
000,000 civic auditorium has been forbidden to give any statements 
tentatively set for the section of j on the matter. 

But . Does It Work? 
Ottawa, Oct. 8. 

Singer Wyoma Winters in 
the Ottawa House’s Circus . 
Lounge is garnering between- 
show customer attention with 
a cigaret lighter .presented to 
her by Pepsodenf Co. 

Lighter, when flicked, plays 
the complete “score” of the 
firm’s: commercial, “You’ll 
wonder where the yellow went 
. . music-box style. 

For Boston Aud. 

the Prudential development run¬ 
ning along Boylston St. near the 
Massachusetts Ave. MTA station. 

The city’s aud commission has 
decided on the site, it was dis¬ 
closed, in a letter from Mayor John 
B. Hynes to the city council asking 
approval of a loan order for the 
$12 million. The council referred 
the order to the committee on ap¬ 
propriations and finance. 

Hynes said the commission also 
agreed, : tentatively, to purchase 
about 140,000 square feet of land 
from Prudential for the aud which 
will seat 6,00.0. The commission 
cannot enter into any binding 
agreement with Prudential until 
funds are available to the commis¬ 
sion, the mayor explained. He said 
the insurance company cannot for¬ 
malize plans for the huge redevel¬ 
opment until action on the aud is 
completed. 

3 PEELERS ARRESTED 
IN UNION CITY, iJ. J. 

Three dancers were arrested 

Sunday (6) for allegedly giving 

an indecent performance at the 
Hudsqn Theatre, Union City, N.J. 

It was the first arrest at the house 
since it was reopened last month. 

Held in $1,000 hail were Mickey 

Russell/ Terry Lee and Melba 

Morris. 

The Hudson was reopened re¬ 

cently after a panel of Union City 

businessmen agreed to act as cen¬ 

sors for the show. 

Initial fracas stemmed from Rus¬ 
sell’s quest to find the exact word- 
age of a statement-given by AGVA 
welfare trust fund chairman Nat 
Abramson on whether he had re¬ 
ported to Bright the salary and 
terms, of employment of the fund’s 
office manager, Perry Dewey, 
hired as a replacement after Ruth 
Hendler resigned. AGVA initially 
wanted the board to rehire Miss 
Hendler, but several members of 
the fund had refused. At a meet¬ 
ing of tOe trust fund held during a 
reeess of the board meeting, Swann 
asked Bright to repeat the state¬ 
ments he allegedly made earlier to 
the board. The hubbub that fol- 
owed made it difficult for anybody 
to be heard and Russell’s questions 
went unanswered. 

As a result of the outburst, 
Swann was charged with conduct 
unbecoming a member, and de¬ 
mand was made for an immediate 
trial. However, Russell protested 
on the ground that the cohstttu- 

(Continued on page 58) 

LIBEL TRIAL OF JONES 
VS. AGVA OPENS I NX 
The $350,000 libel trial pitting 

Dick Jones, former eastern re¬ 
gional director of the American 
Guild of Variety Artists, against. 
the union started Monday (7) in 
N. Y. Federal Court with visiting 
Judge Oliver D. Hanlin, of the 
Northern California district, pre¬ 
siding. Jones charges that state- 

(ments damaging to his character 
. -j have resulted In his inability to 

The business j find work in his chosen field of 
community argued that the the-! union organization, and that he 
atre brought in a lot of out-of-town ! sustaine<i losses of more than 

■ $30,000 m salary during the past 
two years. trade and its closing would result 

in a loss to the city. The city 
council 'last season passed legis¬ 
lation outlawing peeling in public, 
but house was allowed to open 
when a censor Unit w&s set up. 

Byf BUBT SCHORR 

' Houston, Oct 8. 
. “Be firm with members—or be¬ 

fore you know. It they’re liable to 
step all Over you.” That's the way 
Frank Boudreaux,- manager of 
newly-formed International Club, 
•Sizes. Up. privatery pitfalls In Hous¬ 
ton, where such privateries (160 
of them) have completely monopo- 

Texas9 Privatery Life 

categories. . •„ 
Case. 4a point, Jjiiijp Boudreaux! 

wu Corn 

thrush. Waiters -hustled Mia to the 
door; the befuddled drunk 

found' Boudreaux tearing up his 
membership papers. 

“He. told me he was only a little 
drunk, and I told him he was no 
longer a member. 1 can’t have any¬ 
one mauling some singer who gets 
-several thousand dollars a week to 
•perform. 
• n ■ Membership Snowballs 
> Success of International since 
formation under aegis of -Hilton r- invuv^i lonnjtuon unaer ol .nuwa 

nipper „ and pntertainmenft ^ witness to the sound¬ 
ness of Boudreaux’s, policies. Club] 
>now has 1,600 members who :.pay 
'fit monthly' charges for use Of 
'three facilities; cocktail lounge- 
grilL. (for. lunch); lStefoot-Iong 
'swimming pool, and 'Couthsehtal 
Room.. Boudreau*.said. the. 1,000 
grow from too memberrroliciteditoj w>ek 
thezprte* to join-without paying at 
$1,500 fee. J ■ 

“Thoee 80Q brought in about. 700, 
others end we admitted, them with-j 

out payment of charter “fee also,’ 
he said.’; 

:“When I first started, I figured 
I’d need 1,200 members to break 
even. I also figured we’d have to 
dose the membership at* 2,000— 
which* I’Ve Hid to do from time to 
time. We’re striving for a static 
membership, so we don’t'look on) 
the: joining fee as a source of in¬ 
come* Thd ability to pay is more 
or leas our way of measuring a 
meinber. It’s also-a. tegimatp tax 
coemption.”> •• \ * > *'>/'.* ■ ' ] 

-Hiring of Boudroeux tame by 
aeries of maneuYeih involving Con- 
rod 'Hate* and Glenh MdCa^hy, 

■dose'deal'say.-Sham-j 
■w$|vwith. Sham-; 

ftfM'monthlyimm. mainly be¬ 
cause? of bY.o. Hjring-ybur-own) 
Bqum requirement*. forced by state 

{Continued on page 08) 

Defendants -along with the union 
indude former national adminis¬ 
trative secretary Jack Irving, and 
Jackie Bright, president at the 
time of Jones’ dismissal and who 
how holds Irving’s job. * 

Among other points sought by 
Jones is an injunction forbidding 
AGVA‘from taking away his life 
membership card. . He declares 
that only the junior’s convention 
can rescind .this membership since 
it’s granted by the convention. 

Attorneys in the case are Wil¬ 
liam J. Walker of Washington, 
representing Jones, And the firm 
of Towney, Updike, ’ Cartier & 
Rogers, also Washington, for 
AGVA. 

Phoenix Chb, Rebuilt 
After Em* Seb Nines 

V*' fchoenlx, Oct 8. 
Sol Tropp, Owner of the JCo-Ko 

Club here which wax destroyed by 
fire two months ago, has rebuilt 
the nltery at a'eoat of $250,0pO. 

Big name pdidy resumes Dec. 8 ' 
When Tony Martin proems u bead- 
liner for 10 days. Nat King Cole 
follows Martin for 16 days, then 
Marie McDonald for 10 days. ' 
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El Chico, IV. Y. 
Maria Antinea Revue unth Mario 

Alvarez, Anita del Rio;' Enrique 
Montoya; $4 and $5 mintonwn. 

A nitery that has operated 32 
years uninterruptedly is probably 
a world’s record, with the excep¬ 
tion of such time^honored straight 
restaurants like Paris’ Maxim’s et 
al., El Chico, the music box-type 
of Latin-American bistro, in New 
York’s Greenwich Village, holds 
that record. Benito Collada has 
operated his class cabaret with.a 
rigid adherence to authenticity in 
every detail, from the obviously 
painstaking Latin decor, the 
cuisine, and the floorshow. 

The miniature revues, over the 
years, have showcased and spawned 
a host of Latin personalities who 
went on to the heights, and Maria 
Antinea’s currently cozy little 
floorshow is in that idiom. Like 
many an El Chico entry the can¬ 
didates are'culled from the top of 
the Latin American or Spanish tal¬ 
ent marts and, without compromise 
of their flamenco, classical dancing 
or musical styles, they are given 
choice spotlighting. 

Said to be a protegee of the late 
great La Argentinita. Maria An¬ 
tinea’s song and comedy dance 
stylings bespeak professional know¬ 
how. She has toured the Latin 
and Iberian countries with larger 
companies and this group is a di¬ 
gest therefrom. Mario Alvarez is 
the flamenco specialist; Anita del 
Rio the thrush; and Enrique Mon¬ 
toya is the guitarist-flamenco sing¬ 
er who accompanies the star. Rosi- 
ta Rios, who used to be the prima 
at El Chico until she married the. 
boss, now merely emcees, and does 
a gracious job of it, per usual* 

But the prime attraction is the 
class environment of this mignon 
nitery, off Sheridan Square, with 
its almost a third-of-a-centurv con¬ 
tinuous run. Abel. 

Crescendo, Hollywood 
Hollywood,'Oct. 3. 

Lili St. Cyr, Billy Barnes Revue, 
Dave Prell Orch (5); $2 cover. 

ing to follow an outstandingly 
strong act. Trio heretofore has ap¬ 
peared only in Sahara lounge lo¬ 
cally, where it and Louis Prima & 
Keely Smith have proved to be the 
town’s top lounge attractions. 
Backed by the Cee Davidson orch 
(12), the group's yocals and own 
instruments (drums, bass, piano, 
guitar, accordion) are greatly en¬ 
riched. Repertoire includes “Fools 
Rush In,” “All of Me,” “Love For 
Sale,” “Begin the Beguine” and 
“My Funny Valentine.” The voices 
of Mary and brother Norman .have 
never sounded better, and the top- 
notch clowning of Frankie Ross fits 
perfectly to make this one of the 
nation’s best acts either in or out 
of a bistro. Jerry Fielding con¬ 
ducts the orch for the trio’s stint. 

Walter Shyretto.and his “danc¬ 
ing. bicycle” act is the curtain rais¬ 
er, and his feats of balance get 
warm mitting. The Shaw-Hitehcock 
production numbers are especially 
notable— one is a decorous charm 
school bit, the other, an amusingly 
clever skit about an' island where 
there’s only one man with a bevy 
of beauties, Lloyd Lambert’s cos¬ 
tuming is tasteful and imaginative. 

Duke. 

Palmer House, Chi 
Chicago,* Oct. 3. 

Dorothy Shay with Dick Emmons, 
Hal.Loman <fc Playmates (3), Ben 
Arden Orch (10); $2 cover. 

For 12 minutes of your time and 
a two-buck cover you can see Lili 
St.- Cyr shake, rattle and roll 
her symmetrical figure with just 
enough covering to keep the gen¬ 
darmes at bay. In burlesque where 
she first displayed .these physical 
attributes it raised a storm of 
howls. On the Sunset Strip, where 
the trade is more discriminating 
and less aroused by her charms 
she won’t raise the room’s tem¬ 
perature. Nor will there he shouts 
of “take it off.” At this catching 
the sparse turnout took it without 
outward display of base emotion- 

-alism. 
On this time around she per¬ 

forms her calisthenics at the 
shrine of a sacred goat and an 
occasional flash of red powder. 
Decked out as a geisha, she soon 
undecks her habiliments behind a 
screen that has holes bigger than 
a manhole cover and does her 
ritual before the goat with bodily 
gyrations, a bump here and a grind 
there. For most of her skin-crawl 
she gives her well-shaped back to 
the sitters to let their imagination 
run amok. What has been for years 
a striptease is still that and no 
more. Her frame is large and her 
fame at such exercises wide, and to 
her credit she is a skilled prac¬ 
titioner at her dubious art. 

For talent of a far different type 
there is the Billy Barnes revue 
with five youngsters who use up 
far more energy than the head¬ 
liner. - It is from such groups, 
recently graduated from the Con¬ 
cert Theatre, that t£e future of 
show biz must nurture develop¬ 
ment (see New Acts). Helm. 

Sahara, 'Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 7. 

Edgar Bergen & Charlie Mc¬ 
Carthy, Mary Kaye Trio, Walter 
Shyretto, Cee Davidson Orch (12); 
produced by Stan Irwin; $2 mini¬ 
mum. 

Edgar Bergen & Friends (Charles 
McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd, Effie 
Klihker, others) return to the Con¬ 
go Room, this time with mostly 
new material and a powerhouse 
extra added attraction which 
should keep biz brisk for the next 
four weeks, Bergen is supported 
strongly jay Jack Kirkwood and 
Barbara Heller, former getting 
yocks with his booming djalog and 
latter clicking with her grotesquely 
funny attire (body measurements: 
21-21-21) and effective mimes of 
Judy Garlahd and Roberta Sher¬ 
wood. Highlight of act is bowoff 
skit, in which Bergen & McCarthy 
appear as elderly gents reminiscing 
about their days on radio, and re¬ 
prise recordings of aUoh guest stars 
as Mjgilyn Monroe, John Barry¬ 
more and W. C, Fields, 

The Mary Kayo Trio makes an 
auspicious debut in the main room 
extea added oq- bill; putting Bergen. 

Dorothy Shay returns to the Em¬ 
pire room after two years showing 
signs of outgrowing the stereo¬ 
typed patterns developed around 
her early click material. Best re¬ 
sponse is for her newer material, 
a torchy takeoff on “Stout Hearted 
Men” and a novelty “You Gotta 
Have Charm.” The Park Avenue 
Hillbilly fares well wljen she in¬ 
troduces the unexpected into her 
patter and drawled songalogs. This 
quality is lacking im the more 
weather-beaten repertoire which is 
appropriately abbreviated. Most 
successful trademarked material is 
a “Story of My Life” medley which 
gets a sock delivery. 

Miss Shay is a- well poised perr 
former, and she makes a fine ap¬ 
pearance in her gold gown both 
onstage and wandering through the 
house. Her peppery patter keeps 
the house lively through the show. 
Accompanist Dick Emmons con¬ 
tributes to a smoothly running per¬ 
formance. 

Hal Loman and his two blond 
playmates open the show with a 
song & dance routine to “From 
This Moment On.” The group is 
lively and the choreography showy.- 
Loman manages to do a lot of 
storytelling with his dance rou¬ 
tines to keep audience attention on 
the group for a full 15 minutes. 
His takeoff on “Dragnet” gets 
heavy mitting. 

Ben Arden’s orch has developed 
a good format of song, terpology 
and showy bits like strolling vio¬ 
linists that fit in well between 
shows. The backing chores are 
handled efficiently and unobtru¬ 
sively. Evelyn Knight- and Johnny 
Puleo’s Harmonica Rascals set up 
shop here Oct.'31, Leva. 

International, Houston 
Houston, Oct. 4. 

Pompojf, Thedy & Family, Tina 
Robin, Paul Neighbors "Orch (11); 
no cover or minimum. 

New offering by boniface Porter 
Parris, to International members is 
a double-barrele<Llulu that ought 
to build to a sellout as the word 
gets around. Tina Robin’s fame has 
already spread via her $30,000 quiz 
show grab and segment with home¬ 
town boy Tommy Bands at Roxy, 
But Pompoff, Thedy are sleepers. 

Spanish' imports know the ait of 
slapstick in the tradition, of Chap¬ 
lin and Laurel & Hardy. Rib-shak¬ 
ing laughter they provoke with 
size-20 shoes and sad eyes is loud¬ 
est Continental Room has heard in 
long, long time. Pepe and Titi 
work most of the gimmicks from, 
gyrating wig to half-swallowed 
clarinet, while other members of 
the family play straight. Hypnot¬ 
ism bit with Titi following^broth- 
er’s finger to cheek ofi/nngside 
cutie is worked perfectly for socko 
returns throughout.. 

Miss Robin has rhythm in every 
joint and can belt any tune you 
can namer right out of the ball 
park. Treatment seemed rugged 
for old faves, “Lullaby of Broad¬ 
way,” “Meloncholy Baby,” “Bye, 
Bye, Blackbird,” etc. 

Thrush indicates she is full of 
natural rock ’n’ roll she can’t keep 
ini “Love Me Or Leave Me,” 
“Love You Too Much,’1 and imita¬ 
tions,ofTheresa Brewer, Kay Starr 
and" Roberta Sherwood brought 
down the house, proving if she can. 
settle on her metier, she’ll be tops. 

Paul Neighbors orch seemed * a 
little shook by Miss Robin’s beat 
on night caught (3) but as always, 
fdledjthe floor with happy leather- 
pusher?,. Hue sCarson opens p^gt. 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

Chez Paree, Chi 
Chicago, Oct. 4. , 

Tony Martin, ^ Jackie Kannon, 
Chez Paree Adorables with Bobby 
Lence, Ted Fio Rito Orch <15)j 
$1.95 cover, $4.95 minimum. 

This Chez bill is ahbther family' 
show. Performers ' rise' material 
that holds up before* the smallfry' 
as well as conventioneers. Opening 
night was heavily attended despite 
concurrence with. Jewish holiday. 

There aren’t many surprises for 
his following ip, Tony Martin’s cur¬ 
rent routine but he’s master of the 
stage straight through, so that an 
occasional flub opening night only 
adds to the enjoyment of the 
audience. “Top Hat, White Tie and 
Tails” is still decked out with 
patter and, panto as „ the showpiece 
of the routine and gets the usual 
good response. The numbers are 
well spaced, paced, and varied 
through the 45-minute stint,. al¬ 
though the walkaround patterns 
used- by Martin get repetitive. 

Ted Fio Rito’s backing is juiced 
up for this show with the addition 
of a couple of Martin’s own rhythm 
men and his pianist arranger Al 
Sendra. Sendra lends fine support 
to the act. 

Jackie Kannon is an frequent 
repeater at the Chez who this time 
does one of the sharpest warmup 
jobs this club has seen. The basic 
patterns of his comic routine are 
familiar here but plenty of fresh 
peppery comments are house rock¬ 
ers. Kannon is on for less than 
25 minutes. In this time he alter¬ 
nates with deadpan and punchy 
lines, song bits and a flubbing 
magico act that rate him a big 
share of the credit for the success 

; of this show. 
The house line gets taller every 

(.show. Performance-wise the new 
Chez Adorables show a little better 
than previously but there Is still 
an uncomfortable awkwardness in 
the routines. Their best offering is 
a series of adaptations from "Guys 
and Dolls.” Bobby Lence Is the 
new male vocalist with the group 
who carries his burdens well. 

Sophie Tucker headlines the 
next show Oct. '24. That’ll be the 
Chez’s 25th anniversary—and she 
opened the Chez a quarter of a 
century ago. Leva. 

Hotel Radisson, Mpls. 
Minneapolis, Oct. 5. 

Nino Nanni, Don McGrane Orch 
(8); $2.50-$3.50 minimum. 

In a low-pitched voice to his 
own piano accompaniments' Nino 
Nanni dramatically recites or war¬ 
bles so#gs that tell stories, salute 
little boys ;and romantically ad¬ 
dress the opposite sex. Touches of 
satiric or other humor pleasingly 
punctuate the dramatics occasion¬ 
ally. Brief sallies into Italian and 
French lend variety. 

It’s a brand of entertainment 
that seems to satisfy patrons of this 
tony Flame Room. In consequence, 
Nanni apparently has taken his 
place among the bistro’s half- 
dozen or more “regulars,” having 
been brought back currently-for 
the third time in as many years. 
Since his how here as am unknown, 
the performer boasts an Ed. Sulli¬ 
van tv*show appearance, increasing 
his boxofficq stature perhaps. . 

On this occasion Nanni offers 
some new -material along with 
mostly perennial favorites that his 
fans undoubtedly would demand 
and without which his performance 
wouldn’t be complete. His fancy 
pianistics and vivid vocalistics run 
the gamut from- the near-classic to 
New Orleans dixieland.' 

Nanni ‘receives flawless assist¬ 
ance from Don McGrane and his 
musicians. A well-filled room greet- 

j ed him at his opening dinner show. 
He’s here until Oct 24 when song¬ 
stress Carmel Quinn takes over for 
her initial Flame Room engage¬ 
ment. Rees. 

Statler-Hilton, Dallas 
Dallas, Oct 4. 

Roberta Sherwood, with Ernest 
DeLorenzo and Red Newmark; Bob 
Cross Orch (12); $2-$2.50 cover. 

In her first local stand, Roberta 
Sherwood. lives up to her press 
notices. Her fortnight here may 
set an Empire - Room attendance 
record. Thrush, in a plain black 
dress and. sans makeup, strolls 
through , the room, shaking hands 
with patrons arid, opening With 
“Love Is Many Splendored,” never 
departs from w.k. tunes in Her 
sock 40-minute routine. 

There’s no doubt that the packed 
room was prepped for Miss Sher¬ 
wood’s opening via multiple plugs; 
And she easily confirms the print¬ 
ed kudos with an Irving Berlin 
medley, a trio of standards and 
reprises “I Got Lost,” her first 
waxing. Her husky tones abet 
“Lazy River,” when she returns to 
the cymbal beating; and ‘‘Just in 
Time” is animated via brief hoof-: 
ing—when. sfc$ admitted >$hg. pteysd 

here 18 years ago as a dancer. 'A 
how to Walter WincEell follows 
with the tune he first heard her 
sing, “You’re Nobody Till Some¬ 
body Loves You.” Mitting builds 
with a trio of semi-westerns, 
backed by "Someday You’ll Want 
Me to Want Yqu” and a smash fi¬ 
nale of “Bill Bailey.” Belting song¬ 
stress is capably backed by her acr 
companists, pianist Ernest DeLor- 
enzo, and guitarist Red Newmark. 

Bob Cross orch lends assist in 
showbacking and still’ loads the 
floor, with leather pushers. Act 
Winds Oct. 16; Lilo follows Oct. 17 
for a fortnight. Bark. 

Ottawa House, Ottawa 
Ottawa, Oct. 1. 

Wyoma Winters, Canadian Jazz 
Quartet; no cover or admission. 

Besides making nice sounds, 
Wyoma Winters is socko in the 
visual department She’s an un¬ 
usual combination of sleek femme 
arid; gal-next-door looks, collecting 
plenty ogling from males. Early 
training and professional work as 
terper enhances Miss Winters’ 
microphone, presence in her.stanza 
in the Circus Lounge of the Ottawa 
House. Piping is slicko and her 
tunes are right for this small room. 

Flaw In the stint is use of her 
own,, drummer and 88er, They re¬ 
place two’^regular members of the 
house band, Canadian Jazz Quartet, 
which has proved top value as 
showbackers and would do a 
stronger job for this canary. Ses¬ 
sion is here to Oct. 12. 

Henry Morreault, Circus Lounge 
chief, nas almost completed reno¬ 
vation of this room, Snaking effec¬ 
tive use of murals and mirrors in 
classic design, replacing original 
big-top decor. Despite switch in 
looks, name of room, since it has 
been widely established. Will re¬ 
main the same. Gorm. 

Riverside, Reno 
Reno, Oct. 4. 

Celeste Holm, Ricky Layne & 
Velvel, Starlets 08), Bill Clifford 
Orch; $2 minimum. 

Celeste Holm, in her first outing 
in this area, proves to be a little 
rich , for the blood. Charming and 
sophisticated, she gets respect even 
wheri the customers are not quite 
sure what they’re being attentive 
about. But her popularity among 
the tourists is too much to hope for. 

Miss Holm’s delightful visit be¬ 
gins when she enters the room, or 
in her case, a cafe rendezvous, 
where she begins to count the min¬ 
utes until a new-found love arrives. 
He never gets there, luckily for the 
few who enjoy her fretting arid 
reminiscing. The act is a story, 
complete in the one presentation, 
threaded smoothly together by 
Miss Holm’s patter, her wit and her 
love songs. 

Sitting first at a table where she 
works into a mike planted among 
the flowers, she then stands up to 
sing into a stage mike—then hack 
and forth in the manner of an im¬ 
patient woman, afraid she’s being 
stood up, but still daring to hope 
for the best 

It would be regrettable if Miss 
Holm tried to arrange this whole 
narrative so it had “general ap¬ 
peal.’’ In the first place, she’s just 
not capable of being general But 
the fact that she’s probably wan¬ 
dered a little off course—in play¬ 
ing even as slick a bistro as the 
Riverside, is pretty evident The 
boys who hlew in town will sit 
quietly for this elegant femme, 
but they won’t dig her. . 

Ricky Layne, as soon as he does 
what he came to do, works as a ven¬ 
triloquist with Velvel the upstart 
dumpiy, makes out well enough. 
But the “warmup” period before 
he brjmgs out Velvel is more like 
a deepfreeze. Mark. 

Steuben’s, Boston 
Boston, Oct 5. 

Lee Allen, Appletons (3), Evee 
Lynn, Don Dennis, Tony Bruno 
Orch; (5) ; $2.50 minimum. 

• . Max & Joe Schneider’s theatre 
nitery. comes up with a nicely bal¬ 
anced layout for its second show of 
the season with partyites giving 
Lee'Allen heavy palming for his 
comic repertoire of impressions, 
African native chants and birdcalls 
and pantomime. On the second lap 
of a ■ two-weeker, Allen gets off a 
slick behopper routine, tap im- 
•presh of a train, and hakes up 
“Old Black Magic” for • all around, 
good effect / 

Appletons, male and two fem¬ 
mes, apache act, amaze With or¬ 
ganized mayhem - in a bedlam of 
sourid and fury which keeps ring- 
siders on chair edges. Evee Lynn, 
well: stacked brunet ballerina, 
opens the show with stunning dis¬ 
play- of graceful impressionistic 
ballet' and Wins salvos. Dori Den¬ 
nis semes with “FfcsciiBrtinii1 and 
takes. “Saints Go Marching In” for 
rousing aud participation hit. 

Guy. 

Sands, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 7. 

Jane Russell, Rowan & Martin, 
The Vogues (3), Copa Girls <12), 
Antonio Morelli Orch <15); pro¬ 
duced by Jack Entratter; $2 7nini- 
mum. 

Jack Entratter, producer of the 
Sands shows, is always on the look¬ 
out for big names to put into his 
Copa .Room, and occasionally he 
gets a star who hasn’t played 
Vegas to whip up an act for him. 
This time he’s snagged film star 
Jane Russell, and it looks as if he 
has another winner—and helped 
Miss Russell with a new career. 
<See New Acts.) 

Dan Rowan & Dick Martin, big 
faves in Vegas, are extra added 
on the bill. The boys, fresh from 
making their first starring film 
(“Once Upon A Horse” at U-I), 
have enough new material • added 
to their regular act to make it one 
of the. most refreshing bistro 
romps in the biz. Their w.k. skit 
in which the beer-drinking Martin 
heckles “Sir Laurence Olivier” 
Rowan making his “Vegas debut,” 
remains as the heftiest laugh-get¬ 
ter on the Strip. 

Two new production numbers 
with the Copa Girls (12) and featur¬ 
ing the songology of The Vogues 
(3) give fine balance to the pack¬ 
age. Antonio Morelli orch pro¬ 
vides expert backing. Duke. 

Eddys’, K. C. 
Kansas City, Oct. 4. 

Roberta Linn, Ronnie Eastman, 
Tony Dipardo Orch (8); . $1-$1.50 
couer. 

Special interest attaches to this 
hill -as the hometown debut of 
Roberta Linn long she has become 
a name on the Coast and in music 
circles as the gal with the Law¬ 
rence Welk band. With her is 
Ronnie Eastman, the record panto- 
mimist, also for his first stint in 
town. The duo work put a 45- 
minute show with a number of high 
spots well recognized by the house, 
but withal a moderately entertain¬ 
ing bill. 

Eastman tackles a wide range of 
songs, quips, dialog and sound ef¬ 
fects on his tape recorder, miming 
them with split second timing and 
gamering a share of laughs. Basi¬ 
cally, the special technique is good 
for a measure of interest, but as 
with most comedy turns the act is 
no better than the material. In 
this case the pantomiming is ex¬ 
cellent, the turn but fairly funny. 

Much has been heard and Writ¬ 
ten here about Miss Linn in recent 
years, and a portion of the fort¬ 
night’s biz will be the home crowd 
out to see their girl. The custom¬ 
ers see a sharp brunet putting a 
good deal into a wide range of 
songs, including some of today’s 
pops, an inning of standards from 
the pen of her uncle, Al Dubin, 
and one from her own clefting, 
“You Look Up To Him.” She 
works from a full gowned attire, 
trimming with appropriate songs 
until she closes in a brief chorine 
costume, showing a nifty figure 
and winding to a goodly hand. 

Next in at Eddys will be Don 
Cornell, opening Get. 18 for a* fort¬ 
night. Quin. 

Pack’s II, San Francisco 
San Francisco, Oct. 2. 

King's IV (4), Jack Weeks Orch 
(5); $1-$1.50 admission. 

The King’s TV is composed of 
Bill Kay, Stan Worth, George 
Worth and Frank Ciciulla and 
might make a good second act on 
a nightclub bill. Unfortunately, 
the quartet isn’t strong enough to 
carry a bill by itself because it 
doesn’t have much change of pace 
and tends to be ineffectually noisy. 

Group starts with a frenetic 
“That’s Jazz,” moves on to “I Love 
Paris,” “Sit Down, You’re Rockin’ 
the Boat,” ’“Till the End of Time,” 
“You’re Sensational,” a bit of dixie¬ 
land “My Blue Heaven’ and a 
rock *n’ roll number. 

All four i.i group double and 
triple on sax, trumpet, clarinet, 
drums, piano, trombone, sing in 
between, engage in a bit of comic 
hokum and toss in a little dancing 
for good measure. Total effect is 
diffused, with too much continual 
motion on floor. Bill Key, as ap¬ 
parent leader, should stop acting 
so apologetic in announcing num¬ 
bers. 

On asset side is fact that all four 
apparently are excellent musicans, 
sing nicely and have, in Stan 
Worth, an outstanding pianist. 
Audience gave group’s 40-roinqJe 
effort a good, hand. Act’s sched¬ 
uled for three week§. Jaqk Weeds’ 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 9 

Numerals In connection with |>ill$ below Indicat* «pcrilny day of show 

whether full or split week 
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit:' <l> Independent? <L> Loew7 <Mi Moss; 

<Pi Paramount; <R> RKO; <S> Stoll; <T> Tivoli; <W) Warner 

Nadonal 
Jane Morgan 
Bobby Juie 
Ernest Bragg 
Dancing. Waters 
W Reyes Ore 

Sans Soucl 
Gloria & Rolando 
A. Magdalena 4 

^Zizi ■ > - o . 
Miriam Barrera s. 
Roberto Barcelo 

Maria. Magdalene 
La Serie Ore 
Ortega Ore 

Tropicana 
Alberto Rochi 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys St Freddy 

Riveros 
Guaracberos 
Monica Castel 
■Tropicana Ballet 
V Snare? Orq 
4 Romeo Orq 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall (PI 10 

Geoffrey Holder 
Charles Manna 

Roxy (10) 
"Fiesta at Roxy" 
Elena Giusti 
Skating Squires 
Stoxyeltes 
Roxy. Orcb 

Jack Marlin 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

• Village- Vanguaro 
Anita O’Day 
Bob Brookmeier 5 

Slink Gaillard 
Waldorf-Astoria 

Los Qhavales' De 
f* Espana 

Emil Coleman Ore 
dela Babai Ore 

AUSTRALIA 

i CHICAGO 
{ Black Orchid 
I Frances Faye 

MELBOURNE 
Tivoli (T) 14 

Archie Robbins 
Margo “Z" Bomb 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Earls 
Christine Sc Moll 
Lebrac & Bernice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams & Shand 
Buster Field ess 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli (T> 14 

Johnny Lockwood 

Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Rlggoletto Bros. 

St Aimee 
Les Tbaika 
Medlock & Marlowe 
rtalladinis 
llilly Hayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O'Connor 
Edit Juhnsz 
Alw.Vn I.eckie 
Rae Morgan- 
Pamela Godso 
Olivia Dale 
WELLINGTON <NZ) 

Town Hall (T> 14 
Luigi Infantino 

BRITAIN 
BIRMINGHAM 

Hippodrome (Ml 7 
Deep River Boys 
De Vcre Co. 
Billy Stutt 
Sid Plummer 
Don .\xroi 
Demos 
Dash’s Co. 
De Vel & Partner 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra CM) 7 

Smith Bros. 
Jimmv Paige 
Pauline Sc Eddie 
Frank Harvey 
A1 Adams 
Grace Calvert 
Three Toledos 
Dennis Lawes 

EDINBURGH 
Empirfc (M) 7 

S & M Harrison 
Ronnie Harris 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire 'Ml 7 
Alma (logan 
Tiller Girls 
Bill Maynard 
M Sc S Davis 
Jones Sc Arnold 
Gordon & Colville 
Walth-.n Sc Lorraine 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M) 7 

Frankte Vaughan 
Francois & Zandra 
Fraser Hayes 
Pupi Sc Pupi 
Eddie Arnold 
Kenvays 
Billie Wyner 
Tom in v Locky 

GRANADA 
Shrewsbury 7 

Norman Wisdom 
Fayne Sc Evans 
Eddie Leslie 
P Sc N BelrQia 
Seven Valants 
Four Gitsom Sis 
Annel Sc Brask. 

LEEDS 
Empire (Ml 7 

Shirley Bassey ■ 
N Sc N Grant 
Jimmy James Sc Co. 
Jessie Carron 
Three Brittons 
Roy Castle 
Ladringlos 
T Sc P Derrick 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire (Ml 7 

Harry Worth. • 
Audrey Jeans 
King Bros. S’ Dainty 

ons 
LONDON 

Metropolitan (1) 7 
Francis Langford’s 

Co. 
Bourne Sc Barbara 
Peter White 
Archie Glen 
BAG Jay 
King Sc Day 
Zaro Sis 
Dorothy Marno 

Skating Websters 
Eva May Wong 
Bunny Rogers 
Little Beaver St 

Maree 
MANCHESTER 

Palace (M) 7 
Harry Secombe 
Biljy Anthony 
Rudy Horn 
Dior Dancers 
Gimma Boys 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M) 7 

Carroll Levis 
Edorics 
Golding & Stuart 
Gilbert 
Eddie Goffron 
Ashworth Sc I.ois 
Victor Sovorall 

NORTHAMPTON 
New 7 

Harry Bailey 
George Meaton 
Bob Grey 
2 Kexjnos 
fthoda Rogers 

NORWICH 
Hippodrome (M) 7 

Terry Cantor 
Dale Warren 
Red Preston 
Alexis Troupe 
Toiya Kce . 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire <M) 7 

Johnny "Duncan 
Les Hermane 
Alan Clive 
Horler Twins 
Mundy Sc Earle 
Allen Sc Albee Sis 
Frank Holder 
Cooper Twins 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire (Ml 7 

Allan Jones 
Dennis Bros. 
Arnley Sc Gloria 
Dorothy Reid 
Elimar 
Pharos Sc. Marina 
Tattersall. St Jerry 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 7 

O’Dea & Carlisle 
Roy Baker 
Renee Leighton 

SOUTHSEA 
King’s (Ml 7 

Dave King 
Hazel Gee Dncrs 
Dany Ray 
Flack Sc Mills 
Kordites 
Mistin Juniors 
Grossetto Sc Gastpn 
Bernard Landy 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire (M) 7 

Chas. McDevitt Co 
Gillian: Sc June 
Bobby Thompson 
Darly’S Dogs . 
Victor Seaforlh 
Duo Russmar 
Kordas 
Lloyd Sc Vy Day 

Joe Parnello 13) 
Blue Angel 

"Calvpso Cruise" 
Phil Sanchez 
Lydia. Lora 
Lord Carlton 
Ted Shovon <3> 
Roger McCall 
A1 D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Geo. Shearing* 
Leon Sash 

Chez Pare* 
Tony Martin 
Jackie Kannon 
Chez Adorables (6) 
Ted Flo Rito Ore 13 

Cloister Inn 
Ramsey Lewis Trie 
Lorez Alexandria 

Conrad Hilton 
“Ice Review Spec" 
Glenn & Colleen 
Miss Lucille 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Ros Pettinger 
Bill Christopher 
Gil Shepard Sc De 

Soto Sisters (31 
Paul Gibbon Sc 

Sully Kothmaii 
Fred Napier 
Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers (4) 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

Drake Hotel 
Fernanda Montel 
Jimmy Blade Ore ' 

Gate of Horn 
-Odetta 
Glen Yarborough 
Marilyn Child 

Harris 
"Alan Gale Show" 
Alan Gale . 
Arnold Dover 
Rover Boys (4) 
M Sc B Haggett 
Will Gaines 

'London Houso 
Cal Tjader 3 
Eddie Higgins (3) 

Mister Kelly’s 
Aaddentals 
Jorie Remus 
Marty Rubenstein 3 

Palmer House 
Dorothy' Shay 
Hal Loman. Sc 

Playmates 
Ben Arden Ore. 

' Savp BrnSteck Quartet 
(SCHOOL AUD , OTTAWA) 

Henri Moreault in association 
with George Wein and Concert Jazz 

: Productions “presents Dave Brubeck 
i Quartet • vnth Paul Desmond, Joe 
■ Morello, Norfhan Bates. At Ottawa 
■Technical School Auditorium, Ot- 
: tawa, Oct. 5, ’57; $3 top. 

LOS ANGELES 
) Clro’s 

[ Gateway Singers. (5) 
! Coconut Grove 
\ Johnnie Ray 
; Mattison Trio 
; F. Martin Ore 
; Crescendo 
: Lili St. Cyr 

Billy Barnes Revue 
Dave Pell Octet 

interlude 
Arthur Blake 

Mocamho 
Carol Charming 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin ttouie 
Marie McDonald 
The Treniers 
Marthe Errolle 
Billy Wells Sc 4 Fays 
Ffottiat Charlton 

Statler Hotel 
Rose Marie. 
De Mattiazzi 
Ed. Bergman Ore 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

Guy Lombai'do 
& Royal Canad. 

Johnny O’Brien 
Schmitz Sisters 
Hansen Sisters 

Dunes <- 
"Minsky Follies" 
Tempest Storm 
Stunning Smith 
Irv Benson 
Joe DeRita 
Dick Dana 
Garwood Van Ore 

El .Cortez 
"Rhythm on Ice" 
George Arnold 
Buster Hallett Ore 

El Rancho Vegas 
Milton Berle 
Betty George 
Dunhills 
Stan Fisher 
Met Sextette 

, Molnar Dancers 
; Dick Rice Orcb 

Flamingo 
Pearl Bailey 
Ink Spots 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fremont Hotel 
Stardusters 
Make Believes 
Satellites 
Jan Johnson 

Golden Nugget 
Hank Penny 
Sue Thompson 
Harry Ranch 
Billy Regis 
Charlita 

Riviera 
Latin Quarter Rev 

Mamie Van Boren 
Freddie Morgan 
Dorben Dancers 
Ray Sinatra Ore 

Royal Nevada- 
Art Mooney 
Ken Harris Ore 
Chase & Mitchell 
Jimmy Grosso 
Sparkletones 

Sahara 
Edgar Bergen 
Mary Kaye 3 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Louis Prima & 

Keely Smith 
Sands 

Dean Martin 
Rdwan & Martin. 
Cop^i Girls 
Antonio Morelli Qrc 

> Showboat 
Marsh St Adams 
Bunny .Ware 
Garr Nelson •. 
Showboat Girls 
Mike Werner Orch 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Toni Mohr 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye • 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ore 

Thunderbird 
Ella Logan 
Don Tanneil 
Thunderbird Dncrs 
A1 Jahns Orch 

Tropicana : 
Vivian Blaine' 
Dick Shawn 
Neile Adams 
Nat Brandywynne 

- Brubeck followers were both de¬ 

lighted and surprised at the BSer’s 
concert, with his foursome, in Ot- 

! tawa. Some had expected tempera- 
iment based on bis demands for 
: silence during ctrtaih items, but 
! got none of ic. Others who had ex¬ 
pected solid Brubeck fare heard 
the concert close with “St. Louis 
Blues" a la jazz. After a few warm¬ 
up minutes, the Brubeck onstage 
awesomeness disappears and the 
customers get a fine two hours of 
good jazz, . finely presented. 

Nothing deliberately spectacular 
is done but the group often. be¬ 
comes spectacular in its pureness 
and simplicity. Jazz flows cleanly 
from the small stage of the Ottawa 
Technical School, interrupted ' by 

j announcements only three times.. 
Brubeck. at times, sounds like a 

concert pianist which, in a large 
way, he is. His un trammeled touch 
and gentle use of the keyboard is 
always thorough and brilliant, 
either when sending the auditori¬ 
um echoing heavy chords or mere¬ 
ly tripping the keys with two fin¬ 
gers. Paul Desmond’s alto sax has 
superb tone apd his playing is im¬ 
aginative .throughout. He exhibits, 
a dry wit in inserts and inflections. 
He plays fine jazz, shyly. 

Joe Morello’s. drumming has un¬ 
failing rhythm that lifts the group; 
his expertriess drawing ears and 
eyes his way consistently. He 
shows a brittle sense of humor 
particularly when soloing dnd de¬ 
lights in picking fresh, cute beats 
and licks off the heads of his in¬ 
struments and his cymbals. 

Bassist Norman Bates is the 
shrinking violet of the foursome, 
standing rigid-as his fiddly bring¬ 
ing clicko music out of it. Bates is 
seldom soloed but sustains the 
group continualjy. 

Business w^s not .overflow but 
the 850-seater was well filled with 
stubholders who were enthusiastic 
and eager. Gorm. 

Alan Gal* Show 

RENO 
Harolds Club 

Jodimars , 
Twin Tunes 

Harrah’t 
Matt Dennis 
Dukes of Dixieland 
Denis St Rogers 
Richard Bono Ore 

Holiday 
Frank Marocco 
Ho Hums 
Ish Kabibble 
Beachcombers 

Wipes Skyroom 
Snooky Lanson 
Don Adams 
Skylets 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Bill; Duke 
Harry Ranch Ore 

Riverside 
Vagabonds 
Ramseys 
Starlets 
BiU Clifford Ore 

| (HARRIS THEATRE, CHI) 
i. Chicago, Oct. 6, 
X Alan Gale, Arnold Dover, Midge 

& Bill Haggett, Will Gaines, Rover 
Boys (4), Leon Lichtenfeld Orch 
(11) under Roger Steele; produced 
by Alan Gale; at Harris Theatre, 
Chicago; $5.50 top. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Bon Soir 

Tony Sc Eddie 
Felicia Sanders 
Charles Manna 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 
Hal Schaeffer 

Blue Angel 
Martha Davis Sc 

Spouse 
Anne Leonardo 
Carol Burnett 
George Matson 

Casanova 
Jacques Zarow 
Alex Alstor.e 

Chateau Madrid 
Carlos Varela 
Hila Raymon 
Mila Raymon 
Trio- Rivero 
Ralph Font Ore 
El Canav 
Candi Cortez 

copacanana 
Joe E. Lewis 
Kay Brown 
Four Mints 
Cindy Tyson 
Sammy Devens 
Elaine Doming 
Michael Durso Ore : 
Frank Marti. Ore 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk 
Ronny Graham 
Ceil Cabot 
EUen Healey 
Jenny Lou Law 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen 
Gordon ConneU 

E! Chico 
Maria An tinea 
Rofita Rios 
' No 1 Fifth Ava 
Bob Downey 
Harold Fonville 

Hotel Pierra 
Stanley Melba Oro 
Joe Ricardel Ore 
Rosalynda St. John 
Joseph Sudy 

Hotel Plaza 
Idler 
Ted Straeter Ore 
Mark Monte Ore 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

Hotel Statler 
Buddy Morrow 

Hotet Taft 
Vincent Lope? Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Ona Ainaley 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Johnny Puleo 
Szonys 
Molidor Trio 
Debonairs 
GilUan Grey 
Simon McQueen 
Chic James 
Bob Kennedy 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowc Ore 

Le Cupidon 
Monique. V. Vooren 

Town & Country 
Ritz Bros. 
GogI Grant 
Buster Burnell 
Ned Harvey Ore 

Viennese Lanterp 
Galena 
Kiko Gonzalves 

. Laureapne Lemay 
Erae$t Scligen Ore 
Paul ManD 

Vihage Barn 
Larry McMahon 
Vivian Swanson 
Ed Smith 

LAKE TAHOE 
Bob Crosby f Wagon.Wheel 
Jerrv Lester Bob Braman Trio 

j Teddi Kins SSSftS 
Will Osborne Ore/ Fairways 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Natali-FIelds Trio" 

London Tpwnr 
Arthur Blake 
Weela Gallez 
Jean Tourigny 

Lucerne 
Havana Mardi Gras 
Diosa Costello 
Milos Velarde 
Don Casino 
Tonia Flores 
Tony & Francella 
Juan Romero 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Varona Ore 

Nautilus 
Sammy Shore 
Marriette 
Mario Sc Tonia 
6yd Stanley Ore 

Seville 
Bob Sennett 
Murri Sc Ruth 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers- Or* 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Saxony 
Weela Galley 
Charles & Faye 
A1 Stuart Arehette 
Jimmy Grippo 
Fred Thompson 
Tommy Angel 

Americana 
Joey Adams 
A1 Kelly 

-Jode Sands 
1 Lou "Wills Jr. 
i Jackie Heller 
>Lee Martin Ore 
•- Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
'Billy Mitchell 
j Rosina Aston. 
■ Sonny Kendis Ore 
t Tana Lenn 
| Di Lido 

Mandy Campo Ore 
< Gloria Blake 
I Jane Moore 
f. Bernie Sager 
I Jack Barcena Ore 
I Eden Roc 
j'Jack Durant 
i Karen Chandler 
j DeMay Sc . Moore 
j Johnny Costa Trio 
■Mai Malkin Ore 
t Chico Cuban Boys 

Fontainebleau 
i Allan Drake 

- Jack Stuart Ore 
; Sacasas Ore 
i Pupi Campo Ore 

HAVANA 
Montmartre rClarlsse Novo 

! Raul Mesa ‘ J Gladys Bocay 
i Raquel Barisba I Guzman Sing.u-s 
Ivette De La Fuente. Faiardo Ore 

, Packaged chiefly as a nitery 
; show, this production virtually Sold 
j out in advance' its one-week stay 
•at the Harris Theatre. Dominated 
| by Alan- Gale’s bilingual'bluster- 
; ings and occasional humor, the 
| show runs, and often drags, 
! through two-and-a-half hours. 

Gale condescends' to a self-con- 
|scious set of Yiddishisms and bi- 
: lingual puns that on occasion go 
I beyond an assertion of Self-impor- 
[tance to verge on a sympathetic 
interpretation of Jewish humor blit 

valways unduly sweetened. His com- 
Sfortably clad'audience for the most 
] pant finds an easy identification 
with him, accepting his self-ap- 

1 praisals along with a bludgeoning 
! of easy compliments aimed at the 
: house. With continued reassurance 
ifrom Gale, the audience voices 
f agreement to his statement that it 
;is enjoying the show. 
. The four acts which Gale tries 
! to sell as top stars are competent, 
'hardworking performers who only 
suffer from Gale’s exaggeration. 

iMost impressive is Arnold Dover, 
‘ an impersonator with a talent for 
[appropriate panto as well as vocal 
j imitations. Midge & Bill Hagget 
I pace their way easily through some 
1 imaginative pictorial choreogra- 
; phy, and Tapster Will Gaines 
[makes a good impresion with his 
{acrobatic bits. The Rover Boys are 
•another vocal quartet that belts a 
j little harder and with a little less 
! finesse than most. 
\ Show remains here through Oct. 
il2 and then heads to Town & 
f Country, Brooklyn for two weeks 
sand 10 days at the Latin Quarter 
: in Manhattan. Leva. 

Ice-Water Gals As New Stars 
Continued from page 1 

to the pictures of, say Charley 
Chaplin, Doug Fairbanks, Harold 
Lloyd, Clark Gable or Gre*a Gar¬ 
bo. 

Efforts are being made, in the 
States and abroad, to “build1’ new 
talent. What . appears to have 
changed is the public, which is less 
prone, to hero-worship. In a sense 
it’s all a vicious cycle, As the 
business suffers, producers look 
for greater risk insurance, i.e. 
they try to use the faces that 
have drawn the public before. 
Actually many of these personali¬ 
ties have lost a good deal of their 
drawing power, possibly because 
the segment of audience that once 
admired them no longer goes so 
often or at -all to fhe movies. 

A Paradox 
In the private opinion of a good 

many film industry execs, a large 
hapdful of the top players today 
should get Wise ,to themselves and 
gracefully retire. Yet, with des¬ 
perate producers vying for their 
services, these stars can hardly-be 
expeq ed to “get the message.” It’s 
too paradoxical. 

Just what it is that will attract 
audiences to a given personality 
today is a big puzzler to the trade, 
here and abroad. Some argue that 
the deliberate “de-glamoriza’.ion” 
of the stars in the postwar period 
is to blame. This line of thinking 
has cued the emergence of such 
offbeat glam femmes as Grace 
Kelly, Inger Stevens and now the 
model-turned-actress, Suzy Parker. 
What all of these actresses have 
in common is a certain detached, 
chas e, aloof air, often called a 
coldness, to go with their stunning 
looks. 

Miss Parker, for instance, has 
received a great deal of publicity, 
even though her picture—20th- 
Fox’s “Kiss Them for Me”—-hasn’t 
even been released. Those who 
saw the preview of the film say 
Miss Parker looks great, but can’t 
act a nickel’s worth. Nevertheless,! 
i*’s apparent that the studios be¬ 
lieve that the “keep your distance” 
type of performer has a future 
on the screen. - 

At thp other end of the.scale,; 
every possible effort has been 
made to “build” Jayne Mansfield. 
•There are those who, in weighing 
the results, hold that Miss • Mans¬ 
field’s uncertain $tatus proves the 
public’s resistance to the “manu¬ 
factured” star. 

[ Resistive Public 

What puzzles execs is that the 
phenomenon of the fading star sys¬ 
tem (mostly because the public 
seems to resist the emotional up-, 
surge that is required in the cre¬ 
ation of stars) is not restricted to 
the XJ. S, alone. In France,’apart 
from Jean Gabin, Michele Morgan, 
and Brigitte Bardot, few top names 
have come to the fore, though 
there certainly is no lack of young 
people with the necessary talent 
to appear in pictures. 

In Italy, apart from Gina Lollo- 
brigida, Sophia Loren and the ma¬ 
ture Vittorio de Sica, the scene is 
baree of “new” faces for the inter¬ 
national talent sweepstakesl In 
Germany, a Maria Schell is popu¬ 
lar and so is Curt Juergens, but 
certainly the. top: roster of “draw¬ 
ing” stars is limited. Ditto in 
Britain,.though, the J. Arthur Rank- 
Organization as Universal, War¬ 
ners and others in XJ. S. is con-* 
scientiously trying to do something 
about the: situation. 

There have appeared some stars 
that ride the crest of the popu¬ 
larity wave in - several countries. 
Mexico’s^ Gantinflas i$ a favorite 
throughout Latin America. aIn Eu¬ 
rope, Eddie Constantine (a com¬ 
pletely unknown in the U. S. 
though he’s.an American) is a top 
name in several countries. Same 
is true of Juergens. 

There is some interchange be¬ 
tween Europe and the U. S. None 
will deny that true popularity in 
^America rarely comes to a Euro¬ 
pean star until and unless he or 
she has appeared in \ Hollywood 
films. For instance, Miss Schell, 
who has made numerous German 
and other films, was virtually un¬ 
known to the American public un¬ 
til she came, to the Coast to appear 
in “The Brothers Karamazov” for 
Metro. The picture is apt to give 
her great status in this country. 
The same was true for Miss Loren. 

While some determined attempts 
are being made to create a new 
cadre of Hollywood stars, players 
of primary appeal to the young 
audience group that makes up the 
backbone of the film patronage, 
there-as a realization among pro¬ 

ducers that the public today jvants 
mote than just *good looks or sex 
appeal. It demands that- unfle- 
finable mixture of personality arc! 
talent that comes through \ei\h 
special impact on the screen. ? s 
noted in this connection that qud«: 
a few of the tv performers, people 
with real talent but sans the 
glamour touch, have found employ¬ 
ment in theatrical jpix without ac¬ 
tually catching fire with the pub¬ 
lic. V 

Some feel that conditions have 
changed to such an extent since, 
the thirties, when the star system 
flourished, that it is virtually im¬ 
possible today to recreate the tal¬ 
ent draw of yesteryear. They 
point, among other things, to the 
much greater public exposure to 
performers, via tv and other media. 
The player today has become a 
businessman, peddling his. talent 
and much less inclined to worry 
about the creation of an air of 
mystery and an aura of high living. 
Furthermore, what Were once the 
star’s prerogatives as a uniquely 
high-salaried individual, today are 
enjoyed by the masses thanks to 
the rising standard-of-living. 

Who, in this day and age, would 
seriously pattern suit or dress after 
the fashion being worn on the 
screen? And who would neces¬ 
sarily associate a Thunderbird 
with “high living?” 

What really fouls up the works 
is that both the industry, and also 
the public, continue to think in 
terms of a system and,, a way-of- 
life that have lost their meaning 
and have been superseded by a 
more realistic,, down-to-earth ap¬ 
proach to the art of. the- cinema 
and the creative talent behind it: 

Politicos’ TV 
Contnued from page 1 

man a short while later made some 
cracks about such a “merchandising 
campaign.” and it was taken as a 
rap at Nixon. Though he did not 
mention the Veep by -name, .he 
blamed such advice on, the Repub¬ 
licans. Nonetheless, the purchase 
of spot time seems to have swelled 
to a point where it’s almost- equal, 
in New York, at any rate, with the 
amount of five-minute;' 15-minute 
and half-hoiif programs bought in. 
campaign efforts. - • ; ■ 

' WABC-TV, ABC key in;the Met 
area,. is .cleaning up^on 'overall 
political time, and -provides, a re¬ 
flection of the Nixpnu trend. -So far 
—and with more biz expected—it. 
has hit a take -of- $33;500 for the 
November elections. - The "Citizens 
Committee for Wagner; GeroSa and 
Stark (who ate campaigning In the 
N.Y.C. .election)-- bought six five- 
minute periods, for brief platform 
addresses, but it . has alio bought 
$8,90(1 Worth of. WABC-TV one- 
mipute spots. (Last year, group,re¬ 
portedly bought over $20,000 in 
spots.albne, but that tally was" made 
after 'the election was Over, there- . 
by .sjtill leaving them two months 
to make further purchases for this 
one.) 

New_ Jersey State Democratic 
Committee, in addition to buying 
eight longer periods- on WABC Of 
from five to 30-minutes iff'length; 
inked 'for seven one-minute spots 
in the station’s feature "film, "The. 
Night Show.” At-card rate, the 
spots cost the NJSDC $2,100. 

Jersey Republican State Com¬ 
mittee bought., several 30-ininute ' 
periods, but nothing shorter lip to 
this point. / 

Sputnik Spurt 
; Continued from, page' 2 

launching of its earth satellite. It 
is. a reissue of George Pal’s pro¬ 
duction of “Conquest of Space” 
and is being dusted off for hand¬ 
ling immediately. 

Although originally put out in 
the spring of 1954,- “Space” today 
goes hand in hand with the Soviet 
moon glow. Headlines quoted in 
the Par pressbook published at 
the time included: “Russian says 
Soviet- ships will visit planets 
soon’1: “Space satellite possible by 
1957”; and, “Are our space men. 
prepared?” 

Par’s promotional copy lines in¬ 
cluded! “Now you Will see the 
first man-made satellite ;.circling 
the earth 500 miles high ” Rusria's 
commutation- special went up 565 
miles; Par was off by 65*/^ 
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New Acts 
ONA AINSLEY 
Sow 
40 Mitts. 
Hotel $t. Kerfs, N.Y. 

Ona Ainsley is a nice change-of- 
pace • from the s.iu and French 
chantoosey cycle at . the St Regis’ 
class Maisonette. She’s an author¬ 
itative soprano of fine, full-range 
voice of obvious muny op and 
kindred background. .This is. her 
New ‘ York debut She’s a very 
satisfying thrush who should pick 
up some video guest-spots in be¬ 
tween her month’s interlude on the 
Gotham scene. ^ 

Legit sopranos are not quite 
sockot in the saloons, mass or class, 
but Miss Ainsley should make the 

. grade with her surefire pot-pourri 
that opens with a medley that runs 
the gamut from Grace Moore to 
Julie' Andrews’ song creations. 
Thereafter the accent is on the 
musieomedy and operetta school, 
done with full appreciation of 
melody and the lyric content She 
has the attractive looks, to match 
as she . uncorks “Mr. Wonderful,” 
“La Guajara/’ a fine lyric titled 
“Peace ana Contentment” (that 
may become a standard) set to Fritz 
Kreisler’s “Caprice Viennois,” 
“Who Needs A Voice?” (about this 
more anon), “AIlez-Vou-En” med¬ 
leyed with “Si Petite,” “If I Loved 
You,” “Hi Lili,” “Ain’t Necessarily 

■ So,” .“Around World” and one or 
two others. 

“Who Needs A Voice?” is _ 
’ tongue-in-cheek appraisal of the 
plush saloon circuits as she rhe¬ 
torically explores the necessity for 
vocal- prowess vis-a-vis the impact 
of sufficient s.a. exposure. While 
Miss-Ainsley does not accent the 
gams- and the other feminine en¬ 
dowments, which- are stoek in trade 
for the bistro belters, she is very 
personable a.n d exquisitely ac¬ 
coutred. And her voice is by no 
means.slighted throughout. 

This is a somewhat offbeat book¬ 
ing for the St Regis but should 
pan out plenty okay. Per. usual, 
Milt Shaw’s batoning is a terrific 
assist; along with his basic dansap- 
ation appeal, as is the alternating 
Ray Bar! ensemble. Incidentally, 
that long overdue album by the 
Shawites os now scheduled v*a the 
Urania label Abel. 

BILLY BARNES REVUE (5) 
Comedy Sottgs" 
Crescendo, H’wood 
, Occasionally a group of talented 
youngsters are combined with bet¬ 
ter than average material and both 
ingredients are presented to mutuaL 
advantage. The Billy Barnes Revue 
is such a group. Having been to¬ 
gether for'some time, they func¬ 
tion as a -well-coordinated, slickly 
paced* unit. The sketches by Bob 
Rodgers and the music and lyrics 
by Billy Barnes are -well integrated 
to-produce a revue that is strongly 

. satirical in nature, yet humorous 
and well balanced in overall con¬ 
cept. 

Songs are clever. Up. to.the min¬ 
ute, and among the best are'“Tia- 
juana” and “City of the Angles.” 
Sketches, are generally short, fast 
moving and sardonic. The Mike 
Todd-Elizabeth. Taylor bit is one of 
the high spots, followed closely by 
a spoof. of the Jayne Mansfield- 
Mickey Hfrgltay romance. 

Cast xrf talented youngsters in¬ 
clude* Joyce Jameson, Ann Guil- 
bert, Chris Warfield, Frank Wolff, 
and Brad Thomas. All deport them¬ 
selves well and make maximum use 
of their : laterial via gestures and 
mugging at which they -are all 
adept Outstanding member is Miss 
Jameson, a blonde 'looker with 
plenty of S^a. who sings well and 
clowtis with a fine, sense of comedy 
values. Ann Guilbert, an Imogene 
Coca type comedienne, is spotted 
throughout and handles her com¬ 
edy chores competently. 

The three male members. War- 
field, TVolff and Thomas, divide 
up the sketches and each-does an 
ok turn in his respective slot. War- 
field also handles his solo warbling 
chores creditably with good re¬ 
sponse. 

Group’s future should he bright- 
as their fast-moving skits are well 
suited for the tv variety show for¬ 
mat where guest shots are current¬ 
ly in demand. Syd. 

THE TUNE DROPS (4) 
Songs 
$ Mins. J 
Apollo, N.Y. 

This quartet of Negro singers 
pattern themselves too much on 
other teams of rock ’n’ rollers. 
Group concentrates on lead singer 
Malcolm- Dodds who drowns out 
the trio. Their stepping is ama¬ 
teurish’. . * 

Quartet renders “Fdols Rush In” 
and “Don’t- You Know” and for 
windup d6es a pleasing “It Took A 
Long Time-/* * 

JANE RUSSELL 
Songs 
35 Mins. 
Sands, Las Vegas 

Jane Russell’s bistro debut was 
warmly greeted here because the 
film beauty proves she can parlay 
above-average chirping, .a pleasing 
personality,' and a. spectacular 
body which showcases gorgeous 
gowns, into a top level night club 
act. ■ 

Miss Russell makes a grand en- 
.trance — she.’s carried in on an 
ornate couch, and in- her first song 
scores with an amusing tongue-in- 
cheeker, “Bd Happy With The 
Yacht You’ve Got.” Audience re¬ 
ward her with salvos for such num¬ 
bers as “They'll Never Believe-Me,” 
“Wait Till You See Her,” and 
her most outstanding offering, __ 
“Gilded Lily” production in which 
she’s gowned in a slinky red outfit. 

Star intros her brother Wally, 
who sings while she makes a cos¬ 
tume change. His pipery is of 
standard quality, but he’s tall and 
handsome,'which is a neat balance 
for the femmes in the audience. 

- Miss.Russell displays herself as 
an okay comedienne at times (when 
she sjts on the piano before one 
number, she says, “No, no — not 
Helen Morgan, I’ve been doing this 
since I was 14.”) and the act should 
have no trouble finding bookers on 
the nitery circuit. Act was staged 
and directed by Jonathan Lucas; 
Joe Rotondi .is the musical direc¬ 
tor; arrangements are *by Billy 
May; scenery by Ed Wassell; gowns 
by' Michael Woulfe; special mate¬ 
rial by Ric Hillman, Barney Ide 
and Portia Nelson. Duke.- 

FRAN WARREN 
Bongs 
32 Ming. 
Royal York Hotel, Toronto 

After a summer’s six-week tour 
in “South'Pacific,” Fran Warren is' 
breaking in a new-nitery act at the 
posh Imperial Room of the Royal 
York Hotel. With Italian pageboy 
hairdo, plus a backless black lace 
evening gown over white taffeta, 
she presents an entirely new per¬ 
sonality, thrush sticks to the stand¬ 
ard oldies for nostalgia. 

Her Hew numbers include a 
medley of “Lover Come Back,” 
“You Make Me Feel So Young,” 
her trademarked “Hey, There” and 
“Fve Grown Accustomed to Her 
Face.” (She has also just com¬ 
pleted an album tagged “Hey, 
There with Fran Warren,” for the;| 
Tops label but is one of the few 

Uo scorn any plugging in her'nitery 
stint) On the two-a-night policy at 
the'. Imperial Room, with manage¬ 
ment wanting, only 30 minutes. 
Miss Warren opens with a bouncy 
“Back in Your Own Backyard” and 
then into “You Make Me Feel £o 
Young.” Neat tribute to Judy Gar¬ 
land precedes “Over the Rainbow,” 
with chirp alternately breathless 
and hefty on the high notes. 

Handling faves of-past years and 
memories, her ladylike meander- 
ings around the tables include her 
medlev of “I’ll Get By,” “Always” 
and “Mean to Me,” .with "a* centre 
floor tempo ehange • to “Steam 
Heat” and “Hey, There.” ' The 
syelte Miss. Warren is also regal in 
bearing in her . whisper delivery of 
“Lover/ Come Back to Me”. ’ and 
“Sunday Kind of Love,” latter one 
Of her most successful recordings. 

Shapely and pert, the brunet is 
dramatic in delivery, fills the room 
with her Voice and ably switches 
from comedy to pathos. She had 
the otherwise staid customers en¬ 
thusiastically ; applauding W h e n 
caught. Her arrangers are Ralph 
Burns and Jack Olsen; her piano 
accompanist. Herb Mesick, who did 
the same chore for Miss Warren 
during her tour of “Pajama Game.” 
Let's say that Fran Warren was in 
excellent voice and pretty terrific 
from the cash customers’ viewpoint 
in break-in here. McStay. 

MELLOW KINGS 
Songs 
8 Mins. 
Apollo; N.Y. 

Full of energy, this group of 
youngsters makes a rock ’n’ roll 
team that is patterned on so many 
others. Lead singer Bob Sckoll 
leads the group through “Why,. 
Why, Why,” "Tonight, Tonight” 
and winds it lip with “Sassafras-.” 

Mellow Klhgs are . in their .teens 
and perhaps with something origi¬ 
nal, plus experience, .could develop 
into one of the better r&r groups. 

MARSHALL GRANT TRIO 
Instrumental 
Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. 

The Marshall Grant Trio has an 
unusual combination of instrumen¬ 
tals suitable for a variety of situ-' 
ations*.‘ Although in- a spot where 

dance music is essential, the unit 
has a brand of music with a high 
listenability quotient The group 
comprises Grant at the piano who 
is backed by a bass and drum. 
Tympanist, with the addition of 
a kettle drum, is able fo impart a 
dramatic note into the. proceedings 
without detracting from .a basic 
beat 

Grant batons, the'CtfbW'from the 
ivories.- Leading with the melody. 
Grant goes into a lof of variati :s 
and sound counterpoint, all of 
which is imaginative and at tiroes 
exciting. Mort Klanser, at the 
bass, and drummer Jim. Chapin 
provide, staunch support In a man¬ 
ner which indicates a long associ¬ 
ation, . Jose. 

BILLY STUTT 
Comedy 
12 Mins. 
Empire Glasgow 

Here’s a breezy Irishman with a 
punchy line in blarney, but who 
could be benefiting greatly, be- 
gorrah, from some worthwhile gag 
fodder. As- is, he puts over a vig¬ 
orous act in which main fault is 
that the stories told are all of a 
sameness. Armed with some brisk 
new jokes, he could go places. 

Wearing a bright red soft hat 
and garbed in a maroon suit, he 
gabs quickly in Northern Ireland 
accent, centering most o'f his 
stories round womenfolk. He is 
apt to overdue the Irish catch- 
phrase “Mrs Wuraman “..which he 
employs to address his outfronters.; 
An indigo touch in.sbme stories is, 
also apparent, and should be elim¬ 
inated pronto. Winds with a bit of 
Irish rock ’n* roll, as he terms it. 
He has the talent- and the neces¬ 
sary personality; all he hequires ‘ 
the fodder. As is, okay for vaud- 
eries in UK and Commonwealth. 

Gord. 

Godfrey Qddyaps Goldie to SRO 
At Omaha in 62,000 Rodeo Record 

tra. In lieu of the usual overture, 
this number was well timed for 
the Jewish holy days. 

Use of stroblite with its varied 
hues -makes for a spectacular finale 
with the entire company onstage. 
Scene- serves to point up the excel¬ 
lence of the James Stewart Mor- 
com settings, Frank Spencer's cos¬ 
tumes and Eugene Braun’s lighting 
effects. Gilb. 

Home Reviews 

Stole Hall, N. Y. 
'Confetti/* 'produced by Russell 

Markert, with Charles Marina, 
Geoffrey Holder, Carmen de Laval- 
lade Co., Joseph- TekuUt, Corps 
de Ballet,. Glee Club, Rockettes, 
Music Hall Symphony Orchestra 
directed by Raymond Paige; sets, 
James Stewart Morcom; costumes, 
Frank Spencer; lighting effects, 
Eugene Braun; ballet director, Mar¬ 
garet Sande; special lyrics, Albert 
Stillman; "Les Girls” (M-G), re¬ 
viewed in Variety, Oct. 2, *57. 

The Hall’s on-a calypso kick in 
its fresh stage session and .produ¬ 
cer Russell Market has elaborately 
showcased the subject in a lush 
tropical setting. Under the overall 
tag of “Confetti,” the layout also 
includes comedian Charles Manna 
as well as the house's Rockettes, 
Corps de Ballet and Glee Club. ** 

West Indies motif is easily es¬ 
tablished in ah “Island Idyll” seene 
that’s highlighted by a silhouetted 
view of a palm-studded Isle washed 
by the seas and the setting sun. 
It’s an excellent background for 
calypso exponents Geoffrey Holder 
and Carmen de Lavallade to dis-' 
play their wares. 

Routines of the bare chested 
Holder and the' sexy Miss de Laval¬ 
lade, however, appear to be under 
wraps for the family trade here. 
Accomped by three bongo players, 
the* duo get off some, gyrations but 
their decorum, is more than a gen¬ 
tle hint that this is a drastically 
toned down version of the pre¬ 
sumably uninhibited original. 

Ballet is spotlighted In a color¬ 
ful sequence appropriately labeled 
“Shades of Autumn.” Perhaps by 
stretching, the imagination the 
pirouetting femmes could be fan¬ 
cied as multi-colored leaves flut¬ 
tering to 'the ground flanked by 
maples and oaks. It’s a rewarding 
bit that paves the way for comic 
Manna. 

Manna, who’s played Gotham's 
intime circuit and has sung in 
strawhat musicals, is an engaging 
buffoon. Unfortunately, his style 
and material -may be a mite too 
sophisticated for the Hall’s pre¬ 
dominantly out-of-town clientele. 
His charade bit helps establish 
rapport with the aud, but his 
“medical” routine involving imag¬ 
inary discussions between the 
body’s organs is . too long to be 
genuinely effective. Much better 
is some business involving a hand¬ 
kerchief, for it’s a handy peg to 
hang a medley of vocals. 

• The Rockettes’' intricate hip- 
waving is in keeping with the ca¬ 
lypso theme. It .goes without say¬ 
ing that their high precision kicks 
elicit the best hand of the house. 
Also spotted to advantage is the 
Glee Club in a calypso ditty while 
earlier their male voices reverent-1 
ly sing “Kol Nidrei,” a secred He¬ 
braic chant. Providing fine accom¬ 
paniment are cellist Joseph Tekula 
and the Hall’s Symphony OrChes- 

By GLENN TRUMP 

Apollo, ft. Y. 
Slim Gaillard, The Tune Drops 

(4), Reuben Phillips Band (12), 
Varetta Dillard, Mellow Kings (5), 
Earl Bostic, Del Vikings (4); “Is¬ 
tanbul” (V). 

Slim Gaillard, Earl Bostic an4 
the Del Vikings are hypoing the 
Apollo bill this week into a good 
rock ’n’ roll session. The talented 
Gaillard, with bongo drums, guitar 
and ivories, tops the show with his 
offbeat clowning, assisted by the 
Reuben Phillips orch. 

Bandleader Bostic handles the 
alto sax in his usual fine manner 
and has the cast jumpin’ with his 
“Cracked Ice.” One of the disap¬ 
pointing features of the layout is 
the Del Vikings, This group of. Ne¬ 
gro- jazzsters have hit on records 
hut most of their singing ability 
seems' to be hidden by their ama¬ 
teurish stepping. Group fashions 
“Willette,” “I’m Spinning” and 
“Woke Up This Morning” Into a 
fast 11 minutes. 

Varetta Dillard would probable 
fare better on the soft stuff than 
trying to capitalize on the heated 
music. Her styling needs improve¬ 
ment and between numbers she 
appears somewhat awkward. The 
Tune- Drops and Mellow Kings are 
under New Acts. 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Oct 4. 

Deep River Boys (4), Sid Plum¬ 
mer, Aly Wilson, Dash’s Chimpan¬ 
zees,-De Vel & Partner, Demos 
(4), Billy Stutt, Lloyd Day, Com¬ 
mand Girls (6), Bobby Dowds 
Orch 

Making, their 13th Visit here, 
America’s Deep Diver Boys (Harry 
Douglass, Jimmy Lundy, A1 Bishop. 
Ray Durant) score heavly with 
their happy, zestful singing act; and 
convey much of their own cheer¬ 
fulness to normally dour but this 
time responsive Scot audience. 
Group wind; es before, with stand¬ 
out version of “Loch Lomond,” a 
surefine winner with local tastes. 

• The peeps are as athletic as ever 
in their cross-stage prancing fol¬ 
lowing their various tunes, and 
leader Hairy Douglass puts across 
hjs big friendly personality, with¬ 
out which act would amount to 
little; Group open With “Sitting on 
Top bf World,” segue with “Love 
Letters in the Sand,” then rock 
into lively version of "Shook Up.” 
Gamer yocks when each member 
.dons strawhat for a “Calypso Rock 
’n* Roll” tune. Douglass shows in¬ 
dividual talent in rendition of 
“Night and Day.” 

All things considered, this is one 
of the happiest U. S. acts to play 
this key vaudery. It has set up 
record as American act which has 
headlined here more times than 
any transatlantic group. 

Sid Plummer winds novelty xylo¬ 
phone act with a new twist, a 
luminous skeleton dancing on keys 
while xylophone is garbed as a lit- 
up coffin. Effect is macabre but 
novel. Rest of act repeats his for¬ 
mer jack-in-box device of falling 
pipes, imaginary "snakes” darting 
to and fro, and instrument falling 
to pieces while being played. 

Aly Wilson offers a Scots old- 
man, cameo. The Demos (male and 
two girls) are standout act of weak-: 
ish support, scoring with trapeze j cisco and Chicago. 
work* mainly done by young distaf- j---■ _ 
fer in suspended drops and dental j 
spins. “'Older f e mine , (latter’s entire motion of preparing for bed, 
mother) shows experience and agil- complete to the extinguishing of 
ity in false drop from trapeze. candles and pretended use of bed 

De Vel, aided by girl partner. I pot. Chimp gains mitting for adept 
offers standard balancing, and 1 stilt walk. The animals are pre¬ 
highlights with club juggling on 1 sented by tall, attractive femme 
unicycle, winding by bearing the; who would do well to give with 
girl aloft while cycling. Good for*more personality herself, 
vaude. ] Billy Stug, breezy Irish come- 

Lloyd Day sings modem Ballads. dian, is reviewed in New Acts, 
pleasantly while seated at piano. He (Eight Marie de Vere Royal Corn- 
put on this act at short notice at! mand Girls are an adequate line, 
show caught, his distaff partner ■ scoring particularly in second-half 
Vy Day being bedded with the cur- opener, a strawhat & cane item, 
rent-Asian flu. Handsome young Line also pleases in a Harlem, 
male also scored with his “Look! Nocturne bit. Use of greater num- 
Homfeward, Angel” and with an]her of chorines would be appre- 
Auld Lang Syne selection. } ciated, however, in vaude shows at 

Liveliest of Dash’s three chim- j this key location. Showbacking is 
penzees rides a bike, walks on its; by resident orch under Bobby 
hands, and cleverly goes through' Dowds. - • > • * • Gord. '* 

Omaha, Oct. 8. 

If there ever was any doubt as 
to the magic power of Arthur God¬ 
frey’s name at the b. o. wickets, 
it certainly was dispelled at this 
year’s Ak-Sar-Ben World Cham¬ 
pionship Rodeo. 

It was RSO all the way-for the 
11 performances the radio and tv 
star headlined In the 5.200-seat 
arena. And the standees at every 
show topped the 1,000 mark. Final 
paid attendance figures were in ex¬ 
cess of 62,000 and that doesn’t in¬ 
clude the thousands of 4-H kids 
who exhibited at Ak-Sar-Ben’s 
Livestock show, the highschool 
bands, the contestants’ families, 
etc., that entered gratis. This is 
nearly 10,000 more than the old 
record established last year by tv’s 
Annie (Gail Davis) Oakley. 

In addition, Godfrey drew raves 
from all the critics plus terrific 
word-of-mouth from the customers. 
His act with his champion palo¬ 
mino, Goldie, drew thunderous 
ovations from the packed bouses, 
and there was constant applauses at 
some performances for the entire 
18 minutes he was on. 

Basically, Godfrey’s stint is com¬ 
parable to a good dressage horse 
act like those that grace Ringling's 4 
centre ring. He puts the striking 
Goldie through the usual paces of 
changing gaits, etc., and winds up 
with the horse saying its prayers. 

However, Godfrey is selling all 
the time in talking to the horse 
and the customers via a concealed 
radio mike and, of course, there 
are few who can top the ‘redhead • 
in the ad lib dept 

The entire rodeo played well, 
with the rqnning time never vary¬ 
ing more than a couple of minutes 
from two hours and 15 minutes. 
In addition to the usual cowboy 
contest events, there were high¬ 
school marching bands, the grand 
entry, clown Wilbur Plaugher and 
Jimmy Schumacher, J. W. Stoker 
and his magic-light trick roping, a 
livestock parade, Introduction of 
queens and five nifty trick riders. 

Next to Godfrey, the two clowns 
were the show stealers, with both 
making ^their debuts at Ak-Sar- 
Ben. Plaugher,, working with all 
types of animals (ducks, dogs, don¬ 
keys, etc.), had Several scheduled 
innings of his own, scoring strongly 
with a Liberace takeoff. Schu¬ 
macher relied more on verbal gags, 
was an excellent barrel worker for 
the dangerous Brahma bull riding 
contests, and was invaluable as a 
time-killer when a quick gap 
needed to be fiilled. 

Stoker’s roping exhibition with 
strobe lighting was topflight, al¬ 
though a couple of- the eight min¬ 
utes could have been trimmed eas¬ 
ily. The trick riders included three 
beauties, Jerry Portwood, Janie 
Statz and Nancy Sheppard, and two 
gents. Stoker and Don Wilcox. 
Their three go-rounds in the arena 
were so outstanding Godfrey em¬ 
ployed them on one of his morn¬ 
ing shows along with clown 
Plaugher. 

Next stop for Godfrey on his 
tour to show off Goldie and obtain 
new backgrounds for his tv shows 
is San Francisco’s Cow Palace the 
first pa|t of November, when he . 
will again headline a rodeo. Also 
scheduled is the Horse Show at 
Chicago’s International Amphithea¬ 
tre the latter part of November. 

Public relations-wise, it’s a smart 
move on his part. There's no doubt 
he won over thousands of jiew 
friends — and listeners — in his 
eight-day stay here. And the pat¬ 
tern shouldn’t change in San Fran- 
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Shows on Broadway 
Look Back in Anger 

David Merrick presentation of English 
Stage Co. production of three-apt Cftve 
scenes) drama by John Osborne. Staged 
by Tony Richardson; setting, Alan Tagg; 
costumes. Motley; setting, lighting and 
costume supervision, Howard Bay; music 
for songs, Tom Eastwood. Stars Mary Ure, 
Kenneth Haigfa; features Alan Bates. 
Vivienne Drummond. Jack Livesey. At 
Lyceum Theatre, ICY., Oct. 1, 57; $5.75 

Jimmy Porter .. Kenneth Heigh 
Cliff Lewis ... Alan Bates 
Alison Porter ... Mary Ure 
Helena Charles.Vivienne Drummond 
Col. Redfern . Jack Livesey 

American show biz has been 
hearing increasingly the la$t year 
or so about Britain’s “angry young 
men,” and in particular their lead¬ 
ing spokesman, playwright-actor 
John Osborne. Now at hand is the 
London dramatic success, “Look 
Back in Anger,” with its vehement¬ 
ly bitter, brilliantly articulate: 
young mouthpiece-hero, Jimmy i 
Porter. | 

There’ll be arguments about the! 

her playing of the highly charged 
final scenes is intensely touching. 

Alan Bates, the * third original 
player, gives an eloquent, deftly 
shaded portrayal of the sympa¬ 
thetic friend and Vivienne Drum¬ 
mond. a replacement during the 
original Loudon run, is impressive 
in the difficult role of the wife’s 
successor as a scarcely tolerated, 
reviled bed-mate. Jack Livesey is 
credible as a disapproving but 
little-heeded father. 

British director Tony Richardson 
has recreated his original London 
staging expertly and the setting by 
Alan Tagg and costumes by Motley 
are valuable contributions to the 
most dynamic British import in 
ready memory. 

There’s probably not much for 
films in this high-pressure talkfest, 
but there’s lots of theatre. 

Kobe. 

Miss Lonelyhearts 
Lester Osterman A Alfred R. Glancy 

rvn Rrnadwav too and audi-! Jr- tin association with Diana Jlreen) play onii r oa GW ay, i a uvia u u I re ut|on of two.act drama by Howard 
-,n,i i £eichmanm from the NathanieS West ences will be just as irritated and 
engrossed by Jimmy as were the 
more reserved English. But say 
what else they will about Jimmy 
his painful restlessness and caus¬ 
tic opinions, he’s alive and vital, 
arresting and passionately theat¬ 
rical. | 

“Anger” is about as pleasant as| 
a raw nerve—and about as easy to 
ignore. It's a powerful, enthrall¬ 
ing, frequently exasperating and 
undeniably stirring show, and it’s 
a cinch to be a hit. Since Ameri- 
can*audiences are probably more 
inured to tough play$ ^ than the 
English are, this dramatic diatribe 
may be an even bigger boxoffice 
click here than in the West End. 

Jimmy Porter is a sort of slight¬ 
ly older, less gregarious and vastly 
more articulate counterpart of the 
adolescent mobsters of the new 
Bi’oadway musical, “West Side 
Story.” Hating a world in which 
he feels out of place, he vents his 
hostility and loneliness, not in bat¬ 
tling a rival gang, but in blindly 
and indiscriminately inflicting pain 
on those around him, particularly 
those near and dear to him. 

The play tends to be something 
*>f a monolog at times as Jimmy 
heaps insults and abuse on his pa¬ 
tient wife, ostensibly from resent¬ 
ment of the fact that she's his so¬ 
cial superior, but basically as an 
outlet for his own sense of outrage 
and rebellion against an existence 
he cannot appreciate or cope with. 
Thus, while Jimmy is the immedi¬ 
ate spokesman for the author, he 
is in a general way the counterpart 
of all of today’s generation of 
angry young man who feel that life 
has betrayed them. 

The scene of the play is Jimmy’s 
grubby lodgings in a midland Eng¬ 
lish town and the other characters 
are the loving but exhausted wife, 
their understanding and devoted 
friend, the wife’s old chum of un¬ 
complicated girlhood days and, in 
a single-scene appearance, the 
wife’s Victorian-outlook father. 

When the wife is finally driven 
to leave, her friend -almost com¬ 
pulsively becomes his mistress. 
Finally, having lost the baby she 
avoided telling Jimmy she was 
about to have, the wife comes 
crawling and groveling (literally) 
back, a sadder and. the author ap¬ 
parently feels, a wiser woman. 

The dialog crackles with vivid 
lines. “Don’t take his suffering 
awav from him,” the wife says of 
Jimmy, “he’d have nothing left.” 
Riffling through the Sunday news¬ 
paper, the hero sarcastically re¬ 
marks, “This is full of reviews of: 
English books, and half of them in 
French.” And, expressing his sense 
of disillusionment, he observes, 
“The age of chivalry is dead. There i 

. are no good causes anymore.” 
In one of his infrequent moments j 

of self-deceiving self-dramatizing 
Jimmy announces, “The strongest 
people in this world seem to be 
the loneliest,” and later, when even, 
his best friend says he’s going to 
go away, the hero says, "I seem to 
spend my life saying goodbye.” But 
perhaps the most revealing line is 

novel of the same name. Stars Fat 
O'Brien: features Fritz Weaver, Buth 
Warwick, Pippa Scott. Janet Ward. Staged 
by Alan Schneider;, lighting and setting, 
Jo Mielzinerj costumes. Patricia Zipprodt. 
At Music Box Theatre. N.Y.. Oct 3, '57; 
$5.75 tap weeknights, $6:90 Friday and 
Saturday nights and opening. 
Ned Gates .......... Henderson Forsythe 
Goldsmith ... William Hickey 
William Spain . Pat O'Brien 
A Boy ..Fritz Weaver 
Sick-oMt-All .  Anne Meara 
Gladys H.Marian Reardon 
Desperate.. Jo Anna March 
Betty ..... Pippa %ott 
Claude .... Maurice. Ellis 
Adele Farnum . Irene Dailey 
Mary Spain.Ruth Warwick 
Fay Doyle ... Janet Ward: 
Peter Doyle .  Dan Morgan 

It would be hard to imagine 'a 
more complete reversal of mood 
than Howard Telchmann has made 
in this new play taken from the 
Nathaniel West novel, “Miss Lone- 
lyhearts.” For his last time 
out, Teichmann collaborated with 
George S. Kaufman on a farce, 
“The Solid Gold Cadillac,” which 
made a boxoffice cleanup. 

In “Miss Lonelyhearts” the tone 
is deadly serious and the effect 
unpleasant. This is no boxoffice 
item, therefore, although it could 
conceivably be a prospect for film 
adaptation. Any popularization will 
have to be in the treatment, how¬ 
ever, as the story itself is anything 
but an evening’s diversion. 

The show has two strikes on it 
from the start. For one thing, it 
amounts to a sort of morality fable 
of despair, a defeatist yarn with a 
let-downish quality. Secondly,, the 
hero, if not a fool, at least behaves 
like one, so he forfeits the sym¬ 
pathy of an audience that, wants to 
root for him. 

The hero is an idealistic young 
reporter assigned to write an ad- 
vice-to-the-lovelorn column. He ap¬ 
proaches it as a joke, hut quickly 
takes it to heart, is assailed by 
self-doubts, tries to escape in booze 
and sex, but finally finds self-un¬ 
derstanding and peace in spiritual 
love. The trouble is, he’s so im¬ 
practical that he brings disappoint¬ 
ment to those who believe in him, 
unhappiness to the girl who loves 
him and trouble to those he tries 
to comfort. He ends by losing his 
own life uselessly. 

Pat O’Brien, returning to the 
stage" after 25 years in pictures, 
gives a direct, forceful and. pro¬ 
pulsive performance as the dia¬ 
bolic newspaper editor who cynic¬ 
ally gives the decent young report¬ 
er the heartthrob column job and 
then sees that he’s disillusioned 
and driven to an emotional crack- 
up. 

There’s a baffling final switch to 
the role, presumably also in the 
original novel, in which the evil 
editor confesses that he really feels 
protective toward the youth, whom 
he regards as the son he’s been 
denied in a barren marriage. Per¬ 
haps that’s intended as some sort 
of underlying motivation, or pos¬ 
sibly a subtle moral parable, or 
maybe it’s just supposed to be 
sugar-coating to send the audience 
out on a positive note. Whatever 
the idea, it seems contrived and: 
unbelievable, and it’s too much for 

Show Oat of Town 

Rumple 
Boston, Octi 5. 

Paula Stone and Mike Sloan production 
of musical in two acts (10 scenes). 12 
musical numbers. Stars Eddie Foy, 
Gretchen Wyler, Stephen Douglass; fea¬ 
tures Jerome Cowan, Lois O'Brien, Bar¬ 
bara ■ Perry. Milo Boulton. Book, Irving 
Philips: music, Ernest C. Schwelkert; 
lyrics. Frank Reardon; ehoreography. 
Bob Hamilton; light-setting. George Jen¬ 
kins; costumes. Alvin Holt; orchestrations, 
Ted Royal; musical director* Frederick 
Dvonch; dance music arrangements, 
Robert Atwood; staged by Jack Donohue. 
At Colonial, Boston, Oct. 5, '57; $625 top. 

Case includes: Kenneth Harvey, Vir¬ 
ginia Perlowin, Jackie Warner, BQl Carter, 
Eddie Weston,» George Martin. Bonnie 
West, Larry Howard, Janyce Wagner, 
Sally Wile, Roy Palmer. Elliott Gould, 
Larry Stevens, Gail Kuhr, Sari Ciymus, 
Bill Milie. Lila Popper. Doris Lorenz 
Claire Gunderman, Eddie Weston, Pat 
White. 

the wife’s plaintive reference to; the star’s uncomplicated approach, 
“people who couldn't stand the t As the title player who takes the 
pain of being human beings any i lonelyhearts letters seriously and 
longer.” [thereby wrecks his own romance. 

The show is superbly presented, j messes UP the lives of the corre- 
Kenneth Haiffh, repeating his orig- j spondents with whom he becomes 
inal characterization, makes Jim- • involved, has a confused fling at 
my a vibrantly, agonizingly’ alive | drink and dames and is finally 
person of varying moods. The per- > murdered by a jealous husband he 
fonnance is irresistibly believable,. has tried to help, top-featured 
a stunning revelation. If Broadway; Fritz Weaver gives a fervent per- 
and Hollywood and television had j formance that’s probably about as 
already been alerted, they can now: much as can he done with a char- 
awake to the arrival of an electri-; acter who’s- so impractical he 
fying talent and personality. [seems downright silly*. 

Mary Ure. also repeating her; Pippa Scott gives a plausible, 
original London role of the wife, i moving performance as the hero’s 
projects quiet intensity. Wearing : attractive and understandably puz- 
a dead white makeup, she moves l zled fiance, Janet Ward is convinc- 
vith a telling suggestion of spirit-[ ingly animalistic a floozie who 
ual exhaustion, and although she j just about rapes the scribe, and 
occasionally stems a trifle posey, t (Continued on page fi8) 

’Rumple” is loaded with zingy, 

bouncy tunes, a plenitude of 
femme pulchritude and torrid, sexy 
dances designed to make the jaded 
sit up. Low budgeted at $200,000, 
it has earmarks of. a hit. It en¬ 
thused the first night Boston try¬ 
out aud though not uniformly the 
critics. 

Eddie Foy is terrifico as a comic 
strip character come to life, visible 
to his creator only, roaming the 
stage with asides and quips. His 
foil is platinum topped, well 
stacked, scantily clad Barbara 
Perry, also invisible to "cast, but 
much visible to aud. Together they 
have a rollicking ball in song and 
dance to aud delight. 

But it’s tall stemmed Gretchen 
Wyler, as a man-eating tigress, 
who sets the stage on fire. She 
roars the house down with num¬ 
ber on a psychiatrist’s couch, “Coax 
Me," which out-Lolas, the Lola hit 
from “Damn Yankees.” Seeking re¬ 
lief for Rumple’s creator, who has 
lost his drawing skill, she tussles 
with the psychiatrist, skillfully por¬ 
trayed by Jerome Cowan, and . in 
the struggle her dress peels off. 
Miss Wyler has four songs, a fluet 
with Foy and one with Cowan plus 
heavy dialog in her comedienne 
role. This keeps her well occupied. 

A run through Friday night (4) 
helped to set the show on its orbit. 
Stephen Douglass, as the “Rumple” 
creator who can’t hold a crayon 
any more, is slick with effective 
piping, and Lois O’Brien, ash 
blonde eyeful, handles the sincere 
love interest and songs with quiet 
ease and nice restraint. Both are 
especially effective with “It's You 
For Me,” ballad, which looks in the 
hit song class. Novelty tune* “In 
Times Like These,” looks to have 
strong potential, also, “Peculiar 
State of Affairs.” “Wish,” sung by 
Foy and Miss O’Brien could be up 
there too. 

Milo Boulton is properly pom¬ 
pous and windbaggy as the car¬ 
toonist’s newspaper publisher. 
Jackie Warner has an effective bit 

the bartender. Alvin Colt’s 
femme costuming is colorful and 
eyepleasing. George Jenkins’ sets 
are neat, modern and skillfully de¬ 
signed with studio apartment, bar, 
park bench and psychiatrist's of¬ 
fice, Bob Hamilton’s choreography 
rates kudos. Jack Donohue’s , stag¬ 
ing is ultra. Guy. 

Shows Abroad 
Seimle Her Dlktatorei 
(SCHOOL OF THE DICTATORS) 

Berlin, Sept 30. 
Berlin Festival presentatipn of Munich 

Kammerspiele production. Tragicomedy 
in nine acts by Erich Kaestner. Staged 
by Hans Schwelkart. Settings, .Joerg 
Zlmmermann; technical supervision, 
Hanns Zlmmermaim. Guest’ performances 
at Hebbel Theatre, Berlin. $3 top. 
War Minister.E. F. Fuerbtinger 
Premier Minister.. ...Werner Hessen land 
Medico.  HansMagel 
Professor ................. Peter Luehr 
Inspector ................. Heini Goebel 
President .... Kurt Meisel 
His Wife ............. Trude Hesterberg 
His Son ..   Michael Degen- 
Major .. Wolfgang Kieling 
City Commander ..Wolfgang Wahl 
The Fourth One .Robert Michal 
The Ffith One ..Wilhelm Haber 
The Sixth One  .Anton Reimer 
The Seventh One .. Kurt Meisel 
The Eighth" One..... .Hans Poessenbacher 
Pauline ..Heliane Bel 
Doris  . Pamela Wedekind 
Stella ................... Christa Keller 
Landlady ..   Ruth Drexel 
Sailor .     Mario Adorf 

Stock Review 

Saint’s Day 
Westport, Sept. 22. 

Final production of the season 
at Lucille Lortel’s White Barn 
Theatre is the American premiere 
of John 'Whiting’s drama-fable, 
“Saint’s Day,” winner of the Fes¬ 
tival of Britain Prize. It is an 
absorbing, if. extremely verbose; 
work that offers fine opportunity 
for excellent characterizations. 

The script paints a basically, 
dreary picture of decadence in a 
oncer-prominent family. * Patriarch 
of the clan had been a famous 
writer who went into exile after a 
blast at society in general. Younger 
generation of an artist, who never 
developed his early promise, and 
his wife who yearns for the real 
love she has never known, com¬ 
plete the" trio around Whbm a web 
of despair and tragedy is woven. 

Dialog runs to excellent passages 
and roles present a variety of in¬ 
teresting characters. . Among lat¬ 
ter, Olive Deering. is first-rate 
as the wife and she gets equal 
support from Donald Hotton as 
her husband and Sydney Walker ] 
as the quondam literary great. 
Other good performances are 
added by,Ken Renard as a family 
servant. ifcgrl Light as a publisher’s 
assistant, and Stephen Franken, 
Frank London and Frank. Ford as 
soldier-convicts. 

Play is capably staged by Terese 
Hayden and designed by Jonah 
Kingstein. Bone. 

Erich. Kaestner, author of many 
children’s books, presents himself 
in this work as a bitter cynic and 
satirist. “School of Dictators.”' is 
not only a heavy attack against any 
kind of dictatorship but also a 
rather pessimistic gesture of,resig¬ 
nation: Piece shows that brute 
force is merely substituted* by 
brute force. 

Action of play takes place in an 
imaginary state whose dictator has 
just died. Since the functionaries, 
however, keep on ruling with ex¬ 
changeable doubles, the population 
sees always the “same” dictator. 
One of the puppets (doubles) fi¬ 
nally is a decent character. He ar¬ 
ranges a revolution and succeeds 
in overthrowing the vulture gov¬ 
ernment. However, the good man 
Is overthrown himself and a new 

, dictator takes over, 
There is sharp wit and many 

fine bon mots. But script is too- 
“constructed,” less a theatrical pres¬ 
entation than an “extended politi¬ 
cal cabaret.” So considered, it’s 
imaginative and amusing. More 
pretentiously, as a tragicomedy, the 
characters appear too wooden and 
their dialog emerges as slogan- 
type lines. 

Hans Schweikart handled staging 
job with, remarkable skill. He even 
led some of the actors to impres¬ 
sive performances. That primarily 
concerns Peter Luehr in the role 
of the professor who trains the 
various puppet-dictators. Fine per¬ 
formance is also turned in by Kurt 
Meisel who portrays the president 
who dies and also doubling as the 
one who later overthrows the gov¬ 
ernment. First rate and imagina¬ 
tive are the settings by Joerg Zim¬ 
mermans Hans. 

. La Pretentaiae 
(ADVENTURE SEEKER) 

Paris, Sept, 27. 
Gilbert® Refoule production of comedy 

in two acts (six scenes) by Jacques Deval. 
Stars Francoise Christophe and Philippe 
Nlcaud. Directed by Robert Manuel. Set 
by Raymond D« shay as. Gowns by Carven. 
At Ambassadeurs-Henri Bernstein Thea¬ 
tre. Paris. Sept. 26, '37. 
Martin* Belx_... Francoise Christophe 
Barbara Shadwell,.. Sybil Maas 
Nicole-Massoubre  .. Claude Emy 
Yvonne...Yvonne-Hebert 
Aline .  France Farnel 
Raoul Carnoy ........... Philippe Nicaud 
David S. Ogden ... Jess Hahn 
Ferbolse ... Marcel Charvey 
Pivier .    Robert Rollis 
Bardou ..Jean Sylvere 
Ivan ... Jacques EchantiHon 
Porter. .....".Rene Martin 

“Jacques Deval, who panned gold 
with such world-wide.- elides ar 
Tovarich” and “Mademoiselle.’ 

continues to be one of France’s 
most conscientious stage Scribes. 
He has had a new play on the 
boards every season since ?1945 and 
his “Tonight in Samarkand” (which 
ran three years ih Paris but only 
six weeks-In Manhattan) and his 
rewrite of “Her Cardboard Lover” 
(original version, 1925) did smash 
hiz here. His latest is the- ante¬ 
bellum vein of the boulevard com¬ 
edy. Parisian critics have given it 
green-light and it should stay the 
season for a clean-up. 

In both execution and attitude 
script recalls palmy- pre-war era. 
Comedy has a-sophisticated setting, 
some smart dialog and two knowing 
and pleasing popular players to put 
it across. Charices for Broadway 
production seem slim as plot has no 
unique twist and once situation is 
set, tempo slows. Funny lines are 
too infrequent. Biggest yak of eve¬ 
ning is when boisterous Yankee 
babbitt spies French cutie in bath¬ 
ing-suit and exclaims, “Vive La 
France.” 

Ambitious French' girl, having 
saved up her * pennies, embarks on 
U.S.-bound. He de France, deter¬ 
mined to find herself an American 
millionaire. In her .luxurious first- 
class cabin she discovers a male 
stowaway who, like herself, is for¬ 
tune-hunting. Regarding his pres-, 
ence as good omen, she permits 
him to stay. 

Soon, after they sail a laud-mouth 
Texas tycoon begins to woo her 

and proposes immediate marriage, 
while her roommate becomes en¬ 
gaged t6 a well-heeled but nit¬ 
witted American miss. But before 
ship pulls into harbor fast-talking 
tycoon is revealed as. an eccentric 
lunatic travelling with his doctor, 
and stowaway’s fiancee loses him 

•at cards to her aunt. French couple 
then decide to'make the best of 
the worst and are set to go back to 
their homeland to live on love 
rather than money. 

Francoise-Christophe plays hero¬ 
ine in easy, breezy style and 
Philippe Nicaud a*. imaginative 
stowaway registers as excellent 
comedy performer, having pres¬ 
ence, charm and humor. American 
Jess Hahn is hilarious, in broad 
role of mad American and Sybil 
Maas does well as dumb little rich 
girL There is good bit, too, by 
Marcel Charvey as lie de France 
officer. .7 

Robert Manuel of Comedie- 
Francaisehas done neat directorial 

!-chore and keeps things on the move 
when plays runs down a bit in sec¬ 
ond of its two acts and Raymond 
Deshays has. constructed inviting 
first-class cabin in which all action 
takes place. Curt. 

little Or eke* tr a, IV. Y. 
Rain explained some empties at 

Town Hall Monday (7) when the 
Little Orchestra took, aim at its 
second decade. The evening forced 
more strongly than before the 
sense of careful selection of musi¬ 
cians and repertory, pins the col¬ 
lective enterprise of conductor- 
founder Tom Scherman, Thea. Dis- 
peker and William Weissel in cre¬ 
ating such a unique artistic estab¬ 
lishment. This does credit to New 
York and the culture of America:— 

fact which the timid subsidy 
sources will no doubt awaken to 
after a further lapse of time. 

This season, the Little Orchestra 
will be divided between a four- 
event series at Town Half and a 
number of ambitious concert 
mountings of opera at Carnegie. It 
remains, of course, steady on the 
beam of its dedication to little 
played, or not played at all, musi¬ 
cal works. For this it collects 
much merited appreciation. Its 
repertory enriches the town, as it* 
knack for finding young musicians 
(without that being its purpose) 
enriches the larger orchestras, and 
simplifies thefr recruitment prob¬ 
lems. 

Call it luck, showmanship or 
happy possibility—the Little Or* 
chestra was able to open its 11th 
season with a master of song, 
George London. Here was a sub- - 
strtution, making substitution an 
end devoutly to be desired. The 
unfortunate foreigner who could 
not come because of surgery pro¬ 
vided the chance of having London 
who will, later this month, be the 
opening, night baritone at the Met* 
London flew in from Vienna to 
take over. And he was better than 
paratroopers in removing all 
Vagueness. London wowed ’em 
with Hie first N. Y. rendering of 
Modest Mussorgsky’s 1872 “Sons 
of Death,” managing to be power¬ 
ful, tender and musically com¬ 
manding. To which, our Russian 
language expert adds that his dic¬ 
tion in the Moscovy tongue was 
stupefying in an, American born ifl 
Montreal. Land. 

SCHEDULED, N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

‘ (Theatres. Set) 
Under’Milk Weed, Miller 00-15-57). 
Nature's Way, Coronet 00-16-57). 
Capper mi* Brass, Beck 00-JL7-37). 
Cave Dwellers, Bijou 00-19-57). 
Cemputsleh, Ambassador (10-21*37). 
Mental** Golden dO-2*$7). 
ta. Reef of Wonderful, Nat'l dO-30-37). 
Jamaica,. Imperial d0-31-37). 
Fair' Dame, Lencacre (11-2-57). 
Rumple, Alvin, 01-5-37). 
Carefree Heart, ANT A dl-7-57). 
Time Remembered, Morosco <11-12-37), 
Nude Wit* Violin, Belasco (11-14-57), 
Rape Dencera.-Cort 01-20-57). 
Kukla, Fran A Ollie (11-21-57) 
Country Wife, Adelphi (11-27-57). 
Leek Homeward, Barrymore (11-28-57). 
Dark Tap Weirs, Music Bex 02-5-57), - 
Music Man, Majestic <12-10-37). v 
Mist Isabel, Royale 02-26-37). 
Seesaw, Boodt (1-15-58). 
Body Reevtlfei, B'way 0-23-57). 
Captain's Paradtse, Alvin 0-28-57). 
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-57). 

(Theatres Not Set) 
Soft Tpueh 01-6-57)1 
One Foot In Door 02-2-57). 
Genius A Goddess 02-11-57). 
Shadow of My Enemy (12-11-57). 
Brass Section 0*15-58). 
Salt AIT (wk. 1-27-58). 
Rivalry 0-27-58). 
Sunrise at Campobelle Q-3*-58>. 
Portoflne (wk. 2-3-58). 
Love Me Little (2-6-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriajs 06-23-57), 
J, Caesar, Shakespeare Club (10-23-57). 
Bivebac at Lucca, Royal (1Q-29-57). 
Girl Golden West) Anderson (11+57), 
Clerembard, Rooftop 01-6-57). ^ 
Palm Tree, Cricket (wk. 11-1747). 
Conversation Piece, Bar bitoe U1-18-37), 
Makrepptue Barret, Phoeplx 
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Legit Increasingly Recruits Players 
From Fin and Other Show Media 

While Hollywood' itself is 
trapped' in a -paradox of its own 
creation- with, respect to stars 
fewer and fewer of them getting 
bigger and bigger participations— 
other film names are turning their 
thoughts, and their agents, toward 
Broadway legit. <See related 
story, page one, this issue) 

Kence the continued trend to 
screen names ort drama playhouse 
marquees. Legit showmen eval¬ 
uate the player with screen ex¬ 
posure of any duration as a good 
bet for mail order sales. The 
“personal appearance” angle brings 
out patronage not usually tapped 
for hard tickets. 

Besides the spread of film talent, 
headliners from other show biz 
media haye also been tagged for 
Broadway shows this semester. In¬ 
cluded in this category are Lena 
Horne, who’s costarring in the mu¬ 
sical, “Jamaica,” Abbe Lane, who’s 
scheduled to costar in the forth¬ 
coming tuner version of “Captain’s 
Paradise,” and Art Carney, who’ll 
be .in “The Hope Dancers.” 

Miss Home has appeared in sev¬ 
eral films, but she’s associated 
more with nitery appearances and 
records. Miss Lane, the wife of 
bandleader Xavier Cugat, has been 
singing with her husband’s orch 
for a few years, and appearing in 
Italian-made films while Carney 
built up his rep as a regular on the 
Jackie Gleason videocasts. 

The Hollywood names currently 
appearing, or slated to appear, on 
Broadway or the road this season, 
including those playing in shows 

(Continued -on page 68) 

Josh (and Mrs.) Logan 
Hare 20G ‘Denim’ Stake; 

Lotsa Show Biz Angels 
Joshua Logan, who’s to stage 

the Broadway production of “Blue 
Denim,” will have a $10,000 invest¬ 
ment in the play, as will his ex¬ 
actness wife, Nedda Harrigan. 
Their combined stake will amount 
to 25% of the capital Tor the Bar¬ 
bara Wolferman & James Ham- 
merstein presentation. 

An earlier version’ of the James 
Leo Herlihy and William Noble 
play was tried at the Westport 
(Conn.) -Country Playhouse during 
the summer of 1955, when the 
Broadway rights were under op¬ 
tion to Lyn Austin, Thomas Noyes 
and Boger L. Stevens. The script 
was subsequently retitled “The 
Children’s Comedy,” but has since 
reverted to its original tag. 

With Logan now busy directing 
the" film version of “South Pacific,” 
it’s'figured “Denim” probably can’t 
be put into rehearsal before next 
spring. No date has been announc¬ 
ed 'for the Broadway opening, al¬ 
though the $80,000 financing has 
been raised. 

Other backers, besides the Lo¬ 
gans, include accountant Bernard 
J. Reis, listed tor a $20,000 share; 
tobacco executive and former the¬ 
atre owner Howard S. Cullman, 
$5,000; strawhat producer and for¬ 
mer Broadway producer-theatre 
owner Anthony Brady Farrell, 
$8,000; stage carpenter Peter L. 
Feller, $1,600; general and com¬ 
pany manager Carl iTsher, $1,600, 
and co-producer Hammerstein’s 
father, lyricist-producer Oscar 
Hammerstein. 2d, $1,600. 

Also, San Francisco financier 
Louis R. Lurie, $5,000; Mrs. 
Thomas A. McAvity, wife of the 
NBC exec and former film actress 
Helen .'Mack, $1,600; co-author 
Noble* *$1,600; composer-producer 
Richard Rodgers, $1,600; producer 
Walter Starke, $1,600, and film-tv- 
legit star Barry Sulliyan, $1,600. 

Methodists Coltare Concerts 
Dallas, Oct. 8. 

Community Course, non-profit 
cultural entertainment series at 
Southern Methodist University’s 
McFarlin Auditorium, starts its I 
1957-58 season next week. Admis¬ 
sion is byseason ticket; only, and 
is cosponsored by Methodists and 
Temple Emanu-El. 

Seven offerings this season are 
Ogden Nash, Oct 15; William 
Laurence, Nor. 18; Les Ballets 
Janjne Charrat de France, Dec. 10; 
Louis Untenneydr, Jan. 16; Marais 
& Miranda, Feb. 20; Alec Temple? 
ton, March 19; and one date to.fill 

‘Entertainer’ Will Tour, 
Then Return to London 

Glasgow, Oct. 8. 
The English Stage Co. presenta¬ 

tion of “The .Entertainer,” starring 
Lawrence Oliver, will play a four- 
week tour, opening Nov. 4 at 
the King’s Theatre here for a 
single-week stand. George Relph, 
Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright 
and. Richard Pasco are in the cast 
of the John Osborne drama. 

The show is set for the King’s 
Theatre, Edinburgh, the week of 
Nov. 11, with dates to follow ait the 
New Theatre, Oxford, and the 
Hippodrome, Brighton.. 

After the four-week tour, the 
show will return to the Palace 
Theatre, London, for a second 
repeat run limited to seven weeks. 

ANOTHER LANDMARK GONE 
Auburn, CaL, Oct. 8. 

A .fire of uncertain origin de¬ 
stroyed the 65-year-old Auburn 
Opera House in the heart of this 
once-booming gold mining center 
last Thursday (3). 

The Opera House had been used 
by many touring legit and musical 
companies.as a stopover date.en- 
route west from Virginia City, 
Nev., to Frisco up until World 
War I. In the 1920’s it was con¬ 
verted to a motion picture theatre 
and .lately had been used as a 
bowling alley. 

‘Soft Touch’ Set 

Amateurs Add To 

“Sabrina Fair” is obviously a hot 
property in the amateur production 
market. During the year ending 
last June 30, the Playwrights Co., 
which originally produced the Sam¬ 
uel Taylor play on "Broadway in 
1953, received $6,262 as its share 
Of revenue from non-pro presenta¬ 
tions of the comedy. 

For that same period, income 
from stock productions of the 
comedy totaled $1,237, The com-j 
bined payoff from amateur and 
stock presentations, after deduction 
of various expenses, was $6,859 for 
the year. That brought the. total 
profit on the Playwrights Co! pro¬ 
duction to $93,971 thus far. Of that 
amount, $93,500 has been distrib¬ 
uted. 

On the basis of the regular 50-50 
split between the backers and the 
management, the former have re-1 
ceived nearly 94% profit on the 
$50,000 put up by them to finance, 
the Broadway production, which 
ended a 317-performance run Aug. 
21, 1954. 

The Claude Binyon-Max Edwards 
comedy-drama, “A Soft Touch,” 
which George* Abbott is directing 
and co-producting with- Robert E. 

~\ Griffith and^ Harold S. Prince is 
another show biz departure in 
financing, in that it permits for a 
capital gains’ profit to the drama¬ 
tists, as and when the film rights 
are sold. 

The National Broadcasting Co. is 
financing it in two $75,000 units— 
the first 75G to underwrite the 
legit production and the second as 
an advance to the authors on the 
film-rights. When it is sold, for 
Hollywood, Figaro Inc. (Joe Man- 
kiewicz) will probably produce i* 
independently. NBC is partnered 
with Mankiewicz in Figaro. The pix 
rights’ sale Is by no means limited 
to that $75,000—it’s merely a mini¬ 
mum guarantee. 

STRATFORD’S TEMPEST’ 
TO HAVE LONDON RUN 

London, Oct. 8. 
“The Tempest,” current revival 

of the Shakespeare Memorial The¬ 
atre, Stratford - upon - Avon, will 
come to London for a seven-week 
run at the Theatre Royal, Drury 
Lane; opening Dec. 5. It will be 
the fifth Stratford production to 
reach the West End in four years. 

. The play will be the first Shakes¬ 
pearean production at the Drury in 
nearly 25 years. During that time 
the theatre has been, the home of 
big American and British musicals. 

Leading players in “The Tem¬ 
pest,” are John Gielgud, Robert 
Harris and Alec Clunes. Peter 
Brook will repeat the staging and 
has also designed the scenery and 
costumes as well as composed the 
incidental music for the produc¬ 
tion.. 

DELAY STOLZ MUSICAL 

‘Dancinr Into Happiness’ N,Y. 
. Prospect For 1958-’59 

Vienna, Oct. 8. 
Director Peter Brook’s multiple 

American commitments is deferring 
H. M..Tennent’s production of. the 
new Robert Stolz musical, “Danc¬ 
ing Into Happiness,” until 1958, so 
the composer Is proceeding with its 
Vienna unveiling by Christmas, 
Hugh Beaumont,'managing direc¬ 
tor of Tennant’s Ltd., has advised 
composer Stolz that he is satisfied 
with librettist Arthur Macrae’s 
English adaptation. 

Stolz Conducted “A Night In Vi¬ 
enna”, last week in honor of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, which., 
is in . international conclave here, 
and also ip honor of the occasion 

Calyre Rlbner continues as gen¬ 
eral manager for the touring “Hap¬ 
piest Millionaire,” with John H. 
Potter as company manager and' 
Marvin Cline as stage manager. - \ 

Shubert Pays on Preferred Stock 
1st Time in 23 Years; 22G Payment 

Minn. U. Theatre Skeds 
t Stockholders attending a meet- 
* ing last Monday 17) of theShubert- 
! controlled Select Theatres Corp, 

‘Shrew’ for Orient 
Minneapolis, Oct. 8. * a member of the Shubert family 

The Minnesota U. Theatre, which. was in attendance at the annual 
recently concluded a tour of Brazil - meet. And the firm paid a divi- 
and U. S. European defense cen-jdend on its preferred stock, the 
tres, will hit the Orient next- The j first such payment In 23 years. The 
group will tour the Far East with; company, though, still hasn't paid 
“Taming of the Shrew,” following \ dividends on its common stock, 
its ^presentation here during the; Present and presiding at the 
season opening Nov. 7 with “Tea- j conclave was John Shubert, see- 
house of the August Moon.” iretary of the organization. His 

Also on the production sked for. handling of the proceedings drew 
next May is a play to be written ;a compliment from J. J. Gilbert, 
and directed by Eddie Dowling in 
line with Minnesota’s centennial 
year celebration. 

Off-Broadway Honses 
Graduate From Mimeo 

To Printed Programs 
The “off-B’way showbill” made 

its debut at last week’s opening of 
“The Italian Straw Hat.” Coinci¬ 
dentally it appeared the same eve¬ 
ning that the Broadway Playbill 
premiered in revised format. 

The “off-B’way showbill” will be 
a welcome relief to aficionados of 
the remote theatres. Instead of 
wrestling with orisquinting through 
a badly mimeographed or faulty 
printed program, a playbill of 
clarity and pleasing format be¬ 
comes available. 

In the first issue there is a re¬ 
print of a N.Y, Times article by 
Brooks Atkinson on the off-Broad- 
way play “Career,” a book review 
of Eric Bentley’s “What Is Thea¬ 
tre?”, a readable who’s who of the 
cast, a knotty theatre quiz, and— 
possibly for the rougher off-Broad- 
way adventures—a chess problem. 

The advertisements are mostly 
well done, and four current off- 
Broadway shows have taken space. 
Things are looking up on the base- 
ment-and-loft circuit. Next they’ll 
be padding the .seats. 

Messina, Greece, Names 
Street for Jas. Elliott 

Athens, Oct, 1. 
James S. Elliott, who staged the 

recent American National Theatre 
& Academy production Df “Prome¬ 
theus Bound” for the Athens Fes¬ 
tival, has had a street in Greece 
named after him. The Mayor and 
townspeople of Messina voted the 
action. Elliott's parents were bom 
in this country. 

Elliott also cancelled a return 
trip to the U.S. in order to remain 
for a huddle with 20th Century- 
Fox president Spyros- Skouras, 
who’s visiting here. Elliott is re¬ 
ported considering filming a series 
of tv programs In Greece for dis¬ 
tribution in the States, and Olym¬ 
pus Film Corp., headed by Skou¬ 
ras’ nephew here, Is involved in 
the'project. 

Peter Dearing to Direct 
The Grand, London, Ont 
Peter Dearing has resigned as 

head of the drama department of 
Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla., 

Stolz composed a special “UNO I Grand7 Theatre^ London, 

SLeWon%r3S W°rld Prmi" ered nere on Oct 3. . \-m ^ productions at the 1,200-seat 

house, including six major entries, 
six workshop offerings and several 
juvenile shows. 

His initial assignment will be to 
stage “South Pacific.” 

Merrick’s Rap 
The Actors Equity council last 

week refused to accept charges 

levelled by producer David Mer¬ 

rick at the union’s, executive sec¬ 

retary, Angus Duncan. The ac¬ 
tion by Merrick was in effect a 
counter-protest to a letter sent to 
him by Duncan condemning the 
producer’s method of selecting the 
ingenue lead for his presentation 
of ‘Romanoff and Juliet,” which 
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) night at 
the Plymouth Theatre, N.Y. 

Duncan’s beef related to a “con¬ 
test” to choose an actress for the 
Juliet role in the Peter Ustinov 
comedy. His letter termed the 
competition “a fraud apparently 
perpetrated on our members.” 
Merrick subsequently notified 
Duncan that he intended to bring 
him up on charges in the union 
claiming (a) accusation wasn’t true 
and (b) that publicizing it damaged 
Suzanne Storrs, who was selected 
for the ingenue lead. 

Miss Storrs, incidentally, was re¬ 
placed last week in Philadelphia 
by Elizabeth Montgomery, after her 
understudy, Beverly Bentley, had 
gone on in the part. However, it 
was revealed yesterday (Tues.) by 
a management rep- that the role 
is being taken over by .Elizabeth 
Allen. 

one of the professional needlers of 
chairmen. Elder Jake Shubert, 
John’s father and Select’s presi¬ 
dent-treasurer did not attend the 
meeting. 

The dividend payment which 
c a me to $22,000, represented 
a payoff to the Shuberts only since 
all of the 38,000 shares of 6%, $10 
par preferred are owned by Shu- 

S bert interests, who also hold a ma¬ 
jority of the common stock. Ac¬ 
cording to the firm’s annual state¬ 
ment, the net income for the year, 
ending last June 30, was $182,000 
after taxes. The take the previ¬ 
ous year was $174,000. 

Although the net income in¬ 
creased, principally from profits 
realized on the sale of fixed assets, 
the profit from operations for the 
’56-’57 period dropped to $321,000 
from $714,000 the previous year. 
This huge decrease was attributed 
to lower earnings resulting from 
the sale of various properties Re¬ 
linquished in accordance with a 
government consent decree. In 
line with this there was an unreal¬ 
ized profit of $497,000 from the 
sale of the National Theatre, N.Y. 
That amount is to be paid to the 
company in the future. 

It was also divulged at the con¬ 
clave that the salary for J. J. and 
his son for the ’56-*57 period was 
$35,000 and $10j000, respectively. 
Regarding the $10,000 paid John 
Shubert, Gilbert commented at the 

(Continued on page 66) 

LAURIER USTER’S U.S. 
LEGIT ACTIVITIES 

Glasgow, Oct. 8. 

Laurier Lister, London producer 

and impresario, currently present¬ 
ing revue actress Joyce Grenfell in 
a . one-woman show at King’s Thea¬ 
tric, will direct the French comedy, 
“No Laughing Matter,” in N. Y, 
early in 1958. 

Play, translated from “Histoire 
de Rire,” by Salacrou, will be pre¬ 
sented by Ron Ronsori. Casting is 
not complete, but Max Adrian, Eng¬ 
lish revue actor, will be pacted. 
“Histoire de Rire” had a four-year 
run in Paris; 

. Lister will present Miss Gren¬ 
fell in her own show in N. Y. in 
April in association with Roger 
Stevens, She opens at Winnipeg 
in February, .and tours Canada be¬ 
fore appearing in California and 
other U. S. spots. 

STEVENS GIBES PRESS 

Own Ad Rates Up Every Year 
But They Rap B.O. Rise 

Producer-realtor-theatre owner 
Roger L. Stevens took a swipe last 
Monday (7> at New York newspa¬ 
pers playing up Increases in 
Broadway b.o. scales. He lit into 
the periodicals while participating 
in a’ discussion of rising theatre 
costs at a Drama Desk meeting 
held at Sardi’s. Stevens’ stand 
was that while the papers con¬ 
stantly call attention to upped 
tipket tabs they are very quiet? 

Cross-Tie Pid<?eon’s Old 
Films on TV With His 

FootIHit ‘Millionaire’ 
The spread of old feature films 

on television has opened a new 
promotional vein for legit. It’s 
limited, however, to situations 
where a. play or musical’s star is 
also a Hollywood name. 

For instance, during the Broad¬ 
way run of “Happiest Millionaire” 
coin was put into a “special promo¬ 
tion” fund to purchase video spots 
tieing in with the showing of pix 
starring Walter Pidgeon, the play's 
topliner. A number of Pidgeon’s 
old releases, including “Mrs. 
Miniver,” “How Green Was My 
Valley” and “Command Decision,” 
have been playing the home screen 
circuits. 

“Millionaire,” which resumed 
last week at the Playhouse Theatre, 
Wilmington, Del., after an 11-week 
layoff, purchased snots on out-of- 
town stations to coincide with the 
Pidgeon pix. The management 
made its. time-buying selections 
after surveying advance film pro¬ 
gram schedules. It’s figured the 
process will be continued while the 
show’ is on tour. 

Coin was put into the “special 
promotion” fund for 13 of the 34 
weeks “Millionaire” ran on Broad¬ 
way. Except for three of those 
weeks when the allocation was 
reduced, the amount set aside each 
frame for the tv promotion was 
$200. Besides the purchase of tie-in 
plugs there are also instances when 
cuffo references to legit shows 
starring actors appearing In the 
films are given by the tv announc¬ 
ers. 

‘Sergeants’ Into Buffalo 
Under New Local Setup 

Buffalo, Oct 8. 
Touring “No Time for Ser¬ 

geants” will show here at 3,000- 
about it when .they hike their own • seat Shea’s Buffalo (Loew) four 
amusement advertising rates. j performances beginning Nov. 25. 

Accentuating his point on the ad | Local engagement will be under 
boosts, he noted that, except for! the auspices of Theatre Series Inc., 
1953, the N. Y. Times has hiked ; organized by Lewis T. Fisher, Ken- 
its rates each year since 1947 for | neth Gill and Frank M. Abbate of 
a total of 10 increases. Over the j local tent “Melody Fair.” 
same period, he stated, the Herald! Outfit has a number of tentative 
Tribune had six rate increases and ! bookings of touring Broadway at- 
the News eight I tractions this coming winter. 
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‘Now You See’Em, Now Yon Don’t’; 
Legit Thesps Come and Go in Tryouts 
Gotta have a scorecard to keepV 

up with out-of-town tryout' changes' 
in legit shows this season. 

Although the switching of'per¬ 
formers and/or production person¬ 
nel is not unusual during a play’s 
pre-Broadway warmup, the turn¬ 
over is rarely as heavy as it's been 
thus far this semester. Of the 

ILLNESS HITS FRISCO OPERA 

Stella's Surgery In Rome — 
AGMA’s CaUas Hearing 

San Francisco, Oct. 8. 
Tar ,nis San Francisco Opera, already hit 

learty— V least ioiby Maria CaUas- no-show suffered 
. v . . - ' ._i ill 1nr>t whpn Italian sonra- have already been involved in j further ill luek when Ittdian sopra. 

. 1 Jno Antonietta Stella was forced to 
cancel her engagements for leads 
in “Aida” and “The Masked Ball.” 
The soprano underwent an appen¬ 
dectomy at Rome. 

As a result, Negro soprano Leon¬ 
tyne Price got the “Aida" lead 
and Vienna soprano Leonie Rysa- 
nek got the “Masked Ball” job. 

Meantime, In New York, AGMA’s 
executive board set-JNov. 4 for its 
hearing on the Frisco Opera’s 
charges against Miss Callas. 

Doom St. James’s, 
London Landmark 

London, Oct. 8. 
The fight for the life of the St. 

James’s Theatre is ended. It will 
be demolished to make way for an 
office block. After months of 
stalling, efforts to gain public sup¬ 
port, Vivien Leigh’s scene in the 
House of Lords, a public meeting 
near Trafalgar Square, and prom¬ 
ises of financial aid from America, 
the “Save The St James's" cam¬ 
paign has petered out because of 
Increasingly rising estimates on 
the amount of cash needed. ' 

News of the failure came in a 
statement at a luncheon attended 
by Miss Leigh, Sir Laurence 
Olivier and Huntington Hartford. 
It would cost “considerably more” 
than $1,400,000 to acquire the 
property, pay reasonable compen¬ 
sation to the site developers, re¬ 
store the building to a proper state 
of repair and decoration to allow 
it to continue as a theatre, and pro¬ 
vide the necessary working capital. 

shifts affecting either the cast or 
production staff. 

The most recent changes, on the 
performer level, were made in 
“Copper and Brass,” “Romanoff 
and Juliet” and “The Square Root 
of Wonderful." In the case of 
“Wonderful" the switch -occurred 
prior to the start of the play’s try¬ 
out run, which begins tomorrow 
(Thurs.) night at the McCarter 

■Theatre, Princeton, N. J, 
The “Wonderful" change in¬ 

volved bringing in William Smith- 
ers as-replacement for Gerald Mohr, 
who was to have made his legit 
debut in the play. According to a 
release from the show’s pressagent, 
Mohr, “a victim of the Asian flu 
epidemic, had to withdraw from 
the cast on advice of hi* physician." 

In “Copper." Benay Venuta has 
replaced Joan Blondell and Horace 
McMahon has taken over for Alan 
Bunce. The musical is current at 
the Erlanger Theatre, Philadelphia. 

The .switch in “Romanoff” in¬ 
volves the role of Juliet. During 
the Philadelphia, tryout, Suzanne 
Storrs, who had the part originally, 
was replaced by her understudy, 
Beverly Bentley, who was subse¬ 
quently succeeded by' Elizabeth 
Montgomery. However, a manage¬ 
ment rep revealed yesterday 
(Tues.) that the role will probably 
be played by Elisabeth Allen when 
.the show opens tomorrow (Thurs.l 
iftight at the Plymouth Theatre, 
N. Y. 

“Romanoff" previously made two 
other cast changes with Henry Las- 

(Continued on page 66) 

DALLAS CIVIC OPERA 
SETS AGMA CONTRACT 

Dallas, Oct 8. 

A formal agreement has been 
completed by the Dallas Civic 
Opera and the American Guild of 
Musical Artists, per Henry S. Mil¬ 
ler Jr., the president. 

Hyman R. Faine, national execu¬ 
tive secretary of AGMA, visited 
here last week to confer with gen¬ 
eral counsel William A. McKenzie 
and general manager Lawrence V. 
Kelly. All basic problems were 
solved In the initial meeting and 
an AGMA contract exists for a one- 
year period. 

The company will present its 
initial season in November at State 
Fair Auditorium. Maria Menghinl- 
Callas (it says here) will be pre¬ 
sented in a benefit concert of oper¬ 
atic scenes Nov. 21 with the Dallas 
Symphony Orchestra under Nicola 
Rescigno. Rossini’s opera “L’lta- 
liana in Algeria.” with an all star 
cast headed by Giulietta Simionato, 
will be offered in two performances 
Nov. 22 evening and Nov. 24 mat¬ 
inee. 

Total Versatility 
Robert Porterfield, operator 

of the Barter Theatre, Abing¬ 
don, Ya.f had to double as cos¬ 
tume mistress on his current 
production of “Fourposters." 
He took on the assignment 
when the regular wardrobe 
changer became ill after han¬ 
dling the chore for 38 per¬ 
formances. 

However, Porterfield claims 
that while helping Sylvia 
Strickland, Who portrays the 
wife in the two-character play, 
with her six costume changes, 
he naturally wore blinders. , 

Milwaukee Hometowner 
To Hare Her Play Done 

By Miller Stock There 
Milwaukee, Oct. 8. 

“A Hold on Heaven," a new play 
by localite Emily Sprague Wurl, is 
scheduled to be pjeemed this sea¬ 
son at the Fred Miller Theatre) 
here. The stock operation begins 
its fourth season Oct. 21 with Ed¬ 
ward Everett Horton in “The Re¬ 
luctant Debutante.” 

A 30-week season is scheduled 
and a drive is currently underway 
to achieve an advance sale of $60,- 
000 prior to the opening pf “Debu 
tante.” Mary John continues a£ 
managing director of the theatre 
while the staff for the season in¬ 
cludes Thelma Boalbey, business 
manager and pressagent; Elmer 
Regner, box office manager; Hale 
McKeen, resident director; Zvi 
Geyra, designer, and Dorothy! 
Fowler, stage manager. 

Also, Robert Larkin, assistant 
business manager; Catherine 
Fields, assistant designer; Art Yan- 
derkin, box office agent; Virginia 
Kissell, production secretary, and 
George Riddle and Ronald Lautore, 
actor-technicians. 

Courtesy Aids 
D.C. Arena B.O. 

Washington, Oct. 8. 
Arena Stage, capital’s theatre-iri- 

the-round, opens Oct. 22 with 
Shaw’s “The Doctor’s Dilemma,” 
and plans for an eight-show sea¬ 
son. The 500-seat house, located 
in the recreation hall of a defunct 
brewery, wound up last season, its 
first in new location, well in black. 
It begins this one with a subscrip¬ 
tion backlog of 2,000, the limit set 
for the 15% discount offer. 

Arena Stage, which has won na¬ 
tional attention via almost consis¬ 
tently hep productions, plus such 
alumni as director Alan Schneider 
and actor George “Happiest Mil¬ 
lionaire" Grizzard, has built an en¬ 
thusiastic following along town’s 
Embassy Row as well as with its 
natives. Such extra services as 
telephone reservations, held until 
curtain time, the discount subscrip¬ 
tion plan, and cuts as high as 25% 
for theatre parties, have helped. 

Standouts of last season, all vir¬ 
tual sell-outs for 3 week runs, in¬ 
clude “View from the Bridge," 
“Witness for the Prosecution" and 
a program of 3 one-acters. Raves 
of local cricks for latter brought 
here Brooks Atkinson and a column 
of kudos in the New York Times. 

Current agenda includes world 
preem of a new mood play, “An¬ 
swered the Flute," by ex-Hollywood 
scripter Sam Robins. This is first 
manuscript opus undertaken by 
repertory troupe since it launched 
“All Summer Long” in ’53. Latter, 
directed by Alan Schneider, had 
a brief Broadway run. 

Other plays on current calendar 
are as follows:—“Brother Rat”; 
“Juno and the Paycock"; Eugene 
O’Neill’s “Mourning Becomes Elec- 
tra”; Giraudoux's “Apollo” on a 
double bill with Terence Rattigan’s 
“The Browning Version”; a Shakes- 
perean play; and “The Drunkard." 
House is not air conditioned and 
cannot withstand Washington heat. 

Arena. Stage operates with an 
all-Equity resident'company of 10, 
plus jobbers for lead roles. Salaries 

(Continued on page 68) 

Chi’s Goodman Theatre 
Takes on Staff of Pros 

Chicago, Oct. 8. 
Goodman Memorial Theatre 

here, under direction this year of 
Dr. John Reich, is taking on a 
professional staff for its 26th 
season. As senior stage director, 
the drama school has tapped Dr. 
Charles McGaw, of Actor’s Studio 
and author of “Acting Is Believ¬ 
ing.” New scene designer is Wil¬ 
liam Ryan, formerly of Carnegie 
Tech’s drama department, and new 
costumer is Sylvia Wintle, who has 
designed the clothes for several off-1 
Broadway, productions. | 

Reich himself did an adapta¬ 
tion of Schiller’s "Mary Stuart,”’ 
preeming at the Phoenix Theatre 
next month. He intends also to 
bring in professional actors for 
several Goodman productions, not 
only to inspire the laboratory stu¬ 
dents but also to attract wider in¬ 
terest of the general public. 

Schedule of plays at Goodman 
Includes "Ah, Wilderness." “Tiger, Ronn has teen sig^d 

Ev’epman, a! as & featured dancer in “The Mu- 
double-Bill of Man of Destiny !sic Man.” His njne-year-old sister, 
and Great Katherine, and the ina Beth Cummins, was recently 
Chicago premiere of “Caminojset for the cast of “Under Milk 
Real." JWood.” 

Vineland Prolonging 
Vineland, pnt., Oct. 8. 

Nat Goodwin’s Garden Centre 
Theatre here, normally closed by 
now, will operate till mid-Decem¬ 
ber, doing musicals for a fortnight 
each. Current Is “Pajama Game," 
starring Margo McKinnon and 
Sammy Sales, followed by “Kiss 
Me Kate,” “Can-Can,” “Showboat,” 
“Boy Friend" and “Damn Yan¬ 
kees.” 

New policy was sparked by suc¬ 
cessful fortnight with “My Fur 
Lady,’ professionalized McGill U. 
revusical (now back in Montreal). 
Had summer drama stock before 
that. 

Royal, or Sadler’s, All 
Same at Met Boxoffice; 
Ballet’s $464,279 in N.Y. 
Royal Ballet, the former Sadler's 

Wells company, grossed $464,279 in 
four weeks (33 performances) at 
the Metropolitan Opera Hoilse, 
NVY.— or an average of $115,000 
weekly. It opened yesterday (Tues.) 
in Boston. For the Hub, and other 
dates in its present 16-week road 
tour, which equals hut does not 
exceed its longest previous U.S. 
tour, the Ballet has an advance 
ticket sale of nearly $500,000, per 
the Sol Hurok office. 

Some question had been raised 
whether the recent change of title 
for the ballet would crimp the 
b.o. As to that. Dame Nina de 
Valois, director of the troupe, in 
a curtain speech Sunday (6Kfrom 
the Metis stage made two oblique 
references: (1) “You (the audi¬ 
ence) have given us this year our 
best N.Y. season” and (2) “I’m 
inclined to ask, ’What’s in a 
name?’" 

Kiss-and-flower farewell was part 
of a 16-minute bye-bye ovation. 

John Cameron Acquires 
Ephrata (Pa.) Strawhat 
John Cameron, director of the 

Legion Star , Playhouse, Ephrata, 
Pa., has taken a lease on the 
Guthsville Playhouse, Allentown, 
Pa. 

He plans a star operation with a 
resident company next Summer. 

Own Member and Producer* Both in Violation* of 
Pact—Precedent Seen Dangerous 

-L-—f: 

PAGE'S 72-BURG TOUR 

Repeats In January Via Columbia 
Concert Bookings 

! Ruth Page ballet, which carries 
the “Chicago Opera” tag, is hitting 
the turnpikes for 74 cities in 13 
weeks. It’s second time out via 
Columbia Artists (Kurt Weinhold 
division), starting in January. Last 
season the route included 92 burgsx 
enough to fatigue even ballet 
dancers. 

Principals this time include Mia 
Slavenska, Oleg Briansky, Sonia 
Arova, Job Sanders, Kenneth John¬ 
son, Doreen Tempest and Barbara 
Steele. Troupe numbers 50, and 
the conductor will be Neal Kay an. 

long Journey’s 
: $14,931 Layoff 

The seven-week layoff of “Long 
Day’s Journey Into Night" this 
past summer cost the Broadway 
production, $14,931. That does not 
include expenses involved in play¬ 
ing a July'2-6 engagement at the 
Paris Festival. 

The hill for the overseas stand 
was footed by the State Dept, via 
American National Theatre & 
Academy, which’ sponsored the 
hooking as part of its International 
Exchange Program. Included, in the 

- expenses for, the layoff period was 
$7,186 rent for Helen Hayes Thea¬ 
tre, N. Y., where the drama, costar¬ 
ring Fredric March and Florence 
Eldridge, is currently in its 42d 
week. — 

) The reopening , advertising cost 
on the' Leigh Connell-TheOdore 
Mann-Jose Quintero production 
was $6,100, with ANTA covering 
$3,000 of that amount. As of Aug. 
31 accounting, the posthumous Eu¬ 
gene O’Neill prize-winner had net¬ 
ted $145,900 on its Broadway run. 
Of that amount $91,000 had been 
distributed. On the basis -of the 
regular 50-50 split of the profits be¬ 
tween the management and backers 
that brought the latter’s payoff to 
$45,500 on an $80,000 investment. 

. Of the coin accrued as of *the 
Aug. 31 audit, $20,104 had been 
set aside towards the financing 
of a contemplated second com¬ 
pany. 

Starlight Season in K.C. 
Had 375,000 Attendance, 

645G Gross, 25G Loss 
Kansas City, Oct. 8. 

Starlight Theatre's 12-week sea¬ 
son of outdoor musicals which 
ended in Swope Park Sept. 8, had 
total. attendance of 375,000 and a 
gross about $25,000 short of ai 
record budget of $670,000. The 
budget, upped more/than $50,000 
over any previous high, was gear¬ 
ed to bigger names than previous¬ 
ly. • j 

Television and recording per-) 
sonalities were the best bet, in-! 
eluding like Don Cornell, Kay 
Starr, Dorothy Collins and Tony 
Bennett, according to. business 
manager William Symon. A gam- ) 
ble on night club performers Was 
less successful. Notable entries 
from this field were Hildegarde 
and Lillian Roth. 

Actually the $25,000 “loss” Is 
almost a technicality,. as needed 
repairs and other incidentals came 
to more ' than. $10,000, not budget¬ 
ed. This season also had more 
weathefitis than any of recent, 
years, the pattern being somewhat 
set when the opening night with 

(Continued on page 68) 

Ft Worth’s New Symph 
Fort Worth, Oct. 8. 

Fort Worth’s new symphony 
Orchestra, first here since World 
War II, will make its debut in 
Will Rogers Memorial Auditorium 
Oct. 29. »Other concerts are set! 
for Dec. 17 and March 4. 

Robert Hull is conductor who 
has stated that mote than. 50 play¬ 
ers already have been Selected for 
the orchestra. „ 

(At Variety’s Press time, 
Tues. Meyer Levin dropped 
his appeal, mentioned below 

. and won't oppose “producers* 
version.” He concedes an 
error on his arbitration, ar¬ 
rangement.) 
The Dramatists Guild, although 

directly inyolved in Meyer Levin’s 
controversy with producers Michael 
Myerberg and Leonard S. Gruen- 
berg oyer their upcoming Broad* 
way production of “Compulsion," 
hasn’t taken an official stand on 
the matter as yet. It’s expected, 
however, that the subject will come 
up for discussion at the Guild’s 
board meeting later this month. 

The Guild is in the middle of 
the dispute over script revisions 
on the play, which Levin adapted 
from his own novel, as the result 
of both its own member “and the 
producers having violated Guild 
terms. By sidestepping action in 
the controversy, the Guild could be 
leaving itself open for similar 
future violations, which in thia case 
involved the making of unauthor¬ 
ized side agreements for bringing 
in Robert Thom fa assist in the 
writing of the play and the naming 
of the show’s director, Alex Segal, 
as arbitrator on script squabbles 
between Levin and the producers. 

Meanwhile, Levin's attorney 
Samuel Fredman filed an appeal 
last Monday (7) with the Appellate 
Division of the N. Y. Supreme 
Court to plead reversal of a deci¬ 
sion made earlier by Supreme 
Court Judge John Markowitz up¬ 
holding an agreement between 
Levin and the producers to have 
Segal as script arbitrator. In doing 
this. Judge Markowitz ruled that - 
the issue was not subject to outside 
arbitration as requested by Levin. 

The author, incidentally, placed 
an ad,in the N. Y. Times last week 
offering to halt legal proceedings 
if the producers would present his 
original adaptation and the Tevised 
versiofa on alternate weeks. Myer¬ 
berg claims, such an offer was never 
made tb him directly and that if it 
had been he would give it consid¬ 
eration. 

2D EDITION OF ’OXFORD 
THEATRE COMPANION’ 

“The Oxford Companion to the 
Theatre" (second edition), edited 
by Phyllis Hartnoll (Oxford; 
$11.50), is an expanded version of 
the first edition, issued in 1951, 
by the same editor and publisher. 
Encyclopedic in nature, and done 
in England, the yolume neverthe¬ 
less has hundreds of entries em¬ 
bracing the American stage. U. S. 
contributors include the 4ate Bar- 

j rett H. Clark, Sawyer - Falk, Mrs. 
I Hallie Flanagan Davis (former di¬ 
rector of WPA Federal Theatre), 

! George Freedley, John Gassner, 
Douglas Gilbert, Stanley McCand- 
less, Lee Simdnson and- Bernard 
SobeL Ben Lucien Rurman pro- 

! vides a thorough history of Amer¬ 
ican showboating; and the editor 
credits Dr. William can Lennep, 
curator of the Haryard Theatre 
Collection, and May Davenport §ey- 

1 mour of the Museum of the. City 
of N. Y., .for special aid. Most 

| Manhattan playhouses and their 
! histories are covered. 
| There are bios of this country's 
top theatre personalities, past and 
present; also- rundowns on stage 
practices and customs on this side 
the Atlantic. American' readers 
may find some of the English ref¬ 
erences obscure, but there can be 
no quarrel with the excellent 10-' 
page account of the Negro in the 
American theatre, written by Prof. 
Sterling A. Brown of Washington, 
D. C. Book is, perhaps, a bit bulky 
and the next edition may well re¬ 
quire two volumes. Printing hr 
double columns to the page and in 
a type-face somewhat smaller than, 
makes for easiest reading are draw¬ 
backs to “The Companion.” / 

A section of illustrative plates is 
an asset, and the Work as * whole 
is an important, scholarly adjunct 
to all libraries, theatrical or gen- 
feral; a vital compendium of show 
biz lore. Rodo. 

John Lane, who operate* the 
Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse during 
the summer, vrill fce*managihg di¬ 
rector of the Coconut Grove Play¬ 
house, Miami, Fla., this winter;- 
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Philly Bustling; ‘Jamaica’ $62,300, 
‘Brass’ 1MJ, 31G, ‘Way’ $16,400 

Philadelphia, Oct 8.' 
Theatre Guild-American Theatre 

Society’s “Separate Tables” felt the 
Jewish holidays but touring drama 
is expected to fare much better 
this week. Last week’s other 
newcomer to Philadelphia, Herman 
Wouk’s comedy “Nature’s Way” 
got off to fast start First string 
critics—Murdock (Inquirer!; De 
Schauensee (Bulletin) and Gaghan 
(News)—felt it was no masterpiece, 
but orted the audience was in 
convu 3ns. Uniform good notices 
helped joxoffice sale and audience 
reception. 

“Jamaica” quit the Shubert 
Saturday evening leaving that 
house dark until the opening of 
“Rumple,” Oct .21, “Romanoff 
and Juliet” left the Forrest Satur¬ 
day night and theater relights 
Thursday evening (10) • with com¬ 
edy, “Fair Game.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Copper and Brass, Erlanger 

(MC) (2d wk) ($6; 1,880; $53,000) 
(Nancy Walker) Bad word of 
mouth and cast changes crimp 
tuner. Joan Blondell replaced by 
Benay Venuta this week. Poor 
$18;5O0. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Forrest (C) 
(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,750; $36,000) 
(Peter Ustinov) Subscription sale 
plus generally favorable reception 
made for good second stanza for 
British spoor, over $31,000. 

Separate Tables, Locust (D) (1st 
wk) ($4.80; 1,580; $40,000) (Eric 
Portman, Geraldine Page) Twin 
playlets got unanimous praise from 
second string reviewers and opened 
to smart $26,000. 

“Jamaica,” Shubert (MC) (3d wk) 
($7:20-$6; 1,870; $63,000) (Lena 
Home, Ricardo Montalban) Sold 
out since opening, musical pushed 
on for further tuneup in Boston 
after profitable three week stftnd. 
Nearly $62,300. 

Nature’s Way, Walnut (C) (1st 
wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000). Money 
notices plus good word of moutn 
took this comedy right off the 
First-Night club list. Almost $16,- 
400. 

McCabe's ELT Stmt 
John McCabe will direct “The 

Comedy of Errors,” which' bows 
Oct. 16 at the Lenox Hill Play¬ 
house, N. Y., as the opening bill 
of the current Equity Library The¬ 
atre season. The production staff 
also includes Thomas A. Currie 
Jr., production manager; George 
Randall, stage manager; Miles 
Krenger, sets and lighting; Don 
Xer, costume designer, and Don 
Keeney, assistant stage manager. 

Toning Shows 
. . (Oct. 7-20) 

CirtfrM Hurt (tryout) (Jack Carter, 
Susan Johnson, Melville Cooper)—Cui, 
Detroit (7-11); Henna, Cleve. (14-10) (Re¬ 
viewed in VARIETY, Oct. 3, '57). SS Inn (tryout) (Nancy Walker) 

r, Philly (7-11) (Reviewed in 
, Sept. IS. rs7). 

Diary of Ann* Prank (Joseph. Schild- 
Jcraut)—Shubert, Det. (T-18). 

Pair Ohm (tryout)—Forrest, Philly 
(10-19). 

Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidseon)— 
Ford's, Balto. (7-1B); Caas. Det. 

Jamaica (tryout) (Lena Home, Ricardo 
Montalban)—Shubert, Boston (8-19) (Re¬ 
viewed in. VARIETY, Sept. 18, '57). 

Morton of the Movfoo (Buster Keaton)— 
Hartford, LJL (8-19). 

Middle of the NlfM (Edward G. Hob- 
ins on>—Shubert, New Haven (9-13); Wil¬ 
bur. Boston (14-19). 

Monique (tryout) (Patricia Jessel, Den¬ 
holm Elliott)—Playhouse, Wilmington 
(10-13). 

My Pair Lady Od Co.) (Brian Aheme. 
Anne Rogers)—State Fair Aud., Dallas 
(T-20). 

Nature's Way (tryout)—Walnut. Philly 
CM2) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Sept. 18, 
'57). 

Ns Time for Sdrpoants (N. Y. CoA- 
Munlcipal And., Charleston, W. Va. (7); 
Kelth-Albee, Huntington (8-9); Capitol, 
Wheeling (10); Rajah. Reading, Pa. (11-12); 
Indiana U. Aud., Bloomington (14); Cen¬ 
tral H.S. Aud., Kalamazoo (15); Notre 
Dame tJ., South Bend, Ind. (16); H.S. 
Aud., Columbus, Ind. (17); Purdue XJ. 
Aud., Lafayette, Ind. (18-19). 

No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Aud. 
Denver (10-12); Aud., St. Paul (15-16); 
Lyceum, Mpls. (17-19). 

Rivalry (tryout) (Raymond Massey, 
Agnes Modrehead, Martin Gabel)—U. of 
Arizona AUd., Tucson (7); Civic Aud., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. (8); Lubbock. 
Tex. (9); Aud., San Angelo, Tex (10-11); 
Municipal Aud., Big Spring, Tex 02); 
Oklahoma A AM College, Stillwater (ID; 
Holmburg Hall, Norman, Okla. (15); 
Coliseum, Hays, Kan. (16); Kansas State 
Teachers College, Emporia (17); Carney 
Hall, Pitt. 08); Pershing Municipal Aud., 
Lincoln, Neb. (19) (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Oct. 2, '57). 

Rumple (tryout) Eddie Foy’Jr., Gretchen 
Wyler, Stephen Douglass)—Colonial, Bos¬ 
ton (7-19). 

Seperete Tables (Eric Portman, Geral¬ 
dine Page)—Locust, Philly (7-12); Ford's, 
Balto. (14-19). 

Square Reef ef Wonderful (tryout) 
Anne Baxter)—McCarter, Princeton (10- 
12): Walnut, Philly (14-19). 

Time Remembered (tryout) (Helen, 
Hayes, Richard Burton, Susan Strasberg) 
—National. Wash. (8-19) (Reviewed in 
VARIETY, Oct, 2, '37). „ _ ’ 

Tunnel ef Love Alcazar, S.F. (7-19). 
Waltref the Toreadors (Helvyn Douglas, 

Paulette Goddard)—Hanna, Cleve. (7-13); 
Shubert, Cincy (14-19). 

Zlsyfald Pollies—Shubert, Cincy (7-13); 
Victory, Dayton <14-16)> Murat, Indpls. 
07-19),, 

‘Heart’21G, Det.; 
‘Diary’ 236 in 7 

Detroit, Oct. 8.' 
“The Carefree Heart,” with a 

potential capacity of.. $45,000, 
grossed a reported $21,000 at the 
1,482-seat Cass, and-“The Diary of 
Anne Frank,” with a potential of 
$28,000, grossed nearly $23,000 in 
.seven performances at the 2,050- 
seat Shubert last week. “ • 

“Heart,” currently in % its final 
frame-at the'Cass, is scaled to a 
$4.50 top. Jack Carter stars. 
“Diary,” with Joseph Schildkraut 
starred, remains at ‘ the Shubert 
two more weeks. House is scaled 
to a $4 top. 

The 2,700-seat Riviera will pre¬ 
sent “Kalanag the Magician,” in 
what , is billed as his American 
premiere, on Oct. 14 for two weeks. 

Show* scheduled for the Cass 
are Oct. 14 for three weeks “The 
Happiest Millionaire,” starring Wal¬ 
ter Pidgeon; Nov, II for two weeks, 
“Separate Tables,” slurring Eric 
Portman and Geraldine Page; Dec. 
2, “Middle of the Night;* Starring 
Edward G. Robinson. 

‘Rumple’ $6,600 and Mixed 
Reviews in Hub Opening 

Boston, Oct. 8. 
Two shows on the boards this 

week, both musicals, after a dark 
five days, last week. “Jamaica” 
opens at the Shubert tonight 
(Tues.) and “Rumple” opened at! 
the Colonial Saturday night (5) to j 
capacity business and mixed re¬ 
views. . 

“Rumple” is in for a two weeker, 
and “Jamaica” stays for three. The 
Royal Ballet, Sol Hurok’s import, 
opens at Loew*s State Theatre to¬ 
night, scheduled for five days 
exiting Saturday (12). Loew’s pic¬ 
ture house was taken for the ballet' 
after original Opera House book¬ 
ing had to be ‘cancelled due to 
demise of the Shubert house. 
' Legit picks up this month with 
“Middle of the Night” opening at 
the Wilbur Oct 14 for three weeks; 
’’Borscht Capades” at Symphony 
Hall for four nights, Oct 17-20. 

“Time Remembered’* comes into 
the.Colonial Oct. 22 for two weeks. 
“Kalanag ” magic show is next in 
sight at the Shubert for two weeks 
opening Oct 29. Emlyn Williams’ 
does a one- man show Oct. 31- 
Nov* 1 and 2 at Sanders Theatre 
in Cambridge. 

Estimate for Last Week 
Rumple, Colonial (MC) (1st wk) 

($5.50-$6L25; 1,500, $48,900) (Eddie 
Foy, Gretchen Wyler. Stephen 
Douglass). Opened.Saturday night 
(5) to. cap aud and got $6,600 for 
the one performance. Received 
mixed reviews, one rave (Hughes, 
Herald); one seml-affinn (Dttrgin, 
Globe); two sose’s (Dewar, Trav¬ 
eler; Melvin, Monitor); two nega¬ 
tives (Doyle, American; Norton, 
Record). Holds through Oct. 19, 
and exits for Philly before Broad¬ 
way, 

British Shows 
(Figure* denote opening dates) 

London 
Alt Kindt wf Mm, Arts (9-19-37). 
At Brw t Hat, Fortune (1-24-57). 
Bay RrtaML Wyndbam'* <0-1-53). 
Brfda A Sadialar, Ducbaaa 03-19-56). 
CbaRr eardan, Harmarket (4-11-56). 
Chinee# Theatre, Drury (9-16-57). 
Damn Yankee*. Coliaeum (3-28-57). 
Deed Secret, Piccadilly (3-30-57). 
Daar Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Dry Rat. WUtahan «s-31-54L 
entertainer, Palace (9-10-57). 
Far Amnamant Ouly, Apollo (6-5-56). 
Fraa At Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Drab Ma a Gondola, Lyric (12-36-56). 
House by Lake, York's iAft-56). . 
Jayf •ronfell, Lyric Hamm. (10-8-57). 
Lovebirds, Adelphi ^4-20-57J. 
Meat By Ateoqllqlif, Aldwych £8-1-57). 
MousarraRT Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Nakrassav, Royal Ct. (9-17-57). 
Now Crasy Gana, Vic. PaL 02-18-56). 

•He Tima Her MaJ. (8-23-58). 
Nuda With Violin, Globa <11-7-3©. 
Odd Man In, St. Martin* (7-16-57). 
Plafslrs Oa Paris, Wales (4-30-57). • 

, Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar Like a Dave, Phoenix (9-25-57). 
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55). 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Bit. NlfM at “ Crown, Garrick (9-9-57), 

Tropical Meat, New Lind, (4-23-57). 
Walt* ef Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-561 

ON TOUR. 
Desert Sena 
Doctor In the House 
Femme da Flalslr 

. Lava in Idleness 
Man at Distinction 
Paiema Gama 
Reluctant Dobufanta 
Baa Haw Thar Run 
Warm's Bye View 

SUB$ UNDERPIN BALTO 

Douglas-Goddard In Waltz* 
Hit $26,506 

Baltimore, Oct. 8. J 
Baltimore’s legit season was off; 

to a rousing start with “Waltz of' 
the “Toreadors” which grossed 
over $26,500 at Ford's -Theatre at 
a $4,98 top. 

The French-derived comedy, 
with Melvyn Douglas and Paulette 
Goddard in the starring roles, was 
one of the more impressive open¬ 
ings in past Baltimore seasons and 
on some evenings, outdid last 
year’s opener, “Pajama Game.” 
Largely responsible for the turn¬ 
out is the number of Theatre Guild 
subscriptions which has risen to a 
record 4,500. 

Bus-Truck ‘Sgts.’ 

Indianapolis, Oct. 8. 
“No’ Time For Sergeants” 

grabbed a socko $41,500 In eight; 
performances to open new season 
at 2,000-seat Murat here Sept. 30- 
Oct 5. It was biggest take for 
straight play since “Teahouse of 
August Moon.” Top was $4 (with¬ 
out tax). 

Vince Burke, Murat boxoffice 
manager, reports steady demand 
for “My Fair Lady,” which “bpens 
10-day stand here Oct. 23. House 
now is accepting mail orders, 
which it previously stated would 
not be taken for “Lady.” Combina¬ 
tion deal by which advance tickets 
to “Lady" were to be sold only 
to purchasers of “Sergeants” was 
vetoed by “Lady” press agent, Al 
Butler, when he got to town. 

“Ziegfeld Follies,” which had re¬ 
served Murat for three-day stand 
Oct, 17-19, has cancelled out. 

TIME' $43,196; FULL 
SEED AT NEW HAVEN 

New Haven. Oct. 8. 
“Time Remembered” cracked 

Shubert eight-performance, $4.80 
top, record at $43,196 (Sept 30- 
Oct. 5). Current is road breakin 
of “Middle of the Nght” (9-12). 

Coming in are “Soft Touch” (23- 
26), “Rope Dancers” (Oct. 30-Nov. 
2), “Dark at Top of Stairs” (Nov. 
7-9). “Goddess and Genius” (Nov. 
14-16), “Miss Isobel” (Nov. 20-23). 

FRftCO GROSSES BIG 

‘Annie* Got Big $319,609 In 
Five-and-A-Half Weeks 

San Francisco, Oct. 8. . 
Civic Light Opera’s “Annie Get 

Your Gun” moved on to Los An¬ 
geles from Frisco’s Curran after 
doing $310,000 in five and a half 
weeks. That included absolute ca-! 
parity in its final week. 

“No Time for Sergeants” exited 
Geary for Denver haying demon¬ 
strated good business up to and 
through 14th and final week, 

Randolph Hale’s Coast company: 
of “Tunnel of Love” opened Mon¬ 
day (7) at the Alcazar. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Annie (Get Your Gun, Curran <6th 

wk) ($5l50-$5.90; 1,758; $58,000), 
(Mary Martin, John Raitt). Capac¬ 
ity $57,260; previous week, $56,300; 
CLO subscription holds house 
slightly below potential; exited 
Saturday (5) for Los Angeles. 

No Time for Sergeants, Geary 
(14th Wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,550; $36,-J 
000). Good $23,900; previous week, 
$24,000; exited Sunday (6) for Den-; 
ver. - j 

Equity Coast ‘Advisers’ 

The election of members to the 
West Coast Advisory Committee of 
Actors Equity was recently cohr: 
firmed by the union’s council. 
Elected to the WCAC for three- 
year terms, with the number of 
votes received listed parenthet¬ 
ically, were Leonard Penn (133), 
Charles Lane (132)', Philip Cary 
Jones (122) and Kate Drain Law- 
son (109). 

George Berkeley was elected for 
a one-year term with 80 votes and 
John Angelo, who ran unopposed, 
was elected to represent chorus for 
a three-year stretch with 152 votes. 
A total of . 255 ballots Were cast, of 
Which 47 were invalidated. Caudi-. 
dates not elected, with votes re¬ 
ceived listed parenthetically, were 
Edith Leslie (75), Ruby B. Good¬ 
win (64), Preston Hanson (63), Opal 
Euard (56), Edward Loring (51), 
Maidie Norman (42) and Jim Cox 
(26). 

B’way Off, ‘Story ‘Anger 19G, 
Merman $47,800, Ritchard $16,600; 

I O’Brien $9,400 for 4, ‘Knock’17,700 
Business on Broadway dropped 

again last Week. The World Series 
cut into the Wednesday and Sat¬ 
urday matinee trade, while the 
Friday night and Saturday climax 
of. the Jewish holiday was another 
negative factor. 

The sellouts were “Auntie 
Marne,” “Bells Are Ringing” and 
“My Fair Lady.” “West Side 
Story” played to virtual capacity 
business, but unsold boxes, where 
the sight line is poor, kept the 
take down. 

Estimates for Last Week. 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- 
calrDrama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices^ 71umber 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net: 
Le., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Maine, Broadhurst fC) 
(43d wk; 341 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous 
week, $48,159; last week, over 
$48,000. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(45th wk; 356 p) <$8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $58,700; last week, same. 
.Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) 

(127th wk: 1,011 p) ($7.50; 1,434; 
$50,000). Closes Oct. 19. Previous 
week, $26,000; last week, almost 
$25,000. 

Four Winds, Cort (D) (2d wk; 13 
p) ($6.90-$5.75; 1,155; $31,000) (Ann 
Todd, Peter Cookson). Closes next 
Saturday (12). Previous week, 
$10,000 for first five performances; 
last week, nearly $8,300. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(44th wk; 348 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,- 
989) (Ethel Merman). Closing Nov. 
30. Previous week, $48,000; last 
week, oyer $47,800. 

I Knock at the Door, Belasco <D) 
(lai wk; 8 p) ($4.60-$3.85; 1,037; 
$2o,000). Opened Sept. 29 and 
grossed over $7,700 for first eight 
performances. 

LIT Abner, St. James (MC) (47th 
Wk; 372 p). ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100). 
Previous week, $54,300; last week, 
nearly $53,400. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes CD) (41st wk; 246 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). previous week, 
$24,400; last week, almost $20,600. 

Look Baek in Anger, Lyceum 
(D) (Ist.wk; 7 p) $5.75; 995; $26,- 
000) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). 
Opened Oct. 1 to five affirmative 
reviews (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬ 
man; News; KenvHerald Tribune; 
McClain, Journal-American; Watts, 
Post) and two negative (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Coleman. Mirror); 
over $19,000 for first seven per¬ 
formances. 

Mask and* Gown, Golden (R) 4th 
wk; (31 p) ($5.75-$4.60; 800; $20,- 
000) (T. C. Jones). Scheduled to 
move next Monday (14) to the Cort 
Theatre. Previous week, $11,700; 
last week, almost $9,300. 

Miss Lonelyhearts, Music Box 
(D) (1st wk; 4 • p) ($6.90-$5.75; 
1,010; $32,000) (Pat O’Brien). 
Opened last Thursday (3) night to 
one favorable review (Aston, 
World-Telegram) and six unfavor¬ 
able (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, 
News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, 
Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal- 
American; Watts, Post); last week, 
nearly $9,400 for first four per¬ 
formances. 

Most Happy Fella, Imperial (MD) 
(75th wk; 596 p) ($7.50; 1,427; $57.- 
•875). Moves Oct/21 to the Broad¬ 
way Theatre, closing there Dec. 14 
to tour. Previous week, $33,000; 
last week, nearly $30,500. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
<82d wk; 651 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,- 
696) (Rex Harrison, ' Julie An¬ 
drews). As always, over $68,700. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
'(21st wk; 167 p) ($9J20-$8.60; 1,297) 
$59,084) . (Gwen Yerdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $55,000; 
last week, over $57,000. 

Simply Heavenly, Playhouse 
(MC) (7th wk; 54 p) ($5.75-$4.60; 
996; $25,000). Previous week, $16.- 
300; last week, almost $ll,80(f. 
Closes next Saturday (12). 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (3od 
wk; 269 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) 
(Tom Ewell). Previous week, $17,- 
400; last week, over $16,500. 

Visit to a Small* Planet, Booth 
(C) (35th wk; 276 p) ($6,90-$5.75; 
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). 
Closes Jan. 11, to tour. Previous 

week* $18,800; last week, over 
$16,600. 

West Side Story* Winter Garden 

(MD) (2d wk; 12 p) ($7.50; 1,404; 
$63,000). Previous week, $42,700 
for first four performances and 
two previews; last week, almost 
$61,500. 

Opening This Week 
Boy Growing Up, Longacre 

(Reading) ($4.40; 1.101; $20,000) 
(Emlyn Williams), S. Hurok and 
Roger L. Sevens presentation of 
a reading from the stories of Dylan 
Thomas; opened last Monday (7) 
night for a limited two-week en¬ 
gagement. Drew six favorable re¬ 
view (Aston, World-Telegram; At¬ 
kinson, Times; Chapman, News; 
Gilbert, Mirror; Kerr, Herald Trib¬ 
une; Watts, Post) and one good-but 
(McClain, Journal-American). 

Egghead, Barrymore (CD) ($5.75; 
1,077; $34,000) (Karl Malden). 
Hope Abelson presentation of play 
by Molly Kazan; production fi¬ 
nanced at $80,000, cost about $70,- 
000 (including bonds) to bring in, 
can break even at around $17,000 
gross and net about $8,500 at ca¬ 
pacity; opens tonight (Wed.). 

1 Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) ($6.25-$5.75; 1,062; $36,625) 
(Peter Ustinov). David Merrick 
presentation of .play by Peter Usti¬ 
nov; production financed at $80,- 
000, cost an estimated $90,000 to 
bring in, can break even at around 
$22,000 and net about $7,000 at 
capacity; opens tomorrow night 
(Thurs.). 

OFF-BRQADWAY 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56). 
In Good King Charles* Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Land Beyond River, Greenwich 

Mews (10-5-57). ‘ 
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St (9- 

27-57). 
Purple Dust Cherry Lane (12- 

’27-57). 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East 3- 

6-57). 
Tartuffe, Theatre Marquee (10-8- 

37). 
Tevya it. Daughters, Carnegie 

(9-16-57). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9- 

25-55). 
Closed Last Week 

Italian Strawhat, 4th St. (9-30- 
57). 

Johnny Summit, Renata (9-24- 
57). 

‘LADY’HUGE $112,100 IN 
MEMPH&DALLAS SPLIT 

Dallas, Oct. 8. 
“My Fair lady,” costarring 

Brian Aherne and Anne Rogers, 
racked up another powerhouse 
gross last week, tallying over 
$112,100 In seven performances 
split between the 4,100-seat Audi¬ 
torium, Memphis, and the 4,301- 
seat State Fair Auditorium here. 
The take for five performances 
Monday-Wednesday (30-2) in Mem¬ 
phis was $85,046, while the local 
gross for two performances^Satur- 
dav (5) was $27,066. 

The musical continues at the 
State Fair through Oct 20. 

Pidgeon’s 1111110113116,' 
$19,800, Wilmington 

Wilmington, Oct. 8. 
"Happiest Millionaire,” starring 

Walter Pidgeon, grossed a big 
$19,800 in five performances last 
Wednesday-Saturday (2-5) at the 
Playhouse here. The booking 
marked the start of the .play’s post- 
Broadway tour, with the top for 
the stand $5.40. 

Next up at the Playhouse is 
“Monique” for a three-day run be¬ 
ginning Oct 17. 

Tollies,’ $26,500, Cleve. 
Cleveland, Oct. 8. 

“Ziegfeld Follies,” headed by 
Kaye Ballard from Cleveland, took 
a lot of ruffing from local drama 
critics but came out better than ex¬ 
pected at the Hanna last week. 
Musical revue drew okay $26,500 
at $6 top in the 1,515 caparity house 
in eight performances, better than 
it caught in previous stands on pre- 
Broadway tour. Top potential was 
about $40,000. 

Current at Hanna is “Waltz Of 
Toreadors,” with Melvyn Douglas 
and Paulette Goddard. 
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Designing a Theatre? Ask a Pro 
$12,000,000 Boston Aud Seemingly Being Executed 

By Politicians Sans Theatrical Know-How 

Boston, Oct. 8. . 
A resolution petitioning Mayor 

John B. Hynes to place a profes¬ 
sional theatre person on the advis¬ 
ory committee for the city’s pro¬ 
jected $12,000,000 civic auditorium 
in the Prudential Insurance Co. 
development was passed at the 
sixth anni convention of the New 
England Theatre Conference at 
Northeastern U. Saturday (5). 

As an alternative, the resolution 
requested the mayor to have the 
committee consult pro theatre peo¬ 
ple on design and facilities for an 
efficient theatre t* house all types 
of productions from opera and bal¬ 
let to legit. An aud of 6,000 seats 
with adjacent smaller theatres and 
concert halls is planned for the 
center. 

Jo Mielziner gave the main con¬ 
vention address and was awarded 
a citation. Awards were made to 
Hill and Wang, New York, for its 
publication of inexpensive paper 
bound theatre books and to the 
Community Players, Concord, N.H., 
for conducting NETC’s largest 
workshop program in Concord last 
year. Dr. Osmond Strong, chairman 
of that workshop, received the 
award. 

The Mass. High School Drama 
Festival, whose competish was co¬ 
sponsored by the Boston Globe last 
spring, was awarded a special ci¬ 
tation. In the anni . festival, high 
school dramatic clubs compete 
with their own play productions. 
Nancy Fox, Beverly, Mass., teacher 
and prime force in the Mass. High 
School Drama Guild, another'spon¬ 
sor of the festival, received the 
award in the name of the guild 
from Dr. Paul R. Barstow, prexy 
of NETC and professor of speech 
and drama at Wellesley. 

Panel discush and talks on com¬ 
munity and pro theatre problems 
were held throughout the day. 

Outlook Lively 
Madrid, Oct. 8. 

•Two American hit plays inaugu¬ 
rated Madrid’s theatrical season. 
Estaban Serrador co-stars- with 
Pepita in Tennessee Williams’ 
"Glass Menagerie" at the redeco¬ 
rated Teatro Eslava while brother 
Pastor Serrador shares the spot¬ 
light with screen star Analia Gade 
and Carlos Thorry In Hugh Her¬ 
bert's "The Moon Is Blue" at the 
Infanta Isabela. 

Four stage hits of last season 
have reopened. Berta Riaza re¬ 
peats as the teenage lead in 
"Diary of Anne Frank" at Jose 
Tamayo’s Teatro Espanol. ' Mary 
Carrillo and Enrique Diosdado re¬ 
turn Terence Rattigan’s "The 
Sleeping Prince" to the miniature 
hut modern basement theatre, 
Recoletos. 

Back from summer roadshowings 
are two Spanish comedies: Luca de 
Tena’s "Where to, Alfonso XII?" in 
again at the Lara and "The 
Damoiselle From Valladolid” at 
the Comedia. Latter is staged by 
the Alberto Closas company which 
will followup later this year with 
a Spanish version of the Italo mu 
sical comedy, “Good Night, Bet- 
tina.” 

Tina Gasco company has a new' 
version of the Italian comedy, 
"Two Dozen Red Roses," a hit sev¬ 
eral seasons back, and the show-, 
case Reina Victoria will open with} 

‘ Ssattle Booking Lineup 
Seattle, Oct. 8. 

Concert attractions set for this 
season in Seattle by Voichok and 
Engerman are as follows: 

Nov. 1—Fred. Waring’s Pennsyl¬ 
vanians at Orpheum; Nov. 9-10-— 
New York Opera Festival, "Car¬ 
men,” “La Trataata" at Moore; 
Feb. 26—Jose Greco Troupe at 
Orpheum; March 1-2—Ballet Russe 
de Monte Carlo at Moore; March 8 
—Marian Anderson at Orpheum. 

Bus-transported “No Time for 
Sergeants" hits Orpheum on April 
17-18 and the next following nights, 
April 19-20, will see the Moore 
lighted for Canada’s National Op¬ 
era Co. 

Now You See ’Em 
r Continued from page 64 '■ 

coe succeeding George Voskovec 
and Carl Don replacing Alvin Ep¬ 
stein. Two shows that have already 
opened in. New York also made 
some cast alterations before com¬ 
ing into town. The plays are "Four 
Winds" and "Miss Lonelyhearts.” 
In the former, Luella Gear re¬ 
placed Ann Andrews and Harry 
Mehaffey succeeded Harry Bannis¬ 
ter. In "Lonelyhearts,’’ Pippa Scott 
replaced Loretta Leversee. 

Cast changes were also made in' 
two three-character offerings, “The 
Saturday Night Kid” and "The 
Rivalry." The former, which folded 
out-of-town, brought in Jack Klug- 
man as replacement for Joseph 
Wiseman and the latter, prior to 
embarking on a lengthy pre-Broad¬ 
way tour, set Martin Gabel to re¬ 
place Brian Donlevy. 

Besides the cast change, "Kid" 
also switched directors with War¬ 
ren Enters succeeding George 
Keathley. Other stager shifts oc¬ 
curred in "Copper" and "Nature’s 
Way,” currently in Philadelphia. 
Burt Shevelove replaced Mar&Dan- 
iels as director of the. former of¬ 
fering, while Alfred de Liagre Jr., 
producer of the latter entry, took 
over the staging assignment orig¬ 
inally held by Basil Langton. 

"Copper” was also involved in 
a shakeup in the dance department, 
with Bob Fosse replacing Anna 
Sokolow in the staging of the terp 
numbers. A similar change was 
made in "Carefree Heart,” current¬ 
ly in Detroit, with Diana Krup- 
ska succeeding John Heawodd. A 
switch in another category was 
made in "Jamaica,’* currently in 
Boston. Lehman Engel has suc¬ 
ceeded Jay Brackton as musical di¬ 
rector on the tuner. 

Shuberls Pay 
Continued from page 6J 

meeting that he felt It wasn’t too 
high and hoped it would be in¬ 
creased in the future when divi¬ 
dends might also be paid. 

Gilbert, who expected to do some 
battling at the meeting, claims he 
didn’t find too much to fight about 
since John Shubeit agreed with 
most of his suggestions to improve 
dissemination of information to the 
stockholders. 

The suggestions covered the in¬ 
clusion of comparative figures in 
the annual report, plus more de- 
tailed information; a proxy state¬ 
ment, including directors to be 
elected and their top salaries, and 
also to have the auditors address 
their reports to the directors and 
shareholders. 

Gilbert, however, did come 

Sun for All," a first play by Fran-; acrossf’. what he regards, as an ag- 
cisco Casanova. 

La Zarzuela ‘Madrid’s showpiece 
theatre named after Spain's dis¬ 
tinctive pop light opera format) 
will open its doors with "Las 
Golondrinas" (The Swallows) fol¬ 
lowing "Folies Bergere.” Pilar 
Lorengar who played concerts in 
U. S. last winter will be in Zar¬ 
zuela lead. 

Two new theatres will enter the 
lists this season. The Goya (750, 
seats i. completely reconstructed, i approving acts of the board on the 
will open shortly with a classic • ground he didn’t know' what the 
comedy by Benavente,- "La Noche \ acts were. ,On the same theory, 
del Sabado.” Teatro-Club Bellas?he got the board to agree not to 
Artes <400 seats* is being parson- use public proxies In the voting, 
ally designed by prominent Jose The effect of this action, however, 
Tamayo to make it one of Europe’s j was only academic since the Shu- 
most technically-advanced little: berts control most of the corpora- 
theatre for a late winter start. i tion’s stock. 

gravating situation w’hile looking 
through the organization^ min¬ 
utes following the conclusion of 
the. conclave. This, he notes re¬ 
lates to the board having voted to 
turn over 5^ of the net earnings 
of the company to the Sam S. 
Shubert Foundation. He feels this 
isn’t just when dividends aren’t be¬ 
ing paid to holders of common 
stock. 

Gilbert also refused to vote oil 

MONTREAL DUALINGUALER 

Makes Second Cozy Playhouse For 
Quebec Metropolis 

Montreal, Oct. 8. 
A new legit group, the Studio 

and Dramatic Club, bows here to¬ 
night (TueS.) with "The Reluctant 
Debutante,” starring Arthur 
Treacher. The outfit, formed byj 
Brigham Day and Ray Hatrick, who 
have been partnered in the opera 
tion of the North Hatley Playhouse 
the past two summers, has set up 
shop in a 200-seat renovated mid¬ 
town garage. 

Current plans call for the presen-] 
tation of both French and English 
plays, with star leads. The box 
office will be scaled to $3.80 top 
during the week and $4.40 Satur¬ 
day nights. 

Another small-seater, the Mont¬ 
real Repertory Theatre, is moving 
into permanent quarters this season 
for the first time since its former 
house was destroyed by fire in 1952. 

The new Repertory Theatre, 
seating 300, is located in the down¬ 
town area. The season there- is 
skedded to' get underway in mid- 
November with “Venus Observed.” 
Bruce Raymond is general manager 
of the operation. 

• Stars of Bolshoi 
Buenos Aires, Sept. 22. 

Stars of the ballet of the Bolshoi Thea¬ 
tre, of Moscow, presented by Clemente 
Lococo S.A. and Conciertos Omar, tinder 
the direction of Stefan Norobiov. Prlma 
Ballerina, Balsa Struchkova; First Dancer, 
Alexander Lapauri. with Marina Kron- 
dratieva. Gleb Evodkimov; Boris Jojlov', 
Tamara Varlamova and Guerman Sitaikov. 
Musical Director, Mahfredi Argento. Pian¬ 
ist, Irina Zaitseva. Cello, Jose Bragato. 
Opened Sept. IS at Opera House, Buenos 
Aires; 135 pesos top. 

This was outstanding and sensa¬ 
tional choreography and ballet, 
though presented starkly without 
scenery or props, against a severe 
curtained background, the dancers 
performing excerpts from famous 
classic ballets, as though audition¬ 
ing. The six performances ’ were 
highly appreciable by both (1) B. 
Aires balletomanes, and (2) a large 
crowd of "fellow travellers, not so 
much interested in ballet as in 
splitting their hands to applaud 
anything from Moscow. The Ballet¬ 
omanes came to scoff and became 
as enthusiastic as the rest. 

They found the highest degree of 
technique and discipline amongst 
all the dancers In a strenuously 
exacting 14-item program, which 
included a superb "Death of the 
Swan” (Saint Saens) hr Raisar| 
Struchkowa. In this as m "Wal- 
purgis Night” from the Gounod 
opera "Faust,” to the final Mos- 
chokowsky "Waltz,” this dancer, 
partnered by Alexander Lapauri 

Ignd Gleb Evodkimov, danced-with 
1 everything she had; superb tech¬ 
nique, astounding acrobatics, verve, 
poetry and grace. Her fouettes are 
sensation. 

Every item deserved and received 
curtain calls; while several num¬ 
bers had to be repeated, particu¬ 
larly the “Waltz,” although the 
audience should haye realized that 
this was asking a great deal Con¬ 
sidering the acrobatic feats in¬ 
volved, since. Struchkova, did re¬ 
peated triple-turn leaps worthy of 
the center ring in ballet, if such 
a thing existed. 

The male dancers appear tough 
and husky to Western eyes, espe¬ 
cially around the waist, but are 
surprisingly supple nonetheless, 
twirling like Dervishes, spinning 
like tops and . taking, tremendous- 
leaps. Their timing as partners was 
excellent. 

Tamara Varlamova was also out¬ 
standing in an intensely dramatic 
Gypsy dance from "Don. Quijote” 
(Zelobinsky), which she too had to 
repeat. 

It was on the costume side that 
there was something vaguely 
clumsy or old-fashioned, perhaps 
in the quality of tarlatans, or of 
tights, but this in no way dimmed 
the brilliance of a fascinating hnd 
beautiful show. 

A local orchestra, led by 33-year- 
old Argentine conductor Mahfredi 
Argento,- provided- a competently 
assured musical background, with 
the added help of Soviet pianist 
Irina Zaitseva and Argentine cellist 
Jose Bragato. Nid. 

Sets for the Players Fourteen 
production of . "Tartuffewhich 
opened last night (Tues.) at Thea¬ 
tre Marquee, N. Y., were designed 
by Edward M dearth. The cos¬ 
tumes and lighting are by Gent 
Barth and Betsy Rapport, respec¬ 
tively. Ralph Friar directed and 
Kent deGraffenricd is production 
stage manager. 

House Manager Assignments 
House manager assignments thus far set for theatres; in New York 

and out-of-town for the 1957-58 season are as follows: 

NEW YORK 
Adelphi, Jack Weiser; Ambassador, -Fanny Comstock; ANTA, Paul 

Vroom; Alvin, Warren O’Hara; Barrymore, Charles Strakosch; Beck, 
Louis Lotito; Belasco, J. Ross Stewart; Bijou, Eliot Foreman, Booth, 
Frank O’Connor; Broadhurst, Bernard Clancy; Broadway, Edward Scan¬ 
lon; City Center, Ed Hass; Coronet, Mack Hilliard; Cort, Harold Hevia; 
46th Street, Huch McGauley; Globe, unassigned; Golden, Edward Dol- 
wing; Hayes, Thomas Clarke; Hellinger, Ed Blatt; Imperial, Gerson. 
Weiner; Longacre, Leo McDonald; Lyceum, Arthur Singer; Majestic, 
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence Jr.; Miller, George Banyai; Morosco, 
Arthur LIghton; Music Box, Charles “Stewart; National, Saul Abraham; 
Phoenix, Natahan Parnes; Playhouse, Abel Enklewitz; Plymouth, Sam 
Funt; Royale, Horace Wright; St. James, Sam Horworth; Shubert, Jack 
Small; Winter Garden, Norman Light. 

BALTIMORE 
Ford’s, Percy Murphy. 

BOSTON 
Colonial, Louis Cline; Shubert, John Yorke; Wilbur, Michael 

Kavanagh. . 
CHICAGO 

Blackstone, Andrew Little; Civic Opera House, J. Charles Gilbert; 
Erlanger, George Wilmot; Great Northern, unassigned; Harris, Milford 
Hanney; Selwyn, William Norton; Shubert, Herbert. Reis; Studebaker, 
unassigned. 

CINCINNATI 

CLEVELAND 

COLUMBUS 

Shubert, Noah Schecter. 

Hanna, Milton Krantz. 

Hartman, Robert Boda. 
DALLAS 

State Fair Auditorium, Charles R. Meeker Jr. 
DETROIT 

Cass, Harry McKee; Riviera, Joseph Nederlander, Shubert, James 
Nederlander. 

LOS ANGELES 
.Biltmore, C. E. Oliver; Forum, Jack Present; Hartford, Leslie Thom¬ 

as; Philharmonic, Richard Drew.. 
MILWAUKEE 

Pabst, Myra Peache. 
MINNEAPOLIS 

Lyceum, Lowell Kaplan. 
NEW H^VEN 

Shubert, Benjamin Witkin. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Academy of Music, Harold Mason; Erlanger, Lex Carlin; Forrest, 

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence; Locust, Manny Davis; Shubert, Harry 
Mulhern; Walnut, Thomas Strain. 

PITTSBURGH 
Nixon, William Blair. 

PRINCETON 
McCarter," Margaret Loud McAneny. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Alcazar, Emil Bondeson; Curran, William Zwissig; Geary, Thomas 

Eamfred. 
ST. LOUIS 

American, Paul Beisman: 
TORONTO 

Royal Alexandra, Earnest Rawley. 
WASHINGTON 

National, Scott Kirkpatrick; Slinbert, Bernard Ferber. 
WILMINGTON 

Playhouse, John Crowley. 

Inside Stuff—Legit 
A modified version of a drawing used in display ads for David 

Merrick’s production of "Look Back in Anger," current at the Lyceum 
Theatre, N.Y^ was published last Sunday <5) in the N.Y. Times and 
N.Y. Herald Tribune. The papers had apparently turned down the 
art work run in other dailies^ which shows a woman, nude below her 
bra, and a man embracing in a perpendicular prone position. In the 
Times and Tribune ads, the position wag the same, but the woman’s 
torso was covered. * 

Annent the Times, the wording of mail.'order ads being run in the 
paper for the Upcoming Broadway production of ‘‘Compulsion,” based 
on the, Meyer Levin bestseller, has been changed slightly in -the past 
forthnight. The paper, which customarily refuses to print superla¬ 
tives in advertising, is understood to have cued trade protests when, 
it ran a "Compulsion” ad lauding the play as “The crime of the cen¬ 
tury—the thrill book of the year—the most exciting play of the sea¬ 
son.” The reylsed text retains the first two statements, hut the offering 
is now referred to as "one of the most anticipated plays of the season.” 

The mother of the ingenue, Ellen" Kerry, who competed in the re¬ 
cent "contest” to select a lead for “Romanoff and Juliet,” claims her 
daughter, who was playing in Westboro, Mass., at the time did not 
have to pay her own expenses to attend an audition for the role iu 
New York. She states she was present at’. Bill Doll’s publicity office 
in New York when pressagent Samuel J. Friedman paid Miss Kerry 
for the expenses incurred by her in attending the audition.. An asser¬ 
tion that Miss Kerry had to pay her own way, made in a column by 
amusement editor James Lee in the Aug. 15 issue of the Worcester 
(MaSs.) Evening Gazette, was reprinted in the Sept. 25 issue of 
Variety.. 
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ager and Nicholas Saunders as as¬ 
sistant stage manager. 

Warren Enters will stage the 
upcoming off-Broadway production 
A-f "Palm TVaa in’a Paco ” Richard Skinner -is company 

manager for the touring "Middle 
of the Night.” - . ' 

John C. Fleming; and his wife, 
Eleanor, have secured the dramatic 
rights to the novel, ."The Girl in 
Poison Cottage,” co-authored by 
Dr. Richard H. Hoffman and Jim 
Bishop. .- The Flemings intend 
dramatizing the .property them¬ 
selves. 

Arthur Waxman succeeds Nor¬ 
man Maibaum as general manager 
for the producing team of Carmen 
Capalbo & Stanley Chase. . j 

Jack Schllssel is company man-, 
ager for "Look Back in Anger,” 

J with Howard Stone as stage man- 

of “Palm Tree in'a Rose Garden." 
literary* agent Olga Lee is hack 

in New York from Paris confabs 
with ' playwright Jacques Deyal, 
who she’ll represent exclusively in 
the U. S. for legit, films and tv. 

Robert Hyland, generaLmanager 
of KMOX-CBS, St. Louis, has 
been elected to the board of direc¬ 
tors’ of the 13t. Louis Municipal 
Theatre Assn. He’s one of six new- 
members elected to the board for - 
a three-year period. 

British performers John Clem¬ 
ents and Kay Hammond will not 
costar in a production of "The 
Beaux “Stratagem” at the Phoenix 
Theatre, N. Y., as previously an¬ 
nounced. 
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BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE 
SOLDOUT COAST TO COAST TOUR 

New York Company Produced by MAURICE EVANS 
in Association with Emmett Rogers 

no time for sergeants" 
FIGURES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES 

FIRST WEEK 

$40,628 
• 

S»pf. 23. Altoona..$ 4,04 

Sopt. 24, Younottown. .4,0tl 

Sopt. 24-21, Dayton (4).27,453 

SECOND WEEK 

$41,355jj» 
Week September 30 

MURAT THEATRE 

Indianapolis 

CONSTANCE BENNETT 
as 

BOWDEN, BARR AND BULLOCK 
WITH JUSTIN STURM AND RICHARD HORNER 

- PRESENT 
THE ROBERT FRYER AND 

LAWRENCE CARR PRODUCTION 

A New Comedy by Entire Production Directed by Baled on the Novel by 

JEROME LAWRENCE oed ROBERT E. LEI MORTON DACOSTA * PATRICK DENNIS 

Nov. 1957-June 1958 (In association with ISO} 
Opening Oct. 30th, HANNA THEATRE, Cleveland < 

SUMMER AND FALL 1958 
WINTER AND SPRING 1959 

NOW BOOKING 
—--— Inquiries Invited- 

BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE > 
113 West 57th Str««t New York. N. Y. 
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Designing a Theatre? Ask a Pro 
$12,000,000 Boston And Seemingly Being Executed 

By Politicians Sans Theatrical Know-How 

Boston, Oct. 8. 
A resolution petitioning Mayor 

John B. Hynes to place a profes¬ 
sional theatre person on the advis¬ 
ory committee for the city’s pro¬ 
jected $12,000,000 civic auditorium 
in the Prudential Insurance Co. 
development "was passed at the 
sixth anni convention of the New 
England Theatre Conference at 
Northeastern U. Saturday (5). 

As an alternative, the resolution 
requested the mayor to have the 
committee consult pro theatre peo¬ 
ple on design and facilities for an 
efficient theatre ta house all types 
of productions from opera and bal¬ 
let* to legit. An aud of 6,000 seats 
With adjacent smaller theatres and 
concert halls, is planned for the 
center. 

Jo Mielziner gave the main con¬ 
vention address and was awarded 
a citation. Awards were made to 
Hill and Wang, New York, for its 
publication of inexpensive paper 
bound theatre books and to the 
Community Players, Concord, N.H., 
for conducting NETC’s largest 
workshop program in Concord last 
year. Dr. Osmond Strong, chairman 
of that workshop, received the 
award. 

The Mass. High School Drama 
Festival, whose competish was co¬ 
sponsored by the Boston Globe last 
spring, was awarded a special ci¬ 
tation. In the anni festival, high 
school dramatic clubs compete 
with their own play productions. 
Nancy Fox, Beverly, Mass., teacher 
and prime force in the Mass. High 
School Drama Guild, another spon¬ 
sor of the festival, received the 
award in the name of the guild 
from Dr. Paul R. Barstow, prexy 
of NETC and professor of speech 
and drama at Wellesley. 

Panel discush and talks on com¬ 
munity and pro theatre problems 
were held throughout the day. 

Outlook Lively 
Madrid, Oct. 8. 

•Two American hit plays inaugu¬ 
rated Madrid's theatrical season. 
Estaban Serrador co-stars- with 
Pepita in Tennessee Williams’ 
“Glass Meflagerie” at the redeco¬ 
rated Teatro Eslava while brother 
Pastor Serrador shares the spot¬ 
light with screen star Analia Gade 
and Carlos Thorry in Hugh Her¬ 
bert’s “The Moon Is Blue” at the 
Infanta Isabela. 

* Ssattle Booking Lineup 
Seattle, Oct 8.^ 

Concert attractions set for this 
season in Seattle by Valchok and 

i Engerman are as follows: 
Nov. 1—Fred. Waring’s Pennsyl¬ 

vanians at Orpheum; Nov. 9-10— 
New York Opera Festival, “Car-, 
men,” “La Tra&iata” at Moore; 
Feb. 26 — Jose Greco Troupe at 
Orpheum; March 1-2—-Ballet Russe 
de Monte Carlo at Moore; March 3 
—Marian Anderson at Orpheum. 

Bus-transported “No Time for 
Sergeants” hits Orpheum on April 
17-18 and the next following nights, 
April 19-20, will see the Moore 
lighted for Canada’s National Op¬ 
era Co, 

Now You See ’Em 
Continued from page 64 , . - 

coe succeeding George .Voskovec 
and Carl Don replacing Alvin Ep¬ 
stein. Two shows that have already 
opened in New York also made 
some ca$t alterations before com¬ 
ing into town. The plays are “Four 
Winds” and “Miss Lonelyhearts.” 
In the former, Luella Gear re¬ 
placed Ann. Andrews and Harry 
Mehaffey succeeded Harry Bannis¬ 
ter. In “Lonelyhearts,” Pippa Scott 
replaced Loretta Leversee. 

Cast changes were also made in' 
two three-character offerings, “The 
Saturday Night Kid” and “The 
Rivalry.” The former, which folded 
out-of-town, brought in Jack Klug- 
man as replacement for Joseph 
Wiseman and the latter, prior to 
embarking on a lengthy pre-Broad¬ 
way tour, set Martin Gabel to re¬ 
place Brian Donlevy, 

Besides the cast change, “Kid” 
also switched directors with War¬ 
ren Enters succeeding George 
Keathley. Other stager shifts oc¬ 
curred in “Copper” and “Nature’s 
Way," currently in Philadelphia. 
Burt Shevelove replaced Marg, Dan¬ 
iels as director of the former of¬ 
fering, while Alfred de Liagre Jr., 
producer of the latter entry, took 
over the staging assignment orig¬ 
inally held by Basil Langton.. 

“Copper” was also Involved in 
i a shakeup in the dance department, 
with Bob Fosse replacing Anna 
Sokolow in the staging of the terp 
numbers. A similar change was 
made in “Carefree Heart,” current¬ 
ly in Detroit, with Diana Krup- 
ska succeeding John Heawood. A 
switch in another category was 
made in “Jamaica,” currently in 
Boston. Lehman Engel has suc¬ 
ceeded Jay Blackton as musical di¬ 
rector on the tuner. 

Four stage hits of last season 
have reopened. Berta Riaza re¬ 
peats as the teenage lead in 
“Diary of Anne Frank” at Jose 
Tamayo’s Teatro Espanol. Mary 
Carrillo and Enrique Diosdado re¬ 
turn Terence Rattigan’s “The 
Sleeping Prince" to the miniature 
hut modern . basement theatre, 
Recoletos. 

Back from summer roadshowings 
are two Spanish comedies: Luca de 
Tena’s “Where to, Alfonso XII?” in 
again at the Lara and “The 
Damoiselle From Valladolid” at 
the Comedia. Latter is staged by 
the Alberto Closas company which 
will followup later this year with 
a Spanish version of the Italo mu¬ 
sical comedy, “Good Night, Bet- 
tina.” 

Tina Gasco company has a new 
version of the Italian comedy, 
“Two Dozen Red Roses,” a hit sev¬ 
eral seasons back, and the show¬ 
case Reina Victoria will open with 
“Sun for All.” a first play by Fran¬ 
cisco Casanova. 

La Zarzuela (Madrid’s showpiece 
theatre named after Spain’s dis¬ 
tinctive pop light opera format) 
will open its doors with “Las 
Golondrinas” (The Swallows) fol¬ 
lowing “Folies Bergere,” Pilar 
Lorengar who played concerts in 
U. S. last winter, will be in Zar¬ 
zuela lead. 

Two new theatres will enter the 
lists this season. The Goya (750 
seats). completely reconstructed, 
will open shortly with a classic 
comedy by Benavente,- “La Noche 
del Sabado.” Teatro-Club Bellas 
Artes *400 seats) is being person¬ 
ally designed by prominent Jose 
Tamayo to make it one of Europe’s 
most technically-advanced little 
theatre for a late winter start. 

Shuberls Pay 
Continued from pare 63 55== 

meeting that he felt it wasn’t too 
high ahd hoped it would be in¬ 
creased in the future when divi¬ 
dends might also be paid. 

Gilbert, who expected to do some 
battling at the meeting, claims he 
didn’t find too much to fight about 
since John Shubert agreed with 
most of his suggestions to improve 
dissemination of information to the 
stockholders. 

The suggestions covered the in¬ 
clusion of comparative figures in 
the annual report, plus more de¬ 
tailed information; a proxy state¬ 
ment. including directors to be 
elected and their top salaries, and 
also to have the auditors address 
their reports to the directors and 
shareholders. 

Gilbert, however, did come 
across, what he regards, as an ag¬ 
gravating situation w’hile looking 
through the organization's min¬ 
utes following the conclusion of 
the conclave. This, he notes re¬ 
lates to the board having voted to 
turn over 5of the net earnings I 
of the company, to the Sam S. 
Shubert Foundation. He feels this 
isn’t just when dividends aren’t be¬ 
ing paid to holders of common 
stock. 

Gilbert also refused to vote on 
approving acts of the board on the 
ground he didn’t know what the 
acts were. .On the same theory, 
he got the board to agree uot to 
use public proxies in the voting. 
The effect of this action, however, 
was only academic since the Shu- 
berts control most of the corpora¬ 
tion’s stock. 

MONTREAL DUAL1NGUALER 

Makes Second Cozy Playhouse For 
Quebec Metropolis 

Montreal, Oct 8. 
A new legit group, the Studio 

and Dramatic Club, bows here to¬ 
night (Tues.) with “The Reluctant 
Debutante,” starring Arthur 
Treacher. The outfit, formed by 
Brigham Day and Ray Hatrick, who 
have been partnered in the opera 
tion of the North Hatley Playhouse 
the past two summers, has set up 
shop in a 200-seat renovated mid- 
town garage. 

Current plans call for the presen¬ 
tation of both French and English 
plays, with star leads. The box 
office will be scaled to $3.80 top 
during the week and $4.40 Satur¬ 
day nights, 

Another smali-seater, the Mont¬ 
real Repertory Theatre, is moving 
into permanent quarters this season 
for the first time since its former 
house was destroyed by fire in 1952. 

The new Repertory Theatre, 
seating 300, is located in the down¬ 
town area. The season there- is 
skedded to' get underway in mid- 
November with “Venus Observed.” 
Bruce Raymond is general manager 
of the operation. 

Ballet Review 

Stars of Bolshoi 
Buenos Aires* Sept. 22. 

Stars of the ballet of the Bolshoi Thea¬ 
tre, of Moscow, presented by Clemente 
Lococo S.A. and Conciertos Omar, under 
the direction of Stefan Norobiov. Prlma 
Ballerina, Raisa Struchkova; First Dancer, 
Alexander Lapauri. with Marina Kron- 
dratieva. Gleb Evo'dkimov; Boris Jojlov, 
Tamara Varlamova and Guerman Sltaikov. 
Musical Director, Manfredi Argento. Pian¬ 
ist. Irina Zaitseva. Cello, Jose Bragato. 
Opened Sept. 18 at Opera House, Buenos 
Aires; 135 pesos top. 

This Was outstanding and sensa¬ 
tional choreography and ballet, 
though presented starkly without 
scenery or props, against a severe 
curtained background, the dancers 
performing excerpts from famous 
classic ballets, as though audition¬ 
ing. The six performances ’ were 
highly appreciable by both (1) B. 
Aires balletomanes, and (2) a large 
crowd of “fellow travellers, not so 
much interested in ballet as in 
splitting their hands to applaud 
anything from Moscow. The Ballet¬ 
omanes came to scoff and became 
as enthusiastic as the rest. 

They found the highest degree of 
technique and discipline amongst, 
all the dancers in a*strenuously 
exacting 14-Item program, which 
included a superb “Death of the 
Swan” (Saint Saens) \w Raisar 
Struchkowa. In this as in “Wal- 
purgis Night” from the Gounod 
opera “Faust,” to the final Mos- 
chokowsky “Waltz,” this dancer, 
partnered by Alexander Lapauri 
.and Gleb Evodjdmov, danced with 
everything. she. had; superb tech¬ 
nique, astounding acrobatics, verve, 
poetry and grace. Her fouettes are 
sensation. 

Every item deserved and received 
curtain calls, while several mini- 
bers had .to be repeated, particu¬ 
larly the “Waltz,” although the 
audience should have realized that 
this was asking a great deal con¬ 
sidering the acrobatic feats in¬ 
volved, since Struchkova, did re¬ 
peated triple-turn leaps worthy of 
the center ring in ballet, if such 
a thing existed. 

The male dancers appear tough 
and husky to Western eyes, espe¬ 
cially around the waist, but are 
surprisingly supple nonetheless, 
twirling like Dervishes, spinning 
like tops and taking tremendous- 
leaps. Their timing as partners was 
excellent. 

Tamara Varlamova was also out¬ 
standing in an intensely dramatic 
Gypsy dance from “Don.Quijote” 
(Zelobinsky), which she too had to 
repeat. 

It was on the costume side that 
there was something, vaguely 
clumsy or old-fashioned, perhaps 
in the quality of tarlatans, or of 
tights, but this in no way dimmed 
the brilliance of a fascinating hnd 
beautiful -show. 

A local orchestra, led by 33-year- 
old Argentine conductor Manfredi 
Argento,- provided - a competently 
assured musical background, with 
the added help of Soviet pianist 
Irina Zaitseva and Argentine cellist 
Jose Bragato. Nid. 

j Sets for the Players Fourteen 
i production of “Tartuffe,” which 
opened last night (Tues.) at Thea¬ 
tre Marquee, N. Y., were designed 
by Edward Melcarth. The cos¬ 
tumes and lighting are by Gene 
Barth and Betsy Rapport, respec¬ 
tively. Ralph Friar directed and 
Kent deGraffenried is production 
stage manager. 
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House Manager Assignments 
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House manager assignments thus far set for theatres in New York 
and out-of-town for the 1957-58 season are as follows: 

NEW YORK 
Adelphi, Jack Weiser; Ambassador, -Fanny Comstock; ANTA, Paul 

Vroom; Alvin, Warren O’Hara; Barrymore, Charles Strakosch; Beck, 
Louis Lotito; Belasco, J. Ross Stewart; Bijou, Eliot Foreman, Booth, 
Frank O’Connor; Broadhurst, Bernard Clancy; Broadway, Edward Scan¬ 
lon; City Center, Ed Hass; Coronet, Mack Hilliard; Cort, Harold Hevia; 
46th Street, Huch McGauley; Globe, unassigned; Golden, Edward Dol- 
wing; Hayes, Thomas Clarke; Hellinger,- Ed Blatt; Imperial, Gerson 
Weiner; Longacre, Leo McDonald; Lyceum, Arthur Singer; Majestic, 
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence Jr.; Miller, George Banyai; Morosco, 
Arthur Lighton; Music Box, Charles'Stewart; National, Saul Abraham; 
Phoenix, Natahan Parnes; Playhouse, Abel Enklewitz; Plymouth, Sam 
Funt; Royale, Horace Wright; St. James, Sam Horworth; Shubert, Jack 
Small; Winter Garden, Norman Light. 

BALTIMORE 
Ford’s, Percy Murphy. 

BOSTON 
Colonial, Louis Cline; Shubert, John Yorke; Wilbur, Michael 

Kavanagh. . 

CHICAGO 
Blackstone, Andrew Little; Civic Opera House, J. Charles Gilbert; 

Eflanger, George Wilmot; Great Northern, unassigned; Harris, Milford 
Hanney; Selwyn, William Norton; Shubert, Herbert. Reis; Studebaker, 
unassigned. 

CINCINNATI 
Shubert, Noah Schecter. 

CLEVELAND 
Hanna, Milton Krantz. 

COLUMBUS 
Hartman, Robert Boda. 

DALLAS 
State Fair Auditorium, Charles R. Meeker Jr. 

DETROIT 
Cass, Harry McKee; Riviera, Joseph Nederlander, Shubert, James 

Nederlander. 

LOS ANGELES 
. Biltmore, C. E, Oliver; Forum, Jack Present; Hartford, Leslie Thom¬ 

as; Philharmonic, Richard Drew. 
MILWAUKEE 

- Pabst, Myra Peache. 
MINNEAPOLIS 

Lyceum, Lowell Kaplan. 
NEW HAVEN 

Shubert, Benjamin Witkln. 

PHILADELPHIA v 
Academy of Music, Harold Mason; Erlanger, Lex Carlin; Forrest, 

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence; Locust, Manny Davis; Shubert, Harry 
Mulhern; Walnut, Thomas Strain. • 

PITTSBURGH 
Nixon, William Blair. 

PRINCETO# 
McCarter," Margaret Loud McAneny. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Alcazar, Emil Bondeson; Curran, William Zwissig; Crary, Thomas 

Earnfred. 
ST. LOUIS 

American, Paul Beisman. 
TORONTO 

Royal Alexandra, Earnest Rawley. 
WASHINGTON 

National, Scott Kirkpatrick; Sliubert, Bernard Ferber. 
WILMINGTON 

Playhouse, John Crowley. 

Inside Stuff-Legit 
A modified version of a drawing used in display ads for David 

Merrick’s production of “Look Back in Anger,” current at the Lyceum 
Theatre, N.Y., wa? published last Sunday (5) in. the N.Y. Times and 
N.Y. Herald Tribune. The papers had apparently turned down the 
art work run in other dailies," which shows a woman, nude below her 
bra, and a man embracing in a perpendicular prone position. In the 
Times and -Tribune, ads, the position was the same, but the woman’s 
torso was covered. , 

Annent the Times, the wording of mail'order ads being run in the 
paper for the Upcoming Broadway production of “Compulsion,” based 
on the. Meyer Levin bestseller, has been changed slightly in the past 
forthnight. The paper, which customarily refuses to print superla¬ 
tives in advertising, is understood to have cued trade protests when, 
it ran a “Compulsion” ad lauding the play as “The crime of the cen¬ 
tury—the thrill book of the year—the most exciting play of the sea¬ 
son." The revised text retains the first two statements, but the offering 
is now referred to as “orte of the most anticipated plays of the season.” 

The mother of the ingenue, Ellen" Kerry, who competed in the re¬ 
cent “contest” to select a lead for “Romanoff and Juliet,” claims her 
daughter, who was playing in Westboro, Mass., at the time did not 
have to pay her own expenses to attend an audition for the role i* 
New York. She states she was present at. Bill Doll’s publicity office 
in New York when pressagent Samuel J. Friedman paid Miss Kerry 
for the expenses incurred by her in attending the audition.. An asser¬ 
tion that Miss. Kerry had to pay her own way, made in a column by 
amusement editor James Lee in the Aug. 15 issue of the Worcester 
(Mass.) Evening Gazette, was reprinted in. the Sept. 25 issue of 

Legit fits 

Richard Skinner Jg company 
manager for the touring “Middle 
of the Night.” 

John C. Fleming and his wife, 
Eleanor, have secured the dramatic 
rights to the novel, -“The Girl in 
Poison Cottage,” co-authored by 
Dr. Richard H. Hoffman and Jim 
Bishop. . The Flemings, intend 
dramatizing the .property them¬ 
selves. 

Arthur Waxman succeeds Nor¬ 
man Maibaum as general manager 
for the producing team of Carmen 
Capalbo & Stanley Chase. 

Jack Schlissel is company man¬ 
ager for “Look Back in Anger,” 
with Howard Stone as stage man¬ 

ager and Nicholas Saunders as as¬ 
sistant stage manager. 

Warreit Enters will stage the 
upcoming off-Broadway production 
of “Palm! Tree, in'a Rose Garden.” 

Literal^ agent Olga Lee is back 
in New" York from Paris confabs 
with ‘ playwright Jacques Deval, 
who she’ll represent exclusively in 
the U. S; for legit, films and tv. 

Robert Hyland, general-manager 
of KMOX-CBS, St. Louis, has 
been elected to the board of direc¬ 
tors' of !the St. Louis Municipal 
Theatre ^ssn. He’s one of six new" 
members elected to the board for 
a three-year period* 

British, performers John Clem¬ 
ents and! Kay Hammond will not 
costar iii a production of “The 
Beaux ’Stratagem” at the Phoenix 
Theatre,: N. Y., as previously an¬ 
nounced. 
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BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE 
SOLDOUT COAST TO COAST TOUR 

* | 

New York Company Produced by MAURICE EVANS 
in Association with Emmett Rogers 

no time tor sergeants' 
FIGURES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES 

FIRST WEEK 

$40,628 
Sept. 23, Altoona 4,lf4 

Sept. 24, Youngstown.. k,... ... 4.011 

Sept. 24-2S, Dayton (4)....... .27,453 

SECOND WEEK 

$41,355% 
Week September 30 

MURAT THEATRE 

Indianapolis 

CONSTANCE BENNETT 
BOWDEN. BARR AND BULLOCK 

WITH JUSTIN STURM AND RICHARD HORNER 

- PRESENT 
THE ROBERT PRYER AND 

LAWRENCE CARR PRODUCTION 

A New Comedy by 
JEIIOME LAWRENCE and ROIERT t. LEI 

Entire Production Directed by Bei.d on the Novel by 

MORTON DACOSTA * PATRICK DENNIS 

Nov..1957 - June 1958 (In association with IBO). 
Opening Oct. 30th, HANNA THEATRE, Cleveland •, 

SUMMER AND FALL 1958 
WINTER AND SPRING 1959 

NOW BOOKING 
—1— Inquiries invited—— 

BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE 
113 West 57th Straet New York, N. Y. 



LEGITIMATE 

This Review of 

“CAREFREE HEART” 
a new musical comedy 

is reprinted in full from 
the Detroit Free Press 

iCarefree Heart5 
Shows Sparkle 

World Premiere of Musical 
Based on Moliere Comedies 

BY J. DOBSEY CAIAAGHAN 
Fm rim Critle 

Betroli’s new fall season %ot off to a sparkling start 
Monday night at the Cans Theater with the premiere of 
"Carefree Heart," a musical baaed on the "doctor" comedies 

. . I who:pr«fer* to dlacuiM JUnuelf 
New and untried from start u woodsman; 

to finish, the njujrtcri brought So powerful is his urge to 
much joy to a first-night audi- ^ a Woodcutter, Martina eon- 
ence which filled the theater. flde^ ^t mvmt ** beaten j 

It Is peopled by a rifted thoroughly before h* will ad- | It Is peopled by a gifted *»wugnjr wrort n# will an- 
cast, topped by Jack Carter mIt w««ty. 
In the roleof the woodcutter beating is duly adminia- 
turned doctor, and aided by tered and Sganarelle is whisked 
Jayne Turner aa the mute off to P«rfonn the miraculous 
heroine; Allen Cue as her “a doctor In spite of hlm- 

[ lover; Susan Johnson as the ^ ” 
nurse, and Melville Cooper as _ 

j the traditional man of wealth. IN THE COURSE of the 
comedy’s unraveling, Sgana- 

There can he no quarrel with relle becomes a romantic go, 
the performance that was between for Lucinda aftd Le- 
turned out. It is speedy and ander, and the true lovers be* 
joyous, in the manner of bur- come one. 
lesque, or rather the French 
theater of 300 years ago. Old age Is put In its place 

I * • • In true 17th Century fash- 
IN JACK CARTER, the musi- 1°**; young love triumphs, as 

i cal has a Wholly delightful mas- does the rascality of the 
ter of nonsense. He appears "doctor in spite of himself;* 
variously as the manager of leader turn* out to he a 
the provincial players who are wealthy man after ah, and 
putting on the Moliere plays, *h« medical profession Is gtr- 
and as the doctor-cum-woods- lumps to the entire 
man of the play. satisfaction of the author, 

The give and take between was notable for h|s die- 
him and Billie Worth is riotous of >0 medicos, 
and entirely funny. __ . , 

The play moves to the im- *tory * Im¬ 
pulses of dance and song, which th6/rre^h 
include a number of show stop- fbeater of the 1600s, when the 
pers. Among the prospective J]*£e .*** r<*«itly emergent 
song hits are the serenade, “I tf0”1 th« Improvisations of 
Would Love You Still;’* the w^commedla dell* arte. 
Physicians* Gavotte, "Bleed and T“e name* °f participants 
Purge;’* the patter song, iroTt[ *bat ancient form by 
"Formula, Formulae, Formu- ^ direct route. Lucinda 
lorum,’* and "Who Is? You « Laander are familar, aa is 

. Aje.’* sganarelle. 
1 • « « The major problem, as faced 

"CAREFREE HEART*1 tells, by 20th OPtury »tage, is ! 
In lusty fashion, the story of a on® ^transferring typical j 
woodcutter named Sganarelle, c°medy of some three centuries : 
who has a way of beating up **° idom and pace of 
his wife, Martina, as a means change must i 
of keeping her in line domes- £?Msu~h thoug:h» M to do as : 
tically. violence as possible, to a 

renowned classic. 
At the same time, a wealthy The result is a very happy ; 

man, whose daughter Lucinda ^ The music is of our time, i 
feigns dumbness In order to 
■escape matrimony with a 

with no compromise; the cos¬ 
tuming and staging are bright 

noble fop, is seeking a doctor snd colorful and the choreo- 
who can cure her. Lucinda’s graphy exciting and apropos. 
heart Is set on poor but Is "Carefree Heart” a pros- 
honest Leander. pective hit? As with ail new 

.. . . . stage works, it is almost im- 
Martina, in the pursuit of possible to tell. One would say. 

revenge on her husband, an- though, that this musical has 
nounces that her husband Is better than even chance of 
really a doctor of great powers, making the grade. 
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DON CORNELL'S K.C. 
MUNY OP ENCORE 

Don Cornell, disk-nitery singer 
who broke into legit tins past sum¬ 
mer in a starring role in, "The 
Pajama Game’’ at the Starlight 
Theatre in Kansas City, has been 
set to return next year in the 
same theatre in a production of 
"Guys and Dolls.” 

The Starlight Theatre’s gross 
during Cornell’s appearance for a 
week in July was $68,000, tops for 
the 1957 season. 
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Shows on Broadway 
sssssss Continued from past 62 essssss 

H’wood Names 
ESS Continued from pace S3 

held over from the 1956-57 frame, 
take in the following: 

Rosalind Russell ; ("Auntie 
Mame”). 

Rex Harrison (“My Fair Lady”). 
Judy Holliday ("Bells Are Ring¬ 

ing”). 
Fernando Lamas ("Happy Hunt¬ 

ing”). 
Thelma Ritter ("New Girl in 

Town”). . 
Pat O’Brien and. Ruth. Warwick 

("Miss Lonely Hearts”). 
Wayne Morris ("Cave Dwellers”). 
Ricardo Mbntalban (“Jamaica”). 
Richard Burton ("Time Remem¬ 

bered). 1 
Dean Stockwell (“Compulsion”). ; 
Chester Moms (“Blue Denim,” 

following an appearance in an off- 
Broadway production of "Girl of 
the Golden West”).* . . j 

Anne Baxter ("Square Root of 
Wonderful”). 

Teresa Wright ("Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs”). 

Walter Pidgeon ("Happiest Mil¬ 
lionaire”). . * 

Edward G. Robinson ("Middle of 
the Night”). 

Paulette Goddard (“Waltz of the 
Toreadors”). 

Brian Aherne (road company 
of "My Fair Lady”). 

Joan Blondell (“Rope Dancers”). 

Starlight Season 
, Continued from page 64 e— 

the Liberace show was rained out. 
There were, four complete rain- 

outs,. four half rainouts, and 31 
nigh's -when thundershowers were' 
predicted or breezed by, the most 
in each category for the past four 
^years. 

Four shows of the 1957 season 
ended in the black, while one, 
"Silk Stockings,” missed showing 
a profit by only $1,400 when it 
suffered a rainout on a heavy 
night. That compares with only 
two shows of the 1956 season 
w'hicli ended in the black. No 
show grossed as low as $35,000 this 
year, while three of the 1956 sea¬ 
son were under that figure. 

As in previous years the stal¬ 
wart of the season was the ven¬ 
erable "Show Boat,” which chug¬ 
ged through the final two weeks at 
a top pace, arid but for a rainy 
finale might have brought the sea¬ 
son out even. It’s first week was 
near the season’s top at $63,400, 
its second week was at the $50,000 
figure. 

Tops for the year was" "Damn 
Yankees” at $68,000, and plaudits 
also went to "Pajama Game” at 
$62,000. 

Deficit at the Starlight is mgt 
by about 700 businessmen-guaran- 
tors, who will make up .the $25,- 
000 or so before next season. That 
will be the lightest tap since 1953. 

Courtesy Aids 
E—; Continued from page' 64 

are above Equity scale at $65 for 
residents. Sets and costuming are 
all done by staffers, but directors 
are generally brought in. John O’- 
Shaughnessy, who directed several 
of last season’s hits, will direct 
opening Shaw play. 

House has a single $2.75 scale 
for weekdays, and $3.25 for Fridays 
and Saturdays. Its potential gross, 
which varies with group bookings 
with their sliding scale of dis- 
counts\can hit $7,500. 

Latest innovation is moving b.o. 
to theatre, which is off the main 
stem and has parking facilities. The 
mid-town box office, with its park¬ 
ing problems, was rejected in a 
poll of patrons. 

Extra attraction of the off-beat 
theatre is a deception room for 
between-acts snacks, smoking and 
get-togethers.. 

Zelda Fichandler, who founded 
Arena, continues at helm as man¬ 
aging director. - • 

Ruth Warwick is capable in the 
virtually unplayable part of the 
editor’s frigid wife with^a yen for 
her husband's protege. There are 
acceptable portrayals by Hender¬ 
son Forsythe, William Hickey, 
Irene Dailey and Peter Doyle in 
secondary roles. 

Alan Schneider has staged the 
play, including kind of documen¬ 
tary lead-in scenes, with effective 
variation of emphasis and pace. Jo 
Mielziner has designed a brilliantly 
fluid ana atmospheric physical pro¬ 
duction providing various changes 
of locale with minimum scenery, 
and Patricia Zipprodt has supplied 
appropriate costumes. Hobe. 

A Bay Growing ITp 
S. Hurok, in. association -with Roger L. 

Stevens, presentation of an entertainment 
in three acts from the stories of Dylan 
Thomas. Stars Emlyn Williams. At Long- 
acre Theatre, N.Y., Oct. 7, '57j $4.40 top: 

Dylan (propounced Dillon) 
Thomas season, is here. With the 
opening at the Longacre Theatre 
of Emlyn Williams’ "reading” from 
Thomas’ stories, and with a; produc¬ 
tion of Thomas’ “Under Milk 
Wood” imminent, devotees of the 
Welsh poet seem about to have 
their fill. x . 

In "A Boy Growing Up,” Wil¬ 
liams- is paying tribute to the 
legend that was Dylan Thomas. 
This legend was building prior to 
Thomas’ death by mischance at a 
tragic 38, for the gifted Welsh poet 
was unruly of person, tempera¬ 
ment and talent. 

At the start of what actor-direc- 
tor-playwright Williams calls ? 
"memory jaunt,” he describes how 
the physical Dylan Thomas ap¬ 
peared to his contemporaries. Like 
all surface examination, this gives 
little sense of who or what the man 
was, nor does Williams intend that 
it should. Two hours later, how¬ 
ever, by choosing judiciously from 
the plethora of Thomas’ work, 
Williams has created a distinct 
sense of many facets of the poet’s 
personality, phsyche and talent 

For fans of Thomas, the selec¬ 
tions -cpiled' from the man’s work 
have the easy familiarity of old 
friends. Passages from '“Portrait of 
the Artist as a Young Dog,” "Quite 
Early One Morning” or "Adven¬ 
tures in the Skin Trade,” read -with; 
Williams’ perceptive loving kind¬ 
ness, fetch laughs of recognition 
and the sigh of known sadness. 

Theatre audienaes, however, are 
not necessarily composed of Thomas 
cognoscenti, even during a limited 
engagement of two weeks. Emlyn 
Williams, the showman, therefore, 
has brought his considerable per¬ 
forming talents to bear in evoking 
the life and times of his country¬ 
man. 

There is a wealth of vivid charac¬ 
ter for Williams to create with his 
now-precise speech, his how- 
slurred rhythms.- There are 
Thomas* dotingly nattering mother, 
a mountainous uncle, whose sus¬ 
penders strain like hawsers, and 
his bird-like wife, good-humoredly 

bio\vzy Welsh girls with bleakness 
their future. When Thomas says 
someone "smiles like a razor,” Wil¬ 
liams so smiles, and out of many 
words, little actions and much 
affection, thus evokes the world of 
Dylan Thomas. 

The stafce is basically furnished. 
Before a black, drape there is a 
dingy brown screen with the name 
Dylan Thomas lettered across it,. 
A single chair is in front of the 
screen. With the chair as. his only 
prop, Williams creates a hilltop in 
Wales, a rock at the beach, a rock¬ 
ing chair, a bathtub, a lady’s lap. 

A one-man show has to be a tour 
de force, and Williams’ talent is 
that he grows with the material 
until he seems one with Thomas. 
When at the end Williams quietly 
leaves the stage and its spotlighted 
chair, gently quoting "Death Shall 
Have No Dominion” as he goes, 
there is a simultaneous sense of 
completion and loss. For out of an 
immense portrait gallery,4 Williams 
has really summoned but a single 
image, the tousled talent that was 
Dylan Thomas. Gear. 

Bits From London 
Muriel Pavlow will be out of the 

cast of the West End comedy, "Odd 
Man In,” for one week from tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) while she’s in Ireland 
on location for her latest Rank 
film, “Rooney.” She will be able 
to resume her stage role when the 
film is in production at Piriewood 
Studios near London. During her 
absence, Eileen Mayer will substi¬ 
tute.- 

"Silver Wedding,” the Evelyn 
Laye-Frank Lawton co-starring 
comedy, which has been running 
since July at the Cambridge, Lon¬ 
don, transfers Oct. 14 to the Win¬ 
ter Garden; French pantomimist 
Marcel Marceau opens the same 
night for a four-week engagement 
at the Cambridge. 

PRODUCERS 
WANTED! 
—By an established 

playwright with 

. 4 new plays and 
I original screenplay 

Writ# SOX V-m-57 

Variety, 154 W, 44 St., N«w York, N.Y. 

Standard Legit Forms 
Stasa MrMMfi' TMm Shoots 

■ox Office Reports 
Theatre Party Contracts, Its, 

Samples on Request - 

American J^pMmnte Theatre Service 
4SSS Sunset Biv4., Suita 2S9V 

* Hetlywee* IS, Calif.. 

ARTHUR B. GREENE 
AND 

SHERMAN W. GROSS 
Certified Public Accountants 

Wish to Announce th# 

Opening of Their Offices at 

545. FIFTH AVENUE 

New York 17, N» Y. 

MUrray Hill 2-2530 

, Successful Broadway Theatrical Producing 

organization seeks association with financial 

partners interested In ttir theatre now and In 

the future a* it Is related to Toll Television. 

T Write for appointment, Box V-1023-57 

VARIETY, 154 W. 40th St., New York 30. 
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Yardstick On ‘Obscenity’ | 
A San Francisco municipal judge 

last week treed a poet-publisher 
and a bookstore clerk and in so; 
doing offered a carefully defined 
ruling oil literary value. 

Acquitted of charges, that they 
had willfully published "and sold: 
an obscene book were Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti, a poet who published 
Allen Ginsberg’s'"Howl and Other 
Poems,"* and also owns the City 
Lights Bookshop here, and the 
shop’s clerk, Shigeyoshi Murao. 

The- two were arrested by police 
last May 21 and their trial has been 
dragging all summer. 
. Last Thursday (3). Municipal 
Judge Clayton Horn handed down 
his 39-page opinion, which gave 
police and public a measuring stick 
for judg-.ng obscene literature. In¬ 
cluded In the opinion were these 
rules: 

1) “If the material has the slight¬ 
est redeeming social, importance it 
is not "obscene because it is pro¬ 
tected by the First and 14th 
Amendments of the U.S. Constitu¬ 
tion and the California Consti¬ 
tution”; 

2) “If it does, not have the 
slightest redeeming social import¬ 
ance it. may be obscene"; 

3) “The test of obscenity in Cali¬ 
fornia is that the material must 
have a tendency to deprave or cor¬ 
rupt readers by exciting lascivious 
thoughts and arousing lustful de¬ 
sire to the point that it presents a 
clear and present danger of incit¬ 
ing to anti-soe>al. or immoral 
action”; 

4) “The book or material must 
be judged as a whole, by its effect 
or. the AVERAGE ADULT in the 
community”; * m 

5) "Scienter (that is, willfulness 
to commit the offense) must be 
proved”; 

6) “Book reviews must be re¬ 
ceived in evidence if properly 
authenticated 4the defense used 
them in thisjease)”; 

7) “Evidence of expert witnesses 
in the literary field is proper”; 

8) “Comparison of the material 
with other similar material previ¬ 
ously adjudicated is proper”; 

9) “The people owe a duty, to 
themselves and to, each other to 
preserve and protect their consti¬ 
tutional freedoms from any en¬ 
croachment by government unless 
is appears that the allowable 
limits of such protection have been 
breached, and then to take only 
such action a,s wiH heal the 
breach;"; • 

10) “Quoting Mr. Justice Douglas; 
‘I have the same confidence in the 
ability of our people to reject 
noxious literature as I have in their 
capacity to sort out the true from 
the false in theology, economics, 
politics or any other field’/’; 

11) “In -considering- material 
claimed ta be obscene it is well to 
remember the motto: ’Honi soit qui 
mal y pense’ (Evil to him who evil 

. thinks)/’ 
Judge Horn obviously' referred 

to the landmark opinion (on “Ulys¬ 
ses”) of the late Federal Judge 
John Munro Woolsey -when he 
wrote, “In determining whether a 
book is obscene it must be, con¬ 
structed as a whole.” 

With reference - to the district 
attorney’s charge that “Howl” used 
“coarse and vulgar” language. 
Judge Horn wrote: 

“There are a number of words 
used in ’Howl’ that are presently 
considered coarse and vulgar in 
some circles of the community; in 
other circles such words are in 
everyday -use. It would be unreal¬ 
istic to deny these facts. The author 
of/Howl’ has used those words be- 

' cause he believed that his portrayal 
required them as being in charac¬ 
ter ...” 

The American Civil Liberties 
Union and attorney J. W. Ehrlich 
defended Ferlinghetti and Murao, 
and used nine expert witnesses who 
attested to the literary value of 
“HowL”. 

edited by Geoffrey Grigson and 
Charles Harvard Gibbs-Smith; and 
“The Heirloom Bible” in the King 
James version is a $25 entry (spe¬ 
cial leather bindings at $47.50 and 
$50 each). 

Giniger’s new fall items are four 
more: “The Concise Encyiopedia of 
English Pottery and Porcelain” by 
Wolf Mankowitz (the prolific Lon¬ 
don playwright-author who is an 
expert on Wedgwood and owns a 
fine porcelain gallery in the fash¬ 
ionable West End) and Reginald 
G. Haggar, the English landscape 
painter, who is also an authority 
on the subjects. This printed in 
Holland book is a $17.50 gift book 
item. A four-volume boxed set of 
“People, Places, Things and Ideas,” 
in a somewhat different format* is 
$27,95 for the set; “Behold My 
Glory,” stories from the Bible re¬ 
told in words by William Purcell, 
an Anglican clergyman in charge 
of religious broadcasting for the 
BBC, is cataloged at $8.95; “Mu¬ 
sic Boxes: Their Lore and Lure/ 
by Helen and John Hoke, which 
includes a 10-inch LP of authen¬ 
tic music from some of the-world 
famed and intricate music boxes 
and musical automations, sells at 
$10. 

“People, Places” with 20,000 
copies and “Glory" with 25,000 
copies represents a big- publication 
investment which, of course, is 
geared to advance orders and. gen¬ 
eral sales, expectancy. ' 

Simon & Schuster’s. just pub¬ 
lished “American Heritage Book 
of Great Historic Places/’ by the 
editors of AH, narrative by Rich¬ 
ard M. Ketchum and introduction 
by Bruce Catton, under the Amer¬ 
ican 'Heritage Pub. Co. imprint in 
cooperation with S&S, is another 
high-priced gift item, at $12.50 a 
copy. 

Leventhal’s New Setup 
Albert Rice. Leventhal, longtime 

v.p. of Simon & Schuster, who re- 
j signed to join Western Printing & 
Lithographing Co., will become 
exec v.p. and operating head of the 
Artists & Writers Guild Inc. This 
division of Western is engaged in 
creation and production of a wide 
variety of publications. 

Although assuming a new post, 
Leventhal will confine his close re¬ 
lationship with. S. & S. via super¬ 
vising design and production of the 
latter firm’s Golden Books and 
other children’s publications. “Ac¬ 
companying Leventhal to Western 
printing will be Mrs. Jean Vaudrin, 
his assistant at S. & S. 

Hawthorn’s /Bit Ticket Books’ 
Kenneth $. Giniger, v.p. and g.m. 

of Hawthorn Books, a subsidiary of 
put emphasis on “big ticket books” 
Prentice-Hall, is another who has 
as an accelerated merchandising 
gimmick. “Big ticket” refers to 
handsomely designed gift books 
selling in excess of $7.50, and a 
breakdown of certain limited edi¬ 
tions which, while, representing 
only 75,000 in Hawthorn sales* 
points ftp the more-than-$l,000,000 
volume in bookstore sales. 

For example, “The Second Treas¬ 
ury of Early American Homes,” by 
Richard Prettris a $12.50 item; 
“The Concise Encyclopedia .of An¬ 
tiques/’ by the editors of The Con¬ 
noisseur* is a three-volume job at 
$12.50 each; the four volumes of 
'People. Places, Things, Ideas” 
are ■§«' 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
By Frank Scully 

Continuing evidence that heaven lightens the 
Paris, Oct. 8. 

otherwise leaden 

has been ditto of Newsweek and ■ 1 
formerly science reporter for the 11 
N. Y. Herald Tribune and public: j 
relations writer for RCA in Prince-; j 
ton, N. J. - \ 

No. 2 Book on Sardi’s 
Another book on the famed the- V 

atrical restaurant, titled “Curtain: 
Up at Sardi’s” (Random House;! 
$3.95), is 
cookbook i 
cent Sardi . . , . „ _ _ — 
the West 44th St establishment j Wambly Bald. But Bald, has an excellent replacement in Art Buch- 
fpunded by his father, epauthoredt wa*d. 
with Helen Bryson, and Vincent • Buchwald has gone further than Bald, but basically his appeal is to 
Borge wrote the foreword. Its .Americans waiting for a rich uncle to die back home. There may, of 

emuve, be an exile here and ’here waiting for a sheriff, instead of an 
and^ininc^ fQOtn°teS °° W*m S uncle* to Wck the bucket, but these are fewer now due to the long 

About two years ago a biog on1 •'\-n oLthe law, extradition agreements and other trespasses on fugi- 
the founder was published, and it’s fives'right of asylum. ‘ . 
fitting that this should be a cul-. Buchwald writes with a lively mteres* on everything from transient 
inary extension on why Sardi’s has personalities to the position of chee«e in the menu. In fact, he did 
enjoyed such renown. . Abel. ; sevcrpl Columns recently out of this prime ulcerian allergy. 

—- In his researches Buchwald learned there was an old French saying, 
Best Articles’ : “Entre la poire et le frontage” (between the pear and the cheese). 

New reprint magazine called Best. which indicated that at one time the French did finish a meal with 
Articles & Stories due in mid-Oc-: ejieese The British still follow this practice, preferring a bitterish 
tobej, published by Jerome Emson. > prepare their mouths for the inevitable port. But in the main 
First .issue will contain ^selections ; ia England cheese is for luncheon, not dinner—and wha'ever its name 
from Yale Review, Commentary, : .. . „ftnaiiv Pheddar 
Virginia Quarterly Review, Nature, 1xt 1S usually cheddar- 
Arizona Quarterly; American SchoV | Maugham Put The Cheese First 
ar, Poetry, Antioch Review, Mar- ; He said the British Embassy. 1 owever, follows the French practice as 
riage and Family Living and other . their guests are usually Frenchmen. But Somerset Maugham when he 
literary, scientific and scholarly < lived at Villa Mauresque on SI. Jean du Cap Fcrrat used to precede 
periodicals. All material, will be ; the cheese with a .sweet. 
published without abridgement or ; French peasan s and workers, of course, take a petit pain, a bottle 

3 fuU’S1Ze maga’ ; of wine and some cheese and make their whole meal of it, and there’s 
■ EUiTo“is a Iwmer managing cd- a «•»*««»» near Notre Dame that sm-s a mixed salad and 18 

itor of 1 
essor c* ~ •; Scandinavians have cheese < 

Stock Joins Gannett . go-*! cheese and by far, on rye crips, the most digestible. They have a 
Henry W. Stock, advertising di- ; special knife to cut it razor thin. It’s a brown cheese and looks like 

rector of the Albany Knickerbocker I cheap' laundry soap. In fact, when we lived In Nice in the ’30s and 
News and one-time reporter, has (would receive a huge chunk of it from Norway, i‘ looked like Savon 
been appointed to a similar posi- i Marseilles to the French customs officers and they passed it duty-free, 
tion with the Gannett Group of 21 Now and then Buchwald slips into a junket and in July got to Mor- 
papers in New York, New Jersey, .occo when Bob Hope was filming a tv show he was putting on for 'he 
Connecticut and Illinois. He wall American Air Force at Casablanca. Even supported by Marie MacDon- 
assume the new assignment in Ann! Miller, Eddie Fisher and Gary Crosby, Buchwald wouldn’t 
Rochester Jan. 1, as successor to pjay a.^ without a fee. But he otherwise earned his part of the jun- 

With thf promotim^made by ket’s overhead, and might end. if he isn't careful, as one of Hope's 
Paul Miller, president, of Gannett, of £aS "Titers. 
Newspapers, Gerald H. Salisbury, j... Before Buchwald There lias Bald 
general manager of the Knicker-; He may think this a far-fetched destiny, but Wambly Bald, too, 
bocker News, revealed that Her-- knew everybody who came to Paris in the '20s and ’SQs and could 
man E. Moecker, manager of gen- write pieces which were tres amusant. 
eral advertising for the paper had . After, years of it he decided to hit out for Hollywood and look up 
been given the additional job of - some 0f these friends who offered him all sorts of studio jobs when 
advertising promotion managrt. they were likkered up in’Paris. I didn’t happen to be among them. 

Standing Pat - bu* when he reached Hollywood and found all studio gates seated, he 
Pat Whealen, Parliamentary cor-. lot£ed UP* .... - ... . .... 

respondent for the Windsor (Ont.) . It was in 1936 and the depression was still on. We were building a 
Star, assigned to cover Queen - home bin the top of'Whitley Heights overlooking Hollywood and \ine, 

[Elizabeth’s visit to the United j Called. Bedside5 Manor, it was fast* becoming Layoff, Manor. The eon- 
States, was.booked to share a Wil- j tractor had scrammed and there was a lot of outside work to be done, 
liamsburg, *Va., hotel room with Anybody looking for a soft studio job was offered a dollar an hour, 
“another woman of the press,” on his meals and the. privilege of sleeping on the porch couches till his 
Oct. 16. Lucius D. Battle, p.r. ffirecr; luck turned. 

Barrymores’ Syndication 
The Diana Barrymore-Gerold 

Frank hook, “Too Much, Too 
Soon,” has picked up another 
$7,500 from King Features as a 
guarantee via syndication, starting, 
last week in the N.Y. Journal- 
American, Philadelphia News, San 
Francisco Call and other papers. 
It will be digested into 14 install¬ 
ments. • * - 

The Holt-published book has 
sold 45,000 in the $3.95 hard-cover, 
and ascribes its runnerup rating to 
Lillian Roth’s “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” 
(over 100,00 copies, hard-cover) to 
the Look magazine serialization 
coincidental with the book. How¬ 
ever, that was a $50,000 deal, and 
also assisted in selling the film 
rights to Warner Bros, for $150,000. 
New American Library (Victor 
Weybright) also paid $50,090 for 
the paperback rights. 

Look’s Editorial Additions 
In an expansion of the Look edi¬ 

torial staff, Daniel D. Mich, v.p. 
and editorial director of the maga¬ 
zine, has made the following ap¬ 
pointments: 

John Hunt, an editor of North 
American Newspaper Alliance, has 
joined Look" as a Department Edi¬ 
tor; Richard Schickel, on the edi¬ 
torial staff of Sports Illustrated, to 
Assistant Department Editor; Rob¬ 
ert Wool, who has been on the Edi¬ 
torial Research staff, promoted to 
Assistant Department Editor. 

Doubleday’s 2 New Eds 
Adam Yarmolinsky has joined 

the editorial department of Dou¬ 
bleday as Public Affairs editor. He 
will maintain an office in Wash¬ 
ington, and also spend part of each 
week in N. Y. City. It is believed 
that this will be the first time a 
national book publisher has opened 
a Washington editorial office. 

Yarmolmsky has served for the 
last two years as Secretary of the 
Fund for the Republic. Before that 
he practiced law in Washington 
and New York, following a clerk¬ 
ship with Associate Justice Stan¬ 
ley F. Reed of the U.S. 'Supreme 
Court. 

Richard K. Winslow has been 
named Science Editor of Double- 
day. For the past three he; 

tor for the Colonial, Williamsburg, 
wrote to “Miss” Pat Whealen that 
the expected mob of reporters 
would • tax accommodation to the 

Bald turned up one day at Layoff Manor and stated his beef. 
Ten G Was All He Wanted 

__ .v. “You’d think I was a toadstool/’^ he complained. “All the guys who 
potef where rooms must be shared ? thought I was grfeat in Paris treat me like a poisoned mushroom in 

Whealen, quite male, commented j Hollywood. All 1 want is $10,000 to get me to Tahiti and I’m willing to 
that it was “obviously too late to ; work six weeks for it. Well, even ten/’ 
disturb the arrangements/’ j I offered him an axe to chop a eucalyptus tree into firewood lengths 

--:-—1 land a buck an hour. He soon complained that the axe handle made 
CHATTER • his palms sore, I gave him a pair of new work gloves. In a few hours 

Ballantine has brought out a 35c!he had disappeared. Later someone found him sleeping behind a 
paperback on “Sgt. Bilko/ anthol-1 hedge on the. lower terrace. . 
ogy of 10 of Nat Hiken’s scripts. At least we thought he was sleeping, but early n the afternoon two ' 

Enid A. Haupt, editor-publisher : drivers of milk trucks stopped on the street below and began eom- 
of Seventeen mag, authored “The I plaining about their routes. Both agreed biz was terrible. 
Seventeen Book of Young Living” \ Finally one said, “If I knew anybody who’d take this lousy route I‘d 
which David McKay Co. has set for I sell it to him for a quarter/’ 
Oct. 25 publication. j . - But A Milk Route Would Do 
New^ork^ity ^ol^ng its8ninth YP lumped Wambly Bald from the bushes and shouted, “I'll take 

IXleBOcr26Ba DamonRunyon i frightened at this gargoyle m the shrubbery, stepped 
Cancer Fund will benefit from the on thecas and tore off as if chased by the cops. 
affair* • Within-two days Bald decided he had had enough of that sort of 

Jack Lauck, Frisco bureau man-1 literary life and was saying to hell with i\ "Whether he ever got to 
ager of Newspaper Enterprise' As- i Tahiti I never knew, but around 1950 I saw a piece on the World Series 
sociation, elected president of the I in the New York Post and it was signed Wambly Bald. 
San Francisco‘Press Club, succeed- { Of course, it could have been his son. but Bald was such a hobo¬ 
ing the San Francisco Examiner’s hemian. I doubt if he ever spawned any smallfry. 
Ed Montgomery. i His friends were the old “transition” crowd. I see one of them is 

Appointment of Harold L. Roth jstiy around Paris. That’s Robert Sage who does travel stuff for the 
Paris Herald Trib. But what lias happened to Link Gillespie, Laurence 
Vail, George Antheil, Kay Boyle, Bob Brown and all those typo- 

as a v.p. of Pocket Books and Af¬ 
filiated Publishers Inc. has been 
announced by James M. Jacobson, 
executive vice-president. AP dis¬ 
tributes'Little Golden Books, Lit¬ 
tle Golden Records and other 
Simon & Schuster products. 

Playboy’s art director Arthur 
Paul has the extra-curricular as¬ 
signment of doing the titles of 
20th-Fox’s* upcoming science-fic¬ 
tion story, “The Fly,” a Robert L. 
Lippert production, £aul did the 
startling simple layout for the 
short story when it originally ap¬ 
peared in Playboy, and producer 
Lippert liked it so much he com¬ 
missioned the artist to do the film’s 
fancy titles. ; 

Mike (Rome) Stern’s goodTrlend, 
Sam Newhouse, has put Mike Stern 
Jr„ who just matriculated at Syra¬ 
cuse U. fills pop’s alma mammy), to 
learning the newspaper business 
on the Syracuse Post-Standard 
while attending classes. Publisher 
Newhouse has just returned from 
Israel, where ne “was very much 
impressed’1 (following- official pow¬ 
wows with Premier Ben-Gurion 
and other top officials); Mrs. New¬ 
house remained on in Paris for 
CouWrier fittings and I* due back 
by ship next week. 

larly among music credits from Hollywood and, of course, Kay Boyle 
made her way as a serious novelist. 

“Transition” Crowd His Heritage 
Buchwald does not seem to be in the same syndrome. He writes a 

pixie, hep air and may have a similar coterie, for it is hard to believe 
that the Left Bank died with the depression, -the Kraut invasion or the 
skyrocketing franc of postw.ar years. 

The Daily American in Rome may have got some of the overset. 
The cost of living, for one thing, has been cheaper for exiles in Italy. 
There one unsung scribe writes fillers for the D.A. and I’m surprised 
Bennett Cerf hasn’t tapped the punster’s flow. cHere’s a handful: 

“Peron must be a little pale and Juan by now.” 
- “Because planes have been coming into Yemen, flying carpets must 
be a rug on the market.” 

“The cargo of grain to Poland will now have the Reds accusing of 
wheat germ warfare.” 

These may lack sex appeal but they seem safe from Stop the Paper 
letters, and whether in Rome, N.Y-, or Italy, that sort of letter is hated 
worse than Asiatic flu. • 

In London, Beachcomber of the Daily Express seems to have been 
squeezed to a squib. Even his hilarious character Foulenough doesn’t 
get the play he used to get. 

How To Get Off The Hook 
What seems to go best across the Channel from la belle France aro 

junkets, to America and subsequent pieces dealing with our follies. 
These . tg- .^n|;,Stop^ 
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Broadway 
Thomas C. McConnell, Chicago 

theatrical agent, en route to Eu¬ 
rope on the S.S. Liberte. 

Judy Garland, accompanied by 
producer-husband Sid Luft, off to 
London last week on the S.S. 
United States. 

June Allyson,' Universal's “My 
Man Godfrey," feted at a birthday 
party at the executive suite of 
Roxy Theatre Monday <7>. 

A Chinese fortune cookie to their 
show biz friends heralded the 
“latest good fortune" of Betty and 
Ade (publicist) Kahn, a son. 

Abe Lastfogel, William Morris 
Agency prexy, slated to return Oct. 
18 from a European trip during 
which he visited Italy, France and 
England. 

Sam Spiegel due in New York 
today (Wed.) from London. He’s 
bringing with him a print of his 
new production, “Bridge Over the 
River Kwai.” 

Charles B. Moss, president of 
B. S. Moss Corp., renamed chair¬ 
man of the film and amusement 
division 1957-58 campaign for the 
Federation of* Jewish Charities. 

Adah and Ted Lewis celebrated 
their 42d anniversary in absentia, 
i.e. the bandman was filling a 
Pittsburgh booking and Mrs. Lewis 
had some intimate friends in for 
a li’l shindig at their Central Park 
West manse. 

The News last Saturday (5) had 
columns by Danton Walker and 
Robert Sylvester on the same page, 
both dwelling on the Jeanne Eag- 
els and Helen Morgan biopix, along 
the same theme as the Variety 
editorial on “lie-ographies." 

Tempus fugit department: pub¬ 
licist Lee Posner says that “not 
so long ago" he handled Tamara 
Doriva, and the other day Connie 
Manning, her 19-year-old song¬ 
stress-daughter, came to Posner 
for professional guidance. 

Conrad N. Hilton’s takeover of 
El Panama Hotel, Panama City, 
was heralded with A cocktailery 
lapt week. Hilton Hotels Inti, will 
have three or four openings next 
year, from Montreal to Havana 
with Acapulco and West Berlin in 
between. 

Ed Perper,. now company man¬ 
ager for Sol Hurok with the Black 
Watch Highland Band, will serve 
in a similm* capacity with the 
Vienna Choir Boys, after the tour 
of the British bandsmen ends in 
December. Boys will do three- 
month trek,' 

Boxoffice is boxofflce but some 
of that World Series nitery trade 
around the class spots had the 
regulars, not to mention the man¬ 
agements, squirming—white sports’ 
jackets, brown shoes, and practi¬ 
cally anything this side of slacks 
and sports shirts. 

A phoney anonymous tip to U.S. 
Customs subjected the Xavier Cu- 
gats (Abbe Lane) to an annoying 
two-hour baggage inspection upon 
their arrival from Rome* on Satur¬ 
day (5) at Idlewild Airport, in time 
for the Steve Allen (NBC-TV) show 
on Sunday. Their 15 pieces were 
cleared 100% but the bandleader 
was openly annoyed that “gang¬ 
sters and crooks go around with¬ 
out being stopped while they stop 
people like us.’ 

Actor Jim Campbell had to do 
some fast hopping the past two 
weeks to keep up with a crowded 
performance schedule. The activ¬ 
ity included a lead part in an in¬ 
dustrial filmr which was shot on 
the same day he ' appeared in a 

.Saints & Sinners sketch at the 
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N. Y. The 
following day he was back in ac¬ 
tion doing a three-reel film for the 
U.S. Air Force and later in the 
week a CBS-TV commercial. To! 
top it off, he’s also working in a 
feature film, “The Mugger," being 
shot in New York. 

Peter Freuchen as opener on Mt. 
Lebanon Lecture Society series. 

Michael Pollock back on road 
for “Around the World" after bat¬ 
tling the flu at home here for a 
week. 

Dimitri Tiomkin subbed for Rob¬ 
ert Merrill, whose mother died, as 
guest of honor for “Search for 
Paradise" preem here. 

Tech dramai Claude Jenkins, 
just back from year’s, study in 
England on a Fullbright, was 
tapped by Uncle Sam. upon his re¬ 
turn. 

Pittsburgh 
By Hal V. Cohen 

Pittsburgh dancer Grover Dale is 
in new Broadway hit, “West Side 
Story." 

Ankara booked Gogi Grant for 
Oct .25 and Jane Morgan for Dec. 
6. 

Fritz and Jeanie Baxter, the 
singer, celebrated 22d wedding 
anni. | 

Local actress Gaye Jordan gets 
role in “Happiest Millionaire" with 
Walter Pidgeon on tour. 

John H. Harris checked out of 
Mercy Hospital after undergoing 
two minor operations. 

Casino house singer Sal Vella 
transferred to Roxy in Cleveland; 
replaced by Johnny Bruno. 

John Bertera of Holiday House 
flew to Las Vegas for a week to 
scout talent for his big room. 

,Milton Berle coming here Oct. 
30-31 to plug his Roulette album, 
“Songs My Mother Sang." 

Local ice skater George Zak 
working in the George Arnold 
rinker at El Cortes in Las Vegas. 

Jarmila Novotna* ^replaced late 

Miami Beach 
By Lary Solloway 

(1755 Calais Dt.; Union 5-5389) 

Paul Grey returning to Ameri¬ 
cana’s Bal Masque in December. 

Fran Warren due for first date 
in Eden Roc’s Cafe Pompeii in 
November. 

Irving Mansfield due in to select 
background locations for his new tv- 
film series, located around Miami 
area. 

Pupi Campo orch completed 20 
weeks in Boom-Boom Room of the 
Fontainebleau, and being held 
over indefinitely. 

Lord Flea and his calypso crew 
returned to scene of first big click 
in this sector, “Harry’s American 
Bar in the Eden Roc. 

London 

Las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke 
{DUdley 2-6100) 

Bobby Roberts’ illness caused' 
The Dunhills to come on as a two- I 
some in Milton Berle show at El | 
Rancho. 

Annita Ray, Thunderbird lounge 
canary, had her option hoisted by 
producer Marty Hicks. 

Pat Yankee, lounge chirper at 
the Silver Slipper, tossed farewell 
party before she left for her next 
engagement at the Cave in Van¬ 
couver. 

April Ames, former H’wood Pal¬ 
ladium phone operator who was 
hired as a singer by Hairy James, 
now appearing in the Tropicaha 
lounge. 

Strippers at Monte “Girls-a- 
Poppin" now remove their bras. 
Monte Gardner says, “If they can 
do it at the Dunes, we can do it 
here.” 

Local gagsters having a field day 
what with Jane Russell, Mamie 
Van Doren and Tempest Storm all 
appearing on the Strip, and flacks 
are taking advantage of situation. 

Bobbi Allen, who replaced one 
of DeMarco Sisters, and appeared 
with the group here recently at the 
Royal Nevada, /is now doing a 
single, backed by the Tommy 
Doyle Quartet at the Sands lounge. 

George Mitzel, prexy of Strip's 
newest hotel-casino-theatre, the 
Sans Souci, sez no opening date 
will be announced until the Clark 
County Commission okays the 
license. State Tax Commission has 
already given the Sans Souci a 
green light. '' 

Chicago 
Barney Fields, record plugger, 

now doing Capitol disk promotion 
here. 

Pvt. Jody McCrea, son of actor 
JoeJ McCrea, stationed at Fifth 
Arirty Hq in Chi. 

Carmen Amaya Spanish dance 
troupe due at Orchestra Hall Oct. 
19 for one nighter. 

Charlotte Curley, widow of pub¬ 
licist Bob Curley who died re¬ 
cently, taking over his accounts. 

Harry A. Atwell Luncheon Club 
of indoor and outdoor Showmen 
notches its 29th anni at end of 
month. 

Jim Monos, Drury Lane produ¬ 
cer, back from trip to N.Y. to line 
up talent for reopening of the thea-' 
tre in February. 

Pump Room in the Ambassador 
East celebrated its 19th anni last 
Tuesday (1> with a shindig for 
friends. Joan Bennett and Victor 
Mature attended. 

Ireland, 
By Maxwell Sweeney 

(22 Famey Pki Dublin 684506) 
Ivy Benson and All-Girl Orch 

back to England after short terp- 
ery tour. 

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne 
set for season at Olympia, Dublin, 
in the spring of 1958. 

Count Basie skedded for one- 
night stand at Theatre Royal, Dub¬ 
lin, next month. . 

Russell Hadley, Par exec, due in 
from London for talks with the 
local office on “Omar Khayyam”' 
and “10 Commandments." 

Tenor Liam Devally, who dou¬ 
bles as radio announcer, named to 
assistant supervisor’s post at Radio 
Eireann, Dublin. «> 

Because none of the nine entries 
was rated prizeworthy, a $600 prize 
for a play in Gaelic has been with¬ 
drawn; it will be offered again 
next year. 

(Temple Bar 5041/9952) 

Eve Boswell off to Stockholm 
for a four weeks’ concert tour. 

June. Laverick planed to Lisbon 
•to attend opening of “It Happened 
in Rome" at Sab Jorge Theatre. 

Stanley Kramer here for open¬ 
ing of “Pride and Passion," which 
was preemed last night (Tues.) at 
London Pavilion. 

Ken Tynan, Observer drama cri¬ 
tic, is a current contestant on the 
“64,000 Question," with American 
Jazz as his Chosen subject. ' 

Jayne Mansfield likely to return 
to London for next month’s. Royal 
Command Film Gala at which she’ll 
be presented to the Queen. 

John Rowley, international Chief 
Barker, and Stanley Kramer were 
honor guests at yesterday’s (Tues.) 
Variety Club luncheon. 

Ken Allen ankled job as pub¬ 
licity manager of AB-Pathe to take 
charge of tele department of Dixon 
and Co., advertising agents. 

Charles Einfield, 20th's ad-pub 
veepee, off to Paris and Frankfurt 
for the preems of “Ohl For a Man!” 
after a quickie stopover in London 
for confabs on upcoming releases. 

Associated British giving a fare-! 
well luncheon this week to W. A. 
(Bill) Fielder _Who retired from 
organization after many years as 
general sales manager of the dis¬ 
tributing company. 

Anne De Nys, cocktail-time pi¬ 
anist at L'Aperitif and mother of 
film star Virginia McKenna, re¬ 
signed and is to marry Sir Charles 
Qakley, sixth baronet of Tenter- 
den. 

Carl Foremans first Open Road 
production for Columbia, co-star- 
ring William Holden, Sophia Loren 
and Trevor Howard, has been re¬ 
titled “The Key.” It was previ¬ 
ously, known as “Stella," the name 
of Jan deHartog’s original noveL 

. Among show biz contingent' on 
the Queen Elizabeth which Sailed 
for N.Y. on Thursday were Sir 
Arthur Jarratt, managing director 
of British Lion; Russell V. Down¬ 
ing, Radio City Music Hall prexy; 
D. J. (Jack) Goodlatte, managing 
director of Associated British Cine¬ 
mas; and Herman Levin. Boat is 
due in N.Y. Tuesday (8). 

Athens 
By Irene Velissariou 

(Tinou 44 St., 614515; 814348) 

- Amparito Valcanero is sharing 
billing with local talent at Chez 
Lapin. 

“Holiday On Ice” did smash 
business for about a month here, 
now. goes tcHtstanbul. 

Metropolitan Director Dinos j 
Yannopoulos will organize next 
year’s Athens Festival. 

Renato Carozone Orch to Rome 
after many successful appearances 
in several night clubs here. 

Yvonne Sanson completed her 
role in a Greek picture of Finos 
Films Studio and left for Rome. 

French Ballet Babilet due here 
early for four recitals at the Ken- 
trikon in Athens and two in Sal- 
onica. 

Paul Sylbert still directing re¬ 
hearsals of “Four Poster” at the 
Elli Lambetti-Dimitri Horn Ketri-. 
kon Theatre which is due in early 
next month despite Union of Greek 
Directors protests to the govern¬ 
ment to cancel his working permit. 

Washington 
By Florence S. Lowe 

Refurbished Casino Royal nitery 
unshuttered past weekend with 
Dorothy Lamour topping. 

Statler Hotel debutted its, face¬ 
lifted Embassy Room, complete 
with new decor and new policy of 
music and dancing, but no floor- 
shows. 

Week’s list of tub thumpers in¬ 
clude Richard Widmark, for “Time 
Limit”;. Miiko Taka, on behalf of 
“Saryonara”; and Taina Eig, to 
calL attention to “Les Girls." 

On hand for local preem of Mol- 
lie Kazan’s “Egghead" were hus¬ 
band Elia, attorney Howard Rein- 
heimer, personal rep Kay Brown 
and director Hume Cronyn. 

New members of. local Variety 
Tent include radio-tv. agent Emctst 
Johnson; Shorenam Hdtel veepee 
Bernard Bralove; ballet school 
owner Louis Land; and theatre 
manager Roy Richardson. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

28 Rue Buchette; Qdeon 4944) 

June Richmond will head the 
next show at the revue-strippo 
nitery, Le Sexy. 

Edith Piaf and Bella Darvi to 
costar, in pic, “Les * Amants De 
Demain” (Tomorrow’s Lovers). 

For her return to legit here, 
Martine Carol will do a new 
Jacques Deval piece, “Corrida.” 

After two years in London, Gallic 
comic Robert Dhery brings his hit 
revue* ‘‘La Plume De Ma Tante,” 

to his home grounds at the Theatre 
De Paris. 

Yul Brynner expected in for con¬ 
fab on a pic he will make inde¬ 
pendently with director Anatole 
Litvak on last year’s bloody Hun¬ 
garian uprising. 

Pascal Audret, 18-year-old ac¬ 
tress, will play Ann Frank in the 
Gallic legit version of “The Diary 
of Ann Frank" due at the Theatre 
Montparnasse next month. 

Writer Francoise Sagan is re¬ 
ported* to have turned down 20th- 
Fox’ $20,000 advance for an option 
on her latest novel "Dans Un An, 
Dans Un Mois” (In a Year, In a 
Month). Book concerns love affairs 
among a group of Parisian types. 
Twentieth soon will make a pic 
version of Miss Sagan’s second 
bestseller, “A Certain Smile.” 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) 

Dejohn Sisters current at Blins- 
trub’s, 

Frank Luther doing his own tv 
show on WNAC-TV. 

Vicki Wells breaking in new 
nitery act at Surf in Revere. * 

Hub’s new Channel 5, WHDH- 
TV, set to take the air Nov. 1. „ 

Colonial Theatre sold, but no 
changes planned in this season's 
operation. 

Sam Snyder, producer of “Water 
Follies,” in town making arrange¬ 
ments for European tour. 

iUity auditorium commission ten¬ 
tatively decided to build new $12,- 
000,000 civic aud on the section of 
Prudential development. 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan 

Baritone Eddie Roecker waxed 
a campaign song for the city 
Democrats. 

Eugene Istomin, 31-year-old pi¬ 
anist, Will he the Philadelphia Or¬ 
chestra’s first soloist for its 58th 
season. 

Recently formed Phila. Lyric 
Opera Co: to sponsor the NBC 
Opera's “La Traviata" at the Acad¬ 
emy of Music, Nov. 29. 

Henry Dissin has installed “Gay 
Nineties” entertainment at Sher¬ 
ry’s Chestnut St. Biggest head¬ 
ache is finding the “old timers.’’ 

Manny Davis,-new owner of the 
Locust St. Theatre, who also oper¬ 
ates the Auditorium in Rochester, 
N, Y., supervises both houses by 
flying his own plane. * 

Ottawa 
Cathy Johnson and Norman & 

Deane topping Chaudiere Club 
show. 

Alan Kent, three Chicks and A 
Chuck plus the Shannons comprise 
Gatineau Club floor. 

Canadian Grill in the Chateau 
Laurier teed its fall-winter season-1 
which Lep Wpekes orch. 

Canary Jerry- Carlisle and pianist 
Medore Brisbois featured in Chez 
Henry hotel’s Salon d’Or. 

Opening of Parliament by Queen 
Elizabeth (14) will see tele cameras 
in the House of Commons^for the 
first time. Senate has been on ty 
but never the Commons. National 
Film Board also will cover the 
event on film. 

Winnie Hoveler Dancers to Que¬ 
bec’s a la port St. Jean before 
going Montreal’s El Morocco; 
theflce to Florida bookings after 
four months at the Chaudiere Club. 

Henry R. Luce, on his first "visit 
to the Ottawa Time-Life offices, 
lunched with.-the Prime Minister 
and blasted Canada’s 20% tax on 
advertising in non-Canadian maga¬ 
zines sold in Canada. 

Minneapolis 
By Les Rees 

(2123 Fremont Ave. So.; Franklin 
7-2609) 

American Ballet here for one 
performance this week. 

Pianist-warbler Nino Nanni into 
Hotel Radisson Flame Room, 

St, Paul Civic Opera opens sea¬ 
son with “Great Waltz" Oct. 10. 

Joan Bennett here conducting 
style shows at Loop Department 
store. 

Edyth Bush Little Theatre offer¬ 
ing “Charley’s Aunt" -as its 17th 
anni shoW. 

Soprano Mimi Benzell and bari¬ 
tone Edwin Steffe inked for joint 
St. Paul Women’s Institute con¬ 
cert. , 

Local Doc Evans and Harry 
Blons Dixieland band set for Min¬ 
nesota U. campus concerts Oct, 13 
and Nov. 24. 

Civic Theatre St. Paul to pre¬ 
sent “Front Page,” “Bus Stop," 
“Desperate Hour” and “Three Men 
on Horse” incoming season. 

Minneapolis Morning Tribune; 
columnist Will Jones in Hollywood; 
to attend chuck wagon party for j 
Walter Brennan and to interview 
film, and tv personalities/ -v’\ 

Hollywood 
Jane Russell and Bob Waterfield 

planning to adopt a fourth baby. 
Actor Rafael Campos exhibiting 

paintings at the Clifton Workshop 
Theatre. 

Ted Post named to the Theatre 
Arts Committee of University of 
Judaism. 

Hilliard Marks joined Screen 
Producers Guild, bringing mem¬ 
bership to 189.. 

Arthur Blake follows his current 
Interlude stand with a coast-to- 
coast concert trek. 

Audie Murphy starting a thoro- 
bred stable; he’s long been a suc¬ 
cessful quarter-horse owner. 

Bob Hope, who did it last year, 
will emcee fifth annual Deb Star 
Ball at the Palladium Friday night. 

Ben Blue bought' the Macayo, 
Santa Monica restaurant, and will 
operate it as a.self-starring nitery. 

L. A. Lodge of B’nai' B’rith 
kudosing the Robert Youngs as 
“Mr. and Mrs. American Citizen of 
1957.” 

Marlon Brando dislocated his 
right shoulder after refusing a dou¬ 
ble for a scene in ‘The Young 
Lions." 

Jason Robards, former Silent 
screen leading man, back in films 
after recovering from seven years 
of blindness. 

Gene Kelly back at work in 
“Marjorie Moringstar,” with his 
left leg in a cast as a result of 
having tom a ligament in a volley¬ 
ball accident. 

Harry. C. Arthur and James H. 
Arthur to Washington to- rep 
SCTOA at Justice Department talks 
on National Theatres’ bid for an 
okay to produce films. 

Function of the new Motion Pic¬ 
ture Industry Heart Committee 
will be- educational, not fund-rais¬ 
ing, a roster of top showbiz names 
was informed at? the inaugural 
meeting held at Beverly Hills hotel 
and sponsored by Spyros Skouras 
and Jack L. Warner, Louella Par¬ 
sons and Eddie Cantor co-hosted 
the luncheon session. Speakers in¬ 
cluded Cantor, who described him¬ 
self as a “cardiactor,” Dr. Francis 
Chamberlin, Pat Weaver, and* Dr. 
Paul Dudley White. 

Tokyo 
By Dave Jampel 

(58-2056) 
William Brinkley, author of 

“Don’t Go Near The Water,” here 
to research’s story for Life. 

Robert M. Lury, Select Interna¬ 
tional Films prez, left with Mrs. 
Lury on global tour for a month. 

A fourman CBS crew from the 
U.S. will film Marion Anderson’s 
Seoul, Korea, performance for ‘ 
“See It Now.” 

TPA fqreign sales mgr. Manny 
Reiner here for, several weeks try¬ 
ing to woo local tele officials and 
sponsors with product. 

John Huston , due to return soon 
to start work of 20th-Fox’s “The 
Townsend Harris Story,” John 
Wayne starrer with Oct. 14 at 
target starting date. 

Katherine Dunham troupe of 30 
due here for a series of perform¬ 
ances at this city’s Sankei Hall 
covering six days. Unit will first 
perform several times gratis for 
U.S. troops. 

Immigration officials halted 
Work of Darvas and Julia at the 
Copacabana here because team was 
performing with tourist visas. Duo 
had applied for work permits, how¬ 
ever, and record of application 
saved them from further embarass- 
ment. 

Norm Sklare hired by CBS as 
radio-tv stringer under new • Far 
East bureau chief Peter K^lischer 
who recently replaced Robert Pier- 
point. _Pierpoint left early, this 
month to assume new assignment 
in Washington. Kalischer is ex- 
Collier’s staffer, . * 

Scotland 
By Gordon Irving - 

(Glasgow: Kelvin 1590) 

Scottish Amateur Film Fest 
skedded for Nov. 3 at Cosmo, Glas¬ 
gow. 

“Campbell’s Kingdom,” new 
Rank pic, playing two weeks at 
Ode on,- Glasgow. 

“Joe Butterfly” and “Pay the 
Devil,” hoth from Universal, broke 
records at Playhouse, Edinburgh. 

Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian, 0 
skedded for big tv show on BBC 
network from London on Nov. 30. 

“A King in New York” (given 
simultaneous preem with London 
at Greens’ circuit cinemas at Dun¬ 
dee, Ayr and Glasgow. 

Eddie Fraser, BBC vaude pro¬ 
ducer, to stage “Robinson Crusoe,” 
with Jack Radcliffe, at H, M. The¬ 
atre, Aberdeen, opening Dee, 21. 

New1 Scottish Touring , Theatre * 
visiting distant Islands with double 
playbill G. B. Shaw’s"^41 Village 
Wooing” and ‘Moliere’s “Sgana- 
ielle.” 
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NEW FEATURE 

Just released—f complete. 
new packages—wholesome, 
light-hearted family 
entertainment. A.A.P, 
comedies fill the bill any 
time of day or night. 

. 26 laugh-filled hours, 
featuring Arthur Lake, 
Wally Ford, Marie Wilson, 
Zazu. Pitts and other top 
favorites. The 13 musicals 
are star-studded... with' 
America’s favorite bands 
and featured vocalists in 
lavish productions. Want 
to keep audiences in your 
area happy.. .at be-kind- 
to-your-budget prices? 
Write, wire or phone.. * 

a. 
Duties for 

345 W*m I 
75 ytactar Dr. DO*ani,2-»» J 

1511 Bryan St, 
9110 Sunset BfoL, CAestvfo# 9-5899' 
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lfLU0N-$ INDUSTRIAL CIRCUIT 
(Japlin, Bergman, Bertrand Russell 

Film Interviews for Mike Wallace 
" - Charles Chaplin will appear on+ 

-?■ American television, as in inter- 
. Viewee on Mike Wallace’s ABC-TV 
A {Saturday . night program in the 
; heir future. Wallace, who recent- 
: ly returned from Europe where he 
*. imed up several guests, is going 
' hack, perhaps within the next 
* three weeks, to film his "quizzing 

of the self-exiled Chaplin. 

’ ; Wallace’s office her$ said that 
l the comedian has consented to the 
* interview. ABC-TV hopes to play 

Jhe half-hour show in November. 

‘ ' Also agreeing to Wallace’s grili- 
* ing. were Ingrid Bergman and 
" mathematician - philosopher Ber- 
’tr$hd Bussell. 

I Charles Chaplin's handling of his! 
.jprpduetion of “A King in New 

York”* has taken a strange twist; 
the producer having done some 
cutting of the comedy scenes. 

Left intact is - all the. original 
political Content of the picture. 
Strangeness lies in the fact that 

-'the -comedy material; drew critical 
- applause while the political mes- 
; sage matter was rapped in many 
- quarters. 

Do Re Mi Bra 
Commercial jingle written by 

Jimmy Carroll for Exquisite Form 
Bra is destined for the straight 
song lists. 

The blurb will be given the full 
pop treatment, as “The Lady Is 
You,” on a Columbia label and; 
sometime after the first of the year 
as a featured song on a tv spec¬ 
tacular being bankrolled by Ex¬ 
quisite Form.. Original commer¬ 
cial will be used oh the show, too. 

Dollar Cast' 
* Closd-TVShrw lust 

For limited’ Boy 
' . Lakeville, Mass., Oct. 15. 
“ ‘A “million dollar” • cast did a 
. closed circuit tvshow from Holly- 
; Wood just for Francis ‘3C’\ nine- 
year-old muscular distrophy vic- 

rtimras the result of a Boston Trav¬ 
eler reporter’s story,, at Lakeville 

. State Sanatorium,* Tuesday (8). 

• ; Traveler broke the story of the 
;l>oy who “thought he wasn’t want¬ 
ed” on QcL -3.' It was picked up by 
Ah Md UP, sent across the country. 
ii& launched an unbelievable ava- 
lanch of cards,-' gifts’ and money, 
Himaxing in the. $35Q;000 closed 
circuit tv show headed by Jerry 
Lewis. . v 

- Francis ”X” went to- the hospital 
in June, and since that time until 

\ther breaking of the story hadn’t 
•teceiyed .a carii Or .had.. a visitor. 
His mother is dead and his father 

> is 'ihVp^iSdti 'for killffig' her. 

V . The boy received over 10Q sacks 
Of mail, some 250,000 pieces, cli- 
/ maxed by the Closed circuit tv 
sh6W to. the -hospital, all happen- 

ifng in less than five days. So far, 
^.nearly $16/00*0 ' in" cash has been 
?Teceivfed' ter be* used’ for Francis 
“X’-’*' fund- to’help the youngster. 

Jerry. Lewis, dedicated a one hour 
1&hdw .“to. .my. one-boy audience,” 
Some.80 .other .children~in wfaeel- 

; chairs, at .the .Sanatorium also saw 
: the dosed jcircuit tv-show. Appear- 
;ihg ’oh. ihe. ,ty. .show, were Eddie 
[Captor^Dinah Shore, Eddie Fisher, 
Yeimess.ce .Ernie .Ford, Pinky Lee, 
-Hugh O’Brian, Jim Arte*Sf Walt 
Disney’s Mousketeers, Mary Costa, 

the NBC orCh* 

Via Tonight’TV er 
NBC’s “Tonight” show Came up 

with a real Cinderella story last 
Thursday (10) in .the 17-year-old 
Trlsh Dwelley, a schoolgirl singer] 
out of Philadelphia, who proved 
a literal overnight sensation On the 
show-The NBC switchboard cleared] 
some 600 calls that night and the 
following morning, and yottng Miss 
Dwelley by Friday nooh had the 
following deals in the fire:. 

I. A five-year pact with Decca, 
which managed to get to her man¬ 
ager, Jack Beckman, the next mom-| 
ing ahead of Coral and RCA Vic¬ 
tor. 

'2. A longterm pact with NBC 
calling for her exclusive television! 
services, With her first assignment 
a'three-a-week spotting on the Paar 
show along with first call for guest 
shots on the web's other shows. 1 
She’ll probably, do’ a date on the] 
Perry Como-show show to start off 
with. ' 

. 3. Inquiries from Universal and 
Columbia,, the former reportedly 
eyeing her for the Deanna Durbin 
role in a remake of “Three Smart 
Girls.” 

4. Major overnight news and 
column breaks, with AP- and- UP 
interviews on* Friday and items in 
syndicated columns, along with 

(Continued on page 78) 

ETHEL WATERS’ BILLING 
IN EVANGELICAL MEET 

*.. ’ * Minneapolis/ Oct. K- 
Bitted (i) as a “contralto soloist,” 

and .(2), as. radio and television’s 
Beulah, stage, and nitery star Ethel; 
Waters . was' here' embarking . bni 
still another .career, as a party to 
the “Youth for'Christ” meeting in] 
the Auditorium last Saturday night- 

.. Ads also gave hillings to Jim 
the Skylarks AndLou Br?*m imd fVpus and the Souls’ Harbor chorus 

from television. Admissionjftee. 

By DAVE LEYADI 

Chicago, Oct. 15., 
Prepackaged live talent appears 

to be'the fastest selling merchan¬ 
dise in the show biz supermarket 
for industrial shoppers. Amid the 
raucous birth ho\_ags of the 
trade's electronic babies during the 
last couple decades, this theatri¬ 
cal sibling . has had a revenue 
growth rivaling that of any mass 
media entertainment field. The 
unanimous opinion of showmen 
growing fat on industrial accounts 
is that the field has hardly been 
tapped yet. 

Since /Dramaturgy Inc. started 
the first trade show out of Cleve¬ 
land 20 years ago, Industrial shows, 
club dates and allied affairs have 
mushroomed into the main live¬ 
lihood for as many agents, pro¬ 
ducers and writers as are in any 
phase of-'the entertainment world. 
The main talent buyers are manu¬ 
facturers in the Great Lakes in¬ 
dustrial belt, and industrial show 
packagers in the midwest are mak¬ 
ing the most radical innovations 
in mass showmanship. 

Giant talent packagers vie. to sell 
rival companies their own tailored 
productions, unique and original as 
the goods whojse: virtues these 
shows extol, though, it’s an open 
secret that an ode to a toothpaste 
may derive directly-from a sold or 
unsold epic of an inuerspring mat- 

(Continued on page 87) 

1,000,000 Round-The-World 

TV Coml; 18>Man, 4-Month Safari 

Guy Lombardo3$ 

Las Vegas, Oct 15. 
[". Guy Lombardo, who closed at the 
Desert Inn yesterday (Mon.), Said 
that at" the - specific request of 
Queen Elizabeth, he and his prch 
will play for dancing at.the Com¬ 
monwealth Ball honoring Great 
Britain’s Queen and Prince Phillip 
at the 7th Regiment Armory, New 
York, Oct. 21. The ball, which 
the Queen -and her consort will at¬ 
tend, will be sponsored by the Pil¬ 
grims and the English Speaking 
Union. . 
. Lombardo, Canadian born, but a 
U. S. citizen Nsince 1931, also played 
for dancing at the Nov, 1, 1954, 

(Continued on page 87) 

It’s Fni to Be a VIP 
New indoor sport within the RCA 

organization for visiting VIPs: 
They phone RCA Communica¬ 

tions and, on direct wire from the 
electronics’ listening post at River-; 
head. Long Island, lie beep-beep 
of Sputnik—the Russian satellite— 
is clearly heard as it’s pulled in 

l/from the stratosphere. 

‘Joe E. Brown Park’ 
Toledo, O., Oct. 15. 

Having recently dedicated “Dan¬ 
ny Thomas Park” in Toledo In hon¬ 
or of the entertainer. City Council 
has approved a suggestion by the 
Fourth Ward Old Timers’ Baseball 
Assn, to rename the present Oak¬ 
land Park on Manhattan Blvd. the 
“Joe E. Brown Park,” also to honor 
an Ohioan who was bom near here 
and. grew up in Toledo. 

Representatives of the associa¬ 
tion pointed out that Brown had 
done much for youngsters through¬ 
out; the nation and that there was a 
growing sentlmbnt in Toledo to 
name a recreational facility after 
him. 

Cleve. Rolls Out 

Red Carpet For 
Lawrence & Lee 

Cleveland, Oct. 15. 
Cleveland is rolling out the red 

carpet this month for a couple of 
local boys who made good 
Broadway. They’re Jerome Law-; 
rence and Robert E. Lee, the play-; 
writing team that turned out “In-| 
herit the Wind” and “Auntie 
Mame.” 

Both plays will be running here 
simultaneously when the touring 
edition of “Mame,”. starring Con-] 
stance Bennett, begins its road hike 
Oct. 30 at the local Hanna Theatre.: 
At that time, a production of 
;rWind” will be in the fourth frame] 
of a six-week run at the Cleveland 
Playhouse, a winter stock operation. 

Hefty coverage by the local press, 
radio and tv is planned for the 
scripters when they arrive here] 
Oct. 28 with the “Mame” company. 
The. Press, Plain Dealer and News 
are all planning front-page features. 
Lawrence was here for the Oct. 8 
Playhouse preem of “Wind” and: 
was called-to the stage 1>y director] 

(Continued on page 75) 

By BOB CHANDLER 

The first million-dollar televi¬ 
sion commercial is in the final 
stages of completion for the Ford 
division of Ford Motors. An 
eight-month project with more 
than four months of actual filming, 
the commercial series is a color 
documentation of the first round- 
the-world auto trip, made by two 
.’58-mo del Ford prototypes and an 
18-man safari through 23 countries, 
with, on-location mooting all the 
way by Filmways Tr . , N. Y. com¬ 
mercial producers. 

Out of some 150,000 feet of 35m 
color footage shot, much of it in 
never-before-filmed locations in 
Asia. Ford and the J. Walter 
Thompson agency will cull some 30 
commercials, to break early next 
month when the new models are 
unveiled. Later, a'60-minute docu¬ 
mentary will go Into theatrical re¬ 
lease, with Ford and Filmways as 
equal partners in the venture. 

To top it off. Ford last spring 
acquired radio-tv commercial 
rights from Mike Todd to his 
‘Around the World” theme music, 

which will be threaded into the 
commercials. And for added meas¬ 
ure, Socony Mobil-Oil, which co¬ 
operated in the venture by airlift¬ 
ing and shipping the fuel for the 
expedition, has shot its own com- 

(Continued on page 60) 

MICKEY ROONEY AS 
GROWNUP‘ANDY HARDY’ 

Negotiations are underway for 
Mickey Rooney to resume “Andy 
Hardy” role for “Andy Hardy Re¬ 
turns Home” at Metro, He’d play 
an attorney, returning to town 
where he grew up. 
, Negotiations pend between Red 

Doff, head of Fryman Productions, 
and Metro, for Indie production by: 
Fryman for Metro release. ] 

Doff, Rooney’s personal man-; 
ager, would be producer* 

Satcbmo to Play Ark. 
In March at U. That 

Faabns’ Son Attends 
Louis Armstrong, who recently 

declared war on Arkansas Gover¬ 
nor Orval Faubus during the con¬ 
tinuing battle of integration of 
highschool students in Little Rock, 
has been signed to play a one- 
nighter in the heart of Gov, Fau¬ 
bus’ bailiwick—the U. of Arkansas, 
Fayetteville. Satchmo hits that 
ofte-nighter March 12 at a $2,500 
salary. 

Booking was by Joe Glaser, 
head of Associated Booking Corp., 
while the trumpeter was on tour, 
Armstrong has announced that 
he’ll be happy to play the date if 
Glaser contracted for it. He re¬ 
gretted that he would be in a po¬ 
sition to play a date where Gov, 
Faubus would be in a position to 
"hear his* great big beautiful 
notes.” The date will be with a 
mixed band and before a non-seg- 
regated audience. The U. of Ark, 
was desegregated some time ago. 
There are about 15 Negro students 
at the institution, all attending 
either professional or graduate 
schools.. Gov. Fabus’ son is a stu¬ 
dent there. 

Armstrong had delivered a blast 
at Gov. Faubus. He refused to 
play a tour in the Soviet Union 
under auspices of the State Dept, 
on the ground that it would be em¬ 
barrassing to answer questions 
about the U. S. racial question. 
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W Reporters Giving Unprecented 
Royal Reception to Liz, Consort 

By FLORENCE LOWE +- 

Washington, Oct. 15. 
An army of 700 reporters, bear¬ 

ing typewriters, cameras, mikes, 
tape recorders, and every conceiv¬ 
able device of modern communi¬ 
cations,. is trailing Queen Elizabeth 
II and Prince Philip on their cur¬ 
rent visit to the Western Hemis¬ 
phere. About one-fifth of these rep 
resent radio and tv. • 

When the royal couple reaches 
Washington on Thursday, the ac¬ 
companying press will be aug¬ 
mented by the majority of this 
capital’s vast news corps. The webs 
alone will have about 150 staffers 
assigned to giving the world the 
words and pictures of the first visit 
ct a reigning British Monarch since 
tiie Queen's parents came here 20 
years ago. 

Taking a leaf straight from the 
book written long ago by Holly¬ 
wood, British and American gov¬ 
ernment reps here have been set¬ 
ting the stage for the royal visitors 
with all the precision and planning 
that goes into a major studio pro¬ 
duction. Over a dozen dry runs of 
each step of the royal journey 
have been made, with newsmen 
and lensers going along for re¬ 
hearsals. When the queen and her 
consort, for example, make their 
pilgrimage to the tomb of the Un¬ 
known Soldier at Arlington Na¬ 
tional Cemetery, their steps will 
have already been measured to 
the inch. 

British Broadcasting Co., deter¬ 
mined not to take second place, 
has sent its topflight staffers along 
with official party. Godfrey Tal¬ 
bott, the BBC court reporter, Au- 

fContinued on page 78) 

God Yields to Todd 
Because of the simultaneous 

Riming of Mike Todd’s "Around 
the World" first anniversary 
party and telecast at Madison 
Sq. Garden tomorrow night 
(Thurs.), and the NBC tint-, 
cast of "Green Pastures” as 

j the preem of the "Hallmark 
Hall of Fame” series, NBC de¬ 
cided to be accommodating 
about the whole thing. 

Network has.set up a closed- 
circuit colorcast of the "Pas¬ 
tures” dress rehearsal tomor¬ 
row afternoon at 4:30 so that 
those members of the press 
planning to attend the Todd 
party for even those planning 
to watch it on CBS) can get to 
see De Lawd fable anyway. 
Both shows are slotted at 9:30 
to 11 p.m. 

GERMANY KEEPS SEEING 
‘DIARY OF ANNE FRANK’ 

Famkfurt, Oct. 8. 
“Diary of Anne Frank,” the 

true story of a young Jewish girl 
and her family forced into hiding 
and eventual death by the Nazis, 
has become one of the most fre¬ 
quently preformed plays in post 
World War II Germany. 

Since preeming simultaneously 
in seven major German theatres 
a year ago, the Frances Goodrich- 
Albert Hacket dramatization has 
moved into third place in a per- 
iormance count on plays presented 
in this country following the' end 
of the war. It also points up the 
dominance of Broadway-originated 
product in the German theatre. 

"Diary” is sandwiched in be¬ 
tween two other plays of Broadway 
origin in the number of per¬ 
formances played. They are "Tea¬ 
house of the August Moon,” which 
ranks as the second most frequent¬ 
ly performed play in the country, 
and “The Rainmaker,” which is in 
fourth place. Leading the field, 
however, is Carl Zuckmayer’s "Das 
Teufels General” (“The Devil’s 
General”', which has racked up I 
over 2,000 performances thus far.J 

French Vauders Foist 
Politics on Audiences 

To Unfavorable Results 
Paris, Oct. 15. 

Of late, there have been ex¬ 

amples of vaude house stages sud¬ 

denly becoming podiums for po¬ 

litical, patriotic or tolerance 

pitches. All this; unless it is part 

of the act, appears to defeat its 

purpose here by appearing out of 

context and somewhat forced. 

Chansonnier patter man Pierre- 

Jean Vaillard, after diabolically 

picking away irreverently at Gallic 

governmental bigwig foibles, sud¬ 
denly has been going into a poem 
on the Algerian problem. All this 
may even be okay in a time of 
crisis patrons have indicated, but 
ringing in a slap at the U. S., via 
its race problems, seemed to. the 
audience to be soapboxing. Vaillard 
is now at the Alhambra-Maurice 
Chevalier. 

At the last Olympia Musichall 
show, Negro Yank terper-illus'mn- 
ist Georges Holmes unleased a 
smart, dextrous and fast act. At 
one point he tampered with the 
lights-and when they went out al¬ 
together said, "Now we are all 
the same color.” This got ap¬ 
plause but did not enhance his act, 
according later audience reaction. 

Mattiwilda Dobbs Here 
Mattiwilda Dobbs, Negro colora¬ 

tura, handled by Sol Hurok, has 
arrived in N. Y. from Spain to 
ready for her second season at the 
Metropolitan Opera where there 
are now some half-dozen singers 
of her race. ^ 

New this year is the American 
Negro soprano Gloria Davy, for 
many years a big fave in Europe 
and a resident of Milano, Italy. She 
was set with the Met’s Rudolf Bing 
by The* Pispeker. 

Set Oscar on TV; 
It’s Afl-for-AD 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Academy Awards’ 30th annual 

Oscar Derby will be held March: 
26 .(a Wednesday), probably again 
at the Pantages Theatre here, and 
with the film industry itself pick¬ 
ing up the tab. As . per prior agree¬ 
ment there *is to be no plugging 
of individual pictures or person¬ 
alities; the television coverage 
simply is to be billed as an industry 
presentation and designed to serve 
institutional purposes. 

First meeting of the coordinating 
committee was held here yesterday 
(Mon.) with John K. West, NBC- 
TV’s western v.p., sitting in. Group 
also included Jerry Pickman and 
Roger Lewis, in behalf of the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Assn„ of America; 
Jerry Wald and Daniel Taradash, 
for the independent producers; and 
Acad president George Seaton. 

Seaton meanwhile also is work¬ 
ing on plans for publication of a 
quarterly magazine, staging .of an 
international film festival and con¬ 
struction. of an industry museum, 
all under the Acad aegis. - 

ITALO PRODUCER PLAN 
BIOPIC ON TOSCANINII 

Rome, Oct. 15. 
A group of Italian filmmakers is 

planning a documentary feature 
on the life of Arturo Toscanini. Pic 
would be made up in large part 
o? newsreel shots and other se¬ 
quences showing the maestro’s life. 

To bridge the gaps in the ma¬ 
terial at hand, producers of the 
film plan to use some recreated 
footage. They already have signed 
a man for the job of impersonating 
Toscanini. He is Armand Munnier, 
8G, a widely-known concert pianist 
who lives in Nice. Resemblance is 
said to be near-perfect. 

| Katherine Dunham, Sex Exporter 
M-+-M- By DAVE JAMPEL A 

Tokyo, Oct. 8. 
B.o. activity picked up for the 

Katherine Dunham troupe after 
poor advance publicity slowed 
ticket sales during first two days 
of stand here. Miss Dunham her¬ 
self admitted to Variety's rep that 
this, her first appearance in Japan, 
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was badly timed. Her costly troupe 
came in on the heels of the Bolshoi 
boff. 

Death of Hong Kong promoter 
Charles Grey several weeks ago 
was felt at the Dunham b.o. Grey, 
mercial values were exploited. Sex 
was chosen and it’s proved to be 
universal. 

"At first I thought fay university 
would throw me out,” she revealed, 
but now I think perhaps Mr. 

Hurok was right.” 
Asked if she thinks the highlight¬ 

ing; of sex in her publicity has artis¬ 
tic merit. Miss Dunham said, "I 
guess so. I never really stopped 
Who promoted the current Dunham 
Far EaSterfi swing. Would have per¬ 
sonally ieen to it' that there was 
drumbeating offstage toe. 

Asked to comment on the deci¬ 
sion of Sol Hurok years ago to de- 
emphasize her" anthropological 
tendences and sell sex on a grand 
scale. Miss Dunham replied, "Mr. 
Hurok was the first person \vho 
made me aware that sex is some¬ 
thing that any impresario would 
leap at to sell. I was terribly em¬ 
barrassed over the stress on sex 

(Continued on page 78) 

Sophia Loren Sings 
For Col Via Par Pic 

Columbia Records has tagged the 
soundtrack rights to Paramount’s 
Sophia Loren starrer, "Houseboat.” 
Background theme music was writ¬ 
ten by George Dunning while Jay 
Livingston and Ray Evans wrote 
two songs, "Bing, Bang, Bong” and 
"Almost In Your Arms.” 

Miss Loren sings the tunes in 
the pic. . 

Metro Drive-In Near Rome. First In 
Europe, May Set Pace on Continent 

B’way—Tbea and Now 

By TOM WEATHERLY 

My, oh,"'my, bow the stars have 
' changed • 

Since the golden days of-Froh- 
* man, 

When they used to spend long years 
in stock 

Teaming the art of a showman. 

Today, our “stars” are a different 
breed, 

Brought up by a modern ruling; 
They win their roles thru pub¬ 

licity stunts— 
And then go in for some school¬ 

ing. 

Callas Schedules 8 Arias 
While Frisco Opera Case 
Pends WithAGMA,Nov.25 

San Francisco, Oct. 15. 
San Francisco Opera execs wontt 

protest soprano Maria Meneghini 
Callas’ scheduled Nov. 2lv concert 
at Dallas to the American Guild of 
Musical Artists, despite the fact 
that they’re still plenty burned up 
about her runout on the Frisco sea¬ 
son. 

Frisco Opera lodged formal 
charges against the soprano with 
AGMA and hearing on those 
charges is set for N'ov. 25, four 
days after the supposedly "sick” 
Callas is scheduled to sing in Dal¬ 
las for the newly-formed Civic 
Opera there. 

Kurt Herbert Adler, Frisco Op¬ 
era’s director general, commented: 
“We could have asked Mme. Cal- 
las’ suspension up until the time 
of the hearing, but preferred not 
to do so. If Mme. Callas was so 
sick and so tired she could not ful¬ 
fill her San Francisco engagement, 
it might he. a risk to schedule her 
in such a taxing program in No¬ 
vember.” 

The soprano is supposed to do 
eight arias at the Texas concert. 

London to So. Africa On 
Color Bar ‘Compromise’ 

London, Oct. 15. 

Members of British Actors’ Equw 

ty Assn., have been given the 
greenlight to accept engagements 

for a South African tour of “The 

Pajama Game.” Equity reached 
an agreement with representatives 
of African Consolidated Theatres 
whereby one performance of the 
production will be for a non-Euro¬ 
pean audience during the 10-week 
tour. 

This follows the ban placed upon 
the tour by British and American 
Equity. British Equity policy stip¬ 
ulates that none of its members 
shall work in a theatre where a 
color bar operates. 

* By ROBERT F, HAWKINS 

Rome, Oct. 8, 
The Metro Drive-In is in busi¬ 

ness just outside Rome, and early 
indications point to a successful 
venture, first of its kind in Europe. 
Initial returns on the ozoner, which 
has now been, open a •’month, have 
surprised skeptics who -had pre¬ 
dicted a foundering of the project. 
They claimed that Italians would 
never change their entertainment, 
habits sufficiently for a payoff. 

Exhibitors throughout Europe 
are watching the Rome Drive-In 
with great interest, to see whether 
or not the innovation might have 
a financial future in their countries 
as well. Consensus seems to be 
that it will be some time before a 
final verdict can be reached. Metro 
people confess they themselves are 
counting hi the drive-in “habit” 

-forming gradually, rather than 
aiming at an -immediate payoff. 
Meanwhile, Metro itself is said to 
be planning three ozoners for Ger¬ 
many and two more for England. 
(The Yank company shares owner¬ 
ship of the Rome outlet with Vas¬ 
co. Valerio, but would own the 
other European ozoners outright). 

Rome Drive-In (750-car capacity). 
opened with a seven-day stanza 
featuring an Italo-made, “Nonna 
Sabella”, which drew 11,179 pa¬ 
trons (3,950 cars) for a gross of 

(Continued on page 22) 

RESTAGE BROTHER ACT 
- IN GEO. LIBERACE EXIT 

George Liberace is leaving the 
Liberace act to concentrate on 
management of his brother’s en¬ 
terprises. He handles a frozen food 
enterprise set up by the candela¬ 
bra kid. 

George’s exit from the act has 
made necessary a restaging of the 
turn. David Bines, former producer 
at the Palace Theatre, N. Y., who 
now is staging the shows at the 
Bellevue Casino, Montreal, will re¬ 
do the Liberace act for his stand 
at the Riviera Theatre, Detroit,- 
starting Oct. 29. Liberace will also 
be without services of George when 
he plays "The Big Record” tele¬ 
show Oct. 23. 

Harry Novak Ailing 
Paris, Oct. 15. ^ 

Harry Novak, general Conti¬ 
nental manager for Columbia Pic¬ 
tures here, is in the American 
Hospital in nearby Neuilly con¬ 
valescing from what is broadly 
diagnosed as a stomach ailment. 
He had been constantly losing 
weight. 

Brother-in-law Joseph H. Seidel- 
) man, former head of Universal 
Films International, now in inde¬ 
pendent distribution in New York, 
flew over last week. Rose Seidel- 
man is Novak’s sister but she de¬ 
cided to remain in the States. Col 
exec’s condition is described, as 
“satisfactory.” 
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’ VS. FILMS 
Second-Guessing John Q. Public 

mMAHKI I Where does the public go? What does It do? 
lUlllIIlL I Pundits of the press and the television world seem 
- ' „ 'to be unanimous in the verdict that the new season 

By GENE ARNEEL of free tv so far has been lacking in values that 
FDm industry shares were given ”^^*nmedium' past> Hollywood’s toughest 

one of their severest drubbings Yet, if the citizens have become, or are becoming, 
last week. Major issues listed somewhat disenchanted with television, there’s still 
on the New York Stock Ex- no evidence that they’ve found a new enchantment 
chanee hit new lows in six in- theatres. Picture business continues to fluctuate, change hit new lows in six m .q dire(?t proportion to the merits of each picture 
stances as prices, which already iri availability. The good pictures make the good 
had been regarded as deflated (at money, and so on.* 
least within the industry itself) Some opinion in the film industry, has it that 
went down eveh further. more time will be required before definite trends 

Only solace was in the fact that can be spotted. Theatre business in the past couple 
the entire market was off sharply, of weeks actually has fallen off, but this is attribu- 

As for the picture stocks* trad- table to the normal post-siimmer drop in attendance 
ers offered some explanations: (1) at the drive-ins. . 
it was a natural that show business Further^it’s noted, tv’s hold on public attention 

By GENE ARNEEL 

British Cinema 
Biz Down 19% 

LAZAR PERCENTING 
ERICSON SPY TOME 

London, Oct. 15. 

it was a natural that show business FurtherTit’s noted, tv’s hold on public attention tion of Hollywood's own, however old, productions. 
would be hurt in any overall de- : : I | " ’ ; ban drifts and general uncertainty 

money conditions are bound to THEATRES MUST TAIL iRriHcli finimia |LAZAR PERCENTING. I about the political future all pull 

5™ nimviNf pnpm in? Dnusn tinema PBircAN «pv tamp StTLaiJ"325. M 
available1* investment coin* being OUTLYING POPULACE t(\rrf ERICSON SPY TOME It’s s cause of wony in exhibitor 
slotted instead to blue chips and Detroit, Oct. 15. IJ,— l|AIim I IK// Upcoming novel, based on a circles here and theatreowners 
conservative stocks, and (3) the un- Film theatres in shopping cen- OLu 1/UWlft It/ fi real-life World War II counterspy, helpless to com- 
pprtaiTitip«! T,new’<? which for ters are strongly advocated by /V _ . . ... , ., . bat it. In addition to cutting down 

'long was considered by Wall Herb Steinberg, national exploits- London Oct 15 Encson written by Alexander patronage this inflation is doing 
Streeters, as the bellwether of the tion manager for Paramount. Such theatre in Britan have Klem’ fclUed ^he Counterfeit them further harm by increasing 
picture business, have caused a re- theatres have three factors in their Picture theatres in Britain have Traitor,” has been bought by Perl- their operating costs, 
appraisal of all film securities, favor, he said: They , are located suffered their worst quarter in the berg-Seaton Productions through With the buying power of the 
mostly downbeat, some * reasoning Jmar the new centers of popula- seven years that the Board of Irving Paul Lazar, agent for the dollar eroding and with It buying 
being that as Loew’s-goes so, too, tion, they have ample parking Trade has maintained its statistical author. Holt is publishing and the less of life’s necessities, many fam- 
conld the others." ' " space and they are new and mod- surveys. From March 31 to June deal calls for $75,000 plus an es- __ 

Despite this kind of economic ^rn* 29# paid admissions dropped by calator percentage tilt based on 
'Climate, the fact remains that the “Theatres should go where the more than 50,000,000 to a total of the hook sales. William Perlberg Meanwhile in Italv_ 
film corporations aren’t doing too people are,” Steinberg said. While 226,000,000, representing a decline will produce personally, with - 111 

badlyvon the fiscal front, certainly aware that many exhibs already of 19% on the corresponding quar- screenplay and direction by George Rome Oct. 15. 
notso badly as to warrant the big have real estate investments in ter last year, Seaton. office w’ 
Big Board slide that has meant old theatres, he believes they The seasonal decrease during the Ericson was based in Stockholm, 1957 comoared tn f?r 

became 10 strong that a mass defection from the . |lII111 I I I RF I llll 
living-room screed could only come via a constant Unil I UlllLIUIl 
diet of. second-rate programming, one persisting 
..oyer^pdriod of several months. By LES REES 

cqmes to be, according to responsible film ' Minneanolis Oct is 
fm&s, Hollywood should gain. “At least part at m Mlve any t0 
tv's ‘fall-out’ audience should come our way,” com- television for boxoffice dlsappoint- 
mented amajor picture company officer. meats. In some Instancea even 

He added, realistically that the ticket-buy ng well.made features are doing poor- 
pickup would.hecome within reach only if Holly- Iy at tte playoff i„creaslnglyln- 
wood gets Important product on the market with dustly puSdlts In this area see the 
some degree of consistency ‘If they’re dialing out current villain as prevailing eco- 
free mediocrity they’U certainly not accept it from nomic condltlons. Their name for 
us at a pr ce,’’ said the picture man. , this is’’creeping inflation.” 

Meanwhile, there’s a growing conviction among _ . . . . . . 
* Included m this term are such 

film execs and exhibitors anent one aspect of tv assorted but connected factors as 
programming. Hurting the theatre business most tight bank money, constantly rising 
of all, it’s thought, is the almost-constant presents- cost of groceries, the over-all pres- 
tion of Hollywood’s oWn, however old, productions. surf American consumers* 
____,_, _;_ ■_ pocketbooks. Rents are up, subur¬ 

ban drifts and general uncertainty 
I 47AR PFRfFNTING about the Political'future all pull 

IPIflO lEIVblHlIimi away from the boxoffice. As the 
II/UIU CRirCAW CDV TAMP industry leaders evaluate trends. 

. EIUtDUn or I lymc It’s a cause of worry in exhibitor 
aaiMh |007 Upcoming novel, based on a circles here and theatreowners 
JW11 13 //) real-life World War II counterspy, onJ- thfj'r.e belPleff.to ?om“ 

/V j hat it. In addition to cutting down 
. ' Fnc Ericson. written by Alexander patronage this inflaUon is doing 

ndon, Oct. 15. Klein, titled -“The Counterfeit them further harm by increasing 
Picture theatres in Britain have Traitor,” has been bought by Perl- their operating costs. 

With the buying power of the 

Big Board slide that has meant old theatres, he believes they 
multi-million-dollar paper losses. 
With , the exception - of Loew’s, 
there’s no apparent threat of lapses 
in dividend payments. Again ex¬ 
cepting Loew’s, there have been 
instances of lessened profits, such 
as at Columbia, hut these are hard¬ 
ly construed as alarming. 

E. J. Smith Exits AA 

Seaton. 
Ericson was based in Stockholm, 

(Continued on page 15) quarter was also the highest so far working for the Allies, but so con- 
-——- recorded. Admissions were 14% vincing was his counterespionage 

. down from the first quarter of the that Himmler gave him a “safe E l Fvlfc 44 year. Decline in attendances was conduct” pass (which is one of his 
• J, uuiiui uAllo nn general throughout the country and prized mementos) and financed him 

Edwin J, Smith, veteran distribu- applied to theatres of all sizes. t in a German-Swedish multimillion 
tion exec, has bowed out as Allied Gross takings also were SUbstim- dollar-operation dealing with syn- 
Artists International’s v.p. in tially down at $62,557,000. That thetic gasoline. Ericson is^ cred- International’s 

The fallout at United Artists was charge of the United Kingdom and figure represented a drop of 15% Red with saving petrol supplies for 
particularly spectacular. Within a the Continent. from the first quarter of this year the Allies, but because of his real- 

.r __1.1_TT1 _1_-_HI. _ . .. . _1 -teirrt _1.1.. ___f)ii<aa.xraap AnaPhHnn snittHlTld matter of months UA, whose profits j He joined the company two years and 12% on the corresponding istic three-year operation, shuttling 
,« .... __ 4 . . f I J._l 1 nee I Viofvrroon StnpVnnlrtl an n KPrlin. he 
(Continued on page 75) 1 ago, having switched from RKO. quarter in 1956. 

Although admission prices have 
between Stockholm and Berlin, he 
was blacklisted In the States 

Amusement Stock Quotations 
For Week Ended Tuesday (15) 

N, Y„ Stock Exchange 
1957 

High Low Weekly Vpl. Weekly Weekly Toes, 
in IMS High Low Close 

17*6 11*4 ABC Vending 33 14% 14*4 14*4 
2474 1534 AmBr-ParTh 166 17*4 1534 1534 
36*4 24 CBS “A” .... 91 2634 24 26 
35*6 24 CBS “B” .... 77 26*4 24 25*6 
20*6 15*6 Col Pix ..... 64 16*4 15*6 1534 
1934 1334 Decca . 152 16*4 14*4 15*4 

115 81% Eastman Kdk. 169 94 89*4 90*6 
4%. 3*4 EMI . 226 3% 334 ' 336 

1034 734 List lnd. ... 113 834 8*6 834 
22 14*4 Loew’s ..... 393 15 14*6 1474 
9*6 734 Nat, Thea. ... 237 9 834 836 

.3674 28*4 Paramount .. 91 33 3134 32*4 
18% 12*6 Philco . 140 - 1334 12*6 1274 
40 2834 RCA. 59? 3134 2834 31 

8*4 5*4 Republic .... 75 6 ' 5*4 534 
13*4 1034* Rep,, pfd... 7 10% ' 10% * 10% 
18*6 14*4 Stanley War. 83 1674 15*4 15*4 
29*4 22 Storer.V 26 2234 22 22*4 
3034 2174 20th-Fox .... 103 23*6 - 2174 23*4 

•2534 17*6 United Artists 80 19*6 17*6 18 . 
3074 22*6 Unlv. Pix . . . 20 24*4 22*6 2274 
-73 63 Univ., pfd.. .*120 70*6 70 70- 
2874 19*6 Warner ' Bros. 76 20*4 1974 / 20*4 

126*6 91*4 Zenith ..... 63 112% 105*6 111*6 

been raised, the average price paid (where he was raised, educated at 
during the quarter was slightly Cornell U.), ostracized by both 
lower than in the first three Americans and the Swedish sym- 
months of the year. pathizers with the Allied cause, 

The BOT’s statistics were com- had Ivs credit balance in the U. S. 
piled from returns submitted by frozen, etc., all of which tended to 
4,221 picture theartes with a capac- gahi him. greater insight into the 
ity of 3,929,000 seats. In the corre- Nazi war plans. 

Net sponding period* last year the re- Lazar has other properties cook- 
Change turns were made by 4,424 theatres. (Continued on page 78) 
for wk. ~ a “ 

Meanwhile in Italy— 
Rome, Oct. 15. 

A 15% drop in Italian box- 
office take for September, 
1957, compared to figures for 
September of 1956, has been 
registered by SIAE, the Italian 
Society of Authors and Edi¬ 
tors. The sharp drop in at¬ 
tendance has been especially 
notable in key city first runs, 
the report says. In some hard- 
hit Italian centers, the attend- 
anpe cut during September 
reached an unprecedented 30- 
35%. 

Various causes have been 
given for the slack seasonal 
start, among them the Asiatic 
flu epidemic, television, and 
inferior product. (Two princi¬ 
pal money-makers currently 
are hold-overs from previous 
“season”: “Giant” and “War 
and Peace.” Both played ad¬ 
vanced-price dates during the 
spring, are now going into re¬ 
peat firstruns at normal prices. 

National Boxoffice Survey “KSSSm* 
v ford moviegoing, especially in view 

Flu Scare Bops Biz; ‘80 Days’ Still 1st, ‘Joker’ 2d, [of the latter’s comparatively high 

‘Pilot’ 3d, ‘Wonder.’ 4th, ‘Payment’ 5th “ikif “n^ontinuex ,o 
With distributors still leery of £eS G^’ W-Gl shspes up as 

launching their top product, with bigger new entrant as a result of j^bitors declare. They can’t see 

few exceptions, until conditions re- YSMmicg Hall where tbek W clear to/educe admis- ____t_ -u:- _4- session at xm. i. music nau, wnere slonc thev sav. and even if ihev 
turn nearer normalcy, biz at first- great. “Search For Paradise” (Cin- s|0I^r >fftey i58?*, e^en “ “ey 

Lne -™d Kxr .tin k E i couldrihey ^doubt if_such procedure 

cost, it’s pointed out. 
This situation continues to 

worsen and” make their boxoffice 
going harder and harder, the ex¬ 
hibitors declare. They can’t see 
their way clear to reduce admis¬ 
sions, they say, and even if they 

American Stock Exchange 
AVx 2^4 Allied Artists 119 234 '2^ 

10*6 6% Ail’d Art., pfd 24 -’7% -6% 
11% 634. Asso, Artists 161 7% 6% 
1*4 *6 C A C Tele.. 610 % *6 
6*4 4 DuMent Lsb. 81 4% 4 
4% 2*6' Guild Ribas". 185 3% 3 
934 7 Natl Telefilm 85 7*4 6% 
9 3*4 Sfctatroa 558 734 5*4 
8% 4*6. Teekuleolor 125 434 * 4 

574. 374 Trans-Lux ... 3 434 434 
OverAhe-Cimnter Securities 

Bid 
AmfifcX .....Uaa.a.. 39*4 
Chesapeake ludustries .................. 1^ 
Ciusrauu the. .     1^ 
Ciueraau Pred. 2 
DuMent Br^dcaating ................... I# 
Magma Theatre 17i 
Offield films ..     131 
Pslareid . ........ 35*f 
V. A. Theatres 3M 
Walt Dhuey ..    15*6 

Bid Ask 
39*6, 4434 

35*6 38% 
3*6 * 4*4 

15*6.18% 

♦ Actual Vdluhte, 
v _ ,{Quotations furn^hed by Dreyfus Sc Co.) 

runs covered by V«m IBH i. £**,*»«*» rtmtoa jfr. 

.^le ^erTuWtbe0^ingofec£ma fOT people to attend movies, 
string of top tele shows over the P&. It’s rated sock in Buffalo, 
past weekend wilj take a heavy b.o. sturdy in Pittsburgh, big in N. Y. Tkir/h /IT* f • .\ 
toll in current session. However,, and great m Philly. . KK II I VIO I |Qf I 
some new product is .beginning to “Slaughter On 10th Avenue” (U), lUiv \ f IQ ulvl/ 
shape up well, > also new, is good in Philly. “Rain- 

Around World in 80 Days” (UA) tree CountrySv (M-G), In big sec- W ¥ RjB , 
again is finishing first by 4 very ond Louisville week where it | OV*-| JIIAT IvISIlAV 
wide margin. The Mike Todd opus, pfeemed, is rated good in L. A. - AQA IdQTT lflQAvj 
winding its first year in N. Y, this “Story of Esther Costello” (Col), 
session, continues big to capacity great in Washington, looms mild in Af f% 1 II* 
in most key cities. Second money Chi, slim in Frisco and light in Ilf I AQI |f|l|)Q 
is going to “Joker Is Wild” (Par) L. A. “Mq Man Godfrey” (U) is VI VUCU ITJLIIIV 
although it's playing in only eight modest on initial stanza in N. Y. ’ ■> 
keys so fajr. * “Interlude” (U) looks okay in List Industries, whose principal 

“Jet Pilot” (U) is finishing third Boston. “Stella” (Burstyn) is holding is RKO Theatres, is now 
although now only in 18 key cities smash in second Chi frame. “Per- diversifying into the coal business, 
covered by Variety. “Seven Won- ri” (BV), great in Chi, is good In Exec v.p. Sol A. Schwartz (he’s also 
ders of World” (Cinerama) is wind- L. A. and fine in N. Y. president of the circuit) disclosed 
ing up fourth. It was third a week ’“3:10 To Yuma” (Col) looms rou- this week that 700,000 shares of 
ago. • . tine in Cleveland and thin in Pitt. Glen Alden Corp. have been tend- 

“No Down Payment” (20th), a “Action of Tiger” (M-G) continues ered to List'as a result-of the List 
newcomer, is capturing fifth posi- to flounder currently, best week offer to buy the stoipk at $12.50 per 
tion hut is not big in any location, being a fair one in Washington. share. 
“Until They Sail* (M-G) is manag- “Tammy .and Bachelor” (U), on Albert A. List had said previous- 
ing to wind up sixth though not second time around, looks big in ly the stock would be acquired on 
strong in many keys. “10 Com- Ciney, fast in Detroit and fine in condition that at least 350,000 
mandments” (Par), now 11 only Portland. “Jeanne Eagels” (Col) shares were tendered. Deal for the 
four of the bigger key first-runs, is shapes solid in L. A. 700,000 shares means an invest¬ 
taking seventh spot. “Quantez” (U), big in Chi, is ment by List of $8,750,000. 

“Black Scorpion” (WB) is wind- only fair in.BaRo. “Deerslayer” Wilkes-Barre anthracite outfit 
ing a limp’ eighth-place winner. (20th) looks big in Toronto. “Man has 1,750,000 shares outstanding. 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) is tak- of Thousand F&ces” (U) is gpod In - 
ing ninth money. “Sun Also Rises*’ Louisville. [ Rouben MamouHan is in as di- 
(20th),-long high oil list, rounds (Complete Boxoffice Reports on I rector of Samuel Goldwyn’s film- 
out the Top 10 grossers. Pages 8-9) jizatiom of "Porgy and Bess.” 
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Sure Jean Seberg Is Actress 
Uio Admits "Joan’ a Nosedive 

By HY HOLLINGER 

Since independent producers and 
performers are willing to work on 
a percentage basis for their efforts, 
distribution must also be prepared 
to gamble. This is the view of pro¬ 
ducer-director Otto Preminger who 
strongly feels that there is a need 
for a wholesale reorganization of 
the present distribution system. 

Says Preminger: everybody else 
works on a percentage basis, so 
why not distribution. The fact 
that distributors always have taken 
a 30?c distribution fee is no rea¬ 
son for it to continue forever, 
Preminger commented. The pro¬ 
ducer-directors admits that some 
adjustments have been made in 
distribution fees, but he feels that 
only the surface has been 
scratched. He maintains it is in¬ 
cumbent on the distribs to over¬ 
haul their releasing methods and to 
determine if it's worthwhile to 
service 9,000 theatres if the ma¬ 
jor portion of a film’s gross comes 
from only 3,000 houses. 

Preminger made these observa¬ 
tions to this reporter recently at I 
Le Lavandou, France, a small re¬ 
sort community on the French Riv- ] 
icra where he is filming “Bonjour 
Tristesse.” Elaborating on his ob¬ 
servations, Preminger noted that 
“all business is in a state of change, 
but in our business more people get 
panicky.” This preceded his com¬ 
ment relating to toli-tv. 

“Anybody who can produce en¬ 
tertainment,” he said, “can only 
profit if new channels of distribu¬ 
tion are opened up. It won’t make 
any difference to the producer, di¬ 
rector, actor or writer if his effort 

(Continued on page 75) 

Whitney Cancels 
All Production 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
C. V. Whitney Pictures has can¬ 

celled all production plans for the 
nexf year and has put back the 
scheduled start of “The Healing 
Woods.” Norman Shannon Hall, 
who, was to have screenplayed, has 
departed the company. 

Whitney wants to hold off pro¬ 
ductions until after the release of 
his two completed films, “The Mis¬ 
souri Traveler” and “The Young 
Land,” and he begins to get re¬ 
turns on the product: They will be 
released by Buena Vista. 

Victoria Cross Entitles 
Harold Anten to Place 

At Queen Bess’ Banquet 
When Queen Elizabeth and 

Prince Philip are hosted at a lunch¬ 
eon next Monday (21) in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, 
perhaps the outstanding represen¬ 
tative of the film industry attend¬ 
ing will be Capt. Harold Auten, 
Greater Union Theatres represen¬ 
tative for the U.S. Auten is the 
only man alive today who hold* 
both the Victoria Cross, Britain’s 
highest decoration for valor, and 
the American Legion of Merit, the 
former was received for deeds in 
the first World War and the sec¬ 
ond was received from President 
Truman for six years of service 
in the last World War. 
. The city of New York is giving 
the luncheon for the Queen during 
her brief sojum in the city on her 
trip to Canada (she is now there) 
and the U. S. Capt. Auten was in¬ 
vited since holding the V.C. has put 
him in the front of receiving lines 
and court ceremonies ever since 
honored with the citation. The 
Victoria Cross went to him for his 
exploits as an anti-submarine com¬ 
mander. 

Tal Joey* Avoids 'C* 
After much deliberation, the’ 

National Legion of Decency 
has taken “Pal Joey” off the 
hook. Catholic reviewing or¬ 
ganization reportedly is pro¬ 
viding the Columbia entry 
with a “B” rating, which means 
"morally objectionable in part 
for all.” 

Holdup of the rating had in- 
. dicated the Legion was consid¬ 

ering a "C” (for condemned) 
classification for the adapta¬ 
tion of the musical about a 
show business emcee and his 
many loves. It’s understood 
Col made a few minor cuts so 

as tp escape the “C.” 

Jo Mielziner Sues; 
Says ‘King & F 

Sets Were Lifts 
Broadway scenic designer Jo 

Mielziner has filed a $750,000 suit 
in N. Y. Supreme Court against 
Rodgers & Hammerstein and 20th- 
Fox charging that his stage de¬ 
signs for the Broadway production 
of “The King and I” were em¬ 
ployed for the film production 
without his consent. 

According to Mielziner’s com¬ 
plaint, which was revealed when 
the court gave him 10 days to file 
a bill of particulars, Mielziner’s 
contract with R&H gave , him title 
to all drawings, designs and speci¬ 
fications. If the designer’s con¬ 
tributions were to be employed, for 
tv or films, the charge says, R&H 
had agreed under the contract to 
pay Mielziner a substantial sum for 
their usage. 

The complaint also states that 
because the designs were so 
unique, four 20th representatives 
who received credit for the designs 
won awards “as a result of the ap¬ 
propriation by 20th and broach of 
contract by Rodgers & Hammer¬ 
stein.” 

N. Y. to Europe 
Claudio Arrau 
Cecil B. DoMille 
William H. Fineshriber Jr. 
Jimmy Gardiner . 
Alan King' 
Don McGannon 
Tyrone Power 
Zadel Skolovsky 

N. Y. to L. A.. 
Paul W. Benson 
Jeff Chandler* 
Billy de Wolfe 
Sy Fischer 
Milton Gelman 
Johnny Green 
Ann Miller 
John H. Mitchell 
Nicholas Nayfack 
Dick Pack 
Charles Schnee 
Sol C. Siegel 
Ann Todd 
Jerry Wald 

Europe to N. Y. 
Larry Adler 
Reed Albee 
Pamela Brown 
Ilka Chase 
Tony Curtis 
Alfred E. Daff 
George Devine 
Kirk Douglas 
Fernandel 
Ben Henry 
Victor Hoare 
I.ady Molly Huggins 
Antonio Janirgo 
Moira Kaye 
Hans Kubachewski 
Lee Lawrence 
Janet Leigh 
John Patrick 
Hannelore Schoppner 
Serge Semenenko 

• Hal B. Wallis 

30 YEARS AN EXTRA, . 
WINS A FREE RIDE 

Hollywood; Oct. 15. 
Screen. Extras Guild Is changing 

its dues payment sked from a 
quarterly to a semi-annual basis, 
effective Nov. 1, along with other 
branches of the Four-A’s—the As¬ 
sociated Actors and Artistes of 
America. 

SEG also has a byhrtv change 
providing. that the board of di-j 
rectorsjpay^jonfer a life member¬ 
ship hi j-tjssp guild on any member 
in good standing who.has reached, 
the age of ,65, and has been con¬ 
tinuously employed as. an extra in 
pix for not less than 30 years, 

Balaban: Par 
Keep Flexible 

On Film Costs 
Paramount’s policy is to eschew 

any fixed production budget, in¬ 

stead will be free to accept any 

film-making projects as they de¬ 

velop and' regardless of scope or 

expense, Barney Balaban, presi¬ 

dent, said in New York this week 
following his return from meetings 
with studio boss Y. Fijmk Freeman. 

Par is equipped with the finan¬ 
cial resources and the talent to put- 
together a product lineup adequate 
to meet theatremen’s needs, he 
said. ’ Prez added that Par will 
start 1958 with 32 properties, many 
of them already completed Or in 
the final stages of production. 

The blueprint, stated Balaban, 
is to move aggressively toward 
every type of product which in¬ 
dicates a profit potential. “Qur 
studio will not let anyone walk 
out Its doors who has a production 
project of boxoffice worth,” he 
stated. 

Decency legion Still 
On ‘B’-Rating Rampage 

National Legion of Decency is 
continuing on its “B” rampage—■ 
that is, tagging more and more pic¬ 
tures with the ^morally objection¬ 
able in part” identity than, any 
other rating. This represents no 
change of policy on the part of the 
Legion, it’s said; the “B” classifi¬ 
cation trend is attributable to the 
increasing Hollywood tendency to¬ 
ward film subject matter that in 
past years was not too prevalent 
on the screen. 

Given the “B” rap this week 
were Metro’s “Don’t Go Near the 
Water” and -‘Until They Sail” and 
American International’s “I Was 
a Teenage Werewolf” and “Inva¬ 
sion of the Saucer Men.” 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Marvin Atlas 
Marlon Brando Sr. 
Vic Damone 
Eda Edson 
Taina Elg 
Anne Francis 
Oscar Hammerstein 2d 
Hi-Lo’s 
Morgan Hudgins 
Kim Hunter 
Paul N. ^Lazarus Jr. 
David A. Lipton 
Lauritz, Mel choir 
Elsa Martinelli.. 
Abe. Montague 
Paul Nathan. 
Patricia Neal 
Milton R. Rackmil 
Clark Ramsay 
Tony Randall 
Ginger Rogers . 
Arnold Schulman 
Jessica Tandy 
Walter Wanger 
Virginia Wicks 
Max E. Youngstein 
Fred Zinnemann 

Can’t Forget Artificial Prosperity 
U. S. exhibitors make unreasonable demands in expecting “to 

keep their houses filled 361> days a year/’ froducer-writer-director 
Joseph L. Mankiewicz stated while in N. Y. It might be well if 
tliey were “crea‘ive” and booked other art forms, such as ballet 
and music, instead of relying on films seven days a week, he added. 

Root of the industry’s trouble is a “false panic” created" by the 
use of the “artificial* years” of 1942-47 as a gauge of success, com¬ 
mented Mankiewicz. He held that theatremen are always look¬ 
ing for a smash, whereas modest successes are not despised 
in Broadway legit. 

New York Sound Track f 

Is Jack Lamont, SIMPP’s foreign sales rep, still with SIMPP? Ru¬ 
mored they’ve parted Company. 

Samuel. Goldwyn due in Gotham shortly for his annual checkup at 
the Medical Center. 

CBS spending $50,000 on newspaper ads to plug its “Playhouse 90” 
coverage tomorrow night (Thurs.) of the “Around the World in 80 
Days” anni “party” . . . Significant change has been made in the title 
of the French “And God . . . Created Woman.” It’s now; “And God 
Created Woman.” Saves space! , 

Flock of show blzites arrived from, Europe yesterday (Tues.) on the 
S.S. United States. Among them was French film actor Fernandel who 
recently completed "United Artists* “Paris Holiday*, with Bob Hope. 
Also in were producer Hal Wall!*, Boston film financier Serge Seme- 
ttenko and'Mr., and Mrs. Hans Kubachewski. Latter-is manager of 
Gloria Films, Munich, while her husband is Warners’ manager in Ger¬ 
many .•. . Batjae lifted its option on" Robert Stack . . . Julie London 
will essay the femme lead in “A Question of Adultery," Cine-World 
production which rolls in England next month . . . Robert L. Lippert 
.purchased Dorothy .Cottrell's novel “The Secret of the 
Purple Reefs” for .production in the Philippines , . . King Bros, closed 
a deal with Carlton-Film Munich and the Yugoslavian government for 
co-production of. “Wings of Hope,” story of Yugoslav resistance . . , 

Lloyd Richards, player in “The Egghead” legiter, is a former waiter 
at the Paramount homeoffice commissary. Mel Stewart, continued as 
a tray toter at the same eatery during the run of the now-defunct 
“Simply Heavenly.” He was star of: the show, hut doubled at Par ev¬ 
ery day except matinee time Wednesdays. Now he’s back On the job 
full-time . . . Capitol Theatre ndw on the sneak-preview circuit. Un¬ 
veiled. unheralded last week was Par’s “Sad Sack,” this week same 
distrib’s “Hear Me Good.” 

“The Muggers,” produced and directed in New "York by William 
Berke, with Kent Smith starred, ended shooting last week ... made 
under .the banner of Barbizon Productions, which is headed by Morris 
Helprin and Alfred Crown. 

Expected is a William Pozier segue into indie production . . . Para¬ 
mount deal to unload the backlog, say insiders, is hot again but the 
buyers haven’t gotten to the signature stage. It’s all a matter of price, 
and immediate cash * . . Columbia pushing re-release of “Cell 2455, 
Death Row” as a result of hew interest in alleged rapist Caryl Chess¬ 
man. who authored the book and is again appealing his death sentence. 
California convict was convicted 10 years ago as*the “Red-Light Band¬ 
it.” . . . Sputnik cued a quick booking.of Walt Disney’* “Man In. Space”" 

| short at the Normandie, while such features as “When Worlds Collide,” 
, “Conquest of Space,” “This Island Earth,” “It Came from Outer 
| Space” 'and “Satellite in the Sky” are making the exhibition rounds 
again generally. 

Esquire Theatfe closed by the Fox Midwest circuit on Oct. 1 was 
wrongly reported last week to be in Omaha. The theatre, however, is 
the Esquire in Kansas City, Mo. 

David W. Griffith’s 1915 “Birth of A Nation” has been dated for the 
Campus theatre, an uptown Minneapolis artie. Old “epic also played 
the Lawndale, Philadelphia earlier in 1957 and a few scattered dates 
in Ohio two years ago when state censorship ended there and with it 
a 40-year ban on the racial incitement angle. - 

Keenan Wynn, in Berlin for Universal’s “A Time to Love,” filmi- 
zation of Erich Maria Remarque’s novel, credits television for making 
his services in demand again for motion pictures. “It"wasn’t until I 
played a dramatic character role in a tv play that Hollywood was will¬ 
ing to cast me in similar parts,” Wynn said. “It was tough for me to 
get a job in pictures. Everybody saw me only as a comedian and they 
weren’t making comedies. I had to go into television to convince them 
that VI could do something else besides comedy.” Since clicking in tv, 
Wynn has had a succession of dramatic character roles in pictures . . . 
Mario Lanza, who recently completed “Seven Hills of Rome” for Metro 
in Italy, has decided to live in Rome for the next two or three years , . . 
More than 32,000,000 people are credited with seeing Cinerama pic¬ 
tures. Medium is now installed in 22 domestic theatres and eight for¬ 
eign houses . . . John Drew Barrymore, currently in “Never Love A 
Stranger” at the Gold Medal-Biograph Studios in the Bronx, is the 
fourth Barrymore to emote there. Not only did his Uncle Lionel and 
Aunt Ethel perform there, but his father, the John, made “The Lotus 
Eaters” there many, many years ago ... John D. Desmond has been 
elected a v.p. of United World Films, a subsidiary' of Universal . . . 
Universal -prexy Milton R. Rackmil in from the Coast and executive 
v.p. Alfred E. Daff in from Europe to attend the company’s sales ex¬ 
ecutives conference which got under way Monday (14) . . . Richard 
Widmark, star-producer of “Time Limit,” in Gotham to bally the pic¬ 
ture and to confer with United Artists on release plans . .. 

National council sessions of Writers Guild of America will be held 
In N.Y. Oct. 19-20, with agenda including such items as proposed 
revisions in the copyright act; a number of constitutional amendments 
okayed at the WGAW meeting recently; continuation of efforts to firm 
up a rights organization for writers; residual policing; pay tv; a pro- ■ 
posed guild vidfilm series, and upcoming guild negotiations. Coast 
reps at the confabs will be prexy Edmund Hartmann of WGAW; 
Screen Writers branch prez Frank Nugent; tv-radio branch prexy 
Curtis Kenyon; exec director Frances Inglis, and pub relations rep 
Louis Pollock. 

Jerry Wald says l?e has picked his Jean Harlow for the biopic he’s 
planning on the late star. However, he won’t reyeal her identity, saying 
only that she’s a newcomer* and that she doesn’t know herself yet that 
she’s been chosen . . . Mike Todd bash at the Garden Thurs. is black- 
tie, and there’ll be no gate crashers at this one. So hold on to your * 
tickets. Todd is renting the parking lot near the Garden to give out 
the prizes- after the “party.” He’s got to “strike” his whole set by 
Friday morning . . . Richard Davis did buy some Frehch pix during 
his long European stay. One of them is “Demoniaque” (Le LiouVre) .... 
Reissue of “North Star” (noW titled “Armored Attack”) has been "play¬ 
ing the theatres. It was scripted by Dalton. Trumbo and was very^mnch 
pro-Soviet. Yet, there have been no complaints at all. Trumbo cur-' 
rently is unemployable in Hollywood. Where’s the logic? . . . On the 
"Open Hearing” tv show last week, moderator Jehu Secondari dubbed 
Bosley Crowtber’s “The Lion’s Share (about Metro) as “Twilight of 
the Gods.” . . . Charles Egan, MPEA rep in India, HOW negotiating 
with the Indian Government re the latter’s stringent import limitations* 

Advices from Rome have it that Cecil B. DeMille is to have a private 
audience with Pope Pius shortly and is to receive a special accolade at 
the Vatican. Producer is now on a swing of various European capitals 
for conferences with the press and official government receptions, all • 
focusing on his production of “Ten Commandments.” 

Cecil B.. DeMille hr New York from the Coast en route to Europe 
for a round of screenings of his production of “Ten Commandments,” 
receptions arid discussions of the-picture yrith various groups. He’s to 
cover Rome, Milan, Frankfurt,-Berlin, Paris and Rome* “Command- 
pi ents” is to have its “international premiere” at the Flattima Theatre, 
Ock 21 . . . 

Deal by which Samuel-Goldwyn acquired screen rights to “Porgy * 
and Bess” was formally finalized last week. Negotiations were begun 
last May ... ... 

Twentieth purchased “March the Ninth,” soon-to-be-publish«d‘ novel 
by British author R. C. Hutchinson for shooting on location in Eu-. 
rope ... Universal picked up its options on Molley Bee and Rod McKnea* 

^.Continued on page 1,6) 
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Which Paramount D’ya Like? Ufljfl’Q PflRTY Jf New French Fiscal Legerdemain: 
[DIVORCED COUPLE QUARRELING] " "V u J mu ui . 

THF FI RQT PflJIT? Irx on U. o. rums iuere to duiiq Paramount Pictures* opposition to ^circuits going, into film pro¬ 
duction (see Washington dateline story) .while itself recently en¬ 
tering motion picture exhibition via its. trade-surprising purchase 
of the Esquire Theatre in Chicago which is expected to draw 
growls from exhibitors (as per still another story this issue, cap¬ 
tioned ‘Allied Again in Big Voice’) adds up to more of the same 
perplexity-of-role in .the currently mixed up film industry. 

Paramount has placed itself, in the curious position of claiming 
inability to turn out- more production because of the limitation on 
adequate properties but, hand in hand with this, doesn't want “out¬ 
siders” to have the opportunity to engage in film-making. 
Par specifically has told the Dept, of Justice that the previously 
affiliated circuits which are decree-enjoined from taking on pro¬ 
duction should not have such restrictions lifted. Par is said to feel 
that otherwise there would be too much production and this would 
hurt the industry. 4 

But how can there be too much production, some exhibs want 
to know. They point to Par exec statements to the effect that Par's 
product output is limited only to the number of suitable proper¬ 
ties available. And, they further ask, if Par cannot come upon suit¬ 
able material, what’s there to fear about inexperienced, produc¬ 
tion-wise, circuit men moving in on the pictorial end? 

According to some exhib sources, Par is doing a burn over the 
production program undertaken by its previous affiliate, United 
Paramount Theatres, which is not barred from such an undertak¬ 
ing under its antitrust, decree. (Meanwhile the Esquire Theatre in 
Chicago Is-in direct competition with the UPT subsidiary, Balaban 
& Katz). 

Par already is riled over the UPT operation and simply doesn’t 
want other chains to follow the UPT pattern, according to some 
exhib sources.' 

By SS» French-Owned Houses in States 
In the. aftermath of- last Thilrs- . ' _ . 

day's (10) Justice Dept, hearing ; ~~ f Recent negotiations for a new 
on whether National Theatres cir- PUSH TO KEEP PROMISE I ranco-American; film agreement 
cuit should be permitted to pro- saw the French proposing a spe- 
duce films, these, key .points AIlieii Artistg owes One fal °.n a S^en number of 
emerged: American imports. Coin, amount- 

The Anti-Trust Division is on U Scoper Per Month ing to between $1,200,000 and $1.- 

the horns of a dilemma because Hollywood, Oct. 15. Fr^Mh’to^buUff arthestre orthea 
of the inconsistent decrees in the Allied Artists will put six films fres £ ^he^tf I ^to servJ « » 
Paramount case. Three divorced before the cameras between now French sWracV ' S 
circuits—National Theatres, Stan- and Dec. 1* including a pair in ’ . , 
ley-Warner and Loew’s—may riot Cinemascope and color to maintain The Americans, who would end 
produce features without specific the firm’s promised release plans up a if58®1* number of basic 
_: .. j_l- •_ j   ...... .. rvprmitc linnot. cuon in omntfa. 

PUSH TO KEEP PROMISE 

Allied Artists Owes One 
U’Scoper Per Month 

Recent negotiations for a new 
Franco-American* film agreement 
saw the French proposing a spe¬ 
cial tax on a given number of 
American imports. Coin, amount¬ 
ing to between $1,200,000 and $1,- 
•500;000, would be used by the 
French to build a theatre or thea- 

& Katz). * Dept, to equalize ali divorced cir- Gulf” are the CinemaScope-color 
Par already is riled over the UPT operation and simply doesn’t cuits. But the producers and dis- entries. 

want other chains to follow the UPT pattern, according to some tributors contend this would de- -—;-- 
exhib sources.'__ _, _ crease,’ rather than increase, the mg ■ # 

Vn r , Iff J- * M V TL* V f' su^vivlng^studfos would lose MfitlO Dickering 

10 Features Made in N. ¥. This Year andjITM 1D 
Neither side—the exhibitors 11' NpWPfpP| KVlTr 

—--- who urged a green light for Na- U llCVvdlvvl UUj j 
r _ i « -tional and the others or the pro- " 

Growth Seen Just Matter of Added Plant tQ Compete ducers and distributors who op- j • AIT 

With Hollywood Hi Brown’* View* . LeaVlIlg UlUV 1W0 
_  4---!—;--—“ the Justice Dept, will take. How- - u " 

_ „ ,, . ’ . , . , mcw twictim cTDiifEC ever, spokesmen for both factions Newsreel field may soon be cut 
Hollywood’s huge investment in NEW TWI5T IN oTKIKfch felt me hearing before Victor to only two theatrical reels. Nego- 

studio space and sound stages is ——7- Hanson, Assistant Attorney Gen- tiations are cuBrentlv eoine on for 
delaying toe development of New Labor Offlcial Wanted More Passes eral to charge of toe Anti-Trust toe Hearst MetStone ouifif to pur- 
York as a major film production —Cleared Theatre Division, was worth while. chase the Universabteel. If the deal 

ley-Warner and Loew’s—may riot Cinemascope and color to maintain The Americans, who would end 
produce features without specific the firm’s promised release plans up a lesser number of basic 
amendments to their decrees. On 0f one C’Scdpe tinter per month. Permits under such an arrange- 
the other hand, there is no barrier pix are “Quantrill’s Raiders.” Bient, would share In the theatre’s 
to production by RKO Theatres “Joy Ride” and “Persian Gulf,” to Proceeds to the tune^ of 29c, which 
and American Broadcasting-Para- be produced by Ben Schwalb; “The wmld be by way of repaying the 

"mount Theatre, and the latter al- Line Between” Archie Mayo; “The bioney. 
ready is'making pictures. Golden Disc,” Nacirema; and an'. According to the best available 

> The exhibitors, clamoring about untitled Roger Corman production, information, Marc Spiegel, the Mo- 
film shortage, want the * Justice “Quantrill’s Raiders” and “Persian tion Picture Export Assn, rep in 
Dept, to equalize ali divorced cir- Gulf” are the CinemaScope-color Paris, nixed the French proposal, 
suits. But the producers and dis- entries. MPEA in N. Y. says it is aware that 
tributors contend this would de- -—1-- various such formulae were con- 
crease,’ rather than increase, the mm TV* I • sidered by the French, but main- 
number of “quality” films, since I tains, it has no details. Negot’a- 
the surviving studios would lose If I HI r Iff L/iLtHHlIlly ^°Tns ere still going on and MPEA 
key showcase playing time and • ~w 13 hopeful that the pact wiU be re- 
would cut back their output. .. .. n newed essentially on a status quo 

Neither side-toe exhibitors H WmirWftfll Rim Si to8.tPlf; u newsreel Buy, 
ducers and distributors who op- f • AIT SSSfifiS?- merely required 
posed production by National—is |-00171t1fff liftIV 1117A _ ... 
willing to predict what position LlCaVlllH UlliY I WU French, via Jacques Flaud, head 
the Justice Dept, will take. How- - « " of the Centre National du Cinema- 
ever, spokesmen for both factions Newsreel field may soon be cut tof“fie, have long dreamed^ of ex¬ 
felt the hearing before Victor to only two theatrical reels. Nego- paSf?n F* f' Theyre 
Hanson, Assistant Attorney Gen- tiations are currently going on for only foreign industry to cuirently 
oral in charge of the Anti-Trust the Hearst Metr&pne 6utfit to pur- maintam a fuIIy staffaed publicity 
Division, was worth While. chase the UniversaKeel. If the deal and £r;r°£fice An Gotham' under 

The exhibitors said it gave them goes through, it wal leave only;1 
l chance to emphasize their con- News of the Day And 20th-Fox i 

Joseph Maternati, ccnjter, although films can be made « • ' The exhibitors said it gave them goes through, it w§L ‘leave only j Joseph Maternati, 
^ as $200,OOO liw' U & chance to emphasize their con- News of the Day Tnd 20th-Fox j - 
to $300,000 less per picture than on . ? cooler in tention of product" shortage to Movietone in the running. ft t« , yj y 
Coast former radio program pack- being cooled oX m the cooler in q whoP.has not had much Talks: between M^trotone and 1 HemikseD tO 11002 0002! 

?rOWD’ S?th^1S Sf He rI^de?o^ofth^ experience’ in motion picture Universal envision/buyout. How- n ; n T, 
brother, Mende,.operates the Pro- Manuel Hernandez; one of tms eve_ *t.e TjniversaF reel would re- Rannrfc Ilamnsrlr Porf 
ducUon Center film studio m N. Y„ port’s delegate of toe National cases. Sn itTu tae SSif lu thrvarious RclTOnS lienmarK Tarl 
ebareed this week. Cinematographic Industry Workers The producers and distributors tam its u tag unw all me various t , lie P-l 

Polnto^lut^t 10 feature pic- union iSTICI. He is alleged to Say•*«:vHue^the Msslon '^ct|ah ^£ab* tot ££ EjSed tO U.S. Fill! 
toes were male to N.Y. in 1957 one SSto Seed "by Metro-. S. A. HenrikseB, the new F 

played off. Presumably, the two I 
reels—both produced by Metro- j 

Reports Denmark Partly 
Eased to U.S. Films 

S. A. Henriksefi, the new Far 
last supervisor for Paramount, ar- 

Coast studios independents me. f^Vtaema olte^tlS Wed Jmlkmtor ctmpMnU reel would betaken over by. Metro, and his new headquarters, Hong 
creating facilities m Gotham that the Ports top cmerna, ousted tne ButSieS servicing the U accounts. Unions Kong. Henriksen, for 20 years, was 

l&er from to/t Uiew. ^ ^ & 

Jrpi«'^e'fbS arc in toe | Ce^H^n 
own studio for RKO and now being to . +x,r.aA ml;PVw men barred About 70 men ren- tv news 85 wel1 as the theatrical ■ was some improvement for the 
released by Universal, cost only Hernandez and resenting over 20 firms and ’trade newsreel field. Metrotone is in tv i American companies, particularly 
$300,000. “It would have cost $500 - Iy SSdattoM from semen! via Telenews. Latter once at-1 in Copenhagen, but no absolute 
000 in Hollywood,” he emphasized. a LSf ! SA fa oftheindustrT were? z&Sitea tempted a theatrical issue, but quit, break in the deadlock which, for two 
He pointed out that while in Holly- ^nd ordered 1?f°Aite a^f ^ CommeJed a s^Iwhat Amused Including Telenews, there once years, kept most U. S. films out of 
wood a large share of a picture’s on the spot, halting the strike ah- delusion- were six reels in the theatrical that'country. Controversy is over 
cost is chalked off for studio over- ruptly. uanson at tne conclusion ■ field. Within the past year, Warner-, the prevailing * ceiling on film 
head, in N. Y. “your investment is -—— ^heJe was. a terrific differ- Pathe News and paramount News rentals, 
commensurate with what comes 1| ill tf\ 1 ence of opinion expressed. It topped; out. None of the six were In Copenhagen, the theatres 
back” In Hollywood^ he. main- | lo||oQ A|1||q {/I i making money. signed individual pledges not to do 
tamed, you get back 50c for every |/CtIlClu ilUUtf t/U* r was helpful, in that it brought Even with WB and Par dropping business with the member com- 
•$1 inverted while in N. Y, it’s pos- " out the problems of the m- outj the three survivors were hav- panies of the Motion Picture Ex- 
sible to get back 98c. for every-$1. fft ff n^A dusfry- These are. very mffi- ^ng a tough time. Their revenue port Assn, unless the rental ceiling 

- Citing the advantages of N. Y. I AVQC flOC /Ml cult problemsiand the motion came in via tv. U reel takeover by was observed. The theatres have 
production, Brown contended that ff yAQu ll&lv ut/V picture industry -is.m * ’ News of the Day would build the been breaking that pledge. In the 
the money was in N. Y. in-form - V ened condition. •*?*;!— * latter into the largest newsreel br- provinces, however, the theatres 
of the banks that make major in- || • A ■ Hanson said corijHfteHble‘.rtddy ganization around. Newsreel execs are pledged to their association, 
vestments in motion pictures; that IvIAVIPOII IFSiAC will be.given to the te^tlmoriy, ‘be- feel that, even under present con- American films playing firstrun in 
many writers and performers pre- ITlvAlvIllI 1/AlCd fore the Department iaj&k’its port- ditions, two, reels can survive, and Copenhagen are doing standout 
ferred to work in N. Y. “All the tion. While the New ^ofk trial are in fact necessary. business, Henriksen reported. All 
creative people belong to N. Y.” he Dallas* Oct. 15 court ihust approve any amend- Blame for the decline of the the new houses opening up are 
argued. “They only go to the Coast Capitol Theatre, one of the city’s ment to the .decrees, the' court newsreels is put mostly on tv, signing with MPEA. 

.to make a living. I’m, sure they’d oldest downtown houses, is being will be guided largely by the which is in a position to present) Frederick Gronich, the MPEA 
prefer to both live and work here.” converted into an exclusive Span- recommendation of the Anti-Trust filmed news much faster. By the1 rep in Germany, was up in Copen- 

Brown disclaimed the reports of ish-Ianguage theatre, by Trans- Division. time the regular theatrical reels hagen, but failed to get further 
some Hollywood producers that it Texas Theatres. Harold Novy re-- The exhibitor spokesmen were hit the theatres, news frequently is concessions from the Danes. 
is difficult to make a picture in vealed that changes in'the lobby, all for National Theatres • getting stale. Also economy-minded exhibs -*- 
N. Y. because of the lack of coop- new carpets, new concession stand an okay to produce. But there have tended to lop off their news-’ # n p 
eration .nf municipal authorities. . and refurnishings of the seats is were shades of opinion on how reels. lift Q .SahmflfMt JvAfllA 

In additioir to.making his studio provided. . - that should be done. In an attempt to stimulate busi- o iMlUlaiitnilVdlUv 
available as a rental lot, Brown House will be third In Dallas National Theatres sought a five- ness, 20th is currently producing Cnnfe fnr TmtA'l imTf’ 
is continuing to produce his own showing Spanish language films, year production period with.pref- its first blaefc-and-'white Cinema- ujWW 101 iUUC iitUill. 
feature nictures. Under his deal The 'Pan-Americarin Theatre is a erential rights to show their own Scope reeL It’ll be screened for «rime Limit.” which stars Rich- 

cost is chalked off for studio over¬ 
head, in N-. Y. “your investment is 
commensurate with what comes 
back” In Hollywood, he. main¬ 
tained, you get back 50c for every 
•$1 inverted while in N. Y, it’s pos¬ 
sible to get back 98c. for every- $1. 

- Citing the advantages of N. Y. 
production, Brown contended that 
the money was in N- Y. in-form 
of the banks that mike major in¬ 
vestments in motion pictures; that 
many writers and performers pre¬ 
ferred to work in N. Y. “All the 
creative people belong to N. Y. ” he 
•argued. “They only go to the Coast 

Dallas Adds 3d* 
Texas Has 250 

Mexican Dates 

Hanson at the conclusion: 
"There was a terrific differ¬ 

ence of opinion expressed. It 
was a very healthly session. It 
was helpful, in that it brought 
out the problems of the in¬ 
dustry. These are very diffi¬ 
cult problems and the motion 
picture industry’■is: , in * sick- ’ 
ened condition.”:..?^ .: * iy ; 

Dallas* Oct. 15. 

Spots for Time Limit’ 
"Time Limit,” which stars Rich- 

\rith RKO, he is set to make four fuU time riabe house for Spanish films in their own theatres. Pre- the trade soon, and its release will j ard widmark and is his maiden ap- 
•pictures annually. In addition to films And the downtown Strand sumably this meant the right to cue also a switch in format, away pearance as a freelance producer, 
“That N*ght,” he has completed shows Spanish and English pics, show their pictures in houses they from spot news to more features. jje opened in some 40 to 50 
“The Ylqlaters” and “Woman With- There are some 250 Spanish lan- either own now or may acquire’ - spots between Qct. 24 and Nov. 7. 
out Shame,” All of which-will go guage theatres In Texas now with in the future. ^ Bud Levin’s O'Seas Quest United Artists exploitation chief 
out via Universal. All were made most of them concentrated in West The two big exhibitor groupsr- San Francisco, Oct. 15. Mori Krushen is using radio spots 
m the neighborhood of $300,000 and Southwest Texas where there is Theatre Owners of America and Irving M. (Bud) Levin, co-or- in volume probably biggest use of 

With Mme-aort of recognizable a higher percentage of the Latin Allied States—agreed all divorced dinator of the Frisco International these.aids*in a long time. 
nam^L His studio, which has two American population. circuits should be allowed to pro- Film Festival set for .Dec. 4-17, Of a saturation moming-upon- 
sound stages and room for one The Empire Theatre, operated by duce and have pre-emptive rights took off last week on VlQ-day fly- night nature, the radio spots in 
more, can handle six features arid the circuit In San Antonio, was re- for such theatres as they have ing trip. 4 some situations will amount to 400 
three rtv series aymuMlv.. CBS has cently converted iri the Spanish now. Allied added a proviso:— Will visit New York, London, individual plugs. Average daily per 
felted fqj the Phff language, film showhouse with Az- “subject to conditions which will Paris and Rome to pin down festi- station will be in excess of 20 an- 
Slivers’ “Sgt Bilko” series. j teca Films providing the releases.] (Continued on page 23) val pictures. - nouncements. 
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The Tim Star 
(VTXSION) 

Quality western with names of 
Henry Fonda and Anthony 
Perkins to send R* 

Hollywood, Oct. 10. 
Paramount release of William- Perlberg- 

George Seaton production. Stars Henry 
Fonda. Anthony Perkins; costar* Betsy 
Palmer, Michel Kay, Neville Ray, John 
Mclntire. Directed by Anthony Mann. 
Screenplay, Dudley Nichols, from story 
by Barney Slater, Joel Kane; camera. 
Loyal Griggs; editor, Alma Macrorie; 
music, Elmer Bernstein. Previewed Oct. 
7, '57. Running time, 92 MINS, 
Morg Hickman .  Henry Fonda 
Ben Owens . Anthony Perkins 
Nona Mayfield . Betsy Palmer 
Kip Mayfield . Michel Ray 
Bogardus ..'.Neville Brand 
Dr. McCord .  John Mclntire- 
Millie ..:. Mary Webster 
Zeke McGaffcy .  Peter Baldwin 
Buck Henderson ....... Richard Shannon 
Ed McGaffey .Lee Van Cleef 
Judge Thatcher . • Jqmes Bell 
Harvey King . Howard Petrie 
Clem Hall .  Russell Simpson 
Andy Miller .Hal K. Dawson 
Sam Hodges .Jack Kenney 
Fosse (McCall! ..... Tdickey Finn 

v “The Tin Star" is a quality west¬ 
ern with names of Henry Fonda 
and Anthony perkins to give it 
meaning in both the sagebrush and 
general markets. Film has ingre¬ 
dients to maintain interest at a 
high key throughout its fast 92 
minutes. 

This William Perlberg - George 
Seaton production unfolds inter¬ 
estingly under the smooth direc¬ 
tion of Anthony Mann, who draws 

* top performances from cast also 
headed by Betsy Palmer, Michel 
Hay, Neville Brand and John Mc¬ 
lntire. Dudley Nichols screenplay 
centers around Perkins’ insistence 
upon keeping his sheriff’s. badge 
despite the pleading of his sweet¬ 
heart to abandon hazards of the 
job, and Fonda, a former lawman 
turned human bounty. hunter, re¬ 
luctantly teaching him the tricks 
of the trade. A very credible story 
packs excellent dramatic values 
sharply handled throughout to lend 
a feeling of mounting suspense. 

For Fonda, character is one of 
hi’s strongest in some time and he 
gives it telling authority as he 
waits in a small western town for 
a reward check, then Stays on to 
help the over-anxious young sher¬ 
iff. Perkins,'in this role, asserts 
himself forcibly, his nemesis being 
Neville Brapd,. capable as a gun- 
handy bully who nearly* forces him 
to back down in his authority. 
Betsy Palmer is in for suggested 
romance with Fonda as mother of 
young Michel Ray (the boy in “The 
Brave One”), half-breed Indian lad 
who attaches himself to a willing 
Fonda, both convincing in their 
parts. John Mclntire as the town's 
grizzled old doctor whose murder1 
spurs on the eventual climax as 
Perkins faces a lynching mob out 
to get doc’s killers, makes his work 
stand out. Good support, too. is 
afforded by Mary Webster, in love 
with Perkins, and Lee Van Cleef 
and Peter Baldwin as doctor’s 
slayers. 

Loyal Griggs* camera work and 
Alma Macrorie’s tight-editing head 
technical credits. Elmer Bern¬ 
stein’s music score also is effective 
In setting pace. Whit 

The Invisible Boy 

Clever science-fictioner with 
accent on humor; strong family 
trade appeal. 

Hollywood, Qct. 11. 
Metro release of Nicholas Nayfack pro¬ 

duction. Stars Richard Eyer, Philip Ab¬ 
bott, Diane Brewster; features Harold J. 
Stone, Dennis McCarthy. Alexander Lock- 
wood, Robert H. Harris, John O’Malley, 
Robby the Robot. Directed by Herman 
Hoffman. Screenplay, Cyril Hume, based 
on story by Edmund Cooper; camera, 
Harold Wellman; music,. Les Baxter; edi¬ 
tor, John Faure. Previewed. Oct. 4, ’57. 
Punning time, *• MINS. 
Timmle Merrlnoe  . Richard Eyer 
Dr. Merrlnoe .. Philip Abbott 
Mary Merrlnoe.. Diane Brewster 
General Swayne .Harold J. Stone 
Professor Allerton......Robert H. Harris 
Colonel Macklin.Dennis McCarthy 
Arthur Kehraney....Alexander Lockwood 
Dr. Balnc...John O'Malley 

“The Invisible Boy" shapes up as 
an imaginative entry for the sci¬ 
ence-fiction field, with type of 
story to extend draw to general 
market, particularly the family 
trade. Ballyhoo possibilities are 
heightened by stoiys preparations 
to launch sections of a space sta¬ 
tion, which though hot a pertinent 
part of story givesstrong exploita¬ 
tion potential in light of current 
Russian satellite. Overall result 
presages satisfactory returns. 

For his Initial indie production, 
Nicholas Nayfack lards action gen¬ 
erously with humor, simultaneous¬ 
ly capturing the type of scifl excite¬ 
ment which will appeal to moppet 
audiences especially. - Principal 
character la young Richard Eyer 
(remembered as the boy in “Friend¬ 
ly Persuasion)), son of a top scien¬ 
tist who has invented and per¬ 
fected an electronic brain so sen¬ 
sitive that it speaks. Nayfack, who 
last year as a Metro producer 
turned Out “The Forbidden 
Planet," in which he intro’d Robby 
the Robot, makes handsome use 

again of this interesting mechani¬ 
cal man, although film in no wise 
is a follow-up. 

The Cyril Hume screenplay,, 
based on story by Edmund Cooper, 
has been directed with a ready 
touch by Herman Hoffman, who 
generates plenty of laughs with 
young Eyer and his robot before 
the chilling climax. Philip Abbott, 
the scientist whose super-computer 
is in constant Use by Pentagon for 
solution of complex scientific 
problems, particularly in propping 
space platform project, takes his 
son to the computer in an effort 
to further boy’s education. Lad 
becomes hypnotized by brain, 
emerges a chess wizard and in a 
game .with his father wins as a re¬ 
ward latter’s permission to play 
with Robby, something of a wizard 
on its own. Through the robot the 
youngster becomes invisible so he 
can play sans parental objections. 

Chilling aspects of narrative oc¬ 
cur when the machine comes to 
life, under rion-human control 
from outer space, and becomes a 
threat to national security, using 
scientist’s son as a hostage to gain 
its objective. ' . 

Young Eyer plays his part skill¬ 
fully and actions of Robby are 
nearly human. Abbott capably 
fulfills father role, Diane Brewster 
qualifies as the mother and Harold 
J. Stone, Dennis McCarthy, Robert 
H. Harris, Alexander Lockwood 
and John O’Malley are okay in sup¬ 
port. 

Special effects by Jack Rabin, 
Irving Block and Louis Dewitt are 
expert and lead off quality tech¬ 
nical credits. Merrill rPye’s pro¬ 
duction designing, is interesting; 
so are Harold Wellman’s photog¬ 
raphy, John Faure’s editing and 
Les Baxter’s music score. Whit. 

Teenage Boll 

Another juve delinquency 
cheapie. Clumsily executed. . 
For the aex-and-sadism .fan¬ 
ciers. 

Hollywood, Oct. 4. 
Allied Artist* release of a Woolner 

Bros, production. Stars June Kenney, Fay 
Spain, John Brinkley; with Collette Jack-1 
son. Barbara. Wilson, Ziva Rodin, Sandy 
Smith. Barbara Morris. Richard Devon, 
others. Producer-director, Roger Corman; 
screenplay, Charles B. Griffith; camera, 
Floyd Crosby; editor, Charles Gross; art 
director, Robert Klnoshita; nlusic. Walter 
Greene. Previewed in HoUywood, Oct. 2, 
’57. Running time, 17 MINS. 
Barbara .. June Kenney 
Hel .   Fay Spain 
Eddie ..... John Brinkley 
May . Collette Jackson 
Betty .. Barbara Wilson 
Squirrel.;.Ziva Rodan 
Lorrie...   Sandy Smith 
Janet .. Barboura Morris 
Dunston .  Richard Devon 
Wally ..    Jay Sayer 
Phil ...Richard Cutting 
Estelle .. Ddrothy Neumann 
Dutch Doctor ...Ed Nelson 

This low-budgeter is ostensibly 
directed' toward the fight against 
jpve delinquency. However, only 
real contribution in this direction 
is that it offers employment to a 
corps of juve. actors,* and thus keeps 
them off the street, if not precisely 
gainfully occupied. 

More and more, these delinqu¬ 
ency pix, tailored strictly for the 
exploitation market despite their 
pious declarations, are beginning, 
to display a deadening monotonous 
sameness. As a famed producer 
once observed, “It’s time to de¬ 
velop some new cliches.” 

Unremitting and unconvincing 
downbeat tenor, clumsily ex- 
ecluted, deadens b.o. chances for 
any audience outside of sex-and- 
sadism fanciers. 

Characters in Charles B. Griffith 
screenplay talk a stylized jargon 
mainly derivative of other pix of 
this genre; engage In continual bru¬ 
tality and violence; and their moti¬ 
vations, delinquent or otherwise, 
bears only the, slightest resem- 
blehce of thoSfe' human" .beings'. 
Tale revolves auttUhd accidental 
killing of a hPOdUujt 
decent girl, June Kenney, running 

femme gang, led by Fay .. . 
throws out dragnet to catch* Miss 
Kenney. During this, backgrounds 
of various members are traced, but 
motivations remain superficial and 
murky. 

Miss Kenney finally flees to her 
bff., sneering John Brinkley, leader 
of another gang. Brinkley grudg¬ 
ingly offers her protection and bru¬ 
tal, sadistic gang fight follows, only 
to be broken up by cops, finally 
hep. Miss Kenney and two of Miss 
Spain's gang, Barbara Wilson and 
Ziva Rodan, give themselves up, 
rather than continue sordid associ¬ 
ations. 1 

Direction of Roger Corman, who 
also produced, stresses an array 
of facial gymnastics rarely seen 
since silent screen days. He sticks 
in several scenes of tasty young 
dishes in various states of disha¬ 
bille, with little disCernable rela¬ 
tion to the plot. However, to Cor- 
man’s credit, he does show an abil¬ 
ity to assemble the production in¬ 
gredients for a good picture, even 
if he doesn’t know what to do with 
them. Rove. 

Hear- Me Good 
(VISTA VISION) 

Not often funny low-budget 
comedy, starring tv quizmaster 
Hal March. Routine destiny. 

Paramount release of Don McGuire pro¬ 
duction. Stars Hal March and Joe E. Ross. 
Features Merry Anders, Jean . Willes, 
Milton Frome, .Joey Faye, Richard 
Bakalyan and Tom Duggah. Directed and 
written by McGuire. Camera (VistaVision), 
Haskell Boggs; editor, George TomasinL 
Previewed, in N.Y., Qct. 10; ’57. Running 
time, *0 MINS. 

.. Hal March 
....... Joe E. Ross 
.... Merry Anders 

Jean Willes 
.Milton Frome 

___...-- Joey Faye 
Hermie Richard Bakalyan 
TV DiretSttfr.Tom Duggan 

Marty Holland . 
Max Crane: 

Mr; Rojssx.3.. ;•;. 
Charlie. Cgopep* 

'He&rJMe Good”:is- an innocu¬ 
ous, obvious low-budget entry that 
aims desperately for laughs but 
only finds its mark occasionally. 
Its chief asset from a selling stand¬ 
point is the' name value of Hal 
March, the quizmaster of tv’s “$64,- 
000 Question”—once of the radio 
comedy team,*if anybody remem¬ 
bers, Sweeney and March, • 

Produced, Written and directed 
by Don McGuire, the film is hardly 
more than a 18-minute vaude 
sketch stretched to 80 minutes. 
Talk and more talk features the 
proceedings and the main purpose 
of the film appears to be the-set¬ 
ting up of situations for gag lines. 
The latter run as thick and as fast 
as on a Bob Hope radio or tY pro¬ 
gram, but only a handful of the 
gags are capable of including gen-*] 
uine laughter. 

The picture’s similarity to a 
radio or tv show is further demon¬ 
strated by the number of product 
plugs that are spotted throughout 
the film. The picture, however, 
should find its niche In double fea¬ 
ture situations where it-can pro¬ 
vide adequate amusement to keep 
the customers happy before the 
main entry hits the screen. 

The characters, in “Hear Me 
Gqod” are a . bunch of pleasant 
Manhattan eonmen. vaguely similar 
to characters created by Damon 
Runyon. Work is an abhorrent 
word to them and they live by 
their wits. Their lingo is strictly 
Runyonesque. As'the chief con- 
man, March is preparing “to fix” a 
beauty contest So that the moll of 
Irving the Hammer-, a hood never 
seen on the screen, emerges the 
winner. 

Complications, of course, set in 
when March substitutes an iftno- 
ceht, wide-eyed beauty who suc¬ 
ceeds in bringing out his better in¬ 
stincts.. It’s the usual boy meets 
girl, loses girl, etc. stuff that works 
out finely when March decides to 
reform and employ‘his conning 
techniques for legitimate activities, i 
Love serves as the - potion that 
brings about his reformation. 

The performances meet the de¬ 
mands of McGuire’s screenplay. 
March- is okay, but he’s been better 
as a straight actor-comedian as evi¬ 
denced by his performance as the 
punch drunk fighter in Metro’s 
“It’s Always Fair Weather” several 
years ago. Joe E. Ross is . fine as 
March’s trusting sidekick as is 
Joey Faye as a conman who out- 
co'ns the master, Jean Willes is 
properly brash is . the gangster’s 
girl and Merry Anders displays 
promise 3s the ingenue. Richard 
Bakalyan’s portrayal of a gangster 
is humorous although stereotyped. 

Technical aspects, including pho¬ 
tography and set decorations, have 
an obvious cost-conscious feeling. 

Hoi I. 

Jallhouse Rock 
(SONGS-C’SCOPE) 

Elvis Presley siarrer, which 
means handsome grosses when 

.rightly hooked. 

Hollywood, Oct. 11. 
^•yPafcdr© S. Berman 

decent gin, June Kenney, running 1 production, star# Dvi* Presley; eostara 

in dubious company, i Dead girl's ' 
femme eanff. led bv Fav: ASmuI 

Jone#, Jennifer 
k' ected' by Rich- 

_______ Guy.Trocper, 
baaed on story by Ned Young; camera, 
Robert Bronner; editors Ralph E. Winter*; 
music, Jeff Alexander. Previewed Oct. 
10. '57. Running time, H MINS. 
Vince Ev*r«tt .. Elvi* Presley 
Peggy Van Aldeh . Judy Tyler 
Hunk Houghton..... .Mickey Shaughnessy 
Mr. Shore* ..........-Vaughn Taylor 
Sherry Wilson .......... Jennifer Holden 
Teddy Talbot ... Dean Jone* 
Laury Jackson ... Anne Neyland 

: Continued popularity of the rock 
*n’ roll craze—and Elvis Preslfey— 
gives sharp outlook for this third, 
starrer for .the singer. Film is 
packed with type of sure-fire in¬ 
gredients producers know Pres¬ 
ley’s followers go for, and its like-: 
ly a considerable portion of the 
populace, particularly the cats, will 
find this Metro release in their 
alley. 

The Pahdro S. Berman produc-: 
tion, first to be turned out under 
his new Indie status. Carries a con-; 
trtved plot but under Richard 
Thorpe’s deft direction unfolds! 
smoothly. Director has been wise: 
enough to allow Presley to follow 
his own style, and build around 

him, for the mannerisms which 
have fashioned him into the phe¬ 
nomenon he is with the teenagers 
color his character here. Presley 
is still no great shakes as an actor 
but gets by well enough* although 
role isn’t particularly sympathetic/ 

. Narrative as scripted by Guy 
Trosper intros Pfesley as a hot- 
tempered but affable youngster 
who goes to prison on a man¬ 
slaughter rap after being involved 
in a bar-room fight. In stir lie’s 
cell-mated^ with Mickey Shaugh- 
nessy, who teaches him his dog- 
eat-dog philosophy, and also .some 
singing tricks. Released, but now 
embittered and cynical,-he claws 
his way to fame in the music 
world, riding alike over friend and 
foe, even Judy Tyler,' a music ex¬ 
ploitation agent who has helped in 
his discovery: and is partnered with 
him in their own record company., 
Scene shifts between recordings, 
television and Hollywood, where 
he becomes a star. 

Singer is on-for six songs, top 
being the title production number 
in', a prison setting. Songs are 
varied, from the rock *n’ roll title 
numfb.er and “Treat Me Nice,” to 
the ballad, “Yoting and'Beautiful.” 
Also included are “I Want to Be 
Free,” “Don’t Leave Me Now” and) 
"Baby, I Don’t Care.” All are 
stamped with singer’s own brand, 
shouting, but some of tlife gyrations 
of the past are missing. The 
Jordanaires give singer melodic 
backing. 

Star receives good support. Miss 
Tyler—killed in an auto . accident 
several months -ago — coming 
through nicely and Shaughiiessy 
hard-hitting as the tough ex-con 
who becomes Presley’s flunky after 
following youngster in release 
from prison. IPs Shaughnessy who 
figures importantly in the climax. 
Unable to any longer take the hu¬ 
miliation singer keeps heaping 
upon him, he takes a wild swing 
to Presley’s^ throat which -sends 
him to the' hospital, and some 
doubt he’ll be able to sing again. 

Following an operation, Presley 
finds he’s ready to sing again, and, 
also finds himself. Figuring, cap-/ 
ably, also in film are Vaughn TayA 
lor, as an attorney; Jennifer Hol¬ 
den as a film actress. ’ ' 

Technical departments are well 
handled. Robert Bronner’s cam¬ 
era work shows well, Ralph E. 
Winters’ editing sets good pace and 
Jeff Alexander supervises the 
music. Whit 

Young aid Hungerou* 
(REGAL SCOPE) 

Think scree*, needs *new 
faces’? Here's two. ‘Strong 
programmer with talented 
newcomers. 

D*bbs Qreer 
_- Ann Doran 
, George Brenlin 

Melbourne Rendezvous 
(COLOR-DOCUMENTARY) 

. Trans-Lux . release of a C.S.A. produc¬ 
tion. Directed by Rene Lucot. Narration, 
Francois ‘ Eerier; writers, Rene Lucot, 
Raymond Marcillac; .camera .(Agfacolor), 
Jacques Duhamel, Pierre Gueguen, Pierre 
Lebon, Georges Leclere. Previewed N.Y., 
.Oct. 3, ’57. Running time, S7 MINS. 

The 16th Olympiad held last fall 
in Australia has been painstaking¬ 
ly recorded by a 15-camera crew 
of French technicians under an ar¬ 
rangement with the Olympic Com¬ 
mittee. It will be recalled that 
when the committee* priced its 
rights to the games “too high” 
American newsreel companies and 
other film outfits withdrew from 
the bidding. 

Subsequently, the Olympic offi¬ 
cials made a deal with a French 
firm which lensed highlights of the 
meet as “Melbourne Rendezvous/’ 
With release of the film coming 
almost a year after the famed con¬ 
test took place, obviously the nov¬ 
elty and news value of such a doc-1 
umentary have now been largely 
dissipated. Thus the audience po¬ 
tential will for the most- part be 
restricted to dyed-in-the-wool fol¬ 
lowers of track meets. 

Overall treatment of the varied 
competitions. in Melbourne Stadi¬ 
um is generally creditable. The 
many events such as shotput, 10,- 
000 meter run, high hurdles, discus 
throw, sculling, pole vault and 26- 
mile marathon have tbeen ably 
lensed. Slow motion has been used 
to advantage, particularly in the 
spectacular pole' vaulting. 

However, it’s curious why most 
water sports- have been omitted 
from the footage. -Missing are the 
fancy diving contests and the Rus- 
sian-Hungarian water polo match, 
among other events. 

To director Rene Lucot’« credit, 
he has avoided monotony by occa¬ 
sionally training his cameras on 
scenes of Melbourne night life and 
other “off - the - track” vignettes. 
Views of Melbourne’s well-groomed 
suburbs Where chanlp hurdler Shir¬ 
ley Strickland resides, sequences 
depicting foreign contestants study¬ 
ing merchandise in department 
store windows and aerial clips of 
the Australian terrain all help-jn 
providing audienees a vicarious 
share In the 1956 Olympiad. 

English narration occasionally 
resorts to cliches. But this is hard¬ 
ly a fault since few sports stories 
are free of hackneyed phrases. 
While Agfacolor obviously is bet¬ 
ter than black-and-white, never¬ 
theless it often had a faded, 
“wished out” duality and doesn’t 
compare with Technicolor Dr East¬ 
man Color. Gilb. 

Hollywood, Oct. 11. 
Twentieth-Fox release- of William F. 

Claxton production. Stars Lili Gentle. 
Mark Damon; features Edward Binns, 
George Brenlin, Jerry Barclay, William 
Steven*. Dabbs Greer. Ann Doran, Fran¬ 
ces.Mercer, Conhie Stevens. Directed by 
Claxton. Screenplay, James Landis; cam¬ 
era, John M. Mickolaus Jr.; editor, Frank 
Baldridge; muse, Paul Dunlap. Previewed 
Oct. 9, *57. Running time, 77 MINS; 
Tommy Price.  Mark Damon 
Rosemary Clinton .. ' Lili-Gentle 
Dr. Price ... Eddie Binns 
Mrs. Price ... Frances Mercer 
'Mr. John Clinton ».&>,. ----- - 
Mr*. Clara Clinton ...... 
Weasel Martin...„_ 
Stretch Grass —. Jerry Barclay 
Rock .  William Stevens 
Candy .  Connie Steven* 
Bones ...A.,. Danny Welton 
Rock’s Girl .Shirley Falls 
Rock’s Buddy No. 1...Ronald Foster 
Rock’s Buddy No. 2........ Bill Shannon 
(LR> Girl No. I.. Marilyn Carrol 
Carhop No. 1-............ .Joan Bradshaw. 
Carhop No. 2.. Marlon Collier 
Carhop No. 3...June Burt 
Other Boy.. James Canino 
Motorcycle Cop .   X Brand 
Pier Cop No. 1.....,....^,.. BiU Boyett 
Tough Teenager   .. Don Devlin 
Desk Sergeant .  Paul BryaT 
Station House Cop.......... Buddy Mason 
Party Girl No; 1..Judy BembeC 
Party Girl No.AS....... Kim ScaJa - 
Juvenile Hall Mother.Doris Kemper 
Juvenile Hall Girl...-Brandy Bryan 
Arresting Officer Roy DarmoUr 
Drlve-ln Worker ...__ Ron -BarbaneU 

Exhibitor cries for fresh film tal¬ 
ent will find ample answer in this 
well-made drama of youthful" ro¬ 
mance. Picture, which gets qual¬ 
ity handling despite its modest 
budget, presents two promising 
newcomers in Lili Gentle and Mark 
Damon, both undoubtedly destined 
to make their mark. Film, is being 
packaged with "Rockabilly Baby" 
another Regal production accent¬ 
ing youth, and indications are com¬ 
bo will fare very pleasantly in the 
general market with its particular 
appeal to younger generation. 

William F. Clayton as producer- 
director, has, woven a sometimes 
tender love story legitimately prem¬ 
ised and carrying genuine inter¬ 
est. The James Landis screenplay 
centers oij the romance between 
the two. principals, but draws on a 
juve delihqueiicy sub-plot to give 
meaning to its theme of -regenera¬ 
tion. In addition to .MiSsT3entle 
and Damon, there’s -a- paiir of clever 
comics, George Brenlin and-Jerry 
Barclay, for further dew-face lure, 
both the later shotwing well in 
several standout scenes. 

Damon capably delineates his 
role of-a rebellious, hot-headed 19- 
year-old who leads a gang of young 
toughs. whose only' interests are 
thrills, . hot' rpds- and femmes. 
Notorious f.or his successful line 
with girls, he finds little., trouble 
in. dating Lili Gentle, • Whose “par- • 
ents object to him. After going on. 
the make for her on this date, 
which- lands them both in the 
police station and winds with 
femme’s parents forbidding her to 
see Damon, a romance buds. Da¬ 
mon finds -himself changing 
through repeated dates, the com¬ 
mon bond of feeling misunderstood 
by their parents strengthening 
their, mutual attraction, for each 
other. .Their romantic difficulties 
are punched over dramatically .and 
climax Is particularly strong. 

Damon, who makes his work 
count, has an able running mate in 
Miss Gentle, distinctive' and with 
a nice flair for acting. . Dabbs 
Greer and Ann Doran as her pai^ 
ents, too-busy to listen to their 
daughter’s hesitant approach to 
adult life, are excellent ,and Ed¬ 
die Binns, capably fulfills role of 
Damon’s father. Who . never has 
been able to reach his . son.. Con¬ 
nie Stevens also is a standout in 
her brief role of Lili’s chum. Wil¬ 
liam Stevens is jnkay as a heavy 
who gets into a fastly-staged brawl 
with Damon, and Frances Mercer 
good as latter’s mother. Compe¬ 
tent support is afforded down 
through a large cast. 

John M. Micoklaus, Jr.’s photog¬ 
raphy is firstclass, and. Ernst 
Fegte’s production designing, 
Frank Baldridge’s editing and Paul 
Dunlap’s music score on same 
level. Whit 

Tamlug Sutton’* Gal 

ner aimed at 

Hollywood, Get. 15, 
Republic TckiaHi Vsrtetx production 

(produced bp WlHUm J. 0*Su11Ivbji). Stax* 
John Luptoa, Gloria' Talbott; Scaturac 
Jack Kelly, May -Wynn, Verna Felton. . 
Directed by Lesley inlander; screenplay, 
Thames WllUambo* and Frederic Louis 
Fox, from Thames Williamson story; cam¬ 
era (NatwaaaX Jack Marta; -editor, Tony 
Martinelll. Previewed, Sept. J*, '57. Run- 
nins time. MINS. 
Frank McClary John' Luptoa ' 
Lou Sutton Gloria Talbott 
Jugger Phelpa .... Jack Kelly 
Evelyn Phelpa .............. May Wynn 
Aunty Sutton ..Verna Felton 

This is a lowbudget program 
’filler.” Turned -old In - quickie 

time and looks it. Routine action 
(Continued on page 20> 



PICTURES 7 Wednesday, October 16, 1957 

Tomlmson Loss on Loew Shares 
•As Loew3* shares came,tumbling dbwn last week, Joseph Tom¬ 

linson, like it or not, went along for the ride* Big, Independent, 
fighting stockholder Tomlinson held 180,000 shares in the film 
corporation at a reported average price *of close to $22 per share, 
for a total investment of $3,960,000, ■; . ' 

Last week's dosing 'quotation was $14.25, meaning Tomlinson s ■ 
paper loss as of that time Was $990,000, _ 

It’s understood Tomlinson bought on margin and owes $1,120,- 
000 on the Loew’s stock. . .. .. ... 
’ Total valuation, of Loew’s outstandmg issue on the basis of last 
week’s dosing prices on the New York Stock Exchange, has fallen 
over $46,000,000 since 19$?'* high was reached. 

! 3 Different Courts Pro-Vogel; 
Tomlinson Fails to Prohibit 

Already-Delayed N.Y. Meeting 
Three-: decisions from three dif- 

7 ferent courts, all coming on the 
. same* day—Friday (ID—removed 

the legal threats ■ which Joseph 
Tomlinson.had hoped would delay 

-•or enjoin yesterday5* (Tues.) spe¬ 
cial meeting of Loew’s stockholders 

• as called by prexy Joseph K. Vogel. 
The rulings, all coming within 

' the period of a few hours, were the 
Mlowing: - ' 

(1) In the Federal District 
Court of Delaware,-judge Wil¬ 
liam H. Klrkpitrick denied 
Tomlinson’s request for-* tem¬ 
porary'in junction to -postpone 
the special meeting* 

(2) The Suprepie Court of 
Delaware, a three-man panel, 
unanimously- upheld the deci- ‘ . 
sion of Chancellor Collins J. 
Seitz, of the Delaware Chan¬ 
cery Court that Louis- B. Mayer 
and Samuel J.- Briskin were 
illegally elected to Loew’s 
board of directors at the so- -= 
called Tomlinson rump meet¬ 
ing in July. 

(3) ' The Appellate Division 
of the ,N.Y. Supreme Court 
upheld the ruling . of Judge 
Morris Specter enjoining Tom¬ 
linson, ’‘dis associates, employ*^ 
ees or agents’1 from interter- : 
ing with the holding of the 
special .meeting^" 

Decisions followed ! 'week of 
charges and 1 counter charges as. 
each faction in the fight for con¬ 
trol of Loew’s stepped up Its bar¬ 
rage of statements :in an effort to 
influence the company’s stock- 
holders. Tomlinson, who so far had: 
made no direct appeal to the share- 

*• holders, issued his "first proxy 
solicitation on Wednesday (9). 'His 

* pitch, sent out' with the approval 
of the • Securities 3c. Exchange 

• Commission, represented * a last- 
ditch drive to prevent a, quorum at 
yesterday’s meeting.. 

Contending that he represented 
■ a “majority” group on the board of 
< directors, Tomlinson asked the 

stockholders to.revoke fhe- prQxies 
originally pledged' to YogeL His:, 
aim, Tomlinson notgfl, was to “pre- 

* vent the actions proposed to be 
taken-at the? meeting or, in the 
alternative; to secure revocation of 

... sufficient proxies to prevent the 
.. adoption of the byrlaw enlarging 

the board.” . 
Tomlinson’s Fitch 

Tomlinson’s. solicitation pointed 
out that the Delaware Court of 
Chancery had removed from the 
agenda of yesterday’s meeting ibe 
attempt vto- oust Tomlinson-, and 
Stanley Meyer from the board. 
“This means, for all practical pUr-. 
poses, that the-abortive removal 
attempt has been Struck dowff, Said 
the Tomlinson statement, “and the 
two- items’' of business before the 
special stockholders meeting will 

"be a proposal to enlarge the beard 
of directors and the- filling of 
vacancies on the board.” 
' Tomlinson’s solicitation asserted 

that he is a member of a group of 
directors . constituting a majority 
of the present board. This group, 
consisting of Tomlinson, 'Meyer, 
K,- T. Keller,,-Bay,;iawsOn and 
Louis Johnson, it was noted; “is 
.dissatisfied .with the present ad¬ 
ministration of the company’s af¬ 
fairs mid. wishes to Tepiace Vogel 
as president.’’ Jt Was. pointed out 
that there is a split in the hoard 

- and the Solicitation 4s not being 
made on behalf of management but 
that in a sense “it, is made ,ori 
behalf of the group constituting a 
majority of the board.” 
.In a letter accompanying the 

proxy .solicitation, Tomlinson said 
that he and; jhe “directors who 
support me” believe -that Jtb$ call 

for the special meeting “was not 
in the best interest of the corpora-? 
tioq* and that the campaign which 
has been conducted , is » cynical 
attempt to mislead the stockhold¬ 
ers into putting in control of this 
company a man and -a group who, 
in my judgment; have not the re¬ 
motest chance of putting it back 
on its feet” 

It’s a Secret? 
Tomlinson ’ informed the Stock¬ 

holders that they have not heeii 
told that 19 of the 11 duly elected 
stockholders present .at .the board 
meeting in Los Angeles on July 12 
held the view that Vogel should be 
replaced as president and passed a 
resolution appointing a committee 
to find a successor. According to 
•Tomlinson,* .it was only after the 
committee could not agree on a 
successor that the' resignations 
occurred creating the vacancies on 
the board. Since then; said ’Tomlin¬ 
son, Vogel and the three directors 
allied with him have prevented a 
quorum of the board from assem¬ 
bling. 

Charging .that the attempt “to 
pack-the board” is unjustified on 
any basis, Tomlinson‘ asserted that 
the proposed increase would cost 
Loew’s‘,an- additional $60,000 an¬ 
nually. He pointed out, - tod,- that 
few of the major ILS. corporations 
have a board as ldfge as 19 and 
that Columbia has. eight, • Warner 
Bros., 20th-Fox aiid Universal have 
10, and Paramount has lj. 

Tomlinson reiterated that fie had 
“no desire, to control or dominate” 
the company. As a . large stock¬ 
holder, he said, his ’only interest 
“is tQ see it earn money, pay divi¬ 
dends .and increase, through re¬ 
tained earnings and bright future 
prospects, the value of this stock, 
my investment and yours.” He said 
he opposed yesterday’s meeting 
because he believed it to be “a 
means by which Vogel and the old 
guard _seek by propagandizing the 
stockholders to perpetuate them¬ 
selves in office.” 

Tour Rights’ ; 
. Vogel, tin an unmediate answer, 
to Tomlinson’s first proxy solicita¬ 
tion, declared in.a letter to stock¬ 
holders that the Canadian industri¬ 
alist was attempting to take away 
from the investors the privilege 
of- voting at the special meeting. 
He described the Tomlinson move 
as “an obvious .effort to deny you 
(the other stockholders) the oppor¬ 
tunity to choose the management 
of your company.” 

In a series of moves end counter¬ 
moves on Thursday (10), Tomlin¬ 
son issued what he purported to 
be the1 text of the transcript of the. 
July 12 board meeting, on. .the 
Coast at which he charges 10-of the 
11 Loew’s directors “held the view” 
that Vogel should be replaced as 
president 

Vogel's letter to the stockholders 
flatly declared that this was “ab¬ 
solutely untrue.” . Vogel: also 
stated-that it was ailso “absolutely 
untrue” that the board passed a 
resolution appointing a committee 
to find a successor “for me.” He 
declared that four of the directors 
present—George L. Killion,' Wil¬ 
liam Parker, Ogden R.. Reid and. 
George. Brownell—had affirmed 
Under oath that they were opposed 
to the resolution to “replace me.” 
In addition, Vogel noted, Fred 
Florence^ another director pres¬ 
ent at the meeting, told him person¬ 
ally that-he was opposed to the 
Tomlinson faction’s move to. re¬ 
place Vogel. 

Tomlinson’s statement -gave an 
entirely different picture of what 
transpired, at the L.A. meeting. 
Quoting What he described., aS an 

(Continued on page 18) ^ 

Joseph R. Vogel, president of 
Loew’s Inc., scored a major, but 
not complete, victory in the fight 
for corporate control in Which he 
was pitted . against dissident stock¬ 
holder Joseph Tomlinson. 

At 6:35 p.m. yesterday (Tues.) 
following a full day’s meeting df 
stockholders, the chief exee an¬ 
nounced it “appeared” that all his 
candidates for election to the board 
had been voted in with one excep¬ 
tion, Benjamin Thau. Vogel later 
stated Thau had withdrawn volun¬ 
tarily because of difficulty to com¬ 
mute from Culver City to New 
York. 

Representing a setback for Vogel 
was the election also of Samuel J. 
Briskin, who had the support of 
Tomlinson and the banking firms 
of Lehman Bros.' and". Lazard 
Frerps.. It was immediately made 
clear- that Briskin’s election will 
bje subject to a challenge of the 
Votes cast; He received 442,618 
ballots. Vogel management’s nine 
directors totaled 3,512,486 votes. 

The VogeL proposal to enlarge 
the board to 19 members was car¬ 
ried by a vote of 3,449,446 in fabor 
and 519,435 opposed. 

At" session’s end, the Vogel group 
appeared elated. The Tomlinson 
faction was absent Legalists for 
management expressed themselves 
that . “after our attorneys - get 
through, we are not at all sure 
that even the Briskin election to 
the board might not be chal¬ 
lenged.” 

Weisl For' Briskin 
Meeting; which was Intermittent¬ 

ly. marked by individual stock¬ 
holder outbursts and calls for 
order, had a surprising develop¬ 
ment In the.nomination of BrieVn. 
producer whose last studio affilia¬ 
tion was Paramount. AlthpUgh not 
new to the Loew’s lineup of pro 
and con forces, having previously 
been named to the -directorate in 
a Tomlinson-dominated meeting— 
since declared illegal—Briskin at 
yesterday’s session had the out-in- 
the-open support of Lehman and 
Lazard. 

Vogel madeLa call for from-the- 
fioor nominations and. this immedi¬ 
ately .was .answered by Eastman 
Burkett, attorney with the N. Y. 
law firm of Simpson, Thatcher VA 
Bartlett, who named Briskin aist a 
candidate. Burkett said he renre- 
sentecL the 2,000 shares owned by 
Edwin L. Weisl, senior partner in 
STAB and a "Briskin sunporter 
through most of the corporate war¬ 
fare. 

. Candidacy of Briskin was sec¬ 
onded by- R, R. Rusmisel, repre¬ 
senting 150,000 shares held by 
Lehman and Lazard. 

Spokesman for STAB said the 
■firm was not backing • Tomlinson 
per se, but because of the two op¬ 
posing factions on the board 
wanted someone with broad picture 
business experience.- Complying 
With a .STAB request,. Vogel took 
it upon himself to issue a ballot 
with Briskin’s name on it. 

Voxel’s Cheerleaders 
Milton "C. Weisman, attorney for 

-the pro-Vogel, Harry Brandt-or¬ 
ganized Stockholders’ Protective 
Committee; came out with a quick 
blast against Briskin, characteriz¬ 
ing him as’ a “stooge” for Tpml’n- 
son. Weismaq >dtfsA.. underlined 
Weisl’s position 
board member-and- asked stock- ]j'cofiji|cth)nJ* 

holders not to vote the way a “com¬ 
petitor” would so desire. 

Support for Vogel at this point 
was voiced by Judge Louis Gold¬ 
stein and Ben Javits, 

Briskin’s name -went into the 
hopper after Vogel, confident of a 
quorum; succeeded in winning an 
okay to increase the board. The 
prez said a “great majority*! voted 
his Way, and with that William A. 
Parker placed in ndmlnatlon the 
Vogel candidates, including: Wash¬ 
ington lawyer Ellsworth C. Alvord, 
Gen. -Omar Bradley, diamond mer¬ 
chant Charles Braunstein, Random 
House publisher Bennett Cerf, ad 
agency, exec Francis W. Hatch, 
former U. S. Atty.-Gen. J. Howard 
McGrath, Loew’s financial v.p. 
Robert H. O’Brien, general counsel 
Benjamin Melniker, Board of Edu¬ 
cation president Charles A. Silver 
and Metro studio boss Thau. 

Judge Rifkind Blasts Tpml'nson 
Judge Simoi^H. Rifklnd, Loew’s 

attorney, lashed out at Tomlinson’s 
claims of proxy revocations declar? 
ing he. intends to challenge such 
revocations, and went beyond this 
point with an attack upon both the 
Lehman and Lazard banking 
houses. He said he would challenge 
the proxies of the two banks if “the 
facts as they develop warrant the 
propriety of such a challenge/* 
. General tenor of the session was 
one of endorsement. of Vogel al¬ 
though there was scattered, ap¬ 
plause, too, for Tomlinson’s men. 
Tomlinson Jbiroself got a good salvo. 
Neither Briskin nor Thau were in 
attendance. Bradley and Silver 
were present in the morning but 
fa;Ied to show In the afternoon. 

Investors were given box lunches 
during the midday recess. Follow¬ 
ing the. lunch, screening of -a new 
M-G picture (“Don’t Go Near the 
Water”) kept - the investors occu¬ 
pied. during a protracted ballot¬ 
counting period. 

^ Among the outbursts was one 
involving John Gilbert, familiar 
(and outspoken) figure at many 
stockholder conclaves^ He raised a. 
fuss about Vogel’s failure to in¬ 
troduce board members. 

• Oppose Big Board 
’ A bombshell was dropped at the 

morning session "when’ Lehman 
Bros, and Lazard-Freres, in effect, 
came .out in support of Tomlinson. 
A few moments before the vote on 
the resolution to enlarge the’board, 
Rusmisel read a statement in which 
he said that the two Wall Street 
banking firms were opposed to the 
expansion of the board from 13 to 
19 and urged the stockholders to 
vote against the resolution. ' 

Noting that the banking firms 
were “seriously disturbed” with 
the record of the. company and 
that they were not part of. either 
faction and were only Interested 
in‘the “welfare” of the company, 
Rusmisel declared that a “large, 
unwieldy board” is not the' solu¬ 
tion "to the company’s problems. 
He added that a large hoard would 
only cause confusion and added ex¬ 
pense for Loew's. 

Rusmisel sat in a row of seats* 
occupied by members of the Tom¬ 
linson faction and several lawyers 
from the law firm of Simpson, 
Thacher A Bartlett. 

After Rusihlsel finisher his state- ft to' denote 
"Weisl and the 

Hollywood,/ Oct_ 15.. 
i Allied Artlstsr racked- up-a loss 
of $1,783,910 for fiscal year ended 
June 29, 1957, after a credit of 
$675,000 repping Federal income 
taxes for prior year recoverable un¬ 
der: Joss carry-back feature of the 
‘Federal Tax Law, prexy Steve 
Broidy announced over weekend In 
annual report to stockholders. Fig-; 
ure compares with a profit in 1956 J 
of $371,875 after Incense taxes of 
$430,000. • - 

. Total gross-income was $18,138,- 
•000; against $16,977,000 in 1956. 
.Domestic and Canadian film rent¬ 
als,, according to prexy, amounted 

•to $13,833,000, compared to $13,* 
.854,000'the previous year. Foreign 
film’ rentals were $3,980,000, as 
compared to $2,946,000 in 1956.. 

* Current.and w;orkuig assets, as pf 

June 29, 1957, exceeded company’s 
current liabilities of $4,027,000, 
Broidy pointed out. Bank loans 
•amounted to $3,577,000. 

Inventories declined to $6,615,- 
000 from $9,219,000 one year ear¬ 
lier, exec stated, “reflecting release 
and substantial amortization of 
higher budget pictures.” As of 
June 29, he said," AA had a backlog j 
of 14 pictures awaiting release, in-; 

1 eluding general dates for “Love in 
the Afternoon.” 

Commenting On company’s plans 
for the.future, Broidy declared: 
“During the current 1957-58 fiscal 
year we.plan to carry forward with 
pur program of pictures carefully 
budgetted'to meet conditions of the 
market, ‘With the losses and write¬ 
offs of 1957 behind us, we believe 
that, the .current fiscal year will 
show much better resiflts.” i 

Tomlinson faction. He pointed out 
that Weisl was the attorney for 
Lehman Bros, and that he had 
served, as attorney for Louis B. 
Mayer, Stanley Meyer and Samuel 
Briskin. 

Early iifthe meeting, two repre¬ 
sentatives of Simpson, Thacher A 
Bartlett attempted to place a cloud 
on the legality of the meeting by 
seeking to.determine if there was 
a quorum present. They claimed 
that Tomlinson has received “a 
bale of revocations” of earlier 
proxies pledged to Vogel and. they 
demanded a count before the meet¬ 
ing proceeded any further. Vogel 
ifiaintained that there was a quo¬ 
rum present ht the Sept. 12 meet¬ 
ing and that yesterday’s session 
was simply an adjournment of that 
meeting. In addition, he stated that 
he could predict that there was a 
quorum present. 

Attorney Ben Javits, who pre¬ 
viously represented Tomlinson, 
asked that the meeting continue 
as scheduled. He pointed out that 
even if there were no quorum 
present those who desired to 
cquld seek “a remedy” in the 
courts after the meeting. Louis 
Nizer, special attorney for Vo eel 
and Loew’s, said the efforts of the 
representatives of Simpson, Tha¬ 
cher A Bartlett were another effort 
to “obstruct the meeing and 
cause confusion.” He cited court 
decisions which ruled that the 
stockholders had a right to deter¬ 
mine the issues involved and 

(Continued on page 23) 

WB Rubs Out 40 
Ad-Pub Staffers 
In Mass Overhaul 
In one of the most thorough 

housecleanings in the history of 
the company, Warner Bros, drama¬ 
tically skeletonized its homeoffice 
publicity - advertising department 
on Monday (14) with more than 40 
staffers being pinkslipped. Com¬ 
pletely eliminated was the com¬ 
pany’s 32-man- art department. As 
part of what WB terras a stream¬ 
lining and realignment of every 
phase of its global operation, ad 
chief Gilbert Golden and his as¬ 
sistant, Richard Lederer, will shift 
their headquarters to the Coast. 

A major portion of the functions 
of the advertising and art depart¬ 
ments will be turned over to an 
outside advertising agency or art 
service. Among those let out in the 
publicity department were many 
veterans of more than 25 years 
service. Included in this group 
were trade press contact Sid 
Rechetnik, N.Y. newspaper contact 
Irving Windisch and national maga¬ 
zine contact Leo Wilder. Among 
other publicists given their notices 
were Jack Tirman, veteran column 
and city desk contact; Sid White, 
radio-tv contact, and Bob Boeh- 
nel, veteran industryite who joined 
Warners following the cleanout at 
RKO. Others caught In the whole¬ 
sale economy wave were Ed Weis- 
berg, Wally Shapiro, Larry Mar¬ 
golin, Vern Goldsmith, Phil Gotho- 
fer and Jerry Mendelowitz. Elimin¬ 
ation of the art department will 
witness the exit of art director Bud 
Komheiser, assistant art director 
William Gold and production su¬ 
pervisor Ken Aneser, all Veteran 
Warnerites with many years of 
service. 

Union Cushion 
All Staffers associated with the 

Screen Publicists Guild will be 
paid double Severance pay. The art 
department, according to terms of 
the contract with the company, 
was given a 60-day notice. Publi¬ 
cists were given two weeks. . . 

Although there have bee#1 fre¬ 
quent rumors of a drastic upheav¬ 
al in the WB pub-ad setup, the 
final blow came as a? shock to staf¬ 
fers as they reported for work on 
Monday morning. They were sum¬ 
moned to a meeting iii the seventh 
floor board room at which pub-ad 
chief Robert Taplinger announced 
the drastic shakeup. Later those 
earmarked for dismissal were hand¬ 
ed their notices. 

The cuts are expected to spread 
throughout Warners’ world-wide 

(Continued pn page 23) ' 



MCmiE GROSSES 

Despite TV, Rain, LA. Perking Up; 
‘Raintree Good $20,000, ‘Eagels’ Fat 

23G, ‘80 Days Sockeroo 26G, 44th 
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. + 

Despite two days of rain and 
blockbuster impact Sunday’s 
tele lineup, Los Angeles first-runs 
are running nicely'ahead of last 
week, with long-runs providing the 
most punch. "Raintree County"' is 
rated good $20,000 or near at War¬ 
ner Beverly but below hopes in 
leading seven newcomers. “No 
Down Payment” shapes mild $18,- 
500 in four spots. 

In the hard-ticket division, “Sev¬ 
en Wonders of World" is holding 
with a great $26,200 in 18th frame 
while "Around World in 80 Days" 
Is socko $26,000 for 44th week. 

"Jeanne Eagels” looms, hefty 
$23,000 or near in 10th week at 
Egyptian and first in two other 
houses. "Three Faces of Eve" is 
rated good at Fox Wilshire. "Black 
Scorpion" shapes mild $18,000 or 
close in three spots. 
. Estimates for This Week 

Warner Beverly iSW) (.1,612; 
$1.50-$3.50) — "Raintree County” 
(M-G). Good $20,000 or close. Last 
week' "10 Commandments" (Par) 
(47th wk-4 days), $19,700. 

Downtown Paramount, Pantages, 
Uptown (ABPT-RKO-FWC) (3,300; 
2,812; 1,715; 80-$1.8Q) — “Black , 
Scorpion" (WB) and "James Dean 
Story” (WB). Mild $18,000 or near. 
Last week, Downtown Paramount . 
with Hawaii, Rltz, "My Gun Is ■ 
Quick” (UA>, and "Gunsight j 
Ridge" (UA) (1st wk), $12,600. 

State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,- 
404; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—"Hell Riders 
of Heaven” (Rank) and "As Long , 
As They’re Happy" (Rank). Slow , 
$7,500. Last week. State with ; 
Vogue, El Rey, "Torero” (Col) and ' 
"Town on Trial" (Coll, $10,100. , 

Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80- ; 
$1.80) — "Three Faces of Eve” ; 
(20th). Good $8,000. Last week, * 
with Orpheum, Pantages, "Joker Is 
Wild" (Par) and "Wayward Girl” , 
(Rep) (2d wk), $21,200, . i 

Los Angeles, Loyola, Hollywood, 
Rita (FWC) (2,097; 1,248; 756; 1,330; , 
90-$1.50) — "No Down Payment” ' 
(20th> and “Copper Sky" (20th). , 
Mild $18,500. Last week, Los An- , 
geles, Loyola, Hollywood with Up¬ 
town, "40 Guns” (20th) and "Deer- < 
slayer" (20th) $16,900. j 

Orpheum, Vogue, El Rey (Metro- • 
politan-FWC) (2,213; 825; 861; 80- 
$1.80) — "Action of. the Tiger” . 
(M-G) and "Hired Gun" (M-G. ; 
Slow $8,600. i 

Egyptian, Downtown, WII tern 
(UATC-SW) (1,503; 1,757; 2.344; 80- j 
$1.80)—“Jeanne Eagels" (Col) (10th ] 

(Continued on page 20) j 

Cincy Slides; ‘Scorpion’ i 
Slow $8,000, ‘Sail’ NSH ! 

9*G, ‘80 Days’ 10G, 18 ! 
Cincinnati, Oct. 15. , 

General pix outlook is lukewarm , 
this canto. College and high school .s 
football and first pinch of layoffs 
at some plants in this diversified | 
industrial center are linked with * 
b.o. slowdown by exhibs. "Until 
They Sail" at the Albee. and * 
"Black Scorpion" at the Palace, i . 
current newcomers, shape moder¬ 
ately. "Tammy and Bachelor" ( 
looms big in second week of rerun 
date at Keith’s. Hard ticket 
"Around World” and "Seven Won¬ 
ders” continue their winning Ways. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— 

"Until They Sail" (M-G). Fairish 
$9,500. Last week, “Helen Morgan 
Story” (WB). same. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; , 
$1.20-S2.65(—"Seven Wonders of \ 
World” (Cinerama) (71st \vk>. Perk- . 
ing to swell $13,500, with notice of J 
nearing finale helping. Last week, 4 
$13,000. ; 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)— j 
"Conquest of Space"- (Par) and ^ 
"War of Worlds" (Par) (reissues). 
Mild $5,000. Last week, “Jet Pilot” 
(RKO) >m.o.), eight days, at $1.25 . 
top, 556.500. , 

Guild (Vance) <300; 50-90) — i 
"Garden of Eden” (Indie) (5th wk), < 
Approaching fourth week’s $1,300, < 
still plenty good. , 

Keith’s fShor) t1.500; 75-$1.25)— 
'Tammy and Bachelor” iU) (return 
date) (2d \vk=. Big $6,000 after < 
last week’s $7,800. ^ 

Palace (RKO> (2.600; 75-$1.10)— < 
"Black Scorpion" 'WBi and “James 
Dean Story” «WB). Moderate ; 
$8,000. Last week, "Fuzzy Pink i 
Nightgown” (UA), at 90-$1.25 scale, i 
$7,000. 

Valley (Wiethe) <1.300; $1.50- : 
$2.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” : 
(UA) (18th wk). Sturdy $10,000 or 
near. Last week, $11,000. 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week.. $513,106 

(Based on 21 theatres} 
Last Tear .$671,900 

(Based on 20 theatres) 

‘Joker’ Wow 16G, 
Phifly; Pilot’ 11G 

Philadelphia, Oct. 15. 
Exhibs are blaming the Asian flu 

for the current boxoffice dip. 
Array-Notre Dame football game 
Saturday was a shot in arm at 
wickets. Standout this session ap¬ 
pears to be “Joker Is Wild,” which 
is terrific at bandbox Trans-Lux. 
"Search ’ for Paradise” looks -on 
disanpointing side with poor Wed¬ 
nesday and Saturday student mati¬ 
nees, hut even so is coming in on 
first full week with big take. 
"Slaughter on 10th Avenue” looms 
good at Goldman, with good 
notices apparently not helping 
much. "Jet Pilot” shapes sock in 
fourth week at Stanley. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—... 

"No Down Payment” (20th). Fair 
$9,000, Last week, "Man of Thou¬ 
sand Faces” (U> (7th wk), $6,000. 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430; 
$1.2Q-$2.80) — "Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Great 
$17,000 or near. Last week, $10,'- 
000 in three days, six shows. 

Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)— 
“Sun Also Rises" (U) (7th wk). 
Fair $8,000. Last week, $9,500. 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- J 
$1.25)—"Slaughter on Tenth Ave- : 
nue” (U). Good $10,000. Last 
week, "Valerie" (UA) and "My 
Gun Is Quick" (UA), $10,000. 

Green ffill lSerena) (750; 75-1 
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Brothers 
in Law” (Indie) (2d wk). Oke 
$2,700. Last week, $3,000. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49) 
—"Until They Sail” (M-G). -Drab 
$9,000. Last week, "Quahtez” (U) 
and "That Night” (U), $5,500. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2.75) — "Around World in, 80 
Days” (UA) (42d wk). Steady 
$11,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1,25) —. "Helen Morgan Story” 
(WB) (3d wk). Trim $10,000. Last 
week, $11,000. 

Stanley.(SW) (2.900; 99-$1.49)— 
“Jet Pilot" (U) (4th wk). Preview 
helped to $11,000, sock. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
"Johnny Trouble” (WB) ,and 
“Black Patch" (WB). Mild $6,500. 
Last week, “Brothers Rico” (Col) ! 
and "Parson and Outlaw” . (Col), 
$7,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) 
—"Joker Is Wild” (Par). Wow 

(Continued on page 20) 

‘Joker’ Wad $12,' 
‘Cinerama’Hep 

PfoilEft 
‘Payment’NSG $6,500, 

Seattle; “Pilot’ 6G, 4 
Seattle, 6et 15. 

• Not much . exciting here this 
-stanza, with newcomers generally 
mighty thin. Music Hall held "Jet 
Pilot" for five days in fourth week 
for nice returns. "No Down Pay¬ 
ment" is rated okay at Fifth Ave¬ 
nue hut "Black Scorpion” is not so 
strong. "Seven Wonders of World” 

: shapes .big in eighth Paramount 
stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue. Mouse (Hamrick) . (800; 

$120-$2.50) — "Around World” 
(UA); (26th -wk). Great $10,000. Last 
week/ $9,390. 

Coliseum (Evergreen (1,870; 90- 
$1.25)—"Gun Is Quick” (UA) and 
"Chicago Confidential” (UA). Good 
$7,000 or over. Last week, "40 
Guns” (20th) and “Deerslayer” 
(20th), $8200. ‘ 

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$1-$1.50)—“No Down Payment” 
(20th) and “Hell on Devil’s Island” 
(20th). Modest $6,500. Last week, 
"Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and "Stow¬ 
away”* (Par), Cornell Wilde and 
Jean Wallace personals opening 
night helped to $12,300 in 8 days. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—"Pajama Game” (WB) (7th 
wk) and "Happy Road” (M-G) (4th 
wk). Good $3,500. Last week, 
$4,400; 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25)—"Jet Pilot” <U) and "Joe 
Dakota” (U) (4th wk). Big $6,000 in 
5 days. Last week, $7,800. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90- 
$125)—-"Black Scorpion” (WB) and 
"Black Patch” (WB)). Thin $6,000 
in 8 days. Last week, "Valerie” 
(UA) and "Jungle Heat” (UA), 
$3,400. . 

Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1282; 
$1.2Q-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Big $13,000. 
Saturday hit. record in biz with 
Canada’s Thanksgiving Day crowds 
helping. Last week, $12,700. 

Deb Stoat; Morgan’Fat 
$18,000, ‘Expose’ Sturdy 

16G, Tammy’ Fancy 12G 
Detroit, Oct. 15. 

Biz is on a sturdy, even keel this 
.week at downtown houses. "Helen 
Morgan Story” shapes sturdy at 
the Michigan. "Portland Expose” 
looks, loud at the Palms, “Tammy” 
is landing big trade in second ex¬ 
posure downtown- at the Madison. 
"Naked Sun” is rated routine at 
Broadway-Capitol. "No Down Pay¬ 
ment” is having trouble getting the 
coin at’ the- Fox opening round. 
"Seven Wonders” is still sharp in 
63d Week at Music Hall. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- 

$1.25)—"No Down Payment” (20th) 
•' and "Coppersky” (20th). Slow $11,- 
000. Last week, "Unknown Terror” 
(20th) and "Baek from Dead” 
(20th), $10,000. ’ 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,- 
000; 90-$1.25) — "Helen Morgan 
Story” (WB) and “Reach for Sky” 
(RKO). Swell $18,000. Last week, 
"Jet Pilot” (RKO) and "Black 
Patch” (WB) (2d wk), $16,000. 

Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$125)— 
“Portland Expose” (AA) and 
"Death in Small Doses” (UA). 
Loud $16,000. Last week, "Quan- 
tez” (U) and "Unholy Wife" (U), 
$16,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)— 
"Tammy’’ (U) and "Susan Slept 

. (Continued on page 20) 
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Hub Clink; Reform Rich $22,(60, 
‘Joker Good 17G, ‘Arrow' East 12G 

in Blah Balto; 
Hep lit#; ‘Qaaniez’ 4G 

Baltimore, Oct. 15. 
First-run picture is just so-so 

this frame with only "Joker Is 
Wild” at the Hippodrome making 
any impression of new entries. 
Other newcomers, including “Quan- 
tez” at Mayfair and “Happy Road” 
at Playhouse, are only okay. “Jet 
Pilot” is warm in third:frame at 
the Century and "Unholy Wife” 
shapes tepid at the New*. 

"Black Scorpion” at Stanley is 
cornering the juve trade but it’s 
not enough. Bright spot is "Around 
World in 80 Days,” still tall in 43d 
stanza at Film Centre., "This Is 
Cinerama” continues sock in sev¬ 
enth round at the Towne, 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 

$1.25)—"Jet. Pilot” (U) (3d wk). 
Warm $6,000 after $9,000 in sec¬ 
ond. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—'“Mile. Striptease” (DOA) 
(2d wk). Nice $3,500. Last week, 
$4200. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
$1.25-$2.25)—"Around World in 80 
Days” <UA) (43d wk). Holding at 
tall $8,500 after near same last 
week. 

1 Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$125)-^"Brbthers in Law” (Indie). 
Lofty $3,800. • Last week, “Inter¬ 
lude” (U) (2d Wk),' same. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport)* (2,300; 
50-$1.25)—"Joker Is Wild” (Par), 
Good $12,000. Last week, "Until 
They Sail” (M-G), $8,000. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25l— 
"Quantez” (U). Fair $4,000. Last 
week, "Man of Thousand Faces” 
(U) (3d wk), ditto. 

New (Fruchtman).. (1,600; 50- 
$125)—"Unholy Wife” (U). Tepid 
$5,000. Last week. "Tammy and 
Bachelor” (U) and "Written on 
Wind” (U) (reissues), $5,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (400;' 50- 
$1.25)—-"Happy Road” (M-G). Okay 
$3,500. -Last week, "Third Key”l 
(Rank) (7th wk), $3,000. 

Stanley (SW) (3200; 50-$1.25)— 
"Black Scorpion” (WB) and “Black 
Patch” (WB). Dull $8,000. Last 
week, "Helen Morgan Story” (WB), 
$10,000. 

Town (SW.» Cinerama) (1,125; 
$125-$2.50) —■ "This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (7th wk). Holding -at 
sock $11,000 after near same In 
Sixth. j 

Key City Grosses 
'Estimated Total Groan ' 
This Week ..$2212,500 

(Based on 22 cities and 247 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 

Total Gross same Week 
Last Year ... .$2,728,710 

(Based on 23 cities and 235 
theatres.) 

‘Payment’ Brght 
$12,000, D.C Ace 

Washington, Oct. 15. 
Main stem b.o. continues in lower 

register. “No Down Payment” at 
Palace is pleasing while double 
feature, "Action of Tiger” and 
"Hired Gun,” looks slow at Co¬ 
lumbia. "Pickup Alley” is okay in 
two spots. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 85- 

$1.10)—“Pickup Alley” (Col)., Mild 
$4,000. Last week, "Helen Morgan 
Story" (WB), $4,500. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$125)— 
"Invisible Boy” (M-G), Slow $11,- 000 for 10 days, then moves to 
make room for week of Royal Bal¬ 
let. Last week, “Until They Sail” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000 for 5 days. 

Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70*90)— 
"Action of Tiger” (M-G). Slow 
$6,000. Last week, "Deerslayer” 
(20th), same. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1259; 85-$1.25>— 
"Jet Pilot”' (U) (3d wk). Steady 
$9,000 after $11,000 In second. 

Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
$1.10)—"Pickup Alley” (Col). Okay 
$7,500. Last week, "Helen Morgan 
Story” (WB), $8,000. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1.25)— - 
"No Down Payment” (20th). Brisk 
$12,000, and a relatively bright 

[ spot in offish town. Last week, 
! "Sea Wife” (20th), $9,000. 

Plaza (T-L) (275; 90-$1.35)— 
"Four Bags^ Full” (Indie). Oke 
$2,500. 

- Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)— 
"Story of Esther Costello!’ (Col). 
Great $10,000. Last week, "Jeanne 
Eagels” (Col) (10th wk)T mild 
$2,000 for final 5 days. 

Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(28th wk). Big $15,000. Last week, 
$16,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1200; 
$1.20-$2.40)—"Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (42d wk). Still 
on downbeat with $8,000 lowest 
yet, after $8,500 last week. Stays 
and no definite date for next Cine¬ 
rama pic. 

Mpls. Still Slow Bat 
‘Joker’Sock 71G;‘Sky’ 

Fair 7G,?ilot’4G, 4th 
Minneapolis, Oct. 15. 

Aside from “Joker Is Wild,” the 
skimpy lineup of newcomers holds 
little -to help the boxoffice here. 
Flu outbreak also hurts. RKO Or¬ 
pheum and Gopher, are dedicated 
to horror films, and seem likely 
to wind up In the black. Helping 
to relieve the spotty b.o. situation 
are "Seven Wonders” and -"Around 
World” which still thrive. Other 
holdovers are headed by high-step¬ 
ping- "Jet Pilot,” still okay in 
fourth' week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (847; $1.50- 

$2.65)—"Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (14th wk). Still tremendous 
$14,500. Last week, $15,000. 

Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65)—"Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) 62d wk). Con¬ 
ventions and out-of-town theatres 
parties fortify this one’s continued 
great position, with $13,200 likely. 
Last week, $13,000. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
"Amazing Colossal Man” (AIP) and 
"Cat Girl” (AIP). Slight $3,200. 
Last week, "House of Numbers” 
(M-G), $3,300. 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Jet 
Pilot” (U) (4th wk). Crhc may not 
like this one, but it has hit a b.o. 
jackpot here. Okay $4*,Q00. Last 
week, $5,500. 

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— 
"Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (2d 
wk) and "Came From Outer 
Space” (U) (reissue). "Space” 
added this week to help limping 

(Continued on page 20) 

Boston, Oct. 15. 
Crisp fall weather and holiday, 

Oct. 12, helped biz at Hub box- 
offices, with: much new product 
this week shaping up well. Eight 
entries are keeping the wickets 
busy with "Reform School .Girl” 
looming big at. Paramount’ and 
Fenway where day-dating. "Rising 
of Moon” is nice at -the Beacon 
Hill. "Brothers in Law” is rated 
strong at file Exeter. 

“Run of Arrow” looms fast at 
the Memorial. ' "Joker Is Wild” 
shapes good at the Met while 
"Young Don’t Cry” is brisk at the 
Pilgrim. Astor goes to hard-ticket 
policy with "Raintree County” 
preeming Friday (18). “Around 
World” leads the holdovers with 
an impressive gross. "Doctor at 
Large is holding strong at the 
Kenmore in eighth week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aster (B&Q) <1,372; 90-$1.50)— 

"Interlude” (U) (6th wk). Okay 
$4,000. Last week,, same. "Rain¬ 
tree County” (M-G) opens Friday 
(18). 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90- 
$125)—"Rising of Moon” (WB). 
Fine. $10,000. Last week, "Lost 
Continent” (Lopert). (6th wk), 
$4,500. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354: 
$1.25-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders’1 
(Cinerama) (60th wk). Plump $16,- 
OOO. Last week, $15,500. 
-Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$1.25)— 

"Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO) 
(4th wk). Third week ended Sun¬ 
day (13), okay $5,500. Last week, 
$5,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$125)— 
"Brothers in Law” (Indie) (2d wk). 
First week ended Saturday (12), 
strong $8200. Last week, "Green 
Man” (DCA) (fifth wk), $6200. 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)— 
"Reform School Girl” (AI) and 
"Rock Around World” (Indie). 
Sparky $6,500. Last week, "Black 
Scorpion” (WB) and "Lawless 
Eighties” (Rep), $5,500. 

Gary. (Sack)’ (1240; »0-$1.80)— 
“Pride and Passion” (UA) (10th 
wk-4 days). Oke $5,000. Last week, $6,000. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$L25) 
—"Doctor at Large'* (U) (8th wk). 
Lively $6,000.* Last week, $6,500. 

Memorial «KO) (3,000; 75-S1.25) 
—"Run of Arrow” CU> and “Break 
in Circle” (20th). Fast $12,000. 
Last week, "Jet Pilot” (U) and 
"Copper Sky” (20th) (2d wk), ditto. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)—"Joker Is WHd” (Par) and 
"Stowaway Girl” (Par). Good 
$17,000 or near. Last week, "Helen 
Morgan Story” (WB) and "Black 
Patch” (WB), $13,000. ‘ 

Paramount (NET) (1,700; * 60- 
$1.10)—"Reform School.Girl” (AI) 
and "Rock Around World” (Indie). 
Great $16,000. Last week, "Black 
Scorpion” (WB) and “Lawless 
Eighties” (Rep), $9,500. 

Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95)— 
“Young Don’t Cry” (Col) and "No 
Time to Be Young” (Col). Brisk 
$9,500. Last week, "Forty Guns” 
(20th) and "Under Fire* (Indie), 
$5,000. 

Saxon (Sack) (1JL00; $1.50-$320) 
—^‘Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (28th wk). Elevating $23,000. 
Last week, $24,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L)' (724; 75-$1.10) 
—“Third Key” (Rank). Springy 
$6,000. Last week, "Flesh Mer¬ 
chant” (Indie) and "Gri-Gri” (In¬ 
die), $5,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75- 
$1.25)—"Fuzzy Pink Nightgown” 
(UA) and "Spook Chasers” (AA). 
Oke $10,000. Last week, "Gun 
Glory” (M-G) and "Tip on Dead 
Jockey” (M-G), $9,000. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$125)— 
. Leased for Royal Ballet and ’Ford 
dealer show; resumes pictures Fri¬ 
day (18). Last week, "Gun Glory” 
(M-G) and "Tip on Dead Jockey” 
(M-G), $5,000. 

‘PAYMENT OK ?10,000, 
CLEVE; TlLOr 11G, 3D 

Cleveland, Oct, 15. ’ 
Trade at first-runs here this 

stanza is uneven, with newcomers 
mostly disappointing. "Jet. Pilot” 
is credited with flying highest with 
a fine figure in third week at the 
Hipp. "Black Scorpion” is fair at 
Allen while "No Down Payment” 
looms just okay at State. "Around 
World in 80. Days” is solid in 18th 
round at the Ohio and "This Is 
Cinerama” in 15th week at Palace 
is fine. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$125>— 

“Black Scorpion” (WB).and "James 
Dean Story’.’ (WB). Fair $12,000. 
Last week, "Interlude” (U), $9,200. 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25) 
—"Jet Pilot” (U) (3d wk). Fancy 
$11,000 after $15,000 last week. 

Embassy (Commnnity) (1,200; 70- 
(Continued on page 20) 
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Sluggish Mx ‘Perri’Great 13G, 
Days Mo $25,890, ?ilot’ 10G 

Chicago, Oct. 15. 
Exhibitors and distributors are 

out on a limb this week. Last week’s 
openers generally fell below ex¬ 
pectations, but replacements for 
downtown screens are hard to 
come by now, and. many pix are' 
getting an extra frame downtown 
thkt would normally be yanked out. 

Only powerful starter this time 
is “Perri” at the Loop, soaring to 
Wow $13,000. At the Ziegfeld, 
“Escapade” shapes hefty $4,000 as 
this week’s only art house new¬ 
comer. 

Other new entries are of routine 
action house cglibre. “Weapon” 
and “Battle Shock” combo heads 
for good $4,500 at the Monroe while 
“Satellite in Sky” with “Bright 
Leaf” should hit strong $9,000 at 
Grand. 

Not many of last week’s starters 
look better than fair for second 
frame. “Helen Morgan Story” con¬ 
tinues at the Chicago until replace¬ 
ment product becomes ^ available 
with very sad outlook in second 
frame. Much stronger is “Story of 
Esther Costello” at the Woods. 
“No Down Payment” promises lit¬ 
tle for second installment at 
Oriental. Second round of “Quan- 
te^”-“Public Pigeon No. 1” shapes 
fine at Roosevelt. At the World, 
“Stella” is boff in second week. 

Third round of “Joker Is Wild”, 
shapes okay at United Artists, as 
is same set of “Jet Pilot” at State- 
Lake. Roadshows are holding well 
through general' slump. Windup 
frames of “10 Commandments” are 
being helped by announcement of 
nabe openings set for Nov. 8. 

■ Estimates for This Week 
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-S1.50) 

.—“Helen Morgan Story” <WB) (2d 
wk). Very sad $9,800. Last week, 
$16,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
90-$1.25) — Subsequent-run. Last 
week, “Happy Road” (M-G) (2d wk), 
$6,200. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“Armored Attack” (NTA) “Battle 
Stripe” (NTA) (reissues). Smash 
$11,000. Last week, “Satchmo the 
Great” (UA)), $3,500. . 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
“Satellite in Sky*’ (WB) and 
“Bright Leaf” (WB). Hep $9,000. 
Last week, “House of Numbers” 
(M-G) and “Action of Tiger” (M-G) 
(2d wk), $3,500. 

Loop (Telem’t) 0606; 90-$1.50)— 
“Perri” (BV). Booming $13,000. 
Last week, “Rock Hunter” (20th) 
(6th wk), $7,500. 

McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—‘10 Commandments” (Par) 
(47th wk). Smash $24,000. Last 
week, $20,000. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 59-79)— 
“Battle Shock” (Rep) and “Weapon” 
(Rep). ' Nice $4,500. Last week, 
“Catman^of Paris” <Rep) and “Val- 

(.Continued on page 20) 

/ Estimates Are Net* 
Film, gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; La, 
without usual tgx. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are pet in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 
tax. 

‘Search’High 15G 
Pittffuma’ $7,1 

Tayment’ Pacing Modest 
K.C„ Hot $12000; Tiger’ 
tight 5G, ‘Wonders’ IOC 

Kansas City, Oct. 15. - 
Weak trend still is much in evi¬ 

dence here although there’s nice 
takings being shown by “No Down 
Payment” in three Fox ‘Midwest 
Theatres. “Helen Morgan Story” 
at Paramount shapes mild while 
“Action of Tiger” it Midland is 
dull. “Albert Schweitzer” *t the 
Rockhill will stay awhile. “Seven 
Wonders” looms lively in eighth 
week at the Missouri. 

Estimates for TMi Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

In, Leawood-Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(70Q, 750; 1,100 cars; 900 ears; «5e 
person) — “Fury at Showdown” 
(UA) and “War Drums” (UA). Fair 
$5,000, being belted by weather. 
Last week, “Gunsighl Ridge” (UA) 
and “Jungle Heat” (UA),$6,500. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— 
“Third Key” (Rank). Mild $1,200. 
Last Week, .“Saint Joan” (UA) (3d 
Wk), $700. 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-801— 
“Action of Tiger” (M-G) and “Hired 
Gun” (M-G). DuH $5,000.' Last 
week, “Chicago . Confidential” (UA) 
and “Street of Sinners’^ (UA), 
$4,500. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1.25-$2) — “Seven Wonders, of 
World”" (C;nerama) (8th wk). Bright 
$10,000. Last week, $11,000. | 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). Mild 1 
$6,000. Last week; “Omar Khay¬ 
yam” (Par), same. 
, lUekhiH (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75^90)—“Albert - Schweitzer” 
* 4, pp. , , 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 15. 
Not only is the flu scare hurting 

currently but city is in middle of 
transportation strike. Trolley and 
bus operators went out at midnight 
last Sunday, with film biz already 
hurt. Only “Search For Paradise,” 
big on opening week, and “Until 
They Sail,” second week at the 
Penn, are doing anything at the 
wickets. Both “No Down Payment” 
at the Fulton and “3;10 To Yuma” 
at Stanley ate so weak they will 
hold only single weeks. 

Estimates for This Week . 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)— 

“No Down Payment” (20th). Mod¬ 
est $5,000 looms. Last week, re¬ 
turn of “Tammy” (U) helped 
‘"Quahtez” (U), was fine $5,500. 

Guild (Green) (500; '85-99)— 
‘John and Julie” (DCA), English 

pic about couple of kids, running 
aWay to Coronation, pushed in 
ahead of “Green Key” to cash in 
on Queen Elizabeth’s visit to Amer¬ 
ica. Isn’t helping with dismal $1,- 
500 likely. Last week, 4th Df 
“Colditz Story” (DCA), $1,700. 

Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25) 
—“Sea Wife” (20th). Looks like an 
also-runner, with light $4,500 and 
not much more than looked for. 
Last week, “Sun Also Rises”' (20th) 
(3d wk), $5,200. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.25-$3)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(27th wk): They blame flu scare 
for drop here. Off again to $9,000. 
Last week, $9,500. 

Penn (UA) (3,300; «0-$1.25)-^ 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Doing okay on holdover, first one 
this house has had since “Pride 
and Passion” three, months ago. 
But this week is off to $8,500, not 
so good. Last week,’$11,000. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)— 
^Rising of Moon” (WB). Looks hep 
$2,800. .Last Week, “Happy Road” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $1,800.. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25)— 
“3:10 to Yuma” (Col). Mighty thin 
pickings at $7,000. • Last week, 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB), one 
of year’s major disappointments at 
$5,500. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama). First full week 
augurs well for run possibilities, 
but it’ll have to he content with 
less than other three did since lush 
Cleveland-Akron market is gone 
now that Cinerama bas gone into 
Cleveland, too. Not counting bene¬ 
fit preem and couple of days-that 
followed, getaway 10 showings 
should bring in sturdy $14,500. 

‘End’Brisk $9,000 In 
Indpls.; ‘Sail’ Fair 7G 

Indianapolis, Oct 15. 
Excitement over Sputnik is re 

fleeted in boxoffice returns heic 
this stanza, with science fiction 
drama, “Beginning of End,” lead¬ 
ing new starters in . a good run at 
Circle. Biz generally is quiet, al¬ 
though “Around World” has spurt¬ 
ed again in 10th week at Lyric. 
“Until They Sail” at Loew’s is fair. 
“Sun Also Rises,” in second week 
at Keith’s, looms okay. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolie) (2^00; 60- 

90)—“Beginning of End” (Repl and 
“Unearthly” (Rep). Good $9,000 or 
near. Last week, VHefen;JVforgan 
Story” (WB) and “Johnny Trouble”; 
(WB), $7,500. 

Indiana (C-D)' (3,200; 60-90)— 
“No Down Payment” (20th) and I 
“Under Fire” (20th). Fair $6,500. 
Last week, “Jet Pilot” (U) (2d wk), 
nice $8,000 on top of big $14,000 
opener. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 75-$1.25)— 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th). Oke-$7,- 
000. Last week, $12,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)— 
‘Until They Sail” (M-G) and 

“Trooper Hook” (UA). Fair $7,000 
or close. Last week, “Action of 
Tiger” (M-G) and “Hired Gun” 
(M-G), $5,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
‘Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

(10th wk). Very good $12,000. Last 
week, $10,500. 

B way sAsratic Blues: ‘Godfrey MM 
$48,000, ‘Scorpion’ Modest 30G, ‘Sail’ 

Sinn 11G, ‘GMs’Whopping 160G, 2d 

‘Search’ Sock 15G 
Buf.;‘Sail’$13j 

Tayment’ Sharp $11,000, 
Dearer;‘Morgan’ Ditto 

Denver, "Oct. 15. 
“No Down Payment” looms 

best -bet here this stanza With 
fancy session at the Centre. “Helen 
Morgan Story” shapes, a£ second 
winner with trim takings at Para¬ 
mount “Around World” is holding 
into 23d round at Tabor after a fair 
22d week, “Black. Scorpion” is 
rated modest at Orpheum while 
“Deerslayer” looms mild-at the 
Denver. ‘ 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)— 

‘God Is My Partner” (20th) (2d 
wk). Lean $2,200. Last Week, $2,500, 

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 
“No Down Payment” (20th); Fancy 
$11,008 or over. Holds. Last week, 
“Interlude” (U) (3d wk), $9,000. 

Demver (Fox) (2,525; 70-90)— 
“Deerslayer” (20th) and “Forty 
Guns” (20th). MRd $10,Qp0. Last 
* i t * (Continued tm page ao.)- 

Buffalo, Oct. 15. 
Biz is uneven currently, with 

standout being “Search For Para¬ 
dise” for a great opening session 
at the Teck. “Black Scorpion” is 
hefty at the Center while “Until 
They Sail” is-rated stout at the 
Buffalo. In contrast, “No Down 
Payment” looks so-so, “Portland 
Expose” is sl6w and “Forty Guns’ 
shapes weak. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) — 

‘Until They Sail” (M-G) and “Sev¬ 
enth Sin” (M-G). Stout $13,000 or 
near. Last week, “My Gun Is 
Quick” (UA) and “Confidential’ 
(UA),'$9,500. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—“No Down Payment”- (20th) 
and “Lure of Swamp” (Indie). So¬ 
so $10,000. Last week, “Battle 
Stripe” (Indie) and "Armored At¬ 
tack” (Indie), $12,000. 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)— 
“Black Scorpion” (WB) and “Jam.es 
Dean Story” (WB). Hefty $14,000 
or close. Last week, “Helen Mor¬ 
gan Story” (WB) (2dwk), $8;500. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Portland Expose”. (AA) and 
“Death in Small Doses” (AA). Slow 
$6,500. Last week, “Beyond Mom¬ 
basa” (Col) and “The Strange One” 
(Col), $5,500. 

Century (Buhawk) (2,90Q; 70-90) 
—“Forty- Guns” (20th) and “The 
Abductors” (20th). Weak $7,500. 
Last week, “Young Don’fr Cry” 
(Col) and “No Time to be Young’1 
(Col), same. 

Teck (SW - Cinerama) (1,200; 
$1.20-$2.40)—“Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama). House back In 
chips, with mighty $15,000 or better 
for first full week. Last week, 
$8,000 in 4.days. e 

OMAHA STILL SLOW; 
TACES’FAIR$6,500 

Four new entriesitlis 
biz continues 
“Pickup AUey^iFmodi __ 
Brandeis aid “No Down Payment’ 
looks mildish at the' Omaha. "‘‘Man. 
of 1,000 Faces” ’is* -hot' showing-' 
much strength at .' Orpheum. 
“Around the World” is still solid in 
leventh stanza at the Admiral. 

. Estimates for This Week 
Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50- 

$2.20)—“Around World in 80 Days’1 
(UA) (7th wk). Shapes okay $9,000. 
Bast week, same. 

/Brandeis (RKO) 1:1,100; 75-90)— 
“Pickup Alley” (Col) and “Woman 
of River” (Col). Slow $3,000. Last 
week, “Jet Pilot” (U) and “Ali 
Baba” (U) (2d wk), $3,500. 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90) 
“No Down Payment” (20th) and 

“Badlands of Montana” (20th). Mild 
$4500. Last week, “Forty Guns” 
(20th) and “Courage of Black 
Beauty” (20th), $4,200. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
90)—“Man of 1,000 Faces” (U). 
Mildish $6,500, Last week, “Pajama 
Game” (WB) (2d wk), $5,000. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)— 
. ‘Until They Safi” (M-G). Light- 
] weight $3,000. Last week, “Happy 
iftod* *(**-©? $3*8#.- ^ • a o f. ;, 

Broadway is suffering from the. 
influenza blues in the current ses¬ 
sion, the scare over Asiatic flu 
hurting the boxoffice more than 
the actual number of absentees 
home sick with the ailment. 
There’s some Strong product 
around, the weather is ideal for 
cinema attendance and there’s no 
World Series distraction. But even 
strong pix like “My Man Godfrey” 
and “Search for Paradise” are not 
coming through as anticipated this 
stanza. And‘the first full week of 
“Jet Pilot” at the Palace Is not as 
big as it’s been around the coun¬ 
try, albeit sturdy at $19,500. 

“Godfrey," plus a strong stage- 
show, looks only mild $48,000 In 
first session at the Roxy. “Para¬ 
dise” was big $37,000 in third full 
round but not near capacity at the 
Warner.. “Deadlier Than Male” 
hit great. $9,800 opening week at 
the arty Baronet. 

“Black Scorpion” with Neff hor¬ 
ror stage gimmick is heading for 
fair $30,000 in first round at the 
Paramount. “Until They Sail” hit 
only slim $11,000 or near in eight- 
day initial week at State, “Mr.: 
Rock and Roll” replaces today 
(Wed.). : 

One of few houses to success¬ 
fully combat the trend is the Music 
Hall. With “Les Girls” and stage- 
show, it. is holding remarkably 
well in first holdover week with 
a great $160,000 expected, topping 
the opening stanza. First four 
days of this second round were 
n?arly the same as opening week 
in same period. 

"Helen. Morgan Story" is down 
to fair $15,000 or close in first 
holdover frame at the Astor. 
“J°kjk Is Wild” is off to good 
$35,(w in third stanza at the Capi¬ 
tol, and holds only a nine-day 
fourth week. 

“Three Faces of Eve”* looks to 
be a mild $11,000 in third session 
at the Victoria, with “Time Limit” 
due in Oct. 23. “Love in After¬ 
noon” is heading for a big $8,500 
for eighth week at the Plaza, be¬ 
ing first session it has played this 
house without being day-date with j 
Paramount. i 

“Around World in 80 Days” still! 
was capacity $37,100 in 52d week 
at the Rivoli. “10 Commandments” 
looks to. hit $31,000 in current 
(49th) session at the Criterion. 

, Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (3d 
wk). First holdover round ended 
last night (Tues.) was fair $15,000 
or near. Initial week was $20,000, 
over hopes. “Slaughter on 10th 
Avenue” (U) due In next, hut open¬ 
ing date not set thus far. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $125-$1.80)—“Sins of Casa- 
noVa” (Times)) (2d wk). Initial 
week ended Saturday ‘ (12) night 
was big $14,000. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.80) — ^Deadlier Than Male” 
(Conti (2d wk). First stanza con¬ 
cluded Monday (14) was great 
$9,800. 

Capitol (Loewi (4,820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (3d wk). 
Current session winding up today 
(Wed-) looks like good $35,000. 
Second was $48,000; ahead of ex¬ 
pectancy. Continues two days past 
the fourth week to open “Pal Joey” 
(Col) on Saturday (26). 
’ ~1riteri«gif (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 

tienif^^O^’^Cdlfittidnients” (Par) 
irtfiefP49thending to- 

1 morrow (Thurs.) looks like great 
$31,000 in 15 shows. The 48th 
week was $30,000 in same number 
of performances. Continues. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80> 
—“Mystery of Picasso” (Ldpert) 
(2d wk). First week finished Sun¬ 
day (13) was good $9,800. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— 
“Every Second Counts” (DCA). | 
Opened Monday (14). In ahead, 
“Baby and Battleship” (DCA) (2d I 
wk), fell to fair $4,000 after $6,000 
opening week. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Sec¬ 
ond round completed’Monday (14> 
was solid $10,000. First week, $13,- 
000.. “Man in Space” (BY), a short, 
was added to cash in on interest in 
satellite news,4 and is credited with 
helping biz. 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2)— 
“Jet Pilot” (U) (3d wk). Second 
week ended Monday (14) was solid 
$19,500 after $18,000 in 4-day open¬ 
ing stanza. 4 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1 , 
$2)—“Black Scorpion” (WB) plus 
Neff, the Ghostbreaker onstage. 
First round Winding up tomorrow 
(Thursi) looks- to '-hit -fair $80jODO. 

In ahead, “Love in Afternoon" 
(AA) (7th wk), $19,000, after a nico 
longrun. “Scorpion” goes only two 
weeks, with “Amazing Colossal 
Man” (AI) opening Friday (25). 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80) —■ “Girl in Black” (Kings) 
(5th wk). Fourth round ended 
Sunday (13) was fine $5,600. Third 
was $6,800. “And God Created 
Woman” (Kings) opens Oct. 21. 

. Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Les 
Girls” (M-G) with stageshow (2d 
wk). This session looks like great 
$160,000, which would top the first 
week’s $156,000*. Holding, natu¬ 
rally. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; $125-$3.50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (53d wk). 
The 52d round ended yesterday 
(Tues.) was capacity $37,100 for 11 
performances. The 51st week was 
same for same number nf s^^ws. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$21— 
Love in Afternoon" (AA) (8th wk). 

Present stanza ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks like big $8,500. The 
seventh was the same as current 
week. 

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50) 
—“My Man Godfrey” (U) with new 
stageshow. First session winding 
up tomorrow (Thurs.) looks headed 
for mild $48,GOO. Unfavorable re¬ 
view's hurt. Holds on. In ahead, 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) <7th wk), 
$29,000, hut for a very solid long- 
run, only the last two-weeks dip¬ 
ping sharply. “Kiss Them For Me” 
(20th) is due in next but no date 
set. 

State • (Low) (3.450; 78-$2) — 
“Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par). Ooens 
today (Wed.). Last- week, “Until 
They Sail” (M-G) hit lightweight 
$12,000. or close in 8-day week. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) — 
“Alligator Named Da'sy” (Rank) 
(2d wk). Initial frame ended Satur¬ 
day (12) was nice 36,200. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50) — “Four Bags Full” (T-L) 
(7th wk). Sixth stanza finished 
yesterday (Tues.) slid off to nice 
$o,700. Fifth was $8,000. 

Victoria (City Inv.) U.060; 50-$2) 
—“Three Faces of Eve" (20th) (3d 
wk). This stanza winding up today 
(Wed.) looted like mild $11,000 or 
near. Second was $12,000. “Time 
Limit" (UA) ooens Oct. 23. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; 
$1.80-$3.50) — “Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Third 
round ended Saturday (12) was big 
$37,000. Second was $40,800. First 
four days hit $26,400. Advance sale 
has picked up sharply In the past 
eight days. 

World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50V— 
'“It Happened in Park" (Ellis) (10th 
wk). Ninth round finished Sunday 
(13) was okay $3,300. Eighth was 
$4,700. 

Toronto; ‘Joker’ Lusty 
$17,000 W Hot 16G 

Toronto. Oct. 15. 
With Canadian Thanksgiving 

helping,' newcomers “Joker Is 
Wild” and “Sun Also Rises” shape 
strong to top the pity. “Until They 
Sail” looms hefty while “Slim Car* 
ter” Is nice. “The Deerslayer” is 
rated big in three-house combo. Of 
longruns, “Around World” still Is 
capacity in ninth session. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60$I)— 

Sun Also Rises” (20th), Torrid 
$16,000. Last week, “Pickup Alley” 
(Col), $8,D00. 

Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877: 
1,3S7; $1)—“Affair To Remember4 
(20th) (5th wk): Hep $8,000. Last 
week, same. 

Downtown, Glendale, Sc arbor*. 
State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694: 
50-75)—“Woman of River" (Col# 
and “Domino Kid” (Col). Oke $12.- 
500. Last week, “Cyclops” (AA) 
and “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” (AA), 
$15,000. 

Hollywood, Palace, Rtmnymede 
(FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385; B0-$1)— 
“Deerslayer” (20th). Big $18,000. 
Last week, “Passionate Stranger” 
(Indie), $8,500. 

Imeprial (FP) (3,344; 60$1.10)— 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par). Fine $17,- 
000. Last week, “3:10 to Yuma” 
(Col), $12,500. 

International (Taylor) (557; $1)— 
“Smallest Show on Earth” (IFD). 
Big $5,000. Last week, “Wee Geor- 
die" (IFD) and “Hobson’s Choice” 
(IFD) (reissues) (2d W'k), $4,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 60$1)— 
Until They Sail” (M-G). Hefty 

$15,000. Last wek, “Chicago Con- 
~ < Continued 'on page ^O) 





'VAlliTV'f' LONDON,Of FICI 
« $K Martin'* «•«•# Trafalgar Squara EVTERXATIOm II 

Fall of 23d French Govt to Delay 
Signing of Franco-D.S. Fix Accords 

Issue of Export Visas for British 
Pix in Europe Building Into Hassle 

/ Paris, Oct. 8. 4*-- -—— —--— ----y London, Oct. 15. 

*the^wa?™he Pucdni Opera Tops officials of Worid-s 300 Yank Troops In The >»“ ot «*** ** for 
20th-F<«’ ‘Fraulein’ devrfoirtngEonce 

a month, but meanwhile the Mo- heads list o( live set for production, tabhshmg their own theatres as wc statoned with the Sbith In existins arrange- 
finn PiVtnrp Fvnnrt Assn is cet- at Gaiety here during Grand Opera part of their national pavilliops lantry are playing tne roies otsoi- mat me existing arrange 
tine dubbins visas for the major Season in November. Others are which are geographically neighbors diers in the 2Qth-Fox film, Frau- ment favors a few leading British 
pic companies which, will go to- “Tlie TaIes of Hoffmann,” “Faust,” on the grounds. The American Con- !em> which Henry Koster is direct- companies and others, notably the 

Seacc“rda5r“dOUtW5lett ^ * SSwS «?e, wm this Mel fens, 
.a <>? imported torn -but the U; S. physical plant it.| and^psna ^.ter. concerns serv-j* “iff."1?1^... 

-—— -—— --— ----y London, Oct. 15. 

Puccini Op'era Tops officials of 300 Yank Troops In RP* * “*“* for 
■ New nnHin SJpaonn Fair here are inclined to view the 2nth-FW ‘Fraiilpin’ Br,tlsh films “ restrlcted Eur°- IX ew 1/UDUJI reason prestige rivalry betweeitRmsia and /Uin-r OX rrauiem pean markets is developing once 

Dublin, Oct. 8. the United States as '‘helpful," The Mainz, Oct 8. more into a highly controversial 
Puccini’s opera, “Turandot,” two world powers are alone in es- ' Threes hundred servicemen. who DroWem There’s erowini? evi- 

leads list of five set for •nrodnction tahlishin? their own theatres as ^re stationed With the Sixth In- _ * . .. . .. 8 

Hitherto, licenses have been 
Belgian fair .organizers, particu- Charles Cherch is driving his own j granted by the Board of Trade aet- 

arly those involved with the en- car» a 1946 F?rd» because it resem- j ing on the advice of the British 

New accord, according .to Marc England and Will include Sylvia self is imposing! icemen in World War II. Sgt. Hitherto, licenses have been 
Spiegel, MPEA rep, has been de- Flsher< n^beth Bust* Walter Belgian fair .organizers, particu- Charles Cherch is driving his own. granted by the Board of Trade act- 
cided upon and it will give the Midget Marion Nowakowski, Mar- larly those involved with the en- car, a 1946 Fordbecauseitresem- mg on the advice of the British 
Yanks 110 pix per year again with garet Nlsbett, Joyce Barker, James tertainment- and cultural aspects, bles the staff vehicles of that pe- Film Producers Assn. Becently, 
regular remittances of ?125,000 per Johnston> Adele Leigh, Baymond emphasize that this will be first riod.^ Salaries the men are earning 4hat monopoly situation was 
mo?tb a^t the companies, plus Ninnsson, Ann Bollinger, James world fair at which “commercial- ^ce being paid into their units cracked by the Federation of Brit- 
capital gams conversions. The 20% Kease and Barbara Howitt. Howitt ism” will be secondary tp “human- welfare fund. ish Film Makers which gets a pro¬ 
loss in. conversion, due to the de- is also skedded for the lead in Bos- ism.” Hence Bussian and American " “ — Iportionate share of available per- 
valuation, will be Incurred. Isini's “The Italian in Algiers” at competition will be as to culture. n « mits. In view of the friction that 

'However, Gallic. sources main-! the Wexford Festival later this As a result, it’s expected that |iAYr f wl apparently exists, however, the 
tain that face saving is in the off- month, 
ing with the French demanding 
some Yank concessions to help the * 
French "film in America, such as flllT* 
majors taking Gallic pix for circuit lYvIt 
distribution, owning showcase thea¬ 
tres in the U.S., etc. If not getting (n 
this, the French Centre Du Cinema V 
may still hold back a percentage jjfi 
of visas to give them out on a mer¬ 
it Ssy stem, to Yank companies help- * I 
ing Gallic production by investing 
in jpix here or taking them for 
U.S., world or domestic distrib. 

This would be done through 
MPEA, tfhich would have to make In sp 

Await Portuguese 
‘Subsidy as Key 

To New Season 

there will be more presentations of 
theatre, films, ballet, folk dances 
and music than at any previous 
world fair. 

Each country* has been alloted 
special days to demonstrate what 
“it has to show,” according to Alex 
Salkin, cultural adviser to the fair. 
The special national days for the 
U.S., for example, are July 2, 3 
and 4. The U.S. representatives al¬ 
ready selected are the Philadelphia! 

Boy-and-Girl 
Submarines As 

Brussels Ride 

cracked by the Federation of Brit¬ 
ish Film Makers which gets a pro¬ 
portionate share of available per¬ 
mits. In view of the friction that 
apparently exists, however, the 
BOT is likely to take the matter 
entirely out of the hands of the 
industry so far as the French and 
German markets are . concerned. 
The Italian territory, however, is 
covered by a three-year Anglo- 
Italian Film Agreement, which has 
approximately two more years to 
run. 

Within the BFPA the license sit¬ 
uation is regularly reviewed by 

Lisbon, Oct. 8. 

ana xne u.o. representatives ai- Brussels Oct 14 uaiion is regutariy reviewed ny 
Intimations of the special'angles fhat a^oclation’s export commit- 

Orchestra and the American Ballet ^ noveItie<! at next vear’s tee» which has apparently laid 
Theatre The U.S.’s third, presenta- World>s Fair here are n<w becom- dov^.a ruIa °.f the_firat 
tion will be a Negro (purposely! jng There will be a 17- condltlons should be that the Bank 

MPEA, tfhich would have to make In spite of the fact that the In- jazz orchestra to be selected from acr^ amusement area with the tra- Organization have sufficient visas 
the proper distribution of visas te formation Dept, has not yet re- among the Count Basie, Lionel ditional midway updated for the to enable it to continue its foreign 
the companies, plus awarding the vealed (1) how much money will Hampton and Duke Ellington crews, modern world touches The food distribution operation on an eco- 
special ones without the head- be distributed in subsidies to the These offerings, as will the and drink delicacies of the 56 par- nomic basis. 
aches of intra-mural frlcHon This legit theatre for the 1957-58 sea- “shows” of the other nations will tidpating nations will be along- After the Bank allotment has 
may be worked out ^forehand, son and (2) to whom the money be put on- at the fair’s 2,000-seat side an enormous^ mechanical been taken care of, precedence is 
however. The new accord would be will go, there is enou^i prepara- ^atre This theatre plus another mouse (“Wiide MadSe”) and an then given to companies like Lion- 
retroactiye to last June, and would tory work going on to give an idea 5O0-seat house, will be centre of “Alpine MonoraU” ride simulating International and well-known inde- 
^ v^iidfor two year*. - of the future Lisbon theatrical sea- all cultural and entertainment toboggan slide speed. pendent distributors. At the tail 
vTh* old*cco**i"1J**Evangeiista anl official activities presented under the fair’s Brussels visitors wUl have a end of the queue are the Ameri- 
but has been extended untU the of the information Dept,, has been auspices. Its events will be sepa- chute-the-chutes variation back- can distribs of British films, and 
new agreement could Jbe signed, nominated as successor of the late rate and apart from those that the grounded by Manhattan Ayscrap- thV only receive consideration af- 
The Common Mart for Films looks Francisco Lage and will be m U.S. and Bussla <?re to offer at ers. There will also .be “flying ter the other visas have been al- 
definitely to be in operation next charge of theatre, folklore and their own private theatres. Accord- cars” for amateur pilots The 300- lotted 
year which may be another head- dance. - ing to Charles Stameschkine, who foot tower will swinr two 26-Das- t« 
ache for Yank companies. duty_ is to _ accompany has the title of director of spectacu- senger gondolas. Fkiatix ttmrists nf^'l SS 

More Delay For 
Colon Opera, BA 

a tat duty is to .ccoMp^y 
the’Turd. GMo’'ibMl.tth.tl?g<; ta. . Mb.tat ontaik the »n«r- subStoe ^fouentl? 
Ing to give recitals in Geneva and vision of the entertainment divi- »nd submerge. 
LauMnue iu. Switzerland. sion, a series of programa hove 6ullmer»e»_ mean that th«r luiyeto be ex- 

Trm* TsM™ wrhn fiaaaan . Wn that will +h* eluded from these territories as 

Ing to give recitals in Geneva and vision of the entertainment divi- ^d submerge. 
Lausanne in Switzerland. sion, a series of programs have . 

Irene Isidro, who has been a been planned that will keep11 the 
money-maker In* revues and film, two fair-controlled theatres busy 1A Ilinf lll 
is going back to serious stage for every day of the entire six- 1*7 Ull/IAll. 
drama and has formed a company month duration of the fair. UAD W1 

19 INDIAN FILMS SET 
British pix and can only he en¬ 
tered in the American Agreement. 
When that ^happens, there’s no 

drama and has formed a company montn duration or the fair. nan UTFCT T11VICT i IT f 
p*#os ^ .£**1^"*™*FOR WEST PAKESTAN jsssl 

* Alberto Ghira that will probably how many people will attend the .« -e- n . « marekts ls re* 
Buenos Aires, Oct. 8. appear at;the Avenida theatre. 1958 event. Estimates run as high _Karachi, Oct. 8. turnable to Britain. 

• For the fifth time this year the Actot-manager Eugenio Salvador at 50,000,000. Sabena, the Belgian ■' 
management of . Buenos- Aires’ for the fourth Year wm run the airline, is planning additional L9 fl n V a •. 
Colon Opera Theatre has changed Maria Victoria and present a revue, flights from the U.S. during the +>. ?1Sr) I A.rfA/1 fl phuiflf 
hands, the hoard having submitted Hehas already started rehearsing fair period. In addition, Sabena, 5*®“'1S v0"I lOu ACUYflj 
resignations to the new Mayor, the chorus and dancers and Brazil- which operates the only helicopter J 
General Ernesta Florit, in order to ian actress Bibi Fereira is rehears- service in Europe, is extending this ’ nr vr • w. « 
leave his hands free to make his mg the actors. In the -company service to include extra flights from Sf,® Wott I |n im IfoIlT 
own arrangements. there Will be, as usual, Tereza France, Holland, Germany and If 3? UD lu UOlV 

This means that concert man- Gomez and Humberto Madeira. other Bel&an cities. m«; vrmiHu; 
agers. will'still have to whistle for Impresario Giuseppe Basto will There will also be special hell- Borne Oct 8 
their money, as it will-take time, nm the Teatro Trindade where pro- copper flights from downtown BrUs- d5^opment of the rh-nrAfTnnfinn ic Wtfo-sM. 
to appoint a new management, for ducer Coiito Viaha is already re- sels direct to the fair grounds—a ^ 
that management to catch up with* hearsing his troupe. Basto is at five to 10-minute flight. The special . But fibrntes^are not at all ever currently in the Italian film 
the accounts, and so liquidate the present touring a Brazill^ revue helicopter service direct to down- bappy about the decision ^of the industry. A recent tabulatira shows 
proceeds of this year’s -perform- in Portuguese Africa and will prob- town Parisrand to cities in Holland government. They feel that if the that such producflon efforts with 
ances. ably bring it to the Trinadade duj> and Germany, is expected to take government cannot put total ban on France Spain, and Germany have 

—- v-' ing the winter, „ - some of the load off the Brussels ahould at least in- been steadily on the rise smce 
20TH-FOX PUTS <FVF> Impresario Vasco Morgado; and hotels which are;C?cpectmg an.uur Sonld^lThpv^ ^ ^ Sti^,Up*. . 
“Va** ivA I Ulu b wife Laura Alves, haVe announced precedented number,nf;reseiva- shouldhtw«»••,*"ilMPred. -They de* Notable spurt in co^prod, pix is 

All 0 A AAV VII TAHAAil “W projects folf tbeir Teatro tions, VisitorS^m'b^Mi^ih’Pamor make onI? poted Spain, Forty-six pix 

The government of Pakistan is J 

Co-Prod Activity 
Way Up in Italy 

Borne, Oct. 8. 
Co-production is. bigger than 

20TH-FOX POTS ‘EVE’ 
ON 3-A-DAY IN LONDON un o-a-uai in uinuun Monumental that no one is sure in another city albtrg’tnA nelitdptef; vHrf 

London Oct 8 of ^hat they will do, after all. route, all of 'Which-ttre'in a y 
When “The Three Faces of Eve” Vasco Santana will prob- ute range, visit JMilairi^reeJffyiby: J II d 

(20th) opens at the cJriton Ttea- ^ codtin1He a* the Teatro Varle- helicopter, *nd;return..:the aame CoUM^ O^tlld NabTC 
tre- Havmarket Oct. 17 it win dade»- Tbe Teatro Apolq, one pf the day to their hotels In the other _ . . . , w 
KutSS^ny%S™US! ^^.‘^’.5“ ^ Food on Irish T 
With no one admitted during the * ^ 1r~VcipaiTlty *bd is being -—-:- ^ ... « 
feature pic’s showing. J. F Pat- dem®Jlsbed, hut plans are advanced ICBi A Cf AA IITCDC HI Duplin, Oct. 
tison, 20th managing director in f°^the c®nst^ction of a pew and KHvAEJLi UAm/lilw liV Chinese Classical Theatre 

nnlimr 4iM>an the*tr* to *re,ident,ia sffm.ANn rfforf;h s 
p°^cJr,,'because th*rllt1elT^c.bnpact v*"*w * AiiltlW PbfUAii U. D.j a London season, declined to settle 43 ’in^1954 inrteastog to 48 in 1956,* 
memben DUblic wha rtn n° t Iffava Air Glasgow, Oct, 15. the contract until assured that Chi- and 32 to date this year, 
see it from the start” The vogue tWOfC nil I(aVCl National Ballet and Dance The- nese food would be available for Italo-German partnership was 
for timed performance rather than RnnefiM Mat TAnr«cm atre_ of feael is set to play one the troupe of 50. Dublin has only I Jat® ** but is expected 
continuous showing has never luCX lOUllSIII week at the Kings Theatre^here. one small Chinese restaurant, but to build following recent talks m 
caught on happily in Britain, but Mexico City, Oct 8. Npv. 18 prior to a N.Y. appearance theatre manager Phil O’Kelly and Is^ia* „ ,, 
there are signs -of a change of Counting upon a new high- vol- undef the Sol Hurok banner. owner Ah King have fixed It so that While all the above pix were 
heart. . ume of 600,000 tourists this year Group began a European tour at a pouple of other Oriental eateries made under the clauses^ of various 

20th’s decision to thumb-down because of more airlines serving The Hague, Holland! Sept 28, and will combine to help feed the com- co-producave agreements, no such 
continuous performances for “Eve” Mexico better, the" Mexican Tourist giving their first performances pany. And the contract is now parf exists with regard to the U.S. 
follows-closely on a similar ruling Assn. (ATM> seesT958 ending with outside IsraeL It was formed in signed. industry, and the few-co-produc- 
by Columbia on "Bridge: On The- 700,000 visitors checking in and out 1H» by Sara Levi-Tanai, who drew O'Kelly has been having other in- - f*1*? mide were pnvate and 
River Kwal.” Thi* hit it numing of this country. htf artistes from the Yemenite im- ternational problems. ^§ie Ballet lsolated ventures, 
twice at the Plaik only ^ -ATM didn’t venture just how migrants recently returned to Pal- Espanol de>Pjlar Lopez has' just «rnrt wu,. Fpan 
oriier Wwt'Endho^iwhichhavt mNchtocoin this bigger than ever. «rtinet. -completed . season>t Gaiety, no fSl 
***? 4*°^^ tourist traffic will mean, but it Company have dates at Manches- members ef the company speaking ^ awarded ItMy’s Star 
*£* hhe-Carino«^id toe Astoria; for; pointed outthis trade would he of ter, Leeds rand Stratford after Glas- English and O’Kelly the only Irish- of Solidarity for longtime promo- 

' ArbuPd .World “incalcuable advantage” to Mexi- gow, and play the Gaiety Theatre, man around theatre who knew tion of Italian music and Italian 
in 8U Days (UA1 re^wrtiyeiyi^j.rijpan ecoriomy^us , j i fiJic<jpMHin,8Betk»lfcr.53 3 let ViX-» Spanishifci - oi.tv {.11 ai* JJlcuitdre S »• 

1 another city ahitr^'to^neiitopter Ihave resulted from Italo-Spanish 
oute, aH of which‘A^ in a«0-rfiin- ^ "v 7 f.  - teamwork, 22 of them to date this 
te range, visit iBie lair ^reelffyihy * * . W 1 at .• year* 1x1 Past.. three .feature 
elicopter, and^tm^ jthe yUfl^ NabTC ^produced with Spain 
ay to their hotels hi the other “ __ _ t . t w m'1954, nine^m 1955 and 12 in 
luropean cities. FoAlj An {nch Tnnr I95.6- Psrtoership, 

: _■ lwu UU siwm xwui which started the whole move- 
CllirV n llircnc III Dublin, Get. 8. ment some time hack has been 
MUUL UANteKo lit Chinese Classical Theatre Co., the busiest. Figures recorded are 

SCOTLAND BEFORE U S dureat«aletyhere™n/h lA/VllifUlD 0£tTvA£t V. u* a London season, declined to settle as in ioka in^oocw ah it, 

See More Air Travel 
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A large-part of the American film 
industry has been left looking silly. 
Exhibitor representatives,' as well 
as studio officials, by the hundreds, 
are red-faced with embarrassment 
as a result of the cancellation of 
the long-projected cross-country 
tour to be undertaken by "20 stars.” 
The latter is in quotes, for while 
that number of junketeers had been 
promised right along, there never 
had been any meaningful number 
of top personality commitments. 

The promises had been made by 
studio sources, including reps of 
the Assn, of Motion Picture Pro¬ 
ducers. It was on the basis of these 
that the Council of Motion Picture 
Organizations, the Motion Picture 
Assn, of America in New York and 
theatremen in 17 key cities went 
ahead with laying the groundwork 
for what they truly expected to be 
a gigantic celebration of Holly¬ 
wood’s Golden Jubilee. • 

There’s some finger-pointing go¬ 
ing on already, as Coast guards 
(apparently running for cover) 
would like to pin the blame on ex¬ 
hibitors. The validity of this charge 
is highly questionable, for it waS 
the exhibs (in large numbers) who) 
worked in setting the scene for the 
star visits which they hoped world 
hecome a major local event for 
them. 

They’re burning because they) 
feel the "20 stars” promises proved 
to be nothing but a not-so-gay de¬ 
ception. 

$100,000 For Costs 
The project had been underway 

for many months. MPAA member 
companies put up $100,000 to cover 
the traveling expenses. Contacted 
by COMPO, the theatremen, mostly 
through their local organizations, 
set up a string of local celebrations 
tieing in with the anticipated visits 
of Hollywood luminaries. Contacts 
were made with community and 
state brass, receptions were ar¬ 
ranged for, the complexities of pro¬ 
tocol were at least partially ironed 
out. 

And all the while, there were no 
stars, with such possible exceptions 
as Universal contractees Martha 
Hyer and George Nader. A pos¬ 
sibility was Gary Cooper, but fori 
only a week. Yet, the press hand-] 
outs were coming in constant 
stream, alleging that all was well. 

Collapse of all reality in connec¬ 
tion with the Golden Jubilee came 
last week. A press release from 
the MPAA simply said “extensive 
production commitments” pre¬ 
vented any stars from going along 
for the ride. 

Be that as it may (and outside 
Hollywood it’s not accepted at face 
value), the fact of the matter is 
that the unavailability of stellar! 
talent was not made known to the) 
exhibitors, who are not “blamed.”. 
Disappointments were kept secret 
and, as a result, planning went on 
all over country. In New York, for) 
example, the blueprint was drawn 
and arrangements made for an air¬ 
port greeting, escorts of the per¬ 
formers by wives of city depart¬ 
ment heads, receptions by Mayor 
Wagner and Governor Harriman, 
a Times Square parade, molding of 
a Golden Jubilee commemorative 
plaque in the Heart of the city, etc. 

Film industryites who 
worked an this now must go 
to the civic brass and all others 
who said they’d cooperate 
and explain why Hollywood 
couldn’t live up to its promises. 
As for the* stars who got away, 

they simply weren’t interested. Un¬ 
der the new freelance dispensation 
in Hollywood, they’re for the most 
part under no lasting studio con¬ 
tract and are free to move as they 
please. They apparently felt there’s 
not much fun to be had jn barn¬ 
storming the Country, particularly 
since the only) payoff would be in 
the form of publirf relations values 
accruing the entire industry (which 
they couldn’t measure in terms of 
their own private endeavors).. 

As for the diversion angle, 
number of top-flight stars are flying 
Into N.Y, this week as Frank Sin¬ 
atra’s guests to join in Mike Todd’s 
“party” at Madison Square Garden. 
This promises to be "fun.” 

Giving the Hollywood point of 
view is an editorial in Daily 
Variety which reads as follows: 

“Cancellation of the motion pic¬ 
ture industry’s Golden Jubilee 
plans will no doubt .joanse ^bitten1 

Agents’ Tromises’ 
More about those Hollywood 

"broken promises.” Several 
months ago Motion Picture 
Assn, of America’s Eric John-, 
stop advised all top Hollywood 
agents of the industry’s plans 
for a Golden Jubilee, as part 
of which a number of stars 
would be called upon to tour 
the country. And would the 
agents please cooperate. 

Sure they would, they said. 
Nothing happened. 

recriminations in many places. 
Taking the brunt of the criticism 
will be the stars. Due to exhibitor- 
complaints, it will be assumed that 
the stars did not volunteer in suf¬ 
ficient numbers or with sufficient 
stature to make the 22-day, 17-city 
tour practical from an exploitation 
standpoint. 

“Actually, the stars are the least 
to blame. Chiefly at fault is the 
present nature* of motion picture 
studio operation. No longer do the 
studios control the stars. In fact, 
it’s indicated in some instances that 
the studios no longer fully control 
their own destinies. 

The film studios abdicated con¬ 
trol several years ago when (1) 
they lopped off their contract lists 
and gave virtually all the important 
players their freelance papers; (2) 
when several of the most important 
studios more and more developed 
what, for want of a better descrip¬ 
tion, is the ‘United Artists’ setup 
of chiefly being in business to 
finance and distribute independent 
product; (3) the resignation of the 
studios from the responsibility of 
being the industry’s creative force. 
More add more they became chief¬ 
ly bankers and merchandisers of 
film packages, with no more in¬ 
terest in developing a new person¬ 
ality than would any branch of the 
Bank of America. 

That the system’s harvest of 
troubles have come home to roost 
has been all too obvious. Universal 
some time ago felt the pinch and 
instituted a vigorous ‘new faces’ 
campaign; 20th-Fox also has been 
courageously casting new talent. 
But it takes considerable effort and 
time to develop and promote a 
personality into star status—and 
Hollywood , hasn’t taken quite 
enough time to furnish the needs 
of such an ambitious exploitation 
program as the Golden Jubilee. 

“If the promotion was to be. suc¬ 
cessful, most of the players would 
have had to be young, glamorous 
and solid boxoffice. The youth of 
America comprises the majority 
of picturegoers—and they’re inter¬ 
ested chiefly in young people. It’s 
no secret that there 'just aren’t 
enough young boxoffice personal¬ 
ities available for wholesale jun- 
keteeririg. Even more scarce are 
sufficient ‘old faces.’ 

'Another factor that doomed the 
Golden Jubilee scheme was the 
failure Of the MPAA to place .at; 
its head—and working on the-job- 

major film company executive. 
It’s true that an executive commit¬ 
tee was appointed and that it in¬ 
cluded a nunjbe^^nf important 
names, but they were strictly fig¬ 
ureheads. The aptuglh wprfe- was 
left up to underlingi: jacking in 
influence to get the Jubilee under¬ 
way. 

“Boiled down, it was once again 
a demonstration of the industry’s 
failure to work together for the- 
common good. ^Looking ahead, it’s 
hoped that the cooperation and re¬ 
sults will be better next March, 
when the telecast of the Academy 
Awards is due to get its first Com¬ 
bined motion picture sponsorship. 
The industry just cannot afford to 
come up lame on that one.” 

MINNEAPOLIS 
“Jet Pilot” a boxoffice smash 

throughout the territory as well as 
in Twin Cities. 

„ First Allied Artist picture ever 
j to play Minneapolis and St. Paul 
RKO Orpheums is “Portland Ex¬ 
pose” which is.getting big exploi¬ 
tation campaign. 

M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district 
manager here, and wife off on four- 
week European jaunt. 

Competitive bidding by loop 
first-runs slowed up by 

Telemovies Petitions 
Filed in Pittsburgh 

- - *; Pittsburgh, Oct, 15. 
Norbert Steam, head of Asso¬ 

ciated Theatres,, which operates 
several hardtop houses and a string 
of drive-ins here, has asked City 
Council to grant him a franchise 
for telemovie and home-toll tele¬ 
vision. Steam said experiments iri 
toll-tv are being made in other 
parts of the country and it ap¬ 
peared likely to him that action by 
Council may be needed in order to 
operate locally. 

At the same time, Pennway Elec¬ 
tronics presented Council with an¬ 
other problem in electronics^ It 
asked for a franchise to construct 
and maintain a tv distribution sys¬ 
tem -in Pittsburgh. Manager Rob¬ 
ert D. Smith ^proposed that indi¬ 
vidual sets be connected with a_ 
master antenna. This, he ’Said,' 
would provided better • reception 
and greater selection of channels 
and eliminate antennae on roof¬ 
tops. 

San Francisco s 
Sour Cracks On 

up by current . _ 
paucity of top pictures*> tgs Cl ns2jHollyw«o<LgiXjs*wa»fc*Qi ro_; 

San Francisco, Oct. 
Complete flop of MPPA’s proj¬ 

ected “(Golden Jubilee” tour this 
week has given film industry a real 
black'eye in Northern California. 

Frisco-area exhibitors’ committee 
had gone all-out to make 48-hour 
stopover here next Thursday (17) 
and Friday <I8) a big civic event, 
wasn’t even notified of tour’s can¬ 
cellation until last Friday (11), 
many hours after decision was 
reached. — 

Among Frisco plans solidly laid 
for the much-publicized 20-person¬ 
ality, 17-city tour were: 

(1) Variety Club’s 1,000-person 
lunch at Sheraton-Palace Hotel— 
hotel had been guaranteed $3,000* 
and this guarantee apparently will) 
have to he paid; 

(2) Sellout dinner at Frisco 
Press Club; 

(3) A parade down Market 
Street, Frisco’s main drag, to City 
Hall, with' Air Force band, and. a 
big reception by mayor at City 
Hall; 

(4) Film personalities were to 
make personal appearance in lob¬ 
bies of principal theatres in effort j 
to hypo business; 

(5) Most big downtown mer¬ 
chants had been persuaded to in¬ 
sert "Golden Jubilee” medallions 
in their ads; 

(6) Full co-operation with-metro¬ 
politan and sub-metropolitan press 
had bee secured, with- such dailies 
as Ffl$co Chronicle devoting front¬ 
page of its Sunday magazine to 
Golden: Jubilee ahd theatre man¬ 
agers throughout Northern Califor¬ 
nia having obtained promises from 
local editors to cover . tour to 
fullest; ! 

(7) Approvals of boards of edu¬ 
cation throughout Northern Cali¬ 
fornia had been secured for high 
school and college newspaper edi¬ 
tors to cover special press con¬ 
ferences with film personalities. ' 

Northern Cslifornia Theatre Own¬ 
ers Assn, was flahbergaste'd by 
tour’s washout and no one believed 
lame excuse that "no top names” | 
were willing to make tour. It was 
understood here that at least five 
big names, including Bob Hope, 
were ready and willing to make 22-. 
day junket. One result of. tour’s. 
compilation was a spate of news¬ 
paper stories, including one on 
front page of .The Chronicle, telling 
just how badly the Motion Picture 
Assn, goofed. A! second result is 
that newspapers and. other media, 
henceforward, will be'much more 
leery of devoting valuable space 
to any kind of buildup New York- 

Propiisal to tun the innusl Academy Awards on a qtfiirterly 
basis, perhaps designating nominees for the final Oscar contention 
every three months, is being aired at a current Coast meeting of 
reps of the Motion Picture Assn, of America and George Seaton, 
Acad President, and his exec aides. 

Recommendation was made by Jerry'Plekman, Paramount v.p., 
who’s repping MPAA along with United Artists ad-pub director 
Roger Lewis. * 

Idea has its roots In the fact that the Oscar derby is probably 
the industry’s biggest public relations project but the values are 
limited for the most part to the one night of awards presenta¬ 
tions. . 

Identification of the top contenders on’ the quarterly basis 
would mean that much more attention focused on the industry, 
Pickman feels. 

Par’s man, incidentally, is scheduled for a trip to the Orient _ 
following the Coast huddles, this in connection with promotion “ 
of “Ten Commandment.” 

Drop Audience Awards in Theatres 
To Concentrate on 

Par to Roll Seven 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

Hefty upsurge in production 
for the remainder of the year 
has been ordered at Paramount 
in an effort to meet the grow¬ 
ing demand for product. Stu¬ 
dio, which has put 12 films be¬ 
fore the cameras so far this 
year-, will start seven more in 
the n£xfr two months, with 
other properties to be added to 
the 1957 ‘ schedule following 
the Oct. 21 meeting between 
prexy Barney Balaban and stu¬ 
dio chief Y. Frank Freeman. 

Three of the upcoming sep¬ 
tet will he produced by Wil¬ 
liam Alland, "Colossus of New 
York,” “High School Lover” 
and "Party Crashers.” Others 
are "Maracaibo,” "Roek-a-By- 
Baby” and ah untitled Elvis 
Presley starrer. Studio also ex¬ 
pects to start a fourth Alland 
production, ‘Space Children,” 
before the end of the year. 

Radio Promotion 
Data Near Ready 

Si Seadler, Metro ad manager 
who originated the idea jfor test¬ 
ing radio promotion on an. insti¬ 
tutional industry basis in a conple 
of try-out towns, states his report 
ought to be ready soon and it looms 
as fairly upbeat. 

Total of $3,000 each wa£ spent 
in Rochester, N. Y., and Denver 
for plugs for the business on disk 
jockey shows, commentator and 
discussion airers and the like. Ra¬ 
dio gabbers were hired to simply 
drop an occasional line about the 
entertainment values offered at the 
local theatres. 

Noting the limited amount' of 
expense-account money, "we didn’t 
expect any miracles,” said Seadler, 
He added that theatremen in the 
two cities, however, said their busi¬ 
ness remained steady at a time, 
August, when most of the rest of 
the country was below expecta¬ 
tions. 

Exec related he picked up the 
idea for the radio approach some 
time ago when listening to the 
Dorothy & Dick stanza in New 
York (WOR). Crack was dropped 
that they hadnjt seen a picture 
show in a long time and Seadler 
felt it was time to. counter this 
kind of propaganda. 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Chill Wills snagged costar role 

in 20th’ “The Hell Bent Kid,” with 
Don Murray and Diane Varsi . . . 
Paramount changed tag of Hal 
Wallis’ "Obsession” to “Wild Is the 
Wind” ... ‘The Village of the 
Damned” is final title for Metro’s 
‘TheMidwich Cuckoos” . . . 20th 
oast Helmut Dan tine in ‘‘Fraulein” 
. . . Robert Burton costars with 
'Phyllis Coates and Whit BisseH in 
American-Intemational’s “I Was a 
Teenage Frankenstein,” produced 
by Herman Cohen .., Roseoe Ates 
and Mickey Shaughuessy go into 
Metro’s "The Sheepman” . . . Tony 
Curtis’ first statrer for The Mirisch 
Company will He "Thieves Mar¬ 
ket” . , . Carmen Cavallara Set fo 

i.star in Universal musical featur- 
i»ette. scu-i 

r Along with the Golden Jubilee 
cross-country tour of stars, the 
Audience Awards project which 
was launched by the Council of Mo¬ 
tion Picture Organizations a few 
years ago is being abandoned this 
year. Decision to drop the "audi¬ 
ence-participation” gimmick was 
made quietly, this week. 

Audience Awards was .designed 
to intensify public interest in pic¬ 
tures by simply having the public 
vote their favorite pictures and 
players. Ballots were made avail¬ 
able in theatre lobbies and the cus¬ 
tomers checked their choices from 
20 candidates in each category. Ini-, 
tial acceptance was impressive, 
about 14,000,000 ballots having 
been cast, according to COMPG’s 
count. 

Reason for -the scuttling is that 
the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri¬ 
ca and COMPO now want to con¬ 
centrate all attention on the Aca¬ 
demy Awards Sweepstakes, which 
also has the man ili the street (or 
the theatre) as participant. With 
prizes (as promoted by exhibitors) 
awarded the winners, the public is 
asked to guess in advance the Os¬ 
car winners.* Ties are broken via 
letter writing. 

All effort will he exerted for the 
Acad Sweepstakes- this year be¬ 
cause the program, this year, takes 
on new potential through the indus¬ 
try’s sponsorship of the Oscar tele¬ 
vision show. 

Fund Remainder 
About $80,000 

With the Golden jubilee now 
bu t a well-pondered .thought -that 
failed to materialize, what happens 
to the $100,000 which the Motion 
Picture Assn, of America donated 
to defray the star-tour expenses? 
It’s estimated that about $20,900 of 
this was used on preliminary work, 
leaving a hank balance of $80,000. 

While the final decisions are up 
to the presidents, of the MPAA 
member companies, suggestion has 
been made in top circles that the 
money be now allocated to the 
Academy Awards Sweepstakes. 
MPAA some time ago provided a 
budget of $75,009 as its share of 
the AAS overhead and if the meW 
proposal goek through the sum 
Climbs to $155,000. > 

The guessing game (the public is 
asked to call the shots- on the Os¬ 
car winners) thus shapes as a fair¬ 
ly major project. Exhibs pick up 
the tab for alTfexpenses on. the lo¬ 
cal level and last year this item 
came to about. $225,000 in cash 
outlay, plus the availability of 
their - facilities, - manpower and 
prizes which were promoted. . 

London Adds ’Doys’ Motinees 
London, Oct. 8. 

-There will be-daily matinees of 
"Around World in 80 Days” start¬ 
ing this week at the Astoria Char¬ 
ing Cross Road, to cope with de¬ 
mand for tickets* 

When the Mike Todd opus first 
opened less than fonr months ag6, 
there were only two matinees 
.weeklyT Recently the total was 
increased to three and there has 
been capacity at every perform¬ 
ance S«8*xth£> 9pfiaUIg* svfc J« iif 
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Canada Finds First Saturation 

Montreal, Oct. 15. ■ 
Canada has had its first exper¬ 

ience with the saturation-booking 
technique, which for long has been 
applied in the States, and the re-, 
suits so far have been regarded as 
impressive by local exhibitors* It 
appears a strong likelihood that the 
saturation approach will he taken] 
frequently in the future. 

.Theatremen here, in Quebec and 
Ottawa have been accustomed to 
the standard first-run showcasing 
arid as a result felt on strange ter-; 
rain in handling a picture making 
its dehut in 20 situations simultan¬ 
eously. Film; which bowed late last 
week, was “Hunchback of Notre 
Dame/’ produced in France by 
Robert and Raymond Hakim with 
Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony 
Quinn in the leads, and lensed in 
CinemaScope. 

First week’s gross will go over' 
$100,000, according to Jack Gold¬ 
stein, Canadian sales manager for 
Allied Artists, distributor of the 
pictur€t^Numerous records Were j 
broken in an assortment of situa¬ 
tions, including the Capitol Thea¬ 
tre here, it was said. 

States-like promotion for such 
marketing was undertaken here for 
the first time, including a heavy 
play in the newspapers, television; 
and radio, plus street-scene bally. 

DAVE ROSE: BRITISH 
FACILITIES EQUAL US. 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
“Despite contentions to the con¬ 

trary film production in England 
is on a par with that of Hollywood, 
in fact it’s more advantageous to 
shoot there because of its cheaper 
production costs,” declares pro¬ 
ducer David E. Rose. Latter, though 
an American, produces all of his 
films in "Great Britain. 

The producer while admitting 
that production facilities in Holly¬ 
wood are the best in the world, 
finds.no other advantage in shoot¬ 
ing a film here. 

Rose. also said that British pro¬ 
ducers have awakened to fhe fact 
that they .have to slant‘their films, 
more towards the American mar¬ 
ket. He cited the J. Arthur Hank 
distribution setup in this country 
as an example. “Rank is making 
more pix for the American market 
and like Hollywood filmmakers is 
also using international casts for 
world wide appeal,” he added. 

Rose said that Hie only problem 
he has found with shooting pix in 
England is the casting of actors. 
He, contends that everyone talks too 
“British,” and at times it’s difficult 
to understand them. 

The producer returns to England 
shortly to start his next film, as yet 
not set. He recently completed 
“The Safecracker” whifeh Ray Mil- 
land stars in and directed. Him is 
one of a two-pix deal Rose has with 
Metro. 

Nov. 4 Chow for Brandt 
United Artists board chair¬ 

man Robert S. Benjamin is 
Sending out the invitations for 
the Joint Defense Appeal 
luncheon honoring circuit op¬ 
erator Harry Brandt., 

It takes place Nov. 4 at New 
York’s Hotel Sheraton-Astor 
when Brandt is to receive 

>, JDA’s third annual human re¬ 
lations award. 

Tail PopaTaea , 
Continue# from page 3,^^^ 

should take drastic steps, '“Some¬ 
body has got to take a gamble,” 
he .declared. ‘ttlear4own an bid 
theatre, make a parking lot of the 
site and build a new theatre where 
people live. But it’s got to he a 
first-run theatre. Neighborhood 
theatres should show pictures in 
first-run, day and date with down¬ 
town theatres. Paramount is will¬ 
ing. to go along with any exhibi¬ 
tor, who. has a new and improved 
way to present pictures to the 
public.” 

(Steinberg was in town to discuss 
nabe' theatre release of “The Ten 
Commandments.”) ’ ' 

Ben^Henry Due in U. S. 
Bep, Henry, head of London’s 

Hillcrest Productions and former; 
British sales chieftain lor Univer¬ 
sal International, flying to New 
York fpr IQ days and a ditto peri¬ 
od in Hollywood.' 

He and his wife, Ciss, are due_ 
to arrive aowukkGct.i i-taffiame casting. 

Exbib Emmick’s Girl 
Child Seeking Larger 

Slice of $2300,000 
Redwood City, Oct 15, 

The late Eugene Emmick, co¬ 
owner of 100-theatre United Cali¬ 
fornia circuit, put his daughter out 
for adoption at birth because he 
felt that at the age of 64 he was 
too old to have a child around the 
house. Disclosure was made last 
Friday by Frisco, lawyer L. S. 
(Ben) Hamm during hearing on 

Emmick’s $2,300;000 estate before 
Superior Judge Edmund C. Scott 
of San Mateo County. 

Hamm revealed circumstances 
under which daughter, earlier iden¬ 
tified as,Marilyn Wilson, 16, of Cul¬ 
ver City, had been put out for 
adoption to dispel false impression 
about girl’s parentage, ' ‘ 

Current hearings focus on effort 
of four nephews and nieces of Em¬ 
mick to break trust fund set up 
by will. Daughter i$ already a 
beneficiary. 

Hamm said girl was born to 
Helen- Lucas Emmick, 25 years 
her husband’s junior. Mother has 
since remarried. Los Angeles law¬ 
yer George C. Black, representing 
daughter, made original disclosure. 
He said he contemplated having 
adoption set aside if nephews and 
nieces succeed in breaking will. 
Such action would pave way for 
girl to get a larger share, he said. 

: Emmick, twice married and twice 
divorced, was generally believed 
childless when he died early last 
year at the age of 78. 

CHIEF BARKER ROWLEY 
VISITS DUBLIN TENT 

Dallas, Oct. 15. 
•John H. RoWiey, International 

Chief Barker, accompanied by his 
wife, flew to Dublin where he 
will be guest of honor of. Dublin 
Tent 41. He is also scheduled: to be 
guest of honor at a kmcheon meet¬ 
ing to be held in London by the 
Variety Club of Great Britain. , 

RoWiey will confer with various 
convention committeeslmd to final¬ 
ize plans for Hie International Con-, 
vention to he held in London next 
April. Prior to returning to this 
country, the Rowleys will spend a 
short holiday in Spain and Port- 
ugua|. 

To Make Final Guitry 
Script Into Name. Pic 

• Paris, Get. 15. 
In homage to fhe late actor-play- 

Wright-screenwriter-dirCetor Sacha 
Guitry, his film producer' Clement 
Duhour will produce his final 
script with a big namd' cast which 
Guitry wanted. The script, “La 
Vie A Deux” (Life As Two), is a 
sketch affair about the wedded life 
of a group of assorted and ill- 
assorted couples. Marcel Achard 
has put the finishing touches on 
the script. 

Among the marquee names to 
play in this film, which goes into 
production later this season, are 
Michele ' Morgan, Michel Simon, 
Robert Lamoureux, Daniele Dar- 
rieux, Micheline Presle,' Gerald 
Philipe, Jean Marais, Philipe Clay, 
Brigitte Bardot, Parry Cowl, Jean 
Poiret, ’ .Michej:. Serrault, Pauline 1 

Carton and Jean Rigaux : Guitry’s 
fhig historical pix since Hie War bed 
[ this, type - of cast hut this will be 
the first modern one to get such] 

“ * 9J.SU 

Allied States Asscu, .preparing 
for its annual convention at the 
Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, 
N.Y., Oct. 28-30, is-dpehly hinting 
that the exhibitor - organization, 
long noted fpr its belligerency in 
industry matters, will again resume 
its “give ’em hell” .policy after an 
eight month period of cooperating 
“with anybody at -any time for the 
good of the industry.” 

That Allied planned to return to 
its outspoken and hard-hitting ap^ 
proach was indicated several weeks 
ago in Variety. ‘ Now Allied, al¬ 
though it refuses to comp right out 
and say so, is displaying omens that 
its “peace at any cost” policy will 
be abandoned in light of the fail¬ 
ure of efforts to bring about satis¬ 
factory agreements with the film 
companies. 

Julius Gordon, Allied president, 
will make the keynote speech at 
the Concord. He instituted the pol-: 
iqy of “cooperation” with all seg¬ 
ments of the industry and Allied 
makes much of the fact that “for 
eight months Gordon has.worked 
hard to give effect to'that declara¬ 
tion.” However, Allied board chair¬ 
man Abram F. Myers, indicates 
that there is speculation in. Allied 
ranks relating to Gordon’s speech 
and he hints broadly that Gordon 
will take off the kid gloves in his 
Concord address. Myers’ aim in 
“leaking” the tone .of Gordon’s] 
speech, it’s believed, is (1) to serve 
as a warning to distributors and 
(2) to steam up interest in Allied’s 
annual meeting. 

Fights Esquire Buy 
It Is clear that Allied is prepared 

to oppose violently Paramount’s re-j 
cent acquisition of the Esquire 
Theatre in Chicago. Myers de¬ 
scribes Par’s move as a “dead pan 
announcement” and (t a good old- 
fashioned coup which can be ad¬ 
mired for its adroitness even if 
one fears its possible 'effects and 
dislikes the" motives behind if.” 
Myers credits Par with perfect 
timing since disclosure “crashed 
into the headlines on the eve of the 
conference called .by the Dept, of] 
Justice to consider whether decrees] 
in the Paramount- case should be 
amended to permit the divorced 
circuits to produce and distribute 
motion pictures in competition with 
the established film companies, in¬ 
cluding Paramount.” 

Although Par has a legal right 
to -acquire theatres via a loophole 
in the consent decree that the sub¬ 
sequent divorced film companies do 
not enjoy. Allied’s position is that 
it would be ruinous to the competi¬ 
tion in exhibition' “that has been re¬ 
vived and nourished under the de¬ 
crees.” However, the exhib organi¬ 
zation feels that to permit the for¬ 
merly-affiliated circuits to engage in 
production and distribution, with 
proper safeguards, “would promote 
competition and this would he con¬ 
sistent with the. decrees and with 
the laws’* 

Paramount’s action in . acquiring 
the* Esquire, theatre, and*.ARied’.s 
effort to induce the Dept* of. Justice 
to permit the circuity jto. enter pro-' 
duciion and. distyibvdforiy^iU bn an 
important* topic -af Allied’s .Cgwcord 
meeting. According f q/^yers, the 
following are some of the questions 
exhibitors must consider before 
taking official action: 

If' necessary, in order to avoid 
collapse ef the divorcement provi¬ 
sions of the decrees, should exhib-j 
itors withdraw their support from 
the-circuits’ applications for leave 
to make and distribute pictures?. 

Should exhibitors resist any mod¬ 
ification that would permit the film 
companies to acquire theatres, re¬ 
gardless of the ambitions of the] 
circuits, in regard to production 
and distribution? 

And if.it should develop that 
Paramount acquired the Esquire 
Theatre with.the consent and ap¬ 
proval of the Dept, of Justice, how 
and'in what quarters' should a cam- 
paign tQ force Paramount to re¬ 
linquish its ownership be made? 

Cable Theatres j 
Another subject that will be fully] 

discussed at the Allied meeting is 
that of the cable theatre. Allied has] 

(Continued>wi ipaglnao-fti or 

'Roadshowing’ No Panacea to Chi; 
No Theatres Available Anyhow; 

Rap Jubilee-That-ffasnt Offerings 
-  —: -f By DAVE LEVADI 

‘80 Days’ in Shreveport 
Shreveport, Oct 15. 

United Artists’ “Around the 
World in 80 Days” opens at the 
New Saenger Theatre here Thurs¬ 
day (17), day and date with Mike 
Todd’s anniversary shindig at Madi¬ 
son Square Garden. 

Shreveport is the second city 
in the state to play the show, the 
other being New Orleans. 

New’k Sprucing Downtown 
Mayor Commends Remodel 

Of Adams for 2-a-Day 
Newark, Oct 15, 

Mayor Leo P. Carlin has of¬ 
ficially commended the Adams 
family, owners of the Adams The¬ 
atre, for remodeling the showcase 
and booking “The Ten Command¬ 
ments” as its initial film attraction- 
tion. 

Mayor Carlin hailed the remodel¬ 
ing of the Adams as being in step 
with the' new city government’s ef¬ 
forts to face-lift the Newark down¬ 
town sector with new construction 
aWrig Broad Street Two new build¬ 
ings—the Mutual Benefit Insurance 
and Blue Cross Hospital PlaU— 
have already been put up on Broad 
St. In addition, the Prudential In¬ 
surance Co. has razed an old build¬ 
ing to construct a modem one on 
the same site. Two other new 
buildings are also in the works for 
Broad St. 

The Adams Theatre, on Bradford 
Place, one block west of Broad |ind 
one block south of Market St., is 
the only downtown theatre that has 
been extensively remodeled and re¬ 
conditioned. 

“The Ten Commandments” 
opened its two-a-day, reserved seat 
engagement at the Adams on Sept 
25. In preparation for the booking, 
new projection and sound equip¬ 
ment was installed. The theatre’s 
baroque decor, with .its gilded 
nymphs and amqtiretti, was given 
a classic aspect through removal of 
plaster * arabesques over the exit 
lintels, reconditioning of walls and 
floors, and the use of a white, straw 
and coral color scheme. The seats 
have beeii reconditioned and in¬ 
terior details have been stripped of 
excessive decorations. » . 

Mayor Carlin, in commending the 
Adams family, noted that he was 
pleased that the face-lifting of 
downtown NeVark had extended 
“into the fields of entertainment 
and culture” 

‘athlathehun’to 
ROT’S JOE LEVINE 

“Attna the Hun,” starring An- 
thony Quinn and Sophia Loren, has 
been acquired for U. S. distribution 
by Joseph Levine’s Embassy Pic¬ 
tures. Deal was set by Seymour 
Poe as representative for Lux 
Films, Italo outfit. 

Leyine’s contract calls for his; 
purchase of full distribution rights ] 
covering all of the U. S. Levine, a j 
Boston states’ rights distrib, is pre- j 
paring the picture for national dis-i 
tribution. 

"Attila, the Hun,” produced by 
Ponti-DiLaurentis, was filmed on 
location in Italy. 

National Briefs Staff 
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. 

National Theatres is holding 
three district meets to brief; 
chain’s Southern California man-: 
agers on highlights of circuit’s re¬ 
cent convention at SoJvang, Calif. 
Second will be held here-tomorrow, 
following initialer yesterday. 

Third meeting will be tossed in 
San Diego Oetr23.i:q r> to^rojsj 

Chicago, Oct. 15. 
Roadshow plans of major dis- 

tribs are meeting with opposition 
from Chicago’s big exhibitors. Al¬ 
though anxious, for good product 
most of the year, theatre operators 
feel that roadshow policy puts 
them under the restricting control 
of distributors. Locally distributors 
find that the only roadshow outlets 
are booked up for the immediate 
future, and only expensive remod¬ 
elling of other offbeat location the¬ 
atres or empty legit houses are 
available. Todd’s Cinestage Is the 
converted Selwyn, only legit house 
with projection facilities. 

The opinion expressed by exhibi¬ 
tors here‘is that roadshows are not 
durable enough to be profitable ex¬ 
cept for the truly rare release. 
Dave Wallerstein, prexy of the key 
Balaban & Katz theatre circuit, 
points to the case of a picture like 
“Giant” which was directed to¬ 
wards a “mass appeal” distribution 
and which grossed as high during 
its nine weeks at the Chicago on 
a grind policy as it could have be¬ 
ing roadshowed for a couDle 
months. “Producers,” he oSays, 
“won’t invest In uneconomical ex¬ 
hibition.” 

Events this year point up the 
same story of bungled distribution 
policy in Wallerstein’s opinion. By 
dumping a heavy load of product 
during the summer months several 
features that could now be getting 
several weeks downtown had to be 
be relegated to nabes for first runs, 
while during the industry’s heavily 
Dublicized but aborted Golden Ju¬ 
bilee Celebration—“What kind of 
films did they offer us?” 

■"! He criticized Paramount Pic¬ 
tures’ recent purchase of the Es¬ 
quire. “You can’t play a wide vari¬ 
ety of product at the Esquire. 
There is a need for an even flow’ of 
product even more than for Im¬ 
proved quality.” 

Currenfly Columbia is seeking 
an outlet for “Bridge Over the 
River Kwai” which it Insists will 
only be released here,- on a road¬ 
show basis and only at a downtown 
location, eliminating the possibility 
of the near north side Esquire 
Theatre and the larger nabe 
houses. Theatreowners are right 
now hesitant in negotiations wait¬ 
ing for early results on “Raintree 
County” opening here next week. 
Outstanding success or failure is 
expected to bring further offers 
from distributors or leave the hard 
ticket issue dropped entirely from 
the scene. 

Studio Projectionist 
* Asks $103,000 Damage 

Los Angeles, Oct 15. 
Failure to enforce the union’s 

basic contract provisions for griev¬ 
ance procedure is charged by mo¬ 
tion picture studio projectionist 
Yale Bassin in a $103,000 suit filed 

, in Superior Court Defendants are 
j Hal Roach Studios Inc.; Sidney Van 
Keuren, general manager of the 

’ studios; Motion Picture-Studio Pro- 
] jectionists Local 165 L4TSE; Wil- 
i ham E. Higgins, union business 
agent; a^d Albert R. Pullen, union 
secretary-treasurer. Bassin seeks 
$3,000 in lost wages and $100,000 
in punitive damages. 

Complaint alleges that Bassin 
was the victim of an unprovoked 
assault last year which prevented 
him from working as a studio pro¬ 
jectionist at Roach for three 
months. When He was ready to re¬ 
turn to work, he says, the studio 
refused to reemploy him and the 
union subsequently declined to put 
grievance and arbitration ma¬ 
chinery into motion on his behalf. 
Too, the complaint adds, the de¬ 
fendants permitted circulation of 
oral and written statements that 
he was disruptive and a trouble¬ 
maker. 

In addition to damages. Bassin 
asks the court to order Roach te 
reinstatedrira. si; 41.3 
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Frisco Recovers 
Its Urbanity Re 

Bluesose Cops 
San Francisco, Oct. 15. 

Frisco cops have adopted a new, 
softer attitude toward film cen¬ 
sorship as result of “Howl” trial 
in which a book of free verse was 
judged not obscene. In another 
test involved “African documen¬ 
tary, “Karamoja,” playing John 
Parsons' Telenews In downtown 
Frisco. Cop reported film includ¬ 
ed semi-nude and nude African 
tribesmen. 

In “Howl” case, Juvenile Bur¬ 
eau bought copy of the book, got 
warrants from district attorney's 
office for arrest of bookstore op¬ 
erator and clerk. They were ac¬ 
quitted fortnight ago. 

But in “Karamoja” case, juven* 
ile officer consulted with Inspec¬ 
tor A1 Arnaud of police legal de¬ 
partment. Arnaud saw film and 
decided cops shouldn’t act. He 
said: 

“Municipal Judge Clayton Horn, 
in holding ‘Howl’ was not obscene, 
said he found some redeeming so¬ 
cial importance in it. Along same 
line, I determined ‘Karamoja’ was 
a documentary, an anthropological 
study. 

“Shots involving nudity were 
Isolated, and not aimed at inciting 
anti-social or immoral action. Any¬ 
way, if we moved against this pic¬ 
ture we’d probably have to be on 
the alert for pictures of natives 
in the National Geographic Maga¬ 
zine.” 

Merchandisers Push Gifts on Todd 
Some Weird Commercial Angle-Shooters Jump on *80 Days’ 

Party—Stage Management of Madison Square A Real 

Problem in Logistics 

.By FRED HEFT- 

22 Universals Due 
First Half, 195S 

Universal will release 22 pic¬ 
tures during the first six months 
of the 1957-58 selling season start¬ 
ing in November. This total is 
said to be the greatest number of 
feature releases in a six-month 
period in more than 10 years. In 
addition, U will release a total of 
39 pictures during the entire 1957- 
58 selling season. This number 
will give the company “the larg¬ 
est number-of Important feature 
releases in its recent history,” ac¬ 
cording to sales v.p. Charles J. 
Feldman. 

Details of U’s 1957-58 releasing 
plans were revealed by Feldman 
at the opening sessions of a week- 
long conference of the company’s 
sales executives at the Essex 
House, N.Y. Of the 39 pictures 
scheduled for the whole year, 
Feldman reported that 33 are 
either completed or before the 
comeras, giving the company at 
this time virtually a year’s inven¬ 
tory of product 

Mike Todd, whom some credit with having put 
the “show” back into show biz, is doing an encore 
as a party giver tomorrow (Thurs.) night when 
around 18,000 will crowd into Madison Square Gag^ 
den to mark the first anniversary of the opening 
Todd’s “Around the World in 80 Days” at the-Rr 
oli Theatre, N.Y. \s 

Sheer size of the preparations gives promise for 
an elaborate shindig, living up to Todd’s concept 
of the “colossal?* It also shapes as the most elabor¬ 
ate giveaway show ever. 

The “Little Party” (as it will,be billed from the 
marquee of the Garden tomorrow) has been in the 
making for some months and it was, in fact, Todd’s 
luck that allowed it to fall on the exact anniversary 
date. Garden was booked solid for weeks before and 
after Oct. 17. Nevertheless, with the rodeo bowing 
out, Todd’s crews can only enter the premises at 2 
AM tomorrow morning, giving them precious little 
time for their extensive preparations. 

There’s the matter of the birthday cake, for In¬ 
stance, It’ll be the largest ever baked, and the 
Swans Down people are doing the job, putting in 
$15,000 of contributed cake-mix. Cake will have to 
be carted into the Garden in sections. There it’U 
he assembled and iced. 

Another huge decoration requiring special prep¬ 
arations is the 24-foot Oscar replica whiph .is be¬ 
ing created out of copper-colored chrysanthemums. 
It’ll take 100,000 flowers, each dunking in a water- 
filled vial, to do the job. In addition, the six-foot 
base will be made up of flowers being telegraphed 
in by flower dealers -all over the world. 

Garden will look festive, with much bunting, 
flags of all nations waving from the pressbox, in¬ 
scribed netting on the ceiling, reminding not only 
of “80 Days” but also of Todd’s upcoming “Don 
Quixote;” the balloon replica from “80 Days,” etc. 

Main floor will be kept free for a^continuous show, 
starting at 8:30 PM and ending around midnight. 
Hour and a half of it will be televised by CBS over 
“Playhouse 90” from 9:30 to 11. Show will include 
some film shot by Todd with wife, Elizabeth Tay¬ 
lor. There’ll also be dancing on the floor to the mu¬ 
sic of a 100-piece band. It was originally intended 
to have Arthur Fiedler and the CBS Symphony, 
but this may fee changed. 

Mostly Cuffo 

Incredible part of all this is that the entire “par¬ 
ty” isn’t going to cost Todd too much. He’s paying 
around $12,000 for the Garden and of course he has 
expenses. But a staggering array of items, from 
“gifts” to food and transportation, are being con¬ 
tributed by eager merchants angling for a fat plug. 

Not that Todd couldn’t afford , to splurge. Info 
being given out in connection, with the anni showa- 
that “80 Days” so far has played 66 U.S. and Cana¬ 
dian and other overseas houses, reaping a gross of 
over $17,000,000. It’s been seen by some 8,000,000 
people. \ 

Adding to the attractions at -the Garden tomor¬ 
row night will be the presence of the Dancing 
Waters, also as a contribution. 

Prizes1—Todd calls them “gifts”—will be awarded 
via a drawing, using ticket numbers.* They’ve been 
coming in such numbers, Bill Doll, Todd’s p.r. rep, 
has had to store them at a warehouse. Here’s a par¬ 
tial rundown of the “gifts” (all contributed): 

A Czesna plane (complete with flying lessons); 
%rW^8Sr four automobiles, motor scooters, record 
playerl, 100 good cameras, four mink stoles and 
other furs contributed by Maximilian, 250 bottles of 
.Vodka, 10,000 imported cigars, 100 pairs of ivory 
chopsticks, .ladies’ hats, six ladies revolvers (in 
pastel colors!), 75 Swedish telephones (dial base and 
earpiece combined), 50 elephant bells from India, 
Austrian toy bears, 100 cases of Scotch chocolate 
buiscuits, a rickshaw from Japan, six Olivetti type¬ 
writers, 40 Siamese cats (gift from Todd’s pal, the 
King of Siam, who wrote- music for “Peep Show”), 
1,000 Decca albums, etc. 

Food Problems 

Food problem also has been partly solved by con¬ 
tributions, though most people will have to eat in 
their seats. As a matter of fact, it was discovered 
only recently that the Garden has no direct pas¬ 
sage from the balcony to the main floor. Anyone 
wanting to come downstairs, will have to go out and 

. come in -again. 
There’ll be no hard liquor served at the shindig. 

Only champagne (“No Todd party can be complete 
without that!” says Doll). Todd’s been offered 15,- 
000 hotdogs,. 15,000 buns, 200 gallons of vichisoise, 
a ton of baked beans, 10,000 eggrolls from the Chi¬ 
nese Merchant Assn., pizza pies, 15,000 doughnuts, 
icecream from the Borden people, doughnuts from 
the Doughnut Assn., etc. 

Todd figures he’ll have more press covering than 
any political convention in history. Wires have gone 
out to 87 towns where “80 Days” is playing or book¬ 
ed, urging exhibs to bring in their local press peo¬ 
ple. However, Todd won’t pick up the tab. 

TWA is flying in the press from the Coast and 
from London as a gift to Todd. Quantas, the Aus¬ 
tralian line, dittoes from Australia. Practically ev¬ 
ery foreign broadcasting web is assigning men to 
the affair, as' is the Voiee of America. , 

Todd has commissioned Sam Injun to produce a 
color short on the bash. It’ll later be released un¬ 
der the heading: “How to Give a Party.” 

Vincent Korda, scenic designer on “Don Quixote,” 
has been brought in by Todd from London to de¬ 
sign the Garden decor. Pat Valdo, circus vet, has 
been brought out of retirement to Tun the be¬ 
hind-the-scenes part of the show. Sally Pemick, 
formerly of the stagehands- union, is working as 
Todd’s labor relations man. Job became necessary 
when it turned out that union jurisdictions on the 
various jobs overlapped. 

According to Doll, 9,000 invites have been sent 
out. He figures there’ll be ah overflow crowd. About 
1.000 members of "the-public” are being “import¬ 
ed” from all over the party. Names are being 
drawn at the theatres. Todd picks up the tab. He’s 
got a special man working for him to get the re¬ 
quired hotel space* 

New York Sound Track 
; Continued from page 4 ; 

Milton R. Rackmil, U’s prexy, 
told the sales execs that the 1957- 
58 program of releases represent¬ 
ed the greatest production invest¬ 
ment in the companyls 45-year 
history. Alfred E. Daff, executive 
v.p., briefed the delegates on the 
company’s new property acquisi¬ 
tions and of the company’s “am¬ 
bitious” program to build new 
stars* As an example of the star 
development program, he cited 
the casting of John Gavin and Lisa 
Pulver, two unknowns, in the 
$5,000,000 produc‘ion of Erich 
Maria Remarque’s “There’s a 
Time to Love.” “If we are to 
make stars, we must find talent 
and expose them importantly,” 
Daff stated. 

By increasing to 22 the number 
of releases to be issued in the first 
six months of the 1957-58 season, 
U is topping its previous six-month 
high of 19 which was achieved for 
the half-year mark just concluded. 

The wCek-long sales sessions, 
which are being attended by the 
homqoffice sales cabinet, district 
and branch managers, and pub1 
ad! executives, will be followed by 
a. series of seven district sales 
meetings. Tomorrow’s (Thurs.) 
session will be devoted to a discus¬ 
sion of promotional plans on the 
pictures to be released during the 
first half of the 1957-58 season 
With v.p. David A. Lipton direct¬ 
ing the discussions. 

putting the teenage-singer on a non-exclusive multiple picture contract 
and the actor-composer on an. exclusive pact for another year ... . 
Budd Boetticher and Randolph Scott set up a partnership to film a 
biopic of bullfighter Carlos Attuml . Richard Brooks will make Sin¬ 
clair Lewis' “Elmer Gantry” fof United Artists release . . . Don Me? 
Guire and Paramount mutually agreed to tear up his three-picture 

| producer-director-writer contract with two films yet to go because of 
inability to agree . . Columbia purchased Francis I. Gwaltney’s novel 
“A Moment of Warmth** ind signed'it to Kaplan for pro¬ 
duction . . . Arthur L. Mayer, in London co-producing with Burt Bala- 
ban “High Hell” fof Paramount release, is trying to arrange his sche¬ 
dule to include a few days in-,th% States to-^nakc the publicity founds 
for his upcoming book, “The-Movies.” Simon/* Schuster, set a Nov. 
15 publication date for the copiously illustrated tome/oh wbich Mayer 

; had Richard Griffith as co-author. 
Buddy Adler talking new nine-year contract at 20th-Fox, replacing 

old deal which had two years to go, and which provides him with a 
straight salary cut but, importantly,’a percentage of the 20th income 
. . . Abe Montague and Paul Lasarus went, cross-country to see Harry 
Cohn and come back today (Wed.) after only a two-day visit. Was about 
the “Pal Joey” and “River Kwai” campaigns. 

Metro, via “Les Girls,” demonstrated how ad art work can be spicy 
and attractive without provoking censure by the puritans . . . Mitch¬ 
ell Wolf son, honorary chairman of Theatre Owners of America’s 10th 
anni convention in Miami Beach, Nov. 20-23, says that registrations 
are running 150% over all previous attendance records. Nominating, 
committee to select new officers will meet at the convention, it con¬ 
sists of Burton I. Jones, chairman, Albert Forman, Paul Krueger, Al¬ 
bert M. Pickus, Henry G. Pitt, Samuel Rosen and Wolfson . . . Jerry 
Wald returned to the Coast following confabs with 20th-Fox home- 
office execs on merchandising plans, for “Peyton Place.” . Stanley. 
Warner v.p. and general manager Harry Kalmine >and expo v.p: /Sam¬ 
uel Rosen addressed a meeting of the Company’s zone managers and 
field staffers in N.Y. yesterday (Tues. . ., . Variety Club of N.Y. will 
make its heart project announcement at a Hotel ShhrttdhAAatdr lunch¬ 
eon tomorrow (Thurs.) , . Kim Hunter and Jentea Tandy back in 
Gotham after completing Coast 'film assignments—Miss Hunter • in 
Universal’s “Money, Woman and Dreams” and Mist - Tandy In Whit 
Disney** <The Light in the Forest?* .' . . - - _ 

Minneapolis, Oct. 15* 
Pointing out that to his knowl¬ 

edge many of. this territory’s ex¬ 
hibitors are still making a “good” 
return op their investments, Tom 
Burke, pioneer4 local industry mem¬ 
ber, insists that, despite television’s 
inroads on the boxoffice siiow- 
houses generally still boast a com¬ 
paratively favorable economic posi¬ 
tion. 

During his 35 years in the film 
industry, Burke has been an ex¬ 
hibitor film salesman and major 
distributor branch manager, and 
now he’s head of the territory’s 
largest non-profit buying-group 
that includes most of the leading 
Twin Cities’ independent theatres. 

“And there’s never been a time 
in my 35 'years when exhibitors 
and the ipdustry itself haven’t had 
their troubles and problems .and 
when fringe ahd other theatres 
could .find easy .-sailing,”., declares 
Burke* . 

“A- -prominent Minneapolis cir¬ 
cuit owner told me* back in 1951 
that ‘we’re all through.’ Since then 
he has taken a substantial amount 
of money out of his theatre hold¬ 
ing* and *till-ls doing *o." 

‘3 Faces of Eve * 
Reaps Harvest 

Of Free Plugs 
Minneapolis, Oct 15. 

. Industry here is expected to 
watch with more than the usual '■ 
amount of interest the boxoffice 
performance of “Three Faces of 
Eve” in consequence of biggest 
publicity tieup ever engineered 
here in memory, involving a film 
and the city’s only evening news¬ 
paper, the §tar. 

In advance of the serialization in 
the Star of. the Thigpen-Cleckley 
psychiatric book from which the 
picture was adapted, the newspaper 
is advertising it witli daily spreads 
that run all the way from a quarter 
of a page to full pages. 

These_ ads describe the story 
vividly'and sensationally, utilize il¬ 
lustrations which are identified as 
from the picture ‘based on the 
book” and call attention to the 
film’s opening at the State theatre 
here Oct. 24. 

Serialization starts in the Star 
Oct 21, three days before the pic¬ 
ture’s teeoff here. 

It’s figured that the tieup is 
yielding both theatre and release 
many thousands of dollars in gratis 
advertising. There never*. before 
has been anything here before to 
anywhere approach it as far as ex¬ 
ploitation cost-free is concerned. 

Another Plot To 
Dethrone Yates 

Hollywood, Oct 15. 
Stockholders owning 247,000 

shares, or 13% of the total, of 
Republic Pictures, and who all are 
clients of the Francis I. DuPont 
brokerage firm, will seek to wrest 
control of the film corporation from 
Herbert J, Yates unless Yates re¬ 
linquishes the company to the 
Joseph Harris-Joseph Blau syndi¬ 
cate. Harris" and Blau have been 
engaging in on-and-off negotiations 
with Yates for some time but as 
yet no deal has been~ made. 

Spokesman for the dissident 
stockholders Said they’ll engage in 
a proxy fight preliminary to the 
annual meeting next April unless 
Yates gives yp the helm. 

- This places the Rep boss In the 
middle, for he’s having trouble 
with his fellow stockholders in 
Associated Motion Picture Indus¬ 
tries. Yates owns 20% of this out¬ 
fit, which in turn owns $850,000 
worth of Rep bonds (16% of the 
totally 200,000 shares of Rep com¬ 
mon (10% of the total) and 50,600 
preferred shares (12% of the total). 

Yate$ reportedly committed 
AMPI. holdings In a * transaction 
with Harris and Blau, based on a 
sellout price of • $8. per common 
Share. However, other AMPI stock- - 
holders balked .at this and are 
said* to have forced Yates to Walk ’ 
away from the Harris-BlaU agree¬ 
ment They contend Rep would be 
worth $15 per share via liquidation 
and told Yates to. pursue x liquida¬ 
tion program .or surrender control. ■ 

RKO to~ZMake 2 Pix 
InSpiainthisYear 

Madrid. Oct. ». 
\ FKO will co-produce two fea¬ 
tures in Spain this year, according 
to the “company’s European: man¬ 
ager Charles Rosmarin, now here 
talking budget, cast and director 
with RKO’s partner. Rosmarin de¬ 
nied a report current here that 
Iberian RKO finances had dwindled 
to a point where distrib operations 
were assured for only six months 
more. He said local organization’s 
money position would not oniy 
meet its overhead for many years 
to come, but would also finance 
company’s upcoming co-pr.oduction 
program; ' ; 
' Production policy here, the RKO' 

topper said, will be one of non- ' 
interference with our Spanish as-' 
sociates;' RKO will participate- in 
early stages, of preparation to sug- ' 
gest and contract U.S. - or Centm-*-' 
ental stars and-perhaps a Holly- : 
wood drector for, • international 
market;, "values.. This.. accomplished. I 
and a budget jointly approved, tbe 
Spanish producer will have-cora* 
-plete authority and supervision of 
the project ' 



NOT A RE-ISSUE! NEW! UP-TO-THE-MINUTE! 

M-G-M’s 

Never in movie annals such an 
opportunity to capitalize on the 
headlines! USE THIS COPY IN ADS: 

You’ve been reading about satellites and 
rockets that can rule the earth! Here’s the first 
BIG picture that dramatizes the miracles of 

, the wax. of machines in the sky. You’ve never 
- anything il&eit; 
o8*itsiw- ni U. J t- 

->ans':'i*- vs anivxi zi 3asn>fiUi~t& 

IMKEUFIOBBY DISPLAY! 
Enlarge current headlines with panel of ad copy above! 
SNIPE POSTERS! USE TRAILER WITH SPECIAL 
TAG! CAPITALIZE ON TODAY’S HOT NEWS! 

M-G-Mpresents “THE INVISIBLE BOY” starring Richard Eyer 
Philip Abbott • Diane Brewster * wifh_ Harold J. Stone • Robert 
Hv Harris • And ROBBY, THE ROBOT • Screen Play by Cyril 
Hume • Based on die Story by Edmund Cooper • A Pan Production 

Directed by Herman Hoffman • Produced by Nicholas Nayfack 
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Os $5,01,M Gamble in Germany,r 
‘Time to Love;’ Rolls as a Blue Chip 

By HY HOLLINGER 

Berlin, Oct. 8. 
What amounts to a $5,000,000 

gamble is currently being under¬ 
taken by Universal in this bomb 
scarred city which has been select¬ 
ed as the site for the complete 
filming of Erich Maria Remarque’s 
World War II novel, “A Time to 
Love and a Time to Die.” The 
gamble involves the employment 
of two unknown actors — John 
Gavin and Lisa Pulver—to essay 
the principal roles of Remarque’s 
best-se*Ier. 

The film, which will be released 
under the title of “There's Al¬ 
ways a Time to Love,” is the high¬ 
est-budgeted film? in U's history. 
While Miss Pulver, a Swiss actress, 
is known to European audiences, 
Gavin, a former Naval intelligence 
officer, represents’ a complete un¬ 
known quantity both in the U.S. 
and abroad. His previous film ap¬ 
pearances have been in inconse¬ 
quential supporting roles. 

In selecting Gavin to, portray the 
young German soldier who returns 
from the Russian 'front during 
World War II, Universal execu¬ 
tives Alfred E. Daff'.and Edward 
Muhl are hopeful that the Remar¬ 
que story will provide for Gavin 
the same springboard that the au¬ 
thor's classic of World War I, “All 
Quiet on the Western Front,” pro¬ 
vided for the then unknown Lew 
Ayres. Coincidentally, “A Time to 
Love” and “All Quiet” wefce both 
issued 12 years after the wars they 
describe. ~ 

“A Time to Love” is unique in 
another respect. It marks Remar¬ 
que’s debut as an actor. The 60- 
year-old novelist, who has-seen six 
of his eight novels converted to the 
screen, is currently here to launch 
his new career. He will play the 
important role of Professor Pohl- 
mann in his own story. Remarque, 
who wrote the screenplay of “A 
Time to Love,” looks upon his 
thespian venture as another land¬ 
mark In his career. “If I'm to write 
for the movies,” he said, “I must 
learn what it is like to act in a pic¬ 
ture. 

Remarque's first day on the set 
caused more attention than would 
have the presence of a contingent 
of first-rank Hollywood stars. He 
was immediately surrounded by 
groups of German performers— 
many of whom remember him from 
the pre-Hitler days. In addition, 
unit publicist Fred Banker is be¬ 
ing swamped with requests from 
the U.S. and foreign press for in¬ 
terviews with Remarque and for 
permission to observe the novelist 
in action as an actor. 

While portions of other films 
have been filmed in West Berlin, 
the Universal company is. not only 
shooting exteriors, but is employ¬ 
ing the CCC Studios for interiors 
and will develop the picture in 
Berlin laboratories. Following the 
Berlin shooting, the company will 
move to Grafpnwohr near the 
Czech horder for Russian battle 
front sequences. 

At this site, Gavin will .be “in¬ 
tegrated” into an actual native 
force with several hundred troops 
of the comparatively new West 
German Army, the Bundeswehr. 
This was arranged by special coor¬ 
dination between the Pentagon, U. 
and the Defense Ministry at Bonn. 
Since U.S. Army regulations pre¬ 
vent GI’s from wearing foreign 
uniforms while on duty, the Dent, 
of the Army was unable to offer 
American troops for the screen 
battles. The training ground of 
NATO troops, however, was opened 
to director Dnughas Sirk. who will 
utilize the Bundeswehr soldiers 
for the film “war.” Meanwhile. 
GI’s from the Berlin command a”e 
getting leave orders to work in 1 he 
film so that they will not be dis¬ 
obeying the no-foreign-uniforms- 
\vh?le-on-duty "pstriefion. 

Universal’s ^erlin production 
setup resembles an Army opera¬ 
tion. It inc’udes. to a smaller de¬ 
gree, the employment of the lo^’s- 
tics required to service and oper¬ 

ate an Army unit. A three-steyv 
building has been rented in the 
British sector of West BerMr ^ 
the production unit’s; GHQ. The 
unit, headed hv production sun-¬ 
visor Norman Denning, is respons¬ 
ible for all the numerous details 

| required for producing a picture 
!on foreign soil. An overseas tele- 
| type has been Installed to provide 
! direct communication with U’s 
New York and Hollywood offices. 

Two Crews 

Two complete crews have been 
; hired for the production. For each 
American in every department, 
there's a German counterpart. For 
example, an office in the building 
is marked “pit department” and 
“architekten,” with Al. Sweeney 
and Jurgen Kiebach being in 
charge of their respective lingual 
groups. Similarly, there’s an Amer¬ 
ican and German press represen¬ 
tative, an American and German 
production supervisor, etc. 

The three-story building con¬ 
tains dressing rooms, press head¬ 
quarters, etc. The entire company 
meets there every day before mov¬ 
ing out to a location^ “This sys¬ 
tem,” according to Denning, "gives 
us greater control of the opera¬ 
tion.” All vehicles are dispatched 
from the building and all equip¬ 
ment and costumes are issued 
there. 

The vast rebuilding program 
that has taken place in West Ber¬ 
lin with U.S. aid has, strangely 
enough, hampered the U operation 
to some extent. Denning and his 
crew have had to re-ruin some of 
the ruins to make them seem as 
they were during the bombing of 
Berlin. Four hundred truckloads 
of rubble have been brought in to 
recreate the damage of the war 
years. 

West Berliners have been 
anxious to clear the war damage 
that Denning and his associates 
have been having a job of con¬ 
vincing the local authorities to let 
the damaged buildings remain as 
they were until the film company 
has completed its exterior shoot¬ 
ing schedule. On the other hand, 
U is contributing to the clean-up 

(program by blowing up damaged 
j buildings and leaving the clearance 
of the sites to the local authori- 

! ties. 
| Permission to blow up buildings 
•. require numerous clearances. These 
f have been received mainly from 
foreign governments whose embas- 

Isies have been seriously damaged 
I by war bombings. Since the 
seat ' the West German govern¬ 
ment. s now in Bonn, most of the 
countries have no immediate plans 

| to rebuild their war-tom embas- 
jsies and have, as a consequence, 
’ given Universal permission to blow 
up the buildings for scenes for 
the picture. In addition, Universal, 
has had to build plaster fore¬ 
grounds matching pre-war build¬ 
ings so that the new modem edi¬ 
fices that are springing up through¬ 
out West Berlin can he masked .out. 

Actually, East Berlin, where 
there has been little rebuilding of 
the .war damage would have been 

[ more ideally suited for U’s produc- 
ition, but the film company was 
{advised by the State Dept, not to 
jgo into the eastern sector. How¬ 
ever, U has received permission 

| from the East German government 
j to move equipment through the 
| eastern sector to reach Grafen- 
; wohr. The task, however* is a gi- 
jgantic one, for each^ecemf -«kpaip- 
! ment must he carefully listed. TL 
; technicians are now working 
I job of finding the Germah trah§- 
; lation for each piece of equipment 
: since an unlisted item or one fault- 
; iiv translated might possibly he 
J lifted' by East German customs au¬ 
thorities. 

Albany Tent Staffed 
Albany, Oct. 15. 

New officers of the Albany Vari¬ 
ety Club are headed by theatre 
owner Samuel E. Rqsenblatt as 
chief barker. 

Elected with him were: Elias 
Schlenger, Fabian division man¬ 
ager, first assistant chief barker; 
Irwin Ullman, second assistant 
chief barker; Aaron Winig, proper-' 
ty master; Max Zuckerman, dough 
Kuy. 

Additional members of the crew 
are: Dr. Irving M. Strosberg, at¬ 
torney Lewis A. Sumberg, Arthur 
Green, Ralph E. Bruno, Charles L. 
Mooney and Albert J. Bearup. 
Mooney is promotion manager of 
The Knickerbocker News, while 
Bearup is managing editor of The 

‘Paradise’ flits St Louis 

St. Louis, Oct. 15. 

“Search for Paradise,” the new 
Cinerama attraction, was launched 
at the Ambassador Theatre hei;e 
last Wednesday (10) with customary 
aplomb. As a benefit for the City 
House-Barat Hall Endowment Fund, 
a cursory estimate irdicates the 

i charity will net something over 
: $3,000 for the night, with tickets 
scaled down from $10 a head, of¬ 
ficials said. I 

I Inside Stuff-Pictures 
Theory that too much decentralization into independent production 

could hurt the-film industry by destroying studio facilities and dis¬ 

couraging financiers was advanced Sunday (6), by Dore Schary, form¬ 

er production chief at Metro and now an indie himself. 

Schary appeared with Bosley Crowther, of N.Y. Times, on John 
Secordari’s “Open Hearing” over ABC television web. 

Schary called the . film biz “a muscle-bound giant,” and he worked 
-hard—for some unfathomable reason—to dispel the notion that Hol¬ 
lywood is in trouble. In fact, neither Schary nor Crowther would 
allow that a “crisis” exists in the industry, though Crowther at least 
got around to mentioning the fact that attendance has dipped seri¬ 
ously. ' 

Affair was a&ellout in the house 
seating 1,^2^’saccording to Man¬ 
aging Director-; Dj$id Brown, The 
crowd included ervie brass, headed 
by Mayor Raymond-Tucker, as well 
as leaders in many other fields. 

On hand for the opening. also 
were Stanley “Warner- Cinerama 
execs, including Frank Upton, re¬ 
gional manager, Irving Margolin, 
New York, treasurer, and Zeb Ep- 
stin, New York, assistant to Lester 
Isaacs. 

Advance sale for the engagement 
indicates peak^interest, according to 
Brown. Revues in the city papers 
were more than generous. Date 
here is the sixth In which “Para¬ 
dise” is now being shown. Record 
engagement in the house is held 
by “Seven Wonders of the World,” 
which closed after 76 weeks. 

PITTSBURGH 
Louis DeRochemont named Don 

Mungello, local exhibitor, to han¬ 
dle distribution in ^Pennsylvania, 
Ohio and West Virginia for his 
“Albert Schweitzer” pic. 

Rumba Theatre, operated in lo¬ 
cal Harlem district by Jake Soltz 
and his son, Sidney Soltz, for many 
years, will be torn down soon to 
make -way for the new Public Au¬ 
ditorium development. Soltz fig¬ 
ures on retiring while his son plans 
to go into food processing business. 

Bob Suits, ailing for some time, 
back on job as mapaging director 
of Warner Theatre, where new 
Cinerama production, “Search for 
Paradise,” opened a run last week. 

Carol M. Blatt admitted to the 
practice of law in. Pennsylvania. 
She’s the daughter of Mrs. William 
Blatt, of Blatt Brothers circuit. 

Joe Wayne, WB salesman, flew 
to Mexico City to spend the Jewish 
holidays with his parents and 
brother, who make their home 
there. 

Danny McKenna, formerly in 
SW Theatres publicity department, 
working as a promotion man here 
for Forbes Distributors, Brud 
Oseroff’s record outfit. 

3 Courts 
Continued from page 7 

excerpt from the record of the 
meeting, Tomlinson’s handout at¬ 
tributed Brownell as saying that 
individual me mbers of the 
board felt that “if a proper 
man can be found that a new ex¬ 
ecutive 'officer of the company 
should be selected.’ Transcript is¬ 
sued by Tomlinson also, quotes Vo¬ 
gel. as remarking to Brownell, 
“You say that a committee shall 
be appointed?” 

In summing up the transcript of 
the meeting, Tomlinson declared 
that "it is clear, to any person read¬ 
ing the transcript that Brownell 
and' all the other directors present 
were attempting to carry out their 
obligations to the stockholders and 
to the general welfare of the com¬ 
pany- 'with ^ll the tact and eonsid- 
'fratffl&'slhcy guild; feuster in a 
'fituajdp'n. ^^^^rassing personal 

,:V%s; ktfe^ft^dispftted Tomlin- 
oia-.. Nb'ffcg the oaths 

of Brownell, KflRon, Parker and 
Reid and the personal statement 
of Florence, Vogel stated: “Thus it 
would appear, if you include my 
own vote, that six of the II direc¬ 
tors present at that meeting did 
not ‘hold the view* that I should be 
replaced as president as falsely as¬ 
serted by Tomlinson.” 

Tomlinson, Vogel said, conspi¬ 
cuously failed in his letter to the 
investors to deny or answer the 
charges that he carried on a “cal¬ 
culated plan of harassment to the 
detriment of the company.” He 
stressed that affidavits in the 
courts detailing the alleged con¬ 
spiracy •remained unanswered. 

Tomlinsbn, in his statement, said 
he had avoided any comments be¬ 
cause he had felt that “it would 
utterly improper to analyze cora^ 
pany affairs or any of the person¬ 
alities involved without complete 
and official company records to 
show as the basis of judgment.” 
He declared that through sub¬ 

While the picture business is good with the big pictures and falter¬ 
ing the lesser ones, enough in-the-middle product has come on the 
market of late to justify the opening of many theatres during matinee 
periods when heretofore Jhey’ve been dark. Further, numerous situ¬ 
ations which .had been operating only on weekends are now in busi¬ 
ness weekday nights as welL ' 

; Such diverse areas as St. Louis, Pittsburgh and parts of Long Is¬ 
land, JEY., have been cited by distributor sources for their more ac- 

[ tive operations'. 

This doesn’t add up to any newly-found prosperity for either the 
exhibs or the distribs, although it is an upbeat step. Theatremen 
who have upped their schedules to the seven-day-a-week basis are 
changing pictures every day in many instances. But at least’they’re 
getting the product and finding it better* to stay open than remain 
dark. 

Some spots on Long Island, while offering the customary split- 
week program change at nights, are opening their doors with different 
pictures, with youngster appeal, including reissues, during matinee 
periods. 

Legion of Deceney ‘‘Condemned” ratings do hurt a foreign film, 
particularly when it comes to the type of picture that could be booked 
into the drive-ins, indie exhib Cy Harvey said last week. He said, .on 
occasions, the ozoners. will reach out for an exploitable import 
but almost invariably they stop,short of booking a picture with a 

‘ “C” rating from the Legion. “They’re trying, to retain their ‘family* 
appeal,” Harvey said. 

Meanwhile, the Legion last week found only one picture out of 
five for its Al • (Morally Objectionable for General Patronage) cate¬ 
gory. Title was “Monolith Monsters.” 20th-Fox’s “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (with a rape scene) got tagged Unobjectionahie for Adults. 
Ending up with “B” ratings were “Don’t Go Near the Water,” “Inva¬ 
sion of the Saucer Men” and “I Was a Teenage Werewolf” which, said 
the Legion, “Tends to give credence to certain philosophical theories 
whose accceptanee can lead to serious moral harm.” 

David Tannenbaum, prominent film attorney who died Oct. 4 in 
Beverly Hills, was one of the behind-the-scenes forces in Hollywood 
who sat in on many of the biggest producer deals. Repping such per¬ 
sonalities as Darryl F. Zanuck, Jerry Wald, Don Hartman, Sol C.- Siegel, 
Dore Schary, Arthur Freed, Samuel Engel and Lew Schreiber, he 
handled legal details in negotiations and conclusion of pacts with stu¬ 
dios totalling many millions of dollars. Prior to becoming interested 
in motion pictures, he was with the Inheritance Tax Dept., of State of 
California. 

On the side Tannenbaum was a leader in educational, philanthropic 
and governmental fields, and in 1953 was named Man of the Year in 
Beverly Hills by Emanuel Temple. Beverly Hills Chamber of Com¬ 
merce repeated kudo following year. 

If present plans mature, half-hour telepix filmed last week, by Frank 
Sinatra for his ABC-TV show, guestarringr Bing Crosby, will he dis¬ 
tributed theatrically, with part of take earmarked to 'annual Christmas 
seal drive. However, plans are contingent on various clearances, es¬ 
pecially with unions involved, Sinatra admits. Crosby already has ap¬ 
proved idea. Max Youngstein, United Artists veepee, has offered his 
firm’s services for free, to distrib film to theatres. However, Sinatra 
would like to air the segment for a couple of years on tv, before aim. 

iiig it at theatres, he says. 

t Telepic marked Sinatra’s, debut as a tv director. He also appears in. 
[front of cameras with Crosby. 

Apart from Okinawa, the U.S. is the biggest customer for Japanese 
films, reports a JapaneseJEmbassy bulletin, via Hill & Knowlton. The 
year 1956 saw Japanese films hitting a record in film exports. Total of 
2,101 pictures were sold abroad, bringing in $1,259,395. To the U.S. 
went 356 films for $314,135. There are a number of theatres cater-, 
ing to Japanese , language groups in California and othef western 
states. 

Largest export wes to Okinawa, which accounted for 1,456 films 
($524,603). Russia and the Czechs took eight Japanese films each; last 
year. Communist China took 19 and Hong Kong 37. Taiwan absorbed 
78 Japanese imports and Brazil 58: India took two. 

In last week’s issue of Variety, an article discussed Erick von 
Keuhnelt-Leddihn’s piece in American Magazine, entitled “Rating 
Films in Europe.” In his piece, Kuehnelt- Leddihin (now in the 
States) quoted Charles Ford to the effect that the International Catho¬ 
lic Film Office has discontinued its film reviews in English “owing 
to misunderstanding in America.” Msgr. Thomas F. Little, exec direc¬ 
tor of the National Legion of Decency, asserts that the term “misunder¬ 
standing” is misleading. What happened, relates Msgr. Little, is that 
the Catholic review, mag carried, some highbrow articles on films, 
articled for which interest was lacking in the U.S. It was on this basis 
that the English version was discontinued. 

Vermont’s State Employment Service, is showing a film which ex¬ 
plains the “why and how” of jobless compensation in a new and un¬ 
usual way. Beginning with'a view of the State Capitol here, the 
Technicolor film follows two unemployed persons, a man and a girl, 
through various steps in applying for benefits. It also- depicts the 
keeping of a mass of records, etc. 

poena and court action he is now in 

possession of vital documents, par¬ 

ticularly a complete transcript of 

the July 12 board meeting on the 
Coast; -that the principal issue he 
is aiming to prove is the action of 
the board at the L. A. meeting, “in-; 
dieating to the president, of the j 

company . i . that he Was ho lunger 
suitable as chief executive of 
Loew’s.” 

Tomlinson pointed out hat his 
! attorneys had taken depositions 
from Vogel and Reid -and will take 
other depositions. He cited the 

[ sworn testimony of Reid and Vogel 
: in an effort to clear up the allega¬ 
tion that L. B. Mayer attempted 

t to dominate Loew’s; both Reid ’ 
and Vogel were questioned on this ; 
matter, Tomlinson said, and 
“neither, anywher'e in the record, 
offered the slightest suggestion of 
evidence to support such an al¬ 
legation.” Tomlinson said Reid 
testified that twice- in July he 
raised with Mayer the question of 

[ the presidency of Loew’s and was 
unable to get a commitment 
"though it is a matter of fact that 
Mayer was and remains willing to. 
aid in an advisory capacity.” 

Tomlinson concluded by noting 
that he expected to produce fur¬ 
ther “substantial” company rec¬ 
ords showing the actual facts of 
the case. 
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'JOKER’ LOUD $20,000, CHICAGO 
¥ (Continued from page 9) 

FRISCO; COSTELLO (reissues)' • $3,500 for five days. 
San Francisco, Oct. 15. Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 

Film biz here currently is spotty,! —"No Down Payment" (20th) (2d 
- with “Joker Is Wild” socko, “Amaz- wk). Tight $13,000. Last week,1 
ing Colossal Man” good and “No $20,000. 
Down Payment” dull. "Story of Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 
Esther Costello” shapes slim at St, $1.25-$3.40)—“Seven Wonders of 
Francis while “Until They Sail” is World” (Cinerama) (43d wk>, Sha:p 
dull in third round. “Time of De-j $27,000. Last week, $28,000. 
sire” looms as top arty newcomer. Roosevelt (B&K) <1,400; 65-90)— 

Estimates for This Week “Quantez” <U) and “Public Pigeon 
Golden Gate .RKO) (2,859; 90- 1-(U) (2d wkK Adequate $10.- 

$1.25)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and °°0v^t week $17,000 

“Checkpoint” (Rank*. Smash $20,- PiFot’K <U ’(3d wW 
000. Last week, “Jet Pilot” (U) and t^TlO OOfiSst week $16 000 
■•That Night” (UH2d wk>, $13,000. SX/$£°BCSjSS&Sflks?$S 

Fox (FWC) (.4,651; $1.25-$L50>— "Brothers in Law” (Cont) (2d W'k). 
. No Down Payment <20th) and Nifty $5>600. Last week, $6,300. 

Hell On Devils Island (20th). Todd's Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
Light $11,000 or close. Last week, $i.75-$3.50)—"Around World” (U4.) 
“Noah's Ark'' »Indie> (reissue) and (28ih wk). Hefty $25,800. Last week, 
Under Fire (20th), $13,000. $25 600 
Warfield iLoew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 

—“Until They Sail” (M-G) (3d wk). $1.50)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (3d 
Dull $6,000. Last week, $7,000. wk). Okay $9,000. Last week. 

Paramount (Par) * (2>,646; 90- $15,000. 
$1.25)—“Amazing Colossal Man” Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-$1.50l, 
(AI) and “Cat Girl” <AI). Okay —“Story of Esther Costello” (Col) j $1.50; .. 
$12,000. Last week, “Helen Mor- ‘2d wk). Moderate $12,500. Last • “Last of the Desperados1 
gan Story’,' (WB) and “Johnny week, $20,000. 1 ^ , .. ;■ Fine > $7,000. Last week, “Pickup 
Trouble’’ iWB» (2d wk). $7,000. World (Indie) <<V>6; 90)—“Stella” j Alley” (Col) and “Brothers Rico1 

Si. Francis (Par) .1.400; 90-S1.25) Sock $5'800' Last lCol). *W°°- 
—“Story Esther Costello” (Col) and ,*0*. d ,r ! Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- 
“Woman Of River” (Col). Oke $9,- 5 $L25)—’"My Gun Is Quick” (UA) 
000. Last week. “Young Don’t Cry” . “Julietti” flnd?4 * a?d “JunEle Heat” (UA). DuU 
(Co!) and “No Time To Be Young”. f14^0f-lrVa|Vftnn ’ Julietta <lndie) ; $5,000. Last week, "Cyclops” (In- 
(Col), $6,000. i ls^ *K,> »^»auu-_ j die) and “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; [ t iiurrtcc . (Indie)f $5,000. 
Sl.75-S2.65)—“Seven Wonders of 

‘Payment’ Small 6G, 
Port.; ‘Tammy’ Hep 7G 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 15. 
First-run biz is very sluggish 

here this stanza. One of few excep¬ 
tions to this downbeat is “Tammy 
and Bachelor,” which is nice at 
Liberty on second time around. 
“Noah’s Ark” alio is rated .trim at 
Orpheum while “Around World” 
shapes sturdy, in 26th session at 
the Broadway. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Pfcrker) ~ (980; $2- 

$2.50)—"Around World In 80 Days’ 
(UA) (26th wki.: Sturdy $9,500. 
Last week, $9,3r-' 

Fox (EvergreeS&r(U*536; $1-$L50) 
—"No Down PipnhMl^ii;(20th) and 
“Hell On Devilrs IShuid” (20th). 
Modest $6,000. Last week, “Jet 
Pilot” (U) and “Please Murder Me' 
(DCA) (3d wk), $8,300. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Lest 
Continent” (Indie). Nice $4,000. 
Last week, “Game of Love” (Indie) 
(3d wk). $2,700. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$1.25)—“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) 
(on return run) and “Interlude’ 
<U). Nice $7,000. Last week, “Un¬ 
til They Sail” (M-G) and “Decision 
Against Time” (M-G)* $5,200. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.600; $1- 
-“Noah’s Ark” (Indie) and 

(Indie). 

World” (Cinerama) (47th wk). Okay 
$14,600. Last week. $14,800. 

United Artists <No. Coast) <1,- 
207; 9Q-$1.25)—“Cyclops” iAA) and 
“Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” »AA). So¬ 
so S6.700. Last week, “Chicago 
Confidential” <UA) and “Street of 
Sinners” iUA>, $6,000. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 
$2.20)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(22d wk). Okay $5,000. Last week, 
same. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)—[ 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8)* 

wk, Egyptian; 1st week, Downtown, j 
MINNEAPOLIS 

Wiitern) and “Woman of- River” .- (Continued from page 8) 
(Col) (Downtown, Wiitern only). • main pic. Slow $6,000. Last 
Hefty $23,000 or close. Last week, week, $7,500. 
Egyptian, $6,600; Downtown with j RKO Orpheum (RKQ) (2,800; 75- 
Iris, “Mister Rock and Roll” (Pat) ; 90)—“Black Scorpion” (WB). Ads 
nnrl “Stnwaxvnv fiirl” (Par) .tn 400- i+'e- linrvnK 

“Torero” (Col) (3d wk). Good $4.-[^e orT~eavr, . , 
000. Last week. $4,200, 1 ,™e LSj£vnPans 

Clay (Rosencn (400; $1.25)— Pa}e S1’700- 

and “Stowaway Girl” (Par), $5,400; (claim it’s ultimate in horror films. 
Wiitern with Hillstreet, New Fox, j Well sold but only light $5,000. 
“Jet Pilot” (U) and “Joe Dakota”-Last week, “Fuzzy Pink Night- 
(U) (2d wk), $15,100. j gown” (UA), $4,000. 

Iris (FWC) <956; 9Q-$1.50)—“Love .( RKO Pan,-(RKO) (1,800; 65-85)— 
| Me or Leave Me” (M-G) and “Last' “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Short 

(M-G) (reissues). Cut to Hell” (Par). Good $4,500. 
j Last week, “Mister Rock and Roll” 

“Wife' For Night” (Indie) (2d wk). [ Four Star IUATC) (868; 80-$l.§D) 
Fair $3,000. Last week, $3,200. [—“Story of Esther Costello” <Co’) 

Vogue <S.F. Theatres) <364; «2d wk), Slight $4,400. Last week, 
$1.25>—“Time Of Desire’’ (Indie) $7,400. 
(2d wk). Fine $4,500. Last week, Hillstreet, New Fox (RKO-FWC) 
$5 500. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1.25)— 
“Naked Eye” (Indie). Nice $3,500. 
Last week, “It Happened In Park” 
(Indie) <4th wk). S2.500. 

Coronet (United California) (1.- 
250; $1.50-^3.75)—“Around ' World 
In 80 Days” (UA) (42d wk). Fine 
$21 000. Last week, $23,000. 

Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—“It 
Happened In Park” (Indieb Oke 
$2,000. La«t week, “White Sheik” 
(Indie). $1,200. 

Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; 
$1.25-$ 1.50) — “Miller’s Beautiful 
Wife” (DCA) (3d wk). Good $3,000. 
Last week, $3,500. 

DENVER 
(Continued from page 9) 

‘week, “Pickup APey” (Col) and 
“Woman of River” (Col), $9,000. 

Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-90)— 
“Doctor at Large” »U> (4th wk). 
Fair $1,500. Last week, $2,000. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 70-90)— 
“Black Scorpion” (WB) and “Fire 
Maidens Outer Space” (Indie). 
Modest $8,000 or near. Last week, 
“Jet Pilot” <U> and "Pawnee” (Rep) 
(2d uk». $9,500. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) <2,200; 70- 
90)—“Helen Morgan Story” CWB) 
and “Black Patch” (WB). Fine $11,- 
000. Last week. “Portland Expose” 
(AA» and “Hold Back Night” (AA), 
$11,000. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)—. 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UAfef 
(22d wk). Fair $6,000. Stays on," 
Last week, $6,000. ! of Scoundrel” (RKO) and 

Vogue Art (Sber-Shulman) (442; }tez” (U) $4 700 
75-90>—“John and Julie” (DCA).; Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 

(2 752; 965; 90-$ 1.50)—“Jet Pilot” 
(U) and “Joe Dakota” (U) (3d wk). 
Fair $8,500. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; 90-$1.80)—“Interlude” (U) 
(4th wk). Thin $3,800. Last week, 
$5,200. 

Chinese (FWC) (1.908; $1.25- 
$2.40) — “Sun Also Rises” (20th) 
(7th wk). Okay $7,700 in 8 days. 
Last week, $8,600. . 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 
— “Perri” (BV) (7th wk). Good 
$3,900. Last week, $3,800. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- 
kama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 
19th week on Sunday (13) after 
great $27,200 last week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” 

Par) and “Stowaway Girl” (Par), 
$4,200. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)— 
“Reach for Sky” (Indie). With few 
exceptions British films, other than 
Alec Guiness pdx, don’t draw well 
here except in nabe arty houses. 
This is no exception. Mi d $7,000. 
Last week, “Action of Tiger” 
(M-G), $5,000 with help of Satur¬ 
day night sneak preview. 

Suburban World (Mann) (800; 
85)—“Prince and Showgirl” (WB) 
(2d run). This ordinarily first-run 
foreign films house has this along 
with a number of other nabes in 
initial uptown showing. Looks 
lean with $1,500. “Time of Desire” 
(Indie) (2d wk), $1,800. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)-^ 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par). Given big 
ad campaign. Sock $7,500. Last 
time, “Green Man” (DCA), $3,800, 

DETROIT 
(Continued from page 8)- 

i j.dur— /uuiuiu wunu ill ou « — i. __ . . . 
UA) (43d wk>. SockO $26,000. Last;pre (UA). Fancy $12,000 for re¬ 

week, $25,500. j biom date. ^Last^ week, Man of 
Crest, Sunset (Lippert-CohCn) 

(800; 540; $1J25-$1.50) — “Mile. 
Striptease” (Indie). Fine $8,200. 
Last week, “Nana” (Indie) (5th wk), 
$4,300. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1^0) 
— “The Roots” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Fine $2,700. Last week, $3,100. 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50) — 
“Green Man” (DCA>j?(6th wk). 
Great $3>300. Last^veek&fg^O. 

CLEVELAND; 
(Continued from page 

90)—“Fury at Showdown” ‘ (UV 
Good $6,000. Last week. “Death 

Thousand Faces” (U), $11,000 in 
th»‘rd week. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—“Naked Sun” (UA) and 
“Hit and Run” (UA). Average $12,- 
000. Last week, "Mr. Rock and 
Roll” (Par) and “Bop Girl” (UA), 
$11,700, 

United Artist* (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$3W‘Argund World” (UA) (42d 

^14,06®*—Last week, 

Adam* ; 3jgStesJl.700: - 90- 

i^^k):^|»b|^Mpr,500. Last 

Miistefi^^igS^Siw&rama) (1,- 
. 205; $1.50-$2:65) ’'Seven Won- 

Quan- ( ders” (Cinerama) (63d wk); Socko 
$11,000 or near. Last week, $10,700. 

Krim (Krirn) (1,000; $1.2$— 
“Loser Takes All” (Indie) and 
“Scandal in Sorrento”-(Indie) (2d 
wk). Oke $5,300. Last-week, $5,800. 

TORONTO 
(Continued from page 9) 

Good $1,200/ Last week, “Don Gio-, 1925; $1.25)—“Nana” (Indie). Okay 
vanni” «DCAi, $1,500. {$4,000. 'Last week. “Lost Conli- 
--| nent” »Lopert> <2d wk), $2,600. 
VAMCAC PITY ! I»wer Mall (Community) (500; 

, ^AA A«q ; 50-P0»—“Street of Shame” (Indie). 
'Continued from page 9) i Modest $4,000. Last week, “Young 

Undie) '2d wk). Pleasant $1,800. iand Passionate” (Indie), $2,500. . - - 
Last week, $2,500. i Ohio (Loewi (1,244; $1.25-$2.50). fidential” (UA) and “Gun Is Quick” 

Roxy (Durwood) t879; 75-90) — —“Around World” (UA) (18th wk).; (UA), $12,500. in 8 days. 
'.‘Until They Sml” (M-G) f2d wk).: Excellent $14,000. Last week,' Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)— 
Oke $3,000. Last week, $5,500. ($13,000. | “Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; ;> Palace iSW-Cinerama) (1,523; . (9th wk). Still capacity at $15,000. 
$1 25-S2) — “Around World in 80 ; $1.25rS2.40) — “This Is Cinerama ’ \ Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)— 
Days” 'UA) 20th wk). Slacking j (Cinerama) (15th wk). Fine $13,200 i “Brothers in Law” (IFD) (5th wk). 
somewhat, but still creditable at {after $12,200 last week. tOkay $4,500. Last week, $6,000. 
$6,500, and setting a record each ) State rLoew) (3.500; 70-9.0)—“No ’ Uptown. (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1^5) 
week for longevity. Last week, <Down Payment” (20th). Average!—“Slim Carter” (U). Fine $12,500. 
$7,500. - $10,000, Last week, “3:10 to Yuma” ; Last week, “Man of Thousand 

Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox. < Col), $9,000. -Faces” (U) (3d wk), $9,500 in 9 
Midwest) <2.043; 700; 1,217; 75-90)1 Stillman (Loew) <2,700; 70-90)—‘ days. 

.. - -- - -- - j York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—“10 
Commandments” (Par) (47th wk). 

j Still steady at $3,500. Last week. 

—“No Down Payment” (20th) and \ “3:10 to Yuma” (Col) (m.o.). Rou- 
“Copper Sky” »20th). Nice $12,000, tine $5,000. Last week, “Tip on 
Last week, “Sea Wife” <20th) and { Dead Jockey” (M-G) and “Short 
"God Is My Partner’ <2Qth>, $8,000.1 Cut to Hell” (Par), same. ditto. 

‘Raintree’ Fast $14,000, 
L’viUe; 'Pilot’ 9G, 2d 

Louisville, Oct. 15. 
Downtown biz at first-runs is 

fair to nice with few standouts. 
Second stanza of “Raintree'Coun¬ 
ty” is rated robust. Biz on Sunday 
(13) night here was nicked by big 
teleshows. Holdover of “Jet Pilot” 
at the Rialto is healthy in second 
round. Warm, summer-like weather 
continues to cut into grosses. “Man 
of Thousand Faces” 13 okay at the 
Kentucky. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Loew’s - Fourth' Ave.) 

(1,000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree Coun¬ 
ty” (M-G) (2d wk). Gathered Mo¬ 
mentum at weekend, with some 
sellout shows indicating robust 
$14,000 after teeoff week’s $14,500. 

Kentucky (Switow) <1,200; 50-85) 
—“Man of 1,000 Faces” (U). Okay 
$6,000. ~ Last week, “Interlude” 
(U), same. 

Loew’s (Loew-U.A.) . (3,000; 50- 
85)—“Until They Sail” ‘(M-G) and 
“Hard Gun” (M-G). Likely slow 
$5,000. Last week, “Amazing Colos¬ 
sal Man” (AI) and “Cat Girl” (AI), 
$8,000. { 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; 
50-85)—-"Black Scorpion” (WB) and 
“James Dean Story” (WB). Average 
$6,000. Last week, "Brothers Rico” 
(Col) and “White Squaw” (Col), 
$5,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 
74-99)—“Jet Pilot” (RKO) (2d wk). 
Satisfactory $9,000 after first week's 
$12,000. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 8) 

$16,000. Last week,' “Melbourne 
Rendezvous” (Indie) (3d wk), 
$1,600 in 4 days. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$l-80>— 
“Pride and Passion” (UA) (11th1 
wk). Okay $4,200, Last week, 
$6,000. 

World (Pathe) (599; 99-$ 1.49)— 
"Spanish Gardner” (Indiq). Mild 
$3,300. Last week, “Last Bridge” 
(Indie) (3d wk), $3,000. 

Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-$i:49) 
—“Millwr’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA) 
<2d wk). Fine $3,500 or. close. First 
week was $4,500. Likely won’t 
hold a third. 

Film Reviews 
'mJmmmmi COlltlllUed from page C Smimmi 

Taming Satfaw’e Gal 
and routine humor and aimed for 
routine small situations. 

Producer. William J. O’Sunivan 
and director Lesley Selander 
haven’t bothered to make this one 
novel in any way. Two scripters— 
Thames Williamson and Frederic 
Louis Fox-^-come up with trite 
dialog that may irk even some of 
the non-sophisticates. 

Cast is adequate, grappling with 
the unlikely lines and situations. 
Gloria Talbott is a looker with a 
refreshing personality that comes 
across even in this minor entry. 
John Lupton is pleasant. As the 
heavy. Jack Kelly is wooded and 
vicious without clear motive. May 

1 Wynn is supposed to personify 
; cheap glamor and Vema Felton, as 
a cigar-smoking pioneer type, takes 
care of the folksy wisdom and hu¬ 
mor department. 

Story has bank clerk Lupton. ar¬ 
riving in the California back coun¬ 
try to do some pheasant hunting.- 
He has a run-in with Kelly and 
boards with Miss Talbott and her 
aunt. Miss Felton. He and the girl 
hit it off, hut Miss Wynn starts 
mahjng passes at him, which' he 
rejects. Jealousy eventually makes 
her shoot her husband, who be¬ 
lieves it was Lupton who did it. 
Inevitably, there’s a showdown 
fight, and then a gun battle. AH 
ends well in the end. 

Selander’s direction is barely 
adequate in this day-and-age. Jack 
Marta’s . photography has merit. 
Tony Martinelli’s editing is okay. 
It’s the kind of simple-minded, 
good vs. evil film that’ll get by 
mostly because theatres need film. 

Hift. 

The Seamp 
> (BRITISH) 

Sentimental, unconvincing do¬ 
mestic drama involving excel¬ 
lent child actor, but offering 
only limited appeal to moat 
audiences. 

London, Oet. 9. 

Allied Voice 
Continued from page IS 

completed arrangements with Jer- 
rold Electronics Corp. of Philadel¬ 
phia to bring its equipment to the 
Concord for a demonstration so 
that each exhibitor can “learn all 
he can about the cable theatre.” 
According to. Sid Stem, general 
chairman of the Allied convention, 
Jerrold will attempt ta connect its 
equipment to the hotel’s closed- 
circuit system so that ike delegates 
can see the system actually at work 
in the 175 rooms that are wired to 

[the hotel’s co-axial system. Milton 
Shapp, Jerrold prexy, will be on 

( hand to explain the operation of 
I the cable theatre. At the conclusion 
1 of the, demonstration, there will 
be an open forum moderated by 
Herbert Barnett, National Theatre 
Supply’s authority on film and tele-' 
vision techniques. 

Organizers of the Allied meeting, 
in selecting the Gatskill resort as 
.the site for the convention, are 
hopeful of making the three-day 
session a work and play one. A 
full program of social events, in¬ 
cluding activities for the ladies, 
have been orgainzed. 

Minneapolis Gripe 
Minneapolis, Oct 15, 

Some exhibitor leaders includ¬ 
ing Martin Lebedoff/ the Exhibi¬ 
tor Trade Assn’s Twfi ^Cities group 
chairman, are training their, guns, 
again on the Hollywood producers 
that are releasing their_theatre 
oldies to television. They’re urg¬ 
ing that these film companies de¬ 
sist from any. further extension Of 
the policy. 

In their appeal, they're claiming 
that the tv presentation of so m£ny 
first-rate pre-rI948 theatre, features 
is hurting the boxoffice more than 
anything.else.aifd: thd damage, has. 
been gaining momentum, 

Lebedoff assails that the' sale of 
these pictures to video has .-been 
“shortsighted.” He reasons* that 
video - programming.'m the aggre¬ 
gate, lacks the stuff without.these 
feature Pictures to satisfy many 
dyed-in-the-wool movie fans or to 
lure so many away from: the thea¬ 
tres so.frequently. In his opinion, 
the'film companies would be real¬ 
izing much more money from film 
rentals than their sales 'to tv have 
netted. a 

The fact that most of the pre- 
1948 tv features boast big stars 
who still are boxoffice makes them 
even tougher opposition for the 
theatres, Lebedoff points out. 

Renown release of a George Mister 
(James Lawrie) -production. Stars Rickard 
Attenborough, Terence Morgan,- Colin 
(Smiley) Peteuen, Dorothy Alison, ' Jill 
Adams. Directed by Wolf Rilla. Screen¬ 
play, Wolf Rilla, from play, “Uncertain 
Joy,'* by Charlotte Hastings; editcj, Ber¬ 
nard Gribble; music, Francis Chagrin. At 
Odeon, Marble Arch, London, Oct. 7, 'S7. 
Running time, •• MINS. 
Stephen Leigh.Richard Attenborough 
Barbara Leigh .. Dorothy Alison 
Tod... Colin Petersen 
Mike Dawson .. Terence Morgan 
Julie Dawson...Jill Adams 
Mrs. Perryman .. Maureen Delany. 
Mrs. Blundell.Margargtta $c«tt 
•Eddie.'...David Franks 
Headmaster  .Geoffrey Keen 
Beamish .:..-. Charles Lloyd Pack 
Annette .. June Cunningham 
Shopkeeper ... Sam Kydd 
Inspector Birch.....—....Victor Brooks 

Based on Charlotte Hasting's 
play. “Uncertain Joy “ this emerges 
as a run-of-mill -domestic drama 
which will serve as a routine book¬ 
ing for minor houses. It has a 
touch too much of sentimentality 
and many situations are implaus¬ 
ible. Any draw that it may have 
must be chalked iip to a most ap¬ 
pealing performance by a child 
actor. Colin Petersen, who sprang 
to prominence in the film, 
“SmileyT* 

Richard Attenborough is a 
schoolmaster, and he and his doe- 
tor wife befriend a youngster 
whose father, a drunken vaude¬ 
ville actor, neglects the child: and 
leaves him to run wild. When he 
goes on a tour of South America, 

■he reluctantly leaves his son with ' 
Attenborough and his wife ‘ who 
try to show the kid a new way of 
life. But he can’t live down his 
background and despite tbeir kind¬ 
ness he continues, to get info 
scrapes. . . 

One of these is sufficiently se¬ 
rious to get-him into trouble with 
the authorities who order that he 
should be returned to his father 
who has returned from tour with 
a new wife. Little4 Petersen is 

| again ill-treated, and in self-de¬ 
fense he crowns -his drunken fa¬ 

rther with-an ash-tray. Thinking be 
has killed - him, he runs in terror 

■ to Attenborough and his wife. It 
turns out, .however, that the boy 
was not the guilty party. The fa- 
ther died ip an alcoholic fail. So 
he'is adopted by Attenborough and 
his wife-for a happy ending.; 

While there is plenty of scope 
in such a story for a good, meaty 
drama, “The Scamp” suffers from 
unimaginative .direction by Wolf 
Rilla and a somewhat pedestrian 
script It plods along from one 
cliche-ridden situation to another. 

But no praise can be too high 
for Petersen as the 10-year-old 
scamp. Here is a natural, if ever 
there was one. He has brains,, hu¬ 
mor and an urchin persuasiveness 
which will flutter the hearts of all 
femme patrons. ^Technically, this 
film is soundrthroughout. Rich. 
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Hollywood Production Pulse 

"BONJOUR TRISTESSE" 
(Shooting iu France) 

Frod.-Dir.—Otto Preminger 
David Niven, Deborah Kerr, Jean Se- 

berg, Mylene Demongeot. Geoffrey 
Horne. Juliette Greco. Walter Chiari. 
Martita Hunt, Ronald Culver, David 
Oxlex. Jean Kent, Elga Anderson 

(Started Aug. 1) 

"GIDEON'S DAY" 
Prod.-Dir.—John Ford 
(Shooting In London) 
Jack Hawkins, Anna. Lee, Dianne Foster, 

Ann Massey, John Loder, Ronald 
Howard, Andrew Ray 
(Started Aug. 12> 

"THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD" 
(Shooting in London) 

Prod.—Charles Schneer 
Dir.—Nathan Juran 
Kerwin Mathews. Kathryn Grant. Torln 

Thatcher, Eddie Little, Harold Kasket. 
Alec Nango, Danny Green, Nana De 
Herrera, Virgilio Telxeiia, Juan Ola- 
guivei 

(Started Aug. 12) 

"NO TIME TO DIE" 
(Shooting in Libya) 

Prod.—Phil C. Samuel 
Dir.—Terence Young 
Victor Mature, Leo Genn, Bonar Col- 

leano, Anthony Neweley, Seah Kelly, 
Kenneth Fortescue. Alfred Burke, 
Maxwell Shaw, Robert Rietty, Alan 
Tilvcm, Martin Boddey, George 
Pravda, David Lodge 

(Started Sept. 9) 

"THE SNORKEL''' 
(Shooting in Italy) 

Prod.—Michael Carreras 
Dir.—Gy Green 
Peter Van Eyck, Betta St. John, Mandy 

Miller 
(Started Sept. 9) 

"SCREAMING MIM1" 
Prods.—Harry Joe Brown, Robert Fel¬ 

lows 
Dir.—Gerd Oswald 
Anita Ekberg, Phil Carey, Gypsy Rose 

Lee, Harry Townes, Alan Gifford, 
Red Norvo. Pat Collins. Phil Tully, 
Romney Brent. Stephen Ellsworth, 
Vaughn Taylor, Frank Marlowe, Joe 
Quinn, Reed Howes 

(Started Sept. 16) 

"THE KEY" 
(Shooting in England) 

Prod.—Carl Foreman 
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed 
William Holden, Sophia Loren, Trevor 

Howard. Oscar Holmoka, Bryan 
Forbes. Kieron Moore, Sidney Vivian, 
Russell Walters 

(Started Aug. 7) 

"LINE UP" 
Prod.—Jaime DeValle 
Dir.—Don Siegel 
Eli Wallach, Robert Keith, Warner An¬ 

derson, Mary La Roche, Richard. Jaec- 
kel, Marshall Reed, Raymond Bailey, 
William Leslie. Vaughn Taylor, Cheryl 
Calloway 

(Started Sept. 30) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year.....2 
This Date, Last Year,...,. I 

"MERRY ANDREW" 
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel 
Dir.—Michael Kidd 
Danny Kaye, Pier Angell, Bacealoni, 

Robert Coote, Patricia Cutts, Noel 
Purcell, Rex Evans, Walter Kingsfora. 
Peter Mamakos, Tommy Rail, Dick 

’ Anderson, Bert May, Gino Bogino 
(Started July 1> 

"CIGI" 
Prod.—Arthur Freed 
Dir.—Vincente Minnelli 
Maurice Chevalier, Leslie Caron, Louis 

Jourdan, Eva Gabor, Hermlone Gin- 
gold 

(Started Aug. 1) 

"BAY THE MOON" 
Prpd.—Milo Frank 
Dir.—Jose Ferrer 
Jose Ferrer, Gena Rowland, Jim Backus. 

•- Joanne Gilbert. Edward Platt, Henny 
BackUs. Charles Watts, Ricard Deacon. 
Dan Morriss 

(Started Sept. 9) 

ALLIED ARTISTS 1 
Starts, This Year. .19 
This Date, Last Year. .19 

"NEVER LOVE A STRANGER" 
Prod.—Harold Robbins 

I)ir.—Robert Stevens 
John Barrymore Jr., LIta Milan, 

Bray o 
(Started Sept. 9) 

Robert 

"THE RAWHIDE BREED" 
Prod.—F.arle Lyon 

I)ir.—Robert Gordon 
Rex Reason, Nancy Gates. Ann Doran. 

Richard adman. Rusty Lane, 

Chase. Sam Buffington 

Frank 

(Started Oct. 7) 

"THE CRY BABY KILLER" 
Prods.—D. Kramarsky, D. March 
Dir.—Jus Addiss 
Carolyn MitcheU. Brett Halsey 

Nicholson 
(Started Oct. 14) 

Jack 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year. .28 
This Date, Last Year. *... .28 

METRO 
Starts, This Year ..... ...17 
This Date, Last Year .. ...19 

"THE SHEEPMAN" 
Prod.—Edmund Grainger 
Dir.—George Marshall 
Glenn Ford, Shirley MacLalne, Leslie 

Nielsen, Mickey Shaiighnessy, Edgar 
Buchanan. Pedro Gonzales-Ganzales, 
Buzz Henry > ' 

(Started Sept. 30) 

PARAMOUNT 
fStarts, This Year.......,.12 
This Date, Last Year..16 

'HOUSEBOAT" 
Prod.—Jack Rose 
Dir.—Mel Shavelson 
Cary Grant, Sophia Loren, Mini] Gibson, 

Charles Herbert, Paul Petersen, 
Harry Guardino, Eduardo ClannellL 
Murray Hamilton 

(Started Aug. 12) 

'FROM AMONGST THE DEAD" 
Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock 
James Stewart, Kim Nocak, Barbara Bel 

Geddes 
(Started.Sept. 25) 

'THE BUCCANEER" 
Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon 
Dir.—'Anthony Quinn 
Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston, Charles 

Boyer, Claire Bloom. Inger Stevens. 
Henry Hull, E. G. Marshall, George 
Matthews. Theodora Davitt, Douglass 
Diupbrllle, Ashley Cowan, Manuel 
Rojas, Bruce Gordon, Robert F. 
Simon, John Dierkes. Aaron Saxon, 
Robin Hughes, Iris Adrian, Leonard 
Graves, Jerry Hartleben 

(Started Sept. 30) 

'ST. LOUIS BLUES" 
Prod.—Robert Smith 
Dir.—Allen Reisner 
Nat "King” Cole, Eattha Kitt, Pearl 

Bailey, Cab Calloway, Mahalla Jack- 
son, Ruby Dee, Juano Hernandez, Ella 
Fitzgerald 

(Started Oct. 7) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year ... ,,.,,23 
This Date, Last Year .... ..24 

"THE YOUNG LIONS" 
Prod.—AI Lichtman 
Dir.—Edward Dmytryk 
Marlon Brando, Montgomery Clift, Dean 

Martin. May Britt, Barbara Rush, 
Tony Randall, Joanne Woodward, Ar¬ 
thur Franz. 

(Started June 3) 

"FRAULE1N" 
Prdd.—Walter Relsch 
Dir.—Henry. Koster 
Mel Ferrer, Dana Wynter, Dolores 

Michaels, Theodore Bikel, Ivan Tire- 
sault. Jack Kruschen, Luis Van 
Rooten 

(Started Aug. 12) 

"SOUTH PACIFIC" 
Prod.—Buddy Adler 
Dir.—Joshua Logan 
Rossano Brazzi. Milzi G%ynor, John 

Kerr, Ray Walston, Juanita Hall, 
France Noyen, Russ Brown* .Ken 
Clark, Floyd Simmons, Jack Mullaney 

(Started Aug. 12X 

"THE GIFT OF LOVE" 
Prod.—Charles Brackett 
Dir.—Jean Negulesco 
Robert Stack, Lauren Bacall, Evelyn 

Rudle, Alena Murray, Robert Bm-- 
baker, Anne Seymour, Edward Platt, 
Charity Grace 

(Started Aug. 21) 

"SING1N' IDOL" 
Prod.—Henry Ephron 
Dir.—Henry Ephron 
Tommy Sands, Edmond O’Brien, Lill 

Gentle. Nick Adams, Jerry Paris, 
Dianne Jergens, Tami Conner, Alberto 
Morin, Josephine Hutchinson, Milton 
Frome, John Gabriel, Buck Class 

(Started Sept. 16> 

"THE LONG HOT SUMMf 
Prod.—Jerry Wald 
Dir.—Martin Ritt 
Paul Newman, Anthony Franclosa, 

Joanne Woodward, Orson Welles, Lee 
Remick, Sarah Marshall. Val Avery, 
Bill Walker, Dick Anderson 

(Started Sept 23) 

"HELL BENT KID" 
Prod.—Robert Buckner 
Dir.—Henry Hathaway 
Don Murray, Dianne Varsi, Ken Scott, 

Dennis Hopper, Robert . Armstrong, 
Chill Wills. Lee Van Cleef, Rudy 
Acosta, Harry Carey Jr., Jerry- Oddo 

(Started Sept. 30) ' 

"THE TOWNSEND HARRJSSTQRY" . V 
(Shooting in Japfb) 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year. .28 
This Date, Last Year.30 

’THERE'S A TIME TO LOVE" 
(Shooting in Germany) 

Prod.—Robert Arthur 
•Dir.—Douglas Sirk 
John Gavin. Lisa Fulver. Ann Harding, 

Erich Maria Remarque', Keenan Wyhn, 
Don DeFore. Agnes Windeck. Doro¬ 
thea Wieck, Charles Regnier, Thayer 
Davis 

(Started Aug. 26) 

"FOR LOVE OR MONEY" 
Prod.—Ross Hunter 
Dir—BaDce Edwards 
Debbie Reynolds. Cart Jurgens,. John 

Saxon, Alexis Smith, Estelle Win.wood, 
Mary Astor, Troy Donahue, Hayden 
Rorke 

(Started Sept. 26) 

"TWILIGHT FOR THE GODS" 
Prod.—Gordon Kay 
Dir.—Joseph Pevney 
Rock. Hudson, Cyd Cbarlsse, Ernest 

Truex. Charles McGraw, Celis Lovsky, 
Wallace Ford, Judith Evelyn 

'(Started Sept. 30) 

'DEATH RIDES THIS TRIAL" 
Prod.—John. Horton 
Dir.—Charles Haas 
Will Rogers Jr;, Maureen O'Sullivan, 

Rod McKuen. Gigi Perreau, Judy 
Meredith, Jeannette . Nolan, Gary 
Gray,«Troy Donahue, Paul Birch 

(Started Oct. 7) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year ........ 75 
This Date, Last Year ....... ,9 

"MARJORIE MORHtNGSTAR" 
Prod.—Milton Sperling 
Dir.—Irving Rapper 
Gene Kelly, .Natalie Wood, Claire Tre¬ 

vor, Ed Wynn, Carolyn Jones, Marty 
• Milneb,' -Edward Byrnes) Everett 

Sloan,-Jesss? Whit*- 
(Started 20) . 

"ONION 
Prod.—Jules S 
Dir.—Norman?_ 
Andy- Griffith: DkUoh, Felicia Farr, 

Walter Matthaw. Joe. Mantell, James 
Gregory, Joey Bishop, Claude Akins. 
Ainslie Pryor 

(Started Sept. 23) 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year ........116 
This Date, Last Year.. 71 

"THE BIG COUNTRY"' 
(For UA Release) 

Prods'.—Gregory Peck, William Wyler 
Dir.—William Wyler 
Gregory Peck, Jean Simmons, Carroll 

Baker, Burl Ives, Charles Bickford, 
Chuck Connors, Charlton Heston 

(Started July 30) 

"THUNDER ROAD" 
Dir.—Arthur Ripey 
Robert Mitchum, Gen* Barry, Jacques 

Aubuchon, Keely Smith, Sandra 
Knight. Randall "Randy". Sparks, Jim 
Mitchum, Trevor Bardett ■ 

(Started Sept. 3) . 

"THE FIEND WITHOUT A FACE" 
(Shooting in England) • 

Prod.—Ronald Kihnoch 
Dir.—Arthur Crabtree 
Marshall Thompson 
(Started Sept. 3) 

"UNDERWATER WARRIOR" 
(For Metro) 

Prod.—Iy*h Tors- 
Dir.—Andrew Marton 
Dan Dailey, Clair* Kelly, James Gregory, 

Ross Martin* Raymond Bailey 
(Started Sept, 9) - 

"THE PROUD REbtL" 
(For UA Release) 
.Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn. Jr. * ■ 
Dir,—Michael Curtlr- - 
Alan Ladd, Ol|r}2 d* Havilland, Dean 

Jagger, David Ladd, Dean Stanton, 
Tom Pittman, "James Westerfleld, Eli 
MIntz, John Carradln* . , 

(Started Sept. 10) 

"COD'S LITTLE ACRE" 
(For DA Release). 

Prod,—Sidney Harmon 
Dir.—Anthony .Mann ■ . 
Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray, Tina Louise, 

Buddy Hackett, Jack Lord, Fay Spain, 
Helen Westcott, Lance Fuller, Michael 
Landon, Vic Morrow, Rex Ingram, 
Robert Davis 

(Started Sept. ID , 
"CATTLb EMPIRE" 
(20th Fox Release)' 

Prod.—Robert Stabler 
Dlr.-r’Gharles Marquin Warren. . 
Joel McCrea, Phyllis Coates, Don Hag¬ 

gerty, Bing Russell, Gloria Talbot, 
■ . Charles Gray,-Paul: Brinegar • 
(Started Sept. 12) 

"GIRL IN THE WOODS" 
Prod.—Harry L. Mindell - *- . 
Dir.—Tom Giles. . ■ - 
Margaret Hayes, Forrest Tucker, Birton 

MacLane, Diaha Francis/Joyce Comp¬ 
ton. Murvyn Vye, Paul Langdon, Kim. 
Chamey, Mickey Finn, Harry Ray- 
bould, George flflynn, Joey Ray, Harry 
Klekas • - - 

(Started Sept. 23). . , 
"THE BOOK OF ISRAEL" 

Prod.—Sam- Harsh 
Dir.—Edward Dew. ' : 
Robert Shayne,' Joan Woodbury, John 

Marshall, John Bryant, Michael Ross. 
Maxine Jennings, Claudia Drake • 

(Started Sept. 12) ■ 
"RUN SILENT, RUM’DEEP" 
(Hecht-HHl-Lancaster) 1 
(For UA Release) * 

Prod.—Harold Hecht 
Dir.—Robert Wise 
Clark Gable, Burt Lancaster, Jack War-1 

den. Mary -.LaRoche, J.o* Maross, 
Nick Cravat, Don Rickie* 

(Started Sept. -16> 
"SHADOW OF A GUNMAN" 
(Regal Films) 
(20th-Fox Release) 

Prod.—Harold *E.. Knox 
Dir.—Gene Fpwler, Jr. 
Charles Bronsen, Flntan Meyler, John 

Carradine, Barton MacLane J 
(Started Sept. 23) 

"STARS IN THE BACKYARD" 
(Hugo Haas Prod*.). 

Prod.-DIr.—Hugo -Haas 
Carol Morris, Marie Windsor, Billy Gil-' 
, btet; Corinne’ Griffith, Don Sullivan 

- (Sttsttd'Sejd. 28)‘?V =• 

"THE^gfARCMlNOJWIND" 
(Ver*—■ ■—* 

Dbn ^elly. Paul Fix, Leo 
•Gordom^iiaMa^ Anders . 

(Started; Oct.- 7) - r.. . S 
"TEN DAYS TO TULARA" 
(George Sherman Prods.) 
(UA Release) 

Prod.-Dir.—George Sherman 
Sterling Hayden, Grace Raynor 
(Started Oct. 7) 

"THE’MUGGER" 
CBarblzon Prods) 
(UA Release) 

ProcL-Dir.—William Burk* 
Kent Smith. Nan Martin 
(Started Oct 7) 

"I WAS A TEENAGE FRANKENSTEIN" 
(American Internatioal Piets) 

Prod.—Herman Cohen 
Dir.—Herbert L. Strode 
Whit Bissell 
(Started Oct. 7) 

"LOST AND LONELY" 
(Boh Aire Studios) 

Prod.—Charles Casantlli 
Dir.—Frank Meyers 
Ken Clayton. Barbara Wilson, XJlyan 

Chauvin, Richard Gildne,' Carole 
Nugent, Sandra Giles, Allen Fife. Jim 
Reppert 

"FORT MASSACRE" 
(Mlrisch. Inc.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Walter Mirisch 
Dir.—Joseph Newman 
Joel McCrea, Forrest Tucker, Susan 

Cabot, John. Russell, Anthony Caruso, 
George Neixe, Francis J. McDonald, 
Bob Osterloh, Denver Pyle 

(Started Oct. 9) 

Metro Drive-In First in Europe 
Continued from page 2 

some $10,000. The eight following 
days featured “Friendly Persua¬ 
sion” (AA), with 16,274 admission 
in 4,585 cars for a $14,500 total 
gross. (This was first time the 
unique bilingual soundtrack was 
used.) “The Little Hut” followed, 
with a $12,400 gross registered via 
13,500 admissions and 4,675 cars, 
during an 11-day session. The 
fourth pic, “Slander,” kicked off 
a new three-show policy, made pos¬ 
sible by the earlier darkness hour. 
Business is expected to. spurt by 
garnering a before-dinner crowd, 
while heretofore, major biz has 
been at late, after-dinner stanza. 

Moppets, for whom a playground 
has been rigged up, are * charged 
a small fee; and first show saw 
500 kiddies present the second, 
630; while the third, “The Little 
Hut,” had none since “forbidden 
to minors.” ’ I 

Elaborate functional snack-bar 
concession Is also run by tbe Metro- , 
Valerio partnership, and is show- J 
ing progressive strength as the 
snack “habit” grows on Romans— 
the numerous Yank and other dip¬ 
lomatic contingent showing the 
way. Rising takes, in this sector 
have so far given a $350 per eve¬ 
ning average, but the figure, a 
Metro spokesman said, is increas¬ 
ing daily. Hard drinks; will sooh 
be added to the current fare, which 
already includes cokes and soft 
drinks,’ coffee, beer, plus. warm* 
snacks, sandwiches and hamburg¬ 
ers. About 70% of the food take 
so far lias come from the edibles, 
with pizzas and rice balks top fav¬ 
orites, followed by sandwiches, 
cokes, coffee and beer make for the 
remained 30%. Popcorn sales are 
surprisingly slow. 

Opinion is that it will take some 
time for Italians to change their 
eating habits to conform to, the 
drive-in setup. Many are still ar¬ 
riving at a traditional Roman late. 
hour, but feeling, is that once ac¬ 
climatized, they will coble earlier, 
and eat on the spot, -There seems 
no resistance to prices, which run 
from .50c from motorcyclists to 
$1.30 for driver and car, plus 80c 
for each passenger, but here, again 
the novelty factor must be consid¬ 
ered. Pointed out also that gas 
expenses involved, in the ride 
from the center of the city must 
also be weighed, by some, motor-- 
ists* (Drive-In is going' lipVein the 
way to Ostia beach areq, a much- 
traveled road in summer, but near 
deserted in winter.) Opinion ^here 
is divided on whether the. late Sum¬ 
mer opening was a good: thing;. Off 
the one hand, people say that It 
doesn’t brand the spot as a strict¬ 
ly summer affair. On the other. 
Observers opine that bad Weather 
may close in before the ozoner has 
a chance to become a Roman habit, 
thus postponing a definite verdict 
until next spring; Metro intends to 
keep the place open at all times, 
with heaters being shipped in soon 
to be introed into each, car -during 

[ the performances* (According • to 
surveys, area has not had below- 
zero temperatures during the last 
30 years, while averaging three fog 
da^s annually oyer.same span.) 

Time will also tell if a grand¬ 
stand for summertime motor- 
scooter trade will be needed. Tem¬ 
porary steel one this-year proved 
overdistant from* screen and was 
torn down. 

Physical plant pf Rome’s Drive- 
In is impressively up-to-date and 
perfectly organised in every de¬ 
tail, from multi-gated entrance to 
copious ’ushering system to play 
area and rest rooms, from approach 
to exit, from the giant reinforced 
concrete screen (100 feet by 60) 
to the. much-heralded bilingual 
soundtrack system, certainly the 
most interesting and important in¬ 
novation in the entire setup. 

Gimmick works on Yank-made 
pix only, of course, and consists 
in spectators being able to choose 
the English - language dialogue 
(piped in perfect magnetic synch), 
or locally dubbed print'With Ttnlo 
dialogue, merely hy turning a 
switch on each speaker fen#. The 
sound system on both tracks is ex¬ 
ceptionally good, and generally 
better than many local first-run 
situations in tone-rsnge effect. 
System has interesting possibilities 
in Stateside situations where for¬ 
eign pix are shown, as well as in 
similar European spots, where an 
English language audience is a fac¬ 
tor. (Many foreign cars, and not 
only American-plated, were noted 
at the Rome Drive-In.) 

Showcase’s execs are still toy¬ 

ing with the time factors during 
this initial experimental phase. 
Main preoccupation is in intermis¬ 
sion times, now being given during 
normal eating hours to permit 
snack-bar attendance, 10-20. min¬ 
utes at a stretch. Sometimes, these 
have to be extended due to Italo 
intermission habit, to allow more 
time for eating, chatting, etc. 
While music is currently beings 
piped in during these gaps, Metro 
may later project ads and publicity 
trailers, such as is the custom in 
other Itaio houses. Current shows 
consist of the main pic, two (Metro) 
trailers,. a Metro cartoon (rarely 
seen elsewhere), an Italian docu¬ 
mentary and a newsreel. This, add¬ 
ed to 'lengthy intermission times* 
makes for a long show,, but this 
is no deterrent here, at least ac¬ 
cording to early indications. 

One local habit the drive-in 
hopes to curb, turning it into a 
further come-on, is tipping. Signs 
are currently being posted that no 
tips Will be accepted, and staff has 
been warned not to accept the tra¬ 
ditional pourboires. The. feeling is 
that steep'prices and various tip- 
pable services rendered (wiping 
windshield, placing of cars, bar 
service, etc.) could discourage 
even a free-tipping customer from 
future visits. 

One further factor which has 
not been considered and studied 
as yet in its application to the lo¬ 
cal drive^in situation is the socio¬ 
logical one* mostly meaning—will 
the local young set adopt the drive- 
in habit as a legitimate “petting 
arena?” As with many other still- 
iffy factors Connected with the 
pace-setting local showcase,(an up¬ 
dated and efficient model of its 
kind, only time will tell 

Sputnik Is Here’ 

Slant Puts ‘Space’ 

Into 4100-Seater 
~ Minneapolis, Oct. 15. 

Vast newspaper* front page, tele* 
vision and radio publicity attend¬ 
ant upon ^jhe launching of the * 
Russian -satellite • isr putting new = 
life into the “JtCame from Outer 
Space” oldie .and jnakipg it. an 
unexpected, pew, . valuable box-, 
office-property for I&Hversal here 
which immediately reissued it and 
now is landing numerous repeat 
bookings for it throughout'’ the ter-, 
ritory; , * 

In Minneapolis United Para¬ 
mount lost .no time an trying to- 
capltalize off-the development by 
setting*It in- along wi^h the sec¬ 
ond week of “The Helen Morgan 
Story” at the 4,100-seat flagship 
house, Radio City here. The 
theatre’s newspaper ads. play it up 
big, . • 

This js the first time that any 
reissue or' twin bill has been 
booked into Radio City. 

Ads ask If ’'the satellite' “has 
opened .up a iiew era from outer 
space” and what’s bow “in store 
for this world in the age of satel- 
lites.” „They also call the picture 
"fantastic” and "awesome” and 
state in the amaffest possible type 
it’s a “re-release.” 

: 'Following the lead of Radio City 
Which is presenting "It Caine From 
Outer Space" aa an added attrac¬ 
tion during the current second 
week of “The Helen Morgan Story," 
other local theatres are in a scram¬ 
ble to try. to capitalize on the Rus¬ 
sian satellite publicity by bringing 
back science fiction features that 
already have rounds. 

. The Yolk Ht*«. HUe and Camden 
hurriedly changed theirN>ookings 
and set in n.$wi$ bjR*. “Flight to 
Man” and "WorW| Without End " 
starting Sunday 

Walt Disney** :*ifan ln Space," 
which iBustrates ima a satellite 
’“would., be^feo&M and which, 
like the otheva Wiga 1*-<being re¬ 
issued and paired up with' Disney’s 
new “Perri” and they've been set 
into the RKO Orpheum, starting to4 
morrow (16). ■: 

Local Disney branch claims that 
a few days after the Sputnik 
launching it had. calls from more 
than two dozen exhibitors asking to 
play “Man in Space" again. 
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Pete Martins Self-Torture Plan 
In Pete Martin's current Satevepost closeup on’ Clark Gable, 

including a frank and Interesting detail on- how long it took for 
Metro publicist Howard Strickling to “agent” the interview, there 
is this personal memoir by the author which should ever be a 
reminder to all byliners who may slight the importance of the 
medium which backs up their identity: 

“I once told my editor, T*ve got an idea. Why don’t you insert a 
notice that* I’ve been .fired in the Coast motion picture trade 
publications as well as the weekly Vamety; then send me out to 
Hollywood and let me find out how many people will s‘ill be my 
friends and let me into their houses and studios? It would make 
an interesting ^personal-experience story/ Nothing .came of the 
idea. My editor said, 'I wouldn’t do that to you. ghat’s a grisly 
notion. You’re the Sentimental type. It would kill you. -You’d 
shrivel and die'.” Gab’e remarked: Tm glad you didn’t try it,.It 
could have been brutal.’ ” _ 

Vogel Wins-’But Hot Entirely 
i Continued from p«ze 7 ; 

charged that the opposition’s at¬ 
tempts were another “calculated 
scheme to prevent the stockholders 
from having their say/* He read 
the_ N.Y; Supreme Court order 
which, enjoined Tomlinson and his 
group from interfering with the 
holding of the meeting/ Following 

' Nizer’s remarks, the two lawyers 
from Simpson; Thacher 8t Bartlett 
dropped the quorum question and 

. discussion started- on-the resolution 
to-enlarge the board. - 

: The opening of the floor to dis¬ 
cussion started a series of charges, 

. counter-charges, explanations and 
rebuttals relating to the fight, be¬ 
tween Vogel and the Tomlinson 

'. forces. All the charges made in 
• affidavits and letters Issued by both 
factions were reiterated and re¬ 
hashed. By the time the meeting 
adjourned for lunch at 12:30 p.m.t 
the 1,200 stockholders assembled 
in Loew’s State Theatre heard 

‘ Vogel, Nizer, Tomlinson/ Stanley 
. Meyer, George L. Killion and Wil¬ 

liam A. Parker. In addition to 
‘ those intimately involved in the 

. struggle, there were addresses by 
individual stockholders — some of 

. them pertinent, others on vague 
. issues not connected with the 

issues on hand. 
Constant Hamming 

Killion, who made the resolution 
for enlargement of the board, gave 
his version of. the “constant harass¬ 
ment” and, tactics of the Tomlinson 

. group. Parker, another Vogel sup¬ 
porter, on the board, seconded his 
motion and termed the harassment 
as “contemptible.” Killion, in 
answer-to a stockholder’s query, 
gave an explanation of why four 
members of the board had resigned. 
He said that Frank Pace Jr., Ogden 

' B, Reid and Fred Florence, be¬ 
cause of the' press of duties, 
“couldn’t afford the time to wrestle 
with the conditions that .prevailed.” 
George A. Brownell, /Killian sa;d, 
resigned .because of a conflict of 

, interest since his. Jhw firm repre¬ 
sented Loew’s In. a number of mat¬ 
ters ana he did not wish to take a 
position in a divided board. How¬ 
ever, Killion stressed that all four 
directors whO had resigned bad 
urged that a special meeting of the 
stockholders be held to decide, the 
issues. 

Number of Director! 
The question of whether 10 of 

the 11 directors at the July board 
meeting on the Coast favored the 
removal of Vogel was introduced at 
the meeting. Vogel said it was abso¬ 
lutely untrue and he was supported 
in this contention by Killion. Kil¬ 
lion explained that as he under¬ 
stood a committee was. namenot 
to find a successor to Vogel hut to 
help him In obtaining additional 
executive help for the company. 
“The majority,” he stressed, “was 
not in favor of removing Vogel, but 

./were in favor of helping him.” 
Although, the. question of Vogel’s 

removal was not on the agenda and 
therefore could not be legally dis¬ 
cussed at" the qleeting, Killion 
charged that Louis Johnson, a sup¬ 
porter of L. B. Mayer and Tom¬ 
linson, took over the meeting as if 
he were president and proceeded 
to appoint a committee of four 

- whose job was to untoyer a new 
executive chief of Loew’s. Killion* 

.said this committee met to study 
the situation, but nothing ever 
came of it. 

Tomlinson stated • that he had 
lived up to the promise he made 

- at the company’s annual meeting at 

Ass’t. Prod.-Dir. 
European Film TV Prod. axp. 

2 Ph.D's, Yale and Solfconna-^ ' 
Major Hollywood Sfudio exp.— 

Years Old,” . ' 

P.Q. Box/282,, Amenta Station, 
" ' .Now Yota 2i . 

which he was elected a director. 
“I wasn’t the person who; started 
the proxy fight,” he said. “It was 
Vogel who started it.” Tomlinson 

Uhen , proceeded to reiterate the 
charge41 about the board’s efforts 
to. remove Vogel at the Coast meet¬ 
ing and he cited the. transcript 
statements of Biowneil and. the 
oral report made by Heller & 
Associates, the management con¬ 
sultant firm which .at first recom¬ 
mended that Vogel be removed and 
then switched and *said Vogel was 
the best man for the job if he had 
the support of a majority o{' the 
board.? 

Tomlinson then attempted to 
place some of the blame.for the 
poor showing of Metro pictures on 
Vogel, Vogel, he said,■ had been 
attributing most of the regent flops 
to- the prior regime but that he 
believed that some of them-were 
made ‘under- Vogel's jurisdiction. 
He cited “Until- They Sail,” cur¬ 
rently at Loew’s State, as being a 
picture possibly made under YogeL 
HaTry Brandt, chairman of^tbe 
Loew’s. Stockholders Protective 
Committee, charged'. Tomlinson 
with being unaware, of the pictures 
made during the period he had 
been serving as -a director. 

Tomlinson came to the defense 
of L. B. Mayer. He stated that most 
of the .revenue Loew’s Was receiv¬ 
ing was ’coming from pictures 
leased to television and which were 
made under Mayer's direction. “1 
may have made mistakes/' Tomlin¬ 
son said,' “but the biggest -mistake 
I made Was when I bought stock in 
this , company.” Tomlinson’ stated 
that-Vogel was trying to ta£e credit 
for removing former prexy Nicho¬ 
las M. Sehenck, v.p. and treasurer 
Charles C. Moskowitz and produc¬ 
tion chief Dore Schary. He empha¬ 
sized-that Vogel had done this be¬ 
cause of “pressure” placed on him 
to do 90/’ . . 

'No Power Tor Self* 

. “I don't want to control this com¬ 
pany,”. Tomlinson said. “I don't 
want a job in the company. I Want 
nothing but good management; 
We’re entitled to it and We won’t 
get-it until all of the old guard Is 
removed/’ He declared that “Vogel, 
can't do.” He complained that there 
were still people -at; the studio 
“mating the same pictures as 
Schary/’ 

Tomlinson charged that Vogel 
had lied when he told the stock¬ 
holders at the last annual meeting 
that he Was receiving $3,000 a week, 
the same salary he received as 
president of Loew's Theatres. He 
claimed that Vogel, had received a 
new contract, calling for $3,000 a 
week plus an additional deferred 
payment of another $1,000, making 
his weekly salary $4,000 a week. He 
charged, too, that Loew’s had the 
“most overpaid executives in this 
industry or any industry.” . He 
hammered again at Loew’s contro¬ 
versial pension fund. 

Vogel, in replying to Tomlinson’s 
charges, said that every court has 
answered the allegations of Tom¬ 
linson and that all of the legal 
bodies had ruled that it was up to 
the stockholders to make the final 
decision. The Loew’s topper re¬ 
viewed the conspiracy charges 
made against Tomlinson and Stan¬ 
ley Meyer. '“t think Tomlinson has 
been used,” said Vogel, intimating 
that he had been taken In as a tool 
by L. B' Mayer and Stanley Meyer, 
He said he had entered into ..an 
agreement in good faith with the 
Tohilinson faction after the Febru¬ 
ary. annual meeting biit while Tom¬ 
linson on-the floor of the meeting 
was speaking of cooperation, he 
immediately joined with Meyer In. 
an attempt, to remove .Vogel from 
office. ’ 

Stanley Meyer/who had sd far, 
remained silent, took the floor. He j 
referred to himself as the “man in 1 

the black suit having the tails and 
the horns ” He said he took the job 
of director with “great responsi¬ 
bility” and he didn’t care to be " 
rubber stamp or controversial/ 

Meyer reviewed his career and 
said be was the only one on the 
board besides Vogel who had mo-' 
tion picture experience. He 
charged that an agreement had 
been made with Vogel and that no 
important business was td be trans¬ 
acted by the so-called “lame 
duck*’ board which ruled the com¬ 
pany before the election of the 
Tomlinson group to the board. He 
skid, however, that Vogel had 
failed to live up to the .Agreement 
and the “lame duck” board elimi¬ 
nated the office of chairiiflkh of the 
board, disposed of the. company’s 
shorts suhjects, bought /an interest 
in a tv station, budgeted “Ben 
Hut” at $8,000,000, and made 
deal with William Wyler, 
■ He said Tomlinson and himself 
[had acted on their'rights as stock¬ 
holders in asking to examine the 
books and records' of the company. 
“We found things that .have been 
substantiated,” he. said. “And what 
we found was not right.” Meyer 
also defended L. B. Mayer, point¬ 
ing out that he had been offered 
the presidency of .Loew’s by Ogden 
R. Reid, bilt had turned it down. 

Nizer took the floor to correct 
wfiat. he called a “distorted mir¬ 
ror.”’ He reviewed the conspiracy 
charges made against Tomlinson, 
Meyer and May®r; Stanley Maver’s 
alleged confession,/and pointed out 
that despite the sworn affidavits, 
Tomlinson and Meyer have never 
denied the’: charges/- - 

DivorcMMnl 
SS Continued frem. page 3 

prevent a 'recurrence of the 
abuses” which led to the 1948 
Supreme Court decision. ' 

Other exhibitors felt the di¬ 
vorced circuits should have pre¬ 
emptive rights only in designated 
showcase theatres in large cities. 

Finally, Harry Arthur,- of L.A., 
said he believed “there is a great 
shortage of product and any means 
to increase it should be encour¬ 
aged" But he added that he was 
“apprehensive over any pre-emp¬ 
tive rights.” Arthur raised the 
point that pre-emptive rights 
might discourage, rather than en¬ 
courage, overall production Vol¬ 
ume. He said divorced circuits 
with pre-emptive rights would 
slough off films of existing studios 
from their first-run houses, thus 
causing old line producers to re¬ 
duce production. 

When • John Vertero, • general 
counsel for National Theatres, 
claimed the majors turned out 
only ,253 pictures' in 1958-, coni'* 
pared with 379 In 1950, a producer 
spokesman immediately chal¬ 
lenged. He pointed out that the 
255’pictures was for^nfne months 
and that the full figure for 1958 
was 340 films produced. 

Vertero said National has 14?000 
shareholders and $50,000,000 in 
properties.. He-said his company 
needs other sources; of revenue to 
solve its problems. 29th-Fox, from 
which National was divorced, went 
along solidly in opposition to pro¬ 
duction by the circuits. 

The producers and distributors 
said la) there is no shortage of 
quality product, the only kind that 
brings business to theatres; and 
(b) that the -present producers 
would be badly hurt by production 
and pre-emptive rights for the di¬ 
vorced circuits. ~ 

When Julius .Qpjdon, president 
of Allied States Assm, commented 
drily that it was -aip^iodd aspect*-” 
cle” to have 
arguing any. chang£>im tbe/ifecre“e 
they fought so ..hard. /Atfe .‘Jjoritif 
gue, of ColumW.-;&*hp^ 

“It is equally odd that the' ‘same 
individuals who formerly favored 
divorcement are now in .favor of 
the former affiliated circuits going 
hack into production/’ 

Louis Phillips, of Paramount, 
added: “And the fellows who 
formerly argued for the anti-trust 
decree now want to eliminate it,” 

Charles Feldman, general salesj 
manager for. Universal,' claimed; 
that the reduction in product vot j 
lime was caused by eliminating- 
cheap, black and white Westerns 
and similar B product. He said 
the industry is aiming out more 
quality pictures today than everl 
before, but that “there are never but does not feel qualified to make 
enough quality -pictures for the j tietailed suggestions. It draws at- 

H woods Short Supply, Fewer Pix 
Patrons, Rising Costs, Admish Tax 

as 4 Top Problems. 
London, Oct. 15. 

A detailed analysis of the future 

prospects for Britain’s picture in¬ 

dustry, about 5,000 words long, has 

been prepared by the Finance and 

Management Committee of the 

Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn. 

Report was inspired by two papers 

read to the association’s summer 

conference last May by John Davis 

and Clifford Barclay, 

The report suggests that the in¬ 

dustry has to face four urgent 

problems. First is shortage of 

ifollywood product. The second is 

falling attendance. Third problem 

is ^listed as rising costs while the 

admission tax takes the rap as the 

fourth problem., 

;It admits that a substantial cut 

in taxation would have Httle direct 

effect on falling attendance or ris¬ 

ing costs, but would increase the 

depleted revenue now left with ex¬ 
hibitors. It would also yield 

greater return to the producer and 

could have the effect of raising the 
level of production. 

-Because British1 production has 

been maintained on a constant 

level, the report puts the blame for 

the existing shortage on Hollywood. 

It believes that this is due firstly 

to divorcement and secondly to the 
effect of tele. On the type of film 

currently available the committee 

believes that • greater concern 

should be shown by Hollywood In 

making films for world market 

rather than the purely domestic 

one. It was cited that man/ U.S. 

pix seem to be aimed at bringing 

back Yarik tele addicts into Ameri¬ 

can theatre's, which meant that 

many of them were less suitable 

for British audiences. 

cites Sordid Films 
The report also stresses the im¬ 

portance of a greater selection of 

“U” films (the censor’s seal which 

admits members of the public of 
all ages without restriction) and 
warns that too many sordid and 
unpleasant “X” films (to which 
under-16’s.,are not admitted) can 
damage the reputation of the whole 
trade. 

Without appearing defeatist, the 
report recognizes that with increas¬ 
ing- outlets for money and the hot 
competition for leisure time, a fall 
in attendance compared with im¬ 
mediate postwar levels must be 
accepted. Whether patronage Will 
eventually settle at approximately 
a prewar level of 990,000,000 or a 
bit higher remained to be seen. 
However, it was clearly the duty of 
the trade to do all in its power to 
arrest the decline. 

The; committee recognizes rising 
costs as an accepted part of an in¬ 
flated economy and has examined 
the problem by considering where 
other sections of the industry 
could effect? ertmbmies-by re-or¬ 
ganization. It’s sugge$tqd that pro¬ 
ducers are best table: :to deal witli 
the problem themselves,- but makes 
Ibis proposal: while exhibitors find 
visits to studios both interesting 
and instructive, reciprocal visits by 
producers to cinemas, not solely in 
the capacity of audience members, 
might be even more beneficial. 

Backs Up Star System 
The Veport believes the star sys¬ 

tem justifies' its cost as a necessary 
part of show business, but opines 
that it would achieve better results 

stars were /more consistently 
type-cast instead of jumping from 
ohe role to another, and thereby 
gaining no particular following. 

On distribution, the committee 
believes there’s room for economy. 

market.’ 
At another point, Abe Montague 

warned that the studios will he 
“reduced, to 3rd class companies” 
‘ the divorced circuits are allowed 

produce and have pre-emptive 
rights to show their output in 
their own theatres. 

tentiori, however, to a number of 
existing, customs which militate 
against maximum revenue being 
obtained. Among these are the de¬ 
lays in making threeday bookings, 
an item which had been discussed 
separately at the council meeting. 
The committee believes that on 

the exhibiting side costs have been 

held down to a greater extent than 

in any other section of the industry. 

In more general terms, the re¬ 

port takes a slam at the proposed 

European trade area, if that were 

to result in an Increase of sub¬ 

titled and dubbed foreign films. 

Further, It observes that any sug¬ 

gestion that exhibitors should be 
called upon to show this type of 
film under some form of quota sys¬ 
tem would receive strong opposi¬ 
tion. The committee would welcome 
the free trade project If it resulted 
in an increase in the supply of 
acceptable films made Under some 
co-production arrangement. 

According to the analysis, one of 
the urgent problems facing Jhe in¬ 
dustry is to save the large number 
of theatres which, for economic 
reasons, are threatened with clos¬ 
ure. The committee has rejected 
a redundancy scheme which was 
advanced at the summer confer¬ 
ence, but feels that some theatres 
could be saved If distributors cut 
flieir rental terms. 

Instead of the present minimum 
hire charge of 25%, the committee 
proposes that distribs should make 
their product available at a figure 
only slightly in excess of the bare 
cost of servicing. It is recognized 
that acceptance of this principle 
would involve a “greater degree of 
mutual trust between distributor 
and exhibitor than now exists.” 

WB Ribs Out 
SSS Continued from page 7 

operation. In WB's official hand¬ 
out. Taplinger stated that there 
will also be a reduction of publi¬ 
city personnel at the studio. At the 
homeoffice, additional lopoffs of 
secretarial and clerical help are ex¬ 
pected to make later this week. 

Alarm Spreads 

News of Warner move spread 
like panic throughout the film 
business in Gotham and staffers at 
other companies became apprehen¬ 
sive that similar steps will be tak¬ 
en at their shops. Generally anti¬ 
cipated is a complete realignment 
of the pub-ad setup throughout the 
industry in light of recent business 
conditions and in the curtailment 
of the number of pictures produc¬ 
ed annually. The increase in sta- • 
ture of the indie, producer, it’s be¬ 
lieved, has contributed greatly to 
the changes that are expected in 
pub-ad operations. It’s figured that 
freelance staffs will be- hired for 
indie pictures .rather than main¬ 
taining full staffs on the payroll 
during periods of light production 
and releases. 

The WB decision resulted in a 
series of emergency meetings of 
the unions Involved. The Warner 
unit met early in the afternoon 
and an -executive meeting of the 
Scree* Publicists Guild was held 
Monday night What action the 
union can take is still-undecided 
since under its contract with WB 
the film company has a right to 
cut its staff for economy reasons. 

WB’s official announcement, is¬ 
sued under Jack L. Warner’s 
name, said the streamlining move 
was taken “to maintain and 
strengthen the company’s position 
of leadership in the industry. It 
further stated that the company 
which has $85,000,000 invested in 
film properties, “will devote care¬ 
ful pre-production analysis to ev¬ 
ery individual story in the inter¬ 
ests of maximum entertainment 
values, and is creating brand new 
merchandising concepts to secure 
the highest potential of boxoffice 
returns.” 

New York Theatre 
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'Gotta Be Topical’ Keys Houseman’s 
7 Lively Arts’ Tormatless Format’ 

John Houseman, the vet film and 
legit producer, is moving into tele¬ 
vision for the first time with an 
unusual advantage over his pre¬ 
decessors—he’s a man without a 
format, and likes the idea. The 
“formatless” format, of course, is 
the CBS-TV “Seven Lively Arts,” 
which bows on Nov. 3. 

If there’s no format to the show, 
there is a point of view, however. 
Houseman feels all the shows, 
while dealing with the lively arts, 
must be “hot” items of current 
interest. “The Proclaimers,” the 
upcoming show on evangelism, 
might have been thought Of for 
the series if there were no Billy 
Graham, but In light of Graham’s 
record-breaking New York “cru¬ 
sade,” it’s a must on the agenda. 
Similarly, the current high interest 
in jazz is responsible for the hour 
on current jazz to be produced later 
in the season. Ditto “Hollywood 
Abroad," an examination of the 
ralsoh d’etre of the trend toward 
overseas location filming. 

This emphasis on the current, 
along with the one-topic per-show 
format, comprise the principal dif¬ 
ferences from “Omnibus,” the old¬ 
er “formatless” format. But to 
Houseman, this is an important dif¬ 
ference. He sees the show as ail 
“in depth” treatment of what’s cur¬ 
rent, new and exciting’in the pop¬ 
ular arts field; example is last 
week’s Page One banner in Va¬ 
riety about the sex-appeal-less 
film stars, a situation to be treated 
on in the opening show, S. J. Perel- 
man’s ‘The Changing Ways of 
Love.” 

Houseman hopes that this topi¬ 
cality, along with the variety of 
themes, will compensate for his 
“intellectual ghetto” position on 
Sunday 5 to 6 p. m. slot. He’s not 
at all sure he’s unhappy with, the 
slotting to begin with; “after all,” 
he says, “ ‘Romeo and Juliet’ ” 
got something like 14,000,000 view¬ 
ers, more than have seen the play 
in all its history, even though in 

(Continued on page 60) 

RCA & Ampex ! 
In Tape Swap 

RCA and the Ampex Corp. this 
week agreed upon an exchange of 
patents covering video tape record¬ 
ing. While neither company would 
particularize on the exchange, it’s 
understood Ampex turned over 
patents on its monochrome record¬ 
ing technique while RCA in turn 
gave Ampex patents on its color 
tape advances. 

Ampex had beaten RCA to the 
punch oil perfecting a black-and- 
white tape recorder a year and a 
half ago, when it pulled a surprise 
Unveiling of its recorder at the 
NARTB convention in Chicago. 
RCA since has been concentrating 
on a color tape process, since Am¬ 
pex had already begun to put the 
black-and-white recorder into pro¬ 
duction. So while RCA had made 
little progress with b-w while Am¬ 
pex was dominating the field, it 
had progressed strongly in the 
color field, in which it was ahead 
of Ampex. Hence the decision by 
both parties to exchange patents. 

ABC-TV DICKERS FOR 
CBS’‘HARBOURMASTER’ 
ABC-TV is understood to be bid¬ 

ding for “Harbourmaster,” the R. J. 
Reynolds telefilm made by Ziv that 
is now appearing on CBS-TV 
Thursdays opposite ABC’s “Zorro.” 
ABC would like the half-hour stan¬ 
za for the Sunday 8:30 anchorage, 
between “Maverick” and the: up¬ 
coming Sid Ceasar-Imogene Coca 

‘half-hour. 
Apparently the basis for the bid 

is that it’s being mauled badly 
by “Zorro.” The CBS-based show 
was the one that suffered when 
Walt Disney’s “Zorro” preemed 
on Thursday (10) at 8 p.m. 

The network seems to prefer a 
filmed show after “Maverick,” but 
It is also vying for the services 
of Orson Welles in a live half-hour 
dramatic affair for Sundays at 8:30. j 
If “Harbourmaster” is brought over 
by Reynolds, chances are Welles 
could be moved to any one of a 
half-dozen other spots in the ABC 
lineup. 

Oops* Wrong Network 
WRCA, the NBC Radio flag¬ 

ship in N. Y., is used by now 
to giving away $1,000 a week 
via its weekly “Finders-Seek- 
efs” contest on its “Pulse” 
show, but this week left the 
station a little chagrined. 

Winner was Rudolph Leg- 
name, who shared the grand 
with a friend after they found 
the hidden certificate near the 
Criminal Courts Bldg. Leg- 
name works for CBS, in the 
network’s photo lab. 

Hailey’s 3-Part . 
3-Hr. TV Drama 

On Atom Bomb 
Ottawa, Oct. 15. 

Arthur Hailey, English - born, 

Toronto p.r.-adman and author of 

“Flight Into Danger,” has an as¬ 

signment from CBS-TV that will 

reportedly bring him one of the 

largest fees ever paid for a single 

job. 

Assignment is to write a three- 

part, three-hour drama on the his¬ 

tory of the atom bomb. He leaves 

Thursday (17) for N. Y. to finalize 

details with his agent Maeve 

Southgate and sign the contract 

Then he starts researching across 

U. S. and Canada. 

Hailey got the job as result of 

his two-part, two-hour script for 

“Studio One,” skedded for Dec. 9- 

3.6. ° Working title is “The Path¬ 

ologist. For it he lived incognito 

for a week in a. Pittsburgh hospital, 

working under a senior pathol¬ 

ogist. Latter, only person In the 
know, was away for a couple of 
days and, Hailey says, returned 
just in time to get him off the 
hook. One of the other doctors 
had asked him for his diag¬ 
nosis of a tumor case they’d been 
studying. 

“Flight Into Danger,” done 
twice in both Canada and U. S., 
has been made into a film, “Zero 

i Hour,” starring Dana Andrews, by 
Indie producer Hall Bartlett His 
third, "Time Lock,” film adapted in 
England by Romulus Films, has 
already been released there to rave 
reviews. Both, along with his sec¬ 
ond, “Shadow Of Suspicion,” and 
fourth, “Course for Collision,” 
have been sold in Canada, U. S. 
and Britain. His fifth, and first 
non-suspenser, a comedy called 
“The Change In Chester,” has 
been done only in U. S. 

There’s Lotsa Linkletter 
Sparkle for Canada Dry; 

Bids for More ‘Specials’ 
The buying . season for those 

giant television specials isn’t over 
yet. In the works is . a deal be¬ 
tween Canada Dry and CBS-TV for. 
the purchase of at least three iof 
the projected Art Linkletter “Peo¬ 
ple and Places.” / 

Deal is still in the negotiating 
stage, principally because the CBS 
agenda is so crowded at the mo¬ 
ment that the web has to find time 

; slots for the shows. Originally, 
Canada Dry and CBS were talking 
in terms of five of the specials, but 
the* web has found that it can’t 
clear for that many and is going 
hack to the softdrink firm with the 
idea of doing fewer, possibly three 
of them. "Web’s lineup at this 
point-is so crowded that it had to 
let the Bell Telephone science 
specials go to NBC. 

Web is working out the deal 
with Linkletter, who’s packaging 
the series of specials (his original 
concept was for a total of seven of 
’em) and the J. M. Mathes agency, 
repping Canada Dry. The spe¬ 
cials, it’s contemplated, would rim 
in January, February and March 
or April, 

PJOtlETf 

Runaway Ratings for Sunday’s Specs 
.- Last Sunday’s (13) “million-dollar” programming night was' also 

a million-dollar rating night, so far as the three specials were 
concerned. All three easily topped their competition and racked 
up standout Trendex scores. 

Best showing was made by “The Edsel Show,” with Bing Crosby, 
Frank Sinatra & Go. racking up a 40.8 rating for the 8 to 9 hour, 
and at one point capturing a 70% share of audience. Steve Allen 
averaged out to a respectable 14.5, while “Maverick” got a 13.9 - 
and “Bowling Stars,” a 2.5 on ABC. “Maverick,” incidentally, again 
topped Allen in the 8 to 8:30 segment, latter getting a 13.1. High 
point for the Edsel display was the second half, where it posted a 
46.3 rating. 

The Standard Oil 75th Anniversary show copped a 32.4 on the 
90-minute average, at its best point better" than doubling its CBS 
competition. At 9, the SO display drew a 30.9 vs. 20.8 for “General 
Electric Theatre” and a 4:5 for ABC’s “Open Hearing.” At 9:30, 
the. SO show-jumped to its high mark, a 37.1, with 18.3 for “Alfred 
Hitchcock Presents,” and at 10, the SO entry-dropped to 29.2, 
against 17.3 for “$64,000 Challenge.” 

Earlier, at 6:30 to 7:30, “Pinocchio” ayeraged out to a solid 24.6. 
First half hour score was 23.3 vS. 10.1 for "You Are There,” and 
at 7, “Pinocchio” hit 25.8 as against 13.3 for “Lassie and 9.3 for 
“You Asked for It.” 

'TV’s Carrie Nation’ On the March 
WCTU Exec Call* for National Tuneoff* On ‘Booze 

Peddling’ Shows 
——-----—-f 

SAMMY KAYE 
And His Orchestra 

Now swinging and swaying at 
Hotel Roosevelt Grill, New York 
City. 

ED SULLIVAN SHOW, Sunday, 
Oct. 20, CBS-TV. 

SUNDAY SERENADE - ABC- 
Radio. 

Columbia Records currently “Ha*. 
Ha'. Ha!” b/w “You’d. Be Sur¬ 
prised.” Columbia Album: “Album 
of Popular American Waltzes.” I 

Steam; Audience, 
Biz, Affils Upbeat 

With NBC reportedly set to pick 
up options on Jack Paar’s contract 
through next June, along with in¬ 
creasing audience and affiliate ac¬ 
ceptance of the new Paar “To¬ 
night” format, the show is begin- 
ning to pick up steam on both the 
sales end and the station clearance 
side. 

Last week alone, the - show 
picked up . some $225,000 in new 

. business, with a fat 21-participa¬ 
tion order from Web cor, 10 spots 
from Prestone Antifreeze, eight 
from Seven-Up and six from Evin- 

; rude outboard motors. 

At the- same time, the web’s 
other participating program, “To¬ 
day,” is also increasing its sales via 

! solo buys plus combination deals 
with “Tonight.” Example is Pres¬ 
tone, which bought 10 spots on 
“Today” as well; another is Evin- 
rude, which earlier had bought 40 
“Today” participations. A solo buy 
on “Today” last week was the 
Northeast Ski Assn., which took 17 
participations on “Today,” for 
about $57,080. Total commercial 
business on “Tonight” is now 46% 
ahead of July, when the new for¬ 
mat started. 

Station-lineup for “Tonight,” at 
the same time, has now reached 
the highest point ever, with a total 
of 76 stations carrying the show. 
Since the Paar format got under¬ 
way, NBC has added 10 stations to 
its lineup. Last week, the web 
picked up the following: WSOC- 
TV, Charlotte; WINR-TV, Bing- 
hampton; WCYB-TV, Birstol, -Va.- 
Tenn.; * WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, 
W. Va.; WICU-TV, Erie; WLEX, 
Lexington, Ky., and WTVO, Rock¬ 
ford. Earlier, web had picked up 
WSM-TV, Nashville; KSD-TV, St. 
Louis and WHDH-TV, Boston. 

■ », Prestone deal last week, which 
for both shows added up to over 

; $100,000, was one of those over- 
; night _, operations which only the 
participating’ format allows in 
terms 'of' Speed. Esty agency 
called -NBC late Thursday after¬ 
noon, and on. Friday morning par¬ 

ticipating program sales chief Jim 
Hergens was over at Esty, where 
he cleared the deal by phone and 
got the contracts in the works. 
Prestone was on the air Monday 

Prince Philip Film'Set 
For ABC-TV on Sun. (20) 
A BBC-TV film staining Prince 

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, will 
run on ABC-TV Sunday (20). 
Called “The Restless Sphere,” the 
60-minute telefilm has been shown 
in Great Britain. 

“Sphere,” to be seen here from 
9 to 10 p.m., is a special on the 
International Geophysical Year, 
with the Duke discussing the sci¬ 
entific aspects of the earth satellite. 
Show was made prior to thf 
launching, of the. Russian Sputnik 

; two weeks ago. . . 

‘Housewives’ SRO 
^ABC-TV has gone SRO on its 

“Housewives’ Special,” low-budget 
selling plan that the New York 
station implemented six-weeks ago 
for its pre-5 p.m. film shows. Take 
in firm contracts now stands at 
$333,398, which represents 398 
spots a week sold by the ABC-TV 
key. 

Originally, SRO would have been 
377 spots, but Robert Stone, WABG- 
TV veep, bought the “Beulah” re¬ 
runs for a 9 to 9:30‘strip, begin¬ 
ning Monday (21).. Adult strip, to 
open time for 21 new spots, ’cuts 
back the time now being held by 
the juve “Tinkertoons,” running' 
from 8:30 to 9:30. 

$21,000,000 Spot 
Repping at Stake 
ForCBSandNEC 

The tv station reps are licking 
their chops and smiling gleefully 
over the Barrow report which rec¬ 
ommends that webs be prohibited 
from repping stations other than 
their o&o outlets in national spot 
sales. / 

If the study is adopted by the 
FCC, NBC Spot Sales and CBS: 
Spot Sales can virtually fold their 
tents for each* of these reps will 
lose over half of their listings in 
key markets around the country. 

In the case of CBS over $14,000,- j 
000 will go down the drain and the 
NBC reppery will be tossing an es¬ 
timated $7,000,000 back to^their 
trade brothers. 

As it stands now, CBS Spot Sales 
will lose WCAU-TV, Philly, $4,- 
700,000 billings; WTOP-TV, Wash¬ 
ington, $2,100,000; WBTU - TV, 
Charlotte, $2,400,000; WBTW-TV, 
Florence, $250,000; WMBR-TV, 
Jacksonville, $1,200,000; KGUL- 

(Continued on page 57} 

7th NX Cerebral Palsy 
Telethon This Weekend; 
$2,600,000 Mark To Date 
The United Cerebral Palsy 

Telethon, to be telecast Saturday 
(19) and Sunday (20) for the 
seventh year on WOR-TV, has a 
record of fund-raising hard to 
beat. 

To date,. covering the six pre¬ 
vious telethons, the annual array 
of talent has brought in $2,600,- 
000 for UCP. Ninety percent of 
the pledges in the past have been 
fulfilled. UCP board chairman is 
Leonard Goldenson, prez of Ameri¬ 
can Broadcasting-Paramount. The¬ 
atres. 

Again the emcee this year will 
be Dennis James, with the talent 
line up including Joey Adams, 
Jack Barry, Polly Bergen, Barbara 
Britton, Alan Dale, Betty Furness, 
Hy Gardner, Roy Hamilton, Er- 
skine Hawkins Orch., . Johnny 
Johnston, T. C. Jones, Sammy 
Kaye Orch, George Kirby and a 
host of others. 

Boston, Oct. 15. 
Booze peddling on the air was 

hit by Mr?. T. Roy Jarrett, record¬ 
ing secretary of the National Wom¬ 
an’s Christian Temperance Union 
at a meeting of the Mass. WQTU 
at Park Street Church Wednesday 
(95. 

Mrs. Jarrett, who also is prexy. 
of the Virginia WCTU, urged moth¬ 
ers to “march” against the “hew 
attempts” of the alcoholic beverage 
industry hy “marching” to the radio 
and tv sets, “turn them off and 
keep them turned off until they 
stop programs that ‘beg’ our chil¬ 
dren to drink,” 

She said: “Distillers, wine mak¬ 
ers, and brewers have dedicated 
themselves” to sales and adver¬ 
tising campaigns “to increase home 
drinking and drinking by teen¬ 
agers.” She stressed that “these 
new attempts” are directed 
specifically at women in the home. 

“I do not mean,” she said, “that 
mothers should march in the 
streets . . . but we can march to 
the radio and television, turn them 

; off and keep them turned off /\ .” 
Mrs. Jarrett said that, as a result 
of the alcoholic beverage industry’s 
campaign to urge women to drink, 
“nearly 1,000,000 of the 4,500,000 
alcoholics currently are women and 
one fifth of the 139,608 alcoholics 
committed to mental institutions in 
the last three years' were women.” 

“Responsible surveys,” she add¬ 
ed,, “show children starting to 
drink at 14,’1 and she said that 
“67,000,000 of the 85,000,000 bar¬ 
rels of beef sold annually are sold 
in packages to take home.” 

Ball (3uhs Throw 
Curb at Sponsors 

The Braves have hatcheted the 
Yankees; the Giants have left the 
Polo Grounds in search for gold; 
and the Flatbush bums are pack¬ 
ing their bags leaving the F&M 
Schaefer Brewing Co. with about 
$600,000 advertising money in. the 
bat rack and no place' to spend it. 

The brewers have shelved the 
Dodgers and are taking a spring 
training look to see whether the 
metropolis can lure another nine 
to the big city.* 

Meanwhile, back in thevdugout, 
the American Tobacco Co. is still 
interested .In the radio and tele¬ 
casts of the Dodger games but un¬ 
like LoU Burdette, don’t want to go 
the full nine innings alone. They 
are interested in a relief hurler and 
best prospects outside of Eddie 

i Roebuck lobks like the San Fran¬ 
cisco Brewing Co. for its Burger- 
meister beer or the Wildroot Co., 
for half of the Dodger games. 

You can’t aecuse Schaefer of 
throwing a spitball but they are 
tight-lipped about future plans. 
Company is looking for hard throw¬ 
ing sports package. 

Carlos Franco to For joe - 'f 

Forjoe, radio-tv station reps, 
have added Carlos Franco to head 
up the tv staff* Franco Is a vet- 

. eran agency man. First move was 
to split up the Forjoe sales divi¬ 
sion; one sales staff, for radio and 
another for tv. 
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Kintner: A Year Later 
It was one year ago last Thursday (10) that Bob Kintner was 

“voted out" as ABC prexy by Leonard Goldenson tod the parent 
AB-PT board of directors. In the interval since assuming the 
program-sales stewardship at NBC, he has surrounded himself 
with most of the key associates that served under him at 
American. 

As onfe half of the Bob & Bob (Sarnoff and Kintner) team 
heading up the NBC operation, Kintner’s role in spraying the tv 
network with some Trendex stardust this semester is hardly an 
industry secret. A year ago NBC was struggling to maintain No. 2 
position over ABC. Thus far this season the “Bob fc Bob" combo 
has moved NBC into a s.rong competitive position with Columbia. 

Between Fishing, Robt. Sarnoff 
Talks of Pay-TV, Tint, New Seasoif 

[1)010 NONE' Aubreys Upped Status in ABC-TV 

STATUS flFJJ, Yeepee Exits; 
Speculate on Treyz as ffeb Prez By GEORGE 

New York-bert 

execs are inclined 
ominous porteniUaffi 
CBS-TV and W&M 

Houston, Oct. 15. 

Pay television is a threat to free 
television, lack of competition has 
kept color tv from moving faster 
than it has, and the current tv sear 

20 More for Keystone 
Chicago, Oct. 15. 

execs are inclineAgingmHr some . 
ominous portenhbSiwe^^sionof 
CBS-TV and WeitragSmise to move 
the “Studio One” Monday night 
horn* drama entry to the Coast start¬ 
ing in January. Not that the shift bf 
any single show is necessarily dis¬ 
turbing, but when one of the few 
remaining N.Y. originating live 60- 
minute dramas pulls up stakes for 
the “richer” talent-production pas¬ 
tures of Hollywood, it’s regarded as 
symptomatic of a decline in the 
overall status -of New York in the 
scheme of tv programming. 

When, a few years back’ it be¬ 
came increasingly evident that the 
upbeat in filmed programming must 
of necessity enhance Hollywood’s It nas, ana me uuncui. m __,_- I ui necessity ennance xiuuywooa s 

should be the mediimi’s most A^Soote ?toio sta-l sta*e a? a tv production 
exciting ever. This according to "network” for grassroots radio sta- 
Robert W. Sarhoff, NBC president, tions, enlisted 20 new rural affil- 
a-visitor here*, who was on a fishing iate» last week in ^ states, 
trip at Aransas Pass. -KBS affils now total 1,020. 

The fishing trip was combined 
with an informal meeting with the {t* |» « n 
heads of the four NBC Texas af- KAl]0i VnAflCAft 
filiates, Jack Harris, of KPRC-TV , ftCUCl ullVIlMJI' 
here; Hugh Halff Jr., of WOAI-TV, ■ 

• San Antonio; Harold Hough of a I i • 
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, and T. Ava KAAlr A flfQll 
Frank Smith of KRIS-TV, Corpus /if C Ddl/Il /lrdL 
Christi. - ° 

“We don’t think free tv and pay T! A j A 
tv can survive side by side,” Sar- I* HIT fit 
noff said. And pay-tv, he believes, 1 U1 uli i/VOO 
would be the survivor, if the two 
joined battle. Pay-tv, he said, has With the new television s< 

KBS affils now total 1,020. 

Relief Sponsors 
Are Back Again 
- For 2d Season 

centre, there wasr Nonetheless, a 
recognition that in the area of live 
programming New York was des¬ 
tined to rule the roost. But even 
the diehards and staunchest of 
champions of' tv-for-N.y. aren’t 
nearly as convinced any more. They 
see the “climate” slowly but surely 
changing in favor of an overall up¬ 
grading of Hollywood’s stature, 
whether live or film, predicated on 
a growing recognition that all the 
vital elements identified with big- 
time tv (producers, directors 
writers, actors, etc.) are staking 
their future claims on the west 
coast. 

Granted that In two live areas— 

Trendex Top 10 
(Week of Oct. 1-7) - 

Reflecting its new-found au¬ 
dience strength, NBC has 
placed four shows in the Top 
10 Trendex list for October, its 
best' showing in two years (it 
placed only one last October). 
CBS grabbed off the other six, 
with a surprise entry being 
the Danny Thomas show in the 
No. 3 spot. Ratings cover the 
one live broadcast the week 
of Oct. 1-7: 
Bob Hope, NBC.35.2 
Ed Sullivan, CBS ---29.5 
Danny Thomas, CBS .... 27.8 
What’s My Line, CBS. . . 26.7 
Perry-Como, NBC.26.6 
Twenty-One, NBC __25.7 
This Is Your Life. NBC,.. 25.1 
Jack Benny, CBS ..24.9 
Line-Up, CBS.24.3 
Red Skelton, CBS.24.3 

Trendex Tossed 
For Network Loss 
In Service Cutback 

James Aubrey, ABC-TV program 
veep, is on the verge of assuming a 
more important share of the duties 
at the network. His rising star is 
reflected in a series of top execu¬ 
tive shuffles that have gone on in 
the last few days or that are in 
the cards in the not-too-distant 
future. 

Aubrey is shopping for his own 
replacement. Should he find an¬ 
other program boss and the plan 
goes according to expectations, 
he’ll become a major administrative 
factotum. In part, he’ll probably be 
handling some of the peripheral 
duties that fell under the aegis oi 
Jason (Jay) Rabinovitz, who was 
finished officially as a financial veep 
this week, and he’ll fetain final 
control in the program area—hew 
veep or not. 

Consensus within is that Aubrey’s 
^elevated position will not affect 
Oliver Treyz as veep in charge ,of 
ABC-TV. There has been talk that 

| Aubrey will become exec‘veep. If 
that becomes a fact, it has been 
said by certain high authorities 
at the network, then Treyz will be¬ 
come president, a post not now 
filled.. 

In any event, it shapes this way: 
Treyz as “Mr. Outside” for ABC- 
TV—the salesman and point of con¬ 
tact for all toplevel outsiders, and 
Aubrey, whom Treyz hired away 
from the Coast CBS operation less 
than a year ago, as ABC’s “Mr. 
Inside.” 

Riddleberger Upped 

When Rabinovitz and the network 

joined battle. Pay-tv, he said, has With the new television season Granted that In two live areas— ■ Anorey, wnom ireyz mred away 
promised many things which free well underway and the sponsor- the gimmick shows (quizzes panels, I C* 
tv already is providing. , . ,, « .. ,, etc.) and the so-called egghead & 111 I |1|||OPm ”“a?, a year ago, as ABCs Mr. 

STi thP World 5hl?-patterns flnaUy settled’ the cultural entries (“Omnibus," 111 ijtl »ICC 1/UlUdin Inside.” 
c.rilt fnJsfiT Mme shorteim “relief” deals are be- "Seven Lively Arts,” etc.) • New Rtddlebereer tTpped 
Perry Como And CBS had some ginning to pop up agaii. These York is still master of all it sur- The days of the hot Trendex When Rabinovitz and the network 
big shows too. All free. I think that are the two-or-three-week arrange- veys. But the two basics ■ of net- races appear to be over. NBC-TV separated, Stephen Riddleberger, 
would be no longer free” iif there hients und^r which a sponsor with work tv, have been and still are in iast week cut back on its usage of Rabinovitz’s radio network counter- 
were a way of charging for pro- limited coin moves in to take over the toea of^ drama and variety. ^ overnlght sharpIy and part, was .given a new title and 
crams of this sort). the alternate-week sponsorship of shows. In regard to the former, hoc ktk-* moved mto the tv network. Both 
** color television, Sarnoff said: a show from the regular'hankrol- the shift of “Studio One’ to the w atc esl*°tfl CB? ar“J he and Rabinovitz, though simply 
“NBC is doing everything humanly ler. who may'seek* budget relief. Coast will leave but a single weekly limited use of the service. Overall labeled as administrative veeps, 
possible for color, if some other The ‘belief ” pattern began to hour live entry ^remaining in New result is that except for specials, were primarily interested in the 
manufacturer would start manufac- emerge last season for the first York—Kraft TV Theatre^ (which,. s°me weekend programming and finances of ^heir respective webs, 
turing Sets, it would move faster, time. new show premieres, none of the Riddleberger becomes veep and 
We have always had to go it alone. Last! week, North American 01 oo-minuie uve uramas iu yeais 
We would more than welcome com* Philips Co. (Norelco shavers) ag<^- . 
petition.” worked, out a deal, under which it CBS has now seen fit to originate 

Sarnoff believes that color televi- will pick up sponsorship of “$64,~ all its major live drama entries 
sion would take hold if more peo- 000 Challenge” on Nov.. 26 and from Hollywood. In addition to 
pie were able to see it and there- Dec. 10, relieving Revlon. In a “Studio One,” there’s also the back- 

some weekend programming and finances of their respective webs, 
new show premieres, none of the Riddleberger becomes veep and 

American of 60-minute live dramas 10 years wejjS will be taking Trendexes on controller of ABC division. Tech- 
shavers) . an overnight basis for the rest of nically, that puts him over both 

CBS has now seen fit to originate the season “ I 

NBC decision was primarily an 
„ 5? economic, one, since. those '-over- 

Studio One, there s also the back- night ratings cost pienty. But also, 

radio and tv finances, but he will 
basically york in tv, only helping 

(Continued on page 56) 

fore be impressed by it. The two similar situation, Seven-Up bought to-back brace-of Thursday night I ^ web bas iong maintained that 
main problems, he said, are giving one-time half-sponsorship of “Wa- dramas. Playhouse 90 and Cli-j the Trendex quickies aren’t the 
viewers a chance to see color tele-j gon Train” on Dec. 11. And Van max. ^1 three are house shows, j most accurate gauge of audience 
cdsts1 and getting more manufac- Heusen shirts is negotiating to over wj^ich the network has eom- competitive success or failure, McAVlty Alli(l6S 
turers to make color receivers. takS on three alternate-week plete ffiitroL True, the network tjjat one or two ratings on a 

. “NBC already, has more than “Restless Gun” segments on NBC. has the alternating Wednesday particular show just don’t tell the MDf1 f u 17 
enough programming to justify an In the latter case, deal isn’t as- night hour live series U-S. Steel story> As a resuTt, the web will IIIII. fftl ]f||’| -r, 
individual buying color set,” he sured, since Warner-Lambert has Hour and Armstrong Theatre, COnfme its overnight Trendex sur- AIUV 1VI IIIW 14 
said. And there is no point in wait- expanded its sponsorship on the but these are‘ outside” properties, veys to specials, some weekend 
ing for a cheaper color tv set. show from alternate weeks to the former produced by the Theatre shows, and premieres on all net- Tom McAvity, who has been sit- 

“It wiR be a long time before every week through January. - Guild and the latter off the David works (that is, it will order surveys ^ng out a longterm contract at 
the price comes down,” he said Most of the relief deals are sea- beltline. In the final ana- 0n ABC and CBS premieres as well NBC-TV, has finally turned in his 
emphatically.-“in fact, it may go sonal,-with advertisers who de- Jgls„ lts an a£°ut# victory for as its own). resignation, a move which hardly 

up Costs are increasing.” pend on the Christmas trade (such *. . • Last spring, CBS announced 
O^^eeurrent se^on: • as Norelco) trying to get in with ■ The Babe Ruths of the janety plans fo do tbe same tfaing> but vuritoH^etotvs.at.the network Hes 
I think it’s going to end up be- shorttermers during the shopping field, in terms of corn mepend^ for voIving even a sharper cutback. KrK!hlsHf^ril£ 

(Continued on page 57) 

‘Strike It Rich’ To 
End Six-Year Run 
Colgate and its multiple agen¬ 

cies are expected to decide the 
fate of “Strike It Rich” by the end 
of the week, with the likelihood 
that the • show will be 'dropped 
within a couple of weeks after a 
six-year run on CBS-TV. Replace¬ 
ment will be chosen at . the same 
time, with the .likeliest successor 

’ ■ comes as a’ surprise in view of his 

1 do ttrl’saSe thing. but In- at the network. He's 

even a sharper Vact ^ 
season" 'sLnOariyT 'the' heavy *nest talent and muUtple bookings t^d“ABC' as a mTttef'of "course a??n<i?“’ 
Christmas advertisers who are on of top names, are the Per^y Como seldom takes more than two or ^cCa^?"Bf’lc“ff° asn a^T 
a regular sponsorship basis usual- Show, Steve Allen Show, Ed SuUi- three overnight‘Trendexes on any i*£a ,-tv 0nly for“ 
ly welcome relief after the first van Show and The Big Record. one sbow unless there’s a particu- a 
of the year. Hence the possibility All^foiir are berthed in Manhattan. j^r s^iesproMem involved. Hence, ‘ 1116 mc!ve0^o^^f Weaver 
that Florida Citfus Commission But even here .tiie argummit^has frdni iiow obiH*tii^re will be few and. the move-m of Bob Kintner as 
will take over Remington Rand’s beeb advanced 'is _tO toe;.ulftmate references ±0 Trendex among the Program-sales factotum at the net- 
“What’s My Line” slot for two or wisdom of shifting tbetr'pO.mt ;pf .three'networks- simply' because the worh» McAvity wasexecveepee(in 
three; shows' in January, when origmation from .surveys will not have-been taken, ^haige of programming. ^Under 
Remington sales usually slacken (There has, incidentARy, bCen. S0me g^enddx' does., the overnight sur- Y16 riew administration McAvity 
off. (Continued oh..page '56f . ' -veys only , on special order. stayed on, to all intents operating 
__;_„ ■ , ■__;_____-T. ____ -_______t__ in the area of program develop- 

__ __ ___ ■—-w* ment, but actually doing little else 

Dailies Reap a TV Harvest sra 
_l to depart. Lone “survivor” is vee- 

The tv networks have carried {to-day programming. Move, from I a continued upbeat in the competi- YaM,io«UV^0iatr«Lhfn 
their competitive battle into the accounts, stemmed from some tive race. Right now it’s one of ^ntmuad t^ pl^ a of netwoS 
.. . . I PRR anrirphoncinn nttar /II lmHaT l them* mamT cmivhM nf lTronma 58165 Ul ine area OI network! 

Dailies Reap a TV Harvest 
ment will. De cnosert at.the same ^ ,on CBS apprehension over (1) initial their major sources of income f,aies • , „ tne area 0 
time, with^the Jikeliest^successor display ad columns of the daily Trendex ratings which revealed It is well established that dur- specials. 
being an Entertainment Produc- newspapers throughout the coun- marked NBC advances in prime ing Sept, and Oct., . 30 to 40% of -- 
tions Inc.-CBS joint package going try. In New York, for example, night periods; (2) an awareness the total budget of the webs is laid rn ij n 11 ) 
under the two worlong titles of the dailies are reaping an tmpre- that NBC’s allout promotion, both on the line to back initial pre- MCiflOIl K6YQO1QS 

Top Dollar, dented harvest in-revenue as all on and off the air, was being mieres. The best figures avail- - _ # 
Another possibility as a replace- the webs,' and mobe, notably NBC talked about as one of th& most able state that NBC has quadrupled l.nnffAn Ppnnii 

ment, though more remote, is a and * CBS, pour thousands of dol- effective jobs of the season. its budget over last year for the kiuuuuu 1 dim 
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Mainly to 'Battle of the Giants 
In contrast to the horse trading 4 

of years ago, when syndication 
firms went in and out of business 
and when product was switched 
back and forth among a variety of 
firms, vidpix distribution has set¬ 
tled down, evolving into a pattern 
of major distribs and some small¬ 
er firms. 

The development is all the more 
remarkable when the time factor 
of the comparatively few years is 
considered, commercial tv in the 
U. S. being only 11 years old. 
The telescoped development in the 
vidpix field parallels that of the 
motion picture industry, now char¬ 
acterized by the major and minor 
distribs, of limited number but ac¬ 
counting for most of the revenues. 

Mainly in the past two years, 
the major new vidpix firms enter¬ 
ing and developing has stemmed 
from the distribution of feature 
films. National Telefilm Associ¬ 
ates, Associated Artists Produc¬ 
tions. Metro TV, United Artists 
TV, to name the major big ones. 

Columbia’s Screen Gems subsid 
also has been a mushrooming op¬ 
eration, with its acquisition of the 
Universal library, as wTell as its 
distribution of Columbia pix, with 
its absorption of Hygo-Unity and 
the latter’s pix library and per¬ 
sonnel. 

In the half-hour telefilm field, 
expansion of such outfits as Ziv, 
Television Programs of American 
and Official Films is the order of 
the day. 

In the same two-year span, in 
the half-hour distrib field, only a 
few new outfits have been formed, 
all operating on a smaller scale. 
They include Gross-Krasne, the 
new Bernard Schubert-Sy Wein- 
traub vidfilmery Telestar Films, 
formed when Weintraub departed 
from Flamingo Films. Taking 
over the properties of Flamingo 
was a new telefilm sales company, 
headed by Herman Rush, formerly 
sales v.p. of Official Films, and Ira 
Gottlieb, Flamingo Films sales^ 
manager. New company is being* 
operated under a similar handle, 
Flamingo Telefilm Sales. 

In the 24-month time span, the 
RKO Television syndication divi¬ 
sion has slowed down considerably, 
with the accent now on trying to 
sell national network vehicles. 

Besides the absorption of Hygo- 
Unity by Screen Gems, the only 
other major acquisition during the 
two-year period was the purchase 
of Charles Amory’s UM&M, con¬ 
sisting mainly of the Paramount 
shorts library, by NTA for $4,500,- 
000, Guild Films also has acquired 
the 1,200 RKO Pictures shorts for 
tv distribution from Matty Fox’s 
C&C Television. 

Contributing to the development 
of the vidpix distribution giants 
are the factors of the growing need 
for specialization in a competitive 
field: sales execs and personnel who 
know the various markets, type of 

(Continued on page 57) 

‘Sea Hawk’Rolls 
At Bermuda Studio 

Hamilton, Bermuda, Oct. 15. 
Studio at Darrells Island, leased 

from Bermuda Government by 
Film Studios tBermuda) Ltd., will 
relight Oct. 28 with filming of 39 
episode series, “The Adventures 
of the Sea Hawk” produced by 
Brewster Morgan and Eugene So- 
low. TV series, with estimated 
budget of $1,500,000, will be di¬ 
rected by Pennington Richards and 
co-star British actors John Howard 
and John Lee. Other leads will be 
British with bits handled by local 
talent , 

. Major "portion of series will be; 
filmed in and around Bermuda with! 
possible locations in Turks Island 
and farther south. Series, for which < 
pilot was made last year with 
George O’Brien, concerns mystery 
schooner loaded with latest elec¬ 
tronic gear. No info on sale of 
finished product but local inter¬ 
ests hope for another “Crunch & 
Des" which helped to publicize the 
Islands. , **.;* t * • 

GE’s Live-to-Film 
Schenectady, Oct. 15. 

WRGB, General Electric’s pio¬ 
neer station which at One time led 
nationally in live programming and 
which long outdistanced the area 
field in this category, will take a 
major turn in the road Nov. 4. 

Effective that date, it will elimi¬ 
nate-the biggest and costliest in- 
studio show hereabouts, “TV Show- 
case,” “S.S. Glendora,” a late-aft- 
ernoon children show and Brian 
MacFarlane’s sports roundup will 
cut the 11 p. m. newscast from 15 
to five-minutes. 

The changes are being made to, 
make room for films, the number 
of which WRGB is increasing to 
meet the competition from WCDA, 
and, to a lesser extent, from WTRI, 
and to get the jump on both before 
the Albany stations shift from UFH 
to VHF. 

WCDA, a CBS outlet, hopes to 
get on the air with VHF around 
Dec. 1; WTRI, probably sometime 
in the early part of 1958. 

Fremantle’s Latino 
Shift to Mex City 

Fremantle Overseas Radio & 
Television is moving the adminis¬ 
tration of its entire Latin American 
telefilm distribution biz to Mexico 
City. Simultaneously, the company, 
which deals exclusively in the sale 
of product outside the U.S., has 
added two execs to the Mex opera¬ 
tion. 

Alex Duncan, formerly distrib in 
Mexico for British electronic manu¬ 
facturers, and Sean O’Donghqe, an 
Associated Press correspondent, 
will handle Latin American sales. 
They’ll report to Rene Anselmo, 
who continues as head of Fremantle 
Radio y TV, S. A„ the Fremantle 
subsid south of the'border. 

At present, Fremantle is dubbing 
“Hopalong Cassidy" into Spanish, 
and expects to dub others shortly. 
Dubbing operation is also centered 
in M. C. 

Turning the* Latin American ter¬ 
ritory over to the Anselmo office 
is in line with Fremantle’s, policy 
of giving greater autonomy to over¬ 
seas offices. 

‘MINUTE OF PRAM’ 
INTO 50 MARKETS 

“A Minute of Prayer,” series of 
365 filmed prayers, distributed by 
C&C TV Corp., has been sold in 
more than 50 markets. 

Most stations already telecast¬ 
ing the films are in the south and 
west. Distribution in the east is 

l scheduled for November and De¬ 
cember leading up to the ''Christ- 
mas holiday season. Producer Dew 
Kerner, also slated to a feature 
based on “Studs Lonigan”. trilogy, 
who is in the east in connection. 
wPh the distribution x)f .the “pray- 

! er” films, is due to return to the 
; Coast shortly. 

Among stations which bought 
the 365 “Prayer” Minute, epsidoes 
are WMCT, Memphis; WBAP, Dal¬ 
las; WDSU, New Orleans; and 
KGEO, Oklahoma City. 

JIMMY NELSON 
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL 

With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE 
Management—Mercury Artists Corp. 
730 Fifth Ave., New York: JU 6—$500 

Put Client Accent 
On Pafticipations 
WPIX, N. Y., one of the most 

heavily prgorammed.stations with 
syndicated*product in the U. S., is 
experiencing a shift of emphasis 
from sponsorship of first-run prod¬ 
uct to hefty participation buying. 

Station, currently enjoying tip¬ 
top biz with a 36.4% rise in net 
profits before taxes for the first 
nine months of the year compared 
to the same period last year, has 
bought the largest number of first- 
run syndicated product in the New 
York market. It is this array which 
is credited with bringing hi the 
participation coin. More recent 
buys include R. J. Reynolds for 
Winston, Libby McNeill, Ford 
Truck Division, Schick, and Form 
Fit. Others include National Bis-, 
cuit and Procter & Gamble. 

Program renewals Include Gen¬ 
eral Cigar on “Public Defender” 
and R. J. Reynolds for Winston on 
“Whirlybirds,” But other than 
“Mama,” partidpation coin is rid¬ 
ing or is slated to ride on such 
show’s as “Decoy," “Gray Ghost,” 
“Tomahawk” and “Kingdom of the 
Sea.” With, WPIX’s baseball com¬ 
mitments delaying the start of its 
fall lineup of shows, there still may 
be other program buys. But com¬ 
pared to last year, the emphasis 
appears to be on participations at 
this stage. 

Spot check among a few' station 
reps on the question of whether 
there is more partidpation buys of 
syndicated properties as opposed to 
program buys, brought the re¬ 
sponse that the situation varies 
from market to market and the par¬ 
ticular advertising approach of the 
client. 

The New York Daily News indie 
has a firm contract through the 
end of the year with the NTA 
Film Network on “Premiere Per¬ 
formance.” NTA Film Network 

. probably will switch to WATV, re¬ 
cently purchased by parent Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates, when 
the WPIX contract expires. 

The Madison Square /Garden 
telecasts of WPIX, N. Y., which for 
the past seven years has been sold 
on a program sponsorship basis, 
Is nbwr being sold bn a participa¬ 
tion basis,’with ft. J. Reynolds To¬ 
bacco* Co.'.'for Winston Cigareta 
dnd RuppierE Brewing for Knicker¬ 
bocker ’ Beer ’picking up . the first 
tabs. Each bought two participa¬ 
tions; 

Hazards of Location Shooting 
Shooting in. New York for location footage can have its head¬ 

aches, as attested by Dick Irving, Revue Productions producer- 
director on MCA-TWs “Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer.” 

With the series accented oh rough and-tough private eye meller 
stuff, there were a number of instances of brushes with the real 
life gendarmes and passerbys who thought they were witnessing 
the real thing. One woman in the downtown area screamed mur¬ 
der when she saw a parked passenger car being held up; teenage 
girls in another area ran for the cops when they saw some extras 
roughing it up in a parking lot; New York’s Finest stopped a num¬ 
ber of requisitioned cars with phony license plates; etc. 

All of which probably accounted for two boners in the footage. 
In one scene, a girl extra called for police, only instead of using a 
police call box, she made the call on *a fire box. In another shot, a 
New York police car is tagged with New Jersey plates. 

Producer director Irving has left for the Coast for some editing 
-—and studio shooting; *1 *■ • J *■ - v --- 
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Colgate’s ‘EveryWys a Critic 
Metro TV, in association with Colgate-Palmolive, 'Is trying to 

measure'the public’s attitude on “Thin Man" with Other than 
rating information. (Last Friday (4) night Trendex put NBC-TV’s 
“Thin Man” behind CBS-TV’s “Schlitz Playhouse” 19.5 to 16.2.) 

Plan, which went into operation prior to the fall bow of the 
Series, spelled ihe distribution of a-detailed questionnaire to 20,- 
000 members , of 500 civic and social organizations in more than 
100 cities throughout the country. Questionnaire asked viewers to 
see one or all of the first four shows and asked for their critical 
comment regarding the script, acting, direction, camera technique 
and overall production, and of course whether they did or did not 
like the show. 

Although returns have heen coming in, there aren’t a sufficient 
number yet to make any generalizations,' according to Metro TV. 
Charles (Bud) Barry, Metro TV v.p., says he could change future 
shows, not yet in the can, if enough people respond on a particular 
point. 

But whatever the outcome—one of the few attempts to open 
up lines of communication between the producer and the public— 
the project should serve as a promotional stunt. The show is being 
brought to the attention of thousands of viewers, many of whom 
may be flattered into turning critic. 

Rival Animation Unions in Coast 
Flareup; SCG Charges IA Pressure 

Food Fair Features 
Philadelphia, Oct. 15. 

Food Fair, one of the country’s 
largest chains, with headquarters, 
in Philly, is the first food chain 
in local area to sponsor first-run 
feature films. 

- The once-a-month series on 
WCAU-TV wilLfeature station’s re¬ 
cently acquired United Artists 
post-1952 package, including “Afri¬ 
can Queen,” "Purple Plain,” “Red 
River” and “Adventures of Robin¬ 
son Crusoe.” 

Cooperating in the bankrolling 
will be several of the chain’s name 
brand suppliers. 

Antell’s Coin Box 
LuresTop Distribs 

Baltimore, Oci.r 15. 
Three major distributors now are 

negotiating with. Charles Antell, 
Inc., and its agency "Paul Venze, 
for the licensing of telefilm, fea¬ 
ture and cartoon properties. Among 
;those distribs with whom talks 
have taken place are Official 
Films, NBC Film Sales afid Televi¬ 
sion Programs of America. 

Antell, which has bought a large 
stockpile of telefilm properties in 
the past utilizing them for bar-j 
tered spots on stations, currently 
has deals in 100 markets. Many 
telefilm companies, which nor¬ 
mally shy away from barter deals,; 
prefer 'the Antell arrangement for 
the cosmetic house makes a dea]L 
for the properties and then follows 
through with a barter arrange¬ 
ment with the stations. Other bar¬ 
ter deals Involve the distribution 
organization in the station deal, 
too. 

Further Antell plans include 
production and ownership of its 
own series and a possible network 
show in 1958. Antell, which is 
listed 25th in the rundown of lead¬ 
ing television spot advertisers, 
claims annual billings of $3,000,000. 

Sidney Barbet, former consult¬ 
ant, is no longer associated with 
Paul Venze Associates. 

Toni Participation Coin 
On Shirley Temple Pix 

The Toni division of Gillette 
Co. has bought a one-minute par¬ 
ticipation in the four Shirley Tem¬ 
ple features, scheduled as holiday 
specials by NTA Film Network. 
One-third sponsorship on the spe¬ 
cials, to be telecast on a limited 
65-market net, has been bought 
by Ideal Toy. - | 

Tie-up is a natural, with the 
kiddie permanent Tonette feing 
pitched. 

WPIX Up* Langley 
Frank Langley,, for the past 

year assistant to the publicity and 
public relations manager at WPIX, 
N. Y., Leslie A. Hollingsworth, has 
been appointed supervisor of pub¬ 
licity. 

Prior to joining WPIX-in Oc¬ 
tober, 1956, Langley had been as¬ 
sistant to the director of publicity 
at WOR-TV, and had previously 
served bn the publicity staff of the 
DuMont*Television'Networic* 

" Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

Long - smoldering jurisdictional 

feud in animation field between 
indie. Screen Cartoonists Guild 
and IATSE Motion Picture Screen 
Cartoonists Local 839 broke into 
the open last week. Flareup oc¬ 
curred after Local 839 filed with 
National Labor Relations Board to 
rep employees at "TV Spots Inc., 
makers of “Crusader Rabbit” series 
and a longtime. SCG stronghold. 
SCG execs, in reply, hurled 
charges that IA was pressuring in¬ 
die producers with threats of sec¬ 
ondary boycott. 

According to Lawrence Kilty, biz 
agent of SCG, Guild pactees have 
been told that unless, they sign 
with Local 839, IA theatre projec¬ 
tionists will not show their prod¬ 
uct, and labs, cameramen and edi¬ 
tors will refuse to handle their 
footage. Kilty flatly charged this, 
although he admitted he had no 
direct evidence, since producers 
are reportedly reluctant to tangle 
directly with the IA. Also, he adds, 
despite threats, no overt action has 
been taken by IA In current cam¬ 
paign. But filing at TV Spots 
marks the be ginning of open war¬ 
fare against the Guild by* the IA, 
he charges. 

Shull Bonsall, TV Spots prexy, * 
also denied pressures from IA. 
However, other Indie producers 
privately admitted to Variety 
that such threats have been made 
in the past, especially after Local 
839 broke off from parent SCG in 
1951. 

Don Hillary, biz agent of Local 
839; flatly denied the “pressure” 
charges. IA's filing for TV Spots 
employees came about at employ¬ 
ees’ own request, he stated. 

Traditional dividing line in Hol¬ 
lywood has given SCG most tv- 
work IA most “entertainment” 
(i.e. theatrical) cartooning. How¬ 
ever, in significant moves, more 
and more, Local 839 has been sign¬ 
ing up teleblurb • producers on 
SCG’s side of the line. 

. Last wepk, for Instance, Local 
839 pacted two such firms. First 
was H-B' Inc., cartoonery formed 
by George Stevens, Bill Hanna and 
Joe Barbert; latter two the former 
MGM 'cartoon toppers. Pact cov¬ 
ers teleblurb production, with 16 
employees involved'. 

Also, IA union last week signed 
up Top-Cel Inc., a teleblurb ink- 
and-paint service. 

UA-TV Preps New 
Feature Package 
United Artists TV, which has 

grown from a three-roan sales or¬ 
ganization to a staff of 11, under 
John Leo’s ■ aegis, is~prepping an¬ 
other feature package, as well as 
scouting the half-hour telefilm 
field. 

Outfit’s current package of 52, 
i all post-’48’s, have been sold in 
[ about 75 markets for a: gross in the 
| neighborhood of $4000,000. Recent 
I deals include Louisville, Ky., and 
Bangor, Me. UA-TV, which split 

I its 'package in New .York between 
WCBS-TV and WfteA-TV^sold the 
remaining two pix. to JUTQR-TV. The 
features are “Romeo- and Juliet” 
and “King’s Rhapsody,” latter 
starring Errol Flynn, 
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CHI’S HOT CINEMATIC SCRAP 
Horror Fix for Webs a Poser 

Socko ratings registered by Screen Gems’ horror features in the 
past two weeks will almost certainly be reflected on the network 
level next spring as the new horror series production cycle reaches 
full bloom. As of the moment, there are four such thriller series 
in the works, “Baron Frankenstein?’ being done in London, “Tales 
of Frankenstein?' starring Boris Karloff and out of the Screen 
Gems hopper, an “Invisible iMan” series being prepped by Screen 
Gems, and a series based on Madame Tussaud’s Wax Museum 
and Chamber of Horrors b£ Robert Siodmak. As word gets around 
on the ratings pulled down by the horror features, there will un¬ 
doubtedly be additional series entries.;.. 

While sponsorship acceptance on the Screen Gems “Shock” fea¬ 
tures has been good, national sponsorship poses some unique ques¬ 
tions. Namely, the horror films would first of all violate the Tele¬ 
vision Code if produced in traditional thriller fashion, and second¬ 
ly, would arouse the various tv “policing”, groups who normally 
object to violence. 

If sponsors do buy the made-for-tv horror stuff, the result will 
be watered-down versions, thematically inclined to horror stuff 
but in specific footage eschewing the scare scenes. What this may 
do, however, is to so weaken the programs themselves as. to de¬ 
stroy their uniqueness,’ and make the anticipated horror cycle one 
of the shorter trends in television annals; 

Over $50,000,(11 Mark on Features 
• With the sale of the.remaining-f- 

three of the top 10 markets, of the 
Metro feature library, Metro TV 
has about reached the $50,000,000 
mark, with Leo the Lion pix now 
licensed in 71 markets. 

Deal with Westinghouse for 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh o&o’s 
represents the culmination of. 
years negotiations^, Westinghouse 
was edged out of the San Francisco 
market when ABC o&o, KGO, mlde 
a better offer. Deals for Cleveland 
and San Francisco are for the en¬ 
tire library, while Westinghouse’s 
KDKA, in Pittsburgh, bought s 
package of 100 pix, with an optioh 
for two additional packages of 100 
Cinematics. 
- Library deals also have been 
made in Greenville, S. C., Cedar’ 
Rapids, la., and El Paso, Tex, with i 
Durham, N. C., and"Odessa, Tex., 
picking up a package of 100 Metro j 

pix. Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel 
reported the status of the-feature 
library sales to yesterday’s (Tues.) 
stockholders meeting. 

On the telefilm front, Charles 
(Bud) Barry has received the pilot] 
of “Min, and Bill” and Is pitching 
for a January start Pilot, oil 
“Northwest Passage,” done in color, 
is due in New York for showing 
next month. Both have a sufficient 
backlog of scripts tp start shooting 
upon a sale. 

45-Market‘Decoy 
Sales Put at 950G 

* Official Films’ *T>ecoy,” on a 
selling .spurt since its syndication 
launching about seven weeks ago, 
has chalked up' about 45 markets 
for about $950,000, representing 
the rccoupement of close to 75% 
of its negative costs. 

Some of the new- markets in¬ 
clude WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; 
KFJZ-TV, Dallas; WISN-TV, Mil¬ 
waukee; WFBM-TV, Indianapolis; 
WDSU-TY, New Orleans, WKRC- 
TV, Mobile, Ala.; KDAL-IY, Dh- 
luth, and KTSM-TV; El Paso. 
Sponsors riding the show in vari¬ 
ous markets include Hamms Brew¬ 
ing, Schlitz Beer, Blue Plate Foods, 
Colgate, Wilson, Clattoll, Brill-, 
creera, Anafcin and General’ Cigar. 
Bulk of the sales, though, has been 
'direct to stations* ‘ 

“Decoy” is the series in which a 
station group bought a participa¬ 
tion, similar to*the deal on Screen. 
Gems’ “Casey-Jones'’ 

Miesegaes Bowing Out 
As Prexy of Transfilm 

William Miesegaes is giving up; 
his post as president, of T&nsfilnr 
to. Walter Lowendahl. Miesegaes, 
wio founded the-blurb and indus¬ 
trial film company, will remain 
actfva board chairman. ] 

Michael PaUina,»treasurer, was 
named; exec veep,' Lowendahl’s for¬ 
mer job. 

-cxid {’Hi ih 

Revisit to the Moon 
Hollywood, Oct 15. 

Russian satellite moon has 
even had repercussions on lo¬ 
cal tv scene. 

KTTV, which airs Ziv 
“Science Fiction Theatre?’ has¬ 
tily dusted off a previously^ 
run segment,. “The Last Bar¬ 
rier?’. which deals with first 
U. S. satellite moon, for air-, 
ing last Saturday (12), 

N Y. Gain Sanction 

The newly-organized film direc¬ 
tors of New York "have been rec¬ 
ognized by Gotham producers. Film 
.Producers Assn, of New York has 
agreed to negotiate shortly with 
the new Screen Directors Interna¬ 
tional Guild. ^ 

A spokesman for the Guild, 
which claims a membership of 260 
directors (all but an estimated 
10% of New York directors, ac¬ 
cording to the SDIG), said that 
both sides are formulating their 
demands and that their respective 
lawyers are already meeting to. do 
preliminary work;>. 

SDIG was formed "as an inde¬ 
pendent union on Sept. 7 this year, 
after months and months of nego¬ 
tiating with {screen Directors 
Guild on the Coast and the Radio- 
TV Directors Guild here. Group’s 
spokesmen also investigated the 
possibility of joining other unions. 
It wasn’t until shortly before 
Sept. 7 that it was clearly decided 
to go ahead without the support 
of an -established union. 

-New York film directors, have 
never before been organized. 
Though indie, SDIG is going to 
pattern many of its demands along 
the lines of the SDG contract on 
the Coast.- A minimum of $150 a 
day for freelances will be asked of 
FPA, whose 32 member companies 
primarily make commercials and 
industrial films: 

Mkhaelby’s marietta’ 
Set as Teieph Series 

Hollywood, Oct. '15. 
Screenwriter Oscar Brodney and 

film promotion man Sol Dolgin 

have acquired tv rights to Robert 
Mfchaelby’s “The Life and Ad¬ 

ventures of Joaquin Murietta,” and 
plan to lens property as a. syndi¬ 
cated telepix aeries.-Venture will 
mark pair's debut in video field. 

Shooting is slated to get under¬ 
way at California studios as soon as 
lead is set. At least 39 segments 
will be tensed in first batch, ac- 

TOP MUIR 
By LES 1 

15. 

Windy .City’s- '-battle¬ 
ground for feature films-—Sunday 
night.— experienced its hottest 
fracas yet this past weekend (13) 
when WNBQ unleashed its heavy 
film artillery for the first time 
against the blockbusters of WGN- 
TV and WBBM-TV, which hereto¬ 
fore this year have, been cutting up 
the ratings pie two ways in the 
period. 

WNBQ, the NBC-TV outlet here, 
dealt from the top of its newly-ac¬ 
quired United Artists package 
with “African Queen,” the Hum¬ 
phrey Bogart-Katharine Hepburn 
starrer. Against it, Jim Moran’s 
"Courtesy Theatre” on WQN-TV 
(which once had Sunday evening 
all to itself and was then the high¬ 
est-rated show in town) pitted an¬ 
other Bogart biggie, “Casablanca.’ 
WBBM-TV, deeming it wasteful to 
go with a blockbuster against 
these odds, essayed a sleeper play 
with a Bela Lugosi chiller, “Mark 
of Vampire?' with which it hoped 
to skim off a fair share of the mor¬ 
bid and curious. And WBKB 
pitched in a tuner of 1944 vintage, 
“Something For the Boys,” with 
Perry Como’s name on the mar¬ 
quee. 

There were several reasonx.why 
this was a momentous scrap lo¬ 
cally: (1) it occurred on a rating 
week; (2) it tested the potency of 
high powered, high priced firstrun 
firm against top-rated network and 
local shows; and (3) it happened on 
the so-touted “biggest viewing 
night in tv history,” with three and 
a half earlier hours of spectaculars 
promising to increase drastically 
the sets in use. 

Stations hope to learn other 
things from the Sunday night 
showdown when all the ratings 
are in. For instance, WNBQ, 
which showed “African Queen” in 
color, may learn how much an as¬ 
set tint may or may not be In the 
film’ wars. From WBBM-TV's 
chiller, the stations may get an 
index to the valiie of Screen Gems* 
“Shock” and AAP’s “Horrors” 
packages, which are4 still up for 
sale in this market And in coining 
Weeks, the Sunday night film 
brawls should settle the question 
of whether or not the three (and«| 
sometimes four) way battle of 
blockbusters will increase sets in 
use * or ^whether the stations Will 
merely be divvying up the same 
audience more ways.; 

To WNBQ the past Sunday’s 
showing could have other, private 
consequences. The NBC-TV out¬ 
let's “Movie 5,” a spot tamer, is 
now sold out for the first^time 
since it began last Feb.' 17. Sta- 

(Continued on page 57 ) 

‘SUNNYBROOK FARM’ 
STILL PACKS’EM IN 

' P^Ur|lg;^Oc^l5' : j 
If there's 

drawing power ofSbMey, 
the Sunday (£%*te*mca^;of! , 
becca of Sunnybrook’Tn^r’ should; ] 
put that questjdniiT^.Vr1 ‘ 

KDKA-TV. ’which i$ an affiliate 
of NTA’s Film Network, kicked off 
the holiday Shirley Temple feature 
specials one week earlier than 
other affiliates the past Sabbath. 
It hit an average American Re¬ 
search Bureau rating of 35.0 and a' 
91.1 share bf audience, for the hour 
and a half telecast, beginning at 
4 p.m.' on the basis of a special 
coincidental phone survey. The top 
competition for the other stations 
in the market was 0.8 for “Wide, 
Wide, World” on WHC and 1.7 for 
a western on the Steubenville sta¬ 
tion; WSTV. 

Ridhfg as'sponsors for the four 
holiday Shirley Temple features are 
Ideal Toy, Which bought ope-third 
sponsorship, arid Tonette. 

Ofhnt TV-Mm News 
On Pope 52 

Open Up Whole New Vistas for TV 
Not Enuf Good Villains 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
They just ain’t making vil¬ 

lains like they used to, feels 

“Superman? telepix producer’ 

Whitney Ellsworth. “There is 

a dearth of good experienced 

villains?’ he states. 
Ellsworth and casting direc¬ 

tor Bub Miley have been inter¬ 

viewing heavies for currently- 

rolling batch of ..“Superman” 

telepix. With lack of capable 

meanies, they’ve been forced 

to rely on veterans in the 

sneer - and - mustache twisting 

field, such as Ben Welden, Mil- 
ton Frome, George Khoury and 

Jack Littlefield, out of some 
two dozeu applicants inter¬ 

viewed. 

In Frome’s case, he’s a four- 
threat man. He can and has - 
been mean with ot without a 
hairpiece, and with and with¬ 
out a moustache. 

2-Way Chi Ride 
Chicago, Oct. 15. 

Reruns from Bishop Fulton J. 
Sheen’s five-year-running “Life is 
Worth Living” series are now being 
readied for syndication by Society 
for Propogation of the Faith in 
New York under the banner, “Best 
of Bishop Sheen.” Series of 26, 
gleaned from klnnies of the former 
DuMont and ABC-TV network tele¬ 
casts, will be sold on a sliding scale 
determined by the size of the mar-| 
ket, with- the major, market price 
being about $900 per installment. 

First to buy the series for an 
Oct. 28 starting date is Magikist 
Gleaning Service in Chi* which bad 
sponsored the regular ABC-jV 
series locally last year. In fact, it 
was Bill Gage, Magikist prez, who 
convinced Sheen to Syndicate a re¬ 
run package a few weeks ago when 
the C4thpHc clergyman was last 
in the Windy City on a speaking 
engagement. 

D. A. Greenwood ad agency of 
Cicero, HI, which originated the 
Magikist account, has made a 
rather unusual purchase on ABC- 
TV’s WBKB here for the series. 
It’s being shown twice a week on 
the station, once bn Monday nights 
in Class X time 'll p.m.) and re¬ 
peated qn Friday mornings at 11 
a.m; The Monday night half hour 
is the slot normally reserved on 
the Webthis'tertjf fQf“Guy Mitchell 
Show?” bu6‘^t^>otfspr Max Factor’s 
Yequesf 'MRfcWeil’A-stanza will be 
delayed to 9:30 in this market 

^Sheen-tttriis oyer all his tele- 
j ^vision' reyeiihe to ■ the Society for 
Propogation of the Faiths, which 
he heads and which owns the kin- 
nies of his “Life?* shows going 
back to 1952 when it began on 
DuMont. Society, under supervision 
of Monsignor Edward T. O’Meara, 
is npw in the process Of selecting 
the 26 rerun titles. 

Autry ‘Melody Ranch’ 
For CBS Syndication 

Hollywood, Oct 15. 
Gene,, Autry’s “Melody Ranch,” 

which had a long run on CBS Ra¬ 
dio under Wrigley sponsorship, is j 
being revived by CBS Film Sales ’ 
syndicate for spot tv sales. 

Paired with Autry will be Gail 
Davis, star of the. filmed “Annie 
Oakley’* series now in re-run. For¬ 
mat of a western with music will 
be. retained* £t u)/ i, 

Horror pictures have hit televi¬ 
sion with much the same audience 
impact as the star-studded features 
of the major studio backlogs did 
just a year ago, posing the possi¬ 
bility of a fullscale revolution in 
feature film packaging, selling and 
programming. 

In their first two weeks on the 
air, the thrillers, represented thus 
far by “Frankenstein” and “Dracu¬ 
la,” have turned local rating pic¬ 
tures topsy-turvy, boosted late- 
night sets-in-use to wrell nigh -un¬ 
believable levels and made some 
top star-name feature film pro¬ 
gramming look like kid stuff. In 
New York alone, one showing of 
“Dracula” lifted the Station’s rat¬ 
ing by 1,225% over the previous 
month’s. 

Though N. Y?s WABC-TV didn’t 
register the highest ratings in the 
five premiere-rated markets, its 
results are indicative of the “box* 
office” potential of the chillers. A 
month ago* running good feature 
product (also out of Screen Gems, 
which distributes the 52 - film 
“Shock" horror package), station 
was sixth in the market at 11:15 
p.m. to 12:45 a.m., with a 1.6 ARB 
rating. First showing of “Dracula" 
found it first in the market, with 
an 8.8 Trendex, ahead of WCBS- 
TV’s toprated “Late Show.” Sec¬ 
ond of the three-night showings of 
“Dracula” produced a 10.6 rating, 
second to “Late Show’s” 14.0 (With 
“Honky Tonk”) but 1,225% over 
WABC’s 0.8 rating for the same 
slot a month before. 

Last week, WABC-TV ran 
“Frankenstein,” to its jubilation 
found itself on Thursday and Fri¬ 
day (10, 11) with an 11.5' and a 
10.5, and though third on Saturday 
(behind “Late Show's” colorcast of 
“Moulin Rouge” and a Randolph 
Scott firstrun western on WRCA- 
TV) scoring a 12.0 on the third ex¬ 
posure.’ Both the station, which 
traditionally has occupied an also- 
ran position in the late evening in 
the Gotham market, and Screen 
Gem believe the horror films will 
give the outlet a firm late-night 
status, particularly since the first 
two weeks were weak ABC net¬ 
work nights* with the new pro¬ 
grams like Frank Sinatra still due 
to preem and provide stronger 
leadins. 

Elsewhere In Country 

In other markets, the shorterm 
effects were even more spectacu¬ 
lar, In San Francisco, KRON-TV 
scored a 24.5 With “Frankenstein” 
at 10;30 to midnight, boosting the 
station’s rating in the time period 
by 807% from the previous month. 
In. San Antonio, “Frankenstein" 
hit a 41.8 Trendex on KENS in its 
10 to 11:30 p.m. bow, up from a 
7.5 from the month previous. And 
in Los Angeles, in a situation simi¬ 
lar to N. Y.* “Frankenstein” lifted 
KTLA from its No. 7 position the 
month before some 339% to the 
No. 2 spot (just behind KRCA-TV, 
whose Bob Cumtnings show rates 
strongly in L. A.)* giving it a 10.1 
rating. 

No less a major factor is the 
sharp upbeat in late-night viewing 

(Continued on page 60) 

$2,000,000 Pix 
Sale to CKIW-TV 

One of the largest sales made by 
AAP Inc.s since first assuming the 
tv rights to the Warner backlog, 
was closed last week with CKLW- 
TV, Detroit. Station paid $2,000,- 
000 to the distrib for^the entire 
740-some-odd Warner features and 
cartoons and the “Popeye” car¬ 
toons. 

The “Popeye” deal was closed 
with the Detroiter a few weeks ago, 
but comes under the $2,000,000 
price tag. Meanwhile, AAP made 
lesser deals last week with two 
other stations—WCBS-TV, N. Y., 
and WJAR-TV, Providence. Both 
stations, having bought Warner 
product earlier, returned for lim¬ 
ited additional packages. *,.. l 
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McAndrew, Kintner Overseas Trips 

As part of the continuing build- + 
up for the NBC News operation ■ 
invoked by Bob Kintner early last 
summer, news director Bill McAn¬ 
drew leaves for London at the end 
of the month for meetings with his 
European and mid-East bureau 
chiefs, to be followed'later in No¬ 
vember by Kintner himself, who’ll 
make a bureau-by-bureau tour for 
huddles with the web’s correspond¬ 
ents. 

No specifics are Intended in the 
McAndrew-Kintner huddles with 
the correspondents, with the 
exception of planning for the 
web’s year-end “Projection ’58” 
wrapup, but the meetings are de¬ 
signed as a sounding-board at 
which the bureau chiefs can un¬ 
burden themselves of their local 
problems and at the same time 
Can offer ideas for improved news 
gathering on a regular basis plus 
ideas for special news program¬ 
ming. 

McAndrew, leaves Oct. 29 and 
will stay in London through Nov. 
7, with the correspondents from all 
bureaus coming into London for 
the meetings. Huddles will chiefly 
concern their U. S. trip at the end 
•f the year, both for the appear¬ 
ance on the special show, plus a 
big promotional campaign built up 
around it, involving appearances 
on other NBC shows by the corre¬ 
spondents, plus a group junket to 
Washington, etc. 

Kintner, an ex-newspaperman 
himself (Washington columnist for 
the N. Y. Herald-Tribune in the 
*30s), will follow up* McAndrews’ 
visit at the end of November with 
persona!" visits to each of the bu¬ 
reaus, to sound out the correspond¬ 
ents as the top echelon rep at 
NBC. Kintner, as exec v.p.. in 
charge of programming & sales, is 
directly responsible for the news 
operation, and it was he who split 
it off from public affairs in the 
early part of the summer. 

Sommers, Nelson Claim 
CBS-TV ‘Bachelor Father’ 

Illegally Appropriated 
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. 

Unauthorized appropriation of 
the property “Bachelor Father” 
was charged to MCA, Revue Pro¬ 
ductions, Bachelor Productions, 
CBS and American Tobacco in a 
$200,000 Superior Court suit filed 
by writers Jay Sommers and Don 
Nelson. Action also seeks declara¬ 
tory relief and an accounting. 

Sommers and Nelson contend 
they submitted a “Bachelor 
Father” script to MCA which was 
to act as their, agents. Subse¬ 
quently, according to the com¬ 
plaint, MCA assigned it to Rovue 
and the series was made and sold 
to CBS for American Tobacco 
sponsorship. 

Complaint alleges that the ori¬ 
ginal script involved va wealthy 
young bachelor and the manner in 
which his “unfettered” life is 
changed by the arrival in his 
household of a 14-year-old girl. 
Telefilm series, complaint adds, is 
based on the adventures of a 
wealthy young bachelor and the 
manner in which his “unfettered” 
life is changed by the arrival iflrhis 
household of a 13-year-old girl. 

FIVE FILM ENTRIES 
FOR TLAYHOUSE 90’ 

That ‘Secret Pitch1 
Washington, Oct 15. 

Federal Communications 
Commission is studying the 
public interest questions in¬ 
volved in “subliminal percep¬ 
tion,” or SP, as tv’s newest ad¬ 
vertising technique is being 
called. Disclosure of the 
agency’s concern with SP was 
revealed last week by Rep, Wil¬ 
liam A. Dawson (R-Utah) who 
had previously written the , 
Commission to take “an official 
look” at th'e implications of the ' 
development. 

In reply to Dawson’s letter, 
FCC Chairman John C. Doer- 
fer told the Congressman he 
has referred the "problem” of 
SP to the'staff “to determine ' 
whether this method of adver¬ 
tising may be adapted for use . 
oh tv under our present rules , 
and, if so, what futher action 
on thejpart of the Commission 
may be necessary or advisable.” 

Dawson had written FCC 
that if SB is as effective as 
claimed ijts unregulated usage 
could have dangerous political ‘ 
implications and is unfair to ' 
the customer “who has a. right • 
to know he is being advertised 
at.” , 

The letters SP, says Rept. 
Dawson, could also stand for 
“secret pitch.” . . 

Set for Daytime 

Kate Smith is coming out of re¬ 
tirement, returning to network 
radio undent deal inked by Mutual 
for a 25-minute daytime strip show. 

Deal, inked by Kate Smith’s long¬ 
time manager Ted Collins, runs 
for five years, with its option pro¬ 
visions. Format of the show is be¬ 
ing worked out now, but loosely 
it will have Kate Smith playing 
her own records and disks of 
others, doing interviews, reviewing 
books' and films, and rendering 
household hints. Program is due 
to bow in January, but it may begin 
earlier. / 

Show, repping an expansion for 
the net in the programming area, 
will be pitched for national spon¬ 
sorship. Net, which sounded out 
affiliates before inking Miss Smith, 
now is in the process of clearing 
time. 

Last Kate Smith radio network 
show was with Mutual which went 
off the.air in 1951. She also did 
a tv series which ended in 1953. 
Since then, she’s done occasional 
guest shots on tv programs and is 
scheduled to do a number of gues- 
tar appearances this current sea¬ 
son. 

Mania Sacks in Hdsp 
Manie Sacks, NBC-TV program¬ 

ming & talent veep, got bitten by 
the Asian flu bug over the weekend 
and is in Albert Einstein Hospital- 
in Philadelphia for treatment. 
Sacks came down with the flu 
while visiting his mother in JPhjUy, 
and rather than .-endangers Jsei* 
moved into the hospital 

Hub’s Pied Piper Aokles 
WMEX in Hassle Oyer 

Stotion’sMusic Format 
Boston, Oct. 15. 

Disk jock Jay MpMaster, with1 
WMEX for 17 years, quiet this week 
in a hassle over station’s music 
format. WMEX was sold recently 
to Mack and Robert Richmond of 
Boston and Washington, D^ C. 

McMaster in his swan song on 
the spot he had held for 10 of his 
17 years with the Ration -told lis¬ 
teners: “Fof over Hrjfears I have, 
been visiting with yotf bn this sta¬ 
tion every afternoon. I regret to 
say that today is the last time the 
Pied Piper will be heard on the 
new WMEX. Although I agree that 
the new owners of the station have 
the right to change the music for¬ 
mat on their station I cannot con¬ 
tinue to go along with them in 
their operations. Personally, I feel 
many of the songs on the top 60 
are musically in poor taste and do 
not, in my opinion, make for /good 
listening. .So—until we meet again, 
some time, some' place, somewhere 
—this is. the Pied Piper saying ‘So 
long for a while.’ ’ 

i McMaster said he refused to play 
“rock ’n’ roll and other junk.” 

AsTrendexFare 
ABC-TV’s new 5-5:30 p.m. Kel¬ 

logg telefilm strip is way ahead 
on the Trendexes. Network gar¬ 
nered a 35.6 average share of audi¬ 
ence from Monday through Friday, 
giving it a 51% lead over CBS and 
a 48% margin over NBC-TV. 

ABC is ;even beating “Mickey 
Mouse Club” returns -of last year, 
when the Walt Disney show began 
at 5 instead of the. new 5:30 time. 
The. average 5-5:30 rating Is 7.4 for 
Kellogg’s telefilms, mostly reruns. 
“MMC” did a season-long 7.0. But, 
just the same, Kellogg’s share of 
audience Is slightly lower, at 
35.6%, than Was “MMC’s” at 
38.5%. 

ABC’s 7.4 stacks up against 
CBS’ 4.9 and NBC’s 5, while last 
year the same strip went 7 for 

-ABC, 1.7 for CBS and.5,4 for NBC. 
. The "shortened 5:30-6 “MMC” 

is also doing well, with a 10.1 rat¬ 
ing versus CBS’ (using various pro¬ 
grams, either local or network) 5.9 
and NBC’s (oil same program basis) 
4.3. Both NBC and CBS have im¬ 
proved slightly over last semester, 
while “MMC” on ABC has re¬ 
mained essentially at the same 
audience level. . 

“American Bandstand,” on ABC 
from 3 to 4:30 is ahead of the com¬ 
petition, by nearly one fullratihg 
point. However, the 4:30 to 5 
strip on ABC, “Do You Trust 
Your Wife?” is n,s.g. 

No Prostie Pix For 
MXT, Yank WB Oldie 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
KNXT has no room for dramas 

about prostitution. Local CBS-TV 
outlet yanked scheduled “Marked 
Woman,” Warner’s oldie starring 
Bette Davis, Saturday night be¬ 
cause it didn’t meet station or 
NARTB standards. 

Another Davis vintage -film, 
“Dangerous,” was. shown instead! 
Editor Wes, ElBfttt .had eyed first 

it just be¬ 
fore airtime and nixed It. 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
CBS-TV will film five programs 

for this season’s “Playhouse 90.” 
Last semester eight were spooled 
live by Screen Gems and three by 
Filmasters. Three of the five 
stories chosen are, “Log the Ship 
Lost.” “The Dungeon,” an original 
by David Swift, and “No Time At 
All.” to be adapted by Swift. 

Studios to which the filming 
will be farmed out have not yet 
been picked by Robert Sparks, 
executive producer ot CBS-TV 
films, but the main consideration 
uiil be facilities. Purpose of film¬ 
ing, according to Sparks, is for 
summer reruns and the world f-.c- 
atrieal market althou.dh the three ! 
made last season by CBS via5 
Filmasters have not been offered • 
jet for theatrical release overseas. \ 

Five .shows will have TV running • 
time of 72 minutes but can be 
extended to feature length for i 
theatres. i 

Not Only Beautiful But Rich 
Hottest television property of the year is a strictly-from-the-left- 

field event, the annual Miss America pagean\ As of last week 
no less than three major advertising agencies were making in¬ 
quiries as to how they could get television rights to the event. 
Answer, of course is that they can’t, since. Philco Corp. has the 
rights locked up air'ight under a longterm pact, but the inter¬ 
ested agencies haven’t given up on the possibility of competing for 
it yet. v 

Reason for all the excitement, of course, is the rating the pa- 
g: nt pulled down on CBS-TV, drawing a 42.6 ARB rating, gome 15- 
(' ') homes and 40,000,000 actual viewers. Pageant has been 
t '1 for some years now, but until this past summer, via 
Ah, V, with satisfactory but unspectacular results. The first 
thpg on WCBS-TV, it wowed ’em in terms of audience. 

One advertiser highly interested in acquiring full rights 
Pepsi-Cola, which alreadv has a tie-in with the pageant and the 

MNs America promotional tours. Another interested advertiser is 
tbo Toni Co., never at a loss in making shrewd cost-per-thousand 
buys. In the third case, a large agency has been making quiet 
inquiries for an unnamed client. 

Canadian TV Network's Fall Schedule 
SUNDAY 

4:00-4:30—You Are There ......Prudential Insurance Co. 
Of America. ‘ 

4:30-5:00—Lassie .............. .Walter M.. Lowney Co. Ltd. 
Nestle ;(Caenadfi) Ltd. 

6:00-6:30—Burns & Allen ......Carnation Co. Ltd. 
General Mills (Canada) Ltd. 

6:30-7:00. Father Knows Best.Imperial Tobacco,Sales . ; 
Co, of Canada-' Ltd. • 

Du Pont Co. of Canada (1956) Ltd. 
- 7:00?7:30 December Bride .General Foods Ltd. . 
. 8:00-9:00 Ed Sullivan ......♦»».*.Ford Motor'.'Go. of Canada Ltd., 

..Mefcup'-Libcoln-Meteor Div. 
< Canadian Kodak Go* Ltd. 

9:00-9:30—The Stories of John ...Bristol-Myers Co. of 
Nesbitt ~ . Canada Ltd. 

Singer Sewing Machine Co. 
9:3fi-10:00 Showtime.. Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd. 

MONDAY 
8:00-8:30—The Millionaire  .Colgate-Palmolive Ltd. 
8:30-9:00—On Camera General Foods Ltd. 

_ . Max Factor & Co,- 
9:00-9:30—1 Love Lucy ,^., .Harold F. Ritchie & Co. 

(1954) Ltd. * ‘ 
H. J. Heinz Co. of Canada Ltd. 

9:30-10:00—The Adventures of ... Lever Bros. Ltd. 
-Tugboat Annie 

i0:00-ll:00—Studio One_- .. . ...Canadian Westlnghouse Interna¬ 
tional Co. Ltd. 

TUESDAY 
8:00-8:30—Front Page ....Lever Bros., Ltd. 

Challenge 
8:30-9:00—Dragnet .General Foods Ltd. 

S.C. Johnson & Son Ltd. 
9:00-10:00—G.M. Theatre .General Motors' Products 

of Canada Ltd. 

.WEDNESDAY 
5:30-6;00—Rin Tin Tin.Kellogg Co. of Canada Ltd. 
7:30-8:30—Disneyland.Swift Canadian Co. Ltd. 

Canadian-Kodak Co, Ltd. 
Procter & Gamble Co. 

of Canada Ltd.' 
Walt Disney Productions Inc. 

830-9:00—The Life & Legend=. .Campbell Soup Co- Ltd, 
of Wyatt Earp - Standard Brands^Ltd. ' ♦ 

.9:00-10:00—Kraft - Theatre .......Kra|t Food? Ltd. . \ 
10:00-11:00—Chevy Show.General Motors Products 

of Canada Ltd. 

THURSDAY 
5:30-6:00—The Lone JEtangeF .... General Mills (Canada) Ltd. 

Nestle (Canada) Ltd. 
8:00-8:30—Meet McGraw..Procter & Gamble Co', of 

Canada Ltd. 
8:30-9:30—Climax ..... Chrysler Corp. of Canada Ltd. 

9:30-10:00—Music Makers ’58 ....Sunbeam Corp. (Canada) Ltd. 
Chesebrough-Ponds (Canada) Ltd. 

FRIDAY 
5:30-6:00—Mighty Mouse ...General Foods Ltd. 

Playhouse 
8:00-8:30—The Last of The ... .-.Thomas J. Lipton Ltd. 

Mohicans Harold F. Ritchie & Co. 
(1954) Ltd. 

8:30-9:00—The Plouffe Family ,.. Colgate-Palmolive Ltd.- 
9:00-9:30—Patrice Mhnsel __’.General Motors Products " 

alternating with ‘ of Canada Ltd. 
. The Big Record 

9:30-10:00—Country Hoedown ....Robin Hood Flour Mills' Ltd. 
Procter & Gamble Qo. -of 

of Canada Ltd. 
10:00-10:45—Gillette Calvalcade ...Gillette Safety. Razor Co. 

of ' Sports of Canada Ltd. 

SATURDAY 
1:00-4:30—Big Four Football_Shell Oil Co. of Canada Ltd. 

Canadian Tabacofina Ltd. 
5:30-6:00—Wild Bill Hickok _Kellogg Co. of Canada.Ltd. 
7:30-8:00—Holiday Ranch .......Adams Brands' Ltd. 

s Nabisco Foods Ltd. 
8:00^9:00—Perry Como_......Kimberly-Clark PfQducts. Ltd. ’ 

Noxema Chemical Co. of 
Canada Ltd. 

" RCA Victor Co. Ltd. 
Lever Bros. Ltd. 
Sunbeam Corp. (Canada) Ltd. 
Kno Mark Manufacturing Co.' Ltd. 

9:00-10:15—NHL Hockey-.... .Imperial Oil Ltd. 
10:15-10:30—King Whyte ...... .Whitehall Pharmacal (Canada) Ltd. 
10:30-11:00=—’Cross Canada .Procter & Gamble Co. of 

Hit Parade Canada Ltd*. 
Salada-Shirriff-Horsey Corp. Ltd, 

11:10-11:30—Juliette ......Imperial Tobacco Sales Cq. of - > 
Canada Ltd. 

11:30-12:30—Wrestling  .Success Wax Ltd. 
. Benson Sc Hedges (Canada) Ltd. 

WHDH-TV Defers Bow 
. Boston, Oct 15. - 

Boston’s new tv station, WHDBT- 
TV, ^Channel 5, has deferred its 
air debut date of Nov. 3, because 
of an accident at the site of the 
transmitter in which equipment 
failure caused a small section of 
ithe tower to collapse. 

Out Hollywood Wa; 
; The Taltfs About Fee-TV 

- Hollywood;* Oct. 15. 

Speakers lined up for two meet¬ 

ings to be held over next couple of 

weeks indicates growing interest 

of Hollywood in fee-tv. - 

New date of Nov. 17 was: set by 
William B. McGrath,, veep and' 
mhg.'. dr.' McGrath said WHDH-TV 
will bring Hub the first all color 
local programming. Shows origi¬ 
nating from the ^Boston studios 
wil be transmitted in compatible 
tint. 

WHDH-TV will carry ABC full 
skecPSnd features of NBC and CBS. 
Station has nabbed the 1958 Red 
Sox games for tv. 

Entire membership m e e t i n g 

Friday. (18) of Hollywood chapter, 

American Federation 3>f TV and 

Radio Artists, will be. devoted .to 

subject, with panel of speakers 

repping both sides of issue. 
Next Tuesday, local chapter of' 

Academy of TV Arts & Sciences 
will hear prexy Matty Fox and 
v.p. Doff, who will explain work¬ 

ings of Skiatron system. 
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Cultural & EducTTV 
Projects in 3-Way Bow % 

Under META Auspices 
'Without much fanfare and hosan¬ 

nahs, the Metropolitan Educational 
Television Assn., is providing a 
unique service to the New York 
community, with its four-and-a-half 
hours weekly live programming 
schedule, soon to be expanded an¬ 
other half hour. 

The programs being offered are 
"Problems of Everyday Living,” 
the title explaining the nature of 
the panel show; "The Living Black¬ 
board,” aimed at enriching the 
school curriculum of children of 
varied age levels; and "META 
Presents,” designed to acquaint 
New Yorkers with many of the 
city's cultural and educational cen¬ 
ters. ■ \ 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

META PRESENTS 
With Robert Riley, host; Sally Vic¬ 

tor, Vicki Van Hagen, Carl.Fox, 
others 

Producer-director: Frank Jacoby 
St) Mins., Tues., 11:30 a,m. 
WPIX, N.Y. 

A sampling of each of the shows 
evidenced interesting formats, 
knowledgeable participants, good 
technical craftsmanship* and a 
spirit of inquiry, all in all, qualities 
which are in the best traditions of 
public service programming. The 
nature and the quality of the pro¬ 
gramming should redound to the 
benefit of WPIX, the New York 
Daily News Indie which is lending 
its tv facilities, going on the air 
earlier In order to accommodate 
META. 

Not that there weren't weak¬ 
nesses in each of the shows 
sampled; some parts were too 
static, a- few of the participants 
could have handled themselves 
better. But the faults that were 
in evidence were minor compared 
to the overall impression, the pre¬ 
sentation of interesting material 
for adults as well as children, in 
an interesting manner. 

THE LIVING BLACKBOARD 
(Spotlight on Asia) 
W'ith Jean Eicks,. host; Toshiro 

Shimanouchi and his wife, others, 
guests 

Exec Producer: Florence Monroe 
Director: Ed King 
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m. 
WPIX, N.Y. 

Richard D, Heffner, host of the 
networked "Open Mind” show, is 
program director for META, a non¬ 
profit organization endowed private 
funds from foundations and con- 
ti ibutions, and established to bring 
educational tv to the New York 
Metropolitan area. Outfit, which 
now has its own studios in mid¬ 
town Manhattan, cooperates with 
the city’s board of education and 
other educational bodies in Its pro¬ 
gramming. 

Heffner also is host on "Problems 
of Everyday Living,” telecast Mon¬ 
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 
11:30 a.m. On show caught, (91, 
the spotlight was on pre-school and 
kindergarten children, their fears 
in relation to going to school, in 
leaving their parents, in encounter¬ 
ing bullies, etc. Panelists included 
Dr. Rose Franzblau, columnist and 
psychiatrist; Lawrence Goldstein, 
school psychologist with the board 
of ed, and a PTA mother. The flow 
of ideas were kept at a lively pace, 
the talk was dowih to earth, and 
the content could be used to ad¬ 
vantage by any mother. The par¬ 
ticipants handled themselves ably. 

PROBLEMS OF EVERYDAY 
LIVING 

With Richard D. Heffner, host; 
Rose Franxblau, Lawrence Gold¬ 
stein, Minna Paysej, guests 

Producer: Yanna Kroyt Brandt 
Director: Frank Jacoby 
30 Mins., Mom, Wed., Fri., 11:30 

ajn. 
WPIX, N.Y. 

“META Presents,” offered week¬ 
ly Tuesday mornings, on its preem 
telecast (8) concerned itself with 
the Brooklyn Museum. That could 
be a deadly tour on tv. But a wise 
choice of the guestar Sally Victor, 
hat designer, who drew her inspira¬ 
tion from African designs, gave an 
enjoyable lift to the half-hour. 
Robert Riley, the museum’s curator 
of Industrial design, was competent 
as host and narrator. 

‘The Living Blackboard,” done 
in conjunction with the Board of 
Education and presented cross-the- 
board, at 11 a.m.. Is one of the 
more ambitious projects. Designed 
to supplement the school’s curricu¬ 
lum, with over 1,000 classes In the 
city equipped to tune in, show 
caught Tues. (8) was “Spotlight on 
Asia.” Again, it was a discussion 
type program, hosted pretty ably 
by Jean Eicks, who had as her 
guests Mr. and Mrs. Toshiro Shi- 

(Continued on page 38) 

U.S. Steel Hour 
A sprightly score by Anne Cros- 

well and Lee Pockriss converted 
Oscar Wilde’s "The Importance of 
Being Earnest” into a pleasant 
musical on "U.S. Steel Hour” last 
week. The musical had its short¬ 
comings—primarily"because in the 
hour’s length, there was little room 
for anything but bare plot and the 
musical numbers—but within its 
limitations it proved ail enjoyable 
hour. 

Miss Croswell’s adaptation, as 
aforenoted, left little time for any¬ 
thing but the plot outlines, leading 
to the conclusion that the treat¬ 
ment might have' been better for 
a 90-minute show than for the one- 
hour route. But her sharp and 
lively lyrics compensated in part 
for the Wilde wit omitted from 
the adaptation and Pockriss’ tunes 
were lively and melodic, fitting the 
mood and setting of the play. 

Best of the numbers was "A 
Wicked Man,” the showcase tune 
for Dorothy Collins which she 
handled in fine style. Martyn Green 
and Nydia Westman had a fine 
comic number (that could have 
been expanded or reprised) in 
"Metaphorically Speaking,” and 
Miss Collins and Louise Troy had 
a lively patter number in “My Very' 
First Impression.” 

Unfortunately, the performances 
weren’t up to the musical par of 
the show. Edward Mulhare was 
fine in his speaking role as Alger¬ 
non, hut his singing was weak and 
erratic. Miss Collins was fine on 
both the singing and acting end— 
this stint should open more doors 
for her in tv for dramatic and 
musicomedy roles. David Atkinson 
and Miss Troy, as Worthing and 
Gwendolyn, were too subdued. Miss 
Westman as Miss Prism was1 fine 
and Green as the- vicar" had too 
small a role to do him credit. 

David Alexander’s direction of 
the action and music was sure¬ 
footed and firm, guiding the show 
evenly and quickly; if his direction 
of the performances had been as 
good, "Who’s Earnest?” would have 
had more of a hit quality. Other 
production credits, particularly the 
conducting of Ralph Norman 
Wilkinson, who let the singers sing 
their piece without sacrificing the 
impact of the accompaniment, were 
fine. Chan. 

Youth Wants to Know 
‘Youth Wants to Know" and 

Mike Todd sure told them this past 
Sunday over NBC-TV in pure Mike 
Todd. No subtleties. It was 
straight-from-shoulder stuff in a 
curious blend of Lindy’s-Brown 
Derby-Brill Bldg. - Romanoff’s 
patois. Everything was a "script” 

■the American way of life to 
Russo relations. 

Todd’s pride as a showman was 
ever to the fore and there was no 
equivocating on certain platforms, 
such as the query, "What single 
element do you think the most im-; 
portant in a show or production?” 
Without hesitation Todd summed 
it up in one word: "Entertain¬ 
ment.” He had views on budgetitus, 
card-carrying writers and such; 
“color cm get in the way” of a 
film production, “don’t stay too 
long with anything till it gets 
chronic” tin answer to his split 
away from Cinerama); "the very 
nature of show business is change"; 
“like Samuel Goldwyn I’m never i 
through with a show” (referring to 
its followup selling”; on writers’ 
relations, "with me it’s- always bet¬ 
ter if the authors are dead,” in* ref¬ 
erence to his balloon intrusion into) 
the Jules Verne "80 Days” classic; 
his gala parties which have a habit 
of "sneaking out into the press”; 
from the Reds to comediennes to 
scandal mags it was pure, un¬ 
inhibited Mike Todd. On "produc¬ 
ing what you like versus commer¬ 
cialism,” Todd observed, "if you 
do what you like and it comes out' 
okay somehow you can’t help but 
find a lot of people waiting at the 
boxffice,” The youths wanted to 
know and he told ’em In not-so- 
purist language but they and the 
NBC lookers rarely had as bouncy 
a half-hour. 

Steve McCormick was moderator 
i this marathon-run Theodore 

Granik Sunday afternoon stint and 
could have telephoned his stuff 
over—Todd was in command all 
the way and the kids seemingly 
ate it up, including when asked 
"what age for showmen?” and he 
observed, "Some of you might be 
too late and some of you are too 
young yet.” The showman doubled 
that night as stand-in for Dorothy 
Kilgallen on "Whatis My Line?”, 
while the N. Y. Joumal-American 
staffer was "covering” Queen Eliza¬ 
beth in Ottawa. Abel. 

drama and just about wrecks 
family that befriended her. Such 
a dish was served up by CBS-TV’s 
"Climax” . with all the sinister 
trimmings and in the idiom of this 
series must have passed muster 
with the home viewers. It had 
moments of high drama that were 
skillfally controlled by Paul 
Nickell’s direction. The psychologi¬ 
cal shadings tensed the action and 
gripped the interest. 

Play opened with a melodramatic 
suddenness, a piercing- scream and 
a sock on the jaw that set up the 
ensuing action and raain-springed 
the entire movement. Steve For¬ 
rest, a rugged-type Tab Hunter, 
delivered what he believed to be 
a lethal blow and took upon him¬ 
self the responsibility of caring for 
the victim's widow confined to a 
wheel chair. Talk about stirring up 
a hornet’s nest. With the diabolic 
cunning of abject frustration, Jan 
Sterling dragged the dregs of he AI 
bitterness to vent it upon Forrest 
and his wife, Nita Talbot, after 
dispatching her husband to a tragic 
death. 

When her attention are spurned 
by'Forrest, she proceeds to wreak 
her vengeance. To turn him against 
his wife, she even sought to poison 
herself and shift the blame on 
Miss Talbot. When that didn’t 
Work she weakened a railing and 
sent Miss Talbot sprawling to an 
almost fatal drop. Still in mad¬ 
dened rage she makes one last 
attempt to win over Forrest but a 
little investigation on the side by 
Paul Stewart dooms her little game. 
It finally dawns on Forrest that 
it was the fall downstairs that 
killed, Sterling's husband, Herbert 
Patterson, and not the blow when 
he drukenly barged into his wife’s 
bedroom. The police took her away 
and that ended her orgy of crime. 

From Miss Sterling and Forrest 
was drawn sensitive acting of op¬ 
posite types by Nickell’s direction. 
Miss Talbot and Stewart were able 
abettors and the four star-sharers 
gave John McGreevey’s tight script 
a bursting head of steam. To work 
up such a hate for Miss Sterling is 
the plus that belongs to Nickell. 

Helm. 

Climax 
An invalided blonde with a 

mania for murder down beats this 

Playhouse 90 
Tad Mosel’s "The Playroom” or 

“Playhouse 90” last week was a 
confusing exploration into the sub¬ 
consciousness of its various charac¬ 
ters, a talky drama which held only 
spasmodic interest. Trouble with 
Mosel’s story is all his characters 
seemed to be bewitched, bothered 
and bewildered; the Freudian maze 
crisscrossed so often it was im¬ 
possible to comprehend the charac¬ 
ters. 

“Playroom” has a deceptively 
simple beginning. A Connecticut 
widow is picked by a mag as moth¬ 
er of the year, and to celebrate she 
has a family reunion. One son is 
a w.k. criminal attorney; the other 
an educator; a daughter, an actress. 
The attorney, it develops, is a bit¬ 
ter, cynical rat whose idea of good 
clean fun is to verbally "jab at 
everyone, including mom. And he's 
not above making a pass at broth¬ 
er’s wife, a onetime gJL Daughter 
is a mixed-up gal who thinks she’s 
killed her husband in a fight, until 
he shows up alive. Educator son 
seems fairly normal, but he’s right¬ 
fully concerned about his wife and 
brother. Eventually it evolves that 
the lawyer-son is suffering from a 
bad case of momism, and when he 
and a murderess he has freed 
eventually discover they love each 
other, lawyer makes clear he wants 
her mainly as a mother. So the 
femme arranges a car ride in which 
she and the heel are killed. News 
of son’s death comes to mom as 
she’s receiving her award at a 
banquet, and she tearfully toasts 
her kids. 

"Playroom” contained some 
corny dialog as well as implausible 
characters, and while it was all 
supposed to symbolize something 
or other, to the = viewer it only 
symbolized confusion. Tony Ran¬ 
dall coped as best he could with 
the unrealistic characterization of 
a w.k. lawyer who . wants his 
momma; Nina Foch drifted in and 
out of the fog as the murderess; 
Patricia Neal was good in her 
actress role; Marilyn Erskine, 
Charles Drake and Mildred Dun- 
nock performed well within the 
confines of the soggy script. Direc¬ 
tion by Franklin Schaffner was 
stymied by the story. ' Baku. 

was headed by Dorothy Lamour 
and Jon Hall. / 

When she wasn’t bandying pleas¬ 
antries with Allen, Miss Lamour 
reprised a medley of “all-time fa¬ 
vorites” associated with her. It 
was a nostalgic bit that conjured 
memories of when the actress and 
a sarong were synonymous Hall, 
too, struck a reminiscent note in 

“castaway” routine with Allen 
that had ample moments of levity. 

Meshing nicely with the island 
atmosphere was Buddy Knox’ vo¬ 
cal of “Hula Love,” his disclick on 
the Roulette label. Most of the 
session, however, comprised an ar¬ 
ray of talent from the Hawaiian 
Room of the Hotel Lexington, N.Y. 
Replete with grass-skirted femmes, 
knife-throwers, et al, they supplied 
an authentic contrast to such en¬ 
tertainers as Tom Poston, Skitch 
Henderson and Allen himself. 

Topical note was provided by 
presence of Milwaukee ballplayers] 
Lew Burdette, and Hank Aaron. I 
They were adeptly interviewed by 
Allen whilst the entire company 
was participating in a luau (trans¬ 
lated, that’s an Hawaiian feast). 
Overall physical backgrounds of 
the show rate a how. Island set¬ 
ting, with swaying palms, tropic 
pools, etc. had everything except 
Diamond Head and Pali pass. It 
must have been fabulous in color. 

Tab on this outing, incidentally, 
was -picked up by alternate spon¬ 
sor Johnson’s Wax on behalf of its 
Stride, Pride, Jubilee, Glade Wick 
and Beautifloor. Allen did a 
smooth job on the plugs. With all 
his water routines, it may be safe¬ 
ly said that he’s tv!s first amphibia 
ous emcee. Island accent was 
even carried through the credits 
via adding Hawaiian suffixes oh 
staffers’ names. .Gilb. 

Steve Allen Show 
It was "Hawaiian Night” for the 

Steve Allen show Sunday (13), but 
this NBC-TV hour-long variety lay¬ 
out unquestionably needed more*] 
than a hula in face of the stout 
opposition from CBS-TV’s Edsel 
Show. In light of the theme it was 
only natural that the guest talent 

Val Parnell’s 
Saturday Spectacular 

Val 'Parnell’s “Saturday Specta¬ 
cular” is the top vaudeo weekend 
feature aired from London and the 
latest edition, with a cast headed 
by Allan Jones and including Leo 
de Lyon, was up to the familar 
standard. 

Jones devoted a large slice of 
his air time to a reprise of a selec¬ 
tion of the,hit songs from Rodgers 
and Hammerstein’s "Carousel” and 
provided a narrative link to ex¬ 
plain the sequence. Although ad¬ 
mitting to a heavy cold, he was in 
good voice and did ample justice to 
a number of other songs, ending 
inevitably with "Donkey Sere¬ 
nade.” 

Leo de Lyon, now also headlin¬ 
ing in Savoy cabaret, made a smash 
impact with his incredible vocal 
powers which permitted a simul¬ 
taneous rendering, of "Humores¬ 
que” and “Swanee River.” Zany 
comedy biz at the- piano added to 
the unusual nature of the per¬ 
formance. * 

Saveen, one of London’s best 
known ventriloquists, had another 
socko act using his famous charac¬ 
ter Daisy May and* a live dog. 
Shirley Eaton, a blonde looker who 
divides her time between screen 
acting and vaudeville, made a mod¬ 
est impression in a solo slot, but 
doubled nicely in one number with 
the headliner. Joe Baker and Jack 
Douglas, a duo of slapstick comics, 
were par. The resident dancing 
line provided a touch of color to 
the opening and closing scenes and 
Jack Parnell’s resident orch backed 
the show in virile style. Myro. 

Chelsea At Nine 
This program is' fast forming a 

strong character of its own. On 
first impressions it looked set to 
become another televaude offering, 
but Granada TV which has become 
associated with cultural airings has 
injected this approach into "Chel¬ 
sea At Nine,” with a fair amount 
of success, and without loss of en¬ 
tertainment value. International 
personalities such as Yehudi Menu¬ 
hin, Anton Dolin and Charles 
Laughton made a hefty highbrow 
contribution to this show (8), but 
did not overwhelm the artists who 
performed in lighter vein. 

Originally Intended to headline 
this program was Jeannie Carson, 
but she had to bow out due to. 
Asian ’flu.' Peter Sellers, a top 
British zany, aided by another w.k. 
radio and tv comedian, Kenneth 
Conner, subbed for her. Sellers, 
rigged out as Richard m, and Con¬ 
ner, as a tv technician, injected a 
lot of humor into a sketch about a 
tranSinission breakdown during the 
delivery of the .Shakespearean 
lines. . , . : 

Menuhin and Laughton dverdid 
the mutual appreciation just a j 
little. Laughton, who emceed the | 
show for this occasion, gave the 
violinist his entitled big buildup 
and then turned on the schmaltz 

(Continued on page 38) I 

KEEP IT IN THE FAMILY 
With BUI Nimmo, Johnny Olsen, 

ruests 
Producer: Art Stark 
Director; Mkkey Trenner 
Writers: Art Stork, Leonard Stern 
3# Mins., Sat, 7:3# pan. 
ABC-TV, from New .York 

"Keep It In The Family” is a 
manufacturer’s delight. For a do¬ 
nation of -"prize merchandise,” the. 
manufacturer gets the kind of 
high-powered plug that will mini¬ 
mize his cost-per-thousand if the 
qnizzer grabs an audience. This, 
however, is doubtful. 

Format of the show pits a family 
of five against another family of 
the same number. The families bid 
for the question and if each mem¬ 
ber of the family answers correctly 
the loot is won. When 350 points 
are accumulated (from the number 
of bids) one family is eliminated 
and other comes up for a try at the 
prizes. It’s a simple gimmick but 
it doesn’t attract much viewer in¬ 
terest unless the overlong blurbs 
on the loot have some appeal. 

Before the q&a period begins 
there’s some folksy chitchat with 
the contestants. It’s corny and 
strained. 

Bill Nimmo plays the host with 
synthetic exuberance and Johnny 
Olsen shouts out the praises of the 
cuffo product in a way that’s sure 
to please all the dondrs. 

Keefe Brasselle, incidentally, 
was originally slotted for the host’s 
seat He bowed out because of 
"previous, commitments.” * He must 
have known something. Gros. 

TALENT. TREND 
With Dick Clark 
Producer: Skipper'Dawes 
Director: John Hobah 
3#. Mto*. Sat. 7 p.m. - 
PUREX-gCO. ' 
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia 

Dick Clark, "Bandstand” host, 

emcees hew local talent hunt—a 
type session not seep, on station for 
years .and never missed. . 

Program promises winner a 
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster' Screen test; 
but real winner is bankrolled with 
"Talent Trend,” the Trend to 
Trendlilt sung by a fresh, wide- 
eyed and. scared young lady. Pack¬ 
ages of Trend (a detergent) In the 
background seemed nailed to 
Clark’s head. This is in addition 
to several filmed Commercials with 
rows of product in supermarket. 
Extra plugs were given hotels 
where auditions are * held. TWA 
also got lengthy mention. 

Several of the performers had 
more assurance than talent. One 
contestant, a dental technician, 
performed a modern jazz ballet 
with toe intent concentration of 
toe amateur. A vocalist who had 
been with toe Valley Forge Music 
Fair this summer sang "Mother 
Machr%e” in good voice and style. 
A pianist and a vocal combe* com¬ 
pleted toe lineup. 

Program adds nothing new, but 
Clark is pleasant and abilities dis¬ 
played were about 50% okay. 
There is the writein vote gimmick 
to test stanza’s pull. Skipper 
Dawes, one of Eddie Fisher’s early 
discoverers, screens the tyros. 

Gagh. 

Hottelet’s Early Morning 
Newscast Gets Sponsor 

United Motors has bought into 
CBS-TV’s early morning lineup, 
picking up a 10-minute Friday seg¬ 
ment of the 8:45 p.m. Richard 
Hottelet newcast. It’s the web's 
first piece of business for * the 
Hottelet news strips. 

Deal was set via D. P. Brother, 
which reps Oldsmobile, 'and toe 
idea behind toe buy was to take ad¬ 
vantage of CBS’ station-hours dis¬ 
count structure, which permits an 
alternate-week nighttime adver¬ 
tiser to buy into daytime on the 
skip-week and earn dp to 10% dis¬ 
count on his nighttime buy. Olds 
has alternate-week half-hours on 
"The Big Record,” and the dis¬ 
count is being allowed on the basis 
of United* and Olds operating un- * 
der the same corporate ownership, 
that of General Motors. 

AFTRA Ups Paiash 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

Harvey Paiash, Held rep with 
American Federation of TV and 
Radio ArtiSts here, has been upped 
to assistant to -exec secretary 
Claude McCue, -vice Davev Tytoer- 
leigh, who recently shifted to De¬ 
troit to head chapter there. 

Richard Herrman, recent UCLA 
economics grad, has been named 
field rep to succeed Paiash. 
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ALGERIA AFLAME 
With Eric Sevareid, Frank Kdlarns, 

David Schoenbnm and Larry La- 
scnr 

Producer: Edwin P. Hoyt 
Director: Boh Quinn 
Editor: Frank DC Felitta 
Cameras: Yousef Masraff, George 

Markman 
60 Mins., Sun. (13), 5 pjn. 
CBS-TV, from N. Y. 

Considering the 'basic issues 
which the struggle between the 
French and the nationalists in Al¬ 
geria poses for the United States, 
this whole' area has been given 
insufficient attention on the air. 
CBS-TV, coming up with the kind 
of searching reporting rarely found 
filled the void last Sunday (131 
when it presented “Algeria 
Aflame.’" 

Hour-long report, replete with 
on-the-spot footage and comment* 
ary by CBS newsmen, brought the. 
Algerian fighting down to the un¬ 
derstandable, human level. It was 
as fair as such a program can be, 
everyone being scrupulously con¬ 
cerned with retaining the property 
balance.. Yht, despite the obvious- 
role of the “neutral,” CBS’ com- 

- mentators managed to make some 
- salient points and, if anything, they 

helped to point up the difficult 
position of the U.S. which, as Eric 
Sevareid observed, has no position. 

The Algerian war is costing the 
French $3,000,000 a day. It has 
already cost vast number of casual¬ 
ties, both civilian and military. It 
is a war that seems to defy solu¬ 
tion. And, as one Arab on the pro¬ 
gram warned, if it is allowed to go 
on for too long, the Soviets may 

* well take a hand. 
Some of the footage obtained for 

this show, particularly by Frank 
- Kearns and cameraman Yousef Mas- 

raff, who spent considerable time 
with the rebels, watching them be¬ 
ing trained and seeing them go into 
action; was nothing short of sen¬ 
sational and helped bring alive 
the-kind of personalities involved, 
and tjae reasons for their being 
there.: 

. Davjid Schoenbnm gave a good 
picture of life in Algeria under! 
this undeclared, war. He showed 
people going about their - daily 
tasksJ knowing that any moment 
terrorists may toss a bomb; he 
shoVed a cafe bombed out, and how 
French farmers turn their farms 
into • torts. But perhaps most re¬ 
vealing was his final short Inter¬ 
view With Robert La Coste, the-] 
French minister general, in which 
the latter asserted that the vast 
mass of Algerians do not wish in¬ 
dependence and Would make a 
mess of it if. they had it. 

In this respect, the show lacked 
one facet. It did not come through 
with what the average Frenchman 
thinks Of Algeria, and whether he. 
considers it worth fighting for; nor 
did the Sevareid commentary ever 
bother to mention the reaction in 
France to the statement by Sen. 
Kennedy of Massachusetts, in 
which he Called on the French to 
give Algeria its independence. Al¬ 
geria was of course, the focal point 
of' the report, but it can’t, be di- 

- vorced from the rest of the world, 
and a short French, or even U.S., 
reaction would haVe been helpful 

A great deal of careful work 
went into this well put together 
and smoothly .paced show. Per* 
haps, there was quite a lot of 
Kearns’ footage fust showing Al¬ 
gerian nationalists going through 
various routines and climbing in 
and out of ravines, b$t considering 
the trouble" Kearns went to get 
the shots in the first place, this. 
Is certainly logical 

A lot of credit must go to pro¬ 
ducer Edwin P: Hoyt and his vari¬ 
ous assistants for making this more 

- than a mere .pictorial report with 
sensational angles. 'With the films 
went sound, incisive commentary. 
For once, television expressed opin¬ 
ions, founded on the facts discov¬ 
ered by the reporters. Thus-it was 
interesting to hear Kearns say 
that, to the Algerians, the U.S. £s 
in a way in the qOnfUct Their 
are shot at by the French, but with 
American guns and often from 
American planes.. Few Soviet wea¬ 
pons are among those captured by 
the French or spotted by Kearns. 

“Algeria Aflame” represented 
public service. Shows like this not 
only, make the American viewer a 
participant in world attain, but 
they help create anjnformed pub¬ 
lic and they payrtep dividends to 
terms of tv’s stature as a medium 
of communications. Hi#. 

ABC-TV agate 
Berger’s Qtewa) , 
Eve Parade. 4*boW <« Hot. 27 
from 7 to 7:20 p.jptfe 2te .the.2iKh 

. time, this time tinder the sponsor¬ 
ship banner of General Electric. 

John Daly will handle the com¬ 
mentary. Young & Rublcam placed 
the half-hour program order for 
GE’s radio receivers. 

WHAT’S IT FOR? 
With Hal March, emcee; Betsy 

Palmer, Abe Burrows, Cornelia 
Otis Skinner, HansConreid. 

Producer: Ed Jurist 
Director: Seymour Robbie 
30 Mins., Sat., 10 pan. 
GERITOL 
NBC-TV, from New York 

(Parkson) 
If panel shows are to he perpetu¬ 

ated, they should at least have the 
excuse of being slightly inventive 
or original. Unfortunately, 
“What’s It For?” which premiered 
Saturday -(12) night on NBC-TV in - 
the 10 p.m. (opposite “Gunsmoke”) 
slot, was neither. In fact it was a 
downright bore, with little excuse 
for its existence. 

It takes up precisely where 
“What’s My Line” wouldn’t be 
caught dead. All the carbon ele¬ 
ments . are there—panel of four, 
emcee, the panel “targets” and the 
same brand of interrogation, ex¬ 
cept that instead of sifting the oc¬ 
cupation, the panel is supposed to 
determine the uses for offbeat pat¬ 
ented inventions. If the panel 
doesn’t guess it, the inventor gets 
$100. The audience deserves! 
$1,000,000. for its patience. 

Among the watchamacallits up 
for display were a pair of half- 
slacks, (for undraped dolls with 
mink throwarounds to suggest that 
they’re fully clothed); a fruit pick¬ 
er’s jacket, and a janitor’s alarm 
bed (when the heat in the building 
gets low it dumps him out). The 
inventions weren’t provocative, 
funny or sufficiently intriguing to 
inspire the kind of give & take 
among the panelists for which the 
prgorams was obviously designed. 

Panel comprises Abe Burrows, 
Cornelia Otis Skinner. Betsy Pal¬ 
mer and Hans Conreid. Reading 
from left to right, it’s a good one. 
Under suitable auspices, Burrows 
can match wits with the best of 
them. Both Miss Skinner and Con¬ 
reid are erudite show people who 
know their way with a line nr a 
given situation. One could only 
sympathize with their plight on 
Saturday’s preem. Rose. 

ZORRO 
With Guy Williams, Britt Lomon^, 

Gene Sheldon, George J. Lewis, 
Than Wyenn, others 

Producer: Walt Disney 
Director: Norman Foster 
Writers: Norman Foster, Bob Weh- 

ling (based on Johnston McCul- 
ley stories) 

30 Mins., Thurs., 8 pm. 
AC SPARK PLUG, SEVEN-UP 
ABC-TV (film) 

(D. P. Brother, J. Walter 
Thompson) 

Walt Disney’s “Zorro” is not an¬ 
other adult western, although at 
first it .seemed as if that were the 
direction Disney was going to take. 
It is strictly for kids—the “Lone .__„ 
Ranger” with a cape and sword—Tmers good support;' 
and, as usual, Disney plays, it per- ’* ' *" ’ ' 
fectly fbr .the moppet mart. 

The initial half-hour telepic, 
'Presenting Senor Zorro” was a 

jam-up of vim, vigor and dash. It’s 
no-girl horseplay in the grand 
tradition of-the C westerns. It’s 
got a flashy hero in Guy Williams 
and a shiny black horse, called 
Tornado, and two clowns, . Gene 
Sheldon-and Henry Calvin. Pro- 
grapi also has a‘ leering villain 
Britt Lomond, the Spanish captain 
who, with the express wish to get 
rich off the peons and .dons alike, 
wilt undoubtedly he around in¬ 
definitely to oppress the goodies 
and, impress the kids. 

The obvious tactic is to.gSt the 
gradeschoolers in control of that 
set „ Thursday nights at 8. AC 
Spark Plug is riding for half, along 
With Seven-Up, on the calculated 
idea that because the kids will con¬ 
trol the screen the parents will 
have to watch too. But. as much 
flash and dash as the show has, 
parents should find the competing 
Gtoucho Marx humor more palat¬ 
able than the masked man’s farce, 
not that there’s much they can do 
about it. Art, 

’Anatomy of a Layoff 
To Get ‘Outlook’ Probing 

NBC-TV’s "Outlook” will spot¬ 
light the cutbacks te defense 
spending next Sunday (20) by 
concentrating on the town of 
Farmingdale, Long Island, where 
2,600 Republic Aviation workers 
Were laid off last week. Show 
wlll ba titled “The Anatomy of a 
Layoff.” 

’‘Outlook” producer Reuven 
Frank has assigned a camera crew 
and a staff of reporters to Farm-: 
ingdale and other -Nassau and 
Suffolk County-locals to Interview 
workers, bankers, merchants, gov¬ 
ernment officials and union chiefs 
ito dissect the effect of a mass lay¬ 
off on the economics of a com¬ 
munity. ‘ 1 

PINOCCHIO 
With Mickey Rooney, Walter 

Slezak, Fran Allison, Stubby 
Kaye, Jerry Colonna, Martyh 
Green, Mata & Hail, Sondra 
Lee, Matt Mattox, Dnelda De 
Martin, Paul Jung, Tim Herbert, 
Elaine Eldridge, others; music, 
Alec Wilder; lyrics, .William Eng- 
vick; conductor, -Glenn Osser; 
choreographer, Hanya Holm 

Exec Producer: David Susskind 
Producer: Herbert M. Moss 
Director: Paul Bogart 
Writer-stager: Yasha Frank 
60 Mins., Sun. (13), 6:30 pm. 
REXALL DRUGS 
NBC-TV, from N.Y. 

(BBDO) 
The secret^for success in tele¬ 

vising fairy tales is to do them as 

fairy tales, without giving them 
“adult” treatments. “Pinocchio,” 
the Talent Associates production 
which kicked off Sunday's (13) 
“million-dollar night” of special 
programming, stuck to that con¬ 
cept and despite some weaknesses 
emerged as a charming and reward¬ 
ing hour. 

Using a verse, treatment of the 
story, along with a score by Alec 
Wilder and William Engvick, and 
a cast headed by Mickey Rooney 
and Walter Slezak, creator-stager 
Yasha Frank succeeded in main¬ 
taining a disarming .simplicity. 
Despite several changes in the 
story itself, necessitated by the 
shortness of the show, Frank man¬ 
aged to retain the basic theme and 
producer Herb Moss made up for 
the sketchiness and thinness of the 
story ' of PinoCchio’s adventures 
with some fine choreography by 
Hanya Holm and good perform¬ 
ances from the cast. 

Score by Wilder was for the most 
part disappointing, in light of the 
composer’s past performance; the 
only good, tune was the lullaby, 
which wus sensibly reprised, Eng- 
vick*d lyrics were also somewhat 
pedestrian. But Miss Holm’s 
choreography and Mata & Hari’s 
execution were topflight, particu¬ 
larly in a puppet sequence and an 
underwater number. 

Rooney was virtually mute for 
most of the performance, speaking 

| occasionally in a squeaking voice. 
For him it was largely a panto¬ 
mime, and he was excellent in his. 
physical Interpretation of the role. 
Walter Slezak Was well cast as 
Gepetto and sang ably. Fran Alli¬ 
son made a good fairy, ^Martyn 
Green was wonderfully sly as the 
fox, Jerry Colonna was just right 
as the ringmaster, Sondra Lee 
scored as the cat and Imelda^De 
Martin was appealing in a bit as a 
marionette. 

Samuel Leve’s art direction fash¬ 
ioned the production imaginative¬ 
ly; Paul Bogart’s direction moved 
the production fluently; Glenn Os- 
ser’s . batoning gave Hie perfor- 
_ good support.1 “Pinocchio” 
wasn’t a topflight production, but! 
it certainly was lively and delight¬ 
ful entertainment. Chan. | 

THE EDSEL SHOW [ STANDARD OIL (N.J.) 
With Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra,! 75TH ANNIVERSARY 

Bob Hopte, Rosemary Clooney,! With Tyrone Power, host; Jane 
Powell, Jimmy Durante, Bert 
Lahr, Marge and Gower Cham¬ 
pion, Eddie Mayehoff, Donald 
O’Connor and Sidney Miller, 
Duke Ellington, Brandon De 
Wilde, Kay Thompson, Ronald 
Searle; George Bassman, musical 
coordinator 

Producers: Terry Clyne, George 
Haight 

Louis Armstrong, Lindsay j 
Crouse, The Four Preps, Mr.j 
Conn & Mr. Mann, Norman Lu-j 
boff Choir j 

Producer-Writer: Bill Morrow 1 
Director: Seymour Rerns j 
Musical Director: Toots Camarata. 
60 Mins., Sun. (13), 8 p.m. 
EDSEL 
CBS-TV, from Hollywood 

< Pooty, Com» & Balding > i Director: Gregg Garrison 
. “The Edsel Show,” a special • Staged by Cyril Ritchard 
kickoff for Ford’s new line of cars; 90 Mins., Sun. (13) 9 p.m. 
on tv, was a smooth, fast ride all«STANDARD OIL OF N.J. 
the way. In fact, without even5 NBC-TV, from N.Y. (color) 
seeming to try, it shaped up as .one j (McCann-Erickson) 
of video’s top musical offerings, in 2 The first 12 nrnutes or so of 
the same class as the Mary Martin- ; Sunday night’s (13) hour and a 
Ethel Merman layout several years, half spec commemorating the 75th 
ago on the “Ford Jubilee” show. : anniversary of Standard Oil of N.J. 

This time it was a tandem of ■ suggested that at long last tv had 
Bing Qrosby and Frank Sinatra, two 
savvy pros who were at the top of 
their form. For Crosby, it was his 
best tv showing to date and, for 
those who remember live radio 
way back when, Der Bingle r?n- 
erated the same easy charm that 
was responsible for his longc me 
run on the A.M. kilocycles. Sin¬ 
atra, likewise, displayed a finesse 
and a sureness that bespeaks his 
multi-faceted show biz experience. 
In addition, the one-hour stanza 
showcased, among others, another 
veteran performer, Louis Arm¬ 
strong, in some nifty routines. 

But basically it was Crosby and 
Sinatra in a freewheeling songa- 
log and an informal script that 
never got in the way of the sing¬ 
ing. Working solo, duo and trio 
(with Rosemary Clooney), they 
covered several dozen songs, most 
of them in quickie versions. In the 
biggest production of a show that 
was marked by a minimum of pro¬ 
duction frills, Crosby and Sinatra 
did a song takeoff on “Around 
the World in 80 Days,” winding up 
with Bohr Hope entering for a short 
routine on “We’re Off On The Road 
To Morocco.” 

Crosby’s number with Armstrong 
and his combo on “Now You Has 
Jazz” was a crackerjack getaway. 
Satchmo returned again for a nifty 
rundown of “The Birth of the 
Blues” with Sinatra. Miss Clooney 
had one solo slot on a show ballad 
midway in the show while Lindsay 
Crosby,: son of Bing, delivered “In 
the Middle of an Island” in fair 
style with backing from the Four 
Preps. la the* hoofing division, Mr. 
Conn & Mr. Mann, two slick tap¬ 
sters, were on and off fast. 

For the final quarter-hour, Cros¬ 
by, Sinatra and Miss Clooney 
joined in a clever medley" of ro¬ 
mantic oldies. As with the rest of 
the show, this routine was handled 
with a breezy comedic touch that 
didn’t strain for the laughs. 

The new Edsel cars were -effec¬ 
tively plugged via some film clips 
and some asides from Crosby and 
Sinatra, The latter also appeared 
to slide in a plug for his upcoming 
show for Chesterfield on the ABC- 
TV network. Herm. 

'Don’t Rewrite a Hit’ 
-By ABEL GREEN_ 

Twice within a week two top- 
Tated tv shows indulged in fallaci¬ 
ous experiments. Last week it 
was Jack Benny's "contestant” try] 
on the “$64,000 Question” and the] 
week before it was Vincent 
Tracey’s pitch on the Ralph Ed¬ 
wards “This Is Your Life.” Both 
pointed up a show biz axiom, 
“Don’t rewrite a hit.” 

In an era, particularly in the 
video medium, when even “nerv¬ 
ous” hits have‘been so few and 
top ratings far between, it makes 
the observer wonder why and how 
all the forces, usually so finely at¬ 
tuned .to public attitudes, couldn’t 
at least have done some soul- 
searching on two such obviously 
basic shoals. The prime appeal of 
the CBS package has been its 
amazing cavalcade of wiz kids, 
young and old, whose fund of 
knowledge has run the gamut 
from mugg stuff (sports) to egg¬ 
head genius. Edwards’ “surprise” 
show, forgetting some of the “re¬ 
hearsed ad libs” that must go with 
the smooth proceedings pf a half- 
hour (commercials' ’n* all), has 
been keynoted by a consistent note 
of sincerity. 

On “$64,000” Jack Benny, a 
prime comedian, seemingly thought 
it was worth traveling 6,000 miles 
L.A.-to-N.Y. and back just to do « 
comedy "spot” of exaggerated pe¬ 
cuniary—* stock in trade of course 
—and quitting at the $64 initial 
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question. Both of the NBC and 
CBS Sunday night vaudeos (Allen 
and Sullivan) have recently pack¬ 
aged upcoming personalities in a 
manner that smacked of out-and- 
out “trailer” stuff. And maybe 
these, being new entries, needed 
the hypo by full-range exposure 
on both high-rated video varieties. 
But neither Benny nor the EPI- 
packaged quizzer need this hypo. 
And it did achieve the prime nega¬ 
tive effect of injecting a theatrical 
levity that militates against the 
overall serious aura of the show. 

As for Edwards, it is true that 
this is only the sixth time that he 
“exposed” his real-life subject in 
advance, but because of the nature 
of what followed he felt it was 
wise. (Eddie Cantor was one such, 
because of the fear of the heart 
action, in light of the comedian’s 
then, serious cardiac trouble. It 
was that time, incidentally, that 
Cantor started signing his per¬ 
sonal mail; “your cardiactor 
friend"). 

There’s no question that Vincent 
Tracey’s downfall and comeback 
from a Skid Row derelict to the 
alcoholic rehabilitation work he is 
doing at his Tracey Farms, in Ra-| 
vena,. N.Y., is a personal tribute j 

and a fine work. But unlike the 
colored minister whose noble work 
at Piney Woods, N.C., received na¬ 
tional attention—and generous eco¬ 
nomic support from an emotionally 
touched nation of tviewers—this 
was such an out-and-out commer¬ 
cial, one wonders how why and 
how Edwards, seasoned showman 
that he Is, and his aides, didn’t 

(Continued on page 38) 

found the secret formula for an 
imaginative, zingy showcase, com¬ 
bining taste, style, top comedy and 
an actual concept in execution. The 
opening number, a highly stylized 
production turn with Kay Thomp¬ 
son, enhanced by a creative photo¬ 
graphic approach by Richard Ave- 
don, was about as original a concept 
for video entertainment as the 
most fastidious viewer could desire. 
Particularly as viewed in NBC’s 
finest tint shadings, it held forth 
promise of many fine things to 
come. 

• But unfortunately they fa'led 
to materialize. After the first 
quarter hour, the SO birthday 
party started its gradual descent 
to just another super-production 
trotting out one big name after 
another. It never quite found itself 
again. Which was a pity, since 
those opening moments, first with 
Jimmy Durante and then with 
Donald O’Connor and Sidney 
Miller, with a fine vocal display 
by Jane Powell sandwiched In be¬ 
tween, created just the proper 
momentum and pacing, with some 
rich rewards in entertainment. 

But after that the show began to 
fall apart. It had no direction, no 
unity, and none of the imaginative 
qualities that, for example, charac¬ 
terized the opening number. For 
the better part of the lavish d;s- 
play, it was a sprawled-out' disor¬ 
ganized potpourri which, far from 
having a thematic cohesion, could 
have served a half dozen other 
“specials;” despite the efforts of 
host Tyrone Power to establish 
some kind of verbal link with the 
SO sponsorship auspices. 

Along with Power, who aside 
from marquee value had little to 
offer in the way of sparking the 
entertainment, McCann-Erickson 
agency, which produced the spec 
in association with Showcase Pro¬ 
ductions, went to enormous pains 
and expense to endow the 90 min¬ 
utes with a topflight array of per¬ 
formers and production elements. 
There was Durante, O’Connor and 
Miller (whose musical spoofing of 
horror plx on tv and impersona¬ 
tions had a high comedy quotient); 
Jane Powell, Bert Lahr, Duke 
Ellington, Brandon De Wilde, 
Marge and Gower Champion, Eddie 
Mayehoff and Kay Thompson (lat¬ 
ter doubling from the “creative 
staff.”) Also inserted was a 12- 
minute animated cartoon, “Ener¬ 
getically Yours,” created by British 
caricaturist-satirist Ronald Searle, 
tracing the history of energy up to 
and including, naturally, oil. 

Yet for the most part this $500,- 
000 production added up to pedes¬ 
trian fare. The Mayehoff “manage¬ 
ment consultant” report, despite 
all the standard Mayehoffisms, 
didn’t quite make it; the Cham¬ 
pions offered little in the way of 
refreshing or novel choreography; 
the Durante-Bert Lahr teamup, 
which should have been the show's 
standout comedy segment, suffered 
from lack of appropriate material: 
Duke Ellington was too concerned 
with selling his Shakespearean- 
themed “Such Sweet Thunder” 
album; Jane Powell's Parisian turn 
(with a brief intro by columnist Art 
Buchwald, who was flown over from 
Paris for the 60-second quickie), 
was more distinctive from tfil 
scenic designers viewpoint than 
the star’s contrlb. Brandon De 
Wilde was given a few words. 

Television is still faced with the 
dilemma of finding a “format” .for 
birthday parties. « Rose. 

SIMONIZ PULLS OUT. 
OF CBS-TV SHOWS 

Simonlz Co. last week dropped 
its two weekly quarter-hours on 
CBS-TV* letting its pacts expire 
on the Arthur Godfrey show and 
the Art Linkletter “House Party” 
after a year’s run on each. 

Web has already signed Carna¬ 
tion to replace Simoniz on rthe 
Linkletter show, and is negotiating 
with a couple of Godfrey’s present 
clients to expand their holdings 
and take over the Simoniz seg¬ 
ment 
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in there? 
"Just about the most important business in America 

.. . the education of the future citizen ”—United 

States Department of Health, Education & Welfare* 

The NBC Owned Radio and Television Stations 

are now engaged in a 6-week know your schools 

project, exploring on an unprecedented scale the 

educational needs of their home communities. 

Essentially a local level operation, with active sup¬ 

port from school boards, Parent-Teacher Associa¬ 

tions, colleges, and other local organizations, know 

Your schools is also receiving full cooperation from 

the U.S. Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare, the U.S. Office of Education, the National 

Education Association, and other national groups. 

The NBC Owned Stations are using their highly 

successful impact public service technique to probe 

problems like: overcrowded schools, underpaid 

teachers, inadequate financing, deficient curricula. 

They are developing special programming: panel 

shows, interviews, talks, feature events, contests, 

and documentary dramas. 

They are contributing talent, facilities, and a total 

of $1,000,000 in air-time -200 program hours, 3,000 

public service announcements. 

The objective, in the words of Marion B. Folsom, 

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare: to 

stimulate “better citizen understanding of the 

schools.” And, beyond that: to foster productive 

solutions, and to inspire concrete community action. 

When this six-week project ends, during American 

Education Week in mid-November, NBC will make 

a full report, documenting the techniques employed 

and the results obtained. NBC hopes its know 

your schools project will serve as a blueprint by 

which local stations in other communities will help 

solve one of America’s most fundamental problems. 

NBC Owned Stations 
WRCA, WRCA-TV, NEW YORK « WRCV, WRCV-TV, PHILADELPHIA ». 

WRC, WRQ-TV, WASHINGTON • WNBC, WKNP, HAKTFORD'NEW 

BRITAIN * WMAQ, WNBQ, CHICAGO ♦ WBtF, BUFFALO • KJtCA, LOB 

ANGELES • XNBC, SAN FRANCISCO 
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ALL STAR GOLF 
With Jim Britt, Julius Boros, Ed 

(Porky) Oliver, others 
Exec Producer: Peter De Met 
Producer-director: Sid Goltz 
60 Miss.; Sat, 5 pjn. 
MILLER HIGH LIFE, WILDROOT 
ABC-TV (film) 

(Mathisson, BBD&O) 

How general will be the accept¬ 
ance of nori-toumament golf on tv 
should be indexed by this series 
after it has run a while. On the 
face of it, the guess is good that 
the game's growing number of 

aficianados will get their off-season 
kicks vicariously from it, and even 
the non-addicted should find it fas¬ 
cinating the way the pros make' 
golf look easy. As for viewers 
who’ve never tried the sport, the 
game’s objective is simple enough, 
the playing easy to follow, and 
certainly the atmosphere and 
scenic decor of the links are 
pleasanter than the gridiron, dia¬ 
mond or bowling alley. 

These plus factors loom even 
bigger in the production excellence 
of this series. It’s a neat trick to 
squeeze 18 holes of golf into the 
space of an hour without making 
it seem hurried or crammed, and 
the film editing even availed time 
for interviews with the players. 
The camera work could hardly be 
better considering it’s virtually im¬ 
possible to follow a golf ball in 
flight from the tee. ♦ 

Chicago auto dealer Pete De 
Met, who started in television as 
a sponsor of local shows and be¬ 
came a producer of tv films three 
years ago with the "Championship 
Bowling" series, has produced 
these 26 golf episodes at a report¬ 
ed cost of $750,000. It’s evident 
De Met hasn’t stinted on the foot¬ 
age, although the talent comes 
cheaply enough, considering it’s a 
network show. Winner of each 
match gets $2,000 and the loser 
$1,000. Bonus of $500 is paid for 
an eagle (there were none in the 
initialed, and $10,000 is the re¬ 
ward for a hole-in-one, but these 
aren’t likely to occur often in the 
series. 

Opening match pitted Ed (Porky) 
Oliver against Julius Boros and 
found the latter shooting a fancy 
68, three under par, yet not good 
enough to beat Oliver’s 62 which 
broke the competitive course rec¬ 
ord at Phoenix Country Club 
where the starter-offer was played. 
It was a break for De Met’s series 
that the first match was such a 
beaut Oliver becomes defending 
champ In the second chapter. 

Jim Britt’s narration was Ihclcf 
and never overly dramatic, and it 
gave insight into the players’ tech¬ 
niques and golfing styles. Game 
moved quickly, averaging about 
two minutes per hole. Limitations 
of the camera were comoensated 
for in diagrams of each hole, show¬ 
ing the distances and handicaps of 
each and the positions of the balls 
after teeoff. Director Sid Goltz 
dollied the cameras in for extra 
curricular color, facial expressions 
of the players, their measuring of 
the green, and attitudes of the on¬ 
looker. Withal, a solid Saturday 
afternoon bet. 

Miller High Life picks up the 
tab for the first half hour each 
week and Wildroot has alternate 
w^eks of the second half, leaving 
ode quarter unsold. Supering the 
blurb slides on the picture was an¬ 
noying when it occurred in the 
tenser moments, and it made the 
snonsor seem over-anxious to get 
in his pitch. Les. 

Foreign Television Reviews 

META 
- Continued from page 34*^^^ 

manouehi (he is first-secretary of 
the Japanese Embassy) and a young 
Japanese college girl attending 
Columbia U. What they said about 
their country, people and customs 
was of moment and of interest. 

"Blackboard” has a variety of 
producers, all employed in the 
radio department of the board of 
education, each handling a differ¬ 
ent type show. On Mondays, Bar¬ 
bara Wanowski produces “Science 
Corner"; Tuesday’s, Jean Eicks,j 
“Spotlight on Asia”; Wednesdays, 
Milton Horowitz, “Biology 1,” 
aimed at handicapped high school 
students forced to stay at home; 
Thursdays, producer Ethel Bums,. 
"Tune Up Time,” which introduces 
the various instruments; and 
Fridays, producer Jerry Solars, 
“Earn While You Learn,” designed 
to help the working junior high 
and high school students. META 
has also, made a deal with WCBS,: 
N.Y., to present four one hour, 
shows, one being the Budapest 
String Quartet in their first tv ap¬ 
pearance. The organization appears 
to be covering a" lot of territory and 
judging from show’s caught, it’s 
filling a programming void with 
distinction. Horo. 

THUNDER ON SYCAMORE 
STREET 

With Peter Dyneley, Gareth Jones, 
Earl Cameron, Robin Brown, 
Ardith Pelton, Helen Horton, 
Redmond Phillips, Charles Rolfe, 
Patricia Laffan, Dudley Hunte, 
Sylvia Wynter, Constance Smith, 
Janet Brandes 

Director: Silvio Narizzano 
Writer: Reginald Rose 
60 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m. w 
Granada-TV, from London 

With the events in Little Rock 
still making headline news, “Thun¬ 
der on Sycamore Street” by Regi¬ 
nald Rose, made powerful topical j 
drama. Networked by Granada 
•TV on Television Playhouse, it 
emerged as one of the most adult 
and serious plays yet presented on 
the commercial web. Direction by 
Silvio Marizzano maintained a con¬ 
stant level of suspense and tension. 

’Thunder bn Sycamore Street” 
is an essay on mob law and, ac¬ 
cording to the author, was inspired 
after .seeing newsreel pictures of 
white residents stoning Negroes in 
front of their homes on a new 
housing estate near Chicago. 

The play, a courageous yet terri¬ 
fying indictment, was developed 
along unusual lines. Each of the 
three acts opened in identical fash¬ 
ion, introducing the three main 
characters — the rabble rouser 
(Gareth Jones), an unwilling ac¬ 
complice (Peter Dyneley) and the 
victim (Earl Cameron). In turn 
each act showed how the three 
families spent their last few min¬ 
utes before the riot began. 

The first became so elated he de¬ 
cided to take his two children 
along for the.fun; the second found 
he was no match for his deter¬ 
mined wife, who was afraid of be¬ 
ing different from her neighbors; 
and the Negro resolutely made up 
his mind to stand firm. The mo¬ 
ment of climax made taut drama, 
but the retreat of the white was 
somewhat out of character with the 
mood of the mob. 

Nevertheless, it was a fine and 
praiseworthy effort, smoothly 
staged and handsomely acted by a 
good all round cast. Myro. 

ELL BUY THAT 
With Louise Boyd, Jack House, 
. Lady Molly Huggins, Larry 

Marshall; Larry Cross, host 
Director: Richard Fulford-Brown 
30 Mins, 
SCOTTISH TELEVISION, from 

Glasgow 
First giveaway panel entry on 

the Auld Lang Syne indie net¬ 
work, ‘TU Btiy That” (with U.S. 
origins, of course) shapes as a fair¬ 
ly entertaining program with low- 
budget winnings of a maximum 60 
per contestant. Idea is simple and 
based on twenty questions, each 
contestant “selling” a mystery ar¬ 
ticle and the panel guessing by 
asking questions. Each question 
marks up 3 on the scoreboard. 

Larry Cross, a Canadian, is the 
quizzer’s breezy host, but needs to 
be brisker with his Introes and 
questioning. Panel is well con¬ 
trasted, ranging from sweet Scot- 
tishness of Louise Boyd (a singer) 
to cheekiness of comedian Larry 
Marshall and knowledgeable af¬ 
fableness of Jack House, local 
scribe. Lady Molly Huggins, Scot 
socialite, adds the aristocratic mar¬ 
quee value apparently considered 
necessary in British tv panel 
games. 

Articules produced for guessing 
at opening show caught included a 
bride’s garter, a red-flannel night¬ 
gown, and a lobster. Announcer 
James Nairn gave viewers a close- 
up of the articles from offstage 
panelled box, with Catherine Roy, 
a model, acting' as hostess to the 
contestants. Program looks a cer¬ 
tain for entertainment value, with 
Richard Fulford-Brown doing the 
megging chores capably. Gord. 

VARIETA MUSICALE 
With Johnny Dorelli, Grazia Gresi, 

Torrebruno, Tonina Torielli, 
Edoardo Lucchina add .William 
Galassini Orchestras, others 

Director: Alda Grimaldi 
30 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m. 
RAI-TV, from Milan 

New presentation, which re¬ 
places regular, weekly pickup from 
the San Remo Casino nitery, 
should help satisfy Italo craving 
for musical review presentations 
on video. Patterned after the Yank 
“Hit Parade” series, without the 
record poll, etc., stanza accom¬ 
plishes its purpose tastefully and 
well. 

Opening show featured a fast- > 
rising new singer, Johnny Dorelli, 
who reputedly has stateside experi¬ 
ence. It shows in his timing and 
voice inflections in his bilingual 
stint. One song, "Calypso Melody,” 
looks at least a local winner on 
disks, via Dorelli’s recording. His 

change-of pace stylings which sets 
him apart from his local berhtren- 
in-song, should rate him top atten¬ 
tion in this country in the next few 
months. 

Torrebruno is another feature of 
the show, a Franco-Italian chirper 
with a bedroom-toned voice and a 
guitar, ditto headed up the nitery 
ladder. Tonina Torielli, another 
Italo songstress on the show, came 
over less successfully. Song stints 
are framed by ballet numbers, ably 
staged (again in the Yankee-in- 
spired idiom) by Susanna Egri, 
while William Galassini’s multi- 
stringed orchestra is featured in; 
several romantic renditions of such 
songs as “Love is a Many Splen- 
dored Thing” and other long-stand¬ 
ing favorites. 

Well-rehearsed show is a credit 
to Alda Grimaldi’s strong direction 
and to RAI-TV’s adroit first-week 
choice of talent, to send it on its 
way. - Hawk. 

ALFRED MARKS TIME 
With Alfred Marks, Paddle O’Neil, 

Greta Gynt, Adrienne Corri, 
Jimmy Hanley, Meiyyn Johns, 
Derek Bond, Harry Fowler, Doris 
Hare, Ray Ellington, Lucille 
Mapp, Disk Vosburgh, Bernard 
Bresslaw, Ex-R.SJVf. Brittain, 
the Steve Race orch, others. 

Writers: Dick Vosburgh, Brad Ash¬ 
ton * ' 

Director: Douglas Hurn 
60 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon¬ 

don 
If you want to shout about a 

show, the man to get to do it is 
ex-Regimental Sergeant Major 
Britfhin. a recently retired soldier 
in the British Army. That’s who 
Jaek Hylton, who presented the 
program, called in for this offering 
to yell out the title. But though 
the show had several really high 
spots, it depended too much on 
Alfred Marks to carry it through, 
for there to be much else to shout 
about. 

The star is a versatile comedian 
with a good singing voice, who 
knows how to get the best out of tv. 
In several sketches he switched, 
roles which varied between a cock¬ 
ney, Othello and a Russian Count 
and brought laughs easily in each. 
Paddy O’Neil, his wife, who, too, 
can hold her own in the comedy 
stakes, provided the only sound 
support for the comedian, although 
the rest of the cast included some 
big British star names. Marks’ 
now standard rendering of "The 
Flea Song,” was up to operatic 
level, and still registered well after 
many past performances. Lucille 
Mapp, who also contributed to the 
vocalistics, gave out with a bluesy 
version of "I Want A Sunday Kind 
Of Love,” nicely backed by the 
Steve Race orch. Bary. 

TAKE YOUR PICK 
With Michael Miles, others 
Director: Audrey Starrett 
Producer: Arlington Television and 

Radio Ltd. 
30 mins., Fri., 8 p.m. 
Associated-Rediffusion from Lon- 

dOh 
Genial emcee Michael Miles has 

steered this quiz show through sev¬ 
eral series both on commercial tv 
and commercial radio. He’s, a glib 
talker and handles contestants 
with ease. Without him, in fact, • 
"Take Your Pick” would probably 
lose much of its appeal. 

Contestants who fail to answer a 
preliminary question have to pay a 
forfeit. As an example one un¬ 
lucky participant had to model the 
new “sack look.” Later on. Miles' 
conducted the “Yes—No” interlude 
and contestants not tricked into 
saying either word during a 60- 
second cross-examination were re¬ 
warded with a 70-cent prize. Main 
prizes in the show go to those who 
correctly answer several questions 
and thus win the key to a num¬ 
bered box of their own choice^ 
Seven of the 10 boxes had good 
prizes and three were dud. Good 
editing of this pre-filmed program < 
resulted in a fast paced show. 

Bary. 

ANEMA E CORE 
With Marisa del Frate, Fans to Cig- 

liano, Gianfranco Intra Orch 
Director: Caral Ragionieri 
20 Mins., Sun* 10:25 p.m. 
RAI-TV, from Milan 

New musical stanza is deliberate¬ 
ly slanted at legion of lovers of the 
Neapolitan song. It should also cop 
RAI-TV many new viewers in the 
^till-io-be-developed South of the 
Italian boot, where the Neapolitan 
song is a daily must. 

To sing the new and the old 
songs each week, RAI his selected 
two of the best young talents in 
the sector, Marisa del Frate and 
Fausto Cigliano, and their local 

.... . T know when and how to brake It. 
♦ The Tracey plug, could have been 

projection should help send them done butup to a point And the 
off to future success. Miss del Plug would have been pardonable 
Frate lacks the polish of experi- —and understandable. But when 
ence, but belts across her songs Edwards gave it the "hard sell’* 
with youthful fervor and an ex- that he did, not once but two more 
cellent untrained voice. times, it only resulted in two 

Fausto Cigliano, with whom she things: it made Mr. Tracey, who 
alternates stints in the 20-minute has a book due coincidentally, not 
segment, is currently the top ex- look as benevolent* and noble the 
ponent of his genre in this coun- knight izt shining armor, and from 
try. His voice, looks and person- the show’s viewpoint it impinged 
ality (also noted in some recent pic on the warmth and genuineness it 
stints) indicated him as a strong has been successfully imparting for 
comer. If properly channelled and more than one television season, 
handled, he rates arbrilhant future Where ^ pattern & cut from an 
m television ^sks, mtery work aura of ^grity this type of show 

St&aKiJ’ H *lso hlfl&k can only do itself a disservice by portable. Hawk. 

THE MOST LIKELY GIRL 
With Beryl Reid, Noele, Gordon, 

'Barbara Couper, others i 
Writer: Richard Bishop t 
Prodtacer-directon Cecil Petty 
30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 pan. 

injecting gimmicks, no matter how ‘ 
necessary the rating hypo may be. 

Seemingly the westerns, or 
whatever, have made their impact 
on “$64,000,” and now there’s an 
audience-participation gimmick, 
based on a postcard raffle system. 

Associated Television from Birin- which is palpably primed to cem* 
ingham. ent looker-inner interest. Twice 
Situation comedies have become before the entrepreneurs were sue* 

pretty popular on British tv, mainly cessful in varying the theme (1) by 
through American import shows, seating a completely independent 

Sigh^of °The MortLOiely^GW" 

afmedienne’ fSle‘^U"a .^Idoubl*, 
laugh maker in this show. quadruple jackpot, ranging in se- 

The plot revolved .round a glossy ’T’ $-£SSS 
woman’s magazine which offered to 
transform anyone into a lady in- That s solid showmanship based on 
side one year. Miss Reid was the H1© primd appeal—solid 
uncouth hick who won the chance cash. Hal Marchs charm-boy con* 
and the story went on to describe ferenciering notwithstanding, the 
the magazine’s frustrated attempts "star” of these shows is still the 
at conversion. Situations at their Manufacturers Trust Co.’s coffers 
best were funny in a childish man- for the contestants. But the ex* 
ner. * Bary. tension of the now cliche Benny 

•-■ gag—trimming the sponsors into 
THE ARMY GAME a free ride coast-to-coast and end- 
With William Hartnell, Michael ing on his trademarked miserliness 

Medwin, Geoffrey Sumner, by insisting on the 64-buck payoff, 
Charles Hawtrey, Bernard Bres- is a trite niggardly joke that be- 
law, Norman Rossington littles a giant jackpot show. Even 

Writers: Larry Stephens, Maurice the studio audience wasn’t hysteri- 
^ Wiltshire cal about lt ^ 
Director: Milo Lewis ,r„ . .... ,, , 
30 Mins., Wed., 10 pan. .MucJ Wee the Edwards of yore, 
Granada TV, from Manchester when he put on a sbe* pitch, was 

“The Army Game” is a weekly 
series about life in the British Sfb* by its prexy^ 
Army seen through the eyes of a Storied 
bunch of privates who are con* showgirl Gladys Feldman (Mia. 
stantly led into hot water by their Horace Braham), with Billie 
corporal, Michael Medwin, who’s Burke Ziegfeld also personaling 
never stuck for a bright idea. Its on ike show. She’s honorary 
appeal naturally .enough, is with president of the humanitarian or- 
British audiences. ganization. Ed Wynn did a Holly- 

Comedy content of the show is wood Pickup salute, and the par- 
high, but only in a specialized di- ade of the yesteryear beauts, hot 
rection—to those who’ve served in all wearing Well with the years 
the British forces. William Hart- (financially and physically) 
nell was as convincing a Sergeant pointed up the terrific. job Mist 
Major as the real thing in the show Feldman is doing, as is w.k Intra- 

: caught, and Geoffrey Sumner as trade, in succoring the former 
the scatterbrained Major was good. Ziegfeld girls. It’s noteworthy 
The show sets out to be a good na- also that the still active or semi- 
tured satire on the Army and more active alumnae are professionally 
than succeeds. Bary. sleek} 0f course, prosperous 

looking, viz.. Miss Burke, Norma 
THF JUBILEE SHOW Terris (Wagner), and an ensemble 

®arne** if006 group of apparently well married 
choristers still retain their hand- 

Hugh Paddick, Laurie Payne, s m fronts. 
Jean Bayless, Marion Grimaldi, 
Bill Fraser, Shaun Glenville, ' » 
Jubilee Dancers, the Van Phil- - 

DirictorTpeter Croft ftfe FollOWipS 

pan. . : — * is— 
Associated-Rediffusion from lain- while reminiscing about the “good 

don old days at home” when they’d en- 
The Jubilee Show” is bound to joyed soirees together. After the 

please, the older viewers with nos- chat Menuhin agreed to play on 
talgic memories of the music and condition that Laughton recited, 
gaiety of the turn of the century, when this had been sorted out. 
Straw boaters, features galore and Laughton appeared overjoyed 
a chairman to introduce the num- when the violinist said he would 
bers in a bar-room setting, led to a play a gavotte by Bach. Later, ac- 
raucous 30-minutes of old style en- tor and musician swapped places, 
tertainment The set was convinc- and Laughton’s recital of -the Get- 
ing, and performers, headed by tysburg address, made good view- 
Sally Barnes and Bruce Trent, sang ing. 
with plenty of gusto. Anton Dolin, danced his way 

Accompaniments were in the through Ravel’s “Bolero,” and Pe- 
traditional manner. Bary. tula Clark provided the other 
-:- break hack to lighter entertain¬ 

er u Tr r -.-r . ment with a couple of pop render- 
.Walt Kempley Now ings. The lineup was completed by 

Ari„M T a -.i „ the resident singing Sind dancing 
L/Omedy Scnpter group, the Granadiers and the 

Walt Kempley, NBC.zt.fE pub- °"h Wh° WftJ5l)Ul 
licity writer, is switching over to * _‘ _ 

the comedy scripting and joins the _ , - ,f r ri 
Jack Paar “Tonight” staff next JQ 01 UDUU i)06S I0*0p 

week. He’ll work with Jaek Doug- with one-third of "Omnibus’* 
las, head writer, on the show. still to be sold and the show due to 

Kempley, former xadio-tv col- premiere this Sunday (20), NBC-TV 
umnist for the Dallas Times-Her- has turned the open half-hour over 
aid, joined the NBC press depart- to stations, for 'co-op. First sale 
ment last February. Among the was set by WBCA-TV, the web’s 
shows he’s been handling has been New York flagship, Which signed 
"Tonight,” and while on Hut as- Dannon Yogurt to bankroll 13 half- 
signment he volunteered some com- hours, via the Zlowe agency, 
edy material which Paar and pro- On the web, the other two Seg- ~ 
ducer Perry Cross liked, resulting ments are sponsored by Aluminum 
In his new spot. Ltd. and Union Carbide. 

3d of ‘Onmi’ Goes Co-op 
With one-third of "Omnibus’* 

still to be sold and the show due to 
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Nielsen slop 10 in Britain 
(Week Ending Sept 29) 

Take Your Pick.'... (AR) 
This Week..(AR) 
Emergency Waird 10—Frl... .. 
Television Playhouse—“Six Stayed th« _ 
Play of the Week—“Wild Justice” ........... (AR) 
Criss Cross Quiz—Mon.. *.(GRA 
Double Your Money........ CAR) 
Sunday Night at the London Palladium...... (ATV) 
Armchair Theatre—“Policy for Love”-.... (ABCTV) 
Criss Cross Quiz—Wed...;.(GRA 
Jack Hylton Presents—“Summer’s Ending”.. (AR) 

(Figures Jfeveal the audience in the London, Birmingham, North¬ 
ern and Scottish television homes capable of receiving both BBC 
and ITV programs.) 

..(AR) 1 

..(AR) (72% 

.. (ATV ) 
t”.(ATV) 5 70% 
..(AR) 69% 
..(GRANADA) } 
... CAR) 5 
..(ATV) 
.. (ABCTV) 68% 
.. (GRANADA) 1 
'..(AR) j 67% 

Exhibs Threaten Embargo on Ealing 
Pix If Brit. TV Deal Goes Through 

London, Oct. 15. 

A five-year old resolution, 
threatening an embargo on the 
product of any producer or dis¬ 
tributor who sold entertainment 
films to television, may be in¬ 
voked against Ealing Films if they 
proceed with their franchise deal 
with ABC-TV, as v reported in 
Variety last week. 

The matter was raised as a; 
.matter of urgency at the general 
council of the Cinemotograph Ex¬ 
hibitor’s Assn, by the president, 
George Singleton, without appear¬ 
ing. on the agenda paper. He 
said that he had first heard of the 
negotiations a few days hack and 
had taken the initiative of dis¬ 
cussing the matter with Sir 
Michael Balcon and Major Regin¬ 
ald P. Baker, the two Ealing top¬ 
pers. ' According to . the CEA 
prexy, Balcon had defended their 
action on the grounds that the 
accruing finances could be used 
for future productions; Subse¬ 
quent talks have also been held 
with Sir Philip Warter, the Asso¬ 
ciated British president. 

There was almost a unanimous 
reaction itnong exhibitors at the 
council meeting for firm action 
by the CEA to prevent the deaL 
Many drew attention to the fact 
that exhibitors were supporting 
.the production industry by means 
of the Eady levy and a number of 
theatre owners described the Eal¬ 
ing action 'as a “disgraceful 
thing.” , 

The original resolution not to 
trade with companies who made 
their product available to tv was 
passed at the Association’s sum¬ 
mer conference in Llandudno in 
1952 and during last week’s debate 
Cecil G. Bernstein (attending as 
a director of' Granada Theatres) 
recalled that he had moved that 
resolution. Since Granada had 
entered into tv he had pressed 
that the bar bn televising films 
should be enforced. 

Several exhibf insisted there 
was no parallel between the pres¬ 
ent deal by ABC-TV for a batch 
of Korda productions as these had 
been acquired from the late pro¬ 
ducer’s estate. This was a case 
where a British production com¬ 
pany was offering between 90 to 
100 pre-1945 features for use on 
the commercial network. 

Film Outfits Bill 
For British TYer 

London, Oct. 15. 
Important British film producing 

outfits are among those Seriously 
considering making bids for the 
programming contract for a new 
commercial tv outlet, scheduled to 
he in operation at the dose of next 
year to serve North East England. 
The new transmitter will, accord¬ 
ing to the Independent Television 
Authority, serve about 2,500,000 
new viewers. 
. It will bC the eighth transmit¬ 
ting station on the ITA network, 
and will bring the commercial tv 
audience up to an estimated 43,-. 
000,000 people, or about 85% of 

' the total population of the 

TV’s Tommy Steele Kudos 
p London, Oct. 15. 

It’s almost one year now since ! 
Tommy Steele made his entry into 
big time show biz, and on Sat. (19) 
BBC-TV will air a 60-minute pro¬ 
gram entitled “The Golden Year” 
to mark the anniversary. 

The show will relate the activi¬ 
ties of the rockster throughout 
the year and recreate scenes from 
the past. The program will be 
produced by Ernest Maxin with the 
script by Larry Forrester. 

flock of NBC-TV 
Shows on Japan's 

Tokyo, Oct. 15. 
The showing of kinescoped re¬ 

cordings of the World Scries games 
over JOAX-TV (Nippon Television 
Co.) marked the results of the first 
sale of the newly-formed Pacific 
Television Corp., exclusive distrib¬ 
utors in Japan of NBC filmed and 
kine product. 
. The company, which has Ma- 
saichi Nagata, Daiei topper* as 50% 
stockholder, has been screening 
nine sample prints for local pro¬ 
grammers including “Perry Como 
Show,” “Omnibus,” “Steve Allen 
Show” and • "Wide Wide World.” 
Interest has been high and com¬ 
pany director Kazuhiko Fujitp feels 
he has one program sale all but 
wrapped up. 

Stumbling block, however, is na¬ 
tional dollar tv budget of $335,000 
which figures to be reduced - by 
about 15% for next fiscal due to 
reduction of nation’s dollar re¬ 
serves. 

Fujita says he finds the local 
execs eager for U. S. product, but 
limited in follow through ability 
due to buck ceiling. 
Topper for the new company is 

Akira Shimizu with Terumitsu 
Fujioshi, Daiei hoard member, also 
a director. 

Pacific also has long sights set 
on productions to help fill the great 
need for filmed tv programming in 
Japan. Latter stems from lack of 
sufficient studio space and person¬ 
nel to do the job locally at this 
time. 

Fujita also said that his company 
had been queried by NBC re the 
making of animated cartoons in 
Japan for XT. S. use. 

Rowson’s U. S. Junket 
London, Oct. 15. 

British ABC-TV network coor¬ 
dinator R. T, Rowsonis scheduled 
to make * three week visit to the. 
States next month. He plans to 
give American tv the o.o. fpr pro¬ 
duction methods and techniques, 
and also look out for any programs 
which are on the market, with a 
view to purchase for airing here. 

-Rowson, who plans to leave for 
America on Nov. 6, will spend most 
of his time In New York, but may 
take in a short visit to Canada., i 

Ihe'Yank dollar is looming as a 
major force behind commercial 
video in at least three foreign 
countries. Iran is expected to 
have the first sponsored operation 
in the Middiq East and, like Italy, 
anticipates a goodly share of its 
income from American companies 
or from the native subsidiaries of 
American companies. Australia is 
already getting a “substantial” 
share of its sponsorship dollars 
from U. S. firms. 

The Iranian station will be lo¬ 
cated in Teheran, and is being tar¬ 
geted for a kickoff on March 21, 
1958, the Iranian. New Year. Own¬ 
er, importer-exporter Habib Sabet, 
has hired A. Vance Hallack to op¬ 
erate the outlet. Hallack spent 
the last three years working for 
the U. S. Information Service, the 
latter part as a loaned-out con¬ 
sultant to the educational Baghdad 
station of the government of Iraq. 

Hallack believes that American 
coin will offer primary support to 
the Sabet station in Teheran, 
along with a large bulk of money 
from West German industrialists 
and those from France, Italy and 
England. Sabet handles, among 
other export products, RCA re¬ 
ceivers, and the Volkswagen and 
Pepsi Cola. 

■Station is shooting for transmis¬ 
sion of four hours a night, seven 
days a week right from the out¬ 
set. Fifty percent of the program¬ 
ming,'Hallack said,- will be live, 
and a good portion of it to be done 
in collaboration with the Iranian 
Ministry of Fine Arts. 

Hallack said the hope was that 
by March, 1959, the Teheran tv 
station will have an audience of no 
less than 15,000 homes. He indi¬ 
cated that there is a strong mid¬ 
dle-income group in the 2,000,000- 
person coverage area of the sta¬ 
tion. Station will have its own 
studio space. 

American distribs, Hallack said, 
have been buying heavily these 
past years In Teheran newspapers 
in order to push their products. 

Radio-TV Awards 
For Europe’s Best 

Rome, Oct 15. 
Belgium, Germany, France, and! 

Great Britain won the top awards, 
with Sweden and Japan In the also- 
ran categories, in the* annualj 
“Premio Italia” radii-television| 
contest, the most important affair j 

of its kind oh the Continent. Com¬ 
petition, sponsored since 1948 by 
RAI, the" Italian radio-television 
net, is for the best original work 
in the respective fields specifically 
Written for radio or television, and 
consists of cash prizes. 

Kudo for the best original mu¬ 
sical work written for radio went 
to Belgium’s Michel De Ghelderode 
for his “The Great Temptation of i 
Saint Anthony,” as adapted by Luis j 
De Meester. Second prize in the 
same field went to “The World in 
a Bottle” (Japan), words by Shin- 
jl Komada, music by Yoshio, Hase- 
gawa. 

Prize for the best dramatic pres¬ 
entation on radio went to Ger¬ 
many’s “Why We Live, Why We 
Die,” by Herbert Risenrlch, while 
a British entry, Anthony Hopkin’s 
“Defense of Office” was ronnerup. 
British also walked off with the 
award for-the best radio documen¬ 
tary, which was awarded to “Ghan- 
dl. The Last Years,” by Francis: 
Watson and Morris Brown, 

In the newly-instituted televi¬ 
sion sector of the “Premio Italia,V 
France won top money with its 
entry, a documentary entilted 
“Direct from Maria Laimelongue, 
Heart and Lungs,” written by Igor 
Barrere and Stefan Lalou. Runner- 
up was “Vigo,” a Swedish con¬ 
tender by Bertil Danielsson. 

Seventeen countries participated 
in this year’s event with a total 
x>fi35 works;. 

Italo Radio-TV Gets a Facelift; 
New Faces, More Freedom of Action 

BBC’s Tint Tests 
London, Oct. 15. 

The BBC has begun a further 
series of color tv tests. This is a 
continuation of its experiments to 
study problems of producing, trans¬ 
mitting and receiving in color, al¬ 
though a regular service is not like¬ 
ly for some considerable time yet, 
according to a BBC spokesman. 

The tests will last for about six 
months and will take the form of 
live programs, telefilms and slides, 
all of which will be transmitted 
after normal programs on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays. They will 
be able to be seen in black and 
white on ordinary receivers. 

British TV Preps 

rf Rome, Oct. 15. 
A vast face-lifting operation is 

currently under way in the RAI-TY 
organization, which runs Italy’s en¬ 
tire radio and television network 
operation under a long-running, 
subsidized, arrangement. Basically, 
the updating process is said to be 
designed to provide more variable 
fare, new faces, more freedom of 
action, better coordination ih effort, 
especially in the rapidly rising 
"new”* field of television. {Over 
200 steady employees are also re¬ 
portedly to be dropped). 

It also appears to he designed to 
eliminate several strong sources of 
criticism of the local radio-tv op¬ 
eration which have in recent 
months damaged RAI-TV’s rep in 
the public eye. 

Complaints, which often resulted 
in law suits, centered around the 
RAI-sponsored Song Festivals at 
Naples and San Remo, as well as 
in the network’s outside select on 
of songs for broadcasting over the 
monopolistic setup. Another pubnc 
relations’black eye for RAI recently 
resulted from the discovery that a 
RAI car lottery (tied to new* listen- 
ership) was being rigged by one -of 
Its employees. 

London, Oct 15. 
Dennis Vance, head of ABC-TV 

drama, is preparing a new series, 
of actuality programs to be called 
“Stop Press Drama.” Eight skele¬ 
ton scripts covering such disasters 
as a tram accident, shipwreck, revo¬ 
lution, coal mine tragedy and so 
on are being prepared by a team 
of scriptwriters. 

When any such disaster occurs 
in any part of the world director, 
cameraman and scriptwriter will be 
flown to the spot. The scriptwriter 
will fill in his fictional story against 
the actual background of the trag¬ 
edy. Actors.will then go into re¬ 
hearsal against back-projection- 

Vance hopes to start this new 
scheme in the New Year. "We aim 
at first to televise these “Stop 
Press Dramas” not later than three 
weeks following any major dis¬ 
aster but eventually we expect to 
be able to step this up to make, 
the dramas even more topical,” he 
said. 

Varice is also planning eventually 
to dispose of all ABC dramas with 
the exception of. classical plays. 
“Instead of elaborate sets .1 pro-, 
pose to make more and more use 
of impressions. Instead of build¬ 
ing the set Of a saloon, for in¬ 
stance, I shall create the illusion 
by shooting, say, a dart board, a 
hand holding a glass of beer and a 
beer pump against black curtains, 
thus creating the illusion of a pub¬ 
lic house,” explained Vance. “After 
all, radio listeners became used to 
creating their own sets in their 
mind’s eye and I see no reason why 
this should not work with televi¬ 
sion. The saving of time and ex¬ 
pense will be enormous.” 

THREE TPA SERIES 
SOLD IN BANGKOK 

Manny Reiner, Television Pro¬ 
grams of America’s traveling for¬ 
eign topper, scored another deal 
in the Far East, this one in Bang¬ 
kok, Thailand. 

Three series of 39 episodes sold 
there include “Ramar of the.. 
Jungle,” “Count of Monte Cristo,” 
and “Lone Ranger,” the latter 
owned by Jack Wrather hut dis¬ 
tributed abroad by TPA. 

He recently registered a hefty 
gale,in the Japanese market, in¬ 
volving four series, and cracked 
the Korean tv market with three 
series. The deal In Japan with 
Radio Tokyo TV Network was for 
an estimated $47,500, cutting deep- 

i ly into Japan’s $335,000 budget al- 
; location for dollar product 

“Lassie” will start showings on 
JOKR-TV, Tokyo, in Nov. while 
“Ramar of the Jungle,” “The Lone 
Ranger” and “Susie”, will be held 
until the fiscal 1958 year begins 
in April. Payment by JOKR-TV 
may he spread out uotil. fiscal year 
1959, according to reports from 
Tokyo. 

First sign of change came in the 
so-called “August Revolution,” 
when RAI failed to nanew contracts 
of some of its mainstay orchestras, 
among them those of Pippi Bar- 
zizza, Angelini, and Trovajoli. New 
policy is said to call for two to four 
month pacts with various orches¬ 
tras, and will probably also include 
foreign combos for the first time 
in many years. A similar procedure 
has also been adopted with many 
popular' singers, many oldtimers 
having been dropped from the ros¬ 
ters, while a number of new faces 
have joined the RAI fold, especially 
in the tv sector. 

In a related move, RAI appears 
to have decided definitely to drop 
both the Naples and the San Remo 
song festivals, which had previously 
been RAI-run and subsidized. Feel¬ 
ing apparently is that move will re¬ 
move the (monetary) speculation 

' (Continued on page 56) 

Revlon’s Deal For 

Revlon will shortly be forking 
over $5,500 weekly to air a half- 
hour television show in Cuba. Cos¬ 
metic house, which recently has 
limited its Cuban tv purchases to 
spot buys, parted with CMQ-TV 
network for a stanza beginning 
Nov, 1. 

Half-hour will probably be a live 
dramatic show, tentatively titled 
“El Teatro Revlon,” but outfit is 
also considering other types of pro¬ 
gramming. Final program decision 
is due in approximately two weeks. 

'Once before Revlon had a live 
show in Cuba, that being some 
time ago on TeleMundo, CMQ ri¬ 
val.. CMQ deal was made via 
BBD&O here and Bernard Jen¬ 
nings agency in Cuba. The $5,500 
for time and talent is said to be a 
high budget for Cuban tv. 

SCREEN GEMS SALES 
IN AUSTRALIA, CUBA 

Screen Gems’ expanding foreign 
operation last week sold a pair of 
multi-show packages in Australia 
and Cuba. Down Under, the Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures subsid set eight 
shows, three of them renewals, with 
HSV in Melbourne and TCN in 
Sydney, both commercial outlets, 
while in Cuba it sold Spanish- 
dubbed versions of “Circus Boy” 
and “All Star Theatre.” 

- The Aussie package consisted of 
new sales on “Circus Boy,” “Casey 
Jones,” “Ranch Party,” “Ton 
Plays of ’57” and “77th Bengal 
Lancers,” and renewals on “Ria 
Tin Tin,” “Fathers Knows Best” 
and! “All Star Theatre.” 
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THE ANSWER 
FOR COST-CONSCIOUS 

ADVERTISERS WHO REQUIRE 
TOP QUALITY PROGRAMMING! 

127 TELEVISION MARKETS 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
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fpo s new plan is so practical... so profitable... so economical. 
x 

...you’ll wonder howtpa can afford to reduce your program costs 

to nothing! The greatest sales-producingplan in television 

history results from combining the three tested adventure-action 

favorites shown below. To get the complete details for your TV 

program cost-slashing plan, wire or phone today. 

ENTERTAINMENT ACTION 
FOR AT-THE-COUNTER 

I 
I 

l 

OUNT OF MONTE CRISTO j 
... Alexander Dumas’ great classic! I 
CRISTO outrates every syndicated pro- 1 

gram in Boston week after week (31.5, l 
Pulse 10/56)! The. highest-rated program on any 1 

day at any time on. Hew York’s non-network 1 
station?! Jn'Buffalo, cost-per-thousand^only 54ji I 
for Pepsi-Cola and. Bison Dairy 1 Atlanta (16.0), J 

Birmingham (23.9), Dallas (13.8), Minneapolis- I 

St. Paul. (16.2), Norfolk.(47.8), San Francisco j 
(24.2), San Antonio (21.1), outrating top nefr»' I 
work shows! In Pittsburgh (30.1), again outrat*’ I 
tng Ed Sullivan, Disneyland, Roy Rogers, G» B* | 
Theatre, M-G-M Parade, etc.! CRISTO ranks j 

way up in the TOP TEN among all syndicated j 
programs In the nation!. j 

AMAROF THE JUNGLE 
. . . starring Jon Hall! The first' and still 
the only successful series of its kind in all 

television! Positive sponsor identification! 

Exciting, authentic production! Unlimited mer- 
. chandising opportunities! Top syndicated show 
. in. Knoxville. .(3.7-5),. outrating Ed Sullivan, I 
hove Lucy, Pml Silver, $64,000 Question! 45.6 in 

. Spokane! l3.2in.New York! 19.5 in Washington, 

. D. C.l 12.6 In Los Angeles! 37,7 in Houston! 21,8 

In Detroit! 24.5 in Columbusl 22.0 in Louisville! 
t Outrates syndicated and network shows in origi¬ 
nal and repeat performances in market after 
market!. 

AWKEYE snit The Last of tbs Mohicans 
» . . The “most memorable character in 
American fiction”! Based on America’s 

classic of all time by James Fenimore 
Cooper! Within four months HAWKEYE 
nationally leaped to 4.5 points out of first place 

in the TOP 15 TV WEB SHOWS (Billboard, 
3/1/57). Highest-rated syndicated program in 
Toledo; outranking all .competition in highly- 

competitive Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland; 

. first place among all syndicated series in Cin¬ 
cinnati; among top three in Columbus; fourth 
highest-rated syndicated program in the tough¬ 
est market in the country,'New York! 

Television Programs of America, Inc: 
4«e Madison Av*„ Now York 22, N. Y. ? PL. 0-2100 
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PfiRltiTY - ARB' City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 

* VARIETY’S weekly chart of rily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur• 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities icill be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown ajjposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time-^duy and 

time factor Si since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may* 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, Abbre- 

viatiouf and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc-), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W),- western; (Worn), 

women’s, Numbered symbols neat to station call letters represent the sta¬ 
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF, Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the'film is aired. 

TOP IQ PROGRAMS 
ANP TYPE STATION DISTRIB. 

PAY ANP 
TIME 

SEPTEMBER 
RATING 

SHARI 
(%) 

SETS IN 
USE 

1 TOP COMPETING PROGRAM 
1 PROGRAM STA. RATING 

NEW YORK Approx, Set Count—4,525,000 Stations—WCBS <2>’ WRCA <4>» WARD (5), WABC (7), 
motions WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .. WRCA .... ... Ziv. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 . . .12.6:. .. 42.1.. ... 30.0 7 O’Clock Report ..WCBS .. ... .10.8 
CBS News—D. Edwards ..WCBS .. .... 9.8 

2. Silent Service. (Adv). .. WRCA. ...NBC... . Fri. 7:00-7:30 _ ..... 9.8. .. 39.5.. 7 O’Clock Report . ..WCBS ... ....11.4 
CBS News—D. Edwards :.wcbs .. ....10.8 

1. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr)... ..WRCA .... ... Screen Gems_ . Tues. 7:00-7:30 - .. ... 9,3. .. 28.5.. . 32.6 7 O’clock Report . ..WCBS .. m&j 
CBS News—D. Edwards ..WCBS .. ....13.0 

4. If You Had a Million (Dr).. . WCBS. .. .MCA. . :. .Sat.7:00-7:30. . .8.4. ... 38.3,. Superman .. ..WPIX .. .... 4.5 

5. Death Valley Days (W). ..WRCA .... _McCann-Erickson. . .Wed. 7:00-7:30 _ .8.1. .. 36.5.. .22.2 7 O’Clock Report ....... ..WCBS .. ,...7.7 
CBS News—D. Edwards ..WCBS .. .... 7.9 

6. Victory at Sea (Doc)...... .. WPIX_ ...NBC."... . Sun. 7:30-8:00 . . 7.6. .. 20,8.. .366 ..WCBS .. ....12.7 
7. Sheriff of Cochise (W) WABD .... ..,NTA... . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 -.:. .6.9. .. 23.9.. .28.9 ..WCBS ., ... 10.3 

CBS News—D. Edwards ..WCBS .. '....10.6 
2. Tila. T.upfnn (Dr) , , WPIX . ... Official..;.. . .Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. .6.5. .. 9.5.. .6&6 Playhouse 9fh .. . ..WCBS ... .39.3 
9. Guy T^mhitrin (M11O .. WRCA... . * ... MCA. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... .6.4. .. 22.1.. .28.9 7 O’Clock Report. - .WCBS . in.3 

i CBS News—-D, Edwards .. WCBS _10.6 

10. Popeye the Sailor (Ch)_ ... WPIX....... _AAP... . Mon,-Eri. 6:00-6:30 5.9. .. 28.3.. Early Show.. ,. WCBS .. .... 7.3 

CHICAGO Approx. Set Count—2,900,000 Station*—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9) 
▼ 

1. Silent Service (Adv). ...WNBQ... ....NBC.... ....18.9.. . 34.9. .... 54.1 Don Ameche. .WGN .. .\ . : ..13.7 
2. San Francisco Beat (Dr)... ..:wgn. .CBS. ....15.9.. . 24.4...., ... 65.2 $64,000 Question.... .. .20.4 

3. Sheriff of Cochise (W).... ... WBBM.... ....15.8.. . 36.8. ... 42.9 Julius LaRosa.,, ...23.4 

4. State Trooper (Adv),.... ...WNBQ.... .... MCA.... . ..Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... ....151.. . 26.1..... ... 57.9 U. S. Steel Hoor.... . * ,23.9 

5. Highway Patrol (Adv). ...WGN. .Ziv..... ....15.0.. . 31.5. ... 47.7 Mr. Adams & Eve... .......WBBM ., ...18J 

6. Don Amecbe (Dr) ......... .. WGN. _TPA. ,... .... Tues, 9:3Q-10;00 ... ,...13.7.. . 25.3. ... 54.1 Silent Service. .......WNBQ ... ,. .18.9 

7. Whirlybirds (Adv). ... WGN. ....13.3.. . 21.9. ... 60.7 Playhouse 90. ..WBBM .. ...28,6 

8. City Detective (Myst)..... . WGN. .... MCA_ ... .v.Fri. 9:30-10:00 _ ... .11.5.. . 20.0. ... 57.5 Person to Person t.. ..._WBBM ... .. .28.9 

9. Racket Squad (Myst). .. .WGN. .ABC_ ..Tues. 8:30-9:00 .,•.. . .11.2. . . 21.8...,, ... 51.4 Telephone Time. .. .18.5 

10. Dr. Christian (Dr). .. .WGN. _Ziv. .Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .. .... 10.8.. . 18.7..... ... .57.9 Playhouse 90. ..WBBM ... .. .28.3 

LOS ANGELES Approx. Set Count—2,313,000 Stations—<2>’ ^A(^)kf^(n)); ^op (13) 

1. Death Valley Days (W). . KRCA. . .Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ....14.7..... .... 35.5. ... 41.4 Globel Zobel... ...... _KTTV .. 6.1 

2. Search for Adventure (Adv).. . KCOP. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ....14.5. .... 31.6. ... 45.9 Stage 4 . ....KRCA. .. 8.3 
.. Men of Annapolis.... .... KNXT ..... ..10.6 

3. San Francisco- Beat (Dr). KTT V..... ... CBS. . .Sat 9:30-10:00 .... _13.2. _25.9. ... 51.1 Miss America Pageant. . .n.KNXT . . .28.1 
KTTV. . .Mon, 9:00-9:30 .... ,...11.7...*, .... 17.2..... ... 68.2 A. .KNXT. . 25 3 

KNXT. . .Thurs.7:30-8:00 ... _10.6. _22.0. ... 48.2; ..‘..KCOP ..... . 34 4 

6. TV Readers Digest (Dr). .KTTV..... . .Sat 8:00-8:30 . ....10,5:.... .... 21.8. ... 48.1 Oh Susanna... ....KNXT. ..15.3 

7. Badge 714 (Myst) . KTTV. .NBC:. . Sun. 8:30-9:00 . ... ..10.0. 17.1. ... 586 Tales of Wells Fargo..» _KRCA ..... . .14.7 
7. David Niven (Dr).. KNXT. .....Official.,,. . .Mon. 10:00-10:30 .. _10.0_ .... 21.9. ... 45 5 Welk’s Top Tunes. ....KABC ..... . .10.9 
8. Sheriff of Cochise *<W). .KTTV. .NTA. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... .... 9.9.,... _18.6. ... 53.3 Telephone Time. ....KABC ..... . .13.1 
9. I Led 3 Lives (Adv) .KTTV. _.Ziv. . .Sat8:30-9:00 ..... 9.4. _21.1. ... 44.8 Julius LaRosa. .. * KRCA ,. 13.5 

9. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV__ . .Mon. 8:00-8:30 .... .... 9.4. .... 16.3. ... 57.7 Those Whiting Girls_ ....KNXT. .15.2 

9. Susie (Co) . KTTV_ .TPA... . Mon. 7:00-7:30 ...: 9.4..... .... 21.1..... ... 44.6 Bums & Allen_..... ....KNXT ..... ..14.4 

CLEVELAND Approx. Set Count—1,900,000 Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW (8) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)...-. .WJW . Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... .. . 25.8.. .65.5__ ... 39.4 Ellery Queen.. ..KYW .... .... <8.9 
2. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KYW.. .Ziv..... .Tues. 10:00-10:30 .. ....18.6.. .35.3..,.. ... 52.8 $64,000 Question ..WJW .... ...23.5 
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .KYW.. .NTA. Sun. 10:30-11:00 ... ....18.1., ....... 37.8..... ... 47.9 What’s My Line. ..WJW .... ,...25.5 
4-. State Trooper (Adv)..... .KYW.. .MCA.............. .Mon.. 10:30-11:00 .. ..:. 14.9.. ..28.9_ ... 51.6 Studio One.. . JWJW .... ....26.8 
5. Range Rider (W) ... i. . WEWS .cbs. _14.8.: __ __ 43.6. ... 34.0 ..KYW_ ,.. 10 3 

6. Frontier Doctor (W).... .KYW.. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 _ .,..14.6.. ....... 60.8..,.. ... 24.0 You Are There.. ..WJW .... .... 4.8 
7. Annie Oakley (W) . .WJW.. .CBS.. Sat 6:30-7:00 . _13.6.. ..66.0. ... 20,6 ..WEWS .. .... 4.0 
8. San Francisco (Dr) ........ .WJW.. ...CBS.... .Tues: 7:00-7:30 _ ... .13.2.. .54.9. ... 24.0 Rosemary Clooney .. KYW .... ,... 7.2 
9. Death Valley Days (W). .KYW . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... .... 13,1.. ..60.4. ... 2L7 Dr. Christian ........... .. WJW .... . 5.0 

10. Whirlybirds (Adv) . WEWS .......CBS.. Sun. 6:30-7:00 . .12.3:. ... 30.7 Lassie ... .. KYW . ....13.1 

ATLANTA Approx, Set Count- —575,000 Stations- —WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). WAGA... .Ziv.. .. Fri. 10:00-10:30 ... ....23.1.*... ... 57.2. .. 40.4 
2- Badge 714 (Myst) . WSB. .NBC...,. .. Tues. 10:00-10:30 .. ....20 5. . 58:6. .. 35.0 
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). WSB. .NTA___^ ... Wed. 10:00-10:30 . ... .17.2. ... 48.4....... .. 35.5 
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WAGA... .. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... .... 17.0..;.. ... 39.9.. .. 42.6 
5. State Trooper (Adv). WAGA... .....MCA. ...Wed. 10:00-10:30 .. . .. .16.6_ ... 46.8. .. 35.5 
6. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr).... WSB Gross-Kfasne.... .. Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... _15.7..... ... 36.9. . 42.6 

7. Secret Journal (Dr). .WSB_ __MCA_ .. Fri. 10:00-10:30 ... .... 13.9__ ... 346....... .. 40.4 
8. Studio 57 (Dr) .. . .WAGA.,. ...Fri. 10:30-11:00 ... ... .12.7. ...43.2. .. 29.4 
9. Kit Carson (W)... . WLW-A.. ...Tues..6:00-6:30 .... ... .11.9.. ... 56.7..,.r.. .. 21.0 

10. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv)... .WLW-A.. .....ABC........ ... Fri.6:00-6:30 . ....11.5. ... 59.3.. .. 19.4 

Secret Journal..WSJB _.,..13.9 

Code 3...WAGA .......ltj.7 

State Trooper.. WAGA ....... 16.6 

O. Henry Playhouse.... WSB ........ 15.7 

Sheriff of-Cochise...WSB ..17.2 

Science Fiction Theatre.... WAGA... 17,0 

Highway Patrol., .WAGA ...... ,23.1... 
Newsfoom .,.WSB ’ 15.5 

World News; Weather; Nmvs. WAGA.6.8 
CBS News—D. Edwards...WAGA..7.7 

World News; Weather; News. WAGA.5.7 
CBS News—D. Edwards... WAGA.,6,5 
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Most spectacular opening 
kickoff in ABC history! 

* 

ABC.Television's first 9 new shows score 30% higher share of 

audience over last year; other nets down 24%, 18%. 

New season premieres for 9 ABC favorites 

increase share 15J5 over last year’s record 

Against these 9 ABC-established shows one net 

loses Ilf. of audience. Other net gains 4JS. 

With these 18 premieres, ABC-TV definitely grabs a 
tighter hold on 2nd place in these periods—only one 
percentage point behind CBS’s first place. Sinatra, 

Munsel, Disney’s newZorrq,are still to be premiered. 
Watch for bigger jumps all along the line-up. 
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Griffin's great 
The new Merv Griffin Show 

puts a peppy portion of 

showmanship-salesmanship 

on American Radio 

every weekday night, 

7:15 to 7:55 pm. 

Now Merv Griffin, popular singer-actor of Finian’s Rainbow fame, adds a night¬ 

time musical note to American’s ail-new, all-live program schedule.. 

The brand-new Merv Griffin Show is a five-a-week session of currently popular 

music and song featuring frequent guest appearances of today’s hit-tune singers. 

Its regular cast headlines songstress Darla Hood (live), The Spellbinders (live). “ 

and announcer Doug Browning (live), with musical production handled by Lyn 

Duddy and Jerry Bresler. 

Here’s a perfect package of showmanship and salesmanship that’s especially 

designed to reach and sell nighttime radio’s youngest family audience. 
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Ground Rules Due This Week On ' 

3-Year Test of Subscription TV; 

15-Station Limit in N.Y., Chi LA.? 
Washington, Oct. 15. + 

The Federal Communications 
Commission will probably issue Its 

k order this week laying the ground 
rules lor a three-year trial run of 
subscription tv. It's expected 
that the agency '.will vote 5-1 for 
the order, as it did in issuing staff 
instructions about a month ago 
for preparation jpf the terms and 
conditions under which applica¬ 
tions will be considered. 

It’s understood the order will 
limit each of the subscription sys^ 
terns, which now to*al five, to 
three markets out of about 15 with 
four or more tv services. Con¬ 
ceivably this could limit pay-tv to 
15 stations in the top three mar¬ 
kets of New York, Chicago, and 
Los Angeles. 

However, there’s more likeli¬ 
hood that arrangements for sub¬ 
scription will be Spread around to 
include other markets. There’s 
also the possibility of additional 
systems being developed. 

There will be no limitations on 
which stations in elegible mar¬ 
kets can broadcast subscription 
programs—network o and o out¬ 
lets, affiliates or non-network op¬ 
erators. 

But stations will be required to 
carry at least 28 hours of free 
programs and no restrictions will 
be imposed on which hours can be 
used for pay programs. 

At the outset, there wall be no 
regulation of rates but stations 
will be charged with public Inter¬ 
est responsibilities in maintaining 
reasonable charges. 

Licensees, will also be held re¬ 
sponsible for programming in the 
public interest. In filing appli¬ 
cations, they will be required to 
specify the types of subscription 
shows planned and from time to 
time report on programs carried. 

Conditions under which sub-; 
scription service will be author¬ 
ized, it’s understood, will be flex¬ 
ible and subject to revision as 
developments warrant. 

Although the agency will with¬ 
hold action on applications until 
March 1, thus giving Congress an 
opportunity to act on pending hills 
to prohibit subscription, there is a 
growing belief that nothing will 
be done to prevent the commis¬ 
sion's authorization from taking 
effect. In some quarters, it’s 
doubted that hearings will be held, 
despite threats of such action by 
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) 
of the House Interstate Commerce 
Committee and Sen. Charles E. 
Potter (R-Mich.) of the Compan¬ 
ion Committee in the Senate. 

Seeks to Cut off State 
Aid Unless There’s a 

Minn-Mich. Gridcast 

Jim Stabile Upped 
Jim Stabile has been upped to 

director of talent and program 
contract administration at NBC. 
In hi? new slot, hell be No. 2 man 
under Ed Denning in the contracts 
operation. 

Stabile joined NBC last Febru¬ 
ary as manager of talent negotia¬ 
tions, moving over from ABC 
where he had been v.p. and gen¬ 
eral counsel under Boh Kintner. 

People Back To 

Theatres: Gable 
By DAVE KAUFMAN 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Clark Gable has joined the 

parade of proponents of toll tele¬ 
vision, but for an entirely different 
reason, feeling “it will drive peo¬ 
ple hack to the movie theatres” and 
bring back prosperity at the b.o. 
Remarks the vet star: “Pay-tv is 
still tv, and it can’t do justice to 
any motion picture presented on 
the small screen. Consequently, it 
will make people want to go hack 
to the theatres where they get 
their money’s worth; it will make 
them appreciate movies. Gable is 
currently starring with Burt Lan¬ 
caster in Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s 
“Run Silent, Run Deep.” 

Gable stated flatly he would 
never appear in any film made for 
any form of toll-tv, saying “I’m in 
the movie business, and I don’t call 
it movies if it’s on that small 
screen.” 

Gable, who last year lashed out 
at the studios for unloading their 
backlogs to tv, saying it would only 
result in competition for current 
product and a drop at the b.o., 
commented that today he sees his 
fears were justified. Speaking of 
nearly 4,000 pdst-1948 theatrical 
pix which haven’t yet been sold to 
tv, the actor said “I hope they don’t 
make the same mistake twice. 
Sure, they got immediate money 
from these sales, hut it only hurt 
them in the long run.” 

Entertainment in the future 
shoul^ie categorized as “B” prod¬ 
uct for tv and “A” product for the¬ 
atres, he declared. “The mdvies 
industry is in for a bad time un¬ 
less it makes pictures you can’t 
see on tv. Video is limited in its 
scope and time. The day of the 
small movie is gone. We have to 
make bigger and better pictures 
and production to compete with tv. 
You can’t and shouldn’t try to com¬ 
pete with tv on any other basis. 

“On tv, they get it for nothing, 
and that word ‘free* is a potent 
factor. That’s one reason I think 
pay tv will send them back to the 
theatres, and the best thing that 
could happen to the picture busi¬ 
ness would be if we had toll-tv. 

“People who will pay for any- 
! - pay-as-you-see system 

Minneapolis, Oct. 15. 
Charging that the U. of Minne¬ 

sota authorities have not “kept 
their word” after allegedly prom¬ 
ising they would work or take the 
lead in the televising of sold-out 
football games that require NCAA 
approval. Rep. D. D. Wozniak of! 
the Minnesota legislature In a pub- ; thing on _ ^ ___ 
lie statement says he’ll move to; will get what they" pay for "on” a 
have funds withheld from the in-: small screen, and they don’t like 
stitution “until the public is it. This can only help the thea- 
served.” , tres. because the competition has 

Wozniak. lashing out against. been over the fact tv has been free, 
these authorities, says he’s particu- That’s why I believe the industry 
larly irked because of inabilityi to will get a big boost if pay-tv comes, 
obtain any commitments from “Since the industry can’t and 
them on the televising of the SRO shouldn’t try to compete with tv, it 
Michigan contest. Incidentally, all should concentrate on making good 
five Minnesota games will go clean, pictures—pictures which can’t pos- 
assuring attendances of 63,500 at sibly be seen on tv—and this Js the 
$4 per ducat. ; way to bring back business,” he 

“I have completely lost patience- said, 
with the university and the. Gable said he considered tv- a 
NCAA.” says Wozniak. “The NCAA “wonderful medium” for sports, 
ignored my demand that it give ap- and a fine showcase for young 
proval for regional or national tv talent. “A lot of people, some of 
and the university is not helping them friends of mine, are on tv 
the matter in any respect whatso-. and have given fine performances. 
eve^.” [But tv has hurt the picture busi- 

While there’ll be three other 1 ness, and I don’t want to he a con- 
minor college football games in ; tributing factor,” he said, reiterat- 
the Minneapolis vicinity the Michi- ing his opposition to appearing on 
gan clash day, Wozniak says the the medium. “I don’t want to get 
NCAA code provides a sellout may In it, you’re too limited in story 
be telecast directly nonetheless if and scope,” he added. Gable, in- 
it’ll do no appreciable damage to ■ cidentally, has Instructed his agent 
any other college game played at not even to relay any tv offers to 
the same time. I him. 

Queea Iiz Ball in N.Y. 
To Be B’cast, Telecast 

And Even ‘Faircast’ 
Queen Elizabeth’s Common¬ 

wealth Ball in N. Y. next Monday 
(21) will be “covered” by an un¬ 
usual new. company, Faircast Sys¬ 
tem of Hamilton, Mass. Faircast 
is a sound service organization, 
handling “public address” service 
but in. the manner of a radio and 
even a television station. 

Under, the Faircast operation, It 
moves ipto a large event with a 
mobile trailer-studio from which 
it handles “public address” over a 
series of loudspeakers but pipes 
out sponsored messages, recorded, 
and taped, music, news, - public 
service announcements and the 
customary paging and announcing 
ordinarily handled by the p.a. sys¬ 
tems at such events. In addition, 
it tapes the events themselves and 
even, provides closed-circuit tele¬ 
vision when needed. I 

Faircast is headed by Michael F. i 
Wynne-Willson, former RAF pilot] 
and now a U. S. citizen, whp with i 
his chief engineer, Alex Troy, 
came up with the idea of “spon¬ 
sored” p.a. .systems workng in the 
manner of a radio station. Under 
his operation, these events willing 
to permit the use of dignified com¬ 
mercials from local businessman 
get the use of the Faircast system 
free, with Faircast pocketing the 
sponsorship coin. In the case of 
charity events the charity- even 
pockets the sponsorship coin, after 
a deduction for Faircast operating 
expenses. 

Apart from the Commonwealth 
Ball, which Wynne-Willson will 
.also emcee, Faircast has covered 
the Newport Jazz Festival, the In¬ 
ternational Grand Pjjx at Sebring, 
Fla., horse and dog shows, fashion 
shows, etc. In some instances, like 
the Commonwealth Ball, deal is a 
straight p.a. and recording deal. 

You Can Be Sure 

If It's Sputnik 
Westinghouse Broadeasting, sta¬ 

tions broadcast the first U. S. tele¬ 
cast of motion pictures of the Rus¬ 
sian satellite Sputnik on Saturday 
(12> from 5 to 5:30 p.m., making 
the historic films available to the 
rest of the nation via newsreel 
services and the networks. 

Filming represented a successful 
collaboration of Westinghouse’s 
oldest station, WBZ-TV, Boston, 
which originated the broadcasts at 
5 p.m., and again at 6:30 p.m., and 
its newest, WJZ-TV, Baltimore, 
which shot the films at 6:17 Satur¬ 
day morning. WJZ-TV photogra¬ 
pher John Kelly shot the footage, 
using special optical instrumenta¬ 
tion, developed by Bendix Aviation 
Corp., in Baltimore, which ampli¬ 
fies light 10,000. times. 

The four eastern television sta¬ 
tions of WBC, WBZ-TV, Boston; 
WJZ-TV, Baltimore; KYW-TVy 
Cleveland; and KDXA-TV, Pitts¬ 
burgh, were linked for the two 
special half-hour broadcasts. KPIX, 
the WBC San Francisco station, 
broadcast the films on its Sunday 
and Monday news programs. , 

Later Saturday night, WBZ-TV, 
an NBC affiliate, originated a net¬ 
work broadcast at 11:05, carried in 
New York as part of- the “11th 
Hour News” with Bob Wilson. In¬ 
die WPIX, supplied by United 
Press-Fox Movietone News, beat 
the network New York flagships to 
the punch by breaking into their 
regular broadcast schedule at 7:30 
Saturday night. NBC also pre¬ 
sented the films bn “Outlook’ with 
Chet Huntley at 5:30 p.m. Sunday. 
CBS carried the films on its Sun¬ 
day 9 a.ra. local news on WCBS- 
TV, and on its network “World 
News Roundup” at 4:45 p.m. Other 
stations throughout the country 
broadcast the footage as'supplied 
by WBC through United Press- 
Movietone News. 

KM Shifts 3 to Chi 
Chicago, Oct?15. 

* Kenyon & Eckhardt ad agency 
has transferred three supervisors 
from its New York office to Chi¬ 
cago. 

They are Lawrence O’Neill, over¬ 
seer of tv-radio planning, Joseph 
P. Franklin of research and Frank 
Martello of tv-radio commercial 
production. O’Neill is also serving 
as account exec'for Blatz Brewing 
Co. 

Plasterers Plaster TV 
Boston, Obt 15. 

The Mass, lathing and plastering people think they’re getting 
a rough deal by tv set designers who show “gouged out plaster 
and old fashioned wood strip laths showing through,” 

John P. Cook, prexy Mass. Bureau for Lathing and Plastering, 
Inc., says “today’s lath and plaster industry has a bone to pick 
with those tv set designers, cartoonists and comics in general who 
think that the only way to dramatically depict dire poverty is to 
show a despondent character lamenting his plight in a room with 
gouged out plaster, and those old fashioned wood strip laths. 

“Although some people may not know it, these old wooden strips, 
so well liked by the comics, went out of style with spats and flve- 
cent beer. But still, when some funny man wants to show an in¬ 
dividual ‘at the end of.the road,’ the scene is usually a. beaten up 
room with broken planter and' those pesky old style wood laths- 
visible. 

‘Those wood laths will be recalled by oldtimers as the things pop 
.was frantically hunting for When he tried to drive a nail to hang a 
picture. They also made wonderful ‘swords’ for kids whq picked 
them, lip around construction jobs and played like Bobin Hood.” 

Cook says changes have been made since those days and plaster 
is now applied over smooth-gypsum sheet lath, or to modern metal 
lath which fireproof the wall and ceiling. .. 

“We wish the funnymen would bring our-industry up to date. 
Celluloid collars are gone; so are the old wood laths.” 1 

Wanna Make a Radio Station Rep 

Green? Just Talk About Newspapers 

N.Y. HERALD.TRIB’S 
TV DEPT. EXPANSION 

In line with the overall revamp 
at the New York Herald Tribune 
and reflecting the general upbeat 
in television coverage by the daily 
press, the Trib’s television depart¬ 
ment is being greatly expanded. 
Paper will now carry, in addition 
to Marie Torre’s Trib-syndlcated 
column, more of her capsule re¬ 
views, additional news stories, at 
least one picture daily and a new 
program previews column 

Paper’s television department 
has been expanded to four (includ¬ 
ing Miss Torre! with tfie addition 
of Mary Loux Pillsbuiy as an as¬ 
sistant. Miss Pillsbury moves over 
from NBC, where she was on the 
“Home” and “Monitor” staff. Ex¬ 
panded coverage began with yes¬ 
terday’s (Tues.) edition. 

Bricker Anxious 

For Pronto Action 

On Barrow Study 
Washington, Oct. 15. 

Early consideration by the Sen¬ 
ate Interstate Commerce Commit¬ 
tee of legislation to implement the 
report of the Network Study Staff 
to the Federal Communications 
Commission was called for^ last 
week by Sen. John W. Bricker 

] CR-O.), ranking Republican on the 
1 Committee. 

Bricker said in a statement that 
he has asked Committee Chairman 
Warreh G. Magnuson ID-Wash.) to 
schedule hearings shortly after 
the next session of Congress con¬ 
venes (Jan. 7) to consider his bill 
to place the networks under direct 
regulation by FCC. The Barrow 
report recommended that this be 
done. 

Obviously pleased with the re- 
[ port, Bricker said that he hopes it 
will receive “careful” considera¬ 

tion by the full Commission and 
; that the agency will be ready with 
recommendations for legislation 
when Congress meets. . s , 

The report calls for legislation 
on three fronts: (1) to enlarge the 
Commisssion’s regulatory powers 

;to include networks, as well as 
; affiliates, in the application of the 
chain broadcasting rules; (2) to 

l amend the Communications Act to 
permit the Commission to adopt 
regulations looking toward diver¬ 
sification of ownership of tv sta¬ 
tions; and (3) to institute-1 system 
of penalties to enforce network 
regulations, other than by revoca¬ 
tion of an affiliate’s license. 

As the author of a report charg¬ 
ing NBC and CBS with domination 
of the tv broadcasting industry, 
Bricker noted that the report 
“points out clearly practices tend¬ 
ing toward dangerous monopolies 
that have grown up in the tv in¬ 
dustry” and that “it agrees with 
my long-standing contention that 

[ the several networks must be 
brought under the regulatory au- 

Ithoiity of-the FCC.” 

•f . National radio station reps along 
the Madison Ave. path turn a jeal¬ 
ous green at the mere mention of 
the tremendous, increase in the 
annual volume of dollars spent in 
the newspaper field. 

Station reps have not been able 
to keep pace with their newspaper 
brothers. For the most part the 
radio reps acknowledge the in¬ 
crease but are rather inert about 
the whole thing. 

In 1935 the newspaper reps had 
over $762,000,1)00 sunk in adver¬ 
tising and the station reps garner¬ 
ed $112,000,000 of the market. In 
the 10-year span - between 1935- 
1945. the radio spot business, lo¬ 
cally, naturally came to life and it 
perked up to a healthy $423,000,- 
000 with the newspaper reps out 
hustling up $921,000,000. worth of 
biz. In the period between 1945 
and 1956 the newspaper reps zoom¬ 
ed away from their weak sister by 
gathering wp over 3 billion dollars 
worth of advertising gAile the sta¬ 
tion reps could come up with only 
$570 million worth of radio time. 

The jealous reps state that many 
newspapers, own radio stations and 
therefore control the biz pretty 
much. This is partially acceptable 
as an excuse along the white way 
but it appears that the reps aren’t 
hustling enough for the accounts. 
Madison Ave. agencies state that 
the newspaper reps are always pre¬ 
paring presentations but it is rare 
when they have a station radio 
rep come into their office and the 
agency execs further'State that the 
reps fail to meet with the plans 
hoard hut content themselves with 
the timebuyers, who for the most 
part, do not determine or have any 
influence on the amount that will 
be tossed, into the media iitty. 

Hob Scieoce Series 
bunched onWGBH-TV 

By Harvard,JUT Profs 
Boston, Oct/15. 

A try at “bridging the. gap be¬ 
tween scientists-and the public” is 
underway in a new series, “Of 
Science and Scientists,” over 
WGBH-TV Sundays at 2:30 and re¬ 
peated Thursdays, at 9. 

In the first production of its 
kind. Harvard and MIT scientists 
joined together to show what phys¬ 
ical science is all about in a filmed 
series of 23 tv lectures. 

“We are trying to bridge the gap 
between the scientists and the pub¬ 
lic,” Harvard’s Philippe LeCor- 
beiller, prof, of gen. education and 
applied physics, said. “It is out of 
the question to inform everybody 
about the endless intricacies of 
laboratory science. It is all the 
more important to find some way 
of making the American public a 
partner in the never ending con¬ 
quest of the unknown. The ideal 
way for that is television.” 

Each weekly program focuses on 
a single idea, important in the un¬ 
derstanding of science, Dr. LeCor- 
beillersaid. 

Prbgram topics include “Science 
and Common Sense,” '“Nature vs. 
the Laboratory,” “Size of the Uni¬ 
verse,” “Are Atoms Real,” “How 

[ Science Grows,” and “What Sci¬ 
ence Can and Cannot Do." 
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ONE YEAR LATER... 

THE RATINGS STILL SOAR 

W JEN THE LION ROARS IN L. A. 

First Anniversary 
Telecast of M-G-M 
COLGATE Theatre 

Hits 28.3 ARB 
Rating! 

• at least 10 points higher than any 
competing programming 

• more viewers than all three networks 
combined 

• hits a high of 28 J and overall 2-hour 
average of 2^.5 

• seen by an estimated audience of 
nearly 2 million 

52 weeks ago when M-G-M's Colgate 
Theatre on Los Angeles' KTTV created 
the famous “revolution in ratings" the 
big question was how long could this 
sort of thing last. 

Colgate is to be congratulated... as it 
-goes into its second year of M-G-M 
motion picture programming with 
higher and higher ratings. 

INCREASE YOUR BILLINGS— 

BOOST YOUR RATINGS 

with M-G-M's 

F-L-E-X-l-B-L-E 

packages of the greatest 

motion pictures and 

greatest stars* 

A Service of 
Loew’s Incorporated 

Wire, write or phone 
Richard A. Harper 
General Sales Mgr. 
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. 
JUdson 2-2000 
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Whole Flock Of Writers Pacts Up 
For Renegotiation With Networks 

-♦--— 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
“Hallmark Hall of Fame" producer-director George Schaefer has 

been using a wheelchair to direct rehearsals of “Green Pastures,” to¬ 

morrow night's (Thurs.) “Hallmark” preem show. Schaefer has been 

bothered by a bad back and has used the-chair occasionally in the past 

but the “Pastures” layout is so large and contains so many sets that 

he’s been using the chair throughout the rehearsals. 

However, a producer will spare no pains to protect his cast, so 

Schaefer relinquished the chair this week to William Warfield,'the 

show's lead. Warfield had been out with a cold, and when he returned 

Monday (14), Schaefer gave him the chair just to make sure he took 

things easy. 

U. S. scientists, tracking the Russian space satellite, rely on a little 
known Government radio station to coordinate their timing. This is 
Station WWV, in suburban Beltsville, Md. 

WWV is the free world’s yardstick In several respects. It sets the 
standard for*Nayal Observatory time which, in turn, sets the official' 
time for this nation and unofficially sets the time standards for many, 
others. It also helps to keep radio and tv stations in their allotted 
channels. It is the yardstick for channels which is checked directly, 
or indirectly, by the Federal Communications Commission and broad¬ 
cast stations to restore beams from the slow drift out of their chan¬ 
nels. 

And it provides the musical pitch of A above middle C, the standard 
musical pitch in the U.S. Indirectly, musical instruments are tuned 
against one of the beams WWV sends out, to keep properly in tune. A 
sister station, WWVH, operates in Hawaii. 

Exciting educational shows are apparently still creating most of the 
excitement on tv scene this Fall, at least as reflected in press breaks. 
Like WCBS-TV's “Sunrise Semester,” Westinghouse’s new tv matha- 

[ matlcs series'for youngsters with the Bil Baird marionettes, is getting 
lota of attention in mags,' from wire, services and from dailies—even 
before it goes on air. Life mag recently gave it three-page picture 
spread, N.Y. Times gave It two three-column pix .and story on page 
one, second news section, syndicates have done several features and 
pix layouts, and upcoming are other mag stories, including color pix 
in TV Guide. Like WCBS-TV’s lit program, WBC*s “Adventures In 
Number and Space” is basically “local,” and was produced on a non¬ 
network type budget.' WBC is backing up show with bigtime promo¬ 
tion campaign. 

At the close of the annual Radio Advertising Bureau Clinic in New 
York* last week, the promotion organization elected nine new men to 
the board of directors for one-year terms. It was RAB's third national 
clinic. 

Elected to the directorate as of Jan. 1 were: Hugh K- Boice,' of 
WEMP, Milwaukee; Henry Clay, KWKH, Shreveport; Victor Diehm, 
WAZL, Hazelton, Pa.; Herbert Evans, People's Broadcasting, Colum¬ 
bus, O.; Frank Headley, boss of H-R Representatives; Donald McGan- 
non, Westinghouse topper; Weston Pullen Jr., Radio-TV Operations 
for Time Inc.; Paul Roberts, Mutual boss; and Lester Smith, KJR, 
Seattle. 

CBS Radio last week scored a neat exclusive—and grabbed off plenty 
of^space in the press (up to eight columns of picture layouts in the 
N.Y. dailies) by using some Imagination plus the weapons of a pair of 
competitor#, television’s picture and RCA's tapes.. 

It all started when* CBS technicians, fooling around with the RCA 
tapes of the Sputnik earth satellite’s radio, signals, put them through 
an oscilloscope, and noticed a pattern indicating the signal was car¬ 
rying coded information. Web called In the Hayden Planetarium’s Dr, 
Kenneth Franklin, who took a picture sequence q£ the oscilloscope 
and studied it. When Dr. Franklin appeared on “The World Tonight’? 
last Thursday (10) to discuss his findings, CBS Radio-press info alert¬ 
ed city editors and at the same time distributed prints of the film strip. 
Result was major newspaper breaks the next day (even the photos got 
CBS credit captions) and hurried requests for prints from Time, Life 
and Newsweek. 

Subject of television criticism will get a *working-over this Sunday 
(20) on Richard Heffner’s “The Open Mind” on WRCA-TV. Show’s title 
will he “Television Criticism—A Critique,” and the panelists .set so 
far are producer David Susskind and The Reporter critic Maria Man¬ 
ner. 

Heffner’s still looking for a third panelist, out of tne public affairs 
field. 

A .general meeting of radio stations repped by Adam Young was 
held this past week to discuss management and sales problems of mu¬ 
tual interest. Talks included one by Adam Young on the firm’s inter¬ 
nal structure and was followed by a speech by Lawrence H.' Douglas, 
who outlined the aims of the Young advertising campaign. Represen¬ 
tatives of the rating companies spoke on research methodology and 
the services offered by their respective firms. 

Critiques were also held on current trends in buying and, represen¬ 
tative problems in selling. 

NBC, which annually tosses, the panel seminar for Chi Federated 
Advertising Club, is being broadminded this year in hosting an- ad¬ 
versary at the CFAC Workshop Nov. 19. Ted Leitzell, head of Zenith’s 
public relations and one of the panel members, will be speaking on 
Zenith’s favorite topic of late, pay ty. 

On the other hand; CFAC’s principal speaker this term will be W, 
(Bud) Prather, technical supervisor of color operations for Chi NBC, 
who’ll talk on color tv, natch. 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Revisions of sr live television 

contract with the three networks 
have been okayed by Writers 
Guild of America West member¬ 
ship, which is skipping demands] 
for minimum hikes although it! 
will probably make such proposals 
when the contract is reopenable 
next spring. There will be 11 
writers’ pacts up- at the same time 
next year. 

Guild’s stand is that with 11 
radio and live tv pacts all in ne¬ 
gotiation simultaneously, it will 
enforce its bargaining position, 
said Jerry Gottler, member of the 
committee on live tv. 

Because it skipped demands7 for 
uppance in minimums, WGAW 
limited negotiations with the webs 
the past few months to additional 
coverage; time and method of 
payment; credits; units of time 
and option periods for exclusivity. 

First category ip coverage isi 
news documentaries. Companies 
agree certain material written for 
such programs is coveted by the 
1955 pact while the guild agrees 
certain material (hard news) is 
not. In event of a difference in 
opinion, the'matter goes to arbi¬ 
tration. Nets have been put on, 
notice that in 1958 the guild de¬ 
mands will be for coverage of all 
writers in this field. Also written 
into pact is coverage for writers 
who contribute questions and ans- j 
wers and/or ideas for stunts for 
quiz programs and aud participa¬ 
tion show’s. However, questions, 
answers and/ideas as weU as 
written interviews which cannot 
be classified as “material” will not 
be covered for the purpose of re¬ 
use and subsidiary rights. 

A special rate structure for 
these stations was worked out On 
the basis of comedy-variety form¬ 
ula as it exists in the 1955 pact. 
Formula follows: 45% of the five- 
minute rate; 35% of the 10-minute 
rate; 35% of the 15-minute rate; 
40% of the 30-minute rate. But 
there are appropriate percentages 
for show’s telecast one, two three 
and four times a W’eek. Guild 
plans what it calls “realistic” de¬ 
mands for increases in all coin 
here next year. 

Re units of time and option 
periods for exclusivity, for one- 
shot shows and unit series these 
have been cut from a total of 10 
years to only nine years, and on 
episodic series from 16 to eight 
years. East and West councils of 
the guild approved the modifica¬ 
tions. as did the webs, before pres¬ 
entation and affirmation by the 
membership. 

Screen writei’s branch, reopen¬ 
ing negotiations with the majors 
this fall, has also bypassed a de¬ 
mand for minimum hikes in favor 
of demands for a cut in pix which 
may wind up on toll tv. Guild 
also will demand parity for the 
screenwriter in credits with that 
of director and producer, not only 
in terms of a separate card for 
screenplay apart from source ma¬ 
terial but in size and style of 
type on the screen and in paid 
advertising. Other demands re¬ 
quire earlier notification of credit 
and a longer period of arbitration 
than at present. Final proposal in 
this area would eliminate right of 
the producer to withhold credit 
under any circumstances. Frank 
Nugent, chairman of the screen 
negotiating committee, reported 
on its demands. 

WGAW also seeks recognition 
of the five-day week and \fcants ac¬ 
knowledgement of a w’riter’s pro¬ 
fessional standing (entitling him 
to at least $250 a w’eek after 13 
instead of 26 weeks for an appren¬ 
tice and of his qualified) status 
(entitling him to $350 a week—or 
the sliding scale for guaranteed 
periods) after 26 instead of 52 
weeks. 

WGA Nixes Spec Option 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

Writers Guild of America West 
council has rejected au NBC $1,000 
option for a proposed guild spec 
for the web in February or March. 

Web presented the option for 
approval, but the guild didn’t -care 
for it, so the next step is up to 
NBC. WGAW' opposed-a three-year 
continuation clause; wanted rights 
of approval, and rights to get out 
of the deal, among other things. 
Net is weighing the guild objec¬ 
tions. i 

WALTER SCHWIMMER'S 
OK ADMAN’S ADTOBIOG 

“What Have You Done For Me 
Lately,” "by Walter Schwimmer 
(Citadel Press; $4) is an autobio¬ 
graphical account of the life and 
times of an-ad agency man. It is 
provocative reading sprinkled with 
more than a little humor that, at 
the same time, gives a detailed 
account of “inside7’ agency opera¬ 
tions. 

Author (Schwimmer Sc Scott, 
Chicago) depicts his early life in 
Chicago after graduation from 
Northwestern and his introduction 
to the agency business by way of 
the Florida land boom of the ’20s. 
From this humorous episode of 
travail in the deep south, author 
switches back to hometown Chicago 
and his various jobs in retail ad¬ 
vertising, leading up to ad mana¬ 
ger for the Studebaker dealers of 
Chicago and eventually to the es¬ 
tablishment of Schwimmer Sc 
Scott. At this juncture the book 
takes on greater weight going into 
the fine points of agency opera¬ 
tions, particularly early use of ra¬ 
dio, yet does not lose its humorous 
light touch or balanced presenta¬ 
tion. 

Development of S&S as a big 
agency with national accounts 'and 
network shows including Tell-O- 
Test and the “Abe Lincoln Story" 
(Schwimmer’s favorite) are told 
with the first person authority of 
a man who was there and very 
much, aware of what was happen¬ 
ing. 

While obviously relating bis. per¬ 
sonal experiences, author has, at 
the same time, set forth some fas¬ 
cinating tales that can easily dou¬ 
ble as pretty sound advice in the 
field of care and feeding of ac¬ 
counts. Point-of-sale stories are 
outstanding and Schwimmer is at 
his relaxed best with these tales. 

Author’s eventual disenchant¬ 
ment with the agency business and 
his severence from S&S, coupled 
with some caustic comment on 
present-day agency functions, make 
good reading. Final chapters de¬ 
voted to his present tv-film pro¬ 
duction company are wrell done 
and up to the minute. 

“What Have You Done For Me 
Lately” Is a good book and should 

[be must reading for those In the 
agency or allied fields.. Syd. 

GABRIEHEATTER’S 
NEW 3-YEAR PACT 

Gabriel Heatter, vet news com¬ 
mentator, has signed a new three- 
year contract with Mutual. 

The new pact is effective Nov. 
4 and expires Jan 2,1961. Deal was 
made prior to the expiration date 
of the commentator’s old pact, 
which still had a year to run. Heat¬ 
ter, virtually fully sponsored, airs 
his thrice daily MBS weekday 
news program from net’s Miami 
newsroom, as well as his Sunday 
afternoon wrapups of weekend de¬ 
velopments. t 

Radio Review 

THIS IS YOUR BUSINESS 
With Jaime Sanchez, others 
Writer-Director: Draper Lewi* 
Producer: Steve White 
25 Mins., Sun., 2:05 p.nh 
WRCA, New York . 

“This Is Your Business” is a six- 

week series, of radio programs on 
WRCA Which combines a 10-min¬ 
ute roundtable discussion. Series 
kicked off Sunday (13) as: part of 
the NBC flag’s project “Know 
Your Schools” and the initialer, 
which had its up and downs, 
dwelled on the integration problem 
(with regard to Puerto Ricans in 
the main). 

The drama, nothing more than a 
one-man narrative by young actor 

I Jaime Sanchez, was compelling. 
Himself a Puerto Rican, it is re¬ 
ported, he made Draper Lewis’ 
good lines about a hlghschool kid 
seem supremely real;. Little more 
can be said about the last part of 
the show—which should have been, 
the heart of the affair—than it was 

[routine panel talk by some so-, 
called experts. Art. 

Peters, Griffin, Sc Woodward, ra¬ 
dio and tv station reps, haven’t 
come up with a missile but they 
have Tadopted Univac principles on 
Remington Rand machines to the 
spot broadcasting biz. 

Under their automation process, 
requests for availabilities on both 
spot radio and tv can be processed 
within hours or even minutes. This 
includes having schedules cleared, 
offered, sold and confirmed. 

The machines purchased at an 
outlay of $175,000 store Such in¬ 
formation as: 

1. Station call letters, - cities, 
channel power 

2. Station rates for every broad¬ 
cast service offered by each radio 
or television station 

3. Station programming to show 
available program periods. 

4. Buyers names 

5. Advertising agencies 

6. Accounts, Products and Brand 
names, etc. 

7. Detailed records of services 
used, their costs, and services or¬ 
dered for future broadcasting. 

The operation under the direc¬ 
tion of Jones Scovem, v.p. and 
treasurer of PGW, has ended it’s 
dry run stage and the mechanized 
system is scheduled to go into ef¬ 
fect this month. 

Blair TV Launches 
Test Market Plan’ 

Blair TV, national station rep, 
has come out with a “test market 
plan.” Scheme calls for the Blair 
repped stations to pick up the tab 
as part of their selling costs for two 
Pulse surveys, one prior-to the ad¬ 
vertiser using a Blair station and 
a canvass after a period of weeks.; 
Idea is for the advertiser to be 
able to determine the effect of his 
campaign. i 

New NBC Radio Biz 
NBC Radio piled up soms hefty 

business last week via some short¬ 

term saturation orders and a 52- 

week “Monitor” pact from Carlings 

Red Cap Ale. Brewery bought 15 
to 18 five-minute “Monitor” segs 
a week starting in November. 

Qther orders came from Stand¬ 
ard Brands, Lever Bros., General 
Foods and Seven-Up. SB took 
nine one-minute and 10 30-second 
spots a week in daytime shows 
over a five-week period; Lever 
added a two-week order for 14 six- 
second spots a week; General 
Foods aded a total of BO six-sec¬ 
onders through early December; 
and Seven-Up bought seven one- 
minute spot# weekly for- three 
weeks In two soapers. 

Queen Liz Adjacescy 
For Parliament'-Natch 

WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship In 
New York, Is cashing in on Queen 
Elizabeth’s visit via the sale of 

t adjacencies of network pickups of 
her jour to Parliament cigt and 
Schaefer Beer. Station has sold 
a total of 13 such spots to tho two 
advertisers on five separate, d^tes 
when the CBS-TV cameras carry 
half-hour or 45-minute pickups of 
her tour. 

Deals were the last made by tht 
station under the general sales 
managership of Frank Shakespeare 
Jr., who left Friday (11) for Mil¬ 
waukee; where he's to be the new 
general manager of CBS' WAlX, 
How’s that for a parlay, Elizabeth 
St Shakespeare? 

MacRae: ‘Too Many TV Musicals 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

There’s too many musical shows on tv at present and “I’m hap¬ 
py to stay off for a year at least,” feels Gordon MacRae. He’s set 
up a five-month concert-nitery. tour and “I’m not losing any money” 
by foregoing video, he notes. 

Niteries are “dying for big name acts, not dying,” MacRae com¬ 
ments, and reports about ill health of boite biz are exaggerated, 
according to terms he got for his tours Most names are tied up 
with pix and tv, and can’t get away for such tours, which is main 
reason for industry?s ill health, he sets forth. 

Interesting is MacRae’s booking into . a highpowered super¬ 
market promotion in Oklahoma City and Tulsa later this month. 
Such promotions have become a big show biz item, he reports, and 
MCA, his agency, has a special “industrial” department which 
books up to 100 such shows yearly. Unit with which he’ll appear 
includes Herb Shriner, the De Castro sisters, Jaye P. Morgan and 
the Jimmy Dorsey orch, he points out. 

Tour kicks off with engagement at Cotton Bowl for Dallas State 
Fair, starting today (15). He’ll also play Town Casino, Buffalo; 
Three Rivers Inn in hometown Syracuse; open the newly-built 
New Capri Hotel in Havana; Fontainebleau, Miami; Chez Paris, 
Chi; and Blinstrub’s, Boston, 

Meanwhile, he’ll play selected guest shots bn video, but keep 
them down to avoid overexposure. Mainly, he’s trying to snag 
dramatic roles for his guestings. 

Additionally he and A. C. Lyles are dickering with Paramount 
on doing “The Wonder of It All,” a “comedy with music,” he dis¬ 
closes. ^ 
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2 9 BILLION I 

SPENT 

IN STORER MARKETS 

IN RETAIL SALES 

IN 1956* 

Retail sales of 29 billion.,. and so easy 

to influence on radio and television stations 

owned and operated by the Storer 

Broadcasting Company. 

WGBS 
Miami! Fla. 

NEW YORK— 425 Avenwo, New York 22. Plaza T-394CT 

RALES OFFICES CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, FrahkUn 2-*4tt 

SAN FRANCISCO—111 Suffer Sfreef, San Francitca, Suffer M4t9 

tfI j Sa,es Management “Survey of Buying Power" 
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety’s weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬ 

reau’s latest reports, on feature films arid their competition covers 120 cities. Each 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time and day. the high and low ratings fox the measured 

lecture period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature, and audience composition, i.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 
time period. In ,the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi- 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the 
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled, switches in titles, the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬ 
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

WASHINGTON 
ARB ' SHARE OF SEPTEMBER, 1957 'ARB 

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS EATING 

1. DAWN PATROL— 
Errol Flynn, Fred McMurray, Alexis 
Smith; 1938; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions 

Safeway Theatre 
Sat. Sept. 7 

10:30-12:30 a.m 
WMAL 

13.7 16.5 8.1 27.7 Miss America Pageant. 
Dragpnwyck, Late Show. 

O
O

 

2. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO— 
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, 
Robert Walker; 1944; MGM; 
MGM-TV 

Late Show 
Fri. Sept. 13 

11:15-2:00 a.m. 
WTOP 

11.2 14.4 5.4 64.4 Stringer; Michael; Sam....... 
Road House, Premier 
Performance. 

. WRC .. 

.WMAL . 

3. COURAGE OF LASSIE— 
Elizabeth Taylor; Tom Drake, 
Frank Morgan; 1943; MGM; 
MGM-TV. 

Early Show 
Mon. Sept. 9 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WTOP 

0.8 10.2 9.3 29.7 Mickey Mouse Club.. 
Sheena of the Jungle. 

.WMAL . 

.WMAL . 

4. DRAGONWYCK— 
Gene Tierney, Vincent 
Price; 1946; 20th Century 
Fox; NT A. 

Late Show 
Sat. Sept. 7 

12:00-2:00 a.m. 
WTOP 

9.4 11.1 5.7 74.0 Dawn Patrol, Safeway Theatre, 
No competition from 

12:45-2:00 a.m. 

.WMAL . 

5. THREE GODFATHERS— 
John Wayne, Pedro 
Armendariz, Ward Bond; 
1948; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Early Show 
Tues. Sept. 10 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WTOP 

8.9 9.6 7.5 31.9 Mickey Mouse Club_ 
Foreign Legionnaire_..... 

.WMAL . 

.WMAL . .6.0 

6. HONKY-TONK— 
Lana Turner, Clark 
Gable; 1941; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Late Show 
Wed. Sept 11 
11:15-1:30 a.m. 

WTOP 

8.3 12.0 1.2 76.1 Tonight . .WRC .. . 2.4 

7. MRS. MINIVER— 
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon; 
1942; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Late Show 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
11:15-1:00 a.m. 

WTOP 

8.0 10.2 6.3 68.4 Stringer; Michael; Sam... 
Tonight . 

.WRC .. 

.WRC .. 
.4.2 

8. NIGHT SONG— 
Merle Oberon, Dana Andrews; 
1947; RKO; C&C. 

Hollywood Film 
Theatre 

Sun. Sept 8 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 

WMAL 

7.8 8.4 7.2 

l 

13.9 Circus Boy... 
Steve Allen.. 

.WRC 

.WRC .. 

8. TREASURE ISLAND— 
Wallace Beery, Jackie 
Cooper, Lionel Barrymore; 
1934; MGM; MGM-TV. 

Early Show 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WTOP 

7.8 8.1 7.2 29.8 Mickey Mouse Club. 
Pete and His Pals. 

.WMAL . 

.WMAL . 
. 9.6 

9. BWANA DEVIL— 
Robert Stack, Barbara Britton, 
Nigel Bruce; 1953 United 
Artists; United Artists-TV. 

Early Show 
Sat. Sept. 7 

5:30-7:00 p.m. 
WTOP 

7.4 8.1 6.0 - 35.7 USLTA Tennis . 
Sports Highlights.. 
Sports—Michael .. 
Traffic Court.... 

, WRC .. 
WRC ... 
WRC ... 

,WRC ... 

10. HIGH‘BARBAREE— 
June Allyson, Van Johnson, 
Marilyn Maxwell; 1947; 
MGM; MGM-TV. 

Early Show 
Fri. Sept. 13 
5:00-6:30 p.m. 

WTOP 

7.0 7.8 6.0 30.4 Mickey Mouse Club........... 
Brave Eagle. 

WMAL 
WMAL .. .5.4 

COLUMBUS 
1. BUFFALO BILL— Premiere Performance 

Sun. Sept. 8 
9:30-11:15 p.m. 

WTVN 

21.3 22.3 18.3 51.4 What’s My Line. 

Sunday News Special. 
...WBNS ... 

... WBNS .. „ . t T . 21 9 
Linda Darnell; 1944; 20th 
Century Fox; NTA Film Network: 

News—Norman Dohn... ... WBNS ., .13 7 
Count of Monte Cristo..... ...WBNS .. .4.9 

l. OVER 21— Sunday Showboat 11.3 12.6 10.4 54.8 Review . ...WBNS .. .7.9 
Irene Dunne, Alexander Sun.. Sept. 8 

3:30-5:15 p.m. 
WTVN 

World News Roundup.. r . .WBNS .. .,_8 5 
Knox: 1945; Columbia; 
Screen Gems 

Face the Nation .... ...WBNS .. 

3. STANLEY AND LIVINGSTON— 
Spencer Tracy, Nancy Kelly, 
Richard Greene; 1939; 
20th Century Fox; NTA. 

Armchair' Theatre 
Fri. Sept. 13 

11:15-1:10 a.m. 
- WBNS 

11.2 13.3 7.2 60.9 Dodge City, Late Home 
Theatre..... ...WTVN .. .5 2 

4. HONEYMOON FOR THREE— 
Ann Sheridan, Jane Wyman, George 
Brent; 1941; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions. 

fl’Oclock Theatre 
Sat. Sept. 7 

9:00-10:00 p.m. 
WTVN 

10.2 12.2 8.3 16.9 Guhsmoke . 

Miss' America Pageant. 
...WBNS .. 

...WBNS .. ..41.5 

5. DEVIL’S CANYON— 
Virginia Mayo. Dale 
Robertson; 1953; RKO; C&C. 

First Night Theatre 
Sat. Sept. 7 

11:15-1:00 a.m.- 
WLW-C 

10.1 11.9 7.6 55.8 Last of the Mohicans. 
All Star Bowling.. 

...WBNS .. 

...WBNS .. 
.14.4 

6. YOU BELONG TO ME— Mid-Day Movie 
Friu Sept. 13 
1:00-2:30 p.m. 

WTVN 

8.2 8.3 7.9 48.5 Ruth Lyons’ 50 Club. ...WLW-C . ..8 5 
Barbara Stanwyck, Henry 
Fonda; 1941: Columbia; 
Screen Gems- 

Art Linkletter.. ...WBNS .. ...... S 4" 
Big Payoff....... ...WBNS .. .3.6 

6. THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU— 
Dennis Morgan, Faye Emerson; 
1944; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions. 

Sunday Showboat 
Sun. Sept. 8 
2:00-3:30 p.m. 

WTVN 

8.2 9.0 7.2 24.7 Pro-Football ..... ...WBNS .. ....... .22.8 

7. NIGHT SONG— 
Merle Oberon. Dana 
Andrews; 1947; RKO; 
C&C. 

Hollywood Film 
Theatre 

Sun. Sept. 8 
6:30-8:00 p.m. 

WTVN 

7.8 8,6 7.2 

/ 

15.7 My Favorite Husband. 

Ed Sullivan. 
...WBNS .. 

..WBNS .. to
 U

 
oo

 t
o

 
1*

 t
o

 

8. MAN HUNT— 
Walter Pidgeon, Joan 
Bennett; 1941; 20th 
Century Fox; NTA. 

Armchair Theatre 
Wed. Sept. 11 
11:15-1:10 a.m. 

WBNS 

7.6 9.0 4.3 67.9 One More Tomorrow, Late 
Home Theatre. ..WT$N .. .3.6 

9. SWANEE RIVER— 
Don Ameche, Andrea Leeds, 
A1 Jolson; 1940; 20th 
Century Fox; NTA. 

Armchair Theatre 
Tues. Sept. 10 
11:15-12:45 a.m. 

WBNS 

6.8 7.2 5.4 70.7 Gentleman Jim, Late 
Home Theatre.. .WTVN .... . 2.8 

9. JOHN LOVES MARY— 
Ronald Reagon, Patricia Neal, Jack 
Carson: 1949; Warner Brothers 
Associated Artists Productions. 

Saturday Showboat 
Sat. Sept. 7 

1:00-3:00 p.m. 
WTVN 

6.8 8.3 4.7 27.4 Curtain Going Up .. 
CBS Game of the Week..., 

V e, \ , „ 

.^BNS .... 

.WBNS. .... 

-.it i 

.16.4 

•n i } j.«f ■5 -:-e a 
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EVERETT SLOANE talks about 

"OFFICIAL DETECTIVE" 
new, action-packed TV series from Wete&-N1A 

I So ff'i action you want? Wall, you'll trot it in 
"Official Detective," tho most blittaring now TV 
•arias that ever blazad from a 21-inch screen! 2 

ft's based on true mafarial from "Official Datactiva" 
Magazine, the Number Ona publication in tha field. 
And (modestly), I act at host and narrator. 

3 Result: Suspense. Excitement. A'thrill a minuto. Plus 
all tha craftsmanship you expect from Dositu, which 
Tops even its own tong I**? of previous Winners. 4 

Today, phono, wire or write NTA — for screen* 
lngs of this power-ppeked new TV series. It's a lulu 
—and I don't mean maybe, baby. 

In a short time...SOLD IN OVER 70 MARKETS! 

TODAY/ PHONE, WIRE, WRITE. NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC. 
80 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y. 

PLei* 7-2100 
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26 MEN 
(The Recruit) 
With Tris Coffin, Kelo Henderson, 

Don Haggerty, Elizabeth Mar¬ 
shall, Bill Murphy, Fred Kohler, 
Billy Baucom, others 

Producer: Russell Hayden 
Director: Reg Browne 
Writer: Sloan Nibley 
Distributor: ABC Film Syndication 
30 Mins., Tues., 10:30 p.in. 
BRYLCREEM, WHITE OWL CI¬ 

GARS 
WABC-TV (syndication) 

(Atherton & Currier, Young & 
Rubicami 

In this season of westerns on the 
networks t choose the night and 
there’s a gunslinger firing away), 
there’s a comparatively few riding 
the first-run syndication trail. ABC 
Film Syndication, not corralling a 
network slot, strapped up its sad¬ 
dle and took "26 Men" on the mar- 
ket-to-market hitch, apparently rid¬ 
ing a wave of popularity, for it 
hit a galloping sales gait with the 
skein. 

On the basis of the preem, the 
show avoided any pew fandangled 
adult approach, sticking to clean 
action and plot situations. Episode 
was hardly distinguished, similar 
plots and situations having been 
seen so many times before, both in 
other series and in the lower dou¬ 
ble bill of theatres, Production 
value's also appear on the weaker 
side, when compared to many net¬ 
work oaters. 

Slotting on. WABC-TV at 10:30 
p.m.. leaving out the kids as an au¬ 
dience, might hurt its rating, but 
the sponsors riding the show, Bryl- 
creem and White Owl Cigars, ap¬ 
parently want the heads of fam¬ 
ilies.- For the gunslinging addicts, 
the preem evidenced sufficient val¬ 
ues along those lines to do a job. 
Also the "26 Men” tune is an as¬ 
sist; it’s rugged and melodic. 

The initial episode dealt with the 
recruit of a young man into the 
band of 26 men. delegated to keep 
law and order in the territory’ of 
Arizona, the dramatization based 
on the experiences of the Arizona 
Rangers. Story had the recruit 
and the Ranger leader cleaning up 
a troubled Arizona town, terror¬ 
ized by a heavy and his cohorts. 
There was some fancy shooting by 
the recruit, well played by Kelo 
Henderson, and Tris Coffin lent 
authority to his role as the Arizona 
Ranger Captain. Supporting cast 
was competent within the. confines 
of the script. Direction by Reg 
Browne was well paced. Horo. 

HARBOR COMMAND 
With Wendell Corey, Larry Thor, 

Casey Waiters, Dale Van Sickles, 
Ray Foster, John Sorrentino, 
Vance Skarstedt 

Producer-Director: Herbert Strock 
Writer: Vincent Forte (from Leo 

Handel story) 
30 Mins., Sat., 7 p.m. 
ALXA SELTZER 
KTTV, L. A. (syndication) 

"Dragnet’’ in a nautical setting 
pretty well sums up this Ziv offer¬ 
ing. dealing with security forces of 
various harbors across nation. The 
opener was competent, but hardly 
more than routine telepix fare. 

Initialler has Wendell Corey, as 
chief of San Francisco harbor 
force hunting down killers of one 
of his men. In brisk fashion, he 
nails a first mate and a seaman 
from one of the harbor’s freight¬ 
ers. involved im a dope-smuggling 
racket. 

Corev registers okay as the 
forceful chief, but deserves better 
from the scripting department to 
back him' up. Larry Thor as his 
second - in - command. Dale Van 
Sickles as the thief heavy and 
Vance Skarstedt as the victim of 
the baddies turn in best chores in 
support. 

Herbei’t Strock is producer-di¬ 
rector. and occasionally inserts a 
nice touch to the generally run-of- 
the-mill production. However, he 
would do well to tone down the 
use of one musical theme, which 
reaches annoying proportions both 
in volume and number of repeats. 

Kove, 

network airing. National sponsor’s 
reportedly ran scared. 

In syndication, the series has 
racked up a healthy sale in all sec¬ 
tions of the country, local spon¬ 
sors and stations, in closer touch 
with their particular situation be¬ 
ing not nearly as queasy. Only in 
the most elemental level could this 
series, judging from the opener, 
cause any rise in sectional feeling, 
for what is unreeled is a romantic 
horse opera in a Civil War setting. 

It’s loaded with action, fist-fight¬ 
ing, sword play, shooting, and ex¬ 
cellent production values. The 
story is something else, pretty rou¬ 
tine cloak and dagger stuff some¬ 
what too complicated. But com¬ 
mercially, it should get a good ride 
in syndication, the production 
values, action and setting earning 
its rating way. 

The series, based on books by 
Virgil Cavington Jones, who served 
as technical adviser, concerns it¬ 
self with the exploits of Confed¬ 
erate ranger leader Major John 
Singletone Mosby, played with the¬ 
atrical dash by Tod Andrews. 
Initial episode dealt with the kid¬ 
napping of a Union General ip or¬ 
der to free a pretty, romantic 
Rebel spy, in love with Andrews. 
(This is the kissing type of horse 
opera.) -The Union General, por¬ 
trayed by Willis Bouchey, and his 
intelligence officer, played by 
Douglas Dick, were no match in 
the brains department, the Rebs 
outsmarting them virtually every 
turn. ” Horo. 

TOMAHAWK 
(Escape) 
With Jack Jacques Godin,' Percy 

Rodriquez, Julien Bessette 
Producer: CBC 
Director: Pierre Gauvreau 
Writer:. John Lucarotti 
Distributor: Lakeside Television 
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 pan. 
Participating 
WPIX, N. Y, (syndication) 

The growing international char¬ 
acter of the syndication biz is ex¬ 
emplified in one area by "Toma¬ 
hawk,” produced and aired by the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and 
distributed in the U. S. by Lake¬ 
side Television. 

Skein of. 26- episodes concerns 
the adventures of Pierre Radisson, 
billed as the Davy Crockett of the 
Canadian Northwoods, and in point 
of historical time, taking place in 
a period when the North American 
continent was just being explored 
and settled. 

For the kiddies, judging from 
the* second episode, it’s a good 
series, with plenty of action, lots 
of rugged scenic values, a display 
of scouting loi’e and a feel for cap¬ 
turing the Indians in their native 
settings. Weaknesses, though, 
stemmed from one r dimensional 
acting and the lack of insight into 
characterization, failings which the 
kids may take in their stride con¬ 
sidering the other values, but 
w’hich makes the skein less pala 
table for fidults. 

Jack Jacques Godin, as the lead 
Pierre Radisson, lent a primitive 
assist to the proceedings. He was 
not handsome in the Hollywood 
sense, dressed up as he w’as as an 
Iroquois Indian, some offbeat cast¬ 
ing not usually seen on American 
television. Supporting cast of In¬ 
dians and white men was okay. 

Episode dealt with Godin’s 
escape from the Iroquois tribe, 
which he had joined in order to 
avoid death as a Frenchman. Seg¬ 
ment also had a reference to the 
U.S., with one of the localps being 
a Dutch trading fort which later 
became Albany, N. Y. Horo. 

THE GRAY GHOST 
(Mosby’s Rangers) 
With Tod Andrew’s, Phil Cham¬ 

bers. Jean W’illeS, Willis 
Bouchey, Douglas Dick 

Producer: Lindsley Parsons 
Director: Frank McDonald 
Writers: Warren Douglas, Jack 

DeWitt 
Distributor: CBS Film Sales 
30 Alins.; Thurs., 9:30 p.m. 
Participation 
WPIX, N. Y. (syndication) 

Because of the integration issue 
and the concomitant rise in sec¬ 
tional feelings, CBS Film Sales; 
took over this Civil War action i 
skein for syndication rather than 

BIG STORY 
(Hostage) 
With Joe Helgeserf, Ross Martin, 

Anna Minot, Frank Campanella, 
Ed Bryce, P. J. Sidney, George 
Mitchell. Host-narrator, Burgess 
Meredith. 

Producer: Robert Lewis Shayon 
Director: Stuart Rosenberg. 
Writer: Leon Takatyan 
30 Alins., Tues., 8:30 p.m. 
KTLA, L. A. (syndication) 

This long-lived series, revolving 
around noted newspaper stories, 
makes a reappearance in a tele¬ 
film format, with Burgess Meredith 
as host-narrator. Frankly, produc¬ 
tion is reminiscent of early, short- 
budget, improvised vidpix filming, 
an era which passed with height¬ 
ened competition for viewer at¬ 
tention. 

Leon Takatyan, who scripted 
opener, would do well to study the 
journalistic style, which, stresses 
tight, cogent story construction. 
His teleplay, based on adventures 
of Phoenix reporter Thurman 
Johns, strives commendably for 
character study as well as action. 
However, he relies overly on long, 
rambling speeches, to carry his 
points, which slows the pace to the 
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point of boredom. Tale relates how 
Johns, portrayed by Joe Helger 
sen, talks escaped con Ross Martin 
out of slaying a pregnant house¬ 
wife, Anna Minot, whom he’s hold¬ 
ing hostage at gunpoint. 

Location photography in Phoenix 
is generally well done, but other 
technical credits, especially soupd 
recording, are not top quality. Cast, 
generally recruited from N. Y. 
ranks, is competent. However, Mar¬ 
tin goes rather overboard as the 
hunger-crazed con. Still, this could 
be fault of director Stuart Rosen¬ 
berg, who also must bear blame 
for rambling story-telling. 

Meredith seems determined to 
recreate his famed "Winterset” 
role in his stints, even to costume, 
references about "under the 
bridge,” and philpsophical com¬ 
ment .in an approximation of blank 
verse. It doesn’t quite fit the 
proceedings. Kove* 

Vidpix Chatter 

Richard Carlton, sales v.p. of 
Trans-Lux Television, returned to 
New York after a swing through 
Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston and 
Galveston . . . Penny Edwards, 
John Berardino and Carol Kelly 
have been sighed for supporting 
roles in “Thin Man” episodes . . . 
WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla., 
has purchased the Trans-Lux En¬ 
cyclopaedia Britannica Film Li¬ 
brary . .’. KTTV, L. A., launched 
the Ziv "Harbor Command” series 
with a lot of harbor hoopla, with a 
party for advertisers and press 
abroad the French Liner Wyoming 
. . . Onyx Pictures has sold its car¬ 
toon package in 13 markets, in¬ 
cluding WBZ, Boston; WRCA, N.Y., 
and WBBM, Chicago . : . WNAC, 
Boston, has bought Cartoon Clasr 
sics from Sterling Television . . . 
Oscar Rudolph has been signed as 
permanent director for the remain¬ 
ing 11 of the first 26 ^episodes • of 
"Thin .Man." 

Howard Linkoff ankled - Film- 
ways to join Television Graphics 
this week; he’ll be agency contact 
and in charge of publicity-adver¬ 
tising for the blurb maker . . . Jon 

; Lei, in. the Guild Films accounting 
department, who danced with 
Katherine Dunham, is presently 
featured in the African Room 
nitery . . . Maurice Zouary, boss of 
Filmvideo Releasing Corp., made 
a pact with George Caputo, prexy 
of International Sound Studios, for 
a longterm lease on the 200-seat 
International Theatre in Times 
Square and will use the former 
concert hall as a preview’ film the¬ 
atre ... Boh Levitt, California 
National prexy, becomes the first 
guinea pig for the company’s new 
industrial selling process, Cal- 
natron a kinnie system, when he 
goes before the cameras this week 
to make a demonstration show for 
prospective customers. 

Deal whereby Ray Singer and 
Dick Chevillat, producer-owners of 
Raydic vidfilmery. will use physi¬ 
cal facilities of Screen Gems for 
lensing of a pilot has been final¬ 
ized. Pilot, "Combat Correspond¬ 
ent, U.S.M.C.,” rolls Oct. 24, with 
Lin McCarthy starring. SG will 
also handle sale of the show’. Pilot 
is financed by Raydic, 

4-STAR’S QUARTET 
OF NEW MEGGERS 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
In line with Four Star Films,' 

Inc., $6,400,000 overall production 
program, four directors have been 
signed to non-exclusive pacts to 
helm various shows for the tele- 
filmery. 

TV-Radio Production Centres jj 
IN NEW YORK CITY . . . 

George Zurich upped to manager of CBS-TV sales service, suc¬ 
ceeding Robert F. Jamieson, who last week was named manager of 
station contacts in the web’s station relations department. Robert L. 
Pike succeeds Zurich as assistant manager of sales service . . . Adver¬ 
tising Men’s Post 209 of the American Legion giving a luncheon con¬ 
cert Monday (21) at'the Hawaiian Room of the Hotel Lexington for 
the Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund. Concert will consist of a bash 
among three jazz bands composed of ad and broadcast execs, with 
Benny Goodman acting as emcee. Among the participants will be Grey 
v.p. Hal Davis: Larry Lowenstein of CBS-TV; Lennen & Newell senior 
v.p. Gordon Cates; Calkins & Holden prexy Paul Smith; Kudner 
agency counsel Larry Pratt; Jack Cushing of Cushing & Johnstone 
and Sandy MacLeod, Gumbinner agency veep. Tickets are being handled 
by ABC’s Thaine Engle, post commander . . . CBS conductor Alfredo 
Antonini conducted two classical recordings recently, the Oslo Phil¬ 
harmonic in Norman Dello Joio’s "Meditation on Ecclesiasts” and the 
Orchestra of the Academia Di Santa Cecilia of Rome in "The Fortun- 
nate Islands” by William Bergsma . . . Lee Jones, director at WRCA, 
recovering, from leg operation at Roosevelt Hospital . . .Lilia Skala to 
the Coast to do "Climax” tomorrow night (Thurs.) . . . Paul Lambert, 
not James Edwards as billed by CBS-TV publicity credits, played the 
role of the prosecutor in the "Playhouse 90” production of "Sound 
of Different Drummers” . . . Sallie Blair guests on "The Big Record” 
tonight (Wed.) . . . Marian Russell taking time off from her running 
role in "Romance of Helen Trent” for the lead all this week on CBS- 
TV’s "The Verdict IS Yours” . . . John Gibson, comedy support on the 
Robert Q. Lewis show, inked for a role in Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s up¬ 
coming film, “Run Silent, Run Deep” . . . WCBS g.m. Sam Slate leaves 
today (Wed.) for a four-day visit to Atlanta- to make agency-client 
rounds . * . Kenyon Hopkins, chief composer-arranger for Radio City 
Music Hall, writing an original score for "Auto Biography,” the Dec. 
22 segment on CBS-TV’s new "The Twentieth Century” series. Hop¬ 
kins has already written a score for the same series show on the FBI 
. . . Herm Dinkin took time off from teaching chores at Long Island U. 
to plane to Havana for a General Electric trade show there this week 
. ,,. WCBS’ Galen Drake back at the mike after an Asian flu bout . . . 

. . . New York Mayor Robert F. Wagner initiates series of fiverUiin- 
ute campaign talks over WOR-TV today (Wed.) .. . . Many kiddle tv 
performers will be on hand Sunday (20), when the "Celebrity Parade 
for Cerebral Palsy”’ on WOR-TV presents a special children’s seg¬ 
ment starting at 9 a.in. Performers will include Claude Kirchner, Ray 
Heatherton, Sandy Becker. Herb Sheldon, Bill Britten, and others . . . 
Lola Fisher, who is taking over the leading role of Eliza Doolittle in 
"My Fair Lady” for vacationing Jnlle Andrews, made a round of radio 
appearances at the weekend, (12-13), guesting on Robert Q. Lewis’ CBS 
radio show and the "Woolworth Hour” on same net. She’s due on the 
Arlene Francis Show next Wednesday (23). 

Steve Allen will emcee the 1957 Freedom Fund Dinner (NAACP 
sponsored) at the Hotel Roosevelt Nov. 22; Jackie Robinson is chair¬ 
man of the $100-a-plate dinner , . . Cyril Ritchard to guest on Oct. 25 
edition of ABC-TV Patrice Munsel half-hour ... WNEW early morn¬ 
ing jocks, Gene Klavan-aud Dee Finch, being feted at Cafe Madison 
today (16) in celebration of their fifth straight year of pre-dawn team¬ 
ing . . . Stan Rubin orch featured on Art Ford WABD show Friday 
(18) . . . Mindy Carson into Monday (21) ABC-TV Guy Mitchell tele¬ 
stanza . . . Travel mag editor Mai Davis and indie producer Gerald 
Burns will co-produce a tv package called "Let’s Go!” on the general 
subject of travel . . . When Frank Sinatra preems Friday (18) on ABC- 
TV, Boh Hope, Peggy Lee and Kim Novak, will guest . . . Janis Paige 
into Pat Boone on same web tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . American Broad¬ 
casting Network prijry Robert Eastman back from Washington, where 
he addressed Advertising Club of D. C. yesterday. 

Dick Pack, Westinghouse Broadcasting v.p. for programming, to 
Hollywood this week to o.o. syndicated film situation, then to San 
Francisco for conferences with the KPEX program staff . . . Barbara 
Booth set for the Wendy Barrie show on WABD Friday (18) . . . Bob 
Wilson celebrating his seventh anni as commentator on the."Savarin 
Saturday Night News” on WRCA-TV . . . Allan Swift doing another 
p.a. at Macy’s Saturday (19) to plug his “Popeye” album . . . Theo 
Goetz, celebrating his ninth year on "The Guiding Light” tv’er, to dis¬ 
cuss "How to Get Security in Television” on the Joe Franklin show 
Friday (18) ... Ed Peck into "Wendy Warren” cast on CBS Radio . . . 
"Person to Person” director Chuck Hill directing John Patrick's "Lo- 
& Behold” at the White Plains Little Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.) and 
Friday eyes, with cast including Betty Hill and Robert Buzzell . . * 
Betty Kean and hubby Lou Parker Cast as husband & wife on "Mod¬ 
em Romances” next week (21-25) . . . G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, Na¬ 
tional Assn: of Manufacturers radio-tv-film director, motoring to Flori¬ 
da on his annual vacation, and will attend the annual meet of the 
Radio & Television News Directors in Miami Beach Nov. 6-10, return¬ 
ing to N.Y. Nov. 15 . . . Ronald^Dawson recording an "X Minus One” 
show for NBC Radio tonight (Wed.), then does a role on "Edge of 
Night” on CBS-TV next week and is set for a small part in "The Prince 
and the Pauper” spec at the end of the month . . . The Rover Boys 
guest on ABC-TVfc "American Bandstand” Monday (21) . . . Four 
Voices to Chicago for a two-week booking starting Oct. 28 on the NBC- 
TV "Howard Miller Show” . . . Bob Gewald, radio-tv director of Na¬ 
tional Artists Corp., prepping an "Aesops Fables” kidshow to star 
Mata & Hari , . . Janice Harper set for the Steve Allen show Oct. 27. 

Meggers and assignments are— 
Robert Florey, "Alcoa-Goodyear”; 
John English, “Zane Grey The¬ 
atre”; Tom Carr and Don McDou- 
gall, who alternate directing 
“Trackdown,” indie company’s 
newest series. 

Negotiations are also on with 
Alvin Ganbzer to direct five seg-; 
ments for both the . “Alcoa” and 
"Zane Grey” shows. 

‘El Coyote,’ Others on Tap 
For RKO Television 

~RKO Television, which has 
moved out of the Mutual Building 
in N. Y. to offices in the Avenue 
of America’s building formerly oc¬ 
cupied by RKO Pictures execs, is 
putting the finishing touches on 
presentations of a number of 
proposed tv series. 

They include "El Coyote Rides,” 
Ken Murray producer and slated 
to star Wild Bill Elliot; a hew Jon 
Hall series, “Malolo of the Seven 
Seas”; a'situation comedy series 
Helmed by Paul MacNamara; Al 
Capp’s cartoon series, and three 
Ben Fox projects. 

IN HOLLYWOOD 
Howard Meighan headed east for a week to meet with the CBS brass 

on the Heller report on new construction at Television City and to 
skip over to Washington for a session at Voice of America, of which 
he is a member of the advisory board . . . Both board chairmen CBS’ 
William Paley and RCA-NBC’s Gen. David Sarnoff, will be around 
about the same time. Son Tommy will toss a VIP reception for his 
dad at his home . . . Sieve Gardner pulled stakes at Dan B. Miner 
agency to cast his lot with George Patton’s commission house in Hol¬ 
lywood'.. . . Al Weisman will help out on Goodwin Knight’s guberna¬ 
torial campaign but maintain his publicity post with FcPote, Cone--& 
Belding . . , Bill Leyden taped ahead a week so he could go deer slay¬ 
ing in Utah. His "It Could Be You” Is now NBC-TV’s daylight champ 
in the ratings, dislodging "Queen For a Day” . . . Frank "Big Red” 
King, ex-station exec, bought into a Ford agency . . . Mark Newman 
of Famous Artists has it figured that it cost his agency $15,000 in com¬ 
missions because Ray Singer and Dick Chevillat won’t take one of the 
many comedy writing offers. They’d rather be in business for them¬ 
selves and the pilot of "Combat Correspondent” would roll soon . ./. 
George Jessel hustled east to confer with NTA on an Ed Murrow-type 
of interview program. He Would take-greats of the past over the jumps. 
. . . Gloria Marshall switched her base of acting operations from N.Y. 
to Hollywood and quick-like caught on with Eve Arden. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
WBBM-TV dropped "Pee Wee King Show” last Friday night and 

has slotted in its place feature film reruns at. 11 p.m. . . . Rndy Orisek 
inked for third straight year on WLS with Talman Federal Savings 
picking up tab again for his half-hour evening strip . . . Phil Bow- 

* (Continued on. page 54) 
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man brought in from St. Louis by WMAQ’s- Howard Coleman to start 
new deejay show on the station next week . . . Bob Jones has taken 
post as midwest manager of Mutual Broadcasting System . ; . Pat 
Trumbull, former asst, farm director at WGN Inc., now associate pro¬ 
ducer of “Cross Country" at Fred Niles Studios . . . Dorothy Masterson 
of WNBQ-WMAQ continuity won baseball pool on date (10) of her 
25th anni with the stations . , . IVIal Bell airs tapped for a one-shot on 
CBS' “Big Record" in December . . . Jack Karey, WCFL deejay, start¬ 
ing fourth year of his Veterans Research Hospital show which he’s been 
doing each week gratis . . . Virginia Marmaduke, reporter and radio-tv 
personality, cited last week by Old Town Boys Club for her radio and 
press features on the club . . Chi Tribune tv editor Larry Wolters 
giving Hollywood the o.o. for three weeks . . . His baseball chores end¬ 
ed for the season, Jack Brickhouse now hosting “Supermarket Quiz" 
on WGN-TV, an audience participation show via remote . . . Redd 
Gardner has left Kling Studios to take sales chief post at WHFB in 
Benton Harbor, Mich . , . Forrest Fraser upped from operations di¬ 
rector to associate director for WNBQ ... Bob Elson has resumed his 
interviews from the Pump Room, twice daily on WCFL, after the sum¬ 
mer hiatus for baseball . . . WBBM-TV’s “Camera II" previewing the 
Picasso exhibition at the Aft Institute tins Saturday (19) . . . Henry 
T. Sjogren, asst, general manager of WNBQ-WMAQ. again heading 
Community Chest-Red Cross Joint Appeal for Merchandise Mart. 

IN BOSTON . . . 
Rex Trailer, WBZ-TV cowboy personality, hosted the Prostone Auto 

Safety Girl on his Saturday a.m. show' . . . Bishop Fulton J. Sheen and 
Gail Davis of “Annie Oakley” film series, in for Gene Autry Rodeo 
at Boston Garden, guests on second stanza of WNAC-TV's new live 
“Frank Luther Show" Tuesday (15) ... Channel fi, WHDH-TV, set 
Nov. 17 as air date debut following switch from original date of Nov. 
3 because of accident at site of transmitter when equipment failure 
caused small section of tower to collapse . . . Eileen Rodgers in town 
plugging her new' Columbia release on disk jock programs . . . Jay 
McMaster, disk jock at WMEX for 17 years, ankled after disagree¬ 
ment with musical format, refusing to play rock ’n’ roll platters . . . 
Marie Houlahan, WEEI press rep, nabbed a 14-column banner across 
two pages, story and two pix in the Boston Traveler last Tuesday (8) 
on WEEl’s personality Carl Moore, of Beantown Varities show, trip 
to Ireland to nab talent . . . Franklin A, Tooke, gen, mgr. WBZ-TV, 
and Fran Corcoran, WBZ-TV press dir., hosted tv writers at Parker 
House luncheon Tuesday (15) for new program, “Adventures in Num¬ 
ber—Space,” debuting Nov. 12 at 7:30 p.m. In for the sesh were Bill 
and Cora Baird and Prof. Howard F. Fehr. 

IN WASHINGTON ... 
John S. Hayes, prexy of WTOP-CBS, named honorary vice-chairman 

for broadcasting industry for 17th annual National Bible Week . . . 
Dodie Goodman,, of NBC’s “Tonight," feted by TV Guide during per¬ 
sonal appearance stint here . . . Vernon Taylor, WTTG-DuMont fea¬ 
tured singer, on personal appearance tour of key Eastern cities to plug 
his hit disks, “Losing Game” and “I’ve Got Blue,” made under Dot 
label . . . Paul Sampson, local record crick, has joined staff of WGMS 
as special commentator on jazz trends . . . Washington Ad Club bow¬ 
ing to Radio Week with a special luncheon program arranged by prexy 
Arnold Fine . . . Charles Wood, ex of Fordham U’s FM station, WFUV, 
named special assistant to M. Robert Rogers, proxy and manager of 
WGMS . . . James Kovach ankled job as program manager of WRC- 
NBC to take over same chores for WBAL, radio & tv, in Baltimore. 

IN LONDON . . . 
Henry Cornelius just back from the States "where he’s been nego¬ 

tiating a vidpic series entitled “Focus On The Individual,” ior Ameri¬ 
can tv ... A top Scotland Yard detective, Detective-Superintendent 
Ronald Vivian, has quit this post to become special investigator for 
BBC-TV’s “This Is Your Life." . . . ABC-TV topper Howard Thomas 
to the Continent for a business visit . . . Dick Richards has landed the 
scripting job for three tv series about the film business. He’ll now 
handle Associated- Rediffusion’s “Close Up ” and “Spotlight” shows, 
and ABC-TV’s “Box Office.” . . . Larry Parks and Betty Garrett top¬ 
ped the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The Lon¬ 
don Palladium” (13) . . . Alan Young wound his 17-week series entitled 
“Personal Appearance” for Granada-TV last Thurs. (10) ... Spanish 
soprano Carmen Prietto will plane to London from her home in 
Switzerland on Oct. 21, to appear in a BBC-TV program entitled “Mu¬ 
sic From Spain.” 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
George Goldman, assistant to Robert Pryor, WCAU. WCAU-TW 

veepee in charge of public relations, ankling station to become promo¬ 
tion manager for KPIX. San Francisco . . . John Roberts filling in for 
Gunnar Bach, while the WFIL-TV news director is in New York film¬ 
ing interviews with delegates to the United Nations. (14-18) . . . Frank 
Ford,. WPEN midnight gabber, elected to board of directors of the 
“Fight for Sight League” . . . Reps from 36 schools invited to WRCV- 
TV’s studio for mass long distance interview (14) with Dinah Shore to 
launch “Chevy Show” this season . . . Pat Kirby former WCAU chirper 
to be vocalist at the annual Communion Breakfast , of Hallahan High 
(Oct. 20) at the Sheraton Hotel. Margaret Mary Kearney, educational 
director of the 'WCAU stations, will be principal speaker . . . Inquirer 
tv columnist Harry Harris made fleeting appearance as assistant track 
coach in “West Point” . . . WFIL-TV’s Chie Halftown to be guest of 
honor at the Delaware County United Fund Dinner at Drexelbrook 
Inn (17) . . . John Lupton and Michael Ansara, “Broken Arrow” co- 
stars. skedded for local appearances (22) . . . Phil Sheridan and John 
Roberts, WFIL stars, hosted the opening of the Lawrence Park Thea¬ 
tre (9). 

IN DETROIT ... 
Four voices, all belonging to Hugh Roberts, will be heard on the 

6-9 a m. WWJ disjc show cross the board starting this week, replacing 
Bob Maxwell who moves to an afternoon show emanating from a shop¬ 
ping center for the same station. Roberts’ voices are “Bipsy,” “Knut.” 
“Big Mouth Baxter” and Roberts. He formerly was a disk jockey for 
WITH and WCAO . . . Allen Sanderson is the new chief ty studio en¬ 
gineer at WWJ-TV, replacing Russell P. Williams who has joined Am. 
pex Corp. as central district sales manager . . . Vaughn Monroe was 
in town Monday (14) on behalf of the Torch Drive and guested on three 
WWJ radio and tv programs. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
George Goldman named new ad and sales promotion boss at West- 

inghouse’s KPIX, replacing William Ryan, resigned . . . KCBS’s Wanda 
Ramey addressed Milline Club on “The Greatest Way in the World to 
Make a Living" . . . Boyd Rippey named Frisco manager of Weed TV, 
replacing Don Staley. Don Carr, ex-Avery-Knodel rep, a new Weed 
salesman . . . Jackie Cooper in Frisco to aid United Crusade campaign 
. . . “Meet the Press” beamed out of Frisco to interview another mem¬ 
ber of the Fourth Estate—Henry R. Luce . , CBS-TV’s Irving Gitlin 
made a big impression on Frisco tv editors with preview of “Twentieth 

Hottest Radio-TV 
JETT 

Century” . . . Vic Reed, ex-KGO news and special events chief, has 

opened his own flackery specializing in radio-tv .. . Exec producer Ben 

Draper caine up with new format for KRON’s “Explorers of Tomor¬ 

row” _Fred Kuh’s “Old Spaghetti Factory” threw a fund-raising bash 

for KPFA, Berkeley . . . KRE, Berkeley, dumped its decade-old pops 

“Open House” in favor of straight longhair programming, 

IN CLEVELAND . . . 
Hal Morgan,'WGAR, pacted to do Cleveland Symphony Orchestra 

CBS stints . . . Joe Finan resums KYW-TV Atlantic weather strip . . . 

WERE’s.Bil Randle readying-new tv series . . . Pete French started 

KYW-TV Sun. thru Fri. 11 p.m, news . . . Brian Hodgkinson, ex-WHK,! 

now with WDOK . . . Alice Weston pacted as WJW-TV afternoon mov¬ 
ies’ femcee . . . Roland Tooke, Westinghouse veep, into New York . . . 
Gordon Davis, KYW station manager, to Columbia for ORTB . . . West 
End Laundry, responding to listener demand, picked up “Party Line,” 
55-minute WHK stint with Bruce Charles cross the board at 1:05 p.m, 
... Joe Mulvihill, all-night KYW disker, resigned . . . Jim Belcher exit¬ 
ed WWJ for KYW radio publicity directorship . . . Ruth Allen, WGAR 
femme spieler, doing weekly series with Dr. Leonard H. Byiskind on 
“Female Troubles” . . , Bill Reed exited WDOK announcing to start 
own agency:^ 

IN PITTSBURGH ... 
Tom Bennett, former program director at KDKA, has been appoint- 

sales manager of sister stations WEDO in McKeesport and WEIR in 
| Weirton, W. Va .. . Owen Simon, p. a. at KQV, has resigned to go with 
KDKA in a similar capacity. He replaces Jack Williams, who has been 
upped to head of advertising sales and promotion for Westinghouse 
station WBZ in Boston . . . Harry Lockhart, WWSW deejay, and his 
family to Miami Beach for three weeks; Ray Lehman is spinning the, 
platters for him on “Time In” ... Merle Pollis has left Chi. 11 to be¬ 
come news editor of WEEP . . . Larry Ecklund, shorttime assistant 
Homer Martz, KDKA farm director, has joined John Turrelrs adver¬ 
tising and public relations agency in 'Butler . . . Joe Bassett, direct 
sales chief at WAMO, and his wife have a date with the stork in De¬ 
cember. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . . 
. John. P. Frank, St. Paul assistant county attorney who handles bulk 
of criminal cases, told lawyers’ gathering that because many tv pro¬ 
grams dealing with crime “don’t cast the proper light on real facts 
of life” his task is made the more difficult. He says that in his sum¬ 
mations at the end of every trial he cautions the jurors against re¬ 
lating what they see on home screens to what actually has gone on in 
the courtroom . . . Local radio station WLOL’s unusual promotion) 
and public relations stunt has one of its disk jockeys, Jim. Beysen, pos- 

! ing as “the favorite ladies” home companion and working girls’ friend" 
[and personally handing members of fair sex orchids. Upon occasion; 
|of hundredth such gift there was ceremony at supermarket .. . Grand; 
prize winner among 10-week finalists on KSTP-TV’i locally produced 
“Treasure Chest” show contest to be awarded an all-expense trip to 
Paris for a New Year’s eve celebration there * . . NBC-TV had first 
of series of motorcades in Twin Cities to help publicize its fall-winter 
lineup of shows. Parade through Minneapolis and St. Paul streets in¬ 
cluded 25 autos carrying banners calling attention to various pro¬ 
grams. 

It’s All-Or-Nothing 
On TY‘Polka Time’ 

Chicago, Oct. 15. 

“It’s Polka Time,” Chicago origi¬ 
nation on limited ABC-TV net¬ 
work for the past two years, faces 
an all-or-nothing verdict from the 
web in next eoupla weeks. Web 
feels the show can be valuable 
and is considering a Saturday 
night slotting if it can find one, but 
its originating source, WBKB, 
finds the show too costly for a local 
showcasing. It’sr either going to he 
on the network or off tv, so far the 
present, until a decision is handed 
down, show’s cast is marking time 
with personal appearances in the 
midwest, hooked by A1 Borde. • 

Last season, when “Polka Time” 
was on against CBS-TV’s “$64,000 
Question,” it drew respectable 
Trendexes of nine and 10 but, 
moreover, opened ■'clearances for 
the web which it had been unable 
to get before. Feeling is that the 
show might continue to serve the 
net in a similar way in. another 
time period. Also to he considered 

; are the “Polka Time” LP record- 
; ings for ABC-Paramount, net¬ 
work’s sister company, for which 
the group reportedly- has earned a 
reported $100,000 in disk revenue. 

ARB’s Chi Setup To 
Serve Midwest Clients 

Chicago, Oct. 15. 
American Research Bureau has 

opened a Chicago office primarily 

to service agency accounts, making 

it the second ratings service (Niel¬ 

sen Is the first) to move bodily in¬ 

to the country’s second largest ra¬ 

dio-tv market.. ARB has done a 

lot of Chi biz in the past, of course, 

but always via long distance phone 
and by plane trips. j 

Elliott Johnson moved over from j 

the A. C. Nielsen bureau here to 
become midwest rep for ARB. He's 
assisted by Anita R. Staub, ex-mar¬ 
ket researcher at Buchen Inc. Of¬ 
fice was opened Oct. 1 in the space' 
previously occupied by Dick Wit- 
wer of RKO Teleradio in the Trib¬ 
une building. J 

Like Dailies, €ki TV 
Hops on Puzzle Contest 

As Audience Come-On 
* Chicago, Oct 15. 

A device which newspapers have 
been using for years to boost cir¬ 
culation has been adopted by a lo¬ 
cal tv station here as a possible 
ratings hypo. WBBM-TV is prepar¬ 
ing a nightly contest which would 
make attention to that channel im¬ 
perative during the two-hour 
stretch after 10 p.m., when the 
CBS network programming ends. 
Station feels it may be pioneering 
a new television trend with its 
plan, which goes into effect Nov. 1. 

A brainchild of WBBM-TV pro¬ 
gram director Frank Atlass, idea 
is to 'spot one clue in each of the. 
1-minute segments of the 10 p.m. 
hour and to set up a special 
switchboard from 11 to midnight 
for viewers to call in, their answers. 
The correct answer and winners 
will then he revealed sometime 
after the middle of the nightly fea¬ 
ture film. All winners will get a 
prize of $20- The contest currently 
being mulled is a kind of cross¬ 
word puzzle quiz. - 

WRBM-TV is the unchallenged 
top rated station in Chi, and its 
“Standard News Sc Weather Round¬ 
up” with Fahey Flynn and P. J. 
Hoff at 10 p.m. Is the highest rated 
local show outside of occasional 
blockbuster feature films. The rat- 
tings dip sharply at 10:i5 and there¬ 
after, however, as the number of 
sets in use diminish. Atlass is hop¬ 
ing the contest will hold the rat¬ 
ings closer to the level of “Stand¬ 
ard News” by increasing the sets 
in' use. 

Possibility that many viewers 
may not actually he watching thejr 
screens in order to work the puz¬ 
zle seems not to deter WBBM-TV. 
Ratings, the station feels, are de¬ 
termined by the sets in use and 
not by how intently the viewer* is 
watching. 

Yankee's 31st Affif 
Boston, Oct. 15. 

WKXL, Concord, N. H,, became 
the 31st fulltime affiliate of the 
Yankee Net, WNAC, this Week. 

George W.. Sfeffy exec veep, 
Yankee, and Joe Close, WKXL, 
inked the pact. WKXL's sister sta¬ 
tion, Keene, N. H., WKNE, map- 
aged by Frank Estes, is also a 
Yankee affiliate-.. 

Grid Town—Mpls. 
Minneapolis, Oct. 15. 

Greater Interest in football than 
ever, if possible, in this always red- 
hot gridiron sport area, due to 
what’s believed to be the best U. 
of Minnesota team in years, is en¬ 
riching Twin Cities’ television and 
radio stations. 

There probably are more football 
airlane shows here this fall than 
anywhere else and they’re all spon¬ 
sored. Nothing else is so easy to 
sell to b3nkrollers, station heads 
say. 

As a typical example, last Satur¬ 
day four radio stations here were 
carrying the Northwestern-Minne- 
sota game from Evanston, Ill., di¬ 
rect play by play. 

There also were, of course, the 
NBC telecast of the Ohio State-H- 
linois game, any number of tv and 
audio pre-game and'after-game and 
scoreboard' shows and a radio play 
by play broadcast of the Michigan 
State-Michigan game. 

During the week, too, there are 
numerous other tv and radio foot¬ 
ball shows, all bankrolled. Even 
KMGM-TV, which confines its pro¬ 
gramming mostly to movies, carries 
the Frank Leahy Friday night foot¬ 
ball game forecasts. 

Buster Keaton Bides 
Time, Sez His ‘Style’ 

Will Come Back on TV 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

- . Comedy moves in • cycles, feels 
Buster Keaton, who characterized 
himself as a “low” comic and thus 
not in style at present. Keaton, in 
an interview with KPOL newsman 
Lew Irwin, commented that Ed 
Wynn also left comedy because 
v‘h!s style has gone out.” 

But eventually, the wheel turns 
and all styles come hack, the comic 
opined. 

Television Is an “awful drain” on 
comedy material, he continued. He 
tried video nine years ago, for a 
17-week season. “By the 14th, 15th, 
16th week, it was tough, trying to 
think up material. You’ve got to re¬ 
do things, try do things a different 
way. You have to steal and bor¬ 
row.” 

At most, tv comics should confine 
themselves to one show a month. 
Overexposure “don’t help,” he re¬ 
marked dryly. In days of two- 
reelers, “We made, at best, eight 
a year. When features caine in, we 

i made two a year, for fall ancLspring 
release, and that’s all.” 

Realism in drama also runs in 
cycles, Keaton stated. “Even in 
silent days, we had the German 
pictures, ‘Variety’ and ‘The Last 
Laugh’,” he pointed out, in con¬ 
nection with current cycle of “real¬ 
istic” pix. 

Returning to comedy, Keaton ad¬ 
mitted it was hard to make a choice 
from the current batch of funny¬ 
men, but his favorites are Red Skel¬ 
ton, Lou Costello and Jerry Lewis, 

; and Bob Hope and Jack Benny in 
the “light comedy” department. 

Now It’s Stella Awards 
Portland, Ore,, Oct. 15. 

Stella Ayards for 1957, based on 
i a poll of nearly 5,000 students and 
working graduates of tv technical, 
and programming courses, were 
granted in various, categories, with 
Art Linkletter named best master 
of ceremonies and Ed Sullivan 
named most engaging master of 
ceremonies. i 

Northwest Schools', the tv voca¬ 
tional school which has branches in 
Portland, Chicago, Hollywood and 
Washington, conducted the national 
ppll, with all 48 states represented. 
Other winners include “Father 
Knows Best” as the best family 
Situation; “Playhouse 90” as the 
best hour or more dramatic pro¬ 
gram; “Alfred Hitchcock Theatre” 
as the best half-hour dramatic pro¬ 
gram; “Cheyenne,” best western 
dramatic program; “I Love Lucy,’’ 
best situation-comedy. program; 
and “CBS World News Roundup” 
as the be^t news-special events 
program. In the roster of 22 
awards, all nets were represented. 

New York—Arthur H. McCoy has 
been appointed executive v.p. of 
John Blair Sc Co. radio station reps. 
McCoy joined the Blair organiza¬ 
tion as account exefc in April, 1955, 
and in May of ’57 was upped to vp 
and national sales manager. 
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YOTJ’RE INVITED TO ANOTHER SER1KS OF r.RRAT H-AYS 

new 

Hallmark Hall of Fame 
\ 

season for 1957-58 
<* 

We hope that these distinguished plays on television 

will continue to win your critical approval. 

‘‘THE GREEN PASTURES”-OCTOBER IT 

“ON BORROWED TIME”—NOVEMBER IT 

•‘TWELFTH NIGHT”-DECEMBER 15 

HANS BRINEER OR THE SILVER SEATES”—FEBRUARY 9 

it LITTLE MOON OF ALBAN”-(«» originalPia>^ MARCH 24 

‘DIAL M FOR MURDER”-APRIL S3 

All on NBC-TV. Each one 90 minutes live, in full color. 

Thank you for your interest and support and your kind words about the plays 

. we’ve produced in television these past two seasons for. the Hallmark Hall of Fame. 

, two. 

*-'The Hallmark Hall of Fame is dishing out some of the most 
exciting,; adult, top level TV dramas of the season” 
—VARIETY, December 19,1956. 

"In the trade, Milberg Productions, Inc., is knowm as 
*The Ivory Tower of TV.’ Its executive producer, Mildred 
Alberg, and its producer-director, George Schaefer, are con¬ 
ceded the highest batting average for quality TV drama over 
the last four years.”—NEWSWEEK, February 25, 1957. 

**In sponsoring 'The Lark,’ Hallmark has added one more 

fine play to a roster which is becoming increasingly impres¬ 
sive and for which we all owe the greeting card company a 
great vote of thanks.”—John Crosby, NEW YORK HER¬ 
ALD TRIBUNE. 

-"Taming of the Shrew’; ; ; a free-wheeling lark : ; ; a 
most infectiously inventive production . . . delightful fun; 
Maurice Evans let himself go in a performance of enormous 
vitality and charm. George Schaefer’s direction was in¬ 
spired.”-Jack Gould, NEW YORK TIMES. 
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Italo Radio-TV 
; Continued from page 39 ; 

which invariably preceded these 
songfests with regard to the selec-| 
tion of finalist songs, from which 
the eventual winners were to be 
chosen. Many p jple accused RAI] 
of rigging the ^selection system, 
while others chimed' that pub¬ 
lishers “bought”'; votes during the 
hectic final eliminations in the two) 
events. RAI toppers apparently feel 
that they can always step in at the 
last minute and pick up the two 
events in the future as they would 
any other outside festival of inter- 
est. While at the same time their| ^ ^ 
failure to guarantee sponsorship 
would remove much of the pressure 
from pluggers, etc, under which the 
festivals have suffered in the past. 

Two main song festivals, to which 
several other minor ones have been 
added in recent times, are a vital 
jumping-off point for the year's top 
songs, just as selection of a song 
for RAI’s yearly repertoire makes; 
or breaks a tune, being the odly na¬ 
tional outlet. While selection byi 
RAI of a song starts a chain re-| 
action In disk and sheet sales, with 
a followup from movie rights prob-| 
able as well, elimination is tanta-] 
mount to oblivion. 

Hence the cut-throat competition, 
the bitterness, and the law-suits. 
In order to divorce itself of charges 
of favoritism, RAI has now decided 
to farm out the actual selection of 
songs for Its yearly repertoire to a 
series of six selection groups (three 
in Milan, two in Naples and one in 
Rome» under the jurisdiction of 
RAI and SIAE, the Italian Society 
of Authors and Editors. These 
groups will be charged with selec-J 
tion of 100 finalists from among the, 
3,387 songs submitted to RAI for 
the next year. If one'of these win-| 
ners eventually hits the "hig” 
money here, such as that attained] 
recently by Renato Rascel’s "Ar- 
rivederci Roma," it stands to make 
about $50,000 in a year from disk 
sales (30%) author’s cut (50% of 
total), sheet sales and pic rights 
(20%). 

RAI-TV’s “new look" is already 
much in evidence in its radio shows 
and especially on the first of this 
fall’s new television programs, 
where a brace of new^sfaces and 
talents, both in vocal and orchestral: 
fields, have brought many favorable! 
comments. Other changes, but these 

planned in the normal course of 
development of the local video pic¬ 
ture, are contemplated. Among 
these are the adoption of more quiz 
programs which eventually will fill 
four ot the Italian video week’s 
seven key evening spots. Two of 
these will be Yank - inspired: 
"Twenty-One” and "Name the 
Tune.” 

Everything’s Up to Date 

Unveils ‘B’easting House’ 
Kansas City, Oct. 15, 

Completion of the long a-build-l 

ing new "Broadcasting House” of-] 

flees and studios of KCMO-TV, AM 

and FM, was the occasion last Fri¬ 

day (11) night for a grand soiree 

and civic affair at the Hotel 

Muehlebaeh. More than 500 leaders 
in advertising, city life and Indus-] 
tryites were guests of -KCMO at 
the affair. 

Event rates, as one of. the all- 
time highs in promotion and public 
relations staged by a broadcasting] 
outfit here. In for the event were] 
a considerable coterie of brass from 
Des Moines from the Meredith Pub-] 
lisbing Co., which is the station 
owner, and top men of other tv-| 
radio properties owned by the mag¬ 
azine house. While it was essen¬ 
tially a night for E. K. Harten- 
bower, KCMO-TV general manager, 
on hand were Fred Bohen, presi¬ 
dent of Meredith, Edwin Meredith 
and Karyl Vann, vice presidents, 
Payson Hall, director of radio-tv, 
Frank Fogarty, WOW-TV, Omaha, 
Paul Adanti, WHEN-TV, Syracuse 
and Richard Rawls, KPHO-TV, 
Phoenix, as well as the mayor, 
civic dignitaries, agency officials, 
et al. 

Building causing the fanfare is 
the last word in tv-radio bases, 
costing well into six figured and 
making the property one of th£ best 
equipped anywhere, including facil¬ 
ities to originate colorcasts. Along¬ 
side the building is another in¬ 
vestment running to almost half a 
million, the 1000-ft-plus antenna 
tower completed early in 1957. 

Jay Barney, Quick Study; 
Thesper’s ‘Fnrst’ Memory 
Bottles Up Coke Powwow 
Jay Barney, radio-tv actor, is 

practically a victim of amnesia 
after trotting out feats of memory 
before dealer groups. Barney 
signed for three .appearances at 
Coca-Cola conventions, giving a 
105-minute memorized—thanks toi 
Dr. Bruno Furst—talk to about 
2,000 bottlers gathered in Wash¬ 
ington, D.C., last week, Kansas 
City this week and Los Angeles next 
week. Spiel totals 21,125—count 
'em — words, 32 magic tricks 
(learned, without benefit of Black- 
stohe) and 78 music cues. 

A clause in his contract stipu¬ 
lates that the actor could continue 
with "Romance of Helen Trent” 
every day during rehearsals and 
fly back from D.C., K.C. and L,A. 
as soon as his stint is finished. 
“Trent” sudser agreed to write him 
out Tues.-Wed’ and it's worked out, 
so much so that he managed to 
squeeze in "Frontiers of Faith” do¬ 
ing the lead role of Peter Stuyve- 
sant. This couldn’t be done with 
mirrors or Furst as-it required him 
to walk; with a wooden leg. He'd 
practice walking on It during the 
Coke show rehearsals and mast¬ 
ered the gait by Sunday when the 
gam * collapsed during dress. (“I 
imagined what Peter £5. would do 
if his wooden leg gave out—keep 
his weight on, his good leg and 
take it opol with a peg,” says Bar¬ 
ney). The show went off smoothly 
except for a skinned knee and a 
two-day charley horse. 

Graduation exercises (on live tv 
and two auditorium appearances) 
for Dr. Fursf s Memory Course also 
coincided with Coke-“Trent”-Stuy- 
vesaht and his assignment Was to 
know every Nobel, Prizewinner in 
each of five fields from 1937 
through 1955 (90 in all), their 
names, country and whalt they won 
it for. "I surprised even myself 
by not goofing once.” 

P.S.: This is the 21st month of 
Barney’s role in "Helen Trent.” It 
started as a six-week deal. 

Louisville — Newscaster Edward 
Vincent Engles of WXIX, Milwau¬ 
kee, CBS-TV owned and operated 
station, joins WHAS to take over 
the 5:30 p.m. radio and 10:30 p.m. 
tv newscasts vacated by Pete- 
French, who left for KYW, Cleve¬ 
land, last week. 

look what the 
critics say about 

WCAU-TV’s 
MILLION DOLLAR 
MOVIE 

“Shock 
Theatre” 
in Philadelphia 
And prior to "SHOCK 
THEATRE’S” tremendous 
response... Million Dollar 
Movie in the same time slot 
on channel 10 had a 51% 
greater audience than the 
next ranking station * 

/'(Even critics like the ***•■*. V 
commercials) 

OCTOBER^ ^ ,957 

iritie SefiMer 

Shockers top 
New Season 

yel te ctm* ] 

\ extra! First TKENDEX 
1 ratings give “SHOCK 
j THEATRE” an average 
j 15.9 rating with 60% 
\ audience share. 

it s Shock 
Heart Stood . 

rm tempted tWkte''' 

SS, rT'6' V - , - 
m With a Winner A ft ^ 

****** - 

pern a quaint ' 

oi -sonjfi- -of my 

interest hi* wrt h roerrttl.*. bttdfitiicc 

horror means business on WCAU-TV 
The Philadelphia Bulletin Station • Represented by CBS-TV Spot Sales. ‘September ARB 

Aubrey 
Continued from pace 25 ; 

In radio until a radio replacement 

is found for him. 

Departure of Rabinovitz indicates 

the great strength Simon (Si) Siegel 

knows within the network. Riddle- 

berger reports to him, since Siegel 

recently became financial veep of 

American BroadcastingrParamountJ 
Theatres, ABC’s parent company. 
Seigel has been taking a more ac-| 
tive interest in. the tv web"for the 
past -six or seven months. It’s be¬ 
lieved that this interest led at times 
to a conflict of duties with Rabino¬ 
vitz. 

It seems thatrthe three most im¬ 
portant men at the network, under] 
AB-PT prexy Leonard Goldenson, 
are Treyz, Aubrey and_ Siegel. A] 
fourth party, Don Coyle, veep in 
charge of research, looms as an¬ 
other important man within the 
ABC-TV fold; he seems to be 
charged with Increasing responsi¬ 
bilities as time goes on. 

Week before last, another key 
administrative change Was made. 
John Eckstein left as director of 
advertising, and was replaced yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) by Dean Linger, 
who was brought in from CBS on 
the Coast. Still further changes are 
anticipated in higher administrative 
jobs, not necessarily by men being 
axed but by having them moved 
into new operational jobs. 'These 
changes are still being’worked out. 

There is an irony in all this, par¬ 
ticularly where it concerns Rabin¬ 
ovitz. His departure, leaked on Fri¬ 
day (11), Signifies the end of the 
key exeTcs who were gained fdr the 
network from the, ABi-PT^ sphere. 
Siegel being the only outstanding 
exception. Goldenson brought him 
into the network when Bob Kintner 
was axed a year ago, and nearly 
everyone who thought he was privy 
to Goldenson’s plans believed that 
Rabinovitz, originally an AB-PT\| 
"watchdog” when Kintner was ABC I 
boss, was one of the network’s 
“fairhaired boys.” 

Also a year ago, John Mitchell, 
who gained his tv and exhibitor 
experience with AB-PT, voluntarily 
quit the network picture iff New 
York and was designated boss of 
ABC’s owned-operated San Fran¬ 
cisco stations. While it was volun¬ 
tary, the move did set him apart 
from the net’s Gotham braintrust. 

Recently, Robert O’Brien quit 
AB-PT completely for a key ad¬ 
ministrative post at Metro. Three 
years ago, he was in the ABC-TV 
scene, he too as a Goldenson repre¬ 
sentative, but was shortly taken 
back to AB-PT. 

Decline of East 
Continued from page. 25 s 

talk of "Big Record” starting fresh 

from a Hollywood outlook and capi¬ 

talizing on the more ^jadily acces¬ 

sible stars). 

Essentially it’s these four basic] 
shows that keep New York tv alive 
in terms of major live showcases. 
But more and more Sullivan, Como 
and Allen have been obliged to put 
reliance on Hollywood - berthed 
guests. On an average it takes any¬ 
where from $1,000 to $2,500 to fly 
in a personality and keep him or 
her in the style to which they are 
accustomed. Over a period of a sea¬ 
son, this totes up to several hun¬ 
dred thousand dollars in the ag¬ 
gregate, a sizable investment that 
could be circumvented, through a 
permanent Coast origination'. 

As -of now the networks are 
standing pat on the "New York 
production” tag for these variety 
shows, but it’s recognized that 
should any One of them decide to 
make the move (thus inviting a; 
wholesale N.Y.-to-L.A. talent swing 
as in the dramatic field), all of 
Mayor Wagner’s horses & men 
couldn’t stave off a general exodus 
that could be disastrous to the 
cause of New York tv as a bigtime 
production centre. 

Bing's 'Disneyland' Seg 
Bing Crosby will appear on 

“Disneyland” over ABC-TV Oct. 
30. Crosby will narrate and sing 
portions of Walt Disney’s ani¬ 
mated "The Legend of Sleepy- 
HollOw.” 

The songt, three in number, are 
all show originals — "Ichabod,” 
“Katrina” and “The Headless 
Horseman.” 

Tlay Marco’Back On ■> 
Coast TV in Big Way 
Following Court’s Okay 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
New half-hour version of "Play 

Marco,” ^ bingo-type tv program 

which was waved off KTLA in 1955 

by the FCC as a lottery—a ruling 

later reversed by the Federal 

Courts—returns to local airwaves 

on KHJ-TV next week. 

Five stations are carrying the 
show, since courts reversed FCC 
ruling last March, packaging Caples 
Co. discloses. Five more, including 
KHJ-TV, will commence within 
next month or so and additionally. 
Signal Oil Co., which is picking up 
tab locally (KHJ-TV title is "Play 
Signal”), has half-option for pro¬ 
gram in Portland, Seattle and San 
Francisco. 

Program is on KFJZ-TV, Fort 
Worth, Caples firm points out. In 
contradiction to recent reports that 
Texas ''Courts have ruled '"Marco” 
illegal. Reports grew out of drop¬ 
ping of program on KRIS-TV, Cor¬ 
pus Christi, firm states. Promoters 
there sold sponsors additional 
hatches of the required cards at a 
profit, which was against state law. 
Result was that program was 
yanked on these grounds alone, 
“Marco” packages insist. 1 

KHJ-TV -"Play Signal” hows on 
Thursday, 8:30 p.m. time, slot, with 
Bob Campbell as emcee and Helen 
Barnhardt as aide. 

$1,500 Chi Take For 
Army-IrishClosed-TV 

n - Chicago, Oct. 15. 

Telecast of Army-Notre Dame 

football game, ^Saturday (13), into 

Grand Ballroom of Hotel Sherman 

netted $1,500 at $5.50 per head. 
The ^closed circuit screening of 

the game was not announced until 
late Friday (12) by Teleprompter 
Corp. which handled the showing 
and tickets did not get on sale until 
the morning of the game in the 
lobby , of the Sherman. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 
AND PUBLICITY 
Man or Woman 

Full time* position Is available 
with on* of tho Croat Fashion 

mfrs. 
Necessary qualifications are: 

Ago 23 to 45, 
Personable, 

Experience in dealing with 
prass on local A national^ 
levels; TV contracts; must bo 
abTe to travel A cohduct Pash- 
Ion shown at loading retail 

■tores. 
I# this Is you— 

Contact Box 395— Realsarvlce lit 
W. 34th It. N.Y. C. 

" FOR RENT*^ 
1587 Broadway at 48th Street 

OFFICE SPACE 
- AVAILABLE 

SUITABLE FOR THEATRICAL 
AGENT, SMALL REHEARSAL 

STUDIO, SONG WRITER, PIANIST, 
SINGERS, ETC. 

Ono especially desirable bright, 

corner location facing Broadway 

NOMINAL RENTALS- 
CALL C. MARCUS—CO 5-0300 

ON IVHY CHANNEL V. 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
s w*a mu* N.Y.C-TO. rLT-saea 

SUNSET PATIO HOTEL APTS. 
ON SUNSET STRIP 

Detaxa 2-Room Apts. W/Bar Kitchen. 
TV's available. Daily Maid Servlca. 
HAF PooL Swndeck. Parking $lt for 
2 Daily or SIM Mo* Special Theatri¬ 
cal rates. %U5 Sunset Blvd., Holly¬ 
wood Calif. * 

PNOM!:, PLdffold *-*170 < 

WOMEN'S CLOTHES 

DESIGNER AVAlUpLE 
Brilliant ytuas amie detlgetr ef timh'i 

eltthii, aative Niv Yerfcar, seeks eaaeeetlea 
with T.V. etuUia ar Met lee- Pieters Ce. 

Call: DE J-2S77 — New Yerk 
Write BoC Y-3S 

Variety. fS4 w. 4Mi St., New Yerk M, N.Y.; 
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Guild'Flans‘Sabotage’ 
Series; Sh#*t m Eigtand Robl. Saraoff 

Info Agency Curtails 
Following Cutbacks 

Guild Films Is negotiating a deal 
to produce a half-hour adventure 
series in England. The skein, des¬ 
tined for syndication, according to. 
the distrih, will he called "Sabo¬ 
tage.” ‘ 

"Sabotage” will be based on the 
book by Leslie Bell about the ex¬ 
ploits of British intelligence. Guild 
has already begun work on another 
half-hour aeries, "Light of; the 
World,” for which a pilot is being 
.lensed in Mexico. Also under pro¬ 
duction are aegs for upcoming "The 
Michael's in Africa.” Latter will 
be released in January. 

CbTsHet Scrap 
;C—tip—i from HI* ?I j 

tion has been selling it on a seven- 
day per week basis, using the Sun¬ 
day show as kingpin with first- 
runs. Other days, "Movie 5” goes 
on 4:30-6 pun.. with subsequent 
runs that are spaced no less than 
seven weeks apart. . Q 

Sellout, the station admits, came 
about largely on the expectations 
of the WNBQ’s first package buy, 
the 50 UA titles, and to stimulate 
buying the station has institute^ 
several bargain plans for 13-26-39- 

. 52 week schedules. If the ratings 
hold upr "Movie 5” cross-ihe-board 
should be worth some $1,200,000 
in yearly revenue to the station. It 
takes 64 one-minute spots per 
week. This would represent a ter¬ 
rific improvement over the pro¬ 
gramming which "Movie 5” sup¬ 
planted, a moppet show, "Elmer 
the Elephant,” which did Well un¬ 
til "Mickey Mouse Club” opposed 
it on ABC-Ty, and an ambitious 
but low-rated live musical, 
"Adults Only.” 

WNBQV showing of "African 
Queen” had the momentum from 
the 90-minute Standard Oil spec 
which lust preceded it on the NBC 
net and a half-hour advantage over 
the other local feature film by 
starting at 9:36 p.m. Atthathour,. 
however. It Jett opposite CBS-TV’s 
“What's My Line," one pf the high¬ 
est rated shows In Chicago. 

"Casablanca” on'WGN-TV and 
“Something For the Boys” on 
WBKB opened at 10 p.m. opposite 
WBBM-TV’s J‘Standard News end 
Weather RoUndup,” unquestion¬ 
ably the top-rated;' local show 
cross the board. WBBM-TV, the 
CBS station, started its Bela Luge- 
si film at 10:36 pm. *efter two- 
thirds of "African Queen” and1 
one-third of the other' competing 
films. ^ 1 - 

Overnight Trendex ordered-by 
WNBQ found its "African Quehn” 
scoring 25.0 «g»iost CBS* 39J 
“What’s My Line” it'6:36. At? Id 
the .pic outstripped all compete 
tion with 29.0 ■ against 14:8 for 
WBBM-TV’s “Standard Roundup,” 
lid for WON-TV’S ’^Casablanca” 
and 1.8 for WBKB’s "Something 
for the Boys.” In Anal half-hour, 
"Queen" got v 22.6,' "Casablanca” 
21.1 and of -start ' WBBM-TV’s 
"Mark pf'VnaWire” 4,2. 

Co»tinue4 from pace U ; 

ing the most exciting season in tv's 
short 10-year history. We have the 
best list of specials we've ever-had. 
Mary Martin in ‘Annie Get Your 
Gun’. The General Motoig Show. 
And CBS and ABC have many spe¬ 
cials. 

■*We have reprogrammed 55% 
new shows in the evening, hours. 
.The first returns, considering rat¬ 
ings only as indications, show a 
definite swing to NBC. New NBC 
shows have increased our audience 
29% oyer last year.” j 

Saraoff agreed there lr an over¬ 
abundance of Westernr on tv.this 
year but said, “We as. a hetworic 
have no control over what other 
networks and individual stations 
have. We have only four Westerns 
in our night time programming- 

“If you took all the hours of 
Western programs on all stations 
in the United States, well, maybe 
your have got too many Westerns.” 

While here Saraoff and his party 
were entertained at a luncheon at 
the home of former Gov and Mrs* 
W. P. Hobby. 

| Washington, Oct. 15. I 
i The U. S. Information Agency, 
which sharply stepped up its film, 
radio and television operations 
during the first half of this year, 
has cut them hade under'the re¬ 
duced budget which became effec¬ 
tive July 1 last, in its semiannual 
report to Congress, for tbc period 
Jan, 1 to July 1, the agency ex¬ 
plained it had been steadily broad¬ 
ening its use of the media. Hdw- j 

ever, continues the report: I 
Radio broadcasting to "Iron and 

r Bamboo Curtain” countries, will re¬ 
main almost same as it has been, 
'but .will be reduced somewhat to 
other parts of the globe. 

"Television output-Is cutrby 75%, 
in line with program reduction in 
Europe and Latin America, where 
tv Is .well known. The new means 
of communication is almost un¬ 
known in. the areas of highest prior¬ 
ity, such as Africa and the Middle 
East” 

"The motion picture program is 
materially reduced and emphasis is 
now on producing films at posts ih 
critical areas.” 

$21,000,000 Spot Biz on Spot 
; Continued from pare 24 ; 

TV, Hoilston-Galveston, $1,500,000; 
KSL-TV, Salt Lake, $500,000, and 
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore., with its 
$1,500,000. 

In all, CBS Spot Sales will throw 
to the wolves eight out of its 13 
stations if the measure is adopted. 
The key markets being in Phila¬ 
delphia, Charlotte, Houston-Gal- 
veston," and Portland, 

CBS officials are taking the 
wait-and-see attitude but seem to 
be resigning themselves to the 
future. 

NBC Spot Sales although not 
dropping the coin that CBS does, 
loses more markets. Seven of the 
14 listings of NBC fall by the way- 
side. They will surrender WRGB- 
TVr Albany-Schenectady-Troy, $1,- 
000,000; WCKT-TV, Miami, • $800,- 
000; WAVE-TV, Louisville, $900,- 
000; KSD-TV, St. Louis, $2,000,000; 
KOA-TV, Denver, $1,000,000; 
KOMO-TV, Seattle, $1,000,000; and 
KONA-TV, Honolulu, $300,000. 

. The last straw is that NBC Spot 
Sales is repping an additional five 
stations for Crosley Broadcasting 
in three markets under a recipro¬ 

cal deal that hey have worked out 
and these, too, will he thrown up 
for grope. 

The bodies haven’t been buried 
yet but it’s no secret that anxious 
reps are not saying more than "hi” 
to station owners and general man¬ 
agers In these key markets. 

‘Battle of Giants’ 
; Continued from page 2S ; 

programming needed, likely spon¬ 
sors, etc. Also, the problem of 
financing is a major hurdle for a 
newcomer, with money tight, with 
hanks cautious on lending to un¬ 
proven organizations. It also is 
quite expensive to assemble a 
knowledgable sales force. Gone 
are the days when most anyone 
could be sent out with a can of film 
and be expected to deliver mar-* 
kets, Additionally, indie pro¬ 
ducers turn more and more to es¬ 
tablished vidfilm distribs for fi¬ 
nancing, etc., rather than to set up 
house for themselves. 

Mee Battle 
San-Francisco* Oqt.l5. 

A feature sating twar is in the . 
offing heft with KGO-TV. which 
bought the Metro library .throwing 
its hat Into the ring. 

Interesting aspects of-the EGO- 
TV buy are ^pt It's the first ofico 
of the Amesfeegj Broadcasting-Para- ■ 
mount Tlieetees station group, to . 
buy the Jugrttie Lion label; plunk¬ 
ing down an .estimated $1,800,000 
•for the seven-year licensing tab. 
The appgMElawtd $£,800,086 pur¬ 
chase price-was sufficient totake 
away the library ^rem the Westing- 
house rtitlan; XPLJt, Westingbouse 
closing a daaftfor Cleveland and 
Pittsburgh. 4bajbfh. . 

KPIX, which has enjoyed ? fea¬ 
ture film leadership: heretofore, • 
has a stockpile of RRO,. Warner . 
Bros;,' 20th-Fox and other ^cine¬ 
matics to buck the oncoming Metro 
opposition. KRON, anNBCaffiliate, 
has some Warner'pix too,, as well 
as others.. 

New York—Adam Young, presi¬ 
dent of the Young, representative 
firm, has announced ^additions to 
his West Ceest sale* staff. Id.San 
Francisco, Richard Eellib?r has 
been namod,manager, jr-*--*—1 
SSa* 

ETV?.. 
Charnel 13...from 3rd to 1st 

in 30 days! 
After one month of the Channel 13 programming schedule under Westing- 

house Broadcasting Company ownership, the latest American Research Bureau 

(Scfte’57) survey shows*** 

*j(Out of 454 <pu*c*ho« Share of audience—sigmon to sign? 

Off- > A i 

WJZ-TV. ..leads inI99 I^F¥..35.5%..iiir24.5% 

Station B -. leads in 193 Sta.B..382% down4.9% 

Station C.. leads in 62 Sta.C..25.1% down 192% 

wr ANO LOOK AT THIS! 
Buddy Dearie Bandstand (3-5 PM, Mon*, 
day through Friday) is the top-rated: local 
afternoon program in Baltimore, with * 
mote than 50% Viewers—2.5 view¬ 
ers per set! 

The Early Show (6-7:23 PM,; Monday 
through Saturday) is the highest-rated 
early evening show in Baltimore — over 
60% adults—2.& viewers per set ! 

Keith McBeeV7.*23 NewsT is the high¬ 
est-rated news show, network or local, in 
Baltimore TV! 

The Late Show is the highest-rated local 
show in Baltimore TV! 

For full details and availabilities, call 
Joe Dougherty, WJZ-TV Baltimore Sales 

Manager, at MObawk 4-7600.*. 

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING 7 \ COMPANY, INC, 

4c ARBf$#pttmber; 1957 m 

■B 

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR-TV 
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n,.«the commercials 
you are doing 
for us on AIDS -are 
helping to increase 
our sales.,,” 

"...it had one of 
the warmest and 
personal approval 
types of delivery 
that we*ve had 
in many an agec’' 

m * 

.ft.'• 

I 
■ r 

t, 

Hill 

HE ROBER1 
Sponsors: campana sales co., Chrysler corp., cowles magazines, me, ex-lax inc., general foods corp., general mills, me* grove laboratories me., s. J. heinz co» hotpoint co., hu 

AN THF CBS 
^1 I I llnr \&Wa0%d 

Monday-Friday, 8:00-8:30 pm, Saturday, 11.-05 am-lS.-OOnoon, am PRODUCER-DIRECTORS: Jack Hurdle (M<m.-FrL), Brum Zirato, Jtl i2 
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LWa 
RCBESTRA: Ray Block SINGERS: Judy Johnson, Richard Hayes ANNOUNCER: Lee Vines WRITERS: Art Baer, Ben Joekon,Hey woodKlmg 
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Ford’s $1,000,000 TV Com’l 
Cont.nued from page : 

mercials on that, phase of the ven¬ 
ture and will use those on televi¬ 
sion this fall. 

Sta'e Dept, jHessip? 

Project involved four months of 
preparation, both logistical and 
diplomatic. Ford, JWT and Film- 
ways .ire Washing¬ 
ton last March, when' they * first 
agreed on the project, with the 
State Dept, and the U. S. Infor¬ 
mation Agency, and then with the 
ambassadors of the 23 countries 
through which the expedition 
would pass. Meanwhile, Filmways 
set up World Highway Expedition 
Inc., a subsidiary designed to han¬ 
dle the operation, and began 
gathering personnel. 

At the top of the heap was''Film-, 
ways exec v.p. Marty RansohoffT 
who came up with the idea and 
who served as World Highway 
prexy and exec producer of the 
project. He then signed on Kevin 
McClory, who had been overseas 
on-location director for Todd’s 
“Around the World,” as producer- 
director, and Jeannie Sims, who-] 
had been assistant to John Huston 
in the filming of “African Queen,” 
as coordinator in N. Y. 

All this was done in utmost se¬ 
crecy, since any leaks on the proj¬ 
ect would have enabled Ford’s 
competitors to photograph the un¬ 
disguised prototypes as far back 
as last July, when the trek started. 
Miss Sims’ end of the operation, 
along with the World Highways of¬ 
fices, were sequestered at a hotel 
suite in.N. Y. All travel arrange¬ 
ments were done on the q.t., as 
well as purchase of additional 
equipment, etc. 

In May, McClory and a four-man 
team from Ford and JWT did a 
five-week .preliminary survey of 
the itinerary, covering all of the 
23 countries involved, just to' see 
if the round-the-world trek was 
feasible. They decided it was, and 
Ford and Filmways got busy. Ford 
supplied a camera car and two 
equipment trucks (the latter in¬ 
cluding generators and refrigera¬ 
tion to keep the film at the right 
temperature), along with the two 
prototypes. Filmways began hir¬ 
ing agents and production manag¬ 
ers in all 23 countries (an arrange¬ 
ment which will be maintained 
permanently by the commercial 
outfit), and started booking sea 
and air passage for the personnel 
and equipment. 

Early in July, the two prototypes 
and the equipment set out from 
Detroit, with a five-man Ford 
driving-mechanic crew headed by 
ace test driver Danny Fames. 
Meanwhile, Ransohoff began as¬ 
sembling the members of the sa¬ 
fari, which began itself to take on 
an international look. Cameramen 

were Ken Talbot (British) and 
Peasley Bond (American); produc¬ 
tion manager was Roger Goode 
(English); cartographer was Hubert 
Pictet (Swiss); doctor (who joined 
them later) was Dr. Kalfayan (of 
Lebanese origin and . born in 
Turkey), head pathologist of Roose- 

• velt .Hj&piial; Niel^Webster, the tv 
director, is American, as is Ran¬ 
sohoff; McClory is Irish and Miss 
Sims. British. 

Cars and personnel were airlift¬ 
ed while the trucks and equipment 
travelled by sea to London, arriv¬ 
ing July 15. Filming started in 
London; then another airlift to 
Paris; thence to Geneva, through 
the Simplon Pass to Portofino, 
then to Rome and Venice and into 
Yugoslavia, .for filming at Dubrov¬ 
nik and Split, Then into Greece 
for stops at Salonika and Athens, 
then finally into Turkey for loca- 
tioning at Istanbul and Goreme. 

The Travails of Travel 

At that point, the going began 
to get rougher. ‘ Expedition pro¬ 
ceeded to Teheran and Isfahan in 
Iran, then over the border into 
Afghanistan and through 'the 
northern route to Kabul. Thence 
through the Khyber Pass into 
•Pakistan, over the border to Am- 
ritzar into India; thence to Delhi, 
Jaipur, Agra (for the Taj Mahal) 
and down to Calcutta. From there, 
another airlift to Rangoon, an¬ 
other airlift to the Malayan Penih- 
sula, and down to Bangkok, the 
hidden city of Angkor Vat, into 
Vietnam and Saigon, another air¬ 
lift to Hong Kong and another to 
Tokyo and Fujiyama, thence by 
plane to Anchorage, down the Al¬ 
can Highway and back to Detroit. 

Entire travelling time, an esti¬ 
mated 130 days, ending towards 
the end of November. Crew is 
currently in Rangoon, with the re¬ 
mainder of the itinerary still to he 
completed. Meanwhile, though, 
one of the prototypes was aiirfilted 
back to the U. S. this week so it 
could be available for Ford press 
p*feviews starting today (We'd.). 
The other will complete the trip. 
Both cars got through without any 
engine, transmission or major 
chassis failures, though naturally 
they’ve been beaten up somewhat. 

With the film coming into New 
York in a steady stream via Some 
15 separate airlifts, another proj¬ 
ect got underway two weeks ago, 
Filmways started construction of 
what he claims is the largest tv 
set in Television history, a 40-foot- 
high rotating globe, which was too 
big for any of the New York stu¬ 
dios and consequently was set in 
nearby Jersey City, at the* state 
armory there. With Arthur God¬ 
frey, Tennesssee ‘Ernie, Sloan 
Simpson and Roxanne doing the- 
pitches, Filmways shot four days 
of openings, dosings and integrate 
ing shots using a new Ford in 
front of the rotating globe as the 
theme. Set alone was $40,000. 

While the commercials are being 
whipped into shape, Filmways is 
dickering with United Artists for 
theatrical release of the 60-minute 
documentary, which will.be pegged 
to a one-world, one - highway 
theme. He’s assigned Allan Chase 
to head up the scripting of the 
feature, and has a staff of editors 
assembling and pruning the 6,000 
feet of film that will go into the 
feature. Additionally, Ford will 
make dealer use of the feature and 

other unused footage for educa¬ 
tional, goodwill and public rela¬ 
tions purposes. 

In addition to the regular crew, 
Ford sent along public relations 
troubleshooter Walter Curtis., and 
vet still photographer Gordon 
Tenney (for lots of anticipated 
news coverage^of the expedition), 
while JWT. 'fle%- supervisory and 
creative pgrsqnnel in and put dur¬ 
ing the course o£ the trek. 

Cabal Rebek IV 
In States Should 

Tell Both Sides 
Havana, Oct 15. 

Are the U, S. networks taking 

sides in the Cuban revolution? 

Cubans are wondering about this 

in view of the fact that NBC has 

so far, carried three interviews 

with President Fulgencio Batista 

this year, two of them within the 

past month. CBS, on the other 

hand, made headlines with its cov¬ 

erage of the'guerilla force led fc> 

Fidel Castro in the Sierra Maestra 

Mountains, 
A Cuban newsman expressed 

this feeling: “No one disputes the 
right of NBC to interview anyone 
they Want, hut in the interests of 
fair play why don’t they , give the 
opposition ,a chance to speak also?” 

A spokesman for the rebels said: 
“NBC thinks it has a big story in. 
interviewing Batista. Actually, 
Batista is delighted at the chance 
of putting his views before the 
American public. This is particu¬ 
larly true in view of the daily and 
widespread criticism he receives 
from the American press because 
of his tyrannical methods. 

“If the Cuban government’s con¬ 
tracts with RCA have anything to 
do with the NBC interviews, then 
let NBC stop and^consider the fu¬ 
ture, particularly in regard to any 
new government that may he set 
up in Cuba.” 

CANADA‘ON CAMERA' 
SERIES SET FOR BBC 

Ottawa, Oct. 15. 
Without seeing scripts or shows, 

British Broadcasting Corp. has 
pacted to_ buy 26 stanzas of the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s “On 
Camera” drama series. BBC will 
start airing the items in November 
under the series title, “Canadian 
Television Theatre.” 

Deal was made by CBC’s Sidney 
NeWman with Michael Barry of 
BBC, both tv supervising produc¬ 
ers, during Newman’s recent Unit¬ 
ed Kingdom junket. Previous suc¬ 
cesses of “On Camera” shows over 
BBC, used singly and not as a ser¬ 
ies, made the sight-unseen arrange¬ 
ment possible. Show is aired in 
Canada live. 

Boston—WHDH-TV, new Chan¬ 
nel 5, debuting next month- ap¬ 
pointed David Abbott, formerly re¬ 
gional sales mgr. for Official Films, 
Inc., as national commercial man¬ 
ager this week. Abbott also served 
as sales rep for MCA-TV Ltd., and 
sales rep for WBZ-TV in Boston. 

ZIV SETS THE PACE WITH. »• 

3 OUT OF TOP 4 
SYNDICATED SHOWS 

in NASHVILLE! 

Time after time, in city after city, 

ZIV SHOWS RATE GREAT 

Houseman 
Continue 4 from pare 24 

rating terms it didn’t do so well. 
I’d hate to have to be up against a 
major variety show like Ed Sulli¬ 
van, simply because I couldn’t do 
what I’d like to do. I’d have to 
inject other ingredients into the 
shows.” 

A hard central core of viewers oil 
Sunday afternoons, Houseman 
hopes, will be supplemented from 
week to week by people whose in¬ 
terests are aroused by the specific 
topic that afternoon. “We hope 
the jazz addicts will watch the jazz 
show, the people interested in re¬ 
ligion will tune to the evangelism 
show, and so on.” At the same 
time, he’s a little worried that the] 
very variety of the program and; 
its lack of a single major connect¬ 
ing link, may work to a disagyan-l 
tage in terms of audience. 

Houseman’s high on television, or 
at least the television he’s doing. 
It’s unique in that it" permits in 
combination many of the things 
that can be done only singly or 
not at all in legit and films, «Iong 
with the inclusion of the graphic 
arts. Besides ^ which, he’s having 
a lot of fun doing* “Arts.” In his 
production setup, he’s playing Safe 
only with one facet, his directors, 
all of whom (Sidney Lumet, Frank¬ 
lin Schaffner, George Roy Hill and 
Robert Mulligan) are experienced 
professionals. Otherwise, any of 
the novices-on his staff with » good 
idea can have a chance to devel¬ 
op it.- 

Beyond this. Houseman admits 
he hasn’t the slightest idea who’ll 
review “Arts” for the New York 
Herald Tribune, in view of critic 
John Crosby’s role as host of the 
show.. ; - ' 

Late Nite Chillers 
Continued from page 27 

for which the chillers seem direct¬ 
ly responsible. In New York, Sat¬ 
urday night sets-in-use this past 
weekend (12) reached 41.7 for the 
10:30-12 period; on Thursday (10), 
they hit 29.6, compared with only 
17,6 five weeks ago on a Thursday 
night. In Philadelphia, WCAU-TV; 
which strengthened its lead posi¬ 
tion with “Frankenstein,” also 
boosted the setg in use from 20.4 
a month ago to 25.2. In SanJFran- 
cisco, sets in use jumped from a 
16.5 on Thursday, Sept. 12, to an 
astonishing 40.0 on Oct. 3, the 
night KRON-TV showed “Franken¬ 
stein,” for the 10:30-12 period. In 
San Antonio, sets In use on Fri¬ 
day (10 to 11:30) hit 60.0, com¬ 
pared with 29.3 a month earlier. 

Even Screen Gems, which had 
great hopes for the package, didn’t 
expect results of this kind, and 
syndication sales chief Jerry Hy- 
ams is now convinced that the fu¬ 
ture of feature film marketing lies 
in the “thematic” package. On tap 
within a year will be another hor¬ 
ror package, out of the Universal 
and Columbia libraries,.along with 
other types; of packages pegged to 
a central theme. Hyams, who re¬ 
members when “the stations lined 
up at our doorstep If we had a 
feature with eveii a medium 
‘name’,” states, .that the excitement 
of the big-nanie epics released in 
the major studio, flood last year is 
is over, and the effect on audi¬ 
ences is wearing thin. With the 
horror picture^ Jiis evidence, he 
feels the “thematic”', package rep¬ 
resents the future of feature film 
selling. 

‘Strike It Rich’ 
ss Continued from. ra*« 25 

package at that time was using the 
title “Bonanza Bills.” 

“Strike It Rich” has been in the 
11:30 to noon slot on CBS, follow¬ 
ing Arthur Godfrey, for some 
years, and had' ruled the rating 
roost for its time period easily. 
But a year ago’ NBC shifted 
“Home” from its. .11-12- time slot 
and substituted “Truth or Conse¬ 
quences” at 11:30, cutting into 
“Rich’s” ratings..And when NBC 
revamped its entire morning and 
began cutting into- Godfrey’s rat¬ 
ings as well, “Rich,", suffered fur¬ 
ther. It’s currently one of the 
lowest-rated of the CBS daytimers. 

Colgate doesn’t contemplate any 
action on its other CBS-TV day¬ 
time entry. “The ’Big Payoff,”, 
which has held up Strongly in the 
rating dept. But once it decides on 
“Rich,” it is expected to move 
swiftly, bringing in the new show 

Matt Cvetic Slaps HOG 
Sok Against Tiv, Sez 
WContract Breached 

® Pittsburgh, Oct, 15. 
Matt Cvetic, whose undercover 

work served as. a basis for the Ziv 
radio series “I If as A .Communist 
for the FBI,” has filed suit against 
the Frederic W. Ziv Co., claiming 
breach of contract and seeking the 
sum of $110*200. 

Suit was filed in Western Federal 
District Court of Pennsylvania, with 
preliminary hearings slated in No¬ 
vember or December. 

Allegations stem from Cvetic’s 
agreement with Ziv to serve as 
technical advisor for the series and 
Cyetic’s promise to lecture before 
groups, etc., for a fee. Deal with 
Ziv, according to the complaint, 
called for payment^ to Cvetic of 
$200 per single engagement plus 
expenses for lectures and $600 per 
week plus expenses, the plaintiff’s 
lecturers not to exceed four during. 
the course of a week. Cvetic alleges 
an unpaid balance for the lectures 
he delivered during 1952-and 1953 
of $10,200. He also is seeking $100,- 
000 on the basis of an alleged 
breach of contract, which according 
to the complaint occurred when 
Ziv continued to use his name and 
material after the termination of 
his contract in October, 1956. Plain¬ 
tiff acknowledged in the complaint 
that Ziv paid him the agreed price 
of $5,00Q for technical assistance 
and expenses during the period of 
his contract. ' 

Cleveland — KYW’s “Roadshow” 
is available for neighborhood pro¬ 
motions, hospitals, orphanages, ete. 
Under the direction of KYW pro¬ 
gram manager Mark Olds, • unit 
consists of' eight acts, including 
three dance teams, a pantomimist, 
and several vocalists, plus Greg 
Cekads’.Band, A- KYW -personality 
serves as emcee. 

WMAR-TV 
Maryland’s Pioneer 

' Television Station 

how celebrating its 

Anniversary 
by presenting 

CBS-TV Network 
Show 

BIG 
PAYOFF 

with Bess Myerson 
Randy 'Merriman 
and the entire cast 

from Baltimore’s 

5th Regiment ^Armory 

. October 21st tHru 25th 

TElEVISlbuOFFlilATE OF THE 
COLUMBIA BHOAOCA5T1NG SYSTEM 

Jtpr—nW by TMt KATt AGiMCT, U*. 
N*r Y*A. iMrril. *. UmK Um Fii.rtm, 

CW>|i, AHula, D*Hm, lm liwlw 
. > M >i 
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Stereophonic disks are begin¬ 
ning to shape up as an early com¬ 
mercial possibility. Last week, in 
conjunction with the N. Y. High 
Fidelity Show and a conclave of 
audio engineers, both London Rec- 
ords and Westrex Corp., a subsi¬ 
diary of Western Electric, staged 
demonstrations of their respective 
stereo-disk systems. » 

Both the London and Westrex 
systems are based on mono-groove 
disks played by a single stylus. The 
stereo, sound is cut into each 
groove via separate sound chan¬ 
nels which are picked up by two 
amplifying systems and a multi- 
speaker setup to give the aspect of 
depth to music, similar to the real¬ 
ity of the concert hall. 

In the London system, existing 
monaural disks can still be played 
with the .stereo stylus but the 
stereo disks are not matched with 
the present LP pickups. Under the 
Westrex system, there is a two-way 
compatibility between the stereo¬ 
disks and equipment and the cur¬ 
rent LP’s. 

London is ready to market the 
stereo-disks at an early date, but 
has not yet placed a price on the 
product. Harry - Kruse, . London’s 
general managed, stated that he 
didn’t want to start any battle of 
systems, but wanted the industry 
as a whole to study the stereo-disk 
potential and determine a compe¬ 
titive price structure. London’s 
stereo-disk is a 12-inch platter ca¬ 
pable of playing 28 minutes. 

Although no price has been set 
on the stereo-disks, Kruse is cer¬ 
tain that it will be considerably 
cheaper than stereo-tapes for 
equivalent music. An average 
stereo-tape of a longhair work now 
costs , around $12 or $13 and has 
proved to be one of the most im¬ 
portant limiting factors for this 
market. Another plus for the-; 
stereo-disks is the ease of handling, 
whereas tapes have to be threaded 
onto machines. Several tape 
mechanisms have been developed 
recently to counteract this handi¬ 
cap via cartridge-type feeding of 
tapes into playback machines. 

SAMMY DAVK JR. RE 
GRANZ AND SATCHMO 

New York, 
Editor, Variety: 

Having read a statement by Nor¬ 
man Granz in the-Oct 2 issue of 
Variety, I feel I can’t let it go un¬ 
answered. 

In my statement to the press 
while in Montreal, in regard to 
Louis Armstrong, I said, I felt that 
although I agreed with his senti-l 
ments, I didn’t think his language 
apropos for the occasion. Further, 
I felt that if Louis Armstrong or 
any Negro headliner, or white,; for! 
that matter, felt so strofagly about 
racial issues, then why do they ap¬ 
pear before segregated audiences. 
May I remind Norman Granz'and 
Louis Armstrong that it was a little 
over a year ago; that. Louis’ Was 
bombarded for the usage of “darky” 
in'a song. Sammy Davif ’Jr. 

Gene Goodman Snags 

Gene Goodman, who has been 
prominent for.the past couple of 
yeai^in the rock ’n’ roll field via 
his and Harmon music com¬ 
panies, has picked up a flock of 
catalogs recently. . Firms he has 
acquired ownership of include En¬ 
core Music, Jewel * Music, Allied 
Music, East-West. Music and Robert 
Lee Music, ail ASCAP affiliates ex¬ 
cept for.v Encore wjrich.'is BMI." 

The catalogs include such copy¬ 
rights as “SunriSe Serenade,” “.You: 
Ca'me ALojrig Way From St. Louis:,” 
“Blue Champagne,” “Manague, Nic¬ 
aragua.” Goodman _ operates his 
pubHsfe&g " enterprises with' his , 
brother, Hany, who is based on the 
Coast. 

The firms purchased by the. Good-: 
mans were .owned By a printer,: 
Herb Leving. In Tecerit years, how- i 

ever, the music companies were in-; 
active. I 

MGM-Sputnik Merger 
MGM Records is not letting 

Sputnik go by without a tiein. > 
Diskery is reissuing its “Music, 
From Outer Space” album in' 
hopes of quick cash-in; Album 
was cut by the Stuart Phillips • 
orch. 

Among the titles in the 
package are “Polaris” “Jupiter .. 
Jumps,” “Uranus Unmasked,” 
“Vibrations From. Venus,” “Sa¬ 
turn Soliloquizes,” “Solar Si- , 
esta,” “Mercury Muses,” “Mars 
Meditates,” “Cosmic Capers” 
and “Asterodiana.” 

Von Tiizer Music 
Lawrence Welk has virtually 

wrapped up a deal, for the buyout 
of the Harry Von Tilzer Music 
firm. Understood the buying price 
is around $175,000, with details 
of the contract being drawn up 
for final inking. 

The publishing company, which 
has been on the block for some 
time, is jointly owned by Harold 
Gumm, brother of "the late Harry 
Von Tilzer, and the children of 
the late Will Von * Tilzer, another 
brother, Gumm, incidentally, was 
the original name of the Von Til¬ 
zer brothers. 

The Von Tilzer catalog has nu¬ 
merous valuable old standards, in¬ 
cluding such songs as “Wait Till 
the Sun Shines NeHie,” “When 
My Baby Smiles At Me” and “I 
Want a Girl,” * ' 

HENRY JAFFE'S PURBERY 
FOR HIS VIDEO TONERS 

Henry Jaffe Enterprises, Video 
production outfit, has entered the 
music, biz with its own publishing 
company, Fullerton Music, an 
ASCAP affiliate,-, in conjunction 
with Howie Richmond. New firm 
will publish the original music 
from thfe upcoming "Shirley Tem¬ 
ple Story Book”,show and other 
Jaffe video projects. 

.First tune to be published by 
Fullerton will be the Mack David- 
Jerry Livingston “Beauty and the 
Beast” title song for one of the 
shows in the Temple series. 

R&R Thrown for lass 
In Philly Disk Poll 
Philadelphia, Oct, 15. • 

WFIL Radio,, as. part of its “Ex¬ 
citing New Sound” campaign, has 
enlisted the assistance of Sindlin- 
ger gc Co. and. a, representative 
panel to screen disks. First session, 
held recently here, saw panel, re¬ 
view ‘ some 200 records, a cross- 
section of the WFIL, record library. 
' When final results were, tab¬ 

ulated, it was found that the over¬ 
whelming platter - choices were 
pops and standards in the melodic 
groove. Station found this audi¬ 
ence-population cross-section neg¬ 
ative on rock '*n’ roll, with ho such?] 
tunes in the first 50% of the- poll. 

Station’s deejays Phil Sheridan; 
Johnny Carlton, Bill Webber, 
Marge Wieting are guiding them¬ 
selves accordingly. ‘ 

Coral’* N. Y. Wp Talk* 
Norm Weinstroer, •Coral Records 

sales chief, outlined the company’s 
upcoming product to the label’s 
field staff at a'N. Y.‘ confab last 
week/ ~ ..... 

Attending the . .powwow were 
Johnny Thompson, Coast rep; Al 
Oldrich, midwest division -manager; 
Ed Walker, Chicago branch mgr.; 
Don Bohanan, head of the Detroit 
office; and Len Levey and Howard 
Kiaye, edstcru' diVisibn" toppers. •*1 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
i*CA Victor is being paid off on 

its new Hollywood accent with a 
flock of important soundtrack al¬ 
bums. Following its recent acqui¬ 
sition of the “South Pacific” pic 
version and “The Helen Morgan 
Story” Victor has now picked up 
the soundtrack to the Warner Bros. 
“Sayonara,” and Metro’s “Raintree 
County.” 

Latter soundtrack was acquired 
by Victor although MGfM Records, 
the pic company’s subsid label, 
usually handles the soundtracks of 
the MGM dramatic films. Victor 
nabbed the set with a plan for a 
multifaceted release andean exten¬ 
sive exploitation campaign. Victor 
is releasing a multiple-platter de¬ 
luxe version, of the entire Johnny 
Green score,' a lOngplay version, an 
extended-play edition and a stereor 
phonic tape release. 

Victor is planning a simultaneous 
world release of . the “Rdintree” 
set Jan. 1, backed by a major push 
via radio-television spots. Metro 
apparently felt that the extensive 
exploitation campaign would he an 
important selling adjunct to the 
film. 

“+ The United Artists picture com- 
n n n n A pany, which has entered the music 
Kelt LOnneUV Due Uver biz via publishing and recording 

® _*■ . _ . . _ subsids, has a good possibility of 
London, Oct. 15. acquiring Mills Music, a top-rated 

British publisher Reg Connelly is; ASCAP affiliate, as the basis of Its 
planning another business trip to! catalog. UA execs have been talk- 
New York within the next week 
or so. Connelly, meantime, is ex¬ 
pected to forego visiting his home 
in Nassau this winter due to his 
wife’s convalescence frqm a recent 
illness. 

He recently split with the Aher- 
bachs in London and it is expected 
that the London music publisher’s; 
American subsid partnership with. 
Jean and Julian Aberbach will 
likewise be terminated. 

Cap s Classical 

The general $3.98 price line will 
be broken by Capitol Records 
with the'hiking of its FDS (Full 

_ Dimensional Sound) Classical LP 
Victor* which now has Bob Yorke; line to $4.98. New price goes into 

heading the Coast operation, is j effect Jan. 1. 
(Continued on page 68) 

Saul H. Bourne, 73, 
Vet Pub, Dies, N.Y. 

-Saul H. Bourne, veteran ASCAP 
publisher and One of the architects 
of the modem musi# business, died 
Sunday night (13). at Doctors Hos¬ 
pital, N.Y., from an attack of peri¬ 
tonitis after undergoing a stomach 
operation. He was 73 years old. 

Bourne originally broke into the 
music business as an instrument 
salesman and shortly after the first 
World War entered the publishing 
phase of the business at the be¬ 
hest of his brother, Ben Bornstejn, 
who^was working as a songplugger 
for Broadway . Music. Iq 1919, 
Bourne, (then also known as Born- 
stein, having legally changed his 
name in 1947), formed a new pub¬ 
lishing company, Irving Berlin Inc., 
in a three-way partnership with 
Berlin, then already a successful] 
songwriter, and Max Winslow, pro¬ 
fessional manager for the company. 

This combo evolved into one of 
Tin Pah Alley’s most successful 
publishing enterprises, handling all 
of Berlin's output plus songs by 
other top 'songsmiths-of that era. 
In 1944, a few years after Winslow’s 
death and the sale of his share in 
the firm to-the surviving partners. 
Bourne and Berlin, split up With 
Berlin- taking-ownership- of all his 

(Continued on page 70) 

Cap will hold the $3.98 tab on 
its other classical LP series which 
is released under the Capitol of 
the World banner. The Capitol 
of the World series consists of 
material cut by the label over¬ 
seas where production costs are 
less than, the U.S. The FDS line 
is produced in the U.S. 

There are now about 180 active 
FDS LP’s in the catalog which 
will be hiked in price at the first 
of the year. 

MGM MAKING WITH 20 
EPS INTERPING TROT 

MGM Records is going on an ex¬ 
tended play dance binge. Labei 
has earmarked 20 single pocket EP 
sets for Nov. 1 release. 

Release will include four mambo 
EP’s cut by Rene Touzet, Ramon 
Argueso and Dave (TiGO) Robbins; 
1 ejia cha package by Orquestra 
Cosmopolita; two merengue EP’s 
by Frank Damiron; two square 
dance sets by Billy Barrett; two 
rock ’n* roll packages by Claude 
Cloud; one waltz and one tango by 
Maximillian Bergere; two polkas 
by Ted Tyle; two jitterbng EP’s 
by George Russell in addition to a 
set of “Prom Favorites,” a “Teen 
Age Party” and a samba EP by 
Dave (Tieo) Robbins. 

ing to Jack and Irving Mills, heads 
of the music firm, for the past cou¬ 
ple of months and negotiations 
have reached the point where UA 
has made a firm offer. 

It’s understood that the price 
offered by UA is substantially low¬ 
er than the standard .going price 
for established firms, namely, 10 
times_.the annual ASCAP revenue. 
Mills earns around $400,000 yearly 
from ASCAP, hut the asking price 
of $4,000,000- is regarded as too 
high by the UA toppers. 

Outlook for the Mills buyout, de¬ 
spite - the difference between the 
-asking- price and the offering 
prices; -is- nonetheless regarded as 
“good.”. according to UA execs. 
Financing <rf the deal would be 
handled according to the so-called 
“Toni formula” under which, after 
a down payment, future install¬ 
ments are geared to the earning 
Power of the purchased company. 

Operation of the UA publishing 
company, which also would include 
a Broadcast Music Inc. subsidiary, 
is regarded as an additional key 
exploitation service for film pro¬ 
ducers distributing through UA. 
Max E. Youngsteln, UA exec who 
is president of the music enter¬ 
prises, said that, in the past, pic 
producers frequently suffered from 
the bad timing of the music plugs 
with regard to film release dates. 
In any case. Important songs have 
come out of UA-distributed. films 
in recent vears, such as “The Song 
From Moulin Rouge,” “High 
Noon,” “Terry’s Theme From 
’Limelight,” and others. 

UA is also exploring the possi¬ 
bility of taking over some Indie 
disk company. In the meantime, 
however. Youngsteip is lining up 
artists & repertoire! personnel for 
the UA label. Tvta deals with 
staffers with commitments to other 
companies have been virtually 

• finalized. The pic company execs, 
meantime.. are looking into the 
ouestion of utilizing the UA dis¬ 
tribution network for the mer¬ 
chandizing of their music output. 

Artist-wise, UA plans to offer 
deals similar to those offered to 
indie pic producers. Youngstein 
stated there would be incentives to 
artists ovpt- .and above the normal 
royalty deals. 

BMI Critic in New Try 
For Place on Board 

Broadcast Music Inc.’s annual 
stockholder meeting in New York 
yesterday (Tues.) was marked by 
another unsuccessful attempt by 

A.1 .Nicol,. ,ex-BMI comptroller, to 
get elected to the BMI board. Nicol 
.had • been soliciting proxies from 
various radio statioS stockholders 
'and bps been one of BMI’s per¬ 
sistent critics. He once had to be 
forcibly removed from the BMI 
premises by a fioliceman: At the 
board meet, all 14 of the directors 

London; RecordsForms 
P)Ti«on.for .IHsL$ Cut 

By Pubberies, Writers 
London .Records - has. launched, a.] 

new division to handle . recorded 
material' 'independently * ciit by 
publishers, -writers, - artists* - etc. 
Diskery, the U. S. arm of British 
Decca, .plans -to -buy- up this pre¬ 
pared material distribution on a 
global leveL' . 

First subrid IaFel to be set in mo¬ 
tion for this new division will be 
known as Felsted Records. Three 
disks' are being prepared for re¬ 
lease- within -the next- two or- three 
weeks. London also plans to set up 
other iabels for this worldwide dis¬ 
tribution and sales operation. Disk¬ 
ery ^doesn’t plan to go into the 
artiris & repertoire activity of cut-, 
ting - U. • S. artists • and material but j 
will handle the recordings prepared Cleffer Bob Hilliard, has set up 
by others. 'Disks released in the ’ his own music publishing venture. 
U.- S; -under* the * London ■ banner | It’ll be called Leonia Songs Inc. 

COL TAPING TO SIDE’ 
AS $23.95 TWO-REELER 

-Columbia Records* original cast 
treatment of “West Side Story” Is 
getting a tape as well as an LP han¬ 
dling. It marks the first time a 
complete original cast package has 
been put out as a stereophonic tape 
release. 

Col has packaged “Story” in a 
two-reel box to be peddled at 
$23.95. A few months ago, RCA 
Victor excerpted “New Girl In 
Town” for a one-reel tape package 
at $I0.9p. Score for “Story,” a 
Broadway click, was written by 
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen 
Sondheim. 

were reelected. j 
Nicol, who-now runs the R & T | O. A L a_ T7_ _ J 

Music company, Jocated in New- TlddTta GL UU1& 10 FCCu 
ark, has been associated with song- m » K I _ I • TV 
writer Gloria Parker and publisher I D&OY , JCFFY L6W1S FIC 
Barney Young, in attacking BMI. i 
The latter two currently - have-mul-1 Frtr thf 
ti-million dollar antitrust suits S £ J?® 
pending against the licensing or¬ 
ganization. 

Bob Hilliard’s Pubbery 

next Jerry Lewis pic for Para¬ 
mount, “Baby Doctor.” There are 
six new’ songs planned for the film. 

They’ll all be published by 
Famous Music, Par’s publishing 
arm. 

Richmond’s O’seas O.O. 
Published Howie Richmond is 

heading overseas Friday < 18 > on a 
were‘cut by British Decca. ... iNarae stems from Hilliard’s resi- 

Although the distribution of thederice in Leonia, N. J. - . 
new lines • will* mainly' be through i * Herb Reis will bs selling agent ■ month-long look into his European 
present London • distributors, they | for Leonia. First tune in the cata- companies. 
will not necessarily be handled by j log, is Hilliard’s (with Mori: Gar- Richmond now has his own set- 
all of London's distribs of promo- - son) “Gotta Have Something In ups in England, France, Germany 
tidWhien:-***^----** *1-**»-*—Frank.**’----i-emF Rely-. - - — ■. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Tony Bennett (Columbia): “I 
NEVER FELT MORE LIKE FALL¬ 
ING IN LOVE" (Korwin*) sets a 
slick melodic ancf lyric mood that 
Tony Bennett works into a spin¬ 
ning must. "CA C'EST L’AMOUR” 
(Buxton Hill*) is the Cole Porter 
tune out of "Les Girls” and Ben¬ 
nett gives it its best spinning 
chance. 

The Glowtones (East/West): 
"THE GIRL I LOVE" (Progressive- 
Lowell?) is fashioned along rock 

mil Knot, Kilt if Vmilric nnr. 

"SAYONARA” "CAFE RIO" 
(G&C Music*) should be a latino 
lover’s delight but it's a doubtful 
bet for the gringo spinners. 

Kitty Kover (Brunswick): “LIPS 
THAT LIE” (Capesanat) is in the 
calypso groove but too late to-make 
headway in the pop field. "THE 
GREEN GREEN MOUNTAIN” 
(Warmanvj gives Kitty Kover a 
chance at a better than average 
folk styled item. 

Tommy Frisco (Epic): "I DON’T 
roll' lines but it builds pop ’ WANT TO LOVE YOU” (Mellinf) 

strength -as it moves along for a is an easy-to-take ballad which 
big payoff. “PING PONG” (Pro-! shows off Tommy Prisco’s appeal- 
gressive-Robin Hood? ) is a rock ’n’ j ing ballad style advantageously, 
roller with Chinese overtones t “HASTY WORDS’ (Wemart) has 
v liich makes it different and spin-, a pleasing ballad mood and Prisco 
nable. j treats it appropriately. 

Jill Corey (Columbia): "I FEEL Shaye Cogan (Roulette): “BILLY 
PRETTY” (G. Schirmer*) . is a ; BE SURE” (Markst) has an attrac- 
bright and delightful item out of: tive folk, ballad quality which 
“West Side Story” which Jill Corey ! Shaye Cogan turns into a winning 

Best Bets 
TONY BENNETT -.I NEVER FELT MORE LIKE FALLING 

IN LOVE 
(Columbia) .Ca C’est L’Amour 

THE GLOWTONES.*-*....THE GIRL I LOVE 
(East'/West > .. .... ... Ping Pong 

JILL COREY .....;. I FEEL PRETTY 
(Columbia)  ...... How Can 1 Tell 

HAL MARCH ...HEAR ME GOOD 
(Dot) ... .... ... One Dozen Roses 

BING CROSBY. I LOVE YOU WHOEVER YOU ARE 
(Kapp) .....Never Be Afraid 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

3rd Consecutive Year 
Dodge Dancing Party 

ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T. 
For Dodge Dealers of America 

Top Tunes and New Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T. 

Dodge and Plymouth 
Coral Records 

Thesaurus Transcriptions 

takes for a clickful ride. "HOW 
CAN I TELL” IValando*) is a tasty 
ballad that rates a lot of spinning 
attention. 

Hal March (Dot): "HEAR ME 
GOOD” (Famous*) is a swinging 
rocker which gives Hal March a 
first-time crack at the lists. It’s the 
title tune from his Paramount star- 
rer, which will help, trio. “ONE 
DOZEN ROSES” (Famous*) gets 
an okay revival but the side isn’t 

, strong enough to get it back on the 
hit lists. 

Bing Crosby (Kapp): "I LOVE 
YOU WHOEVER YOU ARE” (Wal¬ 
ton*) sets a romantic lyric in s 
latino mood and Bing Crosby gives 
it clicko stature. "NEVER BE 
AFRAID” (Walton*) is a well- 
fashioned message song but its pop 
play potential is limited, 

Eddie Heywood (RCA Victor): 
"ALL ABOUT YOU” (Meridiant) 
has an okay melodic line but lacks 
the pop appeal of Heywood’s pre¬ 
vious “Canadian Sunset” click. 
"LIES” (Meridiant) Is another 
stylish Heywood composition but 
it’ll be tough sledding for pop 
action. 

Louis Jordan (Mercury): "I NEV¬ 
ER HAD A CHANCE” (Berlin*) 
gets an interesting Louis Jordan 
treatment that could work into a 
good spinning item. "PEACE OF 
MIND” iPera-v) is just another 
shouting blues item. 

Lu Ann Simms (Jubilee): "THE 
CHA-LYPSO” (Southern*) is Lu 
Ann Simms’ first for Jubilee and 
she whips up a chile-tinted storm 
that will be good for jock and juke 
action. "I REMEMBER MARCEL- 
LINO” (Leeds*) has a happy beat 
that will do especially well in the 
jukes of the pizza palaces, 

Alan Dean (Roulette): "THE 
HEART OF A FOOL” (Joy*) is a 
big ballad that’s sung to the hilt 
by Alan Dean. "HOW FAR CAN 
ANY MAN GO?” (Kahl*J is an¬ 
other big ballad but too preten¬ 
tious to catch on. 

Johnny Desmond (Coral): “I 
WOULD LOVE YOU STILL” 
(Frank*) is a quiet ballad out of 
the upcoming legituner “Carefree 
Heart” that will have trouble get¬ 
ting heard. "RICH MAN, POOR 
MAN” (Frank*) sounds like it 
means something within the show’s 
(“Carefree Heart”) concept but it 
will mean little to the jock and 
juke trade. 

Anthony Roma (Prep): "ER¬ 
RAND OF MERCY” (Reis*) has an 
interesting blues feel that will ap¬ 
peal to the discriminating disk fan 
and so will Anthony Roma who has 
a lot of Sinatra’s style in him. 
“GYPSY TAMBOURINE” (Sha- 
piro-Bernstein*) is a busy rhythmic 
piece. 

Bill Haley (Decca): “ROCK THE 
JOINT” (Stenton*) follows the Bill 
Haley pattern as before but it 
doesn’t seem to work as well any 
more. “HOW MANY” (Opalv) is 
a slow blues item that will have 
a tough time getting the Haley fans 
interested. 

Morton Gould Orch (RCA Vic¬ 
tor); “THE KATSUMI LOVE 
THEME” (Witmark*) gets a full¬ 
blown orch treatment that will ap¬ 
peal to spinners on an instrumen-i 
tal kick. It’s-from the W$ pi^ti 

item. DOODLE DOODLE DOO” 
(Kahlv) is a frisky item that should 
keep the younger set jumping. 

Ollie. Shepard (Gee): “SAY 
YEAH” (Peer-Renown?) is a rolling 
number that will stimulate some 
juve interest. “MY BABE IS 
GONE” (Kahlr) is a fast-paced 
rocker pegged for the r’n’r die- 
hards. 

Judy Scott (Decca): "The CHA- 
LYPSO”. (Southern*) has a neat 
chile flavor that Judy Scott dishes 
out nicely. "ON MY FRONT 
PORCH” (Rayven?) is a teen- 
pegged rocker that could go over 
big with the coke set. 

Lawrence Welk Orch (Coral): 
"MOON LOVE” (Famous*) comds 
back in a rich rendition by Welk’s 
tootlers. "HE’LL BE THERE” 
(Champagne*) is just par for the 
instrumental course: 

The Upbeats (Prep): "NEVER IN 
MY LIFE” (Carlyle*) is just a fair 
showcasing for this new group but 
they hint at a potential. “I DON’T 
KNOW” (Preferred*) is a vivid 
rhythmic number. 

Teresa Brewer (Coral): "WOULD 
I WERE” (Frank*) has a happy lilt 
that will appeal to many. It’s from 
the tuner "Carefree Heart.” "YOU 
SEND ME” (Higuerat) serves up a 
pretty ballad mood for Teresa 
Brewer and she knows just what 
to do with it. 
AT^°i5^?rro11 (Prescott): "JOHN¬ 
NY TROUBLE” (RKO Music*) is a 
moody blues ballad which' actor 

John Carroll delivers in a pleas¬ 
ant, big-voiced style. Marni Nixon 
supplies an effective vocal back¬ 
ground motif, “ONE IS A LONE¬ 
LY NUMBER” (Miller*) has been 
picking up scattered wax shots 
during the past few months but 
Carroll’s heavy treatment won’t 
help the ballad any. 

Stan Borenson & Doug Setter- 
berg (Kapp): "SWANSON, SWEN¬ 
SON, JENSEN”. (Tacet?) is a 
smorgasbord songfest but it’s hard 
to develop an appetite for it. "THE 
TELEPHONE” (Hawthorne*) is a 
parody of the clicko "Honeycomb” 
but it adds up to a wrong number. 
ASCAP* BMI? 

Chasms’ ^Pianists’ 
"Speaking of Pianists” by Abram 

Chasins (Knopf; $4), is a wise and 
witty symposium on pianists by the 
music director of radio ‘Station 
WQXR, N.Y. Much of Chasins’ ma¬ 
terial appeared first in the . Satur¬ 
day Review, the N.Y. Times, and 
in publications of RCA Victor and 
Columbia' Records. Chasins’ book 
is organized to relate the history 
of great pianists; to discuss inter¬ 
pretation and teaching; to follow 
development of the art through the 
lives and work of various artists; 
to deal with concert management, 
high fidelity reproduction, state- 
sponsored music, recordings, and 
aspects of the classics. : 

Author, as a composer of more 
than 100 published works, is par¬ 
ticularly sensitive to the creative 
artist. His wife is concert pianist 
Constance Keane. Book is an excel¬ 
lent addition to every music 
library. Down. * 

Dallas Symphony has Donald 
Johanos of Cedar Rapids, as asso¬ 
ciate conductor this season. . 

Goody’s Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, hut internationally). 

Artist K Title Label 
1. Sound Track Around World 80 Days Decca 
2. Frank Sinatra A Swingin’ Affair Capitol 
3. The Weavers At Carnegie Hall Vanguard 
4. Original Cast My Fair Lady Columbia 
5. Lena Horne At The Waldorf RCA Victor 

. €. Original Cast Belis Are Ringing Columbia 
7, Mantovani Film Encores London 
8. All Stars Jazz at Hollywood Bowl Verve 
9. Harry Belafonte ^ Songs of Caribbean RCA Victor 

10. Nat Cole * This Is Nat King Cole Capitol 
11, Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor 
12. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers & Hart Verve 
13. Roger Williams Fabulous Forties Kapp 
14. Original Cast New Girl in "Town RCA Victor 
15.v Sound Track Pajama Game Columbia 
16. Sarah Vaughan . Sings Gershwin Mercury 
17. Eydie Gorme Swings The Blues . ABC-Paramount 
18. Nat King Cole Love Is The Thing Capitol 
19. Pete Seeger - . Favorite Ballads F.olkways 
20. Original Cast Three-Penny Opera MGM 

Album Reviews 
Ella Fitzgerald-Louis Armstrong: Rutgers, Howard and Colorado, 

“Ella and Louis Again” (Verve), among others. 
The "Again” in the title of this Eddie Lawrence: "The Old 
package tips off thatjthik is a se- Philosopher” (Coral). Eddie Law- 
quel to Verve’s current high-rider 
"Ella and Louis.” And it’s a se¬ 
quel that will do as well on the re¬ 
tail level. Here, again*,' are Ella 
Fitzgerald and Louis Armstrong in 
top form and with top material. 
They work together and in solo 
spots making every one of the 19 
items in this two-pocket package a- 
musical gem. They are expertly 
backed by the Oscar Peterson 
Trio, with Louis Bellson on drums, 
in a soft, tasty swinging groove. 

Gene Kelly-Mitzi Gaynor-Kay 
Kendall-Taina Elg: "Les Girls” 
(MGM). -Cole Porter’s score for 
"Les Girls” runs-to pnly five num¬ 
bers, so this soundtrack offering 
only takes up one side of a 12-inch 
LP. Although it isn’t one of 
Porter’s most imaginative or lyri¬ 
cal efforts, it does have some 
bright moments. Taina Elg’s “Ca 
C’est L’Amour” and the Misses 
Gaynor, Kendall and Elg on 
"Ladies in Waiting” come across 
fine on wax. Flip side of the LP 
features the LeRoy Holmes orch 
working over six-Porter oldies. It’s 
a tasty medley. 

Sauter-Finegan Orch: "Straight 
Down The .Middle” (RCA Victor) 
is one of the best efforts of this 
crew. There’s less chance-taking, 
but the sound is crisp and swinging 
on a group of standards and some 
originals by Ed Sauter and Bill 
Finegan. , . . 

"American Colleges Sing Stephen I 
Foster”: (Request). Hans Lengs- 
felder, Request topper, has round¬ 
ed up a flock of college glee clubs 
and choirs for this Stephen Foster 
salute. It’s a standout presenta¬ 
tion of the Foster catalog handled 
with slick musical craftsmanship. 
The vocal groups come from Co- 
dist, Mississippi Southern, Nd"- 
lumbia, Xavier, Southern Metho- 
braska, Lafayette, Florida State, 

IsSklETY 10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines^ 
1. CHANCES ARE (3). .. Columbia 

2. HONEYCOMB (5)... ,..Roulette 

3. FASCINATION (6). 
4. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (1). 

.. Jane Morgan ....... .....'Kapp 

. Cadence 

5. TAMMY (11) .... j Debbie Reynolds.... .Coral 

6. DIANA (10) ... 
Ames Bros. ,,.. 

..ABC-Par. 

7. JAILHOUSE ROCK (1) ... 
8. THAT’LL BE THE DAt (5). .Brunswick 

.Dot • 9. REMEMBER YOTFRF MTMF m 

10. IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ISLAND (7) .... 5 Tony Bennett\..... . .Columbia ... .Capitol *'1 \ Tennessee Ernie .... 

WHOLE LOT OF SHAKING 

Second Group 
/ . * Jerry Lee Lewis ... . ..Sun 

BE BOP BABY.‘__ ». Rickey Nelson ...Imperial 
JUST BETWEEN YOU & ME.. .. Chordettes. ,...Cadence 
SILHOUETTES ...... T, Rays .... Cameo 
MELODIE D’AMOUR .. 

GOLDMINE IN THE SKY.. 
/f Ames Bros« ....... 
„ r Pat Rnnn.p . T, T. T, T. .Dot 

AND THAT REMINDS ME.. . • Della Reese ».. .Jubilee 
HULA LOVE .. Buddy Knnx ..,__ ... Roulette. 
LIPS OF WINE.. .- Andy 'WilliAms . . • •. gadence 
MR. LEE .... .. Bobettes .. .. Atlantic 

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101 

rence has a lot on his mind and he 
makes it known with sharp, 
humorous strokes. He’s got six 
new discourses here that range 
from, "That There Hamlet” to 
“Apartment Hunting.” They hit 
the mark and can stand rehearing. 

Polly Bergen: "The Party’s Over” 
(Columbia). A pleasant potpourri 
of pops and showtunes is given a 
likeable lift by Polly Bergen work¬ 
ing with arrangements by Luther 
Henderson. She gives an appealing 
feel to "It Never Entered My 
Mind,” “Make I*he Man Love Me,” 
"My Melancholy Baby” and “Smoke 
Gets In Your Eyes.” Album title, 
incidentally, is a tune out of the 
Jule Styne-Adolph Green-Betty 
Comden Broadway musical. "Bells 
Are Ringing,” and is used as the 
closing theme on Miss Bergers 
NBC-TV show. 

Patty, Maxene, LaVeme: "Fresh 
and Fancy-Free” (Capitol), Here’s 
more evidence that the Andrews 
Sisters still know how to set up a 
song. Repertoire is topnotch and 
thpy swing ’em out in a catchy mu¬ 
sical style set down by Billy May’s 
arrangements. 

Roger Williams: "Plays Beauti¬ 
ful Waltzes” (Kapp). There’s plen¬ 
ty of appealing, melodic schmaltz 
here as pianist Roger Williams fin¬ 
gers his way through a flock of 
waltzes. “The Merry Widow 
"Waltz,” "Sleepy Lagoon,” “Al¬ 
ways,”'and "Oh, What A Beautiful 
Morning” are among them. 

Eddie Cochran: "Singin’ To My 
Baby”" (Liberty). Eddie Cochran 
has made his mark with the teen¬ 
agers^ via his click single, "Sittin’ 
In The Balcony.” The set follows a 
similar groove. 

Roberto Rossi Orch: "Rainy 
Night lu Rome” (Capitol). The 
Roberto Rossi orch is an attractive 
instrumental package here. It’s a 
musical portrait of Rome using a 
batch of new melodies that may 
get to mean something as tim$ goes 
by. 

"The Sun Also Rises” (Kapp). 
The soundtrack packaging of Hugo 
Friedhofet’s score for Darryl Zan- 
uck’s "The Sun Also Rises” stands 
up strong without the marquee 
lures of Ava Gardner and Tyrone 
Power who, incidentally, are prom¬ 
inently displayed on the album 
jacket, front and back. Lionel 
Newman conducts the themes 
pegged on Parisian -and Spanish 
seqiieiices. It’s Kapp's first sound¬ 
track and it should be a big one. 

Decca Records is continuing its 
musical travelog with seven new 
sets that skirt the globe on a happy 
melodic spree. Four packages arc 
in the Caribbean groove and are 
solid items for thosfe who dig the 
island melodies. These are: Jim¬ 
my Thurston’s "On A Caribbean 
Cruise,” "Steel Rand Jump”;^by 
The Steel Band of the U. of West 
Indies, Guy du Roster’s ‘Haitian 
Rhythms,” and "Dance Rhythms 
of Puerto Rico” by RogeHo’s latino 
tootlers." The other acts spread out 
a bit more. They are Maurice 
Lanange’s “Montmartre Moods,” 
Werner Muller’s "Cherry Blossom 
Time In Japan” and Charles Bud 
Dant’s orch visit to "The Golden 
West.” Gros. 

Chi SymphV '58 Tour 
Chicago Symphony - Orchestra 

which has not toured in six years 
will hit the road in the fall of 1958 
for at least two weeks of one- 
nighters in N. Y. aiid the east, 

Sol Hurok office 
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Fed. Court of Appeal Ruling Gives 
Pubs Whip Hand Vs. Delinquent Labels 

• In the wake of the recent de¬ 
cision of the U.S. Court of Appeals 
making distributors and dealers 
liable fdr pirated disks, publish-, 
ers have been given a strong whip 
hands against delinquent disk com¬ 
panies. A flock of retailers and 
chain stores have already noti¬ 
fied disk companies that they will 
not handle any disks from any 
company"'without indemnification 
or other guarantees that, they will 
not be responsible for disks that 
are not licensed by publishers. 

Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and 
trustee who, togther with Julian 
T. Abeles, sparked the suit which j 
resulted in the Court of Appeals 
decision, is preparing to take the 
legit diskeries off the hook by a 
letter okaying them as regular li¬ 
censees of his clients. Any disfc- 
ery,'which has. riot been, paying 
accurate royalties to the diskers/ 
is not likely to get such a clear¬ 
ance from Fox. 

The majors and the top indie 
labels are not expected to face any 
trouble from the indemnification 
front. Numerous small labels, 
however, may be put into a tight 
squeeze since retailers, especially 
the big ones which would be par¬ 
ticularly vulnerable to legal ac¬ 
tion, are now reluctant to .handle 
product which may turn out 
to be pirated. Under the 
court’s decision,, dealers are liable 
for the 2c per side royalty on, un¬ 
licensed tunes. 

Berle to Hit the Road 
For Roulette on ’Mother’ 

Milton Berle will take to the 
road next week on a plugging tour 
for his first Roulette album, 
“Songs My Mother Loved.” 

The promotion gets underway in 
Los Angeles Oct. 21 and will take 
him cross-country for meets with 
dee jays' mid press. The tour will 
wind in Boston Nov. fi. Berle plans 
to tape personalized comments for j 
jocks in each city as well as do. 
personal appearances in retail disk' 
outlets. 

Berle conducted, the orch for the 
album. 

Morty Craft Joins 
Mercury A&R. Staff 

Mercury Records Has added 
Morty Craft to its artists & reper¬ 
toire staff. He’ll assist Bob Shad, 
pop a&r chief in the east, in the 
production of singles and albums. 

Shad, who’s been doing most of 
the album and single dislrsessions, 
will now relinquish most of the 
package work to pop album chief 
David Carroll, out of Chicago, and 
Hal Mooney in the east. Merc’S, 
overall air chief -is veepee Art Tal-' 
madge who headquarter's in Chi¬ 
cago. 

Craft had been operating his own 
indie Lance label which he’s selling' 
to Milt Ross. 

ptSstiEfr 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London* Oct. 15. 

Diana...... Antra 

(Columbia) 
Love Letters Sand ......Boone 

(London) 
Tammy-.. .Reynolds * 

(Vogue-Coral) * 
Train San Fernando ... .Duncan 

(Columbia) 
Wanderin’ Eyes Grade 

(London) 
Island in Sun ....Belafonte 

(RCA) 
Water, Water .... r.._Steele 

(Decca) 
Party .................Presley 

(RCA) 
That’ll Be Day Crickets 

(Vogue-Gbral) 
All Shook Up .. Presley 

(HMV) 

WELK RAKEOFF ON 
FREBERG TAKEOFF 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Copyright regulations give Law¬ 

rence Welk a percentage of Stan 
Freberg's current Capitol disk par¬ 
ody of Welk music style entitled 
“Wonderful, Wonderful.” Platter 
uses takeoff on Welk theme, “Bub¬ 
bles in .Wine,” which Welk co¬ 
wrote, and hence he gets share of 
royalties. 

As part of the deal, Freberg gave 
to Famous Music, which published 
“Bubbles,” _ publishing rights to 
lampoon tune, “Thank You for 
Those Cards and Letters,” which 
he Uses in parody, 

Buddy Waples orch will open a 
stand at the St Anthony Hotel, 
San Antonio, Nov. 12 and will play 
through the Christmas season.* 

Epic Records on Mail Order Binge; 
Sales Dp 41% to 84% on 3 Fronts 

--—-------+ Epic Records is taking the mail 
I* order route to stimulate sales. 

SelVUl boing to toast Diskery, now In its fourth year, is 

For RprnrHinff PrePPin2 a direct mailing barrage 
ror Recoraing oessions t0 dealers around the country on 

‘ .Ben Selvin, artists & repertoire the theory that its independent 
chief for the RCA Camden label, distributors take too long to cover 
leaves for the Coast Saturday (19) their entire territory. 
-for a couple of weeks of recording. The mail orders will be handled 
He’ll cut a new oianist singer, through the plant in Bridgeport, 
Nancie Malcomb, for Camden, and Conl?*» with distributors getting 
will work with Lawrence Welk on a credit for every sale in their area, 
transcribed show for Mhe RCA TIje Epic brass feels the mail or- 
Thesaurus -radio service. One of der campaign is not taking the or- 
the Welk numbers will be “Dipsy ders away from the distrib but 
Doodlg. Dodgers,” a salute to the will, instead, supplement his oper- 
Dodger baseball team switch from ation: 
Brooklyn to Los Angeles. j Epic, which broke away from 

Enroute back to N.Y., Selvin will under the roof of its parent corn- 
stop over in Tulsa to visit the Meg- ParW» Columbia Records, last 
nachord company which packages month, is rolling at a hot sales 
the RCA Thesaurus shows on tape. Pa<:,e* According to William S. 

_,_:_:_L_ Neilsen, national director of sales, 
billings in the pop album field are 

Deep River Boys Fill 8,4ro, ahead of last year, the pop 
a. T» i_ single line is showing an 82% in- 

Date Ift Bnt. Church crease, while the classical mer- 
Newcastle, Eng., Oct. 8. chandise is running 41%. ahead. In 

The De'ep Hiver feoys, topping ‘J1® pop *lbu™ ®el*" ^s.° 
j i ,, — . , pointed, out that Lester Lanin s 

vaude at the Empire Theatre here, third dance LP is going off on an 
kept a year-old promise by singing advance order of 100,000 copies, 
spirituals to 500 persons in church Lanin’s two previous sets have 
at a special lunch-hour service. been top sellers. 

Harry Douglass, leader of the Diskery’s key pop album promo- 
Deeps, introducing the spirituals, tion will be centered on Jay Black- 
said: “This is -the first time in ton’s “Let Me Sing And Be Happy” 
nine years that we have been in- package of Inring Berlin tunes, 
vited to sing in a church. We are Blackton, who recently signed an 
deeply honored to . have the op- exclusive deal with the label, 
portunity.” grooved a Berlin potpourri featur- 

- - - T ing 34 full songs and a slx-minuta 

RETAIL BISK BEST SELLERS 

Survey of retail disk best 
sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
20 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

o | u 
>. S £ 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
ak. vk. Artist, Label, Title_] £ j 

EVERLY BROS (Cadence) 
Wake Up, Little Susy...- 3 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Chancea Are...... 6 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Jailhouse Rock................. 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral) 
Tammy    1 
JANE MORGAN (Kapp) 
Fascination. . .. 
JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) 
Honeycomb....„ 2 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) 
That’ll Be the Day.., . .5 
TUNE WEAVERS (Checker) 
Happy Happy Birthday, Baby,.. 7 
FAUJL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Diana . ...... 
RUSS HAMILTON (Kapp) 
Rainbow .     . 

4 1 ..11 7 

1 ... 10 .10 1 

5 10 4 5 5 4 

1 II l 
& o • S K 

1 .. 1 ,4 

RAYS (Cameo) 
Silhouettes .,. . .. 
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) 
Whole Lot of Shaking. 4 
BOBETTES (Atlantic) 
Mr. Lee. . ..... 8 
SPARKELTONES (ABC-Par) ’ 
Black Slacks..... 10 
TONY BENNETT (Columbia) 

„ Middle of the Island.... 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
BeB&pBsby... 

. BUDDY KNOX (Roulette) 
Hols Love*.... . 9 . 
DELLA REESE (Jubilee) 

. And That Reminds Me... 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Remember You're Mine. . .. 
GENE VINCENT (Capitol) 
Lotta-Loving;.. ..  .. 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Send For Me.,..  .. 
SHEPHERD SISTERS (Lance) 
Alone . 

2 .. 6 3 

7 .. 10 5 

8 7 ....' 5 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
All'the Way... .. 
-ELVIS RRESLEY (Victor) 
Mean WCman Rlues.;,.. 
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca) 
Around the World .--- 

medley that covers 43 songs In 
, two-bar, four-bar and six-bar 

snatches. As a dealer incentive, 
the Berlin package, a deluxer with 
a suggested list price of $4.98, is 
being made available to dealers at 
$2.47. Regular dealer nrice on a 
$4.98 item is $3.08. The cutrate 
offer holds for the Initial order of 
a box of 10 LP’s only. 

In the classical field. Epic’s push 
will be on Eduard Van Beinum 
conducting the Concertgebouw orch 
on Brahm’s 3d and Mendelssohn’s 
4th. The package has been slotted 
as label’s “Hit of the Month” for 
November which gives it a $2.98 
selling price. Special feature of 
the promotion, which Epic is tieing 
in with Van Beinum’s 25th anni as 
Concertgebouw conductor, is that 
customers buying the new item can 
buy 13 other of the Concertge- 
bouw’s in the catalog at the same 
special $2.98 price. Offer will run 
from Oct 28 to December 6. 

On Monday (14), Walter Hayum, 
general merchandise manager, 
Charles Schicke, director of classi¬ 
cal a&r, and James Foglesong, di¬ 
rector of pop albums, took off for 
a series of dealer meetings in Phil¬ 
adelphia, Washington, Detroit, Chi¬ 
cago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, 
Cincinnati and Columbus to pre¬ 
sent the new promotion. 

BPRS UPS PERCENTAGE 
ON INDUSTRIAL MUSIC 

i London, Oct. 8. 
The British Performing Right 

i Society has upped its undustrial 
rate for “Music While You Work” 
by 60%. This means that over 
7.000 factories and canteens will 
either have to shell out the extra 
money or cut out the musical ac¬ 
companiment supplied by radio to 
its employees. 

In the past, factory bosses have 
had to pay 1c per annum for each 
employee who listened to the mu¬ 
sic. This rose to 6c each for three 
or more hours listening each day, 
A PRS spokesman pointed out that 
this rate was set during the war 
and was no longer in line with cur¬ 
rent economics. . . 

Ed Welker to Europe 
On Si Rady RCA Gabs 

Ed Welker, artists & repertory 
topper for RCA Victor’s pop album 
division, is heading for Europe this 

.week for final powwows with Si 
Rady, the company’s European a&r 
rep. Rady is due to leave that post 
shortly for a Coast assignment as 
musical director. 

There has been no decision as yet 
on %a replacement for Rady in 

s Europe. 
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Jazz as Taper Boom,’ Conk 
George Wein Sez Jazz Promotion* Now Full 

Of Pitfall* 

Boston. Oct. 15. 
George Wein, director of the 

Newport Jazz Festival and operator 
of Boston's jazz nitery, Storyville, 
says “concert promotion is a tricky 
business at best." ComjTienting on 
the recent Jazz at the Philhar¬ 
monic's appearance at Symphony 

* Hall, he said it “failed to draw 
enough people to even fill the hall 
one time.” 

Wein pointed out: “There are 
so many pitfalls in concert promo¬ 
tion that a producer must avoid 
that financial success in the field 
of concert jazz promotion has be¬ 
come the exception rather than the 
rule.” 

The Jazz at the Philharmonic 
floperoo was strange he opined. 
“With interest in jazz at the great¬ 
est height ever, why was it such 
a flop at the gate? Musically it 
certainly was a good program. Ella 
Fitzgerald and Oscar Peterson by 
themselves were a great success at 
Castle Hah tills past spring. 

“It certainly is disheartening ^o 
one who is concerned with produc¬ 
ing jazz concerts to observe the 
failure of a presentation of such 
proportions. The possible reasons 
for this hoxoffice debacle are many 
and varied. Perhaps the second 
week in September is too early to 
promote a jazz concert In Boston? 

“Gould it be that the roster of 
Jazz at the Philharmonic paled into , 
insignificance beside the gigantic 
list of names presented at the 
North Shore Jazz Festival just 24 
days earlier? Or could it be that 
the people were not fully aware 
that JATP was in town on Sept. 15 
due to some fault in its publicity- 
planning? 

“Any one of these and many 
more could be offered as an excuse 
for failure. Don’t forget, however, 
that JATP fyas been the most suc- 

1 ‘cessful of all jazz concert packages 
for more than a dozen years with¬ 
out changing its basic format. Prob¬ 
ably next year will find producer 
Norman Granz presenting a radical¬ 
ly different lineup. 

“I personally feel that the JATP 
failure points out the need for a 
new approach to the presentation 
of jazz artists in concert. Of course, 
monster shows will always draw- 
people. Jazz festivals with hun¬ 
dreds of names should continue to 
create interest. The danger here, 
however, is that the great galaxies 
of stars congregating in one place 
at a given time can become so 
commonplace that the public will 
adopt a blase attitude about the 
whole thing." 

He said he feels “there is need 
* in jazz for the presentation and the 
acceptance of the artist as an in¬ 
dividual. This is the only way his 
career can be assured of any de- 
giee of durability. The leading 
classical artists have achieved such 
stature that one name, such as a 
Heifetz, can sell out In advance 
at Symphony Hall. 

“Can you imagine an all-star clas¬ 
sical concert with Heifetz and 
Rubinstein and Piatigorski and 
Reginald Kell featuring a battle of 
the violins betw-een Menuhin and 
Oistrakh, with Marian Anderson 
handling the vocals? 

“Sounds kind of silly, but in ef¬ 
fect, this is what happens at these 
all-star jazz shows.” 

llrubeck’s Short Haul 
Trenton, N. J., Oct. 15. 

Among modern jazz fans, it has 
become fashionable to downbeat 
the abilities of the Dave Brubeck 
Quartet. But the controversial pi¬ 
anist, probably the best known 
practitioner of modern jazz, proved 
in Trenton Friday (11) night that 
he is underrated as a musician. 

It was unfortunate that more 
persons didn’t turn out at the War 
Memorial to hear him pound out 
his highly emotional, but still 
swinging, brand of jazz. The huge 
1,900-seat auditorium was only 
about one-quarter filled (see sepa¬ 
rate story for gross and other 
factors*. 

Where many so-called jazz “con¬ 
certs” are merely parades of tenor 
sax honkers accompanied by foot- 
stamping and handclapping fans, 
this current touring Brubeck pres¬ 
entation is a concert in every 
sense. 

Brubeck and his superbly-talent- j 
ed mate in counterpoint, alto saxo-: 
phonist Paul Desmond, conduct j 
themselves strictly in the manner! 

of the classical concert artist, sob¬ 
erly and dignified. 

Although the music they present 
is jazz in form, Brubeck and Des¬ 
mond, and their equally talented 
rhythm men, take themselves as 
seriously as a Heifetz or Ruben- 
stein. 

For two hours, the quartet 
worked over standard Brubeck 
items such as “A Train,” “Tanger¬ 
ine,” etc., and somehow sounded 
lighter and more fluid than usual. 

Hardworking Joe Morello, drum¬ 
mer, and bassman Norman Bates 
supply a driving and solid back¬ 
ground for Brubeck’s complex pi¬ 
ano and Desmond's lyrical alto. 
Morello’s presence , in the unit for 
the past year seems to have given 
it a lift it never had before. 

Brubeck himself is playing less 
heavy and seems to be adding a 
more earthy note to his solos. Des¬ 
mond, on the other hand, is playing 
more forcefully, although still re¬ 
taining the light touch and tone 
which give his horn its unique 
sound. 

The only lamentable thing was 
that more persons didn’t turn out. 
It was hoped that medium-sized 
cities such as Trenton would pa¬ 
tronize a relatively low-budget con¬ 
cert with only one group perform¬ 
ing. Musically, the Trenton Bru¬ 
beck concert was a success. But 
the fact that Trenton area resi¬ 
dents stayed away in droves- made 
it a dismal night boxoffice-wise. 

Bitt. 

Inside Stuff—Music 
Paul Anka, 16-year-old Ottawa highschoof boy -whose self-written 

disk of “Diana” has passed 1,500,000 on this continent and 750,000 in 

Britain and Australia, was given a caricature of himself at' a luncheon 

In the Brown Derby, Hollywood. Lee Palmer presented it for ABC* 
Paramount. His father Andy Anka, restaurateur In the Canadian capi¬ 

tal, flew there for the shindig. Kid gets his million-disk award Nov. 3 

on the Ed Sullivan tv. show-—but a more practical token than a gold 

record: a $200 gold watch with a “Diana" disk in. centre of its face. 
He plays his home city Nov. 18 in Irv Feld’s “Greatest Show of Stars 
of ’57,” at 8,500-seat Auditorium. He’ll likely get a civic reception, and 
is slated for a presentation at a luncheon thrown in his honor by 
Dewaan Foundation of Ottawa, a Syrian business & professional men's 
association. His mother was bom in Syria, his father in Magog, Que., 
of Syrian parents. 

LESTER LANIN 
Cranston, R. I., Oct. 14th. 

Mik< Stanzler, president of Rhodes | 
Ballroom, was outspoken, in praise 
for the LESTER LANIN SOCIETY' 
ORCHESTRA, because they brought 
a capacity c!*owd of the country 
club and college element to. his 
famous ballroom ... . This was a 
return engagement. 

The Louis Braille Music Institute of America, which provides free 
musical services to the blind, is staging a big cocktail party at the 
Grand Ballroom of the Biltmore Hotel, N.Y., Nov. 3. The tab for the 
benefit is $25 per couple. There’ll be a raffle for ticketbolders with 
the- top prize being a cuffo vacation in Miami Beach. With some 40 
exhibits from airlines, steamship companies, foreign tourist offices to 
be shown, the affair has been titled the First Annual International 
Vacation Festival.. 

Gerry Mulligan, baritone saxist and one of the luminaries of the 
modern jazz school, has been set for a two-part profile in the New 
Yorker mag. Nat Hentoff, Saturday Review jazz columnist, wrote the 
piece. A couple of years ago, another cool cat. Dizzy Gillespie, had a 
three-part workover in the New Yorker. 

Geitz, Gering Due Here 
Frankfurt.- Oct. 15. 

Heniz Geitz, one of Germany’s 
top pop songsmiths, and his pub¬ 
lisher Hans Gering, are going to 
the U. S. this month on a business 
visit. 

Gering-will precede Geitz to the 
U. S, by a few days with the latter 
clue for a deal to write some songs 
In America. • 

The 50th anni of the U.S. Air Force is being marked this month with 
a Vox package titled “Air Force—A. Portrait in Sound,” with Arthur 
Godfrey narrating. Produced in cooperation with the Air Force, disk 

[is compendium of .aeronautical sounds, including the boom of a jet 
crashing through-the sound barrier, a noise known as the sonic boom. 

Judy Garland, in London for a vaude stint at the Dominion Theatre, 
waxed “It’s Lovely-To Be Back In London,” specially written for her 
by Roger Edens, the day after her arrival. • She recorded the number 
for the Capitol label of EMI'last Thursday (10). It will be on sale to 
the public on Friday (18). Miss Garland commences her six weeks* 
engagement tonigfif.CWed.) and will use the song as her show opener. 
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1 1 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DC 9046).. 1 1 1- 4 2 1 1 3 > 1 10 2 1 .1 1 *6 4 3 4 1 161 

2 4 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original'Casf (CL 5090) . 2 3 5 2 4 9 1 3 6 5 2 1 6 4 107 | 

3 2 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Lovihg You (LPM 1515*. - 3 . 6 9 3 5 5 4 4 3 4 2 2 8 2 94 

4 5 
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1505).... . 2 . 4. 7 4 5 3l 8- 2 5 5 3 6 78 

5 8 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Where Are You (W 855*. 9 6 2 9 5 3 7 2 9 IQ. 9 4 9 10 2 8 72 

6 11 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LL 1700) .. 3 1 10 6 6 *10 6 7 4 46 

7 10 
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (DL 5210). 7 8 5 10 . 2 8 8 10 8 8 2 45 

8A 3 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Love Is the Thing (W 824*.... 8 2. 7 . T 8 7 8 .. 10 9 39 

8B_23 
PAT 'BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071)._ 2 3. 3 1 7 39 

10 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028)... 10 3 1 1 . 10 3 J 38 

11 9 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000), 8 1 7 3. 3 33 

12 13 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 5954.. 10 8’. 4 10 5 3 7 ' 30 

13 14 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (T 740). 10 6 4 6 5 7 28 

14 15 
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 8289) .. 4 • 7 . .5 . 7 5 27 

1 15A 7 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Swinging Affair (W 803) _ 8 7 . 3 9 10 8 21 

15B 16 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Almost Paradise (1063)....... 8 8 9 4 5 21 

17 12 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
We Get Letters (LPM 1463).. 9 9 8 9 4 8 19 

18 
LAWRENCE WELK (Coral) 
Dixieland (57146).. ... ... 

' 
2 2 18 

19 21 
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) 
Exotica (LRP 3034). 1 7 14 

20 
HELEN O’CONNELL (Vik) 
Green Eyes (LX 1093).. - 4_ 5 

* 

13 

1 21A 20 
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic) 
Dance to Music of (LW 3340. 6 5 10 12 

21B 22 
JONATHAN EDWARDS (Columbia) 
Piano Artistry (CL 1024).. 9 .-r 1 12 

23 17 
JACKIE GLEASON (Capitol) 
Velvet Brass (W 859) . 7 5 10 

24 25 
LENA HORNE (Victor) 
Stormy Weather (RPM 1375) 6 9 _7 

25 
LENA RORNE (Victor) 
Lena at.the Waldorf (LOC 1028).. 10 6 6 
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WARNER BROS: 
, IRESENTS ; 

MORGAN STORY 

Jv GOGI GRANT 
M'JMCA1 i ’••■'•, ;;- 

fmwr® 

To make sure that this one ranks high among your all- 

time best-sellers, here's a promotion campaign that's.., 

HIGH.., The greatest RCA Victor *4th-quarter radio- 

: spot campaign ever! An unprecedented vol¬ 

ume of network promotion: nbc's monitor, 

bandstand, nightline! Plus a massive,con¬ 

centration of. local radio spots! 

WIDE... Coast-to-coast blanketing of more than 3,000 

Disc Jockeys.; coverage on all RCA Victor 

-. radio services I 

HANDSOME! Aspecial full-color point of sale display! 

Your RCA Victor distributor is ready to help you make 

the most of this mammoth campaign right now. Ask him 

to stock you up on the Helen Morgan story, and while 

’you're at -it, better order a healthy supply of Gogi 

’Grant's latest pop single: that's the life for me c/w 

Tr’s a wonderful thing to be loved (47/20-6996). 

This girl is going places. Play your cards right, and 

she'll take you with her! 

Recorded in New Orthophonic High Fidelity. 

©RCATViCTOIt @) 
Tn>M»>* ▼ RADiO CCftPORADOH OF AMERICA 
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“WEST SIDE STORY” GJIVE ONE Of ITS RNEST 
PEAFOMANCES TO AN EMPTY HALL...BUT MILLIONS 
WILL HEAR IT ON COLUMBIA! YEAR AFTER YEAR, 



MUSIC PfiRlETr 

On The Upbeat 

Wednesday, October 16, 1957 

Mm*** Yr»rlr Hlldegarde set for guest shots on 
ncvf * wa Merv Griffin>s ABC Radio show .. . 

Horizon Press boxing a two-vol- Ziggy Lane back at the Golden 
ume package of Leonard Feather's Slipper, Glen Cove (L.I.); for the 
"Encyclopedia of Jazz” and the third time this year . . .• Audio 
“Encyclopedia Yearbook of Jazz.” Devices presented Walter Toscanini 
Package will sell for $12.50 . . . with a golden tape reel last week! 
Clara Ward Singers touring the in recognition of the work he’s i 
south . . . Violinist Max - Polin done toward preserving and help-! 
booked by Matson Navigation Co. ing to prepare for release the NBC ] 
for the forthcoming 72-day South Symphony concerts conducted byI 
Seas-Orient cruise on the SS Lur-i his father, the late Arturo Tosca- 
line . . . Bette McLaurin cuttingi nini. 
sides for the Atco label this week; -- 
. . . Paul Anka set for another shot: T 
on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show; _ ■ „ 11UUX1 
Nov. 3 , . . Hugh (Wyatt Earp)'. Organist Harry Fanner dicker- 
O’Brian coming east next week for j ing to settle in Canada next year. 
a five-day plugging tour of his! He’s been offered the job of man- 
ABC-Paramount diskings. j aging director at CFRN radio and 

Art Roberts deeinv at WCUE : tv station • ■ • °n the eve of its re- 

Akron, O., running a contest on the j ^ar5e Vh!nd °wfil^bp dfeaturS0,?n 
best name for the -earth satellite. ^Lb? fibf 
Winner ffet<? &2*i Harrv Tam eg; disks in the BBC s Light Program 

many . . . “Retail'Sheet- Best Sell- f * ' after b 
ers” chart in last week’s Variety * t 

BET AIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS 
r—“—VARIETY-—i 
I Survey of retail sheet musie 

best sellers based on reports 
l ob'tq,izie4 from leading stores in 

lije}':<%&es:- and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

* ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk< Title and Publisher 

incorrectly credited “And That. Re-: __ „r ■ . . 
minds Me” to Berlin instead offan eight-week tour. , 
Symphony House . .. Bobby Helms, 
new Decea pactee, signed with Hollywood 
GAC . . . The Rover Boys guesting * , . . 
on ABC’s^ “American Bandstand” ai 
Oct. 21... Steve Clayton gets a laical ^tor A1 Sen^ey are 
shot <5n NBC’s “Bandstand” show °WM„^Jibb 17 IL 
Oct. 22 . . . Joni James* disking, ?SR>J 
“Till Now,” going out in a special ■vwfa^nne°nng I 
sleeve in a tleup 'with Mefi-o’s V. I . 
"Baintree County” . . . Mills Mu- SS* 1 ■ - 

^ Old Pianos Neyer Die, 
SS 'i&Xf&tSttZJB; Don’t Em Fade h 

Jjc'' *°Fx s ■a11 *. * * and sent them into release within now with Granoff School of Music ^ 
Rhythmettes m town this week Sir TSeftomer taw teaching organ . . . Screamin’ Jay KXm-PatVnf 
from Detroit for [Brunswick re- and a&r chirf Mwty Pa^ Hawkins at Tunick’s Sho-Bar (14- .00 UtTaUl 01103 
cording sessions * Dean Jones, rfftSkS 19) . , . Dave Brubeck introed Ottawa, Oct 

swi^dlNlfr TV^stanza11 Sundav Ortega’s pianistics aAhe Encore. “Blues for Harvey” a .tribute to Rescued* from -both-floo< 
Shores NBC-TV stanza Sunday *. *■- the late Camden deejayHaryey niuseumby^enerousowne 

Chicago _ 

Tanner Sisters to South Africa for 

1 * 1 ♦Tammy (Northern).. 1 

2 2 * Around the World (Young).. 2 
3 3 *Fascination (Southern)- 3 

4 4 ^Honeycomb (Joy)..   6 

5 _8 f Diana (Pamco).. 

6 6 *Middle of Island (Mayfair).. 10 

7A 10 *Chances Are (Korwin)...... 4 

7B 5 * Affair to Remember (Feist).. 7 

9 7 »Rainbow (Robbins).. 

10 14 *Goldmine in Sky (Bourne).. 

11 15 . *Heart Reminds (Symphony) i 8 

12 9 *Love Letters Sand (Bourne). .. 

13 f That’ll Be Day (Nor-Va-Jak). .. 
14A 12 .♦You’re Mine (Rush)-.... .. 

14B .. tYou & Me (Winneton)...... 

10" 10- 7 .. 

.. .. 10 7 

pia^s _ ^one^ghter^t^iuS^^S^ Old Pianos Neyer Die, f Lilo, Others on M€M List 
Pottstown, (19) ... John Klein, re- n j. r' P JA i ‘ MGM Records' pacting pen has 

^wi^Gr^SchSi o£Mdulio 9“ 1 ™ *«* £"*&. ffirt up six new artists.. Diskery 
teaching organ . . . Screamin’ Jay XX ln-PoHirti xaawav tagged Lilo, French chanteuse and 
Hawkins at Tunick's Sho-Bar (14- IITa oUl Ur.vWWdj gtar 0£”tjie Broadway legitu^er, 
19) . v . Dave Brubeck mtroed Ottawa, Oct. 15. .. “Can-Cah” whose first album for 
“Blues for Harvey,” a .tribute to Rescued* from -both-flood and the diskery will be released in time 
the late Camden aeejay^Harvey museum by ‘generous _owners, an for her’date at the Statler Hotel, 

ShA^ifen-uMCoSertSl^!: Bsilas,. tomortow (Thurs.).' 
Pjug^ng^r-Vw HfuU«e„^ Osc« Pet^iSfd for Modem ^enS.'^t ,>W «>• Pthen Joining the 

ofT> Hg0^,,130^^ ?00c a°d Jazz Room, Cleveland, for one garde jazz pianist^ at Berme’s SR: ^bnA^-aft^he^SL label wete screen actor Russ Tam- 
1 Billy Be(Sure ” John L. Scott, Week, Oct. 28,'then to Baker’s Key- Lounge Abington ... Hank Jones ^ ioTmeT Stan Kenton- and 
program director at WHEN,Syra- board, Detroit; Nov. 4-19 ... Lionel and Frank Rehak exited combo in I^^enceS^away waters si^Mner^, Charlie Barnet thrush Helen Carr, 
cuse used the Johnny Mathis Co- Hampton into Roberts Show “Copper and Brass” musical to join part* of that town." The venerable, Joli^ Hunter, The Charioteers^ Ted 
lumbia disking of “Twelfth of, A ni-ri o fm- -uMk Tnt,nn^ Wmbanie 'hand harp-toned 88 was purchased for lumbia disking of “Twelfth of i lounge, April 9 for three weeks. Johnfi^. Richards hand. 
Never” as a peg for a contest. He Buddy Gtcco Quartet into Brass --- 
£ad listeners calculate when the Rail> Milwaukee, Nov. 11-24, then 
Twelfth of Never* would occur. to Bonnie’s Black; Angus, St. Louis, Pittsburgh- 

A reply from Michael J Haggen Dec. '2-14 . . . Russell Arms and _ , . B 
nmnnd if Hnwn Wifh f* A pnhrriina    ^ , «• . . ^ -r-. -« I • Cfn^iriwirr ffinnbriTHf 5 

. * “ ,. j f4 ' . J. • i 1/CC. I % « IVU93CU Aiwa GJJVV _ . , . . , -.j, * UUUg nuu yivyiuwu. aw iu.uui,v 
pinned it down with, According Dei John sisters set for Eddys\ -Studying ^engineering at Pitt m f0r many shojys, amateur and pro- 
to my calculations the 12thi of K C FeK 21 for two weeks . . . daytime and piaymg at night with fessional> 
Never will come just after the 11th Australian Jazz Quintet with Lnr- Al-Marsico band at New Nixon is Top ^ taken by tbe owners— 
of IS ever, grjust before the 13 th. Jean Hunter at Milwaukee’s Brass too much of a strain °>i Lqu Mauro» Arthur Merklev and. . after' his 

; ' . • - . rtA « * T_-->Z J VUUC JJUUICL. 1UC VUAUVlCIUd, 1CU 

S?^SS&%1BS ** ****** 
Morrishurg iff,.1875 and since then ^ 
has J^ad countless nights of han¬ 
dling and provided its sweet music 

Sylvia Sims, Gogi Grant and[Rail Jan 13.19< 

‘OF the 
WEEK 

DAVID ROSE 
and His Orch 

DA, (TEST 
L’AMOUR 

AUTUMN 
HOLIDAY 

12554 
(45 it 71 RFM) 

★★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★★*★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

% THE CLOWN PRINCE OF JAZZ * 

iSLIM GAILLARDi 

lean Hunter at Milwaukee’s Brass “ju mucu ui su-m Arthur Merkley and, . after ' his 
- Hail *an. 18-19. _ . Rbeys fath/our year? ago M^ns a^d 

c f • • Sammy Kaye orch appears four: daughter—plus sturdy cpnstruc- 
oan rrancisco nights for the Shriners at Sryia tion are probably responsible for 

Paris Sisters, into Bimbo’s 365 Mosque beginning Friday (18) * . *. fthe excellent condition of’the in- 
Club, to be followed by Guy Cher- Jeanine Hershey, wife of HeYshey strument today, with* its foot-high 

i ney (Oct. 24) and Buddy Lester Cohen, trumpet man with Walter ’“Weber” printed across the .blunt 
j (Nov. 14) . -. . Jean Hoffman Trio Gable outfit at Ankara, resumed as side board. When the wr&fking of 
held over at the Blackhawk ... a dancing single with closing of the Music HalTbuilding approached 
French progressive-pianist Chris Phil Richards’ ice show’s sixmonth (Mbrrishurg’s main -street^Starts 
Ibanez at Jazz Workshop—also rim at Route 51 Room ... . Dodo- being torn, down thisf*'Antiunn. for 
Dick Saltzman Trio ... Dennis Day Marmarosa, pianist, and'Deuces scheduled 1958 -floOdingr of * the 
set for a Nov. 7 opening at Fair- Wild into the Midway Lounge for town’s southeast nertiori by the 
mont's Venetian Room . . . Virgil a run, replacing Donna. Lee >nd urdinoterk. of a new St 
Gonsalves Sextet rpoved into the Bobbie Negri Trio . . . Local tenor 

{Jazz Showcase . . T^Fats Domino’S' Enrico Bruno recorded “One. Star- 
show at Frisco Civic Auditorium Filled Night” on Tiara.-label; it; 
next Saturday (19) . . . Milton was written by Barry Kaye, WJAS tbe neW fcil0tf^ 
Berlfc due in town to plug his deej ay, and Pitt singer JimW Col- *9? its auditorium. - 
“Songs My Mother Loved” on lins,. . . Miami Beachcombers re- , Among the thousands of |>er- 
Roulette label. . turn to Ankara for three weeks formers who terp-chanted - to the 

—-- ■ Nov. 18 . . . .Petticoats, local sing* ancient Wfeher is Happy Benway, 
ing trio (Margie Hirth, Bea & Vamkty’s Saranac Lake corre- 

! - x niiaacipnia Mary House) cut their first* four spondelit, .who hit the Music Hall 
i Stai-s featured in the Phila. Jazz sides for Prep label, Capitol sub- with Guy Bros, and other minstrels. 
; Festival at Convention Hall (19) in- sid . . . Local singer Frank George- v * “ ■"_ 
f elude Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis now with Fred Wiring’s PennsyL ‘ " * 
Quintet, and the Sonny Stitt Quar- Tanians. ID/1 TJa 
tet. Chris Connors cancelled out -^-- ODArUCtOnDS Al5Ltal 3r 11C 
because of illness . . . Johnny Ma- x. . 
this broke all records at Celebrity K&nias City The 
Room. Unusual for room was Sat. ■ , a deal to publish all of the The 
matinee session Celebritv hookinu Mattison Trio which did a one- Sparkletones’original compositions 
*Oben &lfikSErt2^“HdSapoppS” nighter at the KCMO-TV party last through 4t*'^blfehfe* subsids 
for 10-day run (Nov. ‘27). Dick Friday (11), hied east to open at Amco and Pamco,. The Sparkle- 
Haymes slated for nine-day stand Blinstrubs, Boston, Monday (4).. .tones currently are riding high on 
(Dec. 12-21) , . . Jerry Mulligan Modernaires from. the same party the label with “Black Slack*;” and 
into Red Hill Inn (15-iO) ■< , . are doing^one-mghters in tne area bave six new sides in the can ready 
Count Basie working Pep’s this aild, Olflahoma and Texas for two for reiease. . - 

f—i ■■■■". u weeks before returning^to the publishing deal was set last week 
**★★★★★*★★★★★ Hosemary .Vr•• 'between the group’s manager Boh 

i Cox and ABC-Par prexy Sam Clark 

SINCE OF JAZZ * “ts 
%l. Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach 9r°uP ^ between 14 

■|. H h tm mm y. . . . Frank Wilson Trio currently in 311(1 17* 
■ !■ 11 Bm X the Prime Rib . . . Arthur Bragg’s ■ ■■■■■■ ■ . - 

[Mil | ff| IJ'IK J Idlewild Revue currently at the ‘ 
hi I I I H |m I ■ X Orchid Room lists T-Bone Walker - Vlftlflf 
T^l !■ Lfllll/ I & Son, Four Tops, Spence Twins^ ^ V1C1UI 

J MwceUus Wilson, Frances Bum- -Continued from page 61 == 
f eight uf|cve ^ ette, Whitehall Dancers, Joe Brown, 

nKM 4* crip Heard and Jazz Imperials, making a big hid to become a lead- 

"THE THINGS 

WE DID 

EAST SUMMER' 

Just Concluded EIGHT ‘WEEKS 

VILLAGE VANGUARD, New York 

Currently 

JAZZ CITY, New York 

-ASSOCIATED B00KINQ CORPORATION- 
JOg GLASER, Pm. 

745 Fifth Avt. 203 N. Wahash Avo- 407 Lincoln Rtf. *«19 Sunsof llvtf. 
Now York 22. N.Y. Chicago, 111. Miami Baach, Fla. H'wootf 4*. Calif, 

rhono: Phono: Phono: Phono* 
FLaxaO-UM CIniral 6-1451 JKffarson f-03» . OLympla 1-W4* 

; Continued from page 61 ; 

LEROY ANDERSON 
Mg HIT 

FORGOnEN 
S 

• LIROY ANDIftSON (Dacca) 
• CYRIL STAPUTON (Loadoa) 

• FREDERICK HMNttL f Marcary) 

s MUSIC, INC. 

A RfcCCA SECOND 

JERO 
SINGS 

©F LOVE 

THE DtV l L MAIRP N 

4* Crip Heard and Jazz Imperials. making a big hid to become a lead- 
* —-— -—— ' ing soundtrack and original legit 
* „ . - n . * cast company. George H. Marek, ★ ★ ★ ★ *4t * it ★> 

j ffa^gggg. 
J Joe Muryani has joined the in- the stress in this direction early * a . N- 
J die Esoteric label in an exeq capae- this year when he was still chief of M + 

ity handling both artists b Yepef- the album operation before taking * Naw KM»iP«iLmra«LfAS*i * 
toire and production. He former^ over the g.m. slot. He pointed out * Writ# for o oSnpi|to fauoka ot 4ot * 
ly was with RCA Victor and Bfeth- that RCA’s worldwide, dlstrib -k JJSS&?9 JS&S& ^ 
Iehem. network was particularly adaptable -* katiwajl; jAZzTscnwcE, 
. Rudy Do Saxe continues as^pop for- fllm exploltation. . iNsmucrowAL. chelotccx * 
a&r chief. The label’s first release In the ligit field, Victor is due to * FOLKWAYS R1COBDS w. 
featuring Serena Shaw and the cut “Jamaica,” starring Lena * g SiRVlCl CORD *** 
Senors will hit the market this Home,' shortly after it opens on * w w**t nth ilT^VyTc!m,n. y, ■* 
week, Broadway this ialL -Wr *★*■**•* * ★ * ★ ★ * * 
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f^RU^TY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical systemmcomprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Vahixty. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 7 

2 3 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 8 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

TALENT 

ABTIST AND LABEL TUNE 
EVEBLY BROS. (Cadence) ..Wake Up Little Suzyf 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) .(Chances Are*^ *Q Say* 

JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) ..Honeycomb* 

JANE MORGAN (Kapp)...Fascination! 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ..Jailhouse Rockf 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral).. Tammy* 

CRICKETS (Brunswick) .. That’ll Be The Dayf 

PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par|   ...Diahaf * 4 •/ 
TUNE WEAVERS (Checker)..'..'... Hafcpy Birthday, Baby! * 

JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) .. ,_........ Whole Lot Of Shaking 

TUNES 
TUNE PUBLISHER 

♦TAMMY—“Tammy & Bachelor”-F  ..... Northern 

fFASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F  .... Southern 

♦HONEYCOMB  .,...... Joy 

♦CHANCES ARE ................. . Korwin 

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUZY .......... Acuff-Rose 

fDIANA. ...... Paraco 

fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F ..,.. Presley 

♦AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F .... Young 

fTHAT’LL BE THE DAY .... Southern 

♦MIDDLE OF THE ISLAND..... Mayfair 
(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films) 

Saul H. Bourne Dies 
r Continued from page 61 ; 

RKO-Unique Cuts 
' Albums to $1.98 

RKO-Unique is dropping the tab 
on its album line to $1.98. The 
albums, heretofore, had been sell¬ 
ing at $3.98, 

There are 30 albums affected by 
the price cut. Label also plans to 
add three new albums a month to 
the Ijne at the $1.98 tab. The new 
selections for November will be 
set by the Honeydreamers, “Rock 
and Roll" and ‘The Devil Is a Wom¬ 
an” with Herb Jeffries. 

Diskery’s move into the lowprice 
field was made after a three-month 
study made by the research de¬ 
partment of RKO Teleradio Pic¬ 
tures, label's parent company. RKO- 
Unique held a test run with the 
new price in several areas during 
September. 

Entry into the lowprice disk mar¬ 
ket now squashes rumors that RKO- 
Unique was planning a move into 
another field of activity. Diskery's 
distributors and staff will remain 
substantially the same. 

Carl Braun Jr. Sets 
Committees for NBOA 

Boston, Oct. 15. 
New England ballroom ops are 

planning a big season fof '58 with 
a localite for the first time at the 
head of the National Ballroom 
Operators Assn. He is Carl Braun 
Jr. of the Lowell (Mass.) Commo¬ 
dore. 

A group of committeemen has 
been set up to work closely with 
national headquarters. They in¬ 
clude: Mike Stanzler, Rhodes oil 
the Pawtuxet, R. I., public rela¬ 
tions; Jim Irwin, Weirs, N. H., 
dance contests; John Dlneen, 
Hampton Beach Casino, N. H., leg¬ 
islative committee; Doug Farring¬ 
ton. Totem Pole. Norumbega Park, 
Auburndale, Mass., grievance com¬ 
mittee; R. L. Meuse, Sebascq Park, 
Me., membership committee. Joe 
Barry, Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, 
Conn., was elected to the board of 
directors at the national conven¬ 
tion. 

AMRAM-BARROW 4 TO DECCA 
The Amram-Barrow Quartet, a 

Jazz combo, has been pacted by 
Decca Records. 

Group was formed last year by 
David Amram and George Barrow. 
Amram is the composer of the in¬ 
cidental music for the three 
Shakespearean plays recently stag¬ 
ed in Central Park, N. Y. 

“SEARCH FOR 

PARADISE” 
Hugo Winterhalter and Orchestra 

R.C.A. Victor 

Robert Merrill R.C.A. Victor 
Jack Pleis and Chorus 

Decca Records 
David Rose with Dean Jones 

M.G.M." Records 
Les Baxter and Chorus 

Capitol Records 

“THE 

HAPPY LAND 

OP HUNZA” 
Robert Merrill R.C.A. Victor 

Walter Schuman Singers 
R.CA. Victor 

Tito Puente and Orchestra 
R.C.A. Victor 

“KASHMIR" 
Hugo Winterhalter and-Orchestra 

R.CA. Victor 
Robert Merrill R.CA. Victor 

“SHALIMAR" 
Robert Merrill R.OA. Victor 

Walter Schuman Singers 
R.C.A. Victor 

SOUND TRACK 
ALBUM 
by'R.CA, Victor 

MANY MORE TO COME 

M. WITMARK l SONS 

own copyrights. It was at that time i 
that Bourne Inc. was set up for the ] 

other copyrights. The Boume-Ber- 
lin splitup wsa handled with¬ 
out recourse to the courts although 
not without considerable legal man¬ 
euvering. Max Dreyfus, Chappell’s 
head, and Harry Fox, publishers’ 

* agent and trustee, helped to formu¬ 
late an equitable division of the 
assets. 

Over the past four decades, 
Bourne established a reputation for 
being both an astute business and 
music man. He was among the first 
publishers to understand the im¬ 
portance of mechanicals. During 
the i920s, when the usual hit-mak¬ 
ing route was via the top vaude, 
artists, Bourne was romancing the 
disk companies, getting the top 
platter artists of the day to cut his 
soqgs. He would then use the disks 
to demonstrate the song to the 
vaude names. 

Bourne was also among the first 
in the pop business to get into the 
European market. He set up his 
own firm in England, Bourne Music 
Ltd., shortly after his split with 
Berlin and since then had made 
regular trips overseas to exploit 
his catalog. He was earning money 
from European sources long before 
most of the others. 

Since 1919, Bourne had been one 
of the pillars of the American So¬ 
ciety of Composers, Authors & Pub¬ 
lishers. He was on the ASCAP 
board since 1921 and for many 
years served as treasurer of the 
Society, a post -which he held at 
the time of his death. 

Bourne, together with the late 
Edgar F. Bitner of Feist Music, 
was also chiefly responsible for the 
demise of 10c. sheet music, having 
been among the first to raise the 

price to 18c. and 22c. for pop and 
standard copies. Bourne ^also* pio¬ 
neered in exploiting kiddie music 
for the pop market via the scores 
for the Walt Disney films, “Snow 
White” and ^‘Pinocchio.” 

Over the years, top professional 
men worked with the .company, in¬ 
cluding “Taps” Schomstein (father 
of Jonie Taps), Georgie Joy, the 
late Harry Link, Joe Santley, Dave 
Dreyer, Bobby Mellin, Larry Spier 
and others. Bourne, incidentally, 
recorded One disk for Decca as 
“Mr. Beebe.” It was a monolog on 
the reflections of an aging man 
titled “Today I’m Thinking*’ 

According to Bourne’s final 
wishes, the music company-will con¬ 
tinue to operate with the same 
personnel and under the same 
name. It’s expected that the widovf, 
'Mrs. Bonnie Bourne, and* the 
daughter, Mary Elizabeth, will 
carry on the firm with Lester Sims 
as general professional. manager 
and Joe Fenton as the CPA. 
Bourne’s firm includes the follow¬ 
ing subsidiaries:-ABC Music, Bogat 
Music and Lady Mac Music. 

Also surviving are two brothers, 
Ben Bornstein, who has been work¬ 
ing in the Bourne company for 
many years, and Edward Bornstein, 
retired. 

Funeral services are^ being held 
today (Wed.) at the Frank E. Camp¬ 
bell Funeral Home, N.Y., Rabbi 
Julius Mark of Temple Emanu-El 
officiating. Interment -will be pri¬ 
vate. 

Jubilee's Coast HQ 
A Coast hq fpr Jubilee JRecords 

was set up by prexy Jerry Blaine 
last week. 

It will be managed by L&rry 
Goldberg. 

Name Jay L, Kraus Prexy 
Of American Music Conf. 

The American Music Conference, 

an organization of leading instru¬ 

ment manufacturers dedicated to 
.spreading music education in 

Schools, elected Jay L, Kraus, head 

of Harmony Co., as its new presi¬ 

dent at its annual meeting in Chi¬ 

cago last week. He" succeeds Jack 
F. Fedderson, of H. & A. Selmer 
Co. . Henry Z. Steinway, prexy of 
Steinway & Sons, was reelected 
v.p. .L. P. Bull, prexy of Story & 
Clark Piano, was renamed treas¬ 
urer while R. Gregory Durham, 
head of Lyon & Healy, was elected 
secretary. 

The American Music Conference 
plans a major promotional push for 
musical education in conjunction 
with the National Federation of 
Music Clubs next year,'' 

OPERA APPRECIATION 

Tams-Witmark Pushing Package 
For High Schools 

The legltuner licensing firm of 
Ta&s-Witmark has sparkplugged 
the release of a “Let’s Understand 
Opera” music package. Put out by 
Capitol Records, the package in¬ 
cludes three operas on individual 
12-inch LP’s and 30 scores cover-: 
ing the waxed works. J 

The disks and scores sell for $60 ! 
and are being targeted at high- 
schools, colleges and music clubs. 
Most of the arias were recorded 
specifically for the package in Eu¬ 
rope, with Broadway arranger 
-Thomas P. Brown editing the ma¬ 
terial. The arias are sung In their 
original language but the action ds 
dramatized in English. 

The scores are designed for use 
by “opera appreciation” „ students 
while listening to the correspond¬ 
ing record. 

Following the wrap-up of a new 

deal with the New York Philhar¬ 

monic last week, Local 802, Amer¬ 
ican Federation of Musicians, is 
preparing for negotiations on an¬ 
other important, longhair front, the 
Metropolitan Opera. Current three- 
year pact expires next April and 
Al Manuti, Local 802 prexy, is ex¬ 
pected to sit down with the Met- 
opera management next month for 
exploratory talks. Involved are 92 
musicians and several assistant con¬ 
ductors. 

The N. Y. Philharmonic pact, 
which was inked after a two-day 
delay in the symph’s originally 
scheduled opening last Thursday 
(101, gave the musicians a salary 
boost of $10 a week for the first 
two years and an additional $2.50 
rise for the last year, when the 
wage will reach $157.50. The three- 
year pact calls for a three-week in¬ 
crease in the symph’s season, bring¬ 
ing .the run to 32 weeks. The pact 
also calls for a one-week paid-va¬ 
cation. It’s figured that each mu¬ 
sician bettered his gross by about 
$1,000 a year. 

Roulette Hot on Singles 
With 5 Disks in Week 

Roulette Records is stepping up 
its single release schedule. For 
the first time since the company 
began operations a little less than 
a year ago,» five records were 
rushed into market in one week. 

The disks were cut by Alan 
Dean, Jane Harvey, Ollie Shepard, 
the Heartbeats and the Techniques. 
Shepard and the Heartbeats were 
released under the Gee label, a 
Roulette subsid. The Techniques* 
disk was a master purchased by 
Roulette. .Group is made up of 
four seniors enrolled at Georgia 
Tech. 

Hi-Lo’s & Heath Tour 
The Hi-Lo’s have been set to tour 

the U S. in a package headed by 
British* maestro Ted Heath. The 
Heath package also includes thrush 
Carmen McRae. 

The tour will kick off in Buffalo 
Oct. i21. The Hi-Lo’s have a date 
with Steve Allen on NBC-TV Oct. 
20 before hitting the concert trek. 

Jock Mahoney’s Disk Bow. 
..Jock Mahoney, film, player ap¬ 

pearing in the' Universal-Interna¬ 
tional production, “Slim Carter,” 
will make his disk bow on Decca. 

Kickoff sides, “Gold” and “Cow¬ 
boy,” are from the film’s sound¬ 
track. 

THE "LEFT FIELD" HIT 
OF THE YEAR! 

Oh How Sira Radiates 
0a the Radio' 

ink. by M. H. Monte) 

Roaring 20’i Both Baod 

(Bobby HackeO, Miff Mojo, Frook 

SiyooreW, Bhrolo Koool 

Willett Records 
Yo«oo TorrocO, Crooked Boo Id. 

McKeeaport, Po. 
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U.S. Talent to Hit Jamaica Trail 
In Island’s Hotel-Building Spree 

An influx of more American-f- 
talent is expected to be a staple of 
the Jamaican hotel mart as $48,- 
000,000 for new inns is being blue¬ 
printed for that island, according 
to John Pringle, developer of lux¬ 
ury resorts in Jamaica who was 
visiting in New York last Week. 

Thus far, according to Pringler] 
an increasing amount of- talent is 
being imported to Jamaica from 
Miami Beach. Although no names 
are being plotted for the Jamai¬ 
can hotels as yet, it's expected 
that they will come within a few 
years. 

Now being constructed under 
Pringle auspices is the. tallest 
building on the island* the eight- 
story, 100-room Casa Montego, 
which will re readied for Jan. 15 
teeoff. Others in the Pringle group 
include the Round Hill and the 
Casa Blanca. All these inns are 
located in the Montego Bay area 
some distance' from the city. With 
this kind of arrangement, the 
Jamaican hotels will be able to.ab- 
sorb both mass and class trade with 
the latter hitting the hotels away 
from the cities, says Pringle. 

Pringle developed the Round Hill 
hotel and cottage colony at the 
early age of 26 when he persuaded 
personalities such as Noel Coward, 
Adele Astaire, Gladys Cooper, 
Clive Brook, among others, to put 
coin into the venture. A main build¬ 
ing was erected and each of them 
got a cottage, which is kept for 
their use, but rented out during 

(Continued on page 74) 

In Ore. and Wash. 
Portland, Ore., Oct. 15: 

George Amato, boss of Amato’s 
Supper Club, has always felt the 
need for variety shows in smaller 
communities throughout Oregon 
and Washington. He hired a crew 
and set up 21 such dates with'civic 
sponsorships. The initial two-hour 
layout hit the road last week (8) 
and will play one-niters for the rest 
of October. 

In addition to bringing top tal¬ 
ent to these smaller towns, units 
will give acts work, and also pub¬ 
licize the plush nitery in Portland. 

Arthur Lee Simpkins, long a 
fave in these parts, headlines the 
opener with Clifford Guest, Chop 
Chop & Charlene. in support. The 
program is set in two one-hour 
acts with intermish .between. Re¬ 
sponse has been good and if suc¬ 
cessful all the way around, boss- 
man Amato Will repeat the circuit 
often. 

AGVA Taps Jas. L. Kelly 
As Branch Mgr. in H'wood 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
James L. Kelly, assistant.branch 

manager of the American Guild of 
Variety Artists’ local office, has 
been upped to branch manager. 
Kelly will be filling in spot previ¬ 
ously vacated by Irvin P. Mazzei 
who has since been promoted to 
western regional director of union. 

Mazzei has issued directives clos*- 
ing the Seattle office and is open¬ 
ing one in Portland, Ore., also an 
office in Hawaii. 

The lack of entertainment in 
certain locales and the increase in 
others is the reason for the 
changes. 

‘Sim* Slim in Toronto 
Toronto, Oct. 15. 

With Asian flu reportedly hit¬ 
ting, Kalanag Zc His Magic Revue 
“Sim Sala Bim” did a poor $5,874 
on its second week here. Previous 
week grossed slightly better, $5,- 
994, with Royal Alexandra The-, 
atrb, 1.525-seater, scaled at $3.30 
top, for weekly potential of $26,- 
000. Fortnight's engagement in¬ 
cluded two performances Fridays 
and matinee, on Saturdays. 

Kalanag is currently at . the Ri¬ 
viera, Detroit; for two weeks. 

Joe Sudy Quits Pierre 
To'Join Melba Agency 

Joe Sudy, for many years mae¬ 
stro at the Cotillion Room of the 
Hotel Pierre, N.Y., will resign that 
post to go into the agency biz 
with Stanley Melba, who is also 
entertainment director of the 
Pierre. Sudy leaves Oqt. 20, with 
Joe Ricardel, currently maestroing 
the fiddles taking over the Cotil¬ 
lion baton. 

Sudy will head the industrial 
shows and convention department 
for Melba. He’ll go in on a_vee- 
pee status. 

Melba also handles occasional 
music chores at the Cotillion room 
but of late has occupied himself 
mainly with other aspects of the 
operation. 

Monte Prosers 

Rl 
From New Hope 

t)oyIestown,.Pa., Oct, 15. 
A Bucks County jury on Friday 

(11) awarded Monte Proser $2,000 
in damages against the Playhouse 
Inn at New Hope. Proser brought 
the suit charging that he was fired 
illegally-by the inn’s directors on 
Jan- 2, 1955. 

He first asked $250,000 as his 
share of the profits under, his con¬ 
tract, but at the beginning of the 
trial his lawyers withdrew that 
claim, conceding that since Proser 
left, the inn had made no profits 
to share. 

Proser now producing shows at 
the Tropicana, Las Vegas, was dis¬ 
charged, the directors said, under 
a clause in his contract calling for 
immediate dismissal if he “shall 
commit any improper or immoral 
acts detrimental to the inn.” 

The directors claimed Proser was 
drunk frequently and used obscene, 
profane and insulting language at 
the directors and was overheard by 
patrons. Proser said that as part 
of his job as host, he had as many 
as 10 or 12 drinks a night with 
newsmen and celebrities but never 
had been drunk in all his life. . 

The $2,000 verdict the jury gave 
him represented eight weeks’ sal¬ 
ary. Proser said after the verdict: 
“I’m delighted, I’d be glad With six 
cents, I was vindicated.” He testi¬ 
fied that last week his earnings 
at the Tropicana were $3,600. 

Among those who testified 
against Proser were Harry Haenig- 
sen, and Donald Walker, now mu¬ 
sical director of the Lucky Strike 
Hit Parade orchestra.. Proser ad¬ 
mitted that on Oct. 2, 1954, he had 
used obscene language against Ben 
Snyder, now president of the inn 
corporation. Proser said he lost 
his h&ad when he learned that 
Snyder was trying to take the inn 
away from him. 

Texarkana’s 2,500-Seat 
Auditorium Functioning 

Texarkana, Oct. 15. 
A new $500,000 auditorium with 

a seating capacity of 2,500 has just 
been opened in-this Texas-Arkansas 
border town with two events. The 
Gordon MacRae show with the film 
star-singer headlining,and with the 
Commodores, Howard and Wanda 
Bell, Dancers Bud and Cece Robin¬ 
son, and other acts, played the1 new 
auditorium Monday (14). 

Opening event was a lecture by 
Rev. Norman Vincent Peale, Sept. 
30. The Fred Waring show is 
booked for Nov. 28 and negotia¬ 
tions are on for the Broadway com¬ 
pany of “No Time For Sergeants.” 

Norman Grogan, formerly on the 
staff, of the Texas State Fair Audi- i 

torium, Dallas, is manager of the 
auditorium located on the campus 
of Texarkana College. 

T 
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By MIKE KAPLAN 
Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

Supermarket circuit is becoming 
a growing factor in the overall 
show business picture and more 
and more grocery firms are eyeing 
the exploitation possibilities of 
“free ham and whole wit.” Stunt 
has developed slowly in the last 
few years but has shown indica¬ 
tions of emerging as a major 
source of employment for vaude- 
nitery talent of^all levels. 

Basically, the grocery store 
shows are an outgrowth of the 
stunt that originated some years 
back with the Hadacol promotion. 
At that time, the patent medicine 
promoters toured several big 
shows, replete with top talent, for 
one-night stands admission to 
which was on a bottle-top or la¬ 
bel basis. Now, the large chain! 
groceries.—particularly in the mid¬ 
west—are utilizing the same device 
as a business booster. Customers 
are admitted free upon presenta¬ 
tion of cash register tapes showing 
purchases of a stipulated amount, 
generally $25. In a sense, it’s a 
battle of performance against pre-j 
miums since' the food operators 
have, traditionally, offered either 
trading stamps or register tape to 
their mustomers. 

‘Typical of the layouts being 
mounted for this new type of show 
biz is the current package put to¬ 
gether by ‘ the Music Corp. of 
America for the Humpty Duinpty 
chain .in the southwest. Grocer is 
understood to- be paying $50,000 
for the package, which will play 
selected cities, beginning with a 
six-day stand in Oklahoma City, 
followed by four days in Tulsa 
before undertaking a series of one- 
nighters through Texas.' Thisjunit 

(Continued on page 74) * 

On Cuban Hotel 
Bill Miller, former operator of 

the now defunct Riviera, Ft. Lee, 
N. J., and who had been involved 
With several Las Vegas operations,: 
has entered the Cuban hotel pic-1 
ture. He is now in on the con¬ 
struction of the Monte Carlo Hotel 
in the Santa Fe section of Havana, 
to be located near the new airport, 
and which will be completed 
around October of next year. 

According to Miller, the hotel 
will come in at a cost of $20,000,- 
000 and have 676 rooms, one of the 
largest inns pn the island. There 
will also be yacht basin facilities. 

Inn will have a night club room 
as well as a gaming casino plus a 
200-acre golf course. Name policy 
will prevail in the nitery room. 

Miller is now living in Miami 
Beach and commutes between new 
home, Havana and New. York. 

AGFA’S FISHER RAP 
FOR LEWIS’ CUFFO 

Hollywood, Oct. 15, 

The American Guild of Variety 

Artists, hung an “innocent by¬ 
stander” tag on Jerry Lewis and 

assessed Eddie Fisher $500 for the 

performance Lewis gave at Fisher’s 
opening at the Tropicana in Las 

Vegas. Case was heard by an AGVA 

hoard headed by western regional 

director Irvin P. Mazzei and Los 

Angeles branch manager James 
Kelly, 

Under the vaude Union's regula¬ 

tions, a performer can be fined for 

getting onstage to do a stint for 

which he has not been signed and 

for which he is not paid.'In this 

. case, however, the union ruled that 

the* fault was Fisher’s since he 

encouraged audience" applause to 

the point where Lewis would have 

been “embarrassed” if he had not 
I performed. 

Janes Raps AGVA ‘Sweetheart’ Pacts; 

N. Calif.’s Last Burlesk 
Goes Sex Pix; Blame AGVA 

[ San Francisco, Oct. 15. 

| Last burlesque house in northern 

j California, Eddie Skolak’s Presi- 

! dent, gave Up the ghost l^sf Sat¬ 

urday (12) night and shifted to 

sex films. 

Skolak, who’s been operating 
the President since before^ World 
War II, says the American Guild 
of Variety Artists insisted on a 
minimum scale of $157 weekly for 
his 15 performers and claims he 
just couldn't pay it. Consequent¬ 
ly,, all 15, plus six musicians and 
two stagehands, were out of jobs 
Sunday (13). 

As late as 1950 there were three 
burlesques in .Frisco area—the 
President and Liberty in Frisco, 
the. El Rey in Oakland. Liberty 
was converted, to films and J31 Rey 
was torn down last summer to 
make room for a freeway. 

Tex. Expo Gate 
Lags in 1st Half; 

Lady Eyes 385G 
Dallas, Oct; 15. 

State Fair of Texas, midway of 
its 72d annual 16 - day show¬ 
ing here through Saturday (12), 
was lagging behind last year’s rec¬ 
ord attendance. First eight days 
(5-12) drew only 1,392,541 turn- 
stilers at 75c each, whereas expo’s 
first eight days last year pulled 
1,458,751—including a one-day at¬ 
tendance mark of 325,741 on Oct 
13, 1956. Good weather prevailed 
for the first eight days. However, 
a day-long rain-Sunday (13) meas¬ 
ured over one and a half inches 
and hampered anticipated high at¬ 
tendance. 

The Pat Boone Show, with come¬ 
dian Candy Candido, juggler 
Trixie and the Commodores, vocal 
quartet, was forced from its 
skedded 7 p.m. Cotton Bowl al 
fresco date into the indoor Live¬ 
stock Pavilion, Sponsored by KLIF, 
ducats were $1.25 in advance and 
$1.75 at the Bowl’s ticket office 
Sunday; KLIF hoped to break the 
Elvis Presley one-nighter record 
(26,500) at the '56 Cotton Bowl, 
also sponsored by the local station, 
but shift to the indoor spot’s much 
smaller capacity Sunday left ac¬ 
commodations for only a few thou¬ 
sand Boone fans. 

Big run-of-the-fair extertain- 
ment lure is the touring company 
of “My Fair Lady,” in for 24 per¬ 
formances, Oct. 5-20, at the 4,100- 
seat State Fair Music Hall, is ex¬ 
pected to break tlfe $385,000 b.o. 
set here by “South Pacific” in 1950 
via 24 performances. Extra chairs 
have been added for several show¬ 
ings. Musical, starring Brian 
Ah erne and Anne Rogers, is scaled 
at $4.95-$1.65. 

“Ice Capades of 1958,” a John 

(Continued oh page 72) 

4- Asiatic flu temporarily delayed 

the trial in New York Federal 

Court of the $350,000 libel and 
damages trial of Dick Jones vs 
Jackie Bright and Jack Irving 
Jones as well as his attorney and 
two jurors were stricken. Trial 
will be delayed until Friday (18) 
or the ensuing Monday. 

Jones, former eastern regional 
director of the American Guild oi 
Variety Artists, claims he was un¬ 
justifiably fired by the union, and 
libeled to the extent that he is not 
able to earn a living in the field oi 
union organization at which h< 
says he is expert. Bright, present¬ 
ly national administrative secre¬ 
tary, was union’s prexy at the time. 
Irving was then the administrate 
secretary. 

Jones had been on the stand foi 
two-and-a-half days in which hf 
claimed that he was constantlj 
thwarted in his efforts to do a con¬ 
scientious job /or the defendants. 
He charged that the defendants, 

lover his head gave out “sweet¬ 
heart” contracts, which failed tc 
include requirements demanded by 
the national board. He said these 
contracts included those given 
N. Y.’s Radio City Music Hall, ho¬ 
tels in the Catskill Mts. area, inns 
in the Lakewood <N. J.) area, and 
elsewhere. In these pacts, no in¬ 
clusion was made for collection of 
contributions to the welfare trust 
fund, which had been required by 
the national board. Because of his 
conscientious efforts, Jones claimed, 
.he was fired. The defense spent a 
day-and-a-half on testimony to lay 
the .groundwork of its position. 

The articles upon which the libel 
action is based were published in 
AGVA News, the union’s house 
organ. Two of them were ghosted 
by Bill -Smith, then of The Bill¬ 
board. Smith testified that he was 
hired by Irving to do two articles, 
one under Irving’s byline and the 
second under Bright’s label. He 
was to have been paid, he said, 
$400 for his work. He was given 
only $275, he testified, and he was 
told by Irving that they would 
make it up to him. Smith v.’aa 
called to testify on behalf of Jones, 
but cross-examination drew the 
admission that he believed the 
facts stated In the article he had 
written were substantially correct. 

L.A. Grove Shoots 
Works on Acts 

Los Angeles, Oct. 15. 

Biggest lineup of name talent 
ever assembled for a local nitery 
has been set by Cocoanut Grove 
entertainment director Gus Lampe 
for the next year. Room now has 36 
of the next 52 weeks set with com¬ 
mitments from Tony Martin, Anna 
Maria Alberghetti, Gordon MacRae, 
and the Champions on which to 
draw to Jill the bulk of -the re¬ 
maining time. 

Included in the lineup is Ray 
Bolger who will open Dec. 26 to 
give the Grove the biggest New 
Year’s eve name attraction in many 
years. 

Others set to follow the current 
Dorothy Collins stand are Hilde- 
garde, Edgar Bergen, Dorothy 
Shay, Bob Crosby, and the Modem- 
aires, Eydie Gorme, Tony Bennett, 

(Nat King Cole, Teresa Brewer, 
! Pearl Bailey, and McGuire Sisters. 

Autry-Oakley Pa. P.A.; 
Pair Opening in Hub 

Gene Autry and Annie Oakley 

(Gail Davis) have been signed for 

the “World' Championship Rodeo” 

to be presented at the Pennsyl¬ 

vania Farm Show, Harrisburg, 

Nov. 12-16. Rodeo is being pro¬ 

duced by Tommy Steiner of 

Austin, Tex., who will also supply 

the stock. 

Autry and Miss Davis open a 12- 

day stand at Boston Garden tomor¬ 

row (JjTed.) night. Seats are pegged 

at $1.50-$3.60 "with moppets at 

half price? 

Hob’s Town Honse Molls 
Conversion to Nitery 

Boston, Oct. 15. 

Plans to put the Town House on 
, Warrenton St., in the heart of Hub’s 
; theatre district into the aiitery 
: field with acts are being made by 
• new boniface Dick Richards, for- 
\ merly of the Red Coach Gaille. 

j The swank eatery opened a new 
• cocktail intimer, with Alyce Cronin 
1 at the 88, and ideas for changing 
j the format of the dining area into 
‘nitery style are under discussion. . 
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Mass. Fairs Going to the Dogs And 
Hosses; Race Handle Spurs Talent 

MA & PA STAR 

'Johnny Desmond's ‘Phone Act* 
In Lis Vet as 

Inside Stuff—Vaude 

Boston, Oct. 15. 

Horse and dog racing keep coun¬ 
ty fairs hotsy these days, it was 
indicated here with the release of 
figures showing that Massaches- 
sett$; fairs broke records this year 
for attendance and for $8,420,231 
that went into the pari-mutuels. 

While some quarters contend that 
racing now keeps the fairs alive. 
Eastern States Exposition in West 
Springfield rolled up an attendance 
of 460,000 without hprse or dog rac¬ 
ing, but it did have Bob Hope. 

Racing makes the other parts of 
the fair possible, some fair promot¬ 
ers point out. They also recall that 
county fair orgs worked the hardest 
and threw the greatest support to 
legalization of pari-mutuels in the 
early’30s. The fairs were said to be 
on the verge of bankruptcy when 
they pressed for legal betting on 
their grounds. 

Pari-mutuel betting has zoomed 
up and up in the past few years 
and with it have come the booking 
of big name attractions, upped 
prizes and attendance. 

Some of the fair figures show 
that the oaters keep the crowds 
coming. Brockton Fair had a 30% 
increase in attendance and the 
horse betting handle was $707,651, 
compared to $507,8$5 last year and 
$378,682 in 1955. At Topsfield Fair 
(dogs), the pari-mutuel handle was 
$820,879 in 1955; $951,786 last 
year, and this year it went over 
the $1 million mark to $1,036,657. 
Paid attendance zoomed to 132,000, 
not counting moppets admitted 
free. 

Wagering at Marshfield Fair was 
up from $326,966 in 1955 to $547,- 
602 this year. Weymouth Fair was 
up from $109,732 in 1955, and 
$481,361 in 1956 to $570,000 this 
year. At Northampton, the handle 
went from $1,279,000 in 1955 to 
$1,721,078 this year. 

Of the gross handle, 8.3% was 
returned to winning bettors. The. 
fairs and the state shared in the 
remaining 17%. The state gets 
2% on every dollar up to $65,000 
per day and 3 !£% of amounts wag¬ 
ered over that sum daily. 

One of the biggest takes was at 
Great Barrington Fair where $3,- 
187,923 was handled at .the horse 
track. Yield from racing has made 
fairs able to build new structures 

and to book big acts, although it’s 
indicated that oaters pull better 
than the acts. 

The seven biggest faffs in. Mass., 
Eastern States, TopfieTd; Brockton,: 
Marshfield, Wey¬ 
mouth, Northampton, fun from six 
to eight days. No major racetrack 
in the state operates during county 
fair time. 

Las Vegas, Oct. 13. 

Ktignick done probably 
Hffime lit a bistro act 
■fijy Desmond’s open- 
Plfeek at the Thunder- 

Roy Rogers Corrals 101G 
In Albuquerque, N.M., For 
Biggest Round-Up in State 

1 Hollywood, Oct. 15. 

For nine performances of his 

rodeo, which required only 270 

minutes of his time, Roy Rogers 

took out of Albuquerque, N. M., 

$101,306 as his share of the re¬ 

ceipts, the richest haul or any at¬ 
traction in the state’s history. He 
was guaranteed" $40,000 against 
75% of the gross after expenses. 
What makes the record take all 
the more significant is the fact 
that his tv show has never been 
seen in Albuquerque. 

Show in the town’s new area 
seating 12,000 was a sellout every 
night against the competition of 
a circus, football and rainy weath> 
er. Rodeo played to more than 
half of the town’s population of 
175,000. On Indian Day at the 
state fair attraction, more than 42,- 
000 redmeh representing 35 tribes 
sought admission. 

Rogers rodeo will be televised 
as an outdoor spec for Chevy on 
NBC-TV Feb. 2 from Will Rogers 
Memorial Coliseum in Fort Worth. 

SlinOwente', Tony ahd Lillian 
DeSmfgljffiffpf Detroit, were plan¬ 
ning to be bn hand for the preem, 
but had to. cancel when both be¬ 
came ill with Asiatic flu; 

Marty Hicks, show producer, set 
up a long distance call to Detroit, 
and phone was brought onstage. 
Voices of Mr. and Mrs. DeSimone 
were amplified so that audience 
could eavedrop on conversation, 
then Desmond sang “Return To 
Sorrento’’ to them before he hung 
up. 

Dave Willis, 63-year-old comedian, will come out of retirement to 
play Wishee-Washee, chief comedy role, in “Aladdin” pantomine at 
Rutherglen Repertory Theatre, near Glasgow. Willis, at one- time top¬ 
flight Scot comedian earning high coin, announced last February that 
he would quit show biz for good. He will make his comeback to “help 
out the Rutherglen group.” Comedian reportedly lost $90,000 in op¬ 
erating a coastal hotel at Rothesay, Firth of Clyde resort, some years 
ago. He admitted later he was no businessman. His son Denny, an 
upcoming comedian, was featured in the summer show at the South 
Pier Pavilion, Blackpool, Eng. . 

Having learned to work with his present crew, Milton Berle isn’t 
changing for his dates at the Latin Quarter in New York, slated for 
Nov. 21, and for the Miami Beach edition starting Feb. 5. He’ll have 
Betty George, the Dunhills, Stan Fisher ahd the Metropolitan Sextet. 
Berle will.be getting $19,000 for this stand, the price including the 
Services of his company. __ 

Boston & Revere 
Get Into Stride 
With Talent Ride 

A $12,000,000 loan order for the construction of a 6,500-seat civic 
auditorium in the projected Prudential Centre was given initial ap¬ 
proval by the city council in Boston this week. The order will be given 
a second and final reading in two weeks. Mayor John B. Hynes said 
the Auditorium Commission, as soon, as the $12 million becomes avail¬ 
able, will complete negotiations for the purchase of a site on Boylston 
St. near Massachusetts Ave~ The commission already has executed an 
agreement to buy 126,500 square feet Of land from the Prudential In¬ 
surance Co. “ 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 

Tex. Expo 

^BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW 

HOTEL 

Show folks are raving about tbe || 

all new Hotel Avery. All riew, large, 

beautifully furnished deluxe rooms 

with private bath and television, 

Many Air Conditioned. £§ 

AVERY A WASHINGTON STS. | 

“The COMEDIAN’ 

THE LATEST — THE GREATEST - 
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATE ST 

Now In Its 85th Issue, containing 
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- 
logs, parodies, double gags, bits, 
ideas, intros. Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political, interruptions 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous 

' Views of the News, etc. Start with 
current issue, SI5 yearly — 2 years 

, $28 — 3 years $40 — Single Copies 
x $2.00 — NO C.O.O.'s. 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 St- New York 19 
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. H. Harris touring icer, has also 
been a heavy draw in the 5,600-seat 
Ice Arena. Again scaled to $3.30 
top, last year’s “Capades” edition 
—and its sister “Ice Cycles” for 
several years before—pulled bet¬ 
ter than 100,000 frozen water fans 
in 23 performances. 

Aut Swenson’s “Thrillcade” Is 
giving 27 auto daredevil shows in 
the grandstand, abetted by circus 
acts. Between shows, as an added 
attraction, is ragtime pianist John¬ 
ny Maddox. Thrill show’s scale is 
$2 to 75c. 

Negro Achievement Day yester¬ 
day (Mon.) featured a five-a-day 
free show on the outdoor Magnolia 
Stage. Starred was Lurlean Hun¬ 
ter, singer, with featured acts of 
Butterbeans & Susie, the Three 
Leggers, and Ernie Fields orch. 

Margo Jones Theatre ’57 con¬ 
tinues with pantomlmist Jimmy 
Savo, who’ll give 18 shows, mati¬ 
nee and evening, in the 198-seat 
arena theatre. Comic’s offering, 
titled “Two a Day,”, has $2.50 mat 
and $3 evening seats.' 

Expo’s annual East Texas Day 
free Cotton Bowl show tonight 
(Tues.) will showcase Gordon Mac- 
Rae (who headed the same bill in 
1953), the dancing Apache Belles 
from Tyler Junior College and 
the school’s band.- Also, beauty 
queens from principal East Texas 
cities will be presented. 

Daily cuffo shows include ma¬ 
gician Mark Wilson, four-a-day at 
the Foods Show; Steve Schulte’s 
western music show, one daily on 
the Magnolia Stage—where Hank 
Thompson & His Brazos Valley 
Boys show twice daily, and once 
daily in the Agriculture Bldg. . 

Football is pulling them, too. 
Southern Methodist U.-Missouri U, 
had 26,500 in the Cottoii Bowl Oct. 
11. Texas U.-Oklahoma U., annu¬ 
ally in the bowl at expo time, had 
its usual 75,500 sellout Saturday. 
Southern Methodist U.-Rice meet 
in the bowl Saturday (19). 

Boston, Oct. 15. 
! Boston is now in throes of nitery 
; peak with acts at all the spots. Lo¬ 
cal clubs are finding competish 

i from Revere across the harbor 
where a nitery strip has appeared 
with the Frolic, the Lewis Room, 
Reef, Murphy's By Sea, and Surf 
all going with floorshows. 

In Hub, Bradford Hotel's Carou¬ 
sel Room still holds to the calypso 
policy. New. show opening last 
week had Graham Bean & Royal 
Calypsonians, Ge-0 & Laveme and 
Pete Santos, With Harry’s Jivers. 
Mills Bros, opened last week for 
a frame and were followed by De 
John Sisters. Monday (14), with 
Dennis Day due Oct, 21. 

Hurley’s Mayfair opened new 
show with Tubby Boots heading a 
layout which includes Judy Tre¬ 
maine, Kenny and Mae, Leonora 
Verdi, Dazzling Bob, and Johnny 
Conrad line. 

Steuben’s bowed a new show 
Thursday (10) continuing its poli¬ 
cy of new bills fortnightly. Layout 
comprises the Two Chords, Prullie 
& Tallow, Don Dennis, singing 
emcee. 

On the Revere strip. Sonny Rich¬ 
ards, Dick Duane and the Buddy 
Thomas line (10) opened a new 
show. Adele Castle heads the lay¬ 
out at Murphy’s By the Sea, with 
Ronnie Hayden, Billy Garrigan and 
Francis Kohler on the bill. The 
Reef has Phil Allen, Ray Edwards 
and Wellington, hypnotist act. 
Sabah heads the show at the Lewis 
Room, which includes Barry Thom¬ 
as, Peggy Darlin, Mary Eliot; 
Lewis & Hernan, Syl Scaff orch. 

In the Hub intimers, Guy Gua- 
rlno is singing host at the Hotel 
Vendome’s Moulin Rouge; Joe 
Sinatra and Eileen Sutherland at 
Dinty Moore’s; Storms at Sherry 
Biltmore Lounge; Paula Watson at 
Hotel Bostonian’s Jewel Room. 

New York 
Dick Haymes is starting a round 

of nitery dates. He’s been set for 
the Lotus Club, Washington, Oct. 
31 and the Celebrity, Philadelphia, 
Dec. 12, among others . . . Davis & 
Reese starting Jan. 24 and Gould 
& Young Feb. 10, among the recent 
bookings made by El Morocco, 
Montreal . . . Ray Bolger goes into 
the Ambassador, Los Angeles, Dec. 
26 . . . Cindy Sc Lindy clocked for 
the Royal York, Toronto* Dec. 11 
. . . Teddy Randazsa to the Tropi- 
cana, Las Vegas, Dec. 27 , .. Bobby 
Short a newcomer to Le Cupidon, 
having started yesterday (Tues.) 
. . . Black & Nolan added to the 
show at the Astor Club, London, 
having planed out' Monday (14) to 
there . . . Enzo Stuarti to the 
Stagecoach Inn, S. Hackensack, 
N.J., starting Dec. 6. Sallie Blair 
a holdover at the Boulexard, Rego 
Park, L.I. 

Hildegarde signed, for the Ed- 
Sullivan tv show Sunday (20) 
prior to a stand at the Cocoanut 
Grove, Los Angeles, Oct. 24 . 
Phil Leeds hits the Blue Angel 
Oct. 30, while Pat Kirby resumes 
work there as a Singer after time 
but for maternity, on Oct. 24 . . . 
Jane Kean and Ron Fletcher, who 
has been choreographing, are pair-’ 
ing in an act that preems tomorrow 
(Thurs.) at the Eden Roc, Miami 
Beach . . . Gene Baylos into Mr. 
Kelly’s, Chicago, Nov. 4. 

Blackpool’s ’58 Bookings 
Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 15. 

A1 Read,. English vaude and radio 
comedian, is pacting to headline in 
summer-r^vue at the Queen’s The¬ 
atre, opening next May. 

Ken Dodd, north-of-England 
comedian, is named as principal 
funster at the Central Pier show 
next summer in his third Season 
at that house. He was featured 
this year at the Hippodrome The¬ 
atre. 

Lonnie Donegan and Dickie Val¬ 
entine are other names mentioned 
for 1958 Blackpool shows. Des 
O’Connor, young English comedian- 
vocalist, is also a likely starter. 

Chicago 
Dinah Washington set for Mil¬ 

waukee’s Brass Rail, Nov. 25-Dec. 1. 
. . . Anne Jeffrey*Bob Sterling 
pacted for Palmer House, Chi, 
Nov. 27-Dec. 21, with Dior Dancers 
also on the bill.... Escorts (5) into 
Lackland Air Force Base, San An¬ 
tonio, Nov. 1 for one frame . . . 
Anita O’Day set foi- Bonnie’s Black 
Angus, St. ‘Louis, Nov. 1-9, followed 
by Billy Daniels, Nov. 11-16 . . . 
Step fcros. (4) set for Denver Auto 
Show, Feb. 9-15 ... Jo Ann Miller 
into Lake Club, Springfield, Ill., 
for two weeks, Oct. 21 . . . Happy 
Jesters set for first three frames of 
Chez Paree’s 25th anniversary shovy 
to he replaced by Mills Bros, for 
second three weeks, Nov. 6, while 
Sophie Tucker headlines show 
through its six frames. 

Atlanta 
Girding for another big football 

weekend, Georgia Tech vs. Auburn, 
bistros and niteries have loaded up 
with talent for their new shows ... 
Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise 
Room, opened Monday (14) with 
The Coronados, Spanish instru¬ 
mental-vocal trio, who offer rhythm 
& blues, calypso and straight 
routines. They’ve been heard on 
the new Vik label and are backed 
up by comedian Wayne Roland, 
with Erv Hinkle and band playing 
for show and dancing . . . Imperial 
Hotel's Domino Lounge spotlights 
singing impressionist. Billy Lee 
who has been playing the top clubs 
in the Miami area. Featured on 
the same bill are Lita Raul and 
Mary Contra, exotics . . . Thrush 
Goodie Goodelle is rounding out 
her fourth week at the piano at 
.Danny Demetry’s Zebra Lounge 
in the lobby of the Howell House. 
... Benny Ray is the new emcee at 
the Circus Lounge, where Bonita 
Secret, erotic terper, has the star¬ 
ring role ... Dick Broderick 
opened a return engagement at 
Club Peachtree Monday (14) in the 
heart of downtown Atlanta, where 
exotics are featured: Margo is 
billed as “Spanish. Spitfire," 
Nadage is called “Jewel of .the 
Orient”; and Dana Lynn is “Afro- 
Cuban Favorite” . . . Clovis Club 
Show Bar is starring comedian 
Freddie Bernard, with a chorus 
line to back Mm up. 

BOBINO THEATRE 
Paris 

Vi Taylor, formerly with the San 
Souci of Las Vegas, is* doing pro¬ 
motion and publicity for the Town 
Casino, Buffalo. 

Hollywood 
Violinist Bernard Widman and 

trio open at Bob Dalton’s on La 
Cienega today (Wed.) . . . Hilde¬ 
garde opens at the Cocoanut Grove 
Oct. 25 with Freddy, Martin orch 
backstopping . . . Ben Blue inked 
Sammy Wolf and Dick Bernie to 
open in the show at his new Ben 
Blue Restaurant in Santa Monica 
in early November.. . . Morty 
Jacobs Trio opened a three-week 
stand at the Good Wife Friday 
(11) ... . Jack Costanzo bows four- 
week stand at Seville Oct. 29 . 
Comic Bobby Lewis added to the 
show wMch opened Friday- (11) at 
Cocoanut Grove. 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for ell Theatrical! 
"We Service the Stars" 

BIG CLEAN-OUT SPECIAL! 
FIRST 34 ISSUES SIS 
PLUS Sl.M POSTAGE 

OUR MONTHLY SERVICE 

"THE COMEDIAN1*—$1S per year 
• 3 Parody Books, For Bk.... $18 O 
a 4 Stockout Books, Per Bk... $15 a 
a Minstrel Budget. . 925 a 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy 

No. C.O.D's.“Always Open" 

■ILLY GLASON 
20ft W. 54th-St., N.Y.C., T9 circle 7-7J3ft 
(WE TEACH EMCEEIN9 and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Prates* tonal Train You; 

PALLADIUM, London | 
Direction: MCA Management:MANNIE GRWHPIEID 
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VAUDEVILLE 

Comes the Dawn for Vaughan 
British Disker and Film Actor Now Also a Click 

In Scot Vaude 

Glasgow, Oct. 15. 

Frankie Vaughan, English disk 

singer and film actor, currently rid¬ 

ing on crest of a high popularity 

wave, had socko reaction as vaude 
headliner at the Empire Theatre 
here. His 26-minute songalog 
brought yells of pleasure from 
juves and moppets, a feature not 
seen here since heyday of top 
fan reaction to U. S. singers. 

Vaughan has recently risen in 
prestige through his acting^in the 
British film “These Dangerous 
Years,” set for U. S. release in 
December. 

After tv dates in London, and a 
quick tour of one-nighters, singer 
will plane to Gibraltar Oct. 25 for 
location lensing on his new pic for 
Herbert Wilcox-Anna Neagle. He’ll 
play a Gibraltar fisherman. Jeremy 
Spenser is also cast. 

Early in December Vaughan, ac¬ 
companied by Wilcox, Miss Neagle, 
Billy Marsh <of the Bernard Del- 
font agency), his pianist Raymond 
Long and a publicist, will plane to 
N. Y. for U. S. preem of “Danger¬ 
ous Years,” in which he plays a 
Liverpool “Teddy-Boy." He is set 
to return to London at turn of year 
for rehearsals of his new six-week 
revue season, opening at Palace 
Theatre there Jan. 20. 

A Hollywood company is mulling 
plans to use the English tv, disk 
and vaude singer in a new film. 

Teagarden-Hines Break 
Jazz Jinx at Scot Hall 

Glasgow, Oct. 8. 

The Jack Teagarden combo, with 
Earl i Fatha > Hines, broke the long¬ 
time hoodoo on jazz shows at the 
local St. Andrew’s Hall, a 2,4D0- 
seater. 

Show was well packed, some 
2,086 customers attending. Figure 
easily beat those of previous jazz 
concerts at this house. 

I KEN BARRY 

CURRENTLY 

BARCLAY HOTEL 
TORONTO, CANADA 

Mgt.: Shi & Will Webtr, New York 

SENSATIONAL! FABULOUS! 
A veritable Fort Knox of Classified 
Comedy material. Took 3 years to 
compile each of the first two editions. 
Five years spent on third edition. 

FUN MASTER'S 
Giant Classified Encyclopedia of Gags ; 

• 3 Different Editions • 
Edition No. 1—5 VoU.$300.00 
Edition No. 2—5 Vols.$300.00 
Edition No. 3—8 Vols. .$500.00 
Ail 3 Editions—18 Vols.—$1,000.00 

No C.O.D.'s 
Fully classified, covering every con¬ 
ceivable subject from A to 2. The last 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54-St., "NawYorlc 19 Circle 7-1130 

I Acapulco Hotels Try 
To Discount Cost Tag 

Mexico City, Oct. 8. 

Hotelmen of Acapulco, lush Pa¬ 
cific coast resort, are campaigning 
to wipe out “the myth of Acapul¬ 
co,” as they call it, that .the spot 
is the most expensive one in Mex- 

j ico. They plan to advertise far and 
wide, particularly in the U.S. that 
in Acapulco you can enjoy all the 
charms without going broke be¬ 
cause accommodations and what 
else you want .can be bad by all 
as they are gauged to fit all 
purses.” The hotel operators say 
the “myth” has put a dint into 
their business by inducing many 
tourists either to avoid Acapulco 
or visit it too briefly. Their pub¬ 
licity, already underway in Mex¬ 
ico, stresses reasonable costs. 

The Acapulco bonifaces admit 
increasing competition from a spot 
on the other side of Mexico, the 
port of Vera Gruz, which certain 
tourists' describe as “the place of 
a haunting charm, top enjoyment, 
and not nearly as hot and far less 
expensive than Acapulco.” A fea¬ 
ture of Vera Cruz is the scenic 
and inexpensive ride there via the 
Mexican Railway, this country’s 
oldest long distance railroad, 
opened In 1873. 

i Jamaica Trail 
Continued from page 71 

periods when not occupied. Since 

then, he has ventured into other 

hotel holdings and is now expand¬ 

ing to other fields, such as a shop¬ 

ping centre development at Ocho 

Rios, also in Jamaica, and Rose 

Hall, a 6,000-acre prospect four 

| miles out of Montego Bay which 
; will include a hotel and yacht basin 
! and a golf course, 

i Pringle points out that dance 
j bands provide the bulk of the en- 
f tertainment needs of the island, al- 
; though the recent calypso craze has 
[ started the trend to more usbstan- 
: tial shows for the hotels. Harry 
Belafonte, he said, has highlighted 
the island’s brand of entertainment 

i and “in a peculiar way has cap- 
j tured the mountain madness of the 
; islanders.” Jaipaica as well as the 
.! other islands never realized the 
I potential of. calypso as a means of 
enticing tourists until the profes- 

\ sionals, Belafonte included, took it 
> in hand. It has since aided in the 
| tourist development of all the is* 
! lands. Thus, talent will play an 
increasingly important part, in the 
development of the tourist trade 
in the entire area, 

Pringle sited the fact that with 
Jamaican talent buying, the island 
is returning a courtesy from the 
U. S. of1200 years ago, when New 
Orleans imported its first touring 
legit troupe from Jamaica: Com¬ 
pany was imported from Britain 

: by a governor who was a patron of 
: the theatre. However, by the time 
| it arrived the governor had already 
{ departed and was replaced by. one 
[who had a major interest-in shbot- 
j ing and hunting. A group Of Ja- 
i roaican citizens then financed a trip; 
•to New Orleans where it’achieved 
a measure of success/ 

Chi’s *Age of Niteries’ 
Chicago, Oct. 15. 

Tin, crystal and silver anni¬ 

versaries are being celebrated 

by three Chi niteries during 

October and November. Blue 

Note inarms its 10th year un¬ 

der Frank Hozfeind in No¬ 

vember; Club Hollywood, starts 

its 15th season this, month un¬ 

der Mr., and Mrs. Steve Harris, 

and Chez Paree whoops up 

25th year with a big produc¬ 

tion show starting Oct. 24. 
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The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

9th International Tour 
■—Currently . 

f ’PRODROME 
Manchester 

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

Pen. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY 
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CAB CALLOWAY 
New in HOLLYWOOD for 

' PARAMOUNT’S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
Mji. IILL MITTLU. Ill* trudwoy, Hn To* 

Vienna Joins Ranks Of ! 
Talent Searchers Via j 
Mack’s Amateur Program j 

Vienna, Oct. 8. ] 

Talent search in practically all t 
branches of the amusement indus- i 
try has not received the desired < 
attention in Austria. It was nil be- i 

fore the last World War II. Atr N 
tempts by the few radio-sponsoring : 
industrial groups starting about 1 
three years ago were flops. ' i 

Thus, Arnold Rittenherg’s pre- 1 
liminaries here to set up the all- 
Austxian night on the Ted Mack 1 
“Original Amateur Hour” were a J 
bombshell. More so since the lead¬ 
ing noon-newspaper, Der Kurier, 
acted as publicity intermediary. 
(Kurier is published by Dr. Lud¬ 
wig Polsterer, who also has success¬ 
fully entered -the film prod; ction \ 
field). 1 

' It’s expected that this American j 
talept search here will show bene¬ 
ficial results in this county. Lou j 
Goldberg, producer, is due soon 
with final selections made soon 
afterwards. Since the applications 
to appear keep pouring in, he and j 
Rittenberg have their work cut out. j 

Saranac Lake ] 
By HAPPY BENWAY 1 

Saranac Lake, Oct. 15. 1 
It was a grand event and every 

patient that could make it attended 
the wedding of Boh (Mello-Larks) 
Smith and Elna Oliver, formerly 
of the Roxy Theatre, Clarksville, 
Tenn., at the local Methodist t 
Church. Both came here in 1944 \ 
and both received top medical re- , 
ports at the same time. A party ‘ 
was given the couple at the Will J 
Rogers Hospital and following the J 
luncheon the couple left for Cali- ‘ 
fornia by motor. Smith acted as - 
chairman of the “We The Patients” • 
committee for t\yo years while his 
wife was known here as “Little 1 
Sunshine Girl of The Will Rogers.” 

I Steven Matzner of Vienna, whose 
father Charlie Matzner worked for 

120th-Fox in Budapest for over 25 
years, registered for the usual o.o. 

I and rest period. He was stricken 
j while studying in this country. 

! Frank Healy, yesteryear singing 
waiter and blackface comedian, 
definitely beat the rap in less than 
a year and left for Gotham to re¬ 
sume work as an entertainer. 

. Louis M. Blanco, new chairman 
of “We The Patients” fund and en¬ 
tertainment committee, has ap¬ 
pointed Joseph Shambaugh as 
treasurer and as assistants, Elsie 
Schreyer, Herbert Gladney. Hallo¬ 
ween wall be the first big party to 
be put on for the less fortunates, 
of Chicago who recently regained 
her health here, and who swelled 
made possible by Patricia Matthews 
our fund with a nice check; 

. Nfed'&bugrue of N. Y. arid Mur¬ 
ray Weiss of Boston, executives of 
the Will Rogers Hospital Fund, m 
to check up on the final touches 
for the grand opening of our non- 
TB third floor which has all the 
modern equipment needed includ¬ 
ing a new. diet kitchen and a din¬ 
ing room. 

William Larner, who left here in 
class of ’46, shot in from Beckley, 
W. Va., for the usual rest period. 
He’s an oldtime radio announcer 
and program director whose wife 
recently joined the staff of the 
Will Rogers hospital nurses. 

Amelia McDonough, ex-cashier 
Amherst (Mass.) Theatre, who re¬ 
gained her health here is flashing 
a 30-pound gain in weight and re¬ 
ceived an all-clear at recent check- i 
up. j 

Sam Smith of the Stewart-Ever- 
ett eircuit, Charlotte. N. C., in with 
his frau, the former Flo Thomas 
of the Will Rogers office staff, both 
hitting the jackpot with a 100% 
stay-at-work report and are back 
in Charlotte. 
. Write to those who are 11L- 

Art Blakely 8c His Jazz Messen¬ 
gers set to open’ at Newark’s new 

• jazz spot, tha Sugar Hill, Friday 
. (18)m :m<i“ 'Tjst' lsa<. 

is headed by Gordon MacRae, Herb 
I Shriner, the Modernaires and Jaye 
P. Morgan with supporting talent 
including the DeCastro sisters and 
backed by the Jimmy Dorsey band. 
Talent is booked on a two-shows- 
nightly basis, at prices more close¬ 
ly rivalling those paid by Las 
Vegas niteries than anything else 
now available to live talent. 

Tom Sheils,. manager of the 
Modernaires, has arranged a route 
for his act that takes advantage of 
the benefits of. the deal and is in¬ 
dicative of the kind of planning 
talent management now engages in I 
£or maximum return and a mini- j 
mum “at liberty” time, Supermar- ! 
ket deal provides for entertain-: 
ment enroute but the acts must j 
reach the starting point, on their 
own and return home from the I 
final date on their own. In Sheils’ j 
case, he has set the Modernaires 
for one-nighters in'"Alva, Okla., 
and Wichita, Kans., prior to the 
start of the supermarket trek. In 
this instance, the Modernaires are 
not remaining with the unit for the 
one-niters, but will depart the 

Ringiing-B.&B. Initial 
U.S. Big Top in Mexico 

Mexico City, Oct. 8. 
The first major U.S. Big Top 

ever to play Mexico is scheduled 
to open here when Ringling Broth- 
ers-Bamum & Bailey starts a 
tentative three weeks next De¬ 
cember at the Arena Mexico here. 
For the past two seasons the Arena 
was the “local stand for “Holiday 
on Ice.” 

Confirmation of the circus’ date 
in Mexico was made by Luis Ya- 
nez, general manager of Especta- 
culos Internacionales, \vhich will 
handle “The Greatest* Show' on 
Earth” down here. The show 1^ ex¬ 
pected to bring a troupe of around 
2,000, including all departments. 

Mex Tourist Spending Up 
Mexico City, Oct. 8. 

Tourist spending, it seems, is out 
to set a new high this year. The 
Bank of Mexico, which makes a 
special business of carefully 
checking ju^t how much visitors 
leave behind here, announced that 
during the first seven months this 
year, spending totaled $305,700,- 
000. 

During the same period last year, 
tourists spent $271,034,000. 

Burley Dancer Fined 
Kansas City, Oct. 15. 

■ Lana Lake, a featured dancer at 
the Folly Theatre, hurley house 
here, was fined $25 by Judge Earle 
W. Frost in Municipal Court last 
Friday (11). She was charged with 
giving an indecent performance in 
violation of a city ordinance, ’ 

The alleged incident was- caught 
at a matinee Sept. 25 when she was 
observed and reported by an in¬ 
spector of the commercial recrea¬ 
tion division of the Kansas City 
Welfare Dept. Dancer pleaded not 
guilty. She was also given a-30- 
day sentence at the municipal farm 
and placed on parole. 

Benny Goodman orch under the 
baton of trombonist Urbie Green 
kicked off a string of one-nighters 
at the Sunnybrook Ballroom, Potts- 
town, Pa., last Saturday (12), In¬ 
cluded in the trek are ballroom and 
campus dates. 

package after Tulsa and work their 
way home via one-nighters in 
Tulsa and Amarillo. 

Booking demands of the circuit 
are, in the main, more flexible 
than the average nitery date. 
Stores, for example, insist on a no¬ 
cancellation clause, the contention 
being that the “free shows” are 
heavily exploited considerably in 
advance of the performance and 
no# allowance can be made for 
changes. In the case of the Mod- 
emaires, arrangements were made 
for them to miss one .of their 
scheduled performances on the 
Rosemary Clooney tv show, so 
that they could fulfill all the terms 
of the grocery date. 

Store promotion puts talent more 
into’ the “free show” category than 
ever before. There has been a 
growing, frend in recent years to¬ 
ward the use of vaude and nitery 
talent for fairs and other exposi¬ 
tions which formerly played only 
circus type acts and other “free at¬ 
tractions.” Development of the 
supermarket circuit, at the present 
rate, combined with the number of 
fairs swinging to this style of en¬ 
tertainment could produce a new 
type of vaude road that would ri¬ 
val, in the ’ amount of available 
plaving time, the heyday of the big 
circuits. 

Chain’s 12-City ‘Parade’ 
Mansfield, O., Oct. 15. 

Housewives who shop at'the su¬ 
permarkets in 12 Ohio cities op¬ 
erated by Tracy' & Avery Co., 
Mansfield, have started to save 
thpir cash register receipts. For 
the second year in a row, the com¬ 
pany is offering the vaudeville 
show, “Parade of Stars,” in the 12 
cities. For each $25 worth of pur¬ 
chases, a free ticket li given. Last 
year, the show played to 63,000, a 
figure expected to be topped this 
year when the show gives 34 per¬ 
formances over a 16-day period, 
Oct. 25 to Nov. 9. , 

Headline act this year is the 
Four Aces, ibecca artists. Others in 
the cast are Denise Lor, Frank 
Fontaine, Cycling Kirks, Jerre & 
Eddie Lawrence, backed by Tex 
Beneke orch. 

[ LOIS WHITE I 

Currently 
SPEED MARTIN’S 

RESTAURANT LOUNGE 
Hollywood, California 

ATTENTION: COMEDY WORLD 
Professionals - Beginners 

Pro's—"High Cost of Laughing" get¬ 
ting you down? Why?—When you can 
have original comedy material written 
especially for you,' tailor-made to fit 
your delivery, style, talents, pocket- 
book! Will create Revues, Musical 
material. Routines, etc: Also can doc¬ 
tor your present routines. 
Beginners—For 1st time in show bi2 
you can obtain original material at 
realistic, reasonable prices:—Material 
designed to showcase your talents in 
best way possible. One fee includes 
rewriting, editing, lifetime consulta¬ 
tion service. 

WRITS: BOX 520, YARIETY 
6404 Sunset Bl., Hollywood 2B, Calif. 

the inimitable 

TROTTER BR0S.I 
FEATURING FABULOUS PUPPETS 

6TH Wtek EMERALD BEACH HOTEL 
Nauai, tali—iot MrocHaa: GAC 

DeMAY and MOORE 
"MADCAPS OF THE DANCE" 

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK 
EDEN ROC, Miami Beach 

"A HIT ON ANY SILL"—Bill Smith, Show Buiinost. 

THANKS — ISONASO ROMM ' 
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Roxy, N. V. 

“Top o/ the World,” starring 
Mari Adi; featuring Nancy Lee 
Parker, Leslie Sang, Nicky Powers, 
Roxyettes, Roxy Squires, Roxy 
Orch conducted by Robert Boucher; 
produced by Robert C. Rothafel; 
choreography and staging, Ray 
Frost, Kenny Springer; scenery, 
Bruno Maine; eostvrfnes, Winniford 
Morton; musical arrangements. 
Perry Burgett; “My Man Godfrey” 
(U), reviewed in Variety Sept. 
4, ’57. 

New stageshow is one Of the best 
in many months for the Roxy. It* 
has more precise direction, overall 
production know-how and smooth¬ 
ness than has been on view at this, 
house in countless weeks. Aside 
from the usual ice canters and im¬ 
proved production, this introduces 
Mari Adi, a comely Swedish singer, 
who appears to have real possibili¬ 
ties. This huge auditorium per¬ 
haps is not the best place in the 
world to showcase her potentiali¬ 
ties but she has them even though; 

■ nervous and a hit stiff at show' 
caught. 

Robert C. Rothafel, who directed 
the whole production, selected Miss 
Adi after listening to. many singers 
in Stockholm. While she can belt 
out a song, her stage presence miti¬ 
gates .against Miss Adi’s coming 
across aS she should. And some 
fault can be found with launching 
right off siging jn Swedish when 
obviously the audience expected 
her to warble in American. She 
Immediately swings in English on 
the same time, “Think of Me,” 
which is the American adaptation 
of the Swedish pop tune, “Vill Ni 
Se En Sjama.” And she con¬ 
tinues singing in English through 
her appearance. 

Best of her numbers are “Won¬ 
derful Guy” and “Tammy.” She 
does the latter so well, one won¬ 
ders Why it Was not spotted up 
front Miss Adi then doffs her 
evening gowh for tights to warble 
“Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best 
Friend,” with six Roxyettes pranc¬ 
ing in the background. Signoff 
time is “Saints Go Marching In.’ 
She is brought back for a bow at 
the show’s end where dividing her 
song stint would have brought her 
on with a couple of tunes and a 
more effective blowoff . for the 
whole show. As is, she appears 
to overstay her welcome because of 
the long strings of songs. 

Whole buildup of the production 
Is for Miss Adi, with newsreel 
clips showing her taking a plane 
for the TLS^-arriving in America 
and deftly segueing into-her actual 
appearance on the stage. Vyvyan 
Donner, femme commentator for 
Fox Movietone News, succinctly 
narrates the background explana¬ 
tion of her junket to this country. 
In many respects it looks like a. 
terrific plug for Pan-American Air¬ 
lines. 

The “Scandinavian Holiday” por¬ 
tion of the stage production is 
best, teeing off the show. Holiday 
in question is the village wedding, 
with Nancy Lee Parker and Nicky 
Powers iceskating soloists. Both 
are- familiar to Roxy audiences. 
Miss Parker being unusually skilled 
With her twirling a la ballet but on 
skates. 

“Denizens of the Deep” brings 
in mermaids, Vikings, giant crabs 
•and sea horses. This builds into 
the best skating sequence of the 
show, “Mermaid and the Prince.” 
This has Miss Parker and Powers 
in a skating duet with Miss Leslie 
Sang intervening to try to break 
lip the romance. Miss Sang does 
*on ice skates what many dancers 
have difficulty. doing in ballet 
shoes. She gives a terrific per¬ 
formance. 

Robert Boucher conducts an aug¬ 
mented Roxy pit band with more 
than his usual aplomb." In fact, his 
playing* of the- show contributes 
much to its success. \ Wear. 

Alhambra, Paris 
Paris, Oct. 9. 

Georges Brassens, Pierre-Jean 
Vaillard, Qinq Peres, Marceliis (2), 
Ugo Frediani, Louis 'Massis, Spen¬ 
cers (3), Flying * De Pauls (5), 
Fred Freed Orch (6); $2,58 top; 

Alhambra - Maurice. Chevalier 
looks to have three weeks of good 
biz with anarchic, singer Georges 
Brassens who has a pop and spe¬ 
cialized pull fitting in with the 
nabe location, .of this big house. 
Brassens is in good form, with a 
new group of poetic ballads, and a 
good supporting bill, though some¬ 
what overboard on acrobatics, also 
helps. 

•Brassens is a bearlike,, hirsute, 
bemoustached txoubador who plies 
his songs backed by a guitar, and 
completely-’ignores the audience. 
He sweats and sings, takes his 
time and scores big. Though songs 
may begin to .sound monotonous in 

to his natural pipes, his incisive 
poetic songs, slapping at all petty 
foibles and about love and tender¬ 
ness in an ungenerous world, hit 
home. 

Success might have mellowed ; 
some of the new songs, but Bras¬ 
sens remains a unique top staple 
entry here, though he would prob¬ 
ably defy transplanting to the’ 
States. He looks to remain a local 
phenomenon except for possible 
specialized recitals in the U. S. 
where fans have sprung up via bis 
Salty, meaty but penetrating disks. 

Pierre-Jean Vaillard is a smooth, 
glib chansonnier whose irreverent 
patter oh foibles and politics elic¬ 
its laughs. But a. sudden pitch 
into a political plea on the Alger¬ 
ian problem does not sit too right. 
He is clever, has good material, 

-and manages to overcome the im¬ 
mensity of the house to reach the 
auds. This attests to his delivery. 

Cinq Peres essay a clever musi-. 
cal act as the five young men do 
humming numbers to various clas¬ 
sics backed by smart production 
business. They also , do a jazz take¬ 
off and an opera boufie. It is a: 
unique number with an interna¬ 
tional twang. Most material is 
good and comic, with an obvious: 
musical knowhow bolstering this-: 
act. It looks like a 'natural for j 
U. S. chances, ' i 

Aero stints tear loose with Mar- J 
cellis (2), Spencers 13) and Flying 
De Pauls: (5). Marceliis do a hand- ! 
to-hand bit interspersed with prat¬ 
falls and knockabout mayhem. 
They are good enough to make 
some of the comedy acceptable^ 
They emerge a good .lller. Spen¬ 
cers are another thiig. Suave 
hand-to-handing is deceptive in 
ease as they do Some smooth bal¬ 
ancing and aero bits that rate top 
applause. Atop each ober. with 
the high man in a one 'handstand 
on the other’s head, and rocking 
into arm’s length hand-to-hand 
from a lying position, also help 
build this into a number ripe for 
international use in vaude or video. 

Flying De Pauls are five girls 
who bound through a fast flip-flop 
aero number. Stage is a bit big 
for them, to steal some of the 
movement, but It ends in a flurry 
and makes this loom good opener 
material. Ugo Frediani is a young, 
smooth juggler doing a fast act to 
a latino rhythm. His work with 
clubs, being' tossed by feet and 
hands, and general-dexterity make 
this an above-average turn for 
good chances in Yank situations. 

Louis Massis is a fey type who 
does some song impressions. He 
overmuggs and looks to be more 
for operetta roles than for houses 
until he builds a songalog and 
eases his «overstylized antics into 
acceptable underlining of his 
songs. Fred Freed orch (6) featur¬ 
ing Freed, Jacques Breux and Gil¬ 
bert Le Roy on pianos, backed-by 
a rhythm section, make with okay 
medley interludes plus accompany¬ 
ing the acts. Mosk. 

M etropole, Glasgow 
Giasgow, Oct 10. 

Bob & Alf Pearson, Larry Mar 
shall, John & Betty Royle, Jean¬ 
ette Dujray & Joan, Red Allan 
Skiffle Group (3), Boy Smith, Max 
Kay, Lindsay Wood & Partnerr 
Tommy Kenny, D. McIntosh Orch. 

Bob & .Alf Pearson, established 
radio duettists in song and piano, 
are headlined at this downtown 
vaudery, and please the customers. 
One of the brothers is a small, 
perky type who literally bounces 
over the stage and round the pi¬ 
ano; other concentrates on the 
ivories, and also offers his radio 
Voice “Jeniffer,” which still brings 
reaction though off the airwaves 
for some years. Act, long on go- 
round of the vauderies, - offers a 
pleasing version of “Tammy” and 
also medleys a drinfong-tunes se¬ 
lection. 

Larry Marshall, local tv come¬ 
dian, currently appearing as daily 
compere0 in Scot indie tv’s noon¬ 
day show, does the emcee chores 
and also offers his own comedy 
turn, reviewed in New Acts. 

Lindsay Wood & Partner are 
average terping openers. The Red 
Allan Skiffle Group is a trio pur¬ 
veying standard music fodder with 
little trace of showmanship or 
sfrle. Boy Smith, a kind of Scot- . 
tish version of Little Richard, gy¬ 
rates and bends before the micro¬ 
phone in a modern songalog. -Tom¬ 
my Kenny, another local comedian, 
strikes nostalgic note with remi¬ 
niscing patter aiid winds an old- 
fashioned act with a catchy ditty 
“Along the Banks o’ Clyde,” 

John & Betty'Royle go to IlS. 
musicals for tunes like “Surrey 
With Fringe bn Top” and “Oh 
What A Beautiful Morning.” Act 
shows benefit of vaude experience. 
A distaffer pair, Jeanette Dufray 
& Joan, in aero'act, are reviewed 
under New Acts, as is a new juve 

Apollo, Bi. Y. 
Erskine Hawkins Orch (12), Roy 

Hamilton, Bill Cook, Tune Weavers. 
(4), Billy Barnes, Lovers (2), Ann 
Cole, Dyerettes (4); ,4Gun For A 
Coward” (U). 

House is taking a breather from 
rock ’n’ roll this session and it 
comes off as a. likeable musical 
stanza sparked by headliner Roy 
Hamilton and bandleader Erskine 
Hajvkins. With a flashy femme 
foursome called the Dyerettes lay¬ 
ing down some nifty terp turns and 
some pleasant Comedies from, em¬ 
cee Bill Cook, the whole layout is 
reminiscent of the pre-r’n’r. days 
when talent and not noise counted. 

This is Hamilton’s first Apollo 
date since his hospitalization about 
a year ago. He’s still got a power- 
packed set of pipes and knows how 
to milk a lyric for all it’s worth. 
He gets across mightily with “Five 
Minutes More,” “If I Loved You ” 
“All Of A Sudden My Heart Sings” 
and a swinging “I’m Going To Lock 
You-In My Heart and Throw Away 
The Key.” . 

Hawkins, too, is a solid musical 
bet here. His trumpet leads the 
way for three rhythm, four reed 
and four other brass. His blowing 
.on “Birth of the Blues” is stand-, 
out. Also in scoring position are 
“Sweet Georgia Brown” and 
“That’s Best,” the . opener. 

The Dyerettes, in the next-to- 
closing spot, intersperse their tap-; 
ping and twirling with some songs 
and comedies. It’s the terping that 
shows up best for them and for¬ 
tunately they give out plenty. 

Rest of bill is routine but easy 
to take. Acts are on and off with! 
a two-number set, except for the; 
Tune Weavers, two and gals and j 
two guys, who get an extra song | 
shot. They do okay with “Old Man ; 
River,” “I Remember The Day We j 
Met” and “Happy Birthday, Baby.” i 
Repped in the two-song run are; 
Dolly Lyons, Billy- Barnes, Ann1 
Cole and the Lovers. They all 
manage to keep the'house inter-' 
ested. Gros. 

Paramount, >T. Y. 
Dr. Neff Show; “The Black Scor¬ 

pion” (WB)* reviewed in Variety 

Sept. 25, ’57.^ 

This really doesn’t count as far 
I as the Paramount stageshow poten-; 
l tial’ is concerned. It’s something i 
gotten up by the theatre dept, 
probably over the- objections of 
those who know talent, for picture 
exploitation purposes at the last 
minute when any benefits the 
house might derive couldn’t be 
properly exploited. - 

Dr. Neff's function is to help ex¬ 
ploit the horror pic, “The Black 
Scorpion” (WB). As. such it’s a dis¬ 
appointment, since there\ no 
screaming down the aisles, the sur¬ 
prises are mild and the. modus 
operandi could be employed in a 
show at an old age home. Dr. Neff’s 
tricks are in the standard category. 
There is no brightness of presen¬ 
tation and probability is that he’d 
have a better turn if he cut down 
on his working time. There was 
nearly an hour of magic presented. 
The same amount of tricks could 
have been done ih half the time. 

Among his efforts is the stand¬ 
ard of putting a femme In a box 
and piercing it with weapons. Many 
of his tricks are variations on that 
theme. The excitement in this 
turn is prrfmmftl- . Jose. J 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Oct 9. 

Frankie Vaughan (wtth Raymond 
Long), Eddie Arnold, Fraser Hayes 
Four, Tommy Locky, Trio Botond, 
Merenos. (2), O'Duffy Bros'. (2), 
Billie Wyner, Francois & Zandra, 
Bobby Dowds Orch. 

There can be no question of 
the showmanship of the current 
headliner, blackhaired Frankie 
Vaughan, current idol of Britain’s; 
teenage esutomers, and a lively; 
singer who puts all he’s got (and 
of showmanship and style he’s got 
a-pledty) into the act he offers. 
Singer pulls in the adoring yells, 
has youngsters jumping in Jtheir 
seats, and sends the outfronters 
home with a feeling it’s great to 
be so full of punch as Frankie boy. 

On this showing, the young Eng¬ 
lish singer*^already a film name in 
the U.K., merits some U.S.. atten¬ 
tion for tv dates on his upcoming 
trek in the interests of his pic, 
“These Dangerous Years.” He’s 
also a good thesplng bet for the 
talent probers. 

Opens with “Sitting on Top of 
the World,” then into the tune 
from his “Dangerous” pic. A kick 
from his legs brings out the juve 
yells. At one point in his act, he 
descends into auditorium to kiss a 
femme customer and sit on an¬ 
other’s lap, and elsewhere he goes 
down to jive with a girl fan. Rest 
of songalog embraces his disk bits 
and current pops, and covers “Man 
on Fire,” “Wandering Eyes,” 
f’Need Any Help?”, “Isn’t This tA 

Lovely Evening?” (this one gets 
good palming), “Greendoor,” “Give 
Me The-Moonlight”- and . ^Cold, 
Cold Shower.” He winds with 
“Garden of Eden.” Tophat and 
cane are used at one point with 
poised . showmanship. Raymond 
Long tinkles the ivories skillfully. 
For the record, Vaughan’s promise 
was noted here several years back, 
and spotlighted in Variety’s New 
Acts file at that time; on current 
showing, he has fully justified that 
approval. 

Eddie Arnold, sleepy-eyed Eng¬ 
lish impressionist, comes up with 
clevdb travesties of William Ben- 
dix, Robert Mitchum, Edward G. 
Robinson and Nat King Cole. His 
attempt at Scot comedian Chic 
Murray is too brief and off the 
beam. Winds with a satisfying 
Marlon Brando. This act could 
make more of obvious potential. 

Francois '& Zandra, novelty 
dancers, are well-above-Jverage 
openers, with stylish flair and a 
strong second-half slotting in an 
adagio.; Exit to satisfying mitting. 
The two Merenos, mixed duo, roll¬ 
er-skate on dais, distaffer’s head 
almost scraping ground level as 
her partner whirls her. Male half 
skates skillfully between red bot¬ 
tles placed with shortest of inter¬ 
vals between ’em. 

Dave & Joe O’Duffy, offering 
simple,. uninhibited comedy cross¬ 
talk, gamer one of the show’s 
strongest reactions, although at 
show caught they held stage over- 
long. Fair are tall Irishmen with 
attractive brogue, and as pleasing 
a comedy twosome as can be found 
on the U.K. vaude loop. Billie 
Wyner, readhead distaffer, is pop¬ 
ular Ivory-tinkler, getting out¬ 
fronters to join in. 

Tommy Locky tells stories (in¬ 
cluding - a barroom one that has 
been slightly cleaned up), gives 
mouth impressions, and generally 
satisfies. The Fraser Hayes Four, 
harmony group, and the acrobatic 
Trio Botond are reviewed in New 
Acts. Gord. 

Film Shirts Sag 
Continued from, page 3 sss 

have been going up and up, experi¬ 
enced a stock decline from $25.37^ 
per share to a new low of $18 on 
Thursday (10) and then another 
slip .the following day to $17.50. At 
the latter price the distribution or¬ 
ganization normally would be con¬ 
sidered an outstanding “buy” in 
view of the $1.40 <liwy rate, 

American Broadcasting - Para¬ 
mount Theatres went from a high 
of $27.87Vt to a new low of 
$16.37c. on Thursday and to 
$16.12V6e latter being Friday’s clos¬ 
ing price. 

Col slid from a high of $20.50 to 
$16 Thursday, and down again, to 

I $15.62 Friday, Loew’s hit a new 
bottom of -$14.50 Thursday, and 

[ $14.12V& Friday, as against a high 
for the year of $22. 

\ Republic preferred fell from a 
high of $13.12 tq a new low of 
$10.75.. Universal fell from a high 

f of $30.87 to $23.50 on Thursday and 
! an even $23, lowest of the year, 
Friday. 

Paramount didn’t hit any new 
low - water mark but, still, last 
week’s closing price of $31.87^ 
was $5 per share under the year’s 
high. (Perhaps some extra signifi¬ 
cance can be read into this, for the 
Par high was reached early this 
year concurrent with the major 
spotlighting of toll television. Can 
it be that investor interest in this, 
new application of tv can be fall¬ 
ing off?) 

Closing the week at $20, Warners 
was a mere 50c. per share above 
the year’s low. Closing quotation 
for 20th-Fox was $22.75, or just 
62V6e, over the year’s low. 

Lawrence & Lee 
Continued rrom page "1 —, 

Frederic McConnell for a curtain 
speech. 

Coinciding With the Oct. 30 debut 
of the national edition Of “Marne” 
will be the opening of a Hawaiian 
company at Jerome Mayer’s Hono¬ 
lulu Community Playhouse. Cleve¬ 
land columnist Milt Wilder has 
made special arrangements for 
overseas telephone communication 
between Honolulu group and the 
unit at the Hanna. * i 

Vanguard Press has also set Oct. 
30 as the publication date for the 
play version of “Marne,” which was 
adapted from Patrick Dennis’ novel 
of the same titles The publishing 
firm is planning art extensive ex¬ 
ploitation campaign to tie In“with 
the road tour. The volume, inciden¬ 
tally, was designed by Betty K» 

Magic Review 

Kalanag’s Sim Sala Bint 
(RIVIERA, DETROIT) 

Detroit, Oct, 15. 
A handsomely mounted and 

superbly executed magic show with 
stooges, gimmicks and girls galore 
marked the U. S. debut last night 
(Mon.) of Kalanag & His Magic 
Musical Revue “Sim Sala Bim” at 
the 2,700-seat Riviera. Show is in 
for two weeks. 

Fast paced two and One-half 
hour Harold Steinman production 
is remarkable for its something 
for everyone variety and polish. It 
is an amazing melange of the 
mysterious and the transparent; it 
approaches cheap burlesque at 
times, yet manages to capture an 
aura of genuine magic. It ranges 
from .disappearing eggs to flying 
doves, from weaving snakes to a 
whole bar full of different liquors 
poured from pitchers seemingly 
full of water; from boxed wrist 
watches to boxed, scantily clad 
girls; from an automobile that 
vanishes in a puff of smoke to 
sprouting flowers, and from levita¬ 
tion to a lady cut in thirds with a 
buzz saw. 

Kalanag, who has appeared in 
Europe, South America and Can¬ 
ada, is a smouth working, adroit 
magician who obviously delights in 
the switcheroo—you can see his 
tongue inside his cheek. For ex¬ 
ample, he goes to great pains to 
get participants from the audi¬ 
ence and to make everything ap¬ 
pear on the up & up, then by the 
use of some gimmick in the par¬ 
ticipants’ apparel makes it obvious 
that a stooge is being used. 

Gloria De Vos, a blonde looker, 
is given featured billing and dis¬ 
plays a talented versatility. She 
is a memory artist, she dances, she 
goes into a trance for levitation, 
she is chief disappearer and she 
is chief assistant magician. 

Show has 14 shapely girls, seven 
original songs by Theo Buchner 
which work in well in production 
numbers, and a full orchestra. It 
is in two acts. Tew. 

Preminger 
-.— Continued from page 4 

is shown in theatres or via toll-tv. 
One doesn't exclude the other. It 
makes no difference if there’s toll- 
tv, free tv, film theatres, legitimate 
theatres or what have you. Good 
entertainment will always find a 
boxoffice.” 

Most Distinguished Flop 
“Bonjour Tristesses,” the filmi- 

zation of Francoise Sagan's first 
novel, is Preminger’s first picture 
since “St. Joan,” which he frankly 
describes as “my most distin¬ 
guished flop,” but he hastily added, 
“I have had much less distin¬ 
guished ones.” “St. Joan” also rep¬ 
resented a serious disappointment 
to Jean Seberg, the Marshallton, 
Iowa tyro who was awarded the 
title role after a nation-wide con¬ 
test. Despite the severity of the 
critical panning she took for her 
performance in “St. Joan,” Prem¬ 
inger, who has the young actress 
under a long-term contract, has 
dared cast her in the sensitive role 
of the wily French girl of “Bon¬ 
jour Tristesse” whose malice 
brings suicide of her father's 
fiancee. 

All the doubts of all the critics 
about Miss Seberg’s thesp.ian abil¬ 
ity does not concern the outspoken 
producer-director. “I think she has 
talent,” he said incontrovertibly. 
“If I’m wrong. I'll pay for it. I 
don't say I'm infallible, but neither 
are the critics.” 

Unlike “St. Joan,” in which Miss 
Seberg was called upon to carry 
the brunt of the picture, “Bonjour 
Tristesse” has the name value and 
pre-sold support of a pair of-sea¬ 
soned pros of proven ability and 
popularity—Deborah Kerr, as one 
of father’s mistresses, and David 
Niven, as the suave man-about- 
town daddy. 

In filming the precocious out¬ 
pourings of Miss Sagan. France’s 
literary enfant terrible, Preminger 
is again returning to the type of 
provocative subject matter that 
pitted him against censorship 
bodies with “The Moon Is Blue” 
and “Man With the Golden Arm.” 
He maintains, however, that he ex¬ 
pects no difficulty with “Bonjour 
Tristesse” which, he s&id, already 
has the production code seal. In 
addition, Preminger asserted that 
he anticipates no complaints from 
the Catholic Legion of Decency. 

“I don't* like to fight,” he said 
referring to his previous skirm¬ 
ishes with the ^censorship forces. 
“I never expect trouble. I’m al- 
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Old Romanian, N* Y. Uext to the Birdland. One shud- \ Fairmont., San Francisco 
Jack Silverman presentation a/ dent to think what would happen' ' ‘ 
- - - - | should any of the regulars of these Boots McKenna production with! 

Jose. Joey Adams, Al Kelly, Lou Wills,'spots get confused. 
Jr., Lillian Hayes, Lucienne & Ash-1 « 
our, Tony Franco, Line (.11 >, Mac ! Kiviera, I^as ▼ Ogas 
Pollack & Chico-Relli Orchs; cos- ‘ _ _ Las Vegas, Oct. & 
tumes, Johnny Allen; $<M>5 mini- 

San Francisco, Oct. 10. 
i Marie McDonald with Hal Borne, 
i Ernie Heclcscher Orch (10); $2 
; cover. 

Marie McDonald, blonde, beauti- 
Lou Walters’ Latin Quarter Re-; ful and stunningly gowned in 

mums. vuc, with Mamie Van Daren, Morey 
Amsterdam, Billy Fellows, Isabelle 

fetching gold number, scores heav¬ 
ily in the cavernous Venetian 
Room. She sticks to standards, 
mostly, such as “I Get a Kick Out 
of You/' “I Could Have Danced All 

__p „ Night,"' ‘‘Fascination," "The Man 
matter great - comic Morey Amsterdam shores up j That Got Away,” “I. Got It Bad,’ 

It’s often a pity that a new cafe : * Miguel, Ray Sinatra Orch (17) 
can’t tour the provinces prior to; ?3 minimum. 
opening in New York. There would. ■ _ *-~ . . _ j 
be considerably more nitery hits! The professional, lisping wit of; Nighty 
this way. It's a martpr of erent* 
constemation when it's considered! the 14-minute sex-charged appear-} “Embraceable You/;;What Is This 
that a boniface will frequently [ ance of Mamie Van Doren in the Thing Called Love? - 
gamble herculean sums on accep-! current Lou Walters’ Latin Quar-; But it isn’t until about a third 
ance of his new venture. He hires iter Revue at the Clover Room. !of the way through her 50-minute 
the best crew he can get, the show! Amsterdam surprises with “old . show that she really takes oil. This 
has names, and everything slotted pro" aplomb and his experienced j is when she comes on with pianist 
in the spot comes with a reputa- L;?.' e manner. His material r;|Hal Borne s "Tenement Sym- 
tion. In the past few years, there i cafe-patterned with ad libs tail-j phony," a lovely song which she 
hasn't been a cafe preem in which} ored to appropriate situations. * I punches across with tremendous 
there wasn't chaos in the kitchen.; Miss Van Doren, appearing in: effectiveness. From then on, noth- 
desperalion by the diners and hys-; a dazzling white gown and stole, f ing stops her and she winds up 
teria in wholesale lots. - i sings five songs, "Do I Want You," 

The Old Romanian wasn’t an ex- j "Laziest Gal In Town," "I Got That 
ception on its preem night (9), but Old Feeling," "From This Moment 
there’s the hopeful aspect that this; On" and "Let’s Fall In Love.” She 
too wall pass with only a bit more | slinks about the stage in a not 
rehearsal by the staff, and the Jack ; overly imaginative act written by 
Silverman spot will take an hon- i Charles Henderson to arrange- 
ored place in the Broadway cafe ments by Skip Martin, 
spectrum. 

Silverman, after 32 years on the j “ “ 

with a big hand. 
Her voice is surprisingly strong 

and true, and she holds her bodily 
gyrations to a minimum—again, 
excellent taste in the face of some 
Of the vastly exploitable publicity 
she’s had. 

_ She betrays some nervousness in 
Lively” pantomimist ’ Billy Fel- this,- her sixth pro singing engage- 

lower eastside, where the Old Ro¬ 
manian and Sadie Banks were 
landmarks, has finally succumbed, 
to the urge and has moved uptown, 
converting the old Iceland into the 
largest cafe currently on, the Stem 
with a seating capacity of about 
900. With that number of seats, 
the ordinary routine of getting cus¬ 
tomers off the streets cannot be 
worked profitably. Party and Pack¬ 
age business is the angle, with suf¬ 
ficient bookings in advance to sup¬ 
ply a constant flow of business. 
New room has been terraced and 
tastefully decored. 

ment, by a little too much patter 
between numbers. Even the ner¬ 
vousness is understandable, how¬ 
ever: on this particular opening 
night Miss McDonald had burned 

75-minute Sammy Lewis produc¬ 
tion with three upbeat numbers. 
A sprightly piano routine—“Hun¬ 
garian Rhapsody”—however, is his _ ....... , 
key number when followed by a i herself painfully (with hot tea) an 
swing version "Concerto from No- { hour before showtime, the mike 
where," played in the dark with ! was unplugged during her opening 
luminous gloves. [number, she'd never been on the 

The Riviera Dancers (18) present Venetian Room’s stage before, she 
three especially creative produc- [ was breaking in a couple of new 
tion numbers, spiced by the addi- j songs and she was subject to some 
tion of Spanish dancers Isabelle & j of the most unmerciful heckling 
Miguel. The quick-stepping pair this side of the Delaware Water 
clicks with a castanet-embellished j Gap. 
"Bolero" and in the gypsy-styled] Borne is a marvelous accompa- 
finale. Costuming of the dancers j nist. very sympatico to Miss Mc- 

. , is exceptional for coloring and j Donald, and Ernie Hedoschers 
The initial show is good by all j s*tyle i orch furnishes a nice medley of 

showmanly standards. Combination: clever warmup for Miss Van.r curtain-raising tunes and good ac- 
of Joey Adams, Al Kelly, Lou Wills Doren’s entrance is made by an ■ rompaniment to Miss McDonald. 
Jr., Lillian Hayes, Lucienne & Ash-1 a^st whipping up quick sketches ’ Show runs four weeks. Stef. 
our and the production accoutre-1 of faccs on the0backs of four cho-; * -:-- 
ments. have the potential of giving j rines Miss Van Doren has a five. { - 
the customers a good dollars week engagement at the Clover; Chateau Madrid. N. Y. 
worth. Of course, the opening. Bonn, niol i 
night mishaps didn’t contribute to;Koon1' _ ' 9 Xnymm, Car os Valadej. 
the euphoria of the layout. The ! m ¥ AniiAn j ^os (3), Ralph Font & 
amplification system was an of-} Room9 Lonuon Canay Orchs; $4-$5 minimums. 
fender as far as the performers! London,, Oct.8. ■ ——. , .. 
were concerned and this contrib-l Three Edwards Brothers, Paula J The Chateau Madrid, with its 
uted to a noisy audience which had I Dolan, Al Burnett, Stork Room; present show refurbishing, has a 
the east in an uphill battle for the; Lovelies (3>. Art Stadden 'Trio, j lineup that dispenses a good brand 

the eye-catching scanties worn by 
the two, femmes in the group. 
Choreography is highly inventive, 
allowing for full display of vary¬ 
ing routines pitched to a continued 
musical pace build that stirs up 
reaction to high pitch. The group 
is definitely a bet for video 
guesters and, obviously, prime 
prospects for the classeries. 

Jana Mason, a stunner visually 
and highly competent vocally, of- j 
fers up a tricky, original blend of 
pops and specials which show, 
plenty of prepping on arrange¬ 
ments and lyric ideas. Handling 
herself with grace and ease, she 
moves around stage during several 
segments, to solidify tabler rapport 
and overall holds them to big bow- 
aff. Murray Schlamm is his usual 
smooth self as conferencier of the 
proceedings, with Sacasas and his 
crew an important cog in the 
heavily musicked layout. Tapps 
and his company hold over, Larry 
Storch and Marion Colby joining 
midweek. Lary. 

Showplace, N. Y. 

Jim Paul Eilers presents' “In 
Your Hat,” three-act revue ’ with 
Karen Anders, William Graham, 
Kenneth McMillian, Barbara Shar- 
ma; music & lyrics, Rick Besoyan; 
staged by Christopher Hewett, Ray 
Harrison; musical ditector-pianist, 
Natalie Charlson; decor & costumes, 
Howard Barker; lighting, Edmund 
Roney; special hats executed by 
Xenia Cage; $3.50-‘$5 minimum. 

Quaglino’s, London 
London, Oct. 11. 

Clifford'- Stanton, Tommy Watt 
Orch, Malcolm MitchelCTrio, Tom¬ 
my Wallis; $5.50 minimum. 

*v.er part of the evening. How-j Sylvia’s Los Chicos; $2:80 cover. 
ever, the bulk of the room was in ; ——— 
position to discern that a lot of en-: This new revue at Al Burnett’s 
tertainment was being dispensed. 

Adams and Kelly seem to be 
right at home in this element. The 
former can mix his Yiddishisms 
as much as he wants in this atmos- 

of entertainment. Two of the acts, 
Mila Raymon and Carlos Valadez, 
are returnees, while Trio Riveras 

late night spot off Piccadilly pro- j15 und®r New Acts, 
vides a neat and diversifying en- j Valadez is a capable Mexican 
tertainment which is almost entire- j singer. Dressed m the garb of his 
ly of visual appeal. Burnett, 
usual, doubles his role as mime 

phere. and get good results. He; host with that of emcee, opening 
has some new stories, which are 
mixed in with some of his stand¬ 
ards for good results. Kelly, of 
course, comes in with dtrabletalk 
to insure the results, Kelly is a 
durable entertainer capable of 
working on his own, and making 
partners sound more important. 
Another of the trio* which is rem¬ 
iniscent of the team of Adams, 
Canzoneri & Plant, is Lou Wills 
Jr., One of the top aero dancers 
around, who seem to be doing bet¬ 
ter. as time goes on, in the straight 
dance department. He can deliver 
a line and he can slow down his 
efforts so that Adams can do his 
Pat Rooney imitations. He fits in 
excellently with the general pat¬ 
tern of comedy with this group. 

Lillian Hayes has been one of 
the more potent lures during Sil¬ 
verman’s downtown period, and 
seems to be doing the same in the 
move to midtown. Miss Hayes is 
a belter capable of positive results. 
Although hampered by the ampli-. 
fication system, she fought against;■ 
some bitter odds in achieving good 1 
results. Miss Hayes, under other 
circumstances, might have dis¬ 
pensed with special material, be¬ 
cause of the audio problem, but 
apparently felt impelled to go 
through with the se't routine.. Her 
straight stuff comes out heartily 
and melodieally for good results. 

Lucienne & Ashour do well with 
their Apache ,turn in which the 
femme turns bn her tormentor and 
mauls him violently. It’s a good 
visual turn which a spot of this 
size can use. 

Boots McKenna, Silverman’s 
choregorapher for a good number 
of years, proves that he can work 
in large areas as well. With a line 

with a gab spiel that is familiar to 
the regulars ancT evokes good- 
humored . customer comebacks. 

The Three Edwards Bros., an 
acrobatic act from Montreal re¬ 
cently seen in a vaude layout at 
the Hippodrome, have adapted 
their intricate routine to suit the in¬ 
timate needs of a nitery floor. The/ 
have a variety pf balancing tricks, 
lure a stooge from the floor for a 
lifting display and close in 
usual style with a handspring done 
by one member of the trio from 
the far end of the room to the 
stage with a lift halfway along by 
one of his partners, 

Paula Dolan is a dancing illu¬ 
sionist who terps gracefully and 
does her magico stuff with remark¬ 
able ease and dexterity. It’s an 

native country'; he brings colorful 
Latin tunes with an .occasional 
Norte Americano song for a change 
of pace. He enriches his routine 
with guitar work and a fling at a 
conga drum for satisfactory all- 
around results. 

Miss . Raymon plays a schmaltzy 
and sexy fiddle and chimes in with 
an occasional song. Sheathed in a 
vivid red gown with a white fur 
trim, Miss Raymon provides a 
group of selections that brings out 
the applause. She shows some ex¬ 
cellent tones, especially during her 
rendition of "Rumanian Rhap¬ 
sody" and does a good novelty 
with the pizzicato "Pink, Plank, 
Plunk." Her topper, perhaps, is 
the song and fiddle rendition of 
"Mon Homme" with a lot of sexy 
overtones. SJie gets a lot of appre¬ 
ciation in this spot. 

The musifc for the show is by 
SnusullLt'Zd ZZtSi audience i ^Iph/unt with Latin dansapaUon 
approbation. The show is neatly:^ Cana>r orch- lose- 
rounded off by the trio of Stork ’ 
Room Lovelies who open the show 
and do brief spots in between the 
acts. Myro. 

C rescendo, Hopston 
Houston,. Oct. 12. 

Blackburn Twins & Jerry Col¬ 
lins, Jose Ortiz Orch with Char 
lene Morris; $3 minimum Sat. 

Blackburn Twins & Jerry Col¬ 
lins work hard to make new stanza 
at Crescendo live up to warm suc¬ 
cess of predecessors, but night 
caught (10) act chitchat was nine- 
tenths about jokes that didn’t go, 
one-tenth prepared material. Col¬ 
lins is fast with a gag, but efforts 
showed that the ones which just 
lie there can't always be revived. 

Strongest feature of stint is very 
_; funny routine on elocution lessons. 

of eight girls, three boys and pro-. Blackburn Twins play Dean Mar- 
duction singer Tony Franco, a - tin-type straights, while Collins is 
well-costumed group of lads and! the goof. He gets good returns 
lookers present some picturesque ? with queer imitash—a bit that 
routines . utilizing the enlarged I never, comes off as strongly in 
space well. Fact that they work on' Houston as elsewhere. Trio sings 
a raised platform also helps the i "Movies Are Better Then Ever” in 
production as well as the rest of I seg, which went fpr best returns 
the show. Mac Pollack showbacks ■ of the evening. . 
expertly and Chico-Relli relieves.! Blackburns open with a classy 

Sadie Banks, one of the land-1 but dated canes, taps, and toppers 
marks on the lower eastside. was a : mirror routine that meets with , 
subject for discussion since she i modest approval by tab-lifters, 
wasn’t discernible in the show. An-Jose Ortiz support is tops as, Usual, 
other factor worthy of discussion' The Axidentals open Oct. 23. 
is that the new Old Roumanian is* * j . Burt. 

Fontainebleau, M. R’eh 
Miami Beach, Oct. 12: 

Morty Gunty, George Tapps & 
Dancers, Jana Mason, Murray 
Schlamm, Sacasas Orch; $3.50-$4 
minimum. 

Despite the luli-period for all 
cafes in the area at this time, the 
La Ronde bookings are being 
maintained at high standard, .with 
acts brought in that have clicked 
here before; well-balanced "lineup 
current is illustration. 

Morty Gunty, by now, is a staple 
along the hotel circuit and knows 
his way around the. convention- 
localites-tourists patronage attract¬ 
ed at this time. He adheres to the 
basics of his act, eschewing any at¬ 
tempts at introing new routines 
slanted for the hep winterites, with 
results on the steady laugh gain 
side to wind him a winner. Gunty’s 
material has always been tailored 
to his youthful demeanor: the eye¬ 
brow raising announcement of his 
having been a school teacher and 
experiences; the young-marrieds 
bit with in-law angles; and the in¬ 
cisive impreshes included in his 
rundown of the stars during his 
"The Clown" special, with Jerry 
Lewis and Danny Kaye carbons as 
standouts and mitt-meter peakers. 

George -Tapps and company pur¬ 
vey a miniature dance concert, 
opening and closing the proceed- 

I ings; t Costuming is a plus, notably I 

Clifford Stanton is a wellknown 
local impressionist who, with a 
twist of .the facial expression and 
the aid of a wig and, where neces¬ 
sary, a beard or mustache, effects 
very quick takeoffs on many 
famous personalities. These are 
mainly in the political field, but 
with a sprinkling of show biz 
characters to strike a balance. 
Visually, the act is first-class; it’s 
rarely sustained, however, by the 
accompanying patter or song. 

.That weakness is more than 
usually evidenced in his current 
stint at Quaglino’s and the adjacent 
Allegro room, where he’s in for a 
month’h run. His opening number, 
which he describes as a politi- 
calypso, underlines that criticism. 
He does excellent impressions of 
such top-drawer politicians as Lord 
Attlee, Hugh Gaitskell, Prime Min¬ 
ister Macmillan, Sir Winston Chur¬ 
chill, Aneurin Sevan and Herbert 
Morrison. He looks the parts but 
the lyrics is . a rather tame effort. 

On a better level are his im¬ 
pressions of Sir Laurence Olivier 
as he appeared in "Richard III"; 
Gilbert Harding, a prominent Brit¬ 
ish tv personality, reciting a parody 
of Kipling’s "If”; local comedian 
Tommy Cooper as a dentist and 
the late Billy Bennett, one of the 
famous names in vaudeville. 

In an offbea item he presents 
caricatures of Yul Brynner and 
Marshal Bulganin, using the back 
rest of a chair to provide a minia¬ 
ture theatre effect. Easily the tops 
in his gallery is his bow out num¬ 
ber in which he impersonates Jose 
Ferrer as Toulouse-Lautrec. Act- 
requires only minimum back¬ 
grounding which is admirably done 
by Roy Wallis. The Tommy Watt 
orchestra and the Malcolm Mitchell 
Trio look afterNthe dance-time ses¬ 
sions in lively fashion. Myro. 

TlmiuierUrd, Lm Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct 8. 

Johnny Desmond, Shelley Ber¬ 
man, Bruxellos (4), Thunderbird 
Dancers (8), Al Johns Orch (14); 
produced by Marty Hicks; $3 min¬ 
imum. 

Johnny Desmond makes his 
umpteenth return to the Navaho 
Room, this time for three weeks, 
singing better than ever. His strong 
bary pipes seem more relaxed with 
a tune now, and occasionally he 
foregoes belting to inject an effec¬ 
tive falsetto-croon into the melody. 
His format again is .geared to wise¬ 
ly selected songs in the pop and 
ballad vein, each a surefire'time 
paced to a neat pyramid.. Desmond 
also points, up a dramatic ability, 
drawing pathos out of a'specialty 
tune, "Martini.” Opening night 
(7) he added a showman’s touch, 
singing "Back to Sorrento” to his 
ailing parents by way of long dis¬ 
tance telephone from the stage to 
Detroit. 

Shelley Berman is received 
on his first trip here. A former 
Steve Allen scripter, Berman re¬ 
cently turned to enacting his own 
comedy lines. While on only for 
what seems to- be a brief spin for 
a comic] he scores yocks with a 
pair of monologies, drolly written 
and drolly intoned. 

The Bruxellos score well during 
aero gymnastics, climaxed when 
one of the four flips a somersault 
while holding a tray of eight wine- 
fiUed glasses. Rex Johnson capably 
emcees and tunes up the vocals to 
the three sprightly Gayle Robbins 
chofeos- toed by the ’Thunderbird 
Dancers (8). Al Jahns orch keeps 
up a lively musical backdrop. I 

Duke.' 

Jim Paul Eilers, ex-male model 
who recently opened a ginmill- 
with - pianola yclept Speakeasy 
downstairs,. Is having himself a ball 
as impresario of an intime revue 
Upstairs. His Showplace is located 
iu the heart of the Greenwich 
Village belt '.4tb St just off 6th 
Ave.) as Eilers’ affable answer to 
Julius Monk’s kindred shenanigans 
at his Downstairs room in the 
West 50s. 

Only the cognoscenti of the off¬ 
beat saloons and the off-Broadway 
bandboxes would be familiar with 
Eilers’ talent. They’re in the "new 
face" grouping with mostly "na¬ 
tional company"-" off-Broadway 
"stock" (etc.) experience. The cast 
numbers four (down from five, with 
Jo Ann Hill, who was to make her 
pro singing debut, felled by that 
familiar flu). 

They’re a lively, vigorous and 
generally talented group making 
somewhat like the old Revuers 
(which brought put Judy Holliday 
et al.) in a three-act "intimate 
musical revue" that for the most 
part spoofs the pants off pretty 
nearly everything in entertainment. 
No ballad or torcher, Venetian 
gondolier or madrigal chant is safe 
from their irreverence, but all of 
it is handled skillfully and is not 
sc broadly done as to become mo¬ 
notonous. They even work out a 
fat satire on a mythical kind of 
opera meller "dug up" from circa 
1919; it’s called “Little Mary Sun¬ 
shine" and is the second-act hijinks 
of considerable appeal and with 
chuckles' built in. 

In some 40 numbers down to 
very proper size, smee virtually all 
the song and other capers are 
quickies —: though not bereft of 
protein — the quartet comport 
themselves devilishly or dynamical¬ 
ly, as the case may he. Karen 
Anders, a blonde \rith no pretense 
at being a chicken, carries a good 
deal of the comedy burden. She’s 
in the farceuse class, not overboard 
on the uninhibited style, and with¬ 
out benefit of classy chassis comes 
out as a good cutter-upper. Most 
what pleasantly plump figure. The 
kudos would go to a charming 
little creature called Barbara 
Sharma. She’s pert and redhaired, 
fronts a whispery voice, and seems 
to have been grounded in ballet, 
or at least some straight dance 
work. She’s a shapely miss with 
educated gams and with a wistful 
and often malicious way of attack¬ 
ing a -song or piece -of business. 

The two males in the group are 
William Graham and Kenneth Mc¬ 
Millan, both of whom have a. savvy 
grasp of what they’re doing ana 
with a wide versatility to match. 
What shows them off is their finely 
developed sense of grappling with 
the repertoire tongue-in-cheek, 
without deviation. Certainly the 
staging, by Christopher Hewett 
(“Shoestring Revue," "Ziegfeld 
Follies” sketches, and an actor)’, 
had not a little something to do 
with the sly and not overdone slant 
in which the miniature revue is 
approached. His direction Is com¬ 
patible with the' mhsic & lyrics, 
fashioned by Rick Besoyan with 
mischievous deftness, especially 
the words, which are little gems 
of saloon type poetry put through 
a wringer to come out sharp and 
frequently salty. Strangely, per¬ 
haps, neither the performers nor 
the material have any tendency at 
any time to get off-base; it’s a show 
in the Sunday school gefire, with 
cleverness in lieu of dirt or indigo. 

An unsung heroine is Natalie 
Charlson, who functions as batonist 
without wand from a piano’ which 
she keeps pounding away in a 
durable showbackmg stint that 
hypoesr the stage fare. As to the 
stage, it’s a bandbox, like the table 
area, elevated only-about six inches 
from the floor. 

The "Ih Your Hat"- title^derives 
from the fact that a number of 
w.k. designers have come in with 
chapeaux, including Mr. 'Arnold, 
Hattie Carnegie, Walter Florell, 
John Frederics, Mr. John, Beatrice^ 
Martin and Laddie Northridge, as 
per the credits in the program; 
the millinery "specials” were made 
by Xenia Cage and men’s strawhats 
supplied by Cavanagh. Bright and 
sparkling, also, are Howard Ban¬ 
ker's costumes and' his decor. 

Many another nitery, incidental* 
lv, could well emulate this new 
Showplace. in the case of the Off- 
B’way Showbill, a clean, hand¬ 
somely orinted opposite number of 
the "bill of fare" on Broadway* 
v* t..;- vTrau.‘v 
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MoeudM,, Hollywood 
Hollywood, Oct 11. 

Carol Channing, Paul Hebert 
Orch (6); $2.50 cover. 

Pot most of its years of elec- 
tronicking entertainment, television 
has been trying to develop some¬ 
one in the image of Carol Chan¬ 
ning. It has been a losing fight and' 
the- reason will be on view for ‘the 
ensuing fortnight at the Mocambo, 
At her opening to a jampacked 
room of class clientele, she dis¬ 
played the talent that has eluded 
the newer crop of mimics. 

' Despite fact that she did practi¬ 
cally half her act on tv (“Crescen¬ 
do”), the bloom of her mimicry has 
lost little of its blush for the smart 
crowd. It has been some years 
since she first flashed across the 
footlights as' the singing-comedy 
star of “Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes/' but the songs that helped 
propel her success still have a 
fresh glow in the fashion that is 
so characteristically hers. “Little 
Girl From Little Rock” and “Dia¬ 
monds Are a Girl’s Best Friend” 
would have a diminished impact at 
the hands (and voice) of some 
imitative talent. She carries the 
song rather than the song project¬ 
ing her. That’s the hallmark of 
distinction that keeps her level of 
artistry so beyond the reach of 
emulators. 

Her caricatures of Sophie Tucker 
and Tallulah Bankhead are delights 
of gentle spoofing. More broadly 
burlesqued are “Calypso Pete” and 
“Cecilia Sisson,” the latter a 
howler with the lisp-whistle inter¬ 
ludes. She should refrain, however, 
from losing herself to the level 
floor audience by sprawling on all 
fours and languishing in a chair. 
Hecks were craned and some stood 
up not to miss her comicalities.. 
' George Jessel and Groucho Marx 
were on hand to help out, but her 
blonde mop of hair almost bristled 
add her wide staring eyes narrowed 
when Groucho seemed to her too 
imerruptive. At one point she 
asked, half seriously, “you all 
through?” and then some half-lost 
remark about Groucho some day 
being onstage himself. Jessel, how¬ 
ever, played it straight other than 
quip that, “she's the first one 
of this generation I’ve ever in¬ 
troduced.” It was Groucho’s birth¬ 
day and a cake with one candle 
was cut, hut it wasn’t'needed to 
rev up the jollies. Miss Chamrng 
did that very well herself. Tossing 
out “diamond” bracelets to the 
ringsiders, one was caught by Zsa 
Zsa Gabor, who needs it like 
Cartier. Hehn. 

Himes, Lm Vegas 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Las Vegas, Oct. 10. 
Stripper Tempest Storm has 

been added to the second edition 
of Harold Minsky’s “Minsky Fol¬ 
lies of ’58,” and her la-de-da build¬ 
up includes “Miss” in front of her 
name in the ads. Miss Storm’s tor¬ 
so tossing is appropriately keyed 
to' the sexy mood of the show. Her 
undulations lack the finesse'of Lili 
St. Cyr, but she’s an. outstanding 
looker both in face and body who 
will pull casino action into the 
Dunes. 

Another exotic, Stunnlhg Smith, 
also has joined the show. Her 
purple-colored hair is a memorable 
gimmick;- her face is exceptionally 

. beautiful; and her body, couldn t 
be more suited for the undraping 
art. 

A new group of old skits are 
enacted with burlesque-type hilar¬ 
ity by Irv Benson, Joe DeRifa, 
Tommy (Moe) Raft and Dick Dana. 
Rest of show remains intact. Garr 
wood Van orch skillfully blends 
the notes. Duke. 

Chez Paree, Montreal 
Montreal, OctJB. • 

Jackie Kahane, Dolores Leigh, 

Bobby Dae. Babs, Nick Martin 

Orch (ft), Michel Sauro- .Quartet, 
Dinq Vale; no cover, minimum or 
admission. 

Montreal’s favorite local boy, 
Jackie Kahane, has returned home. 
Kahane is currently working the 
upstairs room of Chez Paree and, 
despite the heavy local angles, scor¬ 
ing with material that would be 
surefire in any boite on the circuit. 

-An observant, . nimble - witted 
comic, Kahane evidences improve¬ 
ment with each Montreal playing. 
Routines are varied and easygoing 
construction of act makes it adap- 
table_ to any audience situation 
that might arise. At times the 
casual attitude and gabbing with 
ringsiders has a tendency to break 
overall pacing. It may be amusing" 
to the few concerned but it leaves 
those in the far corners of the 

nicely with several terp offerings, 
and songstress Dolores Leigh, Miss 
Leigh has a solid set of pipes Which 
she uses effectively but an occa¬ 
sional change in tempo would do 
much to improve general impact. 
Appearance is good and patter is 
kept to a minimum. 

In the opening slot, Vale scores 
with a brace of tunes and music 
for all performers is under' the 
capable baton of Nick Martin with 
the -Michel Sauro combo cutting 
the interlude sides. 

As with most boites in town, biz 
is still on the upgrade, and the 
Kahane show is getting' its share 
plus. Kahane has probably .the 
toughest spot as far as business 
is concerned because he is working 
in direct competition to the strip¬ 
pers in the Casablanca Room in 
the downstairs part of this club. 
Started last July, the Casablanca 
has seldom had fewer that 20 
peelers exhibiting their wares, and 
seldom had an empty seat. 

* Newt. 

Americana, Miami B. 
Miami Beach, Oct 11. 

Allen & DeWood, Dorothy Sar- 
noff, Bert Michaels, Jackie Heller, 
Lee Martin Orch; $3.50-$5 mini- 
mum. 

For entertainment values, cur¬ 
rent package in the Bal Masque of 
this uptownery measures up with 
a midwinter lineup, albeit marquee 
values. are not in the upper- 
bracket topliner hookings obtain¬ 
ing them. 

Allen & DeWood, heretofore fea¬ 
tures at intimeries in such smaller 
hotels as the Monte Carlo, make 
the .step into the biggbry circuit 
have with the aplomb of aii estab¬ 
lished team. From here On in. 
they’ve got it made in this area, 
marking up a big click, with three 
return Hate options speedily picked 
up by boniface Larry Tisch. The 
duo work in the screwball tradi¬ 
tion of Martin & Lewis, but there: 
the resemblance ends; their rou¬ 
tines are tied to more character¬ 
ization and continuity, the mate-! 
rial containing a load of fresh 
yockmakers of which a howler on 
the Sputnik satellite is typical. 

Allen is a moonfaced guy with 
a sharp sense of timing and a de¬ 
ceivingly bewildered delivery that 
hops up the punchlines. DeWood] 
handles a straight song in solid 
manner and adds to act’s impact 
with sharp mimicry in duo-bits 
pegged to satirizations. on current 
tappers. Their “Joe the Bar¬ 
tender” (nitery version) is by now 
a standard and strong bit for them. 
Ditto at Japanese lampoon on a 
“long lost” hideout from the late 
war. Sum total adds up to wham 
aud reaction all the way, with en¬ 
core demands coming hot and 
heavy. . 

Dorothy Sarnoff, co-topliner, is 
the sort of class songstress who 
belongs in these smart surround¬ 
ings'. The auditors gave plenty 
heed to her musicomedy, specials 
and, natch, score—rundown from 
“King and I” (in which , she was 
featured). Slick gowning,' mature 
stage deportment and deft deliv¬ 
ery add to the build which brings 
encore segments!. 

Drafted at' last minute when 
Johnny Coy was. , unable to make 
the date, young Bert Michaels, a 
U. Of Miami student, showed 
strong potentials as a loose-limbed 
hoofer in the Ray Bolger pattern. 
Lad, besides the expertly leggy 
eccentrics, -adds gasp-raising flips; 
and butterflies, to get them palm¬ 
ing fast. Lee Martin and his crew 
rate a plus on their showbacks; 
Jackife Heller, per 'usual, dances, 
and tees off matters with a brace; 
.of tunes. Due end of week:- Andy 
Williams, Corbett Monica and the 
Liccardos. - Lory. 

Downstairs, IV. Y. 
Julius Monk presentation of 

“Take Five*’ three-part revue with 
Ronny Graham, Ceil Cabot, Ellen 
Hanley, Jenny Lou Law, Gerry 
Matthews, Stan Keen & Gordon 
Connell; $4-$5 minimum. 

El Cortex, Las Vega# 
(FOLLOWUP) : 

, Las Vegas, Get. 10. . 
Stu Allen's distinctive brand of 

comedy serves as a neat balance 
fur the Cirqile Room’s marathon 
ice show. Now headlining the bill, 
Allen, proves himself one of the 
most promising young - standup 
comics, and his efforts are reward¬ 
ed with loud yocks and-warm mitts. 
Allen uses no gimmicks—he doesn’t 
sing/dance or do impreshes, but 
relies strictly on hep one-liners to 
successfully sock across his act. 
His timing is right, his material is 
good and his personality is pleas¬ 
ing. First big laugh comes when 
he shows audience his specially 
silked shoes—worn so he won't 
slip* on the ice. 

G&orge Arnold’s “Rhythm on 
Ice” revue is the basic format of 
the show. Revue, “now in its 25th 
week, changes production numbers■: 
approximately once. a.month, and 
has strong repeater biz. - Arnold, I 
Larry Ellis, Gloria Oakley, Curtin i 

j& Hittle. George Zak, and the Ice 
room mystified and a little cool 
to_what follows. f _   __ __ 

•kahane alsp takes over from j-Cubettes (4) gracefully serve up 
Dino Vale, the regular emcee; and | the songs and slides, capably as- 
before doing his own stint > brings j sisted by the Buste/TIallet orch 
onu§9l?by Dae and, Babs who do ij(4),*.^uv.. Duke. 

This is Julius Monk’s third—and 
last—season at the Downstairs 
which, along . with the Upstairs, 
must make room for a now build¬ 
ing. And as his fareweller; Monk 
presents “Take Five,” '’ which 
shapes easily as one of the best 
“little” revues to hit Gotham in 
quite a while. Thanks to the tal¬ 
ents of its five performers, a so¬ 
phisticated and extremely funny 
script and very clever staging, this 
is sock cafe material from begin¬ 
ning to end and assures this spot 
of top .attendance. 

Monk Is given credit for having 
conceived and supervised the 
whole show, and it spells Credit 
with a capital C. Pacing is perfect, 
singles and ensemble work are 
cleverly interwoven for maximum 
effect on the extremely small 
stage, and the whole thing vibrates 
with high good humor on a better- 
than-average, at times satirical, 
level. Max Adrian and John Hea- 
wood have staged and directed the 
show, which comes in three sec¬ 
tions and gives. every one of the 
five performers an ample chance 
to shine. 

Star of the program is Ronny 
Graham, a comedian who can not 
only take the close-quarter work 
but seems to thrive on it. Graham 
can be both subtle and obvious, and 
hi? material is firstrate. Much of 
It he writes himself. His “R. St H. 
Factor” routine, the “Say Hello” 
number and the “Vending Ma¬ 
chine” bit all are of top calibre and 
in a class.quite by themselves. He 
deservedly goes off to very big 
mitting. 

But around Graham are a quar¬ 
tet of perfectly matched people. 
Ellen Hanley (Graham’s wife) does a 
stunning job in her "Pro Musica 
Antiqua” number. She’s got a very 
good voice and displays it amply. 
Ceil Cabot is a charmer who has 
a grand way .with a song and a 
laugh. Jenny Lou Law emerges as 
sock comedy talent/ and Gerry 
Matthews* contributes solidly. 

Rarfely, in a cabaret such as this, 
do all elements fit so perfectly and 
manage to match the mood of the 
audience.. Ensemble work, and im¬ 
agination, in the “Gossiping Grape¬ 
vine”. sequence are tops and the 
whole troupe proves Its amazing 
coordination. Stan Keen & Gordon 
ConnelJ work the duo pianos. Cou¬ 
ple of numbers are non-musical 
such as the Mike Wallace takeoff, 
which is a howL 

“Take Five” shows what some 
enthusiastic young people, un¬ 
afraid of occasionally missing the 
lowest common denominator, can 
accomplish. Show for some reason 
ffas the best numbers in its second 
and third stanzas, which may be 
deliberate. It builds steadily, and 
the ringsiders get more than their 
money’s worth. It' can only be 
hoped that Downstairs will shift to 
new lodgings for next year. Town 
would be poorer without it. 

Rift. 

mixed sextet is a fine addition to 
any floorshow and the fact that 
Greta Frisk later doubles in a 
difficult and showy solo trapeze 
turn makes the overall contribu¬ 
tions of the group impressive. 

Johnny Conrad and his three girl 
dancers, long a favorite cafe act, 
are fully up to their usual ex¬ 
cellence. Conrad exhibits some 
extremely agile terping in costume 
and modem style and the girls are 
at best in their Anglo-Balinese 
dances, 

Everly Bros,, a couple of attrac¬ 
tive youngsters, have a neat hill¬ 
billy routine for those who like 
coming-round-the-mountain ditties. 
Their naive and earnest appear¬ 
ance adds much to the effect of 
their offerings and their closing 
“Wake Up Susie” paid off with 
plenty of palm rewards from the 
diners. * > 

With Sammy Davis Jr., Cab Cal¬ 
loway and Miss Raye down in the 
past month and with Liberace, Gor¬ 
don MacRae, the Vagabonds, Jane 
Froman and Carmen Cavallaro 
coming up, it looks like a bonanza 
season for the T.C. fans. 

Burton. 

Town Casino, Buffalo 
■ Buffalo, Oct, 10. 

Martha Raye, Everly Bros. (2), 
Six Frielanis, Johnny Conrad Dan¬ 
cers (4), Greta Frisk, Moe Balsam 
Orch; $1 entertainment charge, 
$2,50 minimum weedays; $1.50 and 
$3.-50 'weekends. 

- Martha's here again and the old 
Town Casino is bulging** at the 
seams with Vociferous throngs of 
Raye aficionados ydung and old, 
from home and from abroad — 
Canada, that is. And the .ebullient 
comedienne is doing a gargantuan 
.chore currently of keeping them ail 
happy and In the mood. As young- 
appearing and vigorous ... as ever, 
she whams out nearly an hour of 
hilarious ’ antics and gyrations 
which have the mob in a continu¬ 
ous uproar. Her inexhaustible 
energy and good humor are infec¬ 
tious, and although at times she 
digs rather deep in the dirt fotn 
her Comedy nuggets, the crowd 
takes it as being all in fun and as 
inoffensive. 

She continues to be an ingrati¬ 
ating performer with a uniquely 
personal brand of comedy, an ex¬ 
plosive delivery and a wealth of 
talent and theatre sense, who can. 
deliver a song and a comedy line 
along with the best of them. ’Her 
opening “Hello Again*’ and closing 
“Little Valentine” are well and 
smoothly projected and in between 
she maintains a top pitch of verbal 
and physical clowning which never 
lets down. 

Aggin, the surrounding show 
shows no sign of penny-pinching 
by operators Altman & Wallens. 
The Frielanis contribute a flash 
bicycle novelty using first three 
bikes and later six unicycles to ex- 
<#1 ' 

Gatineau, Ottawa 
Ottawa, Oct. 11. 

Joan Roberts & Her Escorts 13), 
Dorothy Kramer Dancers (5), 
Champ Champagne Orch (8); $1 
admission. 

Flamingo, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 7. 

Pearl Bailey, Ink Spots (4), Maz- 
zone Abbott Dancers (4), Jack 
Cathcart Orch (13); produced by 
Hal Belfer; $3 minimum. 

Gatineau Club boniface Joe Saxe 
has whipped up boffo floor fare for 
the week of the Royal Visit in 
Ottawa. Toppers are Joan Roberts 
& Her Escorts, an act that col¬ 
lected great kudos early in its 
nitery career in the Gatineau Club 
last August and has been repeating 
on all appearances elsewhere since 
then. The original Laurey of "Ok¬ 
lahoma!/’ Miss Roberts has rewrit¬ 
ten most of the stint since then 
and improved an already standout 
stanza, retaining only socko ex¬ 
cerpts from “My Fair Lady” and, 
of course, “Oklahoma!” 

The routine is tightly knit, fast 
and slick. Miss Roberts exhibits 
top savvy collected from her stage- 
musical experiences,* and her Es¬ 
corts—Jimmy Eller and Bill Nuss 
—show ability in chant, terp and 
staging know-how. They work nice¬ 
ly . in several appearances alone 
and form strong backing for Miss 
Roberts. 

Ifl items like her "Mary Brown 
from Allentown,” a bit that paral¬ 
lels her own struggle to reach the 
Rogers & Hammerstein level, ca¬ 
nary leaves no ‘doubt as to her 
skills in thesp, terp and piping in 
concert and pop slots/ Session’s 
weakness is. a comedy skit. It 
seems out of character with the 
rest of the.routine and the trio 
works too frantically. Bit could get 
more impact with neater pacing 
and line-handling. 

Dorothy Kramer Dancers—four 
femmes and male—are on twice to 
big effect First is a tap session, 
closer uses jazz and blues. Routin¬ 
ing and costuming leave no doubt 
that the girls are expert terpers 
and have standout linear qualities. 
Male works nicely with them in 
terp but could beneficially omit 
his solo chant effort. 

Champ Champagne band handles 
difficult showbacking arrangements 
nicely despite forced use of re¬ 
placements due to current flu epi¬ 
demic. r Gorm. 

Beverly Hills, Newport 
Newport, Ky.» Oct. 11. 

Gloria De Haven, Al Bemie, 
Donn Arden Dancers (10) with 
Chris Roberts and Mary. Fassett, 
Gardner Benedict Orch (10), Jim¬ 
my Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 
minimum, $4 Sat. 

Gloria De Haven, winsome chirp, 
and Al Bemie, a fave comic with 
Greater Cincinnati cafe society, 

jplus capable location talent, are 
putting together a lively 80-minute 
floorshow this fortnight at northern 
Kentucky’s plush casino. 

Miss De Haven, displaying an 
hourglass figure in a skin-tight 
white gown, highlights a half-hour 
songalog with "I’m a Star” and 
“It’s the Same” impression tunes. 
Finish brings on her father. Carter 
De Haven, for a bit of his softshoe 
and song routines of caude heyday 
in a daughter & dad routine. 

Bemie speeds through 30 min¬ 
utes of gags, characterizations and 
vocals to big returns all the way. 
Leaves ’em hollering after an Elvis 
Presley takeoff. j 

Donn Arden Dancers contribute 

Sidelined for a day with recur¬ 
ring fainting spells. Pearl Bailey 
returned to the Flamingo Room * 
stage for a performance greeted by 
the healthiest type of applause. 
Miss Bailey employs her gift of 
enthusiastic reluctance in the Hal 
Belfer production that closely iden¬ 
tifies her with the entire show. 
Even the entrance to the showroom 
is covered by a canopy, that reads, 
“Club Pearlie Mae.” 

Miss Bailey enters the stage via 
the audience at the outset of the 
70-minute shop. In tow with four 
chorines, she joins the cast of 12 
dancers in “C’est Magnifique.” 
During her main routine. Miss 
Bailey sings 10 songs, two of them 
with the Ink Spots (4). She Uses 
some of her old favorites such as 
“My Man,” “Birth of the Blues,” 
plus special material, “Gotta Get It 
When He’s Got It.” Even though 
still affected by her illness, the 
veteran performer masters her 
audience in a manner that will 
spell boxoffice, as usual. 

The Ink Spots carry an abbre¬ 
viated role of only four songs, 
From This Moment. On,” “My 

Echo, My Shadow £nd Me,” “A 
Shanty in Old Shantytown” and ‘If 
I Didn’t Care/’ The youthful ver¬ 
sion of the original group fails to 
vary much from the wellknown' 
format and carbon-copies the pop¬ 
ular classics faithfully. 

The Apache-dancing Mazzone 
Abbott Dancers thrill with their 
madcap antics of daring and des¬ 
truction. Three lithe and zestful 
female dancers are duly hurled 
about amid the “smashing” of large 
props. The act is warmly received. 

Digl. 

Eden Roc, Miami Beach 
Miami B§ach, Oct 12. 

June Valli, Johnny Morgan, De- 
May & Moore, Mai Malkin Orch; 
$3.5Q-$4.50 minimum. 

June Valli carries the show in¬ 
stalled here for the next week, the 
comely, dark-haired thrush adding 
distinction to a layout which other¬ 
wise would be par for the October 
course. 

A regular ,on the plush hotel- 
cafe run in this town, Miss Valli 
comes back with a plentiful array 
of newies to buttress her recording 
book, with accent on ballads at 
which she is highly adept The 
“Fascination” class of tunes cur¬ 
rently popular receive solid work¬ 
overs from her full-throated voea- 
bilijy. Injects of upbeat cleffings 
give balance and her quietly as¬ 
sured* manner and unaffected, 
straightforward delivery add plen¬ 
ty plus values to her stint. 

Johnny Morgan, a fast replace¬ 
ment for Dominique, originally 
booked and cancelled out by Asiatic 
flu, is a pleasant guy who with 
some original material could hit a 
higher bracket: As is, his act is a 
mishmash of heard-befores, with 
reaction mixed. He garners giggles 
with the spoon-in-glass dance gim¬ 
mick and winds best when he nits 
the song trail. 

DeMay & Moore are a vet pair 
of comedy ballroomologists, held 
over- from previous show. They 
make for a breezy, amusing teeoff 
act Mai Malkin, back from long 
vacash, emcess likeably and batons 
the musical portions In top manner. 
Arriving end of week: Don Rondo 
and Jane Kean. Lary. 

Pr. KaiNfanl, Honolulu 
Honolulu, Oct. 2. 

Don Roth Trio; $2 minimum. 

Nobody in the Matson hotel 
chain is talking out loud yet, but 
this just might be the final attrac¬ 
tion to be booked into the lush 
roofside Mauna Kea Rohm. The 
room’s never emerged as a gold¬ 
mine and .Matson may convert it 
into a series of deluxe penthouse 
accommodations^ early next year. 

All of which means th£| the Don 
Roth Trio is going all-out to lure 
trade. It’s a mighty competent 
combo, featuring Roth on accor¬ 
dion, vibraharp and piano. Bill 
McPherson at the organ and cel¬ 
este, and Bobby Neville at the per¬ 
cussions. 

They “listen easy,” as the saying 
goes, and certainly induce the cash 
customers to linger on as they go 
through an impressive range of 
standards. Their repertoire open¬ 
ing night * 1) was weakest on nov- new strut and autumn production [ _.. . 

numbers, featuring Ronny Meren ; elties but that can be remedied as 
and Ellie Stattin, with Chris Rob- i soon as they’re more sure of the 
erts, baritone, and Mary Fassett, 1 room and its clientele: Their 
soprano, in solo and duet chores, j rhythms are well-defined, which 

Gardner Benedict’s combo fur | invites the dancers onto the floor, 
nishes splendid backing. Jimmy' Trio came here from the Broad- 
Wilber Trio takes over for inter- j moor Hotel near Colorado Springs, 
mission dancing and Larry Vincent, • Colo., and have a ree-monlh coh- 
sbiging pianist, presides in the, tract for the Princess Kaiulani, 

__^___ , cocktail room. Ted Lewis and his5 which is Matson's newest hotel. 
J^M,EiiJ05^PiIJrevue.Apen Oct. 25. Kolh tt lJ t } ,.i j s 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF OCTOBER K 

Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show 

whether full or split week 

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; <M) Moss; 

cp; Paramount, <R) RKO; <5> Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall <P) 17 

Geoffrey Holder 
Charles Manna 
Ruckettes 
Raymond Paige prc 

Roxy (17) 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettcs 
Roxy Orch 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 

Tivoli <T> 21 
Archie Robbins 
Margo ‘•Z’* Bomb 
Boys of Mexico 
2 Earis 
Christine Sc Moll 
I.ebrac0 & Bernice 
Bobby Gonzales 
Delicados 
Williams St Shand 
Buster FiddesS 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli (T) 11 

Johnny Lockwood 

Bohby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
Riggoletto Bros. 

& Aimce 
Les Thaika 
Medlock & Marlowe 
flalladinis 
Billy' Rayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O'Connor 
Edit Jnhasz 
Alwyn Leckie 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Godso 
Olivia Dale 

MAJESTIC 
Christchurch (T) 21 
Luigi Infantino 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome il> 14 
Danny O'Dea 
W'illie Carlisle 
Roy Baker 
Rene Leighton 

BLACKPOOL 
Palace (1) 14 

Dev Shawn 
Sylvia Drew 
Peter Dawson 
Dick Francis 
John Hughes 
Julie Murphy 
Alabamas 
Eric Hayden 
Tummy Welsh 
John Clarence 
Calvin Lewln 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome <M> 14 
Jimmy Young 
Rey & Ronjy 
Wilson. Keppel Sc B 
Jeffrey Lenner 
Harriott St Evans 
Sunny Roy - 
TAP Derrick 
Kordas * 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome (M) 14 
Harry Secombe 
Rudy Horn 
Billie Anthony 
Ivanko Dancers 
Mitchell Singers 

EDINBURGH 
Empire (M) 14 

Allan Jones 
Horler 2 
Arnley St Gloria 
J St P Barbour 
Tattersall & Jerry 
Yue Jen Tr. 
R i R Marlow 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire (M) 14 
Max Miller 
K & A Kemp 
Teenagers 
P & J Yuile 
AI Koran 
Reggie RedcUffe 
Penny Nicholls 
Barry Anthony 

GLASGOW 
Empire (M) 14 

Carroll Levis Co. 
Edoiics 
Golding Sc Stuart 
Alain Diagora 
Edmund Goffron 
Ashworth St Lois 
Victor Soverall 

HANLEY 
Royal (M) 14 

Peaches Page 
Charlie Gray 
Leo Eno 
Pietro Be Giovanni 
Karin Karina 
Ragoldi Bros. 
Alan James 
Saballa 

LEEDS 
Empire (M) 14 

Edmund Hockridge 
Gillian St June 
Baker & Douglas 
Rondart & Jean 
Max Geldray 
Bill Maynard 
Les Hermane 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire (M) 14 

Earle & Vaughan 
Anton Sc Janetta 
Jimmy James 
Roy Castle 
Janie Marden 
Bi-Alla 

LONDON 
Metropolitan (I) 14 

Jill Summers 
Don Peters 
H«ry Benet 
3 Botonds 
Oro Sc Rikkl 
Cycloonies 
David Gcll 
Terry Burton 
Bob Lewis 
Mary Morgan 
Phillips 3 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M) 14 

Billy Eckstine 
Coronet Girls 
Allen Bros. St June 
Devel Sc Partner 
Roger Carne 
Billy Stutt 
Demos 
Freddie narrison 

NORTHAMPTON 
New (I) 14 

Eddie Reindeer 
Al St Paige 

NORWICH 
Hippodrome il) • 14 
Harry Bailey 
George Meaton 
Bob Grey 
2 Rexanos 
Rhoda Rogers 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire (M) 14 

Derek Roy 
Francis Langford's 

Co. 
Eric Roger 
Rhythm Gr. 
Caruna Sc Dodo 
Burt Brooks 
Andre Kobak 
Marie De Vere 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire (M) 14 

Shirley Bassey 
A St V Shelley 
George Martin 
Grossetto Sc Gaston 
Jackie Ross 
Darly's Dogs 
.Cooper 2 
Jessie Carron 

SOUTHSEA 
King's (M) 14 

Terry Dene Co. 
Gilbert St Sylvia 
Alan Clive 
Les Galantas 
Les Hobeaux 
Fey Jover 
Ron Parry 
Alan Sc "Steve” 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire (M) 14 

Smith Bros. 
Jimmy Paige 
Pauline St Eddie 
Frank Harvey 
Al Adams 
Grace Calvert 
3 Toledos 
Dennis Lawes 

Ernest Schoen Ore . 
Paul Mann 

Village Barn 
Larry McMahon 
Vivian Swanson 
Ed Smith 
Jack Marlin 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Anita O’Day 
Bob Brookmeler 6 
Slim Gaillard ’ 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Los Chavales De 

CHICAGO 
Black Orchid 

Frances Faye 
Joe Parnello (3) 

Blue Angel 
"Calypso Cruise” 
Phil Sanchez 
Lydia Lora 
Lord Carlton 
Ted Shovon (3) 
Roger McCall 
Al D’Lacy Ore 

Blue Note 
Boh Scobey Ore 

Chez Paree' 
Tony Martin 
Jackie Kannon 
Chez Adorables (6) 
Ted Fio Rito Ore 13 

Cloister Inn 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 
Lorez Alexandria 

Conrad ' Hilton 
"let Review Spec" 
Glenn Sc Colleen 
Miss Lucille 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Ros Pettinger 
Bill Christopher 
Fred Napier 
Gil Shepard Sc De 

Soto Sisters t3> 

Paul Gibbon Sc 
Sully Kothman 

Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers (4) . 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

Drake Hotel 
Jane Morgan 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

Gate of Horn 
Dave Sear 
Glen Yarborough 
Marilyn Child 

Harris 
"Alan Gale Show” 
Alan Gale 
Arnold Dover 
Rover Boys. (4) 
M Sc B Haggett 
Will Gaines 

London House 
Cal Tjader 3 
Eddie Higgins (3) 

Mister Kelly's 
June Christy 
Marty Rubenstein 3 

Palmer House 
Dorothy Shay 
Hal Lomau Sc 

Playmates 
Ben Arden Ore. 

LOS ANGELES 
Ciro's 

Gateway Singers (5) 
Coconut Grove 

Johnnie Ray 
Mattison Trio 
F. Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
Lili St. Cyr 
Billy Barnes Revue 
Dave Pell Octet 

interlude 
Arthur Blake 

Mocambo 
Carol Channing 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Marie McDonald 
The Treniers 
Marthe Errolle 
Billy Wells & 4 Fay* 
Ffottlat Charlton . . 

Statler' Hotel 
Rose Marie 
De Mattiazzl 
Ed. Bergman Ore 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

Guy Lombardo 
Sc Royal Cauad. 

Johnny O'Brien 
Schmitz Sisters 
Hansen Sister* 

Dunes 
"Minsky Follies” 
Tempest Storm 
Stunning Smith 
Irv Benson 
Joe DeRita 
Dick Dana 
Garwood Van Ore 

El Cortez 
“Rhythm on Ice" 
George Arnold 
Buster Hallett Ore 

El Rancho Vaga* 
Milton Berle . 
Betty George 
Dunhills 
Stan Fisher 
Met Sextette 
Moinar Dancers . 
Dick Rice Orcb 

Flamingo 
Pearl Bailey 
Ink Spots 
Flamlngoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Fremont Hotel 
Stardusters 
Make Believes 
Satellites 
Jan Johnson 

Golden Nugget 
Hank Penny 
Sae Thompson 
Harry Ranch 
Billy Regis 
Cbarllta 

Riviere 
Latin Quarter Rev 

Mamie Van Doren 
Freddie Morgan 
Dorben Dancers 
Ray Sinatra Ore 

Royal Nevada 
Art Mooney 
Ken Harris Ore 
Chase Sc Mitchell 
Jimmy Grosso 
Sparkletones 

Sahara 
Edgar Bergen* 
Mary Kaye 3 
Cee Davidson Ore 
Louis Prima Sc 

Keely Smith 
, Sand* 

Dean Martin 
Rowan Sc Martin 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morrill Ore 

Showboat 
Marsh Sc Adams 
Bunny Ware 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girl* 
Mike Werner Orch 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Toil! Mohr 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Geo- Redman Ore 

Th underbird 
Ella Logan 
Don Tannen 
Thunderbird Dncr* 
Al Jahns Orch 

Troplcana 
Vivian Blaine 
Dick Shawn 
Nelle Adams 
Nat Brandywynne 

RENO 

NEW YORK CITY 
Bon Solr 

Tony St Eddie 
Felicia Sanders 
Charles Manna 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 
Hal Schaeffer 

Blue Angel 
Martha Davis Sc 

Spouse 
Anne Leonardo 
Carol Burnett ^ 
George Matson#*- 

Casanova?’ 
Jacques Zarow 
Alex Alston® 

Chateau Madrid 
Carlos Valadez 
Mila Raymon „ 
Trio Rivero 
Ralph Font Ore 
El Casay 
Candi Cortez 

copacanan* 
Martha Raye 
Steve Lawrence 
Four Barons 
Cindy Tyson 
Sammy Devens 
Elaine Deming 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Or** 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk ^ 
Roiw Graham 
Ceit Cabot 
Ellen Healey 
Jenny LoU Law 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen 
Gordon Connell 

El Chico 
Maria Antinea 
Rosita Rios 

No \ Fifth Avt 
Boh Downey 

Harold FonviUe 
Hotel Fierre 

Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Rieardel Ore 
Rosalyhda St. John 
Joseph Sudy 

Hotel Plaza 
Katyna Ranieri 
Ted Straeter Ore 
Mark Monte Ore 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Sammy Kaye Ore 

RSVP 
Mabelle Mercer 
Stella Brooks 

Hotel Statler 
Baddy Morrow 

Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Ona Ainsley 
Milt Shaw Ore 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Johnny Puleo 
Szonys 
Molidor Trio 
Debonairs 
Gillian Grey 
Simon McQueen 
Chic James 
Bob Kennedy 
Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

Le Cupidon 
Bohby Short 

Town St Country 
Ritz. Bros. 
GogI Grant 
Buster Burnell 
Ned Harvey Ore 

. Viennese Lantern 
Galena 
Klko Gonzalves 

I 

Harolds Club 
Krakerjacks 
Twin Tunes 

Harrah's 
Matt Dennis 
Dukes of Dixieland 
Denis & Rogers 
Richard Bono Ore 

Holiday 
Chuck Leonard 
Ho Hums 
Ish Kabibble 
Lawrence Sc Boyer 
Beachcombers 

Map** Skyroom 
Snooky.Lanson 
Oscar Carter 
Skylets 
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore 

New Golden 
Billy Duke 
Nick Esposito 

Riverside 
Vagabonds 
Ramsays 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH 
Americana 

Allen Sc DeWood 
Dorothy Samoff 
Johnny Coy 
Lou Wills Jr. 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
Billy Mitchell 
Rosina Aston 
Sonny Kendis Ore 
Tana Lena 

D1 Lido 
Mandy Campo Ore 
Gloria Blake 
Jane Moore 
Bernle Sager 
Jack Barcena Ore 

Eden Roe 
June Valli 
Dominique 
Lord Flea Calypsos 
DeMay Sc Moore 
Johnny Costa Trio 
Mai Malign Ore 
Chico Cuban Boy* 

Fontainebleau 
Morty Gunty 
Geo. Tapps Dncrs 
Jana Mason 
Jack Stuart OrC 
Sacasas Ore 
Pupi Campo Ore 

Natali-Fields Trio 
London Towne 

Arthur Blake 
Weela Gallez 
Jean Tourigny 

Lucerne 
Havana Mardl Gras 
Diosa Costello 
Milos Velarde 
Don Casino 
Tonla Flore* 
Tony Sc Francella 
Juan Rolnero 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Varona Ore 

Nautilus 
Al Antonio 
Charlee Brown 
Mario Sc Tonia 
6yd Stanley Ore 

Seville 
Boh Sennett 
Murri Sc Ruth. 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ore 
Rey Mambo Ore 

Saxony 
Weela Galley 
Charles & Faye 
Al Stuart Archette 
Jimmy Grippo 
Fred Thompson 
Tommy Angel 

HAVANA 
Montmartre 

Raul Mesa 
Raquel Barlsb* 
Ivette De La Fuente 
Clarisse Novo 
Gladys Bocay 

, Guzman Singers 
jfjajardo Ore 

National 
Dancing Water* 
W- Reyes Ore, 

Sans Souct 
Gloria Sc Rolando 
A. Magdalena 
Zizi 
Miriam Barrera* 
Rob^rt^^a^lo^j 

Marla Magdalene 
La Serie Orb 
Ortega Ore 

Tropicana 
Alberto Rochl 
Blanca Varela: 
Gladys Sc Freddy 

Riveros 

Guaracheros 
Monica Caste! 
Troplcana Ballet 
S Suarez Orq 
K Romeo On) 
Genevieve 
Anna Sc Julia 
Ray Carson 

Royal Reception 
Continued from page 2 = 

drey Russell, who has covered most 

of the royal junkets; Max Muller, 

BBC video boss, and two camera- 

men from London will augment the 

New York and Washington staff. 

Christopher Serpell, head , of BBC’s 

Washington Bureau, will double as 

official greeter to the' monarch as 

she lands at National airport. His 

top assistant Douglas Willis, will 

also be on hand. Unlike such 

events as U.S. political conventions, 

when BBC uses NBC film for tv, it 

is making its own for home con¬ 

sumption. In addition, British news¬ 

reels will record the historic 

junket. 
Actually, only the arrival at the 

airport and other outdoor events 

can be covered live by individual 

webs. The press-radio-tv reception 

Thursday (171 afternoon, to be 

carried live for 30 minutes, will be 

on a poll basis, with CBS in charge, 
and Alexander Kendrick is here 
from London for the chore, with 
George Herman, and NBC’s Bill 
Henry doing commentary. ABC will 
not feed from pool, hut will, along 
with MBS, cover by radio. 

NBC alone will use a mobile 
unit to cover the line of march 
from the airport to the White 
House. David Brinkley, Bill Henry, 
Jinx Falkenberg, and Merrill Muel¬ 
ler, will tell the story on tv 
throughout the Capital agenda, 
Bryson Rash, Ben Grauer, and ^inx 
Falkenberg, will mike the radio 
coverage. All in all, a staff of 60 
will he on hand for NBC. 

CBS, with about the same size 
staff, has assigned Kendrick, Wal¬ 
ter Cronkite, Bill Shadel, and How¬ 
ard K. Smith to tv; Bob Trout, 
George Herman and Charles Von 
Fremd are doing radio. 

Both NBC and CBS will film 
Queen and consort' as they visit 
the capital during their four-day 
stay. And there will be pool cam¬ 
eras covering Friday’s (18) mam¬ 
moth British Embassy reception. 

Katherine Dunham 
Continued from page Z sssz 

in the publicity of our first tour.” 
Mulling further, she offered, 

“Mr. Hurok is a very shrewd busi¬ 
nessman. He saw the costs in tour¬ 
ing a company of this size and rec¬ 
ognized that I’d always elaborate 
instead of minimize. He saw far 
hotter than I that I’d never make 
it and the show wouId„never make 
it unless a certain amount of com- 
to look at myself and figure it out. 
I remember in ‘Cabin in the Sky* 
they talked about my legs, I was 
bothered because I thought of my¬ 
self as a dancer and singer. . But 
now I see one goes with the other. 

“Sometimes at press meeting in 
a new town,” she continued, “I 
have to "-catch the eye of our local 
press representative and find out 
whether I should talk about sex or 
culture. In Singapore they wouldn’t 
let me talk about anything but sex 
hut here in Tokyo the other day 
I brought up sex and the inter¬ 
preter hasn’t gotten through stut¬ 
tering yet.” 

The troupe is heading back to 
the States where it will disband. 
Miss Dunham goes to her home in 
Mexico and then Haiti to fullfill 
cojnmitments to book publishers, 
one asking for a biog and the other 
on a Haitian theme. In about six 
months, the Dunham troupe will 
reform and tour either Europe or 
S.A. 

Lazar Deals 
is—m Continued from page 3 ssi 

ing for pictures. One is an unpub¬ 
lished novel by N. Y. Herald Trib-r 
une (Baris) columnist Art Buch- 
wald, localed in Italy, and due for 
Harpers publication; also the pic¬ 
ture rights to “Romanoff and'Ju¬ 
liet” (Peter Ustinov’s play) and the 
new Herman Wouk play, “Nature’s 
Way,” which opens tonight (Wed.) 
on Broadway. Latter is in con- 

Jtiunctiw,ifi|6[gSliWfePP-l • 

New Acts 
LOS RIVEROS (3) 
Dance 
10 Mins. 
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. 

Los Riveros, comprising two 
lads and a girl, are a youthful en¬ 
terprise who put a lot of zest into 
their work. *They function in a 
Latin dance vein with occasional 
song interpolations. They make an 
excellent appearance with vivid 
and imaginative costuming. 

At this point, their work needs a 
lot of channeling and direction as 
their dancing is frequently devoid 
of climaxes. They could achieve 
greater results with more knowing 
choreography. They are individu¬ 
ally good dancers, but the group 
work needs a sharper focus. 

Jose. 

TRIO BOTOND 
Acrobatic 

j 7 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a promising acrobatic trio 
who score via novelty of routines 
in lifts, balancing and tumbles. 
Threesome appear happy while 
working, and don’t exude the over¬ 
earnestness usually associated with 
this category of aet. 

Comedy note is struck early in 
turn when trio erect themselves in 
feet-on-shoulders vertical stand. 
Bottom member then walks away, 
leaving topmost hanging from un¬ 
seen trapeze; ipiddle-placed per¬ 
former then drops to ground, leav¬ 
ing topmost only, and latter does 
daring drop to ground. Another of 
trio balances upside down on nog- 
gon while he spins hoops around 
his arms. 

Act comprises an Englishman, a 
Hungarian refugee and a Russian- 
born Pole. It is five months old in 
present personnel format, though 
two members have been together 
longer. Should make a useful addi¬ 
tion to general run of vauderies. 
Okay act visually. Gord. 

JEANETTE DUFRAY & JOAN 
Aero 
6 Mins. 
Metropoie, Glasgow 

Main chores in this novelty are 
borne by a tall, well-built and 
shapely femme, aided by a slighter 
femme partner. 

Opens with two shapely gams 
showing through a dbrtain, then 
reveals herself, and goes into a 
can-can and the splits. Next, she 
balances on a chair, walks smartly 
on hands, and then balances on 
backs of two wodden chairs, the 
latter sliding slowly apart so that 
performer does splits in midair. 
4 Act needs acquisition of some 
shape and form to make it really 
worthwhile for majority of mar¬ 
kets and media. As is, it has novel¬ 
ty value, and Would be okay for 
less discriminating vaude and tv 
operators* Gord. 

LARRY MARSHALL 
Comedy 
II Mins. 
Metropoie, Glasgow 

Jet-propelled into a local 
marquee name hereabouts via fea¬ 
ture spot in daily midday show on 
indie tv, this brash comedian, has 
naturally perk and v cheeky ' style, 
and gets by through abundance of 
confidence. With flair for slogging 
home even the weakest of alleged 
fun-fodder, he makes capital out 
of his-own script and memory 
faults, and creates for himself the 
character of a' funny man who’s 
always doing the .wrong thing or 
putting his foot in already tricky 
situations. On strength of local tv 
show, he has localized appeal to 
Scot outfronters, shown by strong 
reaction when he enters. 

His best work is not in the pat¬ 
ter attempts, but in certain charac¬ 
terizations, such as his silly-man 
type from Belfast, Northern Ire¬ 
land, his best bit. He also essays 
portrayal of little hoy eating a 
lollipop, and repeats his tv type, 
the ungrammatical Scot known as 
“Albercrpnibie Wellington/’ Winds 
with patriotic song about Glasgow. 

; Comedian has obvious potential 
if quickly taken in hand and given 
some modern, patter-polish. He 
should avoid using the same old 
phrases, such as beginning each 

; sentence with “However t . and 
interjecting constantly the re¬ 
gional vulgarity “Murder, .Polis!” 
(translatable to U.S. ear’s, mehbe, 
as “Murder, Police”)* He should 
also invest in some eomedy mate¬ 
rial with a greater impact and less 
local com. 

As is, okay act for all localized 
vauderies, butJias some .way to go 
before being acceptable In . a na- 

rtional sense* j 

DEL MARKEE 
Comedy 
30 Mins. 
Frolic, Revere, Mass. 

Del Markee. 5-10 stocky, red¬ 
headed comic, who was in the New 
York production of “Guys And 
Dolls,” playing Harry the Horse, 
replacing Tom 'Petti, is breaking 
in a new nitery act here, which 
looks to have considerable merit 
for the saloon trade. Essaying the 
switch from musicomedy to the' 
nightclub floors, Markee, who has 
a background of piping, displays a 
gravel-throated voice for his one- 
liners and comic repertoire, but 
gets off his song numbers in clear 
slick baritone. 

He identifies himself with “Guys 
And Dolls” throughout in offbeat 
bits on gangsters, detectives and 
version of “Oldest Established 
Crapgame in New York.” He takes 
a 10-gallon Texas hat for a rousing 
rendition of “Money Tree” and 
then goes into a Jolson “Mammy” 
bit. Markee displays a nice affinity 
for slapstick throughout and uses 
a hearty, congenial chuckle which 
gets audience impact, and a liberal 
sprinkling of chi-chi material and 
gimmicks. His songalog is good 
with “Nothing Like a Dame” and 
“Only Have Eyes for You.” Act 
has a liberal sprinkling of smart 
material and gimmicks. Comic’s 
magnum opus is an Oriental fakir 
bit in which he uses a tablecloth 
for headdress and pipes a collec¬ 
tion of items out of a basket. Wind¬ 
up is a commentary on tv shows 
and two-way phone confab. Overly 
full stint gets good palming. 

Markee shows excellent poten¬ 
tial for niteries, tv and vaude. 

Guy. 

FRASER HAYES FOUR 
Songs 
12 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

This is a reconstituted edition of 
, the former Fraser Hayes Quartet,, 
a personable comho of three guys 
and a gal giving out in standard 
harmony. Act has a sizable quota 
of talent, but needs a better choice 
of tunes and should watch out for 
overplaying the comedy angle. As 
is, the yock dept, is aimed at too 
much during a couple of numbers. 

Foursome run the gamut from 
songs like “Gonna Get Along With¬ 
out You” to “Bye, Bye, Love.” 
Fraser Hayes himself does com¬ 
mendable comedy travesty of Elvis 
Presley. Distaffef of the. group is 
a looker with right quota of pep* 
Okay for vaude and tr stints. 

* Gord. 

MAX KAY 
Songs 
8 Mins. 
Metropoie, Glasgow 

Self-assured young man with a 
somewhat woodenish style of stanoe 
gives out modem tunes in bright 
fashion, but has yet to shape his 
own personality as a solo perform- 

; er. While confident, he should not 
radiate an unsympathetic air, and 
oughta use a smile a bit more. 

Tunes range from “Love Letters 
ia Sand” through “Around The. 
World” to “All Shook Up,” and the 
young fellow is in good shape 
vocally. He has also taken the care 
to garb himself smartly, carnation 
in buttonhole ’n' everything. • 

Okay singer with possibilities for 
a good.future. Gord. 

Philly Teenager 
Continued from, page- 1 siSJSa 

frontpage treatment on hometown 
Philly. 

5- She’s been set* for “The Big 
Record” on CBS-TV next Wednes¬ 
day (23) at a fat $4,000 fee. 

As in all Cinderella stories, this 
one followed form. Tom O’Malley* 
who scouts talent for the show, was 
holding his twice-weekly auditions 
Thursday afternoon* when Beek- 
man walked in with Miss Dwelley 
(name is Welsh), stating he hadn’t 
been able to get her an audition 
anyplace and would O’Malley lis¬ 
ten to her. He did, and rushed her 
over to the Hudson Theatre so star 
Jack Paar, producer P-erry Cross 
and musical director Jose-Metis 
could hear her. 

They listened, worked out gome 
quick arrangements off stock sheet 
music, and decided to use her that 
same night. No time for costuming' 

or gowning, so they decided to play 
it straight, Paar announcing the 
facts of the situation on the. air and 
having her appear in the skirt and 
sweater that she was ,wearing that 
day. She had time for a quick 
coffee, and she was on,. Then the 
phones started to ring." 
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Five Terminate on Broadway 
Three of Exitees Believed to Have Dumped 

$250,000 in Capital 

Broadway was hit with a bar¬ 
rage of closings last Saturday (12). 
Five shows shuttered, of which 
only one, “Damn Yankees,” was a 
longrun moneymaker. Another, 
“Simply Heavenly” broke even 
and the remaining three, “Four 
■Winds,” “Mask and Gown” and 
“Miss Lonely Hearts,” are figured 
to have dropped their entire 
bankrolls. 

The combined loss on “Winds,” 
“Mask” and “Lonely Hearts” is es¬ 
timated at over $250,000 on the 
basis of their full' investments 
having gone down the drain. 
“Winds,” produced by Worthing- 
ton Miner and Kenneth Wagg, 
was financed at. $95,000, with pro¬ 
vision for 15% ($14,250) overcalL 
The’Thomas W. Phipps play ran 
for -21 performances at the Cort. 
Theatre with Ann Todd and Peter 
Cookson costarred. 

“Lonely hearts,” co-produced by 
Lester Osterman and Alfred R. 
Glancy Jr., was capitalized at 
$100,000, with provision for 15% 
($15,000) Qvereall. Pat O'Brien 
starred in the Howard Teichmann 
adaptation of Nathaniel West’s 
novel, which ran for 12 perform¬ 
ances at the Music- Box Theatre. 
“Mask,” co-produced by Leonard 
Sillman and' Bryant Haliday, in¬ 
volved a loss of about $28,000. T. 
C.' Jones starred in the tiny revue, 
which tallied 39 performances at 
the Golden Theatre. 

In the payoff category, “Yam 
kees” piled up over $800,000 profit 
on a- 128-week Broadway run. The 
Frederick Brisson-Robert E. Grif- 
fith-Harold S. Prince production 
was capitalized at $250,000, with 
the .profit on the venture taking 
in revenue from a separate road 
company and subsidiary income, 
including the production’s share 
of coin from the sale of the screen 
rights, to Warner Bros. The film 
company bought the property on 
a guarantee plus-bonuses for 
total price of $500,000. 

“Heavenly” broke even on 
62-performance run at the Play¬ 
house Theatre, according to Abel 
Enklewitz, who operates the 

- house. . Englewitz was involved in 
bringing the show, which had orig¬ 
inally preemed off-Broadway, to 
the Playhouse. He states the 
move involved an investment of 
$26,000. . 

Music Pub Ed Kassner 
Venturing Into London 

tegit on Large Scale 
- London, Oct. 15. 

Eddie Kassner is moving into 
the legit business in a big way. 
Music publisher has several shows 
lined up for next year, teeing off 
with “Lady at the Wheel,” a mu¬ 
sical which opens a tryout run at 
the Lyric,' Hammersmith, in Janu¬ 
ary. - 

In association with Charles Ross 
he has formed Welbeck Produc¬ 
tions which has already presented 
two shows, “Harmony Close” and 
“Share My Lettuce.” The latter, 
which is staged in association with 
Michael Codron, is currently play¬ 
ing at the Comedy Theatre. The 
former never got to the West End 
after its nabe tryout in the sum¬ 
mer, but is being lined up for ah 
Irish season. 

Future productions, not yet 
named, include straight plays as 
well as musicals. They are expected 
to ‘present about five shows in 
1958. 

ON TO 'EL DORADO' 

Ed Hennessy Writes & Stars, A1 
Johns Produces & Directs 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
“El Dorado,” a new musical wtih 

book, music and lyrics by Ed Hen¬ 
nessy, will open at the 4D0-seat Las 
Palmas Theatre here next Thurs¬ 
day (24)). Hennessy also will star. 

Show will be produced and di¬ 
rected by A1 Johns. 

Johns is publicity director for 
the Tournament of Roses and the 
Miss Universe Pageant. He met 
Hennessy several weeks ago .when 
the latter was emcee at the Miss 
Universe fete.. 

CHINESE THEATRE MAY 
HIT B’WAY VIA HUROK 

Paris, Oct. 10. . 
Chinese Classical Theatre, spon¬ 

sored’ by Nationalist (Chiang Kai- 
shek) government, will open a 15- 
day Paris stand at Theatre; des 
Champs-Elysees Nov. 12. Troupe, 
currently playing London’s Drury 
Lane, will appear under manage¬ 
ment of Ben Carlin, formerly busi¬ 
ness manager .for Marquis de Cue¬ 
vas, in association With Eugene 
Gruenberg, artistic director of 
Monte Carlo Casino, and Jean Rob¬ 
ins, manager of Champs-Elysees 
theatre. 

Report in Paris has Sol Hqrok 
bringing company to New York In 
February, 4.Ui u jkih -au.ti-q 

On Not‘Cheating’ 
Road Audiences; 

Praise of Levin 
Dallas. 

Editor, Variety: ■ 
The “My Fair Lady” company 

that is currently playing the State 
Fair Music Hall here in Dallas is 
without a doubt the finest produc¬ 
tion from quality standpoint I have 
ever seen. It leaves nothing to be 
desired, and I have told producer 
Herman Levin that the whole thea-| 
tre west of Broadway owes him a 
special vote of thanks for sending 
out a show that is comparable in 
every possible respect to the New 
York production. 

I think the results of this par¬ 
ticular production will he felt for 
years. So many visitors to New 
York have seen the original pro¬ 
duction- that comparisons from 
every standpoint were inevitable. I 
have yet to hear anyone fail' to 
agree that this touring company is 
comparable in every way.^ 

- The whole point is that it would 
have been possible1 for Levin to 
have done this production a lot less 
expensively. He could have thinned 
it out around the edges and very 
few people would have known the 
difference. But he went the other 
way, nnd I am grateful to any pro¬ 
ducer who has the foresight to pro¬ 
vide a road company that not only I 
renews the faith of the ticket-buy¬ 
ing public, but gives r.ew vigor to j 
us local managements who find it 
a pleasure to be in a position where 
no apology for quality is called for. 

Charles R, Meeker Jr., 
Managing Director, 
State Fair Music Hall,! 
Dallas. I 

Japan’s IntflArt Fest 
Draws Six Countries 

In a pitch to both east and west, 
Japan is gearing for Its first “In¬ 
ternational Art Festival” to be 
held next April in Osaka, second 
largest city in the country. 

Participants already have been 
set from the U. S., the Soviet Un¬ 
ion, England, Spain, Belgium and 
Austria. It will mark the. first 
music fest appearance of the Sov¬ 
iet's Leningrad Philharmonic un¬ 
der the baton of Mravinsky. Com¬ 
ing from the U.S. will be the New 
York City Ballet Co. and Jan 
Pias’, from England, Amadeus 
Quartet and Benno Moiseivitch, 
and from Spain, Caspar Cassado, 

Israel’s Inbal Dancers 
* Set for First U.S. Tour 
S. Hurok has signatured the In¬ 

bal Tel Aviv, dance troupe and will 
bring them to America in January 
for an, American tour. Deal is 
understood to be for three weeks 
in New York and 12 more Weeks-on 
tour. This will be the first time the 
Israeli ballet company will be seen 
outside of Israel. A short tour in 
Holland and England will precede 
the American journey. 

Sara Levi, founder and choreog¬ 
rapher of the troupe, which con¬ 
sists, entirely of Yemmenites, will 
accompany the 30:person company 
on the voyage. 

William Shakespeare’s times and 
life, originally done on Broadway 
27 years ago as “Rogues and Vaga¬ 
bonds,” is being revamped for pos¬ 
sible current production. It was a 
legit musical in the “Rogues” ver¬ 
sion, with Harry B. Smith and Jeff 
O’Hara providing The words and 
music. 

Several weeks ago, Spencer Bent¬ 
ley, heir of the copyrighted play, 
and O’Hara, the original composer, 
met with scripter Frances O’Brien 
to discuss play revisions. The re¬ 
vised play would be called ‘'Will O' 
the Wisp,” one of the productions 
featuredtunes by O’Hara in" 
Rogues.” Another about Shake¬ 

speare, titled “All th£ World's a 
Stage,” is to get legit musical treat¬ 
ment by Eddie Davis add Sam 
Alperi4- *- ■*'£ 1 Jr i} 1 c lj 

Builds Circle To 
Hypo His Cafe 

Chicago, -Oct. 15. 
Tony DeSantis, after essaying 

four shows in a makeshift theatre, 
is satisfied that .year-round stock 
will help his. restaurant business 
and has darkened Drury Lane for 
a few months to rebuild it into a 
permanent in^he-round operation. 

Theatre, which locates in the 
basement of DeSantis’ capacious 
Martinique Restaurant in Ever¬ 
green Park, Ill., should relight in 
February with a name policy and 
a 52-week blueprint. 

DeSantis moved the theatre in¬ 
doors when a rainstorm blew down 
the adjacent Drury Lane lent last 
summer’ during a performance of 
“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” 
with Marie Wilson. Miss Wilson 
returned with the vehicle when the 
theatre went underground and did 
fair-tO-good business there. Tom 
Duggan -in “Seven Year Itch” 
proved a bonanza, hut James 
Dunn’s “Harvey” and Eddie Brack-, 
en’s “Three Men on a Horse” drew 
poorly. When latter closed ' Sept. 
29, DeSantis decided to suspend 
operations and remodel. He said 
that even when the theatre operat¬ 
ed at a loss he made up for it in 
dinner and after-theatre trade in 

.the Martinique. 

GOTHAM’S 3 CURRENT 
IN-TOWN BREAK-INS 

Broadway is on a tryout kick 
this week. Three shows are tuning 
up for their scheduled openings 
with in-town. preview, perform¬ 
ances. Only one of the trio has 
played an out-of-town breakin date 
and that was only for four per¬ 
formances. 

The three shows are “Cave Dwel¬ 
lers,” which opens at the Bijou 
Theatre 'next Saturday (19), “Com¬ 
pulsion,” slated to preem next 
Monday (21) at the Ambassador, 
and “Monique,” which debuts next | 
Tuesday (22) at the Golden. All 
three have been giving previews 
at their respective theatres since 
last Monday (14). 

'‘Monique,” the only one of the 
trio t.o play out-of-town, was at the 
Playhouse Theatre, Wilmington, 
last Thursday-Saturday (10-12). 

‘Follies’ Folds; Producers Tag Equity 
Rehearsal Regulations as Reason 

UP EDINBURGH SUBSIDY 

City Giving Around $75,000 to Aid 
1958 Event 

Edinburgh, Oct. 15. 
Taxpayers here will be asked by 

the municipality to pay an extra 
$30,000 per year subsidy of annual 
culture spree, the International Ed-, „ _ . „ _ 
inburgh Festival. ^Decision was - it to Broadway while Equity con- 

By JOE ROLLING 

Cincinnati, Oct. 15. 
The touring production of 

“Ziegfeld Follies" closed here 
abruptly last Saturday (12) with 
Actors Equity and the show’s pro¬ 
ducers differing on whether thp 
revue was coming or going. Pro¬ 
ducers Mark Kroll and Charles 
Conoway claimed they were tour¬ 
ing the offering prior to bringing 

reached by local council by 31 
votes to 16. 

This means that the city’s grant 
for the 1958 junket will be in re¬ 
gion of $75,000. 

Slight opposition to the new 
grant came from members of the 
city’s Labor Party. 

To Jose Limon 

Bristol, Pa., Promotion 
Aims Tickets at AFL-CIO 
Plans to get a legit operation go¬ 

ing at the Grand Theatre, Bristol, 
Pa., next month Include a ticket- 
sale tieup with the Bucks County 
(PaJ Council, AFL-CIO. Details 
are currently being worked out 
whereby the Council's 16,000 mem¬ 
bers and their families will be able 
to purchase ducats at a discount, 

Tije idea is for shop stewards in 
the" more than 40 locals represent¬ 
ed by -the council to order tickets 
to be peddled to union members 
at a rakeoff with a portion Of the 
revenue from the pasteboards sold 
going to union educational and 
charity funds. The Council's en¬ 
dorsement of a plan along these 
lines was expressed in a letter to 
the Miber Corp of Bristol, which 
operates the theatre. 

Productions for the house, which 
seats nearly 1,400, will be cast In 
New York and a star policy will be 
utilized. Barnard L. Sackett is ex¬ 
ecutive producer of the operation. 

Berlin, Oct. 8. 
The ballet side of the Berlin Cul¬ 

tural Festival was particularly sub¬ 
stantial this year. One of the most 
eagerly awaited foreign ensembles 
was Jose Limon and his American 
Dance Company. Latter’s local six- 
day iOct. 1-6) guest appearance at 
the Titania Palast was arranged by 
American National Theatre and 
Academy (ANTA) in conjunction 
with Bureau Artistique Interna¬ 
tional (Paris). The last mentioned 
agency, headed by Anatole Heller, 
has the European exclusive repre¬ 
sentation of this troupe which after 
Berlin went to Poland for appear¬ 
ances. 

Limon’s ensemble performed 
here a total of 12 different works, 
split up over the six days, with 
choreography mostly by Doris 
Humphrey and Limon himself. Be¬ 
fore Limon had even come to Ber¬ 
lin, he Was hailed as the world’s 

Lbest modern dancer in tjie local 
Festival publication. Consequent¬ 
ly, the expectations were sky-high 
on the part of local ballet critics 
and Berlin’s comparatively large 
set of ballet adherents. The reviews 
In the papers differed quite a bit: 
While some praised him as an in¬ 
comparable perfofmer of modern 
dancing, there, were others who 
openly expressed disappointment. 
The reviewer in Der Abend called 
him a daneing great—-but of yes¬ 
terday. 

The negative reviews resulted 
partly from the fact that this com¬ 
pany’s programs on the first two 
days, Which saw bullKOf the critics 
gathered, was not as strong as that 
presented on the following days. 
The third and fourth day, for in¬ 
stance, saw among other outstand¬ 
ing things Limon’s “Emperor 
Jones” (after a play by Eugene 
O’Neill) and this creation was not 
alone a dancing sensation, it ^lso 
became a highlight of the entire 
festival. 

In all, the Jose Limon frokpe 
consisted of 15 dancers, including 
Pauline Koner, Lucas Hoving, Bet¬ 
ty Jones, Ruth Currier, Lavina 
Nielsen and Letitia Ide (Mrs. Vic¬ 
tor Ratner of Benton & Bowles, 
N. Y.). Nor was business satis¬ 
factory. Six days were definitely 
too much in event-crowded Fes¬ 
tival days here; Audience reaction 
was very good. There was a con¬ 
siderable number of ballet fans 
who called this presentation one 
of the most interesting. ■ 

tended the hike was in the post- 
Broadway class. 

The Equity s‘and is pegged by 
Kroll as the cause of the shutter¬ 
ing since it didn’t allow what he 
considered adequate rehearsal 
time to restAge and rechoreograph 
the show during^ its road run. 
Under its post-Broadway status, 
the union’s contract permi’ted re¬ 
hearsal of eight hours weekly, 
with provision for another four 
horn's if changes were made in the 
production. 

Equity, however, had allowed 
the “Follies” to rehearse 20 hours 
weekly during the initial fortnight 
of the tour. A request for contin¬ 
uation* of the 20-hour weekly re¬ 
hearsal period was turned down 
by the union in line with its con¬ 
tention that the revue was not a 
bona fiide pre-Broadway tevout 
Breakin entries out-of-town are 
permitted 28-30 hours of rehear¬ 
sal time weekly by Equity 

Kroll declares that his under¬ 
standing with Equity when the 
‘Follies” company left New York 

was for an expected six months 
on the road preparatory to “bring¬ 
ing an audience-tested show to 
Broadway.” When Equity re- 

(Continued on page 84) 

Revising 'Soft Touch’ 
Washington, Oct 15. 

‘A Soft Touch,” the new comedy 
which had been slated to open 
here Oct 28 at the Shubert, has 
been cancelled. 

After starting rehearsals, script 
was returned for “extensive re-, 
visions,” It'^vhi’ekpfaAn^d hefd.J '1 ^ 

Chicago, Oct 15. 
A Chicago local chapter of Amer¬ 

ican National Theatre & Academy 
was formed last Thursday (10) 
night during a meeting at North¬ 
western U. attended by potential 
backers and local legit-conscious 
gentry. Bob Vainowski of the Chi¬ 
cago Tribune was elected secretary 
pro tern. Regular officers will be 
elected at a future meeting. 

Williard Swire, N. Y. exec of 
ANTA and promoter of ANTA’s 40-! 
theatre plan prompted the creation ! 
of a Chi chapter at several meet-; 
ings which he held when he visited \ 
here !lAstj;w*£K:f - 11 * 1 *1 

Stratford Bards Spark 
Broad Legit Activity 

With Two Tonring Units 
Stratford, Ont., Oct. 15. 

The Stratford Shakespearean 
Festival is stimulating legit ac¬ 
tivity beyond its own locality. Two 
separate touring operations have 
now been established as an out¬ 
growth of the annual Canadian 
Bard fest. 

One of the travelling units, the 
Canadian Players, an offshoot of 
the Festival venture, begins its 
fourth season of touring Canadian 
and U. S. towns later this month. 
The other, the Canadian Festival 
Company, gets underway next 
February as the first touring 
troupe to be sent out by the Fes¬ 
tival Foundation. 

1 The Canadian Players will 
tour with an alternating pro¬ 
gram of “Man and Superman” and 
“Othello,” which is a repeat of 
the bill presented by one of the 
two companies that toured last sea¬ 
son under the CP banner. This 
semester there will be only one 
CP unit, which will play a few 
Canadian dates before crossing the 
border for a U. S. hike, beginning 
Nov. 4 at the State College Audi¬ 
torium, Brockport, N. Y. 

The Canadian Festival Co. will 
also alternate two plays during its 
trek. The vehicles will be “The 
Broken Jug,” a German comedy by 
Heinrich Von Kleist, adapted by 
actor-author Donald Harron, and 
"Two Gentlemen of Verona.” 
Shakespeare plays had not been in- 

(Continued on page 84) 

5.PJW. ‘MARNEE’ TO 
t SQUARE D.C. SUBS 

1 Washington, Oct. 15. 
“Time Remembered” gave a spe¬ 

cial 5 p.m. performance at the Na¬ 
tional Theatre here last Thursday 
(10) to straighten nut an upset-The- 
atre Guild-American Theatre Soci¬ 
ety subscription schedule. The 
local opening of the pre-Broadway 
tryout Tuesday of that week in¬ 
stead of Monday had thrown the 
subscription sked out of kilter. 

Subscribers holding tickets for 
the unplayed Monday performance 
were accommodated at the Tuesday 
preem, while those on the Tuesday 
night list were taken care of at the 
special Thursday showing, which 
was put on in addition to the regu¬ 
lar evening performance. Thurs¬ 
day also marked the 57th birthday 
of Helen Hayes, who costars In 
“Time” with Richard Burton and 
Susrf# ; s i v h v 11 
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;; Sweet Smell of Arts ‘Subsidy’ 
But Ford Grants Strictly for ‘Experiment’——to Get Cleveland Playhouse 

on the Road—N. Y. City Center to Have Spring Opera Season 
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Two experimental projects in grand opera, one in 
stage drama, one in symphonic composition and 
one in art instruction have receiffed this week 
money grants from the Ford Foundation—the first 
grants in the arts area made by this particular 
foundation. Nominal in amounts, their significance 
lies in the impetus Ford gives, by its action, and by 
its related promise of future study, to art “sub¬ 
sidy” in America. 

But special note should he taken of what the 
foundation is not doing~-very definitely it is 
not plunging into the bottomless pit of deficit 
financing of operaM symphonies and other cul¬ 
tural media. Its money' grants are carefully 
hedged against diversion to cover operating 
losses of companies or orchestras. These 
grants are not for "support” but for specified 
"experiment” Interestingly four of the five 
grants have been assigned regionally—to Min¬ 
neapolis, Cleveland, New Orleans, Boston, 
Knoxville, Oklahoma City, San Francisco and’ 
Washington. Only one has gone to the art 
centre of the country—New York. 

Thanks to ’Ford the N. Y. City Certer will have 
next April something wholly new in America, an 
entire spring season devoted to operas by Ameri¬ 
can composers, all written since 1937 and some 
brand new. That means that Ford is backing 
a test “in depth” of opera wi h English words and 
American libretti. Its gift of $100,000 is two-fifths 
of the necessary budget, plus $5,000 to finance the 
presence of the composers < sic > at the rehearsals. 
This small added sum recognizes a reality—many 
American opera composers in the past have been 
woefully ignorant of the technical problems of 
staging, how to mount the actual performance, of 
their work. 

Another test “in depth” concerns symphonic 
music. Serious composers have complained that 
winning a prize often means only one single “pre¬ 
miere” by the committed orchestra. Under the 
Ford grant of $210,000 to the American Music 
Centre Inc., six cities are tied. in. their conductors, 
and others forming the jury for commissioning new 
works. Selected composers are to be handed $1,000 
to $1,500 advance fee and are guaranteed four per¬ 
formances during the season. This means that the 
commissioned workjwill be exposed s raight off to 
the audiences—and "“the critics—of four American 
cities and not just one, and especially not just New 
York, which is outside the plan entirely-. 

Hit The Tank Towns 
In the case of the Cleveland Playhouse, already 

a success in its own backyard, the Ford grant of 
$130,000 will sustain 15 actors for two years—with 
-j.-—-:-:--- 

safeguards against their being selected on a clique 
basis. The 15 actors will be whipped into disci¬ 
plined until to later troupe, the villages and towns 
of Ohio—thereby opening up new audiences for the 
spoken drama. 

Behind the five current Ford grants to the arts 
lies twa years of preliminary investigation by its 
Humanities & Arts Division. The facts revealed 
to date point up the skimpy and unreliable nature 
of available data concerning the arts in this coun¬ 
try. More significant than the grants themselves is 
Ford’s undertaking an intensive behind-scenes sur¬ 
vey of every branch of American culture which will 
continue from now until September of 1959 when 
vice president William MePeak and program chief 
W. McNeil Lowry are due to report to the Founda¬ 
tion’s Board of Directors. . * 

Lowry makes it clear that the present prelimin¬ 
ary grants of money are part of the* Ford Founda: 
tiori’s own education in the arts—what their needs 
are realistically and what FF might best do about 
these in the years ahead. But despite the cau¬ 
tions, the contractual limitations on the use of 
monies and the marked obsession with the stern 
economics of, rather than the mere emotional pleas 
for, worthy cultural endeavors, there is no doubting 
that the Ford commitment., even as it stands, is a 
major break-through in America for the cause of 
art subsidy bv private philanthrophy. 

New Orleans Risk 
The Ford plan at present differs from any other 

foundation or fund. Whereas the Rockefeller 
Foundation expended $500,000 commissioning music 
for performance at a single symphony, Louisville’s 
Ford is spread over six orchestras and three sea¬ 
sons, or 13 composers in all. Perhaps the most 
free-wheeling selec'ion among the five is the $165,- 
000 given the New Orleans Opera House. Assm This 
uncertain organization of 19 performances each 
season is distinctly also-ran in American opera. 
Yet it has had a considerable success heretofore 
in taking promising American voices and bridging 
the gap between the musical coach and the finished 
professional with actual stage experience and stage 
presence. The Ford grant aims to aid opera can¬ 
didates bu*; none of the money may be used in any 
way by or for the regular New Orleans “season.” 

The foundation is, again, seeking experience 
and guidance for its own future allocation of funds 
in the instance of the Minneapolis Society of Fine 
Arts plan to develop teaching methods for visu¬ 
ally-conditioned talents that are not ideally suited 
for the more academic art courses of accredited 
colleges and universities. This venture in instruc¬ 
tional experiment is backed by $150,000 total over 
five jears. 

‘Chronic Economic 
Insecurity Fate 

Of British Cos. 
London, Oct. 15. 

The Arts Council claims that an 
additional $700,000 to Its annual 

Government grant of just under 

$2,800,000, could rescue almost all 

the 125 operatic, musical, ballet 

and theatre enterprises aided by 

It from their “chronic state of 
economic insecurity.” j 

The Council states this in a re-: 
port entitled “Art In the Red.” It j 
suggests an increase in theatre ad¬ 
mission prices,* royalties levied on 
the classics; and contributions 
from tv to keep the living theatre 
In being. 

> The report says that tv is “an ; 
enormous devourer of drama," and; 
should be persuaded to recognize: 
its obligations to the living theatre 1 
and • to accept some responsibility 
for its survival. The council 
prophesies that the shuttering, 
and demolition of theatres is i 
bound to continue. j 

If a nominal royalty of even one-: 
tenth of one percent was levied 1 
on the repeat performance of non¬ 
copyright classics on both the 
stage and concert platform, it 
could bi'ing in a big annual income 
which could be ploughed back into 
the arts, the report says. Unless 
there were more funds made avail¬ 
able, the crisis facing the arts 
could not be resolved. The Royal 
Opera Hou.se. Covent Garden and 
the Sadler’s Weils Theatre need a 
bigger subsidy or one of them will 
be forced to close, the repori; 
threatens. 

It is almost one year since the 
council was granted an extra 

A3?8;P99 .*.0= JtJ.§ri'Pk...... 

Wasb’gton Concert Season: 
$16,000 for Black Watch; 

Royal Ballet Near SRO 
Washington, Oct. 15. 

Black Watch Regimental Band, 

Pipers and Dancers did $16,000 on 

its one-nighter, which is socko 

enough to rate ^repeat date later 

from the Sol Hurok office. Event 

launched the Patrick Hayes Bur¬ 
eau season here, latter also enjoy¬ 
ing its best volume of subscribers 
for any season so far. ■ 

Hayes has the Royal Ballet from 
i Britain* coming in next week for ■ 
' six days, 'also from Hurok. It’ll 
be in the 3,234-seat Loew’s Capi¬ 
tol at Jj>6 and a $100,000 sellout is 
in prospect. ° 

Local impresario has also set for 
dates here; Robert Casadesus, 
Marian Anderson, Dame Myra 
Hess, Vienna on Parade, Roberta 
Peters, Jan Peerce, Anna Russell, 
Mantovani Orchestra and the 
Vienna Boys Choir. 

Take Opera To 

Glasgow, Oct. 8. 
Opera For All, touring unit of 

the British Arts Council, will play 
concert dates in Scotland Nov. 15 
to. Dec. 6. Two coaches, carrying 
costumes, props and other equip¬ 
ment, will take the company on 
their tour of one-night stands. 
Country towns will be visited in 
the main. 

Repertoire comprises “La Tfavi- 
ata,” “Marriage of Figaro,” “Don 
Pasquale,” “H Tabarfo” and “Die 
Abreize.” 

Kerinit Bloomgarden was elected 
president of The League of N. Y. 
Theatres at the annual member¬ 
ship meet last Thursday (10), 
Other officers elected included 
Louis Lotito, 1st vice president; 
Alexander H. Cohen, 2d vice presi¬ 
dent; Gilbert Miller, treasurer, and 
Herman Shtunlin, secretary. 

Art Auditing &‘Subsidy 
Philadelphia, Oct. 15. 

City Controller Foster A. Dunlap and Charles..I. Thompson, 
Pres, of the Fairinount Park Commisssion, which operates the Play* 
house-in-the-Park, are on opposite sides of the fence as far as the 
economics of the project are concerned. The Controller regards 
the loudly touted claim of the commissioner that the theatre is 
self-supporting as “highly imaginative” and feels the public is 
ge ting a rose-colored financial picture. 

. Dunlap says the Playhouse “is not and never was self-support¬ 
ing.” In round figures he claims the tent was in the red for $14,- 
158 in 1956. -An accountant for the Park Commission reported a„ 
loss of $746. The difference according to Dunlap represents labor' 
by park employees, painting, plumbing, carpentry and custodial 
charges. He suggested the present bookkeeping be. ad justed to 
include direct and indirect charges. 

“Personally,” -said the Controller, “I have attended perform¬ 
ances in the Playhouse and think it is a very good thing, but I 
feel the people should realize it Is subsidized by the city.” 

The Commissioner countered “I still think it a good thing 
whether the loss for $700 or $14,000. I don’t care whether it is 

* w:. * «, e „.. * p . * * *„ „ ^ - . „. * „ *. n 

Good Will Needs Showmanship 
Shanta, Rao Dancers from India, which completed two-weeks 

at the ANTA Theatre, N. Y., and is doing one week currently in 
Washington, lias been cancelled for its fourth scheduled legit 
theatre booking (Locust, .Philadelphia) and for all of the pre¬ 
viously projected four weeks of concert dates, including Chicago, 
via Columbia Management. Thereby hangs a tale and a lesson* 

This booking was made for the wrong reason, as two years ago 
when “Tamburlaine The Great” was brought , into the Winter 
Garden from Canada. In both instances the basic motive was 
to promote international good will. This never was, and it is 
doubtful if this ever will be, a substitute for the right kind of 
show for a ticket-buying audience. 

That entertainment has become ammunition in the prestige 
war between us and the Russians is clear. For our own side it 
is established that singers, musicians and dancers make fine 
ambassadors, especially since they have no.language barriers. 
Jazz may indeed have made more friends for America than the 
Marshall Plan. But good will always presupposes that the enter¬ 
tainment is right for the particular audience, the frame of 
competition. 

In the after-the-fact^ embarrassment of the Shanta Rao ex¬ 
perience it must be seen that international, good will is strained 
rather than enhanced when there is a f ailure to appiy the mini¬ 
mal standards of showmanship,* The pity is that an undoubtedly 
sterling talent, Miss Rao, has been poorly managed. Her own 
fears that her art might he “vulgarized” is one thing. But her 
standards could still have been respected. How alibi opening 
such an esoteric offering cold, before a sophisticated New York 
audience, without any road break-in, any chance to find out 
audience reaction prior to the all-vital bigtime premiere? 

This was inviting trouble. Moreover anybody, but anybody, in 
show business would be enough of a professional to know that 
a company of dancers from a strange, faraway land must be 
previewed and protected against the admittedly critical New 
York audience. Surely nobody thinks Manhattan is -a college 
arts appreciation concert date? 

Members of the United Nations delegation who were back- 
stage a lot at the ANTA Theatre are whispered to have been 
bitter at “the Americans” for a fancied affront to a great artist. 
There was no such affront. Everybody wanted her to have a 
success. But the facts wouldn’t fit the hopes. Let it not go un¬ 
mentioned that other Hindu dancers have appeared in the 
States in the past and have been distinctly popular 

International good will has Suffered this setback but the cause 
should be recognized. This was a naive undertaking. After the 
very bad notices of the first week’s performance, Miss Rao 
changed her company’s entire program with a great enhance¬ 
ment—the very thing which could ha^e been, and should have 
been, .accomplished on the road before risking New York. 

Somewhere in the background of this unfortunate affair, show¬ 
men will sniff suspiciously the incurable amateurism of the arts 
dilletante. To them, whoever they may be, belongs the blame. 
There is no lack of respect among Americans for the culture of 
India. It is ancient, honorable and frequently exciting. They 
should come again some other day. 

Its Track Record Drew 
Ford Foundation Interest 

To Cleveland Playhouse 
Cleveland, Oct. 15. 

Cleveland, Playhouse here, 

which has just been given a$130,- 

000 grant by the Ford Foundation, 

has been established since the 

1920’s, has three theatre audi¬ 
toriums, a training school and a 
permanent paid staff. .Its compam 
ies usually include -professional 
actors who receive nominal com¬ 
pensation, hut year-round. 

Playhouse associate director K. 
Elmo Lowe and W. McNeil Lowry, 
director of the Ford Foundation's 
Humanities and art division, laid 
the ’ groundwork for this enter¬ 
prise last JuneTN Details were 
worked out during the summer by 
Lowe and Frederic McConnell. 
They and several others to be se¬ 
lected jointly with Ford will form 
a panel of judges that will select 
20 candidates by auditions held in 
early spring, 15 then to he con¬ 
tracted. 

Cleveland group was picked for 
the “unsolicited” grant because of 
its ’‘nationally recognized distinc¬ 
tive work,” according to Lowry. 

<World Music Bank’ Idea 

Ft. Wayne, Oct 15. 

Igor Buketoff, of Ft Wayne’s 
Philharmonic, who has made sev¬ 
eral visits to Europe on foundation 
grants had sold his “World music 
bank” idea. Rockefeller Founda¬ 
tion has awarded $6,450 to the 
American Symphony Orchestra 
League, Charles, W. Va., to collate 
“lists” of representative Jtnuslc 
from all the countries Of the world, 
as proposed by Buketoff. 

Each country will have its own 
t comipittee, .. , „, ■„ „ 

No-Tax Bushnell 
Snubs Legit As 
Hartford‘Starves' 

Hartford, Oct 15, 
Legit drought continues here; 

Since the demise of New Parsons 
as a legiter some three years ago, 
town has had a meagre handful of 
legit attractions. 

Apparently Bushnell Memorial, 
which maintained a full sked of 
legit attractions yearly until. New 
Parsons went into operation, isn’t 
interested in returning to its for¬ 
mer stance of promoter of legit at¬ 
tractions here. * Although * the 
3,000-seat house didn’t befit many 
attractions and dropped dough on 
several, it’s an endowed tax-free 
institution that is failing to per¬ 
form a needed function, here. As a 
result populace that wants 'legit 
result, populace that Wants legit 
must drive 70 miles roundtrip to 

Bushnell is sticking to a profit¬ 
able n6-risk format of. symphony, 
ballet, concerts, etc.,1' and other 
type of appeal to longhairs. A 
once a year ice show is a must at 
the house. To date only one legit 
attraction for this semester hat 
been bogked by the house. Tenta¬ 
tively pencilled in is “Np Time fdr 
Sergeants” and midvginter jazz 
concerts, of which there are two to 
three a semester,* are privately 
booked. 

Trying to fill the void in the 
local legit dearth is the efforts of 
Mrs. Wilbur Randall/ wife of an- 
advertising exec and one-time 
operator of a drama school here 
(from which Ernest Borgnine grad- 

* y * (Continued. ,, ,;5M 
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My Biz Mixed; Tallies’ $36,300, 
“Way 27G, Brass’ 22G, ‘Game’ (4) 

Philadelphia, Oct, 15. 

Bonanza weekend crowds brought 
in by the. Army-Notre Dame game 
hypoed stage business here. Two 
Straight plays, ‘‘Separate Tables” 
and “Nature’s Way," were the 
pacemakers playing to fancy re¬ 
turns, with SRO weekend perform¬ 
ances. 

Lone arrival last week, “Fair 
Game,” got mixed reception from 
crix. Show got two pans (De 
Schauensee, Bulletin, G a g h a n. 
News) and one mildly approving 
notice (Murdock, Inquirer). The 

, comedy ran 40 minutes overtime 
on opening night. 

Carson McCullers' “Square Root 
of Wonderful” moved into the 
Walnut last night (14). Director 
Jose Quintero quit Saturday (12) 
during tryout run in Princeton, 
N.J., and production bowed here 
without benefit of helmsman. 

Estimate* for Last Week 
Copper and Brass, Erianger (MC) 

(3d wk) ($6; 1,880; $53,000) (Nancy 
Walker). Tuner, still in process of 
alterations, never recovered ground 
lost at bad opener. Over $22,000, 
left Saturday (12) night for Broad¬ 
way. 

Fair Game, Forrest (C) (1st wk) 
($4.80; 1,760; $36,000) (SamLevene) 
Author and director waited until Ei^em for pruning chores* Crix 
lew whistle on overtime opus. 

Over $8,500 for first four performs; 
ances in two-and-a-half week stay. : 

Separate Tables, Locust (D> (2d 
wk) ($4.80; 1,615; $40,0007 (Eric 
Portman, Geraldine Page) Season’s I 
strongest dramatic entry drew top 
gross of year in this category with 
smash $36,300. Left Saturday (12) 
night to continue tour. 

Nature’s Way, Walnut <C) (2dwk) 
$4,80; 1,340; $33,000). Light comedy 
built steadily throughout entire 
run. Nearly $27,000, left Saturday 
(12) night for Broadway. 

‘Heart’l^Det; 

‘Night’ Tour Starts Big; 
$24,600 in 5, New Ham 

New Haven, Oct. 15. 
“Middle of the Night,” starring 

Edward G. Robinson, began its 
tour last week at the Shubert 
Theatre here, grossing a good $24,- 
600 in five performances Thursday- 
Saturday (9-12). The top was $4.50. 

Cancellation of “Soft Touch,” 
which suspended Its production 
plans indefinitely last week, leaves 
the Shubert dark until the Oct. 31- 
Nov. 2 preem of “Rope Dancers.” 
“Touch” had been scheduled for 
an Oct 23-26 run here. Other 
bookings set are “Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs” (Nov. 7-9); "Goddess 
and the Genius” (Nov. 14-16) and 
“Miss Isobel” (Nov. 20-23). 

Detroit, Oct 15. 
“Diary of Anne Frank,” with 

a potential capacity of $36,000, 
• grossed a terrific $31,500 last week 
at the 2,050-seat Shubert Theatre. 
It was the second round in a three- 
week stand for the Joseph Schild- 
kraut-starrer. “Carefree Heart,” 
with a potential capacity of $45,- 
000, grossed a poor $18,500 in the 
second and final week of its tryout 
at the 1,482-seat Cass Theatre. 
“Heart,” starring Jack Carter, was 
scaled to $4.50, while “Diary,” 
which has attracted a great many 
high school and college students, 
is scaled to $4. 

Current at the Cass is “The Hap¬ 
piest Millionaire,” starring Walter 
JPidgeon. The 2,700-seat Riviera is 
presenting “Kalanag the Magi¬ 
cian,” in his American, debut, and 
Blackstone. Show is in for two 
weeks. 

Scheduled for the Riviera are; 
Liberace, Oct. 27, one week; 
“Auntie Marne,” Nov. 18; three 
weeks; “Most Happy Fella,” Dec. 
23* three weeks. Following “Diary,” 
the Shubert has “No Time for Ser¬ 
geants” booked for NoV; 25. 

‘Square’ Record $14,582 
h First 4, Princeton 

Princeton, Oct, 15. 
“The Square Root of Wonderful,” 

starring Anne Baxter, established 
a new house record for the Me-, 
Carter Theatre here with a $14,582 
gross for four performances last 
Thursday-Saturday (10-12). The 
potential capacity was $14,886, 
with press tickets cutting into the 
take. 

“A Boy Growing Up,” Emlyn 
Williams’ one-man reading, is next 
at. the house Oct. 25-26. 

'Waltz* Turteful $30,700 
For Cleveland Stanza 

Cleveland; Oct 15. 
“Waltz of the Toreadors,” co- 

. starring Melvyn Douglas and 
Paulette Goddard, grossed a nifty' 
$30,700 last week at the 1,515-seat 
Hanna Theatre. The potential ca¬ 
pacity was about $34,000 with the 
house scaled to $5. 

“Carefree Heart,” with Jack 
Carter starred, opened Monday 
(14) at the Hanna for a full frame. 

In First D C. Wk. 
Washington, Oct. 15. 

'Time Remembered,” costarring 
Helen Hayes, Richard Burton and 
Susan Strasberg, was over capacity 
at the National Theatre last week. 
This frame, the second of a fort¬ 
night’s stand, is completely sold 
out. 

The draw , of Miss Hayes in her 
home town and Theatre Guild sub¬ 
scription assured the solid business 
before opening curtain. The $5.50 
top puts it on the level with 
“Auntie Marne” as the highest po¬ 
tential grossing straight, play ever 
to run in Washington. However, 
“Mame” did better business be¬ 
cause its prices were not reduced 
by the Guild subscription scale. 

“The Egghead,” which preceded 
“Time” at the National, did a so-so 
$21,200 against a potential of 
$38,000. 

Estimate for Last Week 
. “Time Remembered,” National 

(C).(lst Wk) ($5.50; 1,667; $43,290) 
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, 
Susan Strasberg). Over capacity 
$43,300, despite press list and two 
mixed reviews (Coe, Post; Carmody, 
Star) and one negative (Donnelly, 
News). 

BahimoreBiz Bdiish; 
Pidgeon-'Happiest’ 31G 

: Baltimore, Oct. 15. 
“Happiest Millionaire,” starring 

Walter Pidgeon, grossed. a tall $31,- 
“ ' * ThftafrlB 000 last week at thfcSfor&'s Theatre 
here. It was the second big week 
for the house, which pulled in 
$26,500 the ^previous frame with 
“Waltz of the Toreadors,” eostar- 
ring Melvyn Douglas gmd Paulette 
Goddard. 

The hefty business is attributed 
mainly to the successful drive for 
Theatre Guild subscriptions, which 
now stands at a record 4,500. 

BUS-TRUCK‘SGTS.’CO. 
| $35,600 IN SPLIT WK. 

Reading, Pa., Oct. 15. 
• The bus-and-truck touring edi¬ 
tion of “No Time for Sergeants” 
grossed a solid $35,600 . last week 
in a four-way, seven-performance 
split The company took in $6,600 
in one performance Monday (7) at 
the Municipal Auditorium, Char¬ 
leston, W. Va.,-$14,400 in two per¬ 
formances Tuesday-Wednesday (8- 
9) at the Keith-Albee, Huntington, 
W. Va. and $4,500 in one perform¬ 
ance Thursday (10) at Capitol, 
Wheeling, W. Va. 

Another $10,100 was picked Up 
Friday-Saturday 111-12) at the 
Rajah Auditorium, Reading, Pa? 

Tollies’ Fades in Cincy; 
NSG $21,200 on Final Wk. 

Cincinnati, Oct. 15. 
“Ziegfeld Follies” grossed a mild 

$21,200 last week in the 2,000-seat 
Shubert Theatre and abruptly 
ended a road tour whifch started 
Sept. 12 in Toronto. Top was- $4.52 
Monday-Thiirsday and $5.09 Friday 
and Saturday nights. Reviews were 
mixed. 

Shubert has Melvyn Douglas and 
Paulette Goddard in “Waltz of 
Toreadors” this week at the same 
$4.52-$5.09 scale. 

Tunnel* Sturdy $16,700* 
For First Frisco Frame 

San Francisco, Oct. 15. 
First week of Randolph Hale’s 

Coast version of “Tunnel of Love” 
at the 1,147-seat Alcazar did a good 
$16,700. 

Both the Curran and Geary are 
dark with nothing scheduled until 
Dec. 16 when the former house 
gets the touring production of 
"Happiest Millionaire.” 

A play, to be adapted from two 
books by John Philip Sousa 3d,J 
grandson of the composer-conduc-*1 
tor, is planned for production by 
film-tv producer Curtis Roberts. 
The books are “My Family, Right 
or Wrong,” published in,,1943, and 
“The Psychopathic Dog,” published 
In 1946. - 

Boston Bustling; 
‘Jamaica’ 48G in 7 

Boston, Oct. 15. 
Hub legit is busting out this 

week .with three shows on. the 
hoards for the first time this sea¬ 
son. 

“Middle of the Night” opened 
the Wilbur last night (MonJ. 
“Rumple” is In its second week at 
the Colonial, exiting Saturday. (19) 
for Philadelphia, and “Jamaica,” 
which opened at the Shubert last 
Tuesday (8), is in the second week 
of its three week stay. "Time Re¬ 
membered” is next In Sight, open¬ 
ing at the Colonial, Tuesday (22), 
for two weeks. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Rumple, Colonial (MO (2d wk) 

($5.50-$6.25; 1,500; $48,900) (Eddie 
Foy, Gretchen Wyler, Stephen 
Douglass). Picked up good $32,500. 

Jamaiea, Shubert (MC) (1st wk) 
($4.95-$6,25; 1,717; $52,000) (Lena 
Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Opened 
to three affirmatives (Dewar, Trav¬ 
eler; Doyle, American; Hughes, 
Herald), two semiaffirmatives (Dur- 
gin. Globe; Norton, Record) and 
one no opinion (Melvin, Monitor). 
Went clean at $48,000 for seven 
performances. 

B way Up; ‘Romanoff $23 JO for 6, 
‘Egghead’$15,300 (6), 'Boy $11,500 (9), 
‘Anger $22,600, ‘Mary Stuart’ YP/fi 

LX Facing Dim Season; 
Martm-Raitt Hot 72G, 
Keaton 10G (7), Folding 

Los Angeles, Oct. 15. 
Only two houses are lit this 

week and - the pace will dwindle 
again next frame when “Merton of 
the. Movies” shutters after an 
aibortive run at the Huntington 
Hartford Theatre, leaving “Annie 
Get Your Gnn” as the only local 
entry. 

No major offerings are carded 
for a considerable period, empha¬ 
sizing the belief that the town 
faces one of its worst legit years. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Annie Get Your Gun, Philhar¬ 

monic Aud (MC) list wk) ($4.95- 
$5.50; 2,670; $80,000) (Mary Martin, 
John Raitt).. Last Civic Light 
Opera show of the season off to a 
hot start with $72,000 take. Closes 
Nov. 9. 

Merton of the Movies, Hunting- 
ton Hartford (C) (1st wk) ($4.40; 
1,024; $28,000) (Buster Keaton). 
Way below hopes and scheduled 
three weeks cut to two. First seven 
performances drew $10,000. Closes 
next Saturday (19). i' 

LITTLE THEATRES 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Bad Seed, Valley ’57 (10/4). 
Fool Me Twice, Circle .(7/19). 
Man Most Likely, Gallery (9/19). 
Man of Destiny, Stage Society 

(10/11). 
Man on a Stick, Pasadena Play¬ 

house (10/6). 
No Exit, Horseshoe Stage (10/1). 
Pajama Tops, Civic (5/24). 
Skin of Our Teeth, Little Rep 

(10/11). 
Waiting for Godot, Dahl Play¬ 

house (10/10). 
Witness for Prosecution, Players 

Ring (9/5). 

‘LADY’WHAM $131,867 
FOR 10 IN DALLAS 

Dallas, Oct 15. 
“My Fair Lady,” costarring Brian 

Aherne and Anne Rogers, grossed 
a mighty $131,867 in 10 perform¬ 
ances last week at the 4,301-seat 
State Fair Auditorium here. That 
take, plus $27,066 piled up in two 
performances the previous Satur¬ 
day, gave the show a 12-perform¬ 
ance total of $158,933. 

The musical continues at the 
State Fair through next Sunday 
(20). 

Business on Broadway improved 
last week—receipts climbing for 
most shows. “Bells Are Ringing,*’ 
with star Judy Holliday absent all 
week, fell out of the capacity line¬ 
up. The sellouts were “Auntie 
Mame,” “My Fair Lady” and “West 
Side Story.” 

There were ffVe closings as listed 
below. 
* Estimates for Last Week 

Keys: C (Comedy}, D (Drama), 
CD. (ComedyrDrama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal -Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) 
(44th wk; 349 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Rosalind* Russell). Previous| 
week, $48,000; last week, nearly i 
$48,100.. I 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)! 
(46th wk; 364 p) ($8.05; 1,453; 
$58,101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $58,700; last week, over $53,- 
500 with Miss Holliday out all 
week. Her understudy, June Erick¬ 
son, subbed. 

Boy Growing Up, LongacTe 
(Reading) (1st wk; 9 p) $4.40; 
1,101; $20,000) (Emlyn Williams). 
Opened Oct. 7 and grossed nearly 
$11,500 for first nine perform¬ 
ances. Ends limited two-week run 
next Saturday (19). 

Egghead, Barrymore (CD) (1st 
wk; 5 p) ($5.75; 1,077; $34,000) 
(Karl Malden). Opened last Wed¬ 
nesday (9) to two affirimatlve re¬ 
views (Aston, World - Telegram; 
McClain, Journal-American), one 
yes-no (Kerr, Herald Tribune) and 
four negative (Atkinson, Times; 
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; 
Watts, Post); nearly $15f3tf0 for 
first five performances and one 
preview. Booking is on an iterim 
basis, with. “Look Homeward An¬ 
gel” due at the house Nov. 28. 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(45th wk; 356 p) ($8.05; *1,625; $69,- 
889) (Ethel Merman). Closing 
Nov. 30. Previous week, $47,800; 
last week, over $51,900. 

I Knock at the Door, Belasco (D) 
(2d wk; 16 p) ($4.60-$3.85; 1.037; 
$25,000). Previous week, $7,700; 
last week, nearly $8,500. 

Li’I Abner, St. James (MC) (48th 
wk; 380 p> ($8.05; 1928; $58,100). 
Previous week, $53,400; last week, 
almost $52,800. 
-“Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) (42d wk; 252 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$20,600; last week, nearly $22,400. 

Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) 
(2d wk; 15 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,000) 
(Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). Pre¬ 
vious Week, $19,000 for fiipt seven 
performances; last week, almost! 
$22,600. 

Most Happy Fella, Imperial 
(MD) (76th wk; 604 p) ($7.50; 1,427; 
$57,875). Moves next Monday (21) 
to the Broadway Theatre, closing 
there Dec. 14 to tour. Previous 
week, $30,500; last week over 
$35,100. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(83d wk; 659 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,- 
696) (Reix Harrison, Julie Andrews). 
As always, over $68,700. Lola Fish¬ 
er is subbing for Miss Andrews un¬ 
til the latter returns from a two- 
week vacation Oct. 28. 

New Girt in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(22d wk; 175 p) ($9.20-$8.60; 1,297; 
$59,084) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $57,000; 
last week, almost $58,800. 

Romanoff and? Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (1st Wk; 4 p) ($6.25-$5.75; 1,062; 
$36,625) (Petet Ustinov). Opened 
last Thursday (10) to two favorable: 
notices (Chapman, News; Watts, 
Post) and five unfavorable (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times; 
Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald 

wk; 8 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392) (Eva 
Le Gallienne, Irene Worth). Jean 
Stock Goldsfone and John Reich’s 
adaptation of Friedrich Schiller’s 
play, the initial offering of the 
Phoenix Theatre’s fifth season, 
opened Oct. 8 to unanimous ap¬ 
proval (Aston, World - Telegram; 
Atkinson, Times; Gilbert, Mirror; 
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain, 
Journal-American; Watt, News; 
Watts, Post); almost $17,500 for 
first eight performances. Limited 
run, originally scheduled for five 
weeks, has been extended an addi¬ 
tional week through Nov. 17. 

Closed Last Week 
Damn Yankees, Adelphi (MC) 

(128th wk; 1,01.9 p) ($7.50; 1,434; 
$50,000). Previous week, $25,000; 
last week, same. ♦Closed last Satur¬ 
day (12). 

Four Winds, Cort (D) (3d wk; 
21 p) ($6.90-$5.75; 1,155; $31,000) 
(Ann Todd, Peter Cookson). Pre¬ 
vious week, $8,300; last week, 
around $8,900. • Closed last Satur¬ 
day (12). 

Mask and Gown, Golden (R) (5th 
wk; 39;) ($5.75-$4.60; 800; $20,000) 
(T. C. Jones). Previous week, $9,- 
300; last week, almost $10,000. 
Closed last Saturday (12). 

Miss Lonelyhearts, Music Box 
(D) (2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90-$5.75; 
1,010; $32,000) (Pat O’Brien). Pre¬ 
vious Week, $9,400 for first four 
performances; last week, over 
$12,600. 

Simply Heavenly, Playhouse 
(MC) (8th Wk; 62 p> ($5.75-$4.60; 
996; $25,000). Previous week, $11,- 
800; last week, almost $14,500. 
Closed last Saturday (12). 

Opening This Week 
Under Milk Wood, Miller (D) 

($5.75; 946; $28,000). Gilbert Mil¬ 
ler, Henry Sherek and Roger L. 
Stevens presentation of a play by 
Dylan Thomas; production cost 
about $70,000 to open, can break 
even at around $18,000 and net 
about $6,500 at capacity; opened 
last night (Tues.). 

Nature's Way, Coronet (C) ($5.75; 
1,101; $35,000). Alfred de Liagre 
Jr. presentation of a play by Her¬ 
man Wouk; production financed at 
$85,000, cost about $50,000 to bring 
in, including approximately $2,000 
out-of-town profit; can break even 
at around $17,900 and net about 
$8,000 at capacity; opens tonight 
(Wed.). 

Copper and Brass. Beck (MC) 
($8.05; 1,280; $53,0001 (Nancy 
Walker). Lyn Austin & Thomas 
Noyes, in association with Ander¬ 
son Lawler presentation of a musi¬ 
cal with book by Ellen Violett and 
David Craig, music by David Baker 
and lyrics by Craig; production 
financed at $320,000, cost about 
$300,000 to bring in, including ap¬ 
proximately $50,000 out-of-town 
loss; can break even * at around 
$33,000 and net $14,000 at capacity; 
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) night. 

Cave Dweller*, Bijou (C) ($6.25- 
$5,75; 603; $22,0001 (Barry Jones, 
Eugenie Leontovich, Wayne Mor¬ 
ris). Carmen Capalbo & Stanley 
Chase production of a play by Wil¬ 
liam Saroyan as the third in a se¬ 
ries being presented at the Bijou 
at an overall capitalization of $120,- 
000 (including 20% overcall). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

57). 
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56). 
In Good King ..Charles’ Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Land Beyond River, Greenwich 

Mews (10-5-57): closes Nov. 3. 
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St. (9- 

27-57). 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- 

27-57). 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3- 

6-57). 
Tartuffe, Theatre Marquee flO-8- 

57). 
Tevya & Daughters, Carnegie 

(9-16-57). 
. Threepenny Opera, de Lys <9- 
Tribune; McClain, Journal-Amen- 25-55). 
can); almost $23,200 for first four * _ 
performances and two previews. <«* • r nr« <*/* caa 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (34th iuOIllflttO l6Blu dO.DUU 
wk; 277 pJ ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) Vi * f mi • 
(Tom Ewell). Previous week, $16,- pnr 4 lit Wliminfftftn 
500; last week over $19,900. fU1 ’ 111 HimilllgLUU 

Visit to a Small Planet, Booth Wilmington, Oct. 5. 
•(C) (36th wk; 284 p) ($6.90-$5.75; “Monique,” costarring Patricia 
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). j Jessel and Denholm Elliott* grossed 
Closes Jan. 11, to tour. Previous {a fair $6,600 in four performances 
week, $16,600; last week, over { last Thursday-Saturday (10-12) at 
$19,900. jthe 1,251-seat Playhouse. Top was 

West Side Story, Winter Garden i $4.80. 
(MD) (3d wk; 20 p) ($7.50; 1.404; I American premiere of Noel Cow- 
$60,467). Previous week, $61,500; j ard’s “Nude With Violin,” with the 
last week, almost $61,200. : author in the star role, bows here 

Miscellaneous i Oct. 22 for a five-day run at $5.20 
Mary Stuart, Phoenix (D) list top. 
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Mary Stuart f Viennese Miss Wang as the first 
Phoenix Theatre (A Project of Theatre; Special event of the new Season. 

Inc.), t. Edward Himhieton & Norris; Called variously a mime, come- 
Houghton. Managing Directors, revival of 
tragedy in two act* by Friedrich Schiller 
In a. new adaptation by Jean Stock Gold- 
stone and John Reich. Stars Eve LeGal- 
lienne and Irene Worth: features. Max 
Adrian, Douglas CampbeU, John Colicos. 
Robert GooQler. Michael Hogan. William 
Hutt. Ellis Rabb, Dorothy Sands. Staged 
by Tyrone Guthrie; scenery and lighting, 
Donald Oenslager; costumes, Alvin Colt: 
incidental .music, Michael Colicchlo. At 
Phoenix Theatre. N.Y., October 8, '57; 
*4.60 top. 

dienne, character dancer, Miss 
Wang looks rather like a female 
Bert Lahr and she has the tri¬ 
umphant grin of Harpo Marx. 

Using a few basic props, and 
puppets that vary from dwarf- to 
life-size, she does her pantomim- 
icry to piano music and changes 
costumes for each number. This 

Mary stuart .. Irene Worth j last is a mechanical drawback to 
Hannah Kennedy J.... Dorothy Sand*‘ hor full pvpninp's ontortsInmonf. 
Sir Amyas Paulet .. Robert Goodier 
Sir Edward- Mortimer.John Colicos 
Lord Burleigh .  Max Adrian 

'Queen Elizabeth .Eva LeGallienne 
Count L'Aubesplne. James Neylin 
The Eari of Leicester Douglas CampbeU 
The Earl of Shrewsbury_William Hutt 
Sir William Davison. EUi* RabU 
Sir Andrew Melvll ..Michael Hogan 
O'Kelly I   David Ford 
Captain of the Guard. Dario Barrf 
Guards.Dalton Dearborn. 

Vincent Dowling 

for changes from a fat peasant 
dancer to a dog to a ballet dancCr 
and his ballerina to an owl take 

rtune, so the program is punctuated 
' by many piano interludes while 
Miss Wang changes. 

Generally, however, when the 
curtain is up, Miss Wang proves 

I to have been worth waiting for. She 
is at her best as a plant that flowers 

_ , . I as light grows Stronger, lives hap- 
Swirling theatricality permeates i piiy the midday sun, droops aS- 

the Phoenix Theatre revival of night fades. Just at dusk a petal 
"Mary Stuart.” It begins like 
Shakespeare, with blazoned black 
and gold curtains that Dart to a 
fanfare of trumpets. Within the 
revealed scene, the attack comes 
swiftly, an acrid debate between 
a deposed queen and a lord whdj 
is her mortal enemy. 

For in taking Friedrick Schiller’s 
historical legend from the library 
shelf, or in borrowing it from Ger¬ 
many where it is a theatre staple, 
director Tyrone Guthrie has en¬ 
sured that a maximum of drama 
and then some should be the key¬ 
note of the notorious struggle be¬ 
tween Scotland’s Mary and Eng¬ 
land’s Elizabeth I. 

Whenever two women come into 
stage conflict, there is theatrical 
fire a-plenty. This is a basic play¬ 
writing tenent, and the only diffi¬ 
culty historically with Mary and 
Elizabeth is that in fact they never 
did come face to face. Improving 
on the facts, various playwrights 
have brought them together, 
Schiller setting the pattern with 
this play In 1800. 

Jean Stock Goldstone and John 
Reich, in their new adaptation, 
move the first part of the play up 
to the climactic meeting, the sec¬ 
ond half away from this significant 
event to Mary’s doom and Eliza¬ 
beth's spiritual isolation. 

“Marv Stuart” is primarily „ 
star vehicle for its two Drlncipals. 
In this revival, Irene Worth has 
the title role and Eva LeGallienne 
is cast as England’s virgin nueen. 
These actresses are fine foils for 
one another, each dominating heri 
own Scenes yet each rising to the 
soirited occasion of the confronta¬ 
tion. 

Miss Worth portrays no docile 
Mary. In a performance of as¬ 
sured grandeur, she sweeps for¬ 
ward with scorn, passion and love 
of battle, and her Marv goes to 
her death with regal pride. 

Both in annearance and com¬ 
portment, Miss LeGallfenne's 
Elizabeth is in close accord wtih 
common Conception of the sort of 
woman the domineering queen is 
said to have been. There is ruth- 
lessness, jealously, loneliness and 
raging power. Although vocally 
Miss LeGVlienne does not meet 
the challenge of the high moments, 
she creates a woman who was sure¬ 
ly nueen. 

Max Adrian portrays a slithery 
Lord Burleigh, a man who moves 
with daring craftiness through the 
shifting shadows of court intrigue. 
Douglas Campbell is suavely sure 
as the Earl of Leicester who. ac¬ 
cording to Schiller, was emotion¬ 
ally torn between the two women. 

John Colicos Is In passioned 
earnest as a young knight who at¬ 
tempts to free Mary and must t*ke 
his own life for his trouble. Wil¬ 
liam .Hutt and Robert Gocdier 
have urgent moments as men at 
court, and Dorothy Sands has de¬ 
voted fidelity as Marv’s servant. 

The Tyrone Guthrie touch is 
manifest in the dynamic excite¬ 
ment, attention to production de¬ 
tail and storv drive. Donald Oens¬ 
lager has designed a sumntuous 
court, a gloomy prison, and he has, 
lighted with scrupulous attention; 

falls, almost like a tear. 
A piece of whimsy is a solemn 

baby owl’s light-hearted cavorting 
about the branches of a tree when 
it's sure none of its elders are 
looking. But whether she is kicking 
up her heels in defiance of . gravity 
and probability as a chunky peas¬ 
ant girl, painting a masterpiece, 
representing opposing sides wres¬ 
tling for the world, or braving the 
wind and rain with aft inadequate 
umbrella, her exaggerated vig¬ 
nettes are jolly. 

For Miss Wang wears her comic 
mask with a difference. There is 
room for this kind of a laugh 
around here somewhere. Geor. 

Tartuffe 
Player* 14 Revival of comedy In two 

acts by Molfere, as adapted by Miles 
MaUeson. Staged by Ralph Friar; setting, 
Edward. Melcurth; lighting, Betsy Rap¬ 
port; costumes. Gene Barth. At Theatre 
Marquee. N.Y., Oct. 10. '57; $2.90 top. 

Cast: Ellen. Jane Wedell, Iris Forrest, 
Bettye Ackerman, Barbara Becker, Jack 
Evans, Franclne Owen. Cliff Owen, Ralph 
Friar. William Shust, Joseph Boley, Don 
Christensen, James Dukas, Dutton Van 
Alstyne, James ClUkcy, Jame* Sullivan. 

appropriate .keynote, the six, per- 
.son company-marches down the 
center aisle in such guises as a one- 

. man band, .ring-master, a ballerina 
playing, of all things, a hurdy 
gurdy, a clown and acrobats, The 
impediments of the show, are 
brought along on a wagon and 
rolled up a rainp to the stage 
where, to the accompaniment of 
drums, the show begins. 

Including the grand entrance 
and grand exit, there are 15 acts. 
With the. tiny company forced into 
alarming versatility, the stage be¬ 
comes alive with trained seals, 
lions, giants, magicians,' horses, 
jugglers. Pantomime, and choreog¬ 
raphy are order of the day, the only 
sound effects being provided by a 
drummer, reminiscent hurdy gurdy 
music, and occasional grunts from 
the performers.* 

Staged and designed by Wolf-, 
gang Roth, with helpful choreog¬ 
raphy by. Nelle Fisher, particular 
advantages of the frolic are that it 
is intermissionless and relatively 
brief. This makes it possible for 
adults to; enjoy the show, too, a 
boon Often: denied chaperones at 
children’s theatre. Geor. 

Legit Followup 

The playing of Moliere requires 
more effort than taking off a T- 
shirt and donning a ruffle. Perhaps 
the most dismaying quality about 
the-revival of “Tartuffe” at Theatre 
Marquee is that so many of the 
company evidence belief yet play 
with such doleful lack of style. 

A revival of Moliere’s diatribe 
agamst sanctimonious hypocrisy 
ought to be good off-Broadway 
fodder, and in choosing- Miles 
Malleson’s lucid adaptation, Play¬ 
ers 14 started well,. And despite 
lack of a playing concept that could 
take advantage of the play’s sar¬ 
donic wit, some of the delight still 
gets through. But it’s a paltry por¬ 
tion. where there might be a. feast. 

Luckily, there is an example of 
how a production of “Tartuffe’’ 
might be played in Bettye Acker¬ 
man’s portrait of a 17th century 
French lady of fashion. As a wife 
too wise to become, the victim of 
her husband’s misplaced confidence 
in the purse-lipped Tartuffe, Miss 
Ackerman has poise, sparkle and 
crystal clear speech. The company 
need look no further than its lead¬ 
ing lady for. 4 good example. 

Joseph Boley, in the title role, 
uses a restraint suitable to the 139- 
seat theatre. Franclne Owen, as a 
daughter who Is promised to Tar¬ 
tuffe by her easily humbugged 
father, carries herself with assur¬ 
ance, and in a few brief moments 
Dutton Van Alstyne, as an officer 
of Louis XIV, doesn’t hesitate to 
illumine his performance with an 
amusingly sneerful swagger. 

Some of this revival’s difficulty 
may arise from director Ralph 
Friar’s self-casting in the principal 
role of duped father. As an actor. 
Friar may easily have become so 
involved that he failed to see what 
was happening to his production. 
Or what wasn’t happening. 

For how can Manhattan actors, 
in a play that requires some ele¬ 
gance, survive from rehearsal to 
performance saying “gennelman,” 
‘f hate wm,” “forgimme”? For that 

In itrnnSw* na *Ut atten“£n*’ matter, how can they get onstage 

con,bing their 
era. ~ Geor. « _____ 

The World of Cilli Wang! 
Phoenix Theatre (a nroiect of Theatre 

toco presentation of Sideshow No. 1. a ' 
>ne-*.voman show in Iwn mrf« CHvc mu : 
Inc . _ __ .. .. 
one-woman show in iwo mrts. Stars Cilli 
Wans: pieni«t, Wlm De Vrle*. At Phoenix ; 
Theatre. X.Y.. Oct. 14. *57; SC.85 top. ! 

Cilli Wang inhabits a lolly world. 
By turns it’s zany, sensible, touch- 1 
ing, for whether she is impersonat¬ 
ing an ordinary citizen, a danseur 
noble, a painter, an owl chick, a 
dog listening to the radio, or even 
just a plant. Miss Wang Is saying, 
“Let's laugh ” 

Reviving its “sideshow” concept 
of a couple of seasons back, in 
which special everts a»e introduced 
on Monday nights, Phoenix en¬ 
trepreneurs have presented the* 

The Li tiles t Circns 
Banner Productions (Howard Da Silva. 

Smford Friedman. Arnold Perl, Myron 
Weinberg) production of Variety show in' 
one act by Wolfgang Roth & A. A. Ostran¬ 
der. Staged and designed by Roth: chore¬ 
ography. Nelle Fisher. At Carnegie HaU 
Playhouse, N.Y., Oct. 12, ’57; $2.40 top. 

Cast: Jack Riano. Nelle Fisher. Rudy 
Tronto. Paul Dooley, Marjorie Howard, 
Wolfgang Roth. 

“The Littlest Circus” is a gay 
little impromtu for kiddies that 
Banner Productions is doing at the 
Carnegie Hall Playhouse for four 
successive weekends through Nov. 
3. It’s a one-act divertisement 
with sufficient color and life to 
keep the moppets noisily concen¬ 
trated for 75 minutes. 

Starting with a. shrill whistle, an 

Happiest Millionaire 
(PLAYHOUSE, WILMINGTON) 

Wilmington, Oct. 2. 
“The Happiest Millionaire,” 

which chalked up 232 perform¬ 
ances at the Lyceum, New York 
last season, opened its transcon¬ 
tinental road tour here. With Wal¬ 
ter Pidgeon still starring as the 
eccentric Anthony J. Drexel Bid¬ 
dle, the screwball domestic com¬ 
edy, boasting a brand new physical 
production, should do okay in the 
hinterlands. 

In addition to Pidgeon, the cast 
has some of the original company, 
namely George Grizzard in the 
juicy role of Angier Duke; Gaye 
Jordan, who advanced, from , a mi¬ 
nor part to the major role of Cor¬ 
delia Biddle; Don Britton, the 
youngest Biddle heir; Rocco 
Bufano, as one of the elder Bid¬ 
dle's proteges, and Joe Bishop, the 
older Biddle son. 

To Grizzard, with his acute tim¬ 
ing, goes the credit for keeping 
this one from being literally a one- 
man show. "TPidgeon, of course, is 
the star- in fact as well as billing 
and his explosive interpretation of 
the unpredictable Philadelphian 
who was a legend in his own life¬ 
time is comedy -aimed from- begin¬ 
ning to end. Likewise, Grizzard, 
in the smaller more Subdued role, 
scores at the once shy suitor who 
finally proves a match for his pro¬ 
spective father-in-law. 

Producers Howard Erskine and. 
Joseph Hayes share the director’s 
post and again have stressed the 
farcical angles of the taie. The 
show is played strictly for giggles 
although there are touches of sen¬ 
timent and one or two richly hu¬ 
man incidents which help hide the 
fact there isn’t much in the way 
of plot 

Supporting roles are well han¬ 
dled by Margot Stevenson, as the 
mother; Nancy Cushman, Evelyn 
Wall and Edward Hunt. 

Drawing room setting by George 
Jenkins is rich looking and the cos¬ 
tumes by Audre are. exciting re¬ 
minders of the cream of 1916-17 
styles. Klep. 

Middle of the Night 
(SHUBERT. NEW HAVEN) 

New Haven, Oct. 9. 
A stellar cast is a strong con¬ 

tributing factor in what shouldl 
make (ha national tour of “Middle 
of the Night,” teeing off here, a 
healthy payoff. The Edward G. 
Robinson name, of course, is main 
value in the Paddy Chayefsky play 
but the overall excellence of the 
troupe is the thing that will boost 
favorable word-of-mouth. 

Holdovers from Broadway are 
Robinson, June Walker, Nancy R. 
Pollock, Ruth Masters, Martin Lan¬ 
dau. Replacements are top fea¬ 
tured Mona Freeman and Phyllis 
Wynn, Sylvia Davis, Doris Belack, 
Ethel Britton, Peg Shirley, Norman 
Feld. - . 

Robinson continues his forceful, 
sympathetic, portrayal of the 
widower facing the prospect of a 
not-too-happy middle age until he 
encounters a considerably younger 
woman who finds in him a warmth 
not forthcoming from her own hus¬ 
band. Mona Freeman gives a fine 
reading of the distraught young 
wife and adds an attractive physi¬ 
cal appearance. Other troupers; 
more than hold their own, from! 
bits to important support. 

Show is nicely mounted and in-! 
genious rapid scene-shifts draw a 
hand. Original staging of Joshua1 
Logan, has been adroitly echoed by 
Curt Conway and other credits in¬ 
clude sets and lighting, Jo Miel- 
ziner; costumes, Motley; incidental; 
music, Lehman Engel. It’s a Logan; 
presentation. Bone. 

Shows Abroad 
Mon Coeur Bafanee 
_ (My Heart See-Saws) 

Alexandra Roube-Janaky-Alice Cocea 
production of comedy in two acts and 
four scenes by Michel Duran., Directed 
by Alice Cocea. Set by Buisson, At Thea¬ 
tre de* Arts, Paris, Oct. 10„:'57. 
Molinier ................ Robert Murzeau 
Gertrude ................... Eva Idnkova 
Stef..V...Claude NIcot 
Louis .... Robert Fontanet 

This house, phiSh and handsome 
800-seater though off the beaten 
track, draws a fashionable crowd, 
with light comedies catering to 
Paris’ elite. Its production of “Gigi” 
had two-sea$on run and last year it 
did well with revival of “L’Ecole 
des Cocottes.” 

Alice Cocea knows a sound 
boulevard script when she reads 
one and her selection of “My Heart 
See-Saws” was shrewd. Michel 
Duran has written a stack of come¬ 
dy clicks and his latest is one of his 
best, composed in light, amusing 
style and having plot that keeps 
spectators guessing until final'cur¬ 
tain. It has only four characters 
and one set, but keeps moving. 
Prior success of his “Old Man In,” 
three,character, one-set French 
farce, in London suggests that 
Duran product has export possi¬ 
bilities. 

Mile. Cocea has also* directed her 
find but though direction is smooth, 
casting in case of central role hurts 
play’s chances here. In carefree 
way story »deals with capricious 
young lady who can’t make up her 
mind whether to marry a rising 
business, man or a bohemian writer 
of- arty film scenarios. Finally, she 
marries business man and her 
father is delighted, though her 
longhair ex-suitor still hangs 
about. In last act she runs off with 
a third party and we learn that s^e 
has already left him for a fourth. 
When her bohemian '’admirer 
hears the news he remarks that he 
will wait fpr In due course he will 
be her lover. 

ClaudS Nicot registers as faithful 
follower who wistfully and comi¬ 
cally watches the behavior of his 
beloved. Robert Fontanet has good- 
presence and versatility as husband 
and looks like film find, while 
Robert Murzeau as bewildered 

father gives polished performance. 
Eva Linkova, however, as girl with 
a flighty heart is- miscast, having 
neither naivety nor playing power 
demands. Set by Buisson is ok. Fate 
of “Mon Coeur” is still in balance. 

Curt. 

Tin* MuchacUta He 
Valladolid . 

(Little Darling From Valladolid) 
Madrid, Oct. 4. 

Albert Closas Company presentation of 
a . five-act comedy by Joaquin Calvo 
Sotelo. Stafs Alberto Clout, EUu Montes. 
Lopez Vazquez and Mercedes Munoz Sam¬ 
pedro. Staged by Albert? Closas at Teatro 
Comedia, Madrid, Sept. 27, '57; SIXS top. 
Angel. Jose Luis Popez Vazquez 
Octavia-.......Mercedes Munoz Sampedro 
Patricio ...........-Alberto Closas 
Mercedes .. .EUsa Montes 
Frutos ...Manuel Dominguez Luna 
Alejandn.... ^.. Marta Mandfel 
Ruiz Anoy ..Rafael GU Marcos 
Arenales-  .. Jose Lula Pernas 

After a successful run last sea¬ 
son, the Calvo Sotelo comedy re¬ 
turns to Madrid’s Comedia; this 
time with film starlet Elisa Montes 
in her stage debut role as. the 
muchachita. Sotelq players gaily 
disport themselves around a ybung 
Spanish consul, newly wed to a 
provincial girl, embarking on his 
diplomatic career in South Amer¬ 
ica. Dialog is diverfingly petulant 
in tone but is not sustained 
throughout! ^ 

Alberto Closas has again proved 
that he can stage as well as per¬ 
form, keeping the pace charged for 
comedy values as he balances be¬ 
tween the wife of a government 
minister for oil-lease purposes and 
his naive senora who suspects In¬ 
fidelity in line of duty. Closas re¬ 
cital of his Order of the Vine 
decoration is particularly effective. 

First-night awkwardness Mid ner¬ 
vousness of Miss Montes Was ulti¬ 
mately absQrbed by the role in 
Which she is generally attractive. 
Lopez Vazquez as-the befuddled 
consulate secretary and Mercedes 
Munoz Sampedro as the bouse-. 
keeper deliver winning perform¬ 
ances. 

A pleasant comedy, limited by 
its espanolidad to this country and 
Latin America. Werb. 

Concert Reviews 
Les Ballets daniue 

Charrat 
Les Ballets! Janine Charrat de 

France, a dance troupe.'new to 
States, made its metropolitan debut 
Sunday matinee (13) at the Brook¬ 
lyn Academy of Music. Ij is headed 

by'Janine Charrat, a French terper, 
who had made her show bir debut 
as a phild.star in the film, “Bal¬ 
lerina,” in which she virtually 
stole the picture from the more 
celebrated Mia Slavenska. 

Ballets Charrat is a small com¬ 
pany of virtuoso dancers which 
does honor to La Belle France. The 
star herself., is a highly . skilled 
technician, with grace and style 
that should come as no surprise, 
for Charrat has danced with the 
foremost companies of the Conti¬ 
nent. She. has surrounded herself 
with some talented accomplices, 
notably Helene Trailine, -JoSette 
Clavier,* Juan Giuliano and Helno 
Hallhuber. The" company has a 
repertoire that "is distinctively its 
own, including several works chore¬ 
ographed by its leader. 

Though artistically the Charrat 
ensemble is first-class* it jnvites 
trouble if appearing as a single at¬ 
traction, in the larger cities, Char¬ 
rat isn’t known to Americans and 
the conjpany has no U.S. reputa¬ 
tion, and worse, no advance build¬ 
up. Tt is fine for the bucolic or¬ 
ganized audience circuit and Co¬ 
lumbia Artists Management, which 
booked most of- the tour for talent- 
digger-agent, Albert Morini, hasi 
placed it on a substantial number! 
of its Community Concerts lists.' 
For these towns, the troupe will 
play with two. pianos; at the Brook¬ 
lyn Academy of Music, the troupe 
was supported by a full-size pit 
orchestra, assembled for the occa¬ 
sion and which did manfully on its 
two rehearsal sessions. It also 
bloated the. cast Of the show, an 
increase Whichadded not a penny 
to the b.o. take. Cash biz at NV. 
premiere was light, and the audi¬ 
ence enthusiastic. Charrat might do 
better next tinie around—if there 
is one, ,. ' Wise. 

—r' - 
Xew Vork Philharmonic 
(WITH ANDRE TSCHAIROWSKY) 

The 116th Season, will be ringed 
with special historic significance in 
the Philharmonic record- as the 
season that opened late because of 
the Musicians! Union. This threw 
the schedule off and deprived Sol 
Hurok’s premising. 22-y.ear-pid 

pianist from Warsaw, Andre Tschai- 
kowsky, of the prestige advantage 
of. opening the.season with three 
performances. He appeared at the 
Sunday matinee (13), instead of 
Thursday evening. ^ " " 

This young man has got a lot'to 
build his career on. He was perhaps 
a bit deferential to the orchestra, 
rather than giving the firm lead as 
soloist, as mere experienced vir¬ 
tuosi do. Prokofieff’s Concerto No. 
3 in C Major is a tumult of music, 
rather too much for the maiden 
display of a new talent. Though he 
was always fully knowledgeable 
and frequently dynamic the young 
pianist won recognition, to make 
an ‘ Important distinction, rather 
than acclaim, though his four bows 
were fulsome and the Carnegie* 
Hall crowd was indubitably admir¬ 
ing. 

Young pianist attacks the .key¬ 
board with intensity apd fiery tech¬ 
nique and his future ought to be 
exciting, though judgment may at 
the moment he partly reserved. In¬ 
cidentally since hejs using a nom- 
de-platform it’s a pity one so hard 
to spell was adopted*. Its Tschai- 
kowsky, with a W, not not the com¬ 
poser, Tchaikovsky, who was on 
the program, spelled with a v. 

The-Philharmonic Musicians, now 
modestly fortified against the ris¬ 
ing dost of groceries, were led by 
Dimitri Mitropoulos in a vitality- 
charged performance including in 
addition to the two composers al¬ 
ready mentioned . Vivaldi and 
Vaughan Williams (in his t angry 
period). It was good listening all 
the way. Land.-. 

’SERGEANTS’ *33,800 
, IN S.R-DENVER SPLIT 

Denver, Oct. 15.„ 
-The road company, of “No Time 

for Sergeants” grossed a .strong 
$33,800 last week in a two-way, 
seven-performance split. The com-, 
edy picked up $4,400 Sunday (6) 
in the windup two performances 
of its lengthy San Francisco run. 
and another $29,400 in five per¬ 
formances Thursday-Saturday (10- 
12) at the Auditorium. Denver. 

The production is splitting the 
current week between the Audi¬ 
torium, St Paul, and the Lyceum, 
Minneapolis. • _ 

Howard Whitfield is production 
stage manager for “The Country * 
Wife,” with Fred. Raker- as stage 
manager and Bill Penn as assistant, 
stag^ manager. 
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Shows Out of Town 
The Sqw*r« Root Of 

Womderful 
Princeton, N.J., Oct. 10. 

■Saint Subber-F^aro Presentation of 
three-act "love story" by Carson McCul- 
lettL Stars rAnne Baxter. Staged by Jose 
A. Quintero; scenery and lighting by Jo 
Miebdner* Hoad-previewed at McCarter 
Theatre, Oct; 10, 1057* _ . 
Mollie Lovejoy . Amie Baxter. 
John Tucker ......... .• Philip Abbott 
phi nip Lovejoy....,... .William Smlthers 
Mother Lovejoy .. Jean Dixon 
Loreena Love joy ....... Martjne Bartlett 
Paris Lovejoy .. Kevin Coughlin 

It takes more than prolonged 
talk of love and sex to make a play. 
This is proved to the disappoint¬ 
ment of Carson McCullers’ fans in 
her latest work, ‘‘The Square Boot 
of. Wonderful." 

There are flashes of the brilliant 
McCullers talent in-saucy lines hut 
sprinkled all-too-infrequently in 
this "love story," to use the au¬ 
thor’s own words. But her inces¬ 
sant pounding of the theme that 
the square root of wonderful is 
love grows tiresome after three 
acts. 

• Anne Baxter works hard in try¬ 
ing to breathe realism into Molly 
from the south, a naive, "half- 
-child, half-woman” who can’t re¬ 
sist a charming writer who has 
married and deserted her twice. 

Just aboiut the time Moliy de¬ 
cides she loves the boarder she 
acquired on a road near her New 
York farm home, back into her 
life comes her ex-husband, Phillip; 
■from a mental home where he 
.landed after his play flopped. In a 
third act straight out of a soap 
opera, everything works out neatly 
for the confused southern heroine. 
But the audience is left with a 
gnawing feeling, of having viewed 
nothing significant. 

The opening night crowd at 
McCarter, obviously expecting 
something special from the woman 
who wrote “The Member of the 
Wedding,” was confused by the 
rambling, pointless recitation of 
Miss McCullers’ belief in love and 
her hatred for humiliatioh. 

Philip Abbott is convincing as is 
possible in the role of the strong, 
silent boarder. As the mugg writer, 
William Smithers, signed late to 
Replace the -ill Gerald Mohr, has 
trouble being audible. 

Some of the play’s best moments 
are Supplied by Martin'e Bartlett, 
as the frustrated yet funny spinster 
"Sister,” and Jean Dixon, as 
Molly’s mother-in-law. They Come 
-across as real characters, Where 
•some of the principals fall far short 
as genuine human types. Kevin 
Coughlin, is food as Molly’s pre¬ 
cocious son. 

, If this play is to reach Broadway 
as scheduled several weeks hence, 
a good'play doctor .had better, get: 
to work—fast. Biff. 

Monique 
Wilmington, Oct. 2. 

-Shepard Traube in aaaociation. with 
Stephen W. Sbarmat presentation, of a, 
play in two acta (six, scenes) by Dorothy 
and Michael Biankfort; based on jiovel 
by Pierre Boileao. and Thomas Narcejac. 
Stars Patricia Jeasel and Denholm 
Elliott; features Percy Waram, Staged by 
Mr; Traube; production designed by John 
Robert Lloyd; lighting, Tharoh Musser; 
costumes, Helene Pons. At Playhouse, 
Wilmington, Del., Oct, 3, '57; $4.80 top. 
Fernand Ravinel. ..Denholm Elliott 
Lisette -...T,...,............ Deifdre Owen 
Luclenne Ravinel ...... Maureen Hurley 
Dr. Monique Rigaud......Patricia Jessel 
Desire Merlin .. Percy- Waram 
Henriette ................. JuHe Bovassn 
Gouttez.., Neil Fitxgerald 
Andre .. Guy Sorel 
Messenger  .. Wffliam Myers 

"Monique” bears only- a slight 
resemblance to "Diaboliquethe 
highly regarded French film, al¬ 
though both ate based oh' a novel 
by Pierre Boileau and Thomas 
Narcejac. In both cas^the "shock” 
ending 1$ the outstanding feature 
but the play’s authors, Dorothy 
and Michael Biankfort.^ have re¬ 
vised the plot and provided a new 
twist to the surprise climax. 

Producer - director -Shepard 
Traube has an uphill job ahead In 
getting, this one in shape for 
Broadway. There is no genuine ex¬ 
citement until the last, two Scenes 
of rite final act. The show's impact 
as a, thriller is handicapped by ex¬ 
cess of talk before the plot starts 
moving. „ There are some high 
voltage moments near the end but 
by then IPs too late. 

The eternal triangle provides the 
theme, A British salesman is en¬ 
amored of a woman doctor and 
they plot to do away with the wife 
whose- unpleasant qualities are 
stressed In attempted justification 
for an act of murder. From then 
on things get pretty complicated, 
leading Up to the ending which will 
startle even those who saw the 
fil m.- - - 

However, as script stands, it is 
debatable whether the climax is 
worth all the effort expended in- 
creating an atmosphere of tense¬ 
ness as the players' strive to keep 
the audience guessing as to what 
will happen next; 

The major burden falls on Patri¬ 

cia Jessel and Denholm Elliott as 
the lovers. Miss Jessel is the hard-' 
boiled, woman doctor who is deter- 
mined to achieve security, and pre¬ 
sumably happiness, even- if it means 
murder. Elliott is excellent as the 
weakling husband, dominated . by 
his scheming sweetheart. 

Maureen Hurley has little to-do 
in the wife role but makes a good 
impression in several scenes. Percy 
Waram gives authority to the 
vague role of the retired police in¬ 
spector who senses foul play but 
can’t prove it. 

Lesser roles are well handled'by 
Deirdre Owen, a love smitten teen¬ 
ager; Guy Sorel, a garrulous neigh¬ 
bor; Julie Bovasso, good for laughs 
as the maid, and Neil Fitzgerald, 
another neighbor. 

The British living room setting 
by John Robert Lloyd and Tharon 
Musser’s liehting effects are both 

I on the credit side. ' Kiev* 

Fair Game 
Philadelphia, Oct. 10. 

Joseph M. Hyman production of a new 
comedy hy Sam Locke. Directed by Paul 
Roberts; setting* by Frederick Fox; cos¬ 
tumes by Robert. Mackintoah. Feature* 
Sam Levene. with Ellen McRae and Rob¬ 
ert Webber; also Hush Reilly, Sally 
Grade, Herbert Evert Diana Millay, 
Joseph Leon, Shirley Ballard. At Forrest 
Theatre, Philadelphia, Oct. 10, ’57; $4AO 
top. 
Harry Bohlan.. Robert Webber 
Lucille Bohlan ...Mary Alice Bayh. 
Susan Hammarlee ..  Ellen McRae 
LoU Winkler- .   Sam' Levene 
A" Walter .....Ed Bryce 
Arlene.Sally Grade 
Irene .   Shirley Ballard 
Janet ..  Diana Millay 
Speed Meyers..Joseph Leon 
Professor Spencer Thornton..Hugh Reilly 
Marian Thornton..Sarah Cunningham 
Rush Potter .  Earl George 
A-Second Waiter ............Paul Marin 
Frank Salinder .. ....... Herbert Evers 

At the end of Act I, it appeared 
that,-Playwright Sam Locke had 
achieved one of the liveliest come¬ 
dies seen here. The first-night audi¬ 
ence was unusually enthusiastic in 
its reception. After that, the pace 
slackened but there was certainly: 
enough good material in Act n,; 
though spotty, to, maintain an opi- 
mistic note. That hope was stflL 
maintained in the first of two of 
Act Ill’s scenes although that one, 
too, suffered from over-length and 
some slow-pacing, but the final 
scene seemed inteiminable.and had 
many disappointed patrons gather¬ 
ing up their hats and coats prema¬ 
turely. „ .. .. , .. ' 
' Can “Fair Game ’ be salvaged? 
It ran way overboard 'in time at 
the opener after virtually » whole 
scene had. been cut out. Further 
cutting is 'obvious and pos« not- 
too-diffieult a. problem. A much I 
more important one. for Locke is; 
can he re-write his opus in such a 
way as to give greater focus, to the 
role of Eou Winkler; garment-in- j 
dustry tycoon affd self-admitted 
.wolf, though. possessed’ of an in¬ 
herently warm imd sympathetic 
heart. 

Sam Levene plays this particular 
character, ■ and whenever he is on 
stage, "Fair Game” is extremely. 
easy to take." Unfortunately, after ; 
making a belated appearance, he 
becomes lost iff Act n and isn’t 
around at all in the' draggy finale.; 

Luckily for Locke—and < the play 
—his two central characters- (sup- j 

plying the love interest)-are excep¬ 
tionally well played by Robert) 
Webber and Ellen McRae. The lat¬ 
ter, in particular, a video regular 
making her first Broadway bid, 
does an outstanding job in a char¬ 
acterization that not only Involves 
an unprecedented amount of word- 
age but might easily, because of its 
di£ti»seness and vacillation have 
lost all audience sympathy if less 
intelligently performed. . 

To transmute "Fair Game” Into 
a real hit prospect Is something 
else again. Certainly the story of 
Susan and her ex and her N.Y. 
flame, no matter how well played 
(especially the magnetic Miss 
McRae) Is neither strong enough 
or novel enough to be any guaran¬ 
tee of Broadway acceptance. 

..Waters. 

Mm Ojt m Stiek 
Hollywood, Qct. S. 

Pasadena Playhoua* production of a 
Leon and Harlan War* play In thro* acta 
and six scenav. Stan* Sttaart Erwin; fea¬ 
ture* Ruth Brady, Qkeehle Smith, Geonre 
Header, Carolyn Kearney, George Gil- 
breth, Michael Hughe*. BuetorWeet Jr., 
Adriana Tierre. Directed by Klajr Dono* 
van. Seta by Marvin HarbOrt. At Padadena 
Playhouae. T/isadena. Calif., Oct. 7, '37; 
$2.40 top ($2.80 fata.). . ■ 
Edgar Becham.Suitor Weec Jr. 
Judge n««rf»n Corp,.Goers*-Header 
Mrs. Sophie Newcomb..,.Quetnie Smith 
Frank Egan . . MfehaeT Haghea 
Mildred Newcomb Travener.-Ruth Brady 
Janie- Travener.... .Carolyn Romney 
Barton Travener ...i......... Jta Erwin 
Bob Colli* ... Georfe Gflbrotli 
Bernice .... Adrlnana Tierre 

Despite some mild profanity (a 
few "damns” and "hells”), this 
Leon and Harlan Ware play stacks 
up as the sort of folksy fare which 
was once the backbone of family- 
trade stock. Naive hero Stuart 

[Erwin and his cohorts emerge tri¬ 

umphant at the last possible min¬ 
ute, the ingenue and the juve 
clinch, and the audience can leave 
with a-warm feeling that all’s right 
with the world. 

Structurally, a stringent tighten¬ 
ing is indicated, especially in the 
dragging first act and several:other 
sagging patches of nondescript dia¬ 
logue. However, with* slightness of 
plot line, this would leave little to 
span the standard-threo acts.. For 
Broadway, prospects are,-.-s4ight. 

Tale revolves around machina¬ 
tions of Erwin's no-good second 
wife, Ruth Brady, her scheming 
inamorata, Michael Hughes, and 
her obnoxious mother, Queenie 
Smith, to do Erwin out of a valu¬ 
able patent for a toy, On his side 
are his attractive daughter, Caro¬ 
lyn Kearney, her FBI boy friend, 
George Gilbreth, and absent-mind¬ 
ed neighbor George Meader. Also 
involved is Erwin’s determination 
to assert himself along the lines of 
the self-help hooks fed him toy his 
boss. As indicated, despite fum- 
blings of Meader, who has The 
Papers, Erwin comes out ahead 
and the baddies get their just 
deserts. 

Preem night was marred by re¬ 
curring cases of the line-fumbles. 
However, Erwin, a smooth and 
proven trouper, had his down pat, 
at least, and his reading was often 

.superior to the writing. Miss 
Kearney possesses a well-scrubbed 
and attractive charm which hears 
notice and Gilbreth also impresses 
along these lines.’ c Hughes is prop¬ 
erly obnoxious as the b,f. and Miss 
Smith, veteran Broadwayite, de¬ 
spite considerable trouble with her 
memory, makes a hateful mother- 
in-law (although scripting is con¬ 
fused in her part between comedy 
and spitefulness). 

Meader was’guiltiest of the line- 
blowers, and Miss Smith, despite 
her pro credits,- was somewhat 
wooden. • 

King Donovan's direction wasn’t 
able to whip up too much excite¬ 
ment and he must additionally 
hear at least part of the blame for 
the sloppy line-readings. Kove. 

Merton of the Movies 
Hollywood, Oct 8, 

Huntington Hartford revival of the com¬ 
edy In three act* (seven scenes) by 
George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly. 
Based on Harry" Leon Wilson novel. 
Staged by Alan Harper; settings, Jay 
Krause; costumes, Ross Corbin. Stars 
Buster Keaton. Features Jane Dulo. John 
Bennes, Tatti McKaye, Sid Clute, MoKy 
Dodd, Robert Gibbons, Juncy Ellis, James 
Karen. Henry Corden, Lpyal T, Lucas. At 
Huntington-Hartford Theatre, Hollywood, 
Oct. 8, 1957; $4.40 top. 
Amos G. Gashwiler..... .Harvey B, Dunn 
Elmer Huff ..  Marty Mason 
Merton Gill.Buster Keaton 
Tessie Kearns ............... Juney Ellis 
Casting Director.. . Molly Dodd 
J. Lester Montague........Loyal T Luca* 
SIgmond Rosenblatt.%. John Bennes 
Weller .   James Karen 
Max..  Jade George 
Cameraman .   Dick Utley 
Flips Montague . Jane . Dulo 
Harold Parmalee....Robert Gibbons 
Jeff Baird . . ......... .• Henry Corden 
Beulah.: Baxter... Patti McKaye 
Mr, Walberg.  Sid Clute 
Beulah Maxtor’s Entourage Dale Duffy, 

. Lola Steele, Lisa William*, Marion 
Wright, Zeev Bufman, Jack Jones, 
Ted Markland, Dick Komaine 

The vast difference between ac¬ 
ceptable silo fare and good com¬ 
mercial touring or Broadway mate¬ 
rial -has rarely been, pointed .up as 
sharply a§. in this revival of “Mer¬ 
ton of the Novies,” starring Buster 
Keaton. Keaton played the cifro- 
nella circuit, with it last season and 
the- results were sufficiently strong 
to encourage Huntington Hartford 
to mount it for key city, presenta¬ 
tion. It was a mistake. 

Not that Keaton isn’t great; he 
is. But he’s not "Merton of the 
Movies” by two generations. And 
the 35-year-old script betrays its 
age, despite some rewriting to 
make it fit the star, with a creaking 
first act that could conceivably 
drive many customers hack to the 
comforts of home and fireside.. (It’s 
particularly dangerous in the only 
theatre in the U:S. save the Metro¬ 
politan Opera which boasts a bar.) 
It picks up in the second arid third 
acts when it resorts to pure slap¬ 
stick, including some wonderful 
silent film footage q£ Keaton; stuff 
was shot recently -especially for this i 
production but it’s among the best 
of the deadpan comedian’s work.. 

Basically, however, the script 
fails to hold up because the central 
character has been changed from a 
callow youth to a r6iddle-aged man. 
Thus many of the lines that were 
funny in thb original now are 
merely pathetic and there is no 
validity to the romance angle of 
the George S. Kaufman-Marc Con¬ 
nelly script, derived from Harry 
Leon Wilson's novel. 

This production has been effec-. 
tively mounted by Hartford and 
Alan Harper’s direction Is deftly- 
keyed to make the most out of the 
dated material. Keaton, as noted, 
Is wonderful despite all, neither 
his miming nor his timing having 
lost the touch and he’s -a constant 
delight to watch. There’s a fine 
performance from Jane Dulo as 
“Flips” and highly effective sup¬ 
port from John Bennes as a silent 
screen director, Henry Corden as 

(Continued on page 84)- 

Shows on Broadway 
Romanoff and Juliet . The Egghead 
David Merrick presentation of three-act Hope Abelson presentation of three-act 

comedy by Peter Ustinov. Stars the au- drama by Molly Kazan. Staged by Hume 
thor; features Henry Lascoe, .Natalie Cronyn) scenery, Richard Sylbert; cos- 
Sehafer, Edward 'Atienza. Gerald Sarra- 
cini, Elizabeth AUen, William Greene, 
Sylvia Danell, Marianne Peeming, Phil 
Leeds, Jack Gilford, Carl Don. Fred 
Clark. Staged by George S. Kaufman; 
setting, Denis Malcles; scenic and light¬ 
ing supervision. Howard Bay; costumes. 
Helene Pons; incidental music, Harold 
ROme; ballads, 'Anthony Hopkins and 
Peter Ustinov. At Plymouth Theatre, 
N.Y., Oct. 10, '57; $5.75 top weeknights. 
$6.26 Friday and Saturday nights and 
opening. 
Soldiers...Phil Leeds, Jack Gilford 
General      Peter Ustinov 
Hpoper Moulsworth . Fred Clark 
Vadim Romanoff ......... Henry Lascoe 
Igor Romanoff.. Gera id Sarrasini 
Juliet a.  .. Elizabeth Allen 
Spy .. Carl Don 
Beulah Moulsworth...-Natalie Schafer 
Evkodla Romanoff,...Marianne Deeming 
Ship Captain .  Sylvia Daneel 
Freddie Vandesuyt........William Greene 
Archbishop.  Edward Atienza 

Broadway is apparently due for 

another British invasion this sea¬ 

son. So far, it’s a private campaign 
by producer David Merrick, who 
two weeks ago imported the Lon¬ 

don dramatic success, “Look Back 
in Anger” and has now followed 
it with the West End’s comedy hit, 
"Romanoff and Juliet.” As usual, 
the theatre has crossed up the pre¬ 
dictions of the experts, for the 
more touted "Romanoff” appears a 
less likely boxoffice prospect than 
the lower-graded "Anger.” 

. Unlike "The Love of Four Colo¬ 
nels,” a previous Peter Ustinov 
comedy, "Romanoff” is-a light-as- 
fluff antic. This one spooft Ameri¬ 
can and Russian attitudes and be¬ 
havior in the cold war. Locale is 
an imaginary dime-sized European 
kingdom and the lovers are the re¬ 
spective son and daughter of the 
Soviet and U. S. ambassadors. 

There was some advance conjec¬ 
ture by returning London visitors 
as to whether Broadway audiences 
would resent the author’s kidding 
at the expense of Americans. But 
the script must have been toned 
down, or else the barbs are too 
subtle for Yankee playgoers to ap¬ 
preciate, for there’s nothing even 
remotely anti-American in the 
show as presented here. Even the 
libbing of the Russians seems fair¬ 
ly mild. 

Actually, "Romanoff” might be a 
better show If it had more bite, at 
the expense of both the U.S. and 
U.S.S.R. As it is, there’s little to 
it except for the performance of 
the author-star in the role of a 
pixy general and prime minister, 
a sort of continental Pooh-Bah. 
The first' act is pretty much a 
scene-setter, but there are a couple 
of amusing scenes .'in the second 
act and ditto in the. third. 

As an author. Ustinov has writ¬ 
ten a field-day of a star part, and 
as an .actor he gives it a virtuoso 
comedy perfonnance.-The effect is 
delicious,, especially since Ustinov 
is a ndw personality, on Broadway 
and his style of playing has not 
become familiar. He has a light, 
deft touch that is hilarious. 

Built something along the lines 
of a teddybear, with, a beard and 
an unruly crop of hair, he has a 
way of starting a line -as if he ex¬ 
pected it to-be a bit of sheer bril¬ 
liance. but before he finishes it he 
realizes that it’s just another anti¬ 
climax, so the sentence trails off 
with a sort of deprecatory shrug. 

Except for the star, however, 
“Romanoff” is thin and uneven. 
George.S. Kaufman’s staging seems 
slack and inconclusive, and the 
casting is uncomfortably spotty. 
Henry Lascoe is competent as the 
Russian ambassador, JS d ward 
Atienza Is amusing as a decrepit 
archbishop, and Phil Leeds and 
Jack Gilford are passable in ex¬ 
tended but colorless roles as the 
native anny. 

But the others are no more than 
routine, including Fred Clark as 
the U.S. ambassador, Natalie Scha¬ 
fer as his wife. Marianne Deeming 
as an incomprehensibly grinning 
Russian ambassador’s wife, Gerald 
Sarracioi and Elizabeth Allen as 
the lovers, and Sylvia Daneel and 
William Greene as secondary ro¬ 
mantic interest. 

The setting by London designer 
Denis Malcles offers witty com¬ 
ment on the action alternating be¬ 
tween the two embassies and the 
Street outside, Helene Pons has 
provided diverting costumes, there 
are two humorous incidental bal¬ 
lads by ’Anthony Hopkins and 
author-actor Ustinov, and Harold 
Rome has composed helpful be- 
tween-scenes music. 

With the initial propulsion of 
theatre party bookings and the ad¬ 
ditional support of the sophisticat¬ 
ed public. "Romanoff” should have 
a reasonable run. It’s no power¬ 
house, however, and is a question¬ 
able bet for the road and a doubt¬ 
ful prospect for pictures. Hobe. 

tnines. Anna Hill "Johnstone. Stars Marl 
Malden; features Phyllis Love, Eduard 
Franz, Biff McGuire. Lloyd Richards, 
Helen Shield*. Nicholas Pryor, Ruth A;ta- 
way, Richard Robbins. Marion Sweet, 
Graham Jarvis, Kevin Drohan. At Ethel 
Barrymore Theatre, N.Y., Oct. 9>. '57; 
$5-75 top ($7.50 opening). 
Jackie Parson Kevin Drohan 
Sully Parsdn ... Phyllis Love 
Martin Dbnuhue  . Biff McGuire 
Gottfried Roth ......... Eduard Franz 

Finney . Graham Jarvis 
Hank Parson .   Karl Malden 
Roger Parson ..  Nicholas Pryor 
Annie Grierson .......... Marion Sweet 
Perry Hall...Lloyd Richard* 
Essie  ... Ruth Attaway 

The recent news of the Soviet’s 
earth satellite should have given 
new values to this drama about 
Communist infiltration and subver¬ 
sion in American life and the 
related issue of civil liberties. Even 
so, the play seems to have less 
timely point than it might have 
had when it was written and the 
shadow of McCarthyism loomed 
large. 

Some of the problem involved in 
“The 'Egghead” has been pretty 
well worked out in the last year 
or so, and the question of individ¬ 
ual liberties and obligations relat¬ 
ing to loyalty investigations no 
longer seem so baffling or urgent. 
This first solo producing venture 
by Hope Abelson therefore appears 
to he a doubtful boxoffice bet. The 
fact that the play also has serious 
flaws theatrically probably dooms 
it for Broadway and likewise for 
pictures. 

"The Egghead” is about a bril¬ 
liant, agressively individualistic 
political economics professor at a 
N$w England college (it could be 
Dartmouth, among others). Al¬ 
though he makes much of his lib¬ 
eralism and open mind, he has 
become opinionated and so stub¬ 
bornly obtuse that he cannot re¬ 
cognize a fact that doesn’t fit in 
with his convictions or listen to 
an argument of anyone who dis¬ 
agrees with him. 

When a former student, his 
special protege, is being investi¬ 
gated as. a suspected Communist, 
the professor flies off the handle, 
virtually orders two FBI men out 
of his house, insults his guests, 
patronizes his young wife and 
ultimately manages to make a fool 
of'himself and to embarrass the 
college, his family and supporters. 
He finally is forced to recognize 
his error, but quickly regains, his 
former assurance with the explana¬ 
tion that bis fault lay in not being 
enough of an egghead, or as he 
expresses it/ in not using bis 
brains. 

Under the circumstances, it may 
be wondered whether the play 
might hot have been more accu¬ 
rately titjed “The Bonehead.” At 
any rate, while the other charac¬ 
ters’ dialog labels the professor a, 
stimulating and attractive fellow, 
an audience may find him some¬ 
thing of a social boor and a thea¬ 
trical bore. 

With Karl Malden starring in the 
role, the professor has undeniably 
likable qualities, however. The per¬ 
formance is vigorous, nicely varied 
and convicing. A more sensible 
(if without-Intellectual pretensions) 
character, whom the audience may 
be more inclined to root for, and 
perhaps the One the author really 
found more interesting, is the ohild- 
wife whose alertness uncovers the 
protege's secret and who finally 
revolts against her husband’s 
patronizing blindness and forces 
him to see the truth. Phyllis Love 
is excellent in the part. 

Lloyd Richards is fine as the 
hypocritical protege, and there is 
an effective supporting portrayal 
by Eduard Franz as an anthropol¬ 
ogy professor with the realism of 
a former Communist whose parents 
were murdered by the Nazis and 
v.-hose children wefe killed in. 
American air raids on Germany, 
Also, Biff MeGuire is good as a 
very human FBI man, Nicholas 
Piyor is believable as the profes¬ 
sor’s rebellious older son, and 
Helen Shields registers as the 
college president’s sympathetic 
wife. 

Hume Cronyn has provided in¬ 
genious and deft direction, Richard 
Sylbert has designed a homey-look¬ 
ing interior setting and Ann Hill 
Johnstone has supplied appropriate 
costumes. 

There are two interesting in¬ 
cidental factors about "The Egg¬ 
head.” The obvious one is that 
the villain is a Negro. In recent 
years, such a thing has become an 
almost absolute taboo among peo¬ 
ple conscious of race relations 
conditions. However, it has *been 
so skillfully handled in this in¬ 
stance as to be a rather subtle 
argument for racial equality. At 

(Continued on page 84) 
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The Oct. 20 preem of the Broad¬ 
way Chapel Players’ production of 
James Bridle’s ’’Tobias and the 
Angels” as the fljrst in a series of 
Sunday afternoon .religious dramas 
to be presented at the Phoenix 
Theatre, N. Y., will precede the 
group’s presentation of the play 
5 pirn. that same day at its regular 
New York showcase, the Broadway 
Congregational Church, where the 
offering will be presented for five 
consecutive Sundays. 

Productions scheduled by the 
American Shakespeare Festival 
Theatre for the next two summers 
at Stratford, Conn., include “Ham-1 
let,” with Fritz Weaver in the title 
role, “A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream” and “Winter’s Tale” in 
1958 and “Henry IV, Parts I and 
II” and “The Merry Wives of Wind¬ 
sor” in 1959. 

The forthcoming Broadway pro¬ 
duction of “An Evening With 
Kukia, Fran & Ollie” is budgeted 
at $25,000. 

Agnes de Mille will be choreog¬ 
rapher for the forthcoming Broad¬ 
way production of “Goldilocks." 

A British version of the Parisian 
musical, “Irma La Douce,” is 
scheduled for London production 
by H. M. Tennent, Ltd., Donald 
Albery and Peter Brook. The last 
named will also co-author the 
adaptation with four other writers. 
Julian Moore, Wolf Mankowitz, 
Monty Norman and David Heneker, 

“Seesaw” is the new title of the 
upcoming Broadway production of 
William Gibson’s two - character 
play, previously tagged “Two for 
the Seesaw.” 

Sets for the scheduled Broad¬ 
way production of “Portofino” will 
be designed by Wolfgang Roth. 

An off-Broadway production of 
Martin Freedman’s adaptation of 
I.' B. Singer's novel, “Satan in 
Goray,” is contemplated by Lilith 
Productions. 

Justin Sturm and Richard Hor¬ 
ner will be partnered with the 
firm of Bowden, Barr & Bullock in 
the touring production of “Auntie 
Marne,” scheduled to get underway 
Oct. 30 in Cleveland with Con¬ 
stance Bennett in the title role 
originated and currently being 
played on Broadway by Rosalind 
Russell. 

Author Franz Spencer’s latest 
play, “The Villa of Madame Vidac,” 
a grim murder comedy, is going 
the Broadway rounds. Spencer, who 
is temporarily living in Munich, 
has received word from his N.Y. 
agent, Frieda Fishbein, that four 
Broadway producers are “inter¬ 
ested” in occupying his villa. 

“Road to Adventure.” a * new 
play by Brett Warren, has been op¬ 
tioned by the Actor’s Mobile The- 
atre. 

Mike Kellin-and Gilbert Green 
are switching their respective roles 
in “Tevya And His Daughters” for 
the Saturday and Sunday matinees. 

Jed Horner will direct an Equity 
Library Theatre production of 
“What Price Glory.” 

Irving Grossman has been added 
to the cast of ‘“It Could Happen 
To You.” an American-Yiddish 
musical sche'duled to open Oct. 26 
at the Downtown National Theatre, 
N. Y. 

Florence Sundstrom, Frances 
Hyland, Arthur Storch and Bibi 
OsterWald have roles m “Look 
Homeward Angel.” 

Ernest Graves, Joseph Ruskin, 
Robert Manden, Mel Dowd, Roger 
Carmel and Martha Miller will ap¬ 
pear in the Shakespearewrights’ 
production of “Julius Caesar,” 
which Philip Lawrence is di¬ 
recting. 

New play “The Flowering Cher¬ 
ry,”- by Robert Bolt, at King’s The¬ 
atre, Edinburgh, Scotland, Nov. 4, 
stars Sir Ralph Richardson and 
Celia Johnson. Set in the present 
day, it centers round a man who 
lacks strength of character to 
achieve his dreams, and whose 
married life reaches a crisis when 
his children prepare to leave home. 
Play is skedfled to open at Hay- 
market Theatre. London. Nov. 18. 

George Oshrin takes over as 
company manager of “Sauare Root 
of Wonderful,” at the Walnut in 
Philly the weeks of October 14 and 
21, vice, Jim Miller. 

Morris Yuter, Shubert press rep- 

Publicity end Promr *sn 
MAN OR WOMAN 
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Interested In the develepment of 
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first'Instance. 
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resentative in Philly engaged to be 
married. The lady is Anita Saitz, 
secretary in the advertising de¬ 
partment of the Daily News. 

“Fanfare,” • by legit pressagent 
Richard Maney, will be published 
Oct. 28 by Harper & Bros. 

Lex Carlin, quitting as manager 
of the indie Erlanger, giving as 
reasoh press of other interests. 
This—William ’ Goldman—operated 
theatre (21st and Market sts) has 
no immediate bookings in sight 
following closing of “Copper and 
Brass” Saturday, Oct. 12, 'after a 
two and a half weeks’ run. Next 
booking, and that’s unofficial, men¬ 
tioned for big 2,000-seater is-“The 
Body Beautiful” around the holi¬ 
days, Nobody, so far, set for the 
Erlanger’s managerial post. 

Karl Bernstein ahead of “One 
Foot in the Door,' new June Havoc 
show coming into the indie Locust 
in Philly on Wednesday, Nov. 6. 

Shows on B’way 
— Continued, from page 83 - 

The Egghead 
any rate, it is unlikely to cause 
offense. 

The other incidental about the 
play is that its author, Molly 
Kazan, a former play reader for 
the old Group Theatre and later! 
the Theatre Guild, is the wife of 
legit and film director-producer 
Elia Kazan, who several years ago 
testified before a Congressional 
committee that he had been a Com¬ 
munist party member briefly dur¬ 
ing the 1930’s and who supplied 
names of other members at the 
time. 

The latter testimony aroused 
controversy at the time and was 
generally believd to have ended 
the close personal - professional 
relationship between Kazan and 
playwright Arthur Miller. It is a 
matter of speculation, of course, 
how much her husband's experi¬ 
ences are reflected in Mrs. Kazan’s 
play. He stayed away from the 
whole venture, by report. 
. . ffobe. 

Shows Oul-of-Town 
- Continued from page 83 , , 

Morion of the Movies 
the master-mind of a comedy series 
and Robert Gibbons as a squeaky- 
voiced matinee idol of the days 
before sound and James Karen as 
an assistant director. 

Box-office prospects locally are 
moderate. Keaton’s name might 
prove a lure in the smaller road 
towns. Show cost around $35,000 
including bonds and needs around 
$12,000 weekly to break on the 
road. It sounds easier than it will 
be. Kap. 

Tunnel of J.ovc 
(West Coast Co.) 

San Francisco, Oct. 8. 
Randolph Hale production for Theatre 

Guild of three acts (five scenes) of com¬ 
edy by Joseph Fields and Peter DeVries. 
Staged by Harry EDerbe; setting by GuS 
Schneider. Stars Tommy Noonan and 
William 3ishop. At Alcazar Theatre, San 
Francisco, Oct. 7, '57; $4.40 top, $3.85. 
matinees. 
Augie Poole .Tommy Noonait 
Isolde Poole '.. Nancy Hadley 
Dick Pepper .William Bishop 
AUce Pepper .... ,• Hollis Irving 
Estelle Novick .. Narda Onyx 
Miss McCracken ...Elsa Walden 

Tommy Noonan plays this wispy 
yam of adultery among the deni¬ 
zens of Westport with‘less leer and 
more injured innocence than his 
New York counterpart, Tom Ewell, 
and the Frisco audience laps it up. 
Producer Randolph Hale obviously 
is looking for long rims with his 
Coast version of this Broadway hit, 
and very well may get them, de¬ 
spite the rather regional allusions 
—and gags—in “Tunnel-.” 

He’s pulled together a: highly 
competent cast, spent considerable 
on Gus Schneider’s good-looking 
set and has received a sharp, fast- 
paced directing job from Harry 
Ellenbe. But. all this might have 
been lost without Noonan, who 
achieves credibility in a role made 
for mugging. Fortunate result is 
that the Fields-DeVries wit comes 
through virtually unimpaired. 

William Bishop is a slick, pleas¬ 
ant cad, though he manages to 
louse up a few lines, and the very 
attractive Nancy Hadley injects 
just enough coyness in her role as 
Noonan’s wife to take the edge off 
her determined seriousness. Narda 
Onyx shifts from frigidity to ex¬ 
cessive passion for Noonan splen¬ 
didly and Hollis Irving is properly 
laconic as Bishop’s continually 
pregnant wife. " . ■ 

A few gags go down the drain, 
especially in the first act, but by 

, and large “Tunnel” delivers a 
■ hefty nuota of l*ui<?hs and figures 
for good business in Frisco. Stef. 

London Correspondent 
On Legit P.A.s’ Brashoff 

New York. 
Editor, Variety: 

As one of the foreign corres¬ 

pondent s/*wh6 had to buy his seats 

for New York/s version of “My 

Fair Lady” I read with special In¬ 

terest the report in Variety that 

the LouSfca ‘version is already an 

assured success thanks to “advance 

publicity from New York” etc. And 

as one of the writers who has 

helped to furnish some of the well- 

deserved publicity, I wondered 

whether a Variety report would 

have any impact on those press 

agents here who; still say they 
could not careiless what British' 
newspapers say Ikbout Broadway 
productions. j 

There are many honorable ex¬ 
ceptions to this rule. Plenty of peo¬ 
ple in the New York theatre realize 
that apart from apy cultural con¬ 
siderations and the interest that 
British actors, actresses, .play¬ 
wrights and directors have in see¬ 
ing their American achievements 
reported at home, it can be finan¬ 
cially valuable for word of a suc¬ 
cess on one side of the Atlantic to 
be relayed to people on the other 
side. But there are plenty of ex¬ 
ceptions, as I discovered for the 
ninth time the other day when I 
thought “West Side Story” would 
make an interesting story for Lon¬ 
don. “We are not taking care of 
the foreign press on this one,” the 
press agent told me* 

Alex H. Faulkner 

(London Daily Telegraph and 
London Morning Post Correspond¬ 
ent in N.Y.) 

Buenos Aires Legit Does Veil 
■. . , Buenos Aires, Oct. 8. 

Business has been good but spotty in B.A. legit season this year. 
The cheesecake and vulgar, salacious comedies and comedians had 
the highest grosses as usual, but the recovery of civil liberites 
after the Dictatorship has spilled into a return in some measure of 
fare characteristic 20 years ago. There Is legit now something for 
every taste, despite a theatre shortage. 
\ An influx of tourists from Brazil, Uruguay, Chile and local prov¬ 
inces recently gave a fillip to the box-office, while the Inter-Amer¬ 
ican Economic Conference also helped,* counteracting the effects 
of an “Asiatic” influenza epidemic, which cut, down audiences, and 
hi. many cases caused suspension of performances! when principals 
were also hit by the scourge. 

One comedian faked the flu, as drastic action to force his 
producer to be punctual on salary, for almost a week, during which 
performances were cancelled, this comic was in public enjoyment * 
of his favorite Italian dishes at a prominent restaurant. The “treat¬ 
ment” restored the iihpressario’s weak memory, and though rela¬ 
tions are strained, the partnership has continued. 

HAND BLOWN OFF 

No-Tax Bashnell 
— Continued front pate 80 — 

Electrician Badly Hurt Backstage ’ 
At Hartford, L. A. . 

Hollywood, Oct. 15. 
Alum Jones, head electrician at 

the Huntington Hartford Theatre, 
lost his right hand in a backstage 
explosion .when a smoke pot ig¬ 
nited prematurely during, rehears¬ 
als for. the current “Merton of 
the Movies.” Jones also suffered 
a severe abdominal wound and 
second and third degree burns. 

Accident occurred when he was 
filling a smoke pot and plugged 
into a supposedly dead circuit, fir¬ 
ing the pot. 

Damage to se^s and scenery was 
estimated at $3,000. 

‘Follies’ Folds 

uated). Last season she headed a 
group which sponsored a series 
tagged “Three Evenings in The 
Theatre.” She brought actors here 
for readings and performance. She 
is engaged in a similar series this 
sesh under the same tag with the 
backing of the Hartford Jewish 
Community Center. 

Emlyn Williams, playwright and I was 
actor, will open the series on Nov 
4. A second event will have a 
concert by Suzanne Bloch on “Mu¬ 
sic and Merriment in Will Shake¬ 
speare’s Time.” The third seg¬ 
ment has not been set. 

Continuing her efforts to open 
greater legit vistas to the Hartford 
area, Mrs. Randall last Friday (ID 
met with Willard Swire, executive 
director of ANTA. Swire ex¬ 
plained to a group at her home 
about his proposed “40 theatre cir¬ 
cuit plan,” for which he is almost 
constantly travelling. 

So far. this year, Swire has "de¬ 
scribed” the plan to groups in .35 
cities. The plan calls for 40 pro¬ 
fessional theatrical casts, ■* each 
trained for a different play. Dur¬ 
ing the 40 weeks from-September 
through May, each cast would 
truck the 40 city wheel, playing one 
week in each city. 

To date, he told the group, seven 
groups in' as many cities, have been 
formed for the purpose of promot¬ 
ing the ANTA plan. Swire said 
the “40 plan” would have a dual 
purpose, that- of giving cities 
With no. pro theatre an outlet and 
ending legit unemployment. 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
Compulsion, Ambassador (10-21-57). 
Monique, Golden (10-22-57). 
Sq. Root of Wonderful, NatT (10-30-57). 
Jamaica, Imperial (10-31-57). 
Fair Game, Longacre (11-2-57). 
Rum ole, Alvin Ul-5-57). 
Carefree Heart, ANTA (11-7-57). 
Time Remembered, Morosco (11-12-57). 
Nude With Violin, Belasco (11-14-57). 
Rope Dancers, Cort (11-20-57). 
Kukia, Fran A Ollie (11-21-57) 
Country Wife, Adelphl (11-27-57). - 
Look Homeward, Barrymore (11-28-57). 
One Foot in Door, Playhouse (12-4-57). 
Dark Top Stairs, Music Box (12-557). 
Music Man, Majestic (12-19-57). 
Miss Isobel, Royale (12-26-57). 
Seesaw, Booth (1-15-58).: 
Body Beautiful, B'way (1-23-57). 
Captain's Paradise, Alvin (1-28-57); 
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-57). 

(Theatres Not Set) 
Genius A Goddess (12-11-57). 
Shadow df My Enemy 02-11-57). 
Brass Section (1-15-58). 
Salt Air (wk. 1-27-58). 
Rivalry (1-27-58). 
Sunrise at CampobeJIe (1-30-58). 
Portofino (wk. 2-3-58). 
Love Me Little (2-6-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriars (10-23-57). 
J. Caesar Shakespearewrights (10-23-57). 
Bivouac at Lucca, Royal (10-29-57). 
Girl Golden West, Anderson (11-4-57). 
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-8-57). . 
Palm Tree, Cricket (wk. 11-17-57). 
Convers-tf-n »Ieee, Barbizon (11*18-57). 
Makrepolus Secret, Phoenix (11-2657). **• 

Continued from page 79 

fused to extend the rehearsal pe¬ 
riod, Kroll decided he could not 

jrestage the show properly under 
such conditions and terminated 
the tour. 

; The post-Broadway angle stems 
from Kroll & Conoway having pre¬ 
ceded the recently-closed tour with 
a flop Broadway production of the 
“Follies’’ last season. The finan¬ 
cial loss on the road ven'ure has 
not been disclosed, but the orig¬ 
inal intention of the producers 

to finance the project at 
$360,000,- with provision for 10^ 
overealL 

A sizeable portion of this coin 
was supposed to go towards pay* 
ing off the deficit on the prior 
Broadway offering. It’s figured, 
however, the loss on the touring 
production, which- began hiking 
Sept, 12 in Toronto, was substan¬ 
tial during its four-and-a-half 
weeks on the road. Kaye Ballard, 
Paul Gilbert and. Micki Mario, 
who were top-featured in the road 
production, are now slated to head 
the cast of Kroll* and Conowayrs 
next production, a musical titled 
“Hat in Hand.” 

Touring Shows 
(Oct. 14-27) 

Carefree Heart (tryout) (Jack Carter, 
Susan Johnson, Melville Cooper)—Hanna. 
Cleve. (14-26) (Reviewed in VARIETY. 
Oct. 2. >57). 

Diary of Anno Frank (Joseph Schild- 
krant)—Shubert, Det, (14-19); Erlanger, 
Chi. (21-26). 

Fair Gamo (tryout)—Forrest, Philly 
CL4-26). 

Happiest Millionaire (Walter PIdgeon) 
—Cass, Det. (14-26). 

Jamaica (tryout) (Lena Horne, Ricardo 
Montalban)—Shubert. Boston (14-26)0(Re- 
viewed in VARIETY, Sept. 18, >57). 

Merton of the Movies (Buster Keaton)— 
Hartford, L-A. (14-19, closes). 

Middle of tho NI»M (Edward G. Robin¬ 
son)—Wilbur, Boston (14-36). 

My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aheme, 
- Anne Rogers)—State - Fair And., Dallas 
(14-20); Murat. Indplg. (23-26). . * 

No Tlmo for Soryoaats (N.Y. Co.)— 
Indiana U. Aud„ Bloomington (14); Cen¬ 
tral H. 5. Aud., Kalamazoo (15); Notre 
Dame Ui South Bend, Ind. (16); H. S. 
Aua.. Columbus, Ind, (17); Purdue V. Aud., 
Lafayette, Ind. (18-19); Civic Center, Lans¬ 
ing, Mich. (20); Paramount, Toledo (21- 
22); Municipal Aud., LVille (24-26). 

No Tlmo 'for Sergeants (2d Cod—Aud., 
St. Paul (15-16); Lyceum, Mpls. (17-26). 

Nude With Violin (tryout) ,(Nnel Cow* 
ard)—Playhouse. Wilmington (22-26). 

Rivalry (tryout) Raymond Massey, Agnes 
Moorebead, Martin Gabel)—Oklahoma 
A AM College, Stillwater (14); Holmburg 
Hall, Norman, Okla. (15); Cdliseum, Hays, 
Kan. (16); Kansas State, Teachers College, 
Emporia (17); Carney Hall, Pittsburg, 
Kan. (18); Pershing Municipal Aud., Lin- 
fcoln. Neb. (19); KRNT, De« Moines (21- 
22h Municipal Aud., St. Paul (23-24); Coli¬ 
seum. Sioux Falls (25); Wartburg College, 
Waverly* la. (27). (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Oct. 2, J57). * 

Rumple (tryout) (Eddie Foy Jr., Gret- 
chen Wyler. Stephen Douglass)—Colonial, 
Boston (14-19)1 Shubert, Philly (21-26) (Re¬ 
viewed in VARIETY, Oct. 9, *57). 
. Separate Tables (Eric Portman. Geral¬ 
dine Page)—Ford's Balto.- (14-19); National, 
Wash. (21-2®. 

Square Root of Wonderful (tryout) 
(Anne Bxater)—Walnut, Philly (14:26). 

Tlmo -Ron) bored, (tryout)- (Helen 
Hayes, Richard Burton,' Stisan Strasberg) 
—National. Wakh. (14-19); Colonial. Bost; 
(29-26) (Reviewed, in VARIETY, Oct. 2, 
*57). .. ' - 

Turtnel of Love—Alcazar, S.F. (14-26). 
- Watti ef the Toreadors CMeJvyn Douglas, ; 
Paulette Goddard)—Shubert, Clncv (14-19); 
Memorial Aud.,.Daytpn (2l£3); Hartman,- 
Columbus (24-26X: - - •= ■' i 

Stratford 
; Continued from page 79 ^ 

tended as part of the touring ven¬ 
ture to avoid conflict with the an¬ 
nual Stratford program, but an ex¬ 
ception was made for “Verona” on 
the theory that it probably 
wouldn’t be done during 'the Fes* 
tival season. 

- The CP company will include 
Ted Follows, Dawn Greenhalgh, 
Tony: van Bridge, Max Helpmann, 
Deborah Cass, John Horton, Mer- 
vyn Blake, Irena Mayeska, Alan 
Nunn, James Peddie, Alan Zelon- 
ka, Peter Hale, Paddy Croft,* Par 
tricia Walker and Jack Hutt. 
“Man” is being directed by George 
McCowan and “Othelio” by Doug¬ 
las Campbell, who’ll be appearing 
in the Festival Co. tour. 

Others already tagged fdr the 
Festival troupe include Bruno 
Gerussi, Douglas Rain, Ann Mor- 
rish, George McCowan and Amelia 
Hall. The two plays will be direct¬ 
ed by Michael Langham, artistic“~ 
director of the Stratford Festival^ 
Tanya fooiseiwitsch will handle 
the production designs; * 

The Festival Co.- will go into 
rehearsal following, the Jan. 29 
Stratford television presentation 
of “Peer Gynt” from Toronto. The 
tour begins Feb. 12 with a four-day 
booking at the Grand Theatre, 
Londqn, Ont. A two-week stand at 
the Royal Alexandra Theatre, 
Toronto, follows and then another 
fortnight at Her Majesty’s Theatre, 
Montreal. From there the com¬ 
pany goes straight -to New York 
for a six-week (March 17-April 26) 
run at the Phoenix Theatre. 

Th$ CP dates are. mainly one V 
niters; blit a week’s stand at the 
Royal* Alexandra is scheduled from 
Dec. 16-21. 

, British Shows 
(Figures, denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hof, Fortune (1-24-57). 
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53X 
Brldo A Bachelor, Ducbess (12-19-56). 
Chalk Gordon, Haymarket (4-11-56). 
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57). 
Doad Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57). 
Dear Delinquent, Westminster (6-5-57). 
Dry Rot,. Whitehall m-31-54). 
Entertainer, Palace (9-10-57). 
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56). 
Free As Air, Savoy (8-6-57). 
Grab Mo a Gondola; Lyric (12-26-56). 
HoUse by Lake, York's <5-9-56). 
Lovebirds, Adelphl' >4-20^57). 
Marcel Marceeu, Cambridge (10-14-57). 
Meet By Moonlight, Aldwych (8-1-57). 
Mousetrap, Amhis^dors (11-25-52). 
Nekrassov, Royal Ct. (9-17-57). 
Neiv Crary Gang, Vic. PaL (12-18-56). 
No Tim# Sgfs„ Her Maj. (8-23-56). 
Nude Witt* Violin, Globe (11-7-58). 
Odd Man Jn, St. Martin's (7-16-57). 
Plalsirs Do Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Public Prosecutor, Arts (10-15-57), 
Repertory, Old Vie (9-18-57). 
Roar Lika l Dove, Phoenix 0-25-57). 
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55), - 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
Sat- Night at Crown, Garrick (9-9-57). ' 
Share My Lettuce; Comedy (9-25-57). 
•Silver Woddlng, Win't. Gard. (7-9-57). 

.Summer of I7tt* Doll, New (430-57). 
W*ltx of Toreadors, Criterion (3-2f-56h 
' •Transfer from Cambridge Theatre; 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Man Distinction, Princes (10-17-57). 
*99, Seville (10-24-57). 
Queen A Welshman, Lyric Ham. (11-7 57) 
Happiest MJII„ Cambridge (11-13-57). 
Bells Rlnglngr, Coliseum (11-14-57). 

CLOSEO LAST WEEK 
All Kinds of Men;: Arts. (9-19-57). 
Chinese Theatre, Drury (9-16-57). 

... - FORjKENT 

OFF-BRQADWAY 
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Literati 

D4|tn» Godot’s Memoirs 
Silent film vaipp Dagmar God- 

owsky, Vienna-born daughter of 
famed pianist-composer Leopold; 
Godowsky, has written . her auto-: 
biography for Viking Press publica¬ 
tion next February under the title 
“First Person Plural: The Lives' of 
Dagmar Godowsky” She/ranges 
the New York, Hollywood and 
Paris scenes in the golden ’20s, 

Same pub is bringing out “Writ¬ 
ers At. Work: 'The Paris Review’ 
Interviews,” edited by Malcolm 
Cowley, and includes interviews 
with Joyce Cary, William Faulkner, 
James Thurber, Francpise Sagan, 
Nelson Algren, • Georges Simenon, 
Dorothy Parker, Thornton Wilder, 
Robert Penn Warren, et al. 

Arthur T. Hadley, grandson of 
Yale TJ.’s president, who recently 
shifted from Newsweek to the 
N.Y, Herald Tribune, has written 
“The Joy Wagon/’ a novel with a 
political background, for Viking. 
Roderick MacLeish, Washington 
bureau chief for Westinghouse 
Broadcasting Co., algo has a new 
Viking novel due, “A Time of 
Fear,” early in January. 

Sheilah Graham’s Book 
Hollywood columnist Sheilah 

Graham is writing her memoirs, 
“The Education' Qf A Woman,” in 
collaboration with Gerold Frank, 
who collaborated with Diana Barry¬ 
more on her current. bestseller; 
“Too Much Top Soon,” and, with 
Mike Connelly, aided Lillian Roth 
in fashioning her bestseller, 'Til 
Cry Tomorrow;” 

Producer Jerry Wald expressed 
himself interested in doing a 20th- 
Fox film based on F. Scott. Fitz¬ 
gerald with whom Miss Graham 
was closely associated in his last 
days and was supposed to have 
made a deal with her for the rights. 
Actually, Henry Holt & Co., which 
is publishing “Woman,” controls 
all rights, and no picture deal has 
yet been consummated. 

Atlantic’s Centennial 
Atlantic-Little Brown is pub-, 

lishing an anthology of * Atlantic 
authors on Oct. 28 to celebrate the 
mag’s 100th year. Mag editor Ed¬ 
ward Weeks and managing editor 
Emily Flint selected the works of 
128 scribes from the time it'began 
in 1857 until the present. 

The tome is called “Jubilee: 100 
Years of The Atlantic.” 

Dismiss Contempt Charges 
Contempt of court proceedings 

brought recently against John Fox, 
ex-publisher of the defunct Boston 
Post, were, dismissed in Boston 
Federal Court by Judge Wyzanskl. 
Ebasco Services Inc., New York firm 
of consulting engineers, had asked 
in a petition filed two weeks ago 
that Fox be held in contempt for 
failure to pay a judgment obtained 
against him last November. The 
firm said Fox paid $6,734 of the 
$12,759 judgment but had failed to 
pay the balance. 

Ebasco Services’ attorneys Wal¬ 
ter Powers " Jr. and W. Langdon 
Powers said that Fox paid the 
balance of $6,025 following the fil¬ 
ing of the contempt petition.- 

‘Peyton’ Socko In Paperback ; 
With its 50c paperback edition 

of Grace Metalious’ “Peyton Plaee” 
only on the market for three weeks. 
Dell Books, claims the tome is the 
“fastest selling paperback ever 
published.” First printing was 
2,000,000 copies before publication 
and on Sept. .24, the publication 
date, a second printing of 1,000,000 
copies was ordered. 

Dell also points out that this'is 
the first time in the history of pub¬ 
lishing that a paperback version 
was released when the hardcover 
edition was still M bestseller. Pa¬ 
perback’s debut on Sept 24, in¬ 
cidentally, coincided; with the first 
anniversary of the book’s original 
publication by Julian Messner. 
Jerry Wald’s 20th-Fo* film version 
Is also due soon. 

Flock «f Show Biz Books 
Ernie Kovacs’ first novel, 

“Zoomar” (“a sophisticated novel 
about love .and ty”) (Doubleday; 
$3.95) has a very sentimental dedi¬ 
cation “To Edie, my dear wife” 
etc. Mrs. Kovacs is professionally 
Edith Adams,, star of “Li’l Abner.” 

Dr. J. H. Randolph Ray’s “My 
Little Church Abound the Corner” 
(on New York’s East 29th St) is a 
readable memoir of his show biz: 
contacts, via the Episcopal Actors’. 
Guild. Villa ' Stiles 'assisted him in 
this Simon A Schuester. ($5) vol¬ 
ume. , . ...... 

Mary Margaret McBride’s “Har¬ 
vest of American Cooking’'’ (Put¬ 
nam’s; $7.90) is perhaps as read¬ 
able an appraisal .of. regional 
American cuisifteas it is authentic 

in its culinary observations, reci¬ 
pes, etc. In state-by-state break¬ 
down it’s almost an historical work. 
This, too, has a sentimental dedi¬ 
cation “To Stella, whose book this 
is, with love,” referring, the late 
Estella Karn, her longtime per¬ 
sonal manager and -friend, who 
along with Janice Devine, Helen 
Josephy Robison and Gloria Mar¬ 
shall, also assisted in this giant 
'compendium, 

Ludwig Bemelmans- "Holiday in 
France” (Houghton Mifflin; $5), an 
anthology of la vie Francaise, Is 
virtually an invitation to the next 
Orly Airport-- or LeHavre-bound 
conveyance. It’s a cinch for the 
Francophiles—as who isn’t?—and 
each of the many selections made 
by Bemelmans, who also illus¬ 
trated, is a surefire bon voyage- 
inciter. 

Richard Maney’s “Fanfare” (Har¬ 
per; $4.95) is subcaptioned . “the 
confessions of a press agent,” a 
surefire item for the show biz 
aficianados. It will he reviewed in 
further detail/ 

Art Linkletter’s anthology of 
juvenile funnies (on his radio 
shows) makes an amusing book 
titled “Kids Say the Dardhest 
Things” (Prentice-Hall; $2.95), for 
which Walt Disney appropriately 
enough wrote the forward. First 
edition of 25,000 sold out pre-pub¬ 
lication and P-H has 25,000 more 
for the presses. 

Chi drama critic Sydney Harris’ 
-“Majority of One” (Houghton Mif¬ 
flin; $3.75) is a literate, -savvy and 
entertaining closeup on things in, 
general and the theatre among 
them, as he has viewed the passing 
show of life. 

From Prentice-Hall comes Dr. 
Joyce Brothers’ “10 Days to a Suc¬ 
cessful Memory,” in collaboration 
with Eddie Eagan, which gives the 
“$64,000 Question” (her category 
was pugilism) winner’s formula for 
mental prowess (book is priced at 
$4.95). And from Putnam’s comes 
AP radio-tv columnist Charles 
Mercer’s novel, “The Drummond 
Tradition.” Abel. . 

Sputnik Spurs Satellite Books 
U. S. scientists aren’t the only 

ones rushing their satellite. Since 
the Russians launched Sputnik two 
weeks ago, there has been a wave 
of publishers: who have begun let¬ 
ting go with books—some factual, 
others fictiohal—on the earth sat¬ 
ellite and the Geophysical Year. 
Bantam Books rushed a 35c paper¬ 
back non-fiction piece to press this 
week, titled “Satellite.” Henry 
Holt & Co. is out with a hardcover 
by G. Harry Stine. “Rocket Power 
and Space Flight” 

Ken Giniger’z Anthology; 
Hawthorn Books’ v.p.,. and g.m. 

Kenneth Seeman Giniger is anoth¬ 
er publisher who, like Bennett 
Cerf (Random House), prefers to 
have another firm put out his 
works. Giniger’s “America, Amer¬ 
ica, America,” with illustrations 
by Leonard Everett Fisher, has 
just been published by Franklin 
Watts ($2.95). 

It’s an ideal schoolbook item 
but isn’t as academic as it sounds. 
Anthologist has collected the 
writings of American authors and 
statesmen from the earliest days 
to date, and in prose and poetry, 
with pictures by Leonard Everett 
Fisher, lias put together a fine 
omnibus about the land,-the peo¬ 
ple and the promise. Abel. 

Charles A. Wagner Moves Up 
Charles A. Wagner, editor of the 

national edition Of the N.Y, Sunday 
Mirror as well as book and art* 
critics for the tab, has moved up- j 
stairs to King Features Syndicate, 
where he takes over as editor of; 
the.Sunday Mirror mag. j 

With the Mirror for 25 years,] 
Wagner assumed his new post last 
week. He replaces Jack Thpmp-] 
son, who becomes managing edi-| 
tor of Town & Country mag. | 

Babette Rosmond'k Spot 
Babette Rosmond; formerly fic¬ 

tion editor of Better Living ‘and 
Today’s Family, joined Seventeen 
mag in a similar capacity. She re¬ 
places Bryna Ivens, who held the 
post for U years.- 

• Miss Ivens resigned to devote 
herself to joint activities with her 
husband, Louis Untermeyer, poet, i 
critic and anthologist 

, Buttenhelms’ Setup 
American City Magazine Corp. 

authorized to conduct a publishing 
and printing business in New York, 
Directors are Edgar j. • Butten- 
heim, Yonkers; Edgar M. Butten- 
heim, North Tarryto.wit Donald Y.- 
.Buttenheim, Mount Kisco. 

At the same time, paper* wereJ 

PfatlEff 
filed with the .Secretary of State 
in Albany showing change of ’cap¬ 
ital stock for American City Mag¬ 
azine Corp. from 3,000 shares at, 
$100 par and 5,000 shares- at no 
par, to 60.00J9 shares at no par 
value, and a change, of name to 
Buttenheim Publishing Corp. .Par¬ 
ker, Duryee, Benjamin. Zumino & 
Malone, 1 East 44th St;, N.Y., were 
filing attorneys. 

N. Y. Writers’ Conference . I 
Top scribes, teachers and editors 

will participate in the lecture and 
workshop sections of the N. Y. 
Writers’ Conference to be held 
Nov. 8-9 at the Sheraton MeAlpin 
Hotel, N. Y. 

Cash prizes totalling $100 will be 
offered to all contestants in the 
categories of fiction and non-fic¬ 
tion. Listed as speakers at the 
upcoming conclave Are mag-writer 
Maurice Zolotow, among others. 

Craig’s Memoirs 
“Index to the Story of My Days,” 

by Edward Gordon Craig (Viking; 
$7.50), is an unconventional book 
of memoirs by the celebrated son 
of Ellen Terry, whoe was also the 
pupil Of Henry Irving and the great 
and good friend of Isadora Duncan. 
Actor, author, designer, director, 
producer, Craig has exerted con¬ 
tinuous influence on world theatre 
since his youth (this account begins 
with his birth in 1872; closes in 
1907, when he founded his theatre 
magazine, the Mask). At 86, in 
Italy, Craig is at work on further 
installments of his autobiography. 

With “index” he proves he is still 
in control of the unique mind and 
brilliant perspective which have 
made him an extraordinary ob¬ 
server, arbiter and analyst of the 
stage. He writes well of his early 
stock company days in England in 
the ’90s, and of- the outstanding 
musical productions he undertook 
with Martin Shaw. There is much 
material on Terry and Tree, Irving 
and Beerbohm, and the London 
Bohemia of the turn of the cen¬ 
tury. 

Volume derives from diaries and 
day books, and is rendered in 
Craig’s well-known style, which 
often lapses into dialog form. 
There are handsome' illustrations. 
The book was designed by Edward 
Burrett and printed in England. 
John Hadfield assisted the author 
editorially. Rodo. 

Show Biz Pub. Co. 
A new publishing company, 

specialize in Show business publica¬ 
tions, Jaguar Books, has been 
formed in London. Peter Craig- 
Raymond is managing director, and 
Ria Nicolli, its New York editor. 

First on the market from this 
house will .be a series in full color 
devoted to individual stars. On 
Nov. 28 Yul Brynner will be fea¬ 
tured. The release of this book 
will tie-in with the London opening 
of “10 Commandments.” Books 
will sell at 50c, and will have .an 
American edition. The series is a 
followup to Craig-Raymond’s three- 
year-old monthly publication “66.” 

N, Y. Trib’s New Format 
N.Y. Herald Tribune launched 

its new format with yesterday’s 
(Tues.) edition. Sheet now comes 
in three sections with expanded 
news Coverage (several Page 1 
stories Were prefaced with back¬ 
ground info), and a buildup of 
radio-tv and sports coverage. 

CHATTER 
Prentice-Hall, which is publish* 

ing Conrad N. Hilton’s autobiogra¬ 
phy, “Be My Guest,” is “pouring” 
for its hotelier-author next week. 
Where else but at the, Waldorf? 

Second edition of Oxford U. 
Press’ “The Okford Companion to 
the Theatre,” edited by Phyllis 
Hartnoll, appears this week. It’s a 
one-volume international theatrical 
encyclopaedia. , ! 

Chicago Sun-Times begins mov¬ 
ing to recently completed new 
building on Chicago River, across 
Michigan Ave. from the Chi Trib¬ 
une. New facilities will enable 
Marshall Field tabloid to expand 
its folio and its use of color. 

Novelist and critic James T. Far¬ 
rell, whose 3lst book, “My Base¬ 
ball Diary,” will he published Nov. 
13 by A. S. Barnes, has designated 
the U. of Pennsylvania as the de¬ 
pository of his literary papers, i 
Among the modem American nov¬ 
elists whose literary papers are 
now a part of the Library’s jcollec- 
tipn are Theodore Dreiser, George 
Seldes and Burton Rascoe. 

Jackie Martin, for years one of 
the world’s top woman photogra¬ 
phers, has opened a public rela¬ 
tions service in Washington. Miss 
Martin is former art director of 
the old Washington Times Herald, 
ex-Hearst and Scripps-Howard, 
photographer, writer and editor, 
former World War IT war corre¬ 
spondent, and a feature photo¬ 
graphic contributor to top national 
magazine*..- 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
By Frank Scuily ♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦ 

London, Oct. 15. ■ ’ 
“Thought you were dead,” said Swaff, the Fleet Street mortician. 

' “Haven’t checked last week’s obits,” I said. “But after climbing 
three flights of stairs to see you, it may be too late nqw.” 

“You know, Will Rogers came up to see me once, got as far as the 
Variety floor below and called up, 'I’m a cowboy, not a mountain 
climber!’ Then he turned around and went down again. Can't under¬ 
stand these people. I climb them three times a day and I’m 76,” said 
the Welsh rarebit. 

“What people? I climbed 14 flights of stairs in London today and 
normally one step over a threshold is par for Palm Springers. What 
happened to the gal who slapped your face? Did you ask her up too?" 

Milage On One Step 

“Oh, Lillian Foster. No, that was at the Savoy Grill. She was over 
here in another show some time later as an understudy for the lead. 
Loins Calhern confided to me that she wasn’t very good. But it was 
my exclusive. I said it first.” 

“Calhern’s dead,” I contributed. 
“Yes, I know. The three best performers in my time were Chaliapin, 

Shaw and Lloyd George—all dead.” 
I added Hanneii Swaffer and Jimmy Walker, but Swaff didn't hear. 

He’s as deaf as Beethoven now. You have to shout in his left ear. But 
he keeps on writing. 

“When your boy was over here six or seven years ago he came to 
see me. I thought he wanted to tell me you were dead, so I praised 
you to the skies. Nice boy.” 

“He’s twice a father himself by now. He’d appreciate the compli¬ 
ment to both of us.” 

Sharing Shavian Trivia 
He brought Over a large portrait of Shaw. Which old George Barnum 

has autographed to the Hamlet of Trafalgar Square. I praised it. After 
all, I was a guest. 

“I have the only sktech of Shaw that wasn’t a caricature,” I said. 
“Ivan Opfer drew it.” He didn’t hear. 

“All the Variety guys are dead too.” 

He seemed to think I was a spiritualist manifestation. But I let it 
ride. 

“Not all,” I said. “Clem is still holding down the fort and I went 
over to Sloane Square yesterday and looked up Frank Tilley. He was 
bombed out three times but he’s still alive.” 

“Who, Tully?” 
Tilley, Tully, Seally—AH Dead To Swaff 

“No, Tilley. Tully’s dead. Died years ago in Hollywood. A victim 
of the same horrible disease that carried off Gene O’Neill. But Tilley 
is England’s greatest authority on china; The . crockery, not the coun¬ 
try. Experts phone him from everywhere before buying collector’s 
items. He’s over 70 now, white-haired but going great. He’s written three 
books on chinaware. One coming out soon will sell for $15.” 

“Tully was quite good.” , 
I’m talking about Tilley. You must remember him. He wro e for 

Variety when you w_ere writing London As It Looks. His wife was p. 
a. for*StoH’s. She hasn’t aged a day in 25 years. Beautiful. Beautiful 
but bright.” 

“Why don’t you people elect Walter Reuther as President?” he ask¬ 
ed. 

“Why did you quit the Labour Party?” I countered. 
It wasn’t a smart counterpunch because he got up and hunted out 

an offset, a full page of Swaffer Says. “Left the Labour Party in de¬ 
fence of all newspaper reformers,” ran the headline. 

Infra Dig To Attract Readers? 
It wasn’t about guys who are bent on reforming newspapers, a noble 

experiment in itself, but about Fleet Streeters who write mild ex¬ 
poses and then get banned by politicians for their sensationalism; in 
this case “sick and helpless people to attract readers.” 

I hadn’t half read it when he asked, “What are you doing over here?” 
“I’ve been over about a knighthood.” 
“Knighthood? Are you British now?" 
“By the Pope,” I said. 
“Oh, the Pope,” he echoed. “Did you know they call me the Pope 

of Fleet Street?” 
•Tm the only columnist ever knighted by the Vatican. Who ap¬ 

pointed you?” I asked. , 
. Add: You Asked For It 

He called for some more documents to support his honors. One was 
a program of a Variety Club luncheon in celebration of his 56 years 
in Fleet Street. It was more full of freak photogs than a Jerry Lewis 
brochure. In fact he loaded me with so much Swaff stuff my baggage 
was four pounds overweight when we headed the next day for Dublin. 

“Who do you write for now?” 
If it was a secret to him after all these years, why play it any other 

way. So I said, “Confidentially, Variety.” 

“Confidential!” he shouted. 
••Variety!” I shouted back. I’m pretty good at bellowing muself. I 

looked at the old warrior. His hair is quite straggly now but strands 
of it drape around bps neck as of old. He’s heavier, too, than he used 
to be. He still smokes cigarets while talking, never taking a butt out 
of his mouth until it’s scorching his lips. But the ashes do not make 
as much a mess as they used to, because he wears gray tweedy suits 
now hnd then instead of the old blue serges which were a cleaner's 
delight. 

We thought it was time to go. It was raining and cold. We told him 
we had to pack.to catch an early plane for Dublin in the morning. 

“They know me well in Dublin.” he said. “The first thing I do on 
reaching a town is to call up the editor and have a chat They all know 
me. I just came from Norway.” 

“I know,” I said. ’‘We spent five weeks there. I wrote a lot about 
Norway. But not from talking to editors. That’s like taking in each 
other’s washing.” 

Tiens! Crown .Property! 
We started down the three flights of stairs. The limestone of the 

originals has long been replaced in their centers by patches. Some 
match. I had heard that the house once belonged to a mistress of Wil¬ 
liam IV but it seems she was his morganatic wife and it’s ail Crown 
property by now. The Variety office was closed. 

Swaff called down, “How old are you?” 
Why should I tell him? He couldn’t hear anyway. So it will have to 

remain a secret between me and my social security number. 
Though my version of “Conrad in Quest of His Youth” had led most¬ 

ly to gravestones, the ones who had escaped death by bombs or star¬ 
vation seemed to live to an astonishingly old age in Europe. At the 
89th birthday party of the grandmother to the Scully Circus and their 
trained fleas from heaven I totalled up the years represented by 15 gals 
at the party. It exceeded 1,200 years! There’s a secret here which has 
eluded even the makers of atomic energy because most of them conk out 
with bum tickers as early as do those in less scientific fields of activity. 

How Do They Survive? 
Climatically Europe's a killer but even newspapermen and critics, 

seem to survive it almost as well as politicians. Their anti-pneumonia 
vaccine seems to be hard liquor, but a lot of them have gone up to 
90 without this preventive. So that isn’t the answer. 

k It may be the tempo that’s the secret. They certainly do everything 
at a slower pace than we do and in most countries even burglars will 
not rob a bank between 12 and 3. In Rome you can. make that 4. 

- The rest I leave tp the specialists in geriatrics- and Swaff. 
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Broadway 
Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh and 

Ilka Chase -back from Europe 
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen 
Mary. 

"We could use some of this live 
show biz back home" writes Archie 
Robbins.from Down Under; hell be 
touring Australia until Feb. 8. 

Billy De Wolfe motoring to the j 
Coast Friday (181 to appear in, 
"Rockabye,” Jerry Lewis starer for 
Paramount release. 

Frank Carrington owner-direc¬ 
tor of the Paper Mill Play House 
in Jersey talked to Century Club 
(Ladies Matinee goers) Oct. 11 at 
the Commodore Hotel, N.Y.C. . 

Paul Benson heads for the Coast 
today (Wed.) to join Milton Berle 
for a 10-city tour on behalf of 
Berle’s Roulette album, "Songs My 
Mother Loved." 

Mildred (ex-Mrs. Henry) Gins¬ 
berg renting Marian and Joe 
Fields' Park Ave. apartment for a 
.couple of months while the latter 
is filming his "Tunnel of Love” in 
Hollywood. 

Finnish Consulate in N. Y. invit¬ 
ing the press and VIPs to a cock¬ 
tail party tomorrow (Thurs.) to 
meet Finnish actress Taina Elg 
“on the occasion of the recent pre¬ 
miere” of her Metro film, "Les 
Girls." 

Good neighbor act on Variety 
Street (46th): the Portnoy discount 
store lent portable tv receivers to 
nearby pubs and eateries for tele¬ 
viewing the “World Serious." Only 
payoff was a courtesy shingle on 
each telereceiver. 

Wife of vet songwriter Henry T. 
Marshall is in critical condition 
at Muhlenberg Hospital in Plain- 
field, N.J. Tunesmith, living in 
Scotch Plains, N.J., is himself re¬ 
cuperating from a stroke suffered 
last year. 

Billy Graham’s vaunted ‘‘follow- 
through" on converts expresses it¬ 
self in a Christian Arts Fellowship 
which has been meeting regularly 
since Madison S. Garden revival. 
Comprising theatrical folk, the Fel¬ 
lowship will be addressed Oct. 24 
by Graham himself. 

Delayed season's premiere of 
N. Y. Philharmonic was further 
complicated because Dimitri Mitro- 
poulos is tied up all this week with 
Met Opera rehearsals for opening 
night there. But Bruno Zirato and 
802 patched it up for a Saturday 
(instead of Thurs.) kickoff. 

Variety news item about ex¬ 
actor Gaston Bell celebrating his 
80th birthday at Woodstock, N. Y., 
evoked letter and old photograph 
from Dick Gordon, who attended 
American Academy of Dramatic 
Arts with Bell 55 years ago. Gor¬ 
don now owns the Regency Cafe 
on E. 61 St. 

New cafe to operate the noOn-to- 
4 a.m. stretch opened Thurs. (10) 
on Lex Ave. with 80 capacity and 
decor by Russell Patterson. It’s 
the Bal Masque. Laura Leeds is 
at the piano at cocktail time. Alan 
Logan, Savoy-Plaza alumnus, and 
Lother Perl entertain in the wee 
hours. 

Stouffer’s made an in-town press 
junket yesterday (Tues.) out Of the 
preview of its new restaurant on 
Fifth Ave. (opening officially on the 
17th), the 19th in the chain em¬ 
bracing six major cities and which 
started with a lunch counter in 
Cleveland 33 years ago. New chi¬ 
chi spot bears Raymond Loewy’s 
decor. 

Rita Dimitri, Greek-born, who was 
in "Can-Can” on Broadway and 
the road, currently playing nitery 
circuits. Formerly chirping in lan¬ 
guages, she’s whittled them to two 
—French, because it collects big 
returns any place in the United 
States, and English. Now a U. S. 
citizen. Miss Dimitri appeared at 
the ball given by the Council of 
Jewish Women in the Chateau 
Laurier, Ottawa, as guest of the 
Embassy of Greece. 

Herbert R. Weissberg is the new 
owner of the 22-story Paramount 
Hotel on West 46th St, in whose 
basement once was housed Billy 
Rose’s Diamond Horseshoe. He 
also owns the Winslow on East 55th 
St. and the Brittany in Greenwich 
Village. Another theatrical hoste- 
ry, the Remington on Variety 

Street, was leased by Hagibor Corp. 
to Budd Hotel Corp.. for 24 years, 
and the 17-story Duane Hotel, on 
Madison & 37th, is nOwr under con-1 
trol of J. Glatstian, former owner’ 
of the Hotel Marseilles on Broad¬ 
way and 103d St. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(28 Rue Ruchette; Odeon 4944) j 

Francoise Rosay getting the Le-j 
gion of Honor for 50th year in. 
films and legit. 

Louis Malle emerges the young¬ 
est pic director at work here. He 
is 24 years old and is now doing 
his first full-length pic, "Elevator 
to the Gallows.” 

Robert and Raymond Hakim may 
take the prizewinning Indian pic,. 

“Aparajito” (Unvariquished), for 
distrib in Western Europe and the 
U.S. Pic copped the top prize at 
recent Venice Film Fest. 

Dora Doll, who ju$t finished a 
role in "The Young Lions” (20th), 
will probably play in the Broad¬ 
way legit version of Marcel Ayme’s 
“Clerembard” later this season op¬ 
posite Claude Dauphin. * 

Though theatregoing is not quite 
up to par, publishers maintain that 
sales *of published legit pieces are 
now better than ever, Henri De 
Montherlant's "The City Where 
the Prince is King” sold Over 60,- 
000 copies. 

French filmites still clamoring 
for unfreezing of first-run admis¬ 
sion prices as well as hikes for the 
many film theatres still charging 
about 30c. There are about 4,701) 
houses out of 5,600 in the latter 
category. 

Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox ad-pub- 
chief. in for looksee at overseas 
release of top company product. 
Importance of foreign income is 
pointed up in the heavy personal 
interest taken in these affairs. 
Stanley Kramer is due to oversee 
"Pride and Passion” (UA) release. 
Paramount had a toplevel meeting 
for "10 Commandments” distrib 
on the Continent and Sol Siegel 
came in to watch prepping of "Les 
Girls” (M-(?>- 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Archimede 145; tel. 800211) 

: Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox ad- 
publicity chief, due here for about 
two weeks of business meetings. 

Two brief shots were cut from 
f‘A King in New York” for its 
Italian run, with Chaplin’s permis¬ 
sion. 

Victor McLaglen slated to ar¬ 
rive in Rome soon to work in Italo- 
Spanish co-production directed and 
produced by Duilio Coletti. 

Ernest Borgnine ack to Capri, 
where his mother was born, for 
brief vacation following completion 
of his role in "The Vikings.” 

Jayne Mansfield arrives in Rome 
Oct. 25 to plug her upcoming re¬ 
lease, "Oh, For a Man!” Does same 
stint in Milan Oct. 23. * 

An Italian, Alfredo'Matticoli, re¬ 
cently won a $1,000 invention prize 
for a gadget allowing camera 
tracking shots to be made without 
moving the camera. 

Roy Rowland returns to Holly¬ 
wood soon after completing “Sev¬ 
en Hills of Rome," Mario Lanza 
starrer made by Metro and Titanus 
Films. 

Paolo Stoppa makes his' first 
English film when he steps into 
cast of "Silent Enemy,” AlidaValli- 
Laurence Harvey starrer based on 
life of frogman Commander Crabb. 

Vittorio. Gassmann may takethis 
recent production of "Hamlet,” one 
of top local successes some seaqons 
back, to London. It would be pro¬ 
duced in Italian, perhaps for pro¬ 
ducer Peter Daubeny. 

Vienna 
By Emil W. Maass 

(Grosse Schiffgasse 1A; Tel. 
356156) 

. Theodor Kramer, widely known 
poet, returned from exile. 

Marianne Hold, West German 
film star, badly hurt in car acci¬ 
dent at Krems near Vienna. 

Volksopera building renovated 
and reopened with Flotow’s "Mar¬ 
tha.” 

Arnold Rittenberg of Ted Mack 
"Original Amateur Hour” select¬ 
ing talent for tv here. 

Producer Ernest Mueller inked 
the Berlin actress Vera Hoesch for 
“Girls in Danger.” 

Dimitri Mitropoulos directed at 
the State Opera Richard Strauss’ 
"Elektra,” with big’success. 

This city has a femme orch 
again. It opened in Gruene Kranzl, 
Prater amusement district restau¬ 
rant. 

Barcelona 
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis 

(Angli 43; tel. 80-39-20) 

Egyptian singer Nadia Gamal 
at Bolero nitery, and quite a hit. 

French Company of the Folies 
Bergere from Paris at the Comico 
Theatre for *a week. Colette 
Fleuriot is the star, 

Manolo. Marin and his Ballet at 
Rigat’s. Prima ballerinas are Do- 
rita Marin, Ana Maria, Amparito 
Reyes Anita de Cuba and Agustin 
Moyano. 

j A new pocket theatre has been 
opened in the apcient Hospital de 
la San Cruz. First play to be rep¬ 
resented-there is "Love’s Triumph” 
by French author Marivaux. Mi¬ 
guel Narros directs the company. 
Leads are Margarita' Lozano and 
Miguel Palenzuela. 

PSssiJ&fr 

London 
(Temple Bar 5041/9952) 

Leo de-Lyon currently heads the 
Savoy Hotel cabaret. ; 

Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh 
among passengers sailing on the 
Queen Mary for New York. 

Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox 
veepee, here for'confabs with Rob¬ 
ert Goldstein on company’s British 
production schedule. 

Ron Randell, injured while lens- 
ing a too realistic scene in the 
“OSS” vidpic series, had to have 
six stiches in his hand. 

Last week’s visitors from the 
U.S. include Abe Lastfogel, George 
Sanders, Ed Sullivan, Alfred LUnt 
and Lynn Fontaine. 

The Duchess of Gloucester is to 
attend the charity preem of “10 
Commandments,” which has been 
set for the Plaza Nov. 28, where it 
will run on two-a-day basis. 

Hardy Kruger, who plays the 
lead in the Rank production, “The 
One That Got Away,” came m 
from Hamburg for London preem 
last week. . 

Judy Garland, who opens a 
vaude run In London tonight 
(Wed.), was feted with press re¬ 
ception at Londonderry House on 
her arrival last week. 

Among Victims of Asian flu epi¬ 
demic are John Davis, deputy 
chairman of the Rank Organiza¬ 
tion; Mike.J. Frankovich, Columbia 
topper; and Reginald P. Baker, 
chairman of Ealing Films. 

Jerome Whyte in from N. Y. for 
sixweek stay during which he will 
o.o. the touring company of “Pa¬ 
jama Game”.and line up a tour for 
"Damn Yankees.” Latter is due to 
fold at the Coliseum next month. 

Larry Parks and Betty Garrett, 
here on a short vaude tour, are 
negotiating a film production deal 
for “Spare My Love,” based on 
Vernon Sylvaine’s play. "The An¬ 
onymous Lover.” 

John Patrick in from Paris, 
Where he had been huddling with 
Sol C. Siegel and Ingrid Bergman 
On screenplay of "I Thank a Fool.” 
His next script, “Some Came Run¬ 
ning,” will be followed by a stafge 
dramatization of “House Full of 
Love.” 

Sir Henry L. French and Arthur 
T. L. Watkins, prexy and veepee 
respectively of the British Film 
Producers Assn., off to Rome for 
meetings with ANICA on Afiglo- 
Italian trade problems. Frances 
Mullin Clark, Unitalia’s delegate 
for Britain and the Commonwealth, 
is taking part in talks. 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386) 

Boston Globe dropped radio list¬ 
ings Tuesday through Friday. 

Royal Ballet in for seven per¬ 
formances at Loew’s State. 

Gene Autry aiid Gail Davis in 
for rodeo at Boston Garden. 

I Dennis Day booked for Blinstrub 
I date opening Monday (21). „ 

Dan Finn guests Hub-bigwigs at 
preem of “Raintree County” at his 
Astor Theatre Thursday (17). 

Jay McMaster, WMEX disk jock 
17 years, quit, refusing to play rock 
’nr roll platters. 

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen flew In 
Tuesday. (15) to guest on Frank 
Luther’s new tv show on WNAC- 
TV. 

Big week in legit here with 
“Rumple” at Colonial, "Jamaica” at 
Shubert and "Middle of the Night” 
at the Wilbur. 

Ruth Shapiro, record plugger, 
doing disk promotion on Colum¬ 
bia’s Eileen Rodgers, in town for 
disk jock visits. 

Yankee Homecoming *58, tourist 
promotion project of artist Jack 
Frost and former Boston Traveler 
managing editor Bill Gavin, inked 
to bring Covered Wagon Caravan 
across county to Hub for kickoff 
next April 19. 

Pittsburgh 
By Hal V. Cohen 

Janet Sipe placed singing Epics 
under personal contract. 

Playhouse restaurant cashier 
June James .quit to open her own 
cocktail lounge, Juni J’s. 

Charlie Danver. Post-Gazette 
“Pittsburghesque” columnist, on 
vacation. 

“Potting Shed,” second show of 
Playhouse season, opens Saturday 
night. • “ * 

Zac Freedman in town ahead of 
multiple nabe engagements for “10 
Commandments.” 

Frankie Gorshin back to Holly¬ 
wood to resume acting after re¬ 
covering at home here from serious, 
auto Injuries. 

Booker George Claire and Shir¬ 
ley Colker, his Girl Friday for the 
last year and a half, parted com¬ 
pany. . 

Lois Fusek McKim to Milwaukee, 
for Edward Everett Horton’s “Re¬ 

luctant Debutante” at Fred Miller 
Theatre. 

Tei Lewis closes at Horizon 
Room Saturday, and goes Dn Patti 
Page’s "Big Record” next Wednes¬ 
day. 

Puppeteer Vic Charles goes back 
into ice show at Jack Valentine’s 
club in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Jan. 
1 for season. 

Miami Beach 
By Lary Solloway 

(1755 Calais DrUnion 5-5389) 

Jerry Baker, regional director, 
moved offices of'AGVA into quar¬ 
ters on Lincoln Rd. 

! E. M. Loew rebuilding the Latin 
Quarter on Palm Island, eliminat¬ 
ing all posts in main room. It re¬ 
opens Xmas week. 

Martin Stone will produce a tv- 
film series with Miami back¬ 
grounds. Irving Mansfield already 
is working on this on the Beach. 

Hank Meyer, Beach pubrelations 
topper, dickering with NBC for 
winter emanations here of "To¬ 
night” and “Today,” among other 
net shows. 

Big male contingent of acts who 
live here (and work the area a 
good portion of year) organized the 
Footlighters Club, a southern ver¬ 
sion of the Friars; temporary h.q. 
are at Murray Franklin’s. 

Coconut Grove Playhouse in¬ 
augurates its third season Nov. 11 
with “Cat On Hot Tin' Roof” na¬ 
tional touring company. On Nov. 
24, Miriam Hopkins and Signe 
Hasso arrive in “The Matchmaker.” 

By Les Rees 
(2123 FremondtAve. So.; Fr 7-26Q9) 

St. Paul circus grounds to be 
motel site. 

“Charley's Aunt” launches Edyth 
Bush Little Theatre’s 17th season. 

Pianist-singer Nino Nanni con- 
[tinuing at Hotel Radisson Flame 
Room. 

Metropolitan Opera tenor Rich¬ 
ard Tucker opens University Art¬ 
ists course season this week. 

Theatre-in-Round opened! fifth 
season this week with “The Fifth 
Season.” 

Female impersonator Adrian 
Ames and songstress Sophie Parker 
headlining Gay 90s’ floor show. 

Back in U.. S. after fiveweek 
Middle East tour, Minneapolis 
Symphony teed off here last Friday 
(11). 

Norman Houk, Minneapolis 
Morning Tribune drama trie, back 
after covering Broadway shows for 
his sheet. 

Frankfurt 
"The Little Hut” now playing at 

city's Rossmarkt Theatre. 
Harry James-due in one-nighting 

through Germany, first time he’s 
ever played here. 

First film made- by UFA for 
television in Germany, "Cardillac,” 
starring Alfred Schieske and Inge- 
borg Loeffler, to play on the Ger¬ 
man tele net Nov. 2. 

Hollywood producer Samuel Ful¬ 
ler due in Germany in search of 
locations for his new production, 
“Big Red One,” and "Forbidden.” 
He's working with Real Films of 
Hamburg. 

The annual ball given by Gloria 
Film Distributor, biggest film ball 
of the year, called off last year be- 

; cause of the Hungarian revolt, will 
be held this year Jan. 18 at. Hotel 
Bayerischer Hof in Munich.. 

Madrid 
By Ramsay Ames 

(Castellana Hilton; 372200) 

I Amsterdam’s Royal Ballet atihe 
Music and Dance fest in Sevilla. 

Bernard Delfont and Wife Carol 
In Madrid efiroute to Malaga on a 
threeweek holiday. 

Ballet of Marques de' Cuevas 
opened very big* at Teatro de la 
Zarzuela. 

France’s Line Renaud \winding 
up a successful stint at ' cabaret 
Pasapoga. - 

Sara Montiel in from N.Y. to 
prep “La Violetera,” which she 
starts soon for producer Benito 
Perojo. 

Terp stars George and Peggy 
deMarlo opening at the Morocco, 
and Delta Rhythm Boys at the 
Pasapoga. 

All Madrid turned out for open¬ 
ing of star-director Alberto Closas’ 
"Una Muchachita de Valledolid” 
(A Young Girl from Valledolid), a 
bright Comedy introducing to legit 
Elisa Montes, of Spanish film, in 
the title role. « 

"Diary of Ann Frank” reopened 
at Teatro Espanol, with Berta Riaza 
continuing in title role; Queta 
Claver ditto at the Martin with 
“La Chacha, Rodriguez, y su Padre” 
(The Maid, Rodriguez, and his 
Father). These two were big hits 
last season* 

Hollywood 
Jack L. Warner kudosed as out¬ 

standing Shriner in the film biz. 
Lesley Mason retired - after 26 

years in WB publicity department. 
Gale Storm suffered cut above 

her right eye while telefilming. 
Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom mull¬ 

ing a nitery in Australia, 
Rex Allen and the Frontiersman 

to Chicago for 'a 10-day rodeo 
stand. 

Lucille „ and Louis Armstrong 
marked their 15th anni during re-. 
hearsals for the “Edsel” spec. 

Fritz Lang'invited to London to 
receive a British Film Institute 
Award from Princess Margaret. 

Albert B. Taylor departed RKO 
after a year as exec in charge of 
contract negotiations. 

Archie L. Mayo and Emanuel J. 
Rosenberg joined Screen Pro¬ 
ducers Guild, bringing member¬ 
ship to 189. 

Publicists .Association invited 
Tony Curtis, "Who played a seamy 
flack in “Sweet Smell of Success” 
to be special guest of honor at sec¬ 
ond annual Ballyhoo Ball Saturday. 

(Delaware 7-4984) 

Shipstads & Johnson’s Ice Fol¬ 
lies current at Chicago Stadium. 

Richard Widmark here last week 
to tout latest film, "Time Limit” 

Oldtime vaude comic Frank Far- 
num undergoing lung surgery at 
Cook County Hospital. 

Mary Ward in town ahead of 
“Diary of Anne Frank,” opening at 
Erlanger Oct. 21v-. 

John Montague here in advance 
of “Waltz of Torreadors.” which 
has an Oct. 28 date at Blackstone. 

Ai Butler checked in long ahead 
of "My Fair Lady,” which comes 
in next month. 

Nick Noble toplining 15th anni 
show for Steve Harris’ Club Holly¬ 
wood. 

Frank York notched his eighth 
year as fiddler-bandleader at the 
Porterhouse Room of Hotel Sher¬ 
man last week. 

Shirley Booth getting an award 
and red carpet treatment from 
Sarah Siddons Society next week. 
Award party is being held Oct. 2'5 
at Ambassador East Hotel. 

Walt Schwimmer, tv packager, 
given cocktail party yesterday 
(Tues.) at Stuart Brent’s bookshop 
for his new volume oh advertising 
game, "What Have You Done For 
Me Lately?” 

Zurich 
By George Mezoefi 

(32 Florastrasse; -347032) 

Jayne Mansfield will make a 
personal at Rex Theatre late in 
October. 

Israeli an pianist Alexis Weissqn- 
berg scored at his first Swiss con¬ 
cert at the Tonhalie here. 

Schauspielhaus’ next will be the 
initial Swiss performance of John 
Osborne's "Look Back inv Anger.” 

Alec Guinness attended the 
Swisspreem of “The Prisoner” at 
the Wellenberg here, followed by 
a press junket. 

Advance sale is hefty for first 
appearance in this country of 
Harry James orch, Oct. 16 at Kon- 
gresshaus here. 

A location unit .shot exteriors for 
the upcoming “High Hell” (Par) 
on the Jungfraujoch, with Elaine 
Stewart and John Derek. 

For the first time in this city, 
an open-air promenade concert 
featured a local New Orleans band, 
the Tremble Kids, under auspices 
of the mayor of Zurich. 

The Dancers of Bali, sponsored 
by Frederick C.*6chang, head of 
Columbia Artists Management, 
finished a successful stint at Thea¬ 
tre de Beaulieu* Lausanne. 

Philadelphia * 
By Jerry Garhan 

Anthony Checchia, Curtis Insti¬ 
tute grad, named first bassoon by 
N: Y. City Center Ballet. 

Dancers of India, with Shanta 
Rao, skedded fdr Locust, Oct. 21, 
had tour rerouted, and will skip 
the city. 

Chris Connor cancelled nut of 
her slated appearance at the bigy 
jazz show in Convention Hall' 
Oct. 19, 

JOe Frasetto, after an absence 
of two years, is back as bandsman 
at .the Latin Casino. He is also 
doirig_the emcee chores formerly 
handled by ringer Jack Curtis.. 

Herb Collins, local bandsman4 
who just finished conducting the 
Judy Garland .show at the Mast* 
baura, made his stage debut in 
Abbey Playhouse’s "Witness for 
the Prosecution.” 

Elizabeth Montgomery took over 
the role of Juliet in “Romeo and 
Juliet,” in place of Suzanne Storrs, 
beauty queen who was selected for 
the role after a so-called national 
talent hunt. 
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OBITUARIES 
N.H., for the last 27 years, died 
Oct. 6 in that city. 

Mother, 85, of actor Bill Walker, 
died Oct. 7 at Motion Picture Coun¬ 
try Hospital, Woodland Hills, CaL 

Billion-} Industrial 'Circuit 
Continued from pa^e 1 

SAUL H. BOURNE 
Saul H. Bourne, 73, vet music 

publisher and ASCAP board mem¬ 
ber, died in Doctors Hospital, N.Y., 
Oct, 13, from peritonitis. 

Details in the music section. 

CARLE. BRANDT. 
Carl E. Brandt, 68, literary agent 

who represented many of this 
country's top writers, died Oct. 13 
in New York. 

In the business for more than .40 
years, Brandt .was president of 
Brandt & Brandt, literary agents. 
His .clients, include ^authors and 
playwrights such . as,, J. P. Mar- 
ouand, James; Gould -CoZzens and 
Maxwell Anderson. Also the late 
Booth Tarkington, Rafael Sabatini, 
Stephen Vincent Benet, Bernard 
de Voto, Robert Sherwood and Jo¬ 
seph Conrad, 

Brandt launched his literary ca¬ 
reer in 1912. Later fie formed a 
partnership with Mary H. Kirk¬ 
patrick. His younger brother, Erd- 
man N.. Brandt, joined the, firm 
after the first World War and it 
later became known as Brandt & 
Brandt His brother withdrew 
from the firm in 1934y when he 
joined .the Saturday Evening Post 
in Philadelphia as associate editor, 
a position he still holds. 

Besides his brother, his wife, 
three daughters and a son survive. 

HERBERT W. McCALL 
Herbert William McCall. 73, the¬ 

atre owner and legit producer, died 
Oct. 4 in Chicago after a long ill¬ 
ness. He built his first theatre in 
Drumright, Okla., early ttiis cen¬ 
tury and in 1915 built the Liberty 
in Oklahoma City. Both Were origi¬ 
nally legits and now are film 
houses. 

In the ’20s McCall became man¬ 
ager and owner of A1 and Loie 
Bridge * Players in Dallas, Tex., 
which later became known as the 
McCall-Bridge Players. ‘ He had 
lived in Chi in semi-retirement for 
the past 25 years. 

Surviving are his wife, Frances 
Abrams McCall, longtime associate 
of Chicago booking agept Milt 
Schuster, and four sisters. 

ERIC KALKHURST 
Eric Kalkhurst, 55, fortner legit 

and film actor died Oct. 13 in 
Washington, D. C. He had been 
public relations director for the 
Bureau of National Affairs there 
for several years. Kalkhurst ap¬ 
peared in over 20 Broadway plays 
and several pictures between 1922 
anjl 1936. Later, he operated his 
own stock companies in Boston, 
Cape Cod and Hackensack, N. J. 

He had been with BNA, a private 
business information service, since 
1941. He was national treasurer 
of the American Public Relations 
Assn. 

His widow, son and daughter 
survive. 

EDWARD CANAVAN 
Edward Canavan, 81, former 

president of Local 802, American 
Federation of Musicians," died Oct. 
12 in Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A professional flutist for many 
years, Canavan helped to organize 
Local 802 in N. Y. back in 1922 and 
was its head until 1937. From 1937 
to 1951, he was assistant to Joseph 
Weber, prexy of AFM, and to his 
successor, James C. Petrillo. 

Canavan retired in 1951. He con 
tinued until 1955 as a director of 
the Federation Bank and Trust Co. 
in N. Y., which he also helped to 
organize. 

Wife, four sons, daughter and 
sister survive. 

GREGORY BOKSER 
Gregory Bokser, 59, ’cellist with 

the Pittsburgh Symphony and the 
Civic Light Opera Assn. Orchestra, 
died of a heart attack Oct 4 back- 
stage at the Carnegie Music Hall 
after playing the Kol Nidre to open 
the Temple Sinai’s Yom KIppur 
services. * j 

A native of Kiev, Russia, Bokser 
studied music there as well as -at 
the Berlin Conservatory and the 
Santa Cecilia Conservatory in 
Rome. Before going with the Pitt 
Symphony in 1945, he was with 
the Indianapolis and St. Louis 
Symphonies. 

He leaves his wife. 

FRED C. MEYN. 
Fred Carl Meyn, 65, retired ex¬ 

hibitor, died of a heart attack Oct. 
6 in Kansas City, Kans. Long prom¬ 
inent in fllm industry activities, 
he had been treasurer of the 
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn, for 
25 years. 

Owner of the Park Theatre, a 
nabe house in the Argentine dis¬ 
trict of Kansas City, Kans., Meyn 
saw his business- literally swept 
away by the flood of July,* 1951. 

Shortly thereafter he retired from 
exhibition. 

Surviving are two sons, two 
sisters and two brothers. 

LOUIS^A. BOENING 
Louis A. Boening, 80, pioneer ex¬ 

hibitor in Chicago and more re¬ 
cently general sales- manager of 
Revere Camera Co., died Oct. 10 
in Evanston, HI. 

Boening began his career as a 
-nickelodeon operator in Chicago in 
1908 and is credited with ending 
jplm producers’ monopoly of pro-, 
jection equipment. He also sold 
projection equipment to exhibitors 
through United States Cinemato¬ 
graph Co. 

Surviving are daughter, son and 
three brothers. 

FUSAO KOBAYASHI 
Fusao Kobayashi, 56, prez of the 

Toho Motion Picture Co. and also- 
head of Tokyo Seikan K.K., died 
of a heart attack Oct* 1 in Tokyo. 
He was son of the late Ichizo 
Kobayashi, Tbho founder and also 
founder of the Takarazuka Girls’ 
Troupe. 

Kobayashi had been prez of 
Tokyo K.K. since 1921, During that 
period he was concurrently prez 
of the Imperial Theatre and manag¬ 
ing director of the Japan Federa¬ 
tion of Employers’ Assn.. 

FRED RUSSELL , 
Thomas F. Parnell, 95, father of 

impresario Val Parhell and the 
World’s oldest ventriloquist, died 
Oct. 14 in London after a long ill¬ 
ness. Known ' professionally as 
Fred Russell, he trouped in vaude 
for more than 50 years. 

Parnell was a founder* of the 
Variety Artists Federation. Al¬ 
though retiring from active life in 
1945, he made his television debut i 
in a 1953 coronation program. 

EDDIE ROBINSON 
Eddie Robinson, 61, radio actor, 

died recently in Wolverhampton, 
Eng. A veteran of 30 years in 
broadcasting,- he was best known 
in recent years for his radio por¬ 
trayal of Simon in “The Archers,” 
a BBC serial. 

Robinson, who was an expert in 
regional dialects, played the part 
of Simon in “The Archers” since, 
the serial started in 1951. 

ALBERT MARTIN 
Albert (Fats) Martin, 51, long¬ 

time bandleader in the San An¬ 
tonio area, died Oct. 6 in Roches¬ 
ter, Minn., after a several months’ 
illness. He came to San Antonio 
in 1929 as a drummer with the Don 
Albert band and remained to be¬ 
come leader of his. own group. 
Survivors include his wife, Jua¬ 
nita, a pianist-singer. 

EDWARD R. MUMFORD 
Edward R, Mumford, 84, onetime 

minstrelman.who toured with Lew 
Dockstader, died Oct. 10 in Brook¬ 
line, Mass. Mumford, who.left his 
barbershop in Lynn, Mass., 60 
years ago, had toasted his home¬ 
town of Lynn on vaude stages and 
in niteries. 

Surviving is his grandson. 

Lee Goldenson, 80, father of 
Leonard H. Goldenson, president 
of American ‘Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theaters" Inc., died Oct. 13 
in Hollywood, after a long illness. 
Before his retirement 10 years ago; 
he owned and operated two film 
houses in Scottsdale, Pa. 

Conrad R. Helton, 40, bass player 
with the Trailhands, a .western 
music- band, and formerly a disk 
jockey with WHIG, Dayton, was 
killed Oct. 7 in an auto accident. 
His wife, three sons and a Sister 
survive. 

JVIorris Miller, 67, comic and 
xylophonist, known professionally 
as Morris De-Costa, died Oct. 6 in 
Phoenixville, Pa. In addition to 
appearing as a Vaude headliner, he 
was featured in silent films. 

William Jose, 64, projectionist 
at the United Artists Theatre, 
Detroit, since the house opened in 
1928, died of a heart attack Oct. 
1C in that city. 

. Hermann Grass, 72, /concert 
pianist and teacher,‘died Oct. 10 
in Youngstown, O. Surviving are 
his Wife, also a musician, two sis¬ 
ters and a daughter. 

Patrick McCann, 43, saxophonist 
wife the Boyne Ceili hand, dropped 
dead Oct. 4 while playing with the 
oreh at a dance in Drogheda, Ire¬ 
land. 

Parley J. Lavell, 61, manager of 
the Magnet Theatre, Claremont/ 

Fernando Settier^ 80, • Spanish- 
born actor, dramatist and baritone, 
died Sept. 25 in Santiago, Chile. 

Maud Kemp, 7ff, concert con¬ 
tralto singer, died • Septt i27 in 
Blackpool, Eng.- >> • i-;'* 

MARRIAGES 
Sarah Ahn to Ray Buffum, Las 

Vegas, Oct. 3. Bride’s the sister of 
actor Philip Ahn; he’s a writer. 

Anna Kashfi to Marlon Brando, 
Hollywood, Oct. 11. Bride’s an ac¬ 
tress; he’s the actor. 

Jeanne Baird to’ Bill Meyerink, 
Reno, Oct. 12. Bride’s an actress, 

Shirley Wilson to Harry Wil¬ 
liams, Leeds, Eng., Sept. 28. Bride’s 
a cabaret singer. 

Nancy Woodruff to Ed Blum, 
New York, Oct. 11, He’s director 
of variety auditions at CBS-TV; 
she’s in charge of auditioning 
routines for the same net. 

Anna Kashfi. to Marlon Brando, 
Hollywood, Oct. 11. Both are film 
actors. 

Mary Fredericks to John E. 
Surrick, Philadelphia, Oct. 5. He’s 
sales development manager Lor 
WPEN. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Mitnick, 

daughter, Beverly Hills, Cal., Oct. 
11. Father is program book direc¬ 
tor, Stanley Warner Theatre, Bev¬ 
erly Hills. 

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mirisch, 
son, Hollywood, Oct. 10. Father is 
a producer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Fried, son, 
Hollywood, Oct. 10. Father is a 
film composer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Maizlish, 
daughter, Hollywood, Oct.-8. Ma¬ 
ternal grandfather is Sam Sacks of 
the William Morris agency’s- legal 
department. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney James, 
daughter, London, Oct. 8. Father 
is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lewis, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 9. Father 
is the actor-comedian. 

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dean, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 8. Fa¬ 
ther is vocalist with the Lawrence 
Welk Orchestra. 

. Mr. and Mrs. Gregg McLaughlin, 
twin daughters, Glendale, Cal., 
Oct. 9. Father is assistant film edi¬ 
tor at Disney Studios; mother is 
Jacqueline Markus, Columbia mu¬ 
sic department secretary. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Westover, son, 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 6. Fathers the 
KQV deejay. . * 

Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Reichblum, 
son, Pittsburgh, Oct. 8. Father’s a 
sportscaster on WJAS. 

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Eulen- 
stein, daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 5. 
Mother’s Madge Miller, children’s 
playwright and director of Pitts¬ 
burgh Miniature Theatre; father’s 
a' lawyer-little theatre actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hardman, 
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 5. Fa¬ 
ther’s with Rege Cordic on KDKA 
radio. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Frazen, son, 
Hollywood, Oct. 7. Father is prexy 
of Frazen Productions; mother is 
former actress Frances Randall. 

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Vaughan, 
son, London, Eng., recently. Fa¬ 
ther is a vocalist-comedian. 

Mr. and Mrs. Gig Pogan, son, 
Troy, N. Y., Sept. 18. Father is 
director of operations at WCDA- 
TV, Albany. 

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lichtenstein, 
son, Washington, Oct. 9. Father 
recently resigned as v.p. in charge 
of promotion of indie station 
WWDC, Washington, to take over 
as publicity promotion head for 
American Broadcasting Network. 

Guy Lombardo 
Continued from page 1 ssss 

Commonwealth Ball in New York 
which honored the Queen Mother. 

Lombardo, who wiH perform 
without fee at the Ball, has can¬ 
celled- $10,000 in ballroom engage¬ 
ments and will, at his own expense, 
plane his Royal Canadians orch 
into New York from Hammond, 
Ind., in order to play for the affair.. 
The morning following the ball, he 
will plane to Mankato, Minn., to 
resume his tour. 

The invitation to Lombardo was 
extended on behalf of Her Majesty 
by Hon. Harry A. Scott, the Cana¬ 
dian Consul-General, and the Com¬ 
mittee for the Ball. 

In addition to playing for danc¬ 
ing, Lombardo and bis orefi will 
accompany Patrice Munsel, John 
Brownlee and the British Common¬ 
wealth Choir in renditions of the 
U. S. . and British national an¬ 
thems.* > ■ j . \ 

tress. Takeoffs on musical come-> 
dies, for instance, lend themselves 
to this kind of treatment, and if 
you can’t sell a script to one man¬ 
ufacturer you can always make it 
to order for his competition. 

Starring a Vitamin Pill 
Today industry buys talent rang¬ 

ing from the traveling arena shows 
to sales meeting entertainment on 
down to Christmas party Santa 
Clauses. Prepackaging means econ¬ 
omy and efficiency. It ranges from 
a simple assemblage*/.! vaude acts 
•supplied by an agent on a mo¬ 
ment’s notice with scripts “star¬ 
ring" an electrical appliance or, 
with minor revisions, a vitamin pill 
qr insurance policy, to a mail order 
circus, to a complete original show, 
complete with advertising, cater¬ 
ing and exploitation facilities. 

Don Neer, executive secretary of 
the National Industrial Recreation 
Assn., offers $1,000,060,000 as a 
conservative estimate for the cost 
of live shows put on by Industry to 
sell its products to the public, to 
entertain or stimulate sales staffs, 
to buy the goodwill of employees 
or for other purposes. The overall 
budget, he agrees with the trade- 
sters, can only be picked out of 
a hat. 

These practices, firmly establish¬ 
ed in the midwest and growing 
rapidly in the east are -just start¬ 
ing on the Coast. In his own line, 
Neer points out that one plant may 
hire talent for retirement shows, 
sports events, family nights, pic¬ 
nics and a dozen other things and 
spend thousands annually. 

Equity Is on the Swig 

Actors Equity’s newly formed 
industrial show department just re¬ 
ported a record 100 persons work¬ 
ing industrials from its Chicago of¬ 
fice, although most Equity contract 
shows are still hooked from New 
York. The department’s midwest 
chief, Carl Stohn, notes that the 
next auto show originates from 
Chicago, not New York, and more 
such developments are likely. Busi¬ 
ness nationally has increased by 
50% in the two-year history of his 
department. Performers like the 
work, which involves Equity’s 
highest minimums and working 
conditions, better than in theatres. 
No actors work solely in industrial 
production, in contrast to numerous 
vaude people under American 
Guild of Variety Artists’ contracts 
who spend the better part of the 
year on club dates. 

StOhn notes that Chicago offers 
the world’s best stageshow facili¬ 
ties (including the most empty 
theatres) and is the center of the 
closely related fair circuits. All 
major hotels here have facilities 
for theatrical production or are 
acquiring them fast. The Eighth 
Street Theatre was recently pur¬ 
chased by the adjoining Conrad 
Hilton Hotel for the announced 
purpose of presenting stageshows 
for industry. The theatre, formerly 
the point of origin for the WLS 
National Barn Dance, brought in 
additional rentals 120 days of the 
year mostly in industrial accounts. 

Jam Handy Setup 

“Glamorizing a product with 
’entertainment’ is the aim of any 
industrial production,” states Har¬ 
old Dash, Chi sales manager of 
the Jam Handy Organization. This 
outfit exemplifies the packaging in¬ 
volved even in big custom-made 
shows. “Our organization is the 
most completely self-contained of 
any production outfit. We do every¬ 
thing ^rom arranging the catering 
at the show to distributing the films 
of it. All the personnel except the 
performers belong to the com¬ 
pany.” In a field where not a single 
writer was involved 20 years ago, 
companies like this maintain a staff 
of them devoted chiefly to this 
kind of production. 

The cost, says Dash, runs from 
$2,000 to $250,000 per program, 
the same as a telecast except for 
the expense of broadcast techni¬ 
cians. Jam Handy production is 
chiefly in,Detrbit. 

Packaging facilities allow for 
more economy. Wilding Studios, 
one of the larger industrial pro¬ 
ducers in the midwest* puts to¬ 
gether shows ranging from $10,000 
to $1,500,000 with most in the six 
figures like the ’57 Ford show 
which toured 39 cities with 675 
personnel, with set; and special 
choreo and song material. A‘ re¬ 
cent Standard Oil Co. show with 
17 top nr.mes and 16 original songs 

-was so successful that the oilmen 

.had Wilding film it for branch 
meetings throughout the country. 
A courtesy training film; “By Jupi¬ 
ter,” originally produced for Mar¬ 
shall Field Enterprises, sold over 
1,500 prints at $125 each, several 
times the cost of production. Thus 
industrial productions get canned 
for schools/churehes, lodges, tv and 
roadshows. A Wilding exec says the 
industrial show business has tripled 
in 10 years, 100% in seven, and 
estimates the same figures for other 
producers. 

Hilly Rose, head of sales and 
creative director at Kling Studios, 
which has large film-making facili¬ 
ties, says films cover things that live 
shows can’t but their function is 
becoming more a supplement to 
live shows. 

Shooting the Angles 

Prepackaging is hardly an un¬ 
dercover operation for middle and 
small-sized talent handlers who 
boast that they can offer more for 
less money that way. New ideas 
in that line have been sprouting 
on the Chicago scene. The position 
of the medium-size operator is 
stated by Marv Himmel of the 
David O’Malley agency: “Industrial 
accounts are everyone’sbusiness, \ 
but everyone’s got his own special 
angles on it. New York still has 
the scenery and now talent, the 
writers and anyone connected with 
song and dance more than here. 
The $2,000,000 escrow needed for 
large industrial shows isn’t floating 
around many offices here regard¬ 
less of what anyone claims. Most 
of the show’s booked from here are 
in the five and six-figure category* 
In an office like mine it’s enough 
to keep three writers busy." 

Paramount Attractions opened a 
new division recently, “Showman¬ 
ship for Business" featuring prod¬ 
uct dramatization. Prexy Art Gold¬ 
smith claimed $250,000 worth of 
orders after addressing 600 reps 
of savings-and-loan associations. 
Goldsmith hired Johnny McGee for 
“industrial dramatization” and says 
he can. pull 1,000 ready-made 
scripts out of hi* files. 

Interchangeable Scripts 

Carry the prepackaging process 
further and the agents as well as 
bookers get in on it. Harry Breyn 
advertises his prewritten scripts. 
“Why not? All my acts know where 
they fit in with the others and the 
bands know my routines by heart. 
That way w!e can avoid expensive 
rehearsals, offer a better product 
cheaper and everyone benefits. I 
have complete original musical 
comedies in which I only have to 
change the name of the product for 
each club date.” 

Talent selling by mail has been 
A1 Dvorin’s setup for the last 11 
years. When not running Col. 
Parker’s Presley tours on the side, 
Dvorin occupies himself in a one 
room Sears-Roebuck setup. Of his 
100,000-name mailing list, about 
90% is in the industriaUield. The 
rest are clubs, schools, lodges and 
such. Mimeograph is a lot cheaper 
and less time-consuming than 
phonecalls if you can state what 
you have to sell, he says. 

Dvorin’s packages include “In¬ 
ternational Circus Revue,” avail¬ 
able during the circus off-season, 
hypnotists and mentalists with spe¬ 
cial material for sales meetings, 
acts for which other vaude outlets 
lare scarce. Department stores or 
car lots call for clowns or puppet 
shows to buck up a sagging sale. 
Business is up 50% over last year, 
he says, on everything from acts to 
complete productions. 

Page's Catch-All 

Typical is Sidney J. Page’s op¬ 
eration. Besides the usual specially 
arranged shows, he offer’s a pack¬ 
aged circus, minstrel show format 
and a musical “Around the World 
in 80 Minutes. ’ These are modified 
to suit the facilities and budgets 
and are adaptable to children or 
adults or special groups. 

“Selling talent this way is like 
selling call letter jingles to radio 
stations,” says agent Frank < Tweet) 
Hogan. “Just don’t sell to two out¬ 
fits in the same ar ea." 

Packagers aren’t the only ones to 
benefit by such schemes. Traveling 
show’s need bands. Associated Book¬ 
ing Corp. does a heavy business 
just setting up appropriate music 
at various locations for traveling 
show’s. Talent, like other merchan¬ 
dise, can be sold cheaper when good 
distribution is available. 

“The next step,” says one agent, 
“is to put talent in automats and 
leave us out completely.” 
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The Rock Keeps Roifing Akng URGENT NEED FAR Ge®- SamofTs live’-It-Up Edict 
As Jean-Agers Buy The Beat tu UITFRY ARTS May See Film De-Emphasis at NBC 

n_ _L! !. A_: : ;_j;^ ___A. flan rtantit fiininff ft'c iinrfor* Rock V roll, which periodically ——:--—1— -—--- \ ----—+ Gen. David Sarnoff, it’s under* 
looksrasifit’sfading. is bigger than p**-* t .• Talent prowling in Europe has . n .. . « stood, has passed the word along 
ever. After four years of dominat- r &cts l op riction been on the upbeat considerably 4 Bonanza IVlUSICftlS that he’d like to see more live tv 
ing the hit lists in varying degrees. If the Russians succeed in in the past few months. Eddie Four Broadway legits topped shows returning to NBC. Since the 
the r ’n* r idiom is still riding high, reaching the moon before the Elkort, head of the international the $60,000 gross mark last RCA board chairman has an en- 
jtccounting for well over 50% of United States, a large number department of General Artists week in what Is believed to viable record of setting trie lasn- 
the top 20; of American film critics and Corp., has just returned from a be unprecedented Main Stem in trends and patterns, whether 

. Recent breakthrough of ballads editor? will probably file prior three-weeker on the Continent, business. All four were mu- «*.-fiffLhamoion- 
like “Fascination,” “It’s Not For Me property claims. and Larry .Kanag^ president of sicals with top ticket prices an h!iDortakt bear- 
To Say,” “Tammy” and “Chances More than a year ago, Ernie the firm, has planed out there. In varying from $7.50-$9.20. }“£ ™ the futuS film in 
Are”, sparked the feeling in some Emerling, Loew’s Theatres addition, ^ Lew Wasserman, presi- The longrun “My Fair the scheme of networksprogram- 
circles (and hope in others) that pub-ad chief, sent newspaper- dent of Music Corp. of America, Lady,”' has been grossing a minc notably where NBC is con- 
rock ’ri roll had had it. A new men a deed for one acre of » ^Europe lining up future $68,700 at $8.05 top, Sd - 
wave of rock ’n’ roll hits, however, land on the moon as part of deals, Ed Sullivan returned last while another longrun entry, ~ 

has put the brake on the ballad nut- the promotional activities fori week ^ from nearly two weeks “Happy Hunting” climbed to mmFnSnr* nt 

put by the disk companies who fol- Metro', “Forbidden Planet” abroad. $62,100, also $S!o* top. no S ^Tthe^rade 
1 low the trends no matter what they Deeds were issued by the Inter- The upped activity in Europe “New Girl in Town” Is foSiv 4s recemiv as me Sid Caesar 

jg**“SJSsbjxr? SaSSLlo?t»“ s»TE?-Sp^SeaW »»£rr„.o£ * r* artists & repertoire chief in N. Y,, % n 4 9 a 11 talent tmued NBC stake in the comic’s 
explains rock ’ri roll’s continuing PA>t|n Lma m All The increased activity by the ?Z*Ia JSvmn Story regis- fUture career in tv and voiced 

•< popularity by the fact that it’s the Dt~lfC Eifl D fill nt,pnpiP(:- 1innAP ** te ed ^60,100' disappointment that ABC had 
. Only type of music the kids can 1/V"V “ f“S of the n«d to S^vicl ■ grabbed him.) As far as Sarnoff 
■- dance to. “Play a ballad at a party » ItlTVTTTm nrtYf n some of the more lucrative ac- • 1 1 is concerned, a network is a net- 

and the kids stop dancing,” he said, In *WWhP TU \Airi| counts The commissions that KAinPAII Prfpll work, and can only be perpetuated 
iB n II If If iWa co“dbe mad, S?S?S?J52. KeVlSCfl rllCD j“^bte use ot^aM, 

* 1 “ in themselves, be negligible and R,SHhS. S oiblr fertSTSed to 

- P^3 Alley pnbUshers, many *„ro^ £2 Va» EIM) Tll/Vltvn ** tutee“«o°aomi«o?theme- 

Wat1rfrXvI?StnfcertmioS' be,', ^Snenta and futoefSSi ever, the need f ” new performed lOF ll/K lllftluC & Surl^XeuUy 
ffi:*Iff £ hSSl/toto ** televised on Nov. 10 on NBC- is pressing in the servicing of va- SSL stance of the General 

TV'5 ‘‘Wide Wide World” All rious video shows and some of the Washington, Oct. 22. Foronethi^ai^UntirmeTuD- 
KU«y«tfn three networks will cooperate in top cafes as well. The hypoed tal- A -number of entertainment In- beatine of film' as ^the basic nro- 

utSl Project, and Milton Berie, the ent activity is also necessary to dustry figures have promised rtaS^^iSd te a seri- 
first of tfae medium’s major person- keep correspondent agencies strong support to Rep. Frank fjjg blow toPGen SarnofFs am- 

h y aHties, will appear on the show for abroad on their toes in supplying Thompson Jr. (D., N. J.) who is {SLifL s Univ^sal^ceotanre 
- °° 1,nNrftl1 his first tv. stint in a couple of sea- U.S. needs. seeking to have the proposed Jii- tv Sin^f RCA Is prac! 
tu^ a^rttSctoe’ aTbi^ines^ ann8* , - ^ Jhe ^ ^hough Eu- tional Culturri Center erected on tifcally aIone te carding the tint 
prewsSns While ballads ulu- Botfl CBS 411(1 ABC have agreed rope has been developing as a tri- the Mall, the large open parkarea torch> lt would necessarily foUow 
S^S^months te brMk Sito the to “WWW” with film clips ent mart for American acts, agents which extends roughly between that the NBC subsid would evolve 

« So 10 r tunes Mom to Se and ori^inal kinescopes of some of are seekmg to plug holes which the Capitol and the White House. a programming pattern that would 
££ nfSe S latpcf their top stars for a pictorial.seg- make it advisable for many Amer- Thompson wants the center to in- F /OontinuTd on naee 66) 

ment treeing the history of the lean turns to drop U.S. agency elude a “Franklin Delano Roose- ^Continued on page 66) 
medium from 1947 to the present; affiliations when seeking work vent Memorial Theatre ” 
deluded in the montage will be abroad. Union regulations do not) Earlier, Congress bad voted its n l* T>.|I' 
maior events covered for the first apply to foreign bookings. The support for a cultural center, to lululO luull6S lutTC^iypC 

Facts Top Fiction 
If the Russians succeed in 

reaching the moon before the 
United States, a large number 
of American film critics and 
editors will probably file prior 
property claims. 

More than a year ago, Ernie 
Emerling, Loew’s Theatres 
pub-ad chief, sent newspaper¬ 
men a deed for one acre of 
land on the moon as part of 
the promotional activities fori 
Metro’s “Forbidden Planet.” 
Deeds were issued by the Inter¬ 
planetary Development Corp: 

Berie Era V AD 
InffffTVSaga 

Talent prowling in Europe has 
been on the upbeat considerably 
in the past few months. Eddie 
Elkort, head of the international 
department of General Artists 
Corp., has just returned from a 
three-Weeker on the Continent, 
and Larry .Kanaga, president of 
the firm, has planed out there. In 
addition. Lew Wasserman, presi¬ 
dent of Music Corp. of America, 
is also in Europe lining up future 
deals, Ed Sullivan returned last 
week . from nearly two weeks 
abroad. 

The upped activity in Europe 
indicates its growing importance 
not only as a supply of acts for tbe 
U.S. but as an outlet for American 
talent. 

The increased activity by the 
agencies’ upper echelons comes a? 
a result of the need to service 
some of the more lucrative ac¬ 
counts. The cbmmissions that 

‘SftSnf 1 11 11 1 f LKlXa could be made on the acts would, 
S2if7..lU.U * n“,or m>rket £or ^ in themselves, be negligible and 

SJn*iiinn miiiitciiare mnnv “The Fabulous Infant,” a 10- probably not worthy of the time 
year history of television, its prom- of the top agency officers. How- 
ise*' fulfillments and future, will ever, the need for new performers 
^ televised on Nov. 10 on NBC- is pressing in the servicing of va- 

SS TV'5 “Wide Wide World” All rious video shows and some of the 
wt«yJSni networks will cooperate _ in top cafes _as well. The hypoed tel- 

4 Bonanza Musicals 
Four Broadway legits topped 

the $60,000 gross mark last 
week in what Is believed to 
be unprecedented Main Stem 
business. All four were mu¬ 
sicals with top ticket prices 
varying from $7.50-$9.20. 

The longrun “My Fair 
Lady,”' has been grossing a 
steady $68,700 at $8.05 top, 
while another longrun entry, 
“Happy Hunting” climbed to 
$62,100, also $8.05 top. 

“New Girl in Town” is 
scaled, to a $9.20 weekend top, 
and “West Side Story” has a 
$7.50 top. “Girl” nabbed just 
over $60,000. “Story” regis¬ 
tered $60,100. 

Revised Pitch 
For FDR Theatre 

Washington, Oct, 22. 

‘ t0*** ***™ ^-(Continued o. pig. y»_ ^ 

UtfSSJSSS Semi Annual Hysterics in Film Trade 
metropolitan area, the strong man ____ „ ^ ^ . . HJ..r of radio and the nighttime listen- 

No Way to Run a Bmmess’-Wanger SsgSSSHS 
Bd Ernie dHe«Y«k’S A SPSS'S 

fnmiUnilWrTlMl SaB Srm itself plus the development of “the lowedte w^ck^iri” *hOUld ^ al" tion, distribution and exhibition. of it, Variety’s art director, Jimmy 
iKUSuTOBWednl Doll uCCu same character find Standards of ^ reniving to the ProDhets of These three segments of the in- Antonori, _is well on the way to 
. (in IflnXm TV ILarl Iktr other American industries” would d<Tm Wa^er adoot^ a ^eS dustry, he maintained, are com- recovery blowing an emergency 

Ut LeeaOi TV Heir Uay prevent the senn-annual pames of fook-it fte&cts” manner, pointed Pletely out of tune with modern 
- London, Oct, 22. thefilm biz and the downteatmg oUt that ^ all thg time he>s ^ merchandisingrend the changes m W^ersbam m^itaj, NewYmk, 

The Royal Commonwealth Ball that m currently being “heard ass0ciated with the industry he the attitude of the American pub- "J—J 
Aeld for Queen Elizabeth and from Wall Street to Vine Street,” St ^ne acroK anrtbiSg^om- He in the past 25 year*. For ex- 
Frinoe. PMUp. in -New York last veteran producer Walter Wanger pareble^o^he^^gross«Sat some ample, he noted that advertising Wood despite four normal transfu- 
night -(Mon.)- wa& seen on television declared in N.Y. this week in a to? JSiSS radc techniques have changed so dras- S10J£ .. ... .. .. 
today throughout Britain just as comprehensive observation of "the today's market. P tically that a mere glance at mag- When medicos teimd they needed 
the royal party Was returning to ailments of the picture business. Coa&t oneration of azines published today and 25 a/are ^ Wood for an inmedi- 
Loadonofrom.ite Hhday Canadian “These-.semi-annual panics^ he thf bl L ^ a|o woifid r^ult In start- 

f r^ f said, “are due to faulty manage- Wanger noted ttiat the°“humtm ling revelations. “The American Sw lS\X%HOM WOV 
mto^^up^ftte teHn^de a “‘S* **d**0?<i elemlnt”-that is, the throwing of public in the last 25 years has been w™ttoto^S ^itha 
hot kinescope of the Program the fiL »?ya* employees of long stand' technicians and other studio work- catered to by all individuals and reSp0nse from listeners so gratify- 
same- night -and flew it to London, • ers out of work because of the services which have given them ev- ing that the hospital switchboard 
shortly before the royal party it- He Emphasized that the film perennial Industry hysterics — has ery possible accommodation. The lit up for hours. More than enough 
seif took off for England. Kine- business was not a “fly-by-night been largely eliminated “thanks taste involved in this is unbe- of the desired plasma was instant- 
scope arrived today shortly ahead setup,” but that it "was a great to our new sponsor—television.” lieveable, he^commented. ly forthcoming. As a commentary 
of tbe Queen and was telecast by American : institution which the As a consequence, he said, the In comparison, he stated, the on radio—and more important, 
BBC-TV during the day, {whole world respects and which the finger of blame for the status of (Continued on page 75) people—it rates heartfelt congrats. 
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Semi-Annual Hysterics in Film Trade 
Wo Way to Run a Business9—Wanger 



Royalty's Party Hears Civil War Sing; 
Ike Personally Booked Fred Waring 
By FLORENCE LOWE 

Washington, Oct. 22. 
Believed to have been President 

Eisenhower’s personal booking, 
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians pro¬ 
vided a one-hour entertainment, 
calculatedly laden with Americana, 
for the 90 high protocol guests at 
the White House honoring Queen 
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip. 
Some 200 Government figures 
swelled the audience following the 
banquet proper. Diversion ran un¬ 
til 12:20, well beyond usual cur¬ 
few for affairs of state. 

Waring scored a triumph by en¬ 
listing his glittering audience in a 
group-singing version of “Battle 
Hymn of the Republic.” It was 
President Eisenhower himself, 
playing “straight man” to Waring’s 
comic bit, who sparked this lively 
business by demanding why the 
Civil War tune had been omitted, 
despite its listing on the printed 
program. Waring, falling in with 
the Presidential humor, pleaded 
lack of preparation, but agreed to 
try the stirring hymn if his gold- 
plated audience would participate. 

The highly publicized, and near- 
disastrous mishap to terper Marge 
Champion’s dancing costume failed 
to spoil the show which highlighted 
dinner given by Secretary of State 
and Mrs. Dulles. In fact, husband 
Gower Champion turned the acci¬ 
dent, and the resulting curtailment 
of the act, to an advantage by get¬ 
ting a royal laugh with his expla¬ 
nation that “the big things of life 
often hang upon very little things." 

Jane Powell, eye-filling in a 

(Continued on page 75) 

FRANCOISE SAGAN TO 
STAGE own ballet 

Paris, Oct 22. 
Young bestseller authoress Fran- 

coise Sagan (“Bonjour Tristesse” 
“A Certain Smile”) after having 
tried songwriting and playwriting, 
now winding a ballet of two and a 
half hours length (only one hour 
will have music, the rest will be 
mime) which she would like Gene 
Kelly to do here with a special 
pickup Continental terp company; 
Georges Skibine is to choreograph 
and Michel Magne is dping the 
music. It would open at the The¬ 
atre Des Champs Elysees late this 
season. 

Miss Sagan is to direct this bal¬ 
let-mime herself and Bernard Buf¬ 
fet is to do the sets, with composer 
"Magne the batoning. It concerns 
a young man who has the first date 
with a girl he loves in which they 
can be alone. She does not show 
and he gels drunk, goes on 4 the 
town but it does not help. He 
tries to commit suicide but fails 
and finally realizes the illusion 
was worth the girl and goes off 
happy. 

Miss Sagan is now picking the 
company and will use an unknown 
if Kelly is unavailable., • 

Cap!n Billy Bryant To 
London on Traveller’ 

j Cap’n Billy Bryant, one of the 

: last of the Missouri River show- 

Critics Being Themselves 
Stir Civic Distress in 

! Detroit Over Acoustics 
Detroit, Oct. 22. 

The Music Critics Assn., at its 
recent meeting here, stirred up a 
civic squabble over the acoustical 
properties of the new 2,900-seat, 
$5,700,000 Ford Auditorium. Paul 
Hume, music critic for The Wash¬ 
ington Post pointed out that his 
colleagues’ reviews of a Detroit 
Symph concert had found fault 
with the hall’s acoustics. 

Hume said the “sound is dis¬ 
torted and made to seem relative¬ 
ly lifeless. The new Kanzler Mem¬ 
orial organ is one of the great in¬ 
struments in the country; it is mag¬ 
nificent. But people are saying it 
sounds harsh and strident. It is 
not the fault of the organ. Many 
things can be done to improve the 
situation,” 

Harold Schonberg, one of the 
New York Times music critics, said 
the auditorium has little reverber¬ 
ating quality—“it tends to make 
all instruments sound dead.” 

Following that sort of criticism, 
a firm of consultants in acoustics 
was engaged. The rear wall of the 
stage was moved forward and other 
work will be done in an effort to 
correct the situation. 

i boat skippers, sailed on the SS 

■Liberie last week on holiday and 

,a ballyhoo trip having to do with 

| the C. V. Whitney film production, 

: “Missouri -Traveller” (Buena Yista 

] release), in which he makes his 

: Hollywood debut. 

The hoopla is incidental al¬ 
though, as a writer, he plans to 
da a couple of features on the 
American show boat form of show 
biz. Prime purpose of his trip is 
to spend the Christmas ’ holidays 
with his daughter Betty (Mrs. Jack 
Harrod), now resident in Lon¬ 
don. She, too, trouped with her 
father. 

1st Bar in German Cinema 
Hamburg, Oct, 15. 

Streit Theatre, J. Arthur Rank 

house opened recently here, is the 

first cinema in Germany to obtain 

a permit for a bar. And the added 
payoff in. champagne and .beer 
patrons is adding nicely to the 
theatre income. " ' 

At first balked at by the city 
authorities, permit was finally 
given to install the modern cock- 

| tail lounge in the theatre, since the 
| Rank theatre chain director, Joa¬ 
chim BernaU, had previously ar¬ 

ranged for a private bar license. 
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L. B. Mayer Very Low’ 

v- San Francisco, Oct. 22. 
Louis B. Mayer, former produc¬ 

tion boss of the Metro studios and 
a key figure iff the recent LoeVs 
proxy battle, was reported in criti¬ 
cal condition in nearby Palo Alto, 
where he’s been hospitalized for 
the past few weeks. Doctors re¬ 
ported his condition as. "very low.” 

Mayer’s been confined to his bed 
with anemia and mysterious com¬ 
plications, and his condition took 
a severe turn for the worse today 
(Tues.). 

Fever-Chart Up, 
B.O. Down in Chi 

Chicago, Oct. 22. 
Asian flu is taking a double 

swipe at the local show biz Scene, 
hitting both the boxofflce and the 
performers. Nitery attendance has 
been off, and: the ops are blaming 
it on the flu. Theatres attribute at 
least part of the weak boxofflce to 
a fear of the disease, and certain 
theatremen have observed that this 
past August was the only month of 
1957 that outgrossed the «ame 
month of 1956 because, for the 
first time, there was no polio 
scare. 

Among those sidelined by the 
disease was Renata Tebaldi of the 
Lyric Opera, who at last minute 
cancelled out of “Otello” because 
of it. Two of her colleagues, Tito 
Gobbi and Mario Del Monaco, also 
were stricken but worked anyhow. 
Folksinger Pete Seeger gave three 
concerts at the U. of Chicago last 
Week, although ill, while Odetta 
cancelled a folk concert in Lake 
Forest because of the flu bug. An¬ 
other folksinger, Glenn Yarbrough, 
absented himself from his Gate of 
Horn engagement for nearly a 
week to recover, and Jeril Deane, 
featured singer on ABN’s “Break¬ 
fast Club,” missed all of last week 
on the show when she was stricken. 

Dodger-Less WOR-TV 
Dickers for Pickup 

Of Out-of-Town Clubs 
WOR-TV, N.Y., which is losing 

the Brooklyn Dodger game tele¬ 
oasts with the moveout of the 
Dodgers to Los Angeles, is dicker¬ 
ing with various major league base¬ 
ball clubs to bring out-of-town club 
telecasts to New York. 

Only major Teague club remain¬ 
ing in New York is the Yankees, 
whose games are telecast by WPIX, 
the New York Daily News indie. 

WOR-TV also is exploring the 
possibility of telecasting a projected 
International League entry, seeking 
a franchise in Jersey City., 

Among the teams the RKO Tele¬ 
radio New York flagship station is 
negotiating with is the Philadelphia 
Phillies. 

Favorable factors weighing in 
favor of the. Phillies are: (1) the 
belief that the proximity of Phila¬ 
delphia to New York might work 

(Continued on page 75) 

Israeli Bans Yank 
‘China* for Cruelty 

Tel Aviv, Oct. 15. 
Israeli film censorship hoard, a 

government authority, has banned 
20th-Fox’s “Gates of China.” The 
censors argue that the film .disr 
plays‘cruelty in an excessive man¬ 
ner, shows Russian and Chinese 
soldiers “like monsters,” and im¬ 
plies that their'character .and be¬ 
havior are representative of the 
leaders of their respective coun¬ 
tries. 

The much-discussed banning , of 
German-language* films has- taken 
a new turn. The censors now 
permit the showing of German- 
speaking pix of Austrian and Swiss 
make while pix origirfating from 
Germany are not yet imported. It 
is reported that the Maria Schell 
picture, “Rosh Bernd,” is to he 
released in Israel soon. An odd 
problem confronts the board on 
the .Austrian pic “Sissy.” In a 
royal landing scene, the Austrian 
national anthem is played, and 
it has been composed for Austria 
-by Franz Joseph Haydn, it also 
serves as Germany’s national an¬ 
them “Deutschland, Deutschland 
uher alles” (Germany Above All) 
and naturally, arouses painful feel¬ 
ings in many of Israel’s popula¬ 
tion. 

No Sabbath Ere Shows 
By Israeli Dance Group 

At London’s Drury Lane 
z London, Oct. 22. 

The Drury Lane Theatre will 
shutter Friday eves during the 
forthcoming engagement of Inbal, 
Israeli dance troupe, at the express 
demand of Britain’s rabbis. There 
was considerable hullaballoo • in 
London a year ago when the Ka-j 
mlnska Yiddish Theatre of Warsaw | 

[played the Winter Garden and 
j played a normal performance 
schedule, some religious-minded 

| Jews in London going so far as to 
[picket the theatre because of its 
Sabbath ete performances. 

[ This time the request from the 
I rabbis, came to Prince Littler offi- 
[ daily and, especially in light of the 
[troupe’s semi-official Israeli gov- 
| eminent connection, it was thought 
wisest not to risk criticism, al¬ 
though it means losing two nights 

! a week, since Sunday playing is 
illegal in London. 

/lyme . Disclaims Play 
Being Anti-American 

Paris, Oct. 15. 

Marcel Aynie ..went on record 
here this Week, before the opening 
of his new play, “La Mouche 
Bleue” (The Blue Fly), at the 
Comedie des Champs-Elysees', that 
this piece is in no way anti-Amer¬ 
ican as claimed by many, news¬ 
papers. Ayme said that during a 
short sojourn ih the U.S. he saw 
many Yank films and plays, and- 
read many books,xbut rarely made 
out the average American in them. 
His new play would have them in 
evidence, hut he found them sym¬ 
pathetic. However, he has satirized 
them hut he says it was without 
any antipathy or dislike. Ayme 
claims he likes Americans very 

■much. 
Ayme stated that his hero was 

an American who dealt in ideas 
and was scared blue of losing his 
job. He had a secretary who helped 
him and this business Setup turned 
to love.^He maintained that this 
serious flaw of competition and 
the need to keep up appearances 
had become a part of. French life, 
too. 

Author Roeburt Hooks Up 
Berle on Script Deals 

John Roeburt, who has scripted"’ 
William Gargan’s tv whodunit ser¬ 
ies, done several books built around 
his “ ‘Tough Cop” Johnny Deve- 
reaux character, etc., has formed 
a literary partnership with Milton 
Berle. They have two parallel 
projects in work, one a sophisti¬ 
cated whodunit for book and even¬ 
tual screenplay treatment, and the 
other is a melodrama for legit pro¬ 
duction. 

Meantime Roebuft’s suspense 
novel, “The Climate of Hell,” is be¬ 
ing published by Abelard-Scbuman, 
with Gold Medal to do the paper¬ 
back reprint, and his next Simon 
& Schuster book, “The Garden of 
Evil,” again focuses around the 
“Johnny Devereaux” copy. 

Syria Bitter On 
Damascus Pullout 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Commenting on a cabled United 

press yarn from Damascus, Syria, 
that .the International Fair direc¬ 
tors there are consulting lawyers 
on the possibility of bringing suit 
against the Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra for breach of contract, 
orchestra Spokesmen here said “it 
would he difficult for anyone to 
sue us.” 

The reason for the difficulty, they 
explained, was that the orchestra 
itself had nothing to do with can¬ 
celing the scheduled Damascus 
Fair appearance. 

All arrangements for the Near 
East tour, including a Damascus 
concert, were handled by the 
American National Theatre & Acad¬ 
emy, which is a semi-official agency, 
chartered by Congress, 25 years 
ago and now working for the State 
Dept, to arrange overseas' cultural 
tours. And, it was pointed out, 
"the orchestra it?el£.;hji<J no choice 
in the matter and was not con¬ 
sulted on any tour changes.” 

The. Fair took place just after 
Syria announced charges of an al¬ 
leged American plot against the 
Syrian government and at a time 
when relations between the two 
countries reached a new low. Fair 
officials assert the orchestra broke 
its agreement for the September 
concert just 15 days before the 
Fair’s opening, “thus causing con¬ 
siderable material and moral 
losses.” 

Pope to Dedicate New 
Radio Center in Rome; 

Will Speak to World 
Rome, Oct. 22. 

Pope Pius XII wiu inaugurate 
and dedicate the new Vatican Ra^ 
dio Transmitting Center next Sun¬ 
day (27) at 10:30 a.m. Following 
initlial ceremonies, the Pontiff will 
address a message to* the world in 
Latin. New Center, begun ih 1955 
and just completed, Is located some 
12 miles northeast of here on land 
which was granted extraterritorial 
rights via a Vatican-Italian conven¬ 
tion of 1951. Known as Santa 
Maria di Galeria, site is near the 
town of CesanO. 

Vatican expansion in the field 
of radio has been carried out in 
two phases. First saw develop¬ 
ment and updating of studio facili¬ 
ties in' the Palace of Leo Xin, 
now among the most modem in the 

(Continued on page 13) 

Hilton’s LL Degree 
Hotel, chain head Conrad N. 

Hilton is being awarded an honor¬ 
ary degree of Doctor of Laws today 
(Wed.) at Adelphi College, ..Garden 
City, L. I., “in recognition of his 
outstanding contribution to health, 
education and welfare as a lay¬ 
man.” "■ ‘ , 

Hilton also has honorary degrees 
from the U. of Detroit, De Paul U. 
of Chicago and his own alma mater, 
New Mexico School of Mines, 
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Italians to Produce-In Hollywood 
While American-based producers are traveling the world over 

with their film projects, a couple of Italian picture-makers have 
a deal Set to work in Hollywood. Carlo Pontl and Marcello Girosi, 
in partnership, are set to make two films in association with Para* 
mount at the company’s Coast lot. Both are to -atar Sophia Loren, 

-Ponti’s wife, and are to roll in 1958. 
Properties, as yet unset, must be agreed to by Par as well as 

the producer combo under “the profit-sharing arrangement. It's 
understood that Par will provide the financing, and, of course, 
will take distribution rights along with the profits split. 

* Under consideration for filming are “Blaze- of the Sun,” French 
novel by Jean Hougron; “Bahia,” Brazilian novel by Jorge Amado; 
Chekhov’s “The Three Sisters” and an original screenplay by Cy 

\ Howard. , * 

United Artists Borrows Production 
Capital From Three Theatre Chains 

In a new' twisty in intra-trade af-t 
fairs, a trio of top circuits are pro- f 
viding a film company with pro¬ 
duction capital. Deal is set for 
United. Artists to borrow $3,500,- 
000 from RKO Theatres, .Loew’s 
theatres and United Paramount 

Long negotiated for by UA 
board chairman - Robert S. Benja¬ 
min; the money is to be used > in 
pursuing the company’s expanded 
film-making program. Key angle 
is that while UA is in good finan¬ 
cial shape, tightened money eon- 

•ditions' around the country have 
meant a ceiling on credits from 
banking sources. 
. It was. anticipation of such a 
situation that Benjamin first ap¬ 
proached the -theatremen for 
financing last year. The plan as 
then blueprinted was to set exhib 
borrowing in addition to a public 
stock issue as a means of broad¬ 
ening the .UA financial base. 

UA stock went on the market 
this year, first on an over-the- 
counter basis and now on the New 
York Stock Exchange. 
- Transaction, while obviously 
bespeaking confidence in the dls- 
tributor-financierV operation, also 
represents another move on the 
pant of exhibition to assure an 
adequate- product supply. Loans 
provide no preemptive rights to 
any UA pictures, but simply mean 
for the exhibs that more pictures 

(Continued on page 22) 

Germafts Win Hearing On 
General Aniline; But Stitt 

Refuse Ownership Data 
. Washington Oct. 22. 

The' U.S. Supreme Court last 
week stepped .into the long legal 
fight for control of General Ani¬ 
line & Film Co.,,, one of the major 
producers -of motion picture raw 
stock as well as other items. Court 
will again hear argument in the 
fight by Interhandel (I.G. Chemie). 
to regain the stock seized by. the 
UJ5. Government during World 
War II, Justice Dept, took over 
93% . of General Aniline, stock at 
that time, charging- the company 
With being controlled by I. G. Far- 
ben. Interhandel contends it is not 
controlled, but has refused to open 
Its books and disclose its stock¬ 
holders. 

Meantime, it has been fighting 
the plan of the Justice Dept, to 
place General Aniline on the auc¬ 
tion block. 

PUFFER -SUES ANITA EKBERG 

Weiss Seeks Disclosure of Actress 
’Earnings for Publicity Suit* 

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 
Anita Ekberg has failed to pay 

any money due under a contract 
calling for 5% of her income for 
publicity services, praiser Milton 
Weiss charged in a Superior Court 
action filed here. Weiss also asked 
the court for an accounting of the 
actress’ ' Warnings to determine 
Whether his estimate of $12,000 due 
is actually under the amount in¬ 
volved. * . 

Weiss said Miss Ekberg signed a 
contract on Feb. 2, 1955, agree¬ 
ing to pay the 5% fee on her gross 
earnings, except in those periods 
when her income fell below $500; 
per week. To date, he contended, 
she has failed to pay anything.' 

UA Trading Down 
Short interest trading in 

United Artists fell off this 
month. As of Oct. 15, 5,747 
shares were in short position, 
meaning the investors in this 
amount of stock are influenced 
by an anticipated decline in 
trading price. 

Short interest UA shares 
amounted to 14,596 a 
month ago. Company has 421,- 
255 shares listed on the New 
York Stock Exchange. 

Columbia Backs 

Jn the period of one year, Co- 
lumbra’s advances to outside pro¬ 
ducers shot up to $30,760,000. This 
is the . amount Col had riding on 
indie fllm-makers as of the end of 
its 1957 fiscal year (June 29) and 
represents an—increase of nearly 
100% over the $15,403,500 so out¬ 
standing the year previous. 

Such advances are recoverable 
i for the most part from Col’s dis¬ 
tribution revenues. 

The $3Q-Mil-plus figure show$ 
the increased emphasis, which Col 
(and the major Studios in general) 
are placing on tieups with indie 
inventories, including pictures re¬ 
leased less amortization, those com¬ 
pleted and not yet in release, those 
in process, and other related in¬ 
vestments, amounted to a total of 
$43,327,562. ~ 

Breaking this down, it means 
that Col has nearly 75% of its over¬ 
all production investment staked 
on the Indies, and slightly over 25% 
on its own studio projects. 

Col provides the “outsiders” with 
the financing and shares profits on 
various formula ’arrangements as 
well as taking distribution rights. 

Wayne, in Japan For 
'Harris’ Production, Tabs 

Western Tops on Screen 
Tokyo, Oct. 15. 

John Wayne, here to play the 
title role in “The Townsend Har¬ 
ris Story'* (20th), called the West¬ 
ern the best type of film to fulfill 
the potential of the motion picture 
medium,' and credited the horse 
with its success. Wayne, who has 
long done his beat in Western 
pix, told Variety; “The advantage 
of motion pictures is that you can 
show action and movement) and 
the greatest vehicle found so far 
to give action on the screen is the 
horse. ’ 

“You can show, speed with a 
motorcycle or power-with a loco¬ 
motive bearing' down,” he con- 
turned, “blit It doesn’t give the 
power that a horse does. It is con¬ 
nected with a tradition of America 
and it is the greatest way.to show 
action. Yet, they’ve cheated the 
public a great deal and made a lot 
that weren’t worthy of the people’s 
efforts. But if you make a good 

(Continued On page 17) 

See Stormy AA Annual Meet in Wake 
Of $1,783,910 Loss; Officers Take 

Pay Cuts, Stock Option Plan Dies’ The film industry has quietly 
launched a campaign to dispel a 
rumor that is reportedly sweep¬ 
ing the nation that the screen hits 
now scheduled for theatre presen- 
.tation will soon be released for 
free television viewing. No one 
Seems to know just how the finan¬ 
cially dangerous misconception 
started, but reports have ‘ been? 
coming in from all parts of the 
country that potential patrons are 
taking the view of “why should I 
pay to see this picture? I'll soon 
see. it for nothing on tv.” 

Although it is hard td trace how 
the false rumor started, it's believ¬ 
ed that part of the misunderstand¬ 
ing has resulted from new&jstories 
about negotiations with the Guilds 
for arrangements to release to tv 
films made after 1948. 

Another factor 'possibly respons¬ 
ible for the rumors, it’s thought, 
may he the fact that a few new 
films have been made available for 
the experimental “cable' theatre” 
in Bartlesville, Oklahoma. In com¬ 
menting. on the Bartlesville situa¬ 
tion, the industry is taking the po¬ 
sition that this is still a mere ex¬ 
periment involving less than 300 
private homes and that extension 
of the idea may be years away due 
to excessive costs. 

Taking a leading role in the. 
campaign to wipeout the rubor of 
the early availability of current 
product on home tv screens is Er¬ 
nie Emerling, Loew’s Tneatres 
pub-ad chief. Emerling has prepar¬ 
ed a special story for distribution 

j to film editors and critics through¬ 
out. the country. In the atory, 
which Emerling hopes* the local 
newspapers will publish, the Loew’s 
pub-ad topper notes that “the 
smart television boys aren't doing 
anything't5 prevent the misleading 
rumors.” According to Emerling, 
they announce “the best from 

♦MGM” and “the best from Warner 
Bros.,’r etc, ‘hut What they reaily 
mean,” Emerling notes, “but do 
not say is the best of old, old films 
—not any of the new ones.”* 

Emerling stresses that as of now 
none of Hollywood’s important 

. (Continued on page 4) 

The influenza “epidemic” and 
scare over the'Asian type germ 
is taking the rap in many key 
cities, covered by Variety this week 
for the lagghrd status of biz. How¬ 
ever, many exhibitors blame the 
short supply of really strong pic¬ 
tures for the slow b. o. pace. The 
films out in release which are do¬ 
ing much at the wickets, are few 
and far between. 

Again the Mike Todd pic, 
“Around the World in 80 Days” 
(UA), Js easy champ. Some keys 
reported the hoopla over the anni 
party in the N.Y. Madison Square 
Garden actually boosted biz. And 
bigger cities like N.Y. and Chi 
noted a big pickup in advance 
sales. “Joker Is Wild” (Par), play¬ 
ing in some 17 key spots this round, 
is finishing second, the same as a 
week ago. 

“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬ 
erama) is winding up third while 
“Search For Paradise,” also a Cine¬ 
rama subject, is capturing fourth 
mone$r. 

“No Down Payment” (20th) is 
taking fifth -position despite rather 
routine showings in numerous keys, 
“Black Scorpion” (WB) Is landing 
in sixth spot. 

“Jet Pilot” <U), long high on 
the list, is finishing seventh. It 
was third last session: “Helen Mor¬ 
gan Story” (WB) Is showing enough 
to wind in eighth place ’While “Un¬ 
til They Sail” (M-G) founds out 
the Top Nine pix. i 

“Story of Esther Costello” (Col) 
and “Devil’s Hairpin”; (Par) are 
the runner-up films. 

There are not many new pix, 

McGraw Turning Over 
Hollywood, Oct 22. 

Frank Sinatra, referring to 
Kim Kovak, says in Colum¬ 
bia's “Pal Joey”: “She can 
always pitch for the New 
York Giants.” 

But after the press preview 
at the Egyptian theatre last 
week, Col hastily redubbed 
the gag line to make it “San 
Francisco ' -Giants,” inasmuch 

"as the Giants are moving to 
San Francisco, which is the 
locale of “Joey” incidentally. 

Economic Trend 
Forces Return 

To Originals? 
Hollywood, Oct, 22. 

Arthur Loew:Jr., prefers team¬ 
ing up with writers in co-produc¬ 
tion deals, rather than directors or 
actors. 

The young producer believes 
that because of the sky-high prices 
being jockeyed up on plays and 
other important literary works, the 
independent producers today are 
forced to turn more and more to 
originals. A trend which has the 
effect of creating new markets for 
scripters as well as bringing fresh 
and unusual ideas to the screen. 

“A producer who forms' an asso¬ 
ciation with an actor or a director 
still doesn’t have his story prop¬ 
erty problem solved,” Loew said. 
“A producer who associates him-- 
self with a top writer has already 
solved his story problem.” 

Independents usually cannot af¬ 
ford lie whopping prices paid by 

(Continued on page 67) 

just being launched, that show 
much promise. However, “Mad 
Ball” (Col)' is rated big in Boston. 
“Hear Me Good” (Far) shapes 
highly disappointing in Balto. “In¬ 
visible Boy” (M-G), okay in Frisco, 
is rated sad to-poor in Pittsburgh, 
JJortland, Seattle and Washington. 

“Raintree County” m*>G>, okay 
in Louisville, looms hefty in L.A. 
“Young and Dangerous (20th), also 
new, is fairish in Cincy, milcUin 
Providence, thin in Frisco and Buf¬ 
falo, and slow in Pitt, Denver and 
L.A. “Slim Carter” (U), another 
newie, shapes good in Denver but 
light in Minneapolis. “Portland Ex¬ 
pose” (AA), looms fairish in Omaha 
and Boston, but djrab in Indianapo¬ 
lis, Frisco,. Providence and Cleve¬ 
land. 

“10 Commandments” (Par), great 
in N.Y., is solid in. Chi and Toronto. 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) looks big 
In Toronto and okay in Philly. _ 

“Unknown La_td” (U) is rated big 
in Chi. ? “Interlude,” from same 
company, is good in L.A. and De¬ 
troit, “Perri” (BV), big in Chi, Is 
nice in L.A. 

“Silken Affair”. (DCA) shapes 
fast in ChL “Action of Tiger” 
(M-G) is okay in Toronto. “Tammy 
and Bachelor” (U) is hangup in 

“Escapade in Japan” (U), good 
in Frisco, looks quiet in Philly. 
"Girl in Black Stockings” (UA) is 
rated fair in Denver. 

“Three Faces of Eve” (20th), okay 
in L~A., is. fair in Chi. “Doctor at 
Large” (U) looms okay in Boston. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports 
on Pages 8-9). 

Annual meeting of Allied Artists 
in Hollywood Npv. 1$ may well de¬ 
velop into a stockholders’'sounding 
board oh why the company dropped 
$1,783,910 on operations through 
the fiscal year ended June 29,1957, 
despite a climb of gross income to 
$18,138,000. Prexy Steve Broidy, 
apparently sensing a profitless 
year, himself Voluntarily revised 
his employment pact whereby he 
passed up the sales commission he 
was entitled to. 

Revision meant a $56,034 cut in 
Broidy’s aggregate pay In the last 
fiscal year from $108,034 to $52,000. 
In fact, every other officer earn¬ 
ing over $30,000 also has taken 
cuts in varying amounts according 
to the company’s proxy statement. 
George D. Burrows, exec v.p. and 
treasurer who received $53,866 in 
fiscal '56, this year was paid $52,- 
000. L*kewise, v.p. G. Ralph Bran- 
ton’s $53,866 was trimmed to a 
similar $52,000. 

Broidy's explanation for declin¬ 
ing profits in his annual report 
names “a further reduction in thea¬ 
tre attendance” as the bogeyman. 
This reduction, he pointed out, 
“was greater in medium priced 
pictures (which constituted our 
principal product) than the indus¬ 
try’s experience in other type pic-, 
tures.” He added that “corrective 
steps” have been taken in light of 
the “unfavorable market condi¬ 
tions.” 

Confirming trade reports, Broidy 

(Continued on page 15) 

Mrs. Dawson, Peered At 
Neglect of Women's Angle, 

Decamps MPAA Position 
Mrs. M. Henry (Marjorie) Daw¬ 

son has bowed out as associate di¬ 
rector of community relations at 
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬ 
ica as well as editor of the so- 
called Green Sheet, which pub¬ 
lishes via MPAA cooperation the 
composite, reviews of 13 national 
organizations with a claimed mem¬ 
bership of 40,000,000. Mrs. Dawson, 
who in effect was the MPAA mem¬ 
ber film companies’ contact with 

I the .“women's world,” is leaving be- 
|, cause of what are termed “basic _ 
dliferences.” 

Mrs. Dawson states that in the 
past 11 years*of MPAA association 
she previewed 4,000 feature pro¬ 
ductions, both domestic and for¬ 
eign. In addition she served as 
director of the National Children’s 
Film Library. 

She has expressed herself as feel¬ 
ing strongly that the industry alien¬ 
ated the women’s audience;. Al¬ 
though many excellent femme-ap¬ 
peal pictures have been made, says 
Mrs. Dawson, the trade hasn’t sold 
these in terms of femme language 
(as would be employed by'the pro¬ 
fessional psychologist) and through 
such media as the women’s and 
super-market magazines, instead 
has used* the “dual readership” 
publications. 

MPAA reps were silent re her 
departure. 

ODELL, EX-EMPLOYEE, 
NEW UA PRODUCER 

United Artists is talcing on the 
distribution of a couple of pictures 
to be made by a former employee 
who left the company to engage in 
exhibition and is now moving into 
production. He’s J." Harold Odell, 
erstwhile UA branch manager in 
San Juan and now v.p. of the Com¬ 
monwealth Management Corp. of 
Puerto Rico, which operates 52 
theatres. 
_ Arnold M. Picker, UA’s foreign 
distribution chief, reported this 
week that Odell is set to make * 
“Counterplot” and “Machete” 
shortly in P. R. with casts indicat¬ 
ing limited budgets, with UA to 
release. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Still Lagging;‘8Q Days’ Again Champ, ‘Joker’ 

2d, ‘Wonders’ 3d, ‘Search’ 4th, ‘Payment’ 5th 
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Fetters on Printing ‘Jet Pilot,’ Says 
Uin 

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 
Argument over whether RKO de¬ 

livered “Jet Pilot” to Universal on 
time has led to ^ $324,757.26 law¬ 
suit based on the agreement under 
which Universal has been distrib¬ 
uting RKO prpduct for the last 
several months. RKO filed the Su¬ 
perior Court action, asking for de¬ 
claratory relief. 
, RKO said it signed a distribu¬ 
tion agreement on Jan. 21 under 
which U was to distribute a block 
of pictures, among which “Jet 
Jilot” was of great importance. 
Universal was to take 15% of the 
gross as its fee, but could take an 
additional 10% off the grosses of 
other films in the group if “Jet 
Pilot” were not available by June 1. 

RKO says it gave Universal the 
right to place a “print order with 
Technicolor on May 23, this con¬ 
stituting delivery. However, Uni¬ 
versal reported that Technicolor 
had said it was under orders not to 
release the prints and RKO subse¬ 
quently cleared the matter up and 
prints were delivered for dis¬ 
tribution. 

Universal, however, applied the 
terms of the additional 10% levy 
and has thus far collected $324,- 
757.26 in excess of its regular 15% 
fee, RKO contends, and asks that 
the court order this money re¬ 
turned on the grounds that there 
actually was no delay in delivery 
of “Jet Pilot.” 

YANKS* LONDON POW NOV, 5 

Griffith Johnson to Join Export 
Assn. Colleagues There ' 

European representatives, of the 
Motion Picture Export Assn, are 
skedded to meet and review the 
situation in their respective ter¬ 
ritories in London Nov. 5, Similar 
powwow was staged last spring in 
Rome, 

Griffith Johnson, MPEA v.p., is 
due to leave N.Y. for the Contin¬ 
ent tomorrow (Thurs.) and will 
chair the London meet. He’s first 
going to Stockholm, from there to 
Copenhagen, and from there to 
Paris and London. 

London confabs will last two 
days. 

Island in Sun’At 
Georgia Ozoner, 

But Not Long 
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 22. 

Darryl F. Zanuck’s filmization of 
Alec Waugh’s “Island in the Sun” 
opened a run Sunday (20) at Star¬ 
light (Twin) Drive-In Theatre,, 
owned and operated by Georgia 
Theatre Co. Since this outdoor 
showcase has two separate screens, 
pic is being shown four times 
nightly. 

A large f4-col - 8 inches) ad in 
Sunday Journal-Constitution an¬ 
nounced booking of pic and there 
was no comment in print from 
either amusement editor concern¬ 
ing showing of controversial 20th- 
Fox film. 

One line in advert read “Adults 
85c,” with no mention of price for 
kids. This is a first-run engage¬ 
ment. 

Muster Now To 
Fight Summer 
Time as‘Poison 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Claiming much boxoffice dam¬ 

age from their first non-wartime 
daylight saving time experience 
the past summer, Minnesota ex¬ 
hibitors are enlis'ing important 
allies in their fight to knock it out 
for next summer. 

At its convention the State 
Grange, one of the leading farm¬ 
ers’ organizations, hit out against 
DST and made known they’d join 
forces with *he exhibitors to rele¬ 
gate it to the scrapheap. 

As the first step to reopen the 
matter, the Grange adopted a 
resolution demanding that the 
state quit tampering with time 
and return to central standard 
time. 

The Minnesota Farm Bureau, 
another large farmers’ body, also 
has been vocal opponents of DST 
and at its annual convention next 
month is expected to adopt a simi¬ 
lar resolution. 

However, unless the governor 
calls a special legislative session 
DST will prevail next summer. It 
\v;as adopted for two years and the 
lawmakers don’t meet again until 
1959 when it’ll be made an issue. 
Pressure likely will be put on the 
governor to shorten the DST pe¬ 
riod next summer, it’s indicated. 

YOUNGSTEIN:‘HUNTER 
TALKS THRU CHAPEAU’ 
Universal producer Ross Hun¬ 

ter’s. cracks about the plight of in¬ 
dependent film-makers have drawn 

. fire from " Max E.' Youngstein, 
, United Aj-tists v.p. As reported in 
Variety last week. Hunter values 
the backing of a. major studio be¬ 
cause the indie, on his own, is 
called upon to sell his pictures af¬ 
ter he^makes them. 

Yqupgstein, riled by the impli¬ 
cation^ ^tated: 

“To put it mildly, Mr. Hunter is 
talking through his hat about- a 
subject he apparently knows noth¬ 
ing about. He is inferring that in¬ 
dependent producers Sell- their 
own picture?, by themselves. -The 
truth of the matter is that an in¬ 
dependent producer has the right 
to utilize his own staff, hut auto¬ 
matically receives the plus values 

Lo'f the entire United Artists “adver¬ 
tising, publicity and exploitation 
department. 

“It is the combination of’ the 
manpower of the producer, plus 
the distributor, which has produced 
the results that now are a matter 
of record for the past six and a 
half years. As a matter of.fapt, the 
benefits of haying a producer have 
his own people follow a picture 
through from the very inception of 
the idea, to . the end of its release, 
plus the United Artists depart- 

! ment, is a pattern now being fol- 
; lowed to some .extent, by almost. 
' every company in the business. 
4 “All Mr. Hunter bad to do to 

check, was to speak to Mr. Dave 
Lipton of his own company, who is 
certainly one of the best informed 
men in the business.” 

Yanked After One Night * 

Later flash—after four sffow- 
Ings Sunday (two each on the two 
screens), the picture was halted 
under a temporary restraining or¬ 
der. About 1,000 cars were inside 
the ozoner, per manager T. L. Pike, 
but pickets appeared outside. Who 
engineered the demonstration, if 
anybody, js not "established. 

DeKalbjCounty Solicitor Richard 
Bell applied to Superior Court 
Judge Frank Guest. His argu¬ 
ment: The 20th-Fox film consti¬ 
tuted a “public nuisance” and 
caused the assembly in protest of 
a crowd of “a riotous nature.” 

Merits will be argued Nov. 7. 

DEMILLE TO ATTEND 
COMMAND FILM SHOW 

London, Oci. 22. 
Cecil B. DeMille, Jayne Mans¬ 

field, Sophia Loren, Lana Turner 
and William Holden are Holly¬ 
wood personalities who have ac¬ 
cepted invitations to attend the 
Royal Command Film Show in 
London Nov. 4. Among the Brit¬ 
ish stare who have so far been 
lined up to appear at British preem 
of “Les Girls” are George Baker, 
Stanley Baker, Dirk Bogarde, 
Michael Craig, Jack Hawkins, 
Anne Heywood. Kenne h More, 
Heather Sears, Tommy Steele and 
Dorothy Tutin. 

These artists will he presented 
to the Giueen and the presentation 
together with the arrival of the 
royal party, will be shown on 
Closed-circuit large screen tele¬ 
vision at the Odeon Theatre, Lei¬ 
cester Square. 

Exhib Up for Mayor 
Dover, N. H., Oct. 22. 

James P. Nadeau, a theatre 
owner, has been nominated as 
Democratic candidate for mayor in 
Dover’s coming municipal election. 

He won out-in a three-man con¬ 
test, his nearest rival having been 
Atty. T- Casey Moher. 

Showcase House 
Masaichi Nagata, president of 

the Daiei Motion Picture Co. of 
Japan, arrived in New York yester¬ 
day (Tues.) with a plan to acquire 
a theatre for presentation of Nip¬ 
ponese pictures on an exclusive 
basis, presumably to be operated 
in. partnership with local interests. 

Daiei runs such a situation in 
Paris In collaboration with Pathe 
Export. Nagata came to Gotham 
via Washington Where on Monday, 
night he attended a dinner for Jap 
officials given by Eric A. Johnston, 
president- of the Motion Picture 
Assn. Cf America. He leaves Friday 
for London, Paris and Rome, then 
back to Tokyo. He’s also setting 
up distribution deals for new 
Daiei product. 

Flu Beds Miiko Taka 
Washington, Oct. 22. 

The influenza epidemic gouged a 
chunk out of the projected 39-city 
tour to promote William Goetz’ 
“Sayonara.” Miiko Taka, Marlon 
Brando’s leading lady in the pic, 
was put to bed here for several 
days past week, with the “bug.” 

Stops in Boston, Montreal and 
Ottawa were cancelled, with the 
tour picking up this week in To¬ 
ronto. 

Suddenly Everybody’s Tactful 
Not a Mention of AB-PT as a Fait Accompli As 

NT’s Own Ambitions Come Under Discussion 

Washington, Oct. 22. 
Not the least interesting side¬ 

light of the Oct. 10 meeting here 
between officials of the Anti-Trust 
Division and reps of all segments 
of the motion picture industry was 
the way everybody delicately avoid¬ 
ed any mention of American Broad¬ 
casting-Paramount Theatres’ own 
AB-PT film producing subSid. 

The meeting was to collect in- 
j dustry opinion on whether National 
1 Theatres should be permitted to 
enter film production. Yet, despite 

| the fact that AB-PT is another di- 
[vorced circuit and is already in 
production of pictures, the subject 
was regarded as completely taboo. 

The exhibitors didn’t bring it up 
because AB-PT producing means 
more pix for the theatres. 

Other producers and distributors 
didn’t mention it because this giant 
circuit is a good customer and has 
a television affiliate which is a 
market for old films and for new 
ones made especially for video. 

It was, however, in everybody’s 
minds. One conferee said after¬ 
ward that AB-PT might be poten¬ 
tially the new "monster” of the 
industry. It was also suggested that 
this company was potentially the 
next big target for anti-trust ac¬ 
tion. 

For, AB-PT could well become a 
far greater integrated unit within 
the industry than the Big Fivp and 
their theatre circuits; were before di¬ 
vorcement. AB-PT is still picayune 
in production but could grow, it 
was pointed out. Add it owns and 
operates a radio-television network 
which is growing steadily. . 

None of the old Big Five-Para¬ 
mount, Loew’s, Warners, 20th-Fox, 
RKO— ever owned either a radio 
or video web. 

However, the film people here 
on Oct. 10 contended that any pos¬ 
sible action by the Anti-Trust Di¬ 
vision was far in the future and 
had nothing to -dp with the ‘issue 
at hand. 

See-It-on-TV-Soon: A 22% Loss 
-Notice of $he ‘'erroneous” belief that pictures would shortly 

be shown on tv was taken by the Allied Theatre Owners of Illinois. 
The Allied imit Calls attention to a survey recently made by “a 

- leading firm- of- business analysts” which indicated that 22.5% of 
the lost admissions, in July were contributed by those who said 
that they decided to wait to see a picture when it comes on tv. 

According to many theatrerfien, the public .’is beginning to be¬ 
lieve that all theatre entertainment will eventually be on tv. Tele¬ 
vision,. it’s, charged, is educating the public to- think so. In addi¬ 
ction, it’s noted, that the public identifys motion pictures with 

'^Hollywood and not-the local theatre. ’Isn’t it logical for the public 
to assume—since ho one has advised otherwise—that Hollywood 
is now in the living room and not down the street?” it’s asked. 

Allied of Illinois is thinking of. asking its members to stress in 
future, advertising that “this or that picture will not be shown on 
television for so many years.” The exhibitor unit, Of course, notes 
that If theatremen could obtain assurance from the film compa¬ 
nies ‘that their' current product would not be released to tv for 
from five to 10 years it “would be’ a potent selling point in allay¬ 
ing the false ibipresSion which the public harbors in believing that 
every motion picture will ultimately he seen free on tv in the 
very near, future.” 

‘Wail for TV’ 
Continued from-page 3 

films' made after 194fi have become 
available to free tv. He contends 
that the minimum age of tv fea¬ 
tures is 10 years, with most of 
them twice that "venerable age.” 

In hammering his point that it’ll 
he a long time before current pic¬ 
tures appear on free home tv, Em- 
erling quotes a production execu¬ 
tive as saying: “Even if the posi- 
1948 films should eventually be 
released for tv, they would be 
still be 10 or more years old be¬ 
fore that happens. Whatever hap¬ 
pens, it is safe to say that the 
period before release of new films 
to ’free tv should he reckoned in 
terms of years and years — not 
weeks or months as some movie 
fans have been led to believe.” 

As part of his campaign to con¬ 
vince the public that they’re see¬ 
ing vintage films on home televi¬ 
sion, Emerling has been successful 
in inducing a number of newspa¬ 
pers to include the year of release 
of pictures they list as scheduled 
for. tv showing on a particular 
night. He believes that the listing 
of the year represents a.service to 
the newspaper’s readers. 

JuIy^August Biz 
Strong for OPT s 
Houses: Goldenson 

Although there’s downbeat re¬ 
flected in American Broadcasting- 
Paramount Theatres* financial 
statement for the thirdr.or July- 
through-September quarter,, thea¬ 
tre business was "very good” in 
July' and August particularly and 
for the full quarter was ahead of 
last year, Leonard H. Goldenson, 
AB-PT president, stated this week. 
Income from, the broadcasting end 
was oif. 

Goldenson’s disclosure of ton ad¬ 
vance in summer theatre business 
came as somewhat of a surprise, 
initially, in view of the consider¬ 
able talk heard .in the* Industry 
about disappointments during the 
summer months. ' 

Explanation was advanced by a 
distribution v.p.: The film compa¬ 
nies threw such an. abundance of 
important products on the market 
that the first-run theatres partic¬ 
ularly were benefited; the disap¬ 
pointment was in the fact that cer¬ 
tain pictures, because of the sharp 
competition, did * not gross what 
they would have -if such competi¬ 
tion- did not develop. Hurt were i 
several distribs and those exhibs 

(Continued on page 20) I 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Ed. Aaronoff 
Tallulah Bankhead 
Cab Calloway , 
Jerry Devine 
Nina Foch 
Greer Gatson > 
Gus Lampe 
Robert E. Lee 
Alan Jay Lerner 
Viveca Lindfors 
Frederick Loewe 
N. Richard Nash 
Byron Palmer 
Gena Rowlands 
Arnold Schulman 
Franchot Tone 
Janet Waldo 
Hal Wallis 
Ed Wynn 

Warwick Shrinks 
Overhead & Sked, 

Per Columbia 
London, Oct. 22. 

Warwick Films, independent 
company aligned with Columbia 
and headed by A. R. (Cubby) 
Broccoli and Irving Allen, is un¬ 
derway with a retrenchment pro¬ 
gram, including a switch from con¬ 
tinuous produc+ion to operation 
on^ a picture-to-picture basis. Most 
members of the company’s perm¬ 
anent staff are to be pinkslipped’ 
as of December. 

Warwick will retain its Audley 
Square headquarters but is dis¬ 
posing of the Soho Square' build¬ 
ing acquired last year from Re¬ 
public. 

Allen stated today (Tues.) the 
moves were influenced by the in¬ 
dustry trends of rising overhead 
and diminishing attendance. More 
to the point, there was pressure 
brought by Columbia to cut costs. 

After completion of its current 
production, "No Time to Die,” on 
location in Triploli, Warwick wilt 
fulfill its seven-picture contract 
with Columbia .on an average of 
one per year. Next, “Man Inside,” 
has been postponed from Novem¬ 
ber to ApriL Film, to star Jack 
Palance and Anita Ekberg,- is 
budgeted, at $1,500,000 

Allen claimed the retrenchment 
is in anticipation of a continuing 
boxoffice decline and not because 
of past losses. Discussing recent 

^ pictures, he said “Zarak,” star¬ 
ring Victor Mature, Michael Wild¬ 
ing apdf Miss Ekberg, is making a 
healthy profit but admitted that 
"Fire Down Below,” with Rita 
Hayworth is in the red. 

"Fire” was brought in at a nega¬ 
tive cost of $2,300,000 and prob¬ 
ably will gross $750;000 short pf 
the amount needed -to break 
even. The break-even point is 
is said to be $5,500,000;- 

n. Y. to L. A. 
Michael Danh 
Farley Granger 
Abe Lastfogel 
Lauritz Melchior 
Ann Miller 
Sol‘C. Siegel 
Leslie Stevens 

Europe to N. Y. 
Nat Abramson 
Eddie Elkort 
Elizabeth Eustis 
Si Fabian 
Rudolph Firkusny 
Lionel Hampton 
Deborah Kerr 
B. G. Kranze 
Yehudi Menuhin 
George Pal 
Maureen Quihney 
David Niven 
Jean Seberg 
Joseph A. Tanney 

Nr Y, to Europe 
Leslie Barrie 
Jerry Bergman 
John Bryam 
Marian Byram 
Kyle Crichton 
Fernandpl 
Charles Goldsmith 
Sir Arthur W. Jarratt 
Larry Kanaga 
Lawrence Langner 
Igor Markeritch 
Arinina Marshall 
Robert Rossen 
Barry Sullivan 
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Warners listens, Sets $2,500,900 

As Price for Madrid Sellout 
-f-1---:--— Madrid, Oct. 22. 

Another aspect of the continuing 
film distribution tug-of-war -be¬ 
tween U.S. and Spanish companies 
was revealed here as recent local 
negotiations to purchase Warner 
Bros. Hispano operations 'lock, 
stock and barrel, failed to mate¬ 
rialize. Intermediary was Jack 
Lament, overseas sales rep for 
U.S. independent producers. 

Aware that U.S. distribs in Spain 
have been red-inking- their ledgers 
during the past two years of Mo¬ 
tion Picture Export Assn, suspen¬ 
sion of film shipments, Lamont 
sounded .put the casas Ansericanas. 
None were willing to sell, but 
Warners was at least willing to 
listen. “ 
•, There wa* lively reaction in film 
circles here when an apparently 
carefully planted story was put in 
circulation announcing the coming 
demise of one of the top three 
distrib agencies attached to MPEA. 
Impression created was that the 
MPEA line in Madrid had been 
breached and it wduld only be at 
matter of time before others closed 
ahop or disposed of their Spanish 
holdings. > 

Intermediary Lamont arranged 
for several distinct local groups to 
meet with Warner’s Continental 
topper. These groups found the 
Warner Bros, doing more listening 
than talking. They were also sur¬ 
prised that the company had no 
detailed inventories to show, a cus¬ 
tomary procedure in this type , of 
parley. 

Warner Bros, finally placed a 
$2,500,000 sale price on its Spain 
properties, to. include the com¬ 
pany’s blocked peseta account of 
30,000,000 pesetas ($800,000), 
branch offices in principal cities' 
and exhibitor contracts throughout 
the country. Spaniards found ask¬ 
ing price out of reach but Warner 
Bros, stood firm and negotiations 
collapsed. 

One participant in the fruitless 
meeting came, away with the im¬ 
pression that Warner Bros, did not 
at any time manifest a fundamental 
desire to consummate a sale. Most 
interested party wras perhaps Lar¬ 
mont himself. 

Kids in School . 

Or Fad Oyer-Done, 

Horror is Off 
Minneapolis, Oct. 22, 

Youngsters have been one of the 
bulwarks of patronage for horror 
pictures which had been doing so 
well here the past summer, but 
now the kids are back In school 
and not attending the showhouses 
«o often. Perhaps, that's reason 
•pine chillers apparently have lost 
their local boxoffice'potency. Or, 
exhibitors figure, maybe it’s be¬ 
cause the public here has been, fed 
lip on too many of them. ;j 

At any rate, the loop REO Or- 
pheum and Gopher theatres last 
week- found the b.O. going rough 
with such fare. This was despite 
the fact that the JDrpheum's news¬ 
paper ads and screen trailer prom¬ 
ised that Warner’s “Black Scor¬ 
pion" would set a new high, rec¬ 
ord in scares. In opposition the 
Gopher had “Amazing. Colossal 
Man" and "Cat Girl," a twin bin, 

Loop and uptown theatres are 
now on a science fiction kjck in 
trying to cash in on the publicity 
attendant upon the launching of 
the Russian satellite. Most of 
them,, at the present outset, ap¬ 
parently are giving a good b.o. 
account of themselves, although 
with a few exceptions they’re re¬ 
issues or returnees. 

However, exhibitors here believe 
that the flood of science fiction 
pictures will soon quickly sate the 
public for such films and the hor¬ 
ror pictures’ experience will be re¬ 
peated. * . 

It Gets Confusing 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

After producing and direct-, 
ing 23 films, Roger Gorman is 
turning actor—and pulling co¬ 
producer David March along 
with him. 

In "Cry Baby Killer,’’ Cor-? 
man will play a tv cameraman 
who witnesses a murder. 
March will play ;a- bartender. 

Jus Addiss directs "Killer,*’ 
on which Gorman functions as 
executive producer for Allied 
Artists release,,.. 

Aid of Industry 

OnFiimFest 
^ . Chicago, Oct. 22. 

Although confirmation of Chi¬ 
cago's film festival plans is still 
awaited here from Motion Picture 
Export Assn, of America and the 
International Federation of Film 
Festivals in Europe, a divergence 
of exhibitor opinion on running the 
festival faces the mayor's planning 
committee. Art house exhibitors go 
along with the city’s plans for ah 
emphasis on^ cultural aspects of 
judging and a heavy preponder¬ 
ance of foreign judges to flavor it 
Tru-international. Other exhibitors 
see the festival as a means of stim¬ 
ulating interest in Hollywood’s 
most commercial product and in 
the film business generally. 

Elmer Balaban, head of H&E 
Balaban Corp. which books three 
major aft houses here, reminds 
theatre owners petitioning the 
mayor for elimination of the city’s 
three percent tax on theatres that 
they should show their good will, 
by getting behind the project. 
Typical of the foreign film ex¬ 
hibitors he notes that publicity 
stunts and bally no longer are 
trusted, by the public, and if Holly¬ 
wood is really worried about mak¬ 
ing money with- quality films the 
approval-of an international board 
of respected judges would carry 
more weight In a festival held in 
this country. He advocates a cate¬ 
gorizing of films into as many sep¬ 
arately, competitive groups as pos¬ 
sible to allow for more expression 
on^the part of film makers and to 
encourage a wider variety of en^ 
tries. 

As president of Balaban & Katz 
corporation, largest exhibitor of 
commercial films in the city, Dave 

(Continued oiv page 24) 

Cameramen Unkni Seeks 
Forced Arbitration On 
fort Lancaster'Apache' 

Los Angeles, Oct 22. 
Superior Court has been asked 

4t0 order arbitration in the four- 
*year-old dispute over Stanley Cor¬ 
tez' dismissal as cameraman on 
Burt Lancaster's "Apache," re¬ 
leased by United Artists in 1954; 
Suit was brought by IATSE pho^ 
tographers Local 659, acting for 
Cortez. * 

Action contends Cortez was 
hlrecL-in 1953 as. director of pho¬ 
tography of the film, then known 
as "Broncho Apache.” Five weeks 
later, his contract was cancelled, 
the defendants claiming he was 
hired on a week-to-week “at will” 
basis. Union says that the'defend¬ 
ants, including Lionel Productions, 
Norma Productions, Hecht >- Hill - 
Lancaster and Susan Productions, 
have refused to abide by standard 

•pact provisions calling for arbitra¬ 
tion of disputes of this nature. 
Union also wants to/collect $6,000 
it says is still owed Cortez in ad¬ 
dition to the $4,000 paid to him 
before Jie was taken off the pic- 

i ture. 

MPEA SEH HU RT 

By HANK WERBA 

Madrid, Oct. 22. 
The Spanish film industry is in 

a turmoil of speculation following 
the sale of RKO interests in Spain 
to Jose Garcia Ramos ‘ and his 
brother, Luis. RamOs Brothers 
own 27 cinema houses here, one 
of the biggest hardtop circuits in 
Spain which' includes four Madrid 
showcasers. Jose Garcia Ramos 
has been with RKO for more Jhan 
20 years, 13 of which as RKO man¬ 
ager in the key Madrid territory. 
Deal was consummated last week, 
but price was not disclosed and 
the RKO blocked peseta* account 
was not involved. 

Ramos told Variety that among 
RKO assets taken over, the broth¬ 
ers fall heir to 18 RKO pictures, 
eight of which will be released 
during the 1957-58 season. Up for 
immediate programming under the 
new Radio Films S. A. banner are 
"Jet Pilot," "The Conquerer,” 
"Bundle of Joy," "Bold and 
Brave,” "Beyond a Reasonable 
Doubt," "Run of-Arrow," “Son of 
Slnbad" and "While City Sleeps " 

There is a feeling in trade cir¬ 
cles tfiat the other 10 RKO films 
will either be sold outright or per¬ 
centage-released to local distribs 
to increase substantially the sup¬ 
ply of U. S. films in Spain. RKO 
Spain has been reported in finan¬ 
cial difficulties lately although two 
weeks ago RKO European topper 
Charles Rosemarin said the local 
company was solvent for many 
years ahead. 

Figures in MPEA Battle 
Current development is being 

diversely interpreted within the 
industry and mainly in relation to 
the Motion Picture Export Assn, 
battle with local distrib interests. 
However, Enrique Aguilar, Univer¬ 
sal manager and chairman of the 
MPEA agency toppers in Spain, 
said the RKO sale will not weaken 
U. S. bargaining power.- But op¬ 
ponents of the MPEA will try to 
prove by it that the Eric Johnston 
setup in Spain is foundering. 

"RKO move here," he said, “is 
in line with-liquidation of RKO 
operations in the U. S. Sale in¬ 
volved offices, office furniture and 
a backlog of embargoed films.” 

SIMPP Chief Sees‘Victory 
Jack Lamont, overseas sales rep 

for the Society of Independent 
Producers (SIMPP) and closely 
identified with local distribs seek¬ 
ing to prevent re-establishment of 
MPEA positions in Spain, said: 
"This RKO deal cuts the legs from 
under Aguilar after the Barcelona 
distrib chief had made appreciable 

progress toward an MPEA-Spain 
settlement.” 

Lamont added that Radio Films 
would now naturally take its place 
with other powerful independent 
Spanish distribs determined to un¬ 
hinge U. S. companies in Spain 
from favored share of U. S. film: 
allotments. Other observers see 
the sale as a simple ; economic 
cause and effect RKO, in selling 
out, has cut loose from its obliga¬ 
tion to uphold the MPEA embargo 
and has stopped the flow of red 
ink for costly overhead during a 
standstill period. Ceding product 
to the Ramos Brothers on-per¬ 
centage distrib terms, will again; 
ring the bell for the RKO cash 
register. RKO, it is pointed out, 
is merely adopting the Hispano 
distrib pattern profitably employed 
by another MPEA adherent, United 
Artists, in its dealings with C. B. 
Films. 

_ _ Spanish Distribs Happy 
Spansh: distribs are jubilant. 

They see the sale as a major blow 
to the solid MPEA alignment try¬ 
ing to force film peace-with honor 
(and profit) in Spain. MPEA ad¬ 
versaries say the withdrawal of an 
American company under present 
circumstances is a sure sign of 
economic havoc which the MPEA 
embargo is causing among its own 
member agencies, inactive for 
more than two years and already 
into a third impasse season. 

There is little doubt here gen¬ 
erally that the sudden availability 
of at least eight and perhaps 10 
more U. S. films' will act with 

(Continued on page 13) 

RKO Lays a Spanish Omelette 

On Doorstep of D.S. Majors; 

MPEA Board Studies Next Moves 

Broidy*’ Sm&shup 
Hollywood, Oct., 22. 

Allied Artists president 
Steve Broidy and his wife are 
recuping at Desert Hospital in 
Palm Springs following a head- 
on auto crash en route to* the 
resort last Friday (18). Neither 
is In serious condition, but 
Broidy suffered broken thigh 
bone,, facial lacerations, injur¬ 
ed rib, also lost some teeth. 

<+ Member companies of the Motion 
Picture Export Assn, are doing a 
bum over the Independent attitude 
adopted by RKO In Spain where, 
it now appears certain, the com¬ 
pany has sold out to its local man¬ 
ager along with a commitment to 
supply him with at least eight pic¬ 
tures. 0 

At the MPEA board meet in 
Gotham Monday (21), RKO was 
represented by Robert Hawkinson, 
who could only say that he had no 
detailed information. He told the 

. meet that the contracts "are not 
* yet signed.” 

French Pad No 

Tonic But U S. 

To Swallow It? 
By FRED BHFT 

Though the film companies are 
unhappy with the proposed terms 
of a new French film agreement, 
prospects are strong for eventual 
acceptance. 

Terms pitched by the French in¬ 
clude a hike in the membership 
dues of the. Centre National du: 
Cinematografie, providing the 
French with an additional $100,000 
to $200,000 a year, and a arrange¬ 
ment under which part of toe 
French licenses will be allocated to 
the distributors by the French 
themselves. 

French pact issue was discussed 
in Gotham Monday (21) at a board 
meet of the Motion Picture Export 
Assn., presided over by prexy Eric 
Johnston. Latter also delivered a 
report on the global situation fac¬ 
ing the industry. Subject of the 
reported RKO sellout of its Span¬ 
ish organization was among the 
topics discussed. 

There’ll be another meeting, this 
one of the company presidents, to¬ 
day (Wed.) to o.o, the world situa¬ 
tion. France may or may not come 
up at the powwow. 

Allocation 
The companies are, on the whole, 

opposed to any arrangement that 
would allow the French to allocate 
permits. It reasoned that, unlike 
the Japanese, whose government 
allocated permits some seasons ago, 
the French would handle the div¬ 
vying up of the licenses on an in¬ 
dustry rather than a governmental 
level. This the Americans don’t like 
as a matter of principle, and also 
because they fear that a very bad 
precedent is set. 

French want to allocate some of 
(Continued on page 24) 

Higher Cinema Scales 
Okayed by French Govt; 

Help Small Spots Most 
Paris, Oct. 22. 

Despite the lack of a government 
here, as of now, the incumbent 
Minister, of Finance, Felix Gaillard, 
was able to pass a decree freeing 
film theatre admission prices which 
had been frozen since 1952. Pre¬ 
viously on a list of special cost in¬ 
dexed commodities, to keep prices 
down and prevent inflation, the 
film theatre was finally removed 
after intense industry activity 
which led to the resetting of b.o. 
fees. 

The industry expects that with 
general rising price levels, since 
the devaluation of the franc, the 
public will take to it, provided 
higher scales are carefully handled. 
This would or could lead to better 
amortization chances for the Gal¬ 
lic pic In its own market, which 
has been heretofore almost impos¬ 
sible at the old admission prices. 

New tabs are to go into effect 
soon. The most underpriced houses, 
those charging about 20c until now, 

(Continued on page 13) 

Several of the other companies 
felt strongly that (1) RKO, still an 
MPEA member, had no right to 
take such action in Spain, whera 
MPEA has maintained an import 
embargo for the past two years, 
and (2) RKO should have been 
repped at the Monday meet by 
some top brass, able and willing 
to tell the other outfits what tha 
score was in Spain. 

RKO aefion in Spain, if finally 
confirmed, is of serious embarass- 
ment to MPEA in that It appears 
to crack the Association’s "com¬ 
mon* front." Even United Artists, 
after fulfilling its commitment in 
Spain, joined the embargo soma 
months back. 

At the Monday meet, Eric John¬ 
ston alluded to the Spanish situ¬ 
ation, stressing the absolute need 
for the Companies to maintain 
unity in their foreign dealings. It’s 
stressed that RKO’s defection 
would not be permitted to split the 
MPEA ranks and would not result 
in everyone now scrambling for 
the best obtainable deal. "That’s 
just what the Spaniards would like 
us to do,” was one comment. 

*MPEA board—the prexies, this 
time—meets today to take up the 
situation created by the RKO de¬ 
fection and to discuss what might 
be done about it. As the com- 
panies see it, RKO is bound by 
such common agreements as exist 
in Spain. Punitive action is, of 
course, out of the question, but 
Johnston still intends to explore 
avenues of action, possibly looking 
to prevent such defection in the 
future. 

Loew Struggle 

Echo in Diwy 

Data for Sept. 
Washington, Oct .22. 

Film-industry dividends In Sep¬ 
tember fell sharply below the com¬ 
parable figure of a year earlier. 
The decline Is attributed entirely 
to the struggle for control of 
Loew’s which has prevented the 
.board from voting a stockholders* 
melon. However, with the fight 
ended, it is expected that the divi¬ 
dend will now be paid. 

Industrywide, . the September 
dividend, aggregated $2,900,000, 
compared with $3,842,000 in Sep¬ 
tember, 1956. The September 
total also sent the 9-months’ figure 
for this year below that of a year 
ago. For the first three quarters 
of 1957, the dividend payments 
totaled $20,977,000; in 1956 it was 
$21,603,000. 

The September dividends:-^ 
Loew's, which paid $1,286,000 last 
year paid nothing this year; Roxy 
Theatre, which paid $6,000 last 
year, paid none this year; United 
Artists, which paid nothing last 
year, paid $350,000 in September, 
1957. 

The following companies paid 
identical dividends in September 

: of both years:—Allied Artists, $21,- 
000; Consolidated Amusements, 
$55,000; Paramount Pictures, $1,- 
094,000; 20th-Fox, $1,058,000; Uni¬ 
versal, $314,000; United Artists 

i Theatres, $8,000. 
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The $tory of Mankind 
(COLOR) 

Erratic and hokey tellinr of 
Hendrik Van Loon’s serious 
history. Loaded with "names’’ 
but little marquee 4 value. 
Prospects mild. 

ued existence but agrees to halt 
the bomb, at least for the time 
being. 

Allen’* nebulous conception of 
{the property is sharply reflected 
{. in the Allen-Bennett screenplay 
! which is ponderous and dull. There 
i is an occasional burst of humor 
: but, as in the case of the purchase- 

Warner release of Cambridge Urwin J of-Manhattan Sequence with GrOU* 
Allen. production. Stars Ronald Colman. pflft Marv a<: pptpr Minuit; the dia- 
Hedy Lamarr. Grouchn Marx. Haxpo Marx, 
Chico Marx. Virginia Mayo, Agnes Mo ore- 
head, Vincent Price. Peter Lorre. Charles 
Cobum. Cedric Hardwicke, Cesar Romero. 
John Carradine, Dennis Hopper. Marie 
Wilson. Helmut Dantine, Edward Everett 
Horton. Reginald Gardiner, Marie Wind¬ 
sor. George E. Stone, Cathy O'Donnell, 
Franklin Pantjborn. MelvUle Cooper. 
Henry Danieil. Francis X.. Bushman; fea¬ 
tures Jim Ameche, David Bond, Nick 
Cravat, Dani Crayne, Richard Cutting, 
Anthony Dexter, Toni Gerry, Austin 
Green, Eden Hartford. Alexander Lock- 
wood. Melinda Marx. Bart Mattson. Don 
Megowan. Marvin Miller, Nancy Miller. 
Leonard Mundi, Burt Nelson, Tudor Owen, 
Ziva Rodann. Bhrry Ruby, William. Schal- 
lert. Reginald Sheffield, Abraham Sofaw, 
Bobby Watson. Directed by AUen. Screen¬ 
play. Allen and Charles Bennett, based 
on the book by Hendrik Willem Van Loon; 
camera (Technicolor). Nick Musuraca; 
editor. Roland Gross, Gene Palmer; music, 
Paul SawteU; art .director. Art Loel. Pre¬ 
viewed Oct. 15, *57. Running time 99 
MINS. 
Spirit of Man.Ronald Colman 
Joan of Arc.Hedy Lamarr 
Peter Minuit.. Groucho Marx 
Isaac Newton ..Harpo Marx 
Monk ... Chico Marx 
Cleopatra . Virginia Mayo 
Queen Elizabeth..Agnes Moorehead 
Devil ..  Vincent Price 
Nero.   Peter Lorre 
Hippocrates . Charles Coburn 
High Judtre . Cedric Hardwicke 
Spanish Envoy.. Cesar Romero 
JEhufu . .. John Carradine 
Napoleon.. Dennis Hopper 
Marie Antoinette.. Marie Wilson 
Anthony .. Helmut Dantine ' 
Sir Walter Raleigh 

Edward Everett Horton 
Shakespeare . Reginald Gardiner 
Johephinc . Marie Windsor 
Walter .George E. Stone 
Early Christian Woman -Cathy O'Donnell 
Marquis de Varennes. Franklin Fangborn 
Major Homo .Melville Cooper 
Bishop of Beauvais Henry Danieil 
Moses. Francis X. Bushman 
Alexander Graham Bell.....Jim Ameche 
Early Christian ..David Bond 
ApprenUce . Nick Cravat 
Helen of Troy ... Hard Crayne 
Court Attendant .Richard Cut tin" 
Columbus .. Anthony Dexter 
Wife ..  Toni Gerry 
Lincoln . . Austin Green 
Laughing Water.Eden Hartford 
Promoter Alexander Lockwood 
Eary Christian Child.Melinda Marx 
Cleopatra's Brother...Bart Mattson 
Early Man . Don Megowan 
Armana .. Marvin Miller 
Early Women . Nancy Mille*- 
Chief Inquisitor.. Leonard Mudl 
Jarly 2nd Man»*••«*#»•••**<•* Burt ‘Kelson 
Court Clerk .Tudor Gwen 
Concubine .Ziva Rodann 
Indian Brave . . Harry Ruby 
Earl of Warwick.William Schallert 
Caesar _..... Reginald Sheffield 
Indian Chief... Abraham Sofaer 
Hitler .Bobby Watson 

For more than a generation, the 
late Hendrik Willem Von Loon’s 
monumental ’’Story of Mankind” 
has been a runner-up to the Bible 
as a steady standard. Now, it has 
been brought to the screen in a 
name-dropping production that 

cho Marx as Peter Minuit, the dia- 
I log is entirely out of keeping with 
the remainder of the script. Pro¬ 
ducer-director also faltered in his 
casting and handling of players, re¬ 
sulting in many uneven or Stock 
performances. Best of the por¬ 
trayals is Agnes Moorehead’s han¬ 
dling of the role of Queen Eliza¬ 
beth and Cedric Hardwicke turns 
in a good performance as the High 
Judge. Ronald Colman, as always, 
is a dignified personification of the 
Spirit of Man and Vincent Price is 
the sophisticated, sneering embod¬ 
iment of Old Scratch. Most of the 
oilier top-billed performers have 
little to do, but Peter Lorre brings 
some conviction to the role of 
Nero, Dennis Hopper is moodily 
appropriate as Napoleon and Vir¬ 
ginia Mayo ldoks the part of Cleo¬ 
patra. Hedy Lamarr is miscast as 
Joan lyes, of Arc) in one of the 
few other key parts, some of the 
“stars” having been given roles in 
which they are on and off the 
screen so rapidly as to go unrec¬ 
ognized. 

Technicolor lensing by Nick Mu¬ 
suraca is good and Paul Sawtell’s 
music provides an appropriate 
background of crescendo and dim¬ 
inuendo. Other credits are stock. 

Kdp. 

Hide Out for Revenge 

Haphazard and heavy handed 
western, employing all the 
“new" cliches. Routine book¬ 
ings. 

Hollywood, Oct. 11. 
United Artiste release of a Bryna pro¬ 

duction. Stars Rory Calhoun, Gloria 
Grahame. Lloyd Bridges, Joanne Gilbert; 
with Frank DeKova, Vince Edwards, 
Michael Wibkelman, Richard Shannon, 
Cyril Delevantl, John Merrick. Produced 
by Norman Retchin. Directed by Bernard 
Girard. Screenplay, Retchin; earners. 
Floyd Crosby; edlton Leon Barsha; art 
director, McClure Capps; music, Leith 
Stevens. -Previewed Oct. 10, ■'57. Running 
time, 77 M1N$, 
Tate .    Rory Calhoun 
Amy Porter.Gloria Grahame 
Captain George ........... Lloyd Bridges 
Pretty Willow.  Joanne Gilbert 
Yellow Wolf...Frank DeKova 
Little Wolf . Vince Edwards 
Billy-.... Michael Wlnkehnan 
Garvin, .. Richard Shannon 
Preacher  . Cyril Delevantl 
Lieutenant ..  John. Merrick 

The old oater cliche* are turned 
inside out for this purported 

-. .-. , . , (“adult" western, but the “new" 
provides a kaleidoscope of history c]ich€S in the Norman Retchin 
from early Pleistocene man to to- script <he produced) and laid 
day s Plutonium man. In the proc-1 on jn. g. heavy handed and haphazard 
ess, however, producer-director j manner. Results don’t promise bet* 
Irwin Allen seemed unable to de-, ter than program bookings, since 
cide whether to do a faithful his-j star name£0f Rory Calhoun, Gloria 
topr of man’s development into a Grahame. Lloyd Bridges and 
thinking being, a debate on wheth- joanne Gilbert aren’t potent 
er man’s good outweighs his evil. enough to overcome the shoddy 
or a compilation of historical sagas scripting and hit-and-miss produc- 
with some humor dragged in for J tioi£ 

relie*' i In this story, the cavalry, ln- 
The possible box-office merit of 

the third alternative apparently 
won out and Allen assembled ft cast 
of “name” performers for added 
impact. None, unfortunately, has 
real marquee value and the re¬ 
sultant billing problem—in which 
25 names appear successively on the 
screen to accompanying fanfare— 
encompasses a 55-second span even 
before the title is seen. 

Forgetting the effect upon the 
star system of billing such players 
as George E. Stone, Franklin Pang- 
born and others above the-title, the 
device succeeds only In getting the 
film off to a slow start from which 
it never recovers. Overall pros¬ 
pects seem pale since “The Story 
of Mankind*’ lacks universal appeal 
and the select audience that might 
seek it out as intelligent, adult 
fare will be antagonized by the 
handling. 

As ft peg on which to hang the 
panorama, screenplay by Allen and 
Charles Bennett convokes the 
“High Tribunal of Outer Space” 
upon news that man has discovered 
the Super-H bomb 60 years too 
soon. The problem is whether to 
halt the scheduled explosion and 
thereby save mankind or let it go 
off and exterminate the human 
race. To reach a decision, the trib¬ 
unal permits both the Devil and 
the Spirit of Man to give evidence 
as to man’s fitness to continue. 

In the dreary cataloguing of 
man’* crimes against humanity, the 
Devil makes a much better case. 
Rape and terror1; banditry, greed 
and immorality sweep triumphant¬ 
ly across the screen, punctuated 
occasionally by the '’Yes, but—"; 
-etort of the Spirit of Man. Film, 
lowever, restricts his anwers large¬ 
ly to narration of man’s struggle; 
lpward, with enactment of his fal- 
ering success kept to. a minimum, 

iii the end, the tribunal defers a; 
decision on man’s right to contin-1 

stead of being an upstanding, der¬ 
ring-do body of clean-cut Ameri¬ 
cans, is a drunken detachment led 
by a cowardly, corrupt captain, 
broadly played by Lloyd Bridges. 
The -Indians are uniformly brave 
and honorable. In the romantic 
triangle among hero .Calhoun, 
white widow Gloria Grahame and 
Indian girl Miss Gilbert, Miss Gra¬ 
hame portrays a man-crazy tramp 
and the Indian belle* is a sweet, 
heroic young thing. 

Tale revolves enforced move of 
the proud Cheyenne nation from 
their ancestral hunting grounds to 
an Oklahoma reservation. Bridges, 
in charge of the move, is inept as 
well as brutally stupid. Calhoun, 
town marshal and a former Indian 
scout, wants to see justice done, 
but is unsuccessful. 

Discovery of gold and intoler¬ 
ance of townspeople Inflames mat¬ 
ters. Treacherous murders by 
whites, and raids by Indians in 
self defence, led by Vince Ed¬ 
wards,. thicken the plot. Finally, 
Calhoun renounces Miss Grahame, 
kills the villainous Bridges and 
keeps Miss Gilbert behind after the 
Cheyennes are driven off to the 
reservation. 

Story idea Isn’t bad, but it 
needed better treatment than it got 
from Retchin. Bernard Girard’s 
loose direction, which permits a 
wide variety of thesping styles, 
isn’t much help. Calhoun and Miss 
Gilbert come off best, while others 
can’t be assessed too harshly for 
their readings of improbable lines. 

Kove. 

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lucht, for 
five years operators of the Sunset 
Drive-In at Brownwood, Texas, 
have purchased the Fox Drive-In 
at same state’s Marshall from the 
McElroy Theatre Corp. and will 
take over active management. 

The Sad Sadi 
(VISTAVISION) 

Madcap fun with Jerry Lewis 
as the G. L misfit. Comeg- off 
well; good grosses can be ex¬ 
pected. * 

Paramoynt release of Hal B. Wallis 
production. Stars Jerry Lewis; features 
David Wayne. Phyllis Kirk, Peter Lorre, 
Joe Mantell, Gene Evans. Directed by 
George Marshall. Screenplay, Edmund 
Beloin and Nate Monaster; based on 
George Baker's cartoon character; cam¬ 
era, Loyal Griggs; editor. Archie Mar- 
shek; music, Walter Scharf; title song by 
Hal David and Burt F. Bacharach. Pre¬ 
viewed at Capitol Theatre, N.Y., Oct. 16, 
'57. Running time, fl MINS. 
Bixtoy ... Jerry Lewis 
Dolan ... David Wayne 
Major Shelton .. Phyllis Kirk 
Abdul ..... Peter Lorre 
Pvt. Stan Wenaslawsky.Jee ManteU 
Sgt. Pulley .. Gene Evans 
Ali Mustapha  .•-George Dolenat 
Zita .. Lillane Montevecchi 
Gen, Vanderlip...Shepperd Strudwick 
Hastim.... Abraham Sofaer 
Sgt. Hansen  .— Mary Treen 
Lieht. Wilson .. Drew Cahill 
Mold . Michael G. Ansara 
Capt. Ward... Don Haggerty 
French General .. Jean Del Val 
Arab. Chieftain .. Dan Seymour 
Hazel ....... Yvette Vickers 

The title, a hint of what the pic¬ 
ture1 is about, and Jerry Lewis as 
star, communicate the message 
about this new Hal B. . Wallis pro¬ 
duction. It’s the old army game, 
done over. But it’s fun. Not any 
imaginative explorations. Relying 
on the type of zanyism with which 
Lewis is readily identified. Fun 
for those who go for it. 

Importantly, “Sad Sack’’ is fast 
in delivering its broad material. 
The mayhem, as when soldier boy 
Lewis becomes involved with 
native heavies in Morocco, includ¬ 
ing Peter Lorre doing a takeoff on 
himself, is suggestive of the wild 
yesteryears of the Keystone Kops, 

Lewis already has proved him¬ 
self a boxoffice commodify sans 
ex-podner Dean Martin. He’ll do 
well with this outing, too, consid¬ 
ering the number of his partisans 
and the fact that they’re not likely 
to be disappointed. 

Story has the comic 
mnemonic whiz kid but with two 
left feet, making him apt subject 
matter for a psychiatrist Playing 
the part of the Army head special¬ 
ist is Phyllis Kirk, making for a 
nifty visual plus.: She undertakes 
to solve her problem sdldier.with 
the assistance of his squadron lead-; 
er, David Wayne.who, along with 
his comrade, Joe Mantell, takes 
Lewis in tow. ' 

This, together with lightly- 
played romance between Miss Kirk 
and Wayne, represents the story] 
from which springs the shenani¬ 
gans. 

Edmund Beloin and Nate Mon¬ 
aster fashioned a series of outland- 
ishly humorous hits and situations 
in their screenplay and director 
George Marshall has provided the 
all important pace in his staging. 

Lewis is, Nwell, Lewis.. Being 
trapped in the WAC barracks, re¬ 
turning the busses of a French 
general and eluding the sinister 
Moroccan figures—these add up to 
his cup of tea. He's at home with 
tiiis type of nonsense and makes 
the most of it. 

Producer Hall Wallis surround-i 
ed the comic with good workers; 
for this type of an entry. Miss 
Kirk is a cute trick as the psychi¬ 
atrist. Wayne is consistently ef¬ 
fective as the corporal with the 
major migraine in Lewis. The 
Lorre caricature strains a bit but 
nonetheless provides a few laughs. 
Mantell and Gene Evans, latter asJ 
a rough Army sergeant, come 
through in the proper groove. 

All in all, nothing revolutionary, 
but reliable. Wallis has laid it out 
with adequate care—meaning, the 
backgrounds, sets and costumes 
are fitting and all technical 
credits bespeak professionalism, 
Walter Scharf's musical backing is 
a good component although the 
title song, based on the one listen¬ 
ing, figures as a so-so item, okay; 
for the picture, but short of sub¬ 
stantial on its own. Gene, 

for-nothing, drunkard, living off; 
his hard t working mother, and 
his fritadU an itinerant Singing 
troubadour, get saddled with 
a gangster who has just killed 
three people. . Possessing odd 
ideas, about hospitality the tippler, 
Pierre Brasseur, must- hide him un¬ 
til the gangster can get away. 

The killer stays on until he is 
discovered by a clever young girl. 
The gangster Vvoes and wins her 
and tries to get her to steal money 
from her father. Brasseur-finds out 
and in trying to stop him kills the 
gangster. - 

The film’s mixture of' styles 
rarely allows for the achieving the 
balance of irony and comedy. Its 
story loopholes are not quite cov¬ 
ered by the treatment. 

Brasseur gives an astute por¬ 
trait of the drifter. Georges Bras¬ 
sens, a noted ballader here, is too 
unsure of his lines to do much 
as the troubadour. However, he is 
okay when he sings. Dany Carrel 
is a pert flirt but Henri Vidal 
does hot infuse the gangster -with 
enough redeeming qualities. Tech¬ 
nical credits are fine. Clair has 
given this a careful finish but it 
remains a pic that does not quite 
come off. Mosk. 

Robbery Under Arms 
(BRITISH-COLOR) 

Straightforward 1 cops-and-rob¬ 
bers adventure yarn set in 
Australia. Enough virile aetion 
to keep average audiences 
happy. 

London, Oct.- 15. 
Rank (Joseph Janni) production and 

release. Stars Peter Finch, Ronald Lewis, 
Maureen Swanson, David McCallum. Di¬ 
rected by Jack Lee. Screenplay, .'Alex¬ 
ander Baron, W. P. Lipscomb from the 
novel by Rolf Boldrewopd: editor. Manuel 
Del Campo; camera, Harry Waxman; 
music, Matyas Selber. At Odeon, Leicester 
Square. London. Running time, ft MINS. 
Starlight  . Peter Finch 
Dick  ...Ronald Lewis 
Ben ..Laurence Nalsmith 
Kate  .. Maureen Swanson 
Jim  . David McCallum 
George Storefleld . Vincent Ball 
Jean .. Jill Ireland 
Eileen .. Dudy Nlmmo 
Ma .... Jean Anderson 
Grace Storefleld .......... Ursula Finlay 
Warrigal .. Johnny CadeU 
Burke..... Larry Taylor 
Mr. Green Russell Napier 

Zero Hour 

Suspensefal aetion picture 
strong eitry fer regular sit¬ 
uations, 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. ' 
Paramount release p£ John Champion 

production. Stars Dana Andrews, Linda 
DarneU, Sterling Hayden; costars Elroy 
“Crazylegs” Hirsch, Geoffrey Toone, Jerry 
Paris; features Peggy King, Charles Quin* 
livan, Carole Eden,' Steve London, Ray¬ 
mond Ferren. Directed by Hall Bartlett. 
Screenplay, Arthur Hailey, Bartlett, 
Champion, based on story-teleplay by 
HaUey; camera, John F. Warren; editor, 
John C. Fuller; music, Ted Dale. Pre¬ 
viewed Oct. 17, J57, Running time/ 12 
MINS. 
Ted Stryker .. Dana Andrews 
EUen Stryker... Linda DarneU 
Treleaven .Sterling Hayden 
Captain Wilson- -Elroy "Crazylegs” Hirsch 
Dr. Baird ... Geoffrey Toon* 
Tony Decker .. Jerry Pari* 
Stewardess ..  Peggy King 
Burdick .. Charles Quinlivan 
Mrs. Wilson . Carole Eden 
Copilot Stewart ..Steve London 
Joey Stryker.Raymond FerreU 

Porte Bet Lilas 
(FRENCH; SONGS) 

Paris, Oct 15. 
Cinedis release of Filmsonor produc¬ 

tion. Stars Pierre BrasMur, Georges Bras- 
sens, Henri Vidal, Dany Carrel; features 
Raymond Bussieres, Amedee. Written and 
directed by Rene Clair. From novel by 
Rene Fallet with additional script by 
Jean AureL Camera, Robert L« FebVre; 
editor. Louise tte Hautcoeur, Arlette 
Lalande; music, Brassens, At Colisee, 
Paris. Running time, 91 MINS. 
JuJu .... Pierre Brasseur 
L'Artiste  .Georges Brassens 
Barbier ..................... Henri Vidal 
Maria ..... Daw Carrel 
Alphonse.. Raymond Bustier** 
Paulo ... Amedee 

Rene Clair returns to the lower 
class suburbs and milieu used for 
his best prewar pix. However, he 
has come up with a light tale which 
wavers between comedy and drama, 
making a slight, fragile pic. It is 
primarily for arty houses in the 
U. S., and it will need plenty of 
selling. But it has offbeat qualities 
for bally. x 

A genial neighborhhood gopd- 

Set in Australia of a 100 years ago, 

“Robbery Under Anns’* is a -well- 
made, straightforward drama which 
should click okay in British houses. 
As is so often the case, its Ameri¬ 
can impact will depend entirely 
on whether its stars are sufficient 
magnets to attract patrons outside 
the British domain. The picture 
is part of the Rank Organization’s 
current policy of spotlighting the 
Commonwealth. Its main problem 
is whether it does not follow a bit 
too soon after “The Shiralee,” 
which also starred Peter Finch and 
the wide, open Aussie spaces. 
. The story, based , on a Victorian 
novel, has Finch as Captain Star-* 
light, a virile, likeable rogue who 
runs a gang of bushrangers whose 
activities include cattle-rustling 
and bank holdups. In search of 
adventure, Ronald Lewis and David 
McCallum join ‘the gang which in¬ 
cludes their father. When the two 
attempt to break away and lead 
honest lives they find that they’ve 
lost their chance. The film ends 
with the gang being wiped out in 
ah exciting gun fight with the po¬ 
lice. ' There are undertones of 
romance but, mainly, the pic relies 
on action. 

Jack Lee’s direction splendidly 
captures the Australian atmos¬ 
phere. He indulges in no frills. 
He has a story to tell and he tells 
it simply. Lee is ‘admirably sup¬ 
ported by lenser Harry Waxman. 
Waxman fills the screen with 
Sweeping camera work, suggesting 
the vastness of the Australian can¬ 
vas and the color is first-class. 
The scene in which 1,000 head of 
cattle are herded across a river is 
astutely contrived. 

In the star role, Peter Finch has 
a comparatively small role but he 
plays it with a swagger which is 
highly effective. Good opportu¬ 
nities are given to the brothers, 
Lewis and McCallum5. The lat¬ 
ter, in the more subtle part, en¬ 
hances his rising reputation. There 
is also a fine study by Laurence 
Naismith as the boys’ father, un- 
repehtantly caught up in the Star¬ 
light gang. 

The distaff side plays second fid¬ 
dle to the men in this action mel- 
ler, but Maureen Swanson, in an 
undeveloped role as a fiery, posses¬ 
sive young woman who sets her 
amorous sights on Lewis, has her 
first real opportunity since “A 
Town Called Alice,” and grabs it 
zestfully. Jill Ireland also makes 
her mark as the girl McCallum 
woos and wins. 

But the acting is less important 
than the situations. With fist- 
fights, gunfight and a near-lynch¬ 
ing, there is plenty of* meat for 
good, solid thrills. Rich. . 

“Zero Hour" should prove a 
handy entry for Paramount. First 
film to be turned out by the-new 
Hall Bartlett-John Champion* indie 
setup, its tightly-knit narrative 
carries hefty appeal and strong 
suspense buDds to a sock climax. 
Feature is further sparked by draw 
of such names as Dana Andrews, 
Sterling Hayden, Elroy “Crazy- 
legs” Hirsch and Linda Darnell for 
reception in the program market. 

Pic is a theatrical adaptation of 
Arthur Hailey’s original and tele-- 
play, “Flight Into Danger," which 
won considerable comment when 
shown on “The Alcoa Hour” early 
in 1955. As produced by Champion* 
and directed .by Bartlett, feature, 
first on a two-film deal with Para¬ 
mount, succeeds in keeping audi¬ 
ence tense, and convincing per¬ 
formances bolster the mood of- 
danger early established. John C.. 
Fuller’s know-how editing also po- 
.tently. assists the exciting pact’ 
which seldom lets.* up. 

Basic idea dwells on. what hap¬ 
pens when the two pilots of a 
charter plane winging between 
Winnipeg and Vancouver are 
stricken with food poisoning, and' 
fate of the plane depends upon a-, 
former fighter pilot who hasn’t- 
flown in 10 years taking orders-via. 
radio on how to bring the craft 
safely through. Andrews portrays, 
former flyer, who gave up the air 
after he inadvertently led his 
sauadron td destruction during 
World War II, and Hayden is the 
airline's chfcf pilot, instructing him ' 
from the ground. Unfoldment after] 
a' rather -slow opening is fast and* 
frequently stirring in dramatic- 
impact. 

Andrews gives meaning to his- 
role of- a man who cannot forget 
his war past, and Hayden, perhaps; 
a. little over-dramatic .’at times,' 
generally comes through force¬ 
fully. Hirsch is good as plane’s 
stricken chief pilot. Miss Darnell 
makes the most of her role as An¬ 
drews’ wife who Is leaving him but 
now helps him during his trial 
aloft, and Geoffrey Toone is excel-- 
lent as a. doctor trying, to treat the 
poison victims aboard -the plane.. 
Singer Peggy King, making her 
film debut sans song, impresses 
favorably as. the Stewardess, and- 
capable support, is offered by Ray¬ 
mond Ferrell, young son of An¬ 
drews and Miss Darnell; Jerry 
Paris, ime of the^psssengers; and 
Charles Quinlivan, an operations 
official. 

John F. Warren’s photography is 
fluid, Boris Leven’s art direction • 
fits the story'and Ted Dale’s music 
score enhances the dramatic un- 
foldmerit of picture. Whit 

Mr. lUck Mi R#U 

.Crude and; quick musical pis 
but with appeal fer the juke¬ 
box set. 

Paramount relearn of Ralpk Serpe fc 
Howard B. KreHaek production. Starrinf 
Alan Freed, Rocky Grmziano, Teddy Ran* - 
dazzo, Loi* O'Brien, Uonel Hamptonj 
feature* Jay Barney, Al Fisher, Lea 
Marks. Directed hy Charles Dubin. Screen* _ 
play, Jame* Bhunsarten; camera, Morris 

. Hartxbarn; murieal director. Robert 
jKoloutx: editor, An*ie Roes. Opened at 
N.Y. state Theatre, N.Y., Oct. IS, JJJ7. 
Running timeTsd MINS. ^ 
Alan Freed -- Alan Freed 
Rocky riparian*.Rocky Grarian* 
Teddy Tlnndaxxo Teddy Randazxo 
Carol Hendrick*  .Lois O’Brien 
Joe Prentiss  .. Jny Barney 
Lafry and Lou. .Al Fisher and Lou Marks 
Lea ..... Earl Georjr* 
Station Rep ... Ralph Stantly 

With Lionel Hampio* Bond, Fraaki* ■' 
Lymoa Jb The TUsaneers. Chuck Berry, 
LaVern Baker, Clyde MePhatter, Brook . 
Benton. Llttl* Rickard, Ferlim Huaky,. 
The Moqnghnrn Share Cotas. 

"Mn Rock and Roll" has thu 
artistic Impact of an animated 
jukebox—but not very animated. 
Like the previous cinematic efforts 
starring Alan Freed, the WINS, 
N. Y., disk jockey who is chiefly. 
responsible for the international 
rock ’n’ roll contagion, this pic is 
aimed straight at the teenage disk 
fans. How this entry will register 
at the wickets will depehd on 
whether or not the kids are tiring 
of this nop musical idiom. At this 
point, there may be enough steant 

(Continued on page 18) 
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U AS IN ‘BE NOT UNCERTAIN’ 
New York Sound Track I HAS NEARLY ALL I Stars Gotta Be Babied In Wool 

Large sign on second floor 6th Ave.. and 47th: ‘‘Mike Todd-approved .01 Oflpl Y CiT 
tuxedos for hire here.” Which fits .in with knowing crack after last Ul llO M AuL 1 
Thursdays shambles at the Garden that Todd got 18,000 “dress ex- _ - 
tras” on camera for free for first time in history going rate of In an era ■of uncertain release 
Screen Extras Guild is $28.33 in Hollywood. and AFTRA in N.Y. schedules, marked by the juggling 
charges $55.50 for 3Q to.60 minutes." of distribution dates and the ac- 

George Q. (to arouse question) Lewis, who exercises proprietary quisition Of outside pictures' to bol- 
supervision of National Laugh Week, and gathers miscellaneous data ster product slates, Universal ap- 
for the cause, analysed Variety’s Hollywood Production Pulse chart pears to be an enviable position, 
last issue and comes up with a statistic which he deplores: of 51 pro- Of 39 pictures it has scheduled^for 
Auctions currently before the cameras only one, Danny Kaye’s “Merry its 1957-58 selling season starting: 
Andrew.” is a comedy. < in November, the company has vir- 

Ben Henry and his wife Ciss are in New York from their London toally its entire season’s product 

In an era -of uncertain release 

Jerry Wald Deplores Premature TV Use of Suzy 
Parker and Showing of Rough Print at Roxy 

JDCU JU.CU1J AUU |VUU (U C J.U. aula uviu luvu • mvuwuu - _ * - — 

base,.for a week, for a family wedding, then head to the Coast this s^pictSes are^efther hi 
weekend on business. Former Universal sales chief in Britain is now the can or before, the cameras. 
In independent production and distribution, both theatrical and tele- A-position, such as enjoyed by 
vision films . . , Joseph H. Seidelman and his wife Rose sailing .Oct. U, in the recent pattern of the 
29 on the SS. Constitution to meet Janine and Harry Norsk in Cannes motion picture business. That Uni- 
whore the latter. Continental chief for Columbia Pictures, will be re- versal has been able to accomplish 
cuperating following surgery-at the American Hospital, near Paris, this total of completed films is per- 
Novak is Mrs. Seidelmanrs brother. Her-husband is an independent haps due to-U’s Insistence on mak- 
distributor in N.Y. ing pictures by itself and not re- 

When Queen Elizabeth II made her royal Way from National Air- contributions of out- 
port to the White House past week, Helen Hayes, who long played producers. U is the only ma- 
Elizabeth’s great-grandmother in “Victoria Regina,” stood on tiptoes l°r company that has . refused to 
to catch a glimpse of the young monarch and her husband as they rode “ake deaJs “t,65 an“ 
past the National Theatre. Actress-recalled that she is the only mem- tinues with the pattern of film- 
ber of her family who has never met the Queen.; She said her husband, making that has long been tradi- 
the late Charles MacArthnr, and her son, actor-student James MaeAr- . 111 the film biz, U believes 
ilnir, had been presented at court, “But when I had the chance in Lon- lts system, which gives it com- 
don, she was expecting k bahy.” plete control of story selection and 

Tom Waller who has his own public relations office in Manhattan Is 
opening a branch at West Islip, L;L near his home to handle some Under ite method of oneratiom 
Suffolk County political and realty clients . . . Oldtimer reminds ^reVno ^eedtO wait for an i^- 

‘ Variety that when United Artists goes to its exhibitors to borrow mil- di Broducer to asSemMe his nack- 
lions for production it’s simply Henry Ford’s trick of long ago in get- fge e cS ISrnch prSul 
ting capital front his franchise-holders . . . Mamies College of Music Son proauc- 

, jcommissioned the film on ‘Tablo Casals” via Eda K. Loeb Fund, Which _* „ ... 
- had a showing in* June at the Paris . . . it’s now being nationally re- With 33 pictures m the can. U s 

leased via Irving M, Lesser.- s^es force. can actually “seU” a 

U’s Prize Pot: $50,000 
Universal will distribute 

more than $50,000 in prizes 
during its 18-week Charles J. 
Feldman sales drive. The 
drive, in honor of the sales 
v.p.’s 20th anni with the com¬ 
pany, will begin fin Dec. 29 
and end on May 3, 1958. 

Fifteen pictures, starting 
With “My-Man Godfrey” and 
Including the company’s Janu¬ 
ary/ ’February, March and 
April releases, are being desig¬ 
nated as Feldman releases. 

Stars Can’t Bust 
Own Rank For 
Oscars Anymore 

Hollywood, Oct 22. 

It’s easy today to build a new 
star, maintains producer Jerry 
Wald. If it isn’t being done, he 
adds, it’s the studios’ own fault 

Wald, in Gotham last week for 
confabs with 20th-Fox execs on his 
upcoming “Peyton Place,” took his 
text from Variety’s page one lead 
a couple of weeks agp, which 
pointed to the lack of new stars. 

“The trouble , is, you can’t just 
stamp out stars on a printing 
press,” held Wald. “We have to 
guard these new personalities, 
wrap them in cotton-wool. The new 
stars must be made inaccessible 
and elusive again. That’s what 
made the big stars of yesterday, 
I think Garbo had the right for¬ 
mula.” 

Producer said the studios had to 
run interference . for their new 
players. “There’s nothing worse 
than over-exposure, and without 
proper preparations, whether It’s 
in interviews, or on tv, or any-. 

•ling capuai irom ms iranciuse-npiaers . . . maimes v^puege ui music 
, .commissioned the film on ‘Tablo Casals” via Eda K. Loeb Fund, Which _* „ ., ... 
- had a showing in* June at the Paris . . . it’s nqw being nationally re- With 33 pictures m the can. U s 

leased via Irvin, M. Lwwr. s^es force. can actually "seU” a 

Whole basis of the Industry's now-Kaimt Golden Jubilee was chal- AUhoudh’the ^nMnt ieCTMS^Sfd 
. lenged in Bollywood, by Mrs. Hobart Bosworth, widow of the silent Jhd .ystem of cStittve hid<toe 
screen star. Fiftieth anniversary of the first featoro flta'iroilncaon; *9^ .ijjggg 

. on ;the Coast, she declared, actually Won't occur until 1959. Prior to L-tracts it Goes not sto/its sales- 
1909, Mrs. Bosworth said, film companies came to Southern California 4eh ^dball? fo?ce from touting 
only for locatijnlng. The first 1,000-foot feature made here was .“The Sms toM be&ri 
Sultan’s IPower” which was shot In a Chinese laundry at Eighth and the/are'actual t f0| release. 

. Olive Streets by the Sehg Company. Bosworth, who starred,, was * With'ko manv finished films 
t-b. victim who had to live here, so he embarked on k one-man cam- Sgable Chiles F^dman U’s 

-.paign to-bring thi then-fledgling industry to the Coast. The Selig Jn ifable to^ an and fin^iie hk 
Company finally established the first film studio there in 1909 in.what vl?” -4vanr, plr. 

' iT1?™.*" *■»*•*; 'Present industry ties Suitable fo? the teenagi md 
celebration,! she. added, actually marks the 50th anniversary df the] 
HoRywood shooting of “Count of Monte Cristo,’’ parts of which were] S^^iJSffvaeatloS ^riodtefsmi- 

■ lensed on location, • ... . * . ■ . ; larly other pictures with varied ap- 
United Artists .picked up 150 repeat fiookmgs'of ,fUFO” in. the past peal can: be Scheduled; for dates 

week, interest in the Clarence Greene-Euwell Rouse science fictioner considered most advantageous. XT’s 
being a result of Spntnlk, Film originally went into release in May, product availability also gives ex- 
1956, and was never withdrawn. , _ ~ hibitors • an advance indication of 

First-of 14 films selected to participate in San Francisco’s Interna- what pictures they will, receive at 
tional Film Festival starting Dec, 4. will be India’s “Aparajito,” festival a specified time of the year.. The 
co-ordinator Iririnf M. (Bud) L^tIr decided.: .. . company’s release slate, was finals 

Yul Brynser has Arthur Koeatleris 'hovel, “The Gladiators,” as his .}*** ^e/k+t?l* 
first indie production under his Alciona banner . . , Frank Sinatra sign- company * sales 

* ed Arnold Seknlman to screenplay Schulman’s Broadway play “A Hole execuuves. 
in the Head” for production next year. with*Frank Capra directing Everybody Selling 
, , .‘Buster Crabbe will be with George Montgomery in “Guntrap at Long-range'pre-selling and pen- 

* Abilene” for producer Robert E. Kent at Warners . Lauren Bacall etration efforts were outlined by 
pet for Darryl. F, Zanuek’s “DeLuxe Tour” (20th) . , . Universal bought pub-ad V.p. David A, Lipton. “The 
“The Aristocratic Cowboyi” an original by Montgomery Pittman. . American public today” Lipton 

I Billing switches by star per- where.” he observed. “I was furious 
[formers to enable them to qualify when I heard that Suzy Parker was 
for a “supporting performance” allowed to go on television in a 

! nomination in the annual Academy piay. (“Death of Manolete”). She 
Awards haye been abruptly halted wasn’t ready for it.” 

years have won Oscars. tre' s,houJ«i never have been pre- 
Under the former regulations, se?‘etdt at * Public preview. He 

studfos wete permitted to reduce was ?.° Pttd>er finhh111^ 
the billing of a star performer to In.the film, so that Miss Parkers 
that of a featured player at any voice and overall performance 
time dp. to the nomination dead- created embarrassment. Since then, 
line. Now, whenever a studio Miss Parker has redubbed the pic- 
xlominatfon is questioned, the ture herself and it’s been further 
Academy will submit the matter edited. Wald put to rest rumors 
to a special committee which will that Deborah Kerr had been used 
make the filial determination. to dub in the Parker lines. 

Wording of the rule changes . Wald, holding that today’s com- 
specifles this procedure in cpnnec- municStion facilities made it easy 
tlon with “a particular achieve- to “build” new stars, said the stu- 
ment in awards • consideration,” dies generally failed to chart crea- 
whieh would also give the Academy tiye and progressive campaigns for 
the final decision in any dispute the careers of their new faces, 
over technical awards have “These young people need a con- 
brought the threat of legal pro- tinuous exi>osure in pictures, but in 
ceedings to halt the Awaixls. . . . . * * 

.feeling of claustrophobia «xperienced by the cast Scale model of the tory.” He noted that the film biz 
garret set representing the loft in which Anne. Frank and her family must recognize that the volume of 
took, refuge during the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, has been high-pressure selling^has created 

.completed and is awaiting.Stevens’ approval before actual construction a high resistance .with the general 
gets underway. ... . - • public. As a consequence, he.said, 

N. Richard Nash signed bysSamkel Goldwyh to.write the screenplay “L 
“ for' “Porgy and Bess.” Sidelight to Nash’s engagement by Goldwyn: ^thnse 
former’s son, Christopher,Nob, last spring won the annual Samuel centrate. his ^seUmg in^ those 
Goldwyn_ creative * wndhg award at UCLA with his first novel. .“TSeJ hopoCbreakISoulh this^ waU of 

ceeaings to nait tne Awaras. different parts to avoid their be- 
_ f ~ , __ coming typed,” he held. “It’s no 

Fonda s .Stage Shuck Mayi-™ 
Be Bnenal&h Release; ?o°rhatoy«l?.”h that personaUty again 

NaF in RRO-fn-II DphI Wald said il was a serious mis- IWI III IVIVU 10 U UCfll take to allow screen players to 
. “Stage Struck," Henry Fonda make p.a.s. at a lot of tv shows, 
starrer made by RKO but not Fart He felt that the whole “deglamor- 
ofi the latter company’s domestic ization” process in Hollywood had 
releasing deal with Universal, may been a big mistake, 
be sold m the United States mai> Wald said he expected “Peyton 
kei Ta? Buena Vista, Wait Disney Place,« which runs three hours, to 
subsidiary. Manner in which be given a semi-roadshow treat- 
stage” is handled is. considered ment by 20th j prereIease and 

more than usually significant in advaneed pities. He’s cuSently 
that it eoul ddetermme the local worHne on “Th» i™, mnrVpt.net nr nil WOrj™S 1?n 1 Ue LOng, Hot SUm- marketing of more or all future 
entries. The Sound and the Fury,” 

On the basis of the way 

. Crystal .Tree.” . . Senior Nash is currently in N,Y., having just re- .. . vn1nni. „ . 
turned from, the Coast: where , he completed the screenplay of. “The advertising volume. 
Great Sebastians” for Columbia , . .\John Barrymore Jr., who is ap- ^Lipton maintained that the film 
pearing in “Never Love a Stranger” firing filmed at the Gold Medal- biz cannot afford to scatter its 
Biograph Studios, Is dropping the junior and will be billed from hereon shots and that adyertising__aollars 

. as John Drew Barrymore . . , Barry Sullivan off to London to co-star alone cannot do the job. He said, 
with Lana Turner in “Another Time, Another Place,” being produced however, that this did not mean 
by Caydor Productions, indie firm organized by Miss Turner . . . the elimination of any particular 

Maclean’s (the Candian mag) can’t figure why a Metro pressagent C hut Sat °it 
isn’t too strong with the bally about Montreal-born William Shatner, 
who palys one of the “Brothers Kacamtoov.” Ax the publicist ^ StaSt c^e to 
pointed out, the sUrs of the picture need the. buildup and, wflo SrivzS^th^SDeeialSd audfeuc? 
tell, perhaps Shatner s optron won’t fie picked up. In the same article, fP y tf » p and ^ utmost 
inag’s Barbara Moen found Richard Brooks “a tense, excitable director, 
given to suddenchliafeh^tbtosto.” _ . Jeltoig .fe® Wotod^t 

Richard L. Bare signed, by Warners to direct “GirF on the'Run,” reach-that audience. 
Written by-Marion Hargrove r. > Richard Egan, touring key cities on >*-, 
behalf -of Universal’s “Slaughter on Tenth Avenue.” a , Veteran ■ - ■■■■: 
cinematographer William Daniels will be awarded the George East- it 
man “George” at the ..second Festival of FHm Artists in Rochester, IlHrOlu llSQUl 10 I/ISDCY 
N.Y. Saturday (26). Dri&iris, who recently filmed “My Man Godfrey,” _• ' 1 
will be cited for achievement in the 1926-30 period,* a stanza marked 
by the transition from sflent to sound pictures % / Harold Rand, N.Y. newspaper 

have so far progressed, RKO’s 
skeleton exee sales force would ar¬ 
range for the first 75 to 200 dates 
for “Stage.” These doubtless would 
be the key runs. BV would there¬ 
upon take over, operating on a 
distribution gross percentage-split 
basis. 

RKO execs have said they fig¬ 
ured on “Stage” as a release dur¬ 
ing the Christmas period but it 
now appears unlikely to go out be¬ 
fore February. 

+oiw “Jean Chrisfophe.” "The Jean Har- 
lowe Story,” "Diamond in the 
Rough” and a film on Scott Fitz¬ 
gerald. 

Parking Engulfs 
New Hardtopper 

Hope’s Choice of Roles 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

Wichita Falls, Tex., Oct. 22. 
Construction has been started 

here on a new 1,406-seat theatre 
which will cost an estimated $200,- 
000 for the K&K Corp. It is ex- 

Harold Rand to Disney 

by the transition from sflent to sound pictures ^ | Harold Rand, N.Y. newspaper 
Ingrid Bergman’kficxt starrer for 20th-Fox will be “The Inn of the contact - for 20th-Fox, ■ exits the 

Eighth Happiness "Tiased -on Alan Burges? novel, “The Small Worn- company in two weeks to Join Walt 
an.” Mark Robson will direct, starting in Formosa in February a; Disney as publicity manager. 
Nicole Maurey wRI be with Danny Kaye and Curt Judgens in William.) In his new- post, Rand will work 
Goetif “Me and-thel Colonel” * , * Madge Kennedy ipked for Para-, under Charles Levy, director of 
mount’s “Houseboat” , • * ‘{.publicity 'and advertising. 

Bob Hope is mulling several mo- pected to be completed next Feb- 
tion picture deals, including an ruary. C. H. Parker is prez of the 
offer from indie producer Milton i K&K Corp 

Mrs siss 
Comedian has bought an origJ *“iltoes for.690 to 800 cars, 

inal. western, ““Westward Ho,” by Outside measurement of the the- 
Bert Lawrence, but hasn’t yet set, atre will be .80 by 150 feet and will 
production plans for it. He’s also; h® finished in red brick, holding 
considering essaying lead in a bio-i to the general* design of other 
pic of P. T. Barnum, for producer \ buildings in the model 54 acre 
Bill Thomas. { shopping center. 



8 PICTURE GROSSES PftRIEf'Y 

LA. Still Dreary; 'Godfrey Fair 
$16,000, 'Morgan’ Dull 22G, Tagels’ 

Lush 14G in 11th, 'Days 26G, 44th 
Los Angeles, Oct, 22. 

Lack of any strength among the 
openers, with only the extended 
hard-ticket pix offering real prom¬ 
ise, will give the local first-run 
situation a continued dreary ap¬ 
pearance. Surprisingly, “Raintree 
County” is‘ looking up in second 
session at the Warner Beverly with 
$18,600 in prospect, considerably 
ahead of opening week. 

Among newcomers, “My Man 
Godfrey” is rated fair $16,000 at 
the Chinese. “Helen Morgan Story” 
shapes dull $22,000 in three larger 
houses. “Jeanne Eagels” is still 
lively with $14,000 or near for 11th 
lap at Egyptian and opening stanza 
at Fox Bev and second at the 
Downtown. 

“Seven Wonders of World” was 
fast $27,200 in 19th session at 
Warner Hollywood while “Around 
World in 80 Days" is socko $26,200 
in 44th week at the Carthay. 

Estimates for This Week 
Chinese <FWC) (1,908; $1.25- 

$2.40) —“My Man Godfrey” (U). 
Fair $16,000. Last week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (7th wk-8 days), 
$7,700. 

Downtown Paramount, Pan taxes, 
Wiltern (ABPT-RKO-SW) (3,300; 
2.812; 2,344; 80-$1.80) — “Helen 
Morgan Story” (WB) and "Johnny 
Trouble” (WB). Dull $22,000 ,or 
near. Last week. Downtown Para¬ 
mount, Pantages with Uptown, 
"Black Scorpion” (WB) and “James 
Dean Story” (WB),$17,400; Wiltern 
with Egyptian, Downtown, "Jeanne 
Eagels” (Col) (10th wk, Egyptian; 
1st wk, Wiltern, Downtown), 
“Woman of River” (Col) (1st wk, 
Wiltern, Downtown only), $22,400. 

Orpheum, Hawaii, El Rey (Met- 
ropolitan-G&S-FWC) (2,313; 1,106; 
861; 80-$1.80)—“Chicago Confiden¬ 
tial” (UA) and “Gun Duel at 
Durango" (UA). Mild $10,600. Last 
week, Orpheum, El Rey with Vogue, 
“Action of Tiger" (M-G) and “Hired 
Gun” (M-G) $9,100; Hawaii with 
State, “Hel Riders of Heaven” 
(Rank) and “Long As They’re 
Happy” (Rank), $7,500. 

Los Angeles, Loyola, Iris, Up¬ 
town (FWC) (2,097; 1,248; 756; 
1,715; 90-$1.50)—“Young and Dan¬ 
gerous" (20th) and “Rockabilly 
Baby” (20th). Dull $9,000 or near. 
Last week, Los Angeles. Loyola 
with Hollywood, Ritz, “No Down 
Payment" (20th) ahd “Copper Sky” 
(20th) (1st wk), $18,400; Iris, “Love 

(Continued on page 24) 

New Toronto Films Lean; 
‘Morgan’ Dull at $12,000, 

‘Joker’ Bangup 14G, 2d 
Toronto, Oct. 22. 

Biz for newcomers is light, with 
"Action of Tiger” so-so and “Helen 
Morgan Story” light at three-house 
combo. However, holdovers are 
solid. "Sun Also Rises” is big 
while “Joker Is Wild” looms torrid 
in second stanza. "Affair to Re¬ 
member” is also holding well in 
sixth frame at two-house combo. 
Turnaway biz consistently contin¬ 
ues for “Around World in 80 
Days.” novfr in 10th frame. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$l)— 

“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (2d wk). 
Big $12,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877; L- 
357; $1)—“Affair to Remember” 
(20th) (6th wk). Hep $6,000. Last 
week, $8,000. • 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
State (Taylor) (1.054; 995; 698; 694; 
50-75^ — “Pawnee" (Rep) and 
“Looking for Danger” (AA). Nice 
$13,500. Last week, “Woman of 
River” (Col) and “Domino Kid” 
(Col), $12,500. 

Hollywood, Palace, Runnymede 
(FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385; 60-$l)— 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). Light 
$12,000. Last week, "Deerslayer” 
(20th), $17,000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.107— 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). Big 
$14,000. Last week, $21,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Dipping to good $8,500. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.7542.407— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(10th wk). On six night perform¬ 
ances and three weekend mats, 
still capacity at $15,000. 

Uptown (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1.25l 
—“Action of Tiger” (M-G). Okay 
$7,500. Last week, “Slim Carter” 
(U). $6,500. 

York (FP) (877; $1.2542)—"10 
Commandments” (Par) (48th wk). 
Still holding at $3,500. Last week, 
same. 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ..$490,500 

(Based on 21 theatres) 
Last Year ..._.$606,000 

(Based on 21 theatres) 

M Fast WOO, 
Hub; ‘Joker 1(G 

Boston, Oct. 22. 
Aslan flu, three legit shows, ro¬ 

deo and football detracted from 
picture biz at Hub wickets this 
week. However,, there are some 
stout spots. “Operation Mad Ball” 

1 shapes big at State and Orpheum. 
“Portland Expose” looms barely 
okay at Paramount and Fenway. 
“Story of Esther Costello” is big at 
the Gary. “No Down Payments 
shapes fair at the Memorial. 

“Joker Is Wild” is very big at 
Metropolitan in its second round. 
“Around World in 80 Days” leads 
holdovers with a smash. “Seven 
Wpnders of World” is picking up 
in ’61st week with announcement of 
last weeks. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.65-$2.75) 

—“Raintree County” (M-G). On 
hard ticket policy, seven evening 
performances and three mats. 
Opened strong. Last week, “Inter¬ 
lude”,-4U) (6th wk), $4,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.25) i 
—“Rising of Moon” (WB) (2d wk)., 
Nice $5,000. Last week, $8,000. ' 

- Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1,354;' 
$1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”! 
(Cinerama) (61st wk). Fine $17,500.! 
Last week, $16,200. , 

Copley (Indie) (961; 9041.25)— 
"Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO); 
(5th wk). Fourth week ended Sun¬ 
day (20) was slick $5,500. Last 
week, $6,500. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25?— 
"Brothers in Law” (Indie) (3d wk). 
Second week ended Saturday (19), 
was good $7,500. Last week, $8,500. 

Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)— 
"Portland Expose” (AA) and 
“Death in Small Doses” (AA). Fair 
$4,000. Last week, “Reform School 
Girl” (AI) and “Rock Around 
World” (AD, $3,500. 

Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.807— 
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col). 
Big $11,000. Last week, “Pride and 
Passion” (UA) (10 th wk-5 days), 
$4,000. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 8541.25) 
—“Doctor at Large” (U) (9th wk- 

(Continued on page 24) 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Although lineup of newcomers] 

includes several deserving pix j 
along with science fiction reissues, 
brought in to capitalize on front 
page news still being garnered by 
the Russian satellite, the boxoffice 
here continues on the downside. 
One of top newcomers, “Slim Car¬ 
ter,” is fair. “Down Payment” 
looms modest. “Story of Esther 
Costello” looks mild. 

On the small brighter side are 1 
“Joker Is Wild,” lofty in its sec¬ 
ond week, and hard-ticket pix, 
“Seven - Wonders of World” and 
“Around World in 80 Days” in 
their 63rd and 15th weeks, respec¬ 
tively. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (847; $1.50- 

$2.65)—"Around World” (UAM15th 
wk). Rounding out its fourth month 
and still hefty at $14,000. Last 
week, $14,500. 

Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama) (63d wk). In its 16th 
month and still going good. At 
present pace is good much more 
time. Fine $12,000 or near. Last 
week, $11,500. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
"Satellite in Sky” (WB) and “River 
Changes” (WB) (reissues). Light 
$2,000. Last week, "Amazing Colos¬ 
sal Man” (AIP) and “Cat Girl” 
<AIP), $3,000. 

Lyric (Par) <1,000; 85-90)—"Sea 

‘Joker* Lofty $5,000, 
Omaha; *80 Days- 8G, 8 

Omaha, Oct. 22. 
The boxoffice story here remains 

a sad one .at the firstnms. Only 
the Brandeis, with “Joker Is Wild,”; 
is showing any signs of life. It’s 
rated good enough to hold. “Port¬ 
land Expose” shapes mild at the 
Omaha as is “Conquest of Space” 
at the Orpheum. “Hired Gun" is 
modest at the State. 

Estimates for This Week 
. .Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50- 
$2.20)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (8th wk). Good $8,000. Last 
week, $9,000. i 

Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90); 
—“Joker Is-Wild” (Par) and "Hell 
Canyon Otulaws” (Rep.). Fast 
$5,000. Last week, “Pickup Alley” 
(Col) and “Woman of River” (Col), 
$3,000. 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90) 
—“Portland Expose” (AA) and 
“Death in Small Doses” (AA). Slow 
$4,000. Last week, “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (20th) and "Badlands of 
Montana” (20th), $3,500. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
90)—“Conquest of Space” (Par) and 
“When Worlds Collide” (Par) ^re¬ 
issues). Mild $5,500. Last week, 
“Man With l’,000 Faces” (U), 
$5,000. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-80)— 
“Hired Gun” (M-G). Moderate 
$4,000. Last week, “Until They 
Sail” (M-G), $3,500. 

'80 Days Mighty 
$13,000, Prov. Ace 

Providence, Oct. 22. 
"Around World In 80 Days” in 

second round at Elmwood is far 
out in front currently with wow 
total. Loew’s next in line with “Un¬ 
til They Sail” but only mild. Majes¬ 
tic is fairly good with "No Down 
Payment.” Strand looms sad with 
"Portland Expose.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) <2,200; 65-80)— 

"Young and Dangerous” (20th) 
and "Rockabilly Baby” <20th). Mild 
$5,000. Last week, “Naked Africa” 
(Indie) and “White Huntress” (In¬ 
die), $*4,500. 

Elmwood (Snyder) (724; $242.50)= 
—“Arotind the World” (UA) (2d; 
wk). Near capacity $12,000. First 
week was $13,200. 

Majestic (S-W) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“No Down Payment” (20th) and 
“On Treshold of Space” (20th). 
Okay $7,500. Last week, “Helen 
Morgan Story” (WB) and “Johnny 
Trouble” (WB); $7,000. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)— 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) and “Big- 
Caper” (UA). Thin $9,500. Last 
week, ’’Chicago Confidential” 
(M-G) and “My Gun Is Quick” 
(M-G), $7,500. 

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-80) 
—“Portland Expose” (AA) and 
“Death In Small Doses” (AA)? Sad 
$3:000. Last week, “No Time To Be 
Young” (Col) and “Young Don’t 
Cry” (Col), $6,500. 

Wife” (20thL Fairish $4,500. Last 
week, “Jet Pilot” <U> (4th wk), 
$4,800. 

Radio City (Par) <4,100; 85-90)— 
“Story, of Esther Costello” (Col). 
Given big ad and exploitation cam- £iign, but only poor $6,500 looms. 

ast week, “Helen Morgan' Story” 
(WB) (2d wk), $6,000. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“No Down Payment” (20th). 
Also heavily plugged and boasts 
impressive cast names. Consider¬ 
ably under expectations at slight 
$7,000. Last week, “Black Scor¬ 
pion” (WB), $5,000. 

RKO Pah (RKO) (1,800;. 65-85)— 
“Conquest of Space” (U) and “War. 
of the Worlds” (U) (reissues). Got 
off to a good start. Okay $5,000 
shapes. Last week, “Devil’s Hair¬ 
pin” (Par) and “Short Cut to Hell” 
(Par), $4,000. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90-^SIim 
Carter” (U). Very well liked but 
without important cast names. Fair 
$6,000. -Last week, “Reach for Sky.” 
(Rank), $6,500. 

Suburban World <Mann> (800; 85) 
—’’Wife for a Night” (Indie). Good 
$2,000. Last week, “Prince and 
Showgirl" (Par) (2d run), five days,- 
$1,600. 

World (Mann) (400; 8541.25)— 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). Joe 
E. Lewis may be mostly unknown 
here, hut Frank Sinatra isn’t. Tall 
$7,000. Last week, $8,200. , 

Mpls. Uneven; 'Carter Mild $6,000, 
‘Joker Tall 7G, ‘Wonders 12G, 63d 

Wednesday, October 23, 1957 

K.C Better; 'Joker Lively $10,000, 
Tammy Must 6G, Wonders IlG 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross- 
This Week ....... .$2,287,600 

(Based on 22 cities and 254 
theatres, chiefly first nms, in¬ 
cluding N.Y.) 
Total Gross-same Week 
Last Year.$2,690,200 

(Based on 24 cities -and 249 
“theatres.) 

'Joker HotsyUG, 
Frisco; Days 21G 

San Francisco, Out 22. 
Frisco film biz is very spotty 

here this .stanza with the flu. keep¬ 
ing thousands of teenagers away 
from the theatre. However, "Joker 
Is Wild” still is excellent in second 
round at Golden Gate. “Devil’s 
Hairpin” is rated okay at Para¬ 
mount while “Escapade in Japan” 
shapes good at St Francis. “Young 
and Dangerous” looms thin at the 
Fox and "Portland Expose” rated 
slow at United Artists. "Invisible 
Boy’* shapes okay at Warfield. 

Estimates fsr This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- 

$1J25)—-“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and 
“Checkpoint” (Rank) (2d wk). Stur¬ 
dy $14,000. Last week, $20,000. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.2541-507— 
“Young and Dangerous” (20th) and 
“Rockabilly Baby” (20th). Thin 
$8,500. Last-week* “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (20th) and “Hell On Devil’s 
Island” (20th). $10,500. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; B0-$1.25) 
—"Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Raid¬ 
ers of Old California” (Rep). Okay 
$12,000. Last week, "Until They 
Sail” (M-G),(3d wk), $6,000. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) 
— “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and 
"Stowaway Girl” (Par). Okay $11,- 
000. Last week, “Amazing Colossal 
Man” (AI) and ‘“Cat Girl” (AI), 
$12,000. 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—-"Escapade In Japan” (U). Trim 
$11,000. Last week, “Esther Cos¬ 
tello” (Col) and “Woman of River” 
(Col), $9,000. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.657—"Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (48th Wk). Good 
$15,000. Last week, $14,600. 

United ArtUis (No. Coast) <1,207; 
90-$1.25)—“Portland Expose” (AA). 
and "Gun Battle at Monterey” 
(AA). Slow $6,000. Last week, 
“Cyclops” (AA) and “Daughter Dr. 
Jekyll” (AA), $6,7501 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1-25- 
$1.50) — “St. Joan” (UA). Poor 
$3,000. Last week,‘"10 Command¬ 
ments” (Par) <22d wk), $7,100. 

Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)— 
Torero” (Col) (4th wk). Nice $2,-: 

600. -Last week, $4,000. 
Clay (Rosener) <400; $1.25)— 

Wife For Night” (Indie) (3d wk). 
Neat $2,200. Last week, $2,900. 

Vague <S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25) 
=—“Time of Desire” (Indie) <3d 
wk). Tall $3,600. Last week, $4,500. 

Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25) 
-“Naked Eye” (Indie) (2d wk). 

Mild $1,500. Last wekk, $3,500. 
Coronet (United California) (1,- 

250; $1.5043,75)—“Around World 
In $0 Days” (UA) (43d wk). Fine 
$21,000. Last week. $21,000. 

Rto (Schwarz) (397; $1.10) — 
“Happened* In Park” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Fair $1,500. Last week, $2,000. 

Presidio (Hardy7-Parsons) (774: 
$1.2541.50) — “Brothers In Law” 
(Cont). Hep \ $3,200. Last week, 
“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (DCA) 
(3d wk), $3,000.. 

‘Joker’ Smooth $11,000, „ 
Seattle; ‘Costello’ 7G 

Seattle, Oct. 22. 
’ Most newcomers here this round 

are very disappointing. However, 
"Joker Is Wild” looms lofty at 
Fifth Avenue and "Story of Esther 
Costello” shapes fairly good, at! 
Coliseum. “Seven Wonders of- 
World” continues swell in second 
round at Paramount 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <806; 

$13042.50)—“Around World (UA) 
(27th Wk). Swell $9,000, Last week, $10,000. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) <1,870; 90- 
$1.25)—"Esther Costello” (Col) and 
“Young Don’t Cry” (Col). Good 
$7,000. Last week, "Gun Is Quick” 

(Continued on page 24) 

+ Kansas City, Oct. 22. 
Brighter note struck up for week 

as similar film entries take a 
stronger bold on the boxofficw 
Strongest. Is "Joker Is Wild,” lively 
at Paramount likely.will hold, 
and first film in many weeks to do 
that. "Forty Guns” in Fox Mid¬ 
west threesome is averager “Story 
of Esther Costello” at the Midland 
shapes slow. Surprise strength is 
being shown byJ’Tammy and Bach¬ 
elor,” brought back to Durwood’s 
Roxy, Usually first-run. and rated 
bangup. Pair could hold. American 

; Royal week crowds are helping 
"Seven Wonders of World” and 
"Around. World In 80 Days,” espe¬ 
cially . the former. 

-Estimates for This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

in, Leawood Drive-in. (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 85c 
person)—“Teenage Doll” <AA) and 
"Undersea Girl” (AA). Mild $5,000. 
Last week. "Fury at Showdown” 
(UA> and “War Drums” <UA), same, 

- Midland (Loew) (3,500: 60-80)— 
"Story of Esther Costello” (Col) 
and "Tip on a Dead Jockey” (M-G). 
Dull $5,000. Last week, "Action of 
Tiger” (M-G) and.“Hired Gun” 
(M-G). same. 

MisMurl (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1-25427—“Seven Wonders of the 
World” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Bright 
$11,000, helped by American Royal 
visitors. Last week, same. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-007— 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par). Fancy $10,- 
OOO.and best In weeks here. Hold¬ 
ing. Last week, “Helen Morgan 
Story” (WB), $6,000/ . 

Roehhfll (Little Art Theatres) 
<750: 75-90)—"Albert Schweitzer” 
(Indie) (3d wk). Strong $1,500. 
LasFweek, $1,800. 

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90) -— 
"Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and 
"Written on Wmd” (U) (reissue). 
"Tammy” brought back after com¬ 
pleting all sub-runs and drive-ins; 
bangup $6,000 or near. Could hold, 
as house has nothing else behind 
it. Last week, ’Until They Sail” 
(M-G) (2d wk), $4,500. ‘ 

Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; 
$1.25-$2>—“Around World in 80 
Days” CUA) (21st wk). Holding 
okay with help from American 
Royal visitors. $7,000. Last week, 
same. 

Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox 
Midwest) <2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90) 
—“Forty Guns” <20th) and “Deer¬ 
slayer” (20th). Average $9,000. 
Last week, "No Down Payment” 
(20th) and “Copper Sky” (20th), 
$11,000. 

Fin Still Hurts Cincy; 
‘Joker’ OK 10G, Unholy’ 

Cincinnati, Oct. 22. 
New bills at four first-runs this 

week are unable to overcome flu 
crippling of general business and 
closing of many Greater Cincy 
schools. “Joker la Wild,” topping 
the field currently, shapes okay at 
flagship Albee, "Unholy Wife.” 
next in line, looms fair at the Pal¬ 
ace. “No Down Payment” is hav¬ 
ing rought sledding at Keith’s and 
"Young and Dangerous” at the 
Grand is in fairish tempo. On the 
bright side, longruns of “Seven 
Wonders’' and “80 Days” are re¬ 
bounding. 

Estimate* for This Week 
Albee (RKO) <3,100; 0041.25)— 

"Joker Is wad” (Par). Okay $10,- 
000. Last week, “Until They Sail” 
(M-G): $9,000. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.2042.(87—“Seven . Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) <72d wk). Looks 
to be up at $14,000 against $13,500 
last week. 

Grand (RKO) <1,400; 7541.107— 
“Young and Dangerous” (20th) and 
"Rbckabilly Baby” (20th)* Fairish 
$5,000. Last week, "Conquest of 
Space” (Par) and “War. of Worlds” 
(Par) (reissues), $4,500. 

- Guild (VanceT (300; 50-90) — 
“Garden of Eden” (Indie) (6th wk). 
Close to last %eek’s okay $1,400 in 
final stanza. 

Keith’s (Short <1,500; 75-$1.25)— 
"No Down Payment” (20thL Mild 
$5,000. Last week, “Tammy and 
Bachelor” (U3 (return) <2d wk), 
$6^00. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 7541.10)— 
“Unholy Wife” (RKO). Fair $7,500. 
Same last week for “Black Scor¬ 
pion” <WB) and "James Dean 
Story” <WB>. 

Valley (WieOe) <1,300; $150- 
$2.50)—"Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (19th wk). Periring to swell 
$12,000, echoing bally of Mike 
Todd’s, annl spree* Last week, $11.- .200. 
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• Chicago, Oct. 22.. 4* 

Holdover product and the flu 
will hurt Chi's boxoff ice this frame. 
Art houses are holding well by 
comparison with the big spots. 
Business has been such lately that 
the largest downtown houses have 
been advertising “sneak previews, 
during the early weeks of their 
product’s run, and even on Friday 
and Saturday nights. So that except 
for roadshows,. artie# and the 
Woods, the Loop and State-Lake 
theatres, State and Randolph 
streets are in effect a nub of dual 
houses. 

“Unknown Land’* and “Cyclops,” 
duo shapes as Chi’s healthiest 
starters at the Roosevelt With * 
fine $17,000. “Three Faces of Eve” 
at Oriental is **mild $19,00* "Until 
They Sail” is a Hght $11,000 open¬ 
ing week at the Chicago. 

“Silken Affair” promises a rela¬ 
tively sturdy $3,000. in first frame 
at the Esquire. “Forty Guns” and 
“Hell on Devil’s Island” shapes 
okay $3,500 at Grand, _ 

Second-weekers, Perri at Loop, 
and Armored Attack“-“BittIe 
Stripe” reissue combo at Garrick, 
are holding comfortably. “Joker Is 
Wild” at United Artists and “Jet 
Pilot” wind up with soft fourth 
frames. Two third-frame arties are 
holding well, “Stella” at World 
being especially big. “Brothers in 
Law” at Surf is tidy. Roadshows 
are all sturdy. 

Estimates for This Week 
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90h-$1.50> 

—“Until They Sail” (M-G). Lean 
$11,000. Last week, .“Helen Mor¬ 
gan Story” (WB) (2d Wk>, $8;800. 

Esquire (HAE Balabani—“Silken 
Affair” (DCA), Classy $8,000. Last 
week, subsequent-run. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“Armored Attack” (NTA), “Battle 
Stripe” (NTA) (reissues) (2d wk). 
Hotsy $5,000. Last week, $11,000. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 9041-25)— 
J^Forty Guns” (20th) and “Hell on 
Devil’s island” (20th). Good $6,500. 
Last week, “Satellite in Sky” (WB) 
ancf “Bright Leaf” (WB), $4,500. * 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 9041-50)— 
“Perri” (BV) (2d ^k). Fine $11,400. 
Last week, $13,003. * 
- McYickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 

$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(48 wk). Sock $34,000. Last week, 
$24,000. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 50-79)— 
“Missing Girls in Hiding” (Indie) 
(reissue) and “So Lovely, So 

(Continued on page 24) 

Transport Strike Bops 
Pitt B O. Albeit ‘Joker* 

Trim 12&‘Search’12G 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22. 

Downtown is being murdered by 
a combination of the flu and the 
transportation strike here. In past, 
a trolley-bus walkout has profited 
nabes, but even that isn’t, so true 
this time because the suburbans 
are being killed by the eurrent epi¬ 
demic. Only thing in the Golden 
Triangle that’s even making a 
slight dent is “Joker Is Wild” 
at Stanley, which is doing nicely. 
Everywhere else it’s the doldrums. 
“Search for Paradise” at Warner 
and “Around the World in 80 
Days” are being hurt, too. - 

'Estimates for- This Week 
FUlton (Shea) fl,700; 8041.25)— 

“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U). 
Good notices and ordinarily would 
probably stand a chance but not in 
this market. Will be lucky to get 
$4,000. Last week, “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (20th), $4,500. 

Guild (Green) C50Q; 85-99) — 
“Third Key” (Bank). Being hurt 

‘ along with the others*. Okay $2,000. 
Last week, “John and Julie” (DCA), 
$1,400. 

Harris (Harris) (24-65; 8041-25) 
—“Young and Dangerous” (20th) 
and “Rockabilly Baby” (20th). 
Down in depths* with, disznll $3,500 
possible. Last week, “Sea Wife” 
(20th>, $5,000 in 9 days. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.2543)— 
“Around World” (DA) (28th wk). 
Dropping again, - down to $7,700, 
lowest yet. Last week, - almost 
$9,000. 

Penn (UA)’ (3,30<k 304125) 
“Invisible Boy” (M-G). Invisible 
take practically, too. Not much 
more than $4J&Q0 - in night Last 
week, “Until They Sill” (M-G) (2d 
wk), $7,500. 

‘Mr’Flush 1% 
Che.; Days’MG 

Cleveland, Oct. 22. 
Nearly all film ‘grosses are sag¬ 

ging this round. However,. "Joker 
Wild” Shape# nici at the State ind 
“Helen Morgan Story” loom* fairly 
good at the Allen/ Elsewhere, ex¬ 
cepting the two big lpngrunners, 
trade is sluggish, “Around World” 
is up with * fine session- in 19th 
week at the Ohio while “This Is 
Cinerama” also is edging up to a 
big take in 16th round at the 
Palace. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 9041-25)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB). Fair 
$12*000. Last wfeck, “Black Scor¬ 
pion” ‘(WB) and “James Dean 
Story4’ (WB), $11,500. 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 9041.25) 
—“Portland Expose” (AA), Sad 
$10,000. Last week, ‘‘Jet Pilot” (U) 
(3d wk),.$10,500. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90) — “Big Caper’1 fUA) and 
“Trooper Hook” (UA>. Mild $5- 
000. Last week, “Fury at Show¬ 
down” (U) and “Unholy Wife” (U), 
$6,000. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 
(925; $1.25)—‘“Nana” (Indie) (2d 
wk). Oke $3,500 after $4,500 last 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
50-90>—“Street of Shame” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Passable $2,500 after $3,- 
300 in first week. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2^0) 
-—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(19th wk). Fine $16,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,323; 
$1.2542.40)— “This is Cinerama’ 
(Cinerama) (16th wk). Up to big 
$13,700 after $13,200 last week. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 
“Joker is Wild” (Par). Fine $15,- 
000. Last week, “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” t2Qth), $6;500. . 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— 
“My Gun is Quick” (UA) and “Chi¬ 
cago Confidential” (UA). Average 
$6,000. Last week, “3;10 to Yuma”' 
(Col) (m.o.), $4,000. 

‘Joker’Sock $12,000 In* 
Indpls.; Days’ 13G, 11th 

Indianapolis, Oct. 22.. 
. Trade Is spotty at first-run 

houses here this stanza. “Joker Is 
Wild” is riding high at Circle and 
Mike ToddV birthday festivities* 
which received plenty news cover¬ 
age. is keeping “Around World” 
suzzling in 11th stanza at the 
Lyric. But “Portland Expose” at 
the Indiana and “Story of Esther 
Costello” at Loew’s are fioing 
poorly. “Sun Also Rises” is so-so 
in third stanza at Keith’s. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Coekrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- 

90)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and 
“Triple Deception” (Rank). Big 
$12,000. Last week, “Beginning of 
End” (Rep) and “The Unearthly” 
(Rep), $8,000. % 

Indiana (C-D> (3,200; 60-90)— 
“Portland Expose” (AA) and ‘Hell 
Canyon Outlaws” (Repl Drab 
$5,500. Last week, "No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (20th) and “Under Fire” 
(20th), $6,500. * 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-$l,25)— 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (3d wk). 
Fair $4,500 or. about $22,500 for 
ihreeweek run. « 

Loew'* (Loew) (2;427; 8045)— 
“Story Esther Costello” (Col) and 
“Ride High Iron?’ (Col). Modest 
$5,000. Last week, “Until ' They 
Sail” (M-G) And “Trooper Hook” 
(UA), $6*500. 

T.,—- _ - , Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.2342.20)— 
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-00)—(“Around World In 8ft Days” .(UA) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates at re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities* are net; te, 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take,: when 

"playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic, admission 
prices, however, as indicated* 
include the U. S. amusement 
tax. 

Tenor’ Okay $6,500 Is 
Denver; ‘Carter’ 9iG, 2d 

Denver, Oct. 22. 
Biz is off at most first-runs cur¬ 

rently but “Unknown Terror” and 
“Back From Dead,” dualer, is 
fairly good in four ozoners: “Slim 
Carter” looks good in second round 
at Paramount. “Around World” is 
perking higher in 23d week at 
Tabor, and stays on„ easily a record 
run for this city. “Mana” is good 
enough at Vogue Art to warrant a 
holdover. . 

Estimates for This Week 
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$l\25)— 

“No Down Payment” (20lh) (2d wk). 
Mild $7,000. Last week, $11,500. 

Denver (Fox) (2,586: 70-90) — 
“Young and Dangerous”- (20th) and 
“Rockabilly Baby” <20th>. Sad 
$7,000. Last week, “Deerslayer” 
(20th) and “Forty Guns” (20th), 
$10,000. 

Fpx Aurora (Fox) (673; 75c) —r- 
“Unknown Terror” (20th) and 
“Back from Dead” (20th). Good 
$2,000. Last week, on subsequents. 

Fox Woodlawn (Fox) (800; 75c)— 
“Unknown Terror” (20 th) and 
“Back from Dead” (20th). Okay 
$1,500. Last week, on subsequents. 

Lakeshore Drive-In (Monarch) 
C1.000 cars; 75c)—r“Mte Turned to 
Stone” (Col) and “Zombies of 
Mora Tau” (Col). Fair $4,000. Last 
week, on subsequents. 

Mayan (Fox) (#66; 7 5c>—'‘Un¬ 
known Terror” (20th) and “Back 
from Dead” (20th). Mild $1,500. 
Last week, on-subsequents. 

Monaco Drive-In (Wolfberg) (800 
cars; 75c>—“Girl in Black Stock¬ 
ings” (UA) and “Hell Bound” (UA). 
Fair $3,500. Last week, on sub¬ 
sequents. 

’ Ogden (Fox) (1,216; 75c) — Un¬ 
known Terror” (20th) and “Back 
.from Dead” (20th). Mild $1,500. 
Last week, on subsequents. • 

Orphedm (RKO) (2,596; 70-90)— 
"Until They Sail” (M-G) and 
“Above Us Waves” (Rep). .Slow 
$3,000 or less. Last week, “Black 
Scorpion” (WB) and “Fire Maidena 
of Outer Space” (Indie), $7,500. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 
70-90) — “Slim Carter” * (U) and 
“Valerie”. (DA). (2d wk>. Good 
$9,500 In 5 days. Last week, $11,000. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1 JS5-$2.50) — 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(23d. wk). Good $7,500. Stays on. 
Last week, $6,000. 

Vogue Art tSher-Shulman) (442; 
75-90) — “Mana” (Indie). Fine 
$2,000. Last week, “John and Julie” 
(DCA) $1,200. 

West Drive-In (Wolfberg) (750 
cars; 75c)—“Girl in Black Stock¬ 
ings” (UA) and “Hell Bound” (UA). 
Fair $3,000. Last week, on sub¬ 
sequents. 

PhOly;‘Joker 15G 
Philadelphia, Oct. 22. 

The flu still is knocking out the 
boxoff ice here this round with ex7 
tubs not minimizing the heavy 
newspaper lineage plugging televi¬ 
sion. “Story of Esther Costello’ 
sfiapes torrid at Randolph, how¬ 
ever. “Escapade In Japan” is rated 
quiet at the Stanley. ‘“Black Scor¬ 
pion” shapes good at Stanton. 
“Search For Paradise” looks good 
in third Boyd session. Most sec¬ 
ond-weekers are dragging. 

Estimates for This Week 
. Arcadia (S&S) (526;. 9941-80)— 
“No Down- Payment” (20th)- (2d 
wk). So-so $6,500. Last week, 
$7,500. 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430; 
$1.2042.80).— ‘‘Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (3d wk). Good 
$15,500. Last week. $17,000. 

Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)— 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (8th wk). 
Oke $7,000 in 5 days. Last week, 
$8 000 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$L25)—“Slaughter on Tenth AvA” 
(U> (2d wk). Fairish $7,000. Last 
week, $10,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25>^-(closed Sundays)—^“Broth¬ 
ers in Law” (Indie) (3d yk). Good 
$2,700. Last week; ditto. 

Mastbaum (SW> <4,370; 9041.49) 
—"Until They Sail” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Drab $7,0QQ or near. Last week, 
$8 000 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Around World In 80 Days” 
(UA) (43d wk). Steady $10,000. 
Last week. $11,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25)—-“Story of Esther Costello” 
(Cal). Hep $17,000. Last week, 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (3d 
wk), $8,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— 
‘‘Escapade in Japan” (U). Quiet 
$7,500 Last week, “Jot Pilot” (U> 
(4th wk), $7,500. . 

Stanton (SW) (1.483; 9941.49)— 

*e2» ’ 

Akighty Todd 

50th* ‘Girls’ 
Despite agreeably cooler weather, 
surplus of holdovers and ex¬ 

tended-run pictures plus the con¬ 
tinuance ^of the flu “epidemic” will 
take a toll at Broadway deluxers 
this stanza. Result is an extremely 
spotty business picture, with the 
strong bills the exception rather 
than the rule. Visit ‘ of Queen 
Elizabeth Monday (21) also hurt 
some. Lone newcomer on Broad¬ 
way, “Mister Rock and Roll,” looks 
only faif $17,000 or less in Its sin¬ 
gle week at the State. “Tin Star” 
replaces it today (Wed.). 

“Jet Pilot” held up nicely with 
a solid $18,300 in second round at 
the Palace, starting its third week 
yesterday (Tues.). Boxoffice champ 
is “Les Girls” with stageshow, with 
great $154,000 or close likely in 
current (3d) stanza at the Music 
Hall. Saturday night trade was 
rated one of biggest in mouths. It 
stays indefinitely, of course. 

“My Man Godfrey” pips, stage- 
show is heading for fair $41,000 in 
second frame at the Roxy. It stays 
through No. 7. “Black Scorpion” 
looks only mild $20,000 in second 
Paramount week despite the addi¬ 
tion of “James Dean Story” last 
Friday. 

“Helen Morgan Story” is limping 
to a modest $12,000 or close in 
third session at' the Astor. “Three 
Faces of Eve” wound up its fourth, 
(final) week at the Victoria with a 
light $10,000 or less. “Time Limit” 
opens at this house today. 

“Joker Is Wild” looks to get a 
fair $38,000 or close in final (4th) 
stanza of eight days at the Capitol. 
“Pal Joey’” is set to preem Friday 
night' - 

The hard-ticket pictures continue 
to run against the downbeat trend. 
“Search for Paradise” perked up 
to a big $38,700 in fourth round at 
the Warner Theatre, and is now in 
its fifth week. 

“Around World in 80 Days” still 
was capacity at $37,100 in 53d week 
concluded last week (Tues.). Mike 
Todd opus enters its 54th week 
today. (Wed.). “10 Commandments” 
is bteaded for a great -$32,500 in 
present (50th) stanza at the Rivoli, 
topping the 49th session by $2,000. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City' Inv.) (1,300; 7542)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) * (4th 
wk). Third stanza ended last night 
(Tues.) was inodest $12,000 or less. 
Second was $14,000. “Slaughter on 
10th Ave.” (U) due in next. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.2541.80)—“Sins of Casa¬ 
nova” (Times) (3d wk). Second ses¬ 
sion finished Saturday (19) night 
was big $13,200 First week; 
$14,000. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.80) — “Deadlier Than Male" 
(Cont) (3d wk). Second round com¬ 
pleted Monday (21) was sock $8,- 
200. First week, $9,800, 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2,50) 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (4th-final 

wk). This final week (8 days) is 
heading for fair $38,000. It’s stay¬ 
ing an extra -day to preem “Pal 
Joey” (Col) oh Friday (25) night. 
Third Week Was $35,000. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(50th wk). This stanza winding to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) is heading for 
great $32,500 in 15 shows. The 
49th week was $30,500 for like 
number of performances. 

Fine Art* (Davis) (468; 90-$L80> 
—"Mystery of Picasso” (Lopert) 
(3d wk). First holdover round 
ended Sunday (20) was good $7,100. 
Initial week was $9,800/ “Cabiria” 
(Lopert) opens on Oct. 28. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— 
“Every Second Counts” (DCA) (2d 
wk). Initial week finished Sunday 
(20) night was only fair $5,000, and 
won’t be around long. “Silken Af¬ 
fair” (DCA) opens Oct 30. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80) — “Perri” (BV) (4th wk). 
Third frame finished Monday (20) 
was fancy $8,500... Second was 
$10,000. 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 9542)— 
“Jet Pilot”- <U) (3d wk). Second 
round ended Monday (21) was 
great $18,300. First week, $20,000. 

Paramount (AB-PT) <3,665; $1- 
$2)—“Black Scorpion” (WB) (2d 
wk). Final week (with “James 
Dean Story” added) ending tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) looks like mild $20,- 
000. First week was $30,000. 
"Amazing Colossal Man” CAD 
opens .Friday (25). 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80)—“And God Created Woman” 
(Kings). Opened on Man day (21). 
In ahead, “Girl in Black”(KIngs) 
(5th wk); okay $5,000 after $5,600 
in fourth, /week, “Wpman’i ahadi a. 

isensational opening *»y;*1 m 

ever both mat and night at house, 
with $2,500 total on day. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 9042.75 — “Les 
Girls” (M-G) plus stageshow (3d 
wk). Current round is heading for 
great $154,000. Stays on. Second 
week was $161,500, over hopes. 
Looks in for at least two more 
weeks. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.2 5-$£50) 
—“Around World” (UA) (54th wk). 
The 53d stan^ ended yesterday 
(Tues.) was capacity $37,100 in 11 
performances. The 52d week was 
the same for like number of shows. 
Stays on indef. 

Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.5042)— 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) (9th wk). 
Current round ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) is headed for solid $10,- 
5Q0. Eighth week, $9,300, over 
hopes. 

Roxy (NafL Th.) (5,717; 6542.50) 
—"My Man Godfrey” (U) with 
stageshow (2d wk). This stanza end¬ 
ing tomorrow (Thurs,) is heading 
for fair $41,000. First week. $46,000. 
Stays a third, with “Kiss Them for * 
Me” (20th) due in Nov. 8. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 7841-75)— 
“Tin Star” (Par). Opens today 
(Wed.). “Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par), 
hit fair $17,000 or near in single 
week, with boost from preview of 
“Star.” 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 9541-75)— 
“Alligator Named Daisy” (Rank) 
(Sd-final wk>. 'Second stanza fin¬ 
ished Saturday (19) was okay 
$5,700. First week was $6,200. 
“Across Bridge” (Rank) opens 
Oct. 29. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. 7T-LV (540; $1- 
$1.50)—‘Tour Bags FuH” (T-L) (8th 
wk). Seventh session ended yester¬ 
day (Tues.) was good $4,800. Sixth 
was $5,700. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50- 
$2)—“Time Limit” (UA). Opens to^ 
day (Wed.). In ahead, “Three Face# 
of Eve” (20th) (4th wk), light $10,- 
000 or less. Third was $11,000. 

Werner (SW Cinerama) (1.600; 
$1.80-$3.50>—'“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (5th wk). Fourth session 
completed Saturday (19) was great 
$38,700. Third . was $37,000. Ad¬ 
vance sale now perking. 

World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— 
“It Happened in Park” (Ellis) (11th- 
flnal wk). Staying until Thursday, 
with ‘Devil’s Daughter” (Times) 
opening Friday (25). The 10th week 
ended Sunday (20) was okay $3,400, 
The ninth'was $3,300. 

‘Joker’Boff $25,000 In 
Det; ‘Hairpin’ Hot 1SG, 

‘Sky’ Sputniked to 12G 
Detroit, Oct. 22. 

“Joker Is Wild” is setting the 
pace this week with a great total 
at the Michigan. Other fclz is 
brisk, too. “Devil’s Hairpin” 
shapes big at the Palms. Reissues 
of “Satellite in Sky” and “Day 
Earth Stood Still” are being sput- 
niked to a good round at the Madi¬ 
son. Only fair is “Fuzzy Pink 
Nightgown” at Adams. Long- 
termers “Around World in 80 
Days” at United Artists and 
“Seven Wonders of World” at 
Music Hall hold well. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; 90- 

$1.25) — "Omar Khayyam” (Par) 
and “Conquest of Space’’ (Par), 
Slow $14,000. Last week, “No 
Down Payment” (20th) and "Cop¬ 
per Sky” (20th), $13,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000: 
9041-25)—“Joker Is Wild” (Pari 
and “Stowaway Girl” (Par). Hotsy 
$25,000. Last Week, “Helen Mo*w 
gan Story” (WB) and “Beach for 
Sky” (RKO), $17,500. 

Palms <UD) (2,961; 9G41.25)— 
“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Hell 
Canyon Outlaws” (Rep). Big $18^ 
000. Last week, “Portland Expose” 
(AA) hnd “Death In Small Doses” - 
(UA>, $15,800. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25>— 
“Satellite in Sky” (WB) and “Day 
Earth Stood Still” (20tb) (reissues). 
Fine $12,000. Last week, “Tammy” 
(UA) and “Susan Slept Here” (UA), 
same. 

Broad way-Capitol (UD) (3,500: 
9041-25)—“Black Scorpion” (WB) 
ana "Voodoo Woman” (Indie). Okf 
$12,000. Last week, "Naked Sun” 
(UA) and “Hit and Run” (UA). 
$11,700. 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.29- 
$3)—“Around World” (UA) (43d 
wk). Swell $14,000. Last week, 
$14,300. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90* 
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West End Shapes Stoat; ‘River Kwaf 
Terrif S17.000,2d. Pride- Great 13G. 

Tea 15G, 2d, ISO Days’ Wow IMG 
London, Oct. IS. 

Two new entries are leading the 
field in walk-away fashion this 
stanza. “Bridge on River Kwai,” 
playing two-a-day . at Plaza, has 
been almost 100% capacity since 
its preem with terrific $17,000 like¬ 
ly in second week at Par's 1902-seat 
Plaza. “Pride and Passion/’ de¬ 
spite Critical press, shapes great 
$13,000 at London Pavilion in open¬ 
ing sesh. 

Also big is “Tea arid Sympathy 
with $15,000 in second session a 
the Empire. But “Woman in Dress¬ 
ing Gown" at the Warner still is 
disappointing in second round at 
$6,200. 

Among the other holdovers, 
“Lucky Jim” in third Gaumont 
frame looms sock $8,400. "One 
That Got Away” is rated neat in 
its first week at the Odeon, Marble 
Arch. 

No Italo-Aaglo Film Change 
London, Oct.' 22. 

There is to be no change in the 
Anglo-Italian -Film' Agreement, 
which has just completed its first 
year and has two more years to 
run. This was decided at a meet-, 
ing in Rome between the British 
and Italian parties. 

Decision was made in view of 
the fact that the export of British 
films in Italy had been maintained 
at a steady level and the export of 
Italian. films to Britain showed 
prospects of progressive improve¬ 
ment. 

French Musical 
Estimates for Last Week 

Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.20- 
$2.15)—"Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (15th wk). Capacity as al¬ 
ways, at $19,500 for 14 perform¬ 
ances. 

Carlton (20th) (1,128: 70-$2.15)— 
“Oh! For a Man!” <20th) (3d wk). 
Fair $5,500. Last week, $6,900. 
“Three Faces of Eve” (2Q.th) fol¬ 
lows on Oct. 17. 

Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)— 
“Cinerama Holidav" (Robin) (89th 
Wk). Stout $17,600. 

Empire (M-G) (3.099: 55-S1.70)— 
s#Tea and Sympathy” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Livelv $15,000* First was $17,900. 
“Little Hut” (M-G) preems Oct. 17. 

Gaumont (CMA) (1.500; 50-$1.70) 
—“Lucky Jim” (BL) (3d wk). 
Smash $8,400 in final six davs. Sec¬ 
ond full week $10,600. “Bolshoi 
Ballet" (Rank bows Oct 16. 

Leicester Sauare Theatre (CMA) 
(1.376; 50-$! .70)—“King in N. Y.” 
(Archway) (5th wk). Steady $7,000,' 
good for length of run. Fourth was 
$8,400. “My Man Godfrey” (Rank) 
preems Oct. 17. 

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50- 
$1.70)—“Pride and Passion” (UA). 
Great $13,000 or near, best at this 
theatre in many years. 

Odeon. Leicester Square (CMA) 
(2.200: 50-$1.70)—“Robbery Under 
Arms” (Rank) (2d wk). Average 
$6 400. First was $7,700. 

Odeon. Marble Arch (CMA) 
(2.200; 50-$1.70)—“One That Got 
Aw’av” (Rank). Neat $6,500. . 

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 85-$2.80)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (2d 
wk). Running on a two-a-day basis, 
heading for great $17,000. Open* 
Ing frame was even better at $17,- 
200, In for eight weeks. 

Rialto (20th) (592: 50-S1.30)— 
“Hatful of Rain” (20th) (4th wk). 
Solid $4,500. Third was $5,000. 
“Forty Guns” (20th) opens Oct. 17. 

Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$ 1.30)—“Gun 
Glory” (M-G) (3d wk). Good $3,000. 
Second week, $3,600. 

Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)— 
“Woman, in Dressing Gown” (ABP1 
(2d wk). Below hopes at small 
$6,200, but slightly better than 
opening frame’s $5,600. 

New Show Biz Plan For 
U.S. Air Force O’Seas 

Wiesbaden, Oct. 15. 
Headquarters for the U. S. Air 

Force In Europe has revealed that 
in the current economy drive, it is 
cutting out of EAFPED (tongue- 
twister standing for European 
Armed Forces Professional Enter¬ 
tainment Division), the unit 
which provided European tours by 
Stateside performers, and which 
brought entertainment to all 
branches of the service—Army, Air 
Force and Navy—in Europe, North 
Africa and the Near East. 

USAFE will no longer Import en¬ 
tertainment from the U. S., thus 
eliminating a lot of spots formerly 
open for Yank acts. Show’s instead 
will now be hired by the individual, 
air force bases, and will consist of 
units or acts already in Europe. 
The Air Force will no longer pro¬ 
vide the logistical support of 
transportation, meals arid escort 
officers. A new entertainment 
branch will come under USAFE’s 
Special Services to expand the 
local entertainment for each in¬ 
dividual base. -ut • (. . 

Paris, Oct. 15. 
It is the fear of 'risk and the 

truckling to mediocrity that have 
kept the Gallic legit musical not 
only behind the times hut lowleyel 
in conception and production. 
That’s the opinion of legit musical 
experts here. They say attempts 
to follow in the new ways staked 
out by American musicals are re¬ 
sisted here on the assumption that 
there is no public for them. Ap¬ 
parently there would be if ehances 
were taken; 

The oldhat operetta still holds 
forth with such items as “The Mer¬ 
ry Widow” and “Vienna Waltze” 
now the main musical fare; Some 
others which try to add a sort of 
storyline, like “La Belle Arabelle” 
and “Mon P’tit Pote,” also kowtow 
to numbers and dances that usually 
have nothing to do with the story. 

But it’s felt that when the own¬ 
ers of these theatres finally let 
down the barriers, it might lead to 
a renaissance in the musical thea¬ 
tre and lead into a greater public 
for Yank musical pix too. The pub¬ 
lic, which goes to see the musicals 
here, probably feels that the films 
also have the same type of ap¬ 
proach and stay away. Only Yarik 
tuner to hit the big first-run take 
list here this year is “The King 
and I” (20th), and a company rep 
said so many songs Were cut that 
the pic resembled “Anna and the 
King of Siam” (20th), the pre-war 
version of the same story done 
without music. 

| It’s also pointed out that Irving 
; Berlin’s “Annie Get - Your Gun” 
was once done at the Chatelet 

[Theatre here, but was so disfig- 
i tired and distorted with flashy, un¬ 
related aspects that the only light 
thing about it was an elephant add- 

; ed for one of the numbers. 

Italo Show Biz Helps 
Troupe. Hurt by Fire 

Rome, Oct. 15. 
A large and important number of 

Italian variety artists have rallied 
round a stricken colleague In a sur¬ 
prising ’show of solidarity. Come- 

’ diaris, singers, dancers, and other 
vaude*hames have come to the aid 
of Yfanda Osiris, vet Italo musical 
stage performer, and her troupe, 
whose latest show “I Fuoriserle” 
was stopped by fire Sept. 25 in 
Naples’ Politeama Theatre. Most 
top Italian stage names helped 
stage a benefit in favor of the 
Osiris show (which lost costumes, 
sets, etc., in the blaze) last week 
at Naples* Fforentini Theatre. 

Among those flew to Naples 
were Mario Riva, Silvio Noto, 
Rosalba Oletta, GIsella Sofio, j 
Maria Paris, Tecla Scarano, Diana 
Dei, Sandra Milo, Gorni Kramer, 
Sasha, Claudio Terni, Luisella 
Viciani, Teddy Reno, Delia Scala, 
and Carlo Dapporto, Pietro 'De- 
Vico, Franco Sportelli. Many 
dropped elates, shows arid rehears¬ 
als of upcoming musicals to help the 
Osiris troupe. Government Enter¬ 
tainment Office is also said to be 
considering raising a special emer¬ 
gency fund (possibly $10,000) to 
help “I Fuoriserie,” which had 
just started its initial Italian run 
when»ktt-Ijx tthw t* n ). 

&X0UEff *VAll>TY'r LONHN MV Id ; 
M II. Martin's PUt*, Tr«*H»r 

RemargaoVTMo’Nttr - 
Fmal Stages k Berik 

. Berlin, Oct. 1$. 
. The Berliii shooting of' Univer¬ 
sal’s Erich Maria Remarque film- 
ization, “A Time to Love and a 
Time to Die” (There’s a Time to 
Love”), which started herd in late: 
August, is now in Its final stages. 
Majority of the fcaSt, • including 
American actors Don DeFore, 
Keenan Wynn and Lisa Pulver 
(last-named has femme lead in 
this), (.have already left ’ for. other 
commitments. 

Consisting of both Americans 
and Germans, the crew is now 
ready to move to Grafenwoehr, 
maneuvring-grounti for U.S. troops 
in Bavaria, for a week of exter¬ 
ior shooting. 

Holland Strains 
For Pix Industry 

Amsterdam, Oct 15. 
Cameras are grinding in Holland 

and hopes are high that at last one 
will be able to establish a feature 
film industry here, with the aid of 
the government Ready for release 
is “Kieren Maken De Man” (Cloths 
Make The Man). But the preem of 
this^pic riiay be postponed for some 
time until the public forgets the 
flop of “The Flying Dutchman” 
this summer. "Cloths” was made as 
a German-Dutch co-production and 
scripted and. directed” by German 
Georg Jacoby. 

At* the Dutch end is production 
company Amsterdam, which turned 
out “Ciske the Rat” two years ago, 
which won a 2d prize at the Venice 
Film.Fest and paved the way for its 
director Wolfgang Staudte to 
switch from East to West German 
film studios. 

Most ambitious program of film 
production companies is Standaard 
Film, till now only distributing 
Italian pix in Holland. One of its 
films is “Jenny,” German-Dutch co¬ 
production, with a Dutch director, 
Willy van Hemert, and mostly 
Dutch actors in both Versiqns. It 
is a remake of the pre-war German 
film called, “Eight Girls In A 
Boat.” Italian director Alberto Lat- 
tuada arrived here for prelim dis¬ 
cussions for his ; “II Magito” (The 
Magician), to be produced > next 
February for Standaard Film and 
Galatea Films in Rome. 

“II Magito” tells story of a self- 
centred magician who is closed in 
by the February flood of 1953. He 
takes refuge on. a roof and meets, 
some children who he entertains 
till a safe guard will arrive. Pic is 
scripted by Gerard Rutten and Jan 
Gerhard Toonder, director and as¬ 
sistant director of ^“The Flying 
Dutchman.” An Italian writer will 
write the shooting script. 

Next year “Sil The Beachcomber” 
will be made by Standaard Film, 
after many advance reports that 
possibly Spencer Tracy would 
play the title part. All filfiis will 
be backed by the government up 
to a certain amount of money. Also, 
all films will’ receive guarantees 
of the Dutch League of Cinema; 
Owriers, which will reduce risk 
for producers. 

‘80 DAYS’ TERRIFIC 
1 ON AUSSIE KICKOFF 

Sydney, Oct 15. 
Mike Todd’s “Around World in- 

80 Days” (UA) got off to a smash 
start at Hoyts 920-seat Paris Thea¬ 
tre here, following a plush charity 
show on the previous day, getting 
$15,000. Seats, are selling 16 weeks 
in advance and there’s solid coin 
in the kitty right over this span, in¬ 
dicating a smash run on an eight- 
show per week policy. Cliff Holt, 
publicity director of the Hoyts’ pic 
loop, and lo Levoi, United Artist? 
publicity topper, gave this city its 
greatest publicity coverage for any 
single pic, via a Barnum blue-print 
that had the gendarmes out in full 
force to keep the mob around the 
house from getting out of hand. 
“Days” was presold with a burst 
of ballyhoo unequalled in this ter¬ 
ritory. . 

Todd’s party at Mark Foy’s Em¬ 
press Room here after the charity 
show, seats for . which sold at $200 
each, likely will be recalled as the 
greatest piece of shownjanship ever 
seen in the Antipode^. “80 Days” 
appears to have given Aussie show 

alfcP x.sit 

Alfa Merteasfo Evijpe;: 
Prep ‘Yieua ei Parade’ 
•(69 kCempaiy) for UJ5. 
Andre ;Mertens, one of the' part¬ 

ner-veeps ot -Columbia Manage¬ 
ment, left N. Y. Monday (21) by 
plane for Europe to be. gone until 
Nov- 21. His objective* are several 
different. European, centres -where 
he will line up concert attractions. 
His longest stay* win be in Vienna 
where he’ll spend 10 days supervis¬ 
ing rehearsals -of his special uiiit, 
“Vienna on Parade." 

This schmaltzy festival 'will com¬ 
prise 69 persons. It = will be on Ed 
Sullivan’s program Jan. 5; at Carne¬ 
gie Hall Jan. 10 and will Crowd 90 
engagements coast to coast, average 
ing six a week by * plane, train 
and bus, before winding up April 
16 in Hartford. 

Other business will take Mertens 
to Milano to meet the new conduc¬ 
tor SWallisch, lately with Beireuth, 
now with La Scala and to Paris' to 
close with the Hungarian pianist, 
George Cziffra., 

Mertens is also touching Bonn, 
Hamburg, ..Berlin and Zurich on 
Columbia projects. 

D.S. Tourist Trek 
To Spain Soars 

Madrid, Oct. 15. 
American Society of Travel 

Agents’ coriveried its annual world 
Travel Congress yesterday' (14) at 
the showcase Palacio de la Musica 
in Madrid, with U. S. Ambassador 
John Davis Lodge keynoting the 
the weeklong conclave. Spain’s In¬ 
formation minister Arias-Salgado 
officially Welcomed American trav¬ 
el agents, travel experts from 50 
countries and allied industry dele¬ 
gates from America’s and Europe’s 
hotels, railroads, airlines arid 
steamship companies. 

Impressive increase in. number 
of American tourists to Spain, from 
3,500 in 1947 to over 300,000 this 
year is cited as the principal mo¬ 
tive for selecting Madrid to locale 
the convention• this year. 'While 
travel agents are coping With the 
many aspects of the $500,000,000 
annual -.foreign travel, hut, the 
Spanish .‘Tourist Office is going all- 
out to junket delegates'and press 
to the regional, areas most popular 
with vacation-seekers. The 750 
delegates. already .have returned 

.from a pre-convention circuit (in 
'groups of 250) to Catalurila (Barce¬ 
lona, Costa Brava and Majorca), 
Basque -Country (San Sebastian, 
Bilbao and Santander! and Ande- 
lucia (Cordoba, ; Sevilla,. Jerez, 
Malaga and Granada). Another 
750 will follow the same trails af¬ 
ter the convention winds Saturday 
(19). • ■ • 

Hilton Hotel chain is opening its- 
local doors and all facilities to vis¬ 
iting travelmen. Alfonso Font, 
manager-of Hotel. Palace, will be 
one of the featured allied indus¬ 
try speechmakers. - / 

Crowded calendar 6f events'sees 
the pfficial State Tourist banquet 
in the grand salon .of the; Dental 
Faculty, and picks up pace tonight 
(Oct. 15) with another banquet of¬ 
fered by. Madrid’s Mayor Conde de 
Mayalde in the famous private gar¬ 
dens of Retiro Park (opened gen¬ 
erally to fete heads of state). A 
lateiour Hilton spree in the 
Rendezvous Room will feature top- 
notch flamenco artists Lola Flores 
and Rafael de Cordova. Time^Life 
takes over the Florida nitery 
Thursday as -Luce ad execs invest 
in hospitality. 

Stolz Concert For 
AEC Scores Success 

Vienna, Oct 15. 
The Robert Stolz conjnrt, given 

by the Austrian Broadcasting Sys¬ 
tem, in honor of the Atinoic En¬ 
ergy Commission, was a great suc¬ 
cess, being attended by such per¬ 
sonalities as Ralph Bunche and 
his wife. 

World preem of the Robert 
Stolz march, “MaSrch of the UNO,” 
was rated great The march had 
to be- repeated twice 

All delegates .and representa¬ 
tives of foreign radio stations im¬ 
mediately demanded a copy of the 
tape recording of the march in 
order to broadcast it by Short¬ 
wave to their home .countries. 
Stolz declared that he -renounces 
all royalties from this march, 
which are to be used, for chari- 
■foifclQ ptaMKieseai iJ a.s» j 

Rome, Oct. 15. 
Twenty-flve Italian ot co-pro-? 

dueed films arc currently -being 
shot In this country or on foreign 
locations/ a' recent foundup indi¬ 
cates. Only six of these are being 
done in Roman Studios, 10 more 
are on location around Italy while 
the others are being made abroad. 
Among the items shooting at Cine- 
citta are “Anna of Brooklyn,”, with 
Gina Lollpbriglda, Dale Robert¬ 
son and Vittorio DeSica; “Belle 
Ma Povere” is under way. at Ti-. 
tanus; “Sigrid” at TItanus-Appia; 
while INCIR has “Gerusalemme 
Liberate,” directed by C.-L. Bra- 
gaglia. 

Paul Douglas and Giultetta Ma- 
sina starred . in “Fortunella,” 
which Eduardo DeFilippO is di¬ 
recting on -Roman locations. Pic 
gets RKO release. Warner Bros 
releases another locally-shot item, 
“Cocoo di Mamma,” while. Carlo 
Ponti’s “Pleasure Trip” is now 
Coastline. ‘ Pentl also is producer 
of “Nate d« Marzo,” with Jajque- 
line Sassard, now shooting In Mi- 
lari under Antonio . Pietrahgeji’s 
direction. Other items ape being 
made iriTirrenia, in Na^les, the 
Aosta Valley, and Florence. “Good¬ 
bye Firenze” (Italian title) is now 
under way at the last named city. 

Four Franco-Italian co-produc¬ 
tions; “Senza Famiglia,” ’’Mont¬ 
parnasse 19” “Les Miserables” and 
•’Premier Mai’1 are currently on 
the boards in Paris/ while' a. triple 
(Franco-Italian-Jugoslav) produc¬ 
tion Is shooting in Yugoslavia; “La 
Tour, Brenda Garde.” '“Ragazze 
D'Estate” is the’ lone Italo pic 
being shot in Spain while three 
are being made in the Near arid 
Far East—Roberto ‘Rossellini’s “11 
Donatore di Terre” in India; “II 
Paradiso di Eva” in the Near East, 
and “H Flume Glallo” In Gina. 

Flu Sloughs All French 
Show- Biz; 7 Big Budget 
Film Productibus Delayed 

, Paris, Oct. 22. 
All facets of show biz have their 

troubles here—fluctuating boxof- 
fice, rising'production costs, etc.,, 
but the main difficulty now has 
come from another source and. is 
causing grief in lost time, when 
time is money. It stems from the 
Asiatic flu.. Seven big budgeted.pix 
have been-held up-‘by the virus. 
Maria Schell is out of “Une Vie” 
while Yves Montard is bedded 
while “Premier Mai” limps along 
Without him. 

Raymond Pellegrin’s sniffles are 
causing headaches on “Mhni Pin¬ 
son,"'“Charles Vanel has it for 
“Piege” (Trap) troubles, and for 
the Columbia-Raoul Levy opus, 
“Les BJjoutiers Du Clair De Lime”. 
(Jewelers of Moonlight), Brigitte.. 
Bardot, Alida Valli and Stephen. 
Boyd ill had their bouts with the 
flu as well as director Roger 
Vadim. 

Pierre-Jean Vaillard apd singing 
team, the Menestrals, had to be re? 
placed at the Alhairibra-Maurice 
Chevalier Muischall and some of 
the girls in the chorus of the Olym¬ 
pia Musichall-were also hit. 

Francis Blanche was out of the 
hit operetta, “La Belle Arabelle,** 
and author Marcel "Ayme is being 
pumped full of shots to be on hand 
for the opening of his new'play, 
“La Mouche Bleue”. (The Blue 
Fly), this week. 

Fear of the infection, of course. 
Is also keeping many people away 
from all types of shows. Coming 
during the'Auto Salon, one of the 
top pleasure-seeking seasons here, 
it can be a big blow to boxoffide 
receipts. . 

Austrian legit Soars— 
Theatres Too Small 

Vienna, Oct. 15. 
Legit biz is so big in Austria to 

such extent that theatres in pro¬ 
vincial towns are becoming too 
small for the public demand. 

Linz, in Upper Austria handled 
this situation by. erecting a new 
theatre. It is the Kammerspiel' 
Theatre on the city’s main boule¬ 
vard. , Kammerspiele opened with 
Weber’s opera, ‘.Abu Hassari,”- un¬ 
der. the direction of FredtSriMJ#*. 
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RY 
[LOW ATTQltNEY MAY CttAUENGE HIS 'ELECTION]^ 

Loew’s attorneys are giving careful study to the manner in which 
Samuel J. Briskin was elected to the hoard of directors of the- 
company at last week's special meeting -before deciding on what 
course to take in challenging the legality, of his election. 

There is a strong possibility that Loew’r legalites may- advise 
the management to rifuse to seat Briskin at1: the initial board 
meeting and leave the burden of proving the legality in the courts 
to Rriskin and his supporters. There is « possibility, too, that 
Briskin’s eligibility may he held-Up pending an investigator by- 

the Securities A Exchange Commission which may have .had an 
observer present at the special meeting. At the special session 
Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel declared that there was a chance 
that Briskin may never take his seat “once ourilawyers get finished 
With him." * . 

Questions being- raised by Loew’s attorneys are: Was Briskin 
Spontaneously elected* by people who showed up with their own 
proxies and were persuaded to vote for Briskin during discussions 
on the floor? Or Were arrangements secretly made before the 
meeting by various froupi to support Bdskin? 

If it can.be ptoved that the latter was the case, Loew’s attorneys 
may present the Prgnment that the proxies were solicited illegally. 
It's believed that before Such a prior solicitation can be made, 
notice must be given to: the SEC via the filing of a 14-B form. 

Vogel-Thau Confer on New Films 
Loew’s Chief Greets 75 Employes Who Helped. 

Solicit Proxies for Tomlinson Fight 

PAUSE BUT NOT 
THAT REFRESH 

Seventy-five employes of Loew’s 
who solicited .proxies for the Jo¬ 
seph R. Vogel' regime during their . 
spare time got together with Vogel 
in the New York homeoffice pro¬ 
jection room last Thursday (17) 
night to hear Vogel's expression Of 
thanks along with an informal die* 
cussion of* past events. 

The prez said he doesn’t enjoy a 
fight, but found it necessary to 
engage in battle with Joseph Tom- _ 
linson so as to “keep the company - 
together." _ He added he wasn’t a 
concerned ‘about his own position, I 
indeed would have no trouble in J 
landing another job elsewhere in 
the industry', although perhaps at ^ 
less money. 

Highly gratifying to Vogel, he 
commented, was the fact that 
20,000 individual pro-management 
proxies were collected, represent- 

' Helps. Airlines Anyhow 
Airlines and railroads figure 

to benefit from the makeup of 
the Loewis Inc. board of direc¬ 
tors. ' 

New York meetings of the 
directorate, if fully attended, 
would bring in members from 
Fort" Lauderdale, Dallas, Los 

‘ Angeles, San Francisco, De¬ 
troit, Montreal, Boston and 
Washington; D. C. 

Rome To Frisco: 
mat’s With You? 

Although Iioew’s president Jo¬ 
seph R. Vogel.Von.g major—but 
not complete r— victory at last 
week’s special' stockholders meet¬ 
ing .which gave>im.e IS to 6 ma¬ 
jority on the enlarged board of di¬ 
rectors, there appears to be no 
doubt in industry and financial 
circles that the harassed chief ex¬ 
ecutive faces another prosy battle 
at the compands annual meeting 
in February. Joseph Tomlinson, 
the Canadian industrialist who 
Challenged. ? Vogel's management 
has declared that, the fight will be 
renewed. 

Even If Tomlinson and his asso¬ 
ciate, Stanley Meyer, decide to 
throw In the towel, which is re¬ 
garded as unlikely, there is a pos¬ 
sibility that Vogel may face a se¬ 
rious threat from the Wall Street 
banking firms of Lehman-* Bros, 
and Lazard Freres, which control 
some 150,000 shares, second to 
Tomlinson, who owns 180,000 
shares. Their support of Samuel 
J. Briskin; which resulted in Ms 
election to the board, is regarded 
as a tipoff that this bioc, under the 
direction of Edwin L. Weisl, senior 
partner in the law firm of-Simpson, 
Thatcher & Bartlett and attorney 
for Lehman and Lazard, will prod 
for reorganization.- 

There is no evidence at present 
of ties between the Tomlinson 

Trade Ddpesters See Bartlesville 
Homeowsers Resistive to Cable’s 
Present % Choice Block Program 

Metro’s Bijf Giddyap 
Hollywood, Oct 22. 

Heaviest production concen¬ 
tration on westerns in Metro’s 
history gets underway, next 
month. Studio wRl put five 

„ otters before the cameras in 
as many months and currently 
is editing “Saddle the Wind” 
while 'The Sheepmen" Is be¬ 
fore the cameras. In the past, 
Culver .tot has been conser¬ 
vative m the making of sage¬ 
brush sagas. 

Quintet tees with, “The Law 
and Jake Wade," to be fol¬ 
lowed by The Trail West" 
“The Badlanders,** “The Thun¬ 
der of Drums" and “The UiU 
vanquished.” 

Burma’s Ulmll 
Visiting States 

- The public Is balking at one 
form of block booking—the idea 
of a full month's program of pic¬ 
tures on home-toll circuit televi¬ 
sion at a flat fee of $9.50. This is 
the conclusion of observers of the 
BfrtlesvUle, Okla., run of wired 
service which got underway in 
September as a free trial and 
which Went on the paid-for basis 
this month. 

Of the town’s 8,000 homes 
equipped with tv receivers, only 
500 have accepted Video Inde¬ 
pendent Theatres' cabled trans¬ 
mission of Hollywood pictures 
(many of which have been reis- 
sues)and an additional 200 have 
placed orders for Installations. Re¬ 
portedly about 30 families discon¬ 
tinued the service after the free 
trial period. 

According to non-VSdeo Theatres 
interests who*ve been clocking the 
public reaction in the southwest 
town, two key factors have proved 
the major deterrents to the im¬ 
mediate success of toll tv, namely: 

(1.) Home viewers want a free¬ 
dom of choice. This is not pro¬ 
vided in Bartlesville, where, pres¬ 
ently, the wired-in set owner is 
given the full program of 13 new There is no evidence at present *** FrAnc!,C0i 0ct ^ Biven the full program of 13 new 

of ties between the TomlIns«i Th« biggest film producer in films on one channel and 18 re¬ 
faction ahd the Wall St. group, but Burma is dubbing ah English L 
each segment might welcome the sound-track into one of hit pic- 5L rega^dl M °* 

S f **755? i, not right 
lit wS". ** * «««<• -Ulsteth. mldrt te thrt tfs (a) fixed and <b> too 

meeting to put over Briskin. of negotiating with Agfa to ihoot M2.a\ ... __ „„„ 
N»lU»tf«T«eI • Burma's first color film. un 

aY'four months ttafnreMdefth* U Tin TJ. attending the Interna- who have heen^nsulted on tha 
SLai mfettag lfFeb™^ wj ‘tonal Indurtrial Development matter said they would prefer 
expected that Tomlinson and Conference here, reported his A-l Jo select a limited number of pro- 
Meyer. Will continue/*“banging Yilms Ltd., bas est to.10 films 
away” with their' charges of mis- to various stages of preparation 5®r^nf£y’ *Dd considerably less 
management and/ incompetence. now and is turning out pic- tha*g the 831 J9*50 per month 
It's iSo expected that Lehman and turea at the rate of one a month, 

.Lazard, with Briskin now on the He’s particularly -interested in 5wSL 
Rome, Oct. 22. board and Weisl as the behind-the- the coIoT^film, which' would be said th-eyd-be Wllling to-go ^-ong 

Though, there’s beeh no official scenes eminent Arise, will make shot 
ing an unusually high number, or word, on the subject, the off-the- efforts to present its own program use Shirley x«u««uuiu « « icau- iVta n„r„n, 
four-fifths of fhe total; Whtie the record grapevine here indicates aimed id ^juyenating" Lww's. ing lady. - * ' 
Tomlinson forces bad sufficient that the Italian film authorities Will fhe Lehman and Lazard po- tt rMortwI A4 tfhutw! flan S ? d significance here m 
stock .support to elect Samuel J, are somewhat puzzled by the.re- sitton rX^toSnciri^groups 2 S ha} .^lesyfile is a “rich” town 
Briskin to the board viathe curttu- ported San Francisco Film Festival in support According to Wall St. 1927' currenfly is^budgeting films can't Afford iJSo ^t’s^ctoch'thU 

^ the flat monthly fee if it 
?Y”? ™e lower, perhaps about half of 

>mrley Yamaguchi as a lead- th Plirrpnf ratP Thf»p#» was mnre 

ual proxies relatively were few, the reported details of. its func- 
Chief exec told the Loewte per- tioning. 

sonnel he may have to caU on them , Specifically, it’s rumored in the 

sources, Loew’s rwniires the type at around 880,000 apiece. His av- 
of hypo that wily Wall St, is ca- erage profit per film, he said, runs 
pable of providing, 15%. 

at around 880,000 apiece. His av- amount of monthly layout (after 
erage profit per film, he said, runs the milk bill) will be considered 
15%. excessive by the consumers else- 

He said Burma hei some 300 where around the country. i^tli'^’vv^SlSlJ2I.S «■» ft* “’'t^nir^r H* «*« >«»*<«» 300 wh«* around the country. 
(ft* locelttes would theatres, claimed tha Burmese As previously reported, Henry 
*?*”• ,Vpi>.e™,“st.JB he wondering how tha pht to be >n** ^ ?™L“?J*.|fst. *2 film Industry “was ahead of In- Griffin* and other Video Theatres 
Sf y ™»tfriJiw„{5S ft*™ <talng the two-week event S m. dia“>efore Worid;War fi«d ha. execs, srid they were operating at 

d-fa^.—wf uav yiM. lu : j nun mausny wu oi in- umuuig xuu oincr viattu xnesires 
sbown during the two-week event toprcssiye and ^ia” before Wottd War II and his execs said they were operating at 

Win YouId *»• selected, and who would J i regained top position to Southeast the stert en a trial-&-error basis 
do-toe selecting? Whfle for the Asia today. and wfll be prepared to make ad- 

fracas mP^ d ^ 4 ^ W P moment the question has come up tuviciS^ U Is keen on “Yadanabon,” the justments as deemed necessary, 
i J t „ *v „ 4- d-vi m*toly because of the lack^ of *£?** C‘ Mosko- picture getting an English^ound todudtog an anticipated lowering 
Vogri was dueem theCoast tola proper official information (Write wttx' - w track, arid h^s aiming for play- o£ toe monthly charge or. via in- 

£240"' W^hwSS° ,ne«ly *** ««tomtori<m of “suit- AnrihJJ flSelt^aS bv Voeel date? AericShoSL He staUation of n metered system by 
chief penja^ Thau and, repwt- able" pix, ndt shown in Frisco area, sneculator7n?av Trilled that a number of U. S. which the public would pay only 
SSdent ^glirii subtitles), and pkAlms havT^d^rm^ locries- for what is ie^ 

iiinr nniWtMl \rith e bence no* official action here will with Xoew'a stock downgrade and apeciflcally named Gregory Peck’s _ " T* 
uSet ^dte^tS riS- 5li^J U SSr to decline more If^he com-: ‘Thepurple PIrin”-jmd suggested 

of Intwetfs^concSwre of rfCeit^ somdltelo Observers are p^ puM, jts dividend, large in- toat “any American producer who J8.*™”11*' °T^,‘ 
SSkhrideS? conclave of ^ Iuiy gbmat; J^tom^uid press in at A at- wish to Come to Burma to shoot ■ Hemy' S GrJfftog, prez of Video 

*w v—I to®1* conditions for the Coast event tractive price. If the divvy is pictures would get IQfi per cent co- Independent Theatres, told a 
^ ^toJch Yank end other industries passed as has been hinted, there operation from us ... it could he (Continued on page 22) 

feew Wd tocl^A^riAl? bad ^used to considef r^dbmty that the stock may 3 big dollar saving ” —- 
wlthhf a matter ^f1^* ^totor *r «CC?pt for th# ven&8 FBm dropto 12. In addition to his ownership of CTAfM IMUT UITC DAT1I 
Brisi^ Cri tolilhe Thu^^ Fe*tlv*J* , , ■ In preparation for the next an- the private film; company. U has OlVlk IMVfc 11115 DUltt 
night session he’ll mo along with 111 °ther words, say the loeal nual meeting, the different fac- extensive Burmese mining inter- TAIff IUCAV IVn VATUT 
gfarS to Wwhat he hM (Continued, on page 20) * (Continued on page 17) Usts. lUNlUfljUN Altll fUbCL 
Rivbt q*«irvn he'il an alnnff with • woras» to« loemiinoai meetmg, ine different jao-1 extensive Burmese mining inter- 
tof prtt to «fwhlne h« fContloued, on psg. 80) I (Continued on page 17) *ests. 
to offer and to accept anything ' _ _ General decline of the stock 

Roslow s Dim-Sauint On Toll Future* —&&& revocations “is in the hands of Xt-WUWId/ U X/WA L/UU'WH' J. UH' X W^PU'/ effect of neutralizing the situation 
the laWy«a.J* This* Could lead to . _ w m . Jr __ •» * e V -* ___ at Loew’s Inc., according to Wall 

Eosy Way To Go Broke Launching It 2l1n2sckT.n^rihf 
Since any home-toll system must I less and less inclination to travel | will be better fhe higher it is, aHlmen^h^Len toe vX^o? 

of toe 1857fiscal year; Hnlessthb equate volume busines# with low! great distances to attend theatrical} (which) Is something the consumer < agement’ nas seen tne value ot nia 

TOMLINSON AND VOGEL 

Roslow’s Dim-Squint On Toil Future; 
jEasy Way To Go Broke ’Launching It j 

Mm* w .v„.5 nrstrun, xop quality mmi, -syaney go orofee, tryxng xo get tt nou-ivj kosiow « ooservaaons were Dasea ciq reDre«?entinff a los«s of $7 iwr 
ly-scheduled basis since 1927. Roslow, director of PMse Inc , off tht ground, than will ever make On n study made by Pulse in N.Y., fhare ? ^ 

-f-1- research* organization in the tele- a mint out of it” Los Angelas and San Francisco. Loew’s prexy Joseph R Vogel 
House Manager Burned ' vIsJon JeM, has asserted. Quite apart from that, said the In Gotham, questions were asked who owns 23,000 shares which he 

Temple* Tex. Oct 22 Speaking at the third district Pulse exec, consumers will begin re films and baseball. On the obtained at an option price of 
Joe Skelton, manager of the <* the Advertising Fed- to realize that subscription video Coast, the questions concerned only about $16,- is also seeing the value 

Tem-Bel Drive-In, was painfully *nrtion of America, meeting at will tend to make his entertain- basebriL of his shares decreasing sharply, 
hurt but not critically Injured Norfolk, Ya., to the question “Can ment more expensive since they In N.Y., the survey founds that with the market nosediving and 
when a pickup touch he was driv- Pay TV Pay Off ?” Roslow answered will have to pay the price set up m lot of people cwould prefer to with Tomlinson standing to lose a 
tog overturned. ' the aelf-posed question in both by the producer* And pay-tv will see the picture at Radio City Mu- hefty sum, it’s not considered un- 

The exhaust from the truck active* and positive term*. . shift the emphasis on cost per sic Hall at home on pay-tv. How- likely that he will withdraw' his 
burned one of Ids legs badly and Pay-tv, eventually, will be “a thousand from the advertiser to ever, the reference Is to top at- opposition because of . the lack of 
he suffered severe cuts on hefiice Ioricri service,” Roslow held, be- the consumer. 4To the pay tv en- tractions only- About B(X% of the funds to pursue a concentrated 
jmd-4tody>>vL i» rci isit a i iw j cause people in the ^suburbs ■lmwitoepreneufi,ttieb<>it?-pefI thousand (Contlnuedi on-page 24) i»»/ proxy fight. 
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ELVIS! 
IT’S 
YOUR 
BEST 
YET! 

UAIL $E 
II 

Ping 
mv^' \ 

NATIONWIDE! 

Hear This! 

TITLE SONG ALREADY IN TOP-IO! 
Imagine! Elvis Presley’s record of “Jailhouse Hock” has 

been out. only a few weeks, and in both Variety and 

Billboard box-scores of best-selling records it’s in America’s 

“TOP 10” song hits. AND HA&SOLD MORE THAN 

A MILLION AND A HALF RECORDS! 

LAUNCHED IN 1000 CITIES! 
Off to a flying start with saturation bookings in the 

deep South, spanning exchange territories of Memphis, 

Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City. 

Plus Detroit, Frisco and other hot Spots! The noise will 

be heard across the nation! 

M-G-M presents 

ELVIS 
PRESLEY 

JAILHOUSE 
ROCK 

Co-Starring r * 

JUDY TYLER 
With 

MICKEY SHAUGHNESSY 
DEAN JONES 

JENNIFER HOLDEN 
Screen Play by 

GUY TROSPER 
In GinemaScope 

AN AVON PRODUCTION 
Directed by 

BICHARD THORPE 
Produced by 

PANDRO S. BERMAN 
3 ) « C11 3 t I.» >r f 1 

CAMPAIGN ROCKS AMERICA! 
Starting in all fan magazines, with M-G-M columns in 

Look, True, Story, Satevepost, with combined reader* 

ship of 75 million! Giant newspaper campaign, TV, radio 

—spanning the. nation! Phiselectfifying exploitation! 

TRADEPRESS FORECASTS SMASH! 
“Resoundinghit”—MB Herald and M.P. Daily. ^Hand- 

some grosses. Sure-fire ingredients!”—Variety. “A delimit. 

Substantial grosses.”—Boxoffice. “A real rock-and-roll hit. 

Will send the fans to Goneville.”—Film Bulletin. “Presley 

bonanza. Stands to hit buDs-eye.”—Film Daily. 

BIG PROMOTION! BIG GROSSES! 
Every Preview audience rates it the best Presley picture 

yet. M-G-M has the materials to help you do a sock 

showmanship job. ACTION! 
.. WlfcOI.-L« to VC3:TS1-.I-I /A33K I.rri 
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Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tuesday (22) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 

Hlfh Low 

17% 11% AB C Yen dine 
24% 13% Am Br-Par Th 282 
36% 23% CBS “A” .... 204 
35% 22% CBS “B” .... 131 
20% 13% Col Fix .... 63 
19% 13% Decca . .98 

115 813,4 Eastman Kdk. 208 

Net 
Weekly Val. Weekly* Weekly Tues. Chlingo 

in 109s High , Low ■ Close forwk. 
14% : 12% 13% —1% 
15% ; 13% 14 —1% 
26% * 23% 23% —2% 
25% 22% • 22% —2% 
1594 13% 14% 1% 
15% 14 14% —1% 
91% 86% 87% —3% 

434 3% EMI . 254 3% 3% 3% — % - 
10% 7% List Ind. .... 75 8% 7% 794 — % 
22 12 Loewis.856 14% 12 12 —2% 

9% 7% Nat. Thea. .. 224 8% 7% .Y% — % 
36% 28 Paramount .. 104 32% 28 28% -7*3% V 
18% 11 PhUco ...... 218 -12% 11' ;til% —194 
40 27 RCA\704 31 27 /27% —2% 
8%. 5% Republic .... 68 5% 5% * 5% „ — % .' 

13% 9 Rep., pfd -... , 9 110% 9 9' —194 
18% 133%. Stanley War. 124 *15% 13% , 13% * —1% 
29% 20% Storer . 30 22% 20% • 21% —•94 
30% 21% 20th-Fox .... 128 2394 21% 21% —2 
25% 16% United Artists 52 18% 16% 16% —1% 
30% 20% Univ. Pix_ 26 23% 20% 20% —2% 
73 “ 63 Univ., pfd... 100 69 69 69 —1 
28% 19% Warner Bros. 61 20 19% 20 — % 

126% 91% Zenith.. 56 111% 106 107% —4 
American Stock Exchange 

4% ‘2% Allied Artists 141 2% 2% 2% + % 
10% 6% Ail'd Art, pf* 4 7% 7, 7% 
11% 6% Assp. Artists 258 7% ' 6% 6% —ii#* 
1% % CtC Tele.. 443 % % % — % 
6% DuMont Lab. 189 4 „ 3 3 —1 
4% 2% Guild Films.. 143 3% 2%. 2% — % 
9% 5% Nat Telefilm 143 7 5% 594 —1% 
9 3% Skiatron .... 494 6% 5% fi% + % 
8% 3% Technicolor „ 153 4% 3% 394 *T- % 

•5% 3% . Trans-Lux ... 22 4% 4%. 4% — % 
Over-lke-Counter Securities 

Bid Ask 
Ampex ... 3934 46% * -J- % 
Chesapeake Industries .......... • 1% 194 — % 

• Cinerama Inc."- ......... % 1% % 
Cinerama Prod.. . 1 %• 2% — % 
DuMont Broadcasting ........ . 7% a%- 
Magna Theatre .. m 2% — % . 
Official Films... ^ 1% 1% 
Polaroid 35 38% — .% 
V. A. Theatres ................. - 3% 4 — % 
Walt Disney . 13 14% —2% 

* Actual Volume, - 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

Stellings Points: 
Summer a Fiasco, 
Toll to Be Banned 

Ashville, N. C., Oct, 22. 
Ernest G.‘ Stellings, president of 

Theatre Owners of America, de¬ 
scribed the summer months as a 
“fiasco,” because so-called big 
pictures did not produce as ex¬ 
pected. Perhaps this experience, 
Stellings “said, will convince dis¬ 
tribution, not to bunck- their top 
pictures during the same period 
each year. The TO A topper is 
convinced that the dearth of good 
pictures during March, April and 
May “drove many people away 
from the theatres in tremendous 
numbers, many of- whom did not 
return during the so-called lush 
summer season.” 

Stellings made his comments 
here before the annual convention 
of the North and South Carolina 
Theatre Owners Assn, . He also 
told t(xe delegates: ^ 

That he would not be sur¬ 
prised if home-toll over the 
airwaves were completely 
outlawed at the next session - 
of Congress. 
That the system of. conciliation 

recently concluded with distribu¬ 
tors “will be one of the most im¬ 
portant industry agreements ever 
developed” and that it goes into 
effect on Nov. 1. 

That arbitration conferences 
will resume in N.Y. on Nov. 6 and 
TOA is hopeful that a successful 
plan will be developed. 

That Ithe combined TOA-COM- 
PO-MPAA national advertising 
and promotional campaign will 
soon be submitted to the TOA 
board and the board of the MPAA 
for approval, and that he could 
give assurance that the plan*-“Is 
one which meets the rigid re¬ 
quirements -of exhibition' * . , ” 

BOSTON TO PHILLY 
FOR PAR’S 1G. MOORE 

John G. Moore this week was 
named Paramount’s mideastern 
division manager, headquartering 
in Philadelphia, succeeding How¬ 
ard G. Minsky, who recently be¬ 
came eastern sales manager for 
the Par-controlled International 
Telemeter Corp. - 

.Moore had been eastern division 
manager, based in Boston, which 
post now goes to Edmund C. De¬ 
Berry, promoted from branch man¬ 
ager in Cincinnati. 

Moore started, with Par as an as¬ 
sistant booker in $oston in 1921. 
DeBerry began as an assistant 
booker in New Orleans in 1940; 

Pope to Doiliealo 
Continued from page t S5SS 

world.’ Second concerned transmis¬ 
sion of programs, in which the 
building of powerful transmitters 
all over the world, and especially in 
countries behind the Iron Curtain, 
prodded the Church into its cur¬ 
rent move to replace its oldvsetup, 
which dates back to 1931. 

Installations at Santa Maria di 
Galeria, according to word from 
the Vatican, were partly daid for, 
by’ contributions during the Holy 
Year of 1950. Ope of the trans¬ 
mitters, a 100-kilowatt setup for 
shortwave beaming, is a present 

•from Dutch Catholic associations. 
In addition, the station includes 
two shortwave transmitters of lOkw 
each, plus one 120kw medium wave 
transmitter. 

An elaborate radial antenna sys¬ 
tem (21 antennas’ in; all) built by 
Telefunken fyaf' been erected for 
the directional beaming of short¬ 
wave broadcasts to all parts of the 
Worlds Even befbre iw inadgura- 
tion, plans are already being drawn 
up to enlarge the new Vatican sta¬ 
tion even furthdf within the next ; 
few years. 1 

The buying and booking'-of pic¬ 
tures in a starved market will, be 
the subject of an address by Irv¬ 
ing Dellinger at the opening ses¬ 
sion of Allied S'ates Assn/s an¬ 
nual convention which gets un¬ 
derway Monday (28) at the Con¬ 
cord Hotel at Kiamesha Lake, 
N.Y. Dollinger, chairman of Al¬ 
lied’s Emergency defense Com¬ 
mittee, is expected to hit hard on 
clearances, a subject that has be¬ 
come a particular irritant in re¬ 
lations between exhibition and dis¬ 
tribution. It has been charged by 
theatremen that clearances have 
been completely destroyed by the 
alleged shortage of prints and the 
increase of so-called special en¬ 
gagements. 

In addition to Do) finger’s 
analysis of film problems, will hear 
a review of industry problems by 
Allied prexy Julius M. Gordon, 
who is serving as keynote speaker. 
It’s anticipated that Gordon will 
review Allied’s efforts it peaceful 
cooperation with all segments of 
the industry and that he will dis¬ 
close that this method has not 
■worked. As a result, it’s expected 
that he Will call on Allied to re¬ 
turn to its former forceful and 
forthright policy of dealing with 
industry affairs.* 

Ben Marcus, former Allied prexy 
and currently topper of Allied of 
Wisconsin, will continue the Dol¬ 
linger thesis and will discuss What 
efforts Allied is taking “to retain 
established availabilities/’ 

The second day’s session yill 
be devoted to a discussion of Cable 
tv, the .status of Allied’s relations 
with the Council of-Motion Pic¬ 
ture Organizations, and a report 
on advertising, exploitation and 
business building ideas. Prior to 
the formal- afternoon meeting on- 
Tuesday (29), Allied members 
will gather at filmj clinics, long an 
established custom at Allied con¬ 
ventions. At these closed, sessions, 
separated into small, medium and 
large theatrfe problems. Alliedites 
get a chance to air their, film prob¬ 
lems and individual deals with the 
film companies. a Reports of the 
film clinics are later made on the 
convention floor and ‘ resolutions 
are* passed and * actions taken to 
help solve the issues presented at 
the clinics. The final day’s meet¬ 
ing, in addition to hearing various 
reports, will also consist of an 
open forum at which exhibs get a 
chance to bring up matters of gen¬ 
eral interest. * .< 

The formal- meetings will be 
preceded by a two-day board 
meetings—Friday, ° and Saturday 
(25-26)—^at Which the agenda of 
tie meetings will be finalized. 

For- its closing banquet on Wed¬ 
nesday (30), .Allied will have Sen. 
Wayne Morse (Dem„ Ore.) as its 
principal speaker. In addition to 
the formal business sessions, Sid 
Stern, convention chairman, has 
arranged a series tif social events- 
for the delegates. Hosts for vari¬ 
ous' cocktail parties and dinners 
are Coca-Cola, Pepsi Cola find Na¬ 
tional Carbon. Columbia’s “PA1 
Joey” -will be screened on Men- 
dy night. 

Eric Johnston Accepts Bid to Speak—-Amb&ss&cL/ 
To Attend First U» S. Bally of Germans Since War 

« ‘Queen's Taste' 
In special ads in the amuse¬ 

ment sections of the N.Y. 
dailies, Metro let it be known 
that “Les Girls,” currently at 
the Radio City Mu$ic Hall, had 
been selected for “London’s 
Command Performance.” 

Ad was headed “To the 
Queen’s Taste.” 

RKO-Spain 
Continued from page 5 -- — 

sledgehammer weight to nullify 
the Yanqui film blockade measures 
contra the Spanish market. Added 
RKO product comes on. the heels, j 

of a statement from Hispamex, a 
leading local distrib, announcing 
stellar U. S. program entries of 
“Oklahoma” (Magna), “Westward 
Ho the Wagons” (Disney) and 
‘River Pirates” (Disney). The 

number of U. S. films now not only*1 
tops last year's supply but the per¬ 
centage of “A” pix coming up is 
impressively ^superior. 

“One down and six" to go” is the i 
present tally in Spain. A reliable i 

film source expressed the convic¬ 
tion there ./would be moire down, 
and less to go if a settlement is 

Cable Theatre 
Gabfest Set For 

TOA at Miami 
Theatre Owners of America and 

Theatre Equipment Supply Manu¬ 
facturers Assn, have set aside a 
full day for a joint session on cable 
theatre at their conventions at Mi¬ 
ami Beach, Nov, 20-23. Members 
of both TOA and TESMA will have 
an opportunity to present their 
own arguments for -or against the 
new system. 

The subject matter of the dis¬ 
cussion will be confined to the 
topic of “Is Cable TV Good or 
Bad for the Exhibitor?” Propo¬ 
nents and opponents, both manu¬ 
facturers and theatreowners, will 
be permitted to present tbeir 
views. Invitations have been ex¬ 
tended to experts on every facet of 
the,suibject.| * 

Philip Harling, cable tv chair¬ 
man of TOA, and Lee' Jones, 
TESMA prexy, declared in a joint 
statement: “We feel that* cable tv 
is the most Controversial subject 
to confront both manufacturers 
and theatremen at this time? arid.it 
is our desire to see that both 
groups will be well represented. 
The cable tv* discussion has’ been 
set for Thursday, Noy.* 21. 

TOA has mailed, a brochure to 
theatreowners outlining’ what is to 
be expected at the cable, ty seminar 
so that they/hav'e some knowledge 
of the subject. An indication of 
how important cable, tv may be be¬ 
coming is further demonstrated *by 
the fact that .^International . Tele¬ 
meter, Motorola,1 General Preci¬ 
sion, Jerrpld Electronics and RCA 
will have cable to exhibits at the’] 
trade show jointly sponsored /by 
TOA and TESMA. 

France Ups B.0, 
Continued from page 5 — 

will he able to- go as high as 50c 
now. This is a significant boost 
since 4,700 of the 5,500 film thea¬ 
tres here are in that category. First- 
run housed will ;be> allowed to go 
what the market and .film itself 
will bear. This should bring the av¬ 
erage admission to about $1.20 with 
double that for specialized pix. 

Other .cinemas, which . are not 
first-run but have had better than 
a 50c scale. Will be allowed about 
a 10% general boost. The industry 
feels it has won a moral as well as 
important. finariclal victory. Now 
filmgoing has to be kept constant 
and even raised, and soaring pro¬ 
duction costs have to be kept under 
control to give the' fluctuating 
French industry a look of stability.*} 
However, foreign take still has to 
be pushed up and Film Aid is be¬ 
lieved necessary to -keep equilibri¬ 
um here. 

Ritz, McKinny, Tex. Spruces 
McKinney, Tex., Oct. 22. 

Roy E. Brockman,- manager of 
the Ritz Theatre, has remode.ing 
program now underway. The up¬ 
dated theatre will have a complete 
new front, larger lobby and a snack 
bar to serve patrons. Birch panel¬ 
ing and peg board will be predomi¬ 
nant throughout the lobby and 
snack bar. 

The German film industry, newly 
export conscious and * Johnny- 
come-lately in the U. S., is making 
its first coordinated bid for Ameri¬ 
can attention with the start tonight 
(WedL) of a German Film Week at 
the Museum of Modem Art in 
Manhattan, 

Event is getting strong support 
not only from the German indus¬ 
try, Vbich has provided the Mu¬ 
seum with the pick of the - new 
product, but also from the Motion 
Picture Export Assn., which is 
chipping in financially. MPEA 
prexy Eric Johnston will he guest 
of honor and one of the two main 
speakers at a Museum dinner to¬ 
night Dr. Heinz L. Krekeler, the 
West German Ambassador, also is 
skedded to speak. His address is 
expected to .touch on German- 
American film relations. 

West Germany today is one of 
the few unrestricted markets in 
Europe for American pix; It has a 
screen quota, but it is lower than 
even the British quota and German * 
films actually get more playing 
time In German theatres than the 
quota prescribes. Almost alone 
among the European industries, 
Germany’s producers are not sub¬ 
sidized by the government, and 
there appears little likelihood that 
they will be. 

Curtain raiser, at the Museum 
of Modem Art, will be “Haupt¬ 
mann von Koepenick.” Sked calls 
for a dinner, screening and a re¬ 
ception, all at the Museum. 

Other films picked so far, all of 
them as yet unreleased in the U.S., 
include “Himmel Ohne Sterile.” 
“Griff Nach den Sternen” and 
“Bekentisse d e s Hochstaplers 
Kniil.” Another new German pic¬ 
ture, “Die Letzten Werden die 
Ersten Scin,” also is a possibility. 
First week will be followed by a 
retrospective film cycle, showing 
the growth of the German film 
from its beginning to 1957. 

According to Munio Podhorzer, 
the Export-Union representative in 
the States, this is the first time 
that a foreign industry has made 
available new and unreleased pix 
for such an event. Several of the 
films db not even have a distribu¬ 
tor here. "Koepenick,” produced 
by Real Film, is ’being handled in 
the U. S. by Emile J. Lustig. 
• Helmut Kautner, who directed 
“Hauptmann” and who is one of 
the top German meggers, is, in 
N. Y. to attend the Museum show¬ 
ing of his film. No German stars 
are in evidence. 

German film week is the first 
such German manifestation in the 
U. S. since the war arid takes oh 
special significance in view of two 
factors: (1) The German market 
for the American films, today one 
of the most vital in Europe. (2) 
The lack of success of the German 
films in the U. S. to date where 
they have played mostly only the 
language houses. 

In view of this, MPEA has ex¬ 
pressed to the Museum and to the 
Germans its eagerness to Cooperate 
wherever possible, either finan¬ 
cially or otherwise. Suggestion had 
been made to have MPEA sponsor 
the reception on Oct 23. How¬ 
ever, the Museum holds that this 
is its prerogative. So MPEA came 
across with money. 

Presence of the Ambassador and 
of Johnston is seen bringing the 
opener into the double focus .of 
“art” and commerce, with the Mu¬ 
seum definitely pitching for the 
highbrow- level and the Export- 
Union more interested in using the 
Film Week to draw attention to the 
commercial calibre of the German 
pix. 

w Brockman stated that the Ritz 
not reached soon between Spain J would not he closed during the re- 
and MPEA, j modeling project. 

Arnold Succeeds Vet Overt 
Sherman, Tex., Oct. 22. 

Travis T. Arnold has been named 
manager of the Texas, Plaza and 
Campus Drive-In Theatre here. He 
succeeds H. C. Overt, who resigned 
after 33 years in show biz. 

Arnold has been associated with 
Rowley United Theatres for 18 
years and comes here from Mal¬ 
vern, Okla., where he has been for 
the past 11 years. 
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Todd’s Taffy Pull: Rasputnik Over Sputnik 
ZChiseliiig Waiters Star at Madison Garden] I 

Madison Square’s chiselling waiters, selling food and 
drink which had been donated, set the tone and the pace 
of the anarchy that raged last Thursday (17) at Madison' 
Square Garden when Mike Todd, in the name of show¬ 
manship, held his nationally and internationally bally-, 
hooeid and reported “little party.” Granting whatever is 
owed to the. Barnumesque aspects of the occasion and 
the! staggering audacity of inviting “18,000 guests” to 
celebrate one year’s run of “Around The World in 80 
Days” and the prospective casting and shooting of an¬ 
other film, “Don Quixote,” this little captious criticism 
still':has to register in the first paragraph:'the buildup 
was colossal, but the party was human nature with its* 
shirttails flapping.. 

A 'promotion which was built on the deadheagjng of 
nearly everything had about as much dignity'as a frat 
house panty raid on a sorority house at the -first jstirring 
of spring. After all the promoting the merchandise and 
the /touted prizes were either boldly hijacked, Chicago 
style, or broken open and pilfered, waterfront style. 
There was no raffling of the prizes, as pledged. This whs 
just-one of the many fiascos behind the facade of the big 
ballyhoo. It was later announced that lucky stub-holders , 
would read the winning numbers in today’s. (Wedi) dailies. ' 

Sure, Todd was vieing with Sputnik, British royalty 
and the rumble in the Syrjan-Turkish belt. And maybe 
this was an international trailer for his upcoming (and; 
unmade) “Don Quixote” topping any "penetration” cam¬ 
paign in the history of the picture business. 

The fact that the chiseling waiters were quickly in busi¬ 
ness for themselves, peddling that domestic Renault 
champagne, which was supposedly for-free, at $2, $3, $5 
and up to $10,for a magnum, is a kind of cheap hustle 
which Tpdd. couldn’t;—of anyhow, didn’t—control. 

Up For Grabs 
The fact .that the performers, animal pet participants,' 

musicians, folk dance groups, ei ,al, who were on the 
plain arena, had first grabs at “gifts,” not to mention the 
“free food,” was also not thought out by the Todd Staff. 
Not only were the balcony and galleryites iso¬ 
lated from the VIPs downstairs (doorsJead onlyfrNfreets) 
but the latter, even if in'Row A, could only lean over'for 
a_hotdog or coffee—if lucky. One valiant was throwing 
hot dogs through the air. The beer was almost non-existent 
as the parched performers, musicians,- photographers', 
sundry CBS-TV, Madison Square Garden and Todd 
staffers, who were in the wrestling reach, helped them¬ 
selves first , • 

There was no entry provided from the ringside (side* 
arena) Ioges and seats onto the Garden floor itself, and 
the staff cops, who must have been recruited from the 
Dannemora set, (1) "refuSed exit onto the floor, in case 
one wanted to get near the free, beer, coffee and hot dogs; 
and (2), they were the most outspoken, rude set of mou- 
jiks as the deluxe location invitees exited. \ . 

The staffers had their own. complaints. Not all were on 
the fake. Garden guards told the city cops' on. the out¬ 
side .“This is the last of. this kind of a madhouse we 
want” “Who needs this?” "I hope we never have any- 
thing * more like this ” etc. 

’Take It Easy* Right Slant 
Paradoxically, many who came to relax witir a fun- 

party attitude had fun. Those who came to criticize found 
plenty that was badly organized. For instance: 

There -were no TV monitors available for the in- 
Garden bunch to know -what Was being telecast. 

Celebrities were embarrassingly few, fearing just what 
happened. 

The official proceedings, emcee George Jessel notwith¬ 
standing, were very imamusing. 

CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90” sponsored the telecast, a 
$110,000 tab. Todd’s expenses were quoted at $283,000. 
The wisecracks are many, most succinct being, “Todd 
got a‘ $1,000,000 worth of publicity and made 18,000 en¬ 
emies,” Don’t take that too much to heart. Many of the 
18,000-; “chums” had an abandoned good time -of it— 
having checked any illusions that they would he sump¬ 
tuously fed or wined. There was a cartiival spirit, a mena- • 
gerie and other circus props. 

All, of course, resented the chiseling wine-dispensers 
and the Garden ushers who, seeing-the folding money 
changing hands for the grape decided they’d get in on 
swindle and began selling the souvenir programs at buck- 
a-copy With most people refusing to get-it-up. Petty 
stuff is always the most invidious. 

Women In A Peeve *■ 
Todd, the showman, should have known about those 

things;* He also forgot the fundamental—hell hath no 
fury like a woman scorned. They'were scorned and 
scornful. Having been told to dress-up-to-the-nines (there 
was even a billet-doux from Liz and Mike that the men 
should black-tie-it and .the gals should eschew bouf¬ 
fants);, there was no opportunity to display the couture. 
You sat like at a prizefight or hockey-game. The majority, 
not in the choice locations were seething* at the lack 
of vantage-point, (For the at-homers’ reflex, see this is¬ 
sue’s TV Review). 

As for the “groceries,” the manner of dispensing the 
dubious “free” grub was beyond alibi. Since tip-money, 
smooths the wheels of good service—Todd should not 
have overlooked giving the hustlers a personal pep-talk 

Mail in Your Stub for Todd Gtft 
The party’s over, but the gifts are still in a warehouse. 

Waiting to be distributed. 
That was the status early this week, as Mike Todd 

drew plans to have Price, Waterhouse or some other 
“reputable” firm supervise a drawing for the prizes. In¬ 
tention is to have the winning numbers published in 
The N.Y. Times today (Wed.) or tomorrow. 

- There were 18,000 people at Todd’s Madison Square 
Garden bash last week, and he has 18,000 prizes. They , 
were supposed to have been handed out at the party, 
but no one ever got around to doing it. 

Now, a winner has to mail in his ticket stub to get his 
prize. All of the “gifts” were contributed to Todd by 
various manufacturers in the hope of free publicity. 
Some didn’t get it. Todd has Offered to buy any of the 
prizes -if a manufacturer fejt he hadn’t been given a run 
for his money. 

(and inducement) not to chisel: And also some lessons on 
how to behave. _ 

So, as the free bonbon wagon rolled by, they threw the 
candies into the front-rowere. That was not so bad. Then 
some' idiot on the hot-dog Wagon started throwing the 
franks-and-buns. Not even Lew Burdette could “con¬ 
trol” pitch a dog within a roll. Gowns were stained. 

"As for the poor white trash In the upper perches— 
many expressed themselves that they wished they had 
“stood in. bed.” About the only thing the hot-dog dolt 
failed to do was to put jnustard on ’em before he started 
pitching.. Let’s be grateful. 
' Sir- Cedric Hardwicke, (Knighted as an artist) on his 
precariously perched howdah almost became the first in¬ 
door elephant trampling casualty this side of the Sabu 

’’•country, as. he hnng on openly scared,stiff, and with a 
corps of photogs and staffers literally racing beside the 
pachyderm to break Hardwicke’s pratfall in case. He just 
made the exit. ^ 

Commentators Walter Cronkite, Bill Leonard and Jim 
McKay were defeated by the in-studio film cut-ins. The 
multiple sponsors were Bristol-Myers, Kimberly-Clark,' 
American Gas Assoc., Marlboro cigarets and All-State 
Insurance, with result that the sundry “promoted” loot 
—froin food to gifts—got the TV brushoff. 

Minnesota .Senator Hubert H. Humphrey got a curi¬ 
ous midriff spot, which sounded more like a political “ex¬ 
posure.” Arthur Fiedler conduced the Symphony of the 
Air; Duke Ellington was booked for the “dancing.” There 
was none as the scramble for food and “presents” pre¬ 
empted. 

Great Day For The Niteries 
Afterwards the guests, in dismay, went on the town. 

The niteries, pubs and clubs could wish for a get-dressed- 
up shindig like Todd’s almost any time—when people , 
are in their finery they don’t want. to go home. They 
tumbled into the plusheries like each was the only oasis 
in town. 

But Todd’s terrific Trendex on tv and the plenitude of 
free press space may have made it worth while from his 
viewpoint. Oh yes, Mrs. Todd (Elizabeth Taylor) was only 
seen when she once entered the arena to cut the Empire. 
State-size birthday cake. Most of Liz and Mike’s 18,000 
“chums” were left waiting for a slice.« 

One Broadway wag who knows Toad’s resourcefulness 
.from ’way back observed, ‘Tn another]climate Mike would- 
have had admiration for some of the sharpshooters and 
the chiseling swindlers with the hot! programs and ped¬ 
dling the Tree* grape, hut certainly Miot when he’s the 
host.” , 

“Also, knowing Todd, I’ll bet there will be a few thou¬ 
sand very choice words spilled by the showman against 
the Garden, the operation, the chiseling waiters, ushers 
’n’ everybody!" 

No Elsa Maxwell 
The extraordinary savage press pannings, from news¬ 

paper people and disk jockeys alike, most of them junket-.' 
ed, at the host’s expense from distant points, including 
billeting at the new Hotel Manhattan (nee the Lincoln) 
on 44th St. and- 8th Ave., has created a turnaround atti¬ 
tude among some. “After all/’ is a summation of opin¬ 
ion, “they didn’t have to come. It’s pretty tough to police 
a mammoth Garden with 18,000 cuffo guests and maybe 
10% as many more concerned with the entertainment, 
catering, ushering, regulating traffic, etc. 

“It’s one thing for an Elsa Maxwell (who, incidentally, 
was one of-the personalities picked up for a Bill Leonard- 
CBS . interview during the proceedings) to *run a party* 
for a VIP group of socialities; it’s another headache when 
it’s such a mass-production undertaking.” 

Add to ^he captiousness: would the unfortunate tele¬ 
cast have ill boxoffice effect on Todd’s picture, “Around 
The World?” 

The Publicity Hangover 
Except for a few trinkets looted from the trucks On the 

floor by some scavengers, none of the “fabulous prizes*^ 
advance-ballied by Mike Todd were actually.distributed 
at his “little private party” last week at Madison Square 
Garden, N.Y. Even the 10,000 cigars that were to* be 
handed out were not. Todd, immediately after the tv 

show, announced that the lucky numbers would be pub¬ 
lished in newspaper ads. Later 4t Was revealed that the 
numbers would appear in Todd's ads in today’s (Wed.) 
papers. 

Todd has supposedly set up a shipping office to send 
out gifts to the winning numbers. “Liz who is honest,” 
Todd said, ‘would pick the numbers. Although Todd has 
stated that each and every guest present at*the Garden 
wotild fecefve a gift, most ticket-holders hive just about 
given up hope of receiving anything: 

Several of the daily newspapers were viciously rough 
on Todd, The N.Y. Herald Tribune commented editorial¬ 
ly on Saturday (19), comparing Todd’S Shindig with the 
ancient Roman circuses for the masses and Marie An¬ 
toinette’s crack to the hungry French, "Let thetn eat 
cake.” 

Pointing out that the U.S. "faces enough troubles at 
the present time* of which the Communist propaganda 
machine has taken full advantage to advance Its course 
throughout the world,” the Trib “can well imagine how 
the Soviets will present a picture to the rest of the world 
Of New York fiddling While the country burns.” The Trib, 
in concluding its observation on Tddd’s party, says: “In 
the days of the fabulous banquets which preceded the 
fall of the Roman* Empire, the participants used to gorge 
themselves, retire to a specially named room and empty 
their stomachs so that they could return to stuff them- 
themfcClves anew. 

‘Bread. Crumbs St Circus’ 14 
The N.Y. Daily News, in a tongue-in-cheek account, 

said Todd “gave the public bread crumbs and a cir¬ 
cus , . Other adverse comments were registered by the 
N.Y. Post’s Earl Wilson and Murray Kempton. 

Krishna Menon, the usually valuable chief Indian dele¬ 
gate to the United Nations, -and a close critic of American 
folkways, sat impassively throughout the Garden pro¬ 

ceedings as if observing some strange aspects of Ameri¬ 
can mores and culture. 

Difficulties in obtaining champagne without a payoff 
to the waiters caused one guest to remark: “This is the 
most expeiuiive free party I’ve eyer attended.” 

Very few of the capacity turnout downstairs showed 
up without black tie, including the-newsmen, who appar¬ 
ently heeded Mike and Liz’s edict 

George . Jessel, who served as m.c.. characterized the 
party most aptly when he said early in the evening: 
“Such an evening will not happen again. Nobody could 
stand it” 

Home Town Sams Todd 
By LES REES , 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Mike Todd’s Madison Square Garden party landed im¬ 

portant'and lengthy Minneapolis Morning Tribune front 
page coverage with art which, of course, didn’t hurt 
^Around the World in $’0 Days” at the Academy here. 

Front page story in-question, which carried into one 
of the hack pages, was by the sheet’s columnist Will 
Jones and detailed the advance preparations for the party 
under Todd’s own supervision. Jones was one of the 
Twin Cities‘,,22 shindig guests chosen by Ted Mann, Aca¬ 
demy owner, and traveling in a chartered plane to and 
from New York at Todd’s expense, of "course. 

On another Morning Tribune page the same day there 
_was another lengthy by-line story by the newspaper’s 
"staff writer Barbara Flanagan, telling about the appear¬ 
ance ofrthe Minneapolis Aquatennial queen at the affair 
and appraising it. 

Miss .Flanagan was anything but complimentary. In her 
opinion, the party was pretty much a bust. “Most of the 
invited guests went away from the party as bewildered 
as when they arrived,” according to her. 

“Anybody expecting caviar and peacock wings went 
home hungry from the party,” wrote Miss Flanagan in 
part after relating some of the bobbles and bugs in the 
proceedings. “There wras beer and hot dogs and pizza 
and pickles and other good old .everyday-type American 
fare, . 

“Todd’s one bow to the chi-chi set was pink cham¬ 
pagne, but he served it in paper cups. In fact, pink was 
the, evening’s theme. But whoever made the frosting for 
the cake slipped ... * * 

“Said one guest on departing, ‘Well, it was big. And it 
was also dull I’m still trying to figure out what it was all 
abotil.’ 

“A New York- cab driver pronounced Todd’s party a 
*dud.’ ‘I’ve been hauling people out of that place all 
night/ he said. ‘From what I hear ’em say, you could 
have a. better time watching television.” 

Inasmuch as Todd is a native Minneapolitan and it all 
was for free anyway Miss Flanagan’s story and the Trib¬ 
une for carrying it are provoking some adverse comment 
in. local film circles. * 

WCCO-TV carried the telecast of the party here. For 
opposition on video it had “Green Pastures” 'KSTP-TV), 
thtL “Real McCoys," the Pat Boone Show and “O.S.S” 
(WTCN-TV) and the movie oldie “Scarlet Spear” (KMGM- 
TV). 

Cedric Adams, Star columnist, started out his Friday 
(18) WCCO Radio noon newscast with “How happy I am 
I didn’t go*to the Mike Todd party—did you hear all that 
stuff on the air this morning?” 

AA TrotWes 
Continue!! from page 3 

revealed that “Friendly Persua¬ 
sion” ’with Gary Cooper hasn’t! 
shown a profit thus far “because of 
Its high negative, print and adver¬ 
tising costs.” The William Wyler 
production is said to have cost $3,- 
000,000. Another disappointment, 
the prexy states? is the domestic 
take of “Love in the Afternoon,” a 

Gary Cooper-Audrew Hepburn- 
Maurice Chevalier btarrer. How¬ 
ever, he’s confident the film will 
eventually wind up in the black. 

"Typee’ Embarrassment 
Particularly grievous was a 

$465,000 -write-off ‘ for the aban¬ 
doned production tit a film version 
of the Herman Melville novel, 
“Typee.” fa previously revealed, ; 
this venture was.called off After 
producer-rdirector ‘ John Huston 
shat background footage on loca¬ 
tion In Tahiti. Unfavorable weath¬ 
er, “physical difficulties and high 
costs” were blamed for the de¬ 

bacle. Huston had similar hard¬ 
ships with Warners’ “Moby Dick” 
negative. 

Tobogganing market value of Al¬ 
lied Artists’ common stock appar¬ 
ently has all but killed an Em¬ 
ployees' Stock Purchase Plan. De¬ 
vised to provide ‘*an incentive” by 
giving certain employees a sharej 
in the company, the plan was 
okayed by shareholders at the Nov„ 
1955, annuar meet. Stock was 
priced at $4.75 per share under a 
payroll deduction arrangement ex¬ 
tending over a 10-year period. 

Some 63 employees subscribed 

for a total of 162,250 shares. But, 
the annual report discloses, as of 
Aug. 19? 1957, subscriptions to 123,- 
750 shares^were cancelled. Why 
the subscriptions were cancelled is 
more or less obvious in light of the 
fact that AA common so far this 
year has never risen higher than 
$4.50 per share on the American 
Stock Exchange.. Following dis¬ 
closure of the company’s substan¬ 
tial loss last week, the stock hit a 
new low of $2.50. At one time in 
the past several years it was quoted 
as high as $7.50. 

Drop in the market value of AA 

stock has seen a corresponding 
reduction in the personal holdings 
of some company officers. W. Ray 
Johnston, board chairman who’s 
been a director since 1936, has no 
shares of record at all, according 
to the current proxy statement 
while last year he was listed as 
holding 5,348. Norton Ritchey, 
firm’s foreign chief, is now cred¬ 
ited with 3.249 common compared 
with 9,249 last year. On the other 
hand Broidy has upped his hold¬ 
ings from 60,218 in 1956 to the 
current 61,718. 
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Inside Stuff—Pictures 
It’s with * single sentence that Elli* Arnall, president of the- So¬ 

ciety of Independent Motion picture Producers* wraps Up the-.current 
situation which sees exhibitors angling to move into production and. 
the producing-distributing companies taking .opposition stands. Says 
Arnall: “Everyone is motivated by self-interest/’ . 

Chief exec of the indie film-makers group related this week he at¬ 
tended the recent meeting with the Dept, ; of ‘‘Justice at which National 
Theatres sought the’right to engage in production. Opinions of others 
also were invited by the. D. of S. relating to possible modification of 
restrictive antitrust decrees which bar theatre acquisitions by the top 
film companies, exciting Paramount and RKO, and 'production by 
the top circuits, excepting United Paramount and RKO Theatres. 

As Arnall. puts it, the exhibs favored modification, while; the film 
outfits expressed- themselves as favoring the status quo. D. of J„ thinks 
Arnall. while wanting everyone to-have the opportunity to be heard, 
already has: made its determination of what recommendations are to 
be submitted to the Federal Court anent a rewrite of the decrees. 

Early promise of conversion to roadshow policy by downtown Chi¬ 
cago houses has almost evaporated. Not only are exhibitors by and 
large against.it, but distributors show signs of doubt also. Columbia, 
which was earlier refused the Balaban & Katz Chicago Theatre to 
roadshow "‘Bridge Over River Kwai,” made apparent overtures to the 
600 seat Loop Theatre for an after New‘Year date, but negotiatibns 
for the Chicago or another large B&K house are underway again with 
Columbia insistence on roadshowing less rigid. It is reported that 
Columbia, rather than, the 4x>op Theatre, rejected the idea of road- 
showing “Kwai” in the fall through of the final negotiations. 

The sbft summer season felj by “10 Commandments” on a hard 
ticket basis at the McVickers and. the fact that any Saturday night 
tickets for “Raintree County,” which replaces it tomorrow (Wed.), 
were still available over the Weekend has apparently dampened the 
ambitions of other distributors also. 

National Legion of Decency this week confirmed that “Pal Joey” 
has been given a “B” rating and noted that the classification is “pre¬ 
dicated upon a revised version of the film,” As previously reported, 
Columbia, distributor of “Joey,” agreed to certain minor cuts as a 
means of escaping a “C” (condemned) rap. Production was given the' 
“Morally Objectionable in Part for All”-handle because of what the 
Legion feels to be “suggestive costuming, dialogue and situations.”-' • 

Producer Stanley Rubin is following other film-makers on the! 
“diversification” kick. His next likely will be a documentary based on 
an atomic radiation tragedy in Houston, Texas. His last was “Girl 
-Most Likely," a musical, and this was preceded by “Behind the High 
’Wall,” prison theme; “The Rawhide Years,” a western, and “Francis 
Joins the Navy,” a co,medy. * - 

Comrades in Exit 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

In the wake of the axing 
of the Warner ad-pub depart¬ 
ment in Manhattan Jmven 
members of the 4titai» pub¬ 
licity department ierd Rave 
been pinkslippedL Thpse drop¬ 
ped here were /Will Baltin 
and Bill £tekfttieter tv depart¬ 
ment; Irwin Fttfiklyn; exploi¬ 
tation; Phil Gersdorf and Ben 
Mairkson, units; Franklin 
Phillips, photographic depart¬ 
ment; and Tony Navarro, in¬ 
ternational department. 

Gersdorf promptly joined 
Norman Krasna as unit man 
on the latter’s “Kind Sir,” 
.which he is co-producing with 
Stanley Donen in England - 
next month with Cary Grant 
and Ingrid Bergman, 

Cancel Release Of 

Warner Bros, issued dismissal 
notices to-some 25 homeoffice sec¬ 
retaries and cjerks bn Friday (18),- 
hut quickly rescinded the notices 
on Monday (21)). No explanation 
for the change of heart was given 
by the management White collar- 
ites were merely told by personnel 
chief Ralph Budd that the order 
was temporarily withdrawn. 

The Walt Disney Organization in London will publish Mickey Molise 
Weekly, a full color comic, througfi its own publishing department 
from next year. Since 1936, when it was launched, the comic has been 
published under license and supervision from the Disney Organization 
through Willban Publications Ltd., a company in which Odhams Press 
holds a substantial amount of stock. 

Vogel's Vexatious Victory 
—^ Continued from pare 11 

tions are preparing their ammuni¬ 
tion for presentation to the stock¬ 
holders if there should be a proxy 
fight. If Loew’s earning position 
does not improve by February, 
those opposed to Vogel can charge 
that the Loew’s topper has had* his 
Chance to produce and Has failed to 
do so. However, if the harassment 
from Tomlinson and perhaps from 
Wall St. continues, Vogel can 
truthfully tell the stockholders 
that he has been waylaid by raid¬ 
ing parties. 

Despite such speculation as to 
what may happen between now 
and February, there is no doubt 
that Vogel gained an important vic¬ 
tory at last week’s special session. Ltotal of 21,000 out of" 25,000 

w’s shareholders voted in per¬ 
son or by proxy at the meeting. 
Gut Of the 21,000 who voted, 20,- 
OOOr supported Vogel in his effort 
to enlarge the board and in elect¬ 
ing nine pro-management direc¬ 
tors. 

A major share of the credit for 
Vogel’s victory belongs to special Jiounsel Louis Nizer who succeeded 
n winning seven' different court 

decisions, with three important 
rulings coming on the same day. 
Prior to last week’s meeting, Nizer 

* appeared in different courts in 
Nr Y., Delaware and Washington 
to present arguments to stop the 
Tomlinson faction from preventing 
the holding of the meeting. 

In clarifying his support of Bris-; 
Idn, Weisl, who has played a sig¬ 
nificant, if sometimes hazy, role in 
the. Loew’s battle, declared last 
week that Lehman and Lazard had 
no association whatsoever with the 
Tomlinson faction. .Weisl, who is 
also 'a member of Paramount’s 
board Of director^ said he was act¬ 
ing solely in the Interests of. his 
Clients —Lehman and Lazard, 
whom, he stated, have been urging 
for more than a year “to get a 
man like Briskin to help in the af¬ 
fairs of the company^’ 

Vogel, Weisl said, tods asked to 
folk to Briskin "at least 20--times 
but he kept stalling and never 
met Briskin.” 

‘Trojan Horse' 
However, Briskin’s association 

With Tomlinson and L. B. Mayer at 
the rump session, convinced Vogel 
that the banking groups, despite 
all denials. Were allied with Tom- 
Itoson. As a.result^ he soured pn 

Briskin on the ground that Briskin 
was a friend of his and Loew’s 
enemies. Placing Briskin in the 
company Would, as Vogel saw it, 
be planting a “Trojan- horse” in 
Loew’s. 

The comment on Film Row docs 
not credit Briskin’s desire as lim¬ 
ited to being a director of the com¬ 
pany, meaning a 'trip from the 
Coast monthly for board meetings. 
Some think the banking groups 
may ultimately succeed in. electing 
a board of their own selection and 
Briskin will then be elected pres¬ 
ident of Loew’s. 

Amplyifying his contention that 
there was no association with the 
Tomlinson faction and Lehman and 
Lazard, Weisl said there was no 
agreement except that Tomlinson 
had joined the banking houses in 
supporting Brisldn’s candidacy. 
Weisl maintained that Briskin will 
be a good director and “not a bull 
in a China shop. He will help out 
In any way he can with no axe to 
grind. If Vogel is right, Briskin 
will support him.” 

Weisl insisted that Lehman and 
Lazard did not pull Briskin out of 
a hat, but that he came well rec¬ 
ommended from important busi¬ 
ness men, such as Norton Simon, 
head of Hunt Foods, and film ex¬ 
ecutives on the Coast- He- stressed 
that Briskin is “a rich man and 
doesn’t need the job.” His pur¬ 
pose on being on the "board, he 
said, will be to represent the in¬ 
terests of Lehman and. Lazard 
which, Weisl added, have long b£ 
lieved that Loew’s needed an ex¬ 
perienced motion picture man—on 
the board who had no association 
with the company’s old guard. 
Weisl stressed t that Lehmah and 
Lazard are not opposed to a Vogel 
and that they are hopeful that he 
makes good. Their only concern, 
he repeated, is that Vogel has 
“someone on the board who has no 
previous connection with Loew’s, 
but who has wide experience in the 
motion picture ondustry.” 

Weisl added that his connection 
with Paramount had no bearing 
whatsever on his representation of 
Lehman and Lazard in the Loew’s 
matter. He maintained, too, that 
Stanley Meyer was nojt his client, 
although his law firm had once ad¬ 
vised Meyer on tax matters when 
he relinquished his Share in the 
.“Dragnet”, tv series. 

Meanwhile, efforts to clarify the 
firings of some 40 pub-ad staffers 
were made in conferences between 
officials of the Screen Publicists 
Guild and' representatives jof the 
management. The SPG had sought 
a meeting with top management 
but Ben Kalmenson, executive v.p., 
and Gil Golden, advertising man¬ 
ager, all left for the Coast on Fri¬ 
day. 

As a consequence, the unionites 
—represented by SPG prexy Mar¬ 
tin Blau and biz agent Ben Berman 
—met with Larry Leshansky, WB 
supervisor of exchanges, and Ed¬ 
ward K. Hessberg, assistant sec¬ 
retary and attorney in charge of 
labor relations. 

i All that came out of the meet- 
[ ing, it’s understood, was an agree- 
f ment to continue the talks. It’s re- 
i ported, however, that the union and 
the management are far apart on 
all issues involved in the interpre¬ 
tation of the SPG-WB contract re¬ 
lating to the company’s right to fire 
publicists and eliminate its art de¬ 
partment. 

STElNER-GARMES PREP 
- MICKEY MARCUS SAGA 

Joseph Steiner, veteran motion 
picture producer, has formed, 
Broadcast Pictures Inc. to produce; 
films for both tv and theatre re¬ 
lease. 

Among his first feature projects, 
in association with cameraman 
Lee Gaimes, will be a featuce- 
•Iength film dealing with Col. 
Mickey Marcus, the U.' S. Army 
officer who. lost his life in the 
Israel-Arab. war. Steiner is cur¬ 
rently producing the Hildegarde tv 
film series, “The International 
Show.” 

Rock Keeps Rolling 
Continued from pace I 

WFIL^Philly, disk jockey who has 
an across-the-board ABC-TV show. 
Clark’s show is rated by music men 
as the No. 1 hit maker currently, 
and Clark mostly plays rock ’n’ roll 

Shad sees a long future for the 
rock ’n’ roll movement. A new 
wave of kids enter the disk market 
every epuple of years and they’ll 
continue to go for music with a big 
beat, he predicts. At the same time, 
he says, the kids who outgrow 
rock 'n’ roll are staying in the disk 
market, developing a more adult 
taste for albums, pop and longhair. 
In that respect, Shad states, rock 
’Or roll is a healthy thing for the 
business. It gets the kids into the 
habit of running down to their disk 
stores—and that will persist as they 
grow older. 

' --- 
Hollywood: Upon arrival ad- 

pub chief Bob Taplinger stated 
no further personnel cuts are 
in prospect, east or west. Here¬ 
after Warners will bring task 
forces to the Service of each 
release, as needed. 

The firing of- 40 Warner Bros, 
homeoffice*pub-ad staffers, includ¬ 
ing the complete elimination of the 
company’s 32-man art department, 
has developed into a serious cause 
celebre among . Gotham film pub¬ 
licists. Fearful that the Warner ac¬ 
tion, if unchallenged, may spread to 
other companies, the Screen Pub¬ 
licists Guild, which represents staf¬ 
fers at WB, 20th-Fox, United Ar¬ 
tists, Universal, Columbia and 
Metro, is rallying it? membership 
in a determined, drive to rescind 
the WB decision and, at the same 
time to prevent similar moves from 
occuring at other companies. 

In addition to midweek rallies 
.in front of the WB building and a 
Series- of afternoon and evening 
strategy conferences, the Guild 
called an unprecedented Saturday 
(19) meeting of jits entire member¬ 
ship. A total of 175 out of the total 
membership gathered for an all- 

' day session at union- headquarters 
to map emergency moves if meet¬ 
ings with the WB management fail 
to alter the drastic lopoff made by 
the film company.. The publicists, 
who feel they are always the first 
victims of real or trumped-up 
economy moves, are showing a de¬ 
termination and one-for-all spirit 
that has been rare in the ranks of 
the bally men. Out of the Saturday 

Happy Return 
William Hler* a Warner Bros, 

homeoffice art department 
staffer, reported for work 
on Monday (14) for the first 
time since completing his Army 
service. 

That’s the day Warnerites re¬ 
ceived their notice that the 
art department was being elim¬ 
inated and that the work would 
be turned over to an advertis¬ 
ing agency or art service. 

session came the appointment of 
eight committees which are pre¬ 
pared to move into action once a 
final decision* is received from WB. 

If no satisfactory compromise 
can be reached with the WB man¬ 
agement, Guild contemplates legal 
action mid may seek a temporary 
injunction to halt the firings. The 
union believes that under the terms 
of its contract it has a right to do 
this. In seeking the temporary in¬ 
junction, the SPG will attempt to 
delay thq firing of publicists who 
have been given two weeks notices. 
The artists, under the pact, have 
been given a 60-day notice. 

Arbitration ah Issue 
Union officials believe they have 

a right to demand arbitration of the 
dismissals since WB has not indi¬ 
cated what jobs would be elim¬ 
inated. Under terms of the con¬ 
tract, work cannot be transferred 
to other employees. Guild, there¬ 
fore, is wondering what WB intends 
to do with the jobs of newspaper, 
trade, column contacts and other 
jobs. The men who held these posi¬ 
tions have been handed their no¬ 
tices. The union also maintains that 
it has the right to arbitrate the 
question of the transfer of work 
to an outside ogranization. Warner 
management has indicated that the 
advertising and art work would be 
transferred to an ad agency or art 
service. 

The SPG is also playing up the 
moral and human issues involved, 
since many staffers with more than 
25 years service with the company 
have been pinkslipped. Although 
the union 'has not revealed the 
functions of the committees ap¬ 
pointed, it’s believed that among 
the .duties oi the various groups 
will be to appeal to indie producers 
affiliated with WB, exhibitors, and 
other labor Organizations. William 
Goetz, whose “Sayonara” will be 
released by WB, has already been 
notified that there is a possibility 
that his picture may be singled 
out by laborites if a satisfactory 
arrangement is not made with WB. 

There’s no secret that if WB fails 
to rescind some of the firings, the 
union strategy is to “go after” WB 
pix. With the expected help of the 

general labor movement. It will he 
pointed out, it’s indicated, that 
unionites.will be told that jobs are 
being taken away from union mem¬ 
bers and are being transferred t< 
ad agencies which do not employ 
union help; 

The SPG has officially declared 
that the “planned dismissals” are ir. 
violation of the WB’s contract with 
the union. SPG members have alsc 
declared that the firings would 
leave film distributors “unable t( 
give films the advertising and pub¬ 
licity exploitation they deserve,’ 
SPG members., also predicted in¬ 
creased advertising costs if cam¬ 
paigns are handled by outside 
agencies. 

In addition to a technical viola¬ 
tion of the contract, the proposed 
layoffs would be “unwarranted, un¬ 
necessary and Immoral,” the Union 
said. 

Car Radio (Not Battery) 
Used by Texas Inventor 

For New Ozoner Audio 
Dallas, Oct. 22. 

An apparently successful demon¬ 
stration was conducted here at the 
Kaufman Pike Drive-In Theatre of 
the new Car Audio invention for 
ozoners invented by Dalton P. 
Clark, a local projectionist 

Clark’s invention is a device 
which enables the drive-in patron 
to hear the sound from • theatre 
amplifiers over his cay radio 
speaker. The car battery Is not 
used. The system is an electrical 
setup with one end plugge4 into 
the car and the other into a con¬ 
nection at the-ozoner. 

It purportedly does away with 
speakers at drive-ins, according to 
Clark Loss. Damage to speakers 
has been a great expense to pzoners 
everywhere. Clark estimated the 
cost at $3 each fqr the attachment. 

John Wayne 
Continued from page 3 

Western, I imagine it’s the surest 
thing for success you can get.” 

Asked if he thought Westerns 
were becoming too plot heavy, 
Wayne replied: “The ones I’m in 
aren’t and I don’t care what the 
others are doing,” 

About the shortage of new 
Western stars in recent years, 
Wayne said, “I think that the field 
for developing Western stars has 
been limited over the past 10 years. 
The singing cowboy with fancy 
pants, white hat and guitar became 
important enough to force those 
kind of fellows into the field, of 
smaller pictures. For so long, 
“there hasn’t been a straight act¬ 
ing Western star.” 

Obviously pleased with the im¬ 
pact the Western is making on tv, 
Wayne, however, indicated he in¬ 
tends to keep plenty of distance 
between himself and that medium. 

“I think that any established star 
who goes into tv as an actor be¬ 
comes diminutive through that me¬ 
dium,” he declared. “You look at 
a little screen where production 
costs $1,000 a minute instead of 
$10,000 a minute, and it ends up 
hurting you at the boxoffice. But 
by the same token, tele has helped 
a lot of actors and It hasn’t hurt 
character actors.” 

Questioned as to how he feels 
about playing his-current assign¬ 
ment as a friend of the Japanese 
after having fired at them every 
conceivable angle in a multitude 
of service pictures about the Pacific 
war, Wayne rephed: “It was very 
impersonal when I did the service 
roles. The enemy was coincidental.* 
They were stories of the American 
fighting man’s reactions. This 
(‘Townsend Hams Story”) is quite 
different. This is very personal. 
Besides getting the reactions of an 
American who was thrown in con¬ 
tact with the Japanese during a 
superstitious period of their rela¬ 
tionship with the outside world, we 
have to try to bring to the screen 
a little of the differences in outlook 
between Japanese and Americans.” 

Wayne acknowledged that he ac¬ 
cepted his present role last July 
without having seen a script be¬ 
cause he wanted to work with John 
Huston. 
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Paramount Present* 

ZERO HOUR! 

Everybody who has seen it in 

projection room or theatre 

previews is already talking about 

it! A preview at your theatre 

will convince you and your 

patrons, that this is one of the 

most suspenseful nerve-tingling 

adventures of all time! 

CAROLE EDEN' Product by JOHN C.CHAMPION-(bvecw * HALL BARTLETT'-w, * ARTHUR HAILEY, HALL BARTLETT.*) JOHN C.CHAMPION-^S^,^^ 
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Albany, Oct. 22. 4 
'‘If you leave censorship -out, 

there will be chaos in the moral 
world, and then all sorts of conflict 
In the economic and spiritual 
worlds.” So the Rev. Gerald H. 
Kirwin, editor of The Evangelist, 
of the Albany Diocese, declared in 
a significant address tipping off 
the Catholic hierarchy’s current 
thinking at Siena College, Loudon- 
Ville, Friday night (IS). 

His 45-minute talk, with ex¬ 
haustive philosophical, theological, 
metaphysical and sociological an- 
a ysis of censorship as viewed by 
Roman Catholics, affects motion 
pictures, television, radio and the 
legitimate stage. It was followed 
by a question-answer period. Dur¬ 
ing the latter. Father Kirwin pre¬ 
dicted that “Irresponsible ele¬ 
ments” (viz, foes of censorship) in 
what he called the crucially-impor- 
tant medium of television will 
“raise the same cry” that has often 
been sounded by “forces in the mo¬ 
tion picture industry.” This is: 
“Pre'aensoTship is being pro-* 
posed.” He admi ted that it was. 

Scoffing at the idea no action 
should be taken against a motion 
picture until it has been released 
and is be ieved to have been the 
occasion for or the cause of mis¬ 
conduct, perhaps of a crime, by an 
individual, the priest exclaimed: 
“You would not lot a child learn 
the danger of fire by putting its 
hands in the flames.” 

Pre-Censorship 
“Pre-censorship is an absolute 

necessity to the preservation of 
decent moral standards,” "Father 
Kirwin asserted, at the conclusion 
of the quiz period. 

He stated that the Catholic 
Bishops of the United States are 
“contemplating a statement that 
will be issued at their fall (No¬ 
vember) meeting in Washington.” 

Praises Controls 
On the point of opponents that 

censorship is a curtailment of 
basic human freedom, the priest 
said, “We can’t deny.it.” This is 
“the charge most frequently 
thrown at us; the Church is trying 
to restrict and curtain basic hu¬ 
man freedom.” He added: “How¬ 
ever, there is no such thing as ab¬ 
solute freedom in the world today. 
Maybe there is an abstract idea of 
absolute freedom, but in the con¬ 
crete, every form of freedom, 
every facet of freedom is re¬ 
stricted. It has to be.” 

Pastor touched, critically, on Al¬ 
lied Artists’ “Love In the After¬ 
noon” and a recent “Bing Crosby 
picture” which “tried to develop a 
good case for divorce.” i Para¬ 
mount’s “Man on Fire” presumably 
—Crosby is a prominent Catholic 
layman.! 

But “evil” as a “bad picture” 
may be, it can not be compared 
with the damage done by a had 
television program. Father Kir¬ 
win said. He quoted Pope Pius on 
this .point: the “deepening” psy¬ 
chological effect of a te.evision 
show . “brought into our homes.” 

Current Alibi: Flu 
Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 

Aggravating a general box- 
office slump blamed mostly on 
a current paucity* of sufficient¬ 
ly outstanding releases is a flu 
outbreak which has reached 
serious proportions here. 

For example, soaring absen¬ 
tees rates were estimated at 
20% this week by the school’s 
attendance director. 

Estimating that the flu in it¬ 
self is causing a patronage 
drop running from 25 to 50%, 
exhibitors point out that even 
many people who aren’t ailing 
are staying away from theatres 
and other places of public 
gathering for fear of contract¬ 
ing it. 

MINNEAPOLIS DAILIES 
TOO STRICT—SHOWMEN 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Minneapolis -'Star and Tribune, 

the lone local dailies and both un¬ 
der the same ownership, continue 
to exercise what exhibitors here 
consider overly strict censorship 
on film theatres’ ad copy. 

For “The Story of Esther Cos¬ 
tello" at Radio City United Para¬ 
mount Here pulled a new switch, 
recommending it in the newspaper 
ads for “our adult patronage” and 
'for the more informed teen¬ 
agers.” 

Initial ad was published to in¬ 
clude “for the more informed 
teen-agers,” but the Star-Tribune 
ordered it deleted from subsequent 
ones, informing United Paramount 
that it had escaped notice origi¬ 
nally. / 

A united Paramount protest that 
“fine line was being drawn” 

didn’t move the newspaper censor¬ 
ship board. However, in subse¬ 
quent ads the 'sentence ‘the man¬ 
agement sincerely believes that 
‘The Story of Ester Costello* will 
not offend any emotionally mature 
person of either sex,” also a new 
approach, was permitted. 

Rome’s Frisco1?’ 
Continued from page 11 

experts, why should we send fea¬ 
tures to Frisco without any pre¬ 
vious guarantee that even one will 
be accepted? What assurance have 
we, at least to date, that after go¬ 
ing to all the trouble, five or 10 
French pix plus some assorted 
others will nob be screened instead? 
Hair-splitting arguments here are 
obviously the result of hurt pride 
with regard to Venice, and it’s 
probable that all will be resolved 
once the Frisco setup is further 
cleared in its pertinent details. 

Rumored that at first, Italians 
had thought of sending two re¬ 
leases 'both already subtitled) to 
San Francisco: “Last Paradise” and 
“Father and Sons.” First has since 
been reported sold to UA for the 
States, while second, which re¬ 
mains a possible Italo entry in the 
coast event 'which unspools Dec. 
4-17), has reportedly been sold to 
Trans-Lux (Richard Brandt) fQr 
Stateside release. Both pix were 
shown successfully at Berlin Fest 
earlier this year, both running off 
with important prizes. 

ALFRED TAMARIN TO 
UA MUSIC SUBSIDIARY 

Alfred H. Tamarin, assistant.na- 
tional director of United Artists’ 
ad - pub - exploitation department, 
has been appointed assistant to'the 
president (Max E. Youngstein) of 
UA’s newly "formed music and re¬ 
cording subsidiaries. While taking 
on new duties in the company’s ex¬ 
panded operation, he’ll also con¬ 
tinue to serve as ad-pub second in 
command. 

This is the first appointment 
made by Youngstein since the sub- 
sids were set up and he took over 
the helm. 

Tamarin, who has been with DA 
10 years, has had a key role in set¬ 
ting up music tieups with publish¬ 
ing houses, and platter outfits. His 
promotions included the songs and 
scores from “High Noon,” “Moulin 
Rouge,” “Limelight,” “Moon Is 
Blue,” “Barefoot Contessa” and, 
other UA releases. 

STATE, COLUMBIA, S. C. SOLD 

Buyers, Irwln-Fulleiy to Presently 
Lose Their. Strand 

Columbia, S.C., Oct. 22. 
Sale of the State Theatre here 

to Irvin-Fuller’s Columbia Theatres 
Inc. was consummated this week. 
House dates to 1930’s. Craver The¬ 
atres Co. of Charlotte, N.C., sold 
it to the local company operated 
by Sam Irvin and Jack D. Fuller. 

Columbia Theatres operates the 
Ritz Theatre here and the Strand. 
However,* the Strand's life will be 
short now, as the building was sold 
last week to make room for an 
addition to a nearby hank building. 

The new management will re¬ 
furbish the State, possibly change 
its name and install a different 
film policy. Columbia Theatres 
shows Universal and RKO films 
here. Palmetto Theatre Co., tWil- 
by-Kinsey) operates four other the¬ 
atres, including one drive-in. 

Amount of the sale was kept q.t. 
It did not include the building, 
whose lease has six more years 
under the current contract with a. 
department store. 

New Censorship^Regulationsin Italy 

Can’t Show Under-16 Kid* Trailer! for Films They 
Are Prohibited From Viewing 

Rome, Oct. 15. 
Full text of the proposed new 

censorship law for films and legit 
has now been revealed, and an 
early reading has convinced some 
Yank observers here that as it now 
stands it contains few if any of 
the hidden dangers that were fear¬ 
ed when the legislative move wa£ 
first revealed. On the contrary, 
should the law pass as is, it ap- 1 
pears less restrictive than the cur¬ 
rent dated <1923) legislation cov¬ 
ering morality, etc., a remnant of 
fascist days. 

Importantly for the general 
Yank picture (as to which censor¬ 
ship nedtape here was often used 
as an excuse for holding up re¬ 
lease) the new law would set a 
time limit of 30 days on delibera¬ 
tion regarding each submitted re¬ 
lease (or legit script), rather than 
the unspecified and elastic pre¬ 
vious setup. Time limit set for an 
appeal following a negative deci¬ 
sion is 30 days, also, while the 
government would be held to a 
10-day maximum time lapse in is¬ 
suing the final permit or seal of 
approval. Felt that this speeding 
up of the redtape process will help 
releasing slates all along the line 
in this country and avoid oft- 
damaging delays. 

Further switch is the addition 
to the censorship boards, made up 
as previously of government film 
people* of three private citizens 
(specified as family fathers or 
mothers) and of a psychologist, all 
to serve for a period of two years. 

As previously, board decides 
, whether or not an age limit or over 
for under 16 years will he set on 
; each pic, but this decision would 
• now also apply to trailers, of „ pix 
i forbidden to minors. In other 

Words, no trailer of a picture on 
the list of items forbidden for “uifc- 
der-sixteeners” may he shown dur¬ 
ing a performance to which minors 
are admitted. This obviously pre-. 
sents a technical poser which will 
doubtlessly cause some confusion.' 

The proposed law also forbids 
the showing of films forbidden to 
minors (“Under 16”) oh television, 
as well , as calling on the hoards to 
decide whether or not a pic is ex¬ 
portable fare or not. A final sig¬ 
nificant change Over previous leg¬ 
islation is the proposed abolition 
of the old Article 14, which allow¬ 
ed the revoking of the censorship 
license (“nulla osta”) at. any time 
(even after a pic’s release) or for 
any reason felt “sufficient” by the 
Ministry concerned, in order to 
place the pic once more before the 
hoard for further decisions. This 
seldom-invoked clause has'natural¬ 
ly been the basis for many contro¬ 
versies, including the clamorous 
case of “The Sins of Casanova,” 
which some years ago had its li¬ 
cense revoked in the midst of its 
first-run release, "causing the pro¬ 
ducer considerable damage,; 

It is probable that an attempt 
will be made to get the proposed 
law, currently in the House and 
being studied by a special com¬ 
mission, through its governmental 
meanderings without am open de¬ 
bate, in order to speed approval. 
It’s feared that if it is brought out 
into the general assembly, the 
commies will once more ’delay pas¬ 
sage and use the discussion as a. 
springboard to a general debate 
on censorship front a political 
angle. This both the government 
and the industry want to avoid, 
and .hence .the soft-pedaling move 
via the house committee rooms. 
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U. $. STEEL FILM 

Offering lint i* Theatres—Later 
Hit* Ifm. Circuit y 

Washington, * Oct. 22. 
One. of the few industrial films 

ever made specifically for theatri¬ 
cal showings has been unveiled 
here by U.S, Steel—its “Jonah and 
the Highway/’ 

Shot in 35m black and white, 
film is adaptable for widescreen. 
Plan Is to show It in theatres for 
next year, before offering it in 
16m for non-commercial circuit. 
Film which has only one brief 
construction program. 

Made on the Coast, -it includes 
players Craig Stevens, Lola Al¬ 
bright and Alan Hale. 

Marital Bedfeilowship 
Mention Taboo, Widmark 
Peppers NBC’s Epidermis 
A film clip, designed to promote 

the film “Time Limit,” was scis¬ 
sored by NBC-TV- before it was 
presented on the Dave Garroway 
show on Monday . (21). The clip 
was shown in conjunction with the 
live appearance on' the Garroway 
program of Richard Widmark, pro¬ 
ducer and star of the film. 

According to Widmgrk, who is¬ 
sued a blast at network censor¬ 

ship, he Was unaware that the clip 
had been altered* Otherwise, he 
maintained, he would' not have 
appeared on the show as scheduled. 
The footage was delivered to the. 
Garroway show on Friday U8) and, 
it’s stated by a spokesman for Wid¬ 
mark, that neither the producer 
nor his public relations represen¬ 
tatives were notified that the net¬ 
work planned to bluepencil the 
clip. 

The scene eliminated by the net- 
i work, wl^ich Widmark considers 
vital in the development of the 
story of “Time Limit/ ’deals with 
an Army officer attempting to dis¬ 
cover what led a fellow officer to 
become a traitor to his country. 
The wife of the accused traitor 
says: “My husband has been home 
for five months and six days and 
in: all that time we have never 
been to- bed together.” 

“Censoring ‘Time Limit’ on tv 
because of ‘good taste’ is ridicu¬ 
lous,” Widmark stated. “It’s hard 
to accept the network’s point of 
view when the air channels are 
busy claiming that a happy mar¬ 
riage really depends on a special 
deodorant or a favorite toothpaste. 
Now they are horrified at a sug¬ 
gestion that married people do or 
don’t sleep together. It!s time the 
networks grew up.” I 
vThe actor-producer further 

charged that “self-imposed, censor¬ 
ship of the tv networks is an insult 
to the American people and a 
brake on the development of a re¬ 
sponsible tv industry.” He accused 
the networks with operating “un¬ 
der the illusion that the public 
has the mentality of adolescents.” 

“Time Limit,” an indie produc¬ 
tion being released by United Art¬ 
ists, has not encountered any pre¬ 
vious censorship problems. It has 
a Production Code seal and is said 
to have the approval of Army offi¬ 
cials. The tv sequence was edited to 
remove what a network official 
said was “offensive to American 
taste.” 

July A August 
Continued from pace A 

who, during the summer period, 
were playing the not-so-important 
product that had. been in the show¬ 
cases during May and June. 

AB-PT’s net operating profit for 
the third quarter was $1,333,000, 
or 30c per common share, against 
$1;484,000, or 34c per share, for 
the corresponding period last year. 
A capital loss of $44,000 in the new 
period cut the consolidated earn¬ 
ings to $1,289,000 or 29c per share, 
whereas the 1956 quarter had a 
cap gains advantage of $23,000, 
bringing consolidated earnings to 
$1,507,000, or still 34c per share, 

. The full nine? moriths of this, 
year brought AB-PT $4,082,000 iri- 
eonsolidated earnings, (including 
cap gains of $49,000), or 92c- per. 
share, compared with last year’s 
$6,616,000 (including $930,050 in 
cap gains), or $1.53 per share. . 

Preferred dividend requirement 
for the first nine months of 1957 
was J&53.250- Total of 4,410,364 

[common shares were outstanding! 

Made Apparent 
Washington, Oct. 22. 

International protection of the 
so-called “neighboring rights” went 
a step further past week. The In¬ 
tergovernmental Copyright Com- 
•mittee voted a recommendation 
that the Secretariat of UNESCO 
appoint a committee of experts for 
further -study of the “Practical, 
economic and' social” aspects of 
the problem. Since “neighboring 
rights” concern copyright protec¬ 
tion of performers, recorders, and * 
broadcasters^ they are of greater 
direct concern to American ^ehow 
biz than any other item on the 
week-long agenda of the. commit¬ 
tee. ' • . 

International protection for the 
so-called'“neighboring rights” has 
progressed a step closer to reality. 

The Intergovernmental Copy¬ 
right Committee, which recently 
met here, has recommended that 
the Secretariat of UNESCO ap¬ 
point a committee of experts for 
a further study of “the practical, 
economic arid social aspects” of 
-the problem. “Neighboring rights” 
is. the term applied to rights which 
would protect performers, record¬ 
ers and broadcasters. They do- not 
enjoy full protection now but are 
regarded as “neighboring” on 
rights which are protected. Thus, 
the matter is of great concern to 
American show biz, and was 
watched with great interest at the 
recent Intergovernmental Copy¬ 
right Committee meeting. 

Although the multi-language dis¬ 
cussion here did pinpoint some of 
the Complexities of the problem of 
such world-wide protection, there 
was actually no chance of any de¬ 
finitive action, since the entire 
question had already been placed 
at the level of the individual gov¬ 
ernment. Documents, endorsed by 
the International Labor Organiza¬ 
tion, UNESCO, and the Berne 
Copyright Union, have already 
been circularized amongst 90 na¬ 
tions. The hope was expressed 
that at least a majority of these 
will have sent replies before the 
inter-government committee meets 
again next June. Until then no 
action can he put on a diplomatic 
level, which means that no treaty 
can be formulated. 

A number of the li participating 
countries expressed special con- _ 
cern with the neighboring rights 
issue. Japan, with a thriving rec¬ 
ord industry, and a lively interest 
in U. S. music and performers, has 
a special stake in the question, as 
evidenced fay the presence, as ob¬ 
servers, of its five-man Copyright 
Council. ( Brazil, a country with a 
growing music business, and India, 
with its vast film production, 

' joined the U. S., England arid 
France in expressing interest in 
the subject 

One of the more unusual items 
on the agenda was a discussion of 
the problem of the protection of 
stage designs, which was brought 
up at the request of the Australian 
delegate. Chairman Arthur Fish¬ 
er, of U. S. Patent Office, pointed 
out that stage sets are protected 
by U. S.- copyright law if presented 
in the form of works of art. In 
addition, the Universal Copyright 
Convention already provides the 
same type of protection for stage 
designs under the general heading 
of art. Joseph Dubin, chief studio 
counsel for Universal Pictures, 
pointed out, that since it is very 
unusual for the same sets to be 
used twice, except in such stand¬ 
ards as westerns, there is no legal 
problem of direct interest to* the 
film industry. 

Industry observers covering con¬ 
ventions included reps for MPAA, 
AFM, recording companies, and 
ASCAP. 

Phillipsburg Bye-Bye 
Phillipsburg, N. J., Oct. 22. 

The Main St. Theatre in Phillips¬ 
burg closed Jts doors last Week for 
good after 50 years in business. The 
building has been sold by David O, ’ 
Atkinson, the owner, to an appli¬ 
ance firm., ^ 

Know first as the Tuxedo and 
later as the Ritz before it got its 
present name, the theatre was the 
seconds to ripen in Phillipsburg. 
Atkinson, in the .filrii exhibition 
business since 1907, also owns the 
Philmont Theatre here, which ire- 
mains open. It will he the \pnly 
theare*. left on the town, of more 
than 20,000;.- 
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Shadow C$t in Stanleys Plea 
Washington. Oct. 22. 

A strong suggestion that Cine¬ 
rama may become only a ^some¬ 
time thing'* Is contained in a re¬ 
quest by Stanley Warner, to turn 
tiie Capitol, Cincinnati, into an all¬ 
picture house. Theatre was acquired 
in 1954, with court permission, as 
an outlet exclusively for Cinerama 
product. The lease expires April 
29, 1959 and the circuit wants to 
use the theatre both for Cinerama 
and regular product, commencing 
with 1959 when an extension of the 
lease become operative. 

If this should be approved, it 
would open the door for Stanley 
to seek similar permission in other 
towns where it operates houses ex¬ 
clusively for Cinerama. Indication 
is that SW is finding difficulty in 
lining up suitable material for the 
Cinerama screen. 

In addition to seeking a change 
of purpose for the Capitol, Stan¬ 
ley Warner notified the Justice De¬ 
partment it also wants to acquire 
and operate a theatre, in Punxsu- 
tawney. Pa. It wants to run the 
961-seat Jefferson there. Under the 
Warner consent decree, Stanley was 
compelled to divest itself of one 
of its two theatres in Punxsutaw- 
ney. Instead, the divorced circuit 

pleased both to an independent op¬ 
erator. The t_ erator has failed to 
make a go of them and is tossing 
them both back into the lap of 
landlord. Since there are no other 
theatres in that town (one drive-in 
outside) SW seeks permission to 
operate the Jefferson and to lease 
the second house to anyone who 
wants it. Since the antitrust decree 
required the circuit to divest only 
one of the two theatres, it appears 
unlikely that Justice Dept, will op¬ 
pose this request. 

MASTERPIECE PRODS. 
SUES ON REISSUING 

Masterpiece Productions, reissue 
outfit, has filed a $750,000 suit in 
N. Y. Supreme Court against West¬ 
ern Television Corp. charging 
breach of contract. In addition to 
monetary damages, suit seeks to 
enjoin Western Television from in¬ 
terfering with Masterpiece’s right 
to license a group of films to the¬ 
atres and television. 

According to the complaint. 
Masterpiece charges that under a 
January. 1956, agreement it was 
granted sole and exclusive rights 
to distribute 25 pictures in the 
U. S. and Canada subject to cer¬ 
tain restrictions. However, it was 
charged that Western Television 
breached the contract by granting 
prior to January, 1956, various 
other contracts with licencees and 
tv stations for the exhibition of 
these films. In addition, the com¬ 
plaint alleges that Western Tele¬ 
vision made a deal with AAP Inc. 
causing a conflict in the licensing 

~ of the pictures. Western Tele¬ 
vision, the complaint continues, 
deliberately Interfered with Mas¬ 
terpiece’s rights by "falsely pub¬ 
lishing that the plaintiff was not 
the owner of the rights and urged 
exhibitors and tv stations not to 
deal with the plaintiff.” 

Among pictures involved in suit 
are "I Married a Witch,” "52d 
Street,” "The Long Voyage Home,” 
"Silver Queen,” "Eternally Yours” 
and “Winter CarnivaL” 

UA Borrowing 
~ Continued from pace S . 

will be on the market than other¬ 
wise would be. Thus the benefit is 
to accrue to all exhibitors on the 
UA account list. 

UA has a hefty bankroll tied up 
in its backlog, including the $3,000,- 
OOC-plus "Vikings,” and has seven 
productions now before the cam¬ 
eras, including Gregory Peck-Wil¬ 
liam Wyler’a."Blg Country,” Hecht- 
Hill-Lancasfer’s "Hun Silent, Run 
Deep,” which.hat Clark Gable and 
Burt Lancaster in the leads, and 
Frank Ross* "Kings Go Forth,” with 
Frank Sinatra and Tony Curtis. 
Latter, temporarily suspended, re¬ 
sumes Nov 11. 

In the UA future is a schedule 
of 36 features annually, compared 
with the 48 which heretofore have 
been on the yearly propram. Com¬ 
pany’s brass wants a numerically 
lessened but costlier sked on the 
theory that the market figures to 
be glutted with "B” fare. 

JOE MACCHIA (LOEW’S) 
RUNS FOR N Y. JUSTICE 
Joseph A. Macchia, an attorney 

on Loew’s legal staff, is the Re¬ 
publican candidate for Justice of 
the N. Y. Supreme Court in the 
first judicial district, which covers | 
Manhattan and the Bronx. I 

Prior to Joining Loew’s, Macchia 
was law secretary to Surrogate 
Frankenthaler and law secretary to 
now Circuit Court of Appeals 
Judge J. Edward Lumbard, 

Theodore R. Kupferman, y.p. 
and general attorney, for Cinerama 
Productions Corp., is Macc^ia’s 
campaign treasurer. In 1955 when 
Kupferman was the Republican 
candidate for the same office, Mac¬ 
chia was his campaign treasurer. 

Gallic CDC Pays Vay 
For Arty Cinema Group 

Paris, Oct. 15. 
An international arty theatre or¬ 

ganization, the Confederation In¬ 
ternationale Des Cinemas, now 
groups seven countries in its line¬ 
up (France, Great Britain, Hol¬ 
land, Switzerland, West Gennany, 
Austria, Belgium) with 80 art 
houses. Purpose of this outfit, un¬ 
derwritten by the Gallic Centre Du 
Cinema^ is to insure outlets for 
unique and offbeat pix which may 
not have the commercial attributes 
necessary for regular release. It 
is part of the drive for quality pix 
going as well as filmmaking here. 

The CIDC headquarters in 
France and is presided over by 
Gallic cric Armand Thallier, Mem¬ 
bers exchange quality pix, both old 
and new, and special customs dis¬ 
pensations have been set up for 
them. Group is now trying to get 
U. S. participation, and have been 
talking to U, S. foreign film dis- 
tribs and exhibs. 

MPIC Pashes Drive 
On ‘Dirt' Tipsters 

% Hollywood, Get. 22. 
Motion Picture Industry Council, 

following a session last week. Is* 
intensifying its campaign and in¬ 
vestigation to uncover identities of 
those "journalistic parasites.”’ who 
supply scandal mags with info 
about industry celebs. MPIC gave 
its "spotlight” committee the 
greenlight to take strong action 
against such .informers. 

Lou Greenspan, exec director of 
MPIC, explained: "We will first 
enter into exploratory discussions 
with the major studio and inde¬ 
pendents producers, then with 
Screen Actors Guild and ether in¬ 
dustry groups, and with full sup¬ 
port of the Industry will outline a 
longrange program toward this ob¬ 
jective.” 

"We will organize offeetive op¬ 
position to fight these peephole 
writers, and we will seek to gather 
conclusive proof of the identity of 
the Informers,” said Greenspan. 
"Those who have criticized the in¬ 
dustry—-and particularly MPIC— 
will have cause to change their 
minds. Certain circumstances in 
the past precluded open slugging 
tactics, but we will dean out these 
smear magazines and the journalis¬ 
tic parasites who are feeding on 
the industry by helping them,” he 
added. 

i "They are unsavory and irre¬ 
sponsible character* who are no 
longer welcome in our business,’^ 
said the exec of those newsmen 
who sell tips and yarns to the 
scandal mags. 

Lease Miami Gnawer 
Miami, Oct, 22. 

Smith Management Co. of Bos¬ 
ton, headed by Philip Smith, took 
the LeJeune Drive-in here on a 
long-term lease. Ozoner accommo¬ 
dates 1,200 cars. Deal was consum¬ 
mated through Berk fc Krumgold, 
theatre broker*. 

! Prior to acquiring the LeJeune, 
| the Smith interests leased the 
[ Carefree, Surf ahd Colony The- 
? atres In Palm Beach through the 
1 same brokers. 
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STEPHEN CRANE’S 1899 
NOVEL DUSTED OFF 

Hollywood, Oct 22. 
William Morris agency is pack¬ 

aging 1899 Stephen Crane novel, 
"The Monster,” as a feature film 
offering. 

Writer-director team of Lou Gar- 
finkle and Albert Band have byen 
inked for the project, on basis of 
Garfinkle’s completed screenplay. 

Fallow Briefs 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Joe Hanley, office manager of 

I Warner Bros, exchange here and a 
IWB employee for more than 30 
years,' is retiring. New office man- 

| ager has not yet been selected. 
In further reshuffling at. War¬ 

ners’ Frisco exchange, head book¬ 
er Jess Wright moves to a sales 
job and Les Smith, ex-booker at 
Metro’s Frisco office, becomes 

• head booker. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Exhibitors hero beefing about 

current alleged shortage of top^ 
boxoffice pictures that has forced 
three leading single feature loop 
houses to resort to‘succession of. 
“B” twin bills. 

Practically all of territory’* 
drive-ins now are shuttered for 
season, but four in Twin Cities' 
area still bucking the cold weather. 

On competitive bids, local 400- 
seat independent World landed 
"Joker Is Wild,” losers including 
three Paramount and two RKO 
Theatres Loop houses. 

Gil Swenberger, Bennie Berger 
circuit general manager, winner of 
Northwest Variety club’s annual 

; golf tournament! 
j Helen Carney of Metro branch 
[contract department celebrating 
37th anni with company, and hon- 

L ored by fellow employes, 
f Theatres reopening, in territory 
[ include those at Luverne, Jasper, 
[Breckenridge and Clinton, Minn., 
and at Bridgewater add .Quinn, 

[ &. D., with local merchants In sev- 
' eral instances taking over the 
operations. 
• M. A, Levy, 20th-Fox district 
manager here* and. the wife yaca- 
tkming in Europe. 

in .the 35-day clearance slots 
Uptown, "Pride and Passion" which 
had the same downtown first-run 
advanced $1.25 admission the week 
before in the three 25-day nabes 
as downtown, being shown at reg¬ 
ular prices. 

: Fay Presstll, RKO branch man¬ 
ager here for 20 years before the 
exchange was closed, now manager 
of newly opened loeal DCA branch. 

Branch manager LeRoy. J. Miller 
and his salesmen attending the Uni¬ 
versal sales meeting in Chicago 
this week. 

Ernie Lund, Paramount city 
salesman, back to Swedish hospi- 

■ tal for further observation. 
Minneapolis Star editorial ex- 

1 pressed opinion that present "non- 
[ Hollywood approach to producing 
I movies away from the film capi¬ 
tal" should result in more realistic 

.pictures. 
Circuit owner W. R. Frank In- 

Chicago on film deals for his local 
neighborhood fine arts Avalon, 

l ' Although panned‘by some crix, 
; "Jet Pilot” a smash boxoffice hit 
I throughout territory as well as in 
[ Twin Cities. * 

M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district 
manager here, and wife, touring 
Europe. 

St. Paul loop Lyceum, ordinarily 
a last-run house, played "Trooper 
Hook”-"Jungle Beat” first-run 
dualer. 

PITTSBURGH 
Victor Theatre in New Castle, 

which Maurice Markley has been 
operating in recent months, ‘re¬ 
verted to its former owner, Harry 
Fry, who also has the Vogue there. 

Ernie Stem, of Associated cir¬ 
cuit, took over distributorship in 
this area for Esther Williams 
and Johnny„ Weissmuller swim¬ 
ming pools. 

Penn Theatre, UA*s downtown 
site, took over its own concession 
stand, which has been operated 
since it started by Berio Vending 
Co. 

Paul Relth, who was withBKQ 
here for 25 years, resigned from 
Exhibitors Service and will devote 
all his time to managing Maple 
Drive-In. 

Nick GiovaxL quit exhibition in 
Elkins, W. V*., and left for Cali¬ 
fornia to establish a new business.' 

Joel Golden and Co-Operative 
Theatres, where he’* been on the 
booking, staff, have parted 'Com¬ 
pany. 

National Deposit Bank of Arnold 
bought Kent Theatre , there, which, 
has been dark for two years, at 
auction. 

SCIEEM ACTORS SIATI v 

Ames, Keel, Lead, BeCamp Win— 
Ne Oppoaitiea Ticket 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
With no indie opposition devel¬ 

oping to the administration slate 
headed by Leon Ames for Class A 
officers and directors, all were 
the Screen Actors Guild, and will 
take office at the Nov. 15 general 
membership meet. 
• Thus elected are Ames, as prexy; 
Howard Keel, first v.p.; John 
Lund, second v.p.; Rosemary De- 
Camp, third v.p.; Robert Keith, 
recording secretary; George Chan¬ 
dler, secretary; and Louise Beav¬ 
ers, Hillary Brooke, Harry Carey 
Jr., Chick Chandler, Richard 
Crane, Nancy Davis, Ann Doran, 
Frank Faylen, Richard Jaeckel, 
Gilbert Perkins and retiring prexy 
Walter Pidgeon as directors. Board 
holdovers include Sally Blane, 
Ward Bond, James Cagney, Mac¬ 
donald Carey, Fred.Clark, Jackie. 
Cooper, WendeH Corey; Tony Cur¬ 
tis, John Howard; John Hubbard, 
Ruth Hussey, Keel, John Litel, 
Lund, Jimmy Lydon; Jack Mower, 
Eva Novak, Donald O’Connor, 
Ronald Reagan, Verne Smith, 
George So wards, Georgia Stark, 
Bert Stevens, Craig Stevens, Wil¬ 
liam Walker and BUI Williams. 

s ABso at the Nov. 15 meeting, pay-, 
tv and upcoming ieleblurb contract 
negotiation* will be on the agenda. 

‘80 DAYS’ SMASH ON 
$3.60 BERLIN PREEM 

Berlin, Oct. 22. 
The 965-seat Capitol gala- 

preemed "Around World in *80 
Days” (UA) on the night of Oct 
18. Local first-performance had 
many unusual trimmings. Preem 
ducats ranged from 5 to 15 
D-Marks ($1.2Q to $3.60), with pro¬ 
ceeds going to a welfare fund for 
needy local filmites. A large con¬ 
tingent of German screen person¬ 
alities, each greeted by spotlights, 
attended the event. 

Publicitywise, United Artists did 
a good job. Posters Were up sev¬ 
eral weeks everywhere in Berlin. 
Local press dedicated much spaee 
to the "sensational career of Mike 
Todd” and the latter’s .pic, 

Reviews in the local press 
.weren’t superlative, but still most¬ 
ly very good. -Unfortunately, the 
synchronization here spoiled the 
pic’S individual value considerably. 
Most, of thetongue-in-cheek humor 
was lost. Also technically,, the 
film was in parts disappointing al¬ 
though this wasn’t probably the 
film’s fault. 

Commercially, film stands a big 
chance here. The entire ballyhoo, 
the positive word-of-mouth. and 
various widely publicized gimmicks 
in conjunction with Mike Todd 
and this film have resulted here in 

Briefs From Lots 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
Jaek Faience will Star in "The 

Man Inside’’ which Warwick Pro^ 
diictions will make next Spring for 
Columbia release . . . Paramount 
set Ellen Corby for a role in "From 
Amongst the Dead” which Alfred 
Hitchcock is producing and direct¬ 
ing . . . 20th renewed its contract 
with writer - producer - director 
Frank Tashldn, calling for two films 
in the next two years . . . Allied 
Artists’will release the William F. 
Broidy production "Seven Guns to 
Sin’! which EdWard Dein directs 
from a screenplay he and his wife 
Mildred adapted from an original 
by Miles Wilder . . , Eliot Hyman 
and Ray Stark bought film rights 
to "Anatomy of Murder” by Robert 
Traver, the film Version to follow 
the projected ... dramatization by 
John Van Druten ... Producer-di¬ 
rector Roger Corxnan signed. Susan 
Cabot tc a multiple picture con¬ 
tract . . . June Kenney signed for 
the romantic lead in "The Fantas¬ 
tic Puppet People” for American 
International. * 

Allied Artists - wHl release Na- 
cirema’s "Dateline Tokyo,” which 
goes before the cameras in Decem¬ 

ber , Nina Shipman, daughter of 
screenwriter Barry Shipman, has 
role in "From Amongst the Dead” 
at Paramount. . . Universal purT 
chased Clifton Adams’ soon-to-be 
published novel "The last Outlaw” 
which will be Maxwell Shine's 
first .film under a hew producer 
pact .. . , Willard Parker will star 
in Thundeijet,” which Jack Lee- 
wood will produce for Regal . . . 
BSty WSafcr’s second producer- 
director chore for the Mlrisch 
Company wilL be "Fanfare of 
Love,“ originally produced jn Ger¬ 
many in 1935 

[CANCE&NEVGASE 
BACKED BY N.Y. TENT 

The N. Y. Variety Club, Tent 35, 
has launched a new "heart” proj* 
ect involving the field of cancer 
research. Details of 'the new 
project .were revealed at a lunch¬ 
eon Thursday (18) at the Sheraton- 
Aitor Hotel, 

The Gotham unit of the interna¬ 
tional show biz organisation has 
formed the Cahcer. Control Re¬ 
search Foundation of the Variety 
Club of N.Y. The principal ob¬ 
jective is to support the Institute 
of Applied Biology of N. Y., to¬ 
gether with the research and clini¬ 
cal work of Dr. Emanuel Reviei In 
the field .of cancer control. 

The affiliation of the .Variety 
Club is one of complete identity. 
The project will become known as 
the Variety Medical Center, .which 
includes the research laboratoeyr 

r the clinic, and the use of the facili- 
! ties at the Trafalgar Hospital, 

Fanny Holzman, w.k. show bia 
attorney and Close friend of the 
late Gertrude Lawrence, a cancer 
Victim, played an important role in 
arranging the tieup between the 
Variety Club and Dr. Revici’s insti¬ 
tute. Irving Dellinger, of the Va¬ 
riety Club, initially uncovered the 
project which was approved after 
thorough investigation by a com- 

: mittee consisting ef Charles Smak- 
owitz, Charles Okun David Picker, 

[Jack Levy, Ira. Meinhardt, and 
Jack Bower. Initial goal of the 

[Variety Cleb is to raise $100,000 
[for the projeet, 
[ Kickoff luncheon saw a large 
turnout of film execs and show 

Ibizltes. Performers present in- 
| eluded Red Buttons, Edward Mul- 
hare, Julie Newmeyer, T. C. Jones 
and Diana Dors. 

Col’s ‘Kwai’ Tracker 
Columbia* Records will release 

the background score album from 
’The Bridge 4m the River Kwai,” 
Sam Spiegel production for Co¬ 
lumbia Pictures release. Deal was 
set between Jeaie Taps, Columbia 
pix executive,'3and Mitch Millay 
pop artists is repertoire chief for 
the diskeiy. 

Score was. composed and con¬ 
ducted by Malcolm Arnold and 
recorded by the Royal Philharmon¬ 
ic Orchestra of London. Label will 
also issue a9 a single the "Whis¬ 
tling- Song,” plucked from the 
soundtrack. This is the number 
whistled by. the PQWs in the 
Japanese prison camp. 

Bartlesville 
Continue* trra* pare 11 a—ja 

luncheon meet here yesterday 
(Mon.) that the Bartlesville Tele* - 
movie run had "outrun our ex* . 
pectations” and was "better than 
we had a right to expect, oh the 
basis of our experience with com¬ 
munity antenna systems.” 

"Of course,.-we? know this, rate 
ha$ come from an early enthusi¬ 
asm, without an intensive sale* 
program, and we are ready now to 
settle down for the long slow 
pull ” he held. . 

The "Telemovie Fall Festival .. 
luncheon” was attended by : more 
than 300, including two members.* 
of Congress, and served to mark' 
the birth of the films-in-the-hom# 
system here. 

A Telemovie subscription cost* , 
a flat $9.50 per month. Two chan-, 
nels are operating simultaneous^; 
one- presenting pew firstrun pix,. 
the other reruns and repeats. Con¬ 
nections are entirely by wire. Some 
500 families have signed up to. date 
and there have been about 30 can-[ 
cellatiops. The area wired here 
covers 5,200 homes, of which 
4,500 have tv sets. Thus, noted 
Grilling, 500 connections represent 
one connection out every nine sets. 

Griffing said 500 subscription* 
actually ^ere m surprisingly high 
figure. "When we planned this- 
test, we projected we would , have 
200 by Wt date,” he said. Grilling 
added khat the test *f telemovies 
—in BartiesvdBe er anywhere else 
—was whether they are "desirable,/ 
feasible and saleable.” Onde the 
national publicity ha* worn off, be. 
said, it’ll come down to .the ques¬ 
tion ef "bur abffity to provide 
something attractive to Bartlesville 
famines at a price they are will¬ 
ing and able t* pbfr.” 

Bartim&e has been charging 
its subscribers only since Oct. L- 
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HEAR GOOD’ LIGHT 5G, 
BALTO;‘JOKER’9G, 2D 

Baltimore, Oct 22. 
Footbal weather is putting 

scrimp in the take here currently, 
with a hatch of double hills and 
holdovers not doing much to help. 
♦‘No Down Payment” at Century 
looms fair while “Rising of the 
Moon” at the little is ditto. “Hear 
Me Good” and “Mister Rock and 
Roll” at the New are rated dull 
and “Devil’s Hairpin” and “Short 
Cut to Hell” combo is blah at the 
Stanley. On the credit side is 
“Joker Is Wild” which looks nice in 
second frame at Hippodrome. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 

$1.25)—“No Down Payment” (20th). 
Fair $7,000. Last week, "Jet 
Pilot” (U) (3d wk>, $6,000. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Mile. Striptease” (DOA) 
(3d wk). Nice $3,000 after near 
same for second. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
$1.25-$2.25) — "Around World” 
(UA) (44th wk). Still strong at 
$8,000 after $9,000 last week. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“Brothers in Law” (Indie) 
(2d wk). Good $3,200. Last week, 
$3,800. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.300; 
30-S1.25)—-“Joker Is Wild” (Par) 
(2d wk). Nice $9,000 after $12,000 
opener. | 

Little (Rappaport) (300; 50-$1.25) 
—“Rising of Moon” (WB). Okay 
$1,200. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 50-$1.25)— 
“Beyond Mombassa” (Col) and 
“Brothers Rico” (Col). Slow $3,800. 
Last week, “Quantez” (U), $4,000. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—"Hear Me Good” (Par) and 
“Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par). Dull 
$5,000. Last week, “Unholy Wife” 
(U), same. 

Playhouse^ (Schwaber) (400; 50- 
$1.25)—“Happy Road” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Okay $3,200. Last week, 
$3,500. 
.Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— 

“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Short 
Cut to Hell” (Par). Light $8,500. 
Last week, “Black Scorpion” (WB) 
and “Black Patch” (WB), $8,000. 

Town (SW - Cinerama) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25)—“This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Holding at 
hep $9,500 after $10,500 last week. 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

Deadly” (Indie). Par $4,000. Last 
week, “Battle Shock” (Rep) and 
“Weapon” (Rep), $4,000. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Fair 
$19,000. Last week, “No Down 
Payment” (20th) (2d wk), $8,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 
$1.25-$3.40)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (44th wk). Nifty 
$29,000. Last week, $27,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90>— 
“Cyclops” (U> and “Unknown 
Land” tU). Big $17,000. Last week, 
“Quantez” (U) and “Public Pigeon 
No. 1” (U). (2d wk), $9,600. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.50)—“Jet Pilot” <U> (4th wk). 
Slowing to $8,000. Last week, $10,- 

. Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—“Brothers in Law” (Cont) (3d 
wk). Tidy $3,700. Last week, $5,000. 

Todd’s Cinestare (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.75-$3.30>—“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (29th wk). Potent $25,- 
000. Last week, $25,800. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90-1 
$1.50)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (4th 
wk>. Tame at $9,000. Last week, 
$8,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50)—“Story of Esther Costello” 
(Col) (3d Wk). Good $8,500. Last 
week, $10,800. 

World (Indie) (60S; 90)—“Stella” 
(Burst) (3d wk). Sturdy $5,000. Last 
week $5,800. 

Ziegfeld (Davis) (435; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Girl on Third Floor” (In¬ 
die). Pert $3,500. Last week, “Esca¬ 
pade” (Indie), $3,000. 

PITTSBURGH 
(Continued from page 9) 

Limping to harely $1,600. Last 
week, $2,700. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)— 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par). Warm no¬ 
tices aren’t hurting. Solid $12,500. 
Last week, “3:10 to Yuma” (Col), 
$7,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300; 
$1.20-$2.40)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (2d wk). Hasn’t had 
much chance to get off ground, 
with the flu and strike. Off to nice 
$12,000. Last week, $14,000, 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

Me, Leave Me” (M-G) and “Last 
Time Saw Paris” (M-G) (reissues), 
$1,900. 

State, Vogue, Rita (UATC-FWC) 
(2,404; 825; 1,330; 9Q-$1.50) — 
“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Short 
Cut to Hell” (Par). Fair $13,000. 

Hillstreet (RKO) <2,752; 90-$1.50) 
—“It Came from Outer Space” (U) 
and “This Island Earth” (U) '(re¬ 
issues). NSH §3,000 or close. Last 
week, with New Fox, “Jet Pilot!’ 
<U), “Joe Dakota” (U) (3d wk), 
$8,700. 

New Fox (FWC) (965; 90-$1.50) 
—“War of Worlds” (Par) and 
“Conquest of Space” (Par) (reis¬ 
sues). Lukewarm $3,600. 

Winter Beverly (SW> (1,612; 
$1.50-$3.50) — “Raintree County” 
(M-G) (2d fvk). Healthy $19,600. 
Last week,. $16,500. 

Fox Wflshire (FWC) (2,296; 80- 
$1.80) — “Three Faces of Eve” 
(20th) (2d wk). Okay $7,000. Last 
week, $7,300. 

Hollywood (FWC) (756; 9Q-$1.50) 
—“No Down Payment” (20th) and 
“Copper Sky” (20th) (2d wk). Slim 
$3,700. 

Egyptian, Downtown, Fox Bev¬ 
erly (UATC-SW-FWC) (1,503; 1,- 
757; 1,334; 80-$1.80)—“Jeanne Eag- 
els” (Col) (11th wk, Egyptian; 1st 
wk. Fox Beverly; 2d wk, Down¬ 
town) and “Satellite in Sky” (WB) 
(repeat) (Downtown only), “Woman 
of River” (Col) (Beverly. Lively 
$14,000 or close. Last week, Egyp¬ 
tian, Downtown with Wiltern, 
“Eagels” (10th wk) plus “Woman 
of River” (Downtown, Wiltern 
only), $22,400. 

Four Star (UATC) (868; 80-$I.80) 
—“Esther Costello” (Col) (3d wk). 
Light $3,800. Last week, $4,400. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; 9Q-$1.80)—“Interlude” (U) 
(5th wk). Oke $4,000. Last week, 
$3,900. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 
’Terri” <BV) (8th wk). Perky 

: $3,200. Last week, $4,000. 
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ 

rama) (1,384; $IJJ0-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama) started 20th 
week Sunday (20) after fast $27,- 
200 last week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $L75- 
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (44th wk). Socko $26,200. 

[Last week, $26,100. 
> Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50) — “Mile, 

t Striptease” (Indie). Pleasing $6,- 
500. Last week,-$7,800. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $l-.50) 
—“The Roots” (Indie). (3d wk). 
Nice $2,400. Last weelc, $2,600. * 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— 
! “Green Man” (DCA) (6th wk), 
: Okay $3,300. Last week, $3,200. 

SEATTLE 
^(Continued from page 8) 

(UA) and “Chicago Confidential” 
(UA), $7,300. 

. Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$1-$1.50)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) 
and “Monte Carlo Story” (Par). 
Lofty $11,000 or near. Last week, 
“No Down Payment” (20th) and 
“Hell on Devil’s Island” (20th), 
$6,300. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—“Jet Pilot” (U> and “Joe 
Dakota” (U) (M-O.). Fifth down¬ 
town week. Okay $4,000 for 8 days. 
Last weelc, “Pajama Game” (WB) 
(7th wk) and “Happy Road” (F-GJ 
(4th Wk), $3,400. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- 
$1.25)—“Helen Morgan 1 Story” 
(WB) and "Johnny Trouble” (WB). 
Drab $4,000. Last week, “Jet Pilot” 
(U) and “Joe Dakota” (U) (4th wk- 
5 days), $6,200. 

Orphenm (Hamrick) (2,600; 90- 
!$I.25>—“Invisible Boy” (M-G) and 
i Hired Goon” (M-G). Slow $7,000 or 
less in 9 days.. Last week; “Black 
Scorpion” (WB) and “Black Patch” 
(WB). Eight days, $5,800. 

Paramount (SW) (1,282; $1.20- 
$2.65)—“Seven Wonders” (Cine¬ 
rama). Looks reaping. Swell $12,- 
500. Last week, $13,000. j 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 9) 

Hell It Came” (AA). Good $9,000. 
Last week; “Black Patch” CWB) and 
“Johnny Trouble” (WB), $6,500* . 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$l,80> 
—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). 
Smash $15,000. Last week, $16,000. 

Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-$I.49) 
—“Devil’s General” (DCA). Big 
$4,200. Last wfeek, “Miller’s Beau¬ 
tiful Wife” (DCA) (2d wk), $3,500. 

Viking (Sley> (1,000; 75-$1.80>— 
“Pride and Passion” <UA> (12th 
wk). Thin $4,000. Last week, 
$4,200. 

World (Pathe) (599; 99-$L49)— 
“Spanish Gardner” (Indie) (2d wk). 

l DuH $2,200. Last week, $3,300. 

PfiniEfr Vcdnegday, October 23, 1957 

‘Scorpion’ Tim$10,500, 
DC; ‘Jet’ Stout 8G, 2d 

Washington, Oct. 22. 
Everything .is combining to give 

main stem another slow session. 
The lack of solid new product, ex¬ 
citement created by visit of Queen 
Elizabeth and repeated warnings 
to “keep out of crowds” because of 
flu have virtually knocked the bot¬ 
tom from main stem biz. There are 
only two newcomers, in mid-town. 
And neither the dualer, “James 
Dean Story” and "Black Scorpion,” 
daydating at Ambassador and Met 
nor “Rockabilly Baby” at Loew’s 
Columbia, are luring patrons. 
“Stor£ .0$ ’Esther Costello” in sec¬ 
ond stanza at Trans-Lux looks 
steady while “Jet pilot” is holding 
nicely in second Keith’s round. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (S'V?) (1,490; 85- 

$1.10)—"James Dean Story” (WB) 
and “Black Scorpion” (WB). Mild 
$3,506. Last week, "Pick-Up Alley” 
(Col), $3,300. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25) 
—"Invisible Boy” (M-G) (2d wk). 
Sad $3,500 for final 3 days. Moves 
to make room for five days of 
“Royal Ballet,” under Patrick 
Hayes aegis, Last week, $7,0Q0. 

Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 70-90) 
—“Rockabilly Baby” (UA). Slim 
$5,000. Last week, "Action of Ti¬ 
ger” (M-G), same.- 

i Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$L25)— 
"Jet Pilot* (U) (4th wk). Oke $8,- 
000 after $9,000 last week. Stays 
on. 

Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
$1.10)—“James Dean Story” (WB> 
and “Black Scorpion” (WB). Light 
$7,000. Last week, “Pick-Up Alley” 
(Col), $6,200. 

: Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1^8)— 
“No Down Payment” (20th> (2d 
wk). Fair $8,000 after $11,000 
opener. 

Buff Sagging Albeit 
‘Search’ Hangup 14G 

Buffalo, Get. 22. 
, First-run biz is sagging this ses¬ 

sion, with nearly every spot taking 
a trimming. However, “Search For 
Paradise” continues big in second 
round at the Teck. “Land Un¬ 
known” paired with “Deadly Man¬ 
tis” is rated pleasing at Lafayette. 
“Until They Sail” is limp in second 
Buffalo session. “Young and Dan¬ 
gerous” shapes limp at the Cen¬ 
tury. Oldie “Satellite in Sky” 
shapes tepid. 

intimates for T£is Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 

“Until They Sail” (M-G) and “Sev¬ 
enth Sin” CM-Gf (2d wk). Off to 
soft $9,000. Last week, $13,400. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—“No Down Payment” (20th) 
and “Lure of Swamp" (Indie) (2d 
«k-8 days). Oke $10,000. Last 
week, $12,000. 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)— 
“Satellite in Sky” (WB) and “Des¬ 
tination Moon”. (Indie) (reissues). 
Tepid $7,000 in’ five days. Last 
week, “Black Scorpion” (WB) and 
“James Dean Story” (WB), $12,200. 
' Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Land Unknown” CU) and “Deadly 
Mantis” (U). Pleasing $9,000'' or 
near. Last week, “Portland Ex¬ 
pose” (AA) and “Death in Small 

[Doses” (AA), $7,000. 
Century (Buhawk) (2,900; 70-90) 

—"Young and Dangerous” (20th) 
and “Rockabilly- Baby” (20th). 

[Limp $5,000. Last week, “Forty 
[Guns” (20th) and “Abductors” 
(20th), $6,800. 

Teck (SW « Cinerama) (1,200; 
$l.?0-$2-40) —“Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) *<2d wkh Rousing 
$14,000; Last week, $15,000. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

final), Oke $5,000, Last week, $5,- 

Plaxa - (T-Lr (275; 90-$1.35)— 
“Four Bags Full” (Indie) (2d wk). 
So-so $2,000 after $3,000 last week. 
Holds. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (800; 90-$1.25) 
—“Esther Costello” (Col) (2d wk). 
Pleasing $7,000 after $9,500. Stays. 

Uptown (SW) <1,100; $L25-$3)— 
“Around the World” (UA) (29th 
wk). Fancy $15,000. Last week, 
$14,000, 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2,40)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (43d wk). 
Climbed a bit this week to pleas¬ 
ing $9,000. One of few films helped 
by influx of visitors to see royalty. 
Last week. $8,000. Stays. 

‘MORGAN’ FINE $7,000, 
PORT; DAYS’ FAST 91G 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 22. 
Town is bogged down with sci¬ 

ence films trying to grab coin by 
Sputnik stuff in papers, but none 
is doing well. Best bet among new¬ 
comers is “Helen Morgan Story,” 
nice at the Fox. “Around World” 
still is lofty in 27th round at the 
Broadway. “Lost Continent" floats 
along for a good second round at 

i the Guild. Otherwise, biz looms 
[slim. 

Estimates for This Week 
[ Broadway (Parker) (989; $2-$Z*59) 
—“Around World in 80 Days.” (UA) 
(27th wk). Lofty $9,500. Last week, 
$9,300. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,538; $I-$1.50> 
—-“Helen Morgan Story” (WB> and 
“Satellite in Sky” (WB) (reissue). 
Nice $7,000. Last week, “No Down 
Payment” (20th) and “Hell Devil’s 
Island” <20th), $5,800. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25)—“Lost 
Continent” (Indie) (2d wk). Good 
$3,000. Last week, $3,900. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
$1.25)—“Invisible Boy” (M-G) and 
“Hired Gun” (M-G). Drab $4,500. 
Last week, ’Tammy and Batchelor” 
(U) and “Interlude (U), $8,000. 

- Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,800; $1- 
$1.50)—“Black Scorpion” (WB) and 
“James Dean Story” (WB). Mild 
$6,000. Last week, “Noah’S Ark” 
(Indie) and “Last of Desperados” 
(Indie), $7,200. 

Paramount (Port-Par) .(3,400; 90- 
$1.25)—“Conquest of Space” (Par) 
and “War of Worlds” (Par) (reis¬ 
sues). Blah $4,000. Last week, “My 
Gun Is Quick” (UA) and “Jungle 
Heat” (UA), $5,000. 

DETROIT ~ 
(Continued from page 9) 

(UA) and “Girl in Black Stockings” 
(UA). Fair $8,500. Last week, 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) (2d wk- 
S days), $7,500. 

* Hall (SW - Cinerama) 
(1,205; $1.50-$2.60>—“Seven , Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (64th wk). Good 
$11,700. Last week, same. 

Krfm (Krim) (1,000; $L25)r-“lh- 
terlude” (U). Good $7,500. Last 
week, “Loser Takes All” (Indie) 
and ’'Scandal in Sorrento” Ghdie), 
$5,100 in second week. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.25) 
-“No Down Payment” (20th) and 

“Courage of Black Beauty” (20th). 
Fair $10,000. Last week, “Run of 
Arrow” (U) and “Break in Circle” 
(20th), .$11,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)—"Joker. Is. Wild” (Par) and 
“Stowaway Girl” (Par), (2d wk). 
Big $16,000 or near. Last week, 
$24,000, over hopes. 

Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95) — 
"Destination Moon” (Indie) and 
“Guns Don’t Argue” (Indie). Oke 
$5,000. Last week, “Young Don’t 
Cry” (Col) and “No Time To Be 
Young” (Col)i-$8,500. 

Saxon. (Sack) (1,100; $1,50-$3.30) 
—“Around World” (UA) (29th wk). 
Perked to big $24,000. Lasto week, 
$23,000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (724: 75-$I.10> 
—“Witch” (Indie) and “Fire, Under 
Skin” (Indie) (reissue). Good $5,- 
600. Last week, “Third Key” 
(Rank), $3,100. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 75- 
$1.25)—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) 
and “Parson and Outlaw” . (Col). 
Big $16,000. Last week, 'Tuzzy 
Pink Nightgown” (UA) ana “Spook 
Chasers” (AA). $7,000. . 

State (Loew) (3,500: 75-$1.25)— 
‘Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and 
‘Parson and Outlaw” (Col). Looks 

good $10,000. Resumed after being 
leased for Royal Ballet and Ford 
dealer show. 

9 Starts for 20th Doe 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

20th-Fox will roll nine films next 
10 weeks, giving studio total 32 for 
year, two more than earlier set, 
aU are major Cinemascope produce 
tions. 

Nine include two vehicles of 
Herb Swope, “Enough Rope” and 
"Bravado.” Others to go before 
end of year are “10 North Frede¬ 
rick,” “Diary of Anne Frank,” “A 
Certain Smile,” “Small Woman,” 
'These Thousand Hills,” “Hunters” 
and “Captive.” 

CM Fast Awaits 
Coitfaucl from page f s=5 

Wallenstein views the festival as a 
needed promotion for Hollywood 
films, and as such oriented to the j 

the box-office value as the judge : 
of quality. Judges he would have 
picked from the industry itself. 
An award for top caters, horror! 
pix and science-fiction reels woujd 
be the sort, of thing that would get 

i mass interest in the festival Holly-, 
wood refusal to participate could ; 
only be interpreted as a fear of the 

[ results and clear standards of qual¬ 
ity should be predetermined for 
each category of films exhibited. 
No exhibitor is going to make much 
money on the festival he admits 
but the prestige Value; could make 
itself frit in long-run boxoffice re¬ 
turns to local exhib*. 

TeH-For-Broke 
—-Coxtinmea. from page U 

tv homes would pay between 25c' 
and 50c. Figuring 1,250,000 sets, 
that would mean a gross of $270,- 
000 at 25c per home and about 
the same at 50c per throw, since 
the audience would be about half. 

Roslow reminded that New York 
was 10% of the national market 
and that, with i top grade attrac¬ 
tion, a producer could gross $150,- 
000 to $160,000 per week for two 
to four weeks. Producer doesn’t 
get all that revenue, but neither 
would he get the entire $270,000 
from pay tv. Thus, said Roslow, 
pay-as-you-see could attract big 
audiences,, “but it is questionable 
whether those people would pay 
enough to make the showing of 
firstrun, top quality movies, .fea¬ 
sible.” At least, he added, pro¬ 
ducers won’t go into the N.Y. pay- 
tv market with pix “of the calibre 
that they show at the Music Hall.” 

He added: “If a movie has to 
gross $5,000,000 to $6,000,000, then 
the New York market has to pro-. 
vide at least 10%■ or $500,000 to 
$600,000 3U revenue. And pay-tv 
will not provide it, not week-in and 
week-out.” He mentioned the pqs- 

! sibility of .routing a film to pay-tv 
[ after its rim at the HalL 

“It is my educated estimate , . . 
' that the showing of films of the 
[ calibre of a Radio City Music Hall 
I attraction will nqt be a pay tv re¬ 
ality within the next two or three 

: years. And it may never come ta 
pass. Not unless Hollywood finds 

' a way to produce these top notch 
movies at much less money,” the 
Pulse director opined. 

He said that some attractions 
might be merchandised and sold at 
$1 or $2 per ticket, or that pay-tv 

;offer “package” deals a-la Bartles¬ 
ville. 

In N.Y., less than 9% of those 
polled said they’d pay to see the 

[Dodgers in their homes, Le. 346,- 
000 homes would pay 25c and 
would pay the Dodgers $85,000 
per game. In Loc Angeles, 13% or 
243,000 tv homes said they’d pay 
to see the Dodgers. Trouble is, 
said Roslow, “most of the homes 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco 
would pay to see baseball at home 
only twice a week.” 

Noting the relative quality of 
both teams as one of the intang¬ 
ibles, Roslow opined that neither 

.Dodgers nor Giants would go to 
pay-tv “just yet.” He added that, 
with commercial broadcast rights,, 
the ballclubs cam keep everything 
they get. Switching .to tollcasting, 
the clubs would have, to share with 
the pay-tv promoters, Roslow re¬ 
minded. 

Frsscii Paet 
- CMtinneg from page 1 

the permits to insure distribution 
to companies that have produced 
in France or that.have purchased 
French film for distribution in the 
U.S. The total of 110 permits for 
the year will be retained. / 

The American companies are 
currently paying dues to the Centre 
National at the rate of 1.4% of 
their French revenues. This 'comes 
to about 80,000,000 fr. ($200,000) a 
year. Now the French aim to raise 
these dues to around 4%. They 
have also submitted other formu¬ 
lae7 designed to raise the. current 
dues income anywhere from 50% 
to 160%, i.e. giving the French 
a trial of between $360,000 and 
$400,000, a good part of it to be 
paid in. advance. 

While MPEA disclaims knowl¬ 
edge of what the French plan to do 
with the money, it’s figured to be 
logical that it’ll be used to further 
the French aims in the States, ie. 
create a distribution web or build 
or lease theatres. Idea of a French- 
owned showcase in Manhattan 
definitely was discussed by the 
French at Venice. 

Situation in France is working 
against the Americans and cplls for 
speedy action. At the'moment, the 
country is run by a caretaker gov¬ 
ernment. If an agreement is 
reached With Jaques Flaud of the 
Centre National, it appears a cer¬ 
tainty that the present Minister of 
Commerce will approve it, and it 
will be binding. 

If* on the other hand, the MPEA 
nixes the French proposal, entirely 
new talks may have to be under¬ 
taken, and there is no assurance 
that equfcl terms will be agreed to 
by any. new government. Thus, 
there has been pressure on the 
companies to “grab while the grab¬ 
bing is good” and to ignore the less 
desirable aspects of the proposals. 
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Argentine Government Kdows One 
Solution For (ts Films: T-A-X 

Buenos Aires, Oct 15. 
Contrary to all predictions of 

possible repeal, the Argentine trea¬ 
sury has Insisted on enforcing the 
200,000- peso release tax on for¬ 
eign films, under Decree 8,718 In 
August making it applicable from 
Oct. 1, and yesterday issued a De¬ 
cree 11,861, regulating enforce¬ 
ment 

This Is the tax which was an¬ 
nounced just coincident with the 
arrival here-of American Motion 
Picture Export Assn.’s Eric John¬ 
ston, and proceeds of which are 
to be used for school building here. 
It aroused a fury of opposition, 
particularly from European dis¬ 
tributors, who felt it affected them 
most nearly, and also from other 
interests. 

Robert Corkery, the MPPEA's 
Latin-American troubleshooter, has 
been heje for weeks, arguing 
against the tax in relation to Amer¬ 
ican distributors, for whom there 
are two important aspects. The first 
was outlined in a note submitted 
hy the United States Embassy in 
Argentina to the Argentine For¬ 
eign Office when the tax was first 
mooted, unequivocally stating that 
according to the United States 
Government’s interpretation, the 
tax is not applicable to American 
films, owing to the exretence of a. 
reciprocal trade agreement be¬ 
tween the Argentine and United 
States governments. 

In general that trade agreement 
provides for reciprocal free trade 
between the respective countries. 
The U.S. Embassy’s note pointed 
out strongly that there Is complete 
freedom for exhibition of Argen¬ 
tine films In the U.S. of America; 
whether Argentine producers suc¬ 
ceed in selling their films in Amer¬ 
ica is beside the point, they have 
absolute freedom to do so. (By con¬ 
trast there is much restrictive leg¬ 
islation against American films in 
Argentina, to which United States 
interests have at no time offered1 
any objection.) 

Consequently, the American dis¬ 
tributors’ stand is that they do not 
consider the tax applicable to their 
pictures, nor does their Govern-' 
ment. 

Corkery has stressed that the 
American interests realize the Ar¬ 
gentine Government’s difficult po¬ 
rtion in relation to tTie crisis in 
the local film industry—which is 
at a virtual standstill—and they 
have tried to be as cooperative as 
possible in helping the Argentine 
government open up avenues of 
distribution for Argentine material 
In the U.S. They anticipate hope¬ 
fully that these efforts will result 
In a reasonable understanding of 
their position in regard to the tax 
now imposed. 

After the talks he has had in the 
highest Government echelons in 
recent weeks, Corkery is confident 
that he can rely on the responsible 
ministers’ promises that in view of 
the representations made by the 
United States Embassy in Buenos 
Aires to the Argentine Foreign 
Office, the tax has been suspended 
insofar as relates to American pic¬ 
tures, while negotiations continue, 
both through the Embassy and 
through Corkery. There is also an 
assurance given directly and per¬ 
sonally by the Finance Minister to 
Corkery that there will' he no re¬ 
troactive application of the tax at 
the end of such negotiations. Al¬ 
though neither the U.S. Govern¬ 
ment nor the Motion Picture Pro¬ 
ducers’ Export Assn, feel that such 

a tax can be applicable on. Ameri¬ 
can material, because of the com¬ 
mercial agreement, they are pre¬ 
pared to be as cooperative as pos¬ 
sible in comprehension of the Ar¬ 
gentine film industry's plight. 

The decree imposing the tax 
specifically stipulated that first 
performance of films originating 
from foreign countries with which 
Argentina had reciprocity agree- 
.ments would be exempt from this 
tax, so legally there should he no 
need for further negotiations. 

Under the regulation of the tax 
issued yesterday, it will be’ up to 
foreign producers, their agencies, 
branches, representatives, distrib¬ 
utors and/or whoever represents 
their pictures, to pay the .tax to 
the Tax Dept, on a scale of: 100,- 
000 pesos for flat-screen black and 
white pictures; 150,000 pesos for 
black and white dimensional. ma¬ 
terial; and 200,000 pesos for di¬ 
mensional tinters. Under Clause 
3 co-productions made with part 
Argentine capital and talent are 
specifically exempt* while Clause 
5 Verifies suspension of the tax 
for films originating in countries 
which have agreements on reci¬ 
procity, or are negotiating such 
agreements. 

Material which was despatched 
through Customs before October 
1, 1957, if released before Sep-, 
tember 30, 1957 Inclusive, will pay 
the tax with a 50% acquittance 
application for such quittance to 
be submitted before November 1, 
1957 with proof of Customs des¬ 
patch. 

There’s no use denying that'the 
Treasury’s determination to "go 
ahead on this tax has greatly dis¬ 
appointed film interests, apart 
from taking them, hy surprise as 
there has been no reply to Euro¬ 
pean distributors’ protects, 6r the 
other objections put forward by 
the* trade. This is attributed to 
pressure brought by the same old 
local production interests which 
have already done so much harm 
to the local Film, industry. These 
cannot resign themselves to rely¬ 
ing on their own merits, to progress 
and prosper* hut expect State pa¬ 
ternalism to do the task for them. 
They won’t realize that it’s not pos¬ 
sible to perpetuate, a non-essential 
industry by a system of subsidies. 

What they don’t seem to realize 
is that taxation" on foreign films 
will reduce importation, and in 
Peron’s time it was demonstrated 
that less pictures mean longer runs 
and just the same income for the 
importers, while removing the spur 
of competition from the local in¬ 
dustry. 

The Exhibitors' Association has 
asked the President to suspend the 
15% box-office tax which was de¬ 
creed simultaneously with this one. 
Combined with the other 10% tax 
for the National Screen Institute, 
film admissions have increased 
25%—without any benefit to eith¬ 
er exhibitor or distributor—and 
there is a noticeable drop In at¬ 
tendance figures as a consequence. 

All these taxes arise out of over¬ 
lapping and confusion between the 
various local Ministries, and. are a 
part of the general indecision as 
to whether State controls should 
be lifted and free enterprise com¬ 
pletely restored. As one major ex¬ 
hibitor pointed, out, the contrast 
between things today and as they 
were run in Peron’s time, is that 
mistakes are committed now out 
of ’’innocence,’* or misunderstand¬ 
ing of problems, whereas in Peron’s 

time-measures were takpn against 
determined, persons and entitles 
with deliberate malice 'afore¬ 
thought, 

European distributors. will be 
meeting on Monday (October 9) to 
discuss the tax as it afftCfs them, 
particularly in relation to those 
countries which have trade "treaties 

Lwith Argentina. 

Guilty on Tax* 
Sent to Jail 

Littleton, N. H., Oct 22. • 
Bradley T. Callahan, 53, Con¬ 

cord theatre projectionist and 
former business agent fpr the Con¬ 
cord local of the International Al¬ 
liance of Theatrical, Stage Em¬ 
ployes and Motion Picture Oper¬ 
ators, pleaded guilty to two char¬ 
ges of evading.$2,163 in federal 
income taxes before. Justice A. • J. 
Connor In U. S. District Court 
here, Oct. 15. 

On one. count, Callahan was 
fined $2,000 and given a 60-day 
jail sentence, while on the other 
he was placed on probation for 
one year.. 

The Concord local has had its 
charter revoked in a membership- 
selling scandal. 

Atty. Raymond K. Perkins of 
Concord, counsel for Callahan, 
told Justice Connor that his client 
was “embarrassed’’ to * accept 
money from the alleged racket at 
first, but because of family prob¬ 
lems he took gratuities that start¬ 
ed at $200 and increased to $300. 
Callahan purchased on $11,000 
home in Concord, it was revealed. 

No Resistance^ Reported 
To $1.25 Nalw Pricing 

Of Tride and Passion’ 
- Minneapolis, Oct. .22, 

Scaling “The Pride and the Pas¬ 
sion*’ at the same advanced $125 
admission as when it was presented 
first-run for five .weeks downtown 
Ipore than a month earlier met. po 
public resistance andboxoffice re- 
suits were reported as “entirely j 

satisfactory under all' the. circum¬ 
stances, including the present flu 
outbreak,’’ in the first local neigh¬ 
borhood houses to; play It. 

For its initial uptown engage¬ 
ment “Passion”, went- into only 
three of the 12 neighborhood the¬ 
atres in the earliest 28-day clear¬ 
ance slot day and date, 

Sidney Volk, co-owner of'two, of 
the houses in question, the Terrace 
and RivervieW, says he’s convinced 
that his clientele is willing'to pay 
the same admission , as is charged 
by the leading loop houses even 
though It must wait a month or 
longer to see a picture. 

Volk points; out that the 28-day 
neighborhood houses regularly 
have an 85c scale, which is only a 
nickci less than the leading down¬ 
town theatres’ after-5 p.m. tap. 
Also, some uptown houses, like 
the Terrace, charge 90e for loge 
seats. 

After playing a week in the three 
uptown 28-day theatres, “Passion’'’ 
Went immediately into six other 
local neighborhood houses day and 
date. In these houses the regular 
admission* 75c or 85c, is. being 
charged. 

$75,000 CINERAMA 
LOST IN PAM 

According to a report received 
In. N. Y. hy officials of Stanley 
Wamer-Cinera'ma, a life - saving 
boat ploughing through rough surf 
and. manned by an international 
surfboat championship team cap¬ 
sized Sunday (13) at Bondi Beach 
outside Sydney, sending the cam¬ 
era crew filming “Cinerama South 
Pacific” overboard and the camera 
to the bottom of the Pacific. ' 

Bruce Fowler,1 Cinerama camera 
operator, was taken to Sydney 
General Hospital suffering from 
severe leg lacerations. Divers, it’s 
Said, located, the camera 250 yards 
from shore. Valued at $75,000, it’s 
believed to be a total loss. 

Another crew which worked on 
Cinerama’s current “Search for 
Paradise” had a similar accident 
working on the upper Indus River 
in India last year. One crew mem¬ 
ber lost his life as a result of that 
mishap. 1 V0/ * i 

WANTED 
Directors and Producers of Moving Picture Films 

With Contacts of Well Known Stars 
(Not Necessary Current Favorites) 

Wonderful Opportunity to Associate With 

New Film Production Company and to Share in Profits 

No Investment on Your Part. 

REPLY IN CONFIDENCE TO 

MAURICE BLATT 
2418 N. Broad St.( Philadelphia 32. Pai 

Washington* Oct 22. 
Last year saw a record high of $1,260,000 Worth* of' Japanese 

motion pictures exported, according to its Ministry of Internationa 
^ al Trade and Industry/ Japanese films are sold on a .flat: cash basis, 
' not a percentage of boxoffipe. Data was released by the Japanese 
Embassy here. It shows that the No. 1 foreign customer for Japa¬ 

nese films is Okinawa;-second, U.S., $314,000 in 1956; and 3rd* Tai¬ 
wan- (Formosa) $105,000- ... 

The last-year export gross topped the previous postwar high of 
$1,200,000 in 1953, the. year after “Rashomon” wop the Grand 
Prix at the Venice Filin -Festival and made the world conscious of 
the Japanese style film. For the.first time six months of this year* 
exports totaled $563,618. Explains the Japanese Embassy: 

“The large demand for Japanese films in Okinawa could be ex¬ 
pected in view of the fact1 that the Okinawans are Japanese; the 
sizeable exports to Brazil can be attributed to the large number 

. of Japanese'residing there. The United States, Taiwan* Hong I^ong 
1 and Communist China, however, can ‘be appraised as ‘genuine* 

markets.” 

The report points out that the Japanese are improving the pro¬ 
duct technically, as well as in other respects, to promote the over¬ 
seas business. 

“In the first half of.this year,” it is explained, “37, or 15.7% of 
the 235 films produced were color pictures, while 14 films, or 6%, 
were filmed for large screens. This is considered a welcome trend 
toward fostering the international competitive power of Japanese 
films.” * ’. 

Exhib Loses Valued Liquor License 
Has No ‘Vested Interests’ — License Allowed To 
Follow Vacating Concessionaire at New Location 
-—---,-—r~+ 

DENTON, TEXAS ARTIE 

Includes Painting Displays In 
Remodelled Lobby 

Denton* Tex., Oct. 22. 

Trans-Texas Circuit’s Texas here 
is 1 being converted into an 
artie: starting in November, retag¬ 
ged the Fine Arts Denton. Milton 
Overman will be manager. 

Now closed for remodeling, in¬ 
cluding lobby changes plus refin¬ 
ishing , th* seats. Facilities will 
also created in the lobby and on 
the balcony for art. displays. 

Universal Tammy 

Kansas City, Oct. 22. 

Unusual attention is attached to 
the booking of Universal’s “Tammy 

and the Bachelor” into the Roxy 

Theatre, flagship of the Durwood 

circuit and a downtown first run, 

this week. Picture is playing the 

main stem house after it has played 

almost endlessly in subsequents 

and drive-ins, and after it turned 

In a bang-up gross playing day and 
date first run in four Fox Midwest 
houses last summer. 

What’s drawing the attention is 
that the picture, playing double 
featured with “Written on the 
Wind,” is doing considerably bet- i 

ter than' the average. first run in 
the house.’ It looks to top $5,000 for 
the week, at a 75 and 90c scale, 
which would top many,weeks of 
first runs. It may even hold over. 

Durwood execs brought the pic¬ 
ture back after they found, them¬ 
selves without first - rub product 
for the house, a 879-seater, having 
just completed long runs on “Pride 

r and the Passion.” and “The Sun 
Also Rises” at upped admissions, 
and two weeks of “Until They Sail” 
at regular fare. 

Circuit heads are now consider-, 
lug shuffling the' hill around to 
other houses. It turned in a simi¬ 
larly glittering performance at the 
Electric Theatre, downtown in St. 
Joseph, Mo., only a few months af¬ 
ter it had a great first run at the 
Missouri Theatre, sister house. Bill 
still, is playing in sub-runs and 
smaller situations nearby. ~ 

Willebrandt Resigns 

Hollywood* Oct. 22, 
Mabel Walker Willebrandt has 

resigned, effective end of 1957, as 
general legal counsel for Screen 
Directors* Guild, post' she’s held 
since organization’s inception. 

Gordon Youngman, of law firm 
of Youngman, Hungate & Leopold,, 
has been retained as added Guild 
counsel1. , i 

St. Paul, Oct 22. 

Circuit owner W. R. Frank has 

been refused by district court a 

temporary restraining order in his 

suit to regain liquor license for the 

restaurant which is part of his sub¬ 
urban West: Twins theatre project 

and loss of which license, he claims* 

would necessitate the showhouse’s 
shuttering. . 

The West St Paul council ap¬ 

proved the transfer of ,the liquor 

license to another location wl^ere 

Frank’s erstwhile; West Twins ten¬ 

ant has moved. Frank unsuccess¬ 

fully moved to stop the former 

tenant from Using the license in 

the new . location and compel the 

West Twin council to transfer it 
back to him. 

' Before leasing the restaurant 
Frank had operated it and held the 
liquor license for 15 years himself. 
Frank has declared that only the 
profit in connection with liquor 
sales on premises has enabled him 
recently to keep open the theatre 
which now is a losing proposition. 

District Judge W. C. Christian¬ 
son held that the West St. Paul 
council hadn’t acted “arbitrarily, 
capriciously or unreasonably” In 
approving the liquor license re¬ 
location* even though it had been 
located on Frank’s premises for 
years. In his decision, the judge 
also ruled “there is some indica¬ 
tion that there existed actuation 
at the old site of the license (the 
West Twins theatre building) 
which might have justified the city 
council in refusing its continuance 
at that place.” 

Frank, has no vested interest in 
the license and it . would be an 
abuse if discretion for the court 
to grant a temporary injunction in 
the case* according to the deci¬ 
sion. 

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION 

MAN OR WOMAN 
ItgaM hr seet-Msg scheet ef 
psrferutag art*. Priadpel reqelr’e- 
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It took jrix years to bear fruition, but ABC-TV tW season ap¬ 
parently has its first big’bit dp “adult programming” with the pre¬ 
miere of the Friday night Frank Sinatra Show. Not that -the net¬ 
work hasn’t had success ess bf varying degrees in the past, but 
the “Disneylands/’ the “Wyatt Earps” and the “Cheyennes” have 
been geared more to juve audience appeal. 

In Sinatra ABC not only has its first-big hit for all brackets 
but may .emerge from the current semester’s sweepstakes with 
the first major personality show. . 

Dating-back to *51 when ABC and its then prexy Bob Kintner, 
initially asserted itself as the third network,' ABC has tried time 
and again to -create am “adult” hit companable to a "Lucy,” a 
“$€4,000 Question” a Perry Como or an Ed SuilivaA, which any 
network needs in establishing itself. It shot out in all the dif¬ 
ferent areas—situation comedy, (Danny Thomas, Paul Hartman, 
Ray Bolger, Ozzie & Harriet); In drama (Elgin Hour, Celanese 
Theatre,; Pulitzer Prize .Playhouse,, et aL>,, but never attained 
more than moderate successes in the adult area. 

It’s a virtual certainty that Sinatra will be keeping company with 
'Trendex and Nielsen's Top Five, if last Friday'* runaway rating 

is any Indication. _/■ . 

Robt. Sarnoff: 1¥bo Said Dud? 
NBC Prez Comet to Defense of New Season’s-Entries 

In Letter to Eds 

NBC prez Bob Sarnoff entered 
a vigorous defense of the hew sea¬ 
son's television programming with 
the argument'that.-viewing habits 
don’t necessarily coincide with the 
views of the tv critics. In fact, he 
said, viewing is up so far this year. 

“I do feel the time has come to 
challenge a position taken by some 
of the ‘dud’ season critics—a posi¬ 
tion which is being uncritically 
accepted by various observers of 
the tv scene,” he wrote last week 
in his periodic-letter to out-of-town 
editors. , 

“This position is that the critics' 
dissatisfaction with the level of 
television fare is simply a reflec¬ 
tion of public dissatisfaction. The 
public’s appetite for television, so 
this argument goes, is being -dulled 
by a glut of westerns, mysteries 
and situation comedies and, as a 
result, the national audience is 
turning away from television in 
droves. 
, “The, claim , has no basis .In any 
fact that I kno-w of. .1 have m 
Trendex report before me on to¬ 
tal nighttime television viewing 
far the first week of October this 
year as comparedto the first week, 
of October a year ago. The trend, 

(Continued os-page 52) 

Bing Q&TV Pact 
For#Min.Show 

Bing Crosby has signed te do 
another 40-minute live musical 
show for CBS-TV. Program, al¬ 
ready half-sold to Shulton, will be 
telecast oh Dec. 11 at 10 to 11, 
preempting “Armstrong Cirde- 
Theatre” that evening: 

Deal for Crosby is a--one-time 
pact and doesn't involve any fur- 
ther commitments by the crooner 
to CBS. Shulton had initiated ne¬ 
gotiations for’ a Crosby special 
some time age, but the negotia¬ 
tions had been hanging fire until 
Crosby’s Edsel spec of- Oct 13. 

. Singer reportedly War So pleased 
with the reaction to the Edsel 
show that he flashed the gteenlight 
on the Shulton one-shot.‘ 

Understood,’however^ hell take 
it somewhat easier on the Decem¬ 
ber show than he did on the Edsel 
spec, confining himself to Ave or 
six songs and otherwise emceeing 
the layout. If the* Shulton show; 
comes off as he hopes, no doubt; 
Crosby will make himself available 
for further specials, but bn a one- ; 
at-a-time basis. 

Sadie Shew Deferred 
Bing Crosby’s Sunday night show 

for CBS Radio has been posponed 
indefinitely, due to. the .singer’s 

• heavy commitments. Cfroeby is cur¬ 
rently so busy with record dates, 
plus- hi* “Ford Roadshows” for 
CBS, that he's been unable to . get 
into rehearsal* for jthg, Sunday 
night show, which, was to have 

. bowbd' this weekend 127). 
Web is working on s replace- 

Macy Love* Gimbel 
J. P. (Jack) Shanley, New, • 

York Times television writer, 
who does the Sunday interview 
pieces each week along with 
his regular second-string re- -j 
viewing chores, has an offbeat 
assignment upcoming. 

He’ll be interviewing the 
opposition New York Herald 
Tribune in the person of Trip 
it syndicated columnist John 
Crosby* for a piece to run'in 
the Nov. 3. Times, the'day ; 
Crosby debuts as emcee of 

CBS’ “Seven Lively Arts.” ’ ‘ 

RCA Color Video 
Tape Ready For 

Sale in Late’58 
.RCA has developed a color, video 

tape recorder which.it will put into 
manufacture and sale by the end 
of 1058. It is already making 
prototype machines which it ex¬ 
pects- to deliver early next year. 

The color tape recorder, which 
RCA execs described as “a major 
engineering achievement,” was 
demonstrated Monday (21) in New 
York to the press, via a closed-cir¬ 
cuit telecast from Camden, N. J., 
where toe prototype, was devel¬ 
oped. t \ 

/While refusing to . be- pinned 
down to dates and. prices, RCA 
exec .v.p. Theodore A.. Smith said 
the new unit will he priced *ome^ 
What higher, than toe present Am- 
pex black-and-white, equipment. In 
reply to a question, he said he 
hoped RCA would he able to mar¬ 
ket the prototypes at under $100,- 
000 each. (The Ampex mono¬ 
chrome machine runs $75,000 for 
the prototype model* $45,000 for 
the manufactured machine.) 

"New recorder Is compatible for 
black-and-white; that is, it can 
record a black-and-white program 
af well as color programming; and 
also will deliver a compatible sig¬ 
nal.. RCA plans to make toe rt- 

(Continued on page 52) 

Lonkardo’s 3-Yr. Pact 
For New Year's Hoopla 

Guy Lombardo has signed a 
three-year pact with WCBS-TV, 
N.Y., to do thfc station’s New 
Year’s Eve show through the end 
of 1059. Hell do the show as a 
remote from the Hotel Roosevelt,; 
N.Y., where he’s customarily book/ 
ed during the winter season. Lom¬ 
bardo did the same show last year, 
and toe station decided to ride 
.with what it believed a good thing. 

Format of the Ne# Year’s Eve 
layout calls for Lombardo to per¬ 
form from 11; 15 to 12:15, follow? 
ed by Robert Trout with a 10- 
minute pickup from Times 
Square. . • Jsujx-rj 

' For too; first hereto¬ 
fore imcftallengOd "nlWs operation 
is being given axun fc. .* Its money 
by NBC. fn^ey has a long way to 
go before "achieving ’* e kind of 
organizational depth, professional 
elan and. overall prestige long en¬ 
joyed by the CBS news operation, 
but the NBC boys for toe first time . 
have been outclassing CBS on 
coverage of some key stories in re¬ 
cent weeks and are making up with 
hustle and faitiative what they are 
lacking in resources and polish. 

Thus far* the actual cases are . 
more symptomatic of the new drive 
and spirit that’s possessed the NBC 
news‘boys than indicative of any 
cleareut supremacy. But they’ve oc¬ 
casioned some raised eyebrows 
along the fourth estaters inside and 
outside Madison Ave. ’ 

There was the Sputnik story, for 
example, with NBC diving in right 
on top of-the news break, getting ■ 
RCA to tune in, tape and distribute i 
the satellite’s beep signal (with a 
space-ship full of -free promotion J 
for RCA, even on CBS news shows), 
and following this up with a bar¬ 
rel-full of special shows over that 
weekend. Best CBS could muster, 
outside of regular news coverage, 
was a Sunday special, after NBC . 
had exploited the story In full. 

Big Job In Little Reek 
4 ‘ Little Rock coverage, particularly 

Where Will Mid-Season Program 
Replacements Come From? Lack Of 

Film Product May Aid 'Live’ Cause 
Season for the * Annies’ 

It may take a couple pf “An¬ 
nies” to get network tv out of 
its lethargy. It’s already con¬ 
sidered a. cinch that the Mary 
Martin “Annie Get Your 
Gun”. spec in November will 
outclass and-outdistance all the 
other, entries in the area of 
big-big shows (two hours). 

.And although the other An¬ 
nie (“Tugboat Anpie”) hasn’t 
even hit the tv airlines, as yet, 
speculation on its high comedy 
potential already runs high, 
based, on the first few install-. 
ments now in the ran, with 
intra-network jockeying for 
the halfrhour skein (out. of the 
TPA shop) being stepped up 
considerably. 

Max Factor, L&M 
Strike Sour Notes 
On Vocal Sprees 

: With the smart money figuring 
on at least a dozen mid-season 
cancellation* on the three televi¬ 
sion networks, it’s becoming an in¬ 
creasing matter of concern at the 
webs and agencies as to where 
those replacement shows are going 
to come from. 

Having wofi their battle for 13- 
week cancellation privileges on 
filmed shows, the agencies are now 
faced with the barren fact that 
there’s no film replacement mar¬ 
ket. The timing of toe 13-week 
cycle is such that It’s physically 
impossible to get a film series roll¬ 
ing and ready from toe time toe 
agencies cancel « show the first 
week in December to the time the 
program goes off the air in Janu¬ 
ary. 

One film producer put it this 
way last week: “If a network wants 
my show as a January replacement, 
he’d have to give me a contract to¬ 
morrow. Otherwise I ’ couldn’t 
bring it in.” This specific in¬ 
stance covered a case where the 
pilot was already filmed; but still, 
with two weeks of contract clos¬ 
ings, another couple of weeks of 
reading at least a couple of shoot¬ 
ing scripts, studio rental, set de¬ 
sign and construction, etc., the 

the 'webVnulIoK?of££ wk The new tv season doesn’t seem Producer would still have a hard 
which a group of white and tohaveenhancedthe prbr^mming ^nebrmgngin toe show under 

Negro students sat down In a dis- presets of either Max Factor or the January wire, 
mission of the problem, has given & Myers. In each - case Fact of the matter is that with 
NBC added stature. The straight they’re alerted to the "trouble only a couple 6f exceptions, agen- 
coVerage of toe crisis was a pool ahead” signals. Oddly enough, the cles and networks will have to rely 
operation because of the limited five shows hi which they have a entirely on the live package for 
facilities, but NBC’s added touches, higtime stake are all in the singing their replacement market. In fact, 

■via the more recent tape and toe category. . w ^ , some troubled agencies haveal- 
earjler memorable “Outlook” show In the case of Max Factor, there’s ready made approaches, to live 
from Little Rock have also cained $*,500,000 annual billings represen- packagers to see what’s around and 
a measure of prestige for the NBC ted. In-its sponsorship of thePolly available—“just in case.” Any 
operation, - * Bergen and the Guy Mitchell packager worth his salt can get a 

ail . shows.; Miss Bergen’s alternate live quiz or panel show on in two 
week Saturday night-show on NBC- weeks; musicals and dramatics 
TV ha*, failed to generate any take longer, of coarse, but fit with- 

it expense on jrendex enthusiasm, while the Guy in that spread between notice of 
«J Mitchell ABC-TV last (Continued on pas* 52) 
j?: week settled for an almost catas- 
due In at year# end not only for trcmM,, 7 0 retina 

‘SSmS? The Liggett fc Myers-Chesterfield 01 | <1V_1> a eua ‘niammui’ 
fleeted NBC correspondent staff is trade, since this is the ciggie DlCZuIl* 1/IciIIlUIlU 
*£***! fn^v comP«iy that staked its claim in . 
now, not only via the year-end -^ay hack in the days of * TT _ S • 
hoopla, which encompasses as many and Perry Como h HA1701X1 

£ £* gtZffgS 15-minute show J>attem7 Under fUC HOI ilfialll 
’if ?4 to’ l h Larry BrtUFs. .direction, both as ** 

^PJ°" Chesterfield and agency'man, toe CBS-TV has reopened negotla- 
vidtd, but also as a wuice for company’s record with.tions with the Ashley-Steiner of- 
more Ideas and material in toe hasn,t heen matched. Yet fice to secure a new option on 
special programming sphere. * ■ this season—when singers are a "Siezak & Son,” the situation 

The upbeat in drive and enthusl- dime a dozen in the medium— comedy series starring Walter Sle- 
asm stems from toe realization by Bruff's. encountering some tough zak. CBS-TV financed the pilot 
the news department that it’s no luck. ‘True, in. Frank -Sinatra he’s film for the series last spring, but 
longer a stepchild. In the pest, the probably got one of the top show- lost control of the property when 
news operation has. been limited, cnses 0f the season, but the indif- Its option lapsed, 
budget-wise, prestige-wise* project- ferent results thus far on the Eddie Meanwhile, as further replace- 
wise. But when NBC exec v.p. Fisher Tuesday night show and the ment insurance, CBS-TV bought 
Bob Kintner decided to split off unhappy track record of “Club the “Richard Diamond, Private De¬ 
news a* »n independent operation Oasis” (which dropped from a 30 tective” series from Four Star 
under director Bill McAndrew, he to a 15 Trendex in the course of Films, via William Morris. “Dia- 

[ lit a fire under the department, one week) is causing the client and mond” had served summer duty 
Such small victories as Betting agency'some anxious moments. for General Foods on CBC as a 

! NBC representation on the “Meet --^— standin for “December Bride ” and 
toe Press” panel were major morale s f r n r* had racked up respectable ratings. 

: builders. J{£SM LaS&J IVC rWYCC. New negotiations presumably 
Now, With a freer budget hand, j. ft m f TL kto to'have the property on a 

with the promise of more time for itOdUBf lftK6 IllC stand-by basis come cancellation 
news and greater preemptive " ® _ ■ , time around the end of next month, 
rights,-and with the intangible but PUrA af InrcrA SrrPPn toough in the long view CBS-TV 
key promise of national buildups x w ““ “ kn'1 ccu would like to establish the show 
for top hews personalities, Kintner - Hollywood, Oct 22. as a 'fall entry rather than as a 
and McAndrew have created a Tendency today in pictures Is mid-season replacement. Web 
heads-up, hustling news-digging op- toward “fine films, with big budg- however, has been caught short- 
eration the like of which hasn’t ets,” feels motion picture pioneer handed with the expectancy of a 
been seen around 30 Rockefeller Jesse L. Lasky, and although pay- few cancellations in January and 
Plaza in several years. tv is inevitable, “Nothing can take only a handful of properties to 

- ----- the place of a large screen.” rush in. 
_ . Lasky, interviewed by KPOL news- “Siezak & Son” came within a 
TH* lianrilHT R*n man Lew Irwin during 50th Anni whisker of making it as a regular 

A/<UK'U1» llcr celebrations of pix biz In HolljT- this fall. CBS-TV had secured a 
Betty Luster, who has done quite wood, noted toat such films as “Ten verbal agreement from Lever 

;a bit nf terping in tv shows, now is Commandments” and “Around the Bros, and Shulton that they’d buy 
dancing in another field. She’s act- World in 80 Days” are “doing a it as their Tuesday at 8:30 entry 
ing as sales* rep for. network pro- greater business than we ever did.” for this fall, but at the last minute 
gramining of three stations, KLAS- “There is every evidence that Lever backed down. Meanwhile, 
TV, Las Vegas, WESH-TV, Orlando- the public will leave their tv sets, CBS’ option on toe property ex- 
Daytona Beach, and KHAD-TY, leave their homes, and pay for pic- pired and it reverted to Siezak 
Laredo, Tex. fares that are fine entertainment,” and Ashley-Steiner. Subsequently, 

Part-time she’s also doing pro- Lasky continued. "There won’t be Lever and Shulton bought the Eve 
motion for “Name That Tune,” just as many pictures, the small pic- Arden show, which currently Is in 
having completed a trip to Min- fares will almost disappear and the the throes of some drastic revamp- 
neapilis, with a Knoxville, Term,, small neighborhood theatres will ing in light of its initially poor 
trip due Nov, 1. . j ;s u l r i *(/ disappear^__showing^__ __/ 

CBS-TV has reopened negotia- 

Such. small victories as Betting agency'some anxious moments, 
i NBC representation on the “Meet •--, L , ___ 

p“elw*rem*iormonie Jesie Lasky Re Feeree: 
r Now, with a freer budget hand, «r .* * n m t >ri 
with the promise of more time for f|0[BlBf Ukfl T&K6 I he 
news and greater preemptive " 1 
rights,- and with the intangible but P|«I»a nf I nrffA VTMi 
key promise of national buildups X iN*ICt 
for top news personalities, Kintner - Hollywood, Oct 22 
and McAndrew have created a Tendency today in pictures 
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Zenith Moving Pronto With Feevee 
Phonevision as FCC Okays Test 

Chicago, Oct. 22. -4- 
Zenith will begin' preparation 

Immediately for initial Phonevi¬ 
sion operation under the condi¬ 
tions established by the Federal 
Communication Commission order 
authorizing a three-year, trial run 
of toll television. 

In a statement welcoming the 
FCC’s order. Zenith topper E. F. 
McDonald Jr., said that “we have 
on file numerous applications from, 
tv stations and operators in differ¬ 
ent markets, and must first deter¬ 
mine where to begin and with what 
Stations.” 

On the question of wired toll tv 
versus use of broadcasting facili¬ 
ties, for subscription television, 
McDonald held that wired toll 
poses a danger of non-toll tv serv¬ 
ice to non-city areas. He main¬ 
tained that wired tv is much more 
costly and less efficient than 
broadcast facilities, and can serve 
only highly populated urban areas. 
Two-thirds of the American public 
lives in the country or in cities and 
villages of less than 50,000 popula¬ 
tion, he continued. 

McDonald’s position on wired-tv, 
incidentally, is challenged by the 
operators of the current Bartles¬ 
ville, Okla., experiment, the ex¬ 
periment geared to serve smaller 
communities. 

If initial operations show that 
subscription tv is something the 
public wants, there will be no need 
for wire systems, the Zenith topper 
added, concluding that tv stations 
will offer both free programming 
and subscription fare. 

Eligible Markets 
Washington, Oct 22. 

These are the markets 
. which will be eligible for. sub¬ 
scription operations, under 
the Federal Communications 
Commission order authorizing 
a three year trial for the serv¬ 
ice: ' 

New York, Chicago, Los An¬ 
geles, Philadelphia, San Fran- 
cisco-Oakland, St. Louis, 
Washington, Minneapolis-St. 
Paul, Seattle-Tacoma, Scran- 
ton-Wilkes-Barre, Harrisburg- 
Reading-York-Lancaster, Hart¬ 
ford-New Haven-New Britain- 
Waterbury-Springfield, Dallas- 
Ft. Worth, Denver, Milwau¬ 
kee, Miami, 'San Antonio, 
Portland, Ore., Fresno, Calif., 
and Phoenix, Ariz. 

Markets with only three 
stations would become eli¬ 
gible when a fourth station 
is established. 

AFTRA Stymies 
WOR Cutback On 
Pay, Announcers 

After three months of negotia¬ 

tion, WOR, the Gotham radio sta¬ 

tion formerly the key for the Mu- 

i tual network, and the American, 
! Federation of Television & Radio 

FCC’s ‘First Report* 
Washington, Oct. 22. _ __„ _ 

The Federal Communications or-1 Artists are still at odds over a new 
der last week (appropriately la- contract. Fundamentally, the sta- 
beled “First Report”} authorizing ! tion, belonging to RKO Teleradio, 
a three-.-enr trial run of subscrip-1 which sold Mutual several weeks 
tion tv is considered here as a 1 ago, is trying to reduce wages and 
smart document—if not also a j the number of staff announcers 
courageous one—which removes! from web standards to those it 
much of the sting from the threat I holds are more equitable for a local 
th j impending service holds for station. 

(Continued on page 50} 

Salk Exits SG 
For Corinthian 

j WOR has been asking a 50% re 
[ duetion in rates, and AFTRA is askf| 
j ing that the station retain 11 gab- 
| hers instead of eight. Neither side 
S has given in on these demands! 
! Federal Mediator Jack Mandle- 
! baum was brought into the picture 
; two weeks ago, and since that time, 

' ; the station said, the chances for 
; reaching an agreement look a little 
• better. 

Robert H. Salk has resigned as; Before the station and the net- 
director of sales for Screen Gems j work separated. It had 15 men on 
to become director of programming j staff. After the sale. Mutual hired 
for Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., I four of the original 15 and WOR 
the J. H. (Jock) Whitney group t continued paying 11, in accordance 
which operates fou. television and; with the Taft-Hartley law, which 
two radio stations. ! makes it illegal to terminate a 

The Corinthian program post is j union contract without first giving 
a new one, and marks still another t60 da>TS n°tice. The 60 days were up 

' centralization step for the group.! 15, but WOR says it is con- 
Corinthian earlier this year had S2t; to pay-11 men, even though 
George C. Jacobs as director of en- ! rt 'Uses onl>T eight, in ah effort to 
gineering and Charles H. Smith as ’ keeP relationship, with AFTRA 
research director. Still to be filled;on a friendly plane, 
is the key sales post and the ad¬ 
vertising-promotion setup. Under 
the Corinthian central operation, 
the individual general managers- re- j NBC’s “Tonight” pulled in an- 
tain local autonomy, with, the N.Y. j other $100,000 in. new business this 
homeoffice execs acting in advisory! week via an order from Coopers 
and service capacities. ; Inc., kiddie undergarment firm, for' 

Salk, prior to his Screen Gems: 13 participations starting in Febru- 
stint. had been with the Katz ’ ary. 

100G More for Tonight’ 

agency for 10 years, and while 
there had set up one of. the first 
central filmbuying operations in the 
industry. Prior to his Katz* associa¬ 
tion, Saik had been with CBS. He’ll 
report to C. Wrede Petersmeyer, 
prexy of Corinthian. Companv op¬ 
erates KOTV, Tulsa; KGUL-TV, 
Galveston: WISH and WISH-TV. i 
Indianapolis, and WANE and 
WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne. 

Deal was set via Henri, Hurst & 
McDonald. 

Steelworkers Union 
Sets 13 TV Programs 
Showing Benefits of Org 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 22. 
If. members of the Steelworkers' 

won’t attend the meetings of their 
locals, union is going to take the 
meetings: to them at home by | 
means of television. That’s long 
been the aim of David McDonald, 
president of the Steelworkers, 
and he’s finally putting the idea 
in motion. - £; ’ 

The general public’s going "to 
sit in on the sessions too, along 
with the boys whose dues are paid 
up, for McDonald visualizes an 
educational angle for the folks J 
who don’t know the inner work¬ 
ings of his organization. Pro¬ 
grams are going to:., show • how 
money in the treasury is being 
used, give complete financial state¬ 
ments and illustrate the advant¬ 
ages which have been gained for 
workers recently in the steel in¬ 
dustry. 

Series of 13 is now*being shot 
and produced by Bob Post, of 
Philadelphia, former Pittsburgh tv 
packager, and will be shown once 
a month on Sunday afternoons In 
30 major markets of the country. 
Time is now slotted for a debut in 
November. 

Programs will be beamed in the 
Steelworkers’ principal cities,, 
with McDonald giving a different 
report to his union on each of 
them. He has long moaned about 
poor attendance at meetings of his 
locals and is one labor boss who 
has decided to do something about 
it. 

TvB’s ‘Vision Of 
’58’ Presentation 

On the heels of a busy few 
months of travel by its key execs, 
Television Advertising Bureau will 
have its third annual membership 
and hoard of directors meeting in. 
Chicago on Nov. 21-22. Sesh will, 
open with a tv pitch to 1,OQO 
agency-advertiser execs in the ball- 
room of the Sheraton, 

TvB presentation, via Cellomatic, 
will be “The Vision of Television-— 
1958.” 

Within the past eight weeks, TvB 
has been doing heavy travelling. 
Norman (Pete) Cash, org prexy, 
has hit L.A., Frisco, Baltimore, 
NARTB conclaves in Schenectady 
and Kansas City, agency bodies in 
Detroit and Lansing, and is slated 
to talk at the Nov. meet of the Assn, 
of National Advertisers, Atlantic 
City. His concentration recent¬ 
ly seems to have been on nation¬ 
al spot. 

George Huntington, TvB direc¬ 
tor of sales development, has ap¬ 
peared in several, places too, prin¬ 
cipally in Memphis, before the Ad¬ 
vertising Federation of America 
conclave and in New York, before 
at the Radio & TV Research Coun¬ 
cil. 

Ditto trips by Halsey Barrett, na¬ 
tional sales chief, who hit Detroit, 
South Bend, LaCrosse, Minneapo- 
lis, Cleveland, Fhilly; Chi, etc,, in 
recent weeks; and by William Col¬ 
vin, station relations director, who 
addressed meetings in Asheville, 
Huntington, Charleston, W. Va., 
Chicago and is slated to appear ih 
Dallas and Memphis before the 
month is but. 

‘Bridge of San Lnis Rey’ j 
Set As Du Pont Syec | 

Thornton Wilder’s Pulitzer j 
Prize, novel, “The Bridge of San; 
Luis Rev,” has been set by Talent' 
Associates as their ‘ January 90- i 
minute entry for the CBS-TV “Du ? 
Pont Show oE the Month.” Horton j 
Foote is doing the adaptation. 

Exec producer David Suss-kind ^ 
has already talked to Judith An-! 
derson about doing the lead, and* 
she’s expressed interest but is I 
awaiting the first draft of the ’ 
script. Meanwhile, Miss ‘Ander¬ 
son is set for “Playhouse 90’’ on 
Nov. 7. when , she’ll __ star in 
"Clouded Image/* 5c j jj .♦ ii (•4 

Oh Say Can’t You See 
Federal Communications Commission it’s reported, has asked 

a radio network to stop using The National Anthem as its identi¬ 
fication jingle. After using an easily-recognized phrase from 
“The Star Spangled Banner” for a week as the musical bridge 
between programs, the American Broadcasting Network withdrew 
it and shortly after substituted a jingle built around “My Country 
Tis of Thee.” 

FCC is said to have received some 7,000 letters from listeners. 
Many irate objections were voiced about the association of a coffi- 
mercial enterprise with the Anthem. Other letters it’s reported, 
contained comments on ABN’s “bad taste” in attempting to build 
a jingle around the song. 

Chimes carried the tune, which the network was using in' am ef¬ 
fort to establish identification. The chime arrangement Was done 
by the team of Austen Croom-Johnson and Eric Siday, who were 
recently hired to prepare several jingles for the network. John¬ 
son said the other day, after removal of the jingle from the air, 
that the network chose it and later “”118 of Thee” from several 
submitted by the pair of cleffers. 

A network spokesman said that he was aware of only six com¬ 
plaints received by ABN and that the jingle was removed to his 
knowledge because it was only an “experiment” by the network. 

ABN, of late operating under a new program policy, simultane¬ 
ously, incej).ted a neyv program signature, built abput. the words: 
i“This\i?^mei)i*aiw{’j T)‘ 'ti-h‘3o:r ' * f sf'iT.rit a I 

Wednesday, Qctober 23, 1957 

if life sometimes. seems too hectic for CBS newsman Walter 
CronHte, who can blame him. ’’Last Thursday (IT), for example, 
Cronkite played, a real game of hopscotch. Schedule started at 
5; 45 a.m., in order .to catch a 7 a.m. flight to Washington. - At 
11:12, he started his anchor-man stint in'the coverage of Queen 
Elizabeth’s arrival in the capital. 
. At 11:45 a.m., back to the airport for a return flight to N.Y., 
rushing over to the Waldorf-Astoria in time for a 1 p.m. luncheon 
where he hosted on Oil Week Progress seminar. At 2:45, over 
to Madison Sq. Garden for rehearsals of the Mike Todd party 
telecast. At 6:45, over0to CBS to do the Lowell Thomas radio* 
stanza while the latter’a off filming his “High Adventure” series. 
-At 7:30, back to the Garden and confusion until 11. At 1 a.m. 
Friday, back to the. airport for a flight to Dallas, where, he de¬ 
livered a guest-of-honor speech at a Southwest Journalism Fonim 
there. 

BBC-TV’s Coining of Age 
21st Anni Festival Week Set With Top Names 

In British Show Biz „ 
—---- 

Up & Up With Blair TV 
One of the more interesting 

facets in growth of a station .rep¬ 

resentative relates to Blair TV As¬ 

sociates, which, having been formed 
a little over three years ago, now 
lists 21 tv .stations.. 

Blair TV Associates is a subsi¬ 
diary of Blair TV and handles the 
group of markets outside of the 
top 25. Headed up by Richard 
Foote, the reppery concentrates on 
the regional market and employs 
some 22 men around the country 
in 10 offices coast to coast. 

According to Foote, in the three 
years that they have been in busi¬ 
ness they have lost only one client, 
dropped because of refusal to take 
programming advice. 

Ackerman Warns 
Networks Gotta 
Reevaluate Shows 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
, With a strong competitive situ¬ 
ation . shaping up for the future, 
“there’s got to be major reevalua¬ 
tion by the networks-and "sponsors 
on advertising campaigns, feels 
Harry Ackerman, producer of 
“Leave It to Beaver” and “Bach¬ 
elor Father” telepix series. 

General feeling among indie 
vidfilm producers is that the nets 
aren’t promoting outside program 
packages as strongly as they 
might, comments Ackerman. His 
observation carries greater weight 
because he’s former Coast pro¬ 
gramming topper.of CBS-TV. 

“The nets and sponsors gener¬ 
ally don’t follow through with ad¬ 
vertising and promotion, after the 
show -opens/* he .states. - And in 
plugging the debut/ there’s much 1 
duplication .among nets, sponsors! 
and producers, sa that much effort 
is wasted, he feels. 

As result, “They: (the nets) are 
risking a sizeable loss of audience*: 

[ and sometimes they risk the.loss of 
| an entire evenihg.” . V V, 
I Under his CBS regime, such sit? 
uation comedies as “I Love* Lucy** j 

(Continued-on page 52} j 

SANKA’S ABC-TV BUY 
FOR'SCOTUNUYARi)’ 

General Foods will shortly final-j 
ize with ABC-TV for the Sunday! 
10-10:30 pm. slot. Beginning Nov. I 
17, the bankroller is inserting j 
“Scotland Yard,” a telefilm series-! 
produced in England by. Nat; 
Kramer. 

GF, for Sanka,. is buying 20 
weeks. The co-opped “All-American 
Game of the Week” will move front 
10 to 9:30. when the vidpie launches. 

Kramer has produced 10 half- 
hours that will have their first run 
in the GF time. Ten others appear¬ 
ing on the network show made the 
rounds as syndicated product in 
five U.S. markets recently. Deal 
was set by Young & Rubicam for 
the period lately occupied by Philip 
Morris for Mike Wallace before 
sponsor and interrogator shifted to 
Saturdays at 10. 

“Yard” features Edgar Lusk 
Gartener, British criminologist, as 

93w i;< te-Jl JnoDi 

London, Oct. 22. 
The BBC television service will ' 

be 21 years-old on Nov. 2. To mark 
its coming of age,. Sir Ian Jacobs, 
Director .General of the BBC, will 
launch a festival week of special 
programs on Sun. (27) with a talk 
entitled, “21 Years and Onwards.”; 

When it aired its first program 
on Nov. 2, 1936, BBC-TV made 
history by being the Erst regular 
public outlet in the wor-ld to begin 
operating, and, at the same time, 
to open the doors to a new branch 
of the entertainment business. 

Climax of the week’s festivities 
will be a 90-minute show on the 
day of the anni called, “The World 
Our Stage.” It will feature top 
names of British show business, as 
well as George Burns and Grade 

[Allen in a specially filmed item. 
Trevor Howard has agreed to era-- 

i cee the program, to be produced by 
Francis Essex, if his filming cora- 

j mitments permit. 

| During the week, one of the - 
[ greatest achievement^ by BBC-TV, 
[the Eurovision link, will be spot¬ 
lighted with live programs and a 
special .show devoted to highlights 

! of past transmissions from the 
Continent, including the first in 
1950, which will be screened in 
filmed extracts. . One live program 

[ using the hook-up will be the egg¬ 
head panel game, “Animal, Vege¬ 
table, Mineral?”, which will come 
direct from the Palazzo Madama in . 
Turin on Oct. 30. 

BBC-TV drama department’s 
contribution to the week will take 
the form of a new play cycle writ¬ 
ten by Iain MacCormick entitled, 
“The English Family Robinson/* 
to be presented on four corisecu-. 
tive Sundays. Produced by Hal 

- (Continued oh page 50) 

Shift Gene Accas 

Another important change in the 
A.BC-TV top echelon was made this ' 
Week; - Gene Apcas, who was net¬ 
work ■ administrative vieepresident, 
is dropping thie administrative part' 
Of the title aid is being shifted - 
tp-veipeein the sales presentation 
department. \ .. .; 

Last week, JasonriUbinovitz, the <. 
network’* only other, administrative 
veep,-was removed from his post, 
but: lie ifeff the; company; as Well. 
Reportedly,^ a good many of the . 
recent, duties 'of both men will 

Leventually fall, to Junes’ Aubrey, 
network program veep, who is > 
shortly to be upped* to * position 
of wider; authority.- - 

As sales presentation veep, Accas 
wi’l once more tie working in the 
area he left a few years ago to: 
become director of publicity and 
promotion for ABC-TV. After a 
while he left the network to join 
Oliver Treyz at .Television Bureau 
of Advertising. Then .after about a 
year he returned to- ABC along 
with Treyz, who became , network 
topper. 

Sales presentation is under 
the aegis of ve.ep Don Coyle. 
Coyle is .boss of the research staff, 
under which . the. presentation de¬ 
partment falls. 

Accas and Rabinovltz moves fol¬ 
lowed in quick succession, after 
word'was leaked about Aubrey’a 
new importance and'shortly after 
Johq. Eckstein ankled as the net¬ 
work’s adverti§iflgi.o ;Icf j ^ :>ocg i 
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Getcha Latest Trendex Figures 
Newest of. the major rating battles premises to center "about 

the Sunday night 9 to 10 pjn. period, which until this season was 
easily dominated by CBS’ “GE Theatre”-“Bitchcoek Presents” 
tandem. With Dinah Shore in for NBC most of the way yia the 
new 9 to 10 “Chevy Show,’* it now looks like a ding-donger. 

Opening battle (with Miss Shore, facing hubby George Montgom¬ 
ery in a GE western In the first half), found CBS on tojf by a slim 
and tenuous margin. GE scored a 25.2 Trehdex vs. 25,0 for Dinah, 
while Hitchcock rated a 26.4 to Dinah’s 24.4. The ABC opposition, 
“This Restless Sphere ” with England’s Prince Philip narrating, 
averaged out to a 2.8 for the. hour* ' \ 

By and large, the major. singing personalities dominated the 
roost, with Frank Sinatra, in his opening one-hour special Friday 
night on ABC giving that web its biggest adult-show rating in 
years, a standout 29.1. “M Squad” and “Thin Man” on NBC got 12.8 aind 13.7 respectively, while CBS’ “Mr. Adams & Eve” and 
“Schlitz Playhouse” rated 12.2 and 13.3 ' 

On Saturday, Perry Como continued his bigtime draw, pulling 
down a 29:4 in the first half-hour, against 16.3 for “Perry Mason,” 
and 2.7 for ABC's country music show, and in the second .half 
climbing to 36.6 vs. 8,6 for “Dick A the Duchess" and 2,4 for the 
ABC country music. 

Mike Todd’s Madison Square Garden bash in the “Playhouse 90” 
spot Thursday gave CBS its highest rating for the “Playhouse” 
period in two years, a 34.5 against NBC’s 12,9 for the Hallmark 
“Green Pastures,” ABC scored a 15.0 and 15.7 for “OSS” and 
“Navy Log” in the 9:30 and 10 p.m. periods. 

Earlier that evening, ABC showed lots of strength, primarily 
from its “Zorro” leadin at 8, which registered a 21.4. Though be¬ 
hind Groucho Marx’s 26.1, it cut CBS and “Harbourmaster” down 
to an 8,5, and CBS felt the damage through all of “Climax," which 
was topped by all its competition. At 8:30, “Dragnet" bit 21.4, 
ABC’s “Beal McCoys” climbed to 17.7 and “Climax” reached only 
15.3. And at 9, ABC’s Pat Boone climbed to 21.4. “People’s Choice”, 
hit 18.0 and “Climax” managed 17.2. 

ABC, though pleased with its Thursday-Friday scorecard, (jidfl’t 
fare too well with its 8:30 Friday Patrice Munsel preem, with Miss 
Munsel scoring only 11.0 to “Zane Grey’s” 19.0 and “Life of Bi- 
ley’s” 1$.0. The leadin apparently didn’t affect Sinatra’s Wow rat¬ 
ing. But in all probability, Dinah Shore’s leadin did make the 
difference—Ed Sullivan again topped Steve Allen by a 25.0 to 
22.4 score Sunday night, with ABC snaring a 16.8 (and cutting into 
both Sullivan and Allen) at 8 with “Maverick” and dropping to fi. 
3.0 with “Bowling Stars" at 8:30. 

‘In Every Major Figure There's 
A Story to Be Told’: Agronsfcy 

^*By BOB CHANDLER 

NBC newsman Martin Agron- 

sky, who translated a longstanding 

desire for a major interview stan¬ 
za of his own into a reality this 
season with his Sunday afternoon 
“Look Here” stanza this season,, 
feels he’s developed the kind of 
interview technique’ which will 
bring to television major figures 
from the arts and government who 
heretofore have shunned the me¬ 
dium. . 

In support of his contention, 
he's already lined up John L. 
Lewis for his first major tv in¬ 
terview on Dec. 22; has got Lester j 

Pearson, who recently won the 
Nobel Pfeace Prize, set for' Nov. 
10; has Rev.- Martin Luther King 
for next Sunday (27) and in the 
category. of non-firsts, has Sen. 
John 'Kennedy -and tv’s own Ku- 
kla, Fran & Ollie set for Nov. 24 
and 17, Over the past weekend, 
Aldous • Huxley was Agronsky’s 
guest, .and a couple of weeks back, 
it was Howard Fast in an in-depth 
soul-searching’session. - 

Agronsky’s technique is ‘’decep¬ 
tively simple—he operates in the 
world of Ideas, and consequently. 

(Continued on page 52) 

Kaiser, RCA In 
Israeli TV Bid? 

Honolulu, Oct 22. 
Kaiser Industries ’add' RCA re¬ 

portedly are considering teaming 
up in the purchase of foreign tele¬ 
vision properties. The twb Ameri¬ 
can industrial giants have been 
once-overing the prospects of buy¬ 
ing a tv station in Israel. Belief is 
that the Middle Eastern, country 
will have video in the next few 
years.' 

It is generally assumed that the 
interest both are said to have mani¬ 
fested in Israeli’tv Is geared di¬ 
rectly to their respective mer¬ 
chandising operations in that coun¬ 
try. A video outlet will naturally 
help BCA in the sale of tv receiv¬ 
ers there. Kaiser; with automotive 
distribution in Israel; could utilize 
its relationship with a tv station 
for good public n 

Km’s Cutback 
Hollywood^ Oct. 22. 

KTTV, biggest indie station in 
the L. A. area, is tightening its belt’ 
with a" cutback of at least 25 per¬ 
sonnel between now and theend- 
of-the-mohth. 

Prexy Richard A. Moore.classi¬ 
fies the shaving as partially an 
economy move and partially sta¬ 
tion’s yearly layoff pf temporary 
help. Latter mostly are engineers 
put on as. summer replacements. 
Telestation employs 250. . 

The Times-Mlrror Corp. owns 
75% of station, Loew’s Inc. 25%. 

MBS’ Censorship 
Hassle Vs. Kohler 
As Talk Is Yanked 
Mutual network finds itself in 

the middle of a,, censorship hassle 
with Herbert V. Kohler, prexy of 
the strikebound Wisconsin plumb¬ 
ing manufacturing outfit. 

The hassle grew out of MBS’ re¬ 
fusal to carry Kohler’s scheduled 
address on 'Sunday (20) over the 
Manion Forum pf Opinion on the 
grounds that portions of Kohler’s 
address may be declared "defama¬ 
tory" and of “serious risk” to af¬ 
filiated station's. 

At issue were .references to 
“goons” of the United Automo¬ 
bile Workers, AFL-CIO and a “fu¬ 
gitive from justice” and similar 
allegations naming names, as well 
as unfavorable named references 
to municipal authorities at Sheboy¬ 
gan, Wise., the plant site.. 

In a series of phone conversa¬ 
tions, net counsel advised Manion,* 
former dean of Notre Dance’s, law- 
school, that it could not carry 
what it considered to he the “de¬ 
famatory” references. Net also ad¬ 
vised Manion that he should get 
an indemnity guarantee from Koh¬ 
ler for possible law suits. 

Kohler shot back a telegram to 
Mutual that his Company was will- 

n’/* (Continued on page 50) 

Matters are such these.days that 
Madison Aye. is formulating the 
idea that it is definitely time to 
stop shouting about -the high cost 
of programming and do something 
about it There is a feeling that 
unless producers and networks 
hold forth to their bankrollefs 
some prospect of cutting away a 
substantial share of tv network 
program costs, the webs may be 
headed for trouble. Beal trouble. 

H it were programming costs 
alone that were bothering agen¬ 
cies, observers feel that little 
would happen to change the pic¬ 
ture. But three other factors are 
unavoidably evident to make this 
a decidedly anxious season, for 

[networks. The three points only 
[heap more trouble on the ones 
brought by the recent Barrow re- 1 port. 

1. ) The closer competition ex- 
Jpected from ABC -is cutting down 
the - per-program audience shares 
for all three webs. 

2. ) Something just being real¬ 
ized is that the pace of-set Sales 
to neWvtv families has slowed down 
considerably as the coverage fac¬ 
tor passes the 80% mark of all 
homes in the U. S. Sets are ex¬ 
pected to increase eventually to at 
least as much as radio <98% of all 
homes) but the increases are going 
to take several years, while rising 
network costs are moving ahead at 
panic button pace. 
: 3.) Manufacturing profits are off 
from previous years and this cau¬ 
tion alone has in the past been 
great enough to make most net¬ 
work bankrollers seek to split 
charges on their heavy-expenditure 
network stanzas. General result 
of co-sponsorships and multl-spon- 
sorships has been to lessen the 
overall impact of the tv selling 

Fat Billings on Golf, Grid, Hockey 

It’s All Interrelated 
This Interrelation of events has 

intensified the focus of web un¬ 
derwriters on their only tangible 
yardstick for media buying—the 
cost-per-1,000 audience returns. It 
has also taken the appeal for many 
advertisers out of the once big 
pitch that tv offers the selling im¬ 
pact of “sight plus sound,” partic¬ 
ularly since multiple sponsorships 
hsftre already taken their toll of 
that allegedly highly intangible 
impact. 

In four years, the price of pro¬ 
gramming on networks has risen 
far. In the past year, with the 
prospect of a strong ABC looming 
on the horizon, it has gone up 
especially far so that each network 
could, proffer strong competitive 
programming. Yet, it’s that very 
competition which some insist will 
shortly drive program costs doWn. 

For instance, the Loretta Young 
show once cost its sponsor $35,000 
net per stanza; it is now at $47,500, 
with occasional additional sums 
thrown in on the quiet to buy an 
extra hot star or story. “Dragnet,” 
over the seasons, has increased 

(Continued on page 52) 

Fun With the Reps 
• If any timebuyer wants ‘ a 
course in lip reading at the 
American Institute of Business 
Espionage or a $2 gift certifi¬ 
cate to the dentist of his, 
choice, all he has to do is fill 
up a stamp value book distrib¬ 
uted by Bill Vernon of Blair 
TV station reps. 

Promotion . mmick finds 
Blair sending out picture 
stamps along with book to 
agency timebuyers who are en¬ 
titled to fill the stamp book a la 
grocery market style upon the 
purchase of sppt time from the 
salesman. 

Alternate prizes include a 
new Bed Label album release- 
“Out of This World" by Harry 
Sputnik and his Satellites. 

Court Hears $1,000,000 
Suit Charging ‘Home’ 
Idea Was Expropriated 

Pre-trial hearing on a $1,000,000 
suit against NBC charging expro-j 
priation of the original idea for' 
the “Home” show begins toddy 
(Wed.) in New York Supreme 
Court Suit was brought by Eliza¬ 
beth Grant against the web some 
time ago. 

Miss Grant charges that during 
the period from 1948 to 1951, she 
had devisesd a fashion and women’s 
service formaf and submitted it 
to NBC, EScecs said they were in¬ 
terested, and negotiations dragged 
on through 1953, when it was al¬ 
legedly promised that Miss Grant’s! 
format would be used and she 
would act as hostess on the show. 
In . 1954, withuot her" knowledge, 
she states, the network put bn 
“Home” with Arlene Francis, utiliz¬ 
ing .virtually the same format she 

l submitted. 

Next Hope Show 
If Timex Ankles 

NBC may cancel Bob Hope's 

Nov. 7 telecast because of a hassle 

arising from the comedian’s guest 

appearance last Friday night (18) 
on the premiere. of ABC's Frank 
Sinatra show. 

TimeX, Hope’s sponsor, notified 
NBC immediately after his ap¬ 
pearance that it was cancelling 
the remainder of its con’raCt. That 
includes the Nov. 7 show, which is' 
budgeted at $300,000 for time and 
talent, full sponsorship of another 
show and half-sponsorship of three 
more Hope stanzas. Timex blew 
up when rival Bulova Watch Co., 
which sponsors part of the Sin¬ 
atra show got a commercial and 
an editorial plug within the Sin¬ 

atra show after it was allegedly 
promised to move the Bulova 
blurb to the closing of the pro¬ 
gram. 

NBC and Timex were meeting 
all day yesterday (Tues.) in an 
effort to resolve the hassle. Con¬ 
tractually, NBC probably could hold 
Timex to its sponsorship, "but as a 
matter of practice the network has 
always tried to release sponsors 
when it felt their reasons for 
wanting out are legitimate. Un il 
last week, Timex was committed 
for full sponsorship of all six Hope 
shows (one has already been air¬ 
ed), but asked for relief and NBC 
brought in Johnson Outboard Mo¬ 
tors" as a cosponsor for three 
shows. • As of the moment, NBC 
feels that if Timex doesn't stay 
wittv the show and ano'her spon¬ 
sor can't be found quickly, it will 
cancel the Nov. 7 show completely 
rather than Sustain all or part of 
it. 

When NBC . okayed Hope’s ap¬ 
pearance on the Sinatra show, it 
apparently overlooked the fact 
that Bulova is pencilled in as a 
minor sponsor (Chesterfield has 
the major share). When shortly 
before showtime the web did real- 

(Continued on page 50) 

Sports proved CBS-TV's most 

active sales and programming tar¬ 
get last week, with no les? than four 

areas of operation picking up some 

fat business and getting the final 

production okays. 

1. Web tied up the annual Bing 
Crosby Pebble Beach Golf Tourna¬ 
ment, which will be telecast Jan. 12. 
a Sunday, at 6 to 7 p.m. and will 
be fully sponsored by Easy Washing 
Machine division of the Murray 
Corp. of America. Deal was set via 
the Earl Lungin agency. 

2. Sports director Bill MacPhail 
signed a one-time pact for the 
Cotton Bowl, bringing the web's 
bowl game lineup to four, two of 
them New Year's Day. Network still 
has no major bowl commitments 
beyond this year, but hopes to 
renew the Orange and Cotton bowl 
for a permanent two-ply New 
Year’s Day setup. Web also sold 
chunks of the bowl games to B. J. 
Beynolds, Bristol-Myers and Carter 
Products. 

3. MacPhail also finalized a 21- 
week National Hockey League Sat¬ 
urday afternoon schedule, to start 
Nov. 2 under a split national-re¬ 
gional sponsorship setup. 

4. Sales department, faced with 
the loss of General Tne sponsor¬ 
ship on the Thanksgiving Day pro 
game* between the Green Bay 
Packers and the Detroit Lions, put 
a regional sponsorship pattern into 
effect and began sewing up spon¬ 
sorship deals. 

On the Bowl game front. CBS 
now has the Aluminum Bowl on 
Dec. 21 from Little Bock (site of 
the game may be moved because 
of the racial trouble), the Gator 
Bowl from Jacksonville Dec. 28 and 
the two New Year’s entries, its 
long-funning Orange Bowl from 
Miami and'the just-acquired Cotton 
Bowl from Dallas. CBS will pick 
up the Orange Bowl at 1:30 p.m. 
and has arranged to have the Cot¬ 
ton Bowl starting time to be push -d 
back to 2:30 CST <3:30 eastern 
time), which means that the web 
will carry the full Orange Bowl 
and move into the Cotton Bowl 
about the beginning of the second 
quarter. 

Cotton Bowl had been the prop¬ 
erty of NBC, which dropped it in 
favor of the Sugar Bowl (as of 
now ABC is out in the cold without 
a Bowl tilt to call its own, since it 
had carried the Sugar Bowl frayi. 
With NBC taking both the Sugar 
and Bose Bowls, MacPhail decided 
on a two-game lineup and signed a 
quickie deal-with the Cotton Bowl, 
The CBS pact with the Orange * 

(Continued on page 50) 

BILL ANDERSON’S 
NEW STATUS AT NBC 

Bill Anderson, NBC trade press 
manager, is leaving the web’s press 
operation to" join the programming 
department, effective next Monday 
(28). He’ll operate as head of 
publicity, public relations and pro¬ 
motion for participating programs, 
reporting to Bill Sargent, director 
of participating programs. 

Anderson has been trade man¬ 
ager for the past three years. Prior 
to that, he was publicity manager 
of WBCA and WBCA-TV, the NBC 
o&b’s in N.Y., for a year. He came 
to NBC from the WOR, N.Y., pub¬ 
licity department. No replacement 
Dicked vet for thePtfrtftM fiojd. ^ 

Liptons Tea Buys 
TV ‘Californians’ 

Lipton’s Tea has made its first 
NBC-TV buy in several years via 
the purchase of alternate weeks on 
“The Californians.” starting in 
January. Deal was set last week 
via Young & Rubicam. Tea com¬ 
pany has been a longtime CBS-TV 
advertiser, via the Arthur Godfrey 
“Talent Scouts” entry. 

“Californians” will be shared 
by Singer, which initially bought 
into the Lou Edelman package on 
an alternate-week basis but ex¬ 
panded to every week with the un¬ 
derstanding that it would cut back 
as soon as NBC picked up a co¬ 
sponsor for the Tuesday at 10 en¬ 
try. 

Burton Exits NBC 
James Burton has exited NBC 

Radio, where he was exec producer 
of the web’s “NBC Bandstand” 
show. Burton ankted in a policy 
disagreement over the way the 
show should be run. 

Prior to moving, intb “Band¬ 
stand” in the summer of 1958, Bur¬ 
ton was the longtime radio-tv veep 
of the Hutchins agency, which 
handled the Philco account until ., 
it switched to BBD&O. i071 )».<*( I J 
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Marie Torre Show Cause Order 
Next Week in Contempt Citation 

Television columnist Marie Torre - 
was ordered to show cause by next 
Tuesday (29) why she should not 
be jailed for criminal contempt of 
court. The New York Herald 
Tribune columnist was served with 
the show cause order Monday (21) 
bv Judge Sylvester L. Ryan- in 
New York Federal Court in con¬ 
nection with her refusal to reveal a 
source in the Judy Garland $1,393,- 
333 libel sfiit against CBS. 

Miss Torre, called as a witness 
in the action against CBS because 
of statements in her column about 
Miss Garland, attributed to a “CBS 
executive,” refused to reveal the 
identity of the executive, claiming 
reportorial privilege. Judge Ryan, 
while sympathetic to her position, 
informed her that the law requires 
her to answer at the risk of being 
Ci‘ed for criminal contempt. He 
warned that he would be forced 
to sentence her to 30 days im¬ 
prisonment unless she complies, 
but indicated he would release her 
in the custody of her attorneys 
pending appeal of the contempt 
citation. 

Show cause order was issued 
af.er a formal request for the order 
was filed by Miss Garland’s at¬ 
torney, Lionel S. Popkin. He said 
that in order to prove his cause of 
action against CBS, it was nec¬ 
essary to prove that the executive 
in question actually said what was 
attributed to him by Miss Torre 
and that the socalled executive 
is in fact an employee of CBS. 
Because of this, Popkin declared, 
it is mandatory that Miss Torre 
reveal the source of the statements. 

Statements in question were 
printed in Miss Torre’s Trib col- 

‘umn with reference to Miss Gar¬ 
land’s pullout last winter from a 
commitment to do a. spectacular 
for Buick. Source quoted by Miss 
Torre said that her action might 
have been due to “a highly de¬ 
veloped inferiority complex” and 
that the source “woudn’t be sur¬ 
prised if it’s because she thinks 
she’s terribly fat.” Pre-trial de¬ 
positions. it was learned,- brought 
denials from CBS-TV exec v.p. for 
programming Hubbell Robinson Jr. 
and exec producer Lester Gottlieb 
that they had made the statements 
or had any knowledge of their 
source. 

The Tribune, which front-paged 
the story in the original hearing 
last week and referred to Miss 
Torre as its “Joan of Arc,” prom¬ 
ised that itAvould make a test case 
of the contempt proceeding and 
carry it to the Supreme Court if 
necessary. Situation received wide 
coverage from other newspapers, 
along with editorial support of 
Miss Torre. Trib’s public position 
resulted in Judge Ryan’s proposal 
to release her pending appeal of 
the ruling. 

While the journalism fraternity 
welcomed a test case of the con¬ 
tempt statutes, there was some 
doubt in the trade that the specific 
issues were ideal for such a test. 
Some newsmen pointed out that 
the source protected had not been 
quoted on a matter of fact, as is 
ordinarily the case, but in an opin¬ 
ion which at. least is construable 
as libelous. While agreeing that as 
a matter of principle an acquittal 
Is vital, some newsmen wished the 
circumstances weren’t so damaging 
to the cause of reportorial privilege 
as in the case at hand. 

ABC Profits Still 
Behind Last Year 
ABC division of American Broad¬ 

casting-Paramount Theatres is still 
running behind last year in profits. I 
but the latest earnings report from! 
the parent company indicates that 
the difference in results has “stead¬ 
ily narrowed in each quarter.” An 
estimated net operating profit for 
AB-PT was reported at $1,333,000 
o* 30 cents a share in the third 
quarter, a decline over the same 
Period in 1956, when $1,484,000 
ai J 34 cents a share were earned. 

i-"Irst nine months d the year 
shewed the estimated’ profits off 
by over $1,500,000 from the same 
1956 three-quarter returns. New 
pine-month tally is $4,033,000 
against the previous $5,686,000 
for AB-PT. . t 

BC’s 65G News Tab 
One of the largest single radio 

time purchases in New York broad¬ 
casting was consummated this week 
with BC Remedy Co.'s buy of the 
“Allen Jackson & the News” quar¬ 
ter-hour evening strip, BC picked 
up the 6 to 6:15 p.m. newscast five 
days a week for 26 weeks. Deal 
comes to around $65,000. 

Dea lwas set via N. W. Ayer and 
starts Nov. 4. 

AFTRA to Todd: 
Fork Up 30G Bond 
Before American Federation of 

Television & Radio Artists would 
permit Mike Todd to televise his 
bash at Madison. Square Garden 
last Thursday (17), the, film pro¬ 
ducer was compelled to place a 
$30,000 bond with the Union to in¬ 
sure payment to the various actors 
who appeared on the 90-minute 
"Playhouse 90” version on CBS- 
TV. He complied, since the union 
would have pulled all the talent 
out of the show. Action, while not 
unheard of, is considered rare. 

1 Also part of the deal, enabling 
him to do a tv show built around 
the first anniversary party of 
“Around the World in 80 Days,” 
was Todd’s signing of the AFTRA 
code, the same one governing 
thesp relations with the webs and 
other tv producers. 

•The $30,000 is being returned to 
Todd as he makes payments to the 
actors. One of the reasons AFTRA. 
demanded a bond, in the form of 
certified checks, was to avoid any 
squabbles over what constituted a 
walkon (which are not now cov¬ 
ered in most instances by the 
Code) as differentiated from a reg¬ 
ular appearance demand union 
fees. 

“After the telecast, the union got 
Todd to provide another $9,000 to 
pay- AFTRA terpers who were 
hired by the producer but not used 
on the air. 

The $30,000 bond was used to 
cover payments to 16C extras in 
the parade, 28 horsemen and 
women, and a group of incidental 
performers such as clowns. Also 
included in that bracket were em¬ 
cee George Jessel and the per¬ 
formers in the film clips used on 
the otherwise live show. In the lat¬ 
ter instance, AFTRA said that its 
Code provides minimum AFTRA 
payments for thesps. who do film 
clips in a basically live show. Union 
said further that initially some of 
the film performers were not paid, 
others were paid less than its mini¬ 
mum. 

Union has the right, It says, to 
demand payment even fdr non- 
AFTRA performers, and some of 
the Todd show talent was non¬ 
union. 

Radio Reps Take Issue 
New York? 

Editor, Variety: 

Your general publication is al¬ 
ways very excellent; however, I do 
take exception with the writer of 
the article regarding Radio Repre¬ 
sentatives in the Oct. 16 issue: 

The writer of this article must 
have been way off base when he 
states that radio reps do not get as 
much business as newspaper reps 
because they are not hustling 
enough and-do not meet with the 
Plans Boards. I wonder if the 
writer has attempted to call on the 
Plans Board of one of the larger 
agencies and give a $itch for a ra¬ 
dio or television station. 

Obviously this writer is thinking 
back to 40 years ago when agencies 
were vastly smaller and space reps 
could meet with the Plans Boards. 

If the writer will check, he Will 
find that radio and television reps 
have done an outstanding job sell¬ 
ing spot as a most effective means 
of advertising, both at agency and 
client level. 

r Roy V. Smith 

l, i <Radio 

ALL-STAR LINEUP 
FOR WVIPPREEM 

New' suburban 1,000-watter 
owned by packager Martin Stone 
and realtor E. Monroe O’Flyn is 
due to begin operations in Mt. Kis- 
co, N.Y., next Sunday (27) under 
the caU letters WVIP (for very 
important people, which the station 
claims for its high per-capita cover¬ 
age area), Kickoff will be a three- 
hour benefit for the. Northern 
Westchester Hospital, with Bennett 
Cerf, Jackie Robinson, Walter Abel, 
Quentin Reynolds, Allen Jackson, 
Hugo Winterhalter and others 
slated to participate. 

General manager will be Nicho¬ 
las A. Andrews, ex-WNRC, New 
Rochelle, N.Y. Program director 
win be Winston Sharpies, eastern 
musical director for Paramount 
Pictures and. first v.p. of the Com¬ 
posers & Lyricists GuUd of Amer¬ 
ica. Dick Doan, cx-Variety and for¬ 
mer program director of WCBSr 
N.Y. and a onetime Stone associate, 
is reentering the business as the 
station’s new director. Ed Robbins, 
ex-WKNB, Hartford, is program 
manager and Ernest D. Machanic, 
ex-WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa., is chief 
engineer. - 

Radio Reviews 

THE BILL KEMP SHOW 
With Peter Hanley, Betty Holt, The 

Upbeats, Elliot, Lawrence with 
Neal Hefti orch; George Ansbro, 
announces. 

Producer: johnny Stearns 
55 Mins., Mon.-thru-FrL, 8 p.p. 
Participating 
ABN, from New York 

Bill Kemp — aiong with Jim 
Backus and Merv Griffin — shapes 
as one of the stronger masters of 
ceremqny in the American Broad¬ 
casting Network’s new daily lineup. 
The former WNEW (N. -Y.) disk 
jockey has retained all his charm 
and his sense of humor which, even 
when he works with tired material, 
elicits the warmth of his audience. 
But the music on his two-week-old 
nightly program is largely for the 
birds. " 

Only singer, Peter Hanley, pays 
his freight on “The Bill Kemp 
Show.” A deep-voiced pop vocalist, 
he managed last Monday (21) to 
keep his style clean despite the 
offkey accompaniment of the Neal 
Hefti orch, led on this occasion by 
Elliot Lawrence. The orch, erratic 
in all. its support and in the in¬ 
strumental arrangements heard on 
the show, only helped weaken the 
already weak talents of the other 
vocal performers, Betty Holt and 
The Upbeats, Miss Holt, in several 
numbers, was very unprofessional; 
she had difficulty keeping up with 
the tunes; ditto The Upbeats, who 
vocally were everywhere but where 
they should have been. ABN If 
running another of those homey 
audience promotion contests—to 
pick a hew name for this singing 
unit. It’s leaving itself wide open 
to some facetious suggestions. 

Art. 

MIKE TODD PARTY 
With Jean Shepherd, John A. 

Gambling 
Producer-Director: Bob Smith 
45 Mins,; Thurs. (17), 11:15 p.m, 
WOR, N. Y. 

That little party Mike Todd held 
at Madison Square Garden in the 
year of our Lord 1957 made a 
much better radio show than that 
attempted CBS-TV extravaganza. ' 

Radio, or to be more exact, 
WOR, had that pinch of salt, that 
touch of iconoelasticism, in the 
form of Jean* Shepherd, that 
helped to put the event of the man 
who out-Bamumed Bamum in per¬ 
spective. And it’s no mean feat to 
be on the scene, <to be part of the 
proceedings, and yet to shout, 
“The King is naked.” 

Shepherd, the lord of the “Nigfit 
People,” a zany showman himself, 
was not unkind—one could almost 
detect some envy in his chatter for 
•Todd’s ability to attract so many 
people. He praised the showman, 
but poopooed the show, getting 
off some neat phrases such as 
“Babylon of Eighth Avenue,” “wall 
to wall people,” “celebrity chasing 
orgy,” etc. Serving as hackdrop 
for the commentary was the jazz 
of Duke Ellington, threading in 
and- out, forming something like 
an elegy to a, madcap event John 
A. Gambling also came in for a 
few pithy comments. 

Like everything else associated 
with the party, WOR had its trou¬ 
bles getting prepared for the 
broadcast Program topper Bob 
Smith tried to get an okay to go 
radio after the telecast weeks in 
advance, with approval coming in 
just under the wire at the after- 
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IN NEW YORK CITY 
-Jesse Zonsmer, co-producer of “person to Person,” in Hospital for 

Joint Diseases with recurrence of a back ailment . . . Pete Martin’s 
profiles on Mike Wallace and Edward R. Morrow coming up shortly 
within couple weeks of each other in Satevepost Understood the 
Wallace piece will he. partly critical, Murrow’s favorable . , . Video 
actress Virginia Vincent to H’wood for top featured role of’"blind girl 
in “Curse of Dracula” starring Francis Lederer, 'for Gramercy Pro¬ 
ductions, shooting at Hal Roach Studios . . . Bonwit Teller’s Xmas 
windows will be devoted exclusively to tv personalities in. animal form. 

Kim Hunte^ guests the upcoming (FrL) “Greenwich Village Party” 
on WABD; last Friday (18) George Jessel made the show. Rod 
Steiger to be grilled on “Night Beat” next Friday over same station . .. 
Jan Murray will emcee N.Y. reporters assn. Byline Ball at the Bilt- 
more Saturday (26) , . . Marguerite Belafonte will do feature material 
for femmes on WOV's 9-9:30 radio strip; she’s women’s editor on the 
Amsterdam News . .. WMGM’s Jerry Marshall will be principal speak¬ 
er Nov. 6 -before Society of Old Brooklynites, and on the 18t±The’ll 
emcee United Jewish Appeal show at Madison Square Garden . . . 
Art Ford takes feature role in 20th’s “Singing Idol,” the Tommy Sands 
flick; he left over weekend for Coast . . . Florence Ludwig becomes 
girl Friday to Mel Leeds, program chief at WINS . . . WABD preemed 
“Probe” Monday (21) at 11:30, with Howard Whitman doing interro¬ 
gation; it’s to fill Monday in same fashion as “Night Beat” the other 
four eves . . . Writers Guild postponed national council meeting, due 
here past weekend, until Nov. 16-17, when Coast delegates failed to 
make continent hop . . . Ray Diaz, former ABC Radio program boss, 
in Madrid, settling father’s estate; returns early November . , , Sandy 
Sheldon, WRCA producer, qtiits to become exec producer of Barry 
Gray’s WMCA radio show and WOR’s “Luncheon at Sardi’s,” both 
out of the Sandy Howard production house . . . Budapest String Quar¬ 
tet makes its first video appearance Sunday- (27) in hour-long WCBS- 
TV concert . . . Milton Metz, from WHAS, Louisville, currently at UN 
tv and audio via fellowship from Ford’s Fund for Adult Education, 
acting as correspondent and working in UN production ... Robert 
Downing will be writer-researoher for the Texaco-Theatre Wing “Com¬ 
mand Performance,” NBC-TV, Nov. 23, honoring Ethel Barrymore . . . 
Tedi Thurman, weather forecaster on “The Jack Paar Show,” elected 
“the girl we would most like to share an Isolation Booth with” by U.S. 
Servicemen at Maryland’s Camp David. Miss Thurman flies to the 
camp later this month as guest of honor at the Servicemen’s Annual 
Ball. - 

Nicholas E. Baehr’s adaptation of “Elementals,” from short story by 
Stephen Vincent Benet, tapped as the anniversary show for “Matinee 
Theatre” next Thursday (31) ... Actress Iris Forrest did a guest in¬ 
terview on WNYC yesterday (Tues.) . . . ABC veep Mike Foster will 
participate in a “You and Showmanship” panel at the 6th annual con¬ 
ference of the Pennsylvania Chapters of American Women in Radio 
& TV Saturday (26) in Bedford Springs, Pa . .. . James Macandrew, 
director, of broadcasting for the N.Y. City Board of Education, does 
his 250th “Camera Three” show on WCBS-TV Sunday (27.. Show will 
be a remote from Idlewild . . . Another anniversary note: Next Friday 
(1) will mark nine years that Jack Sterling has occupied the waker- 
upper anchor spot on WCBS, post he took over from Arthur Godfrey 
. . . Elizabeth Lawrence doubling from “Road of Life” and “Nora 
Drake” .casts on CBS Radio to rehearsals for “Look Homeward Angel” 
on Broadway . . . Joef Grey inked for four appearances on the Pat 
Boone show; first is next Thursday’s (31) show . . . Virginia Payno 
honored at the 20th annr luncheon of the Chi chapter of AFTRA last 
week; she flies .to Portland next weekend for a lecture date with the 
Women’s Liteifary Union . . . -Ralph Story renewed for another 39 
weeks at increased pay as host of $64,000 Challenge,” with new deal 
including personal appearance tours for sponsors Revlon and Kent; 
Story also signed via agent Harold Jovien for a series of Canada Dry 
radio and tv commercials . . . Steve Allen is guest speaker at today’s 
(Wed.) Pulse luncheon at the Plaza . . . James Lee, author of the off- " 
Broadway “Career,” featured in “City Hospital” Saturday (26) on 
CBS Radio . . . Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs 'director, back from 
St. Louis and huddles with Monsanto execs on “Conquest” . . . Dr. 
George Crothers, CBS director of public service broadcasts, addressed 
Greensboro, N.C., civic clubs on “TV as a Cultural Force” last week 
. . . William A, Gorman, former western sales manager for RKO 

-Television, and Charles M. (Ted) Maxwell, formerly with Radio Ad¬ 
vertising Bureau, joined the CBS Radio sales force . . . CBS Radio 
prez Arthur Hull Hayes, sales veep John Karol ahd national sales man¬ 
ager Ben Lochridge to Atlantic City for the Assn, of National Adver¬ 
tisers meeting next week (29-30). 

Academy of Television Arts & Sciences holding a forum on* color 
television Wednesday (30) at-8:15 p.m. at NBC's Studio 6A, with the 
web’s Boh Lewine, Carl Stanton, Norman Grant, Heid Davis and Burr 
Smidt holding forth on various aspects of tint programming . . . Apby 
Lewis took over as narrator on “This Is Your Business” on WRCA-TV 
Sunday (20) . . . Karin Wolfe into the “Prince & the Pauper” Cast for 
next Monday (28) , ! . Pauline Fredericks acts as host at the monthly 
meeting of .the American Women in Radio & TV next Tuesday (29) 
at the UN; it’ll be a cocktail party and reception for UI^ brass . . 4 
Larry Homer, who does a WMGM deejay strip and news show, signed 
for several upcoming Westinghouse commercials and also has had 
some dramatic roles recently via “Goodyear Playhouse” and '“Hall¬ 
mark Hall of Fame” . . . Barbara Joyce into the “Edge of Night” soap- 
er Oct. 29 and 31 . . . Eli Wallach to London Nov, 10 following his 
“Seven Lively Arts” stint to appear Dec. 8 on BBC-TV in the lead of 
“Counsellor at Law,” at the invitation of the British . . < Mollie Ann 
Bourn set as Girl Friday on ABC-TV’s “Do You Trust Your Wife.” . .« 
Claude Dauphin and Julie. Wilson visit Joe Franklin’s “Memory Lane” 
on WABC-TV today (Wed.), with Betty Comden and Adolph Green 
guesting with Franklin tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Phyllis Battelle, JNS 
columnist, touring with Queen Elizabeth reporting by phone daily on 
Art Van Horn’s “Mid-Day Composite” on WABC Radio . . . WLIB 
yesterday (Tues.) programmed a half-hour salute to Queen Elizabeth ' 
by the New York West Indian community. Featured speakers for th,* 
evening broadcast Were Dr. Gerald Spencer, prez of the Caribbean 
Assn., and Manhattan Borough President Hulan Jack. 

IN HOLLYWOOD .... 
Joel Rapp (he’s Phil’s hoy) researched early western history and 

found that there were 80 colored marshals wearing the badge of au¬ 
thority. So the oator he’s prepping for piloting will have a Negro mar-, 
shal . , . Note to Pat Weaver: brother Doodles is now sponsored on 
KNKT . . . Dave Garber-pulled stakes at BBD&O and joined Famous 
Artists to supervise program development and packages . . . The town 
is' crawling with enough top brass to shine through the smog. The 
giants include Gen. David Sarnoff, William S. Paley and Leonard Gold- 
enson . . . “M Squad” is .said to be under fire by Chicago’s mayor and 
police chief. Both the web and sponsor are reported “under pressure” 
to tone, down the crime stories the city is trying to live down . . * 
ABC’s Jim Aubrey picks “Walter Winched File” and “The Real McCoys” 
the season’s sleepers. Strangely, they’re both on ABC . . . Jack Beck 
back at his CBS radio news post after six-month tour of Europe. H« 
found that “colorful personalities” get a fast shut-off; they want their 
news straight and no cute stuff . . . Carroll and Dodge Dunning can’t 

r*. .*»»•««•»» 3 
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D/COudetBIocksOnt 
Critic of Queen Liz On 

Mike Wallace’s TV’er 
Mike Wallace, who lost Eleanor 

Roosevelt (snafu) and Arlene 

Francis (NBC disapproval) as 

gue^s last week, also lost his. ABC 

Washington outlet for one jshow be¬ 

cause' WMAL-TV felt that the Sub¬ 

ject of the Wallace interview 
wasn’t' in good- taste. Saturday’s 
(19) guest" ’•was ex-Punch editor 
Malcolm Muggeridge, who’s .also 
been a severe critic of the English 
monarchy, and WMAL-TV took the 
position i that -such an interview 
would be. • offensive • in light of 
Queen Elizabeth’s current visit. 

Fred Houwink, head of the sta¬ 
tion, said that “in view of the fact 
that Malcolm Muggeridge, out¬ 
spoken critic nf the British royal 
family, has been announced-as the 
guest on the Mike Wallace pro¬ 
gram this Saturday night, WMAL- 
TV will not telecast this program. 
Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip 
are now our most welcome guests, 
and although Mr. Muggeridge ihay 
not be overly critical on this pro¬ 
gram or may retract some of his 
previous statements, we consider 
it in questionable taste to telecast 
any program that might cast a 
shadow river the visit of Her Most 
Gracious Majesty to the nation’s 
capital.” 

VEOTTA SHIFTING 
TO COAST FOR ABC 

Tom Velotta is leaving ABC-TV 
in New York this week for a job 
with the network on the Coast- The 
veteran vicepresident and admin¬ 
istrative* officer in the news-public 
affairs field will retain his vice¬ 
presidency, but probably without 
being pinned down exclusively to 
-pubaffairs or news. 

His new Hollywood job has not 
been defined, not even within the 
network. But Velotta was reported 
to have asked for the change of, 
locale as far hack.as last January. 
Fact that it came through officially 
late last week indicates a possible 
emphasis by the network on the 
Coast as a programming centre. 

Fritz Littlejohn, now in charge of 
ABC news, is expected to become 
the new No. 2 man, though not 
at quite the same operational level 
as Velotta. j 

Pact Burgess Meredith 
As Tlayhause’ Director 

Burgess Meredith has signed for 
his first directorial assignment in 
television- He’ll direct “The* Jet- 
Propelled Couch” on “Playhouse 
90” Nov. 14. It’s a comedy .about 
psychiatry which will costar David 
Wayne and Donald O’Connor, lat¬ 
ter making his live -tv dramatic 
debut. > 

“Couch” is being adapted from 
the Story by the late Dr, Robert 
Lindener, from his collection of 
humorous stories about the psychia¬ 
tric trade, “The 50-Minute Hour.” 

BISHOP SHEEN'S 'GOODBYE' 

Exits TV To Become ‘Man With a 
Tin Cup For Poor of World* 

Boston, Oct. 22. 

Bishop Fujton J.- Sheen bid good- 

by to tv for *57 in a special broad¬ 

cast over WNAC-TV Tuesday (15). 

“Maybe next year, I shall-return,” 

he said. 

The bishop said he has been ap¬ 
pearing qn tv for some years and 
on radio for 25 years, “but this Is 
not my work.” He said: “This is hot 
my vocation. It is well for me to 
retire. I’shall leave the lights of 
television in order to live in a 
more intimate union with God.”' 

He thanked ABC web, which he 
said made him'a. “handsome offer” 
to return. There will probably be 
kinescopes available to tv aud£, 
be said, “hut I will not return this 
year. “Bishop Sheen, who flew in¬ 
to Hub and appeared on WNAC- 
TV’s new five Frank Luther Show, 
before his talk on the same station, 
said: "One has many duties and 
must chcose the most important.” 
His life, he said, is dedicated to the 
poor, of the world. 

“So I wiH he a beggar, a man 
with a tin cup for the poor of the 
world,” he declared- His WNAC- 
TV talk was qn “The.Glory of a: 
Beggar.” *•*' -**■■”* *1V ‘ 

New York Versus Out-Of-Town TV Critics 
The following breakdowns are indicative of the'more favorable attitude of out-of-town critics in con-' 

trast to the bardboiled appraisals of their New York brethren. The same 12 shows (all new to CBS this 
season, including one spec, “Crescendo”)'were sampled for the reflection of the N. Y. vs. hinterland view¬ 
points, with results remarkably'divergent. 

Of 64 reviews sampled in Boston, Cleveland, Chicago,. Washington, St. Louis, Philadelphia and 
Pittsburgh, only 15. rendered a “poor” verdict for the 12 shows, in contrast to 28 “fairs,” 18 “goods” and 
three “excellents.” On the other hand, of the 55 N. Y. reviews sampled, there were only'five “good” testi¬ 
monials, with an overwhelming listing of 39 “poors” 11 “fairs.” Nothing topped “good” In N. Y. 

(In the absence of remarks on the charts, &e shows were either not seen in that particular town or 
have, not been reviewed as yet.) 
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EVE ARDEN SHOW.. .Poor., ..Fair .. ,. Poor.. . .Poor .. . .3—Poor 
1—Fair- 

THE BIG RECORD..... .Poor.. . .Poor... .Poor.. .. Good. . Poor.. . .Good: .. Poor .. . .5—Poor 
Crosby 1—Fair 
Fair 2—Good 

PERRY MASON... ,_.... ..Fair.. .. Poor... .Poor.. . .Poor.. . .Poor.. . .Poor.. . .Poor., .-.2—Fair 
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Fair 

6—Boor 

HAVE GUN, WILD TRAVED. :Fair.. .. Fair... . Ppor.. , .Fair... .Poor.. . .Poor.. ..3—Fair 
3—Poor 

VERDICT IS YOURS ...- ..Poor.. . Poor.. „ .Poor., .. .Poor .. . .4—Poor 
DEAVE IT TO BEAVER. ..Poor.. . .Good... ; Good. ..Good.. , .1—Poor 

3-—Good 
HARBOUR-MASTER ....... . .Poor.. .Poor. - .-.Poor.. .Poor.. . Poor.. , .5—Poor 
CRESCENDO .. .. Poor... .Poor.. . .Poor. < , >. 5—Poor 

DICK & DUCHESS........, 
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ASSIGNMENT FOREIGN 
- DEGION . 
BACHEDOR FATHER___ 

Poor., 
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., 1—Poor 

,, .Poor,. ..Fair. .. 2—Poor 

TRACK-DOWN.. .. .Poor.. J 
| 

DANNY THOMAS. ... .. .Good .. Good. 
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-EVE ARDEN SHOW". . . Good.. . Fair..;, .Fair.. . .Fair.. . .Fair... 5—Fair 
1—Good 

BIG RECORD.... .Poor Po'or-Fair.... Fair.... Good... Good. 

PERRY MASON.....*.Fair..... Exc’l’t.. Fair... .Fair,...Good.., Poor. 

HAVE GUtf, WILL TRAVEL .... 

VERDICT IS YOURS.... 

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER... 

HARBOUR-MASTER.... 

CRESCENDO ....Fair.. 

DICK & DUCHESS............ Good. 

.Good... Fair..... Fair.... Poor... .Good. 

. ........ Fair.,.. Poor.,..Good... Fair.. 

. Poor... .Good... Fair.... Good... Poor., 

, Poor............Poor'... .Fair-Fair.. 

. Poor... .Good... Poor-Poor... .Good. 

. Exc’l’t.. Poor. .. Fair.... Poor... .Fair. 

. .Good .. v2—Poor 
•2—Fair 
3—Good 

....3—Fair 
I—Excellent 
1—Good 
1— Poor 

.  2—Good 
2— Fair 
1—Poor 

. Good... 2—-Fair 
1— Poor 
2— Good 

V.. 2—Poor J 
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1— Fair 
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. Good... I—Fair 
3— Poor 
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......*.*.1—Good 
1— Excellent 
2— Poor 
2—Fair 

ASSIGNMENT FOREIGN 
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RArmr.T.OR FATHER .. T . ...Fair... ....Fair., i .Fair.. ,, Fair... 
TRACKDOWN . . ..Fair.., . 1—Poor 

DANNY THOlMAS ,...... .Good.. . Excellent...... ..Fair.. .. Fair.. .. Good.. . Good.. 
1—Fair 

,3—Good 
1— Excellent 
2— Fair 

Sifted Fro and Con 
On NBC’s Mind’ 

The art—or lack of it—of tele¬ 
vision* criticism came in for a 
thorough and sometimes surpris¬ 
ingly frank going-over on Richard 
D. Heffner’s “The Open Mind” 
Sunday (20) on WRCA-TV, N.Y, 
A panel comprising Talent Asso¬ 

ciates partner David Susskind, 
scripter Rod Serling and critic 
(The Reporter) Marya Mannes dug 
incisively into the good and bad 
of the medium’s working critics. 

Though not always unanimous 

in their viewpoints, the trio found 
some areas of agreement—prin¬ 
cipally that there are few critics 
suited with the background and 
talent for their work; that televi¬ 
sion criticism, despite the medium’s 
one-shot nature, should attempt to 
be analytical and thereby helpful 
to the producer for future produc¬ 
tions: that too many cFitics tend 
simply to brush off a production 
with a phrase or catchword instead 
of attempting to give the “why” of 
the faults. 

But there was plenty of disagree¬ 
ment as well, with Serling and 
Miss Mannes lined up against Suss- 
kind on the matter of “intention” 
in a television production. Susskind 
maintained that the producer’s in¬ 
tention isn’t important in a review, 
that “how well the show was done” 
is the sole yardstick for criticism. 
Serling . and Miss Mannes argued 
that the critic should take into 
consideration the intention and 
measure how far short of the intent 
the actual production fell. Serling 
used as his argument the fact that 
the writer is so “hamstrung” by 
the nature of the medium that his 
actual intent must he taken into 
consideration, at which point Suss¬ 
kind launched a defense of com¬ 
mercial television and struck out at 
the “whining” of those critics and 
others within the trade who preface 
their criticism with the fundamen¬ 
tal complaint that all commercial 
tv is bad. 

The most virulent of the critics* 
was Susskind, who complained that 
the logic pf making “ship news 
reporters, obituary writers and 
police reporters” into critics es¬ 
capes him, and that there are few 
critics who have the talent, good 
taste, intelligence and judgment to 
he good at their profession. He 
singled out the New York Times’ 
Jack Gould for criticism., stating he 
considered Gould a “journalist, not 
a critic.” One possible explanation 
for the evaluation was Gould's 
severe panning of Susskind's pro¬ 
duction of “Pfnocchio.” which was 
repeated in his Sunday column the 
morning of the “Open Mind” show. 

Miss Mannes felt that one ele¬ 
ment in television criticism that 
is ngglected is the criticism of the 
overall impact of the medium in 
changing oeople’s lives. She em¬ 
phasized that while there is plenty 
of criticism on the single-show 
level, nobodv has dug in on the 
fact that television has a 16-hour- 
a-day impact on the public and has 
attempted to evaluate the impact 
from that standpoint. She also 
pointed out that there is no “body 
of criticism” a la the theatre critics, 
with a resulting greater diversity 
of opinion in television, because of 
the youth of the medium. 

Susskind closed the session with 
the observation that all television 
critics should receive frequent - 
“enforced luxury vacations” to take 
the strain off the day-in, day-out 
viewing they must do. Amen. 

Chan, * 

BERNARD SMITH'S KUDOS 

WMAR-TV’s ,10 th Anni 
Baltimore, Oct. 22. 

Baltimore’s first television Sta¬ 

tion, WMAR-TV, which iays claim 

to being the 12th commercial sta¬ 

tion in the country and the second 

to join the CBS-TV network, cele¬ 

brates its 10th anni on Sunday 

(27), .and is. doing It up big with 
a week long‘affair. 

Big gun in the program is the lo¬ 

cal televising of the network’s “Big 

Payoff” whicir is being broadest 

all this .week from the Fifth Begi- Sent Armory as a Saltite to the; 
filiate. 
Bess M^erson and Randy Merri- 

man are on hand with full cast of 
the show and contestants are being 
chosen from.among Baltimore ap¬ 
plicants with mink coats and oyer- 

as prizes. 

WCBS-TV Stiff Grabbin’ 
Up Feature Packages 

Already fortified with a backlog 

of some 1,350 feature films, WCBS- 

TV^ the CBS. flagship an New York, 
last week picked up still two more 
packages. Station bought a nine-, 
film package from Atlantic Televi¬ 
sion, comprising some actioUers 
and two operas (“Da Traviata" and 
“Cavalleria Rusticana”), and an¬ 
other package of Warner Bros, fea¬ 
tures from Associated Artists Pro- 

; ductions. , 
Station and distrib wouldn’t, for 

some reason, reyeal the number of 
features in the new package, but 
WCBS-TV already has some 152 
Warner films on hand via earlier 
deals. New group includes ‘The 
Maltese Falcon," which Warners 
had held back from television with 
the intention of remaking the pic 
but re'cehtly released.* *7* ■1J 1 

TV Gusher 
At least three network tv shows 

premiering from the Coast last 
week had a common denominator 
in the word dept, that’s more or 
less indigenous to Hollywood. 

It was “a gasser,” meaning great, 
big b.o., ihe most, the equivalent 
of the British “smashing” and the 
U.S. “smash.” 

Grahame Rickards Slot 
Salt Lake City, Oct. 22. 

Grahame Richards has been 
named regional director of pro¬ 
gramming for the Intermountain 
Network. Richards was formerly 
with the Todd Storz KOWH, 
Omaha, as production director, and 
was program director of WPAW, 
Providence.. I 

Intermountain web comprises 
seven radio outlets in Utah, Col- 

BBC, Ealing' Studios Lawyer In 
U.S., One of 10 In TJ.S. Cited 

Bernard B. Smith, of the theat¬ 

rical legal firm of Smith & Steibel, 

in New York City, was one of 

10 Americans personally decorated 

by Queen Elizabeth last Saturday 

(19), being appointed an honorary 
commander of the Order of the 

British Empire in recognition of 
“outstanding service in the cause 
of Anglo-American friendship and 
understanding.” 

Smith numbers among his clients 
the British Broadcasting Corp. and 
the Ealing Studios in London. In 
addition he represents many radio¬ 
tv enterprises including Entertain¬ 
ment Productions Inc.. Bernard-L. 
Schubert, Harry Salter (“Name 
That Tune”), Bert Parks, etc. He 
is a regular contributor to mags 
with respect to the economic and 
legal problems of the radio-ty iftr - 
dustry. J 1 
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AAP Splitting 900G With Stations 

Twenty-seven video stations so 4- 

far are partners with AAP Inc. in 

the merchandising of "Popeye” 

kiddie equipment, varying from 

games and guitars to disks and pup¬ 
pets. AAP, the tv film distribution 
company which handles the old 
"Popeye” theatrical shorts for 
television, estimates that it and 
the stations will split about $900,- 
000 down the middle by'the end 
of a full year of merchandising. 

AAP has been signing on sta¬ 
tions as partners in the unique 
merchandising plan since mid- 
April. Though it’s one of the very 
few, if not the only, film syndi¬ 
cator to indulge in merchandising, 
AAP expects that the several prod¬ 
ucts tied to the "Popeye” name 
will gross between $6,000,000 and 
$7,000,000 in sales by next April. 
Depending on the type of deal it 
makes with licensees—the manu¬ 
facturers of "Popeye” products— 
AAP and the stations are actually 
splitting anywhere from 21$ to 
10\c of gross. 

Accentuating the growing im¬ 
portance of merchandising to tv 
firms was the report several weeks 
ago that Lou Edelman, network 
producer of "Wyatt Earp,” "Jim 
Bowie” and "The Californians,” 
was getting very heavy returns for 
releasing manufacturing fights on 
the first two of the stanzas. It’s 
held quite possible that his annual 
earnings will exceed by several 
thousand dollars those anticipated 
by AAP. 

AAP said that it was splitting 
with the stations because the lat¬ 
ter were helping in the point of 
sale merchandising campaign for 
the moppet merchandise. Moreover, 
stations—during the airing of 
"Popeye,” which all of them carry 
~use 20-second plugs , for the 
goods. 

Distributor explained that though 
there are over 80 stations using 
"Popeye” AAP has been interested 
initially in getting 50% coverage 
of U.S. tv homes. It said that the 
27 stations, which include all the 
Triangle stations and WPIX, in 
New York, give the 509c, which is 
the minimum demand of many of 
the manufacturers involved. 

In all probability, AAP will 
shortly start recruiting the other 
stations which air the cartoon show. 
King Features, the syndicate j 
which owns the cartoon, also 
shares in the “Popeye” merchan-i 
<lising spoils. I 

Ziv’s ‘Sea Hunt’ 
Sales Bonanza 

Ziv’s new "Sea Hunt” series has 
been sold in a raft of markets, the 
majority of the deals being direct 
with regional and local sponsors. 

On the heels of the 22-market 
deal with Standard Oil of Califor¬ 
nia in seven western states and 
Hawaii, which may be extended to 
a few other markets in the area, 
Ziv scored the following sales: 

Various divisions of Carling 
Brewing Co. picked up the Lloyd 
Bridges starrrj in Pittsburgh, Buf¬ 
falo, Watertown* and St. Louis. 
American Brewing of Baltimore 
has selected the skein for showing 
on WBAL-TV, Baltimore. 

Bowman Biscuit inked for Den¬ 
ver and Safeway Stores for El 
Paso and Albuquerque. Cott Bev¬ 
erages signed for key markets in 
Maine and Vermont, including 
Bangor, Portland, and Burlington- 
Montpelier. 

Utility and automotive compa¬ 
nies, including the first purchase j 
by an Edsel dealer, also are repre- j 
sented. England Edsel Co. will al¬ 
ternate sponsorship with Capitol 
Hospital Service in Harrisburg, 
Pa.; the Daniel’s Olds mobile 
Agency, through station KRDO, 
Colorado Springs; People’s Gas for 
Johnstown-Altoona, Pa.; Hope Na¬ 
tural Gas for showing in Clarks¬ 
burg, W, Va, 

Phillips Petroleum will pick up 
the tab on WTVJ, Miami. 

Other markets slated for the 
January debut -include: WVUE, 
Philadelphia; WJW-TV, Cleveland; 
WSB-TV, Atlanta; WDSU-TV, New 
Orleans. WTCN, Minneapolis-St. 
Paul; KOTV, Tulsa; WBRZ-TV* 
Baton Rouge; and KGHL, Millings, 
Mont. 

More Group Buying 
The practice of station group 

buying again is underscored in 
the Flamingo Telefilm Sales’ 
deal on "Citizen Soldier.” Du¬ 
mont stations WABD, N, Y., 
and WTTG„ Washington, 
loosely linked with KTLA, 
L.A., lined up for the series, a 
situation which has occurred 
for the threesome quite fre¬ 
quently this season. 

Although KTLA and Du¬ 
Mont are separate entities, 
they have the common bond of 
Paramount Pictures, the com¬ 
pany having a stock interest in 
both. With such a DuMont- 
KTLA buying bond, command¬ 
ing the two top markets, N, Y. 
and L. A., with Washington 
thrown in, the combination 
can bid against RKO Telera- ; 
dio, with its five o&o’s, and 
the indie KTTV, L. A., and 
WPIX, N. Y., link, the latter 
usually associating itself with 
a Westirighouse and Storer 
group for added strength. 

Flamingo Preps 

Flock of Others 
•N 

Flamingo Telefilm Sales, recent¬ 
ly formed by the Herman Rush-Ira 
Gottlieb team with the Flamingo < 
library as its backstop, is forging 
ahead, putting its initial series into 
syndication and planning at least 
three syndication properties for 
1958. 

Its first skein, already sold in 
key markets on the basis of a 
pilot, will be "Citizen Soldier;” 
produced by Arsla Productions un¬ 
der the aegis of Ron Alcorn. Skein 
to be filmed in Europe will drama¬ 
tize true life experiences of Ameri¬ 
can citizen soldiers during World 
War II and the Korean conflict. 

Producer Alcorn’s credits in¬ 
clude the feature "Johnny Holi¬ 
day” for which he was writer-pro¬ 
ducer and the scripting of "Ten 
Tall Men.” Series is getting the 
full cooperation of the Department 
of Defense and the Army Depart¬ 
ment. 

Flamingo Telefilm Sales was 
formed soon after the buy-out. of Sy 
Weintraub from Flamingo. Wein¬ 
traub moving out to join Bernard 
Schubert in Telestar Films, and 
Rush, former v.p. of sales at Of¬ 
ficial Films, teaming up with Gott¬ 
lieb in the formation of Flamingo 

[Telefilm Sales. Latter outfit ac- 
| quired all the properties of the old 
I Flamingo, including "B e u 1 a h,” 
j "Cowboy G-Man,” "Stars of Grand 
Ole Opry,” "Superman” cartoons 
and some Western features. 

Prexy Rush says in addition to 
three a year for first-run syndica¬ 
tion, outfit plans to have a number 
of series for national sale next sea¬ 
son. Right now. Flamingo Telefilms 
has a seven-man sales force, but 
firm plans to expand that division 
with the plotted growth of the com¬ 
pany. 

On "Citizen Soldier,” those sta¬ 
tions inking include WABD, N. Y„; 

! WTTG, Washington; KTLA, L.A.; 
KING, Seattle; and WHDH, Bos¬ 
ton. Production will begin in Eu¬ 
rope next month and it’s hoped to 
have the series ready for airing in 
mid-February or March. 

Maellarke Snog For 
$1,000,000; Miffed Over 

KTLA’sfic Hostess 
Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 

Mae Clarke was definitely not 

amused by the antics of old pix 

hostess Ottola Nesmith, in the 

Oct. 1 intro of the “Nightmare” 

package of horror filmsjm KTLA. 
She slapped a $1,006,000 suit on 
parent Paramount TV Productions, 
and Miss Nesmith over the way 
Miss Clarke was represented in 
the breaks during the showing of 
"Frankenstein,” in which she co- 
starred with Boris Karloff. 

Complaint, filed through at¬ 
torney Barry Scholer, alleges that 
throughout the showing. Miss Nes¬ 
mith identified herself as Miss 
Clarke and “impersonated me as 
an aged, demented, has-been ac¬ 
tress, presumably poverty-stricken, 
slovenly attired, and arthritic of 
body.” Further, when she called 
the station after the tefepast to 
protest, she was told they thought 
she was dead, she stated privately. 

’ Invasion of privacy, impersona¬ 
tion and damage to Miss Clarke’s 
reputation is charged in the suit, 
which sets forth that at no time 
during the telecast did Miss Nes¬ 
mith identify herself as such, but 
continually referred to herself as 
Mae Clarke. 

• In * another ■ private comment, 
Miss Clarke noted she was flooded 
with offers of financial assistance, 

I and asked, "What’s the matter 
! with people? Do they think all ap-. 
tresses drop dead when they 
reach 47? I’ve been working in 
tv all along.” ■ • • 

Suit asks $500,000 in general 
damages • and another $500;000 'in 
punitive damages. It was filed in 
Superior Court here. - • • 

Honolulu, Oct. 22. 
Commodore Productions is ready¬ 

ing a pilot film for a Hawaiian- 
style crime-does-not-pay series, 
drawing case histories from Ha-. 
waii, Maui and Kauai islands. 

Honolulu police, however, won’t 
go along. Chief Dan Liu expressed 
misgivings that "Hollywood treat¬ 
ment” might show police in an un¬ 
desirable light—even in this home 
town of the fictional detective, 
Charlie Chan. 

Liu cited possible burdensome 
demands on manpower and ex¬ 
pressed concern that "men in po¬ 
sitions of public trust might make 
monetary gains to the detriment of 
personal integrity,” presumably by 
hiring themselves out as technical 
advisors. 

Chiefs on the other islands be¬ 
lieve such series will benefit the 
community from a business stand¬ 
point and note that they will he 
able to call for deletion of "ob¬ 
jectionable” scenes. 

‘MAN WITHOUT GUN’ 
, SERIES ROLLS NOV. 4 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
Shooting on first 13 segments of 

"Man Without a. Gun,” TCF-TV 
series for NTA film net, will get 
underway Nov. 4, it was disclosed 
by TCF topper Irving ASher. Rex 
Reason toplines, with James Phil- 
brook as a cast regular. Peter 
Packer and Lou Breslow alternate 
producer chores. 

Meanwhile, another TCF series! 
"Broken Arrow,” will take a 10- 
day lensing hiatus starting this 
week, - 

‘Popeye as Dept. Store Lure 
"Popeye” has invited local television sponsorship in Omaha by 

a large department store. Department stores, with few exceptions, 
have been notoriously anti-video; Television Bureau of Advertis¬ 
ing is still exerting a great deal of effort for the industry at-large 
to get department stores to buy. 

Philips, in Omaha where KMTV’ plays “Popeye” in color, first 
became interested in video as the result of the reportedly heavy 
sales it was making in merchandise tied up with the "Popeye” 
name and pushed on television. Recently Philips, a department 
store, bought a special Sunday tint showing of the cartoon show 
on KMTV, presumably on the theory that, if the program could 
push product so well through a special 20-second '"pitch, three-min¬ 
utes of paid time could multipy all sales severalfold. 

Incidentally, Omaha is the only city that carries "Popeye” in 
multichrome. AAP* the program distributor, said that the sale 
of RCA color receivers rose 300% in one month since the show 
went on. 

Stations Yen Science Fiction Shows 
The conquest, of space, one of the repeated themes in science 

fiction telefilms, has become a natural exploitation programmer, 
with both syndicators arid stations dusting off their rerun's for a, 

fresh round. 
Official Films, on the basis of a simple initial mailing, corraled 

eight stations within a few days on its "Rocky Jones, Space Ranger” 
skein of 39 episodes. Official is advising stations that the series 
highlights running stories of three episodes each, which if played 
together could equal a feature length movie. ’ 

Ziv’s “Science Fiction Theatre” also is receiving the benefit of the 
fresh Sputnik interest. 

In New York, WOR-TV is giving its space telefilms a big play, 
telecasting "Science Fiction < Theatre” Sunday and Monday eve¬ 
nings, and for the moppets in the afternoons "Rocky Jones, Space 
Ranger” and "Flash Gordon'’ is unreeling. Station also is prun^ 
.ing through the RKQ library for a science fiction feature for tele¬ 
casting on “Million Dollar Movie.” 

Competition in Film Com’Is Plays 
A Major Role at Inti Festivals 

Ziv ‘Highway Patrol’ 
Cracks Spanish TV 

Spain has been opened up as a 

market for U.S. telefilms by Ziv, 

which, scored the first sale of an 

American series and the first spon¬ 

sored show to he accepted by 

Spain’s government-owned tv op¬ 
eration. s’ 

Sold was the Spanish-dubbed 
version of “Highway Patrol,” with 
N. V. Philips, world-wide electron¬ 
ics’ and appliance organization 
-picking up the tab. Program is 
slated to run in Madrid in October. 

Ziv foreign topper Ed Stern, 
commenting on the sale, said-"This 
marks the real. beginning of com¬ 
mercial tv in Spain. Until now, 
there has been no program sponsor¬ 
ship as such. The acceptance of the 
Philips Order can be interpreted 
as a signal to other international 
advertisers that the Spanish tele¬ 
vision authorities will now discuss 
other buys./The government-owned 
stations can he ekpected to turn to 
American filmmakers for additional 
programming.” 

In Latin America, the Spanish- 
dubbed version of the Broderick 
Crawford starker is now beginning 
its third year. It’^r one of 14 Ziv 
Spanish-dubbed- series being shown 
south of the border. 

Shirley Temple’s 
Oldie Hits jackpot 
In N.Y, LA, Chi 
In the three major markets of 

the country, N. Y„ Los Angeles 

and Chicago, the Shirley Temple 

|starrer "Rebecca of Sunnybrook 

| Farm” copped number one po- 

[sition for the Sunday (20) after¬ 

noon telecast, topping all oppo¬ 
sition. 

National Telefilm Associates, 

which via its NTA Film Network, 

booked the first of four holiday 

Shirley Temple feature specials, 

also took a Trendex of 13 out of 

the regular 15 Trendex cities for 

Saturday and Sunday. "Rebecca” 

was played Saturday afternoon in 

[some markets. The Trendex gave 

the Temple starrer a fating of 14.2 

for a 46.5 share I of audience, 
against ah opposition of 16.3 and a 
53.5 share for all ihe* combined 
competing stations. Left out of 
the Trendex survey were the mar¬ 
kets of Washington and Baltimore', 
which will begin their Temple spe¬ 
cials next Sunday (27). 

In New York, the feature on 
WPIX, slotted from 4 to 5:30 p.m. 
hit a neat 10.4 rating for a 31.5 
share of audience, with its closest 
competitor being, the United Cere¬ 
bral Palsey Telethon on WOR-TV, 
which drew a 9.4 rating. 

In Los Angeles, the pic on 
KTTV hit a big 17,5 for a 54.5 
audience share, with the telecast 
slotted from 4 to 5:30 p.m., while 
in Chicago, WBKB’s telecast from 
2 to 3:30 p.m. drew a 11.5 for a 
47.1 audience share, the. figures 
based oh a special American Re¬ 
search Bureau survey in the three 
top markets. 

Yards of trade press copy and 
newspaper stories by the gross 
were mitten last month ^covering 
the Caches Film Festival but little 
or no space was given to a rela¬ 
tively new aspect of the festival, 
the showing of advertising films 
and commercials. 

Some 650 advertising films pro¬ 
duced by nearly every couqfry in 
the world were shown under the 
banner of the International Adver¬ 
tising Film Festival. Out of this 
number, 35 were selected for blue 
prizes as the finest commercials 
produced in the world. 

The advertising festival, which 
is only three years old, broke down 
the ad films into six categories; 
puppets and marionettes, animated 
models and special effects, cartoons, 
live action, cinemascope or similar 
techniques, and television film com¬ 
mercials. *■ 

The producing of filmed com¬ 
mercials, shown between pics for 
film houses in Europe is big busi¬ 
ness. The price range of these 
commercials runs from $500 to 
$5,000. 

Jean Mineur and Ernest Pearl, 
Presidents of the International 
Screen Publicity Assn, and the 
International Screen Advertising 
Assn, stated that “vast improve¬ 
ments have been made in the tech¬ 
nical and artistic qualify of adver¬ 
tising films since the first interna¬ 
tional film festival was held in 
Venice in 1954. The festivals, apart 
from being an outstanding event of 
international advertising, have 
achieved and will continue to 
achieve progress in cinema and 
television . . . screen advertising 
in every sense of the word.” 

Nick Keesley, v.p. of radio and 
advertising at Le.nrien & Newell 
agency, and one of the three Amer¬ 
icans attending the Advertising 
Festival, stated, that he was tre¬ 
mendously impressed at the tech¬ 
nical know-how of European pro¬ 
ducers and the quality of the films. 
Keesley said that in some respects 
especially in the mechanical end, 
the Europeans have done an amaz* 
ing job but that they had not suc¬ 
ceeded in getting the story across 
as well as American tv commer¬ 
cials. “We have learned to make 
the seconds count and our commer¬ 
cials here carry more, of a sales 
impact.” 

"Hollywood, Oct '22. 
Plans to double Warner'Bros, 

telefilm output are underway at 
the company’s studio, facilities of 
which currently are being expand- v 
ed under a $1,000,000 television 
Operations building program. 

Probably aiming to fill some net- 
work casualties, prez Jack L. |Var- 
•nef says by next June, the planned 
program calls for Warners to pre-_, 
sent five or more full hours of tv 
film weekly, instead of the present 
three hours weekly. -The current 
roster, all being telecast on the 
ABC-TV net, and all westerns, in¬ 
cludes two one-hour shows "Mav¬ 
erick” and "Cheyenne” as well as 
"Sugarfoot” and “Colt .45,” latter 
half-hours. 

Negotiations on possible new 
shows currently are underway in 
New York and in Hollywood. Some 
decisions on the projected new 
properties are due to" be made 
within 30 days. 

The studio’s 'new television op¬ 
eration building will be completed 
within 90 days. 
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Way Back to Hoover 
In late 1925, David Pincus, prexy of Caravel, made'the first 

industrial film with a plot in the history of motion pictures. 
Extolling the virtues of the Hoover Vacuum Cleaner, it was also 
one of the first feature length industrials. In a Variety column, 
“Eight Off- the Desk,” dated Oct 28, 1925, Nellie Revell wrote 
the following about this new wondef: ^ . 

“If the cinema art is to be commercialized, I would prefer to 
have It done, as my friend, Frank Gould, erstwhile editor of the 
Metropolitan Magazine, does., it. Some days ago he invited me 
over to the Caravel Pictures .Studio for the -purpose of seeing a 
pre-view. of a film soon to be released. Arriving, I found several 
picture reviewers. They proceeded to run off-the picture, entitled 
“So This-Is Eden,” and soon the critics and I found ourselves 
engrossed in, the troubles of a young married couple. The drama 

' 'Had a good plot and-excellent .direction and-wbmt the crisis arrived 
. ; we begad to wonder how on earth the* thing would be brought to 
/ % happy ending. We fdund eut The husband solved all his wife's 

’ , - problems, by presenting her with a Hoover vacuum cleaner (free 
advertisement). Nqtuntil then, did it dawn on us that while , the 

’ , picture harf pot; been intended as a comedy, the joke was on us, 
‘ *; ■ 'for. it was an advertlsing film. And we. enjoyed the joke. With 
.' " advance* like .this, advertising Js rapidly earning the right to be 

■r 

Read. Chi k a Late Nile TV Town 
Chicago, Oct. 22. -f 

Two stations are scrambling 
* through rating statistics, each*to 

prove it has latenight television 
supremacy in Cht,..and fpr one 
hour of the*1 night' it boils down 
purely to a matter of “which rating 
service do you. believe?” What, 
tan be firmly concluded ,frpm the 
research* however, Is that the 
Windy City has a growing late- 
night video audience and that to 
all appearances the adverft of fea¬ 
ture films in the wee hours is re-1 
sponsible for it. 

The late, features became a local 
trend last December when both 
WBBM-TV and WBKB began slot¬ 
ting Hollywood oldies across the 
board, just as WGN-TY ’had been 
doing fpr some time. (WNBQ has, 
of course, remained oilt of the late- 
night film picture, except on-week¬ 
ends, because of NBC-TV’s “To¬ 
night.”) ' 

A month after the stations went 
to celluloid*, sets in-use jumped 
36% over the same month, a year 
previous. January ARB showed 
an average of 34 sets in use from 
il p.m, to midnight, against"an av¬ 
erage of: 25 for January, 1956. 
Every month sofar this year the 
sets have outstripped; the year 
previous- and overall the gain this 
year (Jan.-Sept.) is approximately 
19%. In the hour preceding mid¬ 
night, sets in use today average 
29.4 against 22.7 a year ago, and 
undoubtedly this will increase still 
further when* the fall-winter tally 
is in. _ 

On the basis of the September 

(Continued on page 44) 

Guild Sez Profits 
Are at-New Peak’ 
Aftgr a very bad year in 1956, 

Guild.Films reports .'that it has 
snapped hack' on profits for the 
first nine months of the current 
fiscal year. As of Aug. 31, the 
telefilm distributor had a net in¬ 
come of $616,473 after taxes. 

Total represents a “new peak,” 
according - to company, outstrip¬ 
ping any similar nine-month, pe¬ 
riod In its history. Coin is' the 
equivalent of 40 cents a share. 

Working under conditions of 
almost total secredy,. Guild is be¬ 
lieved tohave turned the tables 
from a 1956 loss of $8,172 to its 
cilrrept' earning position by going 

. in heavily for film barter .deals. 
Some of the coin was earned 
through the regular syndication 
channels by the “Captain David 
Grief” adventure skein. 

. Meanwhile, move to purchase all 
the stack owned by Matty Fox and 
his' associates is reportedly mov¬ 
ing closer-to reality. A. Guild Sfeup*‘ lead by prexy Reuben 

attfman, 1* trying to recapture 
Fox’s interest presumably in an 
effort to keep Fox from selling off 
on th«j open market and thereby 
depreciate the trading value. 

MANNY REINER A HERO 

Yeepee Stripes as Reward For 
Far East Sales Record 

Manny Reiner, who racked up a 
snazzy sales record as foreign top¬ 
per of Television^ Programs of. 
America has been gived his veepee 
stripes. 

Promotion came this Week on 
the heels of Reiner’s return from 
a Far Eastern trip, where he con¬ 
cluded pne of the largest U. S. tv 
film sales in Japan and the first 
telefilm program sale in Korea. 
Japanese sale was for four TPA 
series and the Korean for three 
programs, as well as Bangkok sales. 

. Prexy Milt Gordon stated that 
since Reiner;joined TPA in July, 
1956, foreign activities have in¬ 
creased greatly, as has the size of 
TPA’s foreign sales force. On 
Reiner’s entrance* TPA had three 
foreign sales offices; there are now 
14, including offiees in Japan, Eu¬ 
rope, Hawaii, Canada and all of La- 
,-tin America, Under Reiner’s direc¬ 
tion, TPA has dubbed eight series 
in Spanish; three in French; one in 
Flemish and will shortly dub in 
German'and Italian. - 

CBS ‘Gray Ghost/ 
7 Other Series 
Set for England 

CBS Television Film Sales scored 
a deal on "The Gray Ghost” and 
seven other series with Associated 
Rediffttsion, Ltd., and Granada TV 
Network* placing.CBS Film Sales 
with 22 programs scheduled for 
showing in England! 

Other skeins involved in the deal 
include: “Have Gun, will Travel,1 
“The Millionaire,” “The Whistler,1 
“San Francisco Beat,” “The Eve 
Arden ‘Show,” “Mr. Adams and 
Eve,” and “Trackdown.” 

CBS Television Film Sales acts 
as overseas sales agent for CBS-TV 
network shows, as'well as its own 
programs. It also provides one¬ 
time programs -of special public 
interest such as the Khrushchev 
interview on “Face the Nation.” * 

In. addition to the skeins already 
mentioned* other CBS Film Sales 
properties sold in England include 
“Brave Eagle,” “Annie Oakley*” 
“Gun Law,” “Amos ’n* Andy,” 'The 
Phil Silvers Show,” “WhirlyblrdS,” 
and “I Love Lucy.1” - 

Labm’s Tefepii Series 
“ Hollywood. Oct 22. 

“Ed and Wilbur Pope,” ▼idpix 
series based on the “Mr. Ed” 
Stories which appeared In the Sat- 
evepost* Liberty, Esquire and Ar¬ 
gosy . magarines during the late 
1430’s* will mark_ibe entry of vet 
director Arthur Lubin into televi¬ 
sion. 

The residual values of one-hour 

telefilm shows-, once' they complete 

their network ride and are put into 
syndication, raise a lot of ques¬ 

tions, with a good pile of .dough 

riding on the answers. 
That syndication will have, to 

come up with some solutions; in 

the not too distant future is cer¬ 

tain. Far there has been' an up¬ 

beat this current season in the 

number of one-hour filmed net 

shows, the addition of “Maverick,” 
“Wagon Train” andJ'Suspicion” to 

the “Cheyenne” and “20th-Fox 

Hour” roster. Inevitably, like the 
‘20th-Fox Hour,” the others wUl 

be pitched as first-run off network 
programming, but unlike others in 

that category they’ll have that 60- 
minute .tag. 

With few exceptions, most syn¬ 
dicators. at this stage feel that the; 
hour shows will be programmed in 
syndication in the. daytime' hours] 
and late evening “fringe” periods* I 
slotting, which dilutes the possible 
residual revenue?. Prime-syndica¬ 
tion time periods, in the. -areas'of 
6:30 and 10:30 bring the biggest 
coin for programming. With the 
clearance problem tight- in that 
area, it’s patently much harder to 
Clear a 60-minute show as opposed 
to one-half 'the time. - 

The possibility also is raised 
that these hour lengthers might be 
used as features by stations, 
slotted with other cinematics cut 
to a 60-minute length. Rut again 
many syndicators say the priee of 
the 60-minute telefilms on the 
whole will he less than the price 
fetehed for comparable first-run 
feature product. Many a “Chey-J 
enne” and “Suspicion” episode1 
does not compare favorably in pro¬ 
duction values, .story content, and 
star value to a feature, accounting 
for their projected lower prices. 

NTA- Film Network has a plan 
for “20th-Fox Hour” which, if suc¬ 
cessful, could open the way fdtJ 
other 60-minute telefilms. It’s aim¬ 
ing-to. program the reruns in the 
afternoons, bucking “Matinee The¬ 
atre” oh NBC,* on* its film net, 
pitching-the rerun series foF na¬ 
tional sponsorship. If a hluechip- 
per takes the ride and the cost-per- 
thousand works out advantageous¬ 
ly, the outlook for other hour 
filmed shows would be better, for 
a sponsor Sale virtually always 
brings more dough than a station 
deal. 

Incidentally, a few of those hour 
filmed programs, those initially 
made by the motion picture com¬ 
panies, have run into some trou¬ 
ble., NTA was lucky with- the 
'20th-Fox Hour,” which like the 

others referred to utilized the pro¬ 
gram also as a trailer for the stu¬ 
dio’s upcoming feature attractions. 
There was a lot "of. footage not 
utilized in the particular programs 
which now are being reinserted in 
place of the trailers. Warner Bros.’ 
“Casablanca”, and “King’s Row,” 
which had 12 minutes devoted to 
studio plugs, was not so* fortunate. 
WB’s filmed stories now run from 
45 to 46 minutes in length and 
pose that extra problem of being 
the only ones of their kind in those 
lengths. 

Caravels New $1*000,0011 Gotham 
Centre Advances Aspirations Of 

East for Kingpin Production Status 

306 for LewLanders 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

Lew Landers, one of the first vid- 
pix directors, will helm his 300th 
telepix stint this week, a “Super- 
mail” segment starring George 
Reeves. 

In 1946, Landers broke into tv 
with “Public Prosecutor” series, 
starring John Howard. 

Gross-Krasnek 

Geo. Sanders Pilot 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

McCadden Productions prexy 
George Burns has signed a deal 
to film a pilot-starring George 
Sandgrs. Jay Dratler, who will 
produce the series, has written the 
script, “The Fabulous Oliver Chan¬ 
try ” 

Banders will play a role of a col¬ 
umnist-critic-wit-lecturer. Dea l Is 
a three-way venture involving 
Burns, Sanders and Dratler. Pilot 
rolls Upon' at General Service stu¬ 
dios. 

Other TV-fllm News 
On Pages 44 and 48 

Prep New Entries 
London, Oct. 22. 

GrosSrKrasne, which established 
_ London arm of the Hollywood 
telefilmery last summer, and has 
since been actively filming British 
series* in Africa, is to'start rolling 
a new skein in a local studio in 
the New Year. It’s due to go into 
production at the start of the year 
with either “Glenn Cannon” which 
Will star Thomas Mitchell, or 
’Trader Horn” and the final deci¬ 
sion as to which will first go before 
the cameras will be made by Jack 
Gross when he arrives here for an 
'extended stay on Nov. 4. Series will 
be filmed at the National Studios, 
Elstree, controlled by Associated 
Television. 

The two series currently in pro¬ 
duction in the* East are “Africa 
Patrol” starring John Bentley and 
“The Adventures of Jungle Boy” 
with Michael Hartley. Filming is 
in the final stages. BBC-TV, which 
is already presenting G-K’s “O. 
Henry Playhouse,” has already 
Seen one episode-of each of these 
series and others Will be screened 
for top executives in the near 
future. 

G-K is preparing other proper¬ 
ties for British production in the 
New Year and an announcement 
will be made by Guy V. Thayer, 
who heads the British operation, 
as soon as the details have been 
finalized. 

•+ Caravel Films has poured $1,000,- 
000 Into construction of a new 
-four-storied production centre, 
which the company, claims is 
the first Completely hew Gotham 
facility in 20 years for motion pic¬ 
ture and teleblurb making. The 
new operation opens officially to¬ 
day (Wed.) and brings to a climax 
of sorts the stream of development 
by teleblurb producers, who are 
using new and enlarged produc¬ 
tion facilities as their strong argu¬ 
ment for biz in the profoundly 
competitive game they are current¬ 
ly playing, 

David Pincus, Caraffsl' prexy, 
primarily based the decision to 
build on the increased volume of 
coin that was being made available 
by agencies for blurbs. It may also 
have something to do, in the case 
of Pincus and the several competi¬ 
tors who have recently finished 
lasing out bigger operations, on 
the unified hope that New York 
will eventually become a major 
production source for Industrial 
and television film product. Im¬ 
portance of the latter factor has 
been noted by several observers, 
who feel that no producer—on 
either coast—can long survive if- 
he only makes teleblurbs. 

Pincus reflects the feelings of 
the MPO’s and the Robert Law¬ 
rences, his comDetitors, by declar- 

(Continued on page 44) 

Anacin Tarade of Stars’ 
Poses No Headaches On 

Clearing TV Markets 
Over 32 markets have been 

cleared by MCA TV and Ted Bates 
for its client Anacin on the Unique 
and precedential “General Electric 
Theatre” deal. 

Markets inked include New York, 
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Cleve¬ 
land, Baltimore, New Orleans and 
Chicago. 

Series, called in syndication 
“Parade of Stare,” consisting of 14 
“GE Theatre” reruns and another 

Lepisode from the MCA TV catalog, 
is being sold on this basis: Anacin 
guarantees a<one-mlmite participa¬ 
tion, if the availabilities are to the 
agency’s liking, with preference 
going to the 8 to 10 pjn. time 
period* but taking other slots. But 
for Anacin*s middle commercial, 
the agency is paying one-and-a-half 
"times the station’s normal' one- 
minute rate card, feeling that with 
billboarding the client is getting 
an added ride* as well as a good 

‘Mood’ Stripping 
Taking its cue from other suc¬ 

cessful stripping operations. Tele¬ 
vision Programs of America is 
seeking a new dimension for strip¬ 
ping, that of “mood” programming* 
in its “Adventure Story Hour.” 

Themed by adventure, similar 
to the motif of Kellogg’s ABC-TV 
telefilm strip which has made a 
fine Trendex showing, TPA’s rerun 
skeins consist of “Ramar of the 
Jungle,” 52 episodes; “Count of 
Monte Cristo,” 39 segments, and 
ditto the number of episodes for 
“Hawkeye, and the Last of the Mo¬ 
hicans.” The 130 episodes* all in 
the outdoor action, adventure slot, 
offer a greater variety in that cate¬ 
gory than a single series, no mat¬ 
ter how many episodes. 

Kellogg on its 5 to 5:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday strip on 
ABC-TV, consisting mdinly of re¬ 
run product, including “Sir Lance¬ 
lot" and ’The Buccaneers,” has 
beat the other nets in that time 
‘segment, with a 7.4. Both NBC 
and CBS-TV nets have had success 
with stripping of rerun daytime 
comedy shows. Ditto in the com¬ 
edy category for individual sta¬ 
tions, too. More recently, Ziv’s 
Economee TV, which handles re¬ 
run product, reported an upbeat 
in the stripping of action adven¬ 
ture skeins, citing a roster of sta¬ 
tions which bought “Mr. District 
Attorney” and “I Led Three 
Lives.” 

TPA’s selling approach differs in 
bringing the three series- under 
one “mood” roof for a stripping 
operation by stations. 

TALL0 INTRIGUED’ 
BY TELEPIX OFFERS 

'PENNY DREADFUL' PILOT 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

Telepix series based on English 
paperbacks of last century, entitled 
‘Fenny Dreadful,” is in the works. 
With Dan, O’Herlihy set to star. 
He's participating financially in^ 
scheme, with scripter George Vanj _ . 
Marter and producer Harry Red-; “Eyes of a Stranger,” a “General 
mond. j Electric Theatre” telepic at Revue, 

Pilot is slated to roll nexijwith Ray Milland as co-star and 
month* i director. 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
Tallulah Bankhead is being 

paged to star in at least two tele¬ 
pix series and she’s “intrigued” 
with the idea, she admitted here 
last week. Both properties are in 
situation comedy format, with one 
possibly to he lensed in N. Y. How¬ 
ever, she declined to name speci¬ 
fic properties or producers. 

She’s just wound up shooting on 
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THESE SPONSORS AND STATIONS 

SAW THEM All... THEN SELECTED 

ZIV’S EXCITING TV INNOVATION! 
STANDARD OIL Of CALIFORNIA 

BOWMAN BISCUIT CO. 

cott beverages 
PHILLIPS 66 

CARLING'S BEER 

HOPS NATURAL GAS CO, 

EDSEL CARS 

O'KEEFE BREWING 

MBKCANTiLS NATIONAL BANK 
AMERICAN BREWING 

BURRUS MILLS 
CAPITAL HOSPITAL SERVICE 

PEOPLES GAS COMPANY 
SAFEWAY STORES 

STAG BEE* 
WVUE-TV—PhHa<WpWa 

WJW-TV^—Otvtland 
KOTV—Tulsa 
WDSU-TV—-Now Orltant 

WITN-TV—GrtenvHlf# N. C 

WTCN-TV—Minntopotf* 

WSB-TV—Atlanta 
KGHl-TY—Billings 
KR0O-TY—Colorado Springs 
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?fikl0Y - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 
^ ' -s - 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of rily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur• 

eau on a monthly basis• Cities trill be rotated each week, with the 10 top• 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite• 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of alt pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, tohich can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time>—day and 

lime factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, Le,, a Saturday afternoon children9s show, with a low rating, may 

have a lorge share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-, 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv}, adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy;' (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quix; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters, represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; dll channels above 13 are JJHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS 
AND TYPE STATION DlSTRII. 

DAY AND 
TIME 

SEPTEMBER 
RATING 

SHARE 7* SETS* IN \ ' TOP, COMPETING PROGRAM 
(%) USE ! 'PROGRAM * ' STA. / RATING 

BOSTON Approx. Set Count— -1,400,000 Stations—WBZ (4), WNAC (7) 

WNAC . . TPA . 24 0..... .t.. 41.fi. 57.8 * WBZ .. . r.. ,3Cf.8 

WNAC.... .... NT A. .Sat. 8:30-9:00 19.8..... .... 35.5..... 55.3 Julius .LaRosa:;...». .WBZ ... ....33.7 

WNAC_ _MCA......... . 19:3 , . , . ....•45.9. 42.1 .WBZ ... ....20.8 

. WNAC_ _NBC.. .... Fri. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..18.3.... .... 48.6.... 37.7 Cavalcade qf Sports. .WBZ... ..., 17.7 

WNAC_ ....MCA.. .Sun. 10:30-11:00 ...... . 18.1.... .... 53.2... 34.1 .WBZ ... ....13.3 
£ TIi#* (Mytt) . .WNAC. ,.... NBC... .**. ..Wed. 8:00-8:30 .... ... .. 15.9.... .... 35.0. 45.4 Ozzie & Harriet... .WBZ ... ,.'..27.1 

7. Waterfront- (Adv). ..WNAC. ..... .Sun. 7:00-7:30 ........ ..15.8.... _50.6.. 31.2 Judge Boy. Bean .W3Z ... ....14.0 
4 T T Ad 9 T.Ivac / Advl "WNAC _ . f ,, Ziv T .... . . r _Wpd 7.^0-fl-Qf) _ .. 14.5 .... 45 8 .. .•. 31.7 TtrnkPn -Arrow. ,. !r. .W. - v WBZ ... 14.8 

9 RUpnl Rprvfo* (Adv) ... , WBZ. .NBC.. ........ ......Fri. 7:00-7:30 .. ..14.3...,. .... 62.3. 23.0 Yankee News; Weather.»».. .WNAC .. *... 7.6 

10. Star Performance (Dr). ..WBZ...... .... .Official. .....Sun. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..13.3. .... 34.9. 34.1 State Ttooper...... WNAC... r...i8.i 

WASHINGTON Approx. Set Count—800,000 Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), .WMAL (7),'WT0R (?) 

W'TOP... Sat. 7:00-7:30 . . .15.2. ... 53.6... ...... 28.4 .. WMAL>*v .... 6.3 

2. Death Valley Days (W). WRC. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... :... ..14.7...,. ... 43.9... _v. 33.5 News—John Paly........ ..WMAL . .... 9.0 
WrTOP. . 4.. Ziv ... Tues.- 7:00-7:30 ... . 14.4..... ... 48.2.. ...... 29.9 .... 57 

WTMAL.... .ABC..7. Mon. 6:00-6:30 . . j. /.. . .13.7..... ... 43.3... .31.7 Early Show..... .. WTOP . . 

WMAL.... .Ziv... .Sun. 6:00-6:30 . .'13.5,.... ... 46.6... ...... 29.0 ..WRC ... .. . .10.8 
fi. Silent fiprviee (Adv) .,. .W’TOP. _NBC. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. ... . .12.0.. . .. ... 32.8... __ 36.6 Wrestling .. ’. ..WMAL . ....11.9 

7. Three Musketeers (Adv)....«. . WMAL.... .ABC... . Mon. 6:30-7:00 ....... ..11.6- ... 36.5... 6:30 Spotlight.. ..WTOP .\ ... .13.2 

8. Annie Oakley (W) . . W’TOP. _CBS___ .Fri. 7:00-7:36 ........... .41,0^.... ... 49.6... News-—John Daly. WMAL V 5.4 

9. Golden Playhouse (Dr). .WRC. .Official........... "Sun. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..10.2. ... 23.2... What’s My Line.».... ..WTOP . . . :26.3 

10. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)... .W’TOP. . *.. TP A. .Wed.7:00-7:30 ....... ..9.9..... .... 40.8... ...... 24.3 Last of the Mohicans.,... WRC . .. ^,6.8 

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL Approx. Set Count—515,000 Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WT0f (11) 

..KSTP. _MCA. . .Tues.9:30-10:00 .. ../:.2n_ .... 43.6. . 48.5 Wrestling . ..,.wceo . .- v. ...1I2 

2. Secret Journal (Dr). .KSTP. ....MCA.. .. Tues,9:00-9:3Q ., »,'i.. 15.9....» .... 26.9..,_ .59.2 $64,000 Question.... 

3. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr)... .KSTP. ... .Gross-Krasne.... Sun.9:30-10:00 ... ... r .14.6.. ...» 25.7. 56.8 WTiat’s My Line... . .. .WCCO . 

4. Highway Patrol (Adv). ..KSTP. ....Ziv........ . .Thurs. 10:30-11:00 v...139.k... .... 57.6. 22.6 MovietimC, U.S.A..... .... KMGM .......4.5 
.. W’CCO_ ....MCA. .. Sun. 5:00-5:30 .... .12.7.... ....’59.9?.. 21.2 , r KSTP , 89 

6. Death Valley Days <W). ..WCCO...... .... McCann-Erickson, .. .Sat.6:00-630: .... ., .12.1.... .....54.5. . 22.2 News Picture. ....KSTP . ...... 9.2 
7. Jungle Jim (Adv) .. W’CCO. .... Screen Gems...., .. .Sun. 4:30-5:00 .... .. 61.2. . 18.8 Outlook •.. T. ^ KSTP . ..... 3-9’ 

8. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) ..KSTP. .Ziv.... .. .Wed. 10:30-11:00 , 

. 

__11.3..., _41.6. . 27.2 Red Owl Theatre. ..'..KMGM 
9. Badge 714 (Myst).. Jkstp...... _NBC.. .. .Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .,'...10.6- .... 46.7. . 22.7 Movietime, U.S.A...,.» ....KMGM ...... 7.0 

10. Annie Oakley .(IV).. . .W’CCO. ... .CBS....... .. Sat. 5:00-5:30 .... ... ;.10.4.... _ 78.2..'.. . 13.3 TTte Way... ....KSTP « 

SEATTLE-TACOMA Approx. Set Count—500,000 Stations—KOMO X4), KING (5) , KTOT <11>, KTVW (13) 

1. Death Valley Days (W). 

2. Search for Adventure (Adv) 

3. Sheriff of Cochise <W)_ 

4. Highway Patrol (Adv). 

5. Whlrlyblrds (Adv). 

6. Frontier (W). 

7. Silent Service (Adv)....... 

8. Studio 57 (Dr) . 

9. Waterfront (Adv).. 

18. Superman (Adv). 

.KOMO.... .Thurs. 8:00-8:30 ..... ...30.0...;.... . 47.9. .. 82.7 Climax ... ..KTNT ..r. .. .21.8 

.KING. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 ...... .. . 29.5 , 64.3......» >. 46.0 . 76 

.KING. .....NTA.. .Mon..7:00-7:30 ,.,28,2..,....; » 57.5.. ...49,0 Those:Whiting Girls..»... ..KTNT ... ... 13.3 

. KOMO_ . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .,.». ...24.6. . 46.0__ . . 53.5 Bplb Cummings. .. ..KTNT ... ...18.2 

.KING. . .Thurs. 8:30-9:00 ..... ,.. 23.8 . 37.1..,.,.. .. 64.2 Playhouse- 90.:......... ..KTNT ... ..;i9:t 

.KTNT. .NBC.. . Sun. 8:30-9:00 ....... .:.22.5—r.:. * 46.2....... .. 48.3 Goodyear- Playhouse...... .-.KOMO .♦I 14,4 

. KING..... _NBC.,. . Wed. 7:30^8:00 .. ..,21.8........ . 39.8......, .. 54.8 Father Knows Best... V. KOMO .. ..; 25.7 

.KING. .MCA.. .. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .. . ...21.7.. » 49.4....... .. 43,9 Blondie .. ..KOMO .. .. ,12.2 
, KTNT. 

.KING...., 

....MCA.. ..Fri. 9:00-9:30 

.. Tues. 6:00-6:30 .. 

,.. 20.2.... 

...18.0.. 

. 40.2. 

. 50.6....:.. 

.. 50.3 

..35 51 

Men of Annapolis... 

Deadline \ ,;_ 

.'.KOMO 

..KOMO .. 

...17.5 

... 9.7 

COLUMBUS Approx. Set Count—357,000 Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10) 

1. San Francisco Beat (Dr). . W’BNS. .. CBS...... .37.1.. . 65 6 . . 50.5 .. WLW-C . 16 9 
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). . W’BNS. .. Ziv....... .31.7,. .56.9. . 55.8 Baseball .. ..WLW-C .... .-20.5 
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). . W?TVN. ..NTA. . Fri 9-00-9-30 . . ’ 27 2.. ...... 47 8. . 57.0 ..■WBNS 17 6 
4. Frontier Doctor (W). . W’TVN. ..H-TV. .........Fri. 9:30-10:00 ....... .25.9.. . 60.1 Person to Person........ ..WTBNS ..... .25:2 
5. Men of Annapolis (Adv). . W’BNS. .. Ziv....... 21 6.. __ 40.3_... . 53.6 1 .WTVN ...Tf 203 
6. State Trooper (Adv).. . WTVN...... ...MCA. . 18.3, ♦ ...... 299....... . 61.2 Studio One....-____ .,*WBNS .3ek 
7. Waterfront (Adv). .W’BNS. ...MCA__ ..Fri. 10:15-10:45 ... ,.17.7.. . 40.4 O. Henry Playhouse....... 

Life of Riley. .V....... 
..WTVN. . .129 
..WLW-C .... ,.11.9 

8. Code 3 (Adv) . . WLW-C..... . ..ABC..,,.. ...Mon. 10:00-10-30 ...... ,.17.5.. ...... 45.0. . 38.9 News—Chet Long ..WBNS Rkvil 
Soldiers of Fortune...» ..WBNS ..... .12.2 

9. Last of the Mohicans (Adv).. .W’BNS. .., TPA...... .Sat. 11:00-11:30 .. . .15.5 .. . 33:5 Three City Final..,.. ., WLW-C ...,, .149 

10. Federal Men (Myst). . W’LW-C. ...MCA.. ..... Thurs. 10:00-10:30 ..,.; ..142.. ...36.5 . . "38.9 Newsf—Chet Long.....,» .. WRNS. .234 
Captain David Grief '.. .• ..WBNS. 42.6 
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OMNIBUS 
(Stover at Yale) 
With Alistair Cooke, hoot; Brad¬ 

ford Dlllman, Peter Benaoni, 
’Wayne Maxwell, Wynn Peafcpe; 
Larry Hannan, Jim Congdon, 
Rory Harilty, Berkeley Harris, 
Jim Costiran, Isabelle Hoopes, 
Tod Patterson, Bob Manders, 
Wallace Rooney, Evans Evans, 
Richard Striker, others; 

Producer: Robert Sandek 
Director: Douglas* Wallop 
Choreographer: John Butler 

Minsv Sun. (alt. wks.), 4 p.m. 
ALUMINIUM LTD., UNION CAR¬ 

BIDE 
NBC-TV, from New York 

(JWT, J. M. Mat-lies) 
It's always good to see quality, 

taste and imagination return to the 
programming sphere of television, 
and it’s especially true this season. 
“Omnibus” has always possessed 
these qualities, but this year they! 
no doubt will be emphasized,; 
which is all to the good in light of : 
packager Bob Saudek’s first outing; 
as an independent sans the Ford 

•Foundation backing'for the show.; 
The first' entrepreneurial year i? 

cartways the toughest in so ambitious 
a project as “Omnibus/' -so that if 

-nothing else the mundaneness of 
.the current .peasQi\ may nerve to 
highlight - the’ pOtealways-appreci- 
ated standards of' “Omnibus” and 
•thereby perpetuate it for $onie 
years to come. ^ 

For his opting,effort, Saudek 
ifihose the Dutk^Stover stories of 

. Owen Johnson, .published in the 
early 1000’s in McClure’s as * com¬ 
bination of popular fiction and so¬ 

cial satire. In an adaptation by 
Douglass. (“Damn Yankees") Wal¬ 
lop, “Omnibus” turned the stories 
into y 90-minute three-acter with 
music titled “Stover at Yale." 

Decision was to play it straight- 
faced, so that the’ occasional viewer 
coming into 'the show midway 
might have done an “are they kid¬ 
ding?” double-take. But this course 
of action was a wise one—there 
wasn't enough satire in the subject 
to take up more than one act, and 
had this been pushed for 90 min¬ 
utes the play would have proved 
tiresome and wearing. As it was, 
director Richard Dunlap had his 
excellent cast do the first act much 
more broadly than the others, to 
establish the tongue-in-cheek ap¬ 
proach, and once the audience gol 
the point, there was no need to 
push the satire further. 

Having set those terms, Dunlap; 
Sc ’ Co. proceeded to turn out a 

-thoroughly enjoyable period piece 
that should have brought pleasur¬ 
able memories of boyhood reading 
to most viewers. The old-fashioned 
story of the all-American boy with 
a social conscience, set in the 
plushly sentimental background of 

. tum-of-the-century Yale, with a 
Mr. Arhuthnot - on - campus dialog 
trdStment, was a totally entertain¬ 
ing effort that didn’t strain to be 
anything more than" It was. 

Saudek, drama consultant Walter 
Kerr and director Dunlap turned 
out a thoroughly sUck production 
job on the show, particularly in 
the casting department. Bradford 
Dillman was a perfect •Stover,! 
warm'and friendly, eouaetlmes con¬ 
fused, always naive hot Huoughout 
maintaining that sense of puzzled 
decency that carried Hie story. 
Wynn Pearce, as Hie traditional 
working-his-way-through maverick, 
Jim Costigan - as the campus re¬ 
former (against secret societies), 
Rory Karrity as the snob, Isabelle 
Hoopes as the love Interest and 
Jim Congdon, Larry flagman, Tod 
Patterson and Bob Manders as 
other students all deRvered fine 
and upright performances. 

John Butler’s period choreogra¬ 
phy was delightful, and the college 
music was perfectly orchestrated 
'(by Phillip Lang) and executed in 
tfhe old rah-fah style. Overall pro¬ 
duction was flawless in every, de¬ 
partment. Saudek Sc Co. succeeded 
fa'cilely in what they set out to do, 
producing a light and colorful en¬ 
tertainment. Chan. 

EMERSON FOOTE AS 
GEYERBD. CHAIRMAN 

Emerson, Foote, who Quit the 
McCann-Erickso'n agency a couple 
of months back,. has moved back 
into the agency field as chairman of 
the board of GeyVr Advertising; 
He’ll also -he a substantial stock¬ 
holder in the agency. * - 
* B. B. (Pat)'(xty«r will become 
chairman of the executive .commit¬ 
tee while Sam Ballard remains the 
agency’s president Foote will also 
become a member of the executive 
committee, with additional appoint* 
ments to the exec body and other 
reorganizations! changes due next 
week. Foote- wag one. of the 
founders of Foote, Cone A Belding 
and Was iti president for seven 
years, before moving to McCann, 
where he wa* an-exec Y.p. 

PATRICE MUNSEL SHOW 
With Eddie Albert, guest; The 

Martins (4); musical director, 
Charles Sanford; choral director,, 
Hugh Martin ' 

Exec Producer: Robert Schuler 
(MAS Prods.) 

Producer-Director; Clark Jones 
Writer: Larry Gelbert 
30 Mins., Fri., 3:30 pm. 
FRIGIDAIRE, BUICK 
ABC-TV, from N. Y. 

(KudncT) 

You can’t win. Patrice Munsel is* 
in the position of having to top her 
preens, which was a beaut—prob- i 
ably the best bow-wow among the 
avalanche of varieties th|s season.' 
It was such a simple thing. Miss: 
Munsel, who is wJc as a singer, 
sang. Since she has delicious gams, 
she showed ’em. Because she knows 
her way around a light touch, she 
engaged in the right amount of 
comedy capers—not too much, just 
enough. Miss Munsel. also has taste 
in personal. wardrobe, being be¬ 
decked in the snazziest long and 
short jobs seen setside in many a 
moon, pre- and post-Sputaik. 

Perhaps the excellence of Miss 
MunselX opener stems from the 
fact that she’s not a stranger to the 
niteries, and that this one was- in 
part an adaptation from her Las’ 
Vegas stint. Whatever the reason 
—and the big reason is, natch, the 
Metopera chantoosey herself—it 
was a superlative “longterm" debut 
for the slim, attractive diva who. 
fcan also dig the pop-boogie- 
rhythm-bluesy beat without seem¬ 
ing to step down from her high 
coloratura tower. She’s been at 
the pop stuff before, as a fairly 
busy guestar, put never in such an 
extended stint under which she 
could really go to town with a tune 
and a hit of banted, not, to mention 
a little hoofing (she’s a pretty good 
singer for a stepper’. 

Eddie Albert was"an ideal choice 
for Miss Munsel’s kicker-offer. He’s 
hypoed many a show, and did the 
Munsel starter no harm both on 
the exchange of banter, a “Getting' 
to Know You” duet with the head 
woman; and in his recitative "“John 
Henry” solo. There also was strong 
support by the Martins, a singing 
foursome hacking the star as reg- 

1 ulars. 
Miss Munsel’s magnum opus was 

as a quick-change artist in which 
she switched costumes on-screen 
while on a medley of songs done 
in various styles and tongues for 
a tour de force in variety shows. 

This is one show in which the 
production auspices squared with 
the-reputation thereof; from Clark 
Jones, producer - director tex-“Hit 
Parade,” eta), chief writer Larry 
Gelbert (ex-Sid Caesar), hatonist 
Charles Sanford (top teleshows) 
and not least, Robert Schuler, the 
star’s husband who via their. MAS 
Productions are the packagers. 

Everything-fell into place, in¬ 
cluding inventive screen credits in 
the form of telegrams, some very 
witty. It 4s hard to pinpoint where 
Miss Munsel excelled, but mere 
examples, where the stints were 
full-blown, .were “Scarlet Ribbons” 
and “Happiness Is Just A Thing 
Called Joe.” She can pipe with the 
best of the popsters,'when it comes 
to that; just add the operatic, htui- 
ness, her chirm (and many etcet¬ 
eras), and it’s a Munsel menu to 
brighten, any home. Trait. 

TOMBSTONE TERRITORY 
With Rat Canway, Richard East- 

ham, Robert Foulk, OH Rankin, 

FrrtsctrK Frank Pittman, Andy 
While 

Director: Eddie Davis 
Witter: Andy White 
fit Mhnu Wed* i:U p.m. 
BRISTOL-MYERS 
ABC-TV (film) 

(YOung A Rubicam) 

ABC-TV • rejected the original] 
pilot film done for “Tombstone Ter¬ 
ritory,” and then, negotiated itself 
into the position of close control 
over program content. While the 
network may thus have gotten the 

kind, of program it wanted, it did 
not also manage to get. a good 
show. At best “Territory” is un¬ 

distinguished. At worst it Is a pal¬ 
lid copy of “Gunsmoke,” on CBS- 
TV. ' 

Pat Conway, as the sheriff of 
Tombstone, Ariz.> in the early 
1880’s, is as good an actor as "Gun- 
smoke's” James Arness, but he did 
not have comparable plot material. 
Idea, of him drafting a gangleader 
to. help collect taxes from other 
gunmen might have made for sa¬ 
tire, but since that was not the 
Intent of the producers, it was only 
ludicrous. 

Despite the unoriginal pattern of 
the format, the initial show, Wed. 
(18), did make a fair Trendex show¬ 
ing against CBS’ “Big Record” and 
NBC’s “Father Knows Best,” run¬ 
ning a close third to “Record.” 

i - Art. ! 

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME 
(The Green Pastures) 
With William 'Warfield, Eddie 

(Rochester) Andersen, Earle Hy¬ 
man, Fred O’Neal, Terry Carter, 
William Dillard, Avon Long, 
Estelle Hemsley, Richard Ward, 
Rosetta Lenoire, ethers 

Producer - Direotor:George Schae¬ 
fer 

Writer: Marc Connelly 
90 Mins.; Thurs. (17b 9:30 p.m. 
HALLMARK CARDS 
NBC-TV, from N.Y. (in color) 

(Foote, Cone & Belding) 
A prize-winning play when first 

presented on Broadway some 27 
years ago, “The Gr-een Pastures” 
was given a solid tv production as 
the new season’s getaway for the 
“Hallmark-Hall of Fame” series. 

As played by the all-Negro cast. 
Marc Connelly’s work, based Roark 
Bradford’s sketches, had consider¬ 
able . charm and probably, would 
have wide appeal for the kiddies 
if presented at an earlier hour. 

The play, however, was not with¬ 
out severe limitations. Any work 
about Negroes that’s 27 years old; 
is bound to appear dated in some 
respects and “Green Pastures” 
does not escape the ravage* of 
time. The play’s naive* viewpoint, 
purportedly stemming from thej 
reveries Of a small Negro child at i 
a Sunday school session, is not in' 
gear with the times. There is some¬ 
thing cloying in the play’s depic- i 
tion of the Negro as a Simple folk, 
either devoutly religious or 
thoroughly sinful, with the men 
gambling and knifing each other 
over women. This could not be a 
small Negro child’s view circa 1957 
and Little Rock. 

An, excellent group of perform¬ 
ers, however, and a clever mount¬ 
ing gaye the 90-minute session 
many entertaining and some touch¬ 
ing moments. William • Warfield 
was the dominating figure in the 
90-minute stanza, playing the man- 
sized De Lawd with both power 
and humor in this rewrite of the. 
Bible. 

Highlight of the stanza was the 
sequence with Eddie (Rochester) 
Anderson as Noah, a backwoods 
preacher who sets abont building 
his boat at the instruction of De 
Lawd. Another good sequence in¬ 
volved Fred O’Neal, as Moses, and 
Richard Ward, as Pharaoh, while 
the Babylonian episode was effec¬ 
tively framed in a lowdown nitery 
setting. _ 

Most of the fantasy’s humor 
derived from the humanization of 
God and his winged legions in 
heaven, including some cleaning- 
women angels, all portrayed with 
the required down-to-earth style 
by a large roster of actors. Estelle 
Hemlsey, as the Sunday school 
teacher whose stories set off the 
children's "imaginative train, also 
hit the mark accurately. 

Each of the dramatic sequences 
was set off by fensemble vqealizing 
of familiar spirituals.. The music 
contributed importantly to generat¬ 
ing that religious outlook necessary 
to enjoying the play. Hem. 

LORETTA YOUNG SHOW 
(A Dollar's Worth) 
With Mias Yooag, S*um Seaforth, 

Kim Spaliteg, Byron* Foulger, 
Phyllis Kennedy, Joseph J.i 
Green 

Writer-Director: Richard Morris 
38 Minx* Sul; 18 pan. 
PROCTER A GAMBLE 
NBC-TV (film) 

(Benton A Bowles) 
While it may have been late in 

starting the fall season, “The Lor¬ 
etta Young Show” came up with no 
surprises. Yor this half-hour film 
series still retains its familiar soap 
opera format with the versatile 
Miss Young net only hosting her 
program but portraying on the ini- 
tialer the fop femme role in the 
’’daily story from real life” 

Now in its fifth year, the show 
is no great shakes as nighttime dra¬ 
matic fare. But for those viewers 
who leaned on every word of 
“John's Other Wife,” “Joyce Jor¬ 
dan, Girl Interne” -and other yes¬ 
teryear radio serials—this is their 
cup of tea. Sunday’s (20) preem 
was no disappointment for the 
star's loyal followers. Because “A 
Dollar’s Worth,” the season’s in¬ 
augural script, was a touching 
chronicle of bow Miss Young la¬ 
bored as a manucurist in a Kansas 
City barbershop to bring up = her 
“fatherless” 14-year-old daughter. 

Written and directed by Richard 
Morris, the piece related how the 
daughter-was spoiled by the doting 
mother with too much money and 
attention. When pop shows up by 
chahce after serving a long stretch 
on a forgery rap, the parents “re¬ 
discover” one another and pre¬ 
sumably the daughter becomes less 
demanding. 

Granted this was pretty thin ma- 
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
With Walter Cronkite, narrator; 

Alfred Antonin! orch 
Producer: Burton Benjamin 
Assoc. Producer: Isaac Kleinerman 
Writers: John Davenport, Benja¬ 

min 
Music: George Antheil 
60 Mins., Sun., 6 p.m. 
PRUDENTIAL 
CBS-TV (film) ! 

FRANK SINATRA SHOW 
With Bob Hope, Kim Novak, Peggy 

Lee, guests; Nelson Riddle orch. 
Producer: William Self ; 
Director; Kirk Browning 
Writers: Bill Morrow, Hal Good* 

man, Larry Klein 
60 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m. 
CHESTERFIELD. BULOVA 
ABC-TV, from ITwood 

i McCanh-Erickson > 
I (Reach, McClinton & Co.) 

| “The Twentieth Century,” the 
j Prudential-sponsored series out of 
! the CBS News and Public Affairs 
j shop, premiered Sunday night (20) 
i with a full hour presentation de¬ 
voted to the life & times of Sir 
Winston Churchill. It was a slick, 

crisp, effective and sometimes 
dramatic compilation of clips de¬ 
signed to show the role played by 
the gteat statesman-soldier-writer 
in shaping Britain's destiny 

through five reignjng . monarchs. 
As such documentations go, it had 
the-stamp of high professionalism 
about it (unmarred, incidentally, 

by any commercial intrusions on 
the part of the sponsor). 

Since the aim of the new series Is 
to present a broad, pictorial canvas 
of our times, in terms of both per¬ 
sonalities and events, any evalua¬ 
tion must of necessity derive from 
the finesse with which the Burton 
Benjamin - Isaac Kleinerman pro¬ 
duction team sift their twice-told; 
library material and reassemble iti 
in terms of continuity and dramatic; 
values. In the case of the Churchill J 
story, from the Boer War through] 
the two World Wars to his present i 
retirement, it was practically ail 
acquired footage, much of it ’ 
familiar, some of it not previously 
seen. There were no innovations 
in the approach, no new concepts 
evolved.- Just a straightforward, I 
swiftly-paced historical recap (per¬ 
haps too swift to achieve any real i 
understanding of the man or the 
full measure of his greatness), all 
collated with a sure touch of the 
scissors and enhanced by John 
Davenport’s continuity, Walter 
Cron kite's off-screen narration 
(with considerable supplementary 
narrating by Churchill himself) 
and a fairly effective musical score 
by George Antheil. 

A capsulization of a Churchill 
lifetime into an hour’s framework 
is a thankless assignment, at best, 
and much has to give. In this in¬ 
stance what gave was an inescap¬ 
able feeling that this was less the 
promised penetrating, incisive 
study of a man than a. recap of 
the historic and multiplying events 
that surrounded him. True, the 
Davenport - Benjamin continuity 
and narration always returned to 
Churchill as the pivotal personal¬ 
ity, hut as a pictorial and visual 
presentation a genuine sense of 
Churchill identification was not al¬ 
ways-present. Sometimes he was 
like a man outside looking in, even 
though each and every milestone 
in modem history was framed 
within the Churchill orbit 

More than half the program was 
devoted to the period since the rise 
of Hitler, offering little hew either 
in point of view or stock footage. 
But the earlier documentation had 
some revealing and interesting 
shots of the Boer War, of London 
at the turn of the century, of anar¬ 
chism in action, of early-vintaged 
sea battles when Churchill was 
First Lord of the Admiralty; of 
Lenin and the rise of Bolshevism 
and the bleak years of the depres¬ 
sion. backgrounding the forlorn fig¬ 
ure of ChurchilL before he was 
restored to Parliament. 

iThe rest was all there, too— 
Dunkirk, scenes of human suffer¬ 
ing in Europe, RAF power, the 
toil, sweat and tears of the 1940 
London blitz, the meeting with 
FDR and Stalin, etc. 

Next Sunday “The Twentieth 
Century” goes half-hour (6:30-7). 
Subject: guided missies: Rose. 

teriaL But nevertheless it was a 
merry romp for Miss Young. As a 
bleached blonde, she never looked 
more attractive and the crisp way 
she tossed her lines about was al¬ 
most as sparkling , as her appear¬ 
ance. Susan Seaforth was suitably 
annoying as her “spoiled” off-: 

i spring, Kim Spalding impressed as 
the penitent husband while good 
support was provided by Byron 
Foulger, Phyllis Kennedy and Jo¬ 
seph J. Green. 

Morris’ brisk direction accented 
the lighter moments of his script. 
Physical backgrounds were ade¬ 
quate. In case anyone has forgot¬ 
ten the show is owned by Lewislor 
Productions in which Miss Young 
is. partnered with her husband, 
Tom Lewis. Again picking up the 
tab is Procter Sc Gamble on behalf 
of Camay soap, Gleem toothpaste 
and Tide detergent—appropriate 
products for such * program. 

It’s costing ABC-TV an arm aftd 
a leg for Frank Sinatra’s weekly 
services (so much, in fact, that 
neither NBC nor CBS wOuld touch 
him at those prices) but last Friday 
night’s premiere presentation, de¬ 
spite obvious faults, suggested 
that the rewards could be mani¬ 
fold. If. as seems likely, Sinatra 
takes Friday night out of its “lone¬ 
liest night of the week” tv status 
with a Top 10 Nielsen payoff, the 
network’s “go for broke” policy 
could nonetheless invite an en¬ 
hancement of its stature. Any way 
you reckon it, Sinatra’s bound to 
come out on top. 

Not that Friday’s full-hour open¬ 
er (show Settles down as a regular 
30-minute film entry this Friday) 
was in any sense a “dream” show¬ 
case. It was far from that But, 
with Sinatra working practically 
through the whole hour either in 
solo or teaming with guests Bob 
Hope, Peggy Lee or Kim Novak, 
the air was charged with enough 
of that FS electricity to establish 
his program as one of the brighter 
weekly events of the season. 

Comparisons with the Sinatra- 
Bing Crosby teamup for the Edsel 
CBS showcase the previous week 
are inevitable, and there’s no dis¬ 
puting that Sinatra’s own show 
lacked much of the spark and free¬ 
wheeling quality of the auto¬ 
maker’s presentation. (Those Ed¬ 
sel romps,* after all, come few and 
far between in a hurry-up me¬ 
dium.) 

But this is not to minimize the 
attractive and entertaining mo¬ 
ments of Friday’s show. Sinatra’s 
“Lonesome Road” and “I Get 2 
Kick Out of You” opening two¬ 
some, his midway “Lady Is a 
Tramp” and gagged-up “Falling 
Leaves” number with Hope at the 
leaf-drenched piano, and more 
notably his “All the Way” and “Be¬ 
witched, Bothered and Bewildered” 
finale were all framed in the 
Sinatra manner and style and, as 
such, enormous plusses. Enough 
of a plus, in fact, to excuse the 
sporadic deficiencies as with much 
of the material provided for the 
Sinatra-Hope verbal jousts, or the 
lowercase “Pride aijd the Pass¬ 
port” sketch as the-rallying point 
for a sorry Kim Ndvak eontrib' in 
concert with Hope & Sinatra. 

Obviously the continuity and 
songalogs were keyed to the brace 
of Sinatra pic releases, “Joker Is 
Wild” and upcoming “Pal Joey” „ 
(with the latter 'inspiring the 
Novak guesting). As audience and 
rating lure, you can’t aspire higher 
than a Hope, which makes it all 
the more regretful that the team 
of writers weren't in a more har¬ 
monious frame of mind. Peggy 
Lee, who doesn’t exactly go around 
wrecking shows, responded nicely 
with “listen to the Rockin’ Bird” 
but was on the side of error with 
“He** My Guy.” 

The entire hour was geared 
strictly for personality values, 
with a total shunning of produc¬ 
tion furbelows or excess casting 
and scenery. Basically it was 
Sinatra's show, up to and includ¬ 
ing the pitch for Chesterfield, 
Such in-person devotion to a spon¬ 
sor where artistry is concerned can 
hardly be labelled as commend¬ 
able. Rose, 

440G Pledges For 
WOR-TY’s Telethon; 

Big Show Biz Assist 
The seventh annual “Celebrity 

Parade For Cerebral Palsy” clocked 
19 hours on WOR-TV last weekend 
(Sat, 10:30 pm. to Sun., 5:30 p.m.) 
for a $440,000 rackup in pledges. 

As in the, years before, Dennis 
James held down the anchor man 
spot as top pitchman and emcee. 
It’s a long and arduous assignment 
and James rates a long bow from 
the CP bunch. Jane Pickens, too, 
deserves a special kudos for her 
work. She’s a veteran CP pitch- 
woman and she works at it with 
a sincerity that’s hard to beat. 

And as before, show business 
came to the aid of the CP fund. 
There was an endless parade of 
celebs who came on to perform 
and/or answer phones. When'they 
came on to work it wasn’t with “it’s 
just another benefit” assignment. 
They worked like they Were being 
paid for it. 

Herb Rosenthal, veep at Music 
Corp. of America, commanded 
the show with a solid assist from 
WOR-TV*s program director Ivan 
Reiner, and Tony Cabot’s orch 
made the virtually Impossible mu¬ 
sical cuing job seem easy. 

Gros. 
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P^RI^TY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart 
<r '• ' * - 

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur* 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week* with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite« 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent in forma* 

lion abouJL film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and 

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

time slot, i.e„ a Saturday afternoon childrens show, with a low rating, may 

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor*, 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market, Abbr& 

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv}, adventure; {Ch), children?*; 

{Co), comedy(Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quit; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women**. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are JJHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributor* rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired* 

TOP 10 PROGRAMS 
AND TTPI STATION DISTRIL* 

DAY AND 
TIME 

SEPTEMBER 
RATING 

SHARI * 
(%1 

SETS'IN 
USE 

[ TOP. COMPETING PROGRAM 
l ''PROGRAM- ' . STA ;■ RATING 

BOSTON Approx. Set Count— -1,400,000 Stations—WBZ (4), WNAC (7) 

1. Count of Monte Crlsto (Adv). WNAC. _TPA.. . .Tues. 8:30-9:00 .... ... 24.0..... ... 41.6. ... 57.8 . WBZ . r.. .30.8 

WNAC. .... NT A... . .Sat. 8:30-9:00 ... i. ... .19.0::... ... 35.5.. ... 55:3 .WBZ ... ./..;33.7 

3. Secret Journal (Dr).......... . WNAC ^_ ....MCA.. ..Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. . . . . 19;3 ..... ..,'459...., ... 42.1 Baseball .. .WBZ ... 

4 Frontier (W) . .WNAC. _NBC. ,. Fri. 10:30-11:00 ... .. ..183..*.. ... 48.6._ ... 37.7 Cavalcade pf Sports....... .WBZ *.*. .17.7 
If fit at* Trflnjwp fABvl WNAC. ....MCA.. . .Sun. 10:30-11:00 ... ... .18.1..... ... 53.2..... ... 34.1 .WBZ ... .....13.3 
f TBf> 'P^lenr^ (Myst) WNAC..... .... NBC. .. .Wed. 8:00-8:30 .... ... .15.9..... ... 35.0..... ... 45.4 .WBZ ... ...*1.27.1 

f Waterfront (Adv) _ . WNAC..... .... MCA....... .... Sun. 7:00-7:30 ..... ....15.8.,.., ,,. 50.6. ... 31.2 Judge Roy Bean........ r. •WBZ ... RKR1 
3 T T.ed 3 T.lve* <Adv)_t .. .WNAC. ... .Ziv.. .*♦>«....... ;,.Wed.7^0-8:00 ....14.5..... ... 45.8...... ... 31.7 .WBZ ... _14.8 

9. Silent Service (Adv).. WBZ.. .. .Fri.7:00-7:30* ..... ...,14.3..... ... 62.3. ... 23.0 Yankee News; Weather. **.. . WNAC .. ..... 7.6 

10. Star Performance (Dr). . WBZ_... .....Official.... . Sun. 10:30-11:00 , ...13.3..... ... 34.9. ...34.1 State Trooper............. 
** •.. . yz- 

. WNAC>, ./• . .18.1 

WASHINGTON Approx. Set Count—800,000 Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), .WMAL (7),'WTOl!. (?) 

. WTOF..... ... Ziv... .Sat 7:00-7:30 . , 45.2..... ... 53.6.. Bowl the Champ...... ... ... WMAL>*. _ 6.3 

2. Death Valley Days (W). .WRC*._ ... .McCann-Erickson r. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 .. . .14.7. ... 43.9.. News—John Daly.... .... 9.0 
. WTOP..... ... Ziv. . .14.4. ... 48.2.. ..29.9 ...... WRC *. .... 57 

4. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv).. .WMAL.... ....ABC.....* Mon. 6:00-6:30 .13.7. ... 43.3.. ....... 31.7 Early Show... ...... WTOP .7*. 9.8 

5. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) .WMAL..., .Sun.6:00-6:30 ........ .. 13.5..... ... 46.6.. Meet the Press...... ...,10.8 

6. Silent Service (Adv).. .WTOP. ...NBC... Tues. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..12.0...., ... 32.8.. Wrestling.. ......WMAL ,, ....11,9 

7. Three Musketeers (Adv).... * .WMAL.... ....ABC.... , Mon. 6:30-7:00 .. ..11.6. ... 36.5.. 6:30 Spotlight........ ......WTOP ....13.2 

8. Annie Oakley <W). .WTOP. ... CBS... .Fti. 7:00-7:30 ..11,0. ... 49.6.. News—John Daly.... _..WMAL ..... 5.4 
9 GnlH*ri Plsytiniic#* (Brl . WRC. ....Official.. /Sun. 1*0:30-11:00 ...... . .16.2. ... 23.2.. What's My Line..'.... ......WTOP ... ... :26.3 

10. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv).. WTOP. TPA.;............ Wed.7:00-7:30 ....... ..9.9..... ... 40.8.. ....... 24.3 Last of the Mohicans. -»,WRC .... 

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL Appi-ox. Set Count—515,000 Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WT€N (11) 

1. State Trooper (Adv). KSTP. _MCA_I.'.... .. Tues. 9:^0-10:00 2i.i.. ..' 43.6.. 48.5 Wrestling . 7.12,2 
2. Secret Journal (Dr).. KSTP. _MCA.. .. Tues,,9:00-9:30 .. ..... .15.9. .. 26.9........ ,59.2 $64,000 Question.. .-29.lt 
3. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr).... KSTP. .....Gross-Krasne.... .=». Sun. 9:30-10:00 ... .. 25.7. 56.8 What’s My Line... . .26.9 

KSTP. .....ziv.;_ . .Thurs, 10:3041:00 . 43,0:.,... 22.6 Movietime, U.S.A. ;.KMGM ,.. 41? 

wrcco.... ....MCA... .. Sun. 5:00-5:36 .... .\...12.7.. .59.9!... . 21.2 .^ KSTP .... .. 63 

6. Death Valley Days (W). wcco.... .... McCann-Erickson . .Sat.6:00-:63a ..... .712.1...... s54.5*•«••••« 22.2 News Picture. .. 9.2 
7. Jungle Jim (Adv). . WCCO..... .. .Sun, 4:36-5:00 .11.5.. .. 61-2. . 18.8 Outlook ....... KSTP 3.-9 
8. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). KSTP. .. .Wed. 10:30-11:00 . .....11.3. .. 41.6.. .27.2 Red Owl Theatre.. ..11,2 
9. Badge 714 (Myst).v !kstp. .NBC.. ...Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .... .10.6.* .. 46.7. . 22.7 Movietime, U.S.A..- ........KMGM ... .. 7.0 

10. Annie Oakley (W). . WCCO_ .....CBS..... .. .Sat 5:00-5:30 ... - ..10.4...... .. 78.2 7.. . 13.3 The. Way....-:_ ....KSTP .... .. 1,1 

SEATTLE-TACOMA Approx. Set Count—500,000 Station*—KOMO (4), KING (5),KTNT (11), KXW (13) 

1. Death Valley Days (W). .KOMO.... .McCann-Erickson; .Thurs. 8:00-8:30 .... ,.. .30.0. . 47.9. . 62.7 Climax ................ ...KTNT ... .. .21.8 
2. Search for Adventure (Adv). .KING. .Wed,7:00-7:30 .... ....29.6.... . 64.3.. . 46.0 Vic Damone... ..„KTNT ... ... 7.6 
3. Sheriff of Cochise (TV). .KING. .NTA. .Mon..7:00-7;30. .... . 57.5....... .49.0 Those'Whiting Girls.... . ..KTNT ... .. .13.3 
4. Highway Patrol (Adv). , KOMO_ ..Thurs.7:00-7:30 .., _24.6.. . 46.0..,..., . 53,5 Bob Cummlnps_...... ... KTNT 
5. Whirlyblrds (Adv). .KING- . .Thurs.8:30-9:00 ... .... 23.8 ....;• . 37.1........ . 64.2 Playhouse- 90-:...... .V. ...KTNT ... ., ;19:8 
6. Frontier (TV)... ..KTNT... .. .NBC. . Sun, 8:30-9:00 ..... 22.5....r.:. , 46.2......... , 48.3 Goodyear* Playhouse ..'.KOMO ..' ,^i14k4 
7. Silent Service (Adv). ..KING..... .NBC....... . .Wed.7:30-8:00 .... ....21.8. . 39.8..;. . 54,8 Father Knows" Best.. .... ...KOMO .. ...25.7 
8. Studio 57 (Dr) .. ..KING..... .MCA.. Fri. 7:00-7:30 ..... ,...21.77. . 49.4........ . 43.9 Blondie . - v...... ...KOMO \. ...12.2 
9. Waterfront (Adv). ..KTNT..... .... .MCA. .. Fri. 9:00-9:30 ..... '.,..20.2........ . 40.2.... . 50.3 Men of Annapolis... ..-.KOMO- ., ...17.5 

1®. Superman (Adv)... ..KING..... ... Tues. 6:00-6:30 .... . 50.6;...;... . 35.5 Deadline. ...KOMO .. ;... 9.7 

COLUMBUS Approx. Set Count—357*006 Station*—WLW-C (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10) 

1. San Francisco Beat (Dr). .WBNS.. ..CBS. .37,1 . 65.6. . 56:5 Goodyear Piayhouse.., 46.9 
2. Highway Patrol (Adv).. . WBNS. .. Ziv..... .31.7.. . 56.9.,,..... . 55.8 __WLW-C . •20 5 
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W). . WTVN. . .NTA.. .Fri. 9:00-9:30 . ’. 27.2 . 47.8__ . 57.0 _WBNS . - . 17 6 
4. Frontier Doctor (W). . WTVN...... ..H-TV..._ .Fri. 9:30-10:00 ... .25.9.. . 43.1....'.... . 60.1 _.WBNS'. \2fr.2 
5. Men of Annapolis (Adv).... ..WBNS. ..Ziv......... .Fri. 8:30-9:00 . ..... .21.6....... . 40.3 ....... - 53.6 ... .WTVN__ r 203 
6. State Trooper (Adv)....... .WTVN___ ..MCA.. ,18.3-1. . 29.9........ . 61.2 Studio One.....;.,... .*...’WBNS .36.7 
7. Waterfront (Adv). .. TVBNS. ..MCA. -Fri. 10*15-10:45 ....... .17.7 *, .. 43.8. . 40.4 O. Henry Playhouse..,.. 

Life of Riley....,.-.. 
.WTVN ...... 
..... WLW-C ..... 

.12.6 
.41.8 

8. Code 3 (Adv). .. WLW-C.. ...ABC..,_ .Mon. 10:00-10:30 ...... ..17.5... .. 45.0.. . 38.9 News—Chet Long..... 
Soldiers of Fortune,. 

.....WBNS.. 

..... WBNS . 
, .23.0 
,42.2 

9. Last of the Mohicans (Adv). ..WBNS.. ...TPA. .Sat. 11:00-11:30 .15.5....... .. 46.4.... . 33.5 i Three City Final.,... ..... WLW-C ..... ,44.0 
10. Federal Men (Myst). .WLW-C. ...MCA.. /.14J2... .. 36.5........ . 38.9; News^-Chet Long- 

Captain David Grief; 
. .23.4 
r 42.6 
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OMNIBUS 
(Stover at Yale) 
With Alistair Cooke, hoot; Brad¬ 

ford Dillman, Peter Benaoni, 
'Wayne Maxwell, Wynn Pearce; 
Larry Harman, Jim Concdon, 
Kory Rarrity, Berkeley Harris,! 
Jim Costir an, Isabelle Hoopes, 
Tod Patterson, Bob Manders, 
Wallace Rooney, Evans. Evans, 
Richard Striker, others; 

Producer: Robert Saudek 
Director: Douglas* Wallop 
Choreoyrapher: John Butler 
90 Mins.* Sun. (alt. wks.), 4 p.m. 
ALUMINIUM LTD., UNION CAR¬ 

BIDE 
NBC-TV, from New York 

(J\VT, J. M. Mathes) 
It's always good to see quality, 

taste and imagination return to the 
programming sphere of television, 
and it’s especially true this season.: 
“Omnibus" has always possessed 
these qualities, but this year they 
no doubt will be emphasized, 
which is all to the good in light of 
packager Bob Saudek’s. first outing 
as an independent sans the Ford 

• Foundation backing «jfor the show. 
The first' entrepreneurial year 

^-always the toughest in ao ambitious 
a project as“Omnibus," so that if 

-nothing else the mundaneness of 
.the current jeasoq. may serve to 
.highlight -the' pOt^always-appreci- 
ated standards of' “Omnibus" and 

‘thereby perpetuite it for |ome 
years to come. . 

For his opekdnf, effort, Saudek 
Chose, fhe. Dbk^Stover stories of 

. Owen Johnson, published in the 
early 1900’s in McClure’s as a com¬ 
bination o£ popular Action and so- 

; eial satire. In an adaptation by 
Douglass (“Damn Yankees") Wal¬ 
lop, “Omnibus" turned the stories 
into a 90-minute three-acter with 
music titled ^‘Stover at Yale." 

Decision was to play it straight- 
faced, so that the' occasional viewer 
coming into the show midway 
might have done an “are they kid¬ 
ding?" double-take. But this course 
of action was a wise one—-there 
wasn't enough satire in the subject 
to take up more than one act, and 
had this been pushed for 90 min¬ 
utes the play would have proved 
tiresome and wearing. As it was, 
director Richard Dunlap had his 
excellent cast do the first act much 
more broadly than the others, to 
establish « the tongue-in-cheek ap¬ 
proach, and once the . audience got 
the point, there was no need to 
push the satire further. 

Having set those terms, Dunlap. 
Me * Co. proceeded to turn out a 
•thoroughly enjoyable period piece 
that should have brought pleasur¬ 
able memories of boyhood reading 
to most viewers. The old-fashioned 
story of the all-American boy with 
a social conscience, set in the 
plushly sentimental background of 

. tum-of-the-century Yale, with a 
Mr. Arhpthnot - on - campus dialog 
trditment, was a totally entertain¬ 
ing effort that didn't strain to be 
anything more than It was, 

Saudek, drama consultant Walter 
Kerr and director Dunlap turned 
out a thoroughly slick production 
job on the show, particularly in 
the casting department. Bradford 
Dillman was a perfect Stover, 
warm "and friendly, .sometimes eon- 
fused, always naive Bat 'flaoughout 
maintaining that sense of puzzled 
decency that carried the story. 
Wynn Pearce, as the traditional 
working-His-way-thrungk maverick, 
Jim Costigan as Ike campus re¬ 
former (againtt secret societies), 
Rory Harrity as' the snob, Isabelle 
Hoopes as the love Interest and 
Jim Congdon, Larry Bagman, Ted 
Patterson and Bob Manders as 

• other students . all delivered line 
and upright performances. 

•'* John Butler’s period choreogra¬ 
phy was delightful, and the college 
music was perfectly orchestrated 
(by Phillip Lang) and executed in 

'the old rah-rah style. Overall 'pro¬ 
duction was flawless in every* de¬ 
partment. Saudek Me Co. succeeded 
fa'cilely in what they set out to; do, 
producing a iight and colorful’en¬ 
tertainment. Chan. 

EMERSON FOOTE AS 
GEYER BO. CHAIRMAN 

Emerson, Foote, who quit the 
McCann-Erickson agency a couple 
of months back, has moved back 
into the agency field as chairman of 
the board of GeyVr Advertising. 
He’ll also -be a substantial stock¬ 
holder in the agency. *. 
• B. B. (Pit)'-Greyer will become 
chairman of the executive .commit¬ 
tee while Sam Ballard remains the 
agency’s president. Foote will , also 
become a member of the executive 
committee, with additional appoint¬ 
ments to the exec body and other 
reorganizations! changes due next 
week. Foote- was one. of the. 
founders of Foote,. Cone Me Belding 
and was its president for seven 
years, before moving to McCann, 
where he was an-exec v.p. 

FATRICE MUNSEL SHOW 
With Eddie Albert, guest; The 

Martins (4); musical director, 
Charles Sanford; choral director, 
Hugh Martin 

Exec Producer: Robert Schuler 
(MAS Prods.) 

Producer-Director: Clark Jones 
Writer: Larry Gelbert 
30 Mins., Fri., 3:30 pan. 
FRIGIDAHtE, BUICK 
ABC-TV, from N, Y. 

(Kudner) 
You can’t win. Patrice Munsel isl 

in the position of having to top her 
preem, which was a beaut—prob-j 
ably the best bow-wow among the 
avalanche of varieties this season.] 
It was such a simple thing. Miss] 
Munsel, who is wJc as a singer, 
sang. Since she has delicious gams, 
she showed ’em. Because she knows 
her way around a light touch, she 
engaged in the right amount of 
comedy capers—not too much, just 
enough. Miss Munsel also has taste 
in personal wardrobe, being be¬ 
decked in the snazziest long and 
short jobs seen setside in many a 
moon, pre- and post-Sputnik. 

Perhaps the excellence of Miss 
Munsel^ opener stems from the 
fact that She's not a stranger to the 
niteries, and that this one was in 
part an adaptation from her Lai' 
Yegas stint. Whatever the reason 
—and the big reason is, natch, the 
Metopera chan too sey herself—it 
was a superlative “longterm" debut 
for the slim, attractive diva who. 
‘can also dig the pop-boogie- 
rhythm-bluesy beat without seem¬ 
ing to step down from her high 
coloratura tower. She’s been at 
the pop stuff before, as a fairly 
busy guestar, )>ut never in such an 
extended stint under which she 
could really go to town with a time 
and a bit of banter, not to mention 
a little hoofing (she’s a pretty good 
singer for a stepper*. 

Eddie Albert was-an ideal choice 
for Miss Munsel’s kicker-offer. He's 
hypoed many a show, and did the 
Munsel starter no harm both on 
the exchange of banter, a “Getting 
to Know You" duet with the head 
woman; and in his recitative “John 
Henry" solo. There also was strong 
support by the Martins, a singing 
foursome backing the star as reg¬ 
ulars. 

Miss Munsel’s magnum opus was 
as a quick-change artist in which 
she switched costumes on-screen 
while on a medley of songs done 
in various styles and tongues for 
a tour de force in Variety shows. 

This is one show in which, the 
production auspices squared with 
the reputation thereof; from Clark 
Jones, producer - director (ex-“Hit 
Parade,” etc.), chief writer Larry 
Gelbert (ex-Sid Caesar), batonist 
Charles Sanford (top teleshows) 
and not least, Robert Schuler, the 
star's husband who via their M Me S 
Productions are the packagers. 

Everything' fell into place, in¬ 
cluding inventive screen credits in 
the form of telegrams, some very 
witty. It is hard to pinpoint where 
Miss Munsel excelled, but mere 
examples, where the stints were 
full-blown, were “Scarlet Ribbons" 
and “Happiness Is Just A Thing 
Called Joe." She can pipe with the 
best of the popsters,'when it comes 
to that; just add the operatic busi¬ 
ness, her charm (and many etcet¬ 
eras), and it’s a Munsel menu to 
brighten, any. home. Tran. 

TOMBSTONE TERRITORY, 
With Pat Canway, Richard East- 

ham, Robert Fonlk, GR Rankin, 
others 

Producers: Frank Pittman, Andy 
White 

Director: Eddie Davis 
Writer: Andy White 
W Xim, Wed, *£• p.m. 
BRISTOL-MYERS 
ABC-TV (Aim) 

(Yduttg Me Rubicam) 
ABC-TV. rejected the original 

pilot film done for “Tombstone Ter¬ 
ritory,” and then negotiated itself 
Into the position of close-control 
over program content. While the 
network may thus have gotten the 
kind of program it wanted, it did 
not also manage to get. a good! 
show. At best “Territory” is un- 

distinguis?ie4- At worst it is a pal¬ 
lid copy of “Gunsmoke," on CBS- 
TV. .. 

Pat Conway, as the sheriff of 
Tombstone, Ariz.> in the early 
1880's, is as good an actor as “Gun- 
smoke’s" James Arness, blit he did 
not have comparable plot material. 
Idea of him drafting a gangleader 
to. help collect taxes from other 
gunmen might have made for sa¬ 
tire, but since that was not the 
intent of the producers, it was only 
ludicrous. 

Despite the unoriginal pattern of 
the format, the initial show. Wed. 
(16), did make a fair Trendex show¬ 
ing against CBS’ “Big Record" and 
NBC’s “Father Knows Best," run¬ 
ning a close third to “Record.” 

> Art. 

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME 
(The Green Pastures) 
With William 'Warfield, Eddie 

(Rochester) Afidersen, Earle Hy¬ 
man, Fred O'Neal, Terry Carter* 
William Dillard, Avon Long, 
Estelle Hemsley, Richard Ward, 
Rosetta Lenoire, ethers 

Producer - Director:George Schae¬ 
fer 

Writer: Marc Connelly 
90 Mins.; Thurs. (17b 9:30 p.m. 
HALLMARK CARDS 
NRC-TV, from N.Y. (in color) 

(Foote, Cone & Belding) 
A prize-winning play when first 

presented /on Broadway some 27 
years ago* “The Green Pastures" 
was given a solid tv production as 
the new season’s getaway for the 
“Hallmark-Hall of Fame" series. 

As played by the all-Negro cast. 
Marc Connelly’s work, based Roark 
Bradford's sketches, had consider¬ 
able .charm and probably would 
have wide appeal for the kiddies 
if presented at an earlier hour. 

The play, however, was not with¬ 
out severe limitations. Any work 
about Negroes that's 27 years old 
is bound to appear dated in some 
respects and “Green -Pastures” 
does not escape the ravage* of 
time. The play’s naive’viewpoint, 
purportedly stemming from the 
reveries of a small Negro child at 

< a Sunday school session, is not in 
gear with the times. There is some- 

r thing cloying in the play’s depic- 
; tion of the Negro as a fcimple folk, 
[either devoutly religious or 
thoroughly sinful, with the men 
gambling and knifing each other 
over women. This could not be a 
small Negro child’s view circa 1957 
and Little Rock. 

An excellent group of perform¬ 
ers, however, and a clever mount¬ 
ing gave the 90-minute session 
many entertaining and some touch¬ 
ing moments. William • Warfield 
was the dominating figure in the 
90-minute stanza, playing the man- 
sized De Lawd with both power 
and humor in this rewrite of the. 
Bible. . ' 

Highlight of the stanza was the 
sequence with Eddie _ (Rochester) 
Anderson as Noah, a backwoods 
preacher who sets about .building 
his boat at the instruction’ of De 
Lawd. Another good sequence in¬ 
volved Fred O’Neal, as Moses, and: 
Richard Ward, as Pharaoh, while 
the Babylonian episode was effec¬ 
tively framed in a lowdown nitery 
setting.. ' 

Most of Hie 'fantasy’s humor] 
derived from the humanization of: 
God and his winged legions in! 
heaven, including some cleaning- 
women angels, all portrayed with] 
the required down-to-earth style] 
by a large roster of actors. Estelle; 
HejnlSey, as the Sunday school ] 
teacher whose stories set off the] 
children's Imaginative train, also 
hit the mark accurately, | 

Each of the dramatic sequences ' 
was set off by bnsemble vqealizing ] 
of familiar spirituals. The music 
contributed importantly to generat- j 
ing. that religious outlook necessary 
to enjoying the play. . Herm. 

LORETTA YOUNG SHOW 
(A Dollar’s Worth) 
With Mias Yooog. Sosas Seaforth, 

Kfao Spalding; Byron' Fonlger, 
Phyllis Kennedy, Joseph J, 
Green 

Writer-Director: Richard Morris 
U MhuL. Su*4 It PJn. 
PROCTER A GAMBLE 
NBC-TV Mm) 

(Benton' A Bote lei) 
While it may have been late in 

starting the fall season, “The Lor-] 
etta Young Show" came up with no ] 
surprises. For this half-hour film 
series still retains its familiar soap 
opera format with the versatile 
Miss Young not only hosting her 
program but portraying on the xni- 
tialer Hie top femme role in the 
“daily story from real life." 

Now In its fifth year, the show 
is ho great shakes as nighttime dra¬ 
matic fare.; But for those viewers 
who leaned on every word' of 
“John’s Other Wife," “Joyce Jor-. 
dan. Girl Interne" and other yes¬ 
teryear radio serials—this is their 
cup of tea. Sunday’s (20) preem 
was no disappointment for the 
star’s loyal followers. Because “A 
Dollar's Worth,” the season’s in¬ 
augural script, was a touching 
chronicle of how Miss Young la¬ 
bored as a manucurist in a Kansas 
City barbershop to bring up. her; 
“fatherless" 14-year-old daughter. ; 

Written and directed by Richard ] 
Morris, the piece related how the; 
daughter was spoiled by the doting 
mother with too much money andj 
attention. When pop shows up by] 
chance after nerving a long, stretch 
on a forgery rap, the parents “re- j 
discover" one another and pre¬ 
sumably the daughter becomes less] 
demanding. - J 

Chanted this was pretty thin ma- 
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
With Walter Cronkite, narrator; 

Alfred Antonini orch 
Producer: Burton Benjamin 
Assoc. Producer: Isaac Kleinerman 
Writers: John Davenport, Benja¬ 

min 
Music: George Antheil 
69 Mins., Sun., 6 p.m. 
PRUDENTIAL 
CBS-TV (film) 

(Reach, MlcClinton & Co.) 
. “The Twentieth Century," the 
Prudential-sponsored series out of 
the CBS News and Public Affairs 
shop, premiered Sunday night (20) 
with a full hour presentation de¬ 
voted to the life Me times of Sir 
Winston Churchill. It was a slick,- 
crisp., effective and sometimes 
dramatic compilation of clips de¬ 
signed to show the role played by 
the great statesman-soldier-writer 
in shaping Britain’s destiny 

through • five reignjng monarchs. 
As such documentations go, it had 
the* stamp of high professionalism 
about it . (unmaired, incidentally* 
by any commercial intrusions on 
the part of the sponsor). 

Since the aim of the new series Is 
to present a broad, pictorial canvas 
of our times, in terms of both per- 
sonalities and events, any evalua¬ 
tion must of necessity derive from 
the finesse with which the Burton 
Benjamin- Isaac Kleinerman pro¬ 
duction team sift their twice-told 
library material and reassemble it 
in terms of continuity and dramatic 
values. In the case of the Churchill 
story, from the Boer War through' 
the two World Wars to his present 
retirement, it was practically all 
acquired footage, much of it 
familiar, some of it not previously 
seen. There were no innovations- 
in the approach, no new concepts 
evolved. Just a straightforwai'd, 
swiftly-paced historical recap (per¬ 
haps too Swift to achieve any real 
understanding of the man or the 
full measure of his greatness J, all 
collated with a sure touch of the 
scissors and enhanced by John 
Davenport's continuity, W a 1 ter 
Crotakite's off-screen narration 
(with considerable supplementary 
narrating by Churchill himself) 
and a fairly effective musical score 
by George Antheil. 

A capsulization of a Churchill 
lifetime into an hour's framework 
is a thankless assignment, at best, 
and much has to give. In this in¬ 
stance what gave was an inescap¬ 
able feeling that this was less the 
promised penetrating, incisive 
study of a man than a, recap of 
the historic and multiplying events 
that surrounded him. True, the 
Davenport - Benjamin continuity 
and narration always returned to 
Churchill as the pivotal personal¬ 
ity, but as a pictorial and visual 
presentation a genuine sense of 
Churchill identification was not al¬ 
ways* present. Sometimes he was 
like a man outside looking in, even 
though each and every milestone 
in modern history was framed 
within the Churchill orbit 

More than half the program was 
devoted to the period since the rise 
of Hitler, offering little hew either 
in point of View or stock footage. 
But the earlier documentation had 
some revealing and interesting 
shots of the Boer War, of London 
at the turn of the century, of anar¬ 
chism In action, of early-vintaged 
sea battles when Churchill was 
First Lord of the Admiralty, of 
Lenin and the rise iff Bolshevism 
and the bleak years of the depres¬ 
sion backgrounding the forlorn fig¬ 
ure of Churchill before he was 

] restored to Parliament, 
(The rest was all there, too— 

Dunkirk, scenes of human suffer¬ 
ing In Europe, RAF power, the 
toil, sweat and tears of the 1940 
London blitz, the meeting with 
FDR and Stalin, etc. 

! Next Sunday “The Twentieth 
Century” goes half-hour (6:30-7). 
Subject: guided missies. Rose. 

terial. But nevertheless it was a 
merry romp for Miss Young, As a 
bleached blonde, she never looked 
more attractive and the crisp way 
she tossed her lines about was al¬ 
most as sparkling as her appear¬ 
ance. Susan Seaforth was suitably 
annoying as her “spoiled" off-; 
spring, Kim Spalding impressed as] 
the penitent husband while good: 
support was provided by Byron 
Foulger, Phyllis Kennedy and Jo¬ 
seph J. Green. 

Morris' brisk direction accented 
the lighter moments of his script. 
[Physical backgrounds were ade- 
j quate. In case anyone has forgot- 
I ten the show is owned by Lewislor 
Productions In which Miss Young 

; is. partnered with her husband, 
Tom Lewis. Again picking up the 
tab is Procter Me Gamble on behalf 
of Camay soap, , Gleem toothpaste 
and Tide detergent—appropriate 
products for such a program. 

FRANK SINATRA SHOW ; 
With Bob Hope, Kim Novak, Peggy 

Lee, guests; Nelson Riddle orch. 
Producer: William Self ; 
Director: Kirk Browning 
Writers: Bill Morrow, Hal Good¬ 

man, Larry Klein 
68 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m. 
CHESTERFIELD. BULOVA 

I ABC-TV, from H'wood 
(NcCann-Ericlison) 

It’s costing ABC-TV an arm and 
a Jeg for Frank Sinatra's weekly 
services (so much, in fact, that 
neither NBC nor CBS w6uld touch 
him at those prices) but last Friday 
night’s premiere presentation, de¬ 
spite obvious faults, suggested 
that the rewards could be mani¬ 
fold. If, as seems likely, Sinatra 
takes Friday night out of its “lone¬ 
liest night of the week" tv status 
with a Top 10 Nielsen payoff, the 
network’s “go for broke" policy 
could nonetheless invite an en¬ 
hancement of Its stature. Any way 
you reckon it, Sinatra’s bound to 
come out on top. 

Not that Friday’s full-hour open¬ 
er (show ^ttles down as a regular 
30-minute film entry this Friday) 
was in any sense a “dream" show¬ 
case. . It was far from that. But, 
with Sinatra working practically 
through the whole hour either in 
solo or teaming with guests Bob 
Hope, Peggy Lee or Kim Novak, 
the air was charged with enough 
of that FS electricity to establish 
his program as one of the brighter 
weekly events of the season. 

Comparisons with the Sinatra- 
Bing Crosby teamup for the Edsel 
CBS showcase the previous week 
are inevitable, and there’s no dis¬ 
puting that Sinatra’s own show 
lacked much of the spark and free¬ 
wheeling quality of the auto¬ 
maker’s presentation. (Those Ed¬ 
sel romps,* after all, come few and 
far between in a hurry-up me¬ 
dium.) 

But this is not to minimize the 
attractive and entertaining mo¬ 
ments of Friday’s show. Sinatra’s 
“Lonesome Road" and “I Get a 
Kick Out of You" opening two¬ 
some, his midway “Lady Is a 
Tramp” and gagged-up “Falling 
Leaves” number with Hope at the 
leaf-drenched piano, and more 
notably his “All the Way” and “Be¬ 
witched, Bothered and Bewildered” 
finale were all framed in the 
Sinatra manner and style and, as 
such, enormous plusses. Enough 
of a plus, in fact, to excuse the 
sporadic deficiencies as with much 
of the material provided for the 
Sinatra-Hope verbal jousts, or the 
lowercase “Pric(e and the Pass¬ 
port” sketch as the rallying point 
for a sorry Kim Nddak eontrib’ in 
concert with Hope. Me Sinatra. 

Obviously the continuity and 
songalogs were keyed to the brace 
of Sinatra pic releases, “Joker Is 
Wild” and upcoming “Pal Joey” ^ 
(with the latter''inspiring the 
Novak guesting). As audience and 
rating lure, you cant aspire higher 
than a Hope, which makes it all 
the more regretful that the team 
of writers weren’t in a more har¬ 
monious frame of mind. Peggy 
Lee, who doesn’t exactly go around 
wrecking shows* responded nicely 
with “Listen to the Rockin’ Bird” 
but was on the side of error with 
“He’s My Guy." 

The entire hour was geared 
strictly for personality values, 
with x total shunning of produc¬ 
tion furbelows or excess casting 
and scenery. Basically it was 
Sinatra’s show, up to and includ¬ 
ing the pitch for Chesterfield. 
Such in-person devotion to a spon¬ 
sor where artistry is concerned can 
hardly be labelled as commend¬ 
able. Rose, 

440G Pledges For 
WOR-TY’s Telethon; 

Big Show Biz Assist 
The seventh annual “Celebrity 

Parade For Cerebral Palsy” clocked 
19 hours on WOR-TV last w’eekend 
(Sat., 10:30 p.m. to Sun., 5:30 p.m.) 
for a $440,000 rackup in pledges. 

As in the* years before, Dennis 
James held down the anchor man 
spot as top pitchman and emcee. 
It’s a long and arduous assignment 
and James rates a long bow from 
the CP bunch. Jane Pickens, too, 
deserves a special kudos for her 
work. She’s a. veteran CP pitch- 
woman and she works at it with 
a sincerity that’s hard to beat. 

And as before, show business 
ciune to the aid of the CP fund. 
There was an endless parade of 
celebs who came on to perform 
and/or answer phones. When- they 
came on to work it wasn’t with “it’s 
just another benefit" assignment. 
They worked like they wore being 
paid for it. 

Herb Rosenthal, veep at Musie 
Corp. of America, commanded 
the show with a solid assist from 
WOR-TV* program director Ivan 
Reiner, and Tony Cabot’s orch 
made the virtually impossible mu¬ 
sical cuing job seem easy. 

1 Gros. 
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The single program" that won the largest audience so far 

this season was broadcast on the CBS Television Network; 



The new regularly scheduled program that “ranks among 

television’s greatest” was produced by CBS TELEVISION 



40 . TEUSVISIOy 

PROBE 
With Howard Whitman, guests 
Producer: Leonard Zweig' 
Director: H. Wesley Kenney 
30 Mins., Mon., 11:3® pan. 
WABD, New York. 

Ex-newsman and freelance writer 
Howard Whitman's new show re¬ 
sembles the feature page of an 
afternoon paper—the topics have 
no particular time values in the 
news sense; the treatment is some¬ 
what on the hokey side, and the 
interviews are about as penetrating 
a« a hypodermic without the 
needle. 

Whitman took up three topics 
on the premiere. First was an ex¬ 
amination of legal insanity, with 
attorney Maurice Edelbaum and 
psychiatrist Dr. Theodore S. Weiss 
of Bellevue giving their views on 
courtroom psychiatry, sum total of 
which is that the 4843 McNaughton 
rule governing the legal definition 
is archaic and should be replaced. 
But Whitman, apparently not satis¬ 
fied with having made his point 
via the experts, delivered a shout¬ 
ing, sledge-hammer type indict¬ 
ment of the system which left the 
viewer wondering what all the 
passion was about. 

Second was an interview with 
Zel deCyr, the actress who does 
many of the voice-over sounds and 
voices on tv commercials. •* As a 
piece of fluff, ft was okay, with 
Whitman at his most natural even 
if most superficial. Finally, "The 
Deep North,* a segment dealing 
with the experience of William. 
Delago, a white man who was 
"hounded” out of Copiague, Long 
Island, because he was mistaken 
for a Negro. Delaga detailed his 
experience this landlord received 
threatening calls), and James L. 
Harvey, head of a civic organiza¬ 
tion, invited him to return, with 
Delago giving his refusal on the 
show. Whitman, in asking Harvey 
about his and the town's reaction 
to the incident, surprisingly failed 
to ask whether their attitude would 
he the same if Delago really were 
a Negro. 

Apart from the heavy emotional 
style with which Whitman makes 
his points, his on-camera approach 
leaves much to be desired. He 
shouts questions at his guests, goes 
Into panegyrics over his stories and 
otherwise hams and hokes it up 
with overstatement and overdrama¬ 
tization. If Whitman can get some 
of the restraint and depth he de¬ 
monstrates in his writing into his 
television work, he might have the 
beginnings of a worthwhile show. 

Chari. 

DIMENSION 
With Dr. Bernard Goldner 
ProducejvDirector: Jack Leary 
30 Mins.; Sun., 2 ijl 
WItCV-TV, Philadelphia 

WRCV-TY, which Originates sev¬ 
eral culture stanzas on Saturday 
with the high sounding tags "Spec¬ 
trum” and “Manuscript,” polishes 
off the weekend with a brainstorm¬ 
ing session "Dimension" on Sun¬ 
days. The host is Dr. Bernard 
Goldner, professor of creative, 
thinking at La Salle College. Pro¬ 
gram displays a world Of the fu¬ 
ture approach and appropriately 
has a panel of teenage* question, 
the specialists. Guest on show 
caught was Dr. I. M. Levitt, di¬ 
rector of the Fels Planetarium, 
whose special province is space 
and the earth satellite. 

Dr. Levitt has such a down-to- 
earth approach to the satellite that 
even the scientifically obtuse be¬ 
come able to understand the rudi¬ 
ments. With the help of a model 
and charts he demonstrates the an¬ 
swers for his high school gu&sts 
and the living room thinkers. "How 
do you get a satellite up there?” 
was simply explained. Incidentally, 
the scientist noted that we had a 
"more sophisticated satellite than 
the Russians." He showed things 
to come with a model of a space 
station—a laboratory in space, 
which he said would be due about 
1978. 

Dr. Goldner pointed out that the 
work with the satellite was joined 
to the search for truth. Viewers 
were asked to find new name for 
the U. S. satellite, formerly called 
Vanguard. Since the arrival of 
Sputnick it is now being referred 
to as "Off Guard” and "Rear 
Guard.” 

Timeliness, lensing of objects 
with interesting camera angles and 
topflight guests made for informa¬ 
tive, entertaining panel show. 

Gagh. 

Howard Keel Into TV 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

Howard Keel, long a tv holdout, 
last week succumbed and inked to 
make his dehut in "Gift From a 
Gun Man,” a. “Zane Grey” telepic. 

Segment is currently rolling at 
RKO-Pathe lot. 
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Foreign Television Reviews 
THE QUEEN IN OTTAWA 
With Norman Depot, commentator; 

others 
Writer: Norman Depoe 
Producers: Michael Hind-Smith, 

Marion Dunn, others 
515 Mins.; (Oct. 13 to 16) 
CBC-TV, from Ottawa, 

It’s doubtful if any chore this 
big has been done by television 
anywhere, or done so well, as the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. did 
on the visit to Ottawa of Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip. It 
was more than a documentary of 
tire four-day Royal visit to the. 
Canadian Capital; it was a spec-: 
tacular pageant, dramatized to the 
hilt, and CBCV 25-plu^ cameras 
caught every second of it and 
added .to the drama with boffo 
production. Ottawa turned on all 
its glory and glitter, pomp and 
eeremony, and the video and audio 
crews of CBC picked it all up, 
added the impact that solid camera 
handling and producing can give, 
to any subject. . 

If there were flaws, they were; 
minor and strongly overshadowed 
by the superb handling of an ex¬ 
tremely difficult show that teed at 
4:30 p.m. Sat. (12) and shuttered 
at 6:15 phn. Wed. (16) after 515; 
minutes of actual airing. Credit for 
this fine achievement must he 
spread among the 300 CBC per¬ 
sonnel, brought in from major pro-; 
duction centres, Vancouver to New¬ 
foundland, to augment the Ottawa 
crews. The 25 cameras were sta¬ 
tioned all over the city.. Several 
studios were stripped for the job. 
Each day, 17,300 feet of camera 
cable plus 17,000 feet of micro¬ 
phone cable was used, technical 
problems augmented by the neces¬ 
sity of using Pye, General Electric, 
RCA, Marconi and DuMont equip¬ 
ment, each with its own technical 
characteristics. 

Control centre was set up in a 
room in the Parliament Buildings 
where Thom Benson, general Coor¬ 
dinator of both tv and radio, issued 
the orders, aided by Lucien Cote: 
for the French web. Key man in 
the entire operation was Michael 
Hind-Smith, 25-year-old Ottawa 
producer, who was production co¬ 
ordinator for both video and- 
audio, besides'being producer of 
tv at master control plus producer 
of the Queen’s address to the na¬ 
tion, the first time Her Majesty' 
had used liye video for the purpose 
of speaking to her subjects. The 
smooth, easy and top-rank airing 
at all times rates great kudos for ! 
Hind-Smith. 

Norman Depoe, who was also a 
commentator, coordinated all scrip¬ 
ting and through the socko briefing i 

always evident as commentators 
spoke, many Canadians learned 
much of their nation and their 
Capital city they hadn’t known 
before. Depoe had six writers 
working under him to produce 
scripts for the seven separate 
broadcasts, three of them well over 
two hours long each. 

Hind-Smith and his crew of nine ’ 
producers (three of them female) 
made the most of all opportunities 
the Royal visit offered/ catching 
frequent closeups, turning cameras 
on interesting items even when 
they ■were unscheduled and filling 
time superbly during the numerous i 
waits while the procession ap¬ 
proached to within camera limits.: 
Use of seven zoomar lens helped 
bring In details and strategic locat¬ 
ing of cameras for each airing - 
rounded out the coverage to satisfy: 
even fault-pickers at their worst. ! 

The ieeoff airing, Sat (12), 
preemed with the arrival of Their , 
Majesties, at Uplands airport and< 
with all 25 cameras operating,: 
followed the procession over a 13-I 
mile route to Rideau Hall, resi¬ 
dence of the Governor General,: 
where they resided. On Sun. (13) 
the cameras covered a ceremony 
at the national war memorial and, 
that evening, aired the Queen’s 
address, live, from Rideau Hall. 
Mon. (14> was probably the high¬ 
light of the visit when Her Majesty 
opened Canada’s Parliament, with 
cameras in corridors, hallways, the 
Senate chamber, House of Com¬ 
mons and outdoors at the entrance; 
to the- Parliament Buildings and 
covering the streets approaching. 

In the Senate and Commons 
rooms, with probably the poorest 
acoustical setups in the city, the 
audio technicians created a miracle 
of sound, catching only what was 
required and giving it superb treat¬ 
ment. Included was the Queen's 
reading of the speech from the 
Throne in the Senate chamber, in 
both English and French. Tues. 
(15) showed Their Majesties visit¬ 
ing the neighboring city of Hull, 
in Quebec province, followed by 
the opening of construction work 
on Ottawa’s projected thruway, to 

be called the Queensway. Closing 
day (16) covered the Royal, couple’s 
visit to 25,000 school children at 
Lansdowne Park, site of the Cen¬ 
tral Canada Exhibition, and on to 
their departure from Uplands air¬ 
port for Williamsburg, Va. 

Gorm. 

CHARLES LAUGHTON 
Director; Claud Whatham 
44 Mia*.; Tues., 14 pjn. 
Gr*aa4a-TV, from Manchester 

A pile of books, two stools and a 
personality were the only props 
used' in this program. Charles 
Laughton made full use of them all 
during, his 46-minute solo spot for 
Granada-TV. Informality was the 
keynote of this sh6w, when the 
actor provided the most unique 
entertainment* yet screened on 
British commercial tv, and it 
provedji great success. 

Opening with a few comic verses 
to set the atmosphere, Laughton 
soon got into his stride to read 
from Thomas Wolfe, Shakespeare, 
the Bible and Abraham Lincoln. It 
made for solid entertainment, with 
good shots of the actor’s ever 
changing facial expressions and 
tempo of delivery. But if was es¬ 
sentially Laughton throughout. 
Changes of voice and expression 
did hot hide his individuality, and 
because of this some of the charac¬ 
terizations were a little lost be¬ 
neath his powerful personality, 
which more than made up for this 
fault. His most moving interlude 
came with the performance of the 
“Gettysburg Address” when he 
prefaced the reading by saying: 
“Some of these words are more 
poignant today than ever before 
because of certain circumstances—- 
so listen to them.” He brought out 
the meaning of each sentence with 
sincerity and moving conviction. 

Bary. 

LASCIA O RABDOPPIA (Double 
or Nothing) 

With Mike Bongierno, Edy Cam- 
pagnoli, others 

Director: Romolo Siena 
44 Mins., Thurs., 9 pm. 
BAI-TV, from Milan 
' One might almost say that the 

rise of Italian television began with 
the start of this Italo version of 
the “$64,000 Question” couple 
years back, and the program con¬ 
tinues at a popular clip despite 

■persistent reports that RAI plans 
to replace it. Praise and interest: 
still outweigh adverse comments 
in all Italo dailies following each 
stanza (no other -show to date gets 
similar coverage), thus reinforcing 
its status as a national institution 
of sort*- 

Success of the quizzer is in large 
part due to the personality and 
television savvy of its likeable-em¬ 
cee, Mike Bongiorno (who in turn 
has had more than a measure of 
personal success from his projec¬ 
tion on the show).. Bongiorno**' 
stateside radio training shows in 
his surefire handling of contest¬ 
ants, while his perfect bilingual 
ability adds to the effect. Though 
his interest in the show ijeems to 
have dropped some of late, he re¬ 
mains the top man in his field here 
today, and a .valuable property for 
the future of local programming,; 
whatever the show may be. 

A passive but comely assist Is 
given Bongiorno by Edy Campag-: 
noli, who likewise has become a: 
national favorite though in effect 
having little to do. but intro new 
contestants. Latter group has re¬ 
cently been given a colorful boost 
by the selection of such^interest- 
ing and exuberant personalities as 
an African native and a spry octo¬ 
genarian, to., name only two. From; 
a straight quiz format, producers: 
have slowly begun emphasizing: 
items spectacular possibilities as: 
well. via re-enacted questions, film 
dips, etc. 

Questions, especially in the oft- 
used sports category have become 
more and more difficult as more 
and more contestants reached the 
$8,000 limit. This, plus the claim 
that posers are not all equally dif¬ 
ficult, have recently brought the 
show some sharp criticism and re¬ 
ports of unfairness and "rigging.0 
The court suits by unhappy losers 
have likewise become too many to 
count In recent times. Hawk. 

ARMCHAIR THEATRE 
(Ah Inch From The Heart) 
With Katherine Kath, Christine 

Finn, John. Arnatt, Barbara Shot- 
ter, Paul Stassino, Peter Illing, 
other* 

Writers: Stratford Davis, Stephen 
Clarkson ~ - 

Director: Stephen Clarkson 
94 Mins., Sun. (13), 9;39 p m, 
ABC-TV, from Manchester 

After an interminable and dreary 
start, moving towards an inevitable 
flashback, this drama built up in 

• suspense to an unexpected, <sock 
climax. The story had Katherine 
Kath as a French nurse in Britain 
suffering from amnesia. Faced with 
Paul Stassino, a French surgeon 
With whom she worked and with 
whom she Was in love till he dis¬ 
appeared, she was reminded of the 
last operation on which they 
worked. 

On this one he was faced with 
a dilemma. He was called on to 
save the life of a French traitor 
who collaborated with the Nazis. 
Patriot -Stassino was confronted 
with the problem of whether to be 
loyal to France or to be true to his 
Hippocratic Oath. La-the end he 
compromised. . He used his stur¬ 
geon’s art to remove the biiliet 
from th? traitor's1 body and then 
immediately fired another one into 
his heart, thus satisfying both of 
his values. 

Paul Stassino gave a thoughtful 
and virile performance as the 
surgeon, but that excellent actress, 
Katherine Kath, was largely Wast¬ 
ed in-a neurotic and gloomy role.- 
Christine Finn, Veronica Turleigh, 
John Arnatt and Peter Illing filled 
minor roles with distinction. 
Stephen Clarkson’s production was 
far too pedestrian for such a heavy 
subject, but the operation sequence 
was handled with considerable sus¬ 
pense and authenticity. Rich. 

ONE O'CLOCK GANG 
With Larry Marshal], Sheila Mat¬ 

thews, Brian ' Douglas, Jimmy 
Naira, Tommy. Maxwell Quartet; 
Dorothy Squires, guest 

Writer*: Robin Gardiner, Keir 
Douglas 

Director: Bill Skinner 
40 Mins^' dally, 1 pm. 
Scottish Television Ltd., from 

Glasgow 
This is a chatty informal midday 

show, a daily chore for local artists 
and a fillip for midday advertising 
on the new indie network in Scot¬ 
land. It has recovered from a low 
opening standard and is steadily, 
mellowing into interesting pro¬ 
gramming, using'guest acts once a 
week and occasional fashion dis¬ 
plays. While comedy is frequently 
weak, the. show makes capital out 
of this by getting yocks at expense 
of its chief comedy man, Larry 
Marshall, building him : as. a per¬ 
former Who constantly makes 
errors. 

Friendly atmosphere is built cas¬ 
ually, with Marshall, singer Brian 
Douglas, announcer Jimmy Nairn 
and blonde thrush Sheila Matthews 
all gabbing and taking the mickey 
out .of one another. In between 
this inconsequential patter Douglas 
sings .with a good set of pipes. Miss 
Matthews chirp* sweetly, and 
Nairn does the.emceeing in a boy¬ 
ish style. Musical backing is by the 
Tommy Maxwell Quartet, a work¬ 
manlike local group. 

At show caught Dorothy Squires, 
vivacious vaude and tv thrush* did 
a lively guest slotting, singing 
"Song of the Vriley” (with rural 
valley back-cloth) and "Our Song" 
Russ Conway was -at the Ivories. 
Mis* Squires used gimmick of ap¬ 
pearing in garb of current fashion- 
style "The Sack" and brought 
yocks with her comments m mad¬ 
ness of femmes to follow fatblon 
like slaves. An audience interview 
bit, before second batch of com-: 
meraals, was awkwardly handled 
by comedian Larry Marshall. 

Series is akedded to run da&y 
through the winter and into 1954. 
It’s an ambitious undertaking for 
new inexperienced, tv group, who 
merit praise for boldness In. devis¬ 
ing and presenting: ■ Gord. 

THE CARROLL LEVIS SHOW 
With the Jerry Allen Quartet, 

others 
Producer-director; Fred Wilby 
25 Mins.; Thurs., 9:29 p^p. 
Associated Television from 

London 
The never ending source of 

amateur talent has brought "The! 
Carroll Levis Show” back to com¬ 
mercial tv for a further series. In; 
the past, it ha* proved a popular 
program, which set a fairly consist^ 
ent standard. Judging by the first 
of the skein, it will continue in 
that vein, ■ ' ] 

Levis, a genial emcee with a1 
mellow, smooth flowing.line of pat-, 
ter, ties the acts together nicely, 
but the show loses some of its im¬ 
pact through being telerecorded, 
which makes for some loss of spon¬ 
taneity. Acts aired were a young 
crooqer, a 15-year-eld trumpet 
playing girl, a. male musical im¬ 
pressionist, a straight songstress, 
and a 21-strong girls’ choir. The 
Jerry Allen Quartet filled in the 
musical spot*, pleasantly, Bary, i 

COLT .45- 
With Wayde Preston, Erin O'Brien, 

Andrew DUgran, Helen Brown, 
Kenneth MacDonald, Boh Steele, 
Peter Brown 

Producer: Warner Bros. 
Director: Douglas Heyes 
Writer: Marion\Hargroy* 
39 Min*., Fri., 19 pjn. 
CAMPBELL SOUP 
ABC-TV (film) 

(BBD&O) 
Almost day in and day out sinco 

the beginning of the new video 
season, western after western has 
hit the .airwaves, and, by now, it 
isn’t the easiest job distinguishing 
one from another. "Colt .45,” 
preeming Friday (18) for ABC-TV, 
was another western and while it 
was not perfect, the latest ‘half- 
hour telefilm from the cow country 
left its kinfolk way behind. Wayde 
Preston is another young, lanky tv 
hoss opera hero, some of whom are 
pietty fair actors. He is too, maybe 
better than most, but it wasn’t he 
so much as a well executed plot 
and simple, lucid direction that 
made this Campbell - sponsored 
show * winner. 

Conception of the lead, ‘Called 
Christopher Colt, was less than in- 
spiredL- Colt, played' by Preston, 
was army undercover agent dis¬ 
guised ' **• *• -gun salesman. But 
since he 'acted* more like -a gun 
salesman-^assummg that gun-sales¬ 
men. are .quite human—than a 
tricky . secret policeman, he came 
off dearly a*,*susceptible, genuine 
human being. Plqtting./was some¬ 
what loose pud.-at moments .cryptic 
but an overall tenor, of.excitement 
was conveyed. Lead received top- 
notch support from Andrew Dug¬ 
gan as a gun-slinging. bully, and 
pretty Erin O'Brien if the mission¬ 
ary girl who reaction , to violence 
gave cause fot some of the things 
done—or left undone—by the pro¬ 
tagonist. Art. 

A CITY’S SHAME 
With Bill Small, Jay Crouse, Wil¬ 

liam L. Watts 
Director: Ed Turner 
25 Mins,; Fri. (11) 
Sustaining 
WHAS-TV, Louisville 

Documentary walk Into . Louis¬ 
ville slums, "A City's Shame; The 
Slums of Louisville,” a‘ good por¬ 
tion of which showed scenes that 
most localites have not been ex¬ 
posed to. Most bf the tenants in¬ 
terviewed were Negroes.. A rather 
depressing picture was given of the 
city’s blighted; areas and sound- 
film interviews' with residents of 
the area, many of whom cannot af¬ 
ford to move and who cannot re¬ 
move the Might themselves. It was 
enlightening, to say the least. 

Local director of the Planning 
and Zoning Commission, William 
L. Watts, appeared on the show in ' 
an interview with WHAS-TV NCw* 
Director Bill Small to answer ques¬ 
tions about the. proposed bond is¬ 
sue. . Films were taken by WHAS 
newsman Vince Clephas: inter¬ 
views by news director Bill Small, 
and film was narrated by Jay 
Crouse. 

A commendable presentation and 
one that would certainly take its 
place in the field of public con¬ 
venience, interest, and necessity. 

Wted. 

NAVY LOG 
(PT 199) . 
With John Baer, Patrick - Waite, 

Peter Miller, John Close, Jed 
Smith, Skip KfllatpBd, Top* 
Wilde, Clark. Howat, ethers 

Producer-Director: Sam Gatlin 
Writer: Allan E, Sloane 
39 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m. 
U.S. RUBBER CO. 
ABC-TV (film) 

(Fletcher D. Richards) 
A staple with a steady track rec¬ 

ord got off to a good start Thurs. 
(17) for the new season, with an 
episode dramatizing the exploits of 
former Navy man. Senator Jehu 
Kennedy, who commanded a PT 
boat off the periphery iriands if t 
Japan during the war. 

Further impact was lent when 
the Massachusetts Senator came on 
after the show, along with another 
shipmate, for a little interview on 
film. . . 

Scripting by Allen E. Sloane was 
weakened by some cliches, the 
Hollywood version of humor among 
desperate, hapless men, and some 
characterizations which didn't ring 
the belL Also, the knots and Hnks 
in the episodic adventure was not 
securely tied. 

Bid overall, the actiion-packed' 
sea saga retained interest and por¬ 
trayed the courage of some daunt- 
less men. If those values are de¬ 
livered in broad strokes and reg¬ 
ister, ss they did on the preem, 

fthe.series his more to boast about 
thin a lot of new entries. 

Production values were excel¬ 
lent, the camerawork capturing the 
silt and sea. Episode dealt with 
the gamming of Kennedy’s PT boat 
bjr a Jap ship; the long trial and 
hardship on sea and on one of the 
island* before they were rescued 
with the help of some friendly 
natives. -Haro. 
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; L Tele Follow-Up Comment i: 
Mike Todd 'Party 

Mike Todd threw a “party”, for 
18,000 at Madison Square. Garden 
last week to mark the first anniver¬ 
sary of "Around the World in 80 
Days,”, and CBS filled its tisual 
“Playhouse 00" spot - with the 

' goings-on. Both, party and show 
were flops. 

No question that the advance 
buildup and the promise o| a huge 
star lineup gave the show a big 
rating. No question, either, that a 
lot of viewers must have felt badly 

, let down when it was all .over, for 
rarely has Todd produced anything 

, less calculated to keep' his public 
happy. 

What CBS* "Around the World 
in 90 Minutes" added up to was 
an interminable, frequently clumsy 

. plug for Mike Todd; a show with¬ 
out a show that added up to 

i nothing more than a listless parade 
around the tanbark. This had been 
billed as something special, and in 
.the light of -Todd’s achievement 
with "80 Days,” it seems the more 
incredible that it turned out some- 
-thing Jfe^s -than ordinary. • 1 There was confusion everywhere. 
The cameras wandered endlessly 

' between* breaks *in the "marching.” 
Anchor man "Walter Cronkite*, look¬ 
ing. acutely uncomfortable, had 
trouble keeping contact with his 
roving colleagues, Jim Mcjtay and 
Bill- Leonard. Commercials and sta- 
tion breaks cut into interviews that 
*ad barely-gotten started. If there 
Were celebrities in the Garden, 
they were well hidden from the 
CBS men, who finally had to con¬ 
tent themselves with such "per¬ 
sonalities” as Hedda Hopper and 
Elsa Maxwell, 

Elizabeth Taylor, looking beauti¬ 
ful, was picked up a couplg of 
times, but price she was interviewed 
outside camera range and the other 
time she was busy climbing up the 
stairs" to the top of the cake. Tony 
Curtis started to get on twice, each 
time was - interrupted by a com¬ 
mercial. Ginger Rogers made it 
for a brief appearance. 

Cronkite, apparently supplied 
with a fact sheet, dutifully repeated 
the same facts over and over again. 
It was a prime demonstration that 
tv, with all. its. technicals marvels, 
isn’t a spontaneous medium. It 
just isn’t enough ’ to shove the 
cameras into the Garden and let 
’em go. CBS ' and Todd equally 
share the; blame for putting this 
one over on the audience* It was at 
best a huge plug for one Mike 
Todd, and at. worst a crashing bore. 

Art Cohn produced arid wrote the 
show, with little evidence of either 
activity, Garry. Moore introed the 
filmed portions, which had Todd 
gagging it up and "dramatizing” 
the story of how "80 Days” came 
to be. Sequences with Frank Sin¬ 
atra and Maurice Chevalier were 
promised* but. never came on. 

Show had its.humorous moments, 
such as when Sir Cedric Hard- 
wicke almost sagged'off his ele¬ 
phant (after a few moments this 
looked more dangerous than 
funny) and when the black-tied at¬ 
tendants-tried to catch up with a 
runaway dog. Apart from that, 
there were 240 dancers who- didn’t 
dance, a sad-faced Fernandel who 
did ..nothing more than lead his 
horse around the arena (plug for 
"Don .Quixote”), , Sen. Hubert 
Humphrey of Minnesota suddenly 
calling for international under¬ 
standing, George . Jessel calling 
Todd "The- American Sputnik” (no 
laughs there), - cowboys and -Indians 
putting on a brief chase act, Broad¬ 
way Asiatics presenting themselves 
as Indians, Burmese, etc., Keystone 
Kops, plumed knights, strolling 
players and a couple of jeep loads 
with food. 1 
. It was unexciting, dreary, 'un¬ 
prepared and all together a sad 
90 minutes. * ■* " Hift. 

♦ ♦ # ♦ MM4 

obviously. There were a few yocks 
in the "Man. of the Street’’.bit, 
questions pegged on the Queen 
Elizabeth'visit. The Allen Satiriza- 
tion on: the unveiling of a new ear 
Blintz offered a few light moments, 
although somewhat repetitive in 
the use of film clips for gags. 

Hof 

' Steve Allen 
.. On his outing Sunday (20), Steve 
Allen began: Strong with a T^lafious 
takeoff on you-know-wbose Madi¬ 
son, Square Garden party, but 
Wound up-limping with a simulated 
basketball game -pitting the Harlem 
Globetrotters against the Steve 
Allen All-Stars.* The All-Stars 
should never have entered. the 
floor—and*stayed so long. The bit 
just wasmt entertaining enough. _ 
• Sandwiched in between was a 
good comedic stint in the House of 
Horrors by Lou Costello, aided by 
three performers in supporting 
roles; one .being that "Franken¬ 
stein" beast,, now getting such. a 
whirl in the feature horror kick on 
tv. Ginger Rogers -did an okay 
apoof. of different types of vocal¬ 
ists., .Tie Hi-Lo’s came in*for*a 
straight, singing interlude, one- of 
the two. numbers- dressed up- with 
a hoist of seductively set gals, done 

. Outlook 
Television again proved its first- 

rate potential as a journalistic me¬ 
dium last week (20) when "Out¬ 
look” over NBC-tv presented “The 
Anatomy of a Layoff.”. Show, pro¬ 
duced by Reuven Frank, came up 
with a sharp, concise picture of 
what was happening>pn Long Is¬ 
land as a result of cutbacks in de¬ 
fense spending and the subsequent 
layoff of thousands of workers at 
the Republic Aviation and other 
aircraft manufacturing plants. 

Study, with Bill Hill and Piers 
Andertbn doing the interviewing, 
concentrated on- -the Farmingdale 
area -and proved, in depth, how 
deeply this regional depression has 
already affected the life and econ¬ 
omy of the .community. It was, in 
some, ways, a heartbreaking picture 
that emerged, of. people desperate¬ 
ly trying to get jobs while living 
on credit; of efforts to relocate; of 
a warning that workers would de¬ 
sert defense industries to avoid 
similar experiences in the future. 

Credit producer Frank with do¬ 
ling a calm, reasoned "depth” job 
in his probe of the situation. He 
wasn’t ..peddling any message* 
though his cameras spoke elo¬ 
quently. The material he and his 
reporters got was extremely well 
put together and presented by 
Chet Huntley. There was no hys¬ 
teria in this show,-but those who 
watched it must have come away 
with a deep feeling of uneasiness 
and- strong sympathy for those 
whose^. world has suddenly been 
shaken and who now live on the 
edge of what is supposed to be a 
"boom” economy. 

"Anatomy” wisely didn’t attempt 
to cover the national pictures, 
though it was made quite clear that 
the Republic AViation cutbacks and 
its effects on people and on sub¬ 
contractors was-being duplicated 
all over the couhtry. Its most val¬ 
uable lesson, was the folly, of an 
entire region being geared to a 
single industry. It was too ba'd that 
Republic didn’t allow Frank and 
his.men to come in and discuss the 
layoffs from management’s side. 
That was a part of the picture that 
was missing; Hift, ' 

Sunday Night at the 
London Palladium 

. The program oh Sunday (13) was 
just about the best of the current 
series, a neatly balanced bill head¬ 
ed by Hollywood’s husband-and- 
wife team^Larry parks andN Betty 
Garrett. There's, was ah amiable 
song-and-dance act in which they 
kidded gently and sang "That’s the 
One I Love,” “Up a-Lazy River” 
(starting at strict tempo and 
whooping it up* to rock *n* roll) 
and finally “Side by Side.” 

Previously, Laton, Graham „ 
Chadel, a trio of zany knockabout 
comics, ballerina Markova and 
singer Edmund Hockridge, with 
songs ranging from "Luck Be A 
Lady to Me" to grand opera, had 
provided excellent coiSrast. .Val 
Parnell's policy is to present a hew 
emcee every four weeks. In this 
bill Bob Monkhouse took over, arid 
though some of his gags fell desper¬ 
ately flat his easy presence kept 
the program 'pleasantly tied -to¬ 
gether and his first attempt at the 
"Beat the Clock" spot was a suc¬ 
cess. 

With conductor Cyril Omadel in 
N. Y: casing the "Fair Lady” music 
which he will conduct at Drury 
Lane, Reg Cole took , over the Pal¬ 
ladium-pit very adequately.. 

Rich. 

[DINAH SHORE CHEVY* SHOW 
With Danny Thomas, Nanette! 

Fabray, Dean Jones, Tab Hunter, 
. Elliot Reed 1 
Producer-Director: Boh Banner 

I Writers: Bob Wells, Johnny Brad- j 
I fold, Arnold Peyser 
Musical Director: Harry Zimmer¬ 

man ' 
fit Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. 
CHEVROLET . / 
NBC-YV, from Hollywood (color) 

(Campbetl-Ewald) 
Dinah Shore, who gave up her 

longstanding click quarter-hour 
series for Chevrolet for a stab at 
the hour-long format, was victim¬ 
ized on her openihg show of the 
new season Sunday night (24) by a 

weak script and an even weaker 
selection of music. While the old 
quarter-hour shows needed little 
more than songs find some inven¬ 
tive settings, the 60-minute layout 
presents formidable problems that 
Miss Shore’s production staff 
solved in her occasional hour-long 
“specials” over the past couple of 
years. But the light touch was 
generally missing in her getaway 
effort this year. 

The preem was badly troubled 
by a couple of Hollywood glamor 
boys, Tab Hunter and Deaq Jones. 
Both of these film players have 
achieved some success as singers 
on disks, but their vocalistics are 
not meant for display on tv. 
Designed for rather severe vocal 

limitations, their song material 
was of the most monotonous varie¬ 
ty in the rock *nr roll idiom. 

Ditties like "Don’t Tell A Soul,” 
and “Send For Me” (which got a 
reprise yet) may be okay for the 
juvesrin the juke joints, but they 
are not calculated to add class to 
a video show, even when a songs¬ 
tress of Miss Shore’s calibre deliv¬ 
ers them. 

Hunter and Jones, who must take 
the responsibility for their vocal- 
istics, were not given any outside 
help by the script either. There 
was supposed to be a running' gag 
about their not being able to make 
a move without studio approval, 
but it came off as stickily cute. The: 
writers*- were too obviously pres¬ 
sing. 

A .couple of video pros, Nanette 
Fabray and Danny Thomas, con¬ 
tributed some entertaining rou¬ 
tines, buT they too took a rather 
long time warming up in their in¬ 
troductory repartee nvith Miss 
Shore. After starting to roll, 
Thomas registered with some fun¬ 
ny stories , and in a hokey song- 
find-dances bit Avith Miss Shore and 
the two Hollywood players. At the 
windup, there was a goodnatured 
plug for Thomas’ CBS-TV show via 
a shot of the latter network’s 
trademarked "eye” on the comic’s 
back. 

Miss Fabray performed energeti¬ 
cally in her “Papa, Won’t You 
Dance With Me” routine with sup¬ 
port frond a male ballet troupe. 
She also had a good numbej with 
Miss Shore in a spoof on current 
ladies' fashions. On her own. Miss 
Shore was, as usual, a highly in¬ 
gratiating, hostess and songstress, 
particularly when she delivered 
fine old standards like "These 
Foolish Things" and "FU Nevfer 
Say ‘Never Again’ Again.” 

A couple of the best bits on the 
show were turned in by Elliot Reed, 
who was billed by Miss Shore as 
the announcer. He showed a savvy 
comic talent in his takeoffs on Ed 
Murrow and a fashion commentator 
and should shape up as a key 

■personality in the upcoming Chevy 
shows. Herm. 

.Chelsea at Nine 
Granada-TV has now certainly 

won itself the reputation of pre¬ 
senting the most offbeat entertain¬ 
ment on British tv with its weekly 
"Chelsea at Njne” show. The pro¬ 
gram caught (15), headlined by 
Jeannie Carson a week late be¬ 
cause of Asian flu, featured a 
fcobgey-piayibg classical pianist, a 
troupe of African dancers (several 
of them women nude from the; 
waist up), and a preview of a play, 
scheduled to open in London two 
days after-the transmission. A 
-pretty Varied lineup which was 
marred for the best part’ by a 
sound fault. * 

During Miss Carson’s spot, -sound 
quality was restored to near nor¬ 
mal to allow her to put*over two 
numbers, "I’ll Go My Way," and 
"Greener Pastures," which were' 
nicely rendered but didn’t give 

her a chance, because of a tight 
•schedule, to make; contact with 
Viewers. The extract from "Mari 
of Distinction,” which opened-at] 
the Prince’s Theatre on.Oct. 17. 
starring . Anton Walbrook and 
Moira Shearer, was the first item 
to- suffer from the technical hitch.- 
For most of the performance the 
lines were completely lost, and the 
voices of engineers trying to sort 
out the trouble came through loud 
and clear. Miss Shearer made; 
amends later in the show by danc¬ 
ing. "The Charleston,” which is fea¬ 
tured in the * play, with John 
Horner. 

Surprise entry was "Les Ballet j 
Africfiins de Keita Fodeba,” com¬ 
prising a bunch of lithe African 
natives who performed a couple 
of uninhibited folk dances with the 
femme, members of the corps de 
ballet undulating almost in the 
raw. Pianist Shura Cherkassky’s 
playing was another entry to suf¬ 
fer from the sound trouble. He 
played some Chopin, arid a piece; 
of classical boogey woogey. Alan 
Melville emceed neatly and the; 
Peter Knight Orch and vocal-1 
dance outfit» -“The Granadlers,” I 
were competent Bary. 

By FRED HIFT 

Queen Elizabeth II and prince 
Philip wourid up their official 10- 
day visit to the U.S. and Canada 

Monday night (21) by attending the 
"Royal Commonwealth Ball”, at the 
Seventh Regiment Armory in Man¬ 
hattan, and CBS carrieras were 
there to cover. It was a pleasant 
and relaxed occasion, and it af¬ 
forded viewers a unique and.excel¬ 
lent chance to study the Queen 

and her consort at very close and 
intimate range. 

During her entire visit, the Iv 
cameras never had a more perfect 
view of the Queen and she, in turn, 
never looked better or more at 
ease. For almost all of the show’s 
45 minutes; the cameras had the 
Queen in virtual closeup, chatting 
with people, moving around the 
room and reviewing the various 
formations, drawn up in the armory. 
She looked tired, but actually she 
stayed a lot longer than her sched¬ 
ule called for, and this gave CBS 
its unique opportunity to study her 
at very close range. 

Visually, the Queen makes an 
excellent ty subject. She cuts a 
handsome figure, her bearing is 
full of royal dignity and her cloth¬ 
ing has the kind of distinction that 
Commands attention. At the Com¬ 
monwealth Ball, she was dressed in 
a stunning gown and .a brilliant 
tiara sparkled 6n her head. 

But, seeing her on a number of 
occasions on tv, one also must con¬ 
clude that she is an extraordinarily 
shy and reticent person who finds 
it difficult to be herself on official 
or ceremonial occasions. The Queen 
is very pretty when she smiles, but 
the fact is that she appears to be 
serious most of the time. It’s diffi¬ 
cult to figure out whether she con¬ 
siders this to be part of the proper 
royal demeanor, or whether she’s 
just serious by nature. 

This was never more apparent 
than during her address when 
opening the Canadian Parliament, 
or for that matter- during the tele¬ 
vised arrival at the airports in 
Ottawa and Washington. The cam¬ 
eras of the Canadian Broadcasting 
Co, were expertly handled inside 
Parliament to expose every nuance 
on the Queen's countenance. She 
never deigned to smile, and conse¬ 
quently the occasion was stiff, for¬ 
mal and cold. 

There was an improvement on 
her arrival in Washington where 
she was greeted at the airport by 
President. Eisenhower. In fact, it 
appears that the Queen loosened 
up quite a lot during her U.S. stay, 
judging by her tv appearances. The; 
climax came at the Commonwealth j 
Ball when she finally-dropped a. 
good deal of her reserve during her 
conversations, j 

The occasion also gave viewers 
a good idea of the royal “team” 
in action. During the presentation 
of various personalities, it was 
Philip who took the lead in the 
chit-chat that was required. It was 
his wide grin that was reflected in 
the Queen’s smile and that helped 
people over the moment of uneasi¬ 
ness. The -sidelong glances with 
which the Queen occasionally fa¬ 
vored her husband were nice, 
human touches, revealing the 
woman underneath'the official, and 
at times forbidding, figure of the 
Queen. 

Commentary side of the show 
was ably handled by Walter Cron¬ 
kite, who kept voicing surprise at 
the Queen’s* disregard for the split- 
second schedule she’d maintained 
to that time. But the royal couple 
were going to the airport from 
here, and apparently they didn’t 
care about being late. Working with 
Cronkite was Alexander. Kendrick 
of CBS-London, whip filled in with 
a little color. Plan had -been to 
give a rundown on the Queen’s 
U.S. visit, but this was dropped in 
favor of the “live” show. 

On the whole, considering the 
difficulties under which they labor 
on such occasions, the. tv newsmen 
did a good job on the Queen’s visit. 
There were a lot of speeches, and 
—unfortunately—the Queen isn’t 
the orator type. Her voice, rather 
high pitched, is fiat and she tends 
to read her.message. She definite¬ 
ly gives the impression of one who 
hates to speak in public. Apart 
from that, her speech writers seem 
to be determined to give her ma¬ 
terial that is as dull as they can 
possibly make it. Rarely does a 
spark of real feeling enter into her 
public utterings. 

Once in a while, there was a hu¬ 
morous touch. For instance, at the 

Washington, when she* said she’d 
heard about the large press corps 
in the capital, and now she knew" 
what they were talking about. The 
trouble is that tv is primarily an 
onlooker. None of the events in¬ 
volving the Queen were set up for 
the medium, and the result at 
times was tedium. What is more 
deadly on tv than a long and pain¬ 
ful speech that says little? Curi¬ 
ously enough, the news fraternity 
was probably more guilty of this 
than any others and the Washing¬ 
ton Press Club pow had* its em¬ 
barrassing overtones. 

Again, ip New York Monday 
noon, at the Waldorf-Astoria 
luncheon, television was present 
mostly “for the record.” There 
were endless stage waits and the 
playing of the national anthems by 
Meyer Davis’ band was pathetic 
and inept. 

WOR-TV got a windfall when 
Pegeen (and Ed) Fitzgerald, who 
had been invited privately, not as 
press reps, to the Waldorf-Astoria 
for the official luncheon hosted by 
the City of New York, cut her 
video camera to the post-mealtime 
session when the Queen gave her 
formal address. Protocol forfend- 
ed the tv camera focusing on the 
dais, While eating, but the 2 p.m. 
phannel 9 slot by The Fitzgeralds 
coincided by chance, with the visit¬ 
ing ruler’s thankyou address. Mrs. 
Fitzgerald picked it up from the 
grand ballroom of the Waldorf, cut 
back to husband Ed in the WOR- 
TV studio when necessary. The 
station permitted their usual 2- 
2:30 time allotment to run 15 min¬ 
utes over. 

Considering the importance of 
tv, and the basic purpose of the 
Queen’s visit, it might have been 
well for her to appear on a show 
designed specifically to intro her 
to the American public, both as a 
Queen and as a wife and mother. 
The tv medium reveals many 
things about people, even Queens, 
by simply looking them in the face. 
This certainly was true of the cur¬ 
rent visit. The Impression needed 
supplementation via the human 
factors. 

^National Press Club reception in 

FRANK LUTHER SHOW 
With Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, Gall 

Davis, others 
Producer: Frank Luther 
Director: Tony Lang 
30 Mins.; Tues., 6 p.m. 
WNAC-TV* from Boston 

WNAC-TV’s first “live” show Is 
aimed at the moppets and is pleas¬ 
ant enough although reminiscent 
of the usual type layout in use 
since tv began. There are the 
moppets in a little "jury” box, 
snatches of song, intros of guests, 
film clips and commercials—"shar¬ 
ing table” gimmick and “Bugs 
Bunny” cartoon film. Frank Luther 
strides through the show in cowboy 
boots and western paraphernalia, 
pitches for several products, pipes 
and thumps the 88, 

Luther is a capable "live” per¬ 
former and imparts warmth to his 
work. Presence of star guest, 
Bishop Sheen, awed the youngsters . 
in the box at start, but the Bishop, 
who came on back to camera talk¬ 
ing directly to the youngsters, held 
their undivided attention with a 
story of his missionary work. Gafl 
Davis, the "Annie Oakley” of the 
film series on WNAC-TV, In town 
for the rodeo at Boston Garden, 
was introed by Luther, and he 
showed a film clip of the rodeo. 

The show opened with a musical 
seg with moppets, predominantly 
femme, in cowpuncher dress, pa¬ 
rading on and into box. "Bugs 
Bunny” cartoon Was. fed to the 
kids,- then Luther pitches for art 
pencil package, Venus Paradise, 
pre-sketched coloring series. He 
explained. the "sharing table” and 
called New England Home for Lit¬ 
tle Wanderers telling the director 
that the array of foodstuffs, do¬ 
nated, is for them. Each week a 
different org is so honored. Luther 
signed the show off with "Oh What 
a Beautiful Morning” accompany¬ 
ing himself on the 88. He pitches 
for Ovaltine, Venus and rodeo. 

It would seem that this show is 
misnamed unless Luther gets more 
singing and 88’ing to do, besides 
pitching commercials and showing 
cartoons and film clips. Even the 
moppets didn’t seem entertained. 
Luther, whose moppet music is 
w. k., certainly should have more 
impact as a performer than as an 
ad salesman. .However, this is an 
initialer arid WNAC - TV rates 
kudos for beginning live tv shows 
id Beantown. Guy, 



40 TELEVISION REVIEWS 

PROBE 
With Howard Whitman, guests 
Producer: Leonard Zweif 
Director: H. Wesley Kenney 
30 Mins., Mon., 11:30 pjn. 
WARD, New York 

Ex-newsman and freelance writer 
Howard Whitman** new show re¬ 
sembles the feature page of an 
afternoon paper—the topics have; 
no particular time values in the i 
news sense; the treatment is some¬ 
what on the hokey side, and the 
interviews are about as penetrating 
a-? a hypodermic without the 
needle. 

Whitman took up three topics, 
on the premiere. First was an ex¬ 
amination of legal insanity, with 
attorney Maurice Edelbaum and 
psychiatrist Dr. Theodore S. Weiss 
of Bellevue giving their views on 
courtroom psychiatry, sum total of 
which is that the 4843 McNaughton 
rule governing the legal definition 
is archaic and should be replaced. 
But Whitman, apparently not satis-: 
fied with having made his point! 
via the experts, delivered a shout-j 
ing, sledge-hammer type indict¬ 
ment of the system which left the j 
viewer wondering what all the 
passion was about. 

Second was an interview with 
Zel deCyr, the actress who does 
many of the voice-over sounds and 
voices on tv commercials. As a 
piece of fluff, it was okay, with' 
Whitman at his most natural even | 
if most superficial. Finally, “The 
Deep North,** a segment dealing 
with the experience of William 
Delago, a white man who was 
-hounded*’ out of Copiague, Long 
Island, because he was mistaken 
for a Negro. Delago detailed his 
experience (his landlord received 
threatening calls), and James L. 
Harvey, head of a civic organiza¬ 
tion, invited him to return, with 
Delago giving his refusal on the 
show. Whitman, in asking Harvey 
about his and the town’s reaction 
to the incident, surprisingly failed 
to ask whether their attitude would 
be the same If Delago really were 
a Negro. 

Apart from the heavy emotional 
stvle with which Whitman makes 
his points, his on-camera approach 
leaves much to be desired. He 
shouts questions at his guests, goes 
Into panegyrics over his stories and 
otherwise hams and hokes it up 
with overstatement and overdrama¬ 
tization. If Whitman can get some 
of the restraint and depth he de¬ 
monstrates in his writing into his 
television work, he might have the 
beginnings of a worthwhile show'. 

Chan. 

DIMENSION 
With Dr. Bernard Goldner 
ProducenDirector: Jack Leary 
30 Mins.; Sun., 2 
WRCV-TV, Philadelphia 

WRCV-TV, which originates sev¬ 
eral culture stanzas on Saturday 
with the high sounding tags “Spec¬ 
trum” and “Manuscript,** polishes 

off the weekend with a brainstorm¬ 
ing session “Dimension** on Sun¬ 
days. The host Is Dr. Bernard 
Goldner. professor of creative 
thinking at La Salle College. Pro¬ 
gram displays a world of the fu¬ 
ture approach and appropriately 
has a panel of teenage* question 
the specialists. Guest on show 
caught was Dr. L M. Levitt, di¬ 
rector of the Fels Planetarium, 
whose special province is space 
and the earth satellite. 

Dr. Levitt has such a down-to- 
earth approach to the satellite that 
even the scientifically obtuse be¬ 
come able to understand the rudi¬ 
ments. With the help of a model 
and charts he demonstrates the an¬ 
swers for his high school gufests 
and the living room thinkers. "How 
do you get a satellite up there?’’ 
was simply explained. Incidentally, 
the scientist noted that we had a 
“more sophisticated satellite than 
the Russians.” He showed things 
to come with a model of a space 
station—a laboratory in space, 
which he said would be due about! 
1978. 

Dr. Goldner pointed out that the 
work with the satellite w'as joined 
to the search for truth. Viewers 
were asked to find new name for 
the U. S. satellite, formerly called 
Vanguard. Since the arrival of 
Sputnick it is now being referred 
to as ‘‘Off Guard” and “Rear 
Gua$d.” 

Timeliness, lensing of objects 
with interesting camera angles and 
topflight guests made for informa¬ 
tive. entertaining panel show. 

Gagh. 

Howard Keel Into TV 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

Howard Keel, long a tv hofoout, 
last week succumbed and inked to 
make his debut in “Gift From a 
Gun Man,” a. “Zane Grey** telepic. 

Segment is currently rolling at 
RKO-Pathe lot. 

PSsdSff October 23, 1957 
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THE QUEEN IN OTTAWA J 
With Norman Depoe, commentator;: 

others I 
Writer: Norman Depoe ^ j 
Producers: Michael Hind-Smith, 

Marion Dunn, others 1 
515 Mins.; (Oct. 12 to 16) 
CBC-TV, from Ottawa 

It's doubtful if any chore this 
big has been done by television 
anywhere, or done so well, as the; 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. did; 
on the visit to Ottawa of Queen; 
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip. It: 
was more than a documentary of 
the four-day Royal visit to the; 
Canadian Capital; it was a spec-: 
tacular pageant, dramatized to the; 
hilt, and CBC*s 25-plu* cameras 
caught every second of It and; 
added .to the drama with boffo: 
production. Ottawa turned on all 
its glory and glitter, pomp and; 
ceremony, and the video and audio 
crews of CBC picked it all up, 
added the impact that solid camera, 
handling and producing can give 
to any subject. 

If there were flaws, they were! 
minor and strongly overshadowed 
by the superb handling of an ex¬ 
tremely difficult show that teed at 
4:30 p.m. Sat. (12) and shuttered 
at 6:15 p:m. Wed. (16> after 515: 
minutes of actual airing. Credit for 
this fine achievement must he: 
spread among the 300 CBC per-: 
sonnel, brought in from major pro-, 
duction centres, Vancouver to New- i 
foundland. to augment the Ottawa 
crews. The 25 cameras were sta¬ 
tioned all over the city.. Several 
studios were stripped for the job. 
Each day, 17,300 feet of camera 
cable plus 17,000 feet of micro¬ 
phone cable was used, technical 
problems augmented by the neces¬ 
sity of using Pye, General Electric, 
RCA, Marconi and DuMont equip¬ 
ment, each with its own technical 
characteristics. 

Control centre was set up in a 
room in the Parliament Buildings 
where Thom Benson, general coor¬ 
dinator of both tv and radio, issued 
the orders, aided by Lucien Cote 
for the French web. Key man in 
the entire operation was Michael 
Hind-Smith, 25-year-old Ottawa 
producer, who Was production co¬ 
ordinator for both video and 
audio, besides 'being producer of 
tv at master control plus producer 
of the Queen's address to the na¬ 
tion. the first time Her Majesty 
had used live video for the purpose 
ol speaking to her subjects. The 
smooth, easy and top-rank airing 
at all times rates great kudos for 
Hind-Smith. 

Norman Depoe, who was also a 
commentator, coordinated all scrip¬ 
ting and through the socko briefing 
always evident as commentators 
spoke, many Canadians learned 
much of their nation and their 
Capital city they hadn’t known 
before. Depoe had six writers 
working under him to produce 
scripts for the seven separate 
broadcasts, three of them well over 
two hours long each. 

Hind-Smith and. his crew of nine 
producers (three of them female) 
made the most of all opportunities 
the Royal visit. offered,4 catching 
frequent close ups, turning cameras 
on interesting items even when 
they were unscheduled and filling 
time superbly during the numerous 
waits while the procession ap¬ 
proached to within camera limits. 
Use of seven zoomar lens helped 
bring in details and strategic locat¬ 
ing of cameras for each airing 
rounded out the coverage to satisfy 
even fault-pickers at their worst. 

The teedff airing. Sat (12), 
preemed with the arrival of Their 
Majesties, at Uplands airport and^j 
with all 25 cameras operating, 
followed the procession over a 13- 
mile route to Rideau Hall, resi¬ 
dence of the Governor General, 
where they resided. On Sun. (13) 
the cameras covered a ceremony 
at the national war memorial and, 
that evening, aired the Queen’s 
address, live, from Rideau Hall. 
Mon. (14) was probably the high¬ 
light of the visit when Her Majesty 
opened Canada’s Parliament, with 
cameras in corridors, hallways, the 
Senate chamber, House of Com¬ 
mons and outdoors at the entrance 
to the* Parliament Buildings and 
covering the streets approaching. 

In the Senate and Commons 
rooms, with probably the poorest 
acoustical setups in the city, the 
audio technicians created a miracle 
of sound, catching only what was 
required and giving it superb treat¬ 
ment. Included was the Queen’s 
reading of the speech from th* 
Throne in the Senate chamber, in 
both Fnglish and French. Tues. 
(15) showed Their Majesties visit¬ 
ing the neighboring city of Hull, 
in Quebec province, followed by 
the opening of construction work 
on Ottawa’s projected thruway, to 

hM-M 

be called the Queensway. Closing 
day (16) covered the Royal couple’s 
visit to 25,000 school children at 
Lansdowne Park, site of the Cen¬ 
tral Canada Exhibition, and on to 
their departure from Uplands air¬ 
port for Williamsburg, Va. 

Gorm, 

CHARLES LAUGHTON 
Director: Claud' Ikathaa 
M Miss.; Tues., 1« 
Gnwii-TV, free* Manchester 

A, pile of books, two stools and a 
personality were the only props 
used in this program. Charles 
Laughton made full use of them all; 
during his 46-minnte solo spot for 
Granada-TV. Informality was the 
keynote of this sh6w, when the 
actor provided the most unique 
entertainment.* yet screened on 
British commercial tv, and it 
proved_a great success. 

Opening with a few -comic verses 
to set the atmosphere, Laughton 
soon got info his stride to read 
from Thomas Wolfe, Shakespeare, 
the Bible and Abraham Lincoln. It 
made for solid entertainment, with 
good shots of the actor’s -ever 
changing facial expressions and 
tempo of delivery. But if was es¬ 
sentially Laughton throughout. 
Changes of voice and expression 
did not hide his individuality, and 
because of this some of the charac¬ 
terizations were a little lost be¬ 
neath his powerful personality, 
which more than made up for this 
fault His most moving interlude 
came with the performance of the 
“Gettysburg Address,” when he 
prefaced the reading by saying: 
’(Some of these words are more 
poignant today than ever before 
because of certain circumstances— 
so listen to them.” He brought out 
the meaning of each sentence with 
sincerity and moving conviction. 

Bary. 

suspense to an unexpected, uock 
climax. The story had Katherine 
Kath as a French nurse in Britain 
suffering from amnesia. Faced with 
Paul Stassino, a French surgeon 
with whom she worked and with 
whom she was in love till he dis¬ 
appeared, she was reminded of the 
last operation on which they 
worked. 

On this one he was faced with 
a dilemma. He was called on to 
save the life of a French traitor 
who collaborated with the Nazis. 
Patriot -Stassino was confronted 
with the problem of whether to be 
loyal to France or to be true to his 
Hippocratic Oath, In-the end he 
compromised. He used his sur¬ 
geon’s art to remove the bullet 
from th£ traitors body and then 
immediately fired another one into 
his heart, thus satisfying both of 
his values. 

Paul Stassino gave a thoughtful 
and virile performance as the 
surgeon, but that excellent actress, 
Katherine Kath, was largely wast¬ 
ed in a neurotic and gloomy role.- 
Christine Finn, Veronica-Turleigh, 
John Arnatt and Peter Hling filled 
minor roles with distinction. 
Stephen Clarkson’s production was 
far too pedestrian for such a heavy 
subject, but the operation sequence 
was handled with considerable sus¬ 
pense and authenticity. Rich. 

LASCIA O RADDOPPIA (Double 
or Nothing) 

With Mike Bougiorno, Edy Cam- 
pagnoli, others 

Director: Romolo Siena 
61 Mins., Thurs., 9 pan. 
RAI-TV, from Milan 
' One might almost say that the 

ri§e of Italian television began with 
the start of this Italo version of 
the “$64,000 Question” couple 
years back, and the program con¬ 
tinues, at a popular clip despite 
persistent reports that RAI plans 
to replace it. Praise and interest 
still outweigh adverse comments 
in all Italo dailies following each 
stanza (no other -show to date gets 
similar coverage), thus reinforcing; 
its status as a national institution; 
of sorts- , i 

Success of the quizzer is In large 
part due to the personality and 
television savvy of its likeable em¬ 
cee, Mike Bongiomo {who in turn 
has had more than a measure of 
personal success from his projec¬ 
tion on the show). Bongiornb’s 
stateside radio training shows in 
his surefire handling of contest¬ 
ants, while his perfect bilingual 
ability adds to the effect Though 
his interest in ‘the show seems to 
have dropped some of late, he re¬ 
mains the top man in his field here 
today, and a .valuable property for 
the future of local programming, 
whatever the show may be. 

A passive but comely assist is 
given Bongiomo by Edy Campag- 
noli, who likewise has become a 
national favorite though in effect 
having little to do but intro new 
contestants. Latter group has re¬ 
cently been given a colorful boost 
by the selection of such^interest- 
ing and exuberant personalities as 
an African native and a spry octo¬ 
genarian, to; name only two. From 
a straight quiz format, producers 
have slowly begun emphasizing 
items spectacular possibilities as 
well, via re-enacted questions, film 
dips, etc. 

Questions, especially in the oft- 
used sports category have become 
more and more difficult as more 
and more contestants reached the 
$8,000 limit. This, plus the claim 
that posers are not all equally dif¬ 
ficult, have recently brought the 
show some sharp criticism and re¬ 
ports of unfairness and “rigging.” 
The court suits by unhappy losers 
have likewise become too many to 
count in recent times. Hawk. 

ARMCHAIR THEATRE 
(An Inch From The Heart) 
With Katherine Kath, Christine 

Finn, John,Amatt, Barbara Shot- 
ter, Paul Stassino, Peter Hling, 
others 

Writers: Stratford Davis, Stephen 
Clarkson - 

Director: Stephen Clarkson 
M Mins., Sun. (13), 9:3* p.m. 
ABC-TV, front Manchester 

After an interminable and dreary 
start, moving towards an inevitable 
flashback, this drama built up in 

ONE O’CLOCK GANG 
With Larry Marshall, Sheila Mat¬ 

thews, Brian Douglas, Jimmy 
Nairn, Tommy. Maxwell Quartet; 
Dorothy Squires, guest 

Writers: Robin Gardiner, Keir 
Douglas 

Director: Bill Skinner 
40 Mins^ daily, 1 pjtt. 
Scottish Tele virion Ltd., from 

Glasgow 
This is a chatty informal midday 

show, a daily chore for local artists 
and a fillip for midday advertising 
on the new indie network in Scot¬ 
land. It has recovered from a low 
opening standard and is steadily, 
mellowing into interesting pro¬ 
gramming, using'guest acts once a 
week and occasional fashion dis¬ 
plays. While comedy is frequently 
weak, the show snakes -capital out 
of this by getting yocks at expense 
of its chief comedy man, Larry 
Marshall, building him as. a per¬ 
former who. constantly makes 
errors. 

Friendly atmosphere is built cas¬ 
ually, with Marshall, singer Brian 
Douglas, announcer Jimmy Nairn 
and blonde thrush Sheila Matthews 
all gabbing and taking the mickey 
out .of one another, ha between 
this inconsequential patter Douglas 
Sings with a good set of pipes, Miss 
Matthews chirps sweetly, and 
Nairn does the.emceeing in a boy¬ 
ish style. Musical backing is by the 
Tommy Maxwell Quartet, a work¬ 
manlike local group. 

At show caught Dorothy Squires,; 
vivacious vaude and tv thrush, did. 

l lively guest slotting, singing 
‘Song of the Valley” (with rural 

-valley back-cloth) and “Our Song.** 
Russ Conway Was at Hie ivories. 
Miss Squires used gimmick of ap¬ 
pearing in garb of current fashion- 
style “The Sack," and brought 
yocks with her comments on mad¬ 
ness of femmes to follow fashion 
like slaves. An .audience Interview- 
bit, before second batch of com¬ 
mercials, was awkwardly handled 
by comedian Larry Marshall. 

Series is akedded to run daily 
through the winter and into 1*5S. 
It’s an ambitious undertaking for 
new inexperienced tv group, who 
merit praise for boldness in. devis¬ 
ing and presenting; Gord. 

THE CARROLL LEVIS SHOW 
With tin Jerry Allen Quartet, 

otters 
Producer-director: Fred Wilby 
25 Mins.t Thurs., 9:20 pjp. 
Associated Television from 

London 
The never ending source of 

amateur talent has brought “The 
Carroll Levis Show” back to com¬ 
mercial tv for a further series. In 
the past, it hat proved a popular, 
program, which set a fairly consist¬ 
ent standard. Judging by the first 
of the skein, It will continue in 
that vein. 

Levis, a genial emcee with a 
mellow, smooth flowing.Kne of pat-, 
ter, ties the acts together nicely, 
but the show -loses some of its im¬ 
pact through being telerecorded, 
which makes for some loss of spon¬ 
taneity. Acts aired were a young 
crooqer, a 15-year-old trumpet 
playing girl, a. male musical im¬ 
pressionist, a straight songstress, 
and a 21-strong girls* choir. The 
Jerry Allen Quartet filled in the 
musical spots, pleasantly, Bary, 

COLT .45-. 
With Wayde Preston, Erin O'Brien, 

Andrew Duggan, Helen Brown, 
Kenneth MacDonald, Bob Steele, 
Peter Brown 

Producer: Warner Bros. 
Director: Douglas Heyes 
Writer: MarionsHargrovo 
36 Mina^ Fri., la pm. 
CAMPBELL SOUP 
ABC-TV (film) 

(BBD&O) 
Almost day in and day out sine* 

the beginning of the new video 
season, western after western has 
hit the airwaves, and, by now, it 
isn’t the easiest job distinguishing 
one from another, “Colt .45,” 
preeming Friday (18) for ABC-TV, 
was another western and while it 
was not perfect, the latest half- 
hour telefilm from the cow country 
left its kinfolk way behind. Wayde 
Preston is another young, lanky tv 
hoss opera hero, some of whom are 
pretty fair actors. He is too, maybe 
better than most, but it wasn’t he 
so much as a well executed plot 
and simple, lucid direction that 
made this Campbell - sponsored 
show a-winner. . -s . 

Conception of the lead,‘ called 
Christopher Colt, was less than in¬ 
spired. -Colt* played by Preston, 
was army undercover agent dis- 
gaised aa a- 'gun salesman. But 
since he ncted more like s gun 
salesman-Hassuming that gumsales- 
men are .quite human—rthan a 
tricky, secret policeman, he came 
off clearly as a susceptible, genuine 
human being. Plotting.,was some¬ 
what loose gnd .at moments .cryptic 
but an overall tenor- of,excitement 
was conveyed. Lead received top- 
notch support from Andrew Dug¬ 
gan as a gun-slinging bully, and 
pretty Erin O’Brien av the mission¬ 
ary girl who reaction to violence 
gave cause fot some of the things 
done—or left undone—by the pro¬ 
tagonist. Art. 

NAVY LOG 
(PT 109) 
With John Baer. Patrick Walts, 

Peter Miller, John Cleae, Joel 
Smith, Skip Killmpni. Taut 
Wilde, Clark Howat, otters 

Producer-Director: Sam Gallx 
Writer: Allan E. Sloane 
30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m. 
U.S. RUBBER CO. 
ABC-TV (film) 

(Fletcher D. Richards) 
A staple with a steady track rec¬ 

ord got off to a good start Thurs. 
(17) for the new season, with ah 
episode dramatizing the exploits of 
former Navy man. Senator John 
Kennedy, who commanded m PT 
boat off the periphery islands of 
Japan during the war. . 

Further impact was lent-when 
the Massachusetts Senator cam* on 
after the show, along with another 
shipmate, for a little interview on 
film. 

Scripting by Allen X. Sloan* was 
weakened by some cliches, the 
Hollywood version of burner among 
desperate* hapless men, and seme 
characterizations which didn’t ring 
the belL Also, the knots and links 
in tiie episodic adventure was not 
securely tied. 

But overall, the action-packed' 
sea saga retained interest and por- 
trayed the courage of some daunt¬ 
less men. If those values are de¬ 
livered in broad strokes and reg¬ 
ister, as they did on the preem, 

fthe series his more to boast about 
than * lot of new entries. 

Production values were excel¬ 
lent, the camerawork capturing the 
salt and sea. Episode dealt with 
the jamming of Kennedy’s FT boat 
by a Jap ship; the long trial and 
hardship on sea and on one of the 
iriands before they were rescued 
with the help of some friendly 
natives. Haro. 

A CITY’S SHAME 
With Bill Small, Jay Crouse, Wil¬ 

liam L. Watts 
Director: Ed Turner 
25 Mins.; Fri. (ID 
Sustaining - \ . 
WHAS-TV, Louisville 

Documentary walk into Louis¬ 
ville slums, “A City’s Shame; The 
Slums of Louisville,” a' good por¬ 
tion of which showed scenes that 
most localites have not been ex¬ 
posed to. Most bf the tenants in¬ 
terviewed' were .Negroes, A rather 
depressing picture was given of th* 
city’* blighted; areas and soUild- 
filiii interviews with residents of 
the area, many of whom cannot af¬ 
ford to move and who . cannot re¬ 
move th* Might themselves. It was 
enlightening, to say the least. 

Local director of the Planning 
and' Zoning Commission, William 
L, Watts, appeared on the show in ' 
an interview with WHAS-TV News 
Director Bill Small to answer ques¬ 
tions about the proposed bond is¬ 
sue. Films were taken by WHAS 
newsman Vince Clephas; inter¬ 
view* by news director Bill Small, 
and film was narrated _by Jay 
CroUse. '~ 

A commendable presentation and 
one that would certainly take its 
place in the field Of public con¬ 
venience^ interest, and necessity* 

Wfed. 
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Mike Todd Tarty 
Mike Toddthrew a “party” for 

18,000 at Madison Square. Garden 
last week to mark the first anniver¬ 
sary of “Around the World in 80 
Days,” and CBS filled its usual 
“Playhouse 90" spot with the 

' goings-on. Both party and show 
were flops. 

No question that the advance 
buildup and the promise of a huge 
star lineup gave the show a big 
rating. Na question, either, that a 
lot of viewers must have felt badly 

t let down when It ’was all .over, for 
rarely has Todd produced anything 

. less calculated to keep his public 
happy. 

What CBS* “Around the- World 
in 90 Minutes” added up to was 
an interminable, frequently clumsy 

. plug for Mike Todd; a -show with¬ 
out a show -that added up to 

: nothing mbre than a listless parade 
around the tanbark. This had been 
'billed as something special, and In 
,the light of -Todd’s achievement 
with “8ft Days,” it seems the more 
Incredible that it turnejj out some¬ 
thing less-than ordinary. ‘ 

There was confusion everywhere. 
■ The Cameras wandered endlessly 
' between'breaks In the “marching." 
Anchor man Walter Cronkite', look¬ 
ing. acutely uncomfortable, had 
trouble keeping contact with his 
roving colleagues, Jim McKay and 
Bill Leonard. Commercials and-sta¬ 
tion breaks cut into interviews that 
had barely, gotten started. If there 
were celebrities in the Garden, 
they were well hidden from the 
CBS men, who . finally had to con¬ 
tent themselves with such “per¬ 
sonalities” as Hedda Hopper and 
Elsa Maxwell. 

Elizabeth Taylor, looking beauti¬ 
ful, was picked up a couplp of 
times, but once she was interviewed 
outside camera range and the other 
time she was-busy climbing np the 
stairs' to the top of the cake. Tony 
Curtis started to get on twice, each 
time was - interrupted by a com¬ 
mercial. Ginger Rogers made it 
for a brief appearance. I 

Cronkite, apparently supplied 
with a fact sheet, dutifully repeated 
the same facts over and over again. 
It was a prime demonstration that 
tv, with all .its, technical-marvels, 
isn’t a spontaneous medium. It 
just isn’t enough, to shove the 
cameras into the Garden and let 
’em go. CBS 'and Todd equally 
Share the blame for putting this 
one over on the audience* It was at 
best a huge plug for one Mike 
Todd, and at. worst a crashing bore. 

Art Cohn produced and wrote the 
show, with little evidence of either 
activity, Garry. Moore introed the 
filmed portions, which had Todd 
gagging it up and “dramatizing” 
the story of how “80 Days” came 
to be. Sequences with Frank Sin¬ 
atra and Maurice Chevalier were 
promised, but never came on. 

Show had its. humorous moments, 
such as when Sir Cedric Hard- 
wicke almost sagged off his ele¬ 
phant (after a few moments this 
looked more dangerous than 
funny) and when the black-tied at¬ 
tendants-tried to catch up with a. 
runaway dog. Apart from that, 
there were 249 dancers who- didn’t 
dance, a sad-faced Fernandel who 
did. nothing more than lead his 

• horse around the arena (plug for 
“Don .Quixote”), Sen. Hubert 
Humphrey of Minnesota suddenly 
calling for international under¬ 
standing, George . Jessel calling 
Todd ’The American Sputnik” (no 
laughs there), cowboys and -Indians 
putting on a brief chase act, Broad¬ 
way Asiatics presenting themselves 
as Indians, Burmese, etc., Keystone 
Kops, plumed knights, strolling 
players and a couple of jeep loads 
with-food, 
- It was unexciting, dreary, 'un¬ 
prepared and all together a sad 
90 minutes.. Hift.: 

obviously. There were a few yocks 
in the “Man of the Street” .bit, 
questions pegged on the ’Queen 
Elizabeth .visit. The Allen satiriza- 
tion on the unveiling of a new car 
Blintz offered a few light moments, 
although somewhat repetitive in 
the Use- of film clips for fags. 

' Steve Allen 
.. On his outing. Sunday 120), Steve 
Allen began strong with a Hilarious 
takeoff on you-know-whose Madi¬ 
son Square Garden party, but 
wound lip limping with a simulated 
basketball game pitting the Harlem 
Globetrotters against the Steve 
Allen All-Stars.' The All-Stars 
should never have entered. the 
floor—and'stayed so long. The bit 
just wasn’t entertaining enough... 
- Sandwiched in between was a 
good comedic stint in the House of 
Horrors by Lou Costello, aided by 
three- performers in supporting 
roles; one . .being that “Franken¬ 
stein" beast;,, now getting such.a 
whirl in the feature horror kick on 
tv. Ginger Rogers did an okay 
SPOOL jof different types of vocal¬ 
ists.* .;Tfce Hi-Lo’s came in for a 
straight singing’ interlude, one of 
the tw». numbers- dressed -up- with 
a host of seductively <|gt gals, done 

Outlook 
Television again proved its first- 

rate potential as a journalistic me¬ 
dium last week (20) when “Out¬ 
look” over NBC-tv presented "The 
Anatomy of a Layoff.” Show, pro¬ 
duced by Heuven Frank, came up 
With a sharp, concise picture of 
what was happening ..on Long Is¬ 
land as a result of cutbacks in de¬ 
fense spending and the subsequent 
layoff of thousands of workers at 
the Republic Aviation and. other 
aircraft manufacturing plants. 

Study, with Bill Hill and Piers 
Aqdetfon doing the interviewing, 
concentrated on- the Farmingdale 
area -and proved, in depth, how 
deeply this regional depression has 
already affected the life and econ¬ 
omy of the .community. It was, in 
some, ways, -a heartbreaking picture 
that emerged, of. people desperate¬ 
ly trying to get jobs while living 
on credit; of efforts to relocate; of 
a warning that workers would de¬ 
sert defense industries, to avoid 
similar experiences in the future. 

Credit producer Frank with do¬ 
ing a calm, reasoned “depth” job 
in his probe of the situation. He 
wasn’t .peddling any message* 
though his cameras spoke elo¬ 
quently. The material he and his 
reporters got was extremely well 
put together and presented by 
Chet Huntley. There was no hys¬ 
teria in this show,-but those who 
watched it must have come away 
with a deep feeling of uneasiness 
and. strong sympathy for those 
whose^ world has suddenly been 
shaken and who now live on the 
edge of what is supposed to be a 
“boom"- economy.- 

“Anatomy” wisely didn’t attempt 
to cover the national pictures, 
though it was made quite clear that 
the Republic AViation cutbacks and 
its effects on people and on sub¬ 
contractors was -being duplicated 
all over the country. Its most val¬ 
uable lesson was the folly of an 
entire region being geared, to a 
single industry. It was too ba'd that 
Republic didn’t allow Frank and 
his. men to come in. and discuss the 
layoffs from management’s side. 
That was a part of the picture that 
was missing. Hift. ' 

Sunday Night at the 
London Palladium 

. The program on Sunday (13) was 
just ‘about the best of the current 
series, a neatly balanced bill head¬ 
ed by Hollywood’s husband-and- 
wife teamf Larry Parks andN Betty 
Garrett. Their** was arf amiable 
song-and-dance act in which they 
kidded gently and sang “That’s the 
One I Love,” “Up a Lazy River” 
(starting at strict tempo and 
whooping it up; to rock ’n’ roll) 
and finally “Side by Side.” 

- Previously, Laton, Graham & 
Chadel, a trio of zany knockabout 
comics, ballerina Markova and 
singer Edmund Hockridge, with 
sohgs ranging from “Luck Be A 
Lady to Me” to grand japera, had 
provided excellent codtrast. Val 
Parnell's policy Is to present a new 
emcee every four weeks. In this 
bill Bob Monkhouse took oyer arid 
though some of his gags fell desper¬ 
ately flat his easy presence kept 
the program pleasantly tied -to¬ 
gether and his first attempt at the 
'Beat the Clock” spot was a suc¬ 

cess. 
With conductor Cyril Oraadel in 

N. Y; casing the “Fair Lady” music 
which he will conduct at Drury 
Lane, Reg Co}e took over the Pal¬ 
ladium-pit very adequately. 

I Rich, 

Chelsea at Nine 
Granada-TV has now certainly 

won itself the reputation of pre¬ 
senting the most offbeat entertain¬ 
ment On British tv with its weekly 
“Chelsea at Njne” show. The pro¬ 
gram caught (15), headlined by 
Jeannie Carson a week late be¬ 
cause of Asian flu, featured a 
hoogey-playing classical pianist, a 
troupe of African dancers (several 
of them women nude from the 
waist up), and a preview of a play 
scheduled to open in London two 
days after the transmission. A 
pretty Varied lineup which was 
marred for the best part0 by a 
sound fault 

During Miss Carson’s spot, sound; 
quality was restored to near hor^ 
mal to allow her to put over two 
numbers* “I’ll Go My Way,” and J 
“Greener Pastures,” which werel 
nicely rendered but didn’t give 

DINAH SHORE CHET? SHOW 
With Danny Thomas, Nanette 

Fabray, Dean Jones, Tab Hunter, 
Elliot Reed 

Producer-Director: Bob Banner 
Writers: Bob Wells, Johnny Brad- 

feed,. Arnold Peyser 
Musical Director: Harry Zimmer- 

69 Mins.; Sun,, 9 p.m. 
CHEVROLET . '■ 
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (color) 

(Campbell-Eioald) 

Dinah Shore, who gave up her 
longstanding click quarter-hour 
series for Chevrolet for a stab at 
the hour-long format, was victim¬ 
ized on her openiiig show of the 
new season Sunday night (24) by a 

weak script and an even weaker 
selection of music. While the old 
quarter-hour shows needed little 
more than songs and some inven¬ 
tive settings, the 60-minute layout 
presents formidable problems that 
Miss Shore’s production staff 
solved in her occasional hour-long 
"specials” over the past couple of 
years. But the light touch was 
generally missing In her getaway 

effort this year. 
The preem was badly troubled 

by a couple of Hollywood glamor 

boys, Tab Hunter and Dean Jones. 
Both of these film players have 
achieved some success as singers 
on disks, but their yocalistics are 
not meant for display on tv. 
Designed for rather severe vocal 
limitations, their song material 
was of the most monotonous varie¬ 

ty in the rock ’n’ roll idiom. . 
Ditties like “Don’t Tell A Soul,” 

and “Send For Me” (which got a 
reprise yet) may be okay for the 
juves*in the juke joints, but they 
are not calculated to add class to 
a video show, even when a songs¬ 
tress of Miss Shore’s calibre deliv¬ 
ers them. 

Hunter and Jones, who must take 
the responsibility for their vocal- 
istics, were not given any outside 
help by the script either. There 
was supposed to be a running gag 
about their not being able to make 
-a move without studio approval, 
but it came off as stickily cute. The 
writers* were too obviously pres¬ 
sing. 

A couple of video pros, Nanette 
Fabray . and Dandy Thomas, con¬ 
tributed some entertaining rou¬ 
tines,. buT they too took a rather 
long time warming up in their in¬ 
troductory repartee with Miss 
Shore. After starting to roll, 
Thomas registered with some fun¬ 
ny stories , and in a hokey song- 
and-dances bit^th Miss Shore and 
the two Hollywood players. At the 
windup, there was a: goodnatured 
plug for Thomas’ CBS-TV show via 
a shot of the latter network's 
trademarked “eye” on the comic’s 
back. 

Miss Fabray performed energeti¬ 
cally in her “Papa, Won’t You 
Dance With Me” routine with sup¬ 
port from a male ballet troupe. 
She also had a good numbejr with 
Miss Shore in a spoof on current 
ladies’ fashions. On her own. Miss 
Shore was, as usual, a highly in¬ 
gratiating hostess and songstress, 
particularly when she delivered 
fine old standards like “These 
Foolish Things” and “I’ll. Never 
Say ‘Neyer Again’ Again.” 

A couple of the best bits on the 
show were turned in by Elliot Reed, 
who \yas billed by Miss Shore as 
the announcer. He showed a savvy 
comic talent in his takeoffs on Ed 
Murrow and a fashion commentator 
and should shape up as a key 

■personality in the upcoming Chevy 
shows. Herm. 

hef a chance, because of a.tight 
■.schedule, to make, contact with 
Viewers. The extract from “Man 
of Distinction,” which opened ait 
the Prince’s Theatre on Oct. 17. 
starring . Anton Walbrook and 
Moira Shearer, was the first item 
to suffer from the technical hitch. 
For most of the performance the 
lines were completely lost, and the 
voices of engineers trying to sort; 
out the trouble came through loud 
and clear. Miss Shearer made! 
amends later in the show by danc¬ 
ing “The Charleston,” which is fea¬ 
tured in the* play, with John 
Homer. 

Surprise entry was “Les Ballet 
Africains de Keita Fodeba,” com-] 
prising a bunch of lithe African 
natives who performed a couple 
of uninhibited folk dances with the 
ftmtae. members of the corps de 
ballet undulating almost in- the 
raw. Pianist Shura Cherkassky’s 
playing was another entry to suf¬ 
fer from the sound trouble. He 
played some Chopin, and a piece 
of classical boogey woogey, Alan 
Melyille emceed neatly and the 
Peter Knight Orch and vocal- 
dance outfit * ’"The , Granadiers,” 
were competent. Bary. 
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m Consort a TV Smash’ 
By FRED HIFT 

Queen Elizabeth II and prince 
Philip wound up their official 10- 
day visit to the U.S. and Canada 
Monday night (21) by attending the 

“Royal Commonwealth Ball”, at the 
Seventh Regiment Armory In Man¬ 
hattan, and CBS cameras were 
there to cover. It was a pleasant 
and relaxed occasion, and it af¬ 
forded viewers, a unique and.excel¬ 
lent chance to study the Queen 
and her consort at very close and 

intimate range. 
During her entire visit, the tv 

cameras never had a more perfect 
view of the Queen and she, in turn, 
never looked better or more at 
ease. For almost all of the show’s 
45 minutes; the'cameras had the 
Queen in virtual eloseup, chatting 
with people, moving around the 
room and reviewing the various 
formations, drawn up in the armory. 
She looked tired, but actually she 
stayed a lot longer than her sched¬ 
ule called for, and this gave CBS 
its unique opportunity to study her 
at very close range. 

Visually, the Queen makes an 
excellent tv subject. She cuts a 
handsome figure, her bearing is 
full of royal dignity and her cloth¬ 
ing has the kind of distinction that 
commands attention. At the Com¬ 
monwealth Ball, she was dressed in 
a stunning gown and .a brilliant 
tiara sparkled (in her head. 

But, seeing her on a number of 
occasions on tv, one also must con¬ 
clude that she is an extraordinary f 
shy and reticent person who finds 
it difficult to be herself on official 
or ceremonial occasions. The Queen 
is very pretty when she smiles, but 
the fact is that she appears to be 
serious most of the time. It’s diffi¬ 
cult to figure out whether she con¬ 
siders this to be part of the proper 
royal demeanor, or whether she’s 
just serious by nature. 

This was never more apparent 
than during her address when 
opening the Canadian Parliament, 
or for that matter* during the tele¬ 
vised arrival at the airports in 
Ottawa and Washington. The cam¬ 
eras of the Canadian Broadcasting 
Co. were expertly handled inside 
Parliament to expose every nuance 
on the Queen’s countenance. She 
neyer deigned to smile, and conse¬ 
quently the occasion was stiff, for¬ 
mal and cold. 

There was an improvement on 
her arrival in Washington where 
she was greeted at the airport by 
President. Eisenhower. In fact, it 
appears that the Queen loosened 
up quite a lot during her U.S. stay, 
judging by her tv appearances. The 
climax came at the Commonwealth 
Ball when she finally ■ dropped a 
good deal of her reserve during her 
conversations. 

The occasion also gave viewers 
a good idea of the royal “team” 
in action. During the presentation 
of various personalities, it was 
Philip who took the lead in the 
chit-chat that was required. It was 
his wide grin that was reflected in 
the Queen’s smile and that helped 
people over the moment of uneasi¬ 
ness. The .sidelong glances with 
which the Queen occasionally fa¬ 
vored her husband were nice, 
human touches, revealing the 
woman undemeatffthe official, and 
at times forbidding, figure of the 
Queen, . 

Commentary side of the show 
was ably handled by.Walter Cron¬ 
kite, who kept voicing surprise at 
the Queen’s'disregard for the split- 
second schedule she’d maintained 
to that time. But the royal couple 
were going to the airport from 
here, and apparently they didn’t 
care about being late. Working with 
Cronkite was Alexander, Kendrick 
of CBS-London, whp filled in with 
a little color. Plan had -been to 
give a rundown on the Queen’s 
U.S. visit, but this was dropped in 
favor of the “live” show. 

On the whole, considering the 
difficulties under which they labor 
on such occasions, the.tv newsmen 
did a good job on the Queen’s visit. 
There were a lot of speeches, and 
—unfortunately—the Queen isn’t 
the orator type. Her voice, rather 
high pitched, is flat and she tends j 
to read her,message. She definite¬ 
ly gives the impression of one who j 
hates to speak in public. Apart i 
from that, her speech writers seem 
to be determined to give her ma¬ 
terial that is as dull ai they can 
possibly make it. Rarely does a 
spark of real feeling enter into her 
public Utterings. 

Once in a While, there was a hu¬ 
morous touch. For instance, at the 

-(National Press Club reception in 
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Washington, when she* said she’d 
heard about the large press corps 
in the capital, and now she knew 
what they were talking about. The 
trouble is that tv is primarily an 
onlooker. None of the events in¬ 
volving the Queen were set up for 
the medium, and the result at 
times was tedium. What is more 
deadly on tv than a long and pain¬ 
ful speech that says little? Curi¬ 
ously enough, the news fraternity 
was probably more guilty of this 
than any others and the Washing¬ 
ton Press Club pow had* its em¬ 
barrassing oyertones. 

Again, ip "New York Monday 
noon, at the Waldorf-Astoria 
luncheon, television was present 
mostly “for the record.” There 
were endless stage waits and the 
playing of the national anthems by 
Meyer Davis* band was pathetic 
and inept 

WOR-TV got a windfall when 
Pegeen (and Ed) Fitzgerald, who 
had been invited privately, not as 
press reps, to the Waldorf-Astoria 
for the official luncheon hosted by 
the City of New York, cut her 
video camera to the post-mealtime 
session when the Queen gave her 
formal address. Protocol forfend- 
ed the tv camera focusing on the 
dais, while eating, but the 2 p.m, 
^Channel 9 slot by The Fitzgeralds 
coincided by chance, with the visit¬ 
ing ruler’s thankyou address. Mrs. 
Fitzgerald picked it up from the 
grand ballroom of the Waldorf, cut 
hack to husband Ed in the WOR- 
TV studio when necessary. The 
station permitted their usual 2- 
2:30 time allotment to run 15 min¬ 
utes over. 

Considering the importance of 
tv. and the basic purpose of the 
Queen’s visit, it might have been 
well for her to appear on a show 
designed specifically to intro her 
to the American public, both as a 
Queen and as a wife and mother. 
The tv medium reveals many 
things about people, even Queens, 
by simply looking them in the face. 
This certainly was true of the cur¬ 
rent visit. The impression needed 
supplementation via the human 
factors. 

FRANK LUTHER' SHOW 
With Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, Gall 

Davis, others 
Producer: Frank Luther 
Director: Tony Lang 
30 Mins.; Tnes., 6 pan. 
WNAC-TV, from Boston 

WNAC-TV’s first “live” show Is 

aimed at the moppets and is pleas¬ 
ant enough although reminiscent 
of the usual type layout in use 
since tv began. There are the 
moppets in a little “jury” box, 
snatches of song, intros of guests, 
film clips and commercials—“shar¬ 
ing table” gimmick and “Bugs 
Bunny” cartoon film. Frank Luther 
strides through.the show in cowboy 
boots and western paraphernalia, 
pitches for Several products, pipes 
and thumps the 88. 

Luther is a capable “live” per¬ 
former and imparts warmth to his 
work. Presence of star guest, 
Bishop Sheen, awed the youngsters 
in the box at start, but the Bishop, 
who came on back to camera talk¬ 
ing directly to the youngsters, held 
their undivided attention with a 
story of his missionary work. Gail 
Davis* the "Annie Oakley” of the 
film series on WNAC-TV, in town 
for the rodeo at Boston Garden, 
was introed by Luther, and he 
showed a Aim clip of the rodeo. 

The show opened with a musical 
seg with moppets, predominantly 
femme, in cowpuncher dress, pa¬ 
rading on and into box. “Bugs 
Bunny” cartoon was fed to the 
kids,- then Luther pitches for art 
pencil package, Venus Paradise, 
pre-sketched coloring series. He 
explained the “sharing table” and 
called New England Home for Lit¬ 
tle Wanderers telling the director 
that the array of foodstuffs, do¬ 
nated, is for them. Each week a 
different org Is so honored. Luther 
signed the show off with “Oh What 
a Beautiful Morning” accompany¬ 
ing himself on the 88. He pitches 
for Ovaltine, Venus and rodeo. 

It would seem that this show is 
misnamed unless Luther gets more 
singing and 88’ing to do, besides 
pitching commercials and showing 
cartoons and film clips. Even the 
moppets didn’t Seem entertained. 
Luther, whose moppet music is 
w. k., certainly should have more 
impact as a performer than as an 
ad salesman. However, this is an 
initialer and WNAC - TV rates 
kudos for beginning live tv shows 
in Beantown. Guy. 
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- ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Vamxtt'i weekly chart, based cm ratings furnished by American Research Bit- feature period and., share of audience, since these factors reflect pie effectiveness 

reau’s latest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 130 dtiee. Each of the feature, and audience -composition, i.e. a late show at 11:19 p.m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated. .. have ana chfldren viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the! effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been stripped basis utttixing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating for the 
included in this .Vjuumr chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of showings for the week is given/the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes fector.iBaning unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and tow ratings for the measured mined from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

CHICAGO 
TOP If TITLES AND OTHER DATA 

1. RANDOM HARVEST— 
Greer Garson, Ronald Coleman; 
1942; MGM; MGM-TV. 

TIME SLOT 

Best of MGM 
Sat. Sept. 7 

11:00-1:30 a.m. 
WBBM 

ARB 
RATING 

26.4 

2. CAPTAIN BLOOD— 
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havllland; 
1935; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions. 

Courtesy Theatre 
Sun. Sept. 8 

10:00-12:00 a.m. 
WGN 

16.8 

3. NORTHERN PURSUIT— 
Errol Flynn, Julie Bishop; 
1943; Warner Brothers; 
Associated* Artists Productions. 

Community Playhouse 
Fri. Sept 13 

10:00-11:55 p.m. 
WGN 

14.5 

4. NOBODY LIVES FOREVER— 
John Garfield, Geraldine Fitzgerald; 
1945: Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions. 

Thursday Premiere 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
10:00-11:45 p.m. 

WGN 

13.9 

5. SLAVE SHIP— 
George Saunders, Warner 
Baxter; 1937; 20th 
Century Fox; NTA. \ 

Movietime, U.S.A. 
, Fri. Sept. 13 
10:00-ll:45p.m. 

WBKB 

12.7 

«. NOTORIOUS— 
Cary Grant, Ingrid Bergman; 
1946; Selznick 
Studios; NTA. 

Feature Film 
Tues. Sept 10 

10:00-11:55 p.m. 
WGN 

12.7 

«. FORT DEFIANCE— 
Dane Clark, Ben Johnson; 
1951; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV. 

Movietime, U.S.A. 
Wed. Sept 11 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WBKB 

11.8 

7. MORE THAN A SECRETARY— 
Jean Arthur; George Brent; 
1937; Columbia; 
Screen Gems 

Feature Playhouse 
Mon. Sept. 9 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WGN 

11.0 

8, ROADHOUSE— 
Ida Lupino, Cornel Wilde, Richard 
Widmark; 1948; 20th Century 
Fox; NTA Film Network. 

Premiere Performance 
Wed. Sept. 11 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 

WGN 
* 

10.6 

9. THE WHIP HAND— 
Elliott Reed, Lureen Tuttle; 
1951; RKO C&C. 

Movietime, U.S.A. 
Mon. Sept. 9 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WBKB 

9.0 ' 

SAN FRANCISCO 
1. STANLEY & LIVINGSTON— 

Spencer Tracy, Nancy Kelly; 
Richard Greene; 1939; 
20th Century Fox; NTA. 

Big Movie 
Wed. Sept 11 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
KPIX 

16.5 

2. BLACKBEARD THE PIRATE— 
Linda Darnell, Robert 
New ton; 1952; RKO; C&C. 

Big Movie 
Mon. Sept. 9 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
KPIX 

13.8 

2. NIGHT OF THE HUNTER— 
Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters; 
1955; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV. 

Major Movie 
Fri. Sept 13 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
KRON 

13.8 

3. NIGHT SONG— 
Merle Oberon, Dana Andrews; 
1947; RKO; C&C. 

Hollywood Film 
Theatre 

Sun. Sept. 8 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 

KGO 

13.3 

4. MACAO— 
Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum; 
1952; RKO; C&C. 

Fabulous Features v 
Sun: Sept 8 

5:30-7:00 p.m. 
KPIX 

13.1 

4. SEALED CARGO— 
Dana Andrews, Claude Rains; 
1951; RKO; C&C. 

Big Movie 
Tues. Sept. 10 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
KPIX 

13.1 

5. THE PURPLE PLAIN— 
Gregory Peck; 1955 
United Artists; United 
Artists-TV. 

Movie Time 
. Sun. Sept. 8 
6:00-7:30 p.m. 

KRON 

10.3 

6. NARROW MARGIN— 
Charles McGraw, Marie Windsor; 
1952; RKO; C&C. 

Big Hit Movie 
Sun. Sept. 8 

11:00-12:15 a.m. 
KPIX 

8.5 

7. ANGEL AND THE BADMAN— 
John Wayne, Gail Russell; 
1947; Republic; Hollywood 
Television Service. 

John Wayne Theatre 
Sun. Sept. 8 

-2:30-3:45 p.m. 
KRON 

8.$ 

8. THE XANSAN— 
Richard Dix, Jane Wyatt; Albert 
Dekker; 3943; Unitel APtistS; 
Masterpiece Productions. 

Classic Films 
Sat. Sept 7 

7:30-9:00 p.m. 
KGO 

7.5 

SHARK OR SEPTEMBER, 1957 ARB 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS EATING 

31.0 19.4 89.2 Wrestling . ..WBKB . .49 

18.4 12.3 48.8 News; Sports; Weather., , . WBBM ... 
Edward, My gon, Prestige 
Performance*.;. ..WBBM ... 

16.5 9.7 39.7 Slave Ship, Movietime, U.S.A.. .WBKB ... .12.7 

15.5 10.0 45.9 Standard News Roundup...... .WBBM ... .21.3 
In Town Tonight..,. .WBBM ... 
News—Harrington. .WBBM ... 
The Narrow Margin 

Movietime, U.S.A.. .WBKB ... 

15.0 5.5 33.1 Northern-Pursuit Community 
Playhouse .... .WGN _ .14.5 

15.8 7.6 46.6 

• 

Standard News Roundup...... .WBBM .... 
In Town Tonight.. .WBBM ..., 
Bunco Squad, Movietime 

U.S.A. . .WBKB ..., ..... 6.5 

12.6 10.8 38.6 Standard News Roundup. .WBBM .... .....23.6 
In Town Tonight. .WBBM .... .....12.6 
Hotel Berlin, Feature Film... ,WGN ..... .5.9 

11.8 ,9.5 34.1 Standard News Roundup...... .WBBM .... 
In Town Tonight.... .WBBM .... _10.8 
The Whip Hand, 

Movietime. U.S.A..; .WBKB .... .... 9.0 

12.1 9.5 17.8 Father Knows Best.. .WNBQ .... 
Ozzie & Harriet .. .WBKB .... .. .21.5 
I've Got a Secret-..... .WBBM .... _30.6 
U.S. Steel Hdui*... .WBBM .... 

10.6 6.8 27.9 Standard News Roundup. .WBBM .... ,....24.4 
In Town Tonight.. -WBBM .... 
More Than a Secretary, 

Feature Playhouse.. • WGN _ -11.0 

18.2 12.9 ' 66.4 .^Federal Men... 
Star Playhouse.. 
This Is Your Life..... 

.KGO ... 
KGO ... 

.KRON . 

14.5 11.2 57.3 Welk's Top Tunes............ .KGO ... .......19.6 
News.... •KRON . 
No Hands on the Clock, 

Owl Theatre..... .KRON . 

14.5 12.5^ 32.9 Pro-Football........ KGO .......21.1 

• 

15.2 11.6 *25.3 My Favorite Husband.. 
Ed Sullivan....., . 

.KPIX ... 
.KPIX ... 

13.5 12.2 47.6 The Man Who Came to Dinner, 
Two On the Aisle. 

The Purple Plain, Movie 
Time.. 

.KRON 

.KRON .11 fl 

13.9 9.9 55.8 Nat King Cole.. .KRON ., .12.5 
News; Championship 

Bowling .. .KRON .. . S.T 

12.2 8.9 33.7 

* ■ 

Macao, Fabulous Features.,.,. 
State Trooper.. 

/KPIX ... 
.KPIX 

.13A 

« 

8.6 8.3 70.3 One Body Too Many 
Owl Theatre...... .KRON __Bf 

9.6 7.3, 72.2 ‘ Nurse Edith Cavell, _ ^ 
Sunday Matinee...,.**..,. .KGO .... _*... 2.1 

You Are.-There.............. . KRON . . 

7.9 8.9 18.9 People Are Funny, 
Oh Susanna.. 
SRO Playhouse.. 

.KRON .. 
.KPIX ... 
,KFIX 

.*...,17.5 
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CARAVEL PROUDLY PRESENTS 

The Major Film Studio 

That New York Has Neededlf 

' - i 
• 26,000 Sq. Ft. of Working Space ^ 

• MAIN STAGE: 75 Ft. x 100 Ft, 

• INSERT STAGE; 27 Ft. x 54 Ft. - 

• Six Editing Rooms 

• Seven Costume, Makeup and 
Dressing Rooms 

• AH Animation and Art Facilities 

• Optical* and Special Effects 

• Carpenter Shop and Prop Dept. 

• 23 Ft. Elevator (holds large car 

or medium-sized truck) j.' 

• 31 Ft, Projection Room (35mm | 
and 16mm) H 

• Film Vaults and Storage 

• Air Conditioned 

THE FINEST PERMANENT 
CREATIVE TEAM PRODUCING 
MOT/ON PICTURES FOR 
INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT 
AND TELEVISION TODAY 

Its Modern, New, One-Stop 
Film Production Center in the 

Heart of Midtown New York City 

Specially Designed 

and Constructed 

for the Most Efficient 

and Economical Production 

of Industrial Films and 

Television Commercials 

Caravel, a film pioneer and leading producer of motion 
NEW LOOK FOR A ^ 

FILM PIONEER pictures for Industry, Government and Television for over 

___ thirty-seven years, has consolidated its creative staff and 

production facilities in the first new major film plant built in New York in over 

a quarter of a century. • As of October 23, Caravel will make available to 

its motion picture clients the largest stage and the most complete one-stop film 

production building operated by an independent producer in the New York 

WE INVITE ONLY MINUTES AWAY from the nation's business and 

YOUR VISIT advertising headquarters. 

CARAVEL FILMS, INC. 
20 WmI End AvO. (60th St.) New York 23, N. Y. Cl 7-6110 

PRODUCING BUSINESS FILMS FOR AMERICA’S LEADING ADVERTISERS FOR 37 YEARS 
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Congratulations, Caravel Films, on your new Studio Facilities. 
We Look Forward to continuing a pleasurable relationship of more than 25 years. 

[wBli SoMMntt_ 
mSW JleconMny 

film recording Radio Corporation of America 

411 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW Y0MC 14, NEW YORK 

- 1014 R SYCAMOM 

HOLLYWOOD 3t, CAUP. 

Caravel’s $1,000,000 Centre 
\ Continued from page 33 ; 

ing that the larger and more mod¬ 
ern facilities will help improve 
and speed up the service to adver¬ 
tisers. Speed Is considered a key 
point because one of the chief fac¬ 
tors in the placement of production 
biz by agencies is the rapidity with 
which a commercial-making job is 
done. 

Moves on Various Fronts 
In keeping with the widely-ac¬ 

cepted need for divier^ification. 
Caravel is aiming at all phases of 
film work—from public relations 
and sales training films to tele- 
blurb advertising, all of which it 
already does. It’s also possible that 
Pincus will make room for pro-' 
gram production by outsiders. This 
facet depends to a great extent on 
the favors the New' York Film Pro¬ 
ducers Assn., to w’hich Caravel be¬ 
longs, can extract from the city 
government in alleviating film pro¬ 
duction problems. 

More and more ad agencies seem 
to be expressing a desire to keep 
a goodly share of their production 
contracts in the hands of Gotham 
producers. John Freese, of Young 

& Rubicam; James Ellis, of Kud- 
ner; G. Warren Schloat Jr., of 
Compton and* others from Madison 
Ave. have expressed in slightly 
varying ways their desire to get a 
production centre in New York, 
close to agency supervision. A New 
York production setup, it is said, 
helps keep the flow of traffic mov¬ 
ing smoothly and rapidly. 

James Harkey, of Geyer° told 
Pincus recently that he was happy 
over the new Caravel studio oper¬ 
ation because it was a “step toward 
the future consolidation of New 
York as a major motion picture 
production centre.” And to Variety, 
there havey been a few agency 
execs who have expressed the feel¬ 
ing that, for one reason or an¬ 

other,’they'd like to see program 
production here. 

Incidentally, Caravel—in the 
event of getting a telefilm series 
f6r production—will use its Hemp¬ 
stead, L. I., studios, evidently to 
release the new studios for the 
hoped-for boom in teleblurb and 
industrial production. The new 
operation is located near'the area 
to be used/or the Lincoln Square 
theatre and art centre. 

Congratulations and 

Continued Success 

. DAVE PINCUS 
and All of 

CARAVEL FILMS 
0 mi e FILM EFFECTS 00. 

HUGO CASOLARO 
1600 iroodwoy 

New York, N. Y. 

CBS' ‘COLONEL FLACK' 
INTO SYNDICATION 

CBS Television Film Sales plans 
to put “dolonel Flack” into syndi¬ 
cation sometime in December. 

Series, based on $atevepost 
stories which also served as a basis 
of a DuMont network show, will 
mark one of the few situation 
comedies to be put into first-run 
syndication in a long time.. Pilot, 
which has been around for quite 
awhile, stars Allen Mowbray, who 
also will be featured in series. 

CBS Film Sales- also is well un* 
derway with second year producr 
tion on “Whirlybirds,” which 
should be available in mid-January. 
In the first-run off network cate¬ 
gory, “The Brothers" is being put 
into syndication. - 

Chi Lata Nile 
SSS' Continued from page 33 

ARB study, WNBQ Is claiming 
ratings superiority for “Tonight” 
here over WBBM-TV’s “Late 
Show.” But WBBM-TV is citing 
the September Nielsen four-week 
survey to show it has dominance 
in the hour. ARB’s Monday-Fri- 
day average for the Jack Paar ve¬ 
hicle here is 4.4 against 2.5 for the 
CBS station’s film. In cost per 
thousand, WNBQ has computed its 
advantage here as $1.93 against 
$4.70 for WBBM-TV. Nielsen, on 
the other hand, favors WBBM-TV 
with a 6.8 five day average against 
WNBQ’s 3.9. .It's a wider discrep¬ 
ancy- than normally occurs be¬ 
tween. one rating survey and an¬ 
other. 

Having subscribed to •'Nielsen’s 
after-midnight special analysis, 
WBBM-TV is now particularly im¬ 
pressed with its ratings for the 
“Late Late Show,” which in several 
instances are higher than a num¬ 
ber of daytima shows. The post 
midnight to signoff films have a 
weeknight Nielsen average of fl.O 
and a 10.6 Saturday average. 

Cost per thousand on the station 
after midnight (Class D time) av¬ 
erages around 80c, making it a bet¬ 
ter buy than many daytime periods. 
Station has alerted its sales force 
to this statistic. At present, the 
wee hours from 12:30 to 2 a.m. on 
WBBM-TV are about half sold, all 
in national spots. 

.With the Sputnik press whirl continuing, the UB. Department of 
Defense has made available to-stations a one-hour filmed show on th# 
International Geophysical Year, titled “The Challenge of CuferSpace,” 

Availability Of the film was uncovered by WPIX, N.Y., Whose film 
director Bill Cooper, called Washington asking ..whether such Afilm 
was on hand. The film, offered free of charge^ features a discussion by 
Dr. Wemher Von Braun, director* of the guided missile, division,* Red¬ 
stone Arsenal, .before the Joint Committee Army, Navy and Air Force 
Command Force Officers. A question and answer period follows the 

1 lecture 
The film, made approximately seven months, is dated only by the ref- 

; erence, “if we don't hurray, the Russians will beat us.” WPIX, in Its 
telecast of the film Sunday (13) scissored that dated warning. * 

Machinery and furniture of Mel Gold Productions Inc. go on .the 
block Monday (28) at a public auction with proceeds of the sale to be' 
turned over, to the company's creditors. Outfit formerly .produced tv, 
industrial and educational films. 

Firm was set up several years ago by Melvin L. Gold, who at one 
time was director of publicity for National Screen Service. Sale of 
the company’s assets was directed by assignee Saul Steinlauf. Under 
an older signed by N.Y. Supreme Court Justice Felix C. Benvenga 
creditors are to submit claims on or before Nov. 22. 

Robert Lawrence Productions, commercial and industrial film mak¬ 
er, has added its fifth affiliate corpoartion since 1954. Bons Bob Lawr¬ 
ence signed with Gerald Schnitzer to form Lawrence-Schnltzer Pro¬ 
ductions for Coast lensing. 

Lawrence has main headquarters and studios in N.Y., hut he also 
has a production outfit in Canada, an animation affiliate in New York, 
and industrial and special effects division in New York and, apart 
from the new company, a Hollywood animation affiL 

.. Congratulations 
and Welcome 

CARAVEL 
FILMS 

Schnurmacher Brothers 

ELECTRICAL 

CONSTRUCTION 

A Salute to CARAVEL from- 

DAVIDSON ELECTRIC CO. »c 
1265 Attaftf* Avmmm 

Brooklyn IS, Nwr York 
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CARAVEL 
for creating Its New Film 

Production Center in New 
fork City. 0 

00 
00 

Is happy to 

have -served 

Caravel Films 

since. Its In¬ 

ception 37 
years ago. 

Has serviced 

the Film, 

Siidefilm and 

TV industry 

for the past 

A Has estab- 

■ S II fished a new 

I V I V and modern 

V Y plant at 247 

West 46fh 

Street to keep up ..with the 

enormous growth of its cus¬ 

tomers. 

A A is proud to 

II. II be part of the 

I V I I alert group 

Y Y of technicians 

that makes 

New York the industrial Film 

Capital of the World. 
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To Be a Station Rep Today You 
Gotta Be All Things to All People 

By JACK BERNSTEIN 

No longer can the radio and tv 
station rep wait for the phone to 
ring, pick up a pencil and take an 
order for the station he repre¬ 
sents, for the business in the last 
couple of years has become highly 
competitive and requires all the 
services that the rep can afford. 

Station reps who haven’t adapt¬ 
ed to the present times are run¬ 
ning in the red or seeking a mer¬ 
ger to keep up with the Blairs’ and 
the Katzs’^ 

In this age of Sputnik, the rep’s 
role has changed and the latest in 
marketing and merchandising is re¬ 
quired by even the smallest sta¬ 
tions. Advertisers want to know 
when the people are glued to their 
sets, what they favor, and per 
market who is buying what. This 
awakening on the part of the spon¬ 
sor has forced the reppery trade 
to hire analysts who have the an¬ 
swers to the $64,000 question. 

Katz agency has taken on a re¬ 
search staff which is the envy of 
other reps and Peters, Griffin & 
Woodward has shelled out over 
$175,000 for machines using the 
principles of Univac. Under their 
automation process, requests for 
availabilities on both spot radio 
and tv is processed, schedules 
cleared, offered and sold and con¬ 
firmed within hours or even min¬ 
utes. 

Another rep device which has 
gone by the way of the trolley cars 
is their method of presentation. 
Until quite recently the reps could 
content themselves with chasing 
a timebuyer around and telling 
him what’s open on their stations’ 
list. If the present day seller is 
to compete with his trade brothers 
he’d better have an in with the 
agency’s planning board and he’ll 
need a sound presentation to back 
it up. The reps have to gear them¬ 
selves to agency thinking and it has 
to be done months in advance. 

Reps have the additional burden 
of providing stations with program¬ 
ming advice and must be willing 
to take on the added load of pro¬ 
moting a station. 

Even the smallest of the reps 
have taken on good will men to 
cultivate the agencies and to spread 
the word to the trade press. 

Within the trade itself the pirat¬ 
ing practices ofJhe reps in taking 
stations from one another has forc¬ 
ed the rep to tell his client why he 
is paying lrc more . . . the answer 
of course is additional services. 

ABC Radio Takes Cue 
From Local Stations 

Via Money Giveaways 
American Broadcasting Network, 

true to its word, is really grasping 
the antics of local radio stations. In 
this case, the correlation is directly 
to coin giveaway promotions, used 
frequently in many localities to 
hypo ratings. 

Since Irv Lichtenstein left a lo¬ 
cal Washington, D. C., station a 
few weeks back to join ABN as 
promo chief, he's organized two 
money gimmicks, latest of which 
is evidently patterned directly af¬ 
ter local rating payoffs. 

He has men roaming “far and 
wide” this week to check the lis¬ 
tening habits of motorists, and 
whenever they discover them tuned 
to the 2 p.m. Jim Backus strip they 
will pay each autoist a silver dol¬ 
lar. Scheme is being worked at 
traffic intersections in Minneapo¬ 
lis, New York, Detroit, Philadel¬ 
phia and Washington. 

Other promo is not explicitly 
concerned with hypoing ratings., 
although it is calculated to have an 
ultimate effect. Lichtenstein has 

Claims ‘Wagon Train’ 
Format Was Pilfered 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
Writer David A. Dixon filed 

$150,000 suit in Superior Court, 
against Revue Productions charg¬ 
ing “Wagon Train” as substantially 
Copied from an idea he submitted 
to MCA last December. 

He claims he submitted the back¬ 
ground and story ideas and never 
heard from them, bul shortly there-j 
after Revue began its production 
series. He says value of material is 
$125,000; wants another $25,000 for 
loss of author credit. 

Carnation Milk In 
Artj Linkletter Buy 

CBS Radio signed Carnation Milk] 
to replace Simoniz as one of its 
simulcast sponsors on the Art Link- 
letter “House Party” stanza In a 
52-week deal via Erwin Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan. At the same! 
time, it inked a one-time sponsor-! 
ship deal with Penick & Ford (My-! 

T-Fine) for sponsorship of “A 
Christmas Carol” dramatization on 
Dec. 22 through BBD&O. 

PhillyWFIL Unveils 
Snazzy New .Quarters 

At ‘Crossroads’ Studio 
Philadelphia, Oct. 22. 

Leaders of civic, fraternal, re¬ 
ligious and government organiza¬ 
tions took part in opening cere¬ 
monies of WEIL, WFIL-TV head¬ 
quarters-studio,. in the Sheraton 
Hotel (14). 

Located on the lobby floor of the 
hotel the headquarters-studio pro¬ 
vides an elaborate new radio and 
television facility in downtown 
Philly. Roger W.. Clipp, general 
manager of the stations, said the 
new quarters in addition, to the 
West Phila. studios, might be called 
"our crossroads studio, since ft is 
in the heart of the business and so¬ 
cial life of our city.” 

Opening origination from the new 
spot was the “Bill . Webber Show,” 
on WFIL from-3-7 p.m. Plans for 
tv include panel, interview and spe¬ 
cial events telecasts. 

The combination radtio-tv con¬ 
trol room contains all equipment 
necessary to make this a self-sus¬ 
taining remote operation. Two 
camera chains have been installed 
and the cameras can be operated 
from the control room. When not 
in use for radio or tv originations, 
the studio can be converted into 
conference rooms. 

New York—Lee Rich of Benton 
& Bowles has been appointed di¬ 
rector of media at the agency. A 
vice president, Rich has been with 
B&B since 1952 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
ballantine Books hasj jumped on* the tv bandwagon having published 

this month. ‘‘Sergeant Btilko” taken from the Phil Silvers show “You’ll 
Never Get Rich” and lists three books scheduled for November re¬ 
leasing. To be released next month are Irving Settel’s “Best Tele¬ 
vision Humor of 1957”; Florence Britton’s “Best Television Plays 1957”; 
and “Gunsmoke,” adapted for tv by Don Ward. 

Bilko. Series created by Nat Hiken was purchased,from CBS and 
contains 10 stories of Silvers best in Khaki. “Best Television Plays 
1957” includes “A Matter of Pride” by Frank D. Gilroy; “A Tongue 
Of Silver” by Michael Dyne; “Snapfinger Creek” by William Noble; 
“The Explorer” by Howard Rodman; “The Sentry” by'John Gay; The 
Pilot” by Paul Crabtree and “The Genie of Sutton Place” by Ken¬ 
neth Heuer and George Selden. 

Best Television Humor of 1957 contains skits from the “Steve 
Allen Show”; “The Jerry Lewis Show”; “The Goldbergs” and others. 

Ian Ballantine, prez of Ballantine Books, stated that he “believed 
that a large share of the audience both Watch tv and read. If we 
prove right, we will have made a two-way street in the tv book market, 
in addition to establishing beyond a doubt the existence of a vast 
reading tv audience.” 

It’s official how that WGN will broadcast Chicago Cubs baseball 
games next year, as anticipated in Variety a month ago. >P. K. Wrigley, 
chewing gum magnate who owns the National League team, has. bought 
hack the. 1958 radio rights from WIND so that WGN may start a year 
ahead of its original contract. Earlier this year, the Chicago Tribune, 
station signed a five-year pact with Wrigley to air the'games from 
1959-1963. WIND, which did the Cubs’ play-by-play for. more than a 
decade, now reverts to a straight music-news format. 

Vet broadcaster Ted Husing, who has been out of circulation for 
two years or so, residing on the Coast, made his first New York so-' 
cial appearance with The Skeeters, sportsmen's organization of which 
he is the president, at a Garden State Racetrack powwow last week. 
Considerably improved, but still using a cane, Husing was accompa¬ 
nied east by his medico. Dr. Raymond Spritzler, son-in-law of col¬ 
umnist Louis Sobol, who has been attending him in Hollywood. Both 
return to the Coast next week. 

Husing was slated for a CBS sportscast comeback but, because of 
his still weak vision, he is foregoing it until in.better physical Shape. 

Manie Sacks. NBC and RCA veepee, has been held over another week 
in the Albert Einstein Medical Centre, Philadelphia, on doctor's or¬ 
ders that an additional week's hospital rest would be wise. What was 
diagnosed as the milder Asiatic flu, -and was felt' would require not 
more than a week’s care, became somewhat more serious. Sacks had 
gone to Philly on his weekly end-of-the-week visit to his mother when 
stricken a fortnight ago. He is expected Out of the hospital by next 
Monday. 

Donald H. McGannon, prez of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., and 
the Rev. Laurence McGinley, Fordham Univ. topper, will be the prin¬ 
cipal speakers at thp 10th annual Communion breakfast of Catholic 
Apostolate of Radio, Television and Advertising on.Sunday, Nov. 17. r 

John Patrick (Jack Costello) will perform his annual chores as 
toastmaster and Jack Sterling will serve as master 'of ceremonies. 
The breakfast is one of the highlights of the yearly activities of 
CARTA, an organization of Catholics in broadcasting and allied fields. 

“Brainstorming,” the controversial new toss-it-around conference tech¬ 
nique which has become one of the darlings of Madison Ave., gets 
its first on-the-air television tryout next Wednesday (30) ..via’the 

arranged to pay meter charges for j CBS-TV Garry Moore daytimer. Included in a 14-man panel on the 
overtime car parkers. And to make = show will be BBD&O’s Alex Osborne, generally credited with invent- 
sure that motorists know what {mg the technique. Osborne’s also prez of the Creative Education 
happened in their absence, a card j Foundation, 
will’be attached to the vehicles Entire Moore stanza will be devoted to a brainstorming‘session, 
noting that favor was done withj Two days later (1), incidentally^ Moore celebrates bis- 1,900th show 
the compliments of Herb Oscar; 0n CBS-TV. - 
Anderson, another of the ABN per- ' 
sonalities. 

Boston—Jack Williams, former 
publicity mgr. KDKA, Pittsburgh, 
was appointed advertising and 
sales promosh mgr. of WBZ-WBZA, 
Boston and Springfield, this week, 
replacing Roy Schwartz, who 
ankles to another station in Phila¬ 
delphia. Williams’ appointment is 
effective Oct. 21. 

In conjunction with animator John Hubley of Storyboard Inc., the 
Bryan Hpuston ad agency has come up with a little character called 
Markie (and his uncle) in a “soft sell” appeal to tots on the merits 
of Maypo, a Hueblein product, as a breakfast food. Markie and rela¬ 
tive were given a test run in the New England market and got atten¬ 
tion pronto from the juves. With sales charts- Showing a rapid jump, 
it was decided a couple of weeks ago to spot Markie in the N.Y. met¬ 
ropolitan'area. Sales rose accordingly and now Markie is set for a na¬ 
tional ride. The commercial, incidentally, won the “Distinctive Merit 
Award” of the N.Y. Art Directors Club for “tv design of complete 
unit, film commercial mid full animation.” 

Radio-TV Production Centers 
■ ————— Continued from page 30 

get excited over the sensation -created back east by the demonstration 
of subliminal perception. They’re been turning out the projectors for 
the past 12 years . . . NBC’s Hollywood press chief, Casey Shawhan, 
has alerted his staff to keep a close .watch over, the 80 tv eds and col¬ 
umnists being brought here by the network for a week of viewing the 
new shows. The list of junketeers is being guarded closer than a $64,- 
000 question against sniping by the rival webs and indie p.a.’s with 
clients on the enemy skeins ... It was sad news that Col. Barney Old¬ 
field, p.r. of the North American Defense Command, brought to Dave 
Haft’s “Steve Canyon” crew at Roach. Col. Steve Turner, who was to 
have been technical director of the telefilmed series, slammed into 
the side of a Colorado mountain and sudden death. His replacement 
is Lt. CoL Frank Ball, the first man to ever stand directly under an 
atomic blast . . . Charlie Black, fronting for Ampex, is getting real 
chummy with NBC, which could be interpreted as a close partnership. 
Not to be discounted, however, is the fact that Mrs. Black (Shirley 
Temple) will have a series going on NBC after first of the year. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
Mark D. Riley joined ABC-TV central division as sales exec after 

22 years with the Hearst news chain, where he serviced national ac¬ 
counts . . . Jim McShane, former Peoria deejay, now on WBBM here 
with a 55-minute nitghtime stanza . . . Alexander C. Filed’s first pub¬ 
lic affairs creation for WGN-TV since joining the Tribune-owned Sta¬ 
tions in “Your Right To Say It,” which starts next Sunday (27) at 
5:30 p.m. It’s a revival of debate format of the same name which ran 
on WGN radio some 10 years ago . . . R. Jack Scott agency has pluck¬ 
ed Manhattan Meters account froflf Bennett Ades, longtime ad counsel 
for the auto dealer . . . Arthur H. Barnes named promotion-publicity 
director of WISN radio and tv in Malwaukee . . . John J. Louis, senior 
veep of Needham, Louis & Brorby, has retired after 28 years with the 
ad agency and may hang out a consultant shingle on advertising and 
marketing problems . . . WNBQ’s Dorsey Connors; who writes a gad¬ 
gets column for London Evening News, planed'ta Washington, D. C. 
last Friday U8) to attend British Embassy’s Tea for Queen Eizabeth. 

IN BOSTON ... 
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph preemed third in Bell System series, 

"Strange Case of Cosmic Rays,” kicking off on WBZ-TV Friday (25) 
at 9 p.m., for press Tuesday (22) at Hotel Statler . , . Norm Tulin, 
WORL disk jock, first to hold a “Sputnik watching party” for his 
listeners on early morning stint . . . Henry Morgenthau III, named tv 
projects mgr., WGBH-TV by Hartford N. Gunn Jr., gen. mgr . , '4 
Thomas F. O’Neil, prexy and chairman of board. RKO Teleradio Pic¬ 
tures, presides as chairman of Board Brand Names Foundation at 
quarterly board of directors sesh at Somerset Hotel Wednesday (23) 
with Yankee Network dfv. RKO Teleradio, hosting . . . Spellman As- 

[ sociates, Inc. appointed regional rep for Video Distributors Corp., New 
1 York . . . Fred B. Cole, WHDH personality, did exclus tele interview 
I with Mayor George Nelms of Ottawa on the Queen’s” Canadian visit . . . 
Jean Fontaine, France's top disk jock, in for Huh disk jock-visits ... . 
WBZ radio news covered from the scene attempts by Geophysic Re¬ 
search Directorate of Air Force Cambridge Research Center to take 
photos of “Sputnik.” ' - 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
Boh Marshall, formerly with WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala.-, replaces 

vet deejays Joe Grady and Ed Hurst as host of WVUE’s “Petticoat 
Party Line” . . . Jack Benny and George Burns, investors in “One 
Foot in the. Door,” to be in town for opening of June Havoc starrer 
at the Locust (Nov. 6) . . . Tom Field, KYW Cleveland announcer, 
took Over the WRCA-TV newscasts formerly handled by Alan Scott. 
Scott now freelancing . . . Pearl -Masser, ankling WFIL, WFIL-TV 
promotion, to relocate in_New York . . . Bob Jawer, WRCA-TV sales- 

[ man, conducting course m tv programming and advertising at Charles 
( Mofrris Price School . . . Jim Kiss,, promotion-advertising director at 
i WPEN, to be panel speaker at’ the annual meeting of Broadcasters 
.Promotion Association next month in Chicago ... Announcer Jim 
Bonner to broadcast final period of all out-of-town Phila. Rambler** 
hockey games, over WRCV . . . Stanley Broza’s Horn & Hardart “Chil¬ 
dren’s Hour” celebrates 30th anni oyer WCAU-TV next month. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO ... 
Richard H. Gravett, ex-KXKX, San Jose, and ex-KFRC and KJBS, 

Frisco, named new sales manager of KNBC . . . Jack Chaffee is 
KFRGTs new national sales rep, replacing Jim Ingram, who moved to 
Headley-Read . . . Charley Stern doing a two-hour weekly live remote 
from Jazz Showcase via KYA . . . Marojrie King started her new show, 
over KSFO-^it’s a nightly interview session .• . . Six new employees at 
KQ^ED: Roy Morgan, formerly, with Studio Alliance, Washington, D. C., 
is a new producer-director, Jean Coiling is boss Jim Day’s new secre¬ 
tary, and Art Faulks Jr., Carroll Martin, Clyde Ney and John Salvin 
are new engineers . . . Bob Dunn, KLX-Oakland deejay, set to become 
host on KPEX’s “House Call” . . . KRON’s chief engineer, Lee Ber- 
ryhill, discussed tv automation for Frisco chapteV of radio engineers 
. . . Suburban Atherton’s new FM outlet, KPEN, starts broadcasting 
next Sunday (27). 

IN DETROIT . . . 
Ronald Gilbert is the new national sales manager for WWJ r^dio. 

He formerly was on the sales staff of WWJ-TV . . . George R. Kendall, 
a member of the WJR news department, is the station’s new publicity 
and program promotion manager . . . Two WWJ-TV programs which, 
have been forced off the air because of censure by the Michigan Bar’ 
Association have received Detroit Districts American Legion Awards 
“for great Contributions toward the well being of both the youth and 
motoring public of our community.” Programs were “Traffic Court,” 
starring Traffic Judge John D. Watts, and “Juv^lfile Court,” starring 
-Probate Judge Nathan J. Kaufman. In accepting the awards, Don De- 
Groot, WWJ assistant general manager, said; “WWJ-TV is certainly 
pleased to have its efforts in the public interest so magnificently ac¬ 
knowledged by the American Legion,” . . • WJR will broadcast the 
full 72-game schedule, both at home and away, of the Detroit Pistons 
professional basketball team. Bill Flemming and Chnck Thompson 
will describe the actidn. , 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . . 
With WCCO Radio general manager Larry Haeg as chairman of * 

the broadcasting industry committee,- Twin Cities’ tv and radio sta¬ 
tions outdid all previous efforts in behalf of Minneapolis and St. Paul 
Community Fund drives, airing 172 audio and 110 video spot an¬ 
nouncements during the four-weiek period In advance of the cam¬ 
paign . . . Northwest Bell Telephone Co. to build two new radio re¬ 
lay systems between here and Winnipeg, Canada, and between here 

.andBismarck, N D., that can be adapted.to network tv transmission ... 
Disk jockey Herb Oscar Anderson, long a local WDGY personality 
and now on the ABC Radio network , "with bis own, show, flew in from 
New York to be the babysitter “prize” in a letter writing contest, as 

t per a promise 
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Pssst! 

Want something 

hot? 

Overnight, a century-old French novel 

became a collector’s item... all because, 

it was the first hook assigned for study- 

on New York’s first television course 

for college credit. 

The New York Times reported: “Demand 

Floods Shops...bookstores and libraries 

were in a dither yesterday trying to fill 

the unexpected demand for Stendhal’s 

‘The Red and The Black’. Book salesmen 

reported sellout.” In the follow-up rush 

of reorders from booksellers, Random 

House cleared out an additional 4,000 in 

the next three- days. 

But here’s the payoff: this mad scramble 

for a book resulted from a television 

program at 6:30 in the morning! 

An audience as large as New York 

wjjr University’s on-campus enrollment 

(the nation’s largest) got up at dawn 

for the first lecture on “Sunrise Semester,” 

tiew WCBS-TV education series produced 

in cooperation with NYU. New York’s 

Daily News- summed up the excitement: 

“Channel 2’s Sunrise Semester Goes 

to Head of Class.” 

“Sunrise Semester” did much more than 

establish another noteworthy television 

first It proved that television, expertly 

utilized, Is an invaluable medium for the 

extension of education to the greatest 

number of people. And that any time is 

good time when it’s on CBS Television’s ' 

key station... ‘WCBS-TV 

Cliknnel 2, New York 

CBS Owned, * Represented by I 
ffc CBS Television Spot Sales 

i .lyt tffi £i* 'J9 r n r n i 1 ,-inj U MJ 
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Syndication Reviews 
WHITE HUNTER 
With Rhodes Reason, Lee Patter¬ 

son, Magda Miller, Patrick Holt 
Producers: Sydney Box, Bernard 

Schubert 
Director: Compton-Bennett, Ger¬ 

ald Thomas ?/ 
Distributor: Telestar Films 
30 Mins.; Tues., 7 pjn. 
HOWELL CHEVY 
KTLA, L.A. (syndication) 

There’s an evident attempt in 
this series to carry a story l;ne 
through the jungle while beasties 
are being gunned to death and 
carried off by native porters. The 
pilot, shown Tuesday (15) night, 
was both jerky and unconvincing 
and the editing largely at fault. It 
may smooth out in the ensuing 
chapters and if the packagers can 
make it work it’s at least a fresh 
departure in originality. 

“White Hunter” title derives 
from one J. A. Hunter, reputed to 
be the deadest shot in all Africa. 
Assuming his role is Rhodes Rea¬ 
son, a fine specimen of a man with 
good acting ability. As guide for 
a couple on a safari, he has his 

hands full keeping the beasts at 
bay and keeping the errant wife 
from making passes at the white 
males. Says she of her weakling 
husband, “as long as he keeps his 
pipe lit his virtue Is safe." 

To rig up a littld excitement, 
rhinos, charge, lions prowl and 
natives dance. When a cat makes 
a leap for the jezebel of the jungle 
a sure shot by Reason saves her 
life. A stray bullet hits her hus¬ 
band, who’s too drunk to get out 
of the way. Films were shot in 
East Africa but some of the beasts 
acted like they were rented from 
the compound at Thousand Oaks. 
Aside from Reason’s well-inten¬ 
tioned acting there was little- to 
commend the cast. Compton-Ben¬ 
nett, who has many picture credits, 
shares the direction With Gerald 
Thomas and didn’t scare up much 
interest. Dona Mullally tented the 
script with careless hand. 

Series in syndication is spon¬ 
sored locally by Howell Chevy, with 
a dog’s howl barking for attention. 

Helm. 

DECOY 
With Beverly Garland, Jo Ann Lin- 

ville, Arch Johnson, Bruce Gor> 
don, Betty Garde, Anna Minot 

Producer: Everett Rosenthal 
.Director: Donald Medford ' 
Writer; Stephen Gardner 
Distributor: Official Films 
30 Mins.; Mon.,-* p.m. 
BRYLCREEM 
KTTV, LA., (syndication) 

Filmed^. N. 3jF.» “Decoy” is about 
a Manhattan gaf cbp; and her week¬ 
ly tv. adventures. Official Films is 
handling distribution of the syndi¬ 
cated series which will probably 
do allright sales-wise. But quali¬ 
ty-wise it leaves much to be 
desired, if the first stanza is any 
criterion. 

Stephen Gardner’s contrived tale 
is about the femme sleuth assigned 
to find the killer of a seaman. Sus¬ 
pect is a gal, and the policewoman 
moves into the same. rooming 
house, makes friends with her. 
Eventually, it develops the suspect 
is a neurotic who actually killed 
the guy. But long before that, it 
drags through the holes in the 
script, listless and lacklustre. One 
badly-done scene has the sleuth 
staring so long at a light fixture 
where she’s hidden a gun, the neu¬ 
rotic turns and finds it. Another 

time, when the femmt cop is told 
not to open her door because now 
they know the. other gal’s the mur¬ 
deress, she opens it at the first 
knock, and sure ’nuf, it Is the 
femme heavy,. 

Production quality Is also way 
below average, lighting and camera 
work both sub-par, Beverly Gar¬ 
land acquits herself as best she can 
in the lead, but must have better 
scripts than this to inject plausibil¬ 
ity into the Series. Jo Ann Linville 
is adequate as the heavy; Arch 
Johnson and Bruce Gordon are 
okay in support. Donald Medford’s 
direction is so-so. Brylcredm spon¬ 
sors ih L. A., but show isn’t apt to 
draw much rating here, where it’s 
slotted against Danny Thomas 
(CBS) and Guy Mitchel (ABC). 

Daku, j 

Louisville—WHAS-TV last week 
began a four-week promotion con¬ 
test with king size prizes to pub¬ 
licize its channel number. Station’s 
channel 11 figure, a male character 
with the “11” as part of his eyes, 
is used on every local station break 
and to promote every local and na¬ 
tional spot program. Named “Big 
11 Name Me Contest,” has 11 
prizes topped by a 1958 Edsel Pac¬ 
er, top car made in Louisville, and 
10 G.E. appliances headed by a* 
combo refrigerator-freezer. 

BALTIMORE TV?. 
Channel 13...from 3rd 

to almost 1st in t 

After one month of the Channel 13 programming schedule under Westing- 

house Broadcasting Company ownership, the latest American Research Bureau 

(Sept. ’57) survey shows... 

^ Out of 453 quarter-hour periods sur- ^ Share of audience — sign-on to sign- 

Fremantle Dickering 
Takeover of ABC Film 

O’Seas Sales Operation 
Fremantle Overseas Radio & 

Television, an independent distrib¬ 
ution company working exclusive¬ 
ly outside the U. g.f is negotiating 
with ABC Film Syndication to 
take over its entire foreign tele¬ 
film sales operation. Dickers be¬ 
gan sometime after ABC overseas 
chief Leon Cagan moved over to 
NBC. 

ABC has not committed itself to 
Fremantle. Fremantle at present 
says it is handling Mexican sales 
for ABC and that’s all. 

Meantime, ABC has no fulltime 
operative handling overseas tele¬ 
film distribution. 

‘NO HOLDS BARRED’ 
: AS MILLAND SERIES 

Hollywood, Oct, 22. 
Ray Milland and Revue Produc¬ 

tions have reached a deal on pro¬ 
duction of a new vidpix series, “No 
Holds Barred,” to be produced by 
Milland, who will also direct. Ac¬ 
tor-producer also.plans to star in 
some of the segs. 

Series will deal with contro¬ 
versial subjects currently consid¬ 
ered taboo on tv, and plan is to 
aim for a 10 p.m. slot on tv*-after 
the kiddies have gone to bed. No 
production date has been set, since 
Milland first wants to accumulate 
scripts for the property which he 
has been readying for a year. 

Milland is currently directing 
and co-starring in a GE Theatre 
vidfilm with Tallulah Bankhead. 

R. J. Reynolds, Winston’s 
Bundle of WPIX Buys 

R. J. Reynolds, via 'William Estj', 
has placed a hefty oi;der with 
WPIX, . N. Y., involving program 
sponsorship, ^ participations and 
spots. 

Cig firm for Winston renewed 
alternate week buys on station’s 
“Whirlybirds” and •‘Victory at 
Sea,” It also bought two partici¬ 
pations in each of the Saturday 
night telecasts of the Madison 
Square Garden events. Buying 
heavily Into the station’s half-hour 
syndicated shows, Winston_ also 
signed a fourth order involving' 
nine spots and. 16 participations a 
week on a variety of telefilm series; 

veyed while all 3 stations; were on the air.. . 

WJZ-TV ...leads in 194% 

Station B.. leads in 198'/* 
Station C.. leads in 60 
% ARB, September, 1957 

wAND LOOK AT THIS! 
Buddy Deane Bandstand (3-5 PM, Mon-' 

day through Friday) is the top-rated local 

afternoon program in Baltimore, with 

more than 50% adult viewers—2.5 view-^ 

ers per set! 

The Early Show (6-7:23 PM, Monday 

through Saturday) is the highest-rated 

early evening show in Baltimore — over 

60% adults—2.8 viewers per set! 

off... 

WJZ-TV. .35.5%.. up 24.5% 

Sta. B.. 38.2% down 4.9% 
Sta.C..25.1% down 19.2% 

Keith McBee’s “7:23 News?’ is the high-. 

est-rat^d news show, network or local, in 

Baltimore TV! 

The Late Show is the highest-rated local 

show in Baltimore TV! 

For full details and availabilities, call 

Joe Dougherty, WJZ-TV Baltimore Sales 

Manager, at MOhawk 4-7600'. • . 

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING , L COMPANY, INC. 

REPRESENTED BY BLAIR-TV 

t Corrected from ad of October 16th 

Charlotte Greenwood’s 
‘Thunder Ridge’ Series 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
Vet comedienne Charlotte Green¬ 

wood has been inked to star in a 
new- telefilm series, “Thunder 
Ridge,” to be produced by Tele¬ 
vision Programs of America. 

Series, to concern the family 
life and adventures of a boy, his 

! aunt and her husband, living on the. 
edge of a forest, will go before 
the cameras in Hollywood sometime 
In mid-November, according to 
plans of Leon Fromkes. TPA’s v.p. 
in charge of production. Irving 
Cummings Jr., and Nat Tanchuck 
created the program. 

Miss Greenwood, who has had a 
long career on stage and screen, 
played Aunt Eller in the film ver¬ 
sion of “Oklahoma!”, her last major 
role. Series will mark her first 
regular tv appearance. 

TV Film Chatter 
\ 

Milton P. Kayle, general counsel 
for Television Programs of Amer¬ 
ica, has been elected secretary of 
the company ... Atlantic’s “Johnny * 
the Giant Killer” will be aired on 
WRCA-TV’s Children’s Theatre'!.. 
Eddie Cantor will be the guest on 
the first episode of “George Jes- 
sel’s Showbusiness” series, being 
produced by National Telefilm 
Associates . . . Manny Reiner, 
newly elected v.p. in charge of for¬ 
eign operations for Television Pro¬ 
grams of America, back from Far 
East. 

John Leo, sales manager of 
United Artists TV, to Coast. Due 
back next week . : . Ed Aaronoff, 
publicity manager of MCA-TV, 
bade from Coast ... BiU Roddy, 
former KPlXr San Francisco news¬ 
caster who also filmed an episode 
for “.Kingdom of the Sea” plans to 
dd a filmed travel show.- He will 
leave for the Orient Nov. 8, shoot¬ 
ing the initial stanzas in Jauan, 
Htfc# *FW|>i>lries& ****** 
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Zenith Moving Pronto on Feevee 
; Continued from page 2S ; 

the existing system of advertiser- 
supported video. 

Definitely a triumph for Chair¬ 
man John C. Doerfer, who lost no 
time in getting out the long-await¬ 
ed decision once he took over the 
agency's helm, the order wisely 
gives Congress an opportunity to 
legislate before it becomes effec¬ 
tive. In setting the March 1 date 
.for action on applications, the 
Commission absolves itself of any 
possible accusation of pushing 
through subscription while Con¬ 
gress is in recess. It will be there¬ 
fore difficult for even the most 
vociferous Congressional objectors, 
notably Chairman Qren Harris 
(D-Ark.) of the House Interstate 
Commerce Committee and Chair¬ 
man Emanel Celler (D-N.Y.) of the 
House Judiciary Committee, to at¬ 
tack the order on this score. Celler, 
particularly, would be on shaky 
ground in view of his admonitions 
to the agency to move on decisions. 

Of course, the order does not in¬ 
volve itself with these political 
considerations. It merely declares 
that “in view of the necessity for 
careful review of all aspects of 
any subscription tv operations 
which may he proposed, applicants 
are informed that the Commission 
does not believe it will be prac¬ 
ticable to take action, before 

un'a* vail'a- bil'i-ties 

Very important... 

Unavailabilities are something 

a station has to sell that 

isn’t for sale. 

Sometimes they’re pointless 

bragging. You know the kind... 

"Continually sold out since 1948. 

Sorry... ho... ho .. ho.. .*’ 

March, 1958, on applications 
filed . . 

Nevertheless, the report is hound 
to have its repercussions on*legis- 

; lators. if arid when the issue is 
i raised when Congress reconvenes 
I in January. Tiife rigid conditions 
| imposed on the conduct of sub- 
fscription operations will doubtless 
I provide ammunition to answer at- 
I tacks by those who want to pro- 
! hibit the service. One passage in 
[the report referring to the need 
to determine whether subscription 

(would offer “stimulating Competi¬ 
tion” with the existing system will 
likely be utilized by tv’s critics. 

| Another passage should go far 
to assure opponents of subscription 
that the Commission does not in¬ 
tend to stand idly by and let the 
pay system run rampant. In this 
eloquent passage (Paragraph 62 of 
the report), the Commission de¬ 
clares: “Our decision- respecting 
trial operations has been reached 
only after the most careful consid¬ 
eration of all arguments made by 
parties who foresee dangers of 
monopolistic control of subscrip¬ 
tion television. We recognize fully 
the crucial importance of these 
questions. But it is one thing for 
opponents to assert that , the serv¬ 
ice would be adverse to the public 
interest because of monopolistic 
potentials they perceive in a- new, 
untried service. It is quite another 
for the Commission to decide that 
we should not permit even its trial 
... because it is possible to fore¬ 
see circumstances under which 
monopoly could possibly develop. 
Neither are we persuaded that 
such a result is inevitable, nor do 
we think that if monopolistic 
dangers or potentialities were dis¬ 
closed during a trial, they would 
lie beyond the authority or the ca¬ 
pacity of the Government to cor¬ 
rect or prevent. This aspect of 
trial operations is one to which we 
will give the closest attention as 
actual experience proceeds and 
furnishes a sound basis for judg¬ 
ment.” 

Whether this language indicates, 
the emergence of new policy in an 
agency which has been strongly at¬ 
tacked for fostering monopoly or 
reflects the influence of the politi¬ 
cal climate which now pervades the 
Capitol, it will surely be accorded 
considerable weight in the event 
of Congressional debate on the va¬ 
rious bills to invalidate the order. 

Especially. so in view of the 5-1 
vote by which the Commission sub¬ 
scribed to it (with Comr. Robert 
Bartley, the dissenter, objecting to 
the “undue haste” in authorizing 
the trial demonstration). 

The big quea&on now is whether 
Congress willjgq more than make 
a few gestangfe' toward stopping 
subscrjption.%?|S&me sources fa- 

j miliar with legislative operations 
: doubt thrit anjMf the anti-subscrip- j 
tion bills wiljgg&n get to hearing 
before the oplpfcopriate Commit¬ 
tees. With "urgent international ! 
problems fating the. nation, accen- j 
tuated by Sputnik,., there’s Reason 
to believe that Cpngres will have j 

too many other things to worry 
about than pay tv; | 

FCC Okays Hobby 

MBS Censorship 

Washington, Oct;: 22. i 
Texas publisher-broadcaster aid 

former governor William P. Hobby 
. will b« permitted to retain his one- 
third Interest in station KFPM?TV 
in Beaumont, under a tentative de¬ 
cision last week by the federal 
Communications Commission. Hob¬ 
by is publisher of the Houston Post 
and owner of KPRC-TV in Houston.. 

A fight over the authorization 
(for channel 6) began three years, 
ago when Hobby, after losing out 
in the contest for the facility, made 
a deal with the winning applicant, 

'Beaumont Broadcasting Co., which 
enabled him to acquire a 32% in¬ 
terest in a new company formed 
to take over the station. Under 
the agreement, he loaned Beaumont 
$55,000 which was used tp pay. off 
the expenses of the second appli¬ 
cant which withdrew from the pro¬ 
ceeding. Hobby had a 10% interest 
in this applicant and an option to 
acquire up to 35% of its stock. 

When the' Commission approved 
the transaction; the third applicant. 
Enterprise Cp.* Went to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals which reversed 
the decision and remanded the case 
to the agency to determine whether 
the agreement affected the com¬ 
parative qualifications of Beaumont 
and Enterprise. 

Last’ March, Examiner Annie 
Neal Huntting, after hearings ord¬ 
ered as * ^result'of the court’s rul¬ 
ing, recommended rescinding of the 
grant to Beaumont, in favor of En¬ 
terprise. She found that the agree¬ 
ment substantially changed Beau¬ 
mont’s original proposal'. 

Who cares? 

Unavailabilities tell you about 

a station’s programming, your 

potential rating; the calibre 

of the station itself—like 

KTTV's News and 
News Feature programming. 

Award-winning superb local 

remote coverage, fast-breaking 

film to supplement die national 

and international news;.. with 

the news features to round out 

the news in depth. 

Personalities... 

Putnam.. ^ Coates... 
Joy • . Welsh, Four shows 

you can’t buy* 

It’s top-quality programming 

like this that gives your sales 

message a runnihg start... 

that builds the audience, the 

atmosphere and first class 

availabilities. 

Oh yes, your KTTV sales rep 

has availabilities, too. 

los Angeles Tfmes-MGM 
Television 

Represented nationally by BLAIR-TV 

*-1 

Ground Rules for Feevee 
Wasbmgtop, Oct. 22* 

Ground Rules for subscription tv operations: ^ 
ELIGIBILITY: Any tv station, UHF pr VHF, «rr applicant for a 

construction permit In markets with four of more sefYibes; 
LIMITS ON SYSTEMS USED: Each acceptable subscription 

system will be limited to three markets. 
NON-EXCLUSIVITY: No station may contract to serve is the 

exclusive subscription tv outlet iu Its market. The Commission, 
will require information from applicants to assure that <1) more 
than one station miy use any individual system;, (2) more than one 
system may operate In an area; and (3) any station, may operate 
under more than one -system. ' - •' 

PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY: Stations must be free, in ar¬ 
rangements with franchise holders, to reject any programs they' 
consider unsuitable. The licensee will also be repaired Vo Schedule 
programs for transmission “in such manner as he deems desirable 
in the discharge of his public service responsibility; as the li¬ 
censee of a tv broadcast station,”. - , 

The Commission will examine closely all operating .agreements 
in which the station is a party to determine whether- the licensee 
retains .“full freedom” to reject any progranqts. 

CHARGES TO SUBSCRIBERS: Stations Must retain the right 
of ultimate decision in determining program charges in the event 
of Inability to agree with the franchise holder on the appropriate 
amount. This right must be provided for in agreements' with prpr 
gram suppliers. Charges and terms of conditions of service must 
he applied uniformly to all subscribers “within reasonable - classi¬ 
fications.” 

PROGRAM HOURS: Stations may carry subscription program* 
at any hour of the day and for any number of hours provided they 
broadcast a minimum of 28 hours a week of free programs. 

SURVEILLANCE} Stations authorized to broadcast subscription 
programs will be required to report to the Commission regularly 
and whenever requested on all aspects of the operation, including 
contracts with subscribers, arrangements for installing and main¬ 
taining encoding and decoding equipment, fixing and collecting of 
charges, distribution of the proceeds, and obtaining of programs. 

'PENALTIES: Authorizations for subscription operations will be 
suspended if systems used cause excessive electrical interference, 
suspension to continue until compliance with technical require¬ 
ments. Authorization may be revoked “if in the judgement of the 
Commission such action is required in the public interest.” Li¬ 
censees issued orders of revocation will be afforded opportunity 
to show cause- Why such action should not be taken. 

RENEWAL OF ’AUTHORIZATIONS: Whether subscription will 
be extended or. put on a permanent basis after the three-year trial 
period will be decided on the basis of the information gained from 
actual operations. When “sufficient, meaningful data” are avail¬ 
able,' the Commission will hold public hearings to determine the 
future of the service. 

Costumed from page 29 ■ ■ 

ing to guarantee mSs against pos¬ 
sible law suits. Kohler also 
charged “discrimination,” adding 
that the matter will be brought to 
the attention of the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission and the 
Senate Labor Rackets probe com¬ 
mittee. Kohler also asked the net 
for a transcription of all broad¬ 
casts in which the Kohler company 
was mentioned .over the past four 
years, with the exception of the 
1956 national political conventions 
which was sponsored on Mutual by 
Kohler. 

Net did not respond to Kohlers’ 
telegrams, maintaining that its re¬ 
lationship is with Manion Forum 
of Opinion, the South Bend head¬ 
quartered outfit which buys from 
30 to 40 top markets in the net 
for airing of its weekly 15 minute 
broadcast on Sundays, beginning at 
9:35 p.m. Net also declined the 
indemnity offer, contending it has 
such insurance Itself, but that the 
affiliates would need the guaran¬ 
tee.' 

With Kohler declining to delete 
the controversial material, the 
show was pulled and records 
played Instead. Manion, thojigh, 
will continue his forum with the 
net. 

CBS-TV Sports 
Continued froih pace 29 

Bowl expires . after this year, so 
MacPhail will now have to negoti¬ 
ate two new longterm deals. He 
hope* to make the two-game setup 
permanent.. 

Meanwhile, Reynolds picked up 
one-quarter of the Orange and 
Gator Bowl*. Bristol-Myers, for Vi- 
talis, bought one-quarter of the 
Orange Bowl, while Carter, for 
Rise, picked up a quarter of the 
Cotton BowL 

On the hockey front, Marlboro, 
which had filled a national sponsor 
role in the web’s pro football line¬ 
up, has signed to bankroll one-third 
of the entire hockey lineup on a 
national basis.. Web (is reserving 
another third for national sponsor¬ 
ship—it’s currently negotiating 
with Carter, which had a piece.of 
the schedule last year—and is turn¬ 
ing over the remaining third to re¬ 
gional sponsors, with. Stroh Brew¬ 
ing and Carling’s Ale already in on 
limited lineups. 

The Packers-Lion game had been 
sponsored by General Tire for sev¬ 
eral years, but in the .light of Gen¬ 
eral’s dropout this year, web has 
turned to current regional grid! 
sponsors and offered them? first' 
crack. In already are Standard Oil 
of Indiana, Duquesne^Brewing, Fal-I 
staff Brewing and National Bohe¬ 
mia Beer. 

BBC-TV 
* 

Continued from pace 21 ssmm 

Burton, end starring Glyn Hous¬ 
ton, Ellen Mackintosh, Patrick 
Barr and Pamela Buck, It tells the 
story of a British family between 
1857 and 1947, who a* British ad¬ 
ministrators, live In India and Pak¬ 
istan. 

Changing times and fashions will 
com# in for review. Coinedian- 
actor Jack Warner will emcee a 
women’s fashion, through 21 years 
program called, “How We Looked,” 
on Oct, 28, and journalist-tv per¬ 
sonality, Malcolm Muggeridge will 
be giving his views on “The Thir¬ 
ties,” on Oct. 30, with the help of 
newsreel pictures and archive me 
terial. 

Bob Hops 
Continued from par* 29 ssm 

ize the fact, it reportedly worked 
out. an agreement with ABC un 
der which the • Bulova alternate- 
week crossplug commercial would 
be placed at the very close of the 
show, following the credits, so that 
Hope’s appearance would not be 
construed as implying any asso¬ 
ciation with Bulova. According 
NBC sources, the Bulova commer¬ 
cial was worked in earlier on the 
air, and a reference was made 
within the show itself to Bulova. 
Also, Timex, was promised a credit 
line, which It did not receive. 
Timex .then went into a huff 

and notified NBC of-its intention 
to cancel. 

Wednesday, October 23,.1957 

ABC, Screen Gems 
? Set ‘Frankenstein 

ABC-TV this week set a copro* 
duction deal with Screen Gems on 
“Tales of Frankenstein” and has 
pencilled in the thriller show as its 
first offering for the 1958-1959 
season. Web and SG expggt to have 
a pilot ready but the first of the 
year for agency showings. 

Production on the show will he 
spMt between Hollywood and Eng¬ 
land, with Bryan Foy producing 20 
shows on the Coast and James Car¬ 
reras, who produced the big-gross¬ 
ing “Curse of Frankenstein” the¬ 
atrical feature, turning out 19 half- 
hours in England. Series will be 
an anthology.lbut Host isn’t set yet. 
Boris Karloff, originally set for the 
series when SG announced the 
property, is now out of the picture. 
Screen Gems, incidentally, sparked 
the horror eyrie via its package of 
“shock” horror features, current 
in some 30 markets. 

Cincinnati — William D. Alford, 
assistant director of the WLW 
farm department since June, 1954, 
has' resigned to become farm di¬ 
rector of WMT, Cedar Rapids, la. 
He is a grad ef Iowa State College 
and former newscaster of WOI at 
Ames, Ta. 

SANDS POINT HARBOR ACRKS 

LOVELY STONE AND 
SHAKES COLONIAL 
- CENTER-HALL 

RANCH HOUSE 
On Saatitifuliy Shrubbed Acre with 

a Vi aw of Now York Skylino 
Lars# Lhrlftf -Room with Fireplace 

Dtfilfie ffaam 
Beautiful Kitchen with Sraakfait Arm 

Kafrt*eroter< Oiahwaahar 
Plenty of Cloeef Spec* • 

* Bedroems, 1 Oath* on Flrat Floor 

2 Bedreemt, Both on Second Floor 
- Laroo Storaoo Spoca 

ftocraotfon Koom and lath with 
Opon Parch Off Recreation Boom. 

Flrat Floor, Bscopt Kitchen and . 
Broakfact Ream Wired for Alr-cend. 

$69,500 
Can Ba Soon By -Appointment Only 

Call Owner At Nor Office ' 
THOMAS OALT CO. 

POrt Wffhilnpfon 7-76M 
Monday thro Frtdeyr HA t-MN 

OR RENT 

OFFICE SPACE 
AVAILABLE 

SUITAMJ POR TMIATRJCAL 
AOINT. SMALL RIHIARSAL 

STUDIO. SONO WRITn. PIANIST, 
SWOBS, life. 

One eipecfally derirablo bright, 
•ornor location faring Broadway 

NOMINAL RfNTAU 
CALL C. MARCUS—CO MIN 

«t RliAMM CMTR, MB W. 47* 
Sfv Haw York CHy, to dbcever mmd 

mo. WORKSHOP PRODUCTION!. Ao- 
dMonc 4 to t P JR. Write** mo* B to 
I* l M -^ - IV rJNa MMWIMB| NWVTMnUWr 

Oofwrffart, Ban BBS, Brand Centro! 
Steffen, How Y«* 17, N. Y. 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
iatnt«wn,N.YX.>Tri~n.r-Met 
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7 pm 

a.xid all 

on 

Seven days a week—at seven pm— 

every survey ever taken shows 

* WCAU-TV far put in front! 

This season we are adding three 

outstanding new shows to 

this vital time slot. 

Now is the time .to secure your client’s 

franchise in this powerful 

sales period. Remember.. * 

business 

Philadelphia 

monday 

MORAY CHO«T ' 

History, adventure, excitement played out 
against the stirring setting of the Civil War. 
Legendary exploits of Confederate army 
guerrillas. A television first. 

(Co-sponsors: Freihofer Baking Company" 
and Venice Maid Ravioli) 

Available alternate " week sponsorship 
after December 16th. 

tuosday 

“WHAT.IN THC WORLD?" 

The Peabody Award program that makes science 
a fascinating game. Now being televised in 
full color. 

Available full or alternate sponsorship 

Wednesday 

“WHIRLYBIRDS** 

The thrilling, action-filled adventures of two 
free lancing Helicopter pilots; One of the 
highestrated film snows on television. 

(Co-sponsored by Nabisco and Sylvan Seal) 

thureday 

“SHHRIPP OP COCHISE** 

Adventure series based on the files of the 
therifFa office in Arizona’s Cochise County. 

(Sponsored by Socony Mobil Oil Company) 

frldey 

f,tHl NKW ADVKNTURKS 

OP CHARLIR CHAN** 

Famed character actor, J. Carrol Naish, 
appear! as the greatest detective of them all, 
the beloved Charlie Chan—in a series 
of thrilling new mysteries. 

Available full or alternate sponsorship 

eaturdey 

•‘HIGHWAY PAT It OIL** 

Broderick Crawford stars in this outstanding, 
aerie* based on the actual exploits of the 
state highway police. 

(Sponsored by P. Ballantine & Sons) 

CHANNEL m CBS IN PHIL ■HI A* 

SUNDAY *:SO TO 7 PM 
Alternate sponsorship available on 

“HARBOR COMMAND” 
Starring popular screen star Wendell Corey in exciting 

true-to-life stories of America’s Harbor Police, Coast Guard 

Unit* and Port Authorities. Precedes "Lassie’* and 

Inherits the audience of "Waterfront”—the top rated 

syndicated show in Philadelphia for three years. 

(Co-sponsor La Rosa) 

CBS-TV SPOT SALES 

vo* / * i 95 S4;I j j i'ltiii: 

SI ' 
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RCA Color Tape Ready for ’58 
Continued from page 27 —^ 

corder under the same standards i 
as currently employed by Ampex | 
in its monochrome model, so as 
eventually to permit complete in¬ 
terchangeability and single-stand¬ 
ards in tape recording. At the 
moment, however, tapes recorded 
on one machine will have to bej 
played back on the same recorder. 

Demonstration consisted of seg¬ 
ments of four NBC weekend tint 
shows, recorded in Camden dur¬ 
ing airtimes and played back via 
tape from Camden through a 
microwave relay and AT&T cir¬ 
cuits to New York, where it was 
received on a regular RCA color 
set. Impression by several re¬ 
porters present was that the tape 
pictures seemed darker than the 
original color as seen on the air 
over the weekend, and that there 
was a tendency for ghosts to form 
in some pictures. But Smith point¬ 
ed out that the tape will record 
the picture at whatever brightness 
and contrast levels the engineers 
set, and that accounted for the 
darkness of the tape. As for the 
ghosts, he said it was not in the 
original tape and it was probably 
caused by the transmission from 
Camden. Only other flaw in an 
otherwise impressive reproductive I 
process were the occasional white 
dots and linear flashes which I 
plague the Ampex b-w picture too,! 
these being due to imperfections j 

un'a • vaxl'a* bil’i • ties 

Very important... 

Unavailabilities are something 

a station has to sell that 

isn't for sale. 

Sometimes they’re pointless 

bragging. You know the kind.. • 

"Continually sold out since 1948* 

Sorry... ho... ho... ho.. " 

Who cares? 

You. 

Unavailabilities tell you about 

a station’s programming, your 

potential rating, the calibre 

of the station itself—like 

KTTV’s News and 
News Feature programming, 

Award-winning superb local 

remote coverage, fast-breaking 

film to supplement the national 

and international news... with 

the news features to round out 

the news in depth. 

Personalities... 

Putnam... Coates... 

Joy ... Welsh. Four shows 

you can’t buy. 

It’s top-quality programming 

like this that gives your sales 
message a running start... 

that builds the audience, the 

atmosphere and first class 

availabilities. 

Oh yes, your KTTV sales rep 

has availabilities, too. 

Los Angeles Times-MGM 
Television i | 

Represented netionally fcv BLAIR-TV 

<—) 
X t !i 5 r- * i’ 

in the coating on the tape itself. 
Recorder utilizes two-inch-wide 

tape from the regular tape manu¬ 
facturing sources, and records at 
the rate of 15 inches per second. 
Reel holds up to 64 minutes of 
continuous programming. The new 
machine is an outgrowth of devel¬ 
opment on the color recorder dem¬ 
onstrated by RCA in Princeton in 
1953, but using improved methods 
of recording. 

RCA demonstrated clips from 
the Illinois - Minnesota football 
game, the Perry Como, “Hit Pa¬ 
rade" and Steve Allen shows. Foot¬ 
ball color was surprisingly good, 
perhaps the best of all. But the 
others showed great fidelity and 
clarity, except for those bright¬ 
ness-contrast elements which were 
attributed to engineering adjust¬ 
ments on the original pickup. 

Agronsky 
Continued from page- 29 

his show is a door-opener to those 
who want to express a major the¬ 
sis or an intellectual complaint.' 
With Huxley, for example, he ex¬ 
amined the author's theory tha* 
civilization is on the doorstep of 
of a new social revolution, the 
domination of man through his 
subconscious, via the new techni¬ 
ques of subliminal perception, 
sleep-teaching, tranquilizers, et al. 

In the case of Fast, it was to 
make the point that Fast, prior 
to his break with Communism, de¬ 
liberately shut off all intellectual 
material that might prove hereti¬ 
cal or disturbing to his belief— 
he never read George Orwell's 
“1984,” for example, until his 
break. In some interviews, the 
approach is more straightlaced and 
news-slanted; Agronsky expects to 
ask Pearson his views on world 
peace, of course, and in his re¬ 
cent interview in Havana with 
President Batista, the discussion 
centered on the Rebellion there. 

Overall, however, Agronsky he- 
lleves there's a major undevel¬ 
oped television area in the inter¬ 
view of ideas. He approaches 
each subject differently, never 
knows what tack he’ll .take until 
he talked with the subject prior 
♦o broadcast. But he sees in every 
major figure some kind of story 
that should be told—-in King, for 
example, he’s struck by what he 
describes as the Negro integration 
leader’s Christ-like and Ghandi- 
like techniques, and he‘wants to 
concentrate on this aspect (King's 
personality). With Abe Burrows, 
he sought (mot too successfully, 
he admits, because of Burrows’ 
volatility) to get at the roots of 
humor as seen by Burrows. 

In most cases. Agronsky states, 
the hard-to-gets have okayed ap¬ 
pearances on the show after hav¬ 
ing seen it on the air or having 
viewed kinescopes. They appre¬ 
ciate two things, Agronsky states, 
fair treatment and the opportun¬ 
ity to give their views, controver¬ 
sial or not, in intelligent fashion. 

Worries 
Continued from page 29 - 

from the vicinity of $30,000 net to 
about $45,000. Frank Sinatra will 
run at roughly $73,000 per show'. 
Gisele MacKenzie at $45,000. Five 
and six years ago, when an advei*- 
tiser spent $30,000 gross for a 
package, no matter how good its 
potential, he had the screaming 
meemies. Today, less than $40,000 
net is much more the exception 
than the rule. 

In light of the changing dynam¬ 
ics of tv network advertising, Mad¬ 
ison Ave, is no longer willing to 
settle for the 1956 cost per-1,000 
average of $3.98 p?r commercial 
minute (on the Nielsens) or even 
the $3.96 of 1957. It was recently 
explained that they were more 
than willing to ride with this 
above-par unit return (arrived at 
by dividing total program audience 
by total program and time costs), 
because few * advertisers were 
especially plagued by falling prof¬ 
its and almost as few gave any 
thought to that “long way off” 
stage of reaching the top limits of 
the tv audience. 

The* generally accepted cost per- 
1,000 for any medium is $3. So 
long as a tv advertiser on a net 
can say that $3 is as well as he can 

5 M 

felt that the only reason adver¬ 
tisers were willing to pay $3.98 in 
the past is because they were sold 
on network tv prestige and that cur¬ 
rently less important intangible of , 
“sight plus sound” impact. 

And ironically, is a result of all 
the other factors, the cost per- 
1,000 this year is predicted at as 
much as $4 per commercial to 
reach 1,000 viewers. And if is held 
that it might go as high as $5 for 
the average Hint 

BBC TV Viewers 
Drifting Away In 

Upsurge of ITA 
London, Oct. 22. 

The BBC is fast losing ground in 

the television stakes. Latest view¬ 

ing figures reveal that BBe-TV’s 
average nightly adult audience in 
areas covered by commercial tv is 
below 1,500,000. Commercial tv In 
just over two years, has won an 
average nightly adult audience of 
well over 4,000,000 away from the 
state web, and it still has a sizable 
chunk of territory, at present 
served by the BBC, to invade. 

Nielsen Television Index esti¬ 
mate that at the present rate of 
growth it will take only until next 
spring before commercial tv’s 
nightly audience will be greater 
than the state operated outlet’s— 
even though the Independent Tele¬ 
vision Authority’s area will still be 
less than 85% of that served by 
the BBC. 

The novelty of commercial tv can 
no longer be blamed for the view¬ 
ing preference. After two years of 
operation it has. become an" accept¬ 
ed source of home entertainment, 
as is the BBC. The trouble stems 
from poor program planning, The 
BBC has not been serving up what 
the public wants. 

This is borne out by the Nielsen 
network ratings over the past 18 
months. During the whole of that 
period, BBC-TV programs made 
the Top 10 on only 13 occasions. 
All but one of these shows made 
the grade between July 1 and Sept. 
9, ’56. This year the sole program 
to get a Mention in the network rat¬ 
ings was the Football Association 
Cup Final, none of the major 
sporting events of the year.' 

The BBC reaps over $42,000,000 
a year in compulsory license fees. 
During the year 1955-56 around 
$20,000,000 of this was spent oh tv, 
but only $4,735,000 of it went on 
programs. The state web did launch 
an offensive in a bid to win back 
dwindling audiences. It lined a 
series of new shows in its fall 
schedule, which, it was thought, 
could compete favorably with the 
commercial offerings, But*it hasn’t 
paid off. The viewers are still drift¬ 
ing away. • 

Strike-Boond Cincy 
Station Loses National 

Client in Bond Exiting 
Bond Stores ankled WCKY, 

Cincy radio indie, at the height of 

a strike against the station by 

American Federation of Television 

& Radio Artists, The Bond walk¬ 

out is the first by-a national ad¬ 

vertiser since the strike began. 
Federation approached Bond and 

several other bankrollers in New 
York for support in the strike 
that has been going on since 
WCKY replaced several an¬ 
nouncers who walked out after vot¬ 
ing for a union shop, according to 
AFTRA. 

Station said that AFTRA pres¬ 
sure had nothing to do with the 
Bond departure, but that the ad¬ 
vertiser, which places its biz 
through its local outlets, was try¬ 
ing a new advertising campaign in 
spots ^ instead of programming. 
However, AFTRA maintains that 
the sponsor, approached directly 
by the union, defected out of sym¬ 
pathy to the union strike. Bond 
was sponsoring WCKY newscasts, 

j An effort by AFTRA to get spon- 
j sor Pontiac and Mutual Broadcast¬ 
ing to give up WCKY as an affili- 

. ate on the Saturday; college foot- 
! ball games failed. Network won’t 
j turn to another Cincy radio sta¬ 
tion, for fear the station will sue 

[ for breach *>f Contract. 

Robf- Sarnoff 
Continued from page 27 , 

once again, is up. This survey 

shows there is 5% more nighttime 

viewing this fall than there was a 

year ago.” Sarnoff also referred 

to a personal interview survey 

with 1,235 heads of households last 

April and May by the Psychologi¬ 

cal Research Corp.,, which found 

that three out of four questioned 

said they were watching as much 
or more tv than a year earlier, and 
eight out of 10 thought program¬ 
ming was as good or better than 
a year earlier. 

Sarnoff warned that “opponents 
of free television” have seized on 
complaints of a “dud" season and 
“twisted-it to their own purposes.” 
He referred to a Life mag piece in 
which he said the “author’* author¬ 
ity for claiming peoplewere tiripg 
of present television’ fare was 
Variety’s headline. Promises of 
unspecified ‘better’ programming 
by pay-tv promoters were linked 
to the alleged apathy of today’* 
audience—an apathy induced by 
’endless commercials and dreary 
programs.’ This 1* the seed of the 
dud being sown. 

Sarnoff said that he wasn’t sat- 
I isfied with every new NBC show. 
I “Some of NBC’s new shows this 
fall, even though they drew healthy 

j audiences, have been disappoint- 
■ ing to me. The need for improve¬ 
ment in production and writing 

! and casting was in several cases 
quickly apparent. The program de- 

L partment did not have to wait for 
any critical appraisal to suggest 

i appropriate changes after certain 
premieres, but the airings in print 
of the show shortcomings probably 
goaded everyone concerned into 
swifter action. 

He suggested that every review¬ 
er should “look at a first show and 
then a fifth show and then’a tenth 
show before delivering a final ver¬ 
dict. I think every series, film or 
livens can be improved during' the 
course of a season. That’s the job 
we’re busy on now.” 

Replacements 
Continued from page 27 i 

cancellation and actual replace¬ 

ment time. 

Sole exceptions in the film area 

are the. cases where the film pro¬ 

ducer has 13 half-hours in the can. 

About the only time this happens 

today is when the producer is film¬ 

ing in Canada or England apd has 

the show sold in one or both, with 
anywhere from a $5,000 to $11,000 
writeoff on each episode. In these 
cases, the producer is usually hold¬ 
ing off on any kind of U. S. deal 
and is ready to hop in with a mid¬ 
season sale. Two such examples 
are Screen Gems’ “Ivanhoe,” film¬ 
ing in England, and Television 
Programs of America’s “Tugboat 
Annie,” before the cameras in 

j Toronto. 

The agencies have actually 
brought the problem on them¬ 
selves. Having been stuck with 
firm 26-week deals last season and 
been stung with clinkers, they es¬ 
tablished a safeguard this year by 
insisting on 13-week cancellation 
privileges. But in the case of the 
26-week dogs, they knew well In 
advance of cancellation-notice time 
that they’d have to replace the 
shows, so there was time to get 
production rolling. Now, they’re 
back on the horns of that “you- 

[ can’t-hurry-film” dilemma. 

Ackerman 
Continued from page 28 

and, “Our Miss Brooks” first got 
started, Ackerman notes, and were 
prominent in the video lineup un¬ 
til about three years ago. Situa¬ 
tion comedy is due for a comeback, 
and in inevitable program read¬ 
justment coming up for next sea¬ 
son, is likely to be upgraded again 
as a video staple. Casualty rate 
among current crop of westerns 
and quizzers will be high, he be¬ 
lieves. 

Producers of situation comedies 
today find themselyes in the midst 
of a writer shortage, Ackerman ob¬ 
serves. Most comedy writers have 
gravitated to: the current crop of 
musical shows, where they’re 
scripting funny dialog for the war- 

; blersi he dwtes, V * c c 2 5 3”" t *. j \ I 

AVERT TECPICIANS’ 
STRIKE ON SCOT TV 

Glasgow, Oct. 22. . 
Settlement was reached here in 

talks between Scottish indie tv 
toppers and trade union officials, 
A hundred'technicians had threat¬ 
ened to go on strike unless they 
were given a wage increase. Some 
of the men sought a 24 Shilling to 
30 shilling rise. 

Anthony Jelly, general manager 
of Scottish Television, had talks 
with union spokesmen. Agreement 
has now been reached respecting 
conditions under which the basis 
of a contract could be negotiated. 

Sidley Settles Suit 
Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 

Suit for $600,000 brought by for¬ 
mer KFWB sales manager Morton 
Sidley over the sale of the station 
to Crowell-Collier, was settled out 
of court for an undisclosed sum 
described as “very pleasing” to all 
concerned. 

Sidley contended his contract 
still had five years to run at $100,- 
000 per year when he was let out 
following the publishing firm’s 
purchase of the station. Pact, he 
added, stipulated that in the 
event of a sale of the station, he 
was to get 9% of the sale price. 

—LARGE GRAND BALLROOM—. 
HOTEL ABBEY 

143 W. 51st Stnet 
Available For 

REHEARSALS 
Lorye Eoopfh for Mo}* TV Show ; 

Mr. Lockwood Mr. Schoofor 
l; 
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NATION WIDE PRAISE FOR 

GM 
NEW YORK TIMES: Gisele proved that she is a most charming 
and intelligent woman, with a personality and a gift that 

set her far above the normal run of vocalists. 

NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM t SUN: Gisele MacKenzie is 
bound to be the No. 1 television hit of the season. 

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS: Gisele presents a fast moving musical 
variety show, Well spiced With good natured humor. 

WEEKLY VARIETY: Gisele MacKenzie's got what it takes to 
handle a show of her own. Miss MacKenzie came 

across with a lot on the talent and charm ball. 

BILLBOARD; Show was delightful right from the top number, 

CHICAGO SUN-TIMES; Gisele MacKenzie has one of the 
outstanding TV shows of the season. 

CHICAGO. TRIBUNE: Gisele has a multiplicity of talents. And 
her show sparkles brightly. 

LOS ANOEIES TMfES: Gisele*s show is one of the finest of 
this or any other season. 

LOS ANGELES EXAMINER: Gisele has a show to make it 
worthwhile staying'home Saturday nights. 

LOS ANGELES HERALD-EXPRESS: Gisele MacKenzie is the 
brightest, bubbliest gal on the glass bubble. 

LOUELLA PARSONS: Gisele MacKenzie is off in a blaze of 
glory with her new TV show. 

HEDDA HOPPER: The only successful new show I saw. 

SIDNEY SKOLSKY: Of all the new series, the best by all 
channels is The Gisele MacKenzie Show. 

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER: Gisele MacKenzie has the 
freshest' show of the year. 

PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN: Miss MacKenzie can more than hold 
her own with any female personality in show business. 

BOSTON ADVERTISER: Gisele has the most entertaining new 
show on television. 

BOSTON TRAVELLER: The Gisele MacKenzie show is 
truly great. 

DETROIT TIMES: The TV industry can thank Gisele 
MacKenzie. The time will probably come when she will 

be known as “Miss Saturday Night”, 

CINCINNATI POST: A half-hour of sparkle and charm is what 
Gisele MacKenzie offers viewers. 

SALT LAKE DESERET NEWS: Gisele MacKenzie hast he 
sprightliest new show on television. 

MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL Gisele is the best entertainer 
on TV. Her show is enormous. 

WASHINGTON, D.C., NEWS: Gay Gisele is a fine singer and has 
a happy way with a comedy situation. 

PORTLAND OREGONIAN: Gisele Mackenzie is the brightest 
' star on television. 

WASHINGTON D.C., POST: Miss MacKenzie has a variety of 
musical skills. 

BIRMINGHAM NEWS: Gisele has, without question, the 
freshest and best show of the new season. 

NEWARK NEWS: Gisele MacKenzie made the grade. Shefs 
witty > talented and charming. 

KANSAS CITY STAR: Anything Gisele does is great. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS: Gisele MacKenzie1 s show is an 
outstanding favorite. 

ST. PAUL DISPATCH: Mad about Gisele. Her new 
show is a real plum for viewers. 

is! 

Gisele NiacKenzie \jisele INlacKenZie *one OF mn nost-talkeo-aboot television personalities 
The Gisele Mackenzie Show for Scott Paper Company and Schick, Inc., every Saturday night on NBC-TV' 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
-By HERM SCHOENFELD- 

Frankle Lain® (Columbia): 
“EAST IS EAST” (Korwin*), loose¬ 
ly based on the Kipling poem, is a 
colorful ballad projected to the hilt 
by Franlde Laine. “THE GREAT¬ 
ER SIN” (Leeds*) is an excellent 
romantic ballad with a nice lilt and 
solid commercial chances, 

Jaye P, Morgan (RCA Victor): 
“TAKE A CHANCE” (Skidmore*) 
is a firstrate rocking ballad song 
with a catching beat by this song¬ 
stress who could ifind. herself back 
pn the hit lists! with this one. 
“THERE’S A DREAM IN MY 
HEART” (ManloWe*) is another 

could make some noise. “DO IT 
AGAIN” (Hawthorne*) is an okay 
number with a simple idea. 

Jeri Southern (Decca): “IF YOU 
KISS ME” (Pincus*) is a pretty 
ballad handled stylishly in slow 
tempo by Jeri Southern. “YOU 
WALKED OUT” (Chappell*), from 
the “Copper and Brass” score, is a 
good piece of pop material. 

Marie McDonald (RCA Victor): 
“HE TOOK ME BY STORM” 
(Woodbine*), an excellent ballad 
in an adult groove, gets a savvy 
rendition from Marie McDonald, 
another Hollywoodite making a 

potent slice, a lilting ballad also:wax impression. “HOWi DEEP IS 
With strong chances. j THE OCEAN” (Berlin*), the oldie, 

Don Cornell (Coral): “BEFORE i is also handled in tip-top style. 
IT’S TIME TO SAY' GOOD-1 Woody Herman (Verve): ‘MY 

Best Bets 
FRANKIE LANE .... •. EAST IS EAST 

(Columbia) ...The Greater Sin 

JAYE P. MORGAN ..*.TAKE A CHANCE 
(RCA Victor) .There's A Dream in My Heart 

DON CORNELL.BEFORE IT’S TIME TO SAY GOODNIGHT 
(Coral) ...Non Dimenticar 

BETTE McLAURIN .... WHAT A NIGHT FOR LOVE 
f Atco) ....:.Autumn Leaves 

NIGHT" (Weiss & Barry t*, an (HEART REMINDS ME” (Sym- 
above-par rocking ballad, is belted j phony House*) turns up in a late, 
vigorously by Don Cornell. “NON j but nifty, version of Woody Her- 
DIMENTICAR” (Hollist), from the;man whose vocals are always easy 
Italo pic “Anna,” is a fine ballad, to take. “THE ONE I LOVE” (Ban- 
but how ’are the kids going to ask • tam-Kahn*), the oldie, is also han- 
for this one? | dled with a swinging beat. 

Bette McLsurin (Atco): “WHAT i Sammy Kaye Orch (Columbia): 
A NIGHT FOR LOVE” (Progres- i “YOU’D BE SURPRISED” (Ber- 
sive': > a classy ballad in the rock;lin*) is a cute bouncing tune fit- 
'n' roll groove is projected for j ting neatly into this instrumental- 
maximum impact by this high- vocal arrangement. “HA; HA, HA” 
piped songstress. Could go all the! (Leeds*) is a good laughing platter 
way. “Autumn Leaves” (Ard-j based on an Italo melody, 
more*), the oldie, gets a more or i A1 HibbIer (Decca): “THE CRY- 
less straight treatment. | jng WIND” (Amber*), a ballad 

Lawrence Weld Orch (Coral): J with an original idea, impresses via 
“LIECHTENSTEIN POLKA” (Bur- ; this sensitive workover by A1 Hib- 
lington*) could bring back the;bier. “WISH,” (Chappell*) from 
polka. It’s a bright, swinging side [the legit musical “Rumple” score, 
with a catching German lyric. 
“YOU KNOW TOO MUCH” (Ver¬ 
non*) is good ballad material. 

Miyoshi Umeki (Mercury): *‘SA- 
YONARA” (Ranger*) from the 
Warner Bros, pic, gets another 
standout slice from this Japanese 
songstress. “BE SWEET TONIGHT” 
(Evans*) is a neat bounce item han¬ 
dled in strictly domestic style. : 

Dick Hyman-Sam (The Man) 
Taylor (MGM): “THE PEANUT 
VENDOR” (Markst), the oldie, 
turns up in a catching instrumental 
bv Dick Hyman, at the organ, and 
Sam Taylor, on tenor sax. It’ll get 
plenty of spins. “WALK WITH 
ME” (Roger*) is a standard slow 
rocking tune. 

'PTSsnafr' 

is good material handled well. 

Annie Laurie (De Luxe): “NO¬ 
BODY’S GONNA HURT YOU” 
(Hennessyi) is a standard rocking 
blues number delivered in solid 
lowdown style. “LOVE IS A FUN¬ 
NY THING” (Men-Lot) is another 
good entry for this idiom. 

Guy Chookoorian (Lightning): 
“ARMENIAN ROCK) (Sherman*) 
has an offbeat sound, a rocking 
number with a light shish-ka-beb 
flavor. “OPAL FROM CONSTAN¬ 
TINE” (Shermant) aceents the ex¬ 
otic flavor, but the lyric is silly. 

Merrill Jay Singers (Sabot): 
“CASEY JONES” (Shapiro-Bern- 
stein*), the familiar railroad num¬ 
ber, gets an okay workover from 

Cornel Wilde-Van Cleave Orch; this ensemble. “WABASH CAN- 
(Vervef: “THE DEVIL'S HAIR-! NONBALL” (Marlar) is done with 
PIN” (Vivid*), from the Paramount I a catching beat. 
pic, is for the hot-rodders, a col- i -:-=-- 
lection of racing car sounds In aj 
dramatic musical setting. “THE; 
TOUCH OF LOVE” (Paramount*).] 
from the same film, is vocalled in; 
fair style by Jean Wallace, Wilde’s I ^' 
wife. J + 

Mario Lanza (RCA Victor): *\A1 + 
NIGHT TO REMEMBER" (Em-; ♦ 
press*), a big ballad, is belted in;£ 
Mario Lanza’s operatic tenor style, j x 
a nice change of pace from the J ± 
broken note rock ’n’ roller. But; T 
whether the kids will now go for + 
this legit vocalizing is doubtful.. 
“BEHOLD” (Coliseum^) is similar;; 
material. j 

Helen Curtis (Jubilee): “THE; 
HAPPIEST MOMENTS IN LIFE” I 
(Mode*), an interesting ballad, is 
an okay showcase for this song¬ 
stress’ bow on wax. “ANY FRIEND 
OF AL’S” (Saunders** is a slow! 
ballad with doubtful chances. I 

Jimmy Simmons (Atco): “LAND ■' 
OF LOVE” iMontauk*) is a com-! 
mercial teenage item belted in fine £ EE BOP BABY 
rockabilly style by Jimmy Sim-, ♦ vn vv 
mons. “BALLAD OF THE COW-; + iOL se>:d 
BOY SAILOR” »BVC*' is an inter-; + SILHOUETTES ..... 
esting folk saga. : f MY SPECIAL ANGEI 

. The Landon Sisters (Epic*: “I’m J A-n t^iat rvmtviv? 
FLIPPED FOR YOU” (Sheldon: ), ’ t A>D THAT REMINDS 

CUt.'f 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And Hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

3rd Consecutive Year 
Dodge Dancing Party 

ABC-TY—Sat: 9-10 P.M., E.S/T. 
For Dodge Dealers of America, 

Top Tunes and New Talent 
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T. 

Dodge and Plymouth 
Coral Records 

Thesaurus Transcriptions 

British Pop Reviews 

London, Oct. 15. 
Jim Dale (Parlophone): “PICCA¬ 

DILLY LINE” (Mills) is a Freburg- 
style take-off on Lonnie Donegan’s 
“Rock Island Line,” hut not so 
funny. “I DIDN’T MEAN IT” 
(Pan) is a fast beat opus -in the 
rock idiom which Dale handles 
With neat and agile vocalizing. 

Russ Conway (Columbia): “SOHO 
FAIR” (Wood) gives this young 
88er a fine showcase for his Jangle^ 
piano fisticuffs. “SPOTLIGHT 
WALTZ” (M/S) is a pleasant 
hurdy-gurdy item. 

Les Hobeaux (HMY): “OH MARY 
DON’T YOU WEEP” (Mayfair) is 
an old American folk song which 
gets interesting treatment- from 
this new skiffle group. “TOLL 
THE BELL EASY” (Pan) confirms 
the impression that Les Hobeaiix 
are pretty bon. 

Malcolm Vaughan (HMV): 
‘WHAT IS MY D ESTI.NY?” 
(Fields/Morris)- is one of the best 
new British entries in the pop song 
field, and Vaughan belts it with 
feeling and warmth. “OH MY 
PAPA” (Peter Maurice) was re¬ 
vived to tie in with the ill-fated 
London production of the. show 
from which it Came. 

Dennis Lotis. (Nixa): “EVERY¬ 
THING IS NOTHING WITHOUT 
YOU” (Cavendish) is suited to 
Lotis* relaxed style of singing, and 
deserves wide hearing. “MY RE¬ 
SISTANCE IS LOW” (Morris) ren¬ 
dition is average. 

Lonnie -Donegan (Nixa): “I'M 
JUST A ROLLIN’ STONE” (Essex) 
is the slow, bluesy, less commercial 
Donegan. “MY DIXIE DARLING” 
(Southern) could well duplicate'the: 
success of earlier waxings hv. this 
Skiffle exponent. _ Rich. ' 

“West Side Story” (Columbia), 
with the cast of the current Broad¬ 
way hit, impresses as a standout 
dramatic’ work in this disk version, 
Leonard Bernstein’s intense, off¬ 
beat music, with lyrics by Stephen 
Sondheim, has a powerful impact 
that gives this package a weight 
and a durability that goes beyond 
the general run of pop confections. 
“Maria,”, sung by Larry Kert; “One 
Hand, One Heart” and “Tonight,” 
done by Kert and Carol Lawrence, 
the show’s stars, are standout 
ballads. “America,” done by sev¬ 
eral vocalists, is a biting musical 
comment while “Cool” is a spark¬ 
ling syncopated piece, as-are “The 
Dance At the Gym,” and “The 
Rumble,” a dramatic musical vi¬ 
gnette of a street gang fight. “I 
Feel Pretty” is a charming entry 
sung by Miss Lawrence and others. 
A long ballet sequence to the 
number, “Somewhere,” featuring a 
vocal by Heri Grist, is another 
highlight, leading into the “Gee, 
Officer Krupke” number, a comedy 
number with wit and" strong lan¬ 
guage, The “A Boy Like That” and 
“I Have A Love” medley, sung by 
Miss Lawrence and Chita Rivera, 
is a gripping, mordant piece that 
caps the score. Overall, it’s another 
standout production put on wax 
under the supervision of Goddard 
Lieberson. — 

Rita Hayworth-Frank Sinatra- 
Kim Novak: “Pal Joey” (Capitol), 
The Richard ” Rodgers - Lorenz 
(Larry) Hart score for the- “Pal 
Joey” legit musical, now converted 
into a Columbia Pictures produc¬ 
tion, is another Capitol soundtrack 
smash. Not only does the Rodgers 
& Hart score contain abotft a dozen 
great songs, but Frank Sinatra is 
around to sing his share with that 
superlative swinging beat that has 
made him a- consistent album seller, 
Sinatra handles HI Didn’t- Know 
What Time It Was,” “There’s A 
Small Hotel,” “I Could Write A 
Book,” “The Lady Is A Tramp” and 
“Bewitched.” The femme contin¬ 
gent of the cast perform excellent¬ 
ly on a songalog including “My 
Funny Valentine,” “That Terrific 
Rainbow,” and “Zip,” the latter a 
clever stripper’s number -done by 
Rita Hayworth. , Morris Stoloff 
batons the. studio orch authorita¬ 
tively. 

Lilo: “C’est Magnifique” (MGM). 
French songstress Lilo attractively 
showcased in a Franco-American 
songalog. Lilo belts in a variety of 
moods, ranging from the light 
“Sans Souci” and "Chantez, Chan- 
tez” to “If You Love Me” and “La 
Vie En Rose.” The repertory also 
includes “C’est Magnifique” and 
“I Love Paris.” the hits from her 
“Can-Can” show, plus “Paris- 
Canaille,” “It’s Delightful To Be 
Married” and “Scratch My Back,” 
among others. Nick Perito orch 
backs up ably. 

Obernkirchen Children’s Choir: 
“ ‘The Happy Wanderer’ and Other 
Songs” (Angel). .Repackaged from 
a Couple of 10-inch LP’s, this 12- 
inch set spotlights this .German 
children’s choir in a dozen charm¬ 
ing numbers, most of them folk- 

10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines, 
1. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (2> 

2. HONEYCOMB (6) 

3. CHANCES ARE (4). 

5. FASCINATION (7) 

6. TAMMY (12) ..... 

8. DIANA (ID 

Second Group 

a simple rock ’n’ roll ditty, is cut, 
with a passel of vocal g’mmicks by t * 
this team. Might he bad enough to > 1 Jt-T BETWEEN YOU & 
hit. “WHEN I GET THE NOTION” . * _ mTTT. 

<• * . -t . x TXT rPlTC XTTTXTkT.T? Al? mTTTT 
(Salminv) is more of the same. ♦ IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 1 

Gayla Peevey (Columbia*:*- 
'“THAT’S WHAT I LEARNED IN't 
SCHOOL" (Oxford*), a cute juvc- + . 
angled number, not calculated to ♦ 
please the educational authorities, T 
brings back the moppet songstress + 
of a few years back on a side that 

achines*^ 
E\}erly Bros. 

Jimmy Rodgers .. 

Johnny Mathis.... .... Columbia 

Elvis Presley. 

Jane Morgan ..... 

J Debbie Reynolds... 
[ Ames Bros;. 

Crickets .... ..; Brunswick 

Paul Anka.. ... .ABC-Par. 

Ames Bros. ..._Victor 

Buddy Knox ‘. .Roulette 

Rickey Nelson . 

Sam Cooke . -. 

Rays . . 

Bobby Helms 

Della Reese ... 

Pat Boone. .Dot 

Chordettes. . . .Cadence 

[ Tony Bennett .. ... Columbia 
; Tennessee Ernie 

Bobettes .. .... Atlantic 

Billy Ward 

lFigures in parentheses indicate number of iceeks sang has been in the Top 101 

songs. The material is handled 
with that light, spirited touch which 
made “The Happy Wanderer” a big 
hit a couple of years ago. 

Billy Nalle; “Swingin' Pipe Or¬ 
gan” (RCA Victor) is a nifty de^ 
monstration of the swinging capa¬ 
bilities of a theatrq pipe organ. 
Backed by drummer Ray Mosca, 
Billy NqUe gives the organ a big 
band heat and instrumental colora¬ 
tion: in a solid collection of stand¬ 
ards, including “Who,” “Song of 
India,” “I’ll Never Smile Again/’ 
‘Marie” and “Billy’s Boogie,” the 
latter an unusual rocking display 
on the organ. 

“The Best of Irving Gamer” 
(Verve) is a spoof on Erroll Garner . 
that could well open new vistas 
for disk packaging. Next one in 
the same series could be “The Best 
of Irving Sinatra,” etc. In this set, 
a pianist, whose square handle 
might well be living Garner, plays 
a flock of standards, some straight 
and some in uneven tempo, but 
without any clear attempt to 
parody Erroll Gamer's style. The 
cover photo, is the best comedy 
touch of the set. 

Ernie Andrews: “In The Dark” 
(GNP) spotlights a fine blues singer 
from the,Coast, Andrews has a 
richly textured Voice and a savvy 
sense of phrasing, registering both 
on the rhythm tunes and the slow 
ballads. This set- comprises some 
familiar standards such as “Lover 
Come Back To Me/r plus a flock 
of other, less exercised songs. 
" “Barbershop Quartet Winners’* 
(Decca) is a collection of winning 
combos in the 1957 contest of the 
Preservation and Encouragement 
of Barber Shop Quartet Singing In 
America. Although this type of 
warbling has no relation to rock ’n* 
roll! * the combos are similarly 
named with monickers like Lads 
of Enchantment, the international 
champs; Giynotes, Four Pitchikers, 
Play-tonics, etc. These practitlon* 
ers of the ancient art of tonsorial 
harmonizing deliver with expert 
smoothness such numbers as “Five- 
Foot-two, Eyes of Blue,” “All By 
Myself,” “Can’t You Hear Me Cal¬ 
ling, Caroline,” “When I Leave Tha 
World Behind” and other group- 
singing classics. Herm. 

Block, Kapralik, Levine 
Set in Col Sales Posts 

In a reorganization of its sales 
staff setup, Columbia Records has 
brought in Gene Block for the 
newly created post of product man¬ 
ager, single records, and David - 
Kapralik for the new position of 
sales . communications manager. 
Dick Levine also has been tapped 
by Col as sales'training manager. 

Block, son of deejay Martin 
Block, received his disk biz train¬ 
ing in radio exploitation and sales 
promotion. As communications 
manager, Kapralik will issue a 
weekly field communication for 
Col's sales managers and salesmen. 
He'll also edit Col’s weekly sales 
publication, Insight, the diskery’s 
communication link with its field 
force. 

Block and Levine will report to 
Hal Cook, veepee in charge of 
sales, and Kapralik to Bill Gallag¬ 
her, field sales manager. 

Hampton Wins in Suit 
By Songwriter Roberts 

Toledo, Oct. 22. 
Jury in Lucas County Common 

pleas Court deliberated only 30' 
minutes last week before bringing 
hack a verdict in favor of Lionel 
Hampton, bandleader, who was the 
defendant in a $50,000 suit by- 
Porter Roberts, Toledo songwriter. 
After the trial, three jurors asked 
for and received Hampton’s auto¬ 
graph. 

Roberts charged that the orch 
leader had agreed orally to pro- ‘ 
mote the sale of a song, “Your 
Million Dollar Smile,” and split; 
the royalties with him-50-50. Rob¬ 
erts had copyrighted the song and . 
lyrics in 1943. Roberts charged 
the bandleader did not promote 
the - song adequately, and had 
only.,paid him $800 in royalties.' 
although the Hampton band 
played the song as a special fea¬ 
ture for many years.. 

The jury decided that’ the $800 
was all Roberts had coming. 

Jules Wolffers, a contributing-, 
music critic of the Christian Sci¬ 
ence Monitor, has been appointed 
chairman of the College of Music. 

| at Boston U. 
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Columbias (Hal) Cook sTour of O’Seas HECKLE 
Disk Jockeys In 0. S. and Vice Versa 'JJ >j|j 

-RUN SCORE 
' -           ——:    

B§ I RCA Bringing Tape bi on a Reindeer 
For Xmas Drive on Stereo Catalog IHI1N 

Hal Cook, Columbia Records 4---:-— 

veepee in charge of sales, is mull- it it . it n 
lug a hands-across-the-tumtable JlCCCi IJOtS DWCilejF 

program. Plan is to bring foreign Trish Dwelley, 17-year-old .song- 

disk jockeys to the U. S. for a look- stress from Philadelphia who gar- 

see at the diskery and .deejay ac- nered considerable attention from 
tivities and to send American the major diskeries after her ap- 

10wL°V^Se“, r. * ^“C«how ‘^coipU^wwS 
With the global market becom- ng0 has been ' wrapped up by 

increasingly important to a DeCca. , On the basis, of her one- 
diskery s sales operation, .Cook gh0t stand on his NBC-TY show, 
feels that there’s plenty to be Paar has now inked her as a regu- 
learped by both ridesand the ex- lar> She’s also been set to do 
change of rfeas will be benefimal .tThe Big lhowon CBS-TV 
to the jockeys as well as th# disk tonight (Wed.), 
company. Her first for Decca, cut1 

The deejay exchange plan has last week, are “Wishing* and “Far 
been initiated with the current Away.” 
tour of French jockey Jean Fon- ---- 
taine, who spins platters on Parfs- 
Itner. Fontaipe hit the States A |J ft II* 
Monday (21) for a tour of radio and Kq||17 .MAlffll|tff 
tv stations around the country. His: 1/Hllj £ UIUIIIK 
trek here was co-sponsored by the 
Scandinavian Airlines and Colum- |w 1 A f • 
bia in conjunction with its Philips I hClT I nUUTOnAVI 
affiliate. The Fontaine itinerary 1/lcA UftlCl dliUfti 
here is being handled by Dave * j 
Kaparlik, Col’s manager of sales Chicago, Oct. 22. j 
communications. Rally Manufacturing Co*, local 

j ' --;-■ ■ ■ -•—4 RCA Victor is setting its first 
By MIKS GROSS niAT im A Uj... I major sales hypo for the tape mar- 

The indies are eontinulntf to eiw A U ket ™ attractive discount deals tq 

the major record comp^n^s a hard Doubling Between Regular Vik and Sg^eriod^ 
KCAviotor 

fflxedt“r*hnetd'mtoeZtor'fck ?e™aU ,«lbuS>t& ta£r S’^IOS di^St * 
tape deal, part o£ the disk- 

Itner. Fontaipe hit the States I) |J ft II* 
Monday (21) for a tour of radio and Kq||17 .MAlffll|tff 
tv stations around the country. His: 1/Hllj £ UIUIIIK 
trek here was co-sponsored by the 
Scandinavian Airlines and Colum- I A -• 
bia in conjunction with its Philips I hClT I m/>»AnAtt 
affiliate. The Fontaine itinerary £/lMi UftlCl dliUfti 
here is being handled by Dave * 
Kaparlik, Col’s manager of sales Chicago, Oct. 22. 
communications. Bally Manufacturing Cp., local 

Cook is now looking for an coin machine outfit, has become 
American deejay to send to Paris, disenchanted - with its record biz 

—- and Is dumping its two-year sub- 
mrn. _ .. • sidiary. Bally Records. Jimmy 

KYW, Clew, Hits Paydirt JX&urS 
With Promotion Around 

Golden Girde Platters 
Cleveland, Oct. 22. with songstress Betty Johnson, hut 

With a mail count averaging otherwise failed to come through 
1,500 letter* dally, KYW here con- ™th *W bi* moneymaker*. Bally 

tinned it. "Golden Opportunity, fZi, * °f P*Ckaged 
Week” for a second week, and will * ____—- 

make the fpotUght of disks that _ - _ . __. ______ 

have sold over 1,000,000 copies an MOGUL, KASSNER FORM 
“ba“k to the 1920s, KYW EDWARD ARTHUR PUB 

in connection with promotion tie- lii.6 i 
ins with jewelers, and other organ- 
izations, highlighted the “golden ‘Jc Co.;\ f BMI -Mogul 
record” by playing a different one take over as general pro- 
each 15 minutes of the day by all fSssionaI manager of all the Kass- 
of the station’s disk jockeys. * Mr firms which Include Picaidmy 

Asking the public, to write * op **u*ic’ 
a series of titles, the station offered Edward Kassner 
prizes all, dealing with “gold” i.e., Music CASCAP). 
such as Old Gold * cigs • and the ‘ A few months^ago Kassner aCti- 
RCA Victor Gold Record Series, vated President Records which has 
Jewelers, too, contributed gold now a full line of LP product 

and dealing ” a game in which the I, 1 \.V1(71°r- wiaz "U1 601N new stereophonic tapes next month. 
“me. .r«*'maV?nT their bSlm^ ZtZl'n! This wU1 »*°* Victor's stereo tap. 
rival, look like pigeon*. Working Sn^uS^n ^ Pl ‘ 'I1?1.0*,*0 .71,sel“«?ns, coniist,ln* 
with hustling freelance distribu- 58 classical and 13 pop and jazz 
tors • the Indies have been able to Diaz* * longtime recording exec numbers. In addition to the dis- 
pile up a long line of regional hits the Victor company, will take count, Victor is continuing its reg- 
with auite a number eventually over some of the recording session ular 100% exchange privilege on 
friling into the national sweep- supervision from Sholes and will its tape line, 
stakes. ’also help relieve the pressure on In the disk department, Victor’s 

Modus operand! for the Indies Hug0 Winterhalter and Joe. Reis- Xmas program includes the special 
has been to get the disk moving man* musical directors who also release of 21 DP packages, in addi- 
in one key area at any cost or give- ^ave been under a heavy recording tion to the regular albums. Most 
away. They figure that once the schedule recently. of the label’s top names will bs 
word gets around that their disk —-- featured in the holiday program. 
away. They figure that once the schedule recently. 
word gets around that their disk —-- 
is “breaking big* in Cleveland, De- # • > - 
troit, Pittsburgh, etc., the rest of ftJVMM#tf / A 
thie country will follow suit. It’s liiniftv \ H 
on this local level that indies have u ' 
been outclassing the majors. The | 9 
distributors working for the indies KAItlAtta 
can move faster and more freely . filHIftcliC 
than those in the majors’ network. 
And they’re manipulating with a EoUlette Record 

(Continued on page 57) rolling for a uope 

Annis: Dreyfus 
60th, Days 80th 

_w. • y « v « Dealer incentive plans on this pro- 
U1MH^ / £ \ If AIf £ A gram will be handled by the in- 
llinilfiF \ A / Ildll AS dividual distributors. The only re- 
***■ “*5 V */ *1WU A lease not eligible for any discount 

v* a • ....... deals is Elvis Presley’s “Elvis 
D ahIaUa a ir 111 am Christmas Album,” whose 200,000 K0U16U€ S La“ CF run k already sold out. Iiviuvuv v VI VI Victor ls also cuffoIng t special 

Roulette Records has set the ball A5*5^‘£$ 
rolling for a upped activity in the 
country & western field with the eps^52on FpfUSf 
'appointment of Dickson' Hall as SLS.6 200 EPs Wd 
riur Jt r*nprtnirp HiroKnr showcase 20 titles. _ _ c&w artists & repertoire director. 
Hall plans an “open door” policy 
for artists and material as part of 
the expansion program. He’ll join 

- The RCA Camden line is also 
prepping special holiday merchan¬ 
dise next month. Highlighting the 

the jESSS* its forthH «°^.nielea!f. 
coming Nashville trek for the dee- .Pf*™ 31? 

thpr* xTnv ™s “S* foF the subsid RCA label. vvl“i v Jxy fe^val there Nov> J5.m nis nrst tor me supsia kua lac 

Monday (21) saw longtime music During the past few years, Hall „ i f f J r it 

publishing friends, the Max (Vic- Hampton S L0H(K)B LUffO 
toria) Dreyfuses and the Fred for Shapiro-Berastem s diskery sub- r 

(Doris) Days in sentimental reunion SJadmore Records, as well as pQj* Qq AfllCBll C&QS6 
in the N.Y. Hotel Sheraton Astor for other publishers and record AW1 niUWI 
apartment of the American music ffms. Before that he had operated ‘RIaccaiT )|V flArtfimiMi 
publisher, where he has long main- his own publishing firm, Choice IJlCooCU UJ t/lCrgyincB 
tained an in-town residence. It Was Music (ASCAP). By BARRY BARNETT 
Victoria and Max Dreyfus’ 60th On the administrative level, Rou- t /w no 

wedding anniversary, and the visit- lette has brought in Don Carter . .. ^ 

ing (from England Fred Days as national sales manager. He’ll ™ 
helped celebrate the occasion. Lat- also head the sales activity for 
ter sail today (Wed.) hack to their- Roulette’s subsidy Tico, Gee and 
London headquarters where he Rama. In bis new post, Carter wrCaHr^,^etland almo+st 
plans to participate in. the 80th plans to travel extensively visiting ILscrk. _^his tm^ he was here to 
anniversary party on Nov. 19 of the Roulette distribs, conducting , ta ,pa ^ln ®ne,0^ ^he 
the Francis, Day & Hunter music sales meetings and covering key l^rd ^am 565510113 Londons ever 
publishing firms. Firm was origi- accounts -and rack jobbers. He ne^T" . , 
nally known as Francis Bros: & takes off on his first trek Oct. 28. ha.d gl.ven .up sfve^f1 

Da^ ^ , Carter hid been with Tico Bee- SeiSd play or fteTatthe Roy'S 
alS3ehS'5clo“edto£SsyfS« “ds, to sl,es^a^ wh“ Festival HaU In a bfd to raise fund, also had close business ti« Max libel was headed by George Gold- for the 15([ Sonth oppon: 

(Continued on page 60) ner and later beemie general man- ents of Apartheid (racial separa- 
■ --- »«er Dlstnbl;ting Corp’ tion) who were arrested last year 

I inrnTV niT tm OAAP/ "» ?bker5; w“ t,aken^ver ®n Charges of treason. UBERH BIZ UP 300%; Hugo la* 
’57 MAY HIT S5,000,000 -—- the8 C 

_ * J irCCCT \nv iTDTTlf who flocked to the Hall for the 
Hollywood, Oct. 22. iJ fllV. ALdUM midnight concert (organized by the 

With sales for the first six np TllfPfT nif f inf Chri5tlan Action organization), 
months of 1957 up 300% over the OF IRISH dALLADS J3110,1!5 ca5SOcks listened bewil- 

corresponding period last year, George Jessel, Whose Cabot Rec- dole'd out by^laX'ton “m .^‘1* 
Liberty Records expects to do a ords' album transcription of his rowed set of vibes and the Hum- 
15, 000,000 gross this year, prexy one-ifian concert show, is just being (Continued on page 60) 
di wtt__i-__—j _A.t». ic PAonvintf onnfVinr tnr “ ° 

For So. African Cause 
'Messed' by dergymea 
By BARRY BARNETT 

London, Oct. 22^ 
The last time Lionel Hampton 

prizes. mostly recorded in Europe.. With 
-  -— the entry of Mogul into the setup, 

Kassner now will devote more 
larrv A ill AT Fji RahIa time, to his recording operation 
hOliy nUKl EA 1VUUIC and his international setup which 

To Australia Swing tZhis branch of£i“! te 14 C0}m': 
Harmonica soloist Larry Adler Mogul had been associated with! 

was in New York for one day only Ray Anthony and his publishing 
last week> en route to Australia companies, Moonlight 'Music and 
for a series of concerts under Starlight'Music, for the past six 
Australian Broadcasting Commis- years. 
sion auspices, booked by Ibbs & -=—- 
Tillett out of London. These in- _ . _ _ _ 
elude 15 straight cohcert&and nine Inf I MlKlf rnvin hPft 
recitals with piano, besides the 11111 J 11,111 ^ 
broadcasting dates. On the way KVf§ Wn4 An TaiHIHK 
back to England .he plays Indo^ AHW Wtt QO lapUl£3 
nesla, Malaya,. India and Pakistan. In copperation with the Amerl- 

LIBERTY BIZ UP 300%; 
’57 MAY HIT $5,000,000 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 

With sales for the first six 

months of 1957 up 300% over the 

corresponding period last year. 

icuiwus wim pianu, pesmes we 
broadcasting dates. On the way AUIf NnJ An TanlnffC 
back to England.he plays Indo^ AHO WOO 00 
nesla, Malaya,. India and Pakistan, In copperation with the Amerl- 

Adler’s last Aussie date was with c*u Federation of Musicians, a 
a USO unit in 1944 with Jack project to record contemporary 
Benny and, before that, in vaude- longhair works has’been.put into op- 
ville in 1938, so his emergence as eration by the American Interna- 
a concert artist fa a first , for Down tional Music Fund, headed by Mrs. 
Under although that has been his Serge Koussevitsky. The AFM, 
metier for the past decade or more, which generally nixes the taping of 

Adler’s wife Eileen and he make performances in concert’halls with- 
their home in London where she out the payment of extra record- 
now operates Young Idea Ltd., im- ing fees, has okayed tapings of 
porters .of U.S. clothes for teen- works from the modern repertoire 
agers, besides also doing costumes under certain conditions, 
for film productions and the like. The initial tapes will not be used 

' ~ commercially, but will be submit- 
PL!|._ n* _ Pma ted to a jury which will select 
tmul luyera I0 £PIC two works which Will be commer- 

Chita Rivera has been tapped to cially recorded under a guarantee 
a recording deal by Epic Records. of; the Fund. The other tapes will 
Miss Rivera is featured in the cur- b® deposited in libraries for audi- 
rent Broadway click, “West Side tion by conductors. Major orchs .in 
Story.” Epic incidentally, has the the U.S. and Canada are cooperat- 
tuner’s male lead, Larry Kert, ing in the project 
under contract. -- 

.wm put.M!ls Biveri'‘, si?- • Elmo Russ, doing business »s 
|le sides into the groove last week Pyramia Records, wa* hit last 
Shea currently heard on Columbia, week with a 5561.09 judgment 
Epic’s parent company, in the or- filed with the N. Y. County Clerk 

Liberty Records expects to do a ords’ album transcription of his 
$5,000,000 gross this year, prexy one-ifian concert show, is just being 
Si Wanonker reported in an analy- released, is readying another for 
sis of the firm’s fourth year of op- Vik, titled “Songs My Mother 
eration. Label now has 100 albums Didn’t Sing To Me.” They comprise 
in release with 60 more in various 12 Irish ballads and come-all-yes, 
stages of preparation. 111 which he has long been an a£ici-j 

Firm now is recording in its new **“ £“« !dl* bn! 

*100,000 stereo studio. S'smeSotes ** ? I 1 

Fats Domino Unit 52G 
In 4 N. Calif. Dates 
San Francisco, Oct. 22. 

Fats Domino and “Biggest 
Show of Stars” grossed approxi- 

iginal cast album of “Story.” I by the N. Y. Telephone Co. 

Jessel has suggested a showman- 01 grossea approxi- 

Platters’ 5-Month Tour In fe?B„pS 
r .air AAA D - lX7t_ ish Lord Mayor of Dublin, to write f°rnia last weekend. At San Jose 

Europe at 515,000 Per Wk the liner for the album, ni^-ys«SJnemm, Friday, ^ 
Paris, OcL 22. ( shows 59,000; Frisco, Saturday, 

The Platters are being lined up L.Ir I AUn’ T_ DTA two shows, 518,500; Oakland, 
for a five-month European tour by J£CK LcWlS^ fil'liv/flj Saturday, one show, 513,000. Top 

Bruno Coquatrix, prexy of the ». IjU) Cnf TU 7“ *3-50- ■Promote was Jimmy 

P^pia Theatre here. Tour, which As A4K otatteT Ot Ads breaking on Elvis Presley 
is scheduled to kick off at the Jack Lewis, former RCA Victor for 0ct 28 appearance were 
Brussels Fair in April, is being artists Ac repertoire staffer. It’s bjamed for light Frisco draw. All 
booked at 515,000 weekly plus per— been named to the a&r staff of the fiouses wTere Civic Auditorium 
centage, • newly-formed United Artists Rec- ______ 

Buck Ram, manager of The Plat- °rd Corp. Other appointments to .» o*—. 
ters who also doubles as a cleffer, the diskery and the pic company’s vuiuai uuc» ovync 
will fill the package with 23-man music publishing company are ex- Jule Styne’s Stratford Music firm 
orch plus a chorus of 15. Platters pected to be made shortly by Max will publish the score for the 
recently split top hilling with E. Youngstein, prexy of the w'hole “Ghost Goes West” tuner set for 
French comic Henri Genes at the music operation, next year. Score is being readied 
Olympia. Joe Glaser reps The While with Victor and its subsid by David Rose and Stanley Styne, 
Platters who g5t $10,000 per week, Vik label, Lewis supervised the Jule Styne’s son. 
phis nine return fares to the U. S., jazz output, also handling some j The elder Styne, Incidentally, 
for the Olympic stand. pop albums. i also \fill produce the musical. 
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Europe as Last Stand for Concert 
>: Harry James 

By HAZEL GUILD 

Frankfurt, Oct. 15. 

Opining that “Europe is the last 

plac# where a big band can still 

get a lot of good concert dates,” 
Harry James is whirlwinding 

through on his first Continental 

tour. And he's packed over 50 

concerts in 20 cities in France, 

Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, 

and Italy into a month’s tour— 
finding time for television shows, 

a short appearance in a German 

film, constant contacts with local 

Capitol records executives, and 
press and film interviews as well. 

“It's almost impossible for a big 
band tq get concert dates in the 
States now,” James comments. 

“Here in Europe, you can still 
find an enthusiastic audience for 
jazz concerts, and it's like a whole 
new untapped market for Ameri¬ 
can bands.” 

At Berlin last week, for instance, 
James' band broke all house rec¬ 
ords for American entertainment 
since World War II. Playing two 
consecutive days at the giant Sport 
Palast, the James outfit sold more 
than 8,000 seats at a single show. 

At Munich, there were only 20 
empty seats in a huge house, and 
in the pair of concerts at Frank¬ 
furt’s Messegelande, 2,500-seater, 
only a handful of seats were un¬ 
sold. 

“Trouble with bringing a big 
band over here is the cost for the 
booker,” added James. Man who 
booked the James tour is Hans 
Schlote of Frankfurt—who had to 
hand out an advance $30,000 for air 
transport for the 15-man orchestra. 

“I’m told Stan Kenton and I 
have been the only large bands in¬ 
vited to Germany since the war, 
without sponsorship by either the 
State Dept, or the U. S. Army. In¬ 
vestment is just too large for the 
European agents to bring a big 
group over. 

“But the response proves this 
pays off. I’m getting the same 
money that I would earn for 
American engagements. I’d like 
to make a European tour once a 
year, and can advise other Ameri¬ 
can artists to do the same. The 
European concert audience is much 
more interested and serious in its 
music appreciation than the 
Americans are t o d a y—people in 
States have been given too much 
entertainment for too long, for 
free. 

“I don’t think a big-name artist 
can play in Europe more than once 
a year, though. He shouldn’t 
over-expose himself any more 
here than he does in the States.” 

On his first European tour, too, 
James had tremendous qualms 
about European bookings and the 
uncertainties of schedule. 

“But the efficiency here is unbe¬ 
lievable,” he commented. “Every- 

(Continued on page 61) 

With Sponsors Yet 
FM station WBAI, N.Y., is 

cashing in on the hi-fi move¬ 
ment by periodically emitting 
test frequency signals, lasting 
from 20 to 40 Seconds, to help 
listeners check their equip¬ 
ment. 

A typical announcement 
says: “The note you have just 
heard comes to you through 
the courtesy of Hudson Radio.” 

Charge Mercury ‘Lift’ 
la‘Never Never’Suit 

Chicago, Oct. 22. 

Suit against Mercury Records, 

singer Eddy Howard, Lake Shore 

Publications, Hil Radke and Bill 

Savage for $1,000,000 was filed in 
Chi Federal District Court last 

week charging copyright infringe¬ 

ment on song. ‘‘Never, Never, 
Never.” 

Attorneys Rubenstein & Mar- 
gules, representing Kirby Allan of 
Hollywood, charge that the song 
was copyrighted, published and re¬ 
corded in 1954 by Maze Publica¬ 
tions and Maze Records on a BMI 
copyright and that Mercury’s re¬ 
cording by Howard of the song 
published by Howard’s Lake Shore 
Publications on ASCAP list is the 
same words and music. 

LESTER LANIN 
Aubumdale, Mass., Oct. 21. 

Doug- Farrington, president- of 
Totem Pole Ballroom, opened cham¬ 
pagne to toast society maestro 
Lester Lanin and ills orchestra for 
breaking all records at the Totem 
Pole last Friday and Saturday ... 
47 Schools and colleges were repre¬ 
sented (EPIC RECORDS—LN 3242- 
3340.) 

Coral Gets Masters 
Pincus Platters, indie label op¬ 

erated by publisher George Pincus, 

has peddled the masters of its 
Sugarmints* coupling, “I-I-I Could 
Love You” and “You'll Have Every¬ 
thing,” to Coral Records. Bob 
Thiele, Coral’s a&r chief, has set 
an early release date for the disk. 

The tunes were written by. Rose 
Marie McCoy and Kelly Owens. 
Pincus’ Gil Music is publishing. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
Rock ’n’ roll enthusiasm may be beneficial to music, In the opinion 

of Boris Goldovsky, pianist and me for “Opera News of the Air,” ABC 
radio program. Appearing before the Des Moines Women’s Club he 
said, “You might even argue that rock 'n’ roll paves the way for good 
things. -It may be that if young people get excited about this kind of 
thing later on they will get excited about something else—and just so 
long as they get excited about something that is important,” 

Goldovsky believes there well may be just as much interest ip qual¬ 
ity music as hi rock V roll hut that the people who are interested in 
quality don’t make so much noise about it. He« said, “Yon have no 
idea how many things are going on that are good in music, but these 
things receive little national publicity. In. music we are living in very 
exciting times.” 

Arthur Schwartz and Howard Dietz have entered politics via the 
songwriting route. In support of a friend, Bill Krasilovsky, who is 
running for Justice of the Peace on the Democratic ticket in West¬ 
chester County, N,Y., they have written a campaign song which Wal¬ 
ter Slezak has recorded for use at the candidate’s political rallies. 
Krasilovsky is a lawyer working in the office of John Schulman, 
counsel for the Songwriters Protective Assn. 

The regulars of McCarthy’s Bar & Grill on New York's east side, 
were tossed a cocktail party yesterday (Tues.) by Westminster Rec¬ 
ords as a reward for their services in the LP package, “The Mike on 
the Barroom Floor.” Produced by Ben Hall, the disk was edited 
from a tape made in the .bar where the proceedings by the regular 
clientele and the spot’s piano player were captured for posterity. „ 

; N.Y. State Senator Fred G. Moritt, who is also a parttime song 
writer and member of ASCAP, is running for a N.Y.C. Municipal Court 
Justice seat on the Democratic and Liberal parties’ line. Moritt, who 
wrote such songs as “Oh Willie I’m Waiting,” is also a singer who has 
worked on radio and in niteries. 

L. Wolfe Gilbert, vet songwriter whose .autobiography, “Without 
Rhyme or-Reason,” was published earlier^ this year, is now at work 
on a second book which hc’.i one-third through. He’s_ currently in 
New York from Hollywood fov publication huddles and ASCAP board 
meetings. 

' A $1.50 to $4 scale will prevail for the performance of Super At¬ 
tractions Inc.’s “Biggest Show Stars For 1957” at the R. P. I. Field 
House, Troy, N.Y.; Nov. 14. Starred are Fats Domino, Frankie Lymon,. 
Clyde McPhatter, La Vem Baker, Everly Brothers, Chuck Berry, the 

(Continued on page 61) 

Ballard’s ‘Radio’ Ditty 
Gets Heavy WMCA Plug 

Songsmith Pat Ballard’s first pub¬ 
lished song, “Oh How She Radiates 
On The Radio” (1923) got a re¬ 
vival hypo last week when WMCA, 
N. Y., station manager Mort Flei- 
schel received an advance dub from 
Willett Records, Mclfeesport (Pa.) 
indie, and immediately scheduled 
it for a big plug. 

Ballard made the tape last year 
with an all-star group including 
Bobby Hackett, Miff Mole, Frank 
Signorelli and Bernie Knee. Song 
was introduced in the 1923 edition 
of the U. of P. Mask and Wig show 
and published by the late Joe Mor¬ 
ris, whose catalogue was taken 
over by E. H. (Buddy) Morris. 

Val Fede Joins ABC-Par 
Continuing the buildup of its ad- 

industry after a long tenure in th.e 
hotel business. 

Under Genovese. Fede will serve 

dling export operations and for-j 
eign PX spies for the diskery. 
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1 1 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Sountrack (DC 9046)... 1 2 6 2 1 3 2 l i 4 1 3 2 2 1 1 4 . 3 1 178 

2 2 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090). 4 10 10 1 6 2 5 1 3 * 2 3 1 2 6 98 

1 3 8 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Love Is the Thing (W 824)... 5 8 8 2 5 3 9 1 3 8 6 7 7 . 5 77 

4 5 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol). 
Where Are You (W 855)_ 3 3 7 3 4 4 3 4 10 3 6 10 8 75 

5 3 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor,) 
Loving You (LPM 1515).... 6 8 10 2 7 6 /■ 7 3 2 4 .. 4 62 

6 10 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028).. 6 9 1 1 2 10 1 4-* .. 9 56 

7 4 
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1505)... 2 5 4 7 2 .. 6 1 .. 50 

8 9 
PAT BOONE (Dot) ♦ ' 
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071).... 1 4 6 7 1 3 .. 44 

9 6 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LL 1700). 5 3 7 8 5 9 7 9' 10 4 43 

L 10 11 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000). 4 5 5 7 2 3 40 

HA 14 
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 8289).. 8 5 4 5 3 30 

11B 7 
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (DL 5210).... 6 .7 3 8 9 9 5 30 

11C 12 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595). 6 6 8 5 . 6 ... 8 8 30 

14A 15 . 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Swinging Affair (W 803). . 7 7 3 9 5 9 8 29 

14B 18' 
LAWRENCE WELK (Coral) 
Dixieland (57146)............ 10 2 2 yr ... .. 2 10 29 

16 19 
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) 
Exotica (LRP 3034).. 

- 
5 5 2 21 

17 13 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (T740).... 2 10 7 6 10 

“■ 
20 

18 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Forties (KXL 5003). 3 1 7 

sf 

17 

19 17 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
We Get Letters (LPM 1462).. 6 7 6 9 .. _16 

20 21 
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic) 
Dance to Music of (LW 3340. 9 9 6 5 :r r. f * _15 

21 
EYDIE GORME (ABC-Par) 
Swings the Blues (192)....... 5 4 _13 

22 23 
JACKIE GLEASON (Capitol) 
Velvet Brass (W 859). 7 10 10 8 _9 

23 A 16 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Almost Paradise (1063). 9 8 -8 _8 

23B 22 
JONATHAN EDWARDS (Columbia) 
Piano Artistry (CL 1024).. 9 5 _8 

LL 
POLLY BERGEN (Columbia) 
Bergen Sings Morgan (CL 994)..... 8 7 • 
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BMI'Goes to Press’ 
Broadcast Music, Inc., which has been under heavy attack from 

ASCAP songwriter* and Congressmen. for the past couple of 

years, is striking back via its public relations campaign directed 

by Walter Ross, who was hired early this year for that purpose. 

Ross has mailed a memorandum to newspaper and magazine 

editors, writers, columnists and freelance writers giving the 

background of the BMI-ASCAP dispute from its standpoint. 

‘ The ‘ memorandum charges that the 33 ASCAP songsmiths 

who are suing BMI and the broadcasters for an alleged conspiracy 

against non-BMI tunes "have launched a widespread publicity 

campaign against BMI and broadcasters consisting of prejudi¬ 

cial statements by prominent performing artists (themselves 

ASCAP members), of charges before Congressional Commit¬ 
tees arid of the involvement of certain uninformed organizations. 
The object of this publicity is seemingly to creat a climate of 
public opinion In which it will be impossible to select an unbiased 
jury, thus prejudging the forthcoming trial.” 

The BMI memorandum was designed, Ross states, to "put past 
and future developments .in the music controversy in perspective 
and to furnish some basic frame of reference within which future 
news developments, seemingly isolated, can be assessed.” 

Indies Hit V Run 
Continued from page 

Decca Iffy on ‘Brass’ & Heart’ Albums 

■+ 

greenlight from the indie homeof- 
fices. • * 

To get their disks in the coin 
machines, the indie distribs have 
been cuffoing the operators with 
boxes of 25 records. Similarly, deal¬ 
er interest has been stimulated 
with under-the-counter giveaways. 
The deejay, too, has been earmark¬ 
ed for "special” considerations if 
he gives a heavy play to the plug 
platter. 

It's all written off, somehow, by 
a special process developed by the 
indies. Some of it is written off 
to promotion and sundry other ex¬ 

penses,- while at other times it’s 
just conveniently forgotten when 
accounting time t6 the publishers 
comes around. 

One publisher commented that 
he’d rather have a 50,000 disk-sell¬ 
er with a major than a 200,000 sell¬ 
er with an indie. In explaining this 
cryptic statement, he said, "It 
means that I’m at least sure of an 
honest royalty count from the 
majors.” 
- This, however, is no comfort to 
the major record companies while 
the indies continue to move in from 
left field and take away the play. 

Joyce Pacts Alan Freed 
Philadelphia, Oct. 22i 

. Deejay Alan Freed has been 
pacted by Jolly Joyce to a new 
management contract.covering pix, 
television gnd European 
trip has been pujMo|ifback to en¬ 
able the rock ip rpller to head 
for the Columbia 10$ for feature 
role. ‘ ' 

He leaves fop Coast after 
his Christmas -week Spoking at the 
Paramount, Brooklyn, NY. 

Freed goes on his first European 
tour, with a rock ’n’ roll unit, the 
latter part of January. 

SPUtNIK; F.D. 

OK for French Cleffera To Shoot 
^ . For ‘Moon* 

Paris, Oct. 22. 

The globe girdling Russian 
satellite. Sputnik, has had show biz 
influences here too, as in the rest 
of the world. After being besieged 

‘ by songwriters, the Society of Au¬ 
thors, Composers & Editors of 

■ Music ruled that the Gallic ap¬ 
pellation of the Russo eye-opener 

; was in public domain. French 
I newspaper monicker is - "Bebe- 
| Lune” (Baby Moon), 
i Over 50 deffers had tried to 
register titles with SACEM right 
after revelation of the Sputnik 
flight.' Among titles were "Baby 
Moon Waltz,” "Baby Moon Samba,” 
"By the Light of the Baby Moon." 

Filmiitesare also trying to rush 
pix into production, a sci-fi Iegiter 
is being planned and there is. a 
new -stripper called Baby Moon. 
Yank space pix are also beginning 
to come into release again as the 
Sputnik makes history and the top 
news of the day. 

Victor'* Video ‘Village' 
DuMont’s Friday night video 

show, "Art Ford’s Greenwich ! 
Village Party,” will be the ' 
takeoff point for an RCA Vic- I 
tor album to be released next 
Spring. Victor Is cutting the 
package during rehearsals for 
the show this week. 

Set will indude sides by 
pianist Cy Coleman, Stan Ru¬ 
bin, & His TIgertown Five and 
songstress Gale Garnett, all 
regulars on the Ford show. 
Ford is writing a short history 
of jazz and blues singing for 
the album notes. j 

All 9 Labels do Coast 
Signed Up With IBEW 

Hollywood, Oct. 22. 
AH nine local recording firms j 

with pacts with enginers of Inter¬ 

national Brotherhood of Electrical 

Workers, Local 45, have completed 
negotiations for new contracts, un¬ 
ion biz agent Andrew Draghi said j 
last week. Last two outfits—Lib¬ 
erty Records and C. P. MacGregor 
have been signed. 

Terms gives engineers a sliding 
scale of wage bikes, to maximum 
of $17.50, continuation of overscale 
payments, and elimination of cer¬ 
tain assistant categories. Pacts 
with Liberty and MacGregor are 
for one year. 

Original cast album* of "Copper 
and Brass’’ and "Carefree Heart” 
are In an iffy status. Decca Rec¬ 
ords, which had wrapped up the 
recording rights tc the legituners, 
isn’t taking any chances on getting 
caught with a couple of flop shows. 

"Brass” which was generally 
rapped by the critics following its 
Broadway opening last week, is 
tentatively slated to close this Sat¬ 
urday (26). "Heart,” currently 
breaking in out of town, is consid¬ 
ered a shaky bet to make it to 
Broadway. An SOS for additional 
financing had to be sent out and 
it’s not known where the show will 
go following its' current week in 
Clevelahd. 

m Decca, and its Coral label sub- 
sid, already have issued a flock 
of singles from the two scores but 
the $15,000 to $20,000 rap it takes 
to put an original cast album in 
the groove Is holding up any defi¬ 
nite -commitments on the part of 
the company. 

Score for "Brass,” which stars 
Nancy Walker, was written by Da¬ 
vid . Craig and David Baker. 
“Heart” was written by Robert 
Wright and George Forrest. * 

Decca also has the original, cast 
rights to "Rumple” the Frank 
Reardon-Jeff Schweikert tuner 
starring Eddie Foy Jr., Gretchen 
Wyler and Stephen Douglas. It’s 
currently trying out in Philadel¬ 
phia. 

Last season RCA Victor bowed 
out of its agreement to cut "Shan¬ 
gri-La,” a quick Broadway fold. 
Diskery shelled out $1,000 to get 
out of its commitment. Decca 
claims no such - monetary obliga¬ 
tion to either ’’Brass” or "Heart.” 

Meantime, Columbia Records 
got off to a winging start with its 
origirial cast package'of "West Side 
Story.” Tuner, with a score by 
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen 
Sondheim, is considered a Broad¬ 
way click. Col got the set off to a 
46,000 advance order. 

Other'Broadway tuner on tap is 
the upcoming Harold Arien-Yip 
Harburg "Jamaica,” starring Lena 
Horne, which is slated to be 
grooved by RCA Victor. 

Pickwick’s Adult Desip 
For Low-Price LP’s With 

Roy Freemai A&R Chief 
Pickwick Sales Inc., Indie kidisk 

firm, is branching out into the 
adult LP field with a new low-price 
line. Design Records. The pack¬ 
ages will retail at $1.49. 

The new Design label will be 
a&r’ed by Roy Freeman, who'll 
also oversee the kiddy line. Cricket 
Records. -The initial release un¬ 
der the Design banner consists of 
24 LP*s. 

Freeman stated that the label 
will showcase new talent’ such as 
Joya Sherrill, former Duke Elling¬ 
ton band thrush, and Stanley Ap- 
plewaite, British orch leader, in 
each new release. Opening release 
kicked off with such names as 
Sammy Davis Jr., the.Dorsey Bros., 
Clyde McCoy, Dizzy Gillespie and 
D’Artega. 

Day-& Date Liszt LP-Biog 
For Rath Sleaczynska 

| Decca Records is tieing in its 
release of pianist Ruth Slenczyn- 
ska’s new all-Liszt LP set with pub¬ 
lication this month of her auto¬ 
biography, "Forbidden Children,” 
by Doubleday & Co. It’s her sec¬ 
ond album for Decca. 

Also included in Gold Label re¬ 
lease for next month is the first 
set by the New York Pro Musica 
group, under Noah Greenberg, for 
Decca, and a collection of "Great 
Opera Arias” by Rita Streicli, the 
European soprano who Is current . 
ly appearing with the San Fran¬ 
cisco Opera. The latter set is timed 
for Miss Streich’s tour of the U.S, 
next month. 

John Carroll Disking 
John Carroll is the latest pic 

thesp to move into the disk pic¬ 
ture. He’s etching under the indie 
Prescott banner. 

First waxing is "Johnny 
I Trouble,” title tune from Ids film 
• release. Tune was written by 
[Peggy Lee. 
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Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
20 cities arid shovnng. com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 
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i 1 
EVESLT BROS (Cadence) 
Wake Up, Little Suzy. 3 2 2 2 9 2 10 3 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 5 8 1 138 

2 3 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Jailhouae Rock,... 2 * 3 1 " 8 1 1 1 2 1 7 3 1 1 1 2 2 141 

3 2 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Chances Are.. 1 .6 3 2 10 3 4 8 2 6 4 8 4 3 3 5 104 

4 "s' 
JANE MORGAN (Kapp) 
Fascination ... 4r 9 3 2 2 9 10 5 4 6 4 63 

5 6 
JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) 
Honeycomb .. 4 8 4 7 7 ' 6 2 6 5 8 7 6 62 

6A 4 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral) 
Tammy.. 6 5 4 * i 5 9 3 8 5 7 57 

6B 11 
RAYS (Cameo) 
Silhouettes . 1 6 5 5 1 10 7 4 4 10 57 

8 ' 7 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) 
That’ll Be the Day. 6 5 5 6 10 10 2 3 41 

9 16 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
Be Bop Baby.. 10 7 2 5 1 3 

* 

38. 

10 
BOBBY HELMS (Decca) 
My Special Angel..... 5 io 10 '4. 2 10 25 

11 8 
TUNE WEAVERS (Checker) 
Happy, Happy Birthday, Bahy... . 5 .7 9, 4 7 10 . A 24 

12 
AMES BROS. (Victor) 
Melodic D’Amour .... 7 8 5 6 18 

13 10 
'RUSS HAMILTON (Kapp). 
Rainbow.. 9 3 4 17 

14 
LITTLE RICHARD (Specially) 
Keep A Knocking..... 6 8 5 9 16 

15 20 
GENE VINCENT (Capitol) 
Lotta Loving..... 4 6 8 9 15 

16 9 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Diana ....% V . . 6 3 13 

17A 15 
TONY BENNETT (Columbia) 
Middle of the Island..... * 7 5 12 

17B ... 
SAM COOKE (Keen) 
You Send Me. 

- 
3 7 12 

17C .. 
THURSTON HARMS (Aladdin) 
Little Betty Pretty One. 7 3 12 

20A 18 
DELLA REESE (Jubilee) 
And That Remind* Me.... 6 7 9 11 

J?0B 12 
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) 
Whole Lot of Shaking. 5 6 11 

.22 13 
BOBETTES (Atlantic; 
Mr. Lee. .. 

t 
4 _8_ 10 

23 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Just Bom..... 6 7 _9 

24 24 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Mein Woman Blues. 6 9_ _7 

25 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Raintree Countv... 8 

* 
9 5 

- 
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AMERICA’S, |>LAYING FAVORITES 

I A ROQA 
■■iJi m ■ m wk 

two new ballads he’ll introduce as star of 

' "Mm m A Trance” on .NBC -TV's 
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On The Upbeat 
.. NWw'Y/irlr Notre Dame and the U. of i *%*•■- 

* D«eW xOrK vania . . . Jack Gale,, deejay 
DftfkTLtnke. who exited the disk WITH, Baltimore, has a new son 

biz to go into personal manage- in the family . . . Hush (Wyatt 
ment, was partied yesterday (Tues.) Earp) O’Brian hits town today 
by staffers of Columbia, Capitol, (Wed.) from the Coast on first leg 
William Morris Agency, Warner 0f his deejay tour in the east plugr 
Bros.' and ‘the trade press, at the ging his ABC-Paramount releases 
Stockholm ^Restaurant . .. Gordie . „ The Sparkletones guest on Ed 
Baker, deejay at WSPR, Spring- Sullivan’s CBS-TV show Sunday 
field. Mass., back at his turntable (27) . . . pat Boone has an album of 
after a tour of Air Force bases in Irvings Berlin songs coming up on 
Newfoundland, Labrador and the Dot label . . . Xavier Cpgat f” 
Greenland . . . Ilenato Carosone & opened at Boseland Dance City last ® 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 

retail sheet music 
best' keners based on reports 

-obtained'-from leading stores in 
. 11K cities and showing com- 

• partitive ' sales rating for this 
and last week. 

*■ ASCAP t BMI 

Sextet debuts in the U.S. at Car- night (Tues.). 
negie Hall Jan. 4 . . , Kai Winding — 
plays the Manhattan College prom I 
Friday (25) . . . Jimmie Rodgers ■*- 
guests on CBS-TV’s “Shower of Mills Mush 

London 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. 

guests on CBS-TV’s “Shower of Mills Music exec, Irving Mills, 
Stars” Oct. 31 . .. Bobby Sherwood making his first visit here in five 
sued by the Diners Club for years. He made a quick trip to 
$411.31.. . . Mannie Greenfield co- Ireland shortly after his* arrival, 
managing The Crickets (Brunswick but is back in London now until 
Records) with Norman Petty. next Tues. (29) when he leaves for 

• Jack Teagarden's All Stars set the U.S. . . . Clarinetist Vic Ash , 
for a date at Amsterdam’s Con- headed for America with a quartet 
certgebouw Nov. 9. Erroll Garner on Dec. 5 for an Anglo-U.S. band 
has been tapped to play there Jan. swap for the Modem Jam Quartet, 
4 . . . Randy Jackson, deejay at who’re due here next month for a 
KOWH, Omaha, in Gotham for a 16-day tour . . . Skiffle group lead- 
sequence in WB's “Jamboree” .... er Bob Cort turned professional 
Four Voices subbing for - Mello- this week ... Nine more dates have 
Larks on Howard Miller’s NBC-TV been added to Count Basie’s Brit- 
show out of Chicago . . . Barry ish tour which opens, at the Fes- 
Ulanov’s “A Handbook of Jazz” tival Hall tomorrow (Thurs.) night. 
will hit the stalls Oct. 28 via Vik- —>-- 
Ing . . . Les Jam Modes began a Hnlivwrw-*ri 
week’s stand at Newark’s Sugar noiiywooa 
Hill yesterday (Tues) . . . Terri Mao Maurauda and Alex Studer 

Title and Publisher 

♦Tammy (Northern)... 

♦Around the World (Young). 

♦Fascination (Southern)... 

♦Chances Are (Korwin).... 

♦Affair tfr Remember (Feist)...._ 

♦Honeycomb (Joy).. 

tWafcc Up, Little Susy (Acuff-R).... 

♦Middle of Island (Mayfair).. 

♦Heart Reminds Me (Symphony).... 

tPiana (Pamco)...;_.... 

♦Love Letters Sand (Bourne)....... 

♦Rainbow (Robbins)... 

tThafll Be Day (Nor-Va-Jak). 

♦Remember You’re. Mine (Rush). 

tBon Voyage (Ardmore)... 

I J I I 
1 4 £ i S a s 
a Z 5 3 
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Robert Merrjll R.CA. Victor 
Jack Pteis and Chorus 

Decca Records 
David Rose with Dean Jones 

M.G.M. Records 
Les Baxter and Chorus 

Capitol Records 

“THE 

HAPPY LAND 

OF HUNZA" 

FOR REAL FUN 
it7* the 

BOOHBASS 

Stevens currently at the Latin Ca- wrote a dozen tunes for Pearl later. Fats Domino, LaVern Baker, whole evening. The rest were just identification, both Max., and his 
sino, Philly. ’ Bailey’s Roulette album, ‘Pearl Frankie Lymon, Everly Bros., based on ideas thought up on the brother iLoufs Dreyfus ever in- 

Mattie Marshall of Remington Bailey the Chuck Berry, Clyde McPhatter, spot. With only a couple of hours dulged- ifi was the Victoria Musia 
Records off to Ft. Worth to do the FraJ?ci* set Bn“hy Bre5™*n,‘^ Buddy Knox, 0f rehearsals behind them, the. Co., a publishing subsidiary named 
United Fund Show . . . “Stardust” musical director and arranger for Eddie Cochran, Paul Anka, Jimmy bands managed to stick with the for Max’s wife, 
named favorite song in Buddy her upcominginitial^fecording for Bowen and The Diamonds come in anp of the vibraharn. throuch his ■- ■ ■ ■■ ' ■ ■" = 

Morrow's poll of Yale. Holy Cross. to C^a Nov™ io'r'thdr ttoYboT- intricate variations and key | 
. County” score from the Metro film ing at Lenny Litman’s rodm since changes. ■»,hen they did get lost, KTAD DEAL FUN 

. .. Paul Martin cut a banjo album, last summer. he was there to steer them hack rvn rwi1 
for Tops . . . Hal Spector handling _—;- onto the right path. 
public relations for the Tops label. m.*i 11 i- Around about 2 a.m., when the if7* fho 
- rinlaaeipnia music was flowing at its hottest, 

Tony Bennett slated for the and the show had run 15 minutes Mja aamaii h fifi 
, kcllicago Latin Casino (Qct 28-Nov. 2), fol- overtime, Hampton reluctantly R1111 MU II VV 

^ Ken Harr^. orch pacted for lowed by Xavier Cugat & Abbe stopped the bands, to allow a cleric Ajlfl| JUDAiIm 
“SEARCH FOR Muehlebach, K.G, for seven weeks. Lane (12-23) ... The Uptown, -t0 announce that the concert had 
OCARQn rur' Nov. 15... Jack Rodriguez orch m- vaud filmer, featuring Roy Hamil- to wind BUt nobodv moved and’ 
PARADISE" to Flame Restaurant, Duluth, for ton. Tune Weavers and. Coatesville tb6 shouts for more irot louder 
rARAUias two frames. Oct. 28 . . .Hazel Scott Harris orch for one frame (18-25) «e . - . . 

Hugo Winterhalter and Orchestra Trio into London House-for four including Sunday. „ . . Sam Dona- ** anyone wantea to put up an ^ roal mu#ICq[ ■ 
R.CA, Victor weeks, March 19 . . . Roy Acuff hue at Sunnybrook, Pottstown (26) e*tra they were- told, the ■ 

Robert Merrjll R.CA. Victor awarded scroll by WSM, Nashville, . . . Organist Larry Ferrari back at show could go on for an extra 30 rnyfhm ■ 
Jack Pteis and chorus for his 20 years with “Grand Ole Benjamin Franklin’s Garden Ter- minutes. Hampton immediately led instrument I , 

Depca Record* Opry.” race . . . Eddie Dano and Joann the orchs into another session. A - 
David Rose with Dean Jones -- Tolly into Erie Social Club (Nov. couple of minutes later, the same, ' ■ 1 
. „ . M.G.M. Record* C Frenritro 2-3) ... Mike Pedicin booked into but very excited looking cleric, A!ll J ■ 
Les Baxter and Chorus *3an FranCMCO Andy’s Log Cabin . . . Joe Valino came back onto the platform and Ia*e* no dl * I 

capital Record* Ree BruneU opened at the bun- akedded for Carrolls (21-26) . . . broke up the music to announce or experience ■ 1 
_gy 1 Mond«r (21), replacing Ada Matys Bros, working Tunick’s this that the money had been ppt up. 1 

“THE Moore, who departed for a Los An- week (21-26) ... Dave AppeU play- At 2:20 a.m. the concert came to to P,aY - ■ I 
_______ . ^eles date . . v Art Pepper, Jean ing the 19th Hole Tavern (21-26) an end a- HamDton had said ~ -- ■■ 1 
HAPPY LAND Hoffman and their groups at the . . . Birdie Castle & Stardusters, earUer-'jrTizohiTtobe thecreat- 11 
nc ui ikI7A» Blackhawk . . . Jazz Showcase has local rock ’n’ roU combo, inked for seLitm vel Musiciana^eed Grant for M 1 
OF HUNZA cut back to a three-mghts-a-week an indef stay at Fremont Hotel, ifi lu s®ssion yet. Musicians need. . I 

Robert Merrill R CA Victor pollcy’ Fridays through Sundays Las. Vegas . .. Organists^^ Ralph & .jJJ»tMa^te_S^hL^it?Tone8 “J '' dflnc#* and fl ’ 
Robert Merrill R.CA. Victor . ...Ernestine Anderson at Ray Buddy Bonds holding over until the black ones too. He proved IM . 
Walter Schuman Singer* Gorum’s new Offbeat Room . . . Christmas at the Del Rio . . . both, points* p ^ 

vlctor Guy Cherney headlines show open- Bob Brookmeyer, who recently loft - - _ . i 
T.to Puente and Orchestra ing tomorrow^ (Thurs) at Bimbo’s Gerry Mulligan to form own quar- ' ** ** -jfiHI 

victor J65 Club ... Anson Weeks, coming tet has first. booking at Red Hfil ll*w tO AOC fflSB 
hack strong with his Sheraton-Pal- 1^ (2^.27) foUowing former boss, lirOyilSBllaY Y WBm ' 

“KASHMIR" ace band, recorded anew LP for Also into spot- for same dates, ,Bev- _ |mm 
,, . Fantasy ... Chris Ibane* signed erly Kenny and Don Elliot Quartet S== Continued from page 15 s= __ Jfl 

the black one^ too.” 
hoth.pointSx 

A real musical 

rhythm 

instrument 

Takes no skill 

or experience 

to play _ 

Great for 

dancas and 
parties 

“KASHMIR" 
Hugo Winterhalter anrf-Orchestra 

R.CA. Victor 
Robert Merrill R.CA. Victor 

“SHALIMAR" 

Walter Schuman Singer* 
R.CA. Victor 

SOUND TRACK 

ALBUM 
by R.CA. Victor 

MANY MORE TO COME • 

M. WITMARK ft SONS 

three-month pact with Jazz Work¬ 
shop. 

Pittsburgh (21-26) at the Showboat and 
' Santo Barton has replaced Rus- Cohen and Zoot Sinx at Pep's, 
tl Warren in the Gold Key Room — 
at Dore’s... Ken Wayne, organist, __ _ 
has checked into the Turnway Inn, H A MB I All 
for an indefinite stretch .. . Jimmy IlSiliipiUM' 
Confer, p.a. for West View Park,-- continued'from page 55 = 
filling in for Eddie Rodgers as - 

tet, has first hooking at Red Hill liHAiafha ll*u 
Inn (22^27) following former boss, illBfTB9Bll9f 
Also into spot- for same dates, ^Bev- _ 
erly Kenny and Don Elliot Quartet = Continued from page 15 ■ 
;|-^CB^TmA%^Sk|^end.f0SiCelel>' Hreyfus started as a piano'player rlty Boom (Oct. 30-Nov. 9) • • • fnr m n Trarmt aT)j 
CWco Hamilton Quintet currently J'»'J 

the Showboat and Al «>er. was an lnterakUonal 
Zoot Sim« at Pen’s music publishing alliance between Zoot Sims at Peps. ^ T/B Harms Co. ud FrancIs, 

~ Day Sc Hunter, until Max and.his 1 
i| ■ I brother Louis Dreyfus separated 
nampiOD the Harms companies, formed their | 

, r . _ own Chappell-Harms outfits. The ; 
nued from page 55 —Francis, Day Sc Hunter enterprises 

THEBOOMBASSCO, - 

4104 Roveuweed Avn 

CUcoqo 13, IWaoi* 

41 W. 48th St. 

New York City 

PLoza 7-7100 

Baron Elliott’s hand vocalist for a phrey Lyttelton and Johnny Dank- went their own way also. Present 
few weeks. Confer was at the An- worth bands who-also were playing head, Fred Day, is the son of 
kara as Walter Gable’s singer and for nothing more than the cause. founder .David Day, with whom 
house emcee for four years before Midwav thrnmrh the session youn*, Dreyfus first became 
he quit to become a flack . . . * mifc?nfn friendly. Some 15 years after Max 
George Shearing, Gerry Mulligan, nh Victoria Dreyfus’ wedding an- 
MOts Darts, Chico HamUton, * Tb.est ™ niversary he was best man for the 
Helen Merrill and Austraian Jazz congratidahons. It_was signed Fred Day’s marriage in England. 
Quartet hooked for a one-nighier Louis Satchmo Armstrong. Incidentally, Mrs? Daqr’s World War 
at Syria Mosque Nov. 5 ... A week Earlier in the day, Hampton, j work of sewing shirts for service 
-- - ■ r —.whose plane was -kept circling men inspired the international war 

THE INTERNATIONAL FAVORITES around London Airport for almost SOng, “Sister’s Susie Sewing Shirts 
**♦"****• iw fQUr hours .because of thick fog, for the Soldiers.” It was a slogan 

iC told a press conference held In the which Day brought Into his music 
v\p*- Chapter House of St. Paul’s Cathe- puhhery one day, and prompted 

-vQy dral: “There are some things more r. p. Weston and Hermann E. 
important than money. Freedom Darewski (music) to whip up this 

> _   ■ ___ ^ w - is one of-them. If my music can jingle. (In America it was, some-' 
VA help to bring it to people now de- times transmuted into “sox” vice 

■ B nied its blessing, then I am pre- “shirts” and “sailors” vice “sol- 
JE ■■ pared to fly anywhere to assist diers”). 

such a cause. Color discrimination- Mrs. Day’s nephew changed hi* 
r,.rr<>rtWw -i is a disease. It has got to be name legally* to David Day, to 
Uurrenjly ar cured.” r carry on the family billing. The 

».■ m ^ __ _ __ For two-and-a-half hours, Hamp- Francis and Hunter, Incidentally, of 
FLAMINGO HOTEL, Las Vegas ton -and the bands, along with the original FD&H firm name. Were 

songstress Cleo Laine, gave out originally minstrel men. (They had 
with music that whipped the audi- them in England too, although Day 
ence, who didn’t quite manage to has some amusing recollections 

1 fill tiie 3,000-seater, into roars of that, in the British mind, they 
; appreciation. The program listed were always closely identified with 

*t' 457 N. Cmom Dr. a large number of tunes from the American Negro brand of min- 
: City Beverly Hill*, Calif. which the repertoire would be cho- strelsy). Music publishing was an 
•7inn x imi sen, but Hampton quickly changed adjunct to the performers, but 
•7100 Crestview *-1001 that « eventually Day'bought out both 

, There were only a few standard Francis and Hunter. 
—* numbers played throughout the Incidentally, the only family! 

a I 3 i> ( ! . \ ( i { ) |' 

COUNTY 
h J c 51N: ; ■ i! 

457 N. Coaea Dr. 

Beverly Hills, Calif. 

Crestview *-1001 
mE COLE- 

Poramouni Mjvc Ccpofa? 
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Harry Jims 
C—m Continued from pec* 5# 

day we’ve been handled the sched¬ 
ule, and things have- run much 
more smoothly than I would have 

„ believed possible, with none of the 
©n-the-road difficulties that some¬ 
times mar a tour in America—and 
I’d expected things to. he much 
rougher in Europe.” 

In Berlin,..many E4st Germans 
attended the concert. “The favor¬ 
ites here are th'e same as in the 
States—they aren’t behind in mu¬ 
sical tastes at all, .and like the 
same' up numbers, like ‘Trumpet 
Blues’ and *2 O’clock Jump,’ that 
go over best in Hollywood, Las 
Vegas or Texas.” 

In., fact, even the Russians dig 
jazz, James found out While his 
bus, 'going through Russian-con¬ 
trolled territory, to drive to Berlin, 
was stopped at a Russian check¬ 
point on the road, four Russian 
soldiers gathered around and asked 
for. his autograph. 

The James management has 
added a smart .plus to the German 
tour. Other large American 
groups, like! Stan Kenton, Jazz at 
the Philharmonic, Louis Arm¬ 
strong, who have played Germany" 
recently, generally do all the an¬ 
nouncing in English, even though 
the audiences consist of 80% Ger¬ 
mans and only 20% American 
soldiers stationed in the area. 

James, though, hired top Ger¬ 
man radio and tv personality John 
Paris to- emcee the show, and 
doses with vocalist Jilla Webb 
rending “Auf Wiedersehn" in Ger¬ 
man-good for a tremendous bit of 
added applayse. 

MmfrY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Report* of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets ‘ 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

THE "LEFT FIELD" HIT 

OF THE YEAR! 

Oh How She Radiates 
On the Radio 

(Fnb. by E. H. Morris) 

; Roaring 20's tosh Hand 

(Bobby Hacketty Miff Mole, Frank 

‘ Signorelli, Bornk Knoo) 

Willett Records 
Yognn Terrace, Crooked Rm Rd. 

McKeesport, Fa. 

LATEST RELEASE 
»•« 

EYP1E GORME SINGS 

LET ME BE 
LOYED 

n/w 

LOVE. ME 
FOREVER 

LEROY ANDERSON 
Another Big Hit 

FORGOTTEN 

• LEROY ANDERSON (Dacca) 
• CYRIL STAFtETO* (Uadon) 

• FREDERICK FENNELLMercery) 

MIUS MUSIC. INC 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed heretmderlis 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above.. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of 'points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways'in the case of tunes (coin machines,'retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 1 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

TALENT* 

ARTIST AND LABEL TONE 

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) . .... Wake Up Little Suzyf 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .. Jailhouse Eockf 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) .. Chances Are* 

JIMMY RODGERS (Roulette) ...Honeycomb* 

JANE MORGAN (Kapp)  .Fascinationf 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)..Tammy* 

CRICKETS*. (Brunswick) ... That’ll Be The Dayf 

RAYS (Cameo) .:... Silhouettesf 

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) .. Be Bop Babyf 

AMES BROS (Victor) .... Melodie D’Amourf 

TUNES 

TUNE PUBLISHER 

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUZY ..... Acuff-Rose 

♦CHANCES ARE ...... 1....Korwin 

♦TAMMY—“Tammy & Bachelor”-F ........... Northern 

fFASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F... Southern 

fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F  .... Presley 

♦HONEYCOMB ...... Joy 

♦AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F ... Young 

•{■THAT’LL BE THE DAY .. .............. Southern 

fDIANA ......,..... Pikmco 

fMELODIE D’AMOUR ......Rayven 

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films) 

Bourne, Witmark 
Sue Ohio Cafe Op 

Cleveland, jQpt. 22. 

Bourne Inc., and M. Witmark^ 

Sons, New York music publishers, 

socked T. V. Foster’s Casablanca 

Club in nearby Canton, Q., with a 

copyright infringement suit filed in 
Federal Court here last Week. 

Copyrighted song& allegedly per¬ 

formed without authorization by 

the nitery were “Bye Bye Blues” 
and “Love Letters in Sand,” pub¬ 
lished by Bourne, and “Don’t Take 
Your Love From Me,” by Witmark. 
Publishers are demanding the usual 
statutory damages, court costs, at¬ 
torney fees and court order stop¬ 
ping the defendent from playing 
these ASCAP numbers. 

“ASCAP has acted very hoggy 
and greedy,” retorted Foster, who 
claims music royalty rates and li¬ 
cense fees are unreasonably large. 
He threatened to recrui' the Stark 
County Tavern Keepers Assn., 
which has 365 members in the 
Canton area, in a campaign to fight 
ASCAP as well as the test suit. 

TOOTER HASSLE STOPS 
CBC ‘SHOWTIME’ ROW 

Toronto, Oct. 22. 

“Showtime,” largest variety show 
of the season on. the Canadian 
Broadcasting Carp, network, was 
suddenly cancelled for Sunday (20) 
night opening with a film substi¬ 
tuted, because of differences with 
the musicians union. With Bob 
Goulet and Gloria Lambert star¬ 
red as vocalists, latter replacing 
Shirley Harmer who has moved to 
the George Gobel show. “Show¬ 
time” has been indefinitely post¬ 
poned. 

Claim of CBC and the union is 
that members of Howard Cable’s 
orch must be paid for two missing 
performances. With Walter Mur¬ 
doch, Canadian head of the mu¬ 
sicians union, saying he could not 
approve a contract which leaves 
24 tooters unpaid for a fortnight 
for the 26-week series sponsored 
by General Electric. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
^—j Continued from page 56 ^ 

Crickets, Paul Anka, the Diamonds, Buddy Knox, Jimmy Bowen and 

the Rhythm Orchids. Eddie Cochran, the Drifters and Paul Williams 

orch. 

Also in Troy, Ted Bayly will present the Marion MacPartland Trio 

and the Max Roach Quintet at Music Hall Sunday (27) afternoon in the 

third of a series of jazz concerts in the 1,250-seater, for more than 60 

years the scene of longhair musical events. Admission will be $2. Woody 

Herman’s band will be the fourth attraction, Nov. 24. Duke Ellington’s 
orch played at the Opener; Dave Brubeck’s quartet, two weeks later. 
Brubeck's draw was stronger. 

Lee Morris, Boston tunesmithing history teacher who is spending 
his sabbatical year in tin pan alley, inked with E. B. Marks on exclu¬ 
sive contract. His first song under the arrangement, “Billy, Be, Sure,” 
recorded by Shaye Cogan on Roulette,twas released two weeks ago and 
breaking fast in Hub, Morris and the chirp both worked at the 
shuttered Latin Quarter in the Hub, he, writer of shows for Donn 
Arden, for whom he wrote “Blue Velvet,” and Shaye Cogan as .produc¬ 
tion singer. Morris is writing with Beverly Ro^s, also signed by 
Marks, and their new tunes now being recorded include such ©ffbeat 
items as “The. Frankenstein Rock” and “Kangaroo Lover. 

.Robert W, (Bob) Sexton, who has just resigned as general manager 
and publicity director for the Syracuse Nationals professional basket¬ 
ball team, sponsored Dave Brubeck dates in Syracuse, Rochester, Wa¬ 
tertown. and Potsdam, N.Y., 'last week. He originally planned a fifth 
in Ithaca, but the auditorium became unavailable, Sexton sublet the 
engagements from George Wein operator of Storyville in Boston and 
promoter of the Newport (R.I.), Jazz Festival. Wein booked Brubeck’s 
foursome for* 16 dates. Ted Bayly played another one-nighter, from' 
Wein, in Troy. Brubeck will return to his home in the Los Angeles 
area before .the end of the month. 

Billy Eckstein, vet songsmith-pianist who had 200 songs Interna¬ 
tionally recorded and published in the ’2'0’s and ’30’s, has a couple of 
new ones out. “Won’t You Meet Me at Lindy’s” is a plug for the up¬ 
town Montreal spot in whose Elegante Room he now plays piano 
nightly for listening and dancing. At 69, come Dec. 6, he’s also doing 
his own new rockaboogie, “Runaway Baby,”' as well as three by a 
younger Canadian composer. 

Tommy Steele, Britain’s top rocketeer, who after only one year in 
show business has been the subject of a biopic, is being followed intot 
the business by his 16-year-old brother Colin Hicks, who also spe¬ 
cializes in r&r. Hicks, like big brother, plays guitar and sings. He’s 
been inked to a recording contract by the Nixa label of the Pye Group, 
and begins a six-week tour of Moss Empires on Nov. 4. 

ART MOONEY 
AND HIS ORCH. 

IN 

ITALY 
and 

Lot ttia (test 

French Disk Bestsellers j. 
Paris, Oct. 15. i 

Tu N’a Bon Caractere . .Oelyle ! 
_ (You’re Not Nice) i 

’■ (Pathe) | 

Que Sera Sera.Francois 
(Philips) 

Cigarettes, Whiskey-Cordy 
(Columbia) j 

Bambino ............Guetary \ 
(Pathe) j 

Le Torrent ...Lasso j 
(Voix De Son Matire) j 

Banana.Boat Song_Belafonte « 
(RCA) | 

Amour Perdu .Lasso 
(Lost Love) Voix Maitre 

O La La ...Marini 
(Vogue) „ 

Factenr De Sana Cruz. .Genes 
(Postman of Santa Cruz) __ 
(Pacific) J 

Sa Jeunesse .Aznavonr0 
(His Youth) MWT40010* 
(Ducretet-Thomson) ^ 

| ■ ■ 1 ■' ■■■■■■■ ... - i .. i i . 
* ★ ★ -k ★ ★ ★★★★★★★★ ★★★★★★★★★**** 

GENE KRUPAl 
J QUARTETTE £ 
* Jut Coaclodod Two Wades * 
* ROBERTS SHOW CLUB, Chicago * 

i BOOKED SOLIDLY UNTIL JAN. 1, 1958 t 
7* Including Two Weeks Starting Oct. 29 * 

* JAZZ CITY, New York J 
* * * 
* VERVE RECORDS * 

j-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-, 
I JOE GLASER, Pres. *' I 

743 Fifth Ave. 203 N. Wabash Ave. 
New York 22, N.Y. ChtcafO, III. 

Phene: Phone: 
Plan f-44## CEntrAt-9451 

407 Lincoln Rd. lilt Sunset Blvd. 
Miami Beach, Fla. H’Wood 44, Calif. 

Phone: Phona: 
JEfferson 1-0303 OLympla 2-9*4# 
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Wildwood MAM; Cafes’ 
Here We Grow Again’ for 1958 

Wildwood, N,J., Oct. 22. 

The jungle,/?£* the Ssh, register 
nudgedjbut rackm' roll as this 
resort's favorite sound as an all- 
time record^seasp? w$s racked up 

bank deposits indicated that busi¬ 
ness was up some $16,000,000 over 
the same period last year. The 
lion's share' of the credit goes to 
the big name policy in local clubs, 
coupled with the extensive pub¬ 
licity the resort received as “Las 
Vegas-by-the-Sea.” A season-long 
drought, multi - million dollar 
boardwalk improvements and tv 
publicity also figured in the boom. 

At the end of June, bank de¬ 
posits were $50,698,000. Just after 
Labor Day, bank deposits were 
$67,100,000. All bank spokesmen 
agreed that -these were the highest 
figures in their history, including 
the World War II bpomtimes. The 
only soft spots were for a brief 
period in early July and after 
Labor Day. Business was phenom¬ 
enal in June and from the second 
week in July until Labor Day. 
Labor Day weekend crowds were 
termed the biggest in- 20 years by 
Mayor Ralph James. In fact, the 
police department made over 150 

«arrests to overflow all local jail 
cells during the weekend period. 

The cold cash in the vaults has 
touched off a wave of optimism 
about the future. Many nitery en¬ 
larging jobs and new motels are 
Elated to be completed before next 

, spring. One local building firm 
‘ alone, (the Morey brothers), al¬ 
ready has contracts for six new 
motels. 

Oscar Garrigues, owner of the 
Manor Hotel, indicated that his 
1,800-seat supper club will be sub¬ 
stantially enlarged before nex.t 
season. It's no secret that as many 
persons waited outside the Manor 
during Liberace’s Iate-season en¬ 
gagement as gained entry to the 
big room. Liberace show broke the 
room’s attendance record held by 
the McGuire Sisters. At the same 
time, at the downbeach Beach 

Club of Diamond Beach Lodge, the 
McGuires were breaking the house 
record. Garrigues also indicated 
that he has signed Liberace and 
Jerry Lewis to two-week engage¬ 
ments for. next summer. 
sAnotb^mljor local club set to 

be enlarged is Harry Levy’s Rain¬ 
bow room. Levy has acquired ad¬ 
jacent stores to enlarge his popu¬ 
lar rock ’n’ roll Spot. Other local 
bonifaces also have enlargement 
plans. 

Presley’s L.A. Bow 
In PanPac 2-Niter 

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 
Promoter Lee Gordon has set 

Elvis Presley for his initial Los 
Angeles dates, a two-night stand 
Oct. 28-29 at the 6,000-seat Pan 
Pacific Auditorium. Gordon pre¬ 
viously booked Presley through a 
series of midwestern dates after 
an agreement for singer to trek 
to Australia for Gordon had to be 
cancelled because of other com-: 
mitments. 

Presley will solo for the second 
half of the show. His manager. 
Col. Tom Parker, now is setting 
acts for the first half of the bill. 

House will be scaled from $2.75 
to $3.75 on a hard ticket basis. 

Pat Windsor’s Dates 
In Hull, Toronto, Chi 

Pat Windsor is resuming her 
nitery tour at Steuben’s, Boston 
this week, thence to the Royal 
York Hotel, Toronto, on Nov, 6 for 
weeks to be followed by the Hotel 
Drake, Chicago. 

Her maestro-husband Charles 
Reader accompanies her as special 
conductor. Both were longtime 
standards' at New York’s Hotel 
Pierre in the Cotillion Room. 
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Kitty’s Foil 
Myron Cohen "has worked on 

, the same, bill so frequently 
with Eartha Kitt, he' regards 
her as a compatriot. 

• Dialect tbmic now refers to 
. the singer as Mrs. Katz. 

Popplewell Brothers Carry on Family’s Vaude * 
Tradition at Scot Theatre 

Ned.|^l|^ljipl)ies at 50 
From Owniose of Pills*; 

Had Been 'Mentally III’ 
Miami Beach, Oct. 22. 

Ned Schuyler, former Beach¬ 
comber operator who started the 
postwar talent battles in the Miami 
Beach area with the introduction 
of triple headliners on one bill, 
died Sunday (20) of an overdose of 
sleeping pills. He had been de¬ 
scribed as “mentally ill.” His age 
was 50. 

Schuyler was one of the heaviest 
talent splurgers in "the history of 
Florida night clubs. His highest 
salary was the $25,000 paid to Dan¬ 
ny Kaye for the first week of 
his date and $22,500 for his second 
week. At one time, the rivalry for 
names was so intense that he and 
the late Murray Weinger entered 
into a pact.to operate one cafe be¬ 
tween them, the Copa City, then 
owned by Weinger,- and close the 
Beachcomber.. That arrangement 
lasted for two years and then'fell 
apart. Name wars resumed. He left 
the nitery field shortly afterward 
and the Beachcomber operation was 
taken over by his brother Norman, 
but it was never the big* operation 
that it was under Ned's regime. 
Last season, the’ Beachcomber was 
revitalized when a partnership of 
Norman Schuyler, Weinger, Benny 
Davis ajid Sam Barkan, latter 
owners of the buliding, started the 
Cotton Club Revue. 

Schuyler also entered the per¬ 
sonal management field when he 
took over Josephine Baker. He paid 
•the Negro songstress* a regular 
salary for a stipulated period and 
gambled on the grosses. He 
dropped a large wad on this op¬ 
eration, although he made big; 
money on her dates at the Broad¬ 
way Strand (now the Warner) and 
later the Roxy. 

Schuyler was to have married 
Caroline Cohen, a local girl, this 
week. He had been married pre¬ 
viously and had three children by 
that-union. He was divorced about 
15 years ago. Other survivors in¬ 
clude brothers Sam and Norman, 
who jointly owned the Crillon 
Hotel with him, and his mother. 

Vegas Flamingo Taps 
Cathcart As Producer 

• Las Vegas, Oct, 22. 
Jack Cathcart, for many years 

conductor for Judy Garland, has 
been named producer at the Fla¬ 
mingo Hotel here, succeeding Hal 
Belfer, - who resigned. - Cathcart, 
who once produced a musical act 
for hotels, takes over Immediately. 
Recently, he conducted and com¬ 
posed the music for several video 
specs. He’s Miss Garland’s broth¬ 
er-in-law. 

Working with Cathcart will be 
Douglas Laurence, who will he in 
charge of the talent buying for 
both the Flamingo Room, the ma¬ 
jor nitery operation of the hotel, 
and the Driftwood Lounge. Jean 
Devlyn will do the choreography 
for the Flamingo Room. 

SO. CAROLINA FAIR STRONG 

Hamid Revue In New Grandstand 
—Forecast 200,000 Count 

Columbia, S.C., Oct.22. 

State Fair opened here Monday 
(21) amid prospects of a 200,000 
gate. Unveiled opening flight was 
a new $58,000 grandstand which 
houses George Hamid’s revue and 
the Jack Kochman auto show on 
Saturday (26). 

Biggest day of the fair is Thurs¬ 
day (24), when the U,. of South 
Carolina meets traditional rival 
Clemson in football at the Colum¬ 
bia school’s nearby stadium. The 
newly-enlarged stadium will seat 
42,000 and a capacity crowd is ex¬ 
pected from the pre-season ticket 
sellout. Fair officials expect it to 
lure close to 60,000 to the grounds 
that day. 

A note of gloom prevails, how¬ 
ever, because the contract for tbis 
"Big Thursday” game runs out in 
1959, and schedules have already 

By GORDON IRVING 

Ayr, Scotland, Oct. 22. 

Vaude is flourishing again in this 
busy Scot market town, where the 
indie-owned’ Gaiety Theatre draws 
solid biz despite counterblast of 
tv. As yet .residents are, in the 
main, denied alternative channel 10 tv programs until technical 
snags are sorted out at the Black- 
hill transmitter, but BBC-TV pro¬ 
grams are all on tap. 

The Popplewell brothers, whose 
family controls the' Gaiety, a dinky, 
well-furnished vaudery, will stage 
a revue for the holdiay period, 
switching program material on 
Mondays. Jack Anthony, longtime 
Scot comedian, will star, with sup¬ 
port from Andy Stewart, a younger 
comedian, tenor Andrew MacPher- 
son and teenage thrush Sally 
Logan. 

Others pacted are Jimmy Fletch- 

Rap from AGVA 
Russell* Swann, suspended by 

vote of the national board of the 
American Guild of Variety Artists 
from his functions as a member of 
that body and as a representative 
of the Welfare Trust Fund, has ap¬ 
pealed the judgment of the board 
in a letter sent to the. unioft. 
Swann, in what he described as 
“star chamber” proceedings, was 
convicted by the board of conduct 
unbecoming a union * member in 
questioning statements made by 
national administrative secretary: 
Jackie Bright. 

Swann, in a letter to the union, 
charged the board with acting il¬ 
legally in taking up a matter not 
on the agenda, and that he was 
given no opportunity to prepare a 
defense against “false, wild 
charges.” Swann pointed out that 
the AGVA constitution provides a 
method of dealing with charges 
and these procedures were vio¬ 
lated. 

Therefore, Swann pointed out 
that he considers himself to be a 
member in good standing of the 
board and therefore expects to be 
treated as such and be Informed of 
all AGVA matters. 

Judy Garland Parted 
By Town & Country 

Judy Garland has been signed 
for the Town & Country Club, 
Brooklyn, for three - and-a-half 
weeks starting March 21. It’ll be 
her first nitery date outside of -Las 
Vegas. Miss Garland will return 
early March from her current 
European tour which began at the 
Dominion Theatre, Louden last 
week. 

Town & Country has also set 
Billy Daniels to a tentative deal. 
However, contract will be effective 
upon determination of whether 
Daniels can receive a cabaret per¬ 
former’s permit from the N.Y. 
Policy Dept. Daniels’ license was 
rescinded some time ago because 
of a Harlem shooting in which he 
figured. 

Now Flu Bug Clips 
Scotland Show Biz 

Glasgow, Oct. 15. 

The Influenza hug, Aslan variety, 
hit local show biz for pix, dimin¬ 
ishing attendance to a minimum. 
Vaude shows were all affected by 
falling attendance, majority of pa¬ 
trons staying -away because of 
infection. 

The Deep River Boys, heading 
the show at Empire vaudery during 
the epidemic, took the brunt of flu 
scare at the b.o. Audiences at the 
adjacent Pavilion vaudery were 
also cut. 

Performance of Sacha Guitry’s 
comedy, “Don’t - Listen, Ladies,” 
bad to be cancelled for two nights 
.at Rutherglen Repertory Theatre, 
near here. Cast usherettes and b.o. 
staff were all bedded. It was first 
time in 17 years that this theatre 

been shuttered.' I J(r 

|er, Hilary Patterson* Bertha Ri¬ 
cardo and Eric V. Marsh. 

I The Popplewell family- has 
booked Jhe unit show “Disc 
Doubles” for week of Grt .28. They 
follow this with a four weeks’ sea¬ 
son of “The Rikki Fulton Show,” 
consisting of comedian Rikki Ful¬ 
ton, singer ’ Sheila Paton, .the. Git- 
som Sisters, dancers Billy Cameron" > 
and Irene Campbell, and Clem 
Ashley. 

Bookings during 1958 at the Ayr 
house are likely to include a sea¬ 
son headed by singer Robert Wilt 
son, and a summer show opening 
in May, headed again by Jack Mil- 
roy, comedian. 

Current “Gaiety Whirl of 1957” 
revue is winding Saturday (26) af¬ 
ter a successful run of 22 weeks, 
with regular change of program 
material.. It has also featured im¬ 
pressionist Margo Henderson, a 
Scot warbler and mjLmist, who’s 
pacted for several key tv shows in 
London before a Tom Arnold pan¬ 
tomime at Glasgow Empire. 

Leslie and Eric Popplewell have 
a strict rule of “only clean fun fod¬ 
der” at their coast-town vaudery. 
They have maintained this rule - 
since days of their late father, Ben 
Popplewell, an English operator 
who migrated to Scotland from the 
south of England. 

The brothers also keep up a 
standard of devoting top attention a 
to personal comfprt of customers, 
many of whom they know by their 
first names. 

The Ayr Gaiety has a longtime 
reputation for featuring star names 
in their “nursery” stage. Acts 
which have played the vaudery in¬ 
clude Bud Flanagan, the late Flor- 
rie Forde, Harry Lauder, Will 
Fyffe, Harry Gordon, Robert Wil¬ 
son, Stan Stennett, Janet Brown, 
Kim Kendall ((sister of Kay, Mrs. 
Rex Harrison), Jack Anthony, Jim¬ 
my Logan, Davfe Willis, Alec Fin¬ 
lay; Derek Roy (Boyer & Ravel, 
Patricia Bredin, etc. 
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Alan Gale & Blyn T&C Call It a Day 
After 2 Days; Billy Vine Rushed In 

A flareup last Wednesday (16) f 
betwfeen Alan Gale and Ben Mak- 
sifc, operator. Of Brooklyn’s Town 
ic Country Club, resulted in a mu¬ 
tual agreement to rescind Gale’s 
four-week contract after only two 
nights. The comedian opened Mon¬ 
day (14). Business was reportedly 
brutal. 

The sudden end of the engage¬ 
ment came when Gale asked that 
he be permitted to do one show 
nightly instead of the two that he 
had been doing. Maksik refused 
to consider such a proposition. and 
so the agreement to terminate the 
engagement was reached,, accord¬ 
ing to inside sources. With mutual j 
ending of the pact, there will be no ] 
recourse either to the American ] 
Guild of Variety Artists or in the I 

•courts. Insiders report that- there 
wasn’t enough trade for one show 
on the night after the opening. 

Prior to the agreement to can-, 
cel the deal, there had-been some 
discussions with Gale as to the mo¬ 
dus operandi of the Gale show. 
Maksik had asked Gale to cut 
down on the running time after 
the first night. Gale consented and 
eliminated one number of the 
dance team, and his surrounding 
acts had done less time as well. 
However, Gale’s personal routines 
were nearly as long. 

.On Wednesday, Maksik put on 
the show with the supporting acts 
which include the Rover Boys (4), 
Will Gaines, Arnold' Dover and 
Midge & Bill Haggett* Billy Vine 
worked three nights but had to re¬ 
port Monday (21) for a stand *at 
the Holiday House, Pittsburgh. *~ 

The acts had been under con¬ 
tract to Gale but Maksik is tak¬ 
ing over their contract during this 
period. 

Gale’s nitery appearances dur¬ 
ing the past few years have, been 
in clubs which he operated. Thus, 
he was able to dictate policy, which 
in h$s case was always one-a-night, 
and there were several, days off 
weekly; This was his policy when 
he operated the Carnival, at the 
Capitol Hotel, N. Y/(now a YWCA) 
and the now defunct La Martinique 
which-he converted to the Celeb¬ 
rity Club. Rather than work in a 
cafe he didn’t control in Chicago, 
Gale leased the Great 'Northern 
Theatre for a week, and became 
his own impresario. Maksik, how¬ 
ever, has a two-show policy, and 
at times, does three on weekends. 
The clash in policy, especially 
since business was slow for the 
first two nights, made the split al¬ 
most inevitable. 

Twin Coaches’ Troubles 
Come in Pairs in Pitt; 
Davis, Mills Bros. Cases 

w Pittsburgh, Oct. 22. 
Sammy Davis . Jr. is trying to re¬ 

arrange his bookings. so he can 
work in another date soon for the 
Will Mastin Trio at the Twin 
Coaches . here to compensate the 
sppt for "the business it lost last 
week when Davis was stricken with 
the flinOEle had been inked in for 
nine days but was able to. work 
only five of them; being bedded 
with a high fever downtown at the 
Carlton House for the other four. 

Twin Coaches had at least 3,000 
reservations for, the nights Davis 
couldn’t show up and most-of them 
cancelled-out upon learning of his. 
non-appearance because, of illness. 
Management hoped up to last min¬ 
ute he’d be okay for the two cer¬ 
tain turnaway crowds on Saturday 
night but doctor said ho. 

Coaches got another bad break' 
in the cancellation of tlie Mills 
Bros. They were to have come in 
Friday- (25) for nine days andvsev- 
eral big parties had been set on 

-the strength of their presence. 
Back ailment of one of -the boys 
forced them to erase the date and 
Tarriers will cbme in instead. 

VI Taylor, in charge of publicity 
for the Town Casino, Buffalo, since 
Its opening this season, leaves Nov. 1 to take charge of public rela¬ 
tions for the new George Liberace 
Entnojynaoo. im i JiaHywwuA ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Ralph Blane at 1 Fifth 
Ralph Blane, who with Hugh 

Martin wrote the score for “Best 
Foot Forward” as well as other 
musicals, and authored a long line 
of song hits, started an engagement 
last night (Tues.) at the Number 
One Fifth Ave., N.Y, Comedienne 
Bobo Lewis is on the bill with him. 

Blane played that spot back in 
1939, and while there, first started 
working with Martin. * 

Rain Raps Tex. 
Fair Into ‘Mere’ 

2,500,00Gate 
Dallas, Oct. 22. 

State Fair of Texas; in ts 72d 
annual 16-day run, Oct. 5-20, failed 
to break last year’s record 2,672,253 
attendance. In fact, it fell short 
of 1955’s huge 2,611,271 turnout. 
The 1957 run garnered only 2,540,- 
967 at Sunday’s (20) close. ) 

h. Rainouts for three days, Oct. 13- 
15, forced Pat Boone’s skedded 
Cotton Bowl show (13) into the 
Livestock Pavilion and cut attend¬ 
ance to 5,000. Monday (14) Negro 
Achievement Day’s shows, starring 
Lurlean Hunter, , were forced from 
the al fresco Magnolia Stage into 
a nearby building. 

Again, Tuesday’s (15) annual 
cuffo East Texas Day show in the 
Cotton Bowl, starring Gordon Mac- 
Rae and featuring the dancing 
Apache Belles from Tyler Junior 
College, -along with the school’s- 
band and beauty queens from east 
Texas cities, was driven by rain 
into the Livestock Pavilion, where 
only 3,500 fans attended. 

SENNES’ 2,000-SEAT 
LONG BEACH NITERY 
Long Beach* Cal., Oct. 22. 

• “Biggest theatre restaurant in 
the world,” seating 2,000, will be 
the highlight of a new $10,000,000 
entertainment centre to be con¬ 
structed in Long Beach. Frank 
Serines, who operates the Moulin 
Rouge in Hollywood, has signed a; 
longterm lease on. the theatre 
restaurant and will operate it on a 
policy comparable to his Holly¬ 
wood establishment; 

Other units in the development, 
to be known as Los Altos Square, 
include a 32-lane bowling alley and 
a completely equipped remote tv 
studio. ' ' >■ 

Ted Lewis’ Switch From • 
L.Oesert to Tropicana? 

Pittsburgh, Oct. .22. 
Ted Lewis, playing a two-week 

engagement at the Horizon Room 
here, told local newspapermen that 
his stand this summer at the Des¬ 
ert Inn would be hi$ last for Wil- ] 
bur Clark’s Las Vegas spot. Ac¬ 
cording to Lewis,, differences with 
some of the brass there bad de¬ 
cided him against returning to the 
Desert Inn, where he’s beeuL-an 
annual fAgidar for the last several 
years. 

According to Lewis, he’s now 
dickering with Monte Proser of the 
Tropicana and will probably land 
there his next time in Vegas, Noth¬ 
ing definite has been settled yet, 
however, with the, newest of the 
L.V. inns.- 

Lewis is currently laying off to 
appear on the Patti Page tv show, 
“The Big Record,” tonight (Wed.) 
andjiits the road again next week. 

Rosetta Tharpe’s Tour 
. Sister Rosetta Tharpe has been 

signed for a tour of England start¬ 
ing Nov. 20. She’ll troupe With the 
Chris Barber orch. 

Gospel singer will remain abroad 
•for four weeks. 

Jones* 350G Libel Suit Now Focusses 

’ THRUSHES!011Bright; AGVA, 4A$ Off Hook 
Marty hotels have been able to 

reduce their talent budgets con¬ 
siderably ever since femme sing¬ 
ers became the major items in the 
booking of hotel rooms. The bulk 
of the hotels have been able to 
obtain total talent budgets on con¬ 
siderably less than $5,000 weekly, 
with the majority coming in below 
$3,500. 

i The N.Y. inns have benefited 
somewhat since the Cotillion Room 
of the Pierre retired from the 
booking picture* and came in with 
a fiddle policy a la Monsiegneur, 
Paris, This left N.Y. With only 
three posh hotel establishments, 
namely the Waldorf-Astoria, Plaza 
and St. Regis. Hotels, with the 
same number of singers for whom 
four Jims were competing, sudden¬ 
ly find themselves in a position to 
choose attractions and at the same 
time .be in a terrifically improved 
bargaining position. The hotels 
weren’t able to take full advantage 
of the situation this year, since the 
Pierre announced the jettisoning of 
last year’s policy at a time when 
most talent bills had been filled 
out However, should the same sit¬ 
uation obtain next season, the inns 
Will be likely far better off because 
of the elimination of one import¬ 
ant buyer. 

The situation with only three 
hotels in the picture will mean 
that it will be more difficult for 
new faces to break In on the N.Y. 
hotel circuit, with hotels most 
likely preferring proved attrac¬ 
tions, • since they will have a 
choice. 

At the same time, indications 
point to the likelihood that out-of- 
town rooms will follow the lead of 
the N.Y. rooms and hook the same 
faces. A name, for example, mak¬ 
ing good at either the Waldorf or 
the Plaza, will be able to get a 
mm of other Hilton hotels in the 
east anyway, and there’s the pos¬ 
sibility they’ll he picked up for 
routes in the western or midwest 
divisions of the chains. 

Another facet of this picture be¬ 
ing studied by the agencies ljes in 
the comparison of nitery. budgets 

(Continued on page 64) 

B.Q. Dries Dp h 
Thirsty Salisbury 

Salisbury Beach, Mass., Oct. 22. 

Since the town voted to go dry 
last November, biz has slowed up 
all around here. First to go were 
the niteries and drinkeries, some 
40 of which couldn’t operate. The 
loss showed up in a study being 
made of biz by the Chamber of 
Commerce. " 

Dominick Sgro, prexy, said that 
motels and hotels along the beach 
have been doing less biz. Sgro said 
figures show that they dropped 
some $100,000 over the preceding 
year. Motel. revenue is off 35% 
while- guest houses and hotels re¬ 
ported an 80% slash. 

“All phases of beach business 
will be studied during the winter 
months,” Sgro said. The 40 spots 
selling booze closed their doors or 
were converted into gift shops, 
restaurants and novelty stores.. 

The biggest of the night spots, 
the Frolics, 1,200-seater which had 
played big names in the past tried 
to operate for a time with soft 
drinks and semi-names, but gave up 
after a few weeks. Businessmen are 
trying to get the liquor question on 
the ballot in the March town meet¬ 
ing. The referenda . passed last 
year would keep the town dry 
through 1958, unless upset by a 
vote In the town meeting election. 
The latter course of action would 
require legislative action -early 
next year. 

A drastic slash in business was 
reported by beach merchants after 
the dry vote was enforced. To at¬ 
tract tourists, a weekly fireworks 
show and’ aerial acts were spon¬ 
sored by merchants this c 

AGVA's Santa Clans (e) 
Hollywood, Oct. 22, 

Moppets may miss out on 
their annual Christmas treat of 
seeing Santa Claus this year— 
that is, unless he’s willing to 
be unionized. 

The American Guild of Va¬ 
riety Artists has openeda drive 

' to unionize all those who work 
as Santas In public, commercial 
establishments. Pitch is that 
“Old Saint Nick,” wherever he 
appears, is providing enter¬ 
tainment. 

Traditionally, vet actors have 
played Santa over Yuletide 
season in commercial em- 
poria in many key cities. 

Pay-Pad-Punch 
Picket of AGVA 

The Office Employees Interna¬ 
tional Union, Local 153, found a 
lot of grievances against the Amer¬ 
ican Guild of Variety Artists and 
threw a picket line around AGVA’s 
offices in New York. 

Grievances came to a head 
against AGVA last week when 
Jackie. Bright, national administra¬ 
tive secretary, ordered memhers of 
Local 153 to sign in and out four 
times daily. Office workers object¬ 
ed on the ground that it was dis¬ 
criminatory against their memhers, 
and walked out. 

Union members declare that 
Bright has thus far failed to come 
through with a $2 weekly retro¬ 
active raise which Was to have 
gone through last March, and he 
has stalled inking a new contract. 
Bright maintains that the sign-in- 
and-out order was put into effect 
to eliminate abuses. However, 
union members say that the order 
was directed at them exclusively. 
Affected in the walkout are 11 
memhers of the union. 

Both the Office Employees Inter¬ 
national Union and AGVA are af¬ 
filiated with the AFL-CIO. 

AGVA’S UNFAIR’ TAG 
ON 2 CAL BURLESKS 

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 
Stepping up its drive to Unionize 

burlesque houses, the 4mer^can 
Guild of Variety Artists has placed 
the Hollywood Burlesque Theatre 
in San Diego and the President 
Theatre in San Francisco on the 
unfair list for refusal to sign 
minimum wage agreement with 
welfare clause provisions. AGVA 
recently took strippers into the 
Tanks and hag since been at work 
signing up the theatres. 

At the moment, as far as the 
Coast is concerned, only the new 
Follies Theatre in Los Angeles is 
operating under the terms of a 
union contract Pact calls for a 
$125 minimum for strippers. 

Pact Whitfield, Others 
For Blackpool ’58 Ran 

Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 22. 
David Whitfield, a leading 

English disk singer, will star in 
summer revue for. impresarios 
George & Alfred Black at this 
show biz Mecca next .tyear. It will 
be his third Blackpool season. 

Al Read, English comedian, will 
head the layout for producer1 James 
Brennan at Queen’s Theatre, Ken 
Dodd, another comedian, is pacted 
for the Central Pier. 

Des O’Connor, upcoming young 
comedian, is also likely to be fea¬ 
tured^ a Blackpool summer show 

Blackpool, with over a dozen live 
vaude shows running, is a leading 
entertainment centre during the 
VatrAtioR^periods?* 

The $350,000 libel suit of Dick 
Jones against the American Guild 
of Variety Artists. The Associated 
Actors and Artists of America, 
plus individual officers along with 
Jack Irving, former national ad¬ 
ministrative secretary, and Jackie 
Bright, current holder of that post 
and who was then president, took 
a sharp turn this week, when Fed¬ 
eral Judge Oliver D. Hamlin ruled 
that neither AQVA, the 4As and 
other defendants, with the excep¬ 
tion of Bright and Irving, were 
liable In this action. Case is being 
continued against Irving and 
Bright. Jones is the union’s former 
eastern regional director. Case is 
being tried in N. Y. City. 

Request was made by defense 
counsel at the conclusion of Jones’ 
testimony. Counsel cited the case 
of Martin vs. Curran whieh went 
up to U. S. Court of Appeals. Rul¬ 
ing there was that the unions were 
not liable for publication of ar¬ 
ticles in a union newspaper unless 
all members approved its publica¬ 
tion. Sinq* all members of AGVA 
didn’t approve of the allegedly li¬ 
belous publication in AGVA News, 
the unions were therefore held not 
responsible in this case. 

Case against the other defend¬ 
ants, including board memhers and 
several other employees, were dis¬ 
missed because of lack of evidence. 
The articles, however, carried the 
bylines of Bright and Irving. 

Case, which started last week, 
hut postponed because ef illness of 
Jones, his counsel and two jurors, 
was resumed Monday (21) with 
Jones on the stand. Following 
Jones, Harold Swiss, who tran¬ 
scribed minutes for all meetings 
was put on the stand. He testified 
that he transcribed everything, 
spoken at the meeting, and attest¬ 
ed to the authenticity of some g£ 
Jones’ remarks made at various 
meetings, in which Jones resigned 
and at which he made allegedly 
disparaging remarks against the 
union and its officers. 

Beatty Circus Forced 
Into Refund Routine As 

Sales Exceed Capacity 
Laredo, Te^., Oct. 22. 

A deputy sheriff guarded the 
Clyde Beatty Circus while agree¬ 
ments were made Friday (18) at a 
conference with District Attorney 
E. James Kazen to refund money 
to ticketholders who were unable 
to get into the show Thursday 
night. 

• Walter Keran, circus manager, 
agreed to put up $2,000 and the 
Laredo Jr. Chamber of Commerce 
$1,000, Jaycee manager Harry Gal- 
vis said. 

The Jaycees charged the circus 
sold tickets at the gate far in excess 
of seating capacity of 4,300 after 
being notified that the Jaycees al¬ 
ready had sold $3,800 in advance 
ticket sales. Reinforcing a large 
number of city police already pn 
duty at the circus grounds, sheriff’s 
deputies swooped down on the cir¬ 
cus boxoffice wagon after the first 
night performance. On Kazen’s in¬ 
structions, one deputy remained On 
guard at the only door to the box- 
office until the agreement was 
reached. 

The Jaycees also claimed the cir¬ 
cus was not honoring some advance 
sale tickets but was forcing holders 
to buy another general admission 
ticket, plus a reserved seat, and 
tax. 

The circus cut its first perfor¬ 
mance to one hour and staged a 
second show to accommodate those 
unable to get in for the first Many 
of the patrons were dissatisfied 
with the one-hour show which had 
been advertised as a two-and-a-half- 
Hour performance. 

Galvis said he was “very disap¬ 
pointed” with the settlement. The 
Jaycees were to get 10% of general 
admissions, but were paid only 
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Havana Cafes in Name Tug o’War Ice Show Review 

As Florida Views With Alarm 
Th'enew hotel season in Havanas- 

i* set' to open with a full scale 
ta’erit war Which Will -probably Ufl211l00S6Y 
embroil Miami Beach as well. The _—, Contimied from pate 63 ■ ■ - 
Capri Hotel, slated to open late 
November .With Jotfe Greco as the with those of the hotels. The cafe 
topliner; ^ias added Gordon Mac- purses are going higher, while there 
Rae to the bill from Dec, 10 to 15. seems to be a diminishing of the 
coinciding with the probable preern hotel talent budgets. The number 
of Harry Belaf onte at the nearby of names that can bring big business 
Riviera. Latter inn has been dicker- into cafes seems to be dwindling be¬ 
ing for the singer, but no firm deal cause of the encroachments of 
ha^ been made as yet. video. At the same time, the de- 

Beporcussions of the talent war mand for these few names are go- 
between the Riviera and the Capn mg up. and with spots such as 
are likely to have a profound effect Brooklyn s T o w n & Country 
on southern bookings. Oldline inns springing up with capacities large 
such as the Nacional will also have enough to pay acts as much as 
to enter the name picture, it’s J40.000 per week, as it did Jerry 
believed, and ditto the Tropicana. Lewis, the rise in prices of names 
Montmartre and the Sans Souci. I seems to be on the upbeat 

i*. -hppn 1 Another difference is that while 
Th‘‘ I.IavaI\a a116!!.®!. niiPQt«; for the supply of femme singers for 

reported ready to dr°P hotels seems to be on the upbeat, 
names during the tourist s n. the suppiy Df cafe names seems to 
Their belief had+ been that ^he fae diminishing In New yori> for 
Norte Americano tun sta r omi »_ « example, a femme or two is gen- 
Havana would be more J^d y * eraiiy Available out of legit, or a 
terested in well-presented native film player gets a hankering for 
shows. However, with the ex^t " cafe <jates as has been evident this 
ment engendered by t0P as^® year, Among the filmsters who wHl 
as muUinle names, fear is oe t, come in this season are Anna Maria 
expressedthat they will ne lost AlberghetU; Marie McDonald, Jane 
unless they get some headliners Powell w1lile an import (Katyiia 

as well. Ranieri) also increases the supply. 
The one question mark in the jn addition, other sources such as 

Havana hotel picture is the policy <}iSks and video can increase the 
at the Hilton-Habana, slated to supply of names for the inns, 
open later. - W I The talent picture looks better 

The pending talent war in i for ^be innkeepers than at any time 
Havana will also have its effect on | jn many years. 
the Miami Beach season, Florida j --—-- 

operators have been complaining j 
that they will have a lot of difficult; ViYSiTiop I 9hA 
tv in retaining some of the monied fli dlldt LdBC 
vacationers for long periods, since By Happy Benway 
Havana with its casinos is only one Saranac Lake, Oct. 22. 
hour or so away. With the unpos- Edith Gurba, cashier of Stanley 
sibility of even sneak gambling in Warner Lane Theatre, Philly, was 
both Dade County, in which Miami floored by Asian flu, licked same 
Beach is located, and nearby in two weeks* and returned to her 
Broward Countv, which used to job. Her husband John is patient 
have gaming tables, Miami Beach here at the Will Rogers, 
is reconciled to the temporary loss Francis Danowski, former Will 
of some of the major spenders. Rogers office staffer m from River- 
However with names as an added head, L. I., to mitt tlmgang while 

June in Cuba, apprehension is in- -eh"e“y “s $S*UP r°U' 

C'TheCdCapri has also booked fr“^’ ^7“— 
MargaMta Sieria to follow the run care and res^. drew aii aU-clear 
cf MacRae, while the Riviera will sheepskin to resume work, 
go all out on names and production A l. Franks, doorman of War- 
Avith a show- encased by Jack Cole ner Bros. Cinerama Theatre, Wash- 
direct'on. , ington, D. C., took one year to beat 

Jack Cole, who had been signed the rap and shoots back to work, 
to do the choreography for the Vera Summers, cashier of Glen 
Havana-Riviera, will return as a Theatre, Glen Rose, Tex., who 
dancer in this show. Eight dane* graduated here in 1955 and also 
ers, a jazz quintet plus six Cu- graduated as a staffer in our re¬ 
ban terpers will back Cole. He search lab, m for a hello and to 
has been inactive as a cafe danc- nutt the gang. She recently accept¬ 

er for about six years. 

‘THE COMEDIAN” 

THE LATEST — TftE GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST ' 

Now in Its 85th Issua, containing 
stories, one-liners, poematfes, song 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- 
logs, parodies, double gags, bits, 
ideas, intros. Impressions end Im¬ 
personations, political. Interruptions 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous 
Views of the News, etc. Start with 
current Issue, $15 yearly — 2 years 
$28 — 3 years $48 — Single Copies 
$2.08 — NO C.O.D/S. 

BILLY GLASON 
268 W. 54 St- New York 1* 

ed a position in a Watertown (N.Y.) 
! hospital. 
I Alonzo Fisk, whose ivife is with 
, Warners" Gotham office, went 
j through the third stage of an op- 
! eration and is still at the general 
> hospital. 
i Louis M. Blanco, whose wife is 
j connected with Allied Artists, left 
for N. Y. for a week’s furlough and 

! to get material foi: the coming Hal- 
j loween party as he is the new dhair- 
\ man of "We The Patients” enter- 
i tainment cqjnmittee. 
( Joe (IATSE) McCarthy of the 
| N. Y. office who made the grade 
j here in the actors colony class of 
• ’36, hit by a major attack of bursi- 
I tis and is skedded for the Hot 
| Springs baths. 

Write to those who are ill. 

j Mgh: Jerry Levy - Fred Aaisel 

VING MERLIN 
- LYNDA 

^ CURRENTLY 

} OPEN GATE CLUE 
r Rome, Italy 

Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Just Completed for 

PARAMOUNT - 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
Mgt, BILL MITTLER. 1419 Sroedway. New York 

SSolIdav on See 
t (COLISEUM, FT. WAYNE) 

• ‘Ft: Wayne, Oct. 19. 
Morris Chaljen -presentation di¬ 

rected by George & Ruth Tyson; 
choreographed and-staged by Ches¬ 
ter Halei assisted by Dolores Pallet; 
music, Beil Stabler; costumes Rob¬ 
ert Mackintosh. With Murray Gal¬ 
braith, Dorothy Goos, Jins; Clark, 
Rudy Richards, Sook & Roman, 
Prank Sowers, Jean Cheadte, Paul 
Andre, Tommy Collins, Williams 
Family, Kai Farrelli, Schaller Bros. 
(2). At Memorial Coliseum, Ft. 
Wayne, Oct. 15-20. 

With only three major iceshow 
producers: current in the field, 
"Holiday on Ice" takes on added 
importance. They have started to 
play arenas that had to be dropped 
with thp rearrangements of sched¬ 
ules caused by the exit of the 
“Hollywood Ice Revue” and have 
graduated to the position Avhere 
they must be regarded as one of 
the majors in the field. * 

"Holiday,” with this, edition, 
takes a different approach than its 
other two contemporaries in the 
field. They have stressed action 
and a youthful accent in its offer¬ 
ing, and thus they have a show 
that’s lively, spirited and filled 
with some engaging numbers. The 
rapidly gaited proceedings have 
been directed by George & Ruth 
Tyson, vets in the iceshow field. 
Chester Hale, also a longtermer in 
the frappe- productions, has staged 
and choreographed the proceed¬ 
ings. 

In technical terms, this year’s 
edition of “Holiday on Ice” has 
been lightly mounted so that move¬ 
ment could be stressed. The cos¬ 
tuming for most numbers is de¬ 
signed to provide mobility in pic¬ 
turesque manner. There are two 
numbers, however, which show a 
heavy investment of coin. The 
“Alice in Toyland” number, with 
Jean Cheadle skating the title role, 
has a group of plastic animals 
which move about the ice enter¬ 
tainingly. The finale also has a set 
of lavish costumesr but most of the 
garb is designed not to hamper 
the line’s'movements. 

There are a number of excellent 
skaters in the group. Pairing of 
Jinx Clark and Rudy Richards 
makes for a graceful tandem that 
hits a peak in a calypso number. 
Miss Clark has ample opportunities 
for display . in a wide variety of 
numbers that indicate an all- 
around excellence. Richards is 
similarly a jack of-all-trades on the 
blades. Another ballerina, Dorothy 
Goos, also make a favorable impres¬ 
sion in two numbers. The major 
comedy is by Paul Andre, a youth¬ 
ful clown with a tremendous 
amount of vitality, who already 
seems a major league talent in this 
direction. His nautical number 
done as a solo, and the bricklayer 
bit Avith Tommy Collins, are high¬ 
lights of the show. The adagio 
hit by vets Sook & Roman, needs 
some further polisch, but their 
comedy routine, , a burlesque of the 
ultra-esthetic type of terping, 
comes off strongly. 

Another act of merit is the Wil¬ 
liams family in which a four-year 
old skater, Debbie, works with the 
finesse of a pro. She’s handled ex¬ 
cellently in her routines by her 
parents. The father performs a 
wide variety of adagio tricks With 
the youngsters for show-stopping 
effects, 

Murray Galbraith’s and Frank 
Sawer’s work in the “Alladin” 
number also makes for picturesque 
viewing. The vaude acts are Kai 
Farrelli, a proficient juggler who 
can work as well on skates, and the 
Schaller Bros. (2) who get a lot 
of comedy-out of the trampoline. 

The music, arranged and con¬ 
ducted by Ben Stabler, is one of 
the strongpoihts of the show. 

One of the Innovations tried this 
year is introduction of a curtain 
which gives the eiitire proceedings 
a more theatrical effect. Much is 
still to be done if they are to con¬ 
tinue to work with'the drape. For 
example, the orchestra is frequent¬ 
ly obscured. However, it permits 
more rapid gaiting of the show 
since subsequent numbers are 
readied in time to step on the ap¬ 
plause of the preceding act. / 

“Holiday"- * is mounted more 
lightly than the “bulk of the tour¬ 
ing icers, but its entertainment 
values are heavyweight. . Jose. 

KUDOS TO AGVA’S DOWNING 
San Francisco, Oct. 22. 

Testimonial cEtmer for AGVA’s. 
northern California chief, Phil 
Downing, will be held in Frisco 
Dec. 1. * 

Occasion is Downing’s fifth an- 

niveFf^7yir^i IHfejl s t * j c bZ i?:!Jo i 
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Inside Stuff—Vaude 
- Patsy Rees, San Antonio pantomimist-dancer-singer who has appear¬ 

ed in various local tv shows, was selected as S.A. winner in the “Copa 
Girl” contest held Friday (18) at the King’ of Clubs there. She was 
was given a $150 weekly contract to appear at the Sands Hotel in Las 
Vegas, opening Nov. 20 as one of 12 other Texas beauties to make up 
the chorus line. Jack Entrattep, producer of the Sands-show, was on 
hand to make the selection. At least one new “Copa- Girl" is being se¬ 
lected in each of five Texas cities, El Paso, Austin, Houston. Fort 
Worth and Dallas. Runnersup and alternates in each city Will round 
out the 16 Texas “Copa Girls.” Winners are guaranteed six weeks on 
the Copa stage with an option to continue. 

Fred Russell, as he Avas known, .who died recently in. London at 85, 
was described in Vahiety’s obituary notice as the world’s oldest 
Ventriloquist, the'father of British producer Val Parnell and. as* one 
of the founders of Britairt’$ Variety Artists Federation. Others who * 
helped found this pioneer entertainers union, predating America’s 
White Rats, were Joe O’Gorman, Wal Pink, Fred Clermart, Joe Eulin,» 
Jean Stratton. They won two crucial victories, the first in 1900, against 
“blacklisting” practices of managers and the second, in 1909, against 
the deduction by the music halls of commissions for agents before 
paying off. 

Dorothy Squires, English warbler currently a headline hit at the in¬ 
timate Metropole vaudery in Glasgow, will plane to N.Y. next month on 
song biz. Thrush, who recently did a U.S. stint on the Coast (Moulin 
Rokge, Hollywood) has some bright possibles for the American'mark¬ 
et, including several cleffed. by herself and her pianist Russ Conway. 
Roger Moore, film actor who’s Miss Squires’ husband, is making tv 
films in London. Pair will resume their L. A, residence in February, 
he being set for a neAV Columbia pic and she for more nitery and tv 
dates, including a return to Moulin Rouge. 

One of downtown Pittsburgh’s most prosperous hot spots, the 
Rock 'n’ Roll Room on Sixth St., has been forced to call it quits be¬ 
cause building it occupies is being, torn down to make way for a park¬ 
ing garage. Spot had beeh a consistent loser until the rock 'n’ roil 
policy was launched about a year ago and since then hadn’t had "a 
single losing week. Management is scouting around for a new location 
but so far hasn’t been able to come up with anything as sites in the 
Golden Triangle Avith sufficient capacity are at a premium and have 
been ever since the building renaissance started locally. 

Ray Duke, manager and drummer for Wyoma Winters who recently 
closed a two-week stint at the Circus. Lounge in the OttaAVa House, 
Ottawa, objects to part of the Oct. 9 Variety review of the Win¬ 
ters show. Anent the paragraph beginning “Flaw in the sttrit is the 
use of her own drummer and 88er,” Duke says the pianist was not 
with Miss Winters but is the regular keyboarder with the Canadian 
Jazz Quartet, house group. 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York 

Steve Condos (ex-6c Brandow) 
now working as a single . . . Dick 
Shawn inked for Lou Walters’ 
Casino De Paris, Miami Beach, 
starting Jan. 18 . , . Jose Greco to 
work with 'Caribe Hilton,- San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, Nov. 9. to 26 . .. 
Lee Stevens added to the legal staff 
of the William Morris Agency . . . 
Henny Youngman on a two-weeker 
at the Park Lane, Denver . . .Vera 
Brynner starts at the House of 
Vienna Oct 30 . ^ . Trotter Bros, 
to the Three Rivers Inn, Syracuse, 
Nov. 9. 

Hollywood 
Jeri Southern set to do eight- 

week tour .of Europe . , . Treniers 
current .at the Peacock Lafie . . . 
Pianist Arinin Hoffman backing 
‘Arthur Blake at the Interlude .... 
Buddy Lester opens at.the Chi Chi, 
Palm Springs, next week . . . Duke 
Mitchell set to star at opening show 
of the La .Quinta Desert Club at 
La Quinta.Friday (25). 

Philadelphia 
Joe E. Lewis at the Latin Casino 

(21-26) , t. Alan Gale to head Latin 
show (Nov. 12-23) , ^ . Cozy Morley 
into the 2-4 Club, midtowh private 
spot'5.. . Jonathan Winters working 
Celebrity Room for 10 days (Oct. 
30-Nov. 9), 

Chicago 
Pete Seeger leaves midwest for 

Coast concert tour Nov. 2-26, and 
also signed for Orchestra Hall con¬ 

certs here, Oct. 24-25, 1958 . . . 
Tun Tun into Roberts Show Lounge 
Dec. 4-20, with Gcie Smith and- 
Dakota Staton alio on hill ... 
Trudy Richards set for Eddy’s K.C., 
Jan. 10, for two frames . . .Sophie 
Tucker pacted for Chase Hotel, St, 
Louis for one week, Dec. 31, and 
then at the Roosevelt, New Orleans, 
for four weeks, Jan. 8 . * . Darts A 
Reese inked for Safari, New Or¬ 
leans, for two weeks, Nov. 21 . . . 
Mauri Leighton $6t for Mr. Kelly’s 
here Nov. 4 for two frames. 

I LOIS WHITE 1 

Currently 
SPEED MARTIN'S 

RESTAURANT LOUNGE 
- Hollywoed, California 

GLORIA FRENCH 
"PRINCESS OF SONG" 

DATES OPEN IN 
NOV. - DEC - JAN.-FEB. 

One Nite Shows - Banquet! 
T.V. - Club Dates - Featured Act. 

Mistress of Ceremonies 
Mohawk 4-657* Philadelphia, f*. 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

9th International Tour 
1 1 ' " Currently iiHDk 

HIPPODROME HiB 
Brighton, England 

Dinction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

f»ru Mgr.-. EO XlRKEBY 
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Hotel Plaza, N- Y. 
Katyna Ranieri; Ted Straeterand 

Mark Monte Orchs; $2-$2.50 con¬ 
vert. 

Katyna Ranieri’s American de¬ 
but in the Hotel Plaza’s plush 
Persian Room is still a question 
mark is a boffo saloon trush, 
but there is no gainsaying her 
charm and vocal prowess, Next 
time around she should do even 
better and may make^ the grade 
resoundingly if better tooled to her 
market. 

Possessed of an Italian broad¬ 
casting background, from whence 
RCA Victor disked her in Rome 
and is now merchandising the plat¬ 
ters in the lb S., she is still an un¬ 
known quantity, even to the most 
hip nitery circuit disciples. 

In an ultra-modem- gown, credit¬ 
ed to Germana Marucelli (whose 
influence is more Christian Dior, 
with that unflattering “boxed 
look”), the attractive Miss Ranieri 
needlessly handicaps herself by 
not putting her best sartorial front 
forward. What’s stylish is not al¬ 
ways flattering. 

Next comes the matter of reper¬ 
toire. Apparently the mistress of 
sufficient Yankee lingo for her in- 
troductories. it evidences that, cos¬ 
mopolite that she must be, her 

- command of English for hative 
talkie-talkie should be no problem. 
About 90% of her stuff is in Italian, 
This may be the beginning of a 
new pendulum-swing from the Gal¬ 
lic to the Latin. It is true that, 
coupled with her attractive intros 

. explaining the lyrical content of 
each, this is not the problem one 
may surmise; none, the less the 
change of pace must come from- 
the language as well as the tunes. 

Repertoire ranges from a Neapoli¬ 
tan dialect song about the classic 

- jester “Pierrot”; an Italian ballad 
about “it is never too late to love”; 
“Accaraezame” (Caress Me), “Ar- 
riverderci Roma” (no problem 
here), “Pulecenella” (song of a 
clown), “Cachlto,” a Spanish lulla¬ 
by she introduced in Mexico City 
and Havana recently. Cole Porter’s 
“I Love Paris” (only English item), 
“Le Petit ‘Rat’ ” (in Frepch this 
time, about ballerinas,- affection¬ 
ately known as ‘rats’ in Paris), a 
ballad in Italian, another about a 
Neapolitan girl who effects French 
airs after a first visit to Paris, 
“Canaglia*" (song about a naughty, 
pretty girl), -“Caroli Clo Clo” (gay 
girl of the 1920s), “Mattinata Flor- 
entina” (Morning in-Florence) and 
“Bueno Notta” (Good Night). All 
of these are in Italian, and all mu¬ 
sical ^and easy-on-the-ears. Only 
thing, in saloons, the customers 
don’t want to go into any enforced 
Berlitzing-up on their foreign lan¬ 
guages, so"fhe chantootsies. should 
make it easier on all concerned. -. 

Miss Ranieri is of prima propor¬ 
tions, and not the soubret type. 
Her stuff is straight. The predeces¬ 
sor Lilo was a hoydenish comedi¬ 
enne. At the nearby St, Regis’ 
Maisonette, that class room is also 
experimenting with straight-pfima 
attraction in Ona Ainsley* This 
may be a new trend. - 

For Miss Ranieri,- Ted Straeter 
has A difficult musical assist but 
performs handily. He brought in 
Betty Glamanu as guest ‘ harpist 
and the Straeter String Quartet, 
comprising Stanley Xarpienia, Jo¬ 
seph Qallo. violinists; Bruno Diana, 
viola, and Joseph Purio, cellist, get 
featuring. For dansapatioft it is 
Straeter of yore, ditto .the Mark 
Monte Continentals, - 

As. with the neighboring Cotil¬ 
lion Room of the Hotel Pierre, this 
class hostelry, although having the 
combined purchasing* power of its 
affiliated Hilton Hotels circuit, re¬ 
alizes the competition from Las 
Vegas, Miami Beach, etc., looms 
increasingly difficult After all, the 
class hotel rooms are capacity- 
limited and their high standard 
also limits the mass turnover that 
obtains ; elsewhere. Adventuring 
with new faces and talents, not yet 
geared to the stratosphere salaries 
of the lush resorts, becomes neces¬ 
sary. It’s also a good idea for gen¬ 
eral show biz welfare. 

Miss Ranieri falls fn that orbit. 
She has great charm. Knows how 
to use her hands, articulates $a 
clearly and projects so well as to 
make her Italo lyrics almost wholly 
understandable. However, some 

-editing is in order, as above in¬ 
dicated. ; . Abel. 

El Rane1io, Laf Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 18. 

Eartha Kitt, Myron Cohen, Renee 
Molnar Dancers (7), Dick Rice 
Orch -(13); $3 minimum. 

Eartha Kitt, one of the top draw¬ 
ing cards .in Beldon Katleman’s 
stable of stars, returns to the 
Opeta House teamed'with another 
of El Rancho -Vegas1 powerhouse 
regulars—Myron Cohen.' Advance 
reserfstMift’-iiimaflenntr Tgrtgiffir 

will do capacity biz during this so- 
ealled “slow” season. 

Miss Kitt’s voice, coated’ dur¬ 
ing most of her act with a deceiv¬ 
ing iciness, comes across with a 
strong type of excitement rare in 
show biz. Displaying keen show¬ 
manship, she can smoothly switch 
from the coy little girl to the 
wicked woman, and gets laughs as 
she outstares individual ringsiders 
during certain songs. Her reper¬ 
toire includes “Mad About the 
Boy,” “I’m Just An Old Fashioned 
Girl,” and the trademark, “C’est 
Ci Bon.” A terp number which 
didn’t quite fit into the act was 
dropped after the dinner show 
opening night. 

Myron Cohen, a big fave in 
Vegas, provides excellent balance 
to the bill. The master dialectician 
batted a thousand with first-night¬ 
ers as each of his stories pulled 
booming yocks. 

Renee Molnar arid her dancers 
(7) present a frisky new production 
number which serves as an attrac¬ 
tive curtain-raiser. Duke. 

Mocamho, Hollywood 
-Hollywood, Oct Ifi. 

Elaine Dunn, Peter Wood, Paul 
Hebert Orch (5), Frankie Sands 
Trio; $2- cover. 

Six months ago, Elaine Dunn ex¬ 
ploded out of a specialty number 
in the opening show at Las Vegas’ 
new Tropieana Hotel to give prom¬ 
ise of becoming a stellar song & 
dance personality. New, she’s at 
the Mocambo as a single—and the 
promise, unfortunately, is almost 
completely unfulfilled. 

Not that she doesn’t still display 
the talent that won her attention, 
but the material assembled for this 
initial nitery effort is both weak 
and unsuitable. Her half-hour 
stint fails to catch fire and the ac¬ 
cent is mistakenly placed on song 
rather than dance; the vocalizing 
should be used to. complement her 
dance work rather than relegating 
the latter to a poor second place. 
She’s best, for example, on a “Bo- 
jangles” tribute that rates atten¬ 
tion, and a closing number to 
“Let’s Face the Music and Dance” 
displays her terp ability in the 
semi-longhair division to some ef¬ 
fect. Latter, however, revised to a 
tap routine, would make a much 
better opener aqd set a pace that 
would enable her.to develop. Song 
lumbers like “Fpi Always Chasing 
Rainbow's” and a pair of poor spe¬ 
cial material entries,- “I Predict” 
and “The Bog,” fail 'to meet the 
calibre of top nitery entertain¬ 
ment. Blame falls largely on the 
shoulders of her husband Alan 
Jeffreys and Maxwell Grant, who 
wrote, the act, and Earl Barton, 
who staged it. . 

Mocambo is offering a double¬ 
bill with this layout, opening with 
comedian Peter Wopd. He does a 
fast 20, rifling off some good stor¬ 
ies that win guffiws before going 
into a lengthy bit that carries him 
through some well done dialects 
and winding with a takeoff on a 
beerh'all community ding. It’s gen¬ 
erally funny, particularly in his 
handling of ringsiders, but ft needs 
a better punchline, particularly 
since‘Wood uses it as an. exit. 

Paul Hebert’s prch continues to 
backstop the show and alternate on 
dance stuff with the Frankie Sands 
Trio. Kap. 

•.* Ed<ys?,K.C. 
Kansas City, - Get. 18. 

. Don Cornells. Tony DiPardo Orch 
(8); $l-$1.50 cover* 

A fortnight at the Eddy Restau¬ 
rant has become virtually an an¬ 
nual event for Don Cornell, in this 
time as the entire, bill He’s hack 
after former topflight efforts in the 
past couple of years, 'and after a 
summer stint in which he did a 
sock performance in the outdoor 
Starlight Theatre in J*Pajama 
Game,” His appearance: this time 
also coincides with. the annual 
American Royal Horse Show fes¬ 
tivities (through Oct. 27)," and more 
or less keys the kicking off of the 
fall season.. Show is * happy se¬ 
lection of tunes done in his best 
style for 53 minutes that has the 
customers generously applauding 
all the^ way* 

To begin with, Cornell plunges 
full blast into a long list of songs, 
all of them good, but possibly a bit 
lengthy turn for a single act. Many 
are his established faves, some are 
from the hit parade today, and 
many more are standards. iJust for 
variety, there is a turn with the 
guitar, a piano bit by accompanist 
Jerry Carrona, and a “Size 12” 
with a doll from the audience to 
liven matters. There’s the recog¬ 
nized Cornell quality and drive 
throughout, making it an excellent 

Capaeabaia, N. Y. 
. Martha Raye, Steve Lawrence, 

Four Barons, Sammy-Bevens, Cindy 
Tyson, Elaine Doming, Mike Durso 
<fc Frank Marti OrChs; production, 
Doug Coudy; music & lyric^Diurso, 
Mel Mitchell, Marvin t_Kahni:Cos- 
tumes, Sal Anthony; $5,50 mini¬ 
mum. • 

I The show at the Jules-Podell 
hospice is one that’s seemingly 

! loaded with surprises. In Martha 
Raye, who last exhibited in- New 
York at a nitery roughly about 10 
years ago, seems to hit her peak 
with straight singing rather than 
comedy, while a youngster named 
Steve Lawrence registers more 
strongly than any other new male 
singer has in a long while at any 
local nitery. 

Miss Raye last appeared in N.Y. 
for a long run at the Harem, an 
ill-fated venture run jointly by Lou 
Walters and Nat Harris. B.ut she 
has retained her name status lo¬ 
cally with her yideo appearances. 
She is still one of the top lady 
buffoons, but unfortunately, at 
times, forgets she’s a lady. She’ll 
work as hard- as any male comic in 
drawing out the laughs and, if 
need be, she’ll use male preroga¬ 
tives in getting- them.. She’s an 
essentially .funny girl with a sharp 
sense of comedy, and one of the 
few distaffers in the business who 
can boff an audience with purely 
physical gags. However, she -lets 
herself go toe far at times, arid 
while thev laiighs come heavily, 
they’re obtained at a very heavy 
price for her, ^ 

For an encore, Miss Raye goes 
into straight singing. Here she re¬ 
veals a hitherto unprobed artistic 
facet of her career. She gives her 
tunes loving treatment showing 
sensitivity and deep feeling, re¬ 
vealing a side that she has rarely 
exhibited previously in N.Y. cafe 
appearahees. The audience was 
moved tremendously by her tune? 
which included “Funny Valentine” 
and “World on a String,”, along 
with “Taking a Chance on Love.” 
The contrasts in this girl are tre¬ 
mendous. She goes from low com¬ 
edy to heights of sensitivity in one 
short evening, and comes off with 
great impact on the audience. 

Lawrence, who has appeared on 
Steve Allen’s “Tonight” and other 
video efforts, is a singer with style, 
and a performer with a big poten- 
tial^More of him under New Acts. 
Four Barons are also described in 
that column, 

-The Copa production with Doug 
Coudy-routines holds excellently. 
Elaine Fleming is a strong 'solo 
dancer on the productive work, 
while Cindy Tyson and Sammy 
Devens hold up the vocal end. The 
music by Mike Durso’s band is 
highly precisioned, while Frank 
Marti’s sambas are floorfilling. 

■ Jose. 

Town Casino. Buffalo 
Buffalo, Oct. 16. 

Liberace, George-Liberace, Jean 
Fenn, Sid Krofft, 6 Frelanis; Greta 
Frisk, Moe Balsom Orch; enter¬ 
tainment charge $1.50 midweek, $2 
weekends; $3.30 minimum mid¬ 
week, $4 weekends. 

With this booking, the Town Ca¬ 
sino brings to a peak its^ continuing 
parade of name attractions repre¬ 
senting the top in available nitery 
talent. Since present season’s 
opening five weeks ago only stellar 
names have been featured and 
with announcement of the Club’s 
upcoming features from now. till 
after Thanksgiving, the T. C, is 
well in the vanguard of the na¬ 
tion’s leading niteries. 

Current show has special local 
significance in that Liberace first 
appeared here on a dinner (and 
supper) piano-grind kick at the 
Park Lane in 1941. It’s a long 
stretch from those days to his 
present eminence and everything- 
about his current offering illus¬ 
trates that he .still has what it 
takes to make it. .The turn, with 
its name participants,. is upper*- 
deck nitery fare, and the star’s 
flamboyant style and dressing com¬ 
bined with his engaging humility 
and his strenuous application of 
the effort necessary for bistro pro¬ 
pulsion spell out the complete, an¬ 
swer to a showman’s ideal. 

The act, if possible, is gaudier 
than ever in costuming, hut the 
explanation may' be in the tax 
gadget under which, as Liberace 
puts it: “Suits?—not deductible; 
costumes—yes, deductible.” They 
certainly are among the most gar¬ 
ish in all show biz—and this from 
the same guy who Is'able in a night 
cluh to relate the story-of his audi¬ 
ence with the Pope and make it 
sound solemn and impressive. He 
deserves the label “showman”-— 
which he seems devoted to fasten¬ 
ing on himself. But he makes it 
all sound as if the parlay from a 
piano "single to a spectacular is 
something he can hardly believe 

“^©other George mak^hi^uiiM 

unobtrusive instrumental contribu¬ 
tions to the overall effectiveness 
of the presentation and Jean Fenn, 
costumed in a series of breathtak¬ 
ing gowns, hits home hard with a 
discriminating choice of vocal of¬ 
ferings, Sid Krofft is a sleek pup¬ 
peteer and fits well in these sur¬ 
roundings. Darias adds another 
fine touch with his Latin percus¬ 
sion, especially in Liberace’s calyp¬ 
so stints. The .flash Frelanis and 
Greta Frisk with their bicycling 
and trapeze novelties are hold¬ 
overs. The augmented Casino orch 
under the baton of Gordon Robin¬ 
son fills out the picture, 

. Carlo Pinto’s offerings Of his 
usual finely-spun piano and organ 
interludes for dancing deserve 
noting. Burton. 

Desert Inn, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 17. 

Johnnie Ray, Joe Maize & His 
Cordsmen (3),Wazzan Troupe (8), 
Cordolins (4), Carlton Hayes Orch 
(15); $2 minimum. 

In his fourth lap as a headliner 
in the Painted Desert Room, 
Johnnie Ray brings some new and 
w.k. songs with him, and-the dis¬ 
tinctive vocal styling plus some 
surefire showman’s tricks put him 
across with a wallop. Right off the 
bat he warms the audience in his 
favor by shaking hands with ring¬ 
siders while singing. Wisely, he’s 
dropped the femme kissing routine, 
because last time many husbands 
and b.f.’s took a dim view of the 
demonstration, especially when* he 
left some of his makeup on faces 
and furs. Ray’s versatile group of 
sock songs Include “Should I?” 
“Shake a Hand,” “Ain’t Misbe¬ 
havin’ ” “Coquette,”1 “Walkin’ In 
the Rain” and “Such a Night.” 
Loudest mitting rewards his oldies, 
“Cry" and “A Little White Cloud 
That Cried,” and he bows off with 
a spiritual “Walk and Talk With 
My Lord.” 

Joe Maize & His Coi'dsmen (3) 
provide some of the zaniest goings- 
on seen on the Strip in quite a 
while. Maize, with such built-in 
props, as a twitching Adam’s apple 
and hair which stands straight up, 
leads bass man Chubby Dorin and 
accordionist John Cassinari through 
some very funny paces. Maize him¬ 
self plays a specially-built electric 
guitar/and the group plays such 
as “El Rancho Grande,” “I’ll Get 
By” and a hilarious “Sabre Dance.” 

The Wazzan Troupe, seven guys 
and a gal, are seen in some spec¬ 
tacular tumbling stunts and grav¬ 
ity-defying pyramiding. 

The Cordolins (4) ■ are sedately 
gowned lookers who play standards 
like “Falling in Love with Love.” 
Three of the girls are violinists, 
one is an accordionist, and they 
weave graceful terping into the act. 

Carlton Hayes orch does an out¬ 
standing job with the many musical 
cues for this show, which is booked 
for four frames, Duke. 

Pasapoga, Madrid 
Madrid, Oct. 8. 

Delta Rhythm Boys, Malagoh 
Sisters, Careen de Santacruz, 
Andre Canas Orch (9), Laredo 
Orch (13); $l-$2.50 minimum. 

Plush Pasapoga is leading the 
nitery pack with a top hour-long 
Show and drawing heavily from 
all Walks of date-hour life. The 
song's the thing and.It’s a thirst- 
quenching panorama of tunes too 
infrequently heard at this end of 
the Continent. 

Delta Rhythm Boys wind a 10- 
month tour with their Pasapoga 
stint and if they called the tunes 
in other countries as they’re doing 
in Madrid, they have a permanent 
welcome mat in Europe. 

Engaging arrangements by pian¬ 
ist Rene DeKnight and tenor Carl 
Jones and impact delivery by the 
quartet turn each‘number into a 
tour de force. “Historia de un 
Amor” stops the show. Jones 
solos in Spanish with tight back¬ 
ing to make this local pop fave one 
of the beautiful lyrics of the year. 
Basso Lee Gaines dominates the 
melody bracket during “Old Man 
River,” “Sixteen Tons” and “Shad- 
rack,” in standout fashion. Jones 
takes spot for “I Am in Love,” 
calypso “Run, Joe, Run,” and a 
smash arrangement sung in French, 
“Alouette.” Precision timing be¬ 
lies ease with which they deliyer. 

Eye-tease Malagon Sisters come 
in on a Caribbean hurricane chant¬ 
ing amour and South American, 
songs. They vocal loud ,hut good, 
powering the act with fetching 
smiles and plenty of body Eng¬ 
lish. Pasapogans particularly liked; 
“Babalou,” pop bolero “Anna,” and 
“Learn to Cha-Cha-Cha.” ; 

Carmen de Santacruz adds a 
touch of graceful flamenco to keep ( 
the song program segmented. 

Statler-Hllton, Dallas 
Dallas, Oct 18. 

Ltlo, Bob Cross Orch (12); $2.50- 
$3 cover. 

Lilo, whose first nitery stand 
here 18 months ago, in another 
hostel, snared mucho aficionados of 
Gallic rhythms, Is. back for a-fort¬ 
night and picks up where she left 
off. Her 35-minute frenetic foray 
grabs eye as well as ear appeal* 
since she opens a French medley 
atop a pedestal,' garbed In a.gold 
leotard,. An audience stroll while 
crooning “Poor People of Paris" 
finds her passing balloons to 
tablers, but that’s only the begin¬ 
ning. -To the lyrics of “With All 
My Heart” leaping Lilo mingles 
with male patrons, mussing hair 
and planting lipstick on noggins. 

Leg display diminishes as she 
dons a- dirndl for “L’Hymne 
d’Amour” and a French version of 
“Hound Dog.” Top bits are re¬ 
prises of her newsboy segment, 
passing French papers to tabtakerfe 
while voicing “La Vie en Rose”; 
‘‘Mon Homme” to salute the late 
Mistinguette, and “Louise" * for 
Chevalier—latter abetted by straw- 
hat. 

Swiftly paced show winds with 
Lilo, now gowned, voicing “C’est 
Magnifique” and begging off with 
her trademarked “I Love Paris.” 

Denied backing by Nick Perito, 
ill with flu, Lilo gets able assist 
from Bob Cress’ band, which also 
packs the large floor for terp turns. 
Singer winds Oct. 30, with Arihe 
Jeffreys & Robert Sterling fljie 
Oct 31 for two weeks. . Bark. 

Bellevue Casino, Mont9! 
Montreal, Oct. 22. 

Norman & Dean, Senor Cortez, 
The Cathalas (2), Jack Williams, 
Claire Young, Casino Lovelies (6), 
Bix Belair Orch (11), Stan Sperber 
Trio; produced and staged by David 
Bines; $1 admission. 

To Introduce their new format, 
partners Harry Holmok and Jack 
Suz are currently offering the 
longest and most varied revue ever 
presented in this 750-seater. With 
a show running close to 90 min¬ 
utes, the Casino’s new producer, 
David Bines, has worked in every¬ 
thing from sock sight acts to lavish 
spectacles that include a new pony 
line, four male dancers and a 
mixed* quartet of singers. 

Mere length, however, is not 
enough in this room and the lay¬ 
out needs sharp trimming to get 
back on a par with some of the 
other revues seen in this spot The 
chirp sessions are too long and the 
music not interesting enough to 
hold; and Claire Young, although 
a gifted hoofer, seems overworked* 

Outstanding of the featured per¬ 
formers is the work of the Catha¬ 
las who use an amazing collection 
of ladders and gimmicks to put the 
acrobatic femme half of team 
through several smash routines. 
Act is brief but impact solid. Senor 
Cortez, playing something that is a 
cross between a banjo and a man¬ 
dolin (banjolin?), convinces with 
exuberance and volume as he 
works the Spanish items with a 
rock ’n’ roll clincher that seems 
to please. 

Two comics new to this room, 
Harvey Norman and Stanley Dean, 
impress despite the Martin & 
Lewis pattern. With Norman as 
the suave singer and Dean as the 
comie, duo click with new twists 
on some fairly familiar material. 
Dean's offbeat antics and quick 
thinking put him a cut above the 
usual comedian in the team setup. 

Jack Williams, besides teaming 
up with the singing quartet, does 
emcee chores handily, although 
sometimes weighted down with 
verbiage, and both distaffers in 
group are lookers and strong of 
voice. Bines has devised several 
dance sequences that have plenty 
of visual value and the four male 
terpsters do much to bolster the 
production efforts. Newt. 

Ottawa House, Ottawa 1 
Ottawa, Oct. 15. 

‘ Barbara McNair,t Canadian Jazz 
Quartet; no admission or cover. 

Barbara McNair is a lithe young 
canary with lots of figure and looks 
plus nice pipes, and she knows 
what to do with it all for biggest 
impact. In the intimacy of the 
Circus Lounge of the Ottaw’a 
House, she gives her stint a party 
atmosphere, but there’s plenty evi¬ 
dence she eould produce neatly in 
a large hall or on a stage. Visually 
she has a “lagoon” quality, not 
quite exotic but lively and dreamy 
at the same time, and she weaves 
her warbling around this mood. 

Socko backing is provided by 
the house’s Canadian Jazz Quartet. 
Group is a strong item, as big here 
as any act. With the foursome 
playing between shows, the room 
has the effect of a continuous show, 
particularly to jazzists. Miss Mc- 

fry Oct.-381." - --- 
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New Acts 
RQN FLET- 

* fmpttsifona,'Xf9nct 
30 Mins, 
Edeji Roc, Miami. Befell 

Jane Kean chose ft’tough room 
'' fit the Cifei?<)mpteft=to' hreak in her 

•new act with choneogrsphpr dancer 
Ron Fletcher, but makes it with the 
case of a wily performer who has 
the adroit staging to frame ' her 
varied talents. This is her first solo 
tour without sister Betty, since 
their recent split, and she has her¬ 
self a solid entry for the circuit, 
thanks in na small measure to 
Fletcher. He is all over the stage, 
setting up her intros via terp- 
tlieme-ins, works with her on a 
couple of duetings in smooth 
fashion and dittos strongly when 
they pair for some hoofery, notably 
a comedy angled cha-cha-cha, and 
a smooth,' clever soft-shoe varia¬ 
tion. He could lake more solo work 
for himself in the rundown. 

Miss Kean, working with fast 
costume-changes, set* up powerful¬ 
ly incisive lampoons—and straight 
iropreshes-—of a long assortment 
of femme toppers, best of the gen¬ 
erally good lot being Eartha Kitt, 
Lena Horne, her standard Louella 
and — heaviest palm-raiser —ulie 
Andrews in a “My Fair Lady 
musical scanning, aided stoutly by 
Fletcher. With a bit of tightening, 

.the act is ready for the classeries. 
Musicomedy angles make the duo 
a bet for the video guest-spot route. 

a Lory. 

FOUR BARONS 
Songs, Instrumental 
14 Mins, 
Copacabana, N. Y. 

The Four Barons are a versatile 
singing and musical group who can 
hit it off well in cafes and lounges. 
They work effectively, especially 
When accompanying themselves on 
a wide variety of instruments, with 
each of them able to handle work, 
in the Local 802 department as 
well as vocalize. 

The lads perhaps attempt too 
much for an opening spot at the 
Copacabana. They spread out in 
too many directions, so that once 
they start making headway in their 
songs, they switch to orchestral 
work. Their cafe act needs some 
redesigning before they can hit 
their maximum value. Jose, 

WILLIAMS BROS. (2) 
Comedy-acro 
14 Mins. 
Chandlere, Ottawa 

To this continent from their na¬ 
tive Sweden in 1955, Williams 
Bros, work a clicko stint of comedy 
Aero. Lifts and balances are w.k. 
but setup collects plenty guffaws 
with the one boy a tough William 
BendlX type, the other a meek, 
dopey character, both played dead¬ 
pan to the hilt. Tramp outfits and 
deliberate slow - motion routining 
add to impact that exhibits savvy 
in both showmanship and aero 
slots. , . ' 

Act is nice for any sight medi¬ 
um, flesh or screen. Gorin. 

BOBBY DARRIN 
Songs 
12 Mins. 
Apollo, N.Y. 

Bobby Darrin is young rock n 
roller Who has to learn that it takes 
more than a blaring voice to be a 
winner. His style is overpowering 
even for a hot tune man and he 
needs more experience in delivery. 

In a medley of songs he patterns 
himself after Fats Domino and the 
contrast is quite glaring. White 
singer is not in that class and under 
his present styling he won't be 
for a while. Darrin seems to lose 
some of the amateurishness In his 
closing number, “Short Fat Fanny.” 
He does well on this one and if he 
quit trying to imitate he might fare 
better. Bern. 

CLAIRE YOUNG 
Dancing 
15 Mins. 
Bellevue Casino, Montreal 

Blonde Claire Young is one of 
the most attractive and talent terp- 
sters to appear hi this room for 
some time. Dancer is featured in 
several of the David Bines produc¬ 
tion numbers and also does a brace 
of solo items that click. She has 
a good figure and ballet training 
which sets her apart whenever she 
is on stage. 

In present show format. Miss 
Young never seems to offstage and 
Is particularly effective during the 
magazine cover production with 
two males from the chorus and 
later in the finale during the Pari¬ 
sian sequence. A cinch to spark 
any visual medium with the em¬ 
phasis on the niteries offering big 
revues. . N&qt, c 

STEVE LAWRENCE 
Songs 
25 Mins!' 
Copacabana, N. Y. 

Stfeve Lawrence, who obtained 
N. Y. and national exposure on 
Steve Allen’s “Tonight” teleshew,-, 
seemingly has a lot of floorshow. 
experience, but a dossier hasn't yet j 
been filed on the lad in this space.. 
Lawrence is youthful and .appar¬ 
ently has a lot of experience since 
he’s come into the Jules Podell 
spot with an act that has a pro¬ 
fessional mien. He has fortified 
himself with some good writing 
and arrangements to punctuate his 
songs. He has a hep approach to 
his tunes, but still stays within this 
world, and so lets everyone in on 
his act. 

Lawrence interlards his offerings 
with a lot of humor. For example, 
he starts a verse of “Pretty Girl is 
Like Melody” and thence into 
highly rhythmic “Lazy River.” It’s 
a musician’s trick, but is highly 
effective here. His rhythmics are 
strong. For a Copa crowd, he 
works wisely in going over stand¬ 
ards mainly, so that the customers 
can discern, his style more readily. 
There’s one number with some im¬ 
pressions thrown in for further 
impact on the crowd. 

His potential looks excellent on 
the cafe circuit as well as other 
singing media. Jose* 

LISA LANDY 
Songs 
18 Mins. 
Chaudiere. Ottawa 

Lisa Kandy's pipes may not be 
the golden disk variety but she has 
the kind of combination of vocal 
and physical equipment plus classy 
gowning and staging savvy that 
will keep her arouhd the nitery, 
stage and video districts for a long 
time. It’s the sort of canary fate 
that will fit into almost any slot 
from billtopper to opener. 

Femme Is built heavy hut the 
weight is strategically located and 
then showcased with one of the 
slickest gowns ever seen in local 
show biz. She exhibit* savvy in 
her routining, making good use of 
novelty ("Television Is Tough On 
Love” is standout), ballad, calypso, 
boogie and standard arias, all pro-: 
duced with assurance and impact. 

Gorm. 

CHANTELS (5> 
Songs 
7 Mins. 
Apollo, N.Y. 

Chantels are t group of five 
lovely Negro girls who have great Promise with their present pattern. 

he teenagers lack polish as yet 
but their pipes blend together well 
and they provide a freshness. 

Group fashions ‘‘He’s Gone” and 
The Plea” into pleaser. Time and 

experience should help them. 
Bern, 

VIVIANE TUBIANA 
Songs 
38 Mins. 
Rite Carlton, Montreal 

A singer with much experience 
on the opera stages ol Paris, Miss 
Tubian* is making her first cafe 
try on this side of the Atlantic in 
the handsome RItz Cafe. The switch 
from the boards to the boites is not 
too hapy a one at present for this 
diminutive blonde. Although pos¬ 
sessing a voice that Is obyiously 
well-trained, the somewhat stilted 
manner and lack of showmanship 
necesary in an intimery such as 
this is evident throughout Her lack 
of English, however, is hardly a 
handicap in this bilingual room but 
the occasional attempt at some¬ 
thing other than a Gallic song is a 
bit too phonetic at the moment and 
lacks conviction. 

Appearance is good and the desire 
to please is ever apparent . An 
easier relationship between per* 
former and customer and a revised 
songalog is needed if this thrush 
is to work any of the better U. S. 
cafes which her act indicates. 

Newt. 

DON RONDO 

35 Mins. 
Eden Roc, Miami eBach 

Don Rondo hits with wham im¬ 
pact in this, his first shot at a 
class stand. The hip auditors who 
attend the posh Cafe Pompeii, and 
who’ve seen the best held the big 
guy for a long set of encores and 
were beating it up for more when 
he finally bowed off. 

Rondo, who resembles Vincent 
Price, has a warm personality that 
pleases the femmes, and is rugged 
looking enough to hold the males 
throughout. Delivery is still a bit 
stiff, but once he takes the mike 
in hand and roams the stage* he 
displays pcuchaut fon ft \frfl ©-wheel¬ 

ing approach that Adds .sock to his 
upbeat tempos. It’s In the ballad, 
department that he hits his peak, 
the auditors paying rapt attention 
to his workovers of his records, the 
currents and the. standards. As is, 1 Hondo’s about ready for the top 
spots. The vaudeo possibilities are 
obvious. Lary. 

DELRGYS 
. Songs £ ■ 

AjwUtfcoN.Y., 

r >tiDeb«Roys, i11 addition to provid¬ 
ing good harmonics, have the show¬ 
manship to put numbers across. 
Their stepping is lively and well 
coordinated.: 

The foursome only- does two 
songs, “Bermuda Shorts" and 
“Playing With Love,” which are 
well received. Rock *n' roll team is 
okay as it stands but should be on 
lookout for something original to 
separate it from other, acts in- same 
groove.- Bern. 

VICTOR SOVERALL 
Songs 8 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a colored male singer 
from Trinidad who looks setj for a 
worthwhile career on disks Apd tv. 
Smallish physically, he’s a person¬ 
able type who gets solid au<J reac¬ 
tion as he builds up via honey- 
smooth set of pipes. 

At show eahght, introduced by 
talent-man Carroll Levis, he of¬ 
fered a highly pleasing fillip of 
melody, including the always fa¬ 
vored “Come Back to Sorrento,” 
and could have returned for mote. 
As is, his act is pleasant tune 
fodder, and his career as a disk 
singer (he’s jjust inked with HMV 
in the . U JO merits attention. 

For the record, he's a former 
engineer given national spotlight 
when he romped off with $3,150 
prize in recent tv contest emceed 
Dy Levis from Blackpool, Eng. 

Okay bet for vaude and disk at¬ 
tention. Gord. 

THE LICCARDOS 
Dance 
15 Mins. 
Americana, Miami Beach 

Handsome duo have been play¬ 
ing the Continent with this, their 
first foray into a big. Stateside club. 
As of impact here, they're a good 
entry in the dwindling ranks of 
adept ballroomologists. They have 
a novel opening bit, the sultry 
looking femme half chanting a 
well-phrased torch song to ace 
accomp on trumpet by the male 
partner. 

When The Liccardos launch into 
the terp patterns, they raise fastr 
reaction with graceful lifts and1 
overhead spins. It’s - flashy and 
effective, to end-result in solid 
palm payoffs. Lary. 

VARIETY BILLS 
/ WEEK OF OCTOBER 23 . 
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FDR Theatre 
: Continued, from peg# 1 : 

be built with private jfUnds on \ 5*1* 
ground provided by the Govern¬ 
ment. However, the House of Rep¬ 
resentatives voted 2-to-l a few 
months ago against erecting the 
center in the “Foggy Bottom” 
area of. the midtown, where the 
State Dept is located. So Thomp¬ 
son, who had supported the Foggy 
Bottom location, introduced legis¬ 
lation for a place on the Mall, a 
block or so from the National (Mel¬ 
lon). Art Gallery.. Recently, the 
Congressmen has been promised 
support from several sources. 

Thompson is presently pressing 
for a Mall location. Robert W, Dowl¬ 
ing, of City Investing, is a mem¬ 
ber of the special Presidential 
Commission, which selected the 
Foggy Bottom site and which 
earlier had plans drawn up for a 
cultural center. 

Sarsoffs Edict 
S Ctatined from pare 1 

generate a greater enthusiasm for 
chromatic fare. Obviously cellu¬ 
loid product (which, if only for 
cost factor alone, must hew to a 
black-and-white pattern) Isn’t the 
answer, regardless of sponsor cries 
for residual (benefits, etc. 

Then again NBC has a multi-mil¬ 
lion stake in color studios which, 
with this season’s increased stake 
m filmed shows, are in less use 
than last season. 

As result it’s considered very 
probable that, come the lopoffs 
among film entries when option 
time rolls around, NBC will be 
placing greater emphasis on-live 
show substitutes. To this end the 
program dept, has already been 
alerted to keep on the lookout for 
ftot^niisflfepromising stance i t i 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall (P> 14 , Poxy (34) 

**«■****» 
Kockettu , Boxjette. . 
Raymond Paige Orel gory Orel* 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNl 

• TWell (T) 2t 
Archie Robbins 
Margo "Z." Bomb 
Boys of Mexico 
- Earls 
Christine A MoU 
Lebrac it Bennie* 
Bpbby Gonzales 
Delicadoe 
William* it Shand 
Buster Flddes* 
Brenda Row* 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

SYDNEY 
Tlvefl (T) 5* 

Johnny Lockwood 

Bobby Limb 
Dawn Lake 
RIggoletto Bros. 

it Aimeo. 
Les Tbaika 
Hedlock St Marlowe 
Balia dinis 
Billy Rayes 
Darryl Stewart 
Johnny O'Connor 
Edit Juhasz 
Alwyn Lecide 
Rae Morgan 
Pamela Godso 
Olivia Dale 
Rudas Dncrs. 

AUCKLAND 
Town .Hall (T) 21 

Luigi Infant in o 

Bobby Meyers Ore 
Villas* Vangvarg 

Anita O’Day 
Bob Brookmeler 5 
Slim Gaillard 

. Waldorf-Astoria 
Anna Maria Alber- 

ghetti 
Emil Coleman Oro 
Bela Babal Ore 

CHICAGO 

BRITAIN 
AStON 

Hipped rehf* U> 11 
Davies it Lee 
Frank Tormby 
GeUwyn* 

BIRMINGHAM . 
Htppedrem* (M) XT 
Cyril Stapleton Ore 
Ronnie Hilton. 
Marion Ryan 
Group One 
Des -O'Connor 
Laycock A Be* 

•RADFORD 
...hambra (M) If 

Jimmy Yount 
Gillian it June 
Harriett it Evans 
Dave Gray 

Tommy Ltickx 
TAP Derrick 

^“iRIOHTON 
Hlpp*dr*m* (M) 11 
Harry Seeombe 
Budy Horn 
Billie Anthony 
Ivanke Dancers 
Bollana 
Mitchell Singers 

EDINBURGH 
Empire <M> 2+ 

Brough A Andrews 
Jimmy Shand Ore 
Ronald Chesney 
Dick Emery 
Lana Sisters 
McKennas 
FINSBURY PARK 

Bmplre CM) If 
Billy Eckstine, 
Marie De Vere'a 

Coronets 
Dickie Dawson 
Trio Botonde 
Arroll A Meadows 
Allen Bros. A -June 
Alain DIagora 

GLASGOW* 
■metre <m> 21 

Shirley Barney 
Dennis Bras. 
Alan CHv* 
Overbury A So2ette 
Ossie Morris ' 
King's Sea Lions. 
Cu ribas 
Ray . Alan 

HANLEY 
Reyal (M) 21 

Ronnie Carroll 
V A L Aubrey 
Gladys Morgan 
Fraser Hayes 4 
Gilbert 

Ron A Peggy . 
LBIDS . 

Bmplre (M> 21 
Johnny Duncan 
Horier Twins 
Arthur Haynes 

Devel A Prtn. 
Muridy A Earle 
Demos 
Cynthia 
Griff KendaU 
Freddie Earle 

UVBRPOOL 
Brtiplr* (M) 21 

Deep River Boys 
Pat Rosa 
Billy Stott 
Sid Plummer 
Mumford*? Puppets 
Dick Henderson. 

Command Girls 
LONDON 

Metropolitan (I) 21 
Sonny Roy 
Terry Dene 
Teenagers 
Three Deuces 
Rita Deltfoy 
Ronnie Collis 
Swan A McGhee 
Hey A Ronjy 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire (M) 21 

S AM Harrison 
Ronnie .Harris 

NORTHAMPTON 
New <l) 21 

G. H. jEUIott 
Hetty King 
Randolph Sutton 
Billy Danvers ' 
Jin Jayes 
Terry Doogan 
Gerrard Sis 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire (M)’21 

Chas. McDevitt Co. 
K A A Kemp 
Hedley Ward 3 
Jeffrey Leaner 
Galantas 
P A J Yulle 
Peter Quinton 
Ron Scott 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire JM> 21 

Ed Hoekridge 
Anton it Janetta 
Keefe Bros. A An¬ 

nette 
Yana- 
Baker A Douglas 
Rond art A Jean 
Freddie Harrison 

SOUTHAMPTON 
’ Grand (1) 21 

Terry Cantor 
Red Preston 
Kenny Cantor 
Toly* Kee 
Yaltra 
Alexis Troupe 

SUNDERLAND 
Empire CM) 21 

Carroll Levi* Co.- 

Eddie Goffron 
Rat A Julian 
Lucille Caye , 
Ashworth A Lois 
Victor Soverall 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW VOUC CITY 

Teny A Eddie 
FeUda Sanders 
Charles Manna 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 
Hal Schaeffer - 

Blue AngeL 
Martha Davie A 

Sp« 

Jacques 2a*ow 
Alex Alston* 

Chafes* Madrid 
Carles Valeded 
Mila Ragman 
Trie Rbrere- 
Kalph Font Or* 
Bt Canay . 
Candl Cartes 

Martha Rare 
Steve Xawraned 
Four Berona 
Cindy Tyson 
Sammy Devei— 

Michael Dor so Ore 
Frank 'Marti Ore 

Dewmfalrs Ream 
Julius Monk 
Ronny 
Ceil Cahet 
Ellen Healey v 
Jenny Lou. Law 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan-Keen 
Gordon Connell 

El Chic* 
Maria Antine* 
Resits Rietf 
H* 1 Fifth Ay* 

Ralph Blane- 
BObo Lead* 

Harold Fanvllle 

_ gt. John 

HefeMHaift. 
Katyas Rsnleri: 
Ted Streeter Of9 
Mark Monte Ore 

Natal ReeseveN 
Sammy Kaye Or* 

RSVP 
MabeOe Mercer 
Stella Brook* 

Hefei Staffer 
Buddy Herrew 

Natal Taft 
Vincent Lepdr Or* 

Natal St. Regie 
Fernands Mantel 
MUt Shaw Ore 
lap Bari Ore 

Lath* Boarder 
Johnny Pnleo 
Ssonys 
MoUdar Trie 

Syncopated Waters 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Hariowe Ore 

Le Cwpl^e* 
Bobby Short 

Town A Country 
Arnold Dover 
Rorer Boy* 
Mldge^A BD1 Hag- 

WX^ Gaines. 
Buster .-Burnell 
Ned Harvey Ore 

Viennese Lantern 
Galen* 
Xiko Gonzalve* 
Lasreanne Lemay 
.Ernest Scboen Ora 
Psui Mann 

VUiage Bern 
Larry McMahon 
Vivian Swanson 
Ed ,fpi»h 
Jack Marlin 

9ttUtB Bet* 2 roll 

Black Orchid 
Shecky Green.- 
Lurlean Hunter 
Norman. Erskine 
Joe ParneUo (3) • 

Blue Angel 
'‘Calypso Cruise" 
Phil Sanchez 
Lydia Lora 
Lord Carlton 
Ted Shovon (3) 
Roger McCall 
A1 DLacy Ore 

Blue Nats 
Dave Brubeck 
Leon Sash (4) 

Chez Para*: 
Sophie Tucker 
Happy- Jeaters (4) 
Lena Redman 
Chez Adorable* (B> 
Ted Fie Bite Ote 13 

Pat. Mere* (4) 
Ramsey Lewi* Trie 
Lorez Alexandria' - 

■ Cenrad Nltte* 
‘uce Review Spee'*' 
Glenn’ A CaUeen.. 

Jo Ann McGowan 
Ros Pettinger 
BUI Christopher 

Fred Napier 
: GU Shepard A De 

Soto Sister* (3) 
Paul Gibbon A 

- Sullr Nothin id 
Norman Crider 
Tune' Tattlers (4) 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

Drake Hefei 
Jane Morgan 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

Gate ef Hern 
Dave Sear .> 
Glen Yarborough 
Marilyn Child 

Harris 
.-"Alan Gale Show" 
Alan Gale 
Arnold Dover 
Rover Boys (4) 
M A ~ “ 
win i 

Cal.Tjader 3 
Eddie Higgto* «t> 

Meter Kelirb 
June Christy 
Marty Bubenstbin J 

Palmer Heeee- 
Dorothy Shay 
Hal Leman A 

Playmates 
Ben Arden Ore. - 

10$ ANGE&fS 

Dorothy Collins 
Ambx Bro*. (2) 
Bob Lewis 
F. Martin Ore 

LIU St. Cyr 
Billy Barnes Revue 
Dave Pell Octet 

Arthur Blake 

Peter Weed 
Paul Hebert Ore 

Meulln Reuse 
The Treaters 
Marthe Krrolle 
Billy Well* A 4 Fays 
Ffottiat Charlton 

-ttaNer Hefei 
Carmen Cavallarn 
Meg Brown 
Ed. Bergman Ora 

LAS VEGAS 

Johnnie Bay 
Joe Maize 
CordoRna 
Wants Troup* 
Carlton Hayaa Ore. 

“Minsky routes" 
Tempest Storm 
Stunning Smith 
Irv Benson. 
Joe DeRita 
Dick Dana 
Garwood Van Oro 

Ef Cartel 
"Rhythm on Ice" 
Tito Guizar 
George Arnold • 
Buster Hallett Ore 

El Ranch# Vegas 
Eartha Kitt 
Myron Cohen 
Molnar Dancer* 
Dick Bike Orris' 

Flwnfnge 
Pearl Bailey 
Ink Spot* 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

Stardusters 
Make BeUeves 
Satellite* 
Jan Johnson 

H«»fc Penny 
Sue Thompson.;• 
Harry Ranch . 
Billy Regis 
Charlita. 

Riviera ■ ~ 
Latin Quarter Rev 

Xaml* Van Doren 
Freddie Morgan 
Dorhen Dancer* 
Bay Sinatra Ore 

Beyel Nevada 
Art Mooney 
Ken Harris Ofc' 
Chase A Mitchell’ 
Jimmy Grosso 
Sparkletonea 

•alter* 
Marge A Gower 

Champion. 
Jean Carroll 
Cee Davidson Oro 
Loads Prima A 

Keely Smith 
- Sands 

Jpne Ruaaell 
Rowan A Martin 
Cop* Giri* 
Antonio Morels Ore 

Show beet . 

JoeVitn Garay 
G*rr Nelson 
Showboat Girl* 
Mika Werner Orch 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Toai Mohr 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 

Geo. Redman Ore. 

Jackie A Roy 

Vivian Blaine 
Dick Shawn 
NeUe Adam* 
Nat Brandywynne 

Harolds Club 
Krakeriacks -' 
Twin Tunes. - 

Harrah's 
Matt Deanle ' ’ 
Duke* *£ Dixieland 
Denla A Rogers 
Richard Bone Or* 

RENO 
Magee Skyreem 

Chuck ___ 
Ho Hum* 
lah Kablbble 
Lawrence A Boyer 
Beachcomber* 

0*c*r Carter 
SkrMt* 
Ed FUzpetrick Or* 

Vagabond*. 
Raaaaey* 
en,ra, 
Bttl Clifford 

JRIAMMMAMI BEACH 

Andy Williams 
Corbett Monica 
The Uccardoe- 
Jadti* Heller 
Lee Martin Ore 
Mays Ore 

Jack Bareeha Or* 
■den Rea 

Jane Keen 

Don Rondo 
Tind AKhis 
ehnny Coats Trio 

Aal Malkin Ore 
Chico Cuban Boys 

Larry Storeh. 
Geo, Taupe A Co. 
Marion Colby 
Jack Stuart Ore 

_Ore 
Pupl Camp# Ore 
NetaU-FleUlc Trie 

Havana MardlGra* 
Dloea CesUlle 
MHO* Velarde 

Tbny A 
Juan. Reenere 
Darid Tyler Ora 
Let* Varoua Or* 

Rip' TaSer ** 

r. Or# 

Weela i _ 
Al Stuart Arcfeettg 
Jimmy Grippe 
Fred Thompson 
Tommy Angel 

HAVANA* 
Menlmartre 

Rapl Mesa 
Rsquel 
Ivetta De La Ftfenfe 
Clarieae Nova 
Gladys Boeay 
Guzman Singers 
Fajardo Ore 

Gloria A Roland* 
A^Migdai^na _ 

Miriam Barrera* | Abaa. A .JuUa 
AftbexM BMcbW'i a‘r*wiOfei*BSiLi 

Maria Magdalene 
La Eerie Ore 
Ortega Ore 
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-- - London, Oct; 
Judy Garland with \ Jimmy 

■ Brooks,'Bert.Ray, Meurute Duree, 
Gordon JenJoins Hale Line (ft)r 
Alan King, HolperJk Dolores, Nino, 
Albert A Let Ward, Warren, De- 
vine dr Sparkes, Bobby Howell 
Orch: Mist Garland’s act staged 
and directed by Robert Alton.and 
Richard Barstow; special lyrics and 
arrangements, Roger Edens; entire 
production• supervised by Sidney 
Luft.. /■ 

Judy Garland, last seen In Lon¬ 
don six years ago at the Palladium, 
has returned in devasting triumph 
to the dolled-up, 3,000-seatCr Dom¬ 

inion; which, except for a couple of 
specfal seasons, has for some years 
heen employed, as a picture thea¬ 
tre, -Aptly billed as “Hiss Show 
Business,” she fills the second half 
-of the bill with'a brilliantly staged, 
irresistible production which lasts 
nearly an hour and leaves the audi¬ 
ence screaming eagerly for more. 
It Is a lusty blend of sentiment and 
comedy and the. ample Miss Gar¬ 
land’s equally ‘ ample talent is 
flecked1 with that special which 
floods a stage and marks''an artist 
as a show biz “great,” 

Miss Garland again reveals her¬ 
self as a performer of terrific ver¬ 
satility. She can hush the custpm-. 
ers with a tender ballad or A pop 
lyric of almost banal sentimental¬ 
ity, and immediately set it guffaw¬ 
ing with her genius for clowning. 
Her act scores resoundingly by the 
informal Garland touches which 
offset the fact that her routine has 
been tirelessly, astutely ' devised 
and rehearsed. 

Though It is the sparkling Gar¬ 
land personality that dominates 
the' show, -she is by no means- out 
there on her own. The singer is 
slickly abetted by three things— 
the .skillful baton work of Gordon 
Jenkins, who inspires the able 
Bobby Howell orchestra. The witty* 
polished'.lyrics and special ar¬ 
rangements -of * Metro’s Rogers 
Edens; the all-male line of 10 
dancets-cum-slngers (only nine on 
the* first night) who, though osten¬ 
sibly on view merely to fill in 
while the star changes her'largely 
unflattering dresses, are agile, 
virile, witty young men’with edu¬ 
cated feet who are an entertain¬ 
ment in-themselves. 

An orchestral medley, of Garland 
evergreens bows in the second seg¬ 
ment and then the song~&-dance 
line remind the audience of how, 
on her last London appearance, she 
felT on her backside through sheer 
nerves. It Is A sock opening—and 
from then on her success is asr 
sured. She starts with a. specially 
written number called “It’s Lovely 
To Be Back In London/* which 
skilfully drags in the names of 
various London suburbs, and fol¬ 
lows this with “I Feel A- Rong Com¬ 
ing On.” From then on songs come 
on with ;gay enthusiasm.; Eight 
numbers follow, notably such old 
favorites as “Me and My Gal,” 
“The Trolley Song,” *^The Man 
That Got Away” and “Bock-a-bye 
Baby.” 

In “Man That Got Away” Miss 
Garland essays a dance with her 
male line ..and is rather lineasier 
with her hoofing than she is when 
giving out With that familiar voice 
that ranges from gently lulling to 
the strident. Following ‘“My Lucky 
Day” she reappears with Jimmy 
Brpoks, both- splendidly. disguised 
as carefree hbboes. With her tall 
partner the tubby little artist- goes 
into the “We’re a Couple of 
Swells” routine, comedy highlight 
of her varied program. ' 

Her legs dangling over the foot¬ 
lights and -her face spotlit on *’ 
darkened stage, she sits and sings 
“Over the Rainbow” as only she 
can do. Although this is officially 
the (fend of her show, the audience’s 
demand for extras is appeased, hut 
not fully sated, by her “Me and My 
Shadow” and, finally, “Swanee.” 
The whole Of this songfest Is tied 
together by Miss Garland’s friend¬ 
ly shatter. 

On the first night' a star-studded 
audience rose to her and gave with 
the applause in tribute to a troup¬ 
er. This, they recognized, was the 
essence of show bit At the., end 
further tribute was paid when five 
topline artists—Hollywood’s Donna 
Reed and UJCs*Moira Lister. Vera 
Lynn, Petula Clark and Alma Co- 
gau—handed her bouquets onstage. 

Though this is Judy Garland’s 
show it is also a great occasion for 
an act new to Britain. Alan King 
rates a huge welcome for the com¬ 
edy act with which he closes the 
first half. King is a breezy, offbeat 
comic with a casual air whose rou¬ 
tine crackles not only with wit hut 
with, smart observation. It is not 
merely m string of gags but a well 
written job which has logical se¬ 
quence. His self-depreciation ..and 
generakdtkunUng ofi&Mrt bfcteod; 

the American way of life is hot 
only acutely funny hut has a ring 
of sardonic truth. He. is at his best 
-when he dramatizes sn American 

.domestic scene which spotlights 
the problem of bringing up junior 
with'the doubtful aid of a shrew¬ 
ish wife. King insists that his act 
-has no beginning and no end and 
that he’s .not'so sure about, the 
middle.- But- the audience isin no 
doubt. Alan King, is a winner who 
will .be welcome back in U.KL at 
any time.. 

Remainder of bill does not meas¬ 
ure up to general stellar standard/ 
Holger Sc Dolores, -U.S. dancers, 
are accomplished without offering 
overmuch originality. Nino, the. 
wonder .dog* earns big applause as 
the pooch adroitly balances on 
various-sized moving halls but also 
Tuns into some • understandable 
audience resistance against animal 
acts. Albert & Les Ward work 
hard, but unrewardlngly, in a com¬ 
edy routine which involves vocal 
impressions and use of guitar, 
washboard and auto horns. War¬ 
ren, Devine A Sparkes,.a$ openers,-, 
are zany acrobats whose act is now 
over-familiar to average vaude 
audienbes. The Dominion Theatre- 
orchestra, conducted by. Bobby 
Howell, does £'neat job in accom¬ 
panying the supporting acts. . 

The Judy ~ Garland season.. Is 
slated for four and one-half weeks. 
Unlike most vaude hills in Britain 
it is playing only once nightly, 
with two matinees. But since top 
prices are $3—higher than even j 
the Palladium has demanded—and, | 
as a live show, it ducks the burden { 
of entertainment tax", the Garland 
project will .certainty coin money 
as well as being a smash personal 
success for the singing thesn .and 
her slick aides. Rich.. 

ScaUj London 
* London, Oct. 14. 

“Magic Festival ” presented by 
The Magic Circle. Directed by 
Francis White. Produced by Gil 
Ledney; with' Milbburne Christo¬ 
pher, Robert Harbin, Helaug, Esme 
Levante, Albert Burdon & Co., 
Michael A Valerie Bailey, Henry 
Francis & John Peake, Geoff Greg- 
son A Doreen, Phil Darben A 
Wjendy, Johnny ASuma Lamonte, 
Harold Taylor A The Carnivalettes, 
Sydney Jerome Orch. 

This one-week magical fest 
strings together.a number of slick 
conjurors and illusionists from all 
over -the world. . Each of them 
would be acceptable individually 
in a vaude bill. But the general 
effect of three hours’ non-stop kid- 
ology is wearing. There is a-limit 
to the human capacity for taking 
silk scarves, artificial flowers and 
birds appearing from. walking 
canes, sliding boxes. 

Unlike an Ordinary vaude show 
the lucky acts are the ones who 
get on first. At least, they make 
their impact and get off before the 
customers begin to* think that 
they've seen it all before. Mil- 
bourne Christopher, one of U.S/s 
ace magic men, is In urbane char¬ 
acter with a. nice line in rope 
trickery and sleight-of-hand, hut 
there had been bigger and appar¬ 
ently better ropery earlier on. Big¬ 
gest personal success is scored by 
Phil Darben, (from Oklahoma) and 
his partner Wendy. 

Daihen and his vivacious brunet 
aide do a slick, breezy act which 
involves tricks by whiplash, lariats 
and miniature boomerangs, laced 
together with ■some dry Wit. One 
of Britain's top sorcerers, Robert 
Harbin, subbing for flu victim Ben¬ 
son Dulay, came on at short notice. 
He reveals 'himself as probably 
the best technician on the bill. He 
brings on audience to help his 
tricks and scores particularly when 
he “saws In half an eager young 
woman from' the stalls. But he 
lacks the personality to match Ms 
undoubted magical skill.. Esme 
Levante, daughter of a renowned 
Australian magical family, is a 
handsome young woman whose 
clever tricks are marred by over¬ 
studied patter and a fairly ineffec¬ 
tive stooge. 

The acts represent a fair propor¬ 
tion of the cream of modern stage 
magical talent. A nod of grati¬ 
tude is due to Albert Burdon and 
his company Who offer comic re¬ 
lief with a rousing knockabout 
sendup of the world of magic. Also, 
Johnny A Suma Lamonte, a grace¬ 
ful Oriental couple, make a change 
with some astute juggling. 

Harold Taylor emcees the show 
with, a hearty, misplaced deter¬ 
mination to please which Is often 
embarrassing, rarely funny and al¬ 
ways tiring to the audience. Or¬ 
chestral help is given excellently 
by Sydney Jerome and his pit out¬ 
fit. Here is a specialized show 
wMch-may appeal to magic addicty 
hut which, tp the ordinary dncat- 
holder, demands over-much loyal 
concentration once the intermis¬ 
sion isybtft anteemoijt itbiffieh* t 

N. IT*, 
Reuben Phillip* Band (»), Mur- 

ratfi^Kaufmari; Del Roys (4), Little 
Joe, Chantels <51, Bobby* Darrin,. 
'Satins (5), Charlie A Ray, Billy 
:Wqrd A His Dominoes (4); 
“Oaonyo” <Col). • 

House which last-week, took a 
breather from r&r returns to the 
hot licks this week in a likeable j 
show sparked by Billy Want & His ! 
Dominoes and {he twosome pf • 
Charlie A Ray. Fare “also show¬ 
cases Little Joe, with gyrations, the! 
Satins. Bill Is emceed by WMCA’sj 
deejay Murray Kaufman In a 
pleasing fashion. 

After an absence of three years; 
Ward and his crew return to the 
Apollo to hypo show. Along with 
Ward, his Dominoes have plenty of: 
talent and Gene Mumford scores 
big with his rendition of “Star¬ 
dust.” Milt Grayson, Ward's bari¬ 
tone, shows fine styling and pipes 
with “Over the Rainbow,” 

Talented Ward leads group 
through “Love Letters in the Sand” 
and does an Elvis version of “All 
Shook Up.” Ward, who three years 
ago introduced “60 Minute Band,” 
repeated the number in • crowd- 
pleaslng fashion. 

Charlie A Ray are in fine tune, 
and blend voices well in. “O.K. You 
Win,” “Since I Fell for You”- and 
“Bye Bye Love.” Bair capitalizes 
on nance stuff and. kindred antics, 
including kissing m.c.,^ etc. This 
does not overshadow, their singing 
ability. 

Satins the better-than-average 
group oF rockers who provfe thein-; 
selves better on the soft .stuff than 
on the hot bars. Their closing num¬ 
ber, “In the Still of the Night,” ’ 
is done without blare and proves i 
to be best of their songalog. 

Show is ably backed by the ReU- ] 
ben Phillips band which clicks with j 
rendition “Ooden Dew.” I 

Little Joe completes the bill and 
his gyrations please the crowd 
more than Ms singing. He has a fair 
to middling voice but Ms clutch 
of the mike and his movements 
win for . him. He gives out with I 
“Peanuts” and “You Send Me.” | 
The Chantels, Del Roys and Bobby 
Darrin are under New Acts. j 

. Bern. 

Metrepole, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Oct. 15/ 

Dorothy Squires (with Russ Con¬ 
way), Billy Cameron A Irene 
Campbell, Ken Swann, Ken A Alan 
Haynes, Campbell A Rodgerson, 
-Jimmy Fletcher, JHlly Redman, 
Mark Denison A Harry Niblock, 
Jack Masterton Orch. ] 

Recently in from her stint at the 
Moulin . Rouge, Hollywood, Eng¬ 
land’s. verve-ful Dorothy Squires 
punches home -a. solid songalog, 
complete with a brand-new winner 
of a tune, “Please Try to Remem¬ 
ber.” Blonde warbler, per always, 
has the customers registering Mgh 
on mitt Tmeter as she bounces the 
gamut through' tunes from “Chasin’ 
the Blues” and “Love Letters in 
Sand” to her pianist’s “Song of 
the Valley*.’ and the ever-popular 
“Never Walk Alone.” 

With lotsa personality, she re¬ 
veals much know-how in delivery, 
and exits to solid palming in this 
downtown vaudery, where new 
policy of star names is being suc¬ 
cessfully pursued by the owners, 
Alex, Louis A Hymie Frutin. Her 88er, handsome Russ Conway, 
young English musician and song¬ 
writer who looks a bit like Hock 
Hudson, has obvious appeal to 
younger set. of outfronters. He 
tinkles the ivories with skill, and 
looks set to impress on his upcom¬ 
ing solo stints, tMs being his last 
date, meantime, with Miss Squires. 
Warbler and pianist are a good 
team in new tunes, and “Please 
Try to Remember,” for which she 
did the lyric, has U. S. potential. 

Rest of layout veers tp the old- 
er-fasMcned side, with some local 
acts, longtime In vaude, pleasing 
a regional taste. Mark Denison A 
Harry Niblock are outmoded fun¬ 
sters in the Laurel A Hardy style. 
Billy Redman, a sprightly xylo¬ 
phonist, has keenness, but makes 
error of gabbing too much. Ken 
Swann offers a new vent act with 
himself in grandmother guise, 
coping with Ms dummy McGhee: 
he, too. wMle talented, must avoid 
extending his' act for too long a 
npri«r^ thus slowing pace of the 
layout. 

Campbell A Rodgerson are 
mixed team who score with novel¬ 
ty of quaint carnival costuming. 
Male’s three-legged character is 

.cute. Jimmy Fletcher, diminu¬ 
tive comedian with an East Scot* 
tish lilt in his voice, should cut the 
n.s.g. patter and concentrate on his 
own amusing physical appearance 
and flair for leg-leaping. Best sup¬ 
port act is the male twosome of 
Ken & Alan Haynes Wit1’ *" *; * ’ 
harmfi*r rWtei* W* IchtWtyM j 

L’Qlympla, Paris 
Paris, Oct 20. 

Henri Genes, Platters (5), Mu 
chele Amend, Elwaldis (3), Vic 
Hyde, Bonny Sisters (3), Skating 
Orlandos (5), Julien Bouquet, 
George Garden Dancers (16); $2 

[top. 

piano. Billy Cameron A Irene 
CampbeH are a. stylish dance pair. 
Showbacking from resident house 
under Jack Masterton’s baton. 

Gord. 

‘WWW’TV Saga 
Continue* from pact 1 

time by tv, such as the 1948 po¬ 

litical conventions, the Trumaii in¬ 

auguration, the KefauVer and the 

later Army-McCarthy hearings,. a$ 
well as the major personalities. 

NBC hasn’t yet received individ- 
‘ ual clearances on the personalities 
♦ from other webs, hut it’s asked 

musical knowhow, verve and high. Ball and Desi Arnaz, Burns A Al- 
productiort polish over an enthusi- len, Jack Benny, Sid Caesar Berle 
astic audience to definitely start Kukla, Fran A Ollie, Ken Murray 
Yank participation M tMs flagship |and others. Also portrayed will 

..house. Known by their disks, this | be the opening of the transconti- 
choral group needed no French to; nental cable In 1951. 
make themselves understood. > 

Group vacillates from ballads 
through rAr, with all shining and 
intertwining for their sock ’n’ 
smooth appeal. Hefty coin paid 
them looks to pay off, and denotes 
that the savvy stateside musical 
talent has an audience here. With, 
the first launching of Yank musia 
modes a success here, it looks like 
the way will be easier for a big i 
lineup following, among whom are 
Frankie Laine, Harry Belafonte,] 
Judy Garland, Dizzy Gillespie, 
Count Basie. 

Though Henri Genes seems -sac-! 
rliiced after the Flatters, he comes 
on with an okay trouper stint for 
the Gallic crowds. Expansive song 
A dance oldtimer has some okay 
material on dance foibles and some 
agreeable patter. He remains lo¬ 
cal, not -being able to raise his low¬ 
life .looksers to international levels 
and style. 

Michele Arnaud is a smooth 
thrush who does away with frills 
and gives out with an intelligent 
songalog that strikes A neat bal¬ 
ance to the more outgoing pro¬ 
ceedings. Bonny Sisters are three 
muscled, well-stacked femmes go- 
oing through a fine cortortion- 
acro number for gobif filler status. 
Skating * Orlandos are a fast mov¬ 
ing roller skating quintet with ex¬ 
cellent eye appeal and Elwaldis 
(3) do perch and hand-to-handing! 
with a switch in a girl undering for 
her partners. 

Vic Hyde is a one-man band who 
gives a carny note to the show but 
brings It off via clever manipula¬ 
tion of various instruments and 
sheer good spirits. Julien Bouquet 
is a crooner without a solid rep or] 
style to. give Mm any individuality 
as yet. Plenty 6£ work in store. 
George Garden Dancers (16) do 
some okay precision terp work. 

Mosk, 

Empire, Glasgow 
Glasgow, Oct. 15. 

CarroU Levis A Discoveries, Ed¬ 
mund * Goffron, ' Victor Soverall, 
Joyce Golding A Tony Stuart, 
Edorics (3) , Alain JHagora A Part¬ 
ner, Tommy Ashworth A Lois, 
Bobby Dowds Orch. 

Carroll Levis, Canadian-born 
showman 'who has made his U.K. 
name via spotlighting of. new talent 
in local cities and towns, features 
a mixed bag of aspirants at this 
No. 1 Moss Empire vaudery. As per 
always, many have obvioufcJack of 
professionalism, but loeal interest 
is upheld, a few show, potential, 
and Levis, ace ‘discoverer and with 
a tv marquee name, emcees in pol¬ 
ished style, bringing welcome com¬ 
edy to his questioning ef the kids. 
He features new short hair style 
which gives Mm a younger appear¬ 
ance, and has also slimmed down 
from his former hulk. 

Different newcomers are given 
generous slottings in second seg¬ 
ment of layout, and talent therefore 
rises and drops in standard accord¬ 
ing to who’s on when. There’s obvi¬ 
ously a surplus of skiffle and guitar 
groups around, and singers with a 
modem beat take sl trick. Out¬ 
fronters are used for interesting 
participation, three customers go¬ 
ing up to stage to help assess audi¬ 
ence palming on the mitt meter. 

Victor Soverall, young Trinidad 
singer and a recent winner on A 
Levis tv show, is featured promi¬ 
nently to add- professionalism to 
second half (see New Acts). Edmund 
Goffron, singer from English musi¬ 
cal comedy, scores with “No One 
Could Love You,” “My Heart and 
I,” and links with teenage chirper 
Wendy Bell for “TMs Is My Lovely 
Day” to wind first segment. 

In lightweight support, the three 
Edorics (two *nale$ and a girl) 
shine with well-drilled terping.. 
Joyce Golding and partner Tony 
Stuart burlesque Russian dancing, 
offer an opera travesty, and work 
hard in noisy, undefined act; femme 
has talent that’s still to be shaped, 
Alain Diagora is standard balancing 
act. Tommy Ashworth offers musi¬ 
cal novelty with multi-prop musical 
frame, femme partner working 
puppets from underside. Show¬ 
backing meets all requirements 
iteM •B6bby CWWdsf i<«^^ iGerd.- ' 

Other elements will include 
kinescopes from Russia (already in 
NBC's hands), England, France, 
West Germany and Tokyo; pickups 
from NBC’s Burbank studios in a 
segment to be called “The Fantasy 
Factory,” in which the behind-the- 
scenes production techniques and 
problems will be examined; re¬ 
hearsals of “Matinee Theatre” and 
the General Motors 50th anni spec 
will be earned, with the concen¬ 
trations on the production ele¬ 
ments of the rehearsals. 

Live guests on the show will be 
Berle, Ernie Kovacs and Jack 
Webb. Berle will do a^l5-minute 
serious- turn on the exhaustive 
needs of the medium and how they 
are to be met—where will the new 
comics come from, for example. 
He’ll work out of NBC’s Studio 6B, 
■the studio which was built for him 
when he was “Mr. Television.” 
Kovacs, who’s been under contract 
to all three webs, will talk about 
“the big break,” In his case the 
half-hour show he did a year ago 
on NBC. Webb will discuss the 
impact of television on the motion 
picture business and the introduc¬ 
tion of film to television. 

Still another segment will be de¬ 
voted to pickups from NBC affili¬ 
ates in San Francisco, Detroit, Co¬ 
lumbus (O.), Springfield (Mo.) to 
demonstrate the scope of local 
television and Its position as a 
prime source of talent wMch event¬ 
ually flows into network tv. Show 
later will return to some of those 
cities for visits with local tv critics 
to see whether in their opinion the 
medium* has lived up to its prom¬ 
ise. 

Producer Herb Suss an, who con¬ 
ceived the show, says it will stress 
television’s enormous Impact and 
immediacy. Ah. opening segment 
will comprise a pickup of the Ma¬ 
rine Corps Anniversary Retreat 
ceremony from WasMngton as an 
example of television’s ability to 
bring events into the livlngroom 
as they are, happening: And for a 
closing, the foreign-tv footage will 
stress television’s greatest poten¬ 
tial, according to Sussan—bringing 

[greater understanding among the 
peoples of the world as different 
countries are linked together for 
regular pickups. 

Talent Qaesi . 
~ "r Continued from page I 

European percenter* have long 
objected that American agents 
didn’t face the facts realistically 
when submitting acts for the Eu¬ 
ropean marts and priced them¬ 
selves out of many countries. As 
has heen 4emonsteated to many 
of the top agents, there are a 
large number of U.S, turns work¬ 
ing Europe who hook either 
through European offices or work 
sans agents, who do quite well for 
themselves. Many work regularly 
at rates that they regard as not 
being too bad in relation to their 
regular U.S. salary. • 

Danny Welkes of MCA, who has 
heen in the London office for 
some time studying the European 
markets^ is expected to return 
shortly. Another MCAite from 
New York may replace him. 

Orighnls Back? 
— Continued from page 3 » 

the majors, Loew pointed out. On 
the other hand they can put more 
money into their starting casts 
when they are not saddled by the 
expensive properties. 

Loew is currently prepping 
“Graziella ” from the Italian clas¬ 
sic by de Lemartlne, as his next 
film. He is paging Tony Perkins 
for the lead role, and is talking a 
co-production deal with Titanus 

j Films (Italy) for filming of the 
|property. oi 
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Shows on Broadway 
The Cave Dwellers 

Carmen Capalbo and -Stanley Cfcase 
presentation of play in two acts (one set) 
by William Saroyan. Stars Barry Jones. 
Eugenie Leontovich, Wayne Morris. Fea¬ 
tures Susan Harrison. Directed by Ca¬ 
palbo: set. William Pitkin; costumes. Buth 
Morley; lighting, Lee Watson: production 
manager. Chuck Smith; music, Bernardo 
Segall. At Bijou Theatre* N.Y., Oct. 19. 
*57: $6.25-$5.75 top. 
The Duke. Wayne Morris 
The King. Barry Jones 
The Queen.Eugenie Leontovich 
The Girl .  Susan Harrison 
Gorky .  Ronald Weyand 
His Trainer . Gerald Hiken 
The Mother . Vergel Cook 
Silent Milkman . John Alderman 
Wrecking Boss.Clifton James 
Jamie... ■ ■ ■ Ivan Dixon 
Young Queen.Francine Amdur 

Hardly to anybody's surprise, the 
new William Saroyan play at the 
tiny Bijou, “The Cave Dwellers," 
turns out to be very Saroyanesque. 
Partly realistic, and partly not, this 
is homilectics rendered as histri¬ 
onics. It improves as it progresses 
and ends up rather touchingly sen¬ 
timental in-its determination to 
find human brings lovable and 
gruesome poverty more state of 
mind than anything else. Helping 
its chances for whatever run it 
gets on Broadway is the fact that 
house and production are com¬ 
bined in the Messrs. Carmen Cap* 
albo and Stanley Chase. 

The time is the present and the 
setting Is the stage of an old thea¬ 
tre about to be razed for a housing 
project. In tflls theatre there gath¬ 
ers a motley crew of vaguely un¬ 
happy people suggesting derelicts 
of rugged laissez faire days, since 
none apparently ever heard of a 
relief check and there is no sense 
that they exist in an economy of 
plenty. Saroyan does not attack 
the environment. He just carica¬ 
tures it without seemingly intend¬ 
ing to. 

It is the strange mingling of 
ghastly poverty and sweet-pathetic 
folk in a frame of reality from 
which reality is somehow excluded 
that makes “The Cave Dwellers" 
hard going, especially in the stark 
beginning of the first act, played 
against the actual brick wall of the 
stage. Saroyan includes a dream 
sequence in this act but the whole 
first act has a dream-like faraway¬ 
ness. 

Capalbo’s staging has been de¬ 
tailed both in zeal and imagination 
and to him belongs much credit for 
making this odd offering come 
alive despite its miasmic uncer¬ 
tainties. As with some Saroyan 
plays of the past there is inciden¬ 
tal music provided offstage By pi¬ 
ano, trumpet, clarinet and percus¬ 
sion. Composer is Brazilian Ber¬ 
nardo Segall but Capalbo shares 
the credit on one tune. 

Hollywood veteran Wayne Mor¬ 
ris, making his Broadway stage de¬ 
but, shares the star hilling with 
Barry Jones and Eugenie Leonto¬ 
vich. Morris plays a faded, gentle 
former pugilist whose lifelong 
phobia—“How could I win without 
killing my opponent?"—seems to 
be Saroyan’s message for Act I, 
and for life, second only to his im¬ 
portance of love message. Morris, 
in a modulated, relaxed and like¬ 
able performance, was well re¬ 
ceived at the premiere Saturday 
evening. 

Barry Jones is technically and 
humanly persuasive as the old has- 
been clown. Into his mouth, among 
four or five of the players, Saroyan 
has put many of his philosophical 
comments on life and human na¬ 
ture. As is usual with this author, 
the words are frequently glowing, 
often affectionate, essentially com¬ 
passionate of the perverse pride of 
beggars and misfits. Kindness 
comes out the winner, though Sar¬ 
oyan is never too explicit in his 
preachment. 

There is a moment when Eu¬ 
genie Leontovich and Susan Harri¬ 
son move to the edge of the stage 
and sit legs dangling over it, when 
it begins to loom as a civic respon¬ 
sibility for some playwright to 
dedicate himself to a vehicle for 
Miss Leontovich. Here is virtuosity 
in stage presence, timing and 
sheer flair. It may he that she 
fluffed one or two lines opening 
night. That’s only a guess. More 
to the point is her agility when, 
given a track to run on for a few; 

'moments. Miss Leontovich can 
make the theatre superbly theat¬ 
rical. 

Miss Harrison' is another from 
Hollywood making her Broadway 
debut in the present instance. She, 
too. does well. Again the critical 
kudos may belong as much to the 
director, for the part could be an 
awful washout, the character be¬ 
ing just that. 

Saroyan has written his Act I 
climax in a spirit of mingled dread 
and, religious symbolism. There is 
a wild heating and moaning at the 
door to the stage and a desperate 
struggle of conscience Within 
whether to open the door. It turns 
out to be a pregnant woman, her 

‘RitgnlShetfV husband and his ttaiidd 

bear. Shades of Bethlehem, ajid 
we don’t mean Pennsylvania. 

The hear named Gorky is a won¬ 
derful job of stage getup and is 
played with a fine bearishness by 
Ronald Weyand, His distraught 
keeper, Gerald Hiken, carries part 
of the Saroyan message and his 
wife, who becomes a mother dur¬ 
ing intermission, babbles in ecstasy 
upon the joys of suckling her child. 
There is symbolism, aplenty, in the 
second act when Wayne Morris 
steals milk (to feed the mother, 
silly) and the milkman comes in 
hot pursuit. He turns out to be a 
handsome deafmute milkman 
(John Alderman) and falls in love 
at immediate sight of Miss Harri¬ 
son. And that’s the plot; other than 
kindness and love—not least by a 
tough foreman of wrecking crews, 
likeably played by Clifton James. 

William Pitkin’s design is: per¬ 
haps most successful because it 
seems so lacking in design, like a 
building gone to rot. The non¬ 
descript costuming sweed together 
by Ruth Morley’s seamstresses is 
art in patching. Because of the 
dividing of the action into seg¬ 
ments, and because of the dream 
sequence, the importance of Lee 
Watson's lighting is to be saluted. 

If Saroyan ever condescends to 
write a plotted play in the realistic 
idiom he may crash through with 
a smash. But even after 20 years 
he still hampers his theatricality 
with his Jack-in-the-Pulpit obses¬ 
sions. It says a great deal for his 
writing and for the direction and 
acting that “The Cave Dwellers” 
is ultimately rather engrossing. 
There are moments when it threat¬ 
ens to be boresomely hazy ser¬ 
monizing. Land. 

Nature’* Way 
Alfred de Liagre Jr. presentation of 

comedy in two acts (one set) by Herman 
Woulc. Directed by de Liagre. Features 
Orson Bean, Betsy von Furstenbcrg. 
Audrey Christie, Scott McKay, Robert 
Emhardt, Edmon. Ryan: sets & lighting, 
Donald Oenslager; costumes. Frank 
Thompson. At Coronet Theatre, N.Y!, Oct. 
IB. *57: $5.75 top. 
Billy Turk ..Orson Bean 
Maggie Turk.Betsy von Furstenbcrg 
C.P.A.  James Arenton 
Decorator .. Beatrice Arthur 
Vivian Foies . Scott McKay 
Gilbert Price ... - Edmon Ryan 
Mrs. Fawcett . Audrey Christie 
Dr. Bacher...  Robert Emhardt 
Butler .. Godfrey M. Cambridge 
Waiter ... Joe Silver 
Musician.  Barry Newman 
Rip Vorhees..Sorrel Booke 
Mrs. Vorhees  . Reuee Roy 
Blimper .. Ronald Long 

Herman Wouk, who made a for¬ 
tune from "The Caine Mutiny,” has 
a good deal of joking about income 
tax in his new comedy, "Nature’s 
Way.” This is quite funny and 
under the preposterous predica¬ 
ment of the hero lies the ghastly 
true-life possibilities of large in¬ 
come. But the play is not about 
income tax. Nor about the drugless 
technique of childbirth which gives 
the work its title. One trouble 
with this farce-like comedy is that 
it dashes off in too many direc¬ 
tions, is trying to say too' many 
things on too many subjects. 

Broadway is starved for comedy 
right now and “Nature’s Way” is 
frequently very funny. The writing 
at times is gorgeous. But at other 
moments the proceedings verge on 
the downright silly, like a one-time 
sketch for radio In the old days 
from whence Herman Wouk should 
have graduated. In the present 
instance he has suggested, rather 
than proved, that he can write a 
smash stage comedy. Meanwhile 
he is stuck with his contrivances, 
some of which creak. 

It is always something of a sad¬ 
ness to enumerate the .very real 
virtues of a play that doesn’t come 
off. To this add the scrupulous care 
of producer - director Alfred de 
Liagre Jr., in bringing the script 
into the Coronet. Unfortunately, 
the fine production and actihg 
sometimes tend to expose the play¬ 
wright’s confusion about his own 
intentions. He is extreme but not 
extreme enough for farce and too 
extreme for the character dimen¬ 
sion of comedy. 

Orson Bean’s role exemplifies the 
neither-fish-nor-fowl problem. 
Though witty he is dimwit. Though 
he loves his wife he is snake- 
charmed by an effeminate collabo¬ 
rator, and never knows that the 
latter has designs. An audience 
simply doesn’t know what to think 
of the boy composer and ends up 
by finding him not worth thinking 
about He’s a stick. All the clever 
business and timing worked out by 
Bean and de Liagre only serve to 
magnify the unreality of the char¬ 
acter as drawn, or rather not I 
drawn. So, too, the very realism, 
of. Betsy von Furatenberg within a i 
farce situation does not carry along 
but shows up the make-believe. 
That she displays a new maturity! 
of skill is somehow lost in these cir-: 
cumstances. 

The best, giggles In the piece 
are triggered by incidental slde- 
dhataefers "that: pop mi] laud* *off 

stage, starting with the jolly C.P.A. 
and his $100,000 mistake. Wouk 

i has dug back to the old music halls 
for the nance by-play between the 
librettist and a waiter in the final 
scene. Joe Silver as the one in the 
white jacket and Scott McKay as 
the one with, money do a real Savoy 
& Brennon. 

Barry Newman contributes a 
delightful character cameo as an 
all-gone jazz hipcat who comes to 
play the incidental music at the 
reading of the prospective musical. 
Is this the first use on stage of this 
familiar Manhattan phenomenon— 
the run-through for investors? This 
is one, of the over-supply of pro¬ 
vocative ideas Wouk has toyed with 
in passing. : 

Among those present at the read¬ 
ing is a juri-arrived British critic 
nicely interpreted by Bonald Long. 
Also included is a fatuous broad¬ 
cast executive, who might be you- 
know from the guesswhich net¬ 
work. Sorrell Booke renders, him 
plausible and Renee Boy makes 
equally plausible his overdressed, 
stunning, imbecile wife. 

A butler bit is nicely handled by 
Godfrey M. Cambridge in the first 
act. He’s on a high protein diet 
and that explains the meat bills. 
The flamboyant felonies of a phony 
interior decorator are whammed 
cross by Beatrice Arthur. 

Yet in this galTery of comic side- 
characters that able farceur, Robert 
Emhardt, never quite gets started 
for the sufficient Teason that his 
lines and situations as a baby doc¬ 
tor leap farce and become far¬ 
fetched. 

With the central couple boohs 
(and the ingenue pregnant through¬ 
out) Wouk has created a back¬ 
ground romance between the girl's 
mother, Audrey Christie, and a 
Broadway millionaire producer, 
agreebaly impersonated by Edmon 
Ryan. 

Miss Christie , handles - herself 
with her customary authority and 
it is pleasant to see her work even 
though against handicaps. Because 
there are so many characters, so 
many scattered bits and so many 
epigrams to he accommodated, all 
of the characters tend to be neg¬ 
lected in the writing throughout. 
This is true of Scott McKay, even 
while provided with a literary 
poseur vocabulary, possibly taken 
from life, 

There are no records to quote, 
but surely half a dozen farces in 
recent years have climaxed with 
the collapse of a wall or some elab¬ 
orate prop. Now that Wouk has 
gotten his collapsed wall (courtesy 
Donald Oenslager) out of his sys¬ 
tem, and unlocked the excess bag¬ 
gage from his radio days, he should 
proceed to get on with his talents, 
which are notable. Broadway needs 
him. Land. 

Can’t Tell The Players In Opera 
[EVEN WITH A PROGRAM] 

Opera reviewers on two of the metropolitan dailies last week 
misidentified male singers in the N. Y. City Center revival of the 
Spanish opera, ‘La Vida Breve.” Such misidentifications are pe¬ 
culiarly possible with obscure operas or obscure singers and part 
of the danger is created by maui'gement in falling to provide 
unmistakable labelling, possibly because they are slaves to the 
original credits, no matter how unsatisfactory. 

In the instance of “La Vida Breve,” an important tenor (Paul 
Huddleston) was pegged only as “Worker in the Forge” though 
there were several other singers there, too. Clearer identification 
would have been “The Blacksmith.” 

Since opera is still very much “on the make” in the U.S., why 
not make it as easy as possible for the peasants to feel at home? 
Tradition is not so sacred that it should perpetuate confusion. 
At almost any performance of almost any opera members of the 
audience can be heard conjecturing who's who on the stage. 

When grandpa went to the theatre—legit or opera—he found 
the program credits fairly fulsome in setting forth the inter¬ 
personal relationships in the story. It Was assumed that people 
were interested in the story and the characters and the program 
could help. Nowadays it’s considered too uncosmopolitan'to ex¬ 
plain. If people don’t know, let them suffer. Maybe when they 
don't feel at home, they’ll decide to stay at home. 

The trouble with professionals frequently is that they decline 
to condescend. It might help the boxoffice, if they .did. It couldn't, 
hurt Land. 

Under Milk Wood 
Gilbert Miller. Roger L. Stevens, Henry 

Sherek presentation p£ two-act (one set) 
play by Dylan. Thomas. Features Donald 
Houston, Diana Maddox. Francis Comp¬ 
ton, Powys Thomas* Catherine Dolan. 
Joan NeweU, Buddug-Mair Powell, Guy 
Spauil, Alastalr Duncan, Lisa Daniels. 
Staged by Douglas Cleverdon; settings, 
Raymond Sovey; costumes. Kathryn 
Miller. At Henry Miller Theatre, >N.Y., 
Oct. 15, *57; S5.75 top. 

Cast: Donald Houston* narrator; Diana 
Maddox. Francis Compton, Powys Thomas, 
Catherine Dolan, Joan Newell, Buddug- 
Mair Powell, Guy Spauil. Alastair Duncan. 
Lisa Daniels, Pirie MacDonald, Richard 
Longman* Charles Tyner* Walter Thom¬ 
son, Donald Ewer, Olive Dunbar. Muriel 
Ault, Christine Thomas, Pauline Flanagan, 
Carson Woods, Suzanne' Shell, Peggy Turn- 
ley, Audrey Ridgwell, Donald Moffat, Tom 
Clancy, Patricia Devon, Dorothy Rice* 
Toby Stevens, Raymond McHugh, Kath¬ 
arine Dunfee, Tony Atkins, Ina Beth 
Cummins. 

Radio is seldom mentioned 
nowadays as a literary source in 
America, so one arresting fact 
about “Under Milk Wood” is its 
having been commissioned by and 
first performed on the BBC. Here 
is a special kind of import indeed— 
literary, offbeat, -often distin¬ 
guished, full of acid and bite, rich 
in earthy characterization. That 
such uniqueness in part fights 
prospective Broadway tenure is 
perhaps a bit sad. The play is 
fortunate to be in the Henry Miller, 
the right fit, and to be reasonably 
geared as to operating costs. That 
it could match its London run of 
six months is not expected. 

The radio origin (viz., for ear 
alone) of the work is the measure 
of its dependence upon word and 
phrase. Seldom has a stage pro¬ 
duction demanded closer attention, 
for to lose the words, because of 
a movement or cough in the audi¬ 
ence, is to lose contact. “Under 
Milk Wood” is free verse. It is 
rhetoric. Amidst so much verbali¬ 
zation the staging is almost ex¬ 
traneous visualization. 

In his current posthumous vogue 
the Welsh poet Dylan Thomas is 
seen to have been language-intox¬ 
icated and a-bawdy fellow along’ 
the way. The foundation here is 
not plot,, not clash, not suspense, 
not the usual theatrical tricks at 
all. Hty vivid play is with words. 
They rush and surge, geyser and 
cascade, -sometimes savage, some- 
- - » 2 ^Qckftlnued. on -page- 72) 

Torandot 
Opera by Giacomo Puccini with libretto 

by G Adam! and R. SimonL Conducted by 
Julius Ridel; staged* by Vladimir Rosing; 
scenery by H. A. Condell; masks and 
makeup by Michael Arahansky; choreog¬ 
raphy by Robert Joffrey. At N.Y. City 
Center* Oct. 9, 1957; $3.80 top. 
Turandot ............... Frances Yeend 
Liu ...Adele Addison 
Timur ..Joshua Hecht 
Prince Calaf ....Giuseppe Gismondo 
Ping ..  John Reardon 
Pang .V...... David Williams 
Pong .  Paul Huddleston 
Emperor... Loren Driscoll 
Mandarin...  Arthur Newman 
Persian Prince ...- Michael Arshansky 

Season’s opener at the City Cen¬ 
ter (which now has a new electric 
sign <out front) attended strictly to 
the business of presenting grand 
opera. Resultantly Julius Rudel, 
veteran of 12 years of ’assistant 
conducting and now general -di¬ 
rector, did not awake to hate him¬ 
self in the morning, the fate last 
autumn of Eric Leinsdorf who tried 
for a tour de force via a topicalized 
“Orpheus in the Underworld” and 
skidded into the worst set of pans 
ever handed opera on 55th Street. 

'Simply by avoiding all hanky- 
panky and would-be intellectual 
cabaret valuel, the Rudel regime 
was hound to get off the launching 
platform like it was headed some¬ 
where. That the opening “Turan¬ 
dot” production was, with only 
trifling reservations, artistically 
firstrate assured happy notices for 
Rudel both as an official and as a 
conductor. To make the Center’s 
joy more joyous there’s the brand- 
new grant from the'Ford Founda¬ 
tion thanks to which a spring sea¬ 
son is in prospect.* 

“Turandot” was not quite com¬ 
plete when its composer died. It is 
not Puccini’s most popular work 
hut shows him rising musically be¬ 
yond his own earlier idiom. There 
is an almost Wagner-like concen¬ 
tration on story and score and no 
prearranged setups for the singers 
to invite or accept ovations. True 
to this spirit, Rudel whipped up 
the orchestra and rode down, 
Valkyrie fashion, an audience (or 
claque?) attempt to hold up the 
proceedings opening night for Giu¬ 
seppe Gismondo, a tenor of much 
vocal felicity but some immaturity 
as an actor, who was making his 
debut. 

The late H. A. Cond^l’s scenery, 
how eight years old, was spruced 
up for the revival and the costumes 
were mostly new. These were satis- i 
factory, Prince Calaf’s getup ex- { 
cepted. (Hard to be dashing in 
that number*) A few little awk- ] 
wardnesses, as >rith the banner at 
the ending and the stage business 
for Ping, Pang and Pong, do not 
discount the general competence of 
Vladimir Rosing’s staging of the 
crowded scenes, given the shallow 
stage here. 

Singing was of a sustained excel¬ 
lence. Gismondo earned respect for 
his voite and Frances Yeend, her 
blondeness turned brunet for the 
occasion, reminded the audience 
that she is deservedly the center’s 
de luxe diva. Adele Addison as the 
faithful sweetheart who commits 
suicide wrapped up the first act in 
artistic ribbons and scored a per¬ 
sonal triumph that should enhance 
her career. Joshua Hecht’s Timur 
perhaps calls for the spotlight of 
special mention. 

“Turandot” will be given three! 
performances during the present! 
repertory season. Though not too 
satisfying an, opera over*T “ ' 
unity and faiisical fehirie? £8 

was very definitely done right by 
on the present occasion, especially 
at the Center’s-bargain prices. 

Land. 

La Vide Breve 
To make a showcase for Jose 

Iturbi’s U.S. debut last Thursday 
night (17) as an opera conductor, 
Micheal de Falla’s 1905 Spanish 
opera, “La Vida Breve” (The Brief 
Life) fitted with the Center’s func¬ 
tion as (1) doer of the seldom done 
and (b) the town’s equivalent df 
Opera Comique, which doesn't 
mean this was at all comical. The 
plot: gypsy madly loves upper-class 
snob who iilts her, whereupon the 
gypsy dies at his feet of a broken 
heart, spoiling his ^wedding party. 

The de Falla score is rich in 
melody. It could well he popular 
With Americans if sufficiently ex¬ 
posed. It helps that there are 
openings for lively Spanish chore¬ 
ography, provided and led in this 
instance by Carola Goyar and 
Matteo. 

The stilted and dated hook is a 
drawback, however. It would per¬ 
haps be unfair to put too much 
blame on the staging (Jean Dal- 
rymple’s debut in opera) for 
there’s not much to be done for a. 
story with only one conflict inci¬ 
dent. The borrowed (from Bar¬ 
celona Opera) scenery of Manuel 
Muntanola was helpful, the hired 
costumes were serviceable though 
not the right fit for the towering 
cad (Richard Casilly), hut the re¬ 
vival (last done' 26 years ago at 
Met) was only moderately success¬ 
ful at the press opening, following 
a single preview performance. - 

Consuelo Rubio (debut) sang 
well as the gypsy, though the soul 
torment was hard to convey by ges¬ 
ture alone. Paul Huddleston, in a 
leather apron as blacksmith, sang 
superlatively well in a small side- 
role, and Mignon Dunn impressed 
as the grandmother. 

Preceding was a curtain-raiser 
ballet of the same composer, “El 
Amor Brujo,” on which, there had ^ 
been a last-minute switch 'of chore¬ 
ographer; Result was . puzzling*- 
Music was exquisite, hut the danc¬ 
ers never quite began to dance* 
Just when it seemed ^likely there 
Was another exit. One girl’s, rou¬ 
tine was nothing hut hand gestures. 
Typical of haste in production, the 
dancer called “The Spectre” (Don 
de Natale) appeared in chalk-face 
with his neck showing his own 
flesh—lazy-like on the makeup. 
Gloria Lane, from “The Consul” 
and “Saint of Bleecker% Street," 
sang.the intermittent solo admir¬ 
ably. Land. 

Three Weeks Is Terminus 
For Vineland Musicals 

* Vineland, Ont., Oct. 22. 
Nat Goodwin’s skedded- 12-week 

season of musical stock at Garden 
Centre Theatre here halted abrupt¬ 
ly Saturday after three weeks,, 
while a new show was rehearsing. 
Business had been O.K., though 
nothing like that done by “My 
Fur Lady,” which sparked the mu¬ 
sical idea. 

However, it’s understood Good¬ 
win is considering transferring the 
operation to Toronto—where “My 
Fur Lady,” professionalized Mc¬ 
Gill tT. revusical, has grossed #79,- 
256 in three weeks, and Is rebooked 
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Paris Dean ofMime at Actors Studio 
Etienne DeCroux Discusses Acting, Dancing And 
‘Horizontal’ Emotion—What’* With ‘The Method’? 

4-:-—- 

Music Tents Are Still Spreading; 
6 New Spots Planned Next Summer 
-,---*■ 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 
New York’s much discussed-and- 

satirlzed Actors’ Studio has im¬ 
ported from Paris the reputed 
high priest of the art of mime, 
Etienne Decroux. He’s given four 
lecture-demonstrations to date and 
his .presence, has given rise to the 
(buzz jn the actor hoites of Broad¬ 
way that “The Method” is being 
expanded. This may be stating it 
too broadly, but some sort of .an 
impact is implicit and -some sort 
of an experiment is in progress. 

Decroux has introduced his con¬ 
cepts of modern mime in many of 
the chief cities of Europe. It is 
generally thought that he is in 

• Manhattan because of the furore 
among students of acting caused 
by his pupil Marcel Marceau and 
the knowledge that Jean-Louis 
Barrault and Alvin Epstein also 
are pupils. 

“The Method” is the popular 
name for the frame of reference 
at the Actors Studio. It is a way 
of life on the American stage. The 
studio which exists on the energies 
an^; largesse of Lee Strasberg, Elia 
Kazan and Cheryl Crawford (phis 
some, benefits) does not accept en¬ 
rollments, but extends invitations. 
It is not a school.' There are no 
classes. 

The favored analogy is to a labo¬ 
ratory of emotion, with, a group of 
pundits gathered for heavy ponder¬ 
ing. This is where Etienne De¬ 
croux comes ip. .He is more than 
the “dean” of Paris mime; he is 
also its philosopher. 

Speaking only French, Decroux: 
was interviewed by this Vajuzty 

character through the interpreter 
services of Dr. Saul Colin of 
Broadway’s Senior Dramatic Work¬ 
shop, where the visitor is also 
teaching. (Decroux will later hit 
some of the universities, with dra¬ 
matic technique curricula — and 
will be at the Actors’ Studio at 
least four monthsj 

Decroux is a critic of acting first 
of all, and at a guess, far tougher 
than any of the critics now writing 
for the local public. His comments 
are larded with Gallic wit. Of 
dancers he remarks that their art 
is “vertical” and their interest cen¬ 
tered on grace rather than* emo¬ 
tion. “The lightness of their 
bodies sometimes has Its echo in 
their heads.” He has them occa¬ 
sionally as pupils. “They come to 
me, 'but usually they do not remain 
with me.” ^ 

Mime as a kind of acting and an 
(Continued^ on page 72) 

Grist Mill Partnership 
Capital Raised at Rar 

Of Sardi’s, Says Kennedy 
The Grist Mill-Playhouse, An¬ 

dover, N. J., earned about 82% 
profit on $10,000 capitalization last 
summer. That’s the estimate of 
Harold J. Kennedy, who’s been 
operating the straWhatter for the 
past two seasons. During his first 
semester at the spot, Kennedy 
claims the barn netted 57% on a 
$9,000 stake. 

The financing of the operation is 
on a limited partnership basis re¬ 
stricted to 4 single season. Those 
involved in backing Kennedy** in¬ 
itial Andover season were given 
first crack at putting up fresh 
money for the 1957 stanza. Ken¬ 
nedy asserts that most of the coin 
put up for the two seasons was 
raised at the bar in Sardi’s. 

Backers of the 1957- operation, 
besides Kennedy; who put up 
$1,800, included Julius Ochs Adler 
Jr., of the N. Y. Times, $350; Ira 
Ashley, staff director for CBS 
radio, $200; actor Eric Berry, $50; - 
Harvey Breifc formerly of the 
N. Y. Times Sunday Book Review i 
section, $850; Breifs wife, Patricia,; 
$100; Broadway company-general 
manager Carl Fisher; $800; actress 
Paillette Girard, $50; actor Alan 
Hewitt, $250; actor Charles Hoh- 
jnas, $200, and actress Frances A. 
Xolar, $750. 

Also, N.. Y. Herald Tribune 
drama editor Bert McCord, $200; 
actress MUllcent Martin, $50; Said 
Oura, of Masque Sound Engineer¬ 
ing, $250; Warner E. Perkinson, of 
the N. Y. Times, $100; Catherine 
Preston, wife of actor Robert Pres¬ 
ton, *$1^250, and Leopold Proser, 
brother of nitery operator Monte 
FrOseiv $750. . 

Guild Shifts Hub Preem 
Patrons to 5:30 Showing 

Boston, Oct. 22. 
Theatre Guild first-nighters 

have been shifted to a special twi¬ 
light performance, of “Time Re¬ 
membered” at the Colonial to¬ 
morrow (Wed.). The Helen 
Hayes-Richard Burton-Richard 
Strasberg starrer tonight (Tues.) is 
a virtual advance sellout for its 
two-week stand. 

To make everything come out 
even and allow the Hub critics and 
other regular first nighters seats, 
the Theatre Guild had to trans¬ 
fer its first-night subscribers to 
-the special performance starting 
at 5:30 p.m. 

Figure Hunting’ 

On the basis of its recent box- 
office pickup, “Happy Hunting” 
now appears a possibility to recoup 
its $400,000 production cost. .The 
Ethel Merman starrer has six more 
weeks to go and remains about 
$80,000 in the red. It earned about 
$15,000 last week on a gross of 
nearly $62,100. It’s due to fold 
Nov. 30, for a run of 412 perform¬ 
ances at the Majestic Theatre, 
N. Y. 

The National Broadcasting Co., 
which has a $150,000 stake in the 
Jo Mielziner production, is report¬ 
edly considering a telecast of the 
show, with Miss Merman repeating 
her starring performance. How¬ 
ever, the network has given no 
notice to the legit management of 
a desire to use any of the costumes, 
props or scenery.* 

Howard Lindsay and Russel 
Crouse wrote the book for “Happy 
Hunting,” while* Matt Dubey prot 
vided the lyrics and Harold Karr 
the music. Abe Burrows directed. 

COST HOLDS ELECTION; 
LARSEN NAMED PREXY 
John Lkrsen, manager of the 

Sacandaga Park CN.Y.) Summer 
Theatre, was elected president of 
the Council of Stock Theatres for 
a two-year term at a recent meet¬ 
ing of the organization in New 
York. He succeeds Charles Moon¬ 
ey, of the Cape Playhouse, Dennis 
Mass. 

Others elected to two-year terms 
'a£ officers in the organization, 
which represents star operations 
on the strawhat circuit, were Ron 
R&wson (John Drew Theatre, East 
Hampton, L.L), vice president, and 
Grace Powers (Ivy 'Tower Play¬ 
house, Spring Lake, N.J.), secre¬ 
tary. Re-elected for a two-year 
stretch *s treasurer was S. M. 
Handelsman, of the Playhouse-in- 
the-Park, Philadelphia. 
• Board members elected for a 

one*year term were Mooney, John 
Lane (Ogunqqlt (Me.) Playhouse), 
Michael Ellis (Bucks .County (Pa.) 
Playhouse), Elliot Martin (Famous 
Artists County Playhouse, Fayette¬ 
ville, N.Y.) and Rowena Stevens 
(Pocono Playhouse, Mountainhome, 
Pa.), The organization has sched¬ 
uled its next meeting for Nov.'4 
at the HobelSheraton-Astor, N.Y. • 

Tedd’s Gardei Party 
A Legit Bally Boost 

Mike Todd’s "“Around the World 
in 80 Days” clambake at Madison 
Square Garden, N. Y., last Thurs¬ 
day • (17) Is figured to have given 
Broadway legit a cuffo promotion 
ride. That’s indicated by the flock 
of requests for legit dueats by out- 
of-town drama-film reviewers in 
town for the Todd shindig. 

Although the affair backfired on 
Todd, with, most of his “chums” 
feeling like chumps for attending 
the clipped windding, it’s assumed 
that the. visiting" scribes will de¬ 
vote some hometown'space to the 

i shows caqght w?uif in New. York., 

Shaftesbury Gone 
London, Oct. 22. 

London’s Shaftesbury Thea¬ 
tre, which was blitzed in 1940, 
is not to be rebuilt. The site 
has been requisitioned by Lon¬ 
don County Council for a fire 
station. 

At a meeting,' the Council 
was asked to reconsider the 
decision-in view of „ the part 
the Council has bgd.,in the 
death of the St. Jama’s The¬ 
atre, 

Vancouver Plots 
Tattoo Spec As 

Vancouver, Oct. 22. 
The Vancouver Festival /of the 

Arts, scheduled for next July, is 
shaping up. French mime Marcel 
Marceau has been tagged for the 
venture by artistic director Nicho¬ 
las Goldschmidt, who recently re¬ 
turned for a two-week European 
trip. 

Goldschmidt also brought back 
Brigadier Alisdair Maclean, stager 
of the Edinburgh Festival’s mili¬ 
tary tattoo. Maclean is examining 
the possibility of putting on a 
similar tattoo for the local festival. 

Lister Sinclair’s untitled play 
commemorating this British Co-] 
lumbia province’s centennial cele¬ 
bration next year will be directed 
for production during the festival 
by British stager Douglas Seale. 
The lead in the Festival presenta¬ 
tion of “Don Giovanni,” to be 
directed by Dr. Gunther Rennert, 
is scheduled to be played by 
George London, of the Metropoli¬ 
tan Opera. 

‘SOFT’ FOLD LOSS 60G; 
NBC’S PIC-TY RIGHTS 

“The Soft Touch,” straight come¬ 
dy jettisoned during rehearsals re¬ 
cently by producers Robert E. Grif¬ 
fith, Harold S.'Prince and George 
Abbott, represents a probable loss 
of about $60,000, including option 
payments, rehearsal and two weeks’ 
performance* salaries for the cast, 
scenic and costume bills and the¬ 
atre advances. At least some of 
the coin would presumably be re¬ 
couped if the play were ultimately 
done. 

The authors, film writer-director 
Claude Binyon and Mac Edwards, 
the latter a nom-de-plume for a 
Coast physician, plan-to attempt a 
major revision of the script, chief¬ 
ly involving drastic vitalizing of 
the second and third acts.. Its a 
farce with a hospital ‘ highjinks 
motivation. Collabs returned to the 
Coast to get started on the assign¬ 
ment. 

The National Broadcasting Co., 
which supplied the entire financing 
for the show on a pre-production 
deal, owns the film and tv rights 
to the script, but the stage rights 
revert to the co-authors unless Grif¬ 
fith, Prince and Abbott get a satis¬ 
factory rewrite of the script and 
revive the now-abandoned Broad¬ 
way production. 

NBC’s pre-production deal called 
for $75,000 down payment, plus 
contingent bonus payments up to 
$75,000 additional. Of course, the 
initial $75,000 is all that’s involved 
unless the play is ultimately pro¬ 
duced on Broadway, 

“Soft Touch” constitutes the first 
cropper for Griffith and Prince, 
whose previous producing ventures 
have included “Pajama Game,” 
"Damn Yankees” and “New Girl 
In Town ” all in partnership with 
Frederick Brisson, and the recent¬ 
ly-opened “West Side Story,” . in 
partnership with Roger L. Stevens. 

Marnik’s One-Acters 
A trio of one-act plays by Burt 

Marnik,- collectively titled “The 
Twisting Road,” will be presented 
weekends only beginning Nov. 15 
at the Local 1-S Auditorium, N, Y. 
Previews rill be held the two 
weekends proceeding the official 
preem. 

The 'cast for the production, 
which will operate under an. Equi¬ 
ty off-Broadway contract, includes 
Clarice Taylor, with James Mc¬ 
Mahon directing. j 

‘Ente^taiiier’ to Provinces, 
Then Back in London 

London, Oct. 22, 
John Osborne’s play, “The En¬ 

tertainer,” currently starring Sir 
Laurence Olivier at the Palace 
Theatre Is scheduled to make a 
four-week out of town tour and 
then return to the Palace for an¬ 
other season. 

The present season winds Nov. 
2. The play will then be presented 
in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Oxford and 
New Brighton. It will return to 
London on Dec. 2 for a further 
seven week run. 

Guilds Tamest’ 
Set (or London 

“Who’s Earnest,” tiled out by 
*he Theatre Guild on television a 
fortnight ago, has been optioned 
by the'producing organization for 
legit presentation. The property, 
a musical adaptation by Anne 
Croswell and Lee Pockriss of Os¬ 
car Wilde’s “The Importance of 
Being Earnest,” was preemed by 
the Guild as a hour-long tv entry 
on “U.S. Steel Hour.” 

The authors are working on the 
full-length legit edition, which the 
Guild plans to present first in 
London and then *on Broadway. 
It’s one of the projects Lawrence 
Langner, co-administrator of the 
Guild, will work on while in Lon¬ 
don. He left for England last 
Monday (21). Another musical 
version of the Wilde classic toured 
the strawhat circuit last summer 
under the title “Half in Earnest.” 
It was adapted, by British author- 
composer Vivian Ellis. 

Besides revamping “Earnest” 
Miss Croswell and Pockriss have 
completed the hook for a musical 
adaptation of “Huckleberry Finn,” 
which the Guild will also present 
on the “Steel” video stanza Nov. 
20. The music and lyrics for that 
entry are being supplied by Frank 
Luther. 

Besides, the legit pickup by the 
Guild, another offshoot of the 
“Earnest” telecast is that Dorothy 
Collins, who appeared in the 
show, has been offered a lead role 
in the forthcoming Broadway pro¬ 
duction of “Captain's Paradise.” 

David Alexander, who directed 
“Earnest” on television, has also 
been tagged for two more “Steel” 
shows. Alexander, Miss Collins, 
Miss Crosswell and Pockriss are 
all managed by Hillard Elkins, 
who packaged the “Earnest” tv 
presentation. 

ALLEY TO LOSE COIN 
ON SELLOUT ‘GARDEN’ 

Houston, Oct. 22. 
. Alley Theatre, celebrating its 

10th anniversary with a special 
four-week offering of “The Chalk 
Garden,” starring $igne Hasso, is 
enjoying boxoffice landslide. 

But even with every seat in 215- 
seat arena house sold on stx-per- 
week basis, production will mean 
red Ink in the books, manager Bar¬ 
ney Sanders said. 

*We have gone all out in cast¬ 
ing his play as a 10th anniversary 
special, and it is costing much 
more than usual .budget would 
allow.” 

Play opened Oct 3 with approval 
of three local critics. Nov. 3 is 
skedded closing date. 

ChorusRehearsal 
l_By TOM WEATHERLY-J 

I love to watch the coryphees 
Making with the dimpled knees, 

Stepping -patterns on the floor 
From the rhythms in the score. 

Each a poem of gossamer grace, 
With, perhaps, a dirty face; 

Lively sprites of make-believe 
Who restore my Joie de vivre. 

Yes, I love those shapely elves; 
Counting grimly to themselves: 

Sans the makeup and the light— 
Even then they’re sheer delight 

New musical tents are in the off¬ 
ing for next year. The prospective 
canvas-top spread thus far takes in 
Canada, Miami, Storrowton,- Mass., 
Colonie, N. Y-, and an undesig¬ 
nated locale. 

Planning to put up a teepee at 
an undisclosed site are Lee Guber, 
Frank Ford and Shelly Gross. If 
the project materializes, it’ll mark 
the fourth tent for the trio, who 
last summer operated the Valley 
Forge (Pa.) Music Fair, the West- 
bury (L.I.) Musical Tent and the 
Camden County (N.J.) Music Fair. 

The establishment of a tunetent 
on the Eastern States Exposition 
grounds in Storrowton is a possi¬ 
bility for next summer. Response 
to feelers for local reaction to 
such a move have been favorable 
and the Exposition, which is a 
non-profit operation, is consider¬ 
ing renting facilities for a canvas- 
top to an outside management. 

As previously reported in Var¬ 
iety, a $200,000 tent is proposed 
for Toronto, Canada^ and a music 
tent circuit in Florida resort cities, 
to be launched with a 1,800-seat 
canvas-top in Miami,'is also in the 
works. Eddie Rich, who operated 
a barn at Sacrandaga, N. Y.f for 
three seasons prior to its being 
razed by fire in 1955, Is planning to 
put up the Colonie tent. 

Hit Tables’ Insures 
Continued Operation 

Of Locust in Philly 
Philadelphia, Oct. 22, 

Sock run of “Separate Tables” 
concluded Oct. 12 at the Locust 
St Theatre has insured continued 
Independent operation of former 
Shubert-managed playhouse, Al- 

j. though Rockefeller - ANTA - Asia 
Foundation-sponsored Dancers of 
India, skedded to open last night 
(Mon.), has been cancelled. Locust 
has five new bookings on its roster. 

Allentown’s Manny Davis, new 
operator, was heartened by the 
boff returns of “Tables.” Davis got 
off to a bad start with Shelley 
Winters’ ill-fated ‘The Saturday 
Night Kid*,” but came back strong 
with the two-part Rattigan drama. 

“We did $10,000 in business Sat- . 
urday alone with sold out matinee 
and evening shows,” Davis said. 
“With our capacity of 1,615, a pro¬ 
duction can regain a lot of lost 
ground with a good Friday and 
Saturday.” 

Other attractions set for the Lo¬ 
cust include “One Foot in the 
Door,” June Havoc starring. Nov. 
6; “The Genius and the Goddess,” 
with Nancy Kelly and Alan Webb, 
Nov. 18; the Ballet Theatre, Nov. 
25; “Damn Yankees,” in a two-and- 
a-balf week return engagement, 
Dec. 26, and Sheppard Kerman’s 
“Cut of the Axe,” Jan. 13. 

The First Nighters Club, a group 
organized for the Shubert managed 
houses which brings patrons into 
the sparsely attended early week 
performances, at $1 per, doesn’t 
apply any longer at the Locust. 
Davis wants no part of the First 
Nighters and instead has signed up 
agents to seek group business and 
theatre parties for his house. 

Ojfcher Davis innovations include 
i personal contatet with the boxoffice 
on all ticket inquiries; a new and 
liberal press policy with first and 
second night lists as in New York; 
and show buses (an automotive ver¬ 
sion of the show trains) to bring in 
customers from the upstate towns. 

]Shipfey’s Paris Mission 
For N.Y. Critics Circle 

Paris, Oct 22. 
Joseph T. Shipley, drama critic 

The New Leader, N. Y. weekly, 
is here to spend a week seeing the 
Paris shows and. to confer with the 
International Drama Critics So¬ 
ciety, as the official representative 
of the N. Y. Drama Critics Circle. 
The Circle named Shipley as Its 
rep on the board of the world 
group, which was formed here 
about a year ago. What Shipley 
hopes to find out is how member¬ 
ship cards are issued, how entry to 
theatres around the world are ef¬ 
fected, who pays whom how much? 

When he gets the answers he’ll 
report back to the boys on Broad¬ 
way. 
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Urge Hub Mayor to Use Loews State 
As Arts Centre; Shuberts SeH Colonial 

\ BOgtdn, Oct. 22. 
A - Krsdlutltm Va$ -introduced in 

Boston City .Council today (Tues.) 
calling on Mayor John B. Hunes. to 
arrange for the use of Loew’s 
State Theatre, 3,500-seat film 
house, “for such cultural activities 
as the opera, ballet and musical 
shows in order that Boston may 
suffer no loss of cultural advan¬ 
tage or prestige” from the demise 
of the Boston Opera House. 

The resolution, filed by Coun¬ 
cilor Gabriel F. Piemonte, was 
based on a proposal present in a 
column last week by Elliot Nor¬ 
ton. drama critic of the Boston 
Daily Record. The suggestion 
tha* the theatre be used as a con¬ 
vention hall and cutural center 
until the city builds its planned 
auditorium on the side of the 
$100^000,000 Prudential Life In¬ 
surance Co. project in the Back 
Bay- 

Norton conceived the idea al¬ 
most as soon as the sale of the 
Opera House to Northeastern U. 
was arrounced. He con¬ 
ferred with Loew’s northeast divi¬ 
sion manager Charles Kurtzman, 
who announced, “If the city will 
rebate the taxes, I think I can ar¬ 
range to let Boston have the the- 
a’re without cost.” 

It would cost the city about 
$50,000 to remodel the theatre to 
accommodate large musical pro¬ 
ductions. But, Kurtzman pointed 
out that on a percentage basis the 
Royal Balle", which used the the¬ 
atre for only five days, would have 
had to pay the city $30,000 as 
rent. 

Ane Shubert House Left 
The Shuberts, who formerly had 

virtually complete control of the 
Boston legit situation, are now 
down to the operation of a single 
theatre/* Sale of the Colonial* last 
week to Scarborough House left 
the once-domihant firm with only 
the Shubert Theatre. Only a few 
years ago they had six legit spots 
in the Hub. 

Last season the Majestic was 
leased as a film theatre and was 
renamed the Saxon. The Wilbur 
was dropped and reverted to New 
England Theatres. It's now operat¬ 
ing as an incVe legiter, with former 
Shubert local manager Michael J. 
Kavanagh doing the booking. 

The Plymouth was leased earlier 
this season as a picture house, be¬ 
coming the Gary. The Opera 
House was sold and is being de¬ 
molished. The Copley, long dark, 
was leased as a ftlmery. And now 
the Colonial has been sold, at a re¬ 
ported price of $1,250,000, or about 
$400,000 more than the Shuberts 
paid for it in 1952. 

The Shubert Theatre, still under 
the Shubert banner, has been the 
key legit house in Boston for many 
years. It seats 1,717 and is re- 
garder as the choice location for 
musical shows. 

ScuIIy-Morris Oldie. 
Up For B’way Production 
“What Made Alexander Run? ” a 

farce written by Variety columnist 
Frank Scully and Jack Morris 10 
years ago, has been optioned for 
Broadway production next spring 
by Ray V. Johnson, a television 
producer. 

Another play, George Batson’s 
“Celia,” which was tried out at the 
Bucks County Playhouse, New 
Hope, Pa., in 1953, has been 

. marked for Broadway production 
i by Johnson and Charles R. Wood, 
1 a former Broadway stage manager. 
I Rowland Leigh will direct “Celia” 
I and Donald Oenslager will de- 
; sign the scenery and light the 
! show. 

Anna Wiman Has ‘Guest’ 
On Tryout for London 

London,. Oct. 22. j 
“Be My Guest?” by Canadian j 

newspaperwoman Mary Dukes, ac-.j 
quired by Anna Deere Wiman on a ‘ 
recent visit to the Dominion, 
opened a try-out in Brighton yes¬ 
terday (Mon,) under her manage¬ 
ment. 

Starring Jane Baxter and Dennis 
Price, the production will be 
brought to the West End as soon 
as a suitable theatre becomes 
available. 

RIVAL VERSIONS OF 
ANTIQUE‘SHULAMIT’ 

Tel Aviv, Oct. 9. 
The Israeli season nas made a 

curious start with two of its reper¬ 
tory theatres premiering the same 
old operetta, “Shulamit” by Abra¬ 
ham Goldfadden, founder of. the 
first 19th century Jewish theatre 
group and first author-composer of 
operettas in the Yiddish vernacular. 
Born in Poland 1840, Goldfadden 
took the Yiddish operetta all round 
the Eastern-European states but 
later emigrated to the United States 
and died in New York 1908. 

His rather showy-sentimental but 
theatrically effective plays with 
music have heen revived in Various 
forms periodically both in Israel 
and other countries. One of the* 
Israel “Ohel” Theatre’s greatest 
hits in the past decade was the re¬ 
vival of Goldfadden’s “The Witch,” 
in a new musical dressing by Jeru¬ 
salem composer Marc Levry. For 
this reason, the Theatre commis¬ 
sioned Lavry to refurbish the score 
also of “Shulamit" and premiered 
the piece to open the present sea¬ 
son. 

At the same time, Do-Re-Mi di¬ 
rector George Val has commis¬ 
sioned pop-song writers Mohar and 
Vilensky to compose a brand-new 
score for his own show-treatment 
of the same work, and' premiere 
took place only three days after 
the “Ohel” performance. The Do- 
Re-Mi version has the great ad¬ 
vantage of presenting a star in-the 
name part. She is Shoshana Dama- 
ri, Israel’s most popular songstress 
in the oriental vein. Miss Damari 
is starred in a lavish production, 
complete with ballet. It is too 
early to say which version will 
prove most successful from public- 
favor and boxoffice angle. 

Israel’s other theatres ..continue 
to play pieces from last season’s 
repertoire , but expect to present 
new productions this month. 

He Ciet* Around 
. John McClain, legit - critic 
for the N.Y. Journal-Amencan, 
did some fast, stepping last 
Thursday night (17). In fact, 
judging by the following day’s 
paper, he was ifi two different 
places at the same time. . 

The aislesitter was repre¬ 
sented by two byline pieces 
in the Friday (IS)-edition of 
the Journal. One was a re- 

■ view Of the Thursday night 
preem of “Copper and Brass” 
a’- the Martin Beck Theatre,. 
JvT.Y., and the other was a re¬ 
port on the Mike Todd party 
at Madison Square Garden, 
N.Y. the same night. 

Although the Todd affair 
was still running after the 
“Copper” curtain rang down, 
McClain’s coverage of the 
arena . activity took in the 
early evening when he was 
obviously at the theatre. 

Bits From London 
Philip King’s “Serious Charge.”' 

which played the West End a cou¬ 
ple of seasons back, is to have its 
first French language performance 
in Brussels, w'here it will he pre¬ 
sented under the title “Grave Ac¬ 
cusation.” It deals with a fake 
charge of homosexuality. 

- John and James Woolf, heads of 
Romulus & Remus Films, move 
into the legit field in association 
with Jack Waller with a joint pre¬ 
sentation of “The Egg,” translated 
from the French by Charles Frank 
and due at the Saville Theatre, 
London, within the next fortnight. 
Nigel Patrick has the lead role and 
the cast includes Maggie McGrath, 
Austin Trevor, and Jack Allen. 
Frank, in addition to his translat¬ 
ing chore, is also staging the com¬ 
edy. 

SCHEDULED N.Y* OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
Sq. Roof of Wonderful. Natl (10-30-57). 
Jamaica, Imperial (10-31-57), 
Fair Game, Longacrc (11-2-57). 
Rumple. Alvin (11-0-57). 
Carefree Heart, ANTA (11-7-57). 
Time Remembered, Morosco (11-12-57). 
Nude With Vlelln, Belasco (11-14-57). 
Rope Dancers, Cort (11-20-57). 
Kukla, Fran A Ollle (11-21-57) 
Country Wife, Adelphi (11-27-57). 
Look Homeward, Barrymore (11-28-57). 
One Foot In Door, Playhouse (12-4-57). 
Dark Top Stairs, Muse Box (12-5-37). 
Music Man, Malestic (12-19-571. * 
Miss Isobel, Royale (12-26-57). 
Seesaw, Booth (1-15-58). 
Body Beautiful, B'waiy (1-23-58). 
Captain's Paradise, Alvin (1-28-58). 
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (1-30-58). 
Blue Denim (2-27-58). 
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-58). 

(Theatres Not Set) 
Shadow of My Enemy (12-11-57). 
Genius A Goddess (12-12-57). 
Cloud-Seven (1-15-58). 
S-Jlt Air (Wk. 1-27-58). 
Rivalry (1-27-58). 
Portoftno (wk. 2-3-58). 
Love Me Little (2-6-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriars (10-23-57). 
J. Caesar Shakespeaxewrights (10-23-57). 
Bivouac at Lucca, Royal (10-29-57). 
Girl Golden West, Anderson (lL5-57>. 
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-8-57). 
Conversation Piece, Barbizon (11-18-57). 
Palm Tree, Cricket (11-25-57). 
Fall, Sullivan St. (11-25-57). 
Richard III, Heckscher (11-25-57). 
Makropolus Secret, Phoenix (11-26-57). 
Bros. Karamazov, Gate (wk. 12-2-57). 
Will A Way, Theatre East (12-3-57). 

Yietorim De los Angeles 
Back in the States for concern¬ 

ing and Met Opera, the Spanish 
soprano met at Carnegie Hall last 
Friday (18) the equivalent of a fan 
club which literally never ceased 
to explode with thunderclaps at 
every exit, entrance and pause. The 
respect and . appreciation manifest 
was, after the vocalist’s artistry it¬ 
self, one of the fairly stunning 
phenomena of the present genera¬ 
tion of musical upper uppers. She's 
handled by Sol Hurok. 

Given imaginative, sensitive and 
alert support at the piano by Paul 
Berl, Miss de los Angeles made it 
cream-smooth throughout a mixed 
program of-German, Italian, Span¬ 
ish and French songs. Re-stamping 
upon the New York audience her 
preeminence, and one of the de¬ 
creasing number able to fill a hall 
this' size purely solo, the only wish 
at variance with the programming 
might be* one or two of dramatic 
Italian arias-for -change *f£ pace 
from a certain lyrical sameness in 
her selections * overall. Or is that 
rewriting a hit? 'Land. 

Lilian Kaliir 
In • the confusion of cancelled 

concerts,, odd and even Thursday 
subscribers thrown* together, open¬ 
ing concert of Philharmonic took 
place Saturday (12> with a young 
American soloist Lilian Kaliir, a 
debut. • 

Miss Kaliir gave a performance 
of MozartV; G Major ;concerto 
which’put “her limpid tone and 
fluid technique in the service of 
the work and with = Dimitri' Mit- 
ropoulos strove successfully' to 
demonstrate warmth of -the music 
and its elegance. 

Brought forth without Undue ro¬ 
manticizing or uncalled ipt displays 
of virtuosity; audience received the 
young artist cordially. A successful 
debut.' Gist. 

Hiram Sherman will appear at 
Popoff in the N. Y. City Opera pro¬ 
duction of “The Merry Widow-,” 
which hows Oct. 27 at the N. Y. 
City Center. Franz Allers, musical 
director of “My Fair Lady*” will 
conduct. 

Touring Shows- 
(Oct. 21-Nod. 3) 

Auiitlo Mariit (Constance Bennett)— 
Hanna, Cleve. (30-2)/ 

Carefree Heart (tryout) (Jack Carter, 
Susan Johnson, Melville Cooper)—Hanna, 
Cleve, (21-26) (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Oct. 2, '37). 

Diary of Anne Frank (Joseph Sehlld- 
fcraut)—Erlanger. Chi. (21-2). 

Fair Game (tryout)—Forrest. Phllly 
(21-26) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 
18, '57). 

Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)— 
Cass, Det. (21-2). 

Jamaica (tryout) (Lena Home, Ricardo 
Montalhan)—Shubert, Boston (21-26) (Re¬ 
viewed in VARIETY, Sept. 18, *57). 

Middle of the Night "(Edward G. Robin¬ 
son)—Wilbur, Boston (21-2). 

My Fair Lady (2d CoJ (Brian Ah erne, 
Anne Rogers)—Murat, Indpls. (23-2). 

No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)— 
Paramount, Toledo (21-22); Municipal 
Aud.. L'ville (24-26); Hoch Aud., Lawrence, 
Kan. (28); Wichita (Kan.) Forum (29); 
Music Hall, Kansas City, Mo. (30); 
Pershing -Municipal Aud., Lincoln, Neb, 
(31-2). 

No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)— 
Lyceum. Mpls. (21-26); Pabst, M7cee-<08-2). 

Nude With Violin (tryout) (Noel CoWard) 
—Playhouse, Wilmington (22-26); Forrest, 
Phllly (28-2). 

Rivalry (tryout) (Raymond Massey, 
Agnes Moorehead, Martin Gabel)—KRNT, 
Des Moines (21-22); Municipal Aud., St. 
Paul (23-24); Coliseum. Sioux Falls (25); 
Wartburg College. Wayeriy, la. (27); 
Michigan State U., East Lansing (28); Solo¬ 
mon Goldman And.. Chi (23); Sinai Tem¬ 
ple, Chi (30); Beloit (Wis.) College - (31); 
Coe College. Cedar Rapids, la. (1); 
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. (2) (Re¬ 
viewed in VARIETY, Oct. 9, ’57>. 

Rope Dancers (tryout) (Slobhan Mc¬ 
Kenna, Art Carney)—Shubert, New Haven 
(31-2). 

Rumple (tryout) (Eddie Foy Jr, Gretchen 
Wyler, Stephen Douglass)—Shubert, Phllly 
(21-2) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 9. ’57); 

Separate Tables (Eric Portraan. Geral¬ 
dine Page)—National, Wash. (21-2). 

Square Root of Wonderful (tryout) 
(Anne Baxter)—Walnut, PhSly (21-26) 
(Reviewed in VARIETY, Oct. 16. J57). 

Time Remembered (tryout) (Helen 
Hayes, Richard Burton, Susan Strasberg) 
—Colonial, Boston. * (22-2) (Reviewed in 
VARIETY, Oct. 2, '57). ; 

Tunnel of Love—Alcazar, SJF. (21-2). 
Waltz of the Toreadors (Melvyn .Douglas,. 

Paulette Goddard)—'Memorial Aud., Day- 
ton (21-23); Hartman, Columbus (24-26); 
Blackstone, Chi. (28-2). . 

Walter Taggart out as assistant 
treasurer ’at Philly’s in'die Locust, 
with Bill Manning, chief treasurer, 

handling all the b.o. chores tem¬ 
porarily. 

Christopher Sergei, of the fam¬ 
ily which owns Dramatic Publish¬ 
ing Co. in Chicago, in New York- 
for the casting of “Winesburg, 
Ohio,” Dorothy McGuire-starrer. 
Sergei penned the stage adaptation 
of Sherwood Anderson’s old -book. 

Art Kassul joined Wagon Wheel 
in Rockton, Ill. as resident charac¬ 
ter actor. Stock company plans to 
run through January. 

Samuel Beckett’s “Endgame” 
(“Fin de Partie") is planned for. 
Off-Broadway production this sea¬ 
son by Noel Behn and Jerome 
Friedman, 

Lo Hardin has resigned as one 
of the stage managers of “Happy 
Hunting” to take bn a similar as¬ 
signment with “West Side Story.” 
His “Hunting” successor is Charles 
Baker. 

Robert Guy Barrows’ “Bivouac 
at Lucca,” scheduled for ipitjal 
New York presentation Oct. 29 at 
the off-Broadway Royal Playhouse, 
was first produced in March, 1956, 
at the U. of Arkansas. 

Cheryl Crawford has added two 
new properties, “The Wall to Wall 
Trap” and “The Angel Tree,” to 
her production schedule, each to 
be presented with a diffefent part¬ 
ner. The rights to “Trap,” which 
Morton Freedgood is adapting from 
his novel of the same title, were 
purchased by Miss Crawford and 
Joel Schenker, while the rights to 
“Tree,” a play by Speed Lamkin, 
based on the author’s short story, 
“Comes the Day,” were purchased 
by Miss Crawford and Alan Pakula. 

Theatre 200, Inc., a production- 
investment company headed by Ed¬ 
ward Specter, - \rili co-produce 
“Look Homeward, Angel”- with 
Kermit Bloomgarden. 

Anton Coppola has replaced Her¬ 
bert Greene as musical director of 
“Most Happy Fella,” with Greene 
having exited that assignment tp 
concentrate on “The Music Man,” 
which he’s co-producing with Ker¬ 
mit Bloomgarden and Frank Pro¬ 
ductions, Inc. 

Richard Skinner is company 
manager of “Nude with Violin.” for 
which Edwin RnilL is general man¬ 
ager, Keene . Curtis is stage 
manager and John Dutra assistant, 
has that assignment. 

An exhibition-, “Honoring Ruth 
Draper,” opened last week at Mu¬ 
seum of the City of New. York and 
will continue until Dec. 1. 

The*Yiddish Ensemble Theatre 
■opened its season . at the Educa- 

1 tional Alliance Playhouse, N.- Y.f 
recently .with “Round the Family 
Table,” a Yiddish comedy-drama 
by Nuchem S. Stutskoff. Perform¬ 
ances are limited to Saturday,and 
Sunday evenings and Sunday after¬ 
noons. * 

Morton Gottlieb will be company 
manager and Lucia Victor stage 
manager for “The Rope Dancers,” 
. Charles Strakosh, manager at 
the Forrest Theatre in Philly for 
several seasons, to the Ethel Barr 
rymore Theatre in New York.. His 
place is being taken by Murray 
Weisberg, previously manager of 
the Walnut. Tommy Strain, su¬ 
perintendent, of the Philly Shubert 
chain and formerly manager of the 
Locust-, now an independent house, 
is now at the Walnut. 

Film producer Jerry Wald is 
contemplating a Broadway produc¬ 
tion of a play to be based on “Be¬ 
loved infidel,” a book being writ¬ 
ten, by Hollywood columnist Sheila 
Graham and Gerald Frank. ' The 
title is’ taken from^a poem by F. 
Scott Fitzgerald in which he paid 
tribute to Miss Graham. A film 
version of the book is also slated 
for production by Wald in 1959. 

Harold J. Bromley and Lawrence 
Buck are planning a production of 
Coe Bridges’ “The Love Vine,” 
previously tagged “The Moon 
Vine.” 

Ira Levin’s "Interlock,” -formerly 
slated for production by Kermit 
Bloomgarden, is now scheduled for 
Broadway presentation by Richard 
Myers and Julius Flefschmauu. 

Three members of fhe cast of 
'The Diary of Anne Frank” play¬ 

ing Detroit got Jewish National 
Fund Certificates of tribute. They 
are Joseph Schildkraut, Abigail 
Kellogg and Lou Jacobi, 

Bruce Savan, formerly of the 
William Morris legit' department, 
has joined tho-Lenny-Debin agency. 
He’s no longer associated with 
Yvette Schumer in the planned 
Broadway production of “Salt Air.” 

Andy. Milligan , has scheduled an 
off-Broadway production of “Fall,” 
a new drama-by Perry Stieglitz, for 
a Novi 25 preem at the Sullivan 
Street Playhouse, . 

MariaCallas- .is the “world’s 
greatest artist . she is a darling 
. > . she is wonderful .. . she was 

ill at that time . . . she will prove 
she was really'ill »\ „I can'prove 
it... she is Impulsive at times and 
must learn tp control this.” So de¬ 
clared Elsa Maxwell in an Inter¬ 
view on the Arlene- Francis Show 
over NBC-TV. Miss. Maywell re¬ 
cently attended a party given in 
Athens for the opera star. Miss 
Francis referred to Miss Callas as 
a “protege” of Miss Maxwell. 

Ted Allan, Montreal-born. play¬ 
wright whose “Double Image” (in 
collaboration with Roger Maedou- 
gall) was a West.End London suc¬ 
cess last season, has completed an 
original screenplay, “The Burning 
Vineyard,” for Harlequin Produc¬ 
tions. That’s the new indie firm 
which recently produced “Time 
Without Pity/’ starting Michael 
Redgrave. Allan is doing one more 
screen work for Harlequin, then 
taking four months off to finish 
his new stage play. Meanwhile he 
has done a rewrite for Herbert Wil¬ 
cox on “The Queen and Smith,” 
to star Anna Neagle, Anthony 
Quayle and Zsa Zsa Gabor. 

Actress Betsy von Furstenberg 
and her husband, Guy .Vincent, 
were tagged with a $2,000 judge* 
ment in N. Y. Supreme Court last 
week,by Ralph Horgan, a local 
Ford dealer. 

Ben Rosenberg, the- first-string 
company manager for the Play¬ 
wrights Co., has taken over-'that 
assignment on the firm’s “Time 
Remembered,” succeeding Leonard 
Field. He was previously with an 
outside show, “Four Winds.” 

Producer-theatre owner Roger L, 
Stevens has been appointed chair¬ 
man of the Democratic National 
Committee’s Advisory Committee 
oh Methods of Democratic Party 
Financing. 

“Shadow in Armor,” by Bruce 
Barton, managing director of the 
Wagon Wheel Theatre, Rockton, 
Ill., will, be preemed at the winter 
stock operation for one week be¬ 
ginning Nov. 5. 

• “Ballad for Beginners,” a new 
play by Allan Scott, has been op¬ 
tioned for Broadway production by 
Lawrence Siegel, with Sherwood 
Arthur set as- stager. 

Michael Shurtlefr, formerly cast¬ 
ing director for William Hammer- 
stein at the N.Y. City Center, has 
joined producer Nick Mayo as his 
assistant in the upcoming Broad¬ 
way production of “Shadow, of My 
Enemy.” 

An adaptation by Bert Greene of 
Colette’s “My Mother’s House,” 
costarring Viveca Lindfors and 
Mildred Dunnoek and staged by 
Denis Vaughan, will be given a 
one-performance concert presenta¬ 
tion next Sunday (27) night by 
Theatr.e 12 at the Kaufman Con¬ 
cert Hall, N.Y, . 

* Carson McCullers’ “The Square 
Root of Wonderful” will1 be pub¬ 
lished early in, December ■ by 
Houghton-Mifflin* 

Walter O’Hdaria, drama* critic of 
the Montreal Star, is in New;. York 
for a looksee at the new crop of 
Broadway shows. ' 

Hilnpr Sallee, who; was produc¬ 
tion coordinator at the Arena 
Stage, Washington, last season, will 
be general manager for the N. Y. 
Shakespeare Festival, . whieh, in¬ 
cidentally, has* received a $5,000 
grant from the Avalon Foundation. 

An off-Broadway production of 
Michael Molloy’s “Will and the 
Way” will be produced' off-jiroad- 
wa-y by Betty King, to open Dec. 3 
at Theatre East, with. Bryan Her¬ 
bert and Margaretta Warwick in 
leading roles. Jerry Rockwood will 
direct. 

The production * rights to “Two 
on a Journey,” adapted by Lucia 
Victor from Guillaume Hauoteau’s 
“Les Voyageurs Eagres/’ have beep 
acquired by William Gaxton and 
Thomas Kilpatrick. 

The seventh season of the Arena 
Stage, Washington, got underway 
yesterday (Tues.) with a*cheduled 
four-week run of “Doctor’s Di¬ 
lemma.” ' 

After more than 40 years as an 
actor, Dennis King., will take oil 
his first directorial assignment^ as 
stager of the upcoming Broadway 
production of “Cloud, Seven,” for¬ 
merly titled “The. Brass Section J’ 

Manning Gurian is contemplat¬ 
ing a Broadway production of Joe 
Masteroff’s “The Warm Peninsula” 
next season. 

■ “Ah Actress in- Love,” a drama 
by former scenarist 'Alan Shifters, 
has been- acquired for. production 
by Curtis Roberts, - . 

Marc Braudel’s “Rain Before 
Seven” is off the Jose Quintero- 
Ted Mann-Leigh Connell produc¬ 
tion; sked. . ’ 

Cyril Ritchard’s coptract. as star 
.of “Visit to a Small Planet” has 
been extended through next June. 
. . Robert ReUd is advance man for 
the national. company of “Auntie-- 
Mame." ... * ' 
- Richard Basehart Jias been set* 
to star in “The Day the Money 

(Continued ’oh page 72) . 
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‘Rumple’ $30^00, Robinson $%' 
* Boston, Oct. 22. 

Hub legit is perky with three 
shows on the boards again this 
week. “Time Remembered” opens 
at the Colonial tonight (Tues.) for 
two weeks. The touring "Middle of 
the Night,” which opened the Wil¬ 
bur last Monday <14) and nabbed 
affirmative reviews all around, is 
in the second stanza of a three 
weeker. "Jamaica” is in its third 
and final week at- the Shubert and 
sold out 

"Rumple” exited the Colonial 
last Saturday (19) for Philadelphia 
after two weeks of rehearsing and 
polishing. "Sim Sala Bim" Kala* 
nag magic show, arrives next Tues¬ 
day (29) at the Shubert -for one 
week. Imlyn Williams is booked 
for Sanders Theatre, Cambridge* 
for thre<* nights, Oct. 31-Nov. 2, in 
"A Boy Growing Up” readings. 
Booking of tryout "Rope Dancers” 
has been switched from the Colo¬ 
nial fio the Wilbur, opening Nov. 4 
for one week. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Rumple, Colonial (MC) (2d wk) 

($5.50-16.25; 1,500; $48,900) (Eddy 
Foy, Gretchen Wyler, Stephen 
Douglass). Tryout got $30,500 for 
its final week; previous week, $32,- 
500; departed Saturday <191 for 
further tuneup in Philly. 

Jamaica, Shubert (MC) (2d wk) 
($4.95-$6.25; 1,717; $52,000) (Lena 
Home, Ricardo Montalban). Went 
clean againSfor second week and is 
sold out through its third and final 
week; grossed $52,000; previous 
week, $48,000 in seven perform¬ 
ances. 

Middle of the Night, Wilbur <D) 
• (1st wk) <$4.404445; 1,241; $43,- 

000) (Edward G. Robinson). Opened 
Monday <14) to good reviews,and 
picked up about $30,000; continues 
this week. 

lady Loverly 
307G in Dallas 

Dallas, Oct. 22. 
"My .Fair Lady,” costarring Brian 

Aherae and Anne Rogers, shot up 
to a walloping $148,131 In 10 per¬ 
formances last week at the 4,301- 
leat State Fair Auditorium here. 
That was nearly $16,300 higher 
than the previous week’s 10-per- 
formance take of $131,867. An¬ 
other $27,066 was piled'up on the* 
musical’s first twe performances 
here, bringing the take for 22 per¬ 
formances at the State Fair to 
$307,064. 

The musical ended Its local stand 
with an additional two perform¬ 
ances last Sunday (20) and Is cur¬ 
rent at the Murat Theatre* Indian¬ 
apolis. 

British Shows 
(Fxguretdenote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Dree ef Hat, Fortune <1-34-57). 
■•v mma Vnsunn ua-i-ax). 
BrWe A Vacftefer, DucfceM (HIM®. 
Chalk Oarean, Bimrint <4-11-9®. 
nanm Vankaafc CeUaauM 008-37). 
Daa# Secret# Tlccaem? <5-30-57). 
Dear DeUneWf*, Weatmlnater (5-5-37). 
Dry Mat# Whltemn *31-54). 
Kntortetner# Palace 0-10-37). 
far Awwaana# Mr, AecUe <S-SS«). 
Prae At Air# gatoy 
•rah Me e ImMi, Lyric (11-35-58). 
Haute by Leket Vetk^t 9-800. 

m%mm- vraraicvieti# jvocee <10-17-57). 
Marcel .MereMU# CamMdre 0044-97). 

Jjaet ly Maawllskt# AMwych <5-1-57). 
MMtatray, Aatkaaaader* <11-35-52). 
Makretaav, Weyal Ct. 0-17-917). 

^ ?*• (is-iseo. 
He Tint# Mi. He Mai. <89308*. 
Huda weth VMM# Gleb# <11-7-55). 
*dd Mad M# St. Martlu't (7-15-57). 
PlaMrt De Parte#Walaa <4-50571. 
f uMlc Pratt tetar# Aria 00-1*97). 
Repertory, Old Via 9-1847V 
«a>er Like a Seva, Pheeclx 0-3537). 
MHer Deere to, Strand 0-1498). 

Swawwar ef mb Bed# Hew (MO-57), 
WjJti ef Taraadarr, CHtorie* 0979* 
Trtntftr free* Cbrnbrldpe Theetfa 

_ SCHIMfLBO OPBMMBg 
■m# iatme aesMV). 
£***£ WthMwi w,Lyric 1m. ai-TOT) 
H«pply MHU# CMMIe 01-1407). 
Baflt SMsMs# r.Hamn 01-1447). 

OM TOUR 

tlEwf*'"*1" 

RayalfcHe 
SamMMM A 
Wane't lye 

Abeet -a Sailer 

‘Sergeants’ $28,600 in 7 
In Split at St P.-Mpls. 

Minneapolis, Oct. 22. 
Winning critical end public ac¬ 

claim, the national company of 
"No Time for Sergeants” at the 
1,800-seat Lyceum at $446 top 
grossed over $18,400 out of a $21,- 
000 potential for three nights and 
a matinee last Thursday-Saturday 
(17-19). It is the first of five prom¬ 
ised Theatre Guild subscription 
offerings, and continues here for 
seven additional nights and one 
matinee through next Saturday 
(26). 

At the St, Paul Auditorium for 
two nights and a matinee at the 
same scale last Tuetday-Wednes- 
day 15-16) the comedy grossed 
over $10,100, giving it a total of 
nearly $28,600 for the seven-per¬ 
formance week in the Twin Cities. 

‘Game’16ft Plik 
Philadelphia, Oct 22. 

Production troubles beset the 
[new Carson McCullen' drama, 
"Square Root Of Wonderful," last 
week’s lone opener. Jose Quintero 
quit as director before the play 
arrived and a new third act Was 
announced, although first-nighters 
saw the work as was. Critical re¬ 
ception was disappointing. 

Season’s fourth musical, "Rum¬ 
ple," came in from Boston last 
night (Mon.) to relight the Shubert 
foF two weeks of tryout Slated for 
next Monday (28) are "Nude With 
Violin," Noel Coward comedy due 
at the Forrest, and Molly Picon's 
"Farblonjet Honeymoon,” In Yid¬ 
dish, at the Walnut 

Estimate* for Leal Week 
Fair Game, Forrest <d (2d wk) 

($4.80; 1,760; $36,000) (Sam Lev- 
ene). Comedy tryout grossed a fair 
$16,000; previous week, $8,500 for 
first four performances; exits town 
next Saturday (26). • 

Square Root of Wonderful, Wal¬ 
nut. (CD) (1st wk) ($440; 1,340; 
$33,000) (Anne Baxter). Tryout 
drew a’ mixed but generally un¬ 
favorable press, with pans by Mur¬ 
dock (Inquirer) jmd Gaghan 
(News), and one yes-and-no by De- 
Schauensee (Bulletin); name draw 
of. the* star and author helped to 
$24,000; leaves town next Satur¬ 
day (26). 

’HEART’SHAKY $17,100; 
STICKS 2D WK, COTE. 

Cleveland, Oct. 22. 
"Carefree Heart;" hating raised 
reported $13,000 in additional 

financing to forestall Its threatened 
demise here last Saturday (19), is 
sticking out a scheduled fortnight 
tryout run at the Hanna Theatre. 
The musical, currently in Its sec¬ 
ond local frame, played to Skim¬ 
py business in its initial Hanna 
stanza. The' reviews were generally 
unfavorable, 

‘ There’s been no definite word on 
whether the tuner will continue 
next week ind, if so, where. A 
scheduled booking at the Shubert 
Theatre, Cincinnati, for the up¬ 
coming fram was cancelled. The 
date earmarked for its bow at the 
ANTA Theatre, N.Y., ia Nov. 7. 

Estimate for Lmt Week 
Carefree Heart, Hanna (MC) (1st 

wk> ($6; 1,515; $50,000) (Jack Car¬ 
ter, Susan Johnson, Melville Coop¬ 
er). /Tryout got a weak |17#100; 
previous week, $18,506; continues 
this week, but Is uncertain there¬ 
after. 

Tuod’ $18,100, SJ. 
San Francisco...Oct, 22. 

Second week at Randolph Hale's 
coast version of "Tunnel of Love" 
did a snappy $18,100 at the 1#14T- 
seat Alcazar. 

That was $1,400 above the open¬ 
ing week. Show-it scaled to $4.40. 

Gerald RUM is designing new 
Seta for the Lyric Opera of Chi¬ 
cago’s production of "The Marriage 
of Figaro.” 

Yemenite dancer TocUa Haibi 
and her croup win present a dance 
jgoyrana Nov. 2 at Carnegie Recital 

Douglas-Goddard $19,400 
For Flu-Gripped Ciucy 

Cincinnati,*Oct. 22. V 
"Waltz of Toreador?,” starring 

Melvyn Douglas and/Pauline God¬ 
dard, wa^ weekended hjrtlje local 
flu epidemic in last week’s engage¬ 
ment in the 2,000-seat Shubert, 
grossing a modest $19,400 at $4.52- 
$5.09 scale. Virus wave, which 
closed many schools in this/.drea, 
cdUsed cancellation of ticket reser¬ 
vations in last half of week. 

House is dark this week, due to 
shelving “Carefree Heart.” It 
tenants Walter Pidgeon in "Hap¬ 
piest Millionaire” next week. 

Pidgeon 22G, Del 
Detroit# Oct 22. 

"Diary of Anne Frank” grossed 
a sock $31,100 in the third and 
final inning of its three-week en¬ 
gagement at the 2,050-seat ’Shu¬ 
bert, Drama, starring Joseph 
Schildkraut, had a potential capac¬ 
ity of $36,000 with the house 
scaled to H . 

"Happiest Millionaire," starring 
Walter Pidgeon did a fair $22,000 
at the 1,482-seat Cass in the first 
of a three-week stay. Potential 
capacity biz is $37,000 with the 
house scaled to $4. 

Shubert now goes dark until 
Nov. 25, when it relights with "No 
Time -for Sergeants" for four 
weeks. 

‘ANNIE’ WHAM $74,100, 
‘MERTON’$9,200 IN LA. 

Los Angeles, Oct. 22. 
Local legit has dwlndler to l 

one-house* level this week, follow¬ 
ing the shuttering of "Merton of 
the Movies” at the Huntington 
Hartford. Only '"Annie Get Your 
Gun” at the Philharmonic holds 
the banner aloft and will continue 
as the sole entry until Nov. 9. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Annie Get Year Gun, Philhar¬ 

monic And (MC> (2d wk) ($445- 
$5.50; 2,670; $80,000) (Mary Martin, 
John Raitt). Up to $74,100; previ¬ 
ous week# $72,000; closes Nov. 9. 

Merton ef the Merles, Hunting- 
ton Hartford (C) (2d wk) ($4.40; 
1,024; $28,000) (Buster Keaton). 
Dour $9,200 on the windup for a 
$19,200 total; lost around $30,000 
on the run. 

SMALL SEATERS 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Bad Seed, Valley ’57 <10-4-57). 
Fool Me Twice* Circle (7-19-57). 
Mam Meat Likely, Gallery (9- 

19-57). 
. Man ef Destiny, Stage Society 
(10-11-57). J . 

Men an a Stick# Pasadena Play¬ 
house (10-6-57). 

No Exit# Horseshoe Stage (10- 
1-57). 

Fapama Tops, Civic (5-24-57). 
Skin ef the Teeth# Little Rep 

(10-11-57). ' 
Waiting for Godot, Dahl Play¬ 

house (10-10-57). 
Witness for Prosecution, Players 

Ring (9-5-57). 

’fables’ Fairish $23,000 
For Single Week, Balto 

Baltimore, Oct. 22. 
Xerance Rattigan’s “Separate 

Tables,” costarring Eric Portman 
and Geraldine Page, grossed 3 nice 
"23,000 at Ford’s Theatre last week. 
Juslness was a hit short of the two 
previous entries, but still impres¬ 
sive when matched with figures for 
previous years. , 

Next booking for the house Is 
tentatively set for Nov. 11. 

Bus-Truck ‘Sgts.’ Hefty 
31G for 6-Show Split 

Lafayette, Ind., Oct 22. 
The hus-and-truck touring edi¬ 

tion of “No Time for Sergeants” 
piled up another hefty gross‘last 
week, with a $31,000 take on a six- 
performance, four-way split Dates 
played, with grosses listed paren¬ 
thetically, included one* perform¬ 
ance Monday (14) at Indiana U., 
Bloomington ($6,000); one perform¬ 
ance Tuesday (15) at Central High 
School Auditorium, Kalamazoo i 
($2,500); one performance Wed-i 
nesday (16) at Notre Dame U., 
South Bend, Ind. ($4,500), and' one 
performance Thursday (17) at the 
High* School Auditorium, Colum¬ 
bus, Ind. ($6,000). 

The comedy ended the week 
here with a $12,000 take for two 
performances Friday-Saturday (18- 
19) at Purdue U, Auditorium. 

•HIi !i 

‘Brass’ $35,700 for 6, ‘Milk’ $13,900, 
Merman $62,100, Verdon-Ritter 60G 

Broadway was bullish last week, 
Business soared for most shows, 
with four musicals passing the 
$60,000 mark. 

A flock of entries sold out or 
played to virtual capacity. Those 
were "Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are 
Ringing,” “LiT Abner,” "Look Back 
in Anger,” "My Fair Lady," "New 
Girl in Town" "Romanoff and 
Juliet” and "West Side Story.1 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama) 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy )* MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Qpcra), OP (Op¬ 
eretta)* 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer* respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes* 

Anmtle Maine, Broadhurst (C) 
(45th Wk; 357 p) ($6.90; 1,214; 
$46,500) (Rosalind Russell). Pre¬ 
vious week, $48,100; last week, 
same. 

Bells Are Binging, Shubert (MC) 
(47th wk; 372 p) ($8.05; 1,453; 
$58,101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week $53,500 with Miss Holliday 
out all week; last week, back to 
capacity at $58,700. 

Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (1 p) 
<$645-$5.75; 603; $21,525) (Barry 
Jones, Eugenie Leontovich, Wayne 
Morris). Opened last Saturday 
(19) to six favorable reviews (As¬ 
ton, World-Telegram; Atkinson, 
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, 
Mirror; McClain, Journal-Ameri¬ 
can; Watts, Post) and one unfavor¬ 
able (Kerr, Herald Tribune). 
Around $2,000 for opening per¬ 
formance# with press cutting into 
take. 

Copper and Brass# Beck (MC) 
(1st wk; 4 p) ($8.05; 1,280; $53,000) 
(Nancy Walker). Opened last, 
Thursday (17) to one non-commit¬ 
tal review (Chapman# News) and 
six negative (Aston, World-Tele-; 
gram; Atkinson# Times; Coleman#; 
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc-i 
Clain, Joumal-American; Watts, 
Post; yearly $35,700 for first four 
performances and two previews. 
Tentatively slated to close next 
Saturday (26). 

Egghead# Barrymore (CD) (2d 
Wk; 13 p) ($5.75; 1,077; $34,000) 
(Karl Malden). Previous week, 
$15,300 for- first .five performances 
and -one preview; last week, almost 
$12,000. Closes next Saturday (26). 

Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) 
(46th wk; 364 p) ($8.05; 1,625; 
$69489) (Ethel Merman). Closing 
Nov. 30. Previous week $51,900; 
last week, nearly $62,100. 

I Knock at the Door# Belasco 
(D) (3d wk; 24 p) ($4.60-$3.85; 
1.037; $25,000). Previous week, 
$8,500; last week# almost $8,200. 

Ill Abner, St. James (MC) (49th 
wk; 388 p) ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100).. 
Previous week, $52,800; last week,: 
almost. $58,100. ; 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) (43d wk; 258 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$22,400; last week, nearly $26,600. 

Look Back In Anger# Lyceum (D) 
(3d wk; 23 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,200). 
(Mazy Ure, Kenneth Haigh). Pre¬ 
vious week# $22,600; last week, al¬ 
most $26,200. 

Most Happy Fella# Imperial (MD) 
(77th wk; 612 p) ($7.50; 1,427; $57,- 
875). Moved last Monday (21) to 
the Broadway Theatre, and. closes 
there Dec. 14 to tour. Previous 
week. $35,100; last week, nearly 
$43,000. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(84th wk; 667 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67.- 
696) (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews). 
As always, over $68,700. Lola Fish¬ 
er is subbing for Miss Andrews un¬ 
til the latter returns from a two- 
week vacation next Monday (28). 

Nature's Way# Coronet (O (1st 
wk; 5 p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,000). 
Opened last Wednesday (16) to one 
favorable review (Chapman, News) 
and, six unfavorable (Aston, Worlds 
Telegram; Atkinson. Times; Cole¬ 
man, Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tri¬ 
bune; McClain, Journal-American; 
Watts, Post); almost $23,900 for 
first five performances and two 
previews. 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(23d wk; 183 p) ($9.20-$8.60; 1,297; 
$59,084) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $58,800; 
last week, over $60,000. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (2d wk; 12 p) ($6.25-$5.75;; 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Previous week, $23,200 for first 
four performances and two pre¬ 
views; last week, about $33,200, 

with commissions cutting into the 
take. 

Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (35th 
wk; 285 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) 
(Tom Ewell). Previous week, $19,- 
900; last week, over $24,200. 

Under Milk Wood# Miller <D) (1st 
wk; 7 p) ($5.75; 946; $28,000). 
Opened Oct. 15 to three affirma¬ 
tive notices (Alston, World-Tele¬ 
gram; Chapman, News; McClain, 
Journal - American), one no-but 
(Watts, Post) and three negative 
(Atkinson. Times; Coleman, Mir¬ 
ror; Kerr, Herald Tribune); nearly 
$13,900 for first seven perform¬ 
ances and one preview. 

Visit to x Small Planet, Booth 
(C) (37th wk; 292 p) <$6.90-$5.75; 
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). 
Closes Jan. 11 to tour. Previous 
week, $19,900; last week# almost 
$22,700. 

West Side Story# Winter Garden 
(MD) (4th wk; 28 p) ($7.50; 1,404; 
$60,467). Previous week, $61,200; 
last week, almost $60,100, with 
commissions cutting into the take. 

Miscellaneous 

Mary Stuart. Phoenix (D) (2d 
wk; 16 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392) 
(Eva Le GaUienne, Irene Worth). 
Previous week, $17,500 for first 
eight performances; last week, al¬ 
most $18,900; closes Nov. 17. 

Closed Last Week 
Boy Growing Up, Longacre 

(Reading) (2d wk; 17 p) ($4.40; 
1,101; $20,000) (Emlyn Williams). 
Previous week, $11,500 for first 
nine performances; last week, al¬ 
most $19,500; ended limited two- 
week pre-tour stand last Sunday 
(20). 

Opening This Week 
Monique, Golden (D) ($5.?5; 800; 

$25,152) (Patricia Jessel, Denholm 
Elliott). Shepard Traube, in asso¬ 
ciation with Stephen W. Sharmat# 
presentation of a play by Dorothy 
and Michael Blankfort; production 
financed at $72,000 (including 20% 
overcall), cost about $40,000 to 
bring in, including approximately 
$1#200 out-of-town loss; can break 
even at around $15,000 gross and 
net about $5,000 at capacity; opened 
last night (Tues.). 

Compulsion, Ambassador <B) 
($6.90 - $5.75; 1,155; $38,000). 
Michael Myerberg presentation of 
the “producers’ version” of a play 
based on Meyer Levin’s novel of 
the same title; production financed 
at $120,000 (including 20% over¬ 
call), cost about that to open sans 
an out-of-town , tryout; can break 
even at around $22,000 gross and 
net about. $8,000 at*capacity; opens 
tomorrow night (Thurs.). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Career. Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

57); closes Nov. 10. 
Iceman Cometh# Cirde-in-Square 

(5-8-56). 
In Good King Charles' Golden 

Days# Downtown (1-24-57). 
Land Beyond River, Greenwich 

Mews (10-5-57); doses Nov. 3. 
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St. (9- 

27-57). ' * 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12- 

27-57). 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3- 

6-57); doses Nov, 24. 
' Tevya Ms Daughters# Carnegie 
(9-16-57); closes Nov. 24. 

Threepenny Opera# de Lys (9- 
25-55). 

Closed Last Week 
Tartuffe. Theatre Marquee (10- 

8-8-57). 

3-STAR TIME’ $44,200 
AS SELLOUT IN WASH. 

Washington, Oct 22. 
“Time Remembered,” virtually 

sold out prior to the start of a 
fortnight tryout run at the National 
Theatre, went over capadty again 
on its closing frame last week. The 
Playwrights Co. production played 
to maximum standing room for all 
six evening performances, with 
Theatre Guild subscription figured 
a major factor. 

"Separate Tables,” costarring 
Eric Portman and Geraldine Page# 
is current at-the NationaL 

Estimate for -Last Week 
Time Remembered, National 

(C> (2d wk) ($5,50; 1,667; $43,290) 
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton# 
Susan Strasberg). SRO at nearly 
$44,200; previous week, $43,300; 
tryout left town Saturday (19). 

Arthur Rubin, a featured per¬ 
former in "The Most Happy Fella" 
has opened a dry-cleaning, tailor¬ 
ing and pressing establishment 
called The Most Happy Cleaners. 
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‘Marfic’ Awards i 
“Maggie” awards for the top 

"books and magazines from the 
Viewpoint of editprial content and 
physical attractiveness were made 
for the 'first time at the convention 
of the Pacific Coast Independent, 
'Wholesalers Assn, in Seattle last 
week. Winners were “Anderson- 
ville,” by MacKinley Kantor (New 
American Library) for fiction; 
“This Is The West,” edited by Rob- 
*ert West Howard (New American 
Library), for outstandingx paper- 
bound book; “Man’s Emerging 
Mind" by N. J. Berrill (Fawcett) 
for non-fiction; “Warrant For X,” 
by> Philip McDonald (Dell), for 
mystery; “The New Fannie Farmer 
Boston Cooking-School Cook Book” 
(Bantam) for arts and crafts; and 
“How To xTell Time” (Pocket 
Books), for the kiddies. 
. In addifion, New American Li¬ 
brary won awards for its series of 
religious books. Winners of the 
magazine -awards' were .“Adven¬ 
tures in Science” (Qilberton) in the 
comic field; Ladies’ Home Journal, 
June issue (Curtis) for public serv¬ 
ice responsibility;'Newsweek, June 
3 issue (Weekly Publications), for 
news magazine service; Sunset, 
June issue (Lane) for the home; 
and Motor Boating Annual (Motor 
Boating) for sports. 

More Show Biz Stuff 
. N.Y. Times ad, business ^and 
financial writer William M. Free¬ 
man’s new book, “The Big Name” 
($3.75), debuts Printers’ Ink into 
the book publishing business. It’s 

‘ savvy inside stuff on the testi¬ 
monial business, and since huck¬ 
stering of this nature is as much of 
a common denominator as, say, a 
current pop song hit, the trade¬ 
mark, ballyhoo, merchandising and 
"kindred tie-ins have intimate mass 
audience. identification. Book is a 
marked salute to Jules Alberti, 
prez of Endorsements Inc., and 
spells out, dollars-and-cents’ wise, 
the commercial name values of 
personality endorsements for any 
given trademarked commodity. It’s 
not only an . informative . but a 
highly readable bopk.v written^ in 
breezy newspaper style. It’s also 
no small peanuts considering that 
the testimonials add up to $10,000,- 
000 in annual advertising billings. 
. Elsa. Maxwell has done it again 
with her new “how to” book, in a 
field where she’s the alltime champ 
in the do-it-yourself field—enter¬ 
taining. Formal title of this Little, 
Brown publication TS4.75) is “How 
to Do It, or The Lively -Art of 
Entertaining.” It’s a lively book 
about people in the lively arts, 
the international set, royalty,, et aL, 
and Miss Maxwell is as much at 
home there" as she’s currently on 
Jack Paar’s NBC-TV “Tonight” 
program. Her “ESVP: Elsa Max¬ 
well’s Own Story” was a bestseller 

-and this an extension thereof, re¬ 
plete with people, placeypersonali-. 

- ties; with intimate closeupr"on the 
fameifand fortunate; and, since the 
art of good eating is a prerequisite 
of partying, for once her “name” 
recipe-gibers read like they are 
really revealing their personal 
"Sisters (and Brothers) of the Skil¬ 
let” routines. What’s more, it’s real 
cra2y cuisine, and the «most sated 
disciples of the - fancy grocery 
circuits will dig some of the off¬ 
beat dishes that the sundry politi¬ 
cos, pundits and show biz person¬ 
alities haye contributed. 

“Be My bluest” by Conrad Hil¬ 
ton (Prentice-Hall; $4.95) is an 
ebullient memoir that sounds so 
much like himself that it’s a credit 
to Elaine St. Johns, who assisted, 
for capturing Hilton’s first-person- 
singular so authoritatively. The 
famed hotelier, credits John*Joseph, 
bis public relations counsellor, with 
“trapping” him into writing -his 
autobiography, especially in face 
of two existing blogs on “The Man 
Who Bought the Waldorf,” but it 
reflects.so much personal bounce 
that it has a special character of its 
own. The Hilton saga, 'Of course, is 
one of the 20th success-stories in 
the best Horatio Alger tradition. 
As Hilton reveals in his preface, 
with credits to Olive Wakeman-and 
Ruth Hinman, his "executive 
amanuenses, they ;musf have had 
those “boxes upon' boxes of mate¬ 
rial” very well organized, for their 
boss to wade through, because the 
370-page book contains a lot. Not 
the least Is Hilton’s predilection for 
dancing and'"“no work after six,” 

his staunchness for the church, and 
of course his.business acumen. 

William Attaway’s “Calypso Song 
Book,” gaily illustrated by Bill 
Charmatz, selected and edited" by 
Lyle Kenyon Engel <McGraw-HiU; 
$2.95), is what the title states, an 
exposition of the recent Caribbean 
song vogue. The tunes, mostly origi¬ 
nals and also including a number of 
traditional folk songs and titles, 
are.copyrighted by Calypso Music, 
if intended for public performance. 

0 Abel. 

Pete Martin’s Interviews 
Satevepost roving editor Pete 

Martin’s series on “I Call On . . .”, 
interviews with Hollywood names, 
will be published in book forin as 
soon as enough of them accumu¬ 
late. His last was one with Clark 
Gable. 

Showman’s daughter, Mrs. Diane 
Disney Miller, first wrote “The 
Story of Walt Disney” in a SEP 
serial “as told to Pete Martin,” and 
Henry Holt is just publishing it. 
Bob Hope’s “Have. Tux, Will 
Travel,” Bing Crosby’s “Call Me 
Lucky” and others of similar genre, 
have been' past Pete Martin col¬ 
laborations. 

Ask Me. Now; Baruch 
Bernard Baruch’s autobiography 

for Henry Holt & Co. is a $5 hot 
seller, with some 70,000 of the 90,- 
000 copies in print already sold; a 
Pocket Books’ reprint deal slated 
for a year from now (reportedly at 
a fancy figure) and King Features 
planning to serialize 30,000 words 
of the 100,000-word work over a 
periocT of three weeks, starting 

j shortly. 
I The Elder Statesman’s reason 
for writing his memoirs-now (there 

I is another work about him due in 
November) is succinctly spelled out 
as follows: “If there are any ques¬ 
tions I want to be around to. an¬ 
swer them, and not have people asks 
rav relatives if this was or wasn’t 
thus and so.” 

Z New S & S Veepees 
M. Lincoln Schuster, president 

and editor-in-chief, and Leon Shim- 
kin, 'Chairman of the board of 
Simon & Schuster, announced elec-, 
tion of Peter Schwed and Henry 
W. Simon as veepees. 

Schwed, who has been director 
of subsidiary rights and a senior 
editor, will act as administrative 
editor. Simon, who has a’so been 
a senior editor, becomes deputy 
editor-in-ebief* . 

‘Orpheus In America’ 
“Orpheus in America” (Indiana 

U.; $3.95), is a new translation of 
Jacques Offenbach’s diary of his 
U. S. journey, made in 1875. Book 
is the work of Lander MacClintock, 
Indiana U. professor and author of 
tomes on dramatic subjects. Not 
only is much good material on 
Offenbach’s music included, but also 
rare reflections of contemporary 
American life. Volume, is graced 
with several sketches by Constantin 
Alajalov, and with plates. repre¬ 
senting 19th Century places and 
practices. 

Book has undeniable charm ahd 
is fine addition to any show biz 
library, whether or not specializing 
in musical history. Down. 

Writers’ Guild Anthology 
First Writers’ Guild of America 

j collection of award-winning scripts 
is being published this week by. 
Random House under title of 
“Prize Plays of Television and Ra- 

[ dio—1956.” A dozen scripts were 
picked from a total of 287 sub¬ 
mitted by Guildites. 

Tonie is reproducing half-hour 
scripts by Kenneth Kolb, Leonard 
Stern & Sydney ZeHnka and one 
by Hal Kanter, Howard Leeds, 
Harry Winkler and Everett Green- 
baum. One hour-or-better shows, 
Rod Serling’s “Requiem for a 

l Heavyweight” and J, Harvey 
: Howells’ “Goodbye, Gray Flannel” 
are also Included. So is George 
Roy Hill and John Whedon’s “A 

! Night to Reftiember.” “Thelma 
Robinson Haight’s “The Visitor” 
(from “Lassie” series), and several 
radio scripts. 

New Plays Published 
F* Carson MeCullers’ new play, 
|“The Square Root of Wonderful,” 
will be published by Houghton 
Mifflin early in '58. The Anne 
Baxter starring play, due at the 
NationaleTheatre on Broadway Oct. 

30, is being produced by- Saint 
Subber and Figaro Inc. (Joe Man- 
kiewcz-NBC). Miss McCullers’ last 
Broadway play, "The Member of 
the Wedding,” was also brought 
out in book form by HM. 

Samuel Beckett’s BBCr-produced 
play, “All That Fall,” which the 
Irish-born author wrote in English 
(unlike h*s “Waiting for Godot” 
which he wrote in French and later 
translated into his native tongue, 
English), is being published by 
Grove Press this fall, Hjs English 
translation of another French-play 
of his own writing, “The End 
Game,” first produced in Paris last 
year, is also on the Grove roster, 
as is “The Unnameable,” last 
volume of his postwar trilogy ori¬ 
ginally written in French. First 
two volumes, “Molloy” and “Ma¬ 
lone Dies,” were published in 
America in ’55 and ’56. 

CHATTER 
(Miss) Lee Wright resigned from 

Simon .& Schuster. 
Frank Scully has completed 

“Leg Show.” tome based on Barney 
Gerard’s story of burlesque. 

Bantam Books bought the re¬ 
print rights to “Prisoners of Com¬ 
bine E” (Holt), first novel by. Len 
Giovanitti. 

Literati tqade rumor links Rich¬ 
ard L. -S'mon <ex-& Schuster) and 
Dan (ex-Life) Longwell in a book 
publishing venture. 

Bio on John Philip * Sousa has 
been put to cover by Exposition- 
Banner. Kenneth Berger wrote it, 
“The March' King and His Band.” 

William Flynn named chief of 
Newsweek’s ! Frisco bureau. He’s 
ex-reporter for the Frisco Chroni¬ 
cle and Examiner, United Press 
and Reuters. 

George Goodman, author of his 
second novel, “A Time For Paris,” 
soon due via Douhleday, Is a staff¬ 
er on Barron’s Weekly, the Wall 
St. financial magazine. 

Pocket Books will do the paper¬ 
back reprint of Holt's three-year- 
old "Champagne Before Breakfast” 
by N.Y. Herald Tribune syndicated 
columnist Hy Gardner, who is re¬ 
vising it and updating it. 

Social tea was held in Philly last 1 
Saturday (19) for scribe James T. 
Farrell and spouse, commemorat¬ 
ing acquisition of his collection by 
U. of Pa. Farrell was also a speak¬ 
er at the affair given by Friends 
of U, of Pa. Library. 

Vet legit pressagent F. Beverly 
Kelley and Circus Clown Emmett 
Kelly, who collaborated on the lat¬ 
ter’s autobiog, “Clown,” are hud¬ 
dling on another book. Meanwhile 
Kelley, is working as advance rep 
for tbe^ touring production of 
“Middle of the Night.” t 

Mayfair Books, Ine.r authorized 
to conduct a publishing business 
in New York Modem Day Periodi¬ 
cals Inc, empowered to cojjduct a 
publishing business in N. Y. Psycho 
International Inc. authorized to 
conduct a publishing and advertis¬ 
ing business in N. Y. « 

Roy -Thomson, Canadian news¬ 
paper owner, and boss of Scotsman 
Publications, Edinburgh, and Scot 
indie tv, has gifted a mansion 
house in Edinburgh to the Boys’ 
Club movement. It was handed 
over in presence of Britain’s Prin¬ 
cess Royal, aunt of the English 
monarch. 

Religious writer and publicist 
Roland Gammon, just back from 
leading his third annual interfaith 
tour of Europe, interviewed Protest 
tant Bishop Dieblius in Berlin, Uni- 
versalist philosopher Martinus in 
Copenhagen, and Pope Pius XII in 
Rome, in preparation for a series 
of magazine pieces on contempo¬ 
rary religion, 

l Hollywood columnist Sheilah 
Graham due in New York next 
week to huddle with Holt’s Bill 
Buckley on her memoirs, “The Ed¬ 
ucation of a Woman” (in collabora¬ 
tion with Gerold Frank, whd also 
worked on the Lillian Roth and 
Diana Barrymore autobiogs). She 
favors that title over “Beloved In¬ 
fidel,” which was the title of a 
poem that her good friend F. Scott 
Fitzgerald dedicated to her. 

“Scalpers Gyp LegitjTalent,” an 
article by legit editor Hobe Morri¬ 
son, which appeared In Variety 
in the issue of Jan. 16, ’57, will 
be included in a new edition of 
“Readings in Economics,” edited 

| by professors Robert L. Bishop, 
Paul Samuelson and John Coleman, 
of the Massachusetts Institute of 

' Technology. The book, the original 
edition of which was published in 
1952, is due for release by McGraw- 
Hill during 1958. 

Third publication in a series of 
volumes based on rare books and 
documents in the James Ford Bell 
Collection of the University of 
Minnesota Library will be pub¬ 
lished on October 22 by the U. of 
Minn. Press. The new book is 
“Tidings Out of Brazil,” translated 
by Mark Graubard, with Com¬ 
mentary and notes by John Parker. 
Graubard is an associate professor 
of interdisciplinary studies at the 
university and Parker is the 
curator of the Bell Collection. 

A TO Z OF CONTINENTAL PRODUCTION 
Lavlritly Illustrated — To# I cal . 

’CONtMJENTAL FILM REVIEW 
THE ONLY MONTHLY OF ITS KIND IN ENGLISH 
t MONTHS 1 DOLLAR 4# — AIR MAIL 1 DOLLARS 75 

11 MONTHS * DOLLARS 15 — AIR MAIL 5 DOLLARS 4S 
IURAF Publishing Co. Ltd. 71 Stoke Ncwlttftoii Rd. London N. U 

i SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
Dublin, Oct. 22. 

One df the drawbacks of airplanes as opposed to luggers iS that be-: 
fore you can write about faraway places with sweet sounding nanies, 
you’re home. What’s more, everybody knows you’re home and you 
Can’t go on writing as if you weren’t. , 

One solution is to write the name of the town on the^top of the page 
and fill in the rest later. That way at least you can’t be charged with 
faking the whole column. ' 

Twenty-five years ago I used to do a column for Variety called The 
European Runaround. I wrote it mostly from Nice, France, but one 
day Sime said it was a funny thing that while the columns were dated 
Vienna, Berlin, Paris, Rome, London and so on, they always seemed to 
be mailed from Nice. 

Doped Datelines 
The explanation of this was simple In those days everybody came 

to the Riviera and while there they were relaxed and talkative, more 
so than they would have been if I actually had trapped them in the 
capitals where they operated. Since the stories dealt with the places in¬ 
dicated by.the datelines, I cut to the chase and put them there. 

Since perjury, however, has become the No. 1 crime in America, 
even venial sins of this character may get a guy from one to five years, 
and all the jails are not as comfortable as that Federal Country Club 
at Danbury, Conn. So I may as well confess that this is not being writ¬ 
ten in Ireland or even NVw Hampshire but Little Old New York where 
Broadway on a Sunday morning is more dirty and disorderly than 
Minsky’s idea of burlesque. 

They wash down the pavements but not the sidewalks. Why not 
wash them down, Bob? Cleanliness may be next to godliness, but not 
as . far as the Sidewalks of New York are concerned. It’s a nice 
schmaltzy song and maybe everybody could sweep to it. The compari¬ 
son'will simply have to be odious but in capitals abroad they wash 
down the sidewalks as well as the streets. 

Settling The Irish Question 
Well, they do in Oslo, Copenhagen, Rome, Nice and Dublin. Ireland 

that is, not New Hampshire. I don't know a thing about Dublin, N.H. 
The capital of Eire was jammed with British scientists, 2,000 of them. 
What they were doing there may riot come out for a century. One 
rumor (mine) was that they were planting Strontium 90 in all the 
hotels to settle the Irish Question once and for all. 

Maxwell Sweeney, our boy in Dublin, who also airs his pearl-shaped 
tones over the nation’s rpdio, found us a room in a hotel that was half 
up and half down. It was on Parnell Square, after a picture of the same 
name I guess, arid was staffed wholly by women. Except for Sweeney 
(who has a Mac in front of his name, which he hides for some reason, 
which is none of my business) everybody I wanted to see was out of 
town. Eileen Crowe had played hi Robinson’s “The Far Off Hills” at 
the box the Abbey Players ai-e now renting, but that closed the night 
before we arrived and when we phoned she had skipped to the f.o.h’s. 
Cyril Cusik’s phone didn’t answer at all ahd nobody had seen Sean 
O’Casey around Dublin for ages. 

When he finished his radio stint, Mr. Sweeney rolled up fn his car 
and said he was taking us for a ride into the country. We urged an 
Irish coffee on him but he acted as if we were offering him Strontium 
SO. We had some, even so, and it was better than they make in San 
Francisco.. 

T started throwing names at him. Dalky . . . Rathfarnum. These 
were places where Shaw had once lived. He said he’d take us there. 

Joyce Dreary Tower 
We drove‘through drizzle, sunshine, downpours that made even Mr. 

Sweeney pull up to the roadside and ultimately came upon a beach 
which had a small round tower. “Where James Joyce once lived,” our 
guide explained. Though it was the first time I had ever been to Ire¬ 
land, I remembered the place from pictures. ^ 
• On the way out we drove past St. Patrick’s cathedral where Jona¬ 
than Swift was once dean. “His desk is still there,” he said. “Want to 
see it?” 

“No,” I said. “Not till the British give the church hack to the Irish.” 
“They wouldn’t take it,” he said. 
We came to a beach resort. “How do you pronounce that?” I asked. 

It was spelled Duri Laoghaire. 
“O’Leary,” he said. 
"Did you ever see a picture called ‘The Hills of Ireland’?” I asked. 

“Harry Dugan made it. He opened it in Boston in the Fine Arts Thea¬ 
tre, a house that had been shuttered for five years and had three small 
flights of stairs at the entrance.” 

“A fine way to test a picture,” Sweeney said. 
Exhibbers The Heavier Again 

“It grossed $6,000 in its first week. And then he ran into Holy Week. 
The Irish Won’t go to a picture, even about Ireland,, during Holy Week. 
It seemed" It was cheaper for the people to wait than for Dugan. His 
beef was that the people lie met while producing the picture were of 
a fairly high level but the characters he met in the field of distribution 
and most of all in exhibition were unbelievable.” 

“Not to me,” said Mr. Sweeney. 
“They’d inform him that everything was taken care of but really 

nothing was attended to. He had to watch the projection, collect the 
tickets, and even clean out the restrooms. He said the exhibition end 
of the biz was the sickest and saddest of all.” 

“I can well believe it,” said Mr. Sweeney. “But that was in America, 
of course.” 

We drove up to a nice brick house as the rain was slowing down. But 
it was cold. All that cold-war talk for 10 years had finally penetrated 
into the climate. In our hotel we slept under three blankets and an 
electric heater going full blast near the window. 

“Is. there a warm restaurant where we can take you to dinner?” I 
asked. >> ' 

A Peat Fire—That’s Home 
He said nothing hut Walked us into the little brick house. There 

we met his wife and three girls. We also met a glowing peat fire in the 
fireplace. It was the most welcome sight in all Ireland. And I can add 

| England, France and Norway and not be committing any perjury. 
^ Soon we were being ushered into the dining room. There was spread 
the highest tea ever I saw. It was a meal set for kings. And why not? 
Weren’t the Mac Sweeneys and the O’ScuHys descended from them? 

After dinner we returned to the peat fire and kicked the whole 
world around for an hour or two. We had a grand time. He woudn’t 
hear of our taking a cab home. He drove us through some more rain 
and there in Parnell Square we said.goodbye to one grand Irishman. 

Some Geometry For'Travelers 
. The next day .we left for Scotland. I had remembered that the square 
of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the square of the other two 
sides, so it was no longer, if you were a square, to fly from Dublin to 
Glasgow than from London to Glasgow. The only hitch w'as that we 
had a:12-hour layover in Glasgow and then had to *take a bus and ride 
30 miles to Prestwick for the transatlantic flight. Everybody dreads the 
sight of Glasgow but except for the mist and rain we had a good time. 
We walked The crowded streets and came upon a picture house call¬ 
ed the Cranston. The best seats cost 50c and they had a lift to Take 
you to them. 

I The program was a double feature — “Atomic City” and “Beau 
j James.” I had seen “City” which is a 21st century cliffhanger, with 
the secret of a bomb designed to blow the world together again-after 
ihe H-bomb had blown it apart. The secret hung on the sealed lips of 

I a kidnapped kid. It was better the second time. No names, but a pip 
| of a pic. 
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Broadway 
Vet publicist Capt. George H. 

Maines celebrating his 70th birth¬ 
day' in his native Filnt, Mich. 

Bistro sficianados from Paris her¬ 
ald a hew “Sputnik cocktail" 
which, in actuality, for all its topi¬ 
cal headline billing, is just, a vodka 
martini. 

Sir Arthur W. Jarratt, managing 
director of British Lion Films, and 
playwright-author Kyle Crichton 
sailing for Europe today (Wed.) on 
the Queen Eliza neth. 

I Deborah Kerr and David Niven 
came in on the Queen Elizabeth 
yesterday <Tues.) after three 
months in France at work in Otto 
Premir.ger’s “Bonjour Tristesse.” 

George E. Weriskus elected as¬ 
sistant manager of the Times 
Square office of ‘Chemical Corn Ex¬ 
change Bank. He has specialized 
in the bank's extensive theatrica' 
business. 

Deborah Kerr. David Niven, vm 
linist Yehudi Menuhin, concert pi¬ 
anist liucloloh Firkuiny and Si 
Fabian, Stanley Warner pre::y, 
back from Europe yesterday 
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth. 

Fernandcl, French film1 comic 
who appeared in Mike Todd's Gar¬ 
den “party," returned to Paris Sat¬ 
urday (19). Also sailing were Jerry 
Bergman & Mimi, novelty team. 
Floyd Sc Marianna, dance duo, and 
organist Marcel Dupre. 

New York’s Cinema Lodge of 
B’nai B'rith will climax its current 
fund-rais:ng campaign on behalf of 
B'na B’rith agencies through the 
sale of $25 contribution share cer¬ 
tificates. One of the purchasers 
will be awarded at 1957 four-door 
Cad’Ilcc at a luncheon to be held 
at Toots Shor’s Tuesday (29>. 

Ann and Art Buchwald back to 
their Paris base this weekend. He 
placed his ne-.v novel with Harpers, 
which Alain Bernard (Paris) is co- 
a renting with Irving Paul Lazar 
for pictures. Another American 

. longtime resident abroad,. Michael 
Stern, Fawcetts’ roving correspon¬ 
dent, also plans to return to his 
Rome h.q. next week. 

Radio beams, said (by the press- 
agent i to have emanated from- 
Sputnik, are reported to have been 
employed by RCA to activate a 
nev Arikraf: Strauss electric 
spectacular for King’s Ransom atop 
a two-story building on W. 57th St. 
Sign was lighted on Thursday (17), 
the time it was calculated that 
Sputnik would pass over Gotham. 

Evelyn and Bill Hardy’s 25th 
anni. Former boniface of Bill's Gay 
90s now in the realty business 
since he and Harry Tannen sold 
out tarthe props, of the 3 Crowns 
Restaurant who are now operating 
the nitery. Tannen meantime has 
taken over Charles’ French Restau¬ 
rant in Greenwich Village and h{s 
son, Sheldon (Sunny) Tannen, is 
one of the 21 Club execs. 

London music publisher Fred 
Day iFrancis, Day & Hunter) and 
h\s wife hit a heavy head-wind' 
when they came into New York on 
the Queen Mary some weeks ago 
and. having long pre-booked tick¬ 
ets for “My Fair Lady,” he urged 
the skipper to “Get Me To The 
Dock On Time." He did. For a 
time it looked l;ke the QM would 
be* 24 hours behind schedule. 

Lune” (The Jewelers of Moonlight) 
because of illness. 

Film season starting-big with 
! solid receipts, and visitors to the 
Auto Salon helping to boost it 
to one of the top early season takes 
since the war. 

Jean Anouilh’s 20-year-old play, 
“Rendezvous A Senlis," finally get¬ 
ting mounted in London as “Dinner 
With the Family.” It may be in for 
future U.S. production, too. 

Jean Debrix, of JRD Films, and 
, Pierre Germ, of LPC Films, signed 
! a pact with the Comedie-Francaise 
I to film all classics of the Gallic 
[theatre in color and widescreen. 

New and modern firstrun film 
! house. Studio Publicis, opening on 
j Champs-Etysees this week with 
! “My Man Godfrey" (U). Two more 
firstrunners are being built on the- 
Champs now by Gaumont and M. 
Riga!. They will be 1,200 and 900- 
seat houses respectively^. 

Cleveland 
By Glenn C. Pullen 

(MAin 1-4500) 

Ksy, George and Jan Paderew¬ 
ski, musical family trio, playing 

i one-month date at Riviera Room 
! be.ore reopening their own restau- 
j rant in Florida. 

Robert Wright and George For- 
! rest, composers of musical “Care- 
* free Heart," and director H. C. 
PotLer in town to work on Broad- 
v/ay-bound show during run at the 
Henna. 

Jerome Lawrence, former Cleve¬ 
lander and co-author of “Auntie 
Marne," did a dozen radio-tv per¬ 
sonals during brief visit to plug 
play’s new national company 
headed by Constance Bennett 
which starts tour at Hanna Oct. 30. 

Alan Mink, son of Max Mink, 
managing director of Palace-Cine¬ 
rama, appointed to WPIC staff in 
Sharon, Pa., as! hews commentator 
and dee jay. Formerly had own 
show at Ohio State University and 
worked for WERE during summer. 

Lots of nitery action here with 
Miami Beachcombers at Tudor 
Arms, Nelson Eddy and Gale Sher¬ 
wood at Statler Terrace Room, 
Johnny Haymer at Zephyr Room, 
Felo and Bruno at Billy’s Club and 
Bill Doggett’s unit at Modern Jazz 
Room. 

Headed by a former senator, a 
real estate tyepon and a newspaper 
publisher, a group of Herman 
Pirchner’s friends are helping 
him raise over $60,000 to pay liens 
on his shuttered Alpine Village. 
If debts are cleared, club may re¬ 
open before Christmas. 

Minneapolis 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan 

Plush Pompeii Room at Chateau 
Crillon, open only a few days, went 
on auction block last week. 

Ben Greenblatt to* be 88’er at 
the British Embassy for dinner to 
be given in honor of Queen Eliza¬ 
beth. 

Sophie Tucker made appearance 
at Sam Silber’s new Embassy Club 
opening prior to teeing off Latin 
Casino booking, startmg Oct. 14. 

Royal Ballet, taking advantage cf 
the Phil y orch’s week of concerts 
in Worcester, Mass., booked into 
Academy of Music for full week. 

Charley Strakosch, manager of 
Forrest Theatre, goes to the Am¬ 
bassador, N.Y. Murray Weisberg, 
of the W'alnut takes over at the 
Forrest. 

By Les Rees 
(2123 Fremont Ave. So.; Tel. 

FR 7-2609) 

American Ballet here for one 
performance. 

Met Opera tenor Richard Tucker 
here for concert. 

Minneapolis Symphony opens 
local season Nov. 1. 

“Oklahoma” to be Minnesota U, 
homecoming show Oct. 25. 

Black Watch Regimental Band 
here this week for concert. 

St. Paul Civic Opera Co. opened 
season with “Great Waltz.” 

St. Paul Civic Theatre opened 
season with “The Front Page.” 

Victor Borge booked for St. Paul 
Auditorium one-nighter Nov; 3. 

Second, annual Northwest Boat 
Sc Marine Trade Show at Audi¬ 
torium here. 

Prom Ba’lroom had Nick Noble 
& Ralph Marterie, Gene’ Vincent, 
Woody Herman and Jimmy Dorsey 
band for one-nighters. 

. Ralph Maw, long-time Metro 
branch manager here and who re¬ 
cently resigned, now associated 
with his two sons in Twin Cities’ 
jazz concerts promotions. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz 

(28 Rue Huchette Odeon 49441 
Next Cannes Film Fest date al¬ 

ready set for May 2-18 in 1958. 
Metro picked up Gallic pic “Ad¬ 

ventures of Arsene Lupin" for 
distrb in South America. 

Charles Trenet heading the show 
at new Cabaret Moulin Rouge, 
right next door to the old one. 

Lars Schmidt’s production, 
“Diary of Anne Frank," at Theatre 
Montparnasse-Gaston Baty, a smash 
hit. 

The Platters in for sock crix at 
Olympia Musichall and proving a 
draw on their top sales of disks 
here this season. 

Brigitte Bardot holding up finish¬ 
ing of “Les Bijoutiers De Clair Du 

Pittsburgh ~ 
By Hal V. Cohen 

Variety Club’s annual banquet 
skedded for Penn-Sheraton Hotel 
Sunday night, Nov. 24.. 

Dancer-singer Patti Stone now 
doing production numbers at Old 
Romanian on Broadway. 

Hal March here tb plug his Par 
picture. “Hear Me Good,” which 
opens tomorrow at the Penn. 

Milton Berle coming next Thurs¬ 
day (31) to drumbeat his album, 

; “Songs My Mother Loved,*’ . 
I Local pix actor Jonathan naze 
»<Jack Schachter) in Honolulu mak¬ 
ing two pictures for Columbia. . 

Esther Heller back in-Pittsburgh 
; to make her home again after liv- 
j ing in Hollywood for two years, 
j Steve Gaynor out of New Nixon 
ifor a month, returning Nov. 15 as 
| singer-emcee on a 12 month deal.. 
[ Dee Stout back from Washing¬ 
ton to resume as p.a. for Francis 
MayviPe’s International Repertory 

J Theatre. 

London 
(Temple Bar ‘ 5041/9952) 

Pedro Teitelbaum, head of Im¬ 
perial Films Internacional, guest of 
honor at Savoy Cocktailery over 
last weekends 

Mary Kerridge, who played a 
Queen in .Sir Laurence Olivier's 
“Richard III," dons a Royal crown 
again in Tommy Steele’s “The 
Duke Wore Jeans.” 

Columbia acquired UK distrib of 
Mehboob Productions' “Mother In¬ 
dia," which was three years in the 
making and is skedded for London 
preem later this year. 

Every member of audience for 
Judy Garland’s opening night at 
the Dominion received a copy of 
her latest Capitol 45 rpm waxing,. 
•‘It’s Lovely to be Back in London.” 

Lat^t visitors to London include 
Jack Wrather and his wife Bonita 
Granv.lle, Professor Robert Gess- 
ner, lecturer on pictures at N. Y. 
Uriiv x -sity, Joanne Dru and Maria 
Sen ell. 

Maj Britt returned to Sweden 
ov'T the weekend af.er short holi- 
de'' here during which she had 
talks about a possible London 
shew. She’s starred in several Em-, 
prr-s Hall ice revues. 

Deborah Kerr sailed for N. Y. on 
the Queen Elizabeth last Thursday 
(17) end Si Fabian joined the liner 
at Cherbourg. Lady Elton, wife of 
Sir Arthur Elton, d'rectqr of the 
FPm Centre, sailed for Quebec oh 
the Carlnthia. 

John Bash named dialog director 
on George Maynard’s “V. 1” to in¬ 
sure that British accents will be 
acceptable to American audiences. 
Pic, for release through Eros, stars 
Michael Rennie, Patricia Medina, 
Mfilv Vitale and David Knight. . 

Big Italian contingent in town 
for the London Film Festival in¬ 
cludes Marcello Mastroianni. Lu- 
ch«no Visconti and Suso Cecchi 
D’Amico. Vittorio de Sica and Gina 
Lollobrigida came in a few", days 
earlier for Royal launching of the 
National Film Theatre. 

.Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

( Archimede 145; tel. 800211)» 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) top¬ 

ping all Italo gross figures for cur¬ 
rent season in its local release 
der the title “Arianna.” 

Ernest Borgnine may do “King 
of Poggioreale” in Italy early next 
year, if current plans'mature. Pic 
has long been shelved for want of 
right actor. 

Alida Valli slated for “La Via 
del Sole.” Italo-SpSnish co-pro¬ 
duction to be directed by, Glauco! 
Pellegrini for Vertix Films ,and, 
Unici of Madrid. 

Steve Reeves off to Paris after 
an extended local stay during 
which he shot “The Trials . of.i 
Hercules” for an Italian company. 
Silva Koscina is co-starred. 

Georgia Mall, star of ‘‘The Quiet 
American;” delayed her Stateside 
jaunt because of an appendix op¬ 
eration. Pic's director, Joseph L. 
Mankiewicz, preceded her across. 

Gianna Maria Canale goes into 
“The Whol.e Truth” for Romulus 
after her current work in “The 
Silent Enemy." Stewart Granger 
and George Sanders will co-star. 

Cecil B. DeMille here for^send- 
off of “10 Commandments" (Par), 
which gets its European preem in 
Rome, followed by Milan. Pro¬ 
ducer next heads" for Berlin and 
other Continental centers. 

Gina Lqllobrigida and Vittorio 
DeSica repping Italy at London 
Film Festival organized by British 
Film Institute and London Times. 
They halted' work on “Anna of 
Brooklyn" to make the jaunt. 

Fioris Ammannati, head of the 
Venice Film Festival, named edi¬ 
tor of “Cinema Europeo,” mag 
sponsored by the members of the 
now-forming European Film Pool, 
embracing Germany, France and 
Italy. 

“A Farewell to Arms” second 
unit is still looking for an appro¬ 
priate place to shoot a retreat 
scene involving several hundred 
extras. River spot was chosen, but 
water level dropped, and shot was 
nixed. 

Frankfurt 
" By Hazel Guild 

(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751) 
• German film industry honoring 

Elisabeth Bergner who just marked 
her 60th birthday. 

German actor Carl Moehner 
tapped by Carol Reed for a lead¬ 
ing role in his new film, “Stella,” 
with Sophia Loren. 

Marlon Brando bleaching, his 
hair to look, more German for his 
role in ‘The Young Lions,” now 
filming in Germany. 

“Ariane” Is the title United Ar¬ 
tists is using in Germany for its 
Audrey Hepbum-Gary Cooper pic, 
“Love in Afternoon." 

Paul Hoffmann producing the 
first German production of Anou¬ 
ilh’s “Waltz of the Toreadors” this 

fall at the Berlin Schlosspark 
Theatre. 

Lilli Palmer and Romy Schnei¬ 
der set for leads in “Maedchen in 
Uniform” (Girls in Uniform), which 
Geza von Radvany will direct for 
CCC Films’later this year. 

For 75th anni of death of Richard 
Wagner, his grandson, Wolfgang 
Wagner will present “Tristan and 
Isold” in Venice on Feb. 13, 1953, 
since part 'of opera was composed 
there. 

First Arthur Murray dance stu¬ 
dio in Continental Europe opening 
next month in Frankfurt, under 
management of Ethel Fistere, who 
has five Murray studios in Wash¬ 
ington, D. C. 

“Orpheus Descending,” first pro¬ 
duction of the Tennessee Williams 
play done in Germany, and di¬ 
rected by Leo Mittler at the Dues- 
seldorf Schauspielhaus, rated 60 
curtain calls opening night. 

Singer Kenneth Spencer and 
George Tapps and his dancers set 
for roles in a new German film, 
“Gruss und Kuss vom Tegemsee” 
(Greetings and Kisses from Tegernv 
Sea), which Rudolf Schuendler is | 
directing for Constantin release. I 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Little Bldg; Hancock 6-8386) 
Sammy Dale’s band into the 

Statler. 
Dennis Day current at Blin- 

strub’s. 
Cindy & Lindy current at the 

Frolic, Revere. 
Bill Slater, former UA p.a., in 

town for Bonds for Israel. ' 
Miiko Taka, Japanese star of 

“Sayonara," in for press rounds. 
Graham Bean and his Royal 

Calypsonians heading new show at 
Bradford Hotel’s Carousel Room. 

George Shearing current at 
George Wein’s Storyville. Sarah 
Vaughan opens on Get. 30 for two 
weeks. 

Tom O’Neil,, prexy of RKO Tele- 
radio Pictures, in to chair quarterly 
board of directors session of Brand 
Names Foundation at Somerset 
Hotel Wednesday (23). 
* Louis Richmond, of the Kenmore 
Theatre, hosted James MacArthur, 
his mother, Helen Hayes, and 
Susan Strasberg at press party for 
the MacArthur film, “ Y o ii n g 
Stranger” at the Ritz. While Mac¬ 
Arthur, Harvard student, is appear¬ 
ing in film, his mother, Helen 
Hayes, .is starring in “Time Re¬ 
membered" at the Colonial. 

Las Vegas 
By Forrest Duke 
(DUdley 2-6100) 

Rudy Vallee tops show when new 
Sans Souci Hotel opens Oct. 23. 

Seymour Heller in town to catch 
client Johnny Desmond’s show at 
the Thunderbird. 

Susan Avery, Flaming showgal, 
got word she landed second femme 
lead in . Ellsworth Productions’ 
“Five Minutes To Live.” 

Betty Reilly and Harry Owens 
greeted Monte Gardner at his- 
“Girls-a-Poppin" strippery. 

Lenny Kent, starring at Riviera 
lounge with Jaci Fontaine, sez he’s 
Morty Gunty’s No. 1 fan. He toured 
in “Mr. Wonderful" with comedian 
Gunty, a Vegas favorite, and is 
touting bookers to bring him back 
to the Strip soon. 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehn 

.(760264) 
“Around the'World in 80 Days” 

(UA) gala-preemed Oct. 17 at Cap¬ 
itol. 

Old-timer Ivan Petrovich drew 
a role in Berolina’s “Spring in 
Berlin.” 

Paramount’s “War and Peace” 
now in its .eight month at the 
Kurbel. 

“Dark Moon” (Gale Storm) still 
the Number One tune over the lo¬ 
cal BIAS hit parade. 

Modern JazZ Quartet will appear 
here Nov. 1. This is the ensemble’s 
second Berlin appearance. 

As to statistics as of Sept. 30, 
there are currently 265 cinemas 
(128,831 seats) in West Berlin. 

Protestant Film Guild of Ger¬ 
many picked “Friendly Persua¬ 
sion” (AA) as film of September. 

CCC’s tinter, "“Count of Luxem¬ 
burg," moved to Yugoslavia for ex¬ 
teriors. Werner Jacobs is directing. 

French actor Michel Auclair 
came to Berlin to take over role in 
Berolina’s “Fox of Paris/t which 
Paul May directs. 

Four independent pic producing 
companies (Corona, Filmaufbau, 
Fono and Interwest) have founded 
here Ringfilm GmbH. New outfit 
intends to produce 12 pix per year/ 

Kristina Soederbaum, actress- 
wife, of pic director Veit Harlan, 
portrays femme lead in Berolina’s 
“Two Hearts in May,” Dieter 
Borsche is her partner and Geza 
von Bolvary directs, j 

Hollywood 
Milton BLackstone in. Cedars for 

a checkup. 
Andy Russell back in town after 

a South American tour. 
Shelley Winters talking to the 

Mocambo about a. nitery dehut 
early next year. * 

Ray Klein, co-oWner pf the Pur¬ 
ple Onion, bought the concessions 
at~Mexico City’s Plaza del Torra. 

Robert Young launched program 
of Episcopal Theatre Guild, of 
which he is prexy, introducing ini¬ 
tial performance of “Passing of 
Third Floor Back” which the group 
will tour. 

Mayer & O’Brien public rela¬ 
tions agency appointed Dick Wash- 
burae, Los Angeles newspaperman 
and public relations man, new 
manager for its Hollywood office. 
He hqs directed public relations 

! programs for the .City of Los An¬ 
geles; the Western Fairs Assn., the 
National Assn., of Manufacturers 
and U.S. Treasury Dept. Bonds 
Division in Southern California, 

Fred Carlin’s Chicago Jazz Octet 
now playing Sunday afternoon Jam 
sessions at SRO Club. 

Marshall Migatz, former summer 
theatre producer here* joined Co¬ 
lumbia Artists as ah agent. 

Ja Gilman and Joey Borselliho 
reopened the northside Jazz Scene, 
formerly operated by Max Miller. 

Elliot Mizelle ankled his general 
manager post of the Ambassador 
Hotels to join Hotel Corp. of 
America. 

Mifflin Brantford, one of the 
original Ink Spots, holding forth 
at Lou Forrest’s eatery a three- 
piece jazz combD. 

Singer Carol Richards here for 
weeklong guest stint on NBC-TV’/i 
“Howard Miller Show” starting 
next Monday (28). 

Lee Lind keyboarding at new La 
Cantina bar of the Italian Village, 
first time the Loop restaurant has 
used entertainment in its 30* year 
history. 

Soprano Anna Maria Kuhif flown 
in from Philadelphia last week to 
spell Renata Tebaldi in Lyric 
Opera’s “Otello" when Miss Te¬ 
baldi was sidelined with the flu. 

Etta Moten, chirper on WMAQ, 
and her husband Claude A. Barnett 
attended Vice*President - Nixon’s 
luncheon for Queen Elizabeth and 
Prince Philip in Washington last 
Friday (18). 

World Playhouse is running 
essay contest tie-in with Encylo- 
pedia Britannica on projected 1959 
film festival here. Theatre owner 
Abe Teitel has series of foreign 
films going and requests written 
opinions from patrons on this pre¬ 
lude- to the festival and their in¬ 
terest in it. Results of the survey 
Will be made known to Mayor 
Daley and his staff. Prizes include 
dictionaries, atlasses and annual 
passes to the theatre and will be 
awarded each week. 

Ireland 
By Maxwell Sweeney 

(22 Famey pk: Hublin 684506) 
Tenor Hubert Valentine in from 

U.S. on vacation. 
Comedians Cecil * Sheridan and 

“Mickser” Reid sailed for U,S. 
Brendan Smith again assigned as 

Dublin International Theatre Festi¬ 
val director* of 1958. 

Muriel Pavlov to London after 
lensing location sequences f or r 
“Rooney" (Rank production) here, 

Irish Actor Equity -secretary 
Dermot Doolan named to Dublin 
International Theatre Fest Council, 

Rank’s Irish Cinemas group re¬ 
ported net profits of $120,620 for 
1956-57 against $100,836 for pre¬ 
ceding year. 

Louis Elliman, Irish Odeon top¬ 
per, elected prexy of Cinema and 
Theatre Benevolent Society of Ire¬ 
land for fifth year. 

“End as a Man” (Col) drew 
‘Objectionable’’ rating from Na^ 

tional Film Institute’s reviewing 
panel. “Street of Sinners” (UA) 
rated “objectionable-in-part.” 

Ronald Ibbs’s Dublin Players 
sailed for N.Y. on fifth U.S. tour; 
newcomers to company . include 
Shivaun O’Casey, daughter of play- 
night Sean O’Casey, and Maurice 
Good, from Dublin Globe Theatre. 

Vienna 
I By Emil W. Maass o 

(Grosse Schiffgasse LA; Tel. 
356156) 

Opera Ball, the capital’s top 
social event of the season, set for 
next Feb. 13. 

“Calypso” officially accepted by 
Austrian Dancing School Assn, as 
added entry for forthcoming 
season. 

Composer Hans May inked by 
Ernst Neubach production. May, 
who wrote many hits, had to emi¬ 
grate in 1938 and became British, 
subject 
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OBITU ARIES 
JACK BUCHANAN 

Jack Buchanan, 64, British musi- 
comedy star,, died Oct. 30 in a 
London nursing home where he 
was being treated for spinal arthri¬ 
tis. 

Buchanan’s show biz career, span¬ 
ning approximately 45 years, ran 
the gamut from British music halls 
to' television. Although a British 
performer, he made numerous ap¬ 
pearances. on Broadway and also 
appeared in several Hollywood 
films. Besides being a tbp song- 
and-dance’man, he was active in 
legit as an author, producer, direc¬ 
tor and theatre owner. 

He started in the theatre with 
the Glasgow Amateur Operatic So¬ 
ciety and later appeared in London 
in the chorus of “Grass Widows.” 
After understudying several music 
hall stars, Buchanan scored his 
first major success in Andre Char¬ 
iot’s “Bubbly” at the Comedy The¬ 
atre, London, in 1917. He subse¬ 
quently entered the managerial 
field with "The Battling Butler,” 
in which‘he also starred, 

‘ He made his New York debut in 
"Chariot’s Revue of 1924,” appear 
ing with Beatrice ,Lillie afid the 
late Gertrude Lawrence. Two years 
later, he was back in New York in 
the 1926 edition of the same revue, 
which he also produced. His first 
American film was “Monte Carlo” 

with Jeanette McDonald. He had 
previously appeared in a British 
silent picture. 

He was co-author of "Stand Up 
and Sing,” produced in London in 
1930 and prior to that had ap¬ 
peared both in London and N. Y. 
in "Wake Up and Dream,” During 
World War II, he entertained 
troops and continued to operate his 
London theatre, the Garrick. Fol¬ 
lowing the war, he was back in the 
U. S. where he appeared in the 
road company of "Harvey” and 
also as one of Frank Fay’s , suc¬ 
cessors in the Broadway production 
of the comedy. He later co-pro¬ 
duced and appeared in Sacha Gui¬ 
try’s “Don’t Listen, Ladies” on 
Broadway in 1949. 

He had also been a director, of 
the ■ D’Oyly 'Carte Opera Co. for 
several years. Films in which he 
appeared both in Hollywood and 
England include "The Band Wag¬ 
on,” "A Man of Mayfair,” “Good 
Night Vienna,” "Yes, Mr. Brown,” 
“Josephine and Men” and "The 
French They Are a Funny Race.” 

His wife survives. 

RALPH BENATZKY 
Ralph Benatsky, ’ 73, prominent 

Continental compose? 'and play¬ 
wright, died in a Zurich nursing 
home Oct. 17 after a long illness.. 
He was a prolific composer of oper¬ 
ettas and songs, several of his 
works being produced in the U.S. 

Standout works of his presented 
in the U.S. were "The White Horse 
Inn,” “Love In The Snow” and 
“Axel At The Gates of Heaven.” 
Other American productions in¬ 
cluded ‘.‘Meet My Sister,” “The 
Apaches” and “Casanova.” In all, 
Benatzky wrote over 92 published 
works comprising operettas, revues 
and musical comedies. 

Benatzky • also wrote scores for 
films. During his trips' to the U.S. 
in the 1940s, he also conducted his 
own works in special concert pro- 
grains. Born in Moravia (then part 
of the Austrian Empire), he re¬ 
tained his Austrian citizenship 
throughout- his career, and was 
classified as a Viennese composer. 

, NED SCHUYLER 
Ned Schuyler, 50, former opera-; 

tor of the Beachcomber, Miami 
Beach, and personal manager, died 
Oct. 20 of an overdose of sleeping 
pills. Details in Vaude. 

ROGER R/DRISSEL 
Roger Roscoe Drissel, 52, for¬ 

merly a film theatre manager in 
Washington, Virginia and Dela¬ 
ware, died Oct. 15 in Alexandria, 
Va., -after a. short illness. 

Drissel, a native of Philadelphia, 
moved to Washington as a boy. In 

the early 1930’s, he was assistant 
manager of Loew’s Palace, in 
Washington, D.C., latfer managing 
Loew’s Capitol in that city. Sub¬ 
sequently, he managed theatres in 
[Wilmington, Dela., and Norfolk,| 
Va. j 

As manager of the State Thea¬ 
tre* in Norfolk, he received a com¬ 
mendation from the Government 
for running midnight and early 
morning shows for swing'shift war 
workers during World War II. In 
the past six or seven years, he had 
been in the life insurance business. 

ROBERT T. MURPHY 
Robert T. Murphy, 61, manager 

of the Century Theatre, Buffalo, 
died there Oct." 15 after a three- 
week illness.' He had been in show 
business for more than 4Q years 
having served as poster ; clerk, 
booker and salesman for various 
film companies. 

In 1926 Murphy, became associat¬ 
ed with Shea Theatres. He was 
house manager for various Shea 
(Par-Loew) houses and booker and 
buyer for aft the Shea Theatres un¬ 
til 1941. Since then he had been 
at the Century. ’ . 

He leaves three brothers and a 
sister. 

LEONARD I. WOLF * 
Leonard (Lenny) Wolf, 34, 

publicist who handled disk promo¬ 
tion for numerous platter person- 

| alities, died of a heart attack, Oct. 
21 in New York. Among his clients 

i were Bing Crosby, Raymond Scott 
and Dorothy Collins. 

Wolf started in the disk business 
18 years ago with Decca. He was 
with the label for 12 years as east¬ 
ern disk jockey promotion man¬ 
ager. He left Decca to become 
general manager of Audivox Rec¬ 
ords, a firm launched by Scott. 
Wolf later went into business for 
himself as an indie publicist, 

His wife and two children sur¬ 
vive. 

SIR KENNETH BARNES 
Sir Kenneth Barnes, 79, princi¬ 

pal of the Royal Academy of Dra¬ 
matic Aft between 1909 and 1955, 
died Oct 16 at Kingston Gorge, 
Sussex, Eng. 

He was the author of several 
plays, and was responsible for dra¬ 
matic training of many topline act¬ 
ors and actresses including Sir 
Cedric Hardwicke, Sir John Giel¬ 
gud, Charles Laughton, Vivien 
Leigh, Flora Robson and Dorothy 
Tutin. During the second World 
War, be was general secretary of! 

Entertainments . National Service 
Assn. He was knighted in 1938. 

CHARLES R. GUTHRIE 
Charles R. Guthrie, 45, a founder 

of Video Independent Theatres and 
secretary-treasurer since*the firm’s 
organization in 1949, died Oct 9 
in Amarillo, Tex., following an 
emergency appendectomy. He had 
been on a biz trip to. Hobbs, N. M., 
and was returning to the circuit’s 
Oklahoma City headquarters when 
bad laying weather forced' a land¬ 
ing in Amarillo. 

f Guthrie joined Video’s prede¬ 
cessor firm, Griffith Theatres, as 

! office manager 1942. 
Surviving are his wife and 

daughter. 

r SAMUEL NASSER 
Samuel Nasser, 87, last of three 

brothers who established a pioneer 
I chain of Northern California thea¬ 
tres, died Oct 16 in San Francisco. 

!A native oF Lebanon, he came to 
the U.S. as a youth with his broth¬ 
ers, Abraham and Albert. They 
started one of San Francicso’s first 
nickelodeons and their business 
grew to a chain of a dozen North¬ 
ern California theatres antf a Hol¬ 
lywood studio. 

Wife and five children survive. 

PAUL PORTER 
Paul Porter, 71, actor and stage 

manager, died Oct. 17 in New York." 
On the stage since the turn of the 
century, he appeared in “Seventh 

Heaven,” “Little Old New York,” 
“Burlesque” and other shows. He 
was stage manager for John Golden 
and Arthur Hopkins for many 
years* His last appearance was in 
“The Magnificent. Yankee.” 

Survived by wife, and son Paul 
Jr., an actor. ,.v 

BILLY WALpRON 
i William -(Billy)'.Y* - Waldron, 61, 
[longtime Boston booker, died Oct. 
17 in Waltham, Mass.^t^ra long 

[illness, A former actor* be was 
the son of Charles Waldron, found¬ 
er of the old Waldron's Casino. He 
maintained offices in the Little 
Bldg., Boston, for years, hooking 
nitery and vaude acts. 

Surviving are his wife, son, t and 
a daughter. 

CHARLES TAYLOR 

! Charles (Chick!) Taylor, 72, an 
' exhibitor fOr nearly 5Q years, died 
[Oct. 13 in Cleveland after a two- 
year illness. Entering the theatre 

I biz in 1911 in Michigan City, Ind., 
he soon moved to Cleveland where 
he operated the Shaw-Hayden for 
25 years and later managed the, 
Fairview Drive-in, the Avalon and; 
Center-Mayfield Theatres. 

His wife and sister survive. 

F. McGREW WILLIS 
F, McGrew . Willis, 67, former 

screen writer, died in Menlo Park, 
Cal, Oct. 13 after a lengthy illness.' 
He was best known for his screen¬ 
plays of “Charlie’s Aunt,” “Up in 
Mabel’s Room” and "Getting Ger¬ 
tie’s Garter.” He retired in 1940. 

Surviving are his wife, two sons 
and two daughters. 

RICHARD F. LEWIS Jr. 
Richard Field Lewis Jr., 50, 

owner of a chain of seven radio 
stations in Virginia, West Virginia 
and Pennsylvania, died Oct. 18 in 
Washington, D.C. A native of Oak¬ 
land, Cal.,, he resided in Winches¬ 
ter, Va„ where he operated WRFL- 
FM. 
. His wife and three sons survive. 

MAX H. ROSNER 
Max H. Rosner, former theatre 

ownef arid manager, died. Oct. 13 
in Cleveland. Coming from Aus¬ 
tria 35 years ago, he once owned 
the Erie Theatre and ran the Em¬ 
bassy and Commodore. 

Surviving are his wife, two sons 
and a sister. 

JOSEPH RUTKER 
Joseph RUtker, 62, former head 

of Paramount News in San Fran¬ 
cisco, died Oct. 22 in S*F. He had 
been retired for the past several] 
years. ' I 

Wife and a daughter survive. j 

Wife of Ernest Sturm, Los An¬ 
geles County district supervisor for 
FoX West Coast Theatres, died 
Oct. 15 in San Diego after a long 
illness. Three children also sur¬ 
vive. 

Gordon Urquhart, 34, former 
radio tv announcer and actor in 
Chicago and New York, died re¬ 
cently in Los Angeles. Wife, ac¬ 
tress Peggy Middleton, three broth¬ 
ers and sisters survive. 

Nelson Beardsley, 66, prominent 
in carnival and fair circles, died 
Oct. 17 in Albany. Surviving are 
his wife, an dtwo sons. 

Sam 'Chasen, 48, boxoffice treas¬ 
urer for the Civic Opera House in 
Chicago, died Oct. 17 in that city. 
Wife and two daughters survive. 

Mother, 78, of actor Barton Mac- 
Lane, died Oct. 17 in Hollywood. 

Frank Bishop, 54, projectionist, 
died Oct. 13 in Chicago. 

Film Biz‘Hysterics’ 
^ Continued from page 1 

film business has remained static. 
He said he didn’t know of another 
business that hasn't changed its 
facade and that new modern build¬ 
ings and store fronts are being 
erected throughout the country. 
However, he added, "if Rip Van 
Winkle came back to N.Y. after 20 
years, the only thing he’ll notice 
that hasn’t changed is the motion 
picture theatres. There’s the same 
Coney Island marquee, the baro¬ 
que Balaban & Katz architecture 
and the 14th Street peroxide 
blonde in the change booth.” 

Wanger wonders how exhibitors, 
Sifter observing the techniques of 
modern advertising in the maga¬ 
zines, can tolerate the tintypes and 
material that the trailer companies 
send out. Even the. Radio City 
Music Hall’s ads and displays, 
Wanger said, are not comparable 
to what is expected in modern ad¬ 
vertising. ' 

WitH b.o. prices on the increase, 

IN LOVING MEMORY 

&ath Hebert . 
Author of "SHYIOCK VERSUS SHAKESPEARE" 

Oct: 24, 1945 
ANNA HEBERT «md\FAMU.V 

% @ warn 
October 28tH, 1954 

Wagner feels that the general at¬ 
mosphere of theatres—plus bro¬ 
ken seats, no ushers and faulty 
sound and projection — makes 
theatre-going "unacceptable” to a 
large segment of the public. “Put¬ 
ting great pictures that represent 
investments of millions of dollars 
and years of effort in these big 
theatres that are nothing more 
than mausoleums is no different 
than buying a diamond at Tiffany’s 
and having it put in a paper bag,” 
Wanger declared. 

Why Not Sidelines? 

Wanger said his intention was 
not to be destructive, but that he 
saw no ■ reason why these large 
theatres with their great areas of 
space "could not be utilized for 
merchandising purposes.” By this, 
he meant the installation of taste¬ 
fully furnished booths or arcades 
where comestics, records, books 
and other products could be sold. 
"If this type of merchandising be¬ 
came successful,” he said, "per¬ 
haps every picture would not have 
to be a blockbuster. Then the in¬ 
dustry could afford to take chances 
with experimental films.” 

Wanger also called for greater 
interest by the Government in the 
motion picture industry. "We must 
find a way to get greater recogni¬ 
tion from the Government,’’ he de¬ 
clared, "because American films 
are so important in the interna¬ 
tional market” 

' The veteran producer deplored 
the complaints about the lack of 
suitable film material. “There’s 
plenty around in books and origi¬ 
nals,” he said. “All the industry 
"needs is the guts to make some of 
them.” He called attention to 
change in the concept bf glamor. 
“With modern cosmetics, almost 
any girl can look glamorous ” he 
said. "Therefore, we cannot knock 
over the. public with physical ani¬ 
mals alone. We have to give them 
something more.” 

Wanger also complained about 
all the talk about cutting Costs 
and throwing put waste in the pic¬ 
ture industry. "It’s just a question 
of semantics,” he said. “This busi¬ 
ness doesn’t even have any money 
for research and it’s the one busi¬ 
ness that needs it most.” 

Wanger, riow associated with Joe 
Mankiewiez’s Figaro Production, 
came to N.Y. to discuss plans for 
his next production — "Barbara,”., 
which will star Susan Hayward. 
Film is based on a series of news¬ 
paper stories concerning a femme 
who participated in a San Fran¬ 
cisco murder and was sentenced to 
the gas chamber. 

Royalty’s Party 
Continued from page 2 

white satin and lace ball gown, 
won approval fOr her routine of 

[ tour tunes, appearing to garner 
special royal reaction to "I’m in 
Love With a Wonderful Guy.” Both 
Miss Powell and the Champions 
had been recruited by George Mur¬ 
phy, and all three, along with Pat 
Nerny, chantoosey’s husband, re¬ 
ceived the coveted formal invita¬ 
tions to dinner. 

Vice President Nixon focussed 
attention on "My Fair Lady” in a 
remark at his Capitol Hill lunch¬ 
eon honoring the Queen and Prince. 
Introducing the glamorous mon¬ 
arch, Nixon said, "I recognize the 
fact that Professor Higgins says 
that in America, English has not 
been spoken for years, but you are 
about to hear the finest English 
spoken.” Her Majesty, who rarely 
ad libs, showed her familiarity with 
Broadway hits by saying that 
though she would have no time to 
see “My Fair LSdy,” she enjoyed 
the show tunes, along with her 
other favorites, “Annie Get Your 
Gun” and “Oklahoma.” 

With social and official Washing¬ 
ton literally panting for the hard- 
to-get bids to the highly restricted 

‘ functions, following show biz reps 
made the grade:—CBS boss Wil¬ 
liam Paley and frau attended the 
White House dinner, reunioning 
with Mrs. Paley’s sister, Mrs. John 
Hay Whitney, wife of the U. S. Am¬ 
bassador to Britain; presidential tv 
adviser and Mrs. Robert Montgom¬ 
ery were at the White House con¬ 
cert; NBC prexy Robert Sarnofl 
and Mrs. Sarnoff, as well as the 
Frank (CBS) Stantons, attended 
the Vice President’s luncheon; and 
MPAA prexy Eric Johnston and 
spouse were on the Dulles’ guest 
list: Also at the White House 
dinner was Mr. & Mrs. Sigurd 
Larmon; he’s President of Young 
& Rubicam ad agency. 

MARRIAGES * 
Veronica Limbacher to Patrick 

Campbell, Pittsburgh, Oct. 12. He’s 
technical director of Pitt Play¬ 
house; bride formerly workerd in 
community theatre boxoffice. 

Olga Wolf to Ralf Lewando, New 
York, Oct. 14." Both are vocal 
coaches; he was formerly music 
critic of Pittsburgh Press. 

Anna David to Jack Schaefer, 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11. He’s >0h Penn 
Theatre staff, 

Ruth Creely to David Abell, 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11. Bride’s on 
20th-Fox staff in Pitt. 

Shirley Blanc to Stanley Rom- 
aine. New York, Oct. 20. Bride is 
a tv and legit actress; he’s eastern 
Si manager of Chain Store Age. 

Eleanor Wilkinson to Bill Tip- 
pens, Chicago, Oct. 12. Bride’s as¬ 
sistant publicist for Palmer House 
Hotel there. 

Joan O'Brien to Jack Meyers, 
Hollywood, Oct. 20, Bride’s an 
actress; he’s a CBS producer-di¬ 
rector. 

Sandra Cowen to Robert McEl- 
waine, Washington, Oct. 18. Bride, 
daughter of Myron Cowen, former 
U.S. Ambassador to Belgium and 
Philippines, is an alumna of Neigh¬ 
borhood Playhouse and played 
summer stock; he’s member of Hol¬ 
lywood publicity firm, Loeff & Mc- 
Elwaine. 

Mary Learson to Stephen W. 
Sharmat. Elkton, Md., Oct. 9. Bride 
is an off-Broadway producer; he’s 
associate producer of the Broad¬ 
way presentation of “Monique.” 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Breincs, 

son, New York, Oct. 19. Father is 
typographer for Variety. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Mariettthal, 
son, Chicago, Oct. 14. Father is co¬ 
owner Of London House and Mr. 
Kelly’s niteries there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Charles, 
daughter, Chicago, Oct. 14. Father 
is a singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mart, son, 
Hollywood, Oct. 13. Father is a 
writer; mother is dancer Roberta 
Laune. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Philips, daugh¬ 
ter, Hollywood, Oct. 9. Father is an 
actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. David Harmon, 
daughter, Hollywod, Oct. 11. Father 
is a screen writer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tony McLean, son, 
Manhattan Beach, Cal., Oct. 13. 
Father is a Paramount studio pub¬ 
licist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lehman, 
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 14. Fa¬ 
ther’s an announcer at WWSW. 

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Ediss, Son, 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 15. Father was 
formerly a KDKA producer and is 
now on sales staff of WEIR, Weir- 
ton, W. Va. 

Mr. and Mrs. Guy McElwaine, 
daughter. Culver City, Cal., Oct. 
16. Father is a Metro publicist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Italo Tajo, daugh¬ 
ter, Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 16. 
Father is opera star recently in 
"Fanny;” mother is former opera 
singer Florence Quartararo. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gordon, son, 
Artesia, Cal., Oct. 15. Father is 
supervisor of film production at 
Autonetics Division of North 
American Aviation. 

Mr. and Mrs. David Karr, daugh¬ 
ter, New York, Oct. 3. Father is 
prez of Market Relations Network 

; and corporate public relations 
; counsel for Loew’s Inc. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Groves, 
daughter, Houston, Sept. 27. Fa¬ 
ther is owner and operator of the 
Post Oak Drive-In Theatre there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Doye O’Dell, 
daughter, Glendale. Cal., Oct. 17. 
Father is a recording artist. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Jackson, 
daughter, Oct. 14, Rockville Center, 
L.I. Father is an NBC program 
exec. 

Mr. and Mrs. Dave King, daugh¬ 
ter, London, Eng., recently. Father 
is a comedian. 

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blyden, son. 
New York, Oct. 17. Father is a tv 
actor; mother is Carol Haney, 
Broadway and tv actress. 

W0R-TV Dickers 
Continued from page 2 

in favor of building interest for 
the Philly games, thereby possibly 
building attendance in Philly of 
New York fans; <2) the frequency 
of Phils clashing with Brooks and 
Giants, which like the Dodgers have 
moved out of New York. The Giants 
whose games had been televised by 
WPIX, have picked up their bats 
for a San Francisco berth. 

Nothing has. been firmed up 
though at this stage. Station is ex¬ 
ploring cable charges, costs and 
before it makes a decision plans to 
conduct a survey of New Yorkers 
on their interest ip a projected 
team. 
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Latest Granada success on British television 
---—-------•-- * - '■ ---*-— 

‘CHELSEA AT NINE’ 
-m 

New sixty minutes show every Tuesday by 

GRANADA TV 

—;--- ' * ’ " 

TOP OF THE NIELSEN TOP TEN WITH • 68% Rating London • 73% Rating -Northern Region 

What ‘The People’ said to their 14 million readers: 

* Something has happened in TV Light Entertainment 

as revolutionary as the satellite. Granada has discovered 

a new orbit of small screen amusement called ? Chelsea 

at 9 ’ . *. it presents amusement at its own worth . . • 

taking the best available from all fields of entertainment 

‘Chelsea at 9’ can put Petula Clark ‘with Yehudi 

Menuhin and Peter Sellers with Antcfti Oolin and Charles 

Laughton, whose compering was the most electrifying 

TV surprise’. 

The People. Sunday 13th October 1957 

GRANADA TV NETWORK 36 Golden Square London W.l. 



AS TV GOES SO GOES BROADWAY 
MetPreems Season With 'Onegin/ 

Ermine, Vodka, Russe Diplomats 
By ROBERT J. LANDRY 4- 

■In the present age of inflation, 
stay-at-home, do-it-yourself, de¬ 
mocracy and television, Manhattan 
-almost literally has only one truly 
Blush “premiere”' each season, 
namely the opening each foil of 

'the Metropolitan Opera House. 
■ At this year's event, last Monday 

night (28), the hordes of women 
reporters to mark, the ermines and 
the tiaras and the special guards 
to protect these. Were standard 
for the occasion, hut a- novelty was 
the presence' of Russian diplomats 
come to hear “Eugene Onegin” 
lung in English, 

To indulge in a bit of premature 
nostalgia, this was possibly the 
flfth-to-last season of the Met at 
the present dirty-yellow brick edi¬ 
fice: smack in the garment district. 
The house was sold out at $35 per 
parquet pew and scalped up to 
$90.. A lorgnette flung in any di¬ 
rection might hit a duke, count, 
baronet -or an elder statesman in 
M mink-collared overcoat The 
poxoffice take for the evening was 
$74,777.50, 

This figures $775 undegjpst foil’s 
premiere. It's explained; despite 
the sellout, as due to the larger 
number of tickets deadheaded. 
Under the Ring regime, ' each 

(Continued on page 80) 

GerioalkLeodoi’s 
On-fte-Air lateral 

—16 Homs is I Day 
Dallas, Oct. 29. 

When Gordon McLendon does an 
on-the-ait editorial, be doesn't keep 
it a secret _ 

McLendon, prez'of the Texas Tri¬ 
angle stations, called for the ap* 
pointment of J, Edgar Hoover to 
bdad a crash program'for the U. S. 
m the guided missile field. 

The two-page editorial was broad¬ 
cast 16 times yeitferday (28) over 
the - Texa*. Triangle stations for 
JtLIF, Dallas; .KTSA, San Antonio, 
hndL KILT, Houston. Labelled as 
am editorial before and after the 
broadcast, McLendon caned the 
launching of -the Soviet’s Sputnik 
•*th«e blackest day for the United 
States since the British Armada 
lay off her coast fat 1776.” 

.The station topper urgeti listen¬ 
ers ’ to- *write or wire President-1 
Eisenhower dicing that Hoover be 
given sweeping • command of the 
iajssile program. - 
jEditorial was broadcast 12 times 
faring-the day and four times dur- 
PE*the evening hours. 

Rushing Character 
Hollywood, Oct. 29. . 

. Deborah Kerr has nixed the 
starring role in Jerry Wald’s 
‘‘Sound and Fury” for 20th be¬ 
cause “I don’t particularly 
want to play the part of a re¬ 
formed prostitute who has a 
19-year-old daughter. I don’t 
like that type of role, not yet.” 

Miss Kerr Will probably star 
in “Blessing” at Metro which 
will wind her commitments to 
the Culver City lot Where she 
was once under contract. 

Groucho & Guedel 

In Cap Gains OK 
Washington, Oct. 29. 

The Tax Court of the United 
States held last week that the $!,*■ 
000,000 received by Groucho 
Marx and John B. Guedel from 
the sale of their partnership in¬ 
terests in “You Bet Your Life” to 
NBC in 1950 is taxable as a capi¬ 
tal gain. 

The ruling, a victory for Marx 
and Guedel, was contained in an 
opinion by. Judge Stephen Rice 
who held that,the case was essen- 
tionally the? same as one which 
was decided by the Court two 
years ago in favor of Jack Benny 

(Continued, on page 78) 

Terromsiei Station V 
An Act of Providence 

Providence, Oct. 29. 
The- deluge of “Shock ’n’ Bock” 

feature packages that are hitting tv 
reaches a new high in Providence 
when WJAB-TY becomes the “Ter- 
rorvision Station” on* Halloween 
Thurs. (31) with four thrillers pro¬ 
grammed during the day,. - 

First show is National Telefilm 
Associates’ 20th-Fox “Chamber of 
Horrors” on station's morning 
show, followed by “Isle of the 
Dead” with Boris Karloff in the af¬ 
ternoon.-.-Early.ehow at 5 pjn. in¬ 
troduce* .Bela Lugosi. In “Human 
Monster” and the “Terrorvision” 
programming reaches its climax at 
11:15 p:m, • with Warner’* “The 
Beast With'Five Finger*.” 

JOINS IREK WEST 
By GEORGE ROSEN 

Shifting of emphasis to Coast 
originations on television dramas, 
including the live shows, may have 
serious repercussions in its effect 
on legit stage performers. It’s, con¬ 
sidered entirely possible that, out 
of sheer desperation, a good seg¬ 
ment of the Brtiadway “popula¬ 
tion” may have no alternative hut 
to join the westward-ho- ranks and 
make Hollywood their major base 
of operation. 

Over the past decade, the legiti¬ 
mate theatre thesp has come to put 
more and more reliance on tv as¬ 
signments, notably in the area of 
live dramatic vehicles,' in getting 
him over the financial hump In 
What otherwise would be at best, 
a precarious existence. Even if he 
were engaged in a Broadway play, 
that “doubling up” into video dra¬ 
matics (as previously radio) made 
-all the difference in keeping pace 
with high-cost-of-living standards, 
and even without a Broadway en- 

(Continued on page 66) 

Brussels Fairs 

Jazz-Ma-Tazz Via 

Global Combos 
Brussels, Oct. 29. 

Jazz will play a prominent role 
in the musical activities connected 
with the Brussels World Fair 
scheduled for April 17* to Oct. 17, 
1958. The Belgians, who are ex¬ 
tremely jazz conscious, have seen 
to it that the American-originated 
beat gets widespread exposure as 
part of the cultural activities of 
the fair. 

With each country being allot¬ 
ted special days to present their 
own cultural activities, the U. S., 
in addition to the Philadelphia 
Symphony Orchestra and the 
American Ballet Co., will offer 
the bands of either Count Basie, 
Lionel Hampton or Duke Elling¬ 
ton. . 

However, the U.& presentation 
Will-be only part of the" overall 
jazz program. Three separate 
days have been set aside especi¬ 
ally for jazz. One day will be de¬ 
voted to Belgian jazz musicians 
and another will be designated as 
international jazz day excluding 
the U.S. A third day has been 
set aside wholly for American jazz. 

Up to Networks to Develop New 

Breed of Funnymen: Steve Allen 

N.Z/s P.S. on Sputnik 
Ottawa, Oct. *29. 

“See you tonight, Satellite” 
is the latest teen-talk in Auck¬ 
land, N. Z., Canadian Press re¬ 
ports. 

Reply: “In the void. Ast¬ 
eroid.” 

From France Is 

N.Y.B.O.Wow 
Record gross for a week’s run 

of a foreign film in this country 
was claimed last week when the 
French “And God Created Woman” 
hit $24,717 at the 568-seat Paris 
Theatre, N.Y., In Its first week’s 
run. 

Film, in color *nd CInemaScope 
and starring Brigitte Bardot, was.] 
produced by Raoul Levy and is dis¬ 
tributed by Kingsley International 
In both dubbed and subtitled verr 
sidn. 

Noting the smash take, Importers 
this week said they fully expected 
the gross to have its effects on the 
French in that it bears out the 
theory of some, i.e.,-that the really 
successful imports must be cued 
more towards sex than art. “We’ll 
probably get a cycle of ’sex’ pic¬ 
tures now,” was one comment It’s 
pointed out, at the same time 
that ' sexploitatlonal content alone 
doesn’t necessarily make for b.o., to 
which some not-so-successful en¬ 
tries this past summer can attest 

Dot Labels Gokfokt 
For Tuesmiths, Tod 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
For the first time in the music 

biz, tunesmith* are getting gold 
disks in recognition of 1,000,000 
sales. Gimmick, customary with 
artists, may become an author 
trophy as weO, a* result of Randy 
Wood’s decision to give gold plat¬ 
ters to Paul Francis Webster and 
Dimitri- Tiomkfn for “Friendly Per¬ 
suasion-,” the Pat'Boon* disking 
which is over 1,500,000. 

Webster half kiddingly told 
Wood that million-seller* are part¬ 
nerships since the artist couldn’t 
make it if the material is not right 
Wood, prexy of Dot Record*, 
agreed and ordered the gold disks.- 

- There won’t be any comedian* 
before long—in any field of enter¬ 
tainment— unless something is 
done to correct the situation quick, 
Steve Allen served up-that opinion, 
along with a possible cure, to some 
350 broadcasters and ad agency 
execs last week at a New York 
luncheon given by Pulse Inc., the 
research firm. 

Allen recommended a “farm sys¬ 
tem” for comedians whereby net¬ 
works would provide their owned 
stations to develop a new breed of 
funnyman. Speech was based on a 
bylined article Allen has composed 
for the December issue of Atlantia 
Monthly. 

Three or four semesters in ra¬ 
dio, away from the pressure of 
ratings, could give young comedians 
and new comedy scribes an op¬ 
portunity to get set before being 
moved into the bigtime tv firing 
lin£s, according to Allen. 

Allen, in both his partially ad- 
libbed talk for Pulse and in his 
forthcoming mag article, dissected 
comedy in all fields, and the out¬ 
look he put forth ^-as mighty dim. 

Comedians who'are still in biz 
despite a downward trend in the 
demand for their services “are sub¬ 
ject to increasingly heavy attack 
from critics, audiences, rating- 
services and from the vaguely de- 

(Continued on page 66) x 

Biggest Potential Yet 
in Indie Radio’s Bid 

For Negro Audiences 
Nearly 18,000,000 Negroes are 

making Negro-market independent 
radio the biggest it has ever been 
in at least 25 urban areas across 
the country. Income levels of 
Negro families are reportedly grow¬ 
ing rapidly, and the combined fac¬ 
tors of population and economic 
strength led to a special copyright 
report to over 800 radio stations 
by Radio Advertising Bureau, 
which gives some indication of how 
extensive listening is these days. 

In the past 15 or more years, the 
income of U. S. Negroes has gone 
up three times what it was per 
capita, narrowing the earnings gap 
between them and whites. As im¬ 
portant, Negroes are deserting 
lower income agricultural areas for 
the big cities, both in the North 
and South. Jobs are now more 
clerical and industrial than form 
or domestic. 

Negro population In the larger 
U. S. cities runs from a tenth (in 
New York) of the total population 
to 40% (In Savannah). 

LANKY ROSS’ TWENTY FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
I Page® 36 to 45 ] 
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Lanny Ross Has Been 'Going Steady 
With Radio for 25 Years: ‘Tins Is 

Day of the Personality Salesman 
Sabbath Eased Up 
Forest City, N.C., Oct. 29. 

Voters of Forest City ap¬ 
proved Sunday films, swim¬ 
ming and golf by a slim mar¬ 
gin in a special municipal ref¬ 
erendum Oct. 22. 

The margin for Sunday 
movies was 516 to 502. For 
Swimming and golf the vote 
was 587 to 416. 

The result of the referen¬ 
dum is not binding on the For¬ 
est City Board of Aldermen, 
but that body presumably will 
follow the will of thq voters 
and not pass an ordinance pro¬ 
hibiting Sunday amusements. 

Cancel 'Missile/ 

By BOB CHANDLER 

Back in 1931, a new legiter 
called “The Americana Revue” was 

tgomg imo rencarsal on Broadway, 
and among the hopefuls lined up 
for the cast was a youngster named 
Lanny Ross, not long out of Yale. 
Columbia Law School and Juilliard. 
As was Lie practice at the time, 
ail the cast competed for the best 
numbers, and in the process some j 
were eliminated. j 
Ross at the time was fooling { 

around with a relatively new thing 
called radio, an object of some 
contempt on Broadway. He had a 
15-minute morning show for Hell- 
man's Mayonnaise, and conse¬ 
quently would show up late for re¬ 
hearsals. Gradually, all the best 
songs were being taken up during 
the auditions that Ross missed, and 
finally, the producer warned him 
that it’s got to be one or the other, 
“Americana” or radio. 

Ross chose, radio, and never did 
make the show- “It had a year- 
ar.d-half run on Broadway,” he y- 
calls, “but then I've had a 25-year- 
ru5,,in 1*adio-.’> . > o- l Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

The story is typical of Boss’ 2o-j Andrew L stone glares that 
1 eai career, Radio has been home this country’s inability to beat 
tnLnn"1'^0SS’-‘he.lprlnfb,°|rd (05 ■ Russia to the launching of a moon ali hes done in other fields and, satelIite has forced him to drop 
the homebase to which he’s always plans t0 produce a film based on 
returned. Hes seen the medium ..The Guidcd Miasile.” 
in its great years in its tough ones. The writer . producer . director 

!t,ee S, r.iS In tehrm ! ‘tat months of preparation, stage, and has retained all the old ; which included U S Armv co-od- 

^ T&.SSS J“■ eratta Saslone dow^ dr^. 

proachTo tteiealiferftoday.^' ] 

touT»hSneSaof •' ad»anTedStt^°the”the“ t£5SS tou.h period of adjustment, a pe- the Navy recejved the satellite task. 
< Continued on page 57) , ..whIIe in fte PeHtagon rtold the 

j top boys there, that if we didn’t, 
i hurry with our missile program, 
the Russian’s would beat us. To 

: which they replied,” Stone ‘added, 
“we’re not in a satellite race with 
any country.” 

Stone also said that during his 
prepping stages with the Army, 

Dundee, Scotland, Oct, 22. they concluded that a satellite, sim- 
A vaude package show featuring ilar to Russia’s Sputnik, could have 

unknown performers who imper- been launched within a 90-day 
sonate leading Hollywood person-; period for around million. “I 
aMties is playing here on a new ; even offered to raise the money for 
British tour, and pulling in good the Army if we would get the okay, 
biz. Experience on previous dates ; but we were refused, 
has been that this type of novelty i Slone’s “Missile” film, based on 
show clicks with outfronters, who : a story by Robert Pirosh, was to be 
can sit back, close their eyes and . filmed in documentary style at 
Imagine they are hearing favorite White Sands, N. M., the proving 
stars. j grounds, and was to show the first 

Show, “Disc Doubles,” is pre-! satellite ever being launched by a 
sented by Leonard Urry and Cecil; country. 
Buckingham. 

Close Your Eyes & See 
The Stars, Or Britain’s 

’Disc Doubles’ a Click 

After Dundee, the unit plays Ayr, 
Glasgow, Newcastle, Belfast, Liver¬ 
pool and Cardiff, and has many oth¬ 
er bookings lined up. A Christmas 
season is skedded for Bristol. 

Jessel’s Houston ‘Hope* 
Houston, Oct. 29. 

George Jessel will head a bill for 
‘The Night of Stars” Nov. 12 to 

U. S. names personified in voice raise money for the Coast’s City of 
and gesture include Mario Lanza,; Hope. Dinner will be held in the 
Bing Crosby, Mel Torme, Louis • Emerald Room of the Shamrock 
Armstrong and Billy Daniels. Three | Hilton here, 
new ones just added are Elvis = Others to appear include Julius 
Presley, Kay Starr and Judy Gar- LaRosa, Connie Towers, Lenny 
land. . 1 Colyer, Shep Fields orch. 

10/30 
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Army-to-Ballet Payoff 
For Jay Hoffman, 24; 

1,200 Buddies Show Dp 
By HAZEL. GUILD 

Frankfurt, Oct. 29, 
America's youngest impresario 

in Europe, aged 24, scored a clean 
sweep on his second production 
here and scooped up some impres¬ 
sive b.o. records to boot. Jay K. 
Hoffman ended his Army service 
on Oct. 4 this year (he’d been rec- 

■prd librarian with American Forces 
Network), On Oct. 12 he turned 
impresario to sponsor the Ballet 
Theatre of Maurice Bejart de Paris 
at the-town’s Grosses Haus The¬ 
atre, 

Former private first class started 
his career ajs an impresario with 
his life savings of $750. His pres¬ 
entation of the ballet was a com¬ 
plete sellout despite the'fact that 
the performance started at 10:30 
at night, after the regular play 
produced at the city-owned. stage 
had been performed. Despite the 
late hour, 1,200 American G.I.’s— 
not exactly known for their love 
for ballet—showed up. 

Hoffman plans*to present the 
Dancers of India in Germany next 
year, and he also has plans for 
dramatic, reading tour by well 
known European stars doing a 
repertory of U. S. and European 
literature. 

U.S. Crix Should 
Pick H’wood Fest 
Entries: Perlberg 

By ABEL GREEN 

Producer William Perlberg, who 
was the official Government dele¬ 
gate to the Venice Film Festival 
last August, is making his oral re¬ 
port tomorrow iThurs.) in Wash¬ 
ington to Turner Shelton, head of 
the motion picture division of the 
U.S. Information Service and to 
other officials within USIS. Perl¬ 
berg, who has been openly critical 
of the film festival pattern, partic¬ 
ularly from the Hollywood view¬ 
point, ■will reduce to writing his 
final recommendations following 
a New York powwow with Ralph 
D. Hetzel, executive vicepresident 
of the Motion Picture Export Assn, 

Producer came east with his 
partner George Seaton—the latter 
is on a parallel film industry 

(Continued on page 80) 

POLES OWN FAYES FED 
BACK BY U.S. DX-CASTS 

Washington, Oct. 29. 
Former top figures In Polish 

show business are being used by 
Voice of America for a new drama¬ 
tic program broadcast, to Poland. 
The program will cc nsist of. ex¬ 
cerpts from American plays to he 
offered from, time to time in con¬ 
nection with the daily newscasts to 
Poland. 

The dramatizations are now .pos¬ 
sible, explains U. S. Information 
Agency, because Poland stopped, 
jamming “Voice” shows last win¬ 
ter. 

Among the figures who will he 
appearing on the dramatic pro¬ 
grams are Maria Modzelewska, 
known as “The Polish Helen 
Hayes”; Henry Rosmarynowski, for¬ 
mer manager of the Polish Theatre 
in Paris, who. now works with U. S. 
Tadio and television networks, and 
Helen Zelwerowicz-Orchon, whose 
father founded Poland’s first 
Dramatic Academy. 

Jody, Basie, Lanza, Lyon 
In Palladium ’Command’ 

London, Oct. 29. 
Four American entertainers have 

been invited to appear at the Royal 
Command Performance slated for 
the Palladium here Nov. 18. Judy 
Garland, presently at the Dominion 
Theatre, bandleader Count Basie, 
singer Mario Lanza, and Ben Lyon, 
who had been, in American films 
prior to becoming a stage enter¬ 
tainer in Britain and who is now a 
20th-Fox production exec, have re¬ 
ceived the nod to appear before 

j Queen Elizabeth IT. 
[ . Bill will comprise 38 acts includ- 
| ing ballet dancers, singers as well 
! as rock Jn’rollers. 

The Modern Medicine^ Man 
“This is the era of the personality salesman”.observes Yaleman 

Lanny Ross who, as is detailed in the story herewith; has been 
“going steady with radio for 25 years.” He speculates, “Imagine 
JessicaTDragonette doing a commercial today!” But Ross has no 
Illusions about-it. In short, he has the realistic concept that, 
in this latterday era of the electronic medicine showman, the 
public not only doesn’t look askance at the pitch for the spon¬ 
sor’s product but, in fact, fully expects It, 

This may be a far cry from the Indian snake-oii and the 
“magic cure” belts peddled off the backs' of trucks by the color- 

■ful, itinerant medicine shows that played the prairie and not-so- 
hinterland circuits in the not-so-distant past. Once again, the 
more things change etc. But, primarily, in this era of electronic 
huckstering the performer who recognizes the shifts in the trends 
is the one who will last. Lanny Ross’ staying powers for a quar- 
ter-of-a-century, and still a potent force In this “oldfashioned 
thing called radio” is.a.tribute to the “personality salesman” 
which he so vividly personifies. 

Viennese Music-Now Past—But . 
Schmaltz Enchants A-Scientists 

-—------+ ' Vienna, OCt. 29. 

St* Francis as ‘Showman* 
Boston, Oct. 29. 

If St. Francis (of Assissi) 
Were alive today he would “use 
the press, radio, television, 
movies, and all channels which 
provoke, promote, or perfect 
the thought of the people, the 
exercise of their minds,f. .” 
Archbishop Richard J.. Cush¬ 
ing told a’ meeting of the Fran¬ 
ciscan Third Order Congress 
in Boston at Hotel Statler Fri¬ 
day (25). 

He added: “St..Francis used 
all the channels of communica¬ 
tion which were . open to his 
generation; he preached to the 
people, he composed the verses 
of his poetry, he sang the. songs 
of the troubadours.” 

Bombs Bad For 
Cuba’s Film Biz 

Cuban revolutionary activity 
and particularly the bombing of 
film theatres is playing havoc with 
the film biz in that country. 

According to advices received 
by the Motion Picture Export 
Assn., attendance throughout the 
entire island has taken a serious 
slump, and it promises to stay that 
way until after the elections next 
year, when terrorists activities 
may ^bate. 

Rebels allegedly under Fidel 
Castro have been placing bombs 
In theatres and have gone off, in-| 
injuring patrons. President Ful- 
gencio Batista’s government forces 
have been doing their best to pre¬ 
vent these outbreaks and, as part 
of this activity, have been frisk¬ 
ing patrons entering theatres. 
This, naturally, hasn’t helped 
build attendance either. 

Scientists, politicians and show¬ 
men alike have been commenting 
here on the axiom, proved anew, 
that “music unites the hearts and 
minds of all mankind.”.. This .was 
vidily evidenced during Robert 
Stolz’s “A Night in Vienna” con¬ 
cent when the Assembly Hall, 
where the Atomic Energy Con¬ 
ference- has been meeting, and 
which is regarded as extra terri* 
torial, was converted into a. con-. 
cert hall. The tables at which 
the delegates have been sitting in 
grim confabs on fission served 
same 'delegates sitting there at 
night, this time with the ladies 
in formal attire. 

Representatives from over 50 
nations gave full indication that 
music, especially the waltz genre, 
crpsses all boundaries and ap¬ 
peals universally. 

It was the idea of Dr. Ludwig 
Gruber, president of the Confer¬ 
ence and Austria's ambassador to 
the U.S., that the delegates to the 
atomic conference,- the diplomatic, 
corps and members of the govern¬ 
ment be treated to a Stolz night. 

Lehar, Kalman, Straus are gone. 
Last week saw the passing of Dr. 
Ralph Benatsky in a Swiss nursing 
home. Robert Stolz is the last of 
the Viennese waltz kings surviv¬ 
ing. His specially composed 
“United Nations March” got num¬ 
erous requests for special record¬ 
ings. . 

Italian Film Industry 
In Uproar Over Tele 
Program About Fix Biz 

Rome, Oct. 22. 
Widespread film industry criti¬ 

cism of the television program, 
“Questo Nostro Cinema” (Our 
Film Industry) which, though de¬ 
signed to strengthen and* promote 
the Italian public’s attention for 
the local film, was said to have a 
decidedly opposite effect. This has 
now resulted in the setting up of a 
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LOUIS B. MAYER 
Another pioneer Is gone. The ranks of the giants of the pic¬ 

ture business, the colorful, adventuresome trailblazers of a then 
Infant industry, succumb to the actuarial statistics. In the per¬ 
spective of time the film Industry they forged created an impact 
never equalled—and that includes, television. 

' You can be the king of .the Nielsens but you’re a secret in a 
Savoy Grill or the Rifes Bar compared to some yesteryear Laurel 
ft Hardy or Leo Carrillo* Such is the magic of celluloid. Such 
has been the import of America’s best known export—Holly¬ 
wood films.’ 

And it was the L. B. Mayers with their stable of stars which 
created the global boxoffice impact. No cracks about L. B.’s 
“arrogance” detracts from his pioneering. His role was unique. 

It was in his era, with his “three or four Notre Dame teams 
of stars, producers and directors” that money was no object 

- because money always brought back bigger dividends/ Louis B. 
Mayer once said to a Variety man, “Don’t you know that I call 
Culver City ‘the Valley of Metro Retakes’ and, if it’s not right, 

. I shoot it and re-shoot it, until it’s right for the boxoffice?” 
(This was after a criticism of a. Marion Davies picture which, 
had greatly upset W. R. Hearst). 

It was Louis B. Mayer whose name was part of the name of 
the most potent film production, and distribution powerhouse in 
the history of the motion picture business. All of which dwarfs 
his latterday hurt pride and anger against successor manage¬ 
ments. The glory that was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer under Louis B. 
Mayer can never be erased from, the record. 

Mayer Dies In Exile From Films 
Once 'King of Hollywood' and a Power In National 

Politics Succumbs To Leukemia 

Tomlinsons tine of Strategy Due 
As Vogel Faces Loews New Board; 

+ 

Louis B. (for Burt) Mayer, sym¬ 
bol of Hollywood In its heyday and 
one of the founders of Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer, died in.Hollywood 
yesterday (Tues.) of leukemia. He 
Was 72. He had been ill for several 
months. Death came at the UCLA 
Medical Center. 

Mayer, immigrant boy whose 
keen business sense, imagination 
and eye for talent, helped develop 
the world’s bluest motion picture 
studio,' was perhaps- the most im¬ 
portant single figure in the indus¬ 
try’s growing pains days. - He in¬ 
vented and developed the star sys¬ 
tem, bringing to Metro (and occa¬ 
sionally to personal contract to 
himself) a roster of boxoffice lumi¬ 
naries whose' names still figure im¬ 
portantly in film annals. 

He also brought to Metro Irving 
Thalberg, still regarded as the in¬ 
dustry’s most creative producer. 
It was in this skill at "developing 
personalities and executives that 
Mayer excelled; that and his 
shrewd talent for negotiation and 
dealing with people. 

Anecdotes of his business deal¬ 
ings are many; they’re as famous 
as tales of how he was able to turn 
on the charm and tears alternately 
in order to get what he wanted 
in a-deal. 

Born in Minsk, Russia, he was 
brought to St. John, New Bruns¬ 
wick, at the age of three, and was 
In business at eight, lugging a. lit¬ 
tle red wagon loaded With junk 
behind him. The junk business 
led him into ship salvage, which 
forced expansion of his activities 
to Boston. where he saw ahd be¬ 
came enthralled with flickering 
images at nickelodeons. , 

A newsoaper ad in 1907 offering 
a small Haverhill, Mass., theatre 
for sale launched him on hjs mo¬ 
tion picture career. He (bought 
the rundown house, refurnished it, 
Installed an organ, one of the first 
in theatres. It was a move typical 
of the subsequent Mayer incentive 
to try something new in an effort 
to keep abreast, or even ahead, of 
changing public tastes in entertain¬ 
ment. 

Against all precedent, Mayer 
launched his new activity with the 
hand-tinted “Passion Play,” open¬ 
ing the film on Christmas Day. 
Success of the show, with Mayer 
concentrating on clean, salable en¬ 
tertainment, gradually forced a 
revolution in the .motion picture 
industry, pushing it out of ranks 
of a freak attraction into its 
eventual position as one of major 
Industries of the world. 

Gradually Mayer added to his 
theatre holdings, eventually de¬ 
veloping a chain of theatres, a 
move which subsequently forced 
him into his greatest career as, a 

production executive. Dissatisfied 
with the product he was getting, 
he began booking leading stage at¬ 
tractions 'and other adjuncts. He 
created his own repertory company 
and finally decided he needed to 
be in better position to acquire 
product. So he formed the Ameri¬ 
can Feature Film Co., located in 
Boston, which served houses in six 
New England states besides his 
own. With this affected, he be¬ 
came the biggest film booker in 
country. Simultaneously, his judg-; 
ment on films began rto be recog¬ 
nized. His audacious buying of 
pix was always'justified. It became j 
automatic that Mayer could meas¬ 
ure to within the small percentage 
point the final gross of films. Thus, 
his hid on “Birth sof- a Na^on»” 
which his competition- considered 
would he ruinous for him, -actually 
sharply appraised the true Worth 
of • the picture and rmade him a 
fortune before he was 30. 

“Nation” also convinced him the 
public was ready for feature films. 
With a group of showmen he or¬ 
ganized Metro Films in 1915. At 
first, he remained east, keeping 
only a long distance eye on pro¬ 
duction. But after two. years, dis¬ 
satisfied both with the quantity 
and quality of productions, he 
trekked west, set up Louis B. 
Mayer Productions, and began a 
production career that continued 
actively for almost a quarter of a 
century until, after a series of dis¬ 
agreements, he walked out of his 
offices at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
never to return. 

Short and stocky, a man who 
.never for a minute forgot the pow¬ 
er of his position and 'acted ac¬ 
cordingly, Mayer was a bundle of 
emotion. His temper was invari¬ 
ably uncertain and he rarely both¬ 
ered controlling it He was not 
noted for consideration or concern 
re the impact of his behavior. Once,. 
in an argument In his office, he ran 
around his desk and punched a pro¬ 
ducer in the nose. His relations 
with the press weren’t improved 
by the episode of his marriage in 
1948, when he “ducked;* the re¬ 
porters. Some extremely unflat¬ 
tering stories were written about 
him in consequence. 

He was positive in his opinions- 
brooking no arguments from his 
aides. He was not always an ac¬ 
curate prophet since he predicted 
that television would never make 
trouble. 

During Herbert Hoover's time 
the influence of the Metro chief 
in national politics, especially as 
concerns-California, was determin¬ 
ing. A Ysknmr man once sat in 
Mayer’s presence and overheard 

(Continued oh page 21) ■ « 

In another major deviation from 
the normal course of industry 
operations, United Atists has en¬ 
tered the theatre business, The 
film financing and distribution 
company, which in past not en¬ 
gaged in exhibition, has taken 
over operation of the Astor and 
Victoria Theatres, Broadway first- 
runs. 

It’s a “management deal”— 
meaning not an outright buy as 
such hut a quasi leasing arrange-, 
ment with the owners, City In¬ 
vesting Co. Max Fellerman, who 
has been running the two situa¬ 
tions for City’s Robert W. Dowling 
and Ilya JLopert, will continue in 
the same capaci.y but now Work¬ 
ing under the supervision of Wil¬ 
liam J. Heineman, UA’s distribu¬ 
tion v.p. 

Arrangement ealls for no im¬ 
mediate cash payment although 
City will collect certain sums from 
UA, presumably tieing in with 
grosses and earnings, in future in¬ 
stallments. 

UA move is seen as additional 
evidence of what the future holds, 
this in the opinion of many being 
a scramble among film companies 
(unless antitrust decree-checked) 
for exhibition outlets and among 
big exhib groups (also unless harT 
red by court orders) for their own 
product supply. Having been 
strictly on the distribution side in 
past, UA is not subject to any of 

(Continued on page 2$) 

KARL TUNBERG, PRODUCER 

Metro Ups Staff Writer for ‘The. 
Blessing’ by Nancy Mitford 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Karl Tunberg, a screenwriter at J 

Metro for the past seven years, has 
been upped to producer status for 
“The Blessing” on which he is 
currently finishing the screenplay. 
Property will go into production 
next spring. 

A love story, it’s (based on a 
novel by British authoress Nancy 
Mitford, who sold it to the late 
Alexander Korda. Metro subse¬ 
quently acquired it from the Korda 
estate, and assigned Tunberg to 
screenplay. 

Some new,, strong product plus 
tapering of the flu scare in several 
sectors is giving the national box- 
office picture a slight hypo ibis 
session. Cold weather and snow in 
certain localities also was viewed 
as a plus factor. But most of all, 
it was the arrival of big. product 
that boosted trade. 

“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
again is pacing the field by a hefty 
.margin. “Jpker Is Wild” (Par) is 
capturing second place again with 
considerably more money via addi¬ 
tional play dates. 

Third money is going to a new¬ 
comer, “Operation Mad Ball” (Col), 
although out ife circulation for the 
first time. It likely will be heard 
from further. “Three Faces of Eve” 
(20th) is climbing up from far hack 
in the field to land in fourth spot. 

“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬ 
erama) is winding up fifth as 
against third place a Week ago. 
“Search for Paradise” is finishing 
sixth. “Man of Thousand Faces” 
(U) is capturing seventh position, 
bulk of playdates being concen¬ 
trated in the Le A. area. 

“Stoiy of Esther Costello” (Col) 
is taking eighth money while 
“Slaughter on 10th Ave.” (U) 
rounds, out the Top Nine list. 

“Perxi” (BV), “Invisible Boy” 

JOHN BALABAN LEFT 
ESTATE OF $1,000,000 

Chicago, Oct. 29. 
John Balaban's estate, estimated 

at $1,000,000, was inventoried and 
approved by Assistant Probate 
Court Judge Alva L. Bates in Chi¬ 
cago last week. Estate consists of 
$77,000 in cash, $300,000 in bonds 
and about 30 stock issues. 

Also approved is award of $35,- 
000 to Balaban’s widow, Mrs. 
Bertha Balaban. Balaban, former 
head of Balaban & Katz theatre 
circuit here, left the bulk of his 
estate in trust for his wife and 
children. 

Only 104Writers 
On Studio Rolls 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Total figure of screenwriter em¬ 

ployment at the major film studios 
has been slipping the last several 
months, so that it’s down to 104. 
Columbia and Universal each has 
the lowest number of writers at 
their lots in a number of years. 

Metro still, ranks first insofar as 
employment of screenwriters is 
concerned, with 29 working there, 
16 of them under contract. Its 
number of termpact writers is far 
more than any other major also. 

Second is 20th-Fox, with 21 writ¬ 
ers, four of them pactees, and an¬ 
other four not now at the lot, hut 
with commitments. Universal is 
down from 29 the first oJc the year 
to 20, none of them pactees, and 
-Columbia has 12, as against 17 the 
first of this year. Four of the 
dozen are contract writers. 

Warner Bros, is one of the few 
studios to increase its number Of 
writers, with 14, as against seven 
the first of the year. Afid five of 
those are pactees. Paramount has 
eight, none of them pactees., 

(M-G) and “Until They Sail” (M-G) 
are the runner-up pix in that order. 

Besides “Mad Ball” and “Joker,” 
a bunch of other new. pix loom 
promising. “Pal Joey” (Col) looks 
potentially a blockbuster, being 
terrific in Chi, N. Y. and L. A., The 
three keys where .preemed. It hit 
a record for first three days on its 
L. A. engagement. “My Man God¬ 
frey” (U) is perking up a bit, , being 
best in Pitt and not so bad on sec¬ 
ond week in L. A. 

“Time Limit” (UA), great in 
N. Y., looms fine in Washington 
and Denver, and sharp in Buffalo. 
“Tin Star” (Par), also new, is sock 

lin N. Y. 
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) 

shapes nice in N. Y. and Omaha. 
“Sun Also Rises” (20th) is trim In 
Toronto. 
»“Jet Pilot” (U), okay in *Wash- 

ington on extended-run, is good in 
N. Y. “10 Commandments” (Par) 
is socko in N. Y. and teed off fast 
on first multiple-run in L. A. 

“Les Girls” (M-G) continues its 
longrun at N. Y. Musk Hall with a 
great fourth week total. “Cyclops” 
(U> is rated tidy in Chi. 

“Raintree County” (M-G), sturdy 
in Louisville on extended-run looks 
smash in Chi. “Mr. Rock and Roll” 
(Par) is okay in Cincy. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on 
Pages 8-9) 

Joseph R. Vogel, president of 
Loew’s Inc., faces his new board 
of directors for the first time today 
(Wed.). Fortified with a 13 to 8 
majority as a result of his major 
but “modified rapture” victory at 
the recent -special stockholders 
meeting, Vogel will present a pro¬ 
gram designed to improve the earn¬ 
ing position of the faltering giant 
which has been beset with internal 
and external anguish for almost 
two years. . 

Today’s session will also mark 
Vogel’s first face-to-face with the 
hostile Joseph Tomlinson faction 
on the hoard since the stormy 
Coast studio board meeting in July. 
At this session, five directors— 
Tomlinson, Stanley Meyer, Ray 

! Lawson, Louis Johnson and K. T. 
Keller—sought to remove Vogel 
as president of the company. 

Vogel also will face Samuel J. 
Briskin, who was elected to the 
board through the combined ef¬ 
forts of the two Wall Street bank¬ 
ing houses associated with the 
Loew’s situation — Lehman Bros, 
and Lazard Freres—and Tomlin¬ 
son. Though Briskin was elected 
with the aid of Tomlinson’s proxy 

(Continued on page 21) 

Actors Salaries 
Defended; Worth 

Them, Sez Goetz 
Hollywood, Oct.. 29. 

“Actors are worth every cent they 
can get,” producer William Goetz 
declared here In deriding the con¬ 
current contentions that actors* sal¬ 
aries—and the demands of actors* 
agents—were ruining the film busi¬ 
ness. It can’t be ruined, he added, 
because "it’s here to. stay.” 

A high-priced star, he pointed 
out, adds more to the potential 
gross of a film than a lack-lustre 
star and the investment is more 
than justifed. In the case of his 
own, “Sayonara,” for example, 
Goetz is paying Marlon Brando 
10% of the gross. It’s cheaper, he 
figures, than paying an actor with 
a lesser draw a smaller salary. 

Goetz figures that if he Is able 
to return Brando $1,500,000 to $2.- 
000,000 under the deal—and he 
thinks this is a distinct possibility 
—the film will have grossed that 
much more money. 

Goetz has made a similar per¬ 
centage deal on his next film, “Me 
and the Colonel,” the filmization 
of the play “Jacobowsky and the 
Colonel.” Danny Kaye will star 
for what Goetz called “a very high 
figure” but declined to confirm 
that this is also a flat 10% of the 
gross. 

Schary Releases Via UA; 
First Based on Novel Of 
Bob Thomas, AP’s Film Man 

Dore Schary, former production 
chief at Metro, whose segue into 
Independent production has been 
anticipated, has entered a deal to 
make three pictures on his own 
in association with United Artists. 
UA will provide the financing and, 
of course, take over distribution 
rights. 

Definitely set is the first, “The 
Gravy Train,” based on an un¬ 
published novel by Boh Thomas, 
Hollywood correspondent for the 
Associated Press. It’s scheduled 
for release in the summer of 1958, 
with Schary and Thomas to colla¬ 
borate on the screenplay. 

First on Schary’s schedule is a 
Iegiter, this being “Sunrise at Cam- 
pobello,” slated to open Jan. 30 in 
New York. This focuses on Frank¬ 
lin D. Roosevelt’s three-year bout 
with polio. 

National Boxoffice Survey 

Biz Improving; *80 Day*' Still First, ‘Joker' 2d, 

‘Mad Ball' 3d, ‘Eve’ 4th, ‘Wonders' 5th 
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SOVIET OPEN LETTER TO MIKE TODD: 
‘LET US CO-PRODUCE U.S. CIVIL WAR’ 

Yuri Krotkov, * Soviet play- MPPV IF ROY*S THRFF 
wright in the Moscow Literatur- m£|I\T LL AO I J lill\£>£ 

naya Gazeta for Oct. 3 addresses CAD 9ATH III £ VD ADC 
an “open letter” to Mike Todd. It’s rUlY £VII1 JIM D ILAAO 
excerpted herein Variety, in case Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Todd missed- it. Longterm pact to produce three 

“I don’t know who is to blame,” features over a five-year period for 
writes Krotkov of the failure of 20th-Fox has been sighed by Mer- 
Todd’s earlier talks with Soviet Vyn LeRoy Productions. - 
film officials to result in any con- New ticket will go into effect 
crete co-production scheme. “But as soon as LeRoy finishes his next 
that is not the main thing. No big film . for Warner Bros., “The FBI 
venture ever started without diffi- Story.” LeRoy will produce and 
culties and even some disappoint- direct his three 20th pix„ Pro- 
ments.” ducer-director still has five pix to 

A proposal is put forward by the do for WB on his non-exclusive 
Russian dramatist. Why not a film pact after “FBI Story,” and will 
about Russian relations with’Abra- continue operating at the Burbank 
ham Lincoln during the American plant as. well as at 20th, 
War Between the States? Krotkov Arnold Grant negotiated the Le- 
reports having spent five years re- Roy-20th deal for the producer. 
searching this phase of history. - 

"As you know” (he is addressing J 9 |\* 
Todd) “the Russian Czar, Alexan- I ftQfIT P I llVAfrA 
dcr II, supported the Lincoln Ad- JjVVTT v I/If U1 vv 
ministration. He did not share the 
aggressive sentiments of Lord Pal- ■ 1 II* ]• | 
merston and-Napoleon III with re- IYiQVKA PlflQll70fl 
spect to the North. Though he did lTJLCIj l/U 1 UlCUl/iUlJ 
not recognize the Southern Con- * 
federacy as a belligerent and tried ¥> ¥ ij- IT • 
in every way to make peace be- |cir |q|1 IK T10QlriTIIT 
tween the North and the South, I/j «ICUI« 10 11U41I I1I2£ 
whereby he undoubtedly under- * « ' & 
mined the position of the North, New York Federal Court yester- 

"As you know” (he is addressing J 9 |\» 
Todd) “the Russian Czar, Alexan- I AQfIT P I llVAfrA 
dcr II, supported the Lincoln Ad- JjvUtY v I/If UI vv 
ministration. He did not share the 
aggressive sentiments of Lord Pal- ■ 1 ¥¥• 1* | 
merston and-Napoleon III with re- IflQVllA FlflQll70fl 
spect to the North. Though he did lTIuj l/U 1 WfUIZiUll 
not recognize the Southern Con- * 
federacy as a belligerent and tried ¥> ¥ ij- ff • 
in every way to make peace be- |c¥T |q|1 IK T10QlriTUT 
tween the North and the South, I/j «ICUI« 10 1IU01I1I2£ 
whereby he undoubtedly under- * « * & 
mined the position of the North, New York Federal Court yester- 
nevertheless this stand of the czar- day tTues.) was told that much 
ist government was of no small im- progress has been made in the way 
portantance and at a time of com- of splitting the Loew’s produc- 
plieated international affairs did tion distribution and domestic 
help Lincoln to avoid a war with theatre companies and dividing an 
Britain and France that would indebtedness of $30,000,000 be¬ 
have? been disastrous for the North, tween the two surviving operations 
Of course, this position of Alexan- —but finai and formal conclusions 
der II was prompted by a selfish have yet to be reached, 
desire to retain art advantageous Tenor of the hearing, which was 
balance of power and go on coun- presided over by Judge Edmund 
terposing a Powerful U.S.A. to a paimieri, was that solutions re this 
power-hungry Britain. final major divorcement in the pic- 

Russian open letter continues: rture business should be reached 
“You will of course recall, sir, by the end of the year. Learning 

from your knowledge of history, this, Paimieri set what promises 
that in September and October to be the wrapup court session ten- 
of 1863 two Russian naval squad- tatively at Jan. 15. 
rons, commanded by Rear Ad- Some time ago it was decided 
mirals Lesovsky and Popov, that the theatre operation would 
came to America. True, the real take over responsibility for $5,000,- 
motive for that was likely Anglo- 000 of the borrowings and the 
Russian war over Poland and (Continued on page 21) 
Alexander II’s craving to keep --- 

against the enemy merchant ma- Melville’s 'Billy Budd’ 
rine in the Pacific. However, the Y n i. « 
people of the US A. correctly In SCFeeilDlaY f 01*111 
looked upon the arrival of these ^ x „ . *' ^ . 
squadrons as evidence of the Robert Rossen, who’s completed 

Russian war over Poland and (Continued on page 21) 
Alexander II’s craving to keep --- 

against the enemy merchant ma- Melville’s 'Billy Budd’ 
rine in the Pacific. However, the Y P l r* 
people of the U S A. correctly In OCreeMlaY f 01*111 
looked upon the arrival of these ^ x „ . *' ^ . 
squadrons as evidence of the Robert Itosscn who’s compieted 
friendly feelings of the Russians. hls screenplay of . ‘Billy Budd. 
It was not by chance that 87 waited last week on the Queen 
sailors from one of the ships of Elizabeth for England to finalize 
one of the Russian squadrons production plans for the venture, 
went ashore and volunteered in Script is based on the play by 
the Northern army, where they Louis G. Coxe and Robert Chap- 
heroically fought shoulder to man from the Herman Melville 
shoulder with the Americans. It story- , __ _ 
is interesting to note that Baron In a stay of several weeks Ros- 
Eduard Steckle, Russia’s Minis- sen Wl11 arrange for a studio, line 
ter to the U.S.A, personally UP a cast and Producing staff and 
asked Secretary of State Seward wiU buddle with John Palmer, his 
to locate the deserters and re- British production manager, 
turn them. I would also like to ‘‘Budd,” which concerns aninci- 
mention the fact that the com- dent in the British Navy, will be 
mander of the Illinois volunteer made under the Eady Plan, 
regiment was a Russian officer, " 

s ‘Adapt Own Works’ Never!—Michener 
tuekians who volunteered during ■ ' * 

the Crimean campaign to go to —--1——— 
Russia to fight on its side? ^ _ *.»■** ^. _ . 

“Or, sir, take the San Fran- Other* Do It Better—Hed Open a Play With Butler 

C1S''Atathelr'cnd of 1863 it was Talking to Maid 
rumored that Confederate cruis- __ 
ers. the formidable Alabama and _ 
Sumter were preparing to attack JAmFJiLi 
San Francisco. The local resi- Tokyo, Oct. 22. 
donts asked Rear Admiral Popov, ..ODCe l Mll , property I don’t 

the°ShaXl? to trofj?Cllhrin care happen to it.” said 
Without PVPn James A. Michener, a writer whose 
bur« Podov works faave probably been the most 
!eU^meTaVmpWaho ,?a‘“ahvlys cotnmereiaily mail me, 
in conflict with the czarlst -ov- ?,a American author ever 
eminent—he ordered his offers ,or internationally too with the 
and seamen to take their fiehting Passl^e exception of Bernard 
stations and attack the enemy. btia'vL 
The Alabama and Sumter did Stunning this reporter with his 
not turn up. The rumor proved remark, the quote was later read 
to be false. But Popov was put back to him and Michener an¬ 
on the carpet by Petersburg, nounced, “Quoted with spectacular 
However. San Franciscans re- accuracy.” In explanation, he con- 
called the Russian rear admiral j tinued, “I have no talent for adapt- 
and his squadron with deep affec- • iug my' own things to dramatic 
tion. ,form, therefore I leave that to 

“I would also like to note thatL somebody else completely. I think 
.progressive Russian intellectuals < they do a better job. They’re ex- 
were also on Lincoln’s side. Par-; perts. They know what they want, 
tieularly energetic was the great I would have no bright new. ideas 
Russian democrat and writer N. ■ if I wrote a play. My pjay would 
Chernyshevsky, whose articles in begin with the maid speaking to 
the magazine Sovremennlk did • the butler and 'the maid saying, 

(Continued on page 16) )‘Madame has returned from Ber- 

Bill Hawks Seeks Legal 
Rights to 'Hide & Seek’; 

AUeges Option Renege 
Los Angeles, Oct 29. 

Suit to establish his rights to a 
‘unique* property entitled “Hide 
and Seek”-, was filed in Superior 
Court here by producer William 
Hawks against Hugh Barr Miller 
Jr., all major studios, Tony Owens 
and Eugene McGrath. 

Hawks said he entered into an 
agreement with Miller, author of 
the story, last year under which 
Hawks would have an option on all 
rights for $20,000. Before be could 
exercise the. option. Hawks con¬ 
tended, Miller rescinded the agree¬ 
ment and refused to selL 

Suit claimed the property now is 
worth $100,000 and asked that Mil¬ 
ler be forced to go ahead with the 
original agreement or be enjoined 
from making a sale without recog¬ 
nizing that Hawks has an $80,000 
interest in the property by virtue 
of the cancelled deal. 

L. A. to N. Y. 
James Cagney 
Red Doff 
Melvin Frank 
David Golding 
Charles Lederer 
June Lockhart 
Sara Marshall 
James H. Nicholson 
Ingo Preminger 
Bob Rains 
Aaron Rosenberg 
George Seaton 
Herbert T. Silverberg 
Paul Stewart 
Joseph R. Vogel 
Ed Wynn 

N. Y. to L. A. 
William Bendix. 
Stuart L. Daniels 
Ben Henry 
Mary James 
Ken Later 
Goddard Lieberson 1 
William Perlberg 
Mark Roberts 

N. Y. to Europe 
Leslie Barrie 
Cecil Beaton 
Maurice Chevalier 
Cary Grant 
JEd Lachman 
Andre Mertens 
David Rose ■ 
Joseph H. Seidelman i 
Michael Stern J 

Europe -to N. Y. j 
Caroline Burke | 
James Carreras j 
Roger DouCet 
Charles Einfeld ! 
Henry Fonda i 
Donald Gray J 
Gypsy Rose Lee j 
Roy Rowland j 
Alan Schneider 
Preston Sturges j 

By DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo, Oct. 22. 

“Once I sell a property I don’t 
care what happens to it,” said 
James A. Michener, a writer whose 
works have probably been the most 
successful commercially in all me¬ 
dia of any American author ever 
(or internationally too with the 
possible exception of Bernard 
Shaw), 

Stunning this reporter with his 
remark, the quote was later read 
back to him and Michener an¬ 
nounced, “Quoted with spectacular 
accuracy.” In explanation, he con- 

i tinued, “I have no talent for adapt¬ 
ing my own things to dramatic 
,form, therefore I leave that to 
somebody else completely. I think 

.they do a better job. They’re ex- 
: perts. They know what they want. 
I would have no bright new. ideas 

■ if I wrote a play. My pjay would 
begin with the jnaid speaking to 

• the butler and the maid saying, 
) ‘Madame has returned from Ber¬ 

muda and fell'in love with a Rand- 
some young pearl diver.’ I would 
never come up with the proper 
staging devices. It would never 
occur to me.” 

Michener stated, “I feel that on 
the day \yhen Joshua Logan or 
Oscar Hammerstein or Richard 
Rodgers have to come to me for 
suggestions, the American stage is 
dead.” 

Exploring his apparent indiffer¬ 
ence to adaptations of his writings, 
Michener said, “They’re making a 
movie of ‘South Pacific’ now. I 
wrote that 13 years ago. If I coulfl 
conceivably be interested in what 
was happening to something I did 
13 years ago, it would be a case of 
retarded development. The Jlhie 
lag is- really very great, even from 
the writing to the publishing of a 
book. You absolutely, lose a feeling 
for what you wrote.” 

In addition to “South Pacific” 
(20th), films have been made 
of Michener’s “Sayonara” <WB) 

(Continued on page 17) 

New York Sound Track 

Location shooting in and around New York started Saturday (26) 
on “End of the World,” starring Harry Belafonte. Entfre cast of the. 
film will consist of three characters who are the only people left in 
the world after an atomic blast in- the year 1962. Picture wiil be di¬ 
rected by Xanald MacDougall from his own screenplay. Film marks 
dehut of Belafonte’s own production company, Harbel Productions, 
which will be producing the film jointly with Sol C. Spiegel for^Meiro 
release -. . 

Barney Balaban back .at his desk after a week’s hiatus. He under¬ 
went minor surgery—removal of a throat cyst . . . Rouben Mamoulian 
in town and spending the balance of, the week at the Samuel Gold- 
wyn offices auditioning for the upcoming “Porgy and Bess,’.’ whidh he’s 
to direct . . . Hya Lopert argues the strength of local theatre business 
is in the art situations, where smash grosses still persist in the face 
of erratic business at the first-runs. 

Charles Einfeld (20th-Fox ad-pub v.p.) and wife returning from Eu¬ 
ropean trip Monday (4). Einfeld huddled on the Continent with 20th 
reps re plans for “Farewell to Arms” and “Peyton Place” . . . Tons of 
paper on which the first edition of “The Movies” (by Arthur L. Mayer 
and Richard Griffiths) was printed had to be junked when it was dis¬ 
covered that the stock was defective. Simon & Schuster still publish¬ 
ing the work Nov. 15 . . . 20th-Fox and Metror at one time discussed 
pooling their newsreel facilities. Merger proposal fell through. Now 
Metro and Univedsal are talking along similar lines. All the newsreels 
•are running in the red. 20th continues to shoot material for its Cinema- 
Scope demonstration newsreel. It shot the Queen’s visit—in color! 

“Peyton Place” preview at the Fox Oakland Thehtrfe on the-Coast, 
a 3,300-seat house, brought a record 2,500 preview cards, producer 
Jerry Wald reports. When the normal supply of preview cards ran 
out, patrons wrote their opinions on envelopes and candy wrappers. 
Wald said about 500 cards would have been about normal.. As a re¬ 
sult of the reaction/players Barry Coe and David Nelson (son of Ozzie 
and Harriet Nelson) are getting more prominent hilling . . Museum 
of Modern Art had the S. R. O. sign out for most of, its showings dur¬ 
ing the German Film Week ended today (Wed.). Some walked out of 
the film “The Golden. Plague,” which revolves around the U.S. occu¬ 
pation of Germany . . . Film Estimate Board of National Organizations , 
(the Green Sheet) honors Marjorie Granger Dawson, former Commu¬ 
nity relations head, of the MPAA, at a Plaza Hotel luncheon tomorrow 
(Thurs.) 

Kirk Douglas does a face-to-face with Mike Wallace on the latter’s 
tv’er Saturday (2) . . . Leonard Goldenson re United Paramount’s pro¬ 
duction activities: “If we created the wrath ofthe distributors by go¬ 
ing into the picture business, that’s good.” 

Bill Gold is poster art director of Warner Bros, and not assistant 
art director as listed in Variety in connection with the story of WB’s 
decision to eliminate its 32-man art department Gold has been with 
Warners for 16 years and has been poster art director for 10 ... . How¬ 
ard Dietz, Ned E. Depinet, Si Seadler, Charles Alicoate, Jake Starr, 
Chet Balm. William J. German and Dan Terrell have been .named the 
dinner committee for the Motion Picture Pioneers’ 19th annual dinner 
which will honor Loew’s prexy Joseph R, VogeL Loilis Nizer, received 
a special Yeshiva U. award Thursday (24) at a testimonial dinner in his 
honor at the‘Hotel Sheraton-AstOr, N.Y. Following his return from 
Paris, where he Completed final negotiations with Ingrid Bergman to 
star in “I Thank a Fool” for Metro, producer Sol C. Siegel assigned 
John Patrick to write the screenplay from the Audrey Erskine-Lindop 
novel . . , Gabe Sumner and John Friedkin will supervise the national 
publicity campaign on the “Across the Everglades,” the first indie 
production of Budd and Stuart Schulberg . . . Actor John Cassevetes 
turns producer with “Our Virgin Island,” which he .is currently shoot¬ 
ing on the remote island of Guana in the Virgin islands group . . .. 
Playwright-screenwriter Leslie Stevens on the Coast to confer with 
producers Marty Jurow and Dick Shepard on “The World’s Greatest 
Showman,” the film biography of Phineas T. Barnum which Stevens 
is scripting. 

Jerry Wald changed one word in his “Peyton Place” to please the 
Legion of Decency. It was. when the girl Comes to the doctor, asking 
for an abortion. He says: “I can’t do anything for you now.” Legion 
asked that the “now” be removed since it implied he might have per¬ 
formed an operation earlier . , . Richard Brandt of Trans-Lux vaca¬ 
tioned in Virginia . . . The Ralph Hetiels (MPEA)) have moved into 
town (Manhattan ’ House) . . . German director Helmut Kautner'in¬ 
quiring why his “The Last Bridge” was cut by some 600 feet prior to 

i its release in the U.S. Union Films (Peter Horner) says ’twas done j 
just to speed up the action, but Kautner suspects some scenes with po- 

1 litical overtones were clipped ‘for reason’ . . . Voice of America cov¬ 
ered the German film week opening . . . Mike Todd office axed two 

[ publicists, some secretaries and the switchboard operator. • Todd him- 
| self has gone to. Hawaii where “80 Days” preems . . . Emile J. Lustig 
[has settled with Richard Oswald re his rights to '‘Hauptmann von 
Koepehick” in the English-speaking territories. Oswald claimed the 

[rights on the basisvof the 1932 production of the Carl Zuckmayer 
! story. He now gets a participation in the revenue from the new Ger¬ 
man version in the English-language territories along with a small 
refund from the 1932 version . . . Rank Organization put out two 
versions of a short on Queen Elizabeth II. One was just on -the Queen; 
The other included footage of the Queen attending the ^Pursuit of 
the Graf Spee” command performance in London. “Pursuit” is the 

I Hank outfit’s current big release . . . Sam Spiegel Japan-bound. He’ll, 
do “The Chase” for Col on location in Texas. 

After Mike Todd's Madison Square Garden soiree had been history' 
some days, Minneapolis-St Paul newspapermen Were still hammering 
away at the “80 Days” producer and his party. Cedric Adams, specu¬ 
lated how much Todd might haVe hurt himself and also took CBS to 
task for televising the stunt. Pioneer Press-Dispatch’s Bill Diehl, a 
guest at the party, had a third story in which he called the shindig a 
“crazy, mixed-up affair” and a “total betrayal by the host of his 18,- 
000 ‘guests’.” 

Jack Gould’s footnote in N, Y. Times to the Mike Todd-Madison 
Square Garden party: “Coincidental with “The Green Pastures’ there 
was a competing attraction on another network that involved the most 
sickening and revolting orgy of promotion ever known to TV* If the.’ 
network concerned takes the slightest consolation from hurting the 
popularity rating of *The Green Pastures’, it. should have the grace to 
withdraw from civilized company.” CBS nonetheless could point to 
Trendix of 34.5 versus the “Hallmark Hall qf Fame” telecast of .the 
Marc Connelly play’s 1.9, 

Incidentally, speaking of show bi*-. boo-boos, Variety, years ago, 
gave the original Broadway production, when reviewed at that time 
by Joe Bigelow (Bige)r now a tv producer, one of those “quick 
death” summations. Boy, did we and he have the wrong number! 

Profile writer Paul Denis is author of latest-in the Vocational Guid¬ 
ance Manual authors. He’s done “Opportunities’in Dancing” . .. Earlier 
showbiz-angled issues in the series included Fr^nk Freeland (Acting). 
Piricus Tell (Films), Sigmund Spaeth (Music) Je Ranson & Dick Pack 
(Radio- & TV). 

Due largely to the increased television activity, at its Burbank lot, 
Warners’ contract list stands at a three year high, with 19 performars 
under contract Studio. now iS shooting four vidpix series, each • of 
which stars a contractee, and terra players are used extensively in Ihd. 
various vidfilm segments. Seven of the 19 under contract are femmes: 
Carroll Baker, Joanna Barnes, Virginia Mayo, Erin O’Brien, Venetia 

(Continued on page 21) 
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jBuena Vista Still Provides Trade 
Too Long (5 Weeks) in Accepting 
Spain Peace Offer; Plan Withdrawn 

Madrid, Oct. 22. 

There is a definite feeling among 

film observers here thatohe Motion 

Picture Export Assn, sat on its 

hands just long enough during the 

last five weeks to fritter away the 

best* opportunity for a peaceful set¬ 

tlement between film’ interests here 

and U. S. distributors that has ap¬ 

peared in over two years of turbu¬ 

lent discord. Oyer a month ago 

{Sept. 19), a special meeting of 

the Spanish' distributor exec board 

in Barcelona voted TOf-1 in favor 
of peace proposals' initiated by 
Enrique Aguilar, ’ Universal man¬ 
ager here and ehalrmah of the U.S: 
distribution toppers, in Spain. 

At that time, there was an ap¬ 
preciable industry sentiment be¬ 
hind the Aguilar peace parchment 
which reached its crest two weeks 
ago when an important producer 
delegation asked the government 
to recind the 4-1 decree ^requiring, 
ail distribs in. Spain to release one 
locally-made film feature for every 
four imported. Producers, exhibi¬ 
tors and* a local dlstrib faction 
were then acting in concert and 
group wise to win a new agreement 
with MPEA. Approval by MPEA of 
the Aguilar accord immediately 
after the digtrib exec vote here was 
all that was needed to restore 

(Continued on page 16) 

Steady-Climber, Top Exec 
. Charles J. Feldman of U 

Dies in Gotham at 58 
Charles J. Feldman, v.p. and gen¬ 

eral sales manager of Universal 

who would have been 58 on Friday 

(25), died of a heart attack at his 

home in New York On Wednesday 

(23). 

Bom in Providence, R. I., Oct. 

25. 1899, Feldman was a most 
respected sales chief. His steward¬ 
ship of the Universal sales organi¬ 
zation was a major assist to the 
company’s present position in the 
industry. 

Feldman had just concluded a 
sales conference in N.T. at which 
plans for U’s 1957-58 selling season 
had been finalized when he was 
stricken. In addition, for the eighth 
year in a row, U had designated 
its upcoming sales drive in honor 
of Feldman. 

. In addition to overseering U’s 
domestic sales activites,- including 
the recent introduction of success¬ 
ful saturation bookings of U’s films 
in neighborhood areas, Feldman 
was one of the leaders in industry 
issues and past chairman, of the 
distributors committee of the Mo¬ 
tion Picture Assn, of America. 

> He started as a salesman for 
United Artists in Omaha in' 1927 
and the following year joined Uni¬ 
versal as branch manager in Sioux 
Falls. He served as branch man¬ 
ager' at U’s Denver, San Francisco 
and Salt Lake City .exchanges, and 
became branch manager In Los An¬ 
geles in 1938. In 1943 he was pro¬ 
moted to western district manager 
and three, years later became west¬ 
ern division sales manager. In 
1950 he; became eastern division 
tales manager, and in 1951 the 
general sales manager, succeeding 
W. A. Scully, who then retired. In 
1953 Feldman got veep stripes? 

Feldman was active on behalf of 
the Will Rogers Memorial -Hospital 
at'Saranac Lake, N.Y: He was also 
a .member of the Motion Picture 
Pioneers. 

Funeral 'services were held in 
N. Y. on Friday. Interment was at 
Forest LaWn Cemetery, Los An¬ 
geles. Universal’s homeoffice in 
ELY., its N, Y, exchange,. United 
World Films and the Universal 
Newsfeel closed at 1 p.m. on 
Friday. 

4— ---*--—■—— 

Youngsjtein Coordinates 
For Israel 10th Anni 

Max E. Youngstein, United 
Artists v.p., has become the film 
industry coordinator .on the Amer¬ 
ican Committee for Israel’s 10th 
anniversary, celebration, which be¬ 
gins next April and continues 
through December. 

As such he’ll direct the partici¬ 
pation of all picture trade 
branches in marking the 10th year 
since the country’s founding. 

Panavision Lens 
Makers Set To 

Shoot Features 
Panavision Inc,, manufacturers 

of anamorphic camera lenses and 
printing lenses for various wider 
screen - processes, has formed its 
own indie production outfit, Pana- 

,vision Films, and expects to roll 
cameras on its first picture next 
May. 

Robert E. Gottschalk, prexy of 
Panavision, which developed the 
Metro 65m widescreen process, said 
in Gotham Monday (28) that the 
company not only Would produce, 
but also planned to rent or sell pro¬ 
jectors to the theatres to allow them 
to play films shot in the Panavision 
65 process. This is the same proc¬ 
ess in which Metro’s “Raintree 
County” was lenced (though it’s 
being exhibited in standard 35m 
reduced from the wide negative.) 

Gottschalk said ' his company 
either would sell modified.projec¬ 
tors to exhibs, or else would rent 
them, with the theatres allowed to 
apply rental against eventual pur¬ 
chase. ■ Panavision will insist on a 
three-to-one ratio screen as a mini¬ 
mum;, Houses already equipped 
for 70m (like the Todd circuit) will 
have to install the proper screen 
and the Panavision lens which in¬ 
cludes a slight squeeze. 

“We won’t install our process in 
any theatre unless there’s a screen 
that has a minraum of 60 feet in 
width,” Gottschalk said. Package, 
including Ashcraft lamps which re¬ 
quire no special cooling system de¬ 
spite the additional light source, 
would cost $10,000 fq buy and 

(Continued on page 24) 

Truly desperate efforts were 
made in New York City last Week 
in an attempt to get RKO to call 
off its dead in Spain where it had 
agreed to sell its local interests (in¬ 
cluding 18 films) to Jose Garcia 
Ramos and his brother, Luis. Sit¬ 
uation was complicated because of 
the illness of RKO prexy Tom 
O’Neill. 

RKO sale which, affording to 
present indications have not yet 
been finalized to the point where a 
deal is irrevocable, has severely 
erabarassed the Motion Picture Ex¬ 
port Assn.-which ias maintained an 
embargo against shipment of films 
to Spain for the past two years. 
The RKO move was the first major 
-defection from the ranks. 

It raised two points: (l)-Just 
what are the legal ties binding the ’ 
companies within the context of 
such action as the embargo resolu¬ 
tion <on Spain, and (2) was RKO's 
move deliberate or did it grow out 
of ignorance of the consequences 
among the O’Neill brass, recruited 
from broadcasting, which Isn’t 

-American film companies, ever 
on the prowl for their,,“lost audi¬ 
ence,” have their top pictures set 
for public offering during the 
Christmas holidays and it’s hard to 
come by a single entry, that would 
reflect either the spiritual connota¬ 
tions of the period or the fact that 
the school kids will be on holiday 
in abundance and shopping for suit¬ 
able entertainment. 

Consider this in contrast with, 
television whose latter-Deeember 
programming is loaded with Christ¬ 
mas Carol and Amahl and the Night 
Visitors-type of shows which ob¬ 
viously are fitting. 

Ditto radio, particularly of the 
past when this. medium,. without 
the competition of tv’s visuals, got 
across its excellent dramatic pro¬ 
gramming. 

Hollywood obviously1 doesn’t 
have the flexibility of broadcasters 
with their week-to-week changes 
and preemptions. But nonetheless 
it’s ft fact'that even within the film 
trade itself grumbling has been 
heard about the sophistication and/ 
or heavy romance content of the 
upcoming Yule product. 

Warners’. big one at year’s end 
will be “Sayonara,” which, while i 
high touted by advance Viewers, is j 

rated “adult” in terms of its con¬ 
cern with inter-racial love. Due 
from 20th-Fox are “A Farewell to 
Arms” (from the Ernest Heming¬ 
way novel) and “Peyton Place,” tbe 
widely-publicized tale of assorted 
immoralities in ft . small New Eng¬ 
land town. 

On the Metro slate is “Don’t Go 
Near the Water,” which is a light¬ 
hearted comedy but which has as 
one ofc its characters a loose-ton- 
gued sailor who repeatedly mouths 
a four-lettered obscenity. The 
audio is drowned out each time by a 
boat whistle on the soundtrack. 

I It’s hardly expected that the 
camera shies away from the physi¬ 
cal attributes of Sophia Loren in 
“Legend of the Lost” or Anita Ek- 
berg in “Paris Holiday,” both from 
United Artists. 

Columbia has “Pal Joey,” whose 
title character hasn’t lost any of 
his skid-row. standards in transi¬ 
tions' from the John O’Hara New 
Yorker stories, to the stage and to 
the screen. - 

If the ads were to be taken at 
’face value, David Niven is a big 
operator with the femmes in “My 
Man Godfrey,” from Universal. 

But, then, there’s Old, reliable 
Walt Disney. His Christmas spe¬ 
cial is to he “Old Yeller,” from the 
Fred Gipson novel about a frontier 
‘family greatly, attached to an old 
hound dog. And Paramount has 
Jerry Lewis in “Sad Sack.” 

close to the picture business, 
RKO move came at the worst 

passible time, when serious nego¬ 
tiations for a Spanish deal were 
going on. As Variety’s Madrid 
correspondent. Hank Werba, re¬ 
ported last week, "Spanish distribs 
are jubilant. They see the sale as | 
a major •‘blow to the solid MPEA 
alignment trying to force film peace 
vnth honor (and profit) in Spain,.” 

. MPEA’s Italy rep, Charles Bald¬ 
win, was immediately ordered to 
Madrid. MPEA board, meeting in 
Gotham was anxious to disspel the 
impression that the RKO defection 
had splintered the majors. It an¬ 
nounced that its member com¬ 
panies would continue not shipping 
films, up Selling them for importa¬ 
tion to Spain "under current con¬ 
ditions.” 

This did not, however, answer 
the specific question of the legality 
of RKO’s move, nor the broader 
issue of member company adher¬ 
ence to MPEA resolutions. What 
to do about RKO, should the sale 
stick, is now being explored Jay 

With an Invidious Comparison; 
! Staff of 34 Handles 11 Releases 

Deb Paget, No New Face, 
Asks Out at 20th-Fox 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Debra Paget, under contract to 

20th-Fox for the past 10 years, 
asked for and received her release 
from her pact. 

Aqttess was unhappy, at the 
Westwood lot, feeling she was not 
getting good parts, that'they were 
being handed “new faces” instead; 
also felt she-was being loaned to 
other lots too much, and didn’t 
like studio refusing to approve her 
appearances on tv dramatic shows 
this 'year. Her last.film under the 
?0th pact was loanout to Para¬ 
mount for "Omar Khayyam.” 

Production Cost 
In France Curbs 

Production costs in France have 
reached the point where distribu¬ 
tor advances no longer are suffi¬ 
cient to meet them in the Current 
volume^ of French output, producer 
Raoul Levy said In Manhattan last 
week. 

Levy, currently tied to Columbia 
Pictures, is the producer of “God 
Created Woman,” which is pacing 
the foreign entries at the Paris 
Theatre, N.Y. Brigitte Bardot star- 
rer got lukewarm reviews, but is 
crowding the b.o. as a sexploita- 
tioner. It’ll be released In dubbed 
form out-of-town by itfc distributor, 
Kingsley International. 

•f Walt Disney’s Buena Vista dis¬ 
tribution subsidiary will have 11 
features in release next year, rep¬ 
resenting the heaviest schedule in 
the company’s history. In addi¬ 
tion to the availability of the prod¬ 
uct, significance on the trade front 
lies in BV’s continued stress on an 
unelaborate organizational setup. 

Only 34 persons In all do the ac¬ 
tual selling, and they include pres¬ 
ident Leo Samuels and other home- 
office execs along with field per¬ 
sonnel in district offices. For sake 
of contrast, Paramount, which re¬ 
leases about 22 features annually, 
has nearly 34 branch offices in ad¬ 
dition to its hdraeofflce. 

For many of the Disney produc¬ 
tions, the sales department has a 
problem unique in the business. 
This is to convince exhibition that 
matinees provide the big money,, 
this obviously stemming from the 
youngster appeal of a good part of 
the lineup. Current release, for 
example, is “Perri,” which focuses 
on a group of animals who look to 
be acting out a definite story line. 

Next year’s sked will include 
“Missouri Traveler” and “Young 
Land,” both from C. V. Whitney, 
a reissue of “Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs” (first out in 1937), 
and “The Rainbow Road to Oz 
which is Disney’s first full-length 
live musical. 

Italo Exhibs Ape U. S., 
Seek Participation As 

Prods, and Distribs 
By ROBERT HAWKINS 

Rome, Oct. 29. 
The Italian exhibitors associa¬ 

tion, AGIS, will make a strong 
■ pitch for exhib participation in pro- 

tJIi owpr I duction and distribution at the up- Col, under which hell make fewer it* 
but more expensive pictures, Levy j commS meeting of the UIEC (In¬ 

ternational Exhibitor’s Federation), 
of which AGIS topper Italo Ge¬ 
mini is honorary president, to be 
held in Madrid Nov. 5-7. Plea will 
be tied in with larger-scaled plans 
for the European Common Market 
scheme. 

Among the questions which will 
be discussed at the conclave, which 
follows in wake of those held in 
Locarno (February) and The Hague 
(June), are the naming of an ad¬ 
ministrator for the International 
Youth Film Centre, authors’ 
rights changes In the Federation’s 
bylaws, and the aforementioned 
exhib participation in film produc¬ 
tion. 
• Italian exhib association appar¬ 
ently does not agree with the con¬ 
clusions and suggestions of the 
board of experts set up to study 
the question, especially as regards 
direct exhib participation in pic 
production efforts in the various 
countries, deeming them generally 
“impractical.”- 

The AGIS rep at Madrid will 
j therefore present the following 

legalites some of whom believe; suggestions on “direct participa- 
that, if they were so inclined, the j tion” to replace those previously 
companies would have ft court case j made by the committee of experts. 

said the solution to the cost prob¬ 
lem in France lay in part with the 
producers. “If they were to stop 
producing for a while, or at least 
take their time preparing films, 
perhaps We’d be In a better posi¬ 
tion. to control prices,” he opined. 

Levy said that the ceiling had 
Been reached in distribution ad¬ 
vances and that one of the results 
of this was that fewer top pix 
would be started. Right now. vol¬ 
ume is still up, and some good 
French films are forthcoming, he 
said, adding that a large group of 
the pictures that look promising 
for the U.S. will come from the 

(Continued on page 16) 

against RKO. RKO signed the em-! 
bargo resolution along with the 
other majors and this signature ap¬ 
pears to have legal standing. 

Whether MPEA would find it ad¬ 
visable to take recourse to law, 
particularly on an embargo issue, 
is a question. But the RKO prece¬ 
dent, under it can be Offset, means 
that other companies will not, in 
the future, pledge their coopera¬ 
tion in any such joint industry pol¬ 
icy. It’s considered likely that the 
MPEA board In future months will 
study the legal aspects and discuss 
tightened rules that will eliminate 
the repetition of a situation such 
as the one RKO has presented in 
Spain. 

Impetus . towards this comes 
from the realization, strongly 
pitched to the board last week by 

First, that each exhib association 
in the Federation promote the set¬ 
ting up of production and distribu¬ 
tion companies in its own countxy. 

Second, these production-distri¬ 
bution companies could then be 
linked, first via- the current eo-pro- 
duction agreements, later via the 
European Film Pool. 

Third, finance for these compa¬ 
nies could be sought, at the dis¬ 
cretion of the respective associa¬ 
tions, from either exhibitor sources 
or from “outside” interests. 

Once these links have been es¬ 
tablished and the setup set rolling, 
the various exhib groups, via UIEC, 
could concretely aid the further 
exchange and circulation of “their” 
pix within the framework of the 
European Film Community. 

With regard to the "indirect aid” oard 
Eric Jbhnston, that the sink-or- of exhib-produced features, the 
swim together policy today is more 7 AGIS pitch continues, it is in gen- 
vital than ever for the companies, eral agreement with the conclu- 
operating abroad. (Continued on page 15) 
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Berniers B-52 
(C’SCOPE-CQLOR) 

Exciting air footage hampered 
by tepid story. Moderate re¬ 
turn in general market. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
"Warner Bros, release of Richard Whorf 

production. Stars Natalie Wood, Karl Mal¬ 
den, Marsha Hunt; features Efrem Ziro- 
halist Jr., Don Kelly, Nelson Leigh, Robert 
Nichols, Ray Montgomery. Bob Hover. 
Directed by Gordon Douglas. Screenplay, 
Irving Wallace; story, Sam. Rolfe; camera 
(WarnerColor). William Clothier; editor, 
Thomas Reilly; music, Leonard Rosenman. 
Previewed Oct. 1, '57. Running time, 104 
MINS. 
Lois Brennan . Natalie Wood 
$£t. Chuck Brennan . Karl Malden 
Edith Brennan .Marsha Hunt 
CoL Jim Herliby. . Efrem Zimbalist Jr. 
Sgt. Darren McKind. Don Kelly 
Genl. Wayne Acton. Nelson Leigh 
Stuart .»... Rahert" Nichols 
Barnes . Ray Montgomery 
Simpson . Bob Hover 

The U.S. Air Force’s mighty B-52 
bomber is the real star of this 
Warner production, which carries 
a human story of only middling 
interest. Visual insight is given 
for the first time on screen of the 
world’s largest, highest and fastest- 
flying eight-jet intercontinental 

* Stratofortress. Some of the foot¬ 
age is almost breathtaking in scope 
as a result of highly effective color 
photography. With the name of 
Natalie Wood to attract younger 
generation and exploitation beamed 
at more mature audiences, the film 
should do okay biz in general, mar¬ 
ket but would have benefitted con¬ 
siderably by tighter editing. 

Heavy focusing of the Irving 
Wallace screenplay upon a trifling 
plotline in building to the real guts 
or the picture, a trial run of the 
new B-52 from a California air 
base to Africa and return, militates 
against attention subject rates 
until the winding reels. A story of 
a feud between father and daugh¬ 
ter, as latter insists that parent, a 
top ground crew chief, leave the 
service he’s been in for 20 years 
and a romance between father’s 
commanding officer and the daugh¬ 
ter. are dragged in. Interest lies 
with the B-52 sequences to com¬ 
pensate for cluttered scripting. 

In his direction of the Richard 
Whorf production, Gordon Douglas 
socks over the exciting elements 
and generates good suspense as the 
returning B-52 is threatened With 
fire disaster. Camera work by 
William Clothier and aerial photo¬ 
graphy by Harold E. Wellman lend 
particular interest, America's air 
might as displayed by B-52s in 
flight formation Is well and stir¬ 
ringly pictured. 

Karl Malden makes the most of 
his character, torn between love 
of duty and love of family, but is 
called upon for some pretty silly 
antics in attempted comedy se¬ 
quences which paint him as an 
anxious father worried over his 
daughter staying out late on a 
date with Efrem Zimbalist. Jr.. 
Zimbalist, in his role as Malden’s 
commanding officer, who pilots the 
B-52 on Its African flight and safe¬ 
ly brings the ship in desp:te fire, 
is an interesting newcomer who 
shows promises, Natalie Wood has 
little to do but be petulant as the 
daughter, but Marsha Hunt is warm 
as a service wife, who understands 
Maldeij’s problems. Hefty support 
is afforded by Don Kelly, Nelson 
Leigh, Stuart Whitman and Mi¬ 
chael Emmet in various service 
roles. 

Technical departments are well 
handled generally. Leonard Rosen¬ 
man’s music score contributes, Leo 
K Kuter’s art direction registers' 
and Thomas Reilly’s editing, while 
prolonged in story sequences, 
tightens during final air reels. 

Whit. 

Ghost Diver 
(REGALSCOPE) 

Dick Einfeld as a producer. 
Okay entry for action market. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
Tw<ntIeth-Fox release of Richard Ein¬ 

feld production. Stars James Craig. 
Audrey Tdtter, Nico Mlnnrdos; features 
Lowell Brown, Rodolfo Hoyos Jr.. Pira 
Louis. Directed by Richard Einfeld. Mer¬ 
rill G. White. Screenplay, Einfeld. White; 
camera, John M. Nickolaus Jr.: editor. 
White; music. Paul Sawtell, Bert Shorter. 
Previewed Oct. 23, *57. Running time, 
74 MINS. 
Roger Bristol  .James Craig 
Anne Stevens ..Audrey Totter 
Pelu Rico  .. Pira Louis 
Manco Capac ..Nico Minardos 
Bob Bristol ..Lowell Brown 
Wco...Rodolfo Hovos Jr. 
Bartender ..George Trevino 
Marguerita .. Elena Da Vinci 
Stunt & Actor .. Paul Stader 
Stunt Dble.Diane Webber 
Stunt Dble...Robert Lorenz 
Stunts.Richard Geary, Tom Garland. 

Michael Dugan 

Search for underwater treasure 
cues this well-handled programmer 
which fits the demand of action 
bills. It has the type of story to 
maintain ‘ audience interest, and 
further benefits by presence of sev¬ 
eral new faces among the princi¬ 
pals. 

Film is (Charley’s Son) Richard 
Einfield’s first solo producer effort, 
and he comes through for good 

results. He also shares screenplay; 
and direction credit with Merrill: 
G. White, both departments on the 
plus side. White additionally takes 
on editing*chore, which is fast 
enough to allow satisfactory sus-: 
pense, particularly in the under- ] 
water scenes when two men engage 
in a spear-gun duel. An authentic 
South American background is sim¬ 
ulated through good selection of 
locations here. 

James Craig, as star of a top¬ 
rating tv adventure show, and 
Audrey Totter, his secretary who 
follows him all over the globe,, 
share star billing with Nico Minar- 
dos, an interesting new Greek actor 
who bows in pic as the heavy. 
Craig, who has come upon a Para- 
can idol, which is the key to the 
lost . treasure of this forgotten 
South American Indian tribe, prom¬ 
ises his audience he will find this 
treasure, known to be buried 
underwater, on his next season’s 
program. Thereupon he heads for 
the locality where idol was found, 
accompanied by his secretary and 
skin-diving son, Lowell Brown. 

Opposing him is Minardos, who 
knows the approximate location of 
the treasure and who cut the life¬ 
line of the diver who found the 
idol. Pic takes its title from this 
diver whose body is found floating 
in the cavern housing the loot. 
Underwater sequences are well de¬ 
veloped as the Americans finally 
are successful in their search. 

Craig does a good straightfor¬ 
ward job with his character and 
Miss Totter is perky as the secre¬ 
tary, whom he finally marries. 
Minardos shows favorably in a 
well-motivated role; Brown is per¬ 
suasive as the son who stages a 
couple of actionful ‘ fights with 
Minardos; and Pira Louis, as 
Minardos’ sweetheart, lends inter¬ 
est as another promising newcomer. 

John M. Nickolaus JP.’s camera 
work is effective and music score 
by Paul Sawtell and Bert Shefter 
atmospherically accompanies ac¬ 
tion. Whit. 

Abominable Snotvman 
(REGALSCOPE) 

Adventure film based" on 
Himalayan legend; handy ex¬ 
ploitation entry. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
Twentieth-Fox release of Aubrey Baring 

production. Stars Forrest Tucker, Peter 
Cushing; features Maureen Connell, Rich¬ 
ard Wattis, Robert Brown, Michael Brill, 
Arnold Marie. Wolfe Morris. Directed by 
Val Guest. Story-screenplay, Nigel Kneal; 
camera, Arthur Grant; editor, BUL Lenny; 
music, Humphrey Searle. Previewed Oct. 
23, *37. Running,time, 13/MINS. 
Tom Frieiyl ..Forrest Tucker 
Dr. Rollason ... Peter Cushing 
Helen Rollason ..  Maureen Connell 
Peter Fox .  Richard Wattis 
Ed Shelley  .. Robert Brown 
McNee ... Michael Brill 
Kusang r.. Wolfe Morris 
Lhania ... Arnold Marie 
Major Domo.-Anthony Chin . 

Based upon a legend of the 
Himalayas, this British import has 
been imaginatively produced to em¬ 
brace strange elements. Subject 
bears good exploitation potential 
and. is a suitable entry for the ad¬ 
venture market. Pic will be pack¬ 
aged in release with "Ghost Diver” 
(also reviewed here). 

The Aubrey Baring production 
takes its theme from tales brought 
back by Himalayan Climbing expe¬ 
ditions—-which have received wide 
front-page coverage—of mysterious 
figures in the upper levels known 
as "Abominable Snowmen,” whose 
giant footprints reportedly have 
been seen but never the creatures 
themselves. In his story and screen¬ 
play, in which he draws on Lhama 
philosophy, Nigel Kneal builds a 
plausible narrative as a small party, 
of five men conducts a search for 
these Yeti—as they're called by 
the superstitious natives—and finds 
them, with tragic consequences. 

Picture was lensed largely in the 
Pyrar.Vs, which provides realistic 
backgrounds of which director Val 
Guest takes fine advantage. He 
generates plenty, of suspense as the 
party comes under the spell of the 
Yetis, the premise posed here that 
these are a race of super-intelligent 
beings who will take over the world 
when humanity has destroyed it¬ 
self. Unfoldment is logical and ex¬ 
citing at times. 

Forrest Tucker and Peter Cush¬ 
ing top the cast, former as an 
American adventurer who heads 
the party, latter an English botanist 
with climbing experience. Both 
give substance to their roles, with 
Cushing the sole survivor of the 
expedition. Arnold Marie compe-1 
tently portrays the head of a1 
Lhamasery possessed of occult pow¬ 
ers, Maureen Connell scores as 
Cushing's wife and Richard Wattis 
is okay as his assistant. Michael 
Brill, Wolfe Morris and Robert 
Brown also lend capable support. 

Photography b# Arthur Grant Is 
interesting and Bill Lenny’s tight 
editing and Humphrey Searle’s 
music score are additional assets. 

Whit. 

How to Morider A 

(C’SCOPE) 

Smart comedy spoofing seedy 
nobility. Okay for selected 
situations. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
Columbia release .of - John Paiton pro¬ 

duction. Stars Charles Coburn, r Nigel 
Patrick, Wendy Hiller; features Anthony 
Newley, Athene Seyler, Kenneth Fortes- 
cue, Katie Johnson. Directed by Nigel 
Patrick. Screenplay, John Paxton; based 
on play, "II Faut TUer Julie,’* by Didier 
Daix; camera, “Ted Moore; editor, Bert 
Rule; music, Kenneth V. Jones. Previewed 
O#, gil; *57. Running time, 79 MINS. 
Henry ...:. Nigel■ Patrick 
"Uncle George.. Charles Coburn 
Edith ..Wendy Hiller 
Alice _ _ 
Edward 
Grannie .—. 
Aunt Marjorje. ..... 
Albert 
Constance 

.Katie Johnson 
.... Anthony Newley 
. Athene Seyler 
.. Noel Hood 
. Kenneth Fortescue 
... Patricia Webster 

Gilrony .... Michael Caine 
Inspector Harris • ■ • -. Trevor Reid 
Coroner..."Cyril Luckham 
Radio Officer .. Johnson Bayly 
Police Sergeant  .Martin Boddey 
Bar Steward ... Kevin Stoney 
Colonial Type  . Antony Shaw 
Postman ........... ........ Ian Wilson 

"How to Murder a Rich Uncle,” 
a provocative title presents dry 
humor in. such a way that it 
emerges smart adult comedy. Film 
and subject are a trifle English but 
should be well received. 

Produced and scripted by Holly¬ 
wood writer John Paxton in Eng¬ 
land under the Warwick banner, 
yarn is a departure from the usual 
Warwick brand of product, which 
in the past has cleaved to action 
melodrama. : Topic twirls around 
the efforts of an impoverished 
British nobleman, Nigel Patrick, to 
do away with his wealthy uncle in 
from Canada, • as the only "honor¬ 
able” way to meet his debts. 

Somehow, however, these efforts 
seem to continually backfire, and 
one by one Ma family begins to 
drop off, eaclL meeting the tragic— 
and violent—and meant for the 
uncle, played by Charles Coburn. 
When the always-forgetful noble¬ 
men himself is killed by a Rube 
Goldberg-setup, a shotgun pointing 
straight at the uncle’s - bedroom 
door attached by a thread between 
trigger and door-handle, Coburn is' 
arrested and tried for murder of 
his doting family but finally is 
cleared by an elderly cousin. 

Comic aspects of the idea are 
richly fulfilled, the film algo being 
a spoof on British nobility and their 
refusal to enter trade even as a 
last resort. Patrick, who also di¬ 
rects for subtle effect, creates a 
lasting impression as the stuffy and 
somewhat ingenious nobleman fully 
convinced he can get away with 
his plan of murder. It’s his picture, 
rather than Cobum’s, in for a good 
piece of work but in a more con¬ 
ventional role. 

A highly capable cast supports, 
headed by Wendy Hiller as Pat¬ 
rick’s absent-minded spouse, one 
dfr the victims. Athene Seyler is 
outstanding as ^Patrick’s mother, 
another victim; Kenneth Fortescue 
caricatures the dim-witted son, who 
takes the uncle’s place on Patrick’s 
death calendar; and Katie Johnson 
is excellent as the elderly spinster 
responsible for Cobum’s acquittal. 
Patricia Webster, In role of: the 
daughter, only sane member of the 
family, scores brightly and An¬ 
thony Newley is a good .character 
as her boyfriend, an amateur crim¬ 
inologist 

Top technical values provide fur¬ 
ther assist, including Ted Moore’s 
photography, .Bert Rule’s editing, 
John Box’ art direction and music 
score by Kenneth V. Jones. 

. - Whit. 

The Boislwt Ballet 
(BRITISH—COLOR) 

Brilliant offering for special¬ 
ized houses; ballet fans will 
flock to this artistic pic. .. 

London, Oct, 22. 
Rank release of a Paul Czinner-I. R. 

Maxwell production. Stars Galina Ulanova; 
features Ralsaat Struchkova, Nikolai 
Fadeyechev and Bolshoi Theatre Ballet, 
with Royal Opera. House, -Govent Garden, 
orchestra. Editor, PhlUp Hudsmlth; .cam¬ 
era. F. B. Onions. At Odeon Theatre. 
Leicester, London. Running time, 100 
MINS. 

"The Bolshoi Ballet” is, neces¬ 
sarily, a specialized pic and though 
the pic should be assured of a 
hearty welcome in arty houses, it 
would be a bold speculator who 
would risk it. in a broader market. 
Nevertheless, such is the quality of 
this standout ballet film that it 
may well appear even to those to 
whom ballet Is either a mystery or 
a bore. 

Paul Czinner has done a service 
to ballet fans in capturing for the 
screen the alluring Galina Ulanova, 
one of the top exponents to terpsi- 
chore. She is admirably supported 
by the Bolshoi Theatre Ballet Co. 
The film is in two sections. The 
first half consists, of six short bal¬ 
lets while the second half is the 
longer ballet; "Giselle,” with music 
by A. Adam. 

Film gets away to a rousing start 

with the invigorating "Dance of the 
Tartars” from Asafiev’s "Fountain 
of Bakbchiserai.” Next comes the 
Spanish dance from Tschaikows- 
ky’s "Swan Lake,” followed by an 
enchanting duet by L, Bogomalova 
and S. Vlasova called, “Spring Wa¬ 
ter,” by Rachmaninoff. Entire bal¬ 
let company does "Polonaise and 
Gracovienne” from Glinka’s "Ivan 
Susanin.” Ulanova makes, her first 
appearance in Saint-Saens’' "Dying 
Swan.” Madame . Ulanova dapees 
with superb grace and artistry and 
this dance is a fitting prelude for 
the films second’ half which con¬ 
sists ^entirely of “Giselle.” 

There is no doubt that everybody 
connected with this film has done 
a great job. The Eastmancolor is 
magnificent and the colorful cos¬ 
tumes and decor are well served 'by 
the lensing of F. B. Onions. -The 
entire effect is exhilarating, L. 
Lavrovsky is responsible'for the 
choreography and the screen ver¬ 
sion of "Giselle.” He has been aid¬ 
ed by the shrewd editing of Philip 
HudsmithV 

But the film stands or falls by 
the dancing of Ulanova, and even 
those not technically competent to 
judge of its quality must respond 
to its grace. The obvious point 
arises that for those who are not 
ballet addicts the entertainment 
will seem much too long. The 
varied music, played superbly by 
the Royal Opera House Covent 
Garden orchestra, conducted main¬ 
ly by Yuri Faier, is a delight to the 
ear. AIL in all, "The Bolshoi Bal¬ 
let” has come off as an artistic 
achievement even if it does hot 
fare equally well at the boxoffice. 

Rich: 

Escape From San 
’ Quentin 

Routine meller for the action 
market; name of Johnny Des¬ 
mond may lure teenage trade. 

Columbia release of Clover (Sam Katz- 
man) production. Stars Johnny Desmond, 
Merry Anders; features Richard Devon, 
Roy Engel, William Bryant, Ken Christy, 
Larry Blake. Directed by Fred F. Sears, 
Screenplay. Raymond T. Marcus; camera. 
Benjamin H. Kline; editor. Saul H. Good- 
kind; music, Lacjindo Alqiedda; song, 
"Lonely Lament," by Johnny Desmond. 
Previewed N.Y., Oct, 17, *57. Running 
time, 11 MINS. 
Mike Gilbert . Johnny Desmond 
Robbie . Merry Anders 
Roy Gruber .  Richard Devon 
Hap Graham ... Roy Engel 
Richie   William "Bryant 
Curly Gruber ......Ken Christy 
Mack ...Larry Blake 
Piggy. Don. .Devlin 
Mendez ........... Victor Millan 
Sampson . John Merrick 
Jerry ... .  Norman Fredric 
Georgia ..  Barry Brooks 
Bud .. Lennie Smith 

With a fair quota of chases, fisti¬ 
cuffs and gun duels in the footage, 
“Escape From San Quentin” shapes 
up as a routine meller for the ac¬ 
tion market. To insure teenage at¬ 
tention producer Sam Katzman has 
tossed the top role in thisJColum- 
bia release to disk artist Johnny 
Desmond. He offers an exploitable 
peg of sorts. 

As written by Raymond T. Mar-; 
cus, the yarn recounts the escape 
of three cons from a San Quentin 
prison farm. Ringleader in, the 
break is hardened criminal Richard 
Devon. His partners are Roy Engel 
and Desmond. Latter, an ex-Air 
Force man, pilots a small plane 
that takes him and Devon to free¬ 
dom while Engel escapes on foot 
despite a beating from Devon. . 

Before the law closes in for the 
inevitable recapture, Desmond 
finds some romantic interest in 
Merry Anders. She’s the younger 
sister of his wife Peggy Maley 
whovs suing him for divorce. She’s, 

•also more or less an innocent by¬ 
stander -in some suspenseful scenes 
that. outline desperate attempts of 
Devon to arrange a rendezvous 
with his father who has $119,000 
stashed away. 

Fred Sears’ direction helps po;nt 
up the action and suspense, but 
can’t get more than a passable per¬ 
formance out of Desmond who’s 
making his second screen appear¬ 
ance with this stint. Singer appeal¬ 
ingly warbles "Lonely Lament,’’ a 
ballad of his own composition add 
the film’s lone tune. With further 
experience, handsome vocalist’s 
thesping may match the quality of 
his voice. 

A pert ^blonde. Miss Anders 
capably handles the romantic re¬ 
quirements of her role. As the 
sadistic desperado, Devon turns in 
a credible characterization with the 
proper emotional overtones. Okay 
support is provided by Engel, ruth¬ 
less escapee who’s slain hv 
cops; William Bryant, part-time 
bookie killed by Devon, anu . -.ca 
Christy, Devon’s aging father, 
among others. . 

Benjamin H. Kline’s camerawork 
is proficient, particularly in the 
outdoor sequences. Editing of $aul 
A. Goodkind is par for the course 
as is Paul Palmentola’s art direc¬ 
tion and the Lacrindo Almedda 
scorq. Production values bespeak a 
modest budget, Gilb. 

'Handsomely - mounted Moto- 
1«U "Mr. Moto” picture, but 
shorten story. Outlook Routine. 

Hollywood, Oct. 25. 
20th-Fox release o£ Walter Reiach pro* 

duclion. Stars Robert Wagner, Joan Col¬ 
lins and Edmond O'Brien; with Ken Scott. 
Seiko Oyaipa, Larry Keating, Sarah Sel¬ 
by, Solly Nakamura, H. Okhawa, K. J. 
Seitjo, Demmie SusukL Directed by 
Robert L. Breen. Screenplay by 
Breen and Reiach. from John P. .■ Mar- 
quard. novel; camera, Charles G. Clarke; 
editor. Marjorie Fowler; art director, 
■Lyle R. Wheeler, Eddie Itaazu; music, 
Paul Sawtell. Japanese music supervision, 
Tak Shindo. Previewed Oct. 22, *57. Run¬ 
ning time. 10* MIN Si 
Mark Fannon .,:... Robert Wagner 
Tina ... Joan Collins 
George Underwood..... .Edmond O’Brien 
Tony Barrett ._....... Ken Scott 
Koko ... Seiko Oycma 
High Commissioner ..... Larry Keating 
Wife of High Commissioner Sarah Selby 
Nobika ......... -. Solly Nakamura 
Lt. Afiimi...H. Okhawa 
Kataura . K. J. Seitjo 
Capt.'Hasao ............ .. Deramei Susuki 

What this Moto-less “Mr. Moto” 
tale adds up to is a handsomely- 
mounted feature which runs some¬ 
what thin in story before the last 
reel. Visual beauty of Nipponese* 
locales and names of Robert Wag¬ 
ner; Joan Collins and Edmund 
O’Brien help counteract, plot defi¬ 
ciencies, but projects 'seem mild. 

What the innumerable heavies 
who have faced John P. Marquatd’s 
famed Japanese detective through¬ 
out the years could not accomplish, 
has been done by scrioters Richard- 
L. Breen and Walter Reisch. They 
have rubbed out the engaging little 
Oriental sleuth, substituting a 
clean-cut Yank counter-intelligence 
agent in his stead. 

Wagner, as the agent, has tough 
assignment of protecting life of 
Larry Keating, American High 
Commissioner in Japan (a post 
since changed to ambassador). 
Since Keating refuses to recognize 
his danger, Wagner must accom¬ 
plish his mission the hard way. 
Meanwhile, he’s involved in an in¬ 
conclusive romance with Miss Col¬ 
lins, with fellow-agent Ken Scott 
filling out the triangle. 

Baddies, led by Edmond O’Brien, 
are Bolshevik! bent on stirring up 
an incident but blowing up the 
commissioner at a public dedica¬ 
tion of a peace movement. O’Brien 
tries, his Ingenious best to liquidate 
Wagner, but succeeds with Japa¬ 
nese agent Solly Nakamura. In 
anti-climactic finale, Wagner dis¬ 
poses of the bomb, but gets the 
brush from Mi«s Collins, who 
abruptly finds him overly-dedi-r 
bated to his work. 

Subplot concerns joint Wagner- 
Collins protective custody of cute 
(sometimes over-cute) Japanese 
moppet. Reiko Oyama, as orphaned 
daughter of agent Nakamura. In 
end, she accepts up-to-then secret- 

, death of her father with a singular 
[matter-of-factness, and goes home 
1 by herself. 

I Reisch and Breen also produced 
I and directed, respectively, which. 
?iS another way of saying they’ve 
only got themselves to blame. Stag-' 
ing is routinish in both romantic 
and action passages, save for color- 

; ful backdrop bf Japanese scenery 
and folkways. 

| Wagner continues to prow thespi-? 
cally, and lends authority to role of' 
the agent. Miss Collins, herself a 
lovely scenic addition, is also av 

;good actress and handles her un¬ 
demanding assignment with ease. 
O’Brien likewise doesn’t have to 
extend himself, but as usual, makes 
a convincingly Smooth heavy. Scott 
impresses as a. find, with rugged 
good looks and a pleasing screen 
personality. 

Little Miss Oyama leans rather, 
heavily on a Pollyannarish note,.’ 
perhaps a directorial fault, but bas¬ 
il nice, sunny disposition. Others*' 
in cast perform capably, including- 
Keating, Sarah Selby as his wife, 
and Nakamura (especially effec¬ 
tive), EL Okhawa and Demmei Su¬ 
suki as Japanese police officials. 

Technical credits a~e outstand¬ 
ing, especially the striking DeLuxe 
color photographv by Charles* G. 
Clarke, and art* direction by Lyle • 
R. Wheeler and Eddie Imazu. • 

Kove. 

. Azteca Hit by Truster’ 

Chicago, Oct, 29. 

Suit charging’ Azteca films With 
violations of antitrust laws was . 
filed In Federal District Court in 
Chicago last- week by Seymour 
Simon on behalf of 'Abraham Go*. 
mez. operator' of Tampico and 

j Plaza Theatres in Chicago, 
Suit alleges that Azteca insisted 

| on Gomez taking all 52 Azteca re-, 
leases, per year or else nohe "at all 
for his two Spanish'language film, 
houses. Gomez, had refused, this 
offer of block booking in the sum¬ 
mer of this year.' 
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Exhib Ideal: Plans Year Ahead! 
Leonard H. Goldensori, distressed over present-day picture re¬ 

leasing patterns, would like-schedules so arranged that exhibitors 
could plan their, programming up to a year in ;advance. In this 

:was, he points out, the quality pictures could be spaced apart 
among the gimmick and exploitation product. 

The AB-PT president and v.p. Edward L. Hyman also feel that 
“orderly” releasing of the expensive productions shouldn’t have 
the distributors taking all the risks. In turn for receiving a big 'en¬ 
try in a dull season, the exhibs should give top terms and choice 
playing time. . 

‘Clearance’ Period (in years) From 
Theatrical Release to TV Exposure 

4 

Allied Pressing for ‘Regional’ 
Release Pattern to Circumvent 

Buildup-Killing Print Shortage 
-—— -]--4 

Kiamesha Lake, Oct. 29. 
Allied States Assn, will petition 

the major .film distributors to set 
a fixed term of years^as the mini¬ 
mal time before current theatrical 
motion pictures will be sold for 
television. Purpose is to beat the 
growing public impression that 
current films will “soon” be avail¬ 
able for free on- home ' sets. Ex¬ 
hibitors wish to be in a position 
to advertise a pledge to the /con¬ 
trary. 

Li advance of the Allied conven¬ 
tion itseUTits Board voted a com¬ 
mittee to wait upoU the distribu¬ 
tors, find out their thinking and 
endeavor to seat jt, '‘clearance” of 
year's—exact number hot specified 
af this time. 

President Julius Gordon ex¬ 
plained that Allied is not object¬ 
ing to ultimate disposal of sub¬ 
sidiary. rights to video but wants 
“protection” for theatres which 
charge substantial admissions. 

Another complaint heard at the 
Board meeting centered on the un¬ 
even flow of product, the continued 
fondness, of distribs for reserving 
the big pictures for the big holiday 
periods. This ‘ is- the same gripe 
voiced repeatedly by- the Para¬ 
mount Circuit in particular. The 
derth'- between the Labor Hay 
weekend and the Thanksgiving 
weekend, as right now* is wretched 
business practice," the operators 
growl. They passed a resolution 
in support of the Leonard Golden- 
son-Edward Hyman thesis. 

Allied’s Board agreed to con¬ 
tinue attempts to arrive at indus¬ 
try arbitration plan in acorfiance 
with recommendations of Senate 
Small Business Committee. In this 
connection Allied declared it was 
operating within scope of senate 
recommendations but that “so far 
distributors have not agreed to ne¬ 
gotiate on arbitration with recom¬ 
mendations made by senate com¬ 
mittee.”. 

Except for clarification of one 
point Allied is prepared to return 
to the Council of Motion Pictures 
Organizations from which it with-; 
drew more than a year ago. Al¬ 

ii Continued oji page .16 ) 

'Mighty Mo’ Rothman 
Mo Rothman, United Artists’ 

Continental sales manager 
since 1955, has been niuned 
Continental manager and, as 
such will supervise the com¬ 
pany’s offices in 21 countries 
in Europe and/the Middle East. 
He joined UA In 1952 as assist¬ 
ant to Charles 'Smadja, V-P. m 
charge of European operations. 

Rothman .was in New York 
over the past weekend for con¬ 
ferences with UA’s foreign dis¬ 
tribution v.p. Arnold Picker 
and has returned -to his Paris 
headquarters. 

Col Cole Quits; 

On Allied Future 
Dallas, Oct. 29. ] 

CoL H. A. Cole, longtime leader] 
and current prexy of Allied The¬ 
atre Owners, of. Texas, is resigning ] 
his post and dissolving the Texas; 
Allied" headquarters office .here 
Thursday (31). His action, spurred 
by ill health, caused local indus¬ 
try observers to speculate as to 
what action, if any, may be taken 
to reactivate the Texas Allied org 
by National Allied prexy Julius 
Gordon, of'Beaumont, Texas, at 
the latter group’s national conven¬ 
tion currently being held at Kia-: 
mesha Lake, N. Y. 

In a letter to each Texas Allied; 
member. Col. Cole disclosed his 
resignation in a downbeat tone. 
Full text of Ins statement: “Almost 
desperately I have been .attempt¬ 
ing to get some kind of meeting of 
the Allied members, to come to a 
conclusion on the-association. Up 
to the present time I have not 
been successful in this attempt. I 

{Continued on page. 

By HY HOLLINGER ‘ 

Kiamesha Lake, Oct. 29- 
Proposal that Federal govern¬ 

ment come to aid of nation’s film 
theatres which are “as sick as it is 
possible to be and still live” was 
made at opening session of Allied 
States Assn, convention at Concord 
Hotel here yesterday (Mon.). Prexy 
Julius Gordon in his keynote ad¬ 
dress made the dramatic appeal. He 
urged Allied, in association with 
all other film theatre groups,, go to 
Washington “and ask for retroac¬ 
tive accelerated depreciation for 
past ten years,” 

Gordon pointed out that for first 
five years of past decade the vast 
majority of theatres paid enormous 
taxes to government from profits 
“as well as acting as collection 
agency for hundreds of millions in 
admission taxes.” He stressed that 
during these profitable years the¬ 
atres were only allowed normal 
Tate pf depreciation against taxes, 
since “government then had every 
right* to believe that depreciation 
life” of theatres would be a long 
one. * ' 

Such assumption however proved 
incorrect and exhibitors now have 
“single purpose buildings with 
single purposes equipment which is 
obsolete.” 

He pointed out that Uncle Sam 
has come to aid of other business 
with similar difficulties and saw no 
reason why it would not look on ] 
proposal favorably if it is present¬ 
ed properly. Spelling out his plan 
Gordon said it’d result in this: 

(1) It Would mean that theatres 
could apply accelerated depreci¬ 
ation retroactively against taxable 
profits in previous years and thus 
be entitled to immediate credit 
against those taxes paid and col¬ 
lectable now, 

(2) If as result of this conces¬ 
sion, theatres were able to improve 
or survive until better-times gov¬ 
ernment- would not be loser for it 
would use- up future depreciation 
and on future profits taxes would 
be higher because theatres would 
hive less depreciation to deduct 
from profits. 

(3) It would even beriefit film 
producers for they would again 
have solvent customers. 

(4.>—If theatres have no future 
profits then it is only right “under 
our tax theories and under our sys¬ 
tem of government” that theatres 
had been allowed to charge off in¬ 
vestment during their useuable life 

Speaker cited examples of gov¬ 
ernment concessions to oil, airlines, 
shipping, lumber and cattle indus¬ 
tries. He noted too tha*t many in¬ 
dustrial plants have been built in 
last 15 years with accelerated de¬ 
preciation allowance based on theo¬ 
ry that' because they were built 

(Continued on page 21) 

Calls Esquire a 'Threat’ 
Kiamesha Lake, Oct. 29. 

Julius Gordon, Allied prexy, 
believes that Paramount’s ac¬ 
quisition of the Esquire, Chi¬ 
cago, was designed by the film 
company as a warning- to all 
exhibitors that, if the com¬ 
pany’s terms aren’t met by the 
theatres. Par would acquire 
more houses in competition to 
existing theatres. 

Noting that the film compa¬ 
nies had become so expert in 
saying “no" to exhibitor pro¬ 
posals, Gordon noted that 
Khrushchev & Co., should they 
ever run out of United Nations 
reps, would here find a pool 
of “excellent talent.” 

Re Esquire, Chi 
Advises Exhibs 

To Be Happy 
It isn’t so that Paramount’s ac¬ 

quisition of the. Esquire Theatre, 

Chicago, is “morally at variance” 

with the industry antitrust decrees 

aimed at concentration of power 

and restrictive marketing condi¬ 
tions. As.a matter of fact, states 

Par western sales manager Sidney 

Deqeau, purchase of the house will 
serve to open up a teeritprial book¬ 
ing situation in such a manner as 
to benefit Chi’s subsequent-run 
theatres. 

Deneau’s statement was in reply 
to criticism expressed by Jack 
Ktrsch, president of Allied Thea¬ 
tres of Illinois.- 

Said the Par exec: “Marketing 
difficulties and hooking problems 
caused us to purchase the Esquire 
Theatre. I am certain that the ac¬ 
quisition will facilitate the showing 
of our pictures in Chicago and thus 
improve this condition. Also it will 
make it possible to have oiir pic¬ 
tures shown more expeditiously 
and with better and more timely 
exploitation than was possible 
heretofore.” 

Previously, a Par source was 
more specific, alleging that Bala- 
ban & Katz, kingpin of Chi exhibi¬ 
tion, had been creating a hooking 
bottleneck in the Loop area and 
Par’s only alternative was to take 
oyer its own house. * 

Kiamesha Lake, Oct. 29. 
Demand for new system of ter¬ 

ritorial release was made by Al¬ 
lied delegates here. Exhib org 
plans to appeal to distribs to drop 
present system of national release 
dates and to issue pictures at dif¬ 
ferent time in area by area distri¬ 
bution method. 

-Thus, it was said, dhtrib 
‘ argumenA about unavailabili¬ 

ty of prints could be elimi¬ 
nated. 

\ Floor discussion brought forth 
reports from AU'ed leaders that 
some distribs had been consider¬ 
ing “staggered” system, for four 
years but have failed to take initia¬ 
tive because of fear that it would 
disrupt national advertising pro¬ 
gram. 

Allied delegates questioned value 
of national advertising in con¬ 
sumer magazines and suggested 
that perhaps territorial advertising 
campaigns would he more effec¬ 
tive. It was pointed out that 
although distribs have stressed im¬ 
portance of national ad campaigns 
they themselves were dissipating 
effect by withholding availabilities 
of pix for subsequent runs and 
small towns. By time pix got to 
smaller communities Allied 
charged national campaign was all 
but forgotten. 

Suggestion for territorial re¬ 
lease system was made from floor 
by Julius Rif kin of New England 
Allied. His proposal received im¬ 
mediate approval from large seg¬ 
ment of those present and Allied 
board decided to take in under con¬ 
sideration and it’s anticipated that 
resolution embodying proposal will 
be passed. 

Abram F. Myers, Allied board 
chairman, disclosed that discus¬ 
sions relating to territorial release 
had been held with number of dis- 
tribs-4Hid that it’s possible “some¬ 
thing may come of it.” 

Rowland Lee Purchases 
Llovd Douglas’ Biblical 

Novelior Buena Vista 
Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

Lloyd C. Douglas’ Biblical novel, 
“The Big Fisherman” has been ac¬ 
quired by vet director Rowland V. 
Lee for production next year. It 
will be released by Walt Disney’s 
Buena Vista outfit. 

Lee reported the property was 
acquired from Centurion Corp. and 
the Douglas Estate for $150,000, 
part in cash and the balance to be 
paid from profits. Film will be 
budgeted at $3,500,000 and will be 
made "by an indie corporation 
fortned specially for the project. 

In Allied States The Natives Are Restless Again 
- -Kiamesha Lake, Oct. 29. 

Allied State Assn, which has 

been employing a “soft approach.” 

to industry problems for past year 

returned to its old bellergettcy at 

its convention at Concord Hotel 

here. Speaker after speaker became 

a firebrand and vigorously de¬ 

nounced policies of film compi- 
nles._ 

They belabored serious plight of 

th'eatteowners and there werfe dire 

warnings that nation’s film thea¬ 

tres faced Extinction unless" meth¬ 
ods could be found to improve sta¬ 
tus of boxoffice. Large part of 
blame for sagging attendance' was 
placed squarely on selling policies 
of distribution- companies. 

Although rental terms were de¬ 
nounced they took secondary role. 
Chief Complaints centered ori al¬ 
leged destruction of.“normal-avail-' 
ability* of pictures and trend to¬ 
ward seasonal releasing bi films. 

Example after example was; cited 

of how film companies placed pic¬ 

tures in key situations and then 

withdrew them for prolonged peri¬ 

od of time until their value to sub¬ 

sequent run houses, was complete¬ 
ly lost* 

Ben Marcus head of Wisconsin 

Allied and former National Allied 

prexy charged that introduction Of 
so called “super-availability” of pix 
has contributed to closing of hun¬ 
dreds of theatres. More than 100,- 
000,000 Americans, he declared, 
afe ready and willing to come back 
to film theatres. However he add¬ 
ed they are unable' to, do so be¬ 
cause steady flow of good pictures 
are not made to alLifaeatres. He 
charged film companies with “ra¬ 
tioning” of pictures with a “tea¬ 
spoon,” 

Paramount was particularly 
raked over coals for its distribu¬ 
tion system on “Ten Command¬ 
ments,” Exhibitors repeated the 
point: “Ten C’S” which mahy.felt 
could serve as catalyst ’ to bring 

audiepces back to theatres, was? 

being 'dished 'put on such piece¬ 

meal basis that by time it reaches'1 

subsequents value of its big build¬ 

up -will have evaporated. 
Warning to other film companies; 

contemplating » similar release 

methods especially Metro with! 
“Ralntreq -County” and Columbia] 

with “Bride of River Kwai” was ! 

issued by Allied. Rube Shor, an¬ 
other former prexy, warned dele-] 
gates that only by cooperative! 
methods (and he made illusions to 

Wait'll SPCA Hears! 
Hollywood; Oct. 29. 

Same day. Russia Said it was 
sending a dog up in next satel¬ 
lite, writer A1 Martin registered 
an original “My Dog Satellite” 
with Writers Guild, 

It’4 about a hoy whose dog is 
used as guinea pig in . United 
States satellite test. 

“boycott”)— could exhibitors hope 
to survive under present-day con¬ 
ditions. 

Marcus cited fact that Milwau¬ 
kee exhibitors had combined—al¬ 
though they had been warned that 
it might be illegal—and had re¬ 
fused to book pictures that were not 
made available on normal avail¬ 
ability. He issued list of pictures 
which had been bypassed in Mil¬ 
waukee. 

Horace Adams heacTbf Allied of. 
Ohio pointed out that because of 
system of national advertisers fol¬ 
lowed by film companies picture 
loses its value in three months. 
By deliberate withholding of pix 
he charged distributors are kill- 

! ing continuity of interest and 
therefore public is staying away 
from theatres in droves. Adams 
who appears to be assuming mantle 
of Bennie Berger in sharp attacks 
on distribution was vehement and 
impassioned in his denunciation of 
film company. practices. “My son 
who is now in college” he said “has 
expressed interest in going in 

theatre business. I told him to look 
for some, other profession because 
I may not have any theatres left 
when he graduates.” 

As examples of how distributors 
were deliberately withholding pic¬ 
tures for extended periods and 
gearing them for holiday stanzas 
for subsequent runs and small 
towns Ben Marcus, head of Wis¬ 
consin Allied, gave following illus¬ 
tration on three upcoming Metro 
pictures: 

(1) “Jailhouse Rock” opens in 
one first run house in Milwaukee on 
Nov. 1 but will not be available 
to any other theatre in state until 
Thanksgiving. 

(2) “Les Girls” opens first run in 
Milwaukee Nov. 22 but no other 
theatre in state will be able to 
get it until Dec. 25. 

(3) “Raintree Country” opens • 
on Dec, 25 in first Milwaukee 
house on two a day’basis at $2.50 
for minimum of 16-week run. No 
indication has been given when 
Other theatres might he able to 
obtain picture. 



PICTURE GROSSES 

New Product Lifts LA.; ‘Joey Mighty 
38G, ‘1,000 Faces fine 64G, 10 C’s 

MG, ‘Stripe’-‘Armored’ Hefty 85G 
Los Angeles, Oct. 29. +- 

Entrance of several strong bills 
is causing local first-run trade to 
pick bp in current round, making 
it the best in last seven weeks. . 
Prospect is for a good $243,000, 
plus another- $146,700 from "three 
openers in nabes and ozoners. 

“Pal Joev” is leading the field 
with a smash $38,000 at the Egyp¬ 
tian, opening three days hitting a 
house record for a regular pic, of = 
$20,000. “10 Commandments,” in 
first multiple showing here at three * 
houses, looks fine $38,000. 

“Man of 1.000 Faces” with “For- . 
bidden Interlude” is beaming for 
a mild $11,000 in three houses but 
getting a big boost of an additional 
$53,000 in three nabes. eight ozon- 
ers. "Battle Stripe” and “Armored 
Attack.” reissue combo, is hefty 
$19,300 in throe first-runs plus an- 

Broadway Grosses 

Estimated Total Gross 

This Week .......... $555,506 
l Based on 21 them res) 

Last Year .5.$583,400 
(Based on 21 theatres) 

Raintree’Boffo 
21G in Dull Hub 

Boston, Oct. 29. 

PSaffifr 

‘Joker’ Neat $10,000, 
Port*; ‘Eve’ Modest 7G 

Portland, Ore., Oct. 29. 
Despite some new, improved 

product currently, biz still is lag¬ 
ging at most houses. Standout 
newcomer is “Joker Is Wild,” nice 
at. Paramount. “THree Faces, of 
Eve” is only so-so at the Fox. 
“Around World in 80 Days” still 
is amazing in 28th session at 
Broadway. 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2- 

$2.50) — “Around World” (UA) 
(28th wk). Big $9,500. Last week, 
$9,300. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) and 
“Copper Sky" (20th). So-so $7,- 
000. Last week, “Helen Morgan 

; Story” (WB) and “Satellite In Sky” 
' (WB) (reissue), $6,800. 

Guild (Indie) (400; $L25)—“Lost 
Continent” (Indie) (3d wk), Nice 
$2,000. Last week, $2,700. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- 
! $1.25)—“Slaughter On 10th Ave- 
• nue” (U) and “War Drums” (UA). 
:Mild $5,000 or near. Last week, 
»"Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Hired 
= Gun” (M-G), $4,400. 
J Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 

Wednesday, October 30, 1957 

Taces’ Fancy $16,000,D.C.;‘Mad Ball’ 
Lively 17G, Time 1(& Not’ (G, 5 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This. Week.,$2,407,300 
(Based on 22 cities and 244 

theatres, cMe fly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. YJ 

Total Gross same Week 
Last Year ........ .$2,523,900 

(Based on 23 cities and 236 
theatres.) 

‘Cinerama'Giant 
$24,000, Toronto 

Toronto, Oct. 29. 
51U.3UU m inrcc msi-runs plus aix-P Tncrefl<!e nf Asian flu raeps ie ■' *i I On belated opening of “This Is week, 
other $65,700 in three nabe houses . 1(SiruTSade Jafn ™th a $120,000 reno- $5,000. 

h Washington, Oct. 29. 
r Mid-town Washington film thea¬ 
tres are starting to pick up some¬ 
what thanks to new product. Best 
currently are “Operation Mad 
Ball,” fine in two spots, and “Time 
Limit” good at Capitol. “Three 
Faces of Eve” looms fancy at Pal¬ 
ace. “Around World in 80 Days" 
still is doings well in 30th session 
at Uptown. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 85- 

$1.25) — “Operation Mad Ball" 
(Col). Good $6,000 or near. Last 
week, “James Dean Story” (WB) 
and “Black Scorpion” (WB), $3,100, 

Capitol (Loew) <3.434; 85-$1.25) 
—“Time Limit” (UA). Fine $16,- 
000 likely. Last week, theatre was 
taken over by Britain’s Royal Bal¬ 
let for six performances. 

Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 70-90)— 
“40 Guns” * (20th) and “Copper 
Sky” (20th). Slow $5,500. Last 

and seven drive-ins. with -emnp of inwp«r ( *«~nnri - , o”" vanon ana screen cnange at me senii's iJtcitu) u.ttoy; — 
“Raintree County” is rated slow “ThJee Facel of Eve”1s i n(wm n University, this is leading the city “Jet Pilot” <U> (5tH-final wk). Okay 

$16,500 in.third Warner Beverly f^y good at the Memorial ! J D to turnaway biz. Of other new- $6,000 or over after $7,500. 
round but city’s other hard-tix pbc -Devil's ir^irnin- fe onlv frt? at i (P^fp.rt n rnr,. on comers, "Portland Expose" is big Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
orp «harn “\Tv Man Ondfrev” _ue™s xiairpm. is omy tair at paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- iftfio avathia” _ "nnprotinn noir* 

j sloughing first-run trade again this 1 “The Deerslayer' 
vation and screen change at The Keith’s (RKO) (1,859; 85-$L25)- 

James .uean to turnaway biz. Of other new- $6,000 or over after $7,500. 
^ ti Ann on comers, “Portland Expose” is big Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- 
imd*' /Pari while “Slaughter on 16th Avenue” $1.25) — “Operation TVfad Ball” 

thmese. Astor looks great after smash 
Estimates for This Week opening round. 

Downtown, Hollywaod Para- “Joker Is Wild” is big in third 

2,=2,un,t\ Sy Jh round at Memorial..• “Seven Won- 
757; 1,468; 2.344; $1.25-$2.50) 10 ders” is perking in its 62d week 
C ommandments jPar) first mul- at the Boston as announcements of 
tiple run. Fine $38,000 or _near. newcomer being made. “Brothers 
Last week Downtown with Egyp- in Law” is holding strong at the 
tian Fox Beverly, ‘Jeanne Eagels Exeter in its fourth week. “Around 
<Col) 11st wk. Fox Beverly; 2d wk. World” is steady iu its orbit at the 

^P1., 'v^T,(E^P*tiani ’ Saxon, 30th week, biggest thing in 
“Satellite ra Sky” (\YBk (1st wk, town 
repeat. Downtown\ “Woman of Riv- TK;e t*r 
er” (Col) »lst wk) (Fox Beverly), Estimates for This Week 
$12,600. Hollyw.ood Paramount, -A^tor <B&Q) (1,372; $1.65-$2.75' 

County” on hardticket policy at “Mopte Carlo Story” (UA)! Fine 
Astor looks great after smash $10,000. Last week, “Conquest of 
opening round. Space” ,(Par) and “War of Worlds” 

“Joker Is Wild” is big in third (Par) (reissues), $3,800. 

Raintree’Brisk 
$12,000 in L’ville 

is disappointing at a three-house “Dean . Story” (WB) and “Black 
combo. “Sun Also' Rises” and Scorpion” (WB), $5,700. 
“Joker Is Wild,” both in third Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1.25)— 
stanzas, still are strong. ‘‘Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Good 

Estimates for This Week looking $16,000. Last week, “No 
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$U— Down Payment” . (20th) (2d wk), 

“Sun Also Rises” (20th) (3d wk). $8,000. 
Fine $9,000. Last week, $12,000. Plaza (T-L) (275; 90-$1.35)—“His 

Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877; First Affair” (Indie). Comfortable 
1.357; $1)—“Affair To Remember” $2,'$00, holds. Last week, “Four 
(20th) (7th wk). Tapering to $4,000. Bags Full” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,000. 
Last week, $6,000. 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; »0-$1.25)— 

“Esther Costello” (Col) (3d wk). 
er" (uou ust wki u*ox ueveriyj -— -— ^ t State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694; Pleasant $4,500 after $5,000 in 
S12 fion 1 n lwooa Vamount Astor <B&Q) <1,372* Sl.65-$2.75* Louisville, Oct. 29. 50-75)—“Portland Expose” (AA) second. 
“Forbidden Interlude” i'u> (5th —“Raintree County”’ iM-G) (2d Downtown -film houses are get- and “Death In Small Dos^” (AA). Uptown_(SW) ( 1,100; $1.25-$3)— 
wk), $3,500. Wiltern with Down- wk). Second week ends Thursday tingiots ofcompetiUon fromshows Big $16,000. Last^ week, “Pawnee; AroundWorld UA) (30th. Wk). 
town Paramount, Pantages. “Helen <31). First week was great $21,000. at the Kentucky Fair Grounds and Rep) and Looking for Danger Big $^,000. ^st week, $15,800. 
Morgan ^torv" (WB) “Johnnv win on Exposition Center. Tee-off of ice (AA). $13,500. Warner (SW-Ginei ama) (1,300, 

Trd^rBU^ & mm 
imp V' mA JSSk ' g® Sf.5<!cond eons" WMk- 
S1.50)—“Quantez” «U) and “Unholy Boston (SW Cinpramal n ^e+n 

trade. “Invisible Boy” can hardly “No Down Payment” (20th). Poor I $7,500 for second eonsecutive week, 
be seen boxoffice-wise at Loew’s. $10,000. Last week, “Helen Mor- Holds on. 
“Raintree County” in fourth stan- gan Story” (WB), $12,000. —:-- 

Hillstreet ‘•Came from Outer $1.25-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” za at the Brown is maintaining a Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$1.10)— n 
Sp!ice ’C|U) and'^hi. Maid E^rth" S'S .S dUto S”,- good pMe. “Land Unknown” looks “Joker Is Wild" (Par) <3d wk). JailllOUSe Rocks Del, 
,n *onnn ouu- L,ast " eeK, ditto. medium at Rialto. Holdover of Holding at nice $12,000. Last week, _ __ .. 7 iU) 'reissues), $2,700. 
•‘Wnr nf Worlds” (Par) “Conouest Gndie) (961; 90-$l,25)— I “Joker is Wild” at the Kentucky $14,000. 
J S “Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO) is socko. Loew’: 
El SRevC wifhr)(^plieumS)’Haw^i‘ (6th wkK Fifth week was oke Estimates for This Week “Until They Sail” (M-G) (3d wk). -ICT \1C 94 
“Chicago crfidSSraTA^n ?4’000- Last week.' $5,500; Brown (Loew’s-Fourth Ave) (1 - V^&ZJ5’000 for 4 da^ LaSt ^ J0K«r Big. 17G, It 
Duel at Durango” (UA). $10,800. „ ®xf*er Gndie) <1.200; 60-$1.25)— 000; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree County’ Si8'S, <o 4n> Detroit, Oct. 29, 

Los Angeles, Loyola, Vogue,’Fox Brothers in Law (Cont) (4th wk). (M-G) (4th wk). Likely sturdy 'IttIi Uneven week is in nrosneet 

fS5?io<™g} Ai'.2D8iuws5'i wed? $7loo'vas ?6'300- ^ alSW•&d|, te’Vwoa doSZ™, wim^beVblXd 

‘faces’ Steal at 59,000 “SSs'RS'S 

11G, ^Wonders 11G, 64 K °ke’ $7'50a‘ La^ "eek* K%Vmd“)^ CommanSnt^^V^ I^lm^1 “Armored^ttack”^is^slmv 
Minneapolis, Oct. 29. Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-SL25) Last week, “Story Esther Costello” ste^^3?00 * Last wlet 9samlk ‘ atSie’ ^Slway-Canitol “Joker 

Boxoffice results, for the most openldXn! F^Mal ?25 nabbS^ °UtW’ <Col)* ^ is Wild’^U hf^ne'in^^second S 
part, , continue very spotty but ypeneq strong Friday (25) nabbing same. /as 1navvy n/wxn -ann the Mirbicran 
some" spots shape better. Plenty fine crix and press buildup^through Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; ‘M AI) RATI 7 (4)00 1/G. w- w 
of transients were in evidence dur- James Mac Arthur, Harvard student 50-85)—“My Gun-Is Quick” (UA) UVV1/ Estimates for This Week 
ing the weekend when Minnesota- star of film, and his mother, Heleii and “Outlaw’s Son” (UA). Fair n WV • * IAFIiD’ 1Ar 9TI Yox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- 
Michigan football game, pulling a Hayes, in Hub on legit stage. First $4,500. Last week, “Battle Cry” vLL I E.y JvnLiA ivll^ LJJ $1.25)—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) 
65,500 capacity crowd, diverted at- wee^ ends Thursday (31). Last (WB) and “Satellite in Sky” (WB). ° Cleveland Oct 29 00(1 “Under Fire” (20tfa). Weak 
tention from cinemas, hurting con-- week,. ‘Doctor at Large” (U) (9th (reissues), about same. First-run film biz is’average* to $14>£00* Last week, “Omar Kh ay- 
si derablv because regionally tele- wk^» ^eP $4-000. Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; sluggish in most locations in the ■yani (Pa?) and ‘ Conquest of 
vised. Newcomers “Operation Mad Paramount (NET) (1,700; 6Q-$1) 50-85)—“Land Unknown” (U) and current session Best newcomer is Space" (Par), $11,000. 
Ball” looms nice. “Three Faces of — D®711/Hairpin” (Par) and ‘Ttfr. “Midnight; Story” (U). Medium “Operation Mad Ball,” rated good’ Michigan (United-Detroit) (4,000; 
Eve” shnDes rmisinsr. “Perri” looks Rock and Roll (Par). Mild $9,000. $8,500. Last week “No Down Pay- a+ th- wirm “c+n^r Ofl-ti 2X)—"toVe^ t*. Wild” iParV 

socko. 
Estimates for This Week 

“Chicago Confidential” (UA), “Gun 
Duel at Durango” lUA). $10,800. 

Los Angeles, Loyola, Vogue; Fox 

(20th) list multiple run) and “Un- 
(Continued on page 20) 

‘Faces’ Stout at $9,000 
In Slow Mpls.; ‘Ball’ Hot 
11G, ‘Wonders’ 11G, 64 

Minneapolis, Oct. 29. 

Loew’s (Loew’) (2,098; 60-$l) — 
“Until They Sail” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Dipping to $5,000 for 4 days. Last 
week, $8,500. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 

$20,000; ‘10th Ave.’ Fast 
16G,‘Joker’Big. 17G, 2d 

10; $1.25-$2)—“Raintree County” t^oB IFP) (955- $l75-$2 40)— Detroit, Oct. 29. 

2~000 L4fSr Third S? “Around World in 80 Days”' (UA) Uneven week is in prospect 
dlth wk). Capacity for $15,000. downtown, with flu being blamed 

Kentucky (SwitowJd,200, 50-85) Last week, same. for slow biz in some situations 
SEI; University (FP) (1,233; 50-$2.40) while seemingly having no effect 

after first weeks sock —“This Is Cinerama” (Cinerama); where biz is brisk. Elvis Presley 
’vu“r , - ,T » tt a \ /o aaa ca Sellout at $24,000. fans lined up outside Adams over 

(Mr°)0; /n°d Uptown (Loew) (2,096; 75-$1.25) weekend and are giving “Jailhouse 
r^n^Dpad ToS?Zr" pw —“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U). Rock” a great ride. “Three Facet 
rip on Dead Jodcey ^ (M-G).( Slow J pine *^000 or near. Last week, of Eve” is disappointing at the Fox. 

^hr^dw3' J?fh “Action of Tiger” (M-G), $4,000 in “Story of Esther Costello” shape* 
)°d booking coinciding with 4 days 6 * torrid at the Madison. “Slaughter 

PPt^lafJfrd^wSfi!11 Yorit fFP) (877I $l-25-$2)—“10 on 10th Avenue” looks fast at the 
f5\vee^“«orv64th2- CnfCommandments” (Par) (49th wk). Pa^s. “Armored Attack” is slow 

Steady $3,500. Last week, same* at the* Bfoadway-Capitol. . * Joker 
,pl) and Parson Outlaw (Col), -_ is Wild” still is fine in second at 

“tor Anderson (People s) (1,200; ‘MAD BALL’ GOOD 12G ‘h* w k' 
1-85)—“My Gun Is Quick” (UA) 171UUUI/ lAUj Estimates for This Week 

id “Outlaw’s Son” (UA). Fair f IVMV • ‘MITIill’ 1 Af 9IY Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- 
,500. Last week, “Battle Cry” vLE f L,; JVnLiA lyll^ $1.25)—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) 
/B) and “Satellite in Sky” (WB). ° Cleveland Oct 29 011(1 “Under Fire” (20th). Weak 
eissues), about same. First-run film biz is’average *to $14>000. Last week, “Omar Khay- YO OftO- , ^ 1UU Ulin _ D1Z IS _ average ^ CO VOTTT»» YT>n7.1 ''Pnurotncf Af 

Ball” looms nice. “Three Faces of —“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Mr. “Midnight Story” (U). Medium 
Eve” shapes rousing. “Perri” looks Rock and Roll” (Par). Mild $9,000. $8,500. Last week “No Down Pay- 
okay. Still very much on the plus Last week, “Portland Expose” (AA) ment” (20th) and “Under Fire” 
side are the holdovers—“Seven 
Wonders of World.” “Around 
World in 80 Days” and “Joker Is 
Wild,” in 64th, 16th and third stan¬ 
zas, respectively. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy tMann) (847; $1.50- 

$2.65) — “Around World” tUA) 
'16th wk). Going into its fifth 
month and continuing to give a 
splendid boxoffice account of it¬ 
self. Big $14,000. Last week, 
$14,500. 

(Continued on page 20) I (20th), same. 

Cincy Perks, ‘Mad Ball’ Wow $11,000, 
‘Boy Slow 7G, ‘SI Days’ ll^G, 1th 

at the Hipp. “Story of Esther Cos- 90-$1.25)—“Joker* Is Wild” (Par) 
tello” looms moderate at the Allen, and “Stowaway Girl” (Par) (2d wk), 
“Joker Is Wild” looks nice on Nice $17,600 or near. Last . week, 
moveover to the Stillman, “Around $24,200. 
World in 80 Days” is holding in Palma <UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
fine fashion in 20th stanza at the “Slaughter bn 10th Ave.” (U) and 
Ohio. ~ ^ _ “Short Cut tp Hell” (Par). Swell 

Estimates for This Week $16,000. Last week, “Devil’s Hair- 
Alien (S-W) (3,800; 90-11.25)— pin” (Par) and. “Hell Canyon Out- 

Story of Esther Costello” (COl) laws” (Rep) $16,900. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$l,25)— 
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col), 

loai Hotsy^l4.00fl:l4«t week* “Satel^ 

?i«h Going inti its fifth Dov oiow iu, wnays urn am $£*'1^ ^6m 
month and continuing to give a ^ ’ J /W J8£°ilVpLf^p)We<te^^?elen “Story of Esther Costello” (Col). 
splendid boxoffice account of it- > Cincinnati Oct 29 Grand (RKO) (1400- 75-$l 10)_ (TjL'ti MtiHotsy $14,000. Last week* “Satel- 

It4-5MBi* ?U,00°- ^ Wek’ “Operation Mad Ball/’ rolling up “Mister^®*Ka« 'JSJ!9 
? Ce£turv 'SW-Cinerama) (1150- JCeltt,S bi*Sest,|r°s!>ln week!!, tops “Joe DaiotV' (U). Okay $5,000 Good $12,000. Last week, “Portland Stm (20th) <reissu's)' 

AC hVV »oneramw UrL:,; four openers this session with a Last week, “Young and Dangerous” Expose” (AA). $9 500 fii.ouu. 
$l. <5-$2.65> — Seven ponders sock total. General outlook for first- (20th) and “Rockabilly Baby” Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) Breadwty-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
kCiperama) i64th wkk Holds on runs seems a bit better as flu wave (20th), $4,500. . (925* $1.25)_“Nana” (Indie) (3d- $0-$L25)—“Armored Attack” (Jn- 
stubborniy. delaying, local advent eases. “Three Faces of Eve” shapes Guild (Vance) (300* 50-90)— wk). So-so $2100 after $3M0 die> "Battle Strike” (Indie). 
Oa. its Search for paradise fairish at the flagship Albee. “Mis- “Lost Continent” (Indie) Fairish Lower Mall (Community) (500* Slow Last week, “Black 

end^^f^ri'n Ain>arDro^oe° ChS a»GftKd S^peS^^$L600.C Holds VSecond, week. 50-90)—“Street of Shame’Mlidte) f‘,Voodo° 'W°m~ 
SllOOO L^^ekP S12 000 HQ,t ?™b1}e at the Palace Last week, “Garden of Eden” (In- (3d wk). Weak $2,000. Last week, (Indie), $12,000. 

It oSSftJ; ooi t00^ sluggish. “Seven Wonders” die) (6th wk), $1,100. $2,500. United Artists (UA) (1,667; $L25- 
and 80 Days uiamtam their hefty K tth, {Shor) q 50o- 75-$l 25)— ohi° (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50) $3)—“Around World in 80 Days” 

^ T Sifi:N0 ^P8yment" 
fi_Lyric »Par^ ‘1,000; 85-90)— Albee (RKO) ?3,100; 90^1,25)  Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— 500' Last week $13 700 ^ 
“Teenage Doll’ (AA) and “Under- -Three Faces of Eve” (20th) Fair “Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Hired 5 state (Loew) (3 500 * 70 00)— 

a ksvs *wnd” . 
Wife'” $l§0^k)'^SCe^mndeg7S IWlette) (WOO;- $1.50- (Loew) (2,700; 7WW- • 

OPe^eX^B‘nVgCeO20,MUCh ** **** 
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Chicago* Oct 29; 
A couple of strong entries this 

season make a sharp contrast with 
- sagging holdovers. Flu scare, bow- 

.. ever, still argues against top ex- 
. pectations. 

"Raintree County” at the Mc- 
• Vickers is near capacity $40,000, 

softened- as usual fdr first week 
, roadshows hy initial camplimen- 
1 tary admissions. Heavily public-' 

ized “Pal Joey” shapes' a mighty 
$51,000 at the State-Lake to start. 
On the arty scene. “Devil's Gen-, 
eral” should gamer a hefty $4,400 

■' at the Surf, arid “Lover's- Net” is 
- nice $3,000 at the Ziegfeld. 

“From Hell It'Came” and “Dis- 
; embodied” looks good. $6,000 at the 
: Grand! “Unknown Land”-“Cy- 
i clops” holds for a tidy 'second at 
_ the. Roosevelt. Other second-frim- 
. ers are poor-to-moderate. "Until 
- They gained over early first- 

week indications hut is only slim 
in second at the Chicago. Leas ac- 

. tlye is “Three. Faces of .Eve/' suf- 
- fering at .the Oriental through * 

second frame although bolstered 
l>y “sneak' previews.” 

Third-weekers are holding well. 
“Armored Attack”-“BattIe Stripe” 
is first action combo in some time, 
to rate three weeks downtown and 
looks okay -at the Garrick. “Perri” 
at the Loop, also third, is nice. 
“Joker Is Wild” is best of long- 
termers* doing solid fifth at the 

’ United Artists. , A fourth frame 
arty, “Stella,” bucldng the trend,- 
is nice at the World.' 

Veteran, roadshows are steady. 
“Seven Wonders” is- nice for 45th 

'at the Palace and “Around World” 
^ is sock for 3Qth round at Todd’s 

Cmestage.- * 
Estimates lot This Week 

Chicago' (B&K) 0,000; 90«$1.30) 
—“Until They Sail” <M-G> (2d 
wk). Slow $10,000. Last week, 

- $15,000. 
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 

0O-$1.25)—“Silken Affair” (DCA) 
(2d wk). Trim $5,000. Last week, 
$T,400, 

Garrick' (B&K) (850; 0O-$I.25>— 
“Armored Attack” (NTA>, “Battle 

, Stripe” (NTA) (3d wk). Good 
$4,000. Last week, $5,000. 

Grand (Indie) (1,200; 90-$1.25>— 
'“From Hell It Came” (AA) and 
“Disembodied” (AA). Sharp $6,000. 
Last week, “Forty Guns” (20th) 
and “Hell Devil’s Island” (20th), 
$5,000. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)— 
••Pern” (BV) (3d wk). Nipe $8,000. 
Last week, $8,50Q. 

-McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25- 
$3.30)—‘Raintree County” (M-G). 
Thunderous $40,000. Last week. 
“10 Commandments” (Par) (48th 
wk), $29,000 for 8 days. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 59-79)— 
“Woman of River” (Col), and “Par¬ 
son and Outlaw’ (Col). Trim $4,000. 
Last week, “Missing Girls in Hid- 

• ing” (Indie) (reissue) and “So 
Lovely, So Deadly” (Indie), $4,000. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
(Continued on page 20) 

Omaha Schools Out for 
Conclave; ‘Morgan’ Kotsy 

$8,000, ‘Cry’ Lusty 6G 
. Omaha, Oct. 20. 

School is out this, week, thanks 
to the teachers conventions, and 
the moppet trade is helping the 
firstruns. “Too Young to" Cry” Is 
lush at the Omaha while “Helen 
Morgan. Story” is strong at the 
Orpheum “Invisible Boy” Is okay 
at tne State. The holdovers, 
“Around World in 80 Days” at the 
Admiral and "Joker Is Wold” at the 
Brandeis are both still lively. 
Former is in its ninth week, 

' Estimates for. This Week 
Admiral (Blank) (866; $2.50- 

$2.20)—“Around World” (UA) (9th 
wk). Fast $8,500. Last week $8,000. i 

Brandei (RKO) (1,100; 75-90) — 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Hell 
Canyon Outlaws” (Rep) (2d wk). 
Solid $4,000. Last week, $5,000. i 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-00) 
—“Too Young to Cry” (Col) and! 
“No Time to be Young” (Col). Big 
$6;000. Last W6ek, “Portland Ex- 

• pose” (AA) and “Death in Small 
Doses” (AA), $3,500. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2j980; 75- 
, #0)—“Helen Morgan Story” <WB) 

and “Black Patch” (WB). Nice 
$8,000. Last week, “Conquest of 
Space” (Par) and “When Worlds 

’ Collide” (Par) .reissues), $4,000. 
State (Goldberg) (850; 75-00) — 

“Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Living 
Idol” (M-G). . Fine .$5,000. Last 

*wegk, -^Hireet CGun” !(E&-^$$,»0OiJ 

Estimates Are Net 
Film grosa estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith froiri the vari¬ 
ous’ key cities, are ■ net; i^e., 
without usual tax. . Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. - 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include- the U. S. amusement 
lax' 

Philly; faces’I4G 
Philadelphia, Oct. 29. 

- The influenza still is cutting into 
the film boxoffiee yhere. However*, 
the Penn-Nayy grid game visitors 
boosted weekend biz at the wickets. 
Personal appearance hy Joe E,. 
Lewis helped hiz at the Trans-Lux 
for “Joker Is Wild.” "Miracle of 
Marcelino” is not getting the ex¬ 
pected jjlay at Stanton. “Three 
Faces of Eve” is rated okay at the 
Fox while “Search For Paradise” 
continues fine in fourth session at 
Boyd, same as third week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 

“No Down Payment” (20th) (3d 
wk). So-so $6,000, Last week, 
same. • ' . „ 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (L430; 
$1 JS0-$2.80)-*-*’Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (4th wk). Fine $15,000. 
Last week, same. 

Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80) — 
“Three Faces of Eve” <20th). Oke 
$14,000. Last week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (8th wk); $7,000 in 
6 days. : 

Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Devil's Hairpin” (Par) and 
“Short Cut to Hell” (Par). Mild 
$7,500. Last week, “Slaughter on 
Tenth Ave” (U> (2d wk), $7,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“Brothers 
in Law” (Cont) (4th wk). Loud 
$3,000. Last week,-$3,700. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49) 
i —“Until They Sail” (M-G) (3d wk). 
Drab $6,800. Last week, $7,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; $2- 
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (44th wk). Steady $9,500. 

; Last week, $10,000. 
Randolph (Goldman), (1.250; 65- 

$1.25)—“Story of Esther Costello” 
(Col) (2d wk). Fast $11,000. Last 
week, $17,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— 
“Story of Mankind” (WB). poor 
$8,000 or less. Last Week, “Esca¬ 
pade in Japan” (U), $7,500. . 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.4^— 
“Miracle of Marcelino” (Indie). 
Tepid $8,000. Last week, “Black 

i Scorpion” (WB) and “From Hell It 
Came” (AA), $9,000. 

Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-S1.49) 
—“Devil’s General” (DCA) (2d wk). 
Quiet $3,800; Last week, $4,200. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99^$1.80)— 
“Joker is Wild” (Par) (3d wk). 

; Smart $12,000 or close. Last week, 
I $15,000. 
! Viking “(Sley) (1,000; 75-S1R0)— 
1 “Pride and Passion” (UA) (13th 
wk). Okay $4,000. Last week, 
ditto. l .. 

; World (Pafhe) (599; 99-S1.49) — 
“Passionate Summer” (Indie). Hep 
$3,500. Last week, “Spanish Gard¬ 
ner” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,200.. 

faces’ Okay $7,000 In 
Seattle; ‘Days’ 8|G, 28 

Seattle, (Oct. -29. 
“Around World in 80 Days” at 

the Blue Mouse still’is fast in Its 
28th week. Also solid is Para¬ 
mount's “Seven Wonders of World” 
in 10th week. However, most new¬ 
comers this session are slow. An 
exception is “Three Faces of Eve” 
at Coliseum. 

" Estimates fer This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$1.50-$2.50)—“Around World” (UA) 
(28th wk). Fast $8,500; Last week, 
$9,300. 

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- 
$1.25) — “Three Faces of Eve” 
(20th) and “Copper King” (20th). 
Okay $7,000. 

I Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; 
$1-$L50)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) 
and ’Monte Carlo Story”. (Par) „<2d, 

i (Gontmued oh page .20) 

‘BALL’ BRIGHT $17,000, 
FRISCO;‘JAPAN’9G, 2D 

San Francisco, Oct. 29. 
First-run biz here currently is 

Spotty. However, “Operation Mad 
Ball” shapes big at Paramount 
while “Joker Is Wild” still is nice 
in third round at Golden Gate. 
“Escapade in' Japan” too is still 
good in second session at St. 
Francis. “Three Faces of Eve” is 
rated fair at the Fox “Invisible 
Boy” shapes mild in second War- 
field stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2*859; 90- 

$1.25)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and 
“Checkpoint” (Rank) (3d wk)„ Good 
$9,000. Last week. $13,500. 

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Three Faces Of Eve” (20tb) and 
“Copper Sky!’ (20th). Fair $13,000. 
Last week, “Young Dangerous” 
(20th) and “Rockabilly Baby” (20th) 
$8,500. 

Warfield. (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) 
—“Invisible Boy” (M-G) -and “Raid¬ 
ers of Old California” (Rep) (2d', 
wk>. Mild $7,000. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) 
.—VOperation Mad Ball” (Col) and | 
“Town On- Trial” (Col). . Big $17,-1 

-0Q0. Last! week; “Devil’s Hairpin” 
(Par) and “Stowaway Girl” (Par), 
$11,000. . 

St. Francis (Par); (L400; 90-$1.25) 
—“Escapade In Japan” (U) (2d wk). 
•Good $9,000. Last Week. $11,000. 

Orpheum-(SW-Cinerama). (1,458; 
$1.75-$2,65) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (49th wk). Good 
$14,200. Last week, $15,000. 

Unffed Artists (No. Coast). (1,207; 
90-$1.25)—“My Gun Is Quick” (UA) 
arid “Valerie”. (UA). .Slim $5,500. 
Last week, “Portland Expose” (AA) 
arid “Grin Battle at Monterey" 
(AA), $6,000. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$1.50) 
—“Saint Joan” (UA) (2d. wk) and 
“12 Angry Men” (UA). Poor $2,000 
or less. Last, week, “Saint Joan” 
(UA) only, $3,000. 

Larlon (Rosener) (400; $1.25) — 
“Torero” (Col) (5th wk). Good 
$2,100. Last week, -$2,600. 

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1.25) — 
“Lovers Net” (Times). Nice $4,800. 
Last week, “Wife For A Night” 
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,200. 

Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25) 
— “Time Of Desire” (Indie) (4th 
wk). Trim $2,800. Last week, 
$3,600. - 

■ Coronet (United California) 
(1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around 
World In 80 Days” (UA) (44th wk). 
Big $21,000. Last week, $21,000. 

Rio (Schwarz) (3971 $1.10)—“It 
Happened In Part* (Indie) (3d wk). 
Oke $1,500. Last week, $1,500. 

Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774: 
$1.25-$1.50) — “Brothers In Law” 
(Cont) (2d wk). Big $3,500, Last 
week, $4,200. 

‘Joker Big $7,000, 
Balto; ‘Days' 8G, 45 

Baltimore, Oct. 29. 
It may have been the weather 

and it may have been the product 
but business at first-runs this 
frame is slow with holdovers and 
double bills still figuring at the 
wickets. The Mayfair rushed in 
“Slaughter on Tenth Avenue” when 
“Slim Carter” slumped. “Gun is 
Quick” at the New looks blah, and 
“Invisible Boy” at Stanley is even 
dulleri More pleasant is “Joker is 
Wild” which is hotsy in third Hipp. 
stanza. “Around World in 80 
Days,” is still good in 45th week 
at Film Centre. " 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 

$1.25)—“No Down Payment” (20th) 
(2d wk). Okay $5,000 after $6,0001 
in first. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25) — “Stowaway Girl” (Par). 
Slow $2,000. Last week, “Mile. 
Striptease” (DOA) (3d wk), $3,000. 

Film Centre (RappaporO (890; 
$1.25-$2.25) — “Around World” 
(UA> (45th wk). Still nice at $8,000 
after nearly the same for last 
round, 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
81.25)—Triple Deception” (Rank). 
Nice $3,000. Last week, “Brothers 
in Law” (Indie) (2d wk), same. 

Hipprodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$1.25)—“Joker is Wild” (Par) 
(3d wk). Warm $7,000 after $9,000 
in second frame. 

Little (Rappapprt) (300; 50-$1.25) 
—“Rising of Moon” (WB) (2d wk). 
Fa?r $1,300 after $1,200 in first. 

Mayfair (Hicks) (08Q; 50-$1.25)— 
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U). 
Okay $3,500 in 4 days. Before that, 
“Slim Carter” (U), $1,200 in 3 days. 

' New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—“Valerie” (UA) and '“My 
Gun Is Quick” (UA). Dull $4,500. 
Last week, “Hear Me JGood” (Par) 

(Gonttmiea ou pSge 20) . 

New Films Hypo B way; ‘Joey Wham 
$95,000, ‘Star’ Sparkling 23G, Time’ 

| Six new pictures, most of them 
much stronger than recent entries,; 
are giving Broadway first-runs a 
nice lift currently. Cold weather | 
figured as a plus factor hut the 
amount of absenteeism at places of 
business because of the flu natural¬ 
ly had an adverse effect pn the 
boxoffice. 

New blockbuster this week is 
“Pal Joey” at the Capitol where a 
terrific $95,000 is in prospect open¬ 
ing session. Pic’s Saturday opening 
was best at this house in two years. 
“Tin Star,” also new, looks like 
great $23,000 at the State while 
“Time Limit” is smash with $21,- 
000 at the Victoria, 

“And God Created Woman” , hit 
a new high opening week at the 
arty Paris with $25,000. It started 
its second round Monday (28). 
“Amazing Colossal Man” looms 
only fair $27,000. opening stanza 
at the Paramount. “Codlitz Story” 
is doing a big $10,500 in first round 
at the arty Trans-Lux 52d Street. 

.The Music Hall, on its fourth 
week with “L?s Girls” and stage 
show, is holding in great style with 
$140,080, which means the Hall 
opens its fifth session tomorrow 
(Thurs.)* 

“Helen Morgan Story” held firm¬ 
ly In fourth round at the Astor to 
get a nice $11,000. “My Man God¬ 
frey” with stageshow looks light 
$37,000 ia current (third) week at 
the Roxy, but holds another to 
bring in “Kiss Them For Me” on 
Nov. 8. “Jet Pilot” finished its 
third week with a good $12,300. 
It makes way for “Story of Esther. 
Costello” after another session. ' 

Hard-ticket pictures continue to 
hold in remarkable manner in view 
of general conditions. “Search For 
Paradise” was big $34,400. in the 
fifth week at the Warner, latest 
Cinerama subject now being in 
sixth round. 

“Around World in 80 Days” held 
with capacity $37,100 in its 54th 
session at; the HivoTi, the Mike 
Todd onus now being in its 55th 
week. “10 Commandments” , looks 
to hoM with socko $30,500 in pre¬ 
sent (51st) round at the Criterion. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.V (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (5th 
wk). Fourth session finished last 
night (Tues.) was. nice $11,000. 
Tto'rd was $12,500. “Slaughter on 
10th Avenue” (U) announced ,as 
next pic in: 

Litt’e Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Sins of Casa¬ 
nova” (Times) (4th wk). Third 
round, ended Saturday <26) was big 
$10,200. Second was $13,200, 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70) — “Deadlier Than Male” 
(Cont) (4th wk). Third stanza 
finished Monday (23) was fair 
$4,800. Second was $8,200. 

Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $l-$2.50> 
—“Pal Joey” (Col). Initial session 
wind'ng up Fridav d> is heading 
for mighty $95,000. Holds, of 
course. In ahead, “Joker Is Wild” 
(Par) (4th wk-8 days). $36,000. 
Opening of “Joey” on Saturday was 
biggest opening day’s trade in two 
years at Cap, and third best teeoff 
day here. 

Criterion (Moss! (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(51st wk). This session ending 
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sock 
$30,500 in 15 shows The 50th 
week, was $31,800. Continues on. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
— “Cab?r>a” (Looert). O'pened 
Monday (28). In ahead, “Mystery 
of Picasso” (Lope) (3d wk), trim 
$7,000. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — 
“Silken Affair” (DCA). Opens to¬ 
day (WCd.), In ahead “Every Sec¬ 
ond Counts” (DCA) (2d wk-9 days), 
mild $4,900 after $5,000 opener. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
51,80) — “Perri” (BV> (5th wk): 
Fourth stanza oomoleted Monday 
(27) was nice $6,800. Third was 
$8,500. 

PaTace (RKO) (1,700: 95-$2) — 
'Jet Pilot” (U) (4th-final wk). Third 

round competed Monday (28) was 
good $12,300. Second was 818.000. 
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col) 
opens Election Day (5). 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
82)—“Amazing Colossal Man” (AI). 
First stanza - ending tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks to hit fair $27,000. 
Holding. In ahead. “Black Scor¬ 
pion” (WB) (2d wk) and. “James 
Dean Story” (WB), $19,000. “Story 
of Mankind” (WB> opens on Nov. 8. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) <568: 90- 
$1.80)—“And God Created Worn-; 
an” (Kings) ,(2d cwk). 
finished Sunday (27) was terrific1 

$25,000, new record here. House 
added an extra early show to take 
care of crowds, and even then had 
to stop selling tickets manv times 
during initial week. 

.Radio City Mnslc Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75> — “Les 
Girls” (M-G) with stageshow <4th 
wk). Current session winding to¬ 
day (Wed.) looks like great $140,- 
000. Holds, natch! Third week was 
$153,000. Stays on, at this amazing 
pace, with no closing yet in sight. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World in 80 Da.vs” (UA) 
(55th wk). The 54th rouxd finished 
yesterday (Tues.) was capacity $37.- 
100 for 11 shows. The 53d week 
was the same for like number of 
performances. Advance sale jumoed 
ahead here after Mike Todd’s first 
anni party in Madison Square Gar¬ 
den on Oct. 17, 

Plaza (Brecheri (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Love In Afternoon” (AA) (10th 
wk). The present week winding to¬ 
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit socko 
$9,500. Ninth was $10,500. 

Roxy (Nat’L Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50) 
—“My Man Godfrey” (U) and stage 
show (3d wk). Current stanza 
finishing up tomorrow (Thurs.) is 
heading for lieht $37,000. Second 
was $41,000. “Godfrey” goes one 
•week more, with “Kiss Them For 
Me” (20th) opening Nov. 8. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$l,75>— 
“Tin Star” (Par) t2d cwk>. First 
session ended last mgbt (Tues.) 
was sock $23,000 or close. 

Suttoit (R&B) (561; 95-$ 1.75) — 
“Across Bridge" (Rank). Opened 
yesterday (Tups.). In ahead, “Alli¬ 
gator Named Daisy” (Rank) (4th 
wk)/ okay $4,6C0 after $5,700 in 
third, 

Trans-Lux 524 SL (T-L> (540; $1- 
$1.50)—“Cold-tz Story” (DCA), Big 
$10*500 on first werk. In ahead, 
“Four Bags Full” (T-L) (7th wk>. 
$4,800. 

Victoria (C'‘ty Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
— “Time Limit” <UA) (2d wk). 
Initial round completed yesterday 
(Tues.) hit great $21,0C0‘or close. 
In ahead, “Three Faces of Eve” 
(20th) (4th wk). $9,000. 

Warner (SW-C'neram.n) (1.600; 
$1.80-$3.50)—“Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Fifth 
Session ended Saturday (26) was 
big 834,400. Fourth was $38,700. 

World (Times) (400: 95-81.50) — 
“Devil’s DauPhi er” (Times). Initial 
three d*"'s h't great $3,900. In 
ahead, “It Happened in Park” 
(Ellis) GOth wk-U days). 84,200, 
but ending a highly successful ex¬ 
tended-run. 

Buff Biz Better; ‘Joker’ 
Sock $19,000,Time’ Hot 
12G, ‘10tk Are.’ Hep 10G 

Buffalo. Oct. 29. 
First-run trade is' shaping up 

much stronger currently than it has 
been for some weeks.: Standout is 
“Joker Is Wild,” socko at Para¬ 
mount, while “Time Limit" also is 
sharp at the Buffalo. “Slaughter 
on 10th Ave.” looks nice at Lafa¬ 
yette. “Sea Wife” shapes stout at 
Century. “Search for> Paradise” 
still is sturdy in third round at the 
Teck, 

Estimates for This Week 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— 
’Time Limit” (UA) and “Hidden 
Fear” (Indie). Sharp $12,000. Last 
week, “Until They Sail” (M-G) and 
“Seventh Sin” (M-G), $9,2(Mk 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and 
“Pawnee” (Rep). Sock $19,000. 
Last week. “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) 
and “Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par) (6 
days), $9,500. 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-90)— 
“Sea Wife” (20th) and “Restless 
Breed” (Rep). Sturdy $9,000. Last 
week, “Satellite in Sky” (WB> and 
“Destination Moon” (Indie) (reis¬ 
sues) (5 days), $6,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U) 
and “Man Afraid” (U>. Nice $10,- 
OQO or close. Last week, “Land 
Unknown” (U) and “Deadly Man¬ 
tis” (U), $8,000. 

Century (Buhawk) (2,900; 70-90) 
—“Giant Claw” (Col) and “Night 
World Exploded” (Col). Oke $8,500. 
Last week, “Young and Dangerous” 
(20th) and “Rockabilly Baby” 

I (20th), $6,000. 
Teck (SW - Cinerama) <1,200: 

$1.20-$2.40)- — “Search for Para- 
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U.S. Foibles Pointed Up in J Paris 
Legiters; Ape’s ‘Fly May Hold On; 

Loose Version of 'Shrew’ Standout 
4----—- 

Over Proposed Pix Sale to Coml TV 

Paris, Oct. 29. 

Potshots at various Yank foibles, 

especially materialism, is cropping 

up here in new legiters. After the 
Hollywood conniption in "The Big 
Knife,” of Clifford Odets, adapted 
by Jean Renoir, and the more in¬ 
nocuous general darts at Yank dol¬ 
lar supremacy in Jacques Deval’s 
“La Pretentaine” (The Golddiger), 
Marcel Ayme’s "La Mouche Bleue” 
(The Blue Fly); ribbing the very 
foundations of the American way of 
life, is the latest. At the Comedie 
Des Champs-Elvsees, it may be in 
for a run even though its barbs are 
familiar. 

Slight anti-Yank feeling here 
may also help this at the wickets. 
It is a satirical takeoff on a $15,QQ0 
a year idea man in 2 gigantic 
American company. Complications 
ensue when he falls for his secre¬ 
tary and they go off‘to a hotel to¬ 
gether. Next door neighbors hap¬ 
pen to be fellow office workers and 
they get into a brawl- The man¬ 
ager comes in and accuses them of 
having an orgy. 

Hero is unmasked by his wife 
and he linal y gives up his job and 
wife to live in bliss with his sec¬ 
retary working in a hotel. But 
offers pour in when it is found he 
quit instead of being fired. He 
takes a job and his liberty-loving 
secretary gives in to marry him and 
take their place in the upper class¬ 
es via their new salary rating. 

' Avme based this on a quick trip 
to the U. S. and an article he wrote 
for a map. Although satire is ob¬ 
vious and already has been done 
by various U. S. writers, it has 
some dextrous dramaturgy and 
enough yocks to make this in for 
a run here. But it is not of State¬ 
side proportions. 

‘Taming of Shrew’ a IHt 

One of the season’s biggest legit 
hits is a loose adaptation of "The 
Taming of the Shrew.” Another, 
in for a probable fine run, is the 
little performed "Pericles, Prince 
Be Tyr.” The former was given 
a free adaptation by Jacques Au- 
dieberti and is at the Theatre Athe- 
nee. The latter is a rigid transla¬ 
tion by Leon Ruth at the Theatre 
Ambigu. 

"Shrew” is the first rep piece of 
the new company formed by actors 
Pierre Brasseur and Suzanne Flon, 
but, since they will not alternate 
plays and will run things as long 
as they are successful, this one 
looks easily to do the season. It 
is bawdy, loud and true ta the 
mood of its original. Brasseur is 
perfect as the blustering Petruc- 
chio who tames his shrew while 
Miss Flon is a fine foil as the har¬ 
ridan who turns into a lamb. This 
is high theatre, well done, and 
drew fine review’s. 

"Pericles’- gets expert mounting 
and a big cast makes this exciting. 
This is heightened by expert tech¬ 
nical prowess and acting. 

The 4fi-year-old Louis Vemeuil 
play, "Pour Avoir Adrienne” is an 
qld boulevard play that gets its 
mothball appearance removed by 
the deft threesome, of Micheline 
Presle, Jean Poiret and Michel Ser- 
rault. Play is not for Broadway 
but has a run in store here. It is 
at the Comedie-Caumartin. 

Freltich Indie Film 
Makers Form Co-op 

Paris, Oct. 22. 
To fight restrictive, mounting 

film production costs, four indepen¬ 
dent filmmakers have banded tor 
gether ta form a co-operative outfit 
called the Independent Producers’ 
Group. Members are Jacques Bar, 
Henri Berard, Raymond Borderie 
and Raymond Forrment. All will 
maintain complete independence 
though they will pool funds to back 
each other’s pix and share in bene¬ 
fits. 

This merger will allow for pos¬ 
sibly renting studio space an¬ 
nually, parting stars for long peri¬ 
ods and buying up enough film 
stock which the lone producer can¬ 
not usually do here. Each producer 
will confer with others on proper¬ 
ties and actual maker will get a 
certain share with the rest also get¬ 
ting an in on the overall domestic 
and international take. 

Int'l Edinburgh Fest, 
Top Dollar Earner, Also 

Big in British Economy 
Edinburgh, Oct. 22. 

The International Edinburgh ! 
Festival, well supported by Ameri¬ 
cans, is not only a top dollar earner 
but is also a major factor in the 
British economy, according to a 
report by the Scottish Tourist 
Board. A survey conducted by the 
Board shows that 49% of all visi¬ 
tors who come to Scotland Visit 
Edinburgh. When asked what had 
particularly interested them, 21% 
of thos** asked said; "The Edin¬ 
burgh Festival, and Edinburgh gen¬ 
erally/’ 

Support for the annual, aits ■ 
junket has grown rapidly since 
1950. The number of overseas vis¬ 
itors attending then was 11,226. 
Last year, the fest attracted 37,357. 

These figures, the Tourist Board 
report says, show that the "devel¬ 
opment of the Festival and its 
maintenance is of major signifi¬ 
cance in the development and pros¬ 
perity of Britain’s tourist trade 
from overseas countries.” 

Bulk of overseas visitors come 
from the U.S., Canada, and the 
Commonwealth countries. In 1956, 
they totalled 27,860. 

A substantial number would 
travel on ships and airliners owned 
and operated by British companies, 
meaning $16,728,000 worth of busi¬ 
ness for these companies. It's esti¬ 
mated that the 37,357 overseas, vis¬ 
itors to the 1956 Festival would 
have spent some $3,362,130, 

Summarizing what the festival 
has done for Edinburgh, the report 
says: 

That no other event has done 
more to bring people to Edinburgh 
from all parts of the world: That 
it has resulted in Edinburgh be¬ 
coming one of the major confer¬ 
ence centers in Britain. 

Of speeial show biz interest is 
the disclosure that all the gains for 
the International Drama and Music 
Festival were made „ "without .a 
costly publicity campaign.” The 
average yearly sum spent on it is 
$24,000. 

PAKISTAN FILM PROD. 
HIT BY GOVT. ACTION 

Karachi, Oct. 22. 
When Pakistan, came into ex¬ 

istence in 1947, studios that were 
owned by Hindus, who migrated to 
India, were declared evacuee prop- 

{ erties and were subsequently allot- 
! ted to different parties. One such 
; studio was recently sealed by the 
i government on the plea of non- 
i payment of rental charge for a 
number of months. 

This has seriously hit the produc¬ 
tion side of the industry. Already 
there is little floor space .available 
and the sealing of this studio has 
further aggravated the situation. It 
is, however/expected that the gov¬ 
ernment will decide the issue 
shortly. 

In fade of this blow to the in¬ 
dustry, the import of 17 Indian 
films has been permitted by the 
government. It is very difficult for 
Pakistani films to compete with the 
Indian ones and the release of the 
.new Indian pix is expected to have 
an adverse effect on the industry, 

Scot Unions Fight 
For Sun. Double Time 

Glasgow’, Oct. 22. 
Staffs of Scot cinemas are pro¬ 

testing through their trade union 
against a plan by cinema exhibs to 
lower the present payment for Sun¬ 
day work. At present staffs garnet 
a double rate on the Sabbath, with 
a guaranteed minimum of five 
hours’ employment. Proposed cut 
would hit over 9,000 workers, iii-j 
eluding projectionists, usherettes,; 
and cashier in 560 cinemas. 

Union leaders estimate that, if 
double time for Sundays is abol¬ 
ished, it would mean a loss of over¬ 
time ranging from $3.50 for some 
workers to $9 a week for chief proj- 

l ectionists. 

LUBEN VICHY SCOUTING 

No Bir Guridtw Deal For 
Denham's Ballet 

Luben Vichy, head of National 
Concerts, left by plJhe last week 
to scout talent for the concert* plat¬ 
form in the U. S. His stops include 
Milano, Rome, Vienna, Paris, Lis¬ 
bon and London. Gone about six 
weeks. 

Vichy prior to departure denied 
consummating a -deal with Serge 
Denham for the Ballet Russe to 
tour the States under NCAC under 
a trade-rumored guarantee of 
$25,000 a freek. 

PM, MARLBORO REVUE 
TO GTS IN EUROPE 

Frankfurt, Oct. 22. 

Though usually all commercials 
are cut out in. any form of club, ra- 

i dio pr television entertainment pre- 
I sented servicemen in Europe, one 
; advertiser managed ta get its plugs 
in with a current variety • show 
playing the ir. S. Army in Europe: 
Circuit; 

Show, which-started early this: 
month and continues through' Dec. 

i 16, is built around "Johnny, the 
Philip Morris Boy.” It includes the 
Noro Morales rhumba band and ■ 
10 specialty acts, and is being pre¬ 
sented free to military personnel. 
-But without the name of the' per¬ 
sonality and the priginal sponsor, 
the show would lose much of its 
value. 

Now Cultural Festival 
For East Berliners 

Berlin, Oct 22. 

What West Berlin has had since 
1951 also has now been introduced 

In this city’s Soviet Sector, Call¬ 

ing itself “Berliner Festtage” {Ber¬ 
lin Festival Days), art junket may 
become an annual ‘cultural high¬ 
light in the "Democratic . Sector” 
<so caftled over there) of Berlin. 

Program lineup of East Berlin’s 
fete also includes four film preems 
and, surprisingly enough, one is 
"Marty” (UAH The other three 
new films, are from East Ger¬ 
many, a Spanish-French coproduc¬ 
tion, and an Austrian opera film. 

Program included some foreign 
ensembles such as! the .London Mo¬ 
zart Players, the Ballet Espanol 
Ximenez-Vargas . (Spanish), the 
State Jewish Theatre of Warsaw, 
Russian Arwid Jansons (Lenin¬ 
grad), who conducts a symphony 
concert with Czech violinist Spytih- 
nev as soloist, and Russian pianist 
Wiadimir Aschkenasi (Moscow). - 

Some guest ensembles come 
from East Germany, such as the 
Landestheafer Sachsen - Anhalt 
(Theatre of Peace), Halle; the Mu¬ 
nicipal Thqgtre of Leipzig; same 
eit’s Thomanerchor (choir) under 
Kurt Thomas as well-as a puppet 
theatre group from Saxony. Pro¬ 
gram also shows that a chamber 
ouartet (Koeckert Quartet) comes 
from Munich, W.-Germany. 

Several preems are in connec¬ 
tion with East Berlin’s fete such as 
Brecht’s “The Good Man From Se- 
zuan,” same author’s "The Story 
of Simone Machard,” &. L. 
Fischer’s "A Day For Me ” Girau- 
doux’s "Amphitryon 38/’.etc. Most 
of the legit items, however, have 
been taken from repertory pro¬ 
grams. Much of the latter is classl-' 
cal stuff but there are also quite a 
few modern plays, including M. 
Chase's "Harvey,” Sartre’s "Re¬ 
spectful Prostitute,” Pagnol’s 
"Golden Anchor,” etc. 

24,000,000 Pay to See 
1st Two ‘Doctor* Pix 

London, Oct. 29. 

Almost 24,000,000 people in Brit¬ 
ain have paid to see "Doctor At 

Sea,” and "Doctor At Large,” it’s 

claimed by Rank Film Distributors. 

These two pictures, with "Doctor 
in the House,” make a - total of 
three films in the "Doctor” series, 
lensed at Pinewood and starring 
Dirk Bogarde. 

New London Phone No. 
London,‘Oct. 29. 

Variety London office 
^jphone numbers have been 

changed from Temple Bar 
5041 to COVent Garden 0135- 
6-7. 

‘Lore in Afternoon’ For 
Spain Becomes a Moral 

Siesta Via Censor Cuts 
Madrid, Oct. 22. 

"Love in the Afternoon” (AA),; 

booked into the 1,500-seat show- 

caser Lope de Vega for a minimum 

of 10 weeks by United Artists'Iber¬ 

ian outlet, C. B. Films, has opened- 
here but not in the form Billy 
Wilder shot it. The censor rewrote 
two important story points. 

During the turkish bath encoun¬ 
ter between Cooper and the hus¬ 
band, the latter (aided by fresh dia¬ 
logue) informs spectators that the 
woman in the opening Ritz suite 
sequence became his ever-loving 
wife after the gun-toting scene, and 
that Chevalier had only been trail¬ 
ing a fiancee.. 

Treatment, both in cuts and add¬ 
ed dialogue, of Cooper-Hepbum 
relationship entirely eliminates the' 
overtly adult; Pic accents juVe 
naivete and becomes a strange but; 
strictly moral romance* during sles- 
ta hours. 

As one top ftim critic comment¬ 
ed: "Even the Spanish version is 
delightful filmf are.” 

United Artists publicity" chief in’ 
Spain, Saenz Guerrero, organized a 
reception at Ritz Hotel here after 
the preview Showing, for crix ait 
Which a simulated Hungarian four- 
piece orch played, the film’s "Fas¬ 
cination” as guests washed down 
caviar with ehampagne. 

Foreman Cues ‘Key’ 
For World Market 

London, Oct. 29, 
A series of sneak global pre¬ 

views of “The Key,” Carl Fore¬ 

man’s first British picture, will be 

held early next year. Previews 

are to he held in the top Inter¬ 

national marke’s to check on dif¬ 
ferences in taste, so that final 
prints can be specially edited for 
each'territory. In this way Fore¬ 
man hopes he will achieve the 

[maximum gross for his pic in all 
key markets. 

“The Key” (originally titled 
“Stella”) Is the first film under 
Foreman’s deal with Columbia. It 
stars William Holden and Sophia 
Loren. Pic is being directed by 
Sir Carol Reed at the Associated 
British studios in Elstree, 

The producer expects to have a 
final cut of the film ready by Janu¬ 
ary. The following month, he 
will take the print to the U.S. 
for sneak previews in a small 
town and in a metropolitan area. 
These screenings will be followed, 
by other test showings in London, 
Buenos Aires, Berlin, Tokyo and 
Calcutta. 

Pick New Director For 
Milan Scala Theatre 

Milan, Oct. 22. 

In a long-delayed- move, Fran¬ 

cesco Siliciani has been named to 

the vital post of artistic director 

Of the Milan Scala Theatre, to re¬ 
place Victor DeSabata. Latter re¬ 
mains in advisory capacity as 
artistic .supervisor. Move, which 
has caused much comment in the 
Italian music world, is felt to have 
been deemed necessary by the 
growing work the post entails. 
This had placed top much of a 
strain on Maestro DeSabata in the 
past seasons. DeSabata is also! 
known-to be working on some mu¬ 
sical compositions of his own in his 
Santa Margherita home. At any 
rate, the nomination of Siciliani 
was made after considerable con¬ 
sultation by DeSabata -atid Antonio 
Ghiringbelli, who heads the La 
Scala operation. 

The new Scala topper is 46, has 
achieved fame as a composer as 
well as artistic director of several 
musical institutions . throughout 
Italy, notably the Naples San Carlo 
Opera and the Umbrian Musical 
Festivals. He also. has served as 
head- of the Florentine Music 
Museum. 

By HAROLD MYERS 

London, 'Q£t. 22. 

The biggest row ever between 
the Cinematograph ^Exhibitors 
Assn, and a British studio is brew¬ 
ing, over the proposed/ sale hy 
Ealing Films of its pre-4945 back¬ 
log to commercial tele. If the deal 
goes through, there may -b& coun¬ 
trywide action hy theatre Owners 
against the studio compaiiy. The 
Ealing fleal embraces between.80 
ancT 10$;'feature films "which the 
studio H prepared to foa£?;’a.vail- 
alSle to ABC-TV for $ ohe-slot 
screening under a frgSch^e ar¬ 
rangement. •/- - 

When the news of the deal first 
leaked/iust oyer a fortnight ago, 
the qufH(tion_was debated ak a. mat¬ 
ter of urgency at the CEA^general 
council meeting. Since! men the 
association’s president,;: George 
.Singleton, supported b^ nther of¬ 
ficers, has been haying fOthSkl talks 
with Ealing toppers and with'Sir 
Philip Warter, president-of Asso-. 
dated British Picture Cprfc^parent 
company, of ABC-TV. The-initial 
discussions between the CEA. and 
Ealing executives were suspended 
last- week -because both’-Major 
Reginald P. Baker and Sir Michael 
Balcon were flu victims;. 

From all over the country at 
exhibitor meetings there is a unan¬ 
imous reaction against the deal, 
However, if the studio and -the netr 
work ignore the exhibitor; protests* 
the theatre men. are certain fo take 
action on their own account which 
would . probably culminate' with' a 
booking boycott of all Ealing*s-cur- 
rent output 

Ealing Films, who would receive 
over $500,000 if the.-deal goes 
through* insists "all films -involved 
in tiie: package have exhausted 
their theatrical lives. The exhibs 
reject that viewpoint and claim 
that oldies, which have iio theatri¬ 
cal value make attractive jtv pro¬ 
grams and seriously injure the box 
office. The CEA standpoint bn this 
issue dates back to 1952 when the 
association decided It would decline 
to, trade with any production or 
distributing company which made 
its output available for tv. 

‘WONDERS’ OPENS IN ! 
LONDON 0NFEB.9 

London, Oct. 29. 

London Will see its third Cin¬ 
erama show on next Feb; -9’ when 
Lowell Thomas’ "Seven ‘Wonders 
of World” will open at,the Lon¬ 
don Casino. The present offering, 
"Cinerama Holiday,” opehed on 
Feb. 4 last year. When it folds 
it will have attracted on estimated 
1,750,000 paying patrons, v ' 

Pat Spellman, a director, of Cin¬ 
erama organization and : house 
manager, of the Casino, told 
Variety: "With four months- still 
to go; attendance for "Cinerama 
Holiday” have already topped the 
first Cinerama show.” 

Currently Cinerama in U.K. can - 
be seen oily in London* but tenta¬ 
tive plans are being made for it 
also to open next year In Man¬ 
chester, but this will be the only 
non-London concession. It is also 
expected that a temporary pre¬ 
fab theatre will be constructed so 
that Cinerama can be shown at 
next year’s World Fair 'at Brus¬ 
sels, and then move to Amsterdam 
for a run. 

: . * 

| Italy Interested In 
! 2 Documentary Epics. 
! .. Rome, Oct. 22. 

Italy’s interest- in feature docu¬ 
mentaries Is evidenced by the fact 
that two new filmic expeditions are 
currently ready* to leave for. dis¬ 
tant places in search of documen¬ 
tary materiaL Folco Quilici, wlibse 
latest feature pic, "Last Paradise,” 
may be handled by United Artists 
for .-the U. S., leaves for Africa, 
Where he’ll set up production of pic 
about the Nomad tribes. 

The other expedition, headed by 
Giorgio Moser, Golfiero Colonna, 

■Leonardl -Benvenuti, Piero. De- 
Befnardini and Francesco Lavag- 
nino, flies to Martinique and Cen¬ 
tral America, where it will island- 
hop to shoot "Calypso,” another 
feature-length documentary like 
"Lost Continent” Leasing will con¬ 
tinue through June, 1958. Enalpa 
produces* 
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FOR CHRISTMAS... AND NEW YEAR’S TOO 4 
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Amusement Stock Quotations 
Week Ended Tuesday (29) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957 

High Low 

17% 11 % 
24% 13% 
36% 23% 
35% '22% 
20% 13% 
19% 13% 

115 81% 
4% 3% 

10% • 7% 
22 12 
9% 7% 

36% 28 
18% 11 
40 27 
8% 5% 

13% 9 
18% 13% 
29% 20% 
3034 21% 
25% 16% 
30% 20% 
73 63 

' 28% 19% . 
126% 91% 

ABC Vending 33 
Am Br-Par Th 340 
CBS “A" .... 128 
CBS “B” .... 142 

Col Plx .... 
Decca . J43 
Eastman Kdk. 147 
EMI J} 
Listlnd. 81 
LoewY.?80 
Nat, Thea... I26 

Paramount >. 68 
Philco .v ... 236 
RCA ....... 50? 
Republic •:. 51 
Rep., pfd.:.. 13 

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly 
In 100s High Low 

uding 33 14 13% 
ir Th 340 15% 14% 

128 26 24% 
„ 142 2434 .23% 

44 16 14% 
143 15% 14% 

Kdk. 147 94 88% 
81 334 3% 

? 81 8% 7% 
560 13 12% 

a ’ 126 8 734 
if*/! 68 30% 28% 
. ... 236 13% 11% 

. 502 30% 27% 
!, 51 5% 5% 

1 n- 10 9% 
. 77 ’ . 1434 13% 14% •+ % 
. 42 22% 21% 22%, •+ % 
.. 85 £3% , , 22% 23% +1% 
s 50 18%.. 16% 1734 +1% 
. 2 21% 21% 21% ‘ +1; 
;tf210 68% 68 68% — % 

10 20 20 • — 

56 11334 108% 112% +5’ Zenith ..... 56 11334 108% , 

American Stock Exchange 
4% 2%. Allied Artists 116 234 2% 234 — .. 

1134 6% Asso. Artists 138 7% 6% 7 — % 
1% % C&CTele.. 624 % % % — 
6% 3 DuMont Lab, 111 3% 3% 334 + % 

•'4% 2% Guild Films.. 115 3 234- 2%- — % 
9% 5% Na’t Telefilm 92 67/s ^ 6 6% -f 34 
9 3% Sklafcfon._ 74 7 •8 .6% + 
8% -3% Technicolor . 143 4%. 3% /4% + % 

5% 3% Trans-Lux ’.... 2 4% 4% 4% + % 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bid A$k' 

Ampex ....... .. 39% 44% + V4 
Chesapeake industries .... 1% 134 — 
Cinerama Inc. ....... % 1% _— 
Cinerama Prqd, .... 1% 2% i— 
DuMont Broadcasting .. . 7% 7% — % 
Magna Theatre _...... . 1% - 2 — % 
Official Films ............ . i% 1%. — % 
Polaroid ............ 37% 40% ’ +2% 
U. A. Theatres \3% 4% + % 
Walt Disney ............ 14% 15% +i%; 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations .furnished by Dreyfus'& Co.) . 

GoUenson Scorns 'Sheep Minds’ 
Time to Stop Floundering—Too Many Gimmicks Of 

Doubtful Realism to Par Circuit Chief 

By GENE. ARNEEL 

Leonard H. Goldenson, president 

of American Broadcasting-Para¬ 

mount Theatres, deploring intra- 

trade conditions in the .picture bus¬ 

iness today, flatly stated -that “fit a 

position of statemanship can’t he 

taken by the current leaders they 

ought to get out.”. 
He wants to know:- “Are sheep 

running this business,' or leaders?” 

Goldenson unleashed his bar* 

rage against’ those in. command .(he 

covered all segments of the indus¬ 

try but the main focal poiiit of his 

blast was the film company presi¬ 

dents) within the course of a dis¬ 

cussion this week on distribution 

schedules. 

The film trade has hung crepe 
arpund itself while radio, which 
not long ago appeared doomed, is 
having its most prosperous year, 
said AB-PT chief exec. He attrib¬ 
uted the audio medium’s success to 
'‘enthusiasm and drive—it was not 
going to be licked.” 

Goldenson and Edward L. Hy¬ 
man, AB-PT v.p., placed the blame 
for much of the trade’s ills on the 
doorstep of the distribs. Latter 
were rapped for concentrating top 
releases in-'only the holiday peri¬ 
ods. 

. Goldenson flatly stated he- will 
not go along with any industry¬ 
wide promotional schemes, as now 
in work, unless the film companies 
adopt “orderly release” schedules. 
The usually placid hut now fighting 
mad exec underscored that “you 
can’t fool the public,” coupling this 
with the observation that all the: 

I publicity .and bally in the world j 

1 won’t lure the customers unless^ 
they're offered a steady diet pf pic¬ 
ture fare, s 

Instead, noted. Hyman (who has: 
made the matter the subject pf a. 
personal crusade for the past sev¬ 
eral years), the distribs send out. 
inote quality pictures than can be. 
absorbed July 4, Labor Day, Christ¬ 
mas and Easter. “You can’t, get a' 
quart into a pint bottle,” he rea¬ 
sons. 

Again on. the subject of the' 
trade’s projected bally gimmicks, 
Goldenson insists that the only1 
way to draw the public is to pro-: 
vide the talent along with the right 
kind of merchandising. A rela¬ 
tively short time ago the television 
broadcasting division of AB-PT had 
on its programming roster Walter 
Winchell and Ozzie & Harriet in 
the “name” categoiy. The net¬ 
work’s audience was small .and the 
solution obvious: build up the log. 
This -was done. 

The two execs pointed to 12 fea¬ 
tures of unusual boxoffice appeal 
set for sale around the New York 
holidays and Hyman said he “can 
visualize a- tremendous rat race” 
among the distribs for preferential 
playing time. If some of this prod¬ 
uct were marketed presently, or 
sometime during the Labor Day- 
Christmas lull,! the advantages 
would be strofag, for everyone, they 
state. . i 

Hyman disclojed that following 
a three-week business trip he in¬ 
tends, to call a meeting of distribu¬ 
tion officials and key theatremen 
from around the country for a full 
and formal airing of the “disorder¬ 
ly” releasing programs of the'film 
companies with the hope that some 
adjustments can be lliade. 

* Boston, Oet. 2& 

Roughly $40,000,000,000 fofcrecM- 
ation is spent annually in,theU.S.( 
it* was revealed at. the -29th anni 
Conference on Distribution, in Bos¬ 
ton at Hotel Statler. . 

Donald M. Hobart, senior veep 
and director of research, Curtis 
Pub. Co., who spoke on the impact 
of increasing leisure upon modern 
marketing cited an. exhaustive 
study published by the 20th Cen¬ 
tury Fund (Filene) in 1955. 

Fund reporfStt that purely rec¬ 
reational expenditures in America 
now average nearly $11,000,000,000 
a year. In addition1 to this, $12,000,- 
000,000 is spent on vacation travel; 
48;100,000,000 bn liquor; $5,000,- 
000,000 for sports clothes, candy, 

■ chewing gum and sof tdrinks. Total¬ 
ing this, the report * estimated 
roughly $40,000,000,000. 

.. “Th^ new leisure* has meant a 
great upsurge of; business in the 
service ’ industries, and almost 
every industry directed at the con¬ 
sumed is sharing in the increase,” 
Hobart said. 

He noted that people have 
turned from being producers for 
the better pari of their lives to be¬ 
ing active consumers “for aU^fhe 
necessities and luxuries their in-, 
creased leisure calls for.” 

He concluded: ‘The new.leisure 
menaces’many of our old fashioned 
values and threatens some of the 
old ways of doing business. On the 
other hand, it offers, limitless 
promise to the manufacturer and 
the retailer who .will* take advan¬ 
tage the rich market it affords.” 

Including Ponies 

Data on amusements tends to be 
confusing because o£ what is in¬ 
cluded, or not. What price bowling? 
What price electricity to keep ra¬ 
dio and television sets alive? Re¬ 
cent U. Si Government data was 
quoted by Variety (July 24) in 
terms of these breakdowns: • 

. Rafiio, television sets, musical 
instruments—$2,442,000,000. 

Repair & service of radio-tv sets 
—$756,000,000. 

Motion picture admissions—$1, 
298,000,000. 

Legit, odera, concerts; etc.—. 
$252,000,000. . 

Spectator sports—$241,000,000. 

Horse & dogtrack bets — $414,- 
000,000. 

Magarinfes, newspapers, - sheet 
music—$1,824,000,000. 

Books and maps—$592,000,000. 
. .Total wages,; salaries. and other 
income for persons in. motion pic¬ 
tures in 19.56 - was $797,000,000. 
F0r broadcasting, the figure was 
$518,000,000. -It was $885^00.0,000 
for other recreation and amuse¬ 
ments. * • 

Motion - pictures employed the 
equivalent of 200,000 full 'time: 
workers last year. The figure was 

. 77,000 in broadcasting and 242,000 
: for other'types of amusement and 

recreation. 
Broadcasting led the field in 

average earnings, for the full-time 
worker. That industry paid out 
$6,584. For pictures the average 
was $3,830, a little below the na¬ 
tional average. This would in¬ 
clude earnings of ushers, etc., at 
small, theatres. 

AIRPORT DRIVE-IN TO 
OPERATE YEAR-ROUND 

Philadelphia, Oct. 29. 

Airport Drive-In, a $350,000 en¬ 
terprise near International Airport, 
opened last weekend (25) as a year- 
round, operation. The ozoner has 
space for 1,400 autos, electric |n-car 
heaters, a plastic screen to project 
a picture J40 feet wide, and stereo¬ 
phonic sound. ■ . . 

The theatre is part of Market 
Gity U. S. A., a development-of Air-, 
port Commercial Properties Inc. of 
which Alfred A. Gilbert is presi¬ 
dent. It was leased through Rich¬ 
ard B. Hej^nan & Co. to' Claude 
Schlanger, operator of driyeins in 
Bucks County and Exton, Pa* 

Publicists Guild Raps Warners; 
Pleas to Film Editors, Exhibitors; 

Stress Possible Labor Boycotting 
DEMOTED, BEILAN QUITS 

Bill Mansell Now WB’s Philly 
Exchange Chief 

Philadelphia, Oct: 29. 
A shakeup on the local lever fol¬ 

lowed Warner Bros.’'recent na¬ 
tional retrenchment policy. Wil¬ 
liam Mansell, district manager, has 
been named branch manager of the 
company’s Philly' exchange. . 
. Charley Beilan, former branch 
manager and a Warner employee 
for over a quarter of ’ a century, 
resigned when he was demoted to 
sales chief. 

Both Coasts With 
Same Wage Scale: 

Publicists’Goal 
In a move aimed eventually to 

obtain similar wages, and working 
Conditions for film publicists bn 
both Coasts, the 25-member home- 
office publicists unit at Para¬ 
mount voted unanimously by se¬ 
cret ballot to become^ the eastern 
counterpart of the Hollywood 
IATSE Publicists Assn, 

Referendum marked the discon¬ 
tinuance of the unit’s association 
with the IATSE Homeoffice Em¬ 
ployees Union, Local H-63 and ac¬ 
ceptance of IA prexy Richard 
Walsh’s offer of autonomy under 
an “A” charter. 

The Par homeoffice unit is the 
only eastern publicists group affil¬ 
iated with the IA and its-Holly¬ 
wood counterpart Until the end 
of RKO, publicists there were also 
affiliated with the IA. . All other 
homeoffice units arc connected 
with the Screen Publicists Guild, 
District 65, Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union, AFL- 
CIO. 

The Par homeoffice unit, which 
will he known as the IATSE -Pub¬ 
licists Assn., will adopt a constitu¬ 
tion patterned on that of the Hol¬ 
lywood bailymen. The. Coast 
group embraces all studios. The 
east and west outfits will, be re¬ 
garded as sister unions; 

IA international representative. 
David Cassidy has been appointed 
by Walsh to serve as business 
agent for the new local and to or¬ 
ganize the industry^ field publi¬ 
cists east of the Mississippi under 
the same banner. 

Rome To Spain 
— - Continued from page 5 

sions of the experts committee. In 
this respect, the Italian exhibitor’s 
representative at the Madrid meet¬ 
ing . will emphasize the extreme 
necessity of (the UIEC and its vari¬ 
ous "member associations) actively 
participating in all future activity 
of national and international organ¬ 
izations leading to freer exchange 
and circulation of films (particu- 
uarly exhib-sponsored ones), in 
other words, the mueh-hoped-for 
continental pic pool. 

According to some local observ¬ 
ers. the true reasons behind the 
AGIS pitch are clear enough: the 
Italian exhibitors association al¬ 
ready has set up a production-dis¬ 
tribution company to function as 
set forth above, CEI-INCOM. It 
now wants other nations’ exhib 
groups to set themselves up simi¬ 
larly, then tie in with the local .ex- 
hib-subsidized company, to form 
basic links in the European chain. 
In this way, the theatreowners, too. | 
would hope to have a definite and] 
jigger say in the operation of the | 
future European Film Community, 
previously the ? ? ? ?? for the 
various Producers Associations. I 

+ The active fight;, of. the N. Y„ 

Screen Publicists Guild to induce 

Warner Bros, to rescind the firings 
of some 40 homeoffice pub-ad staf¬ 

fers‘brought a concession from the 

film company late Friday (25) when 
it agreed to retain temporarily 

- seven publicists who were to be 
- laid off on Monday (28). The tem- 
- porarily withdrawal of the dismis- 
5 sal notice hinges oq the outcome 
i of arbitration proceedings which 

the SPG filed with the American 
i Arbitration Assn, on Monday. 

; The SPG’s claim has been that 
• WB violated the contract in dis- 
> missing the pub-ad staffers and 

that the firings were subject to ar¬ 
bitration. After numerous meet¬ 
ings, protests and other activities 
on the part of Guild, the WB man¬ 
agement agreed to submit the dis¬ 
missals to arbitration and to retain 
the seven staffers until the arbi¬ 
trator submits his decision. 

The SPG acted first oij the seven 
publicists who had been given two 

, weeks notice on Oct. 14 along with 
the entire 32-man art department. 
The artists, however, were given 

k 60 days notice. As its next move, 
the SPG will seek to force arbi- 

\ tration of WB’4 decision to elim- 
> inate completely its homeoffice art 
L. department and its- intention to 
’ turn over the work td an outside 
• ad agency or art service. 
[ Official notification Of the re- 
i .seinding of the pinkslipping of the 
L seven publicists was given by 

Larry Leshansky. WB supervisor 
■ of branch operations, to Ben Ber- 
1 man, business,, representative for 
• the Guild, and ’affiliate of District 
■ 65, Retail, Wholesale and Depart* 
I ment Store Union. AFL-CIQ. 

The seven publicists who will 
continue with Warners beyond the 

1 scheduled layoff are: Sid Rechet- 
nik, tradepress contact; Irving 

^ Windisch, N. Y. newspaper con¬ 
tact; Jack Tirman, column contact; 

' Sid White, radio-tv contact; Leo 
‘ Wilder, magazine contact; Bob 

j Boehnel, special events, and Larry 
; Margolin, photo department. 
‘ The SPG feels that the WB re- 
• versal is 4ue largely to the im¬ 

mediate campaign launched by the 
1 union in seeking support from both 
• within and without the industry. 
- The Guild sent letters to indie pro- 
- ducers associated with WB, warn- 
: ing that their pictures would not 
>■ get the full advantage of a com- 
■ plete pub-ad campaign and that 

unionites In general might he lined 
up against the picture. In addi- 

i tion, appeals were made to exhibi- 
i tors, both through letters and per- 
>jsonal visits, and to newspaper 
■ editors and film writers. 

In a letter to film critics and 
editors, the Guild said: 

■" “We know that your sign- • 
pathies are with these men 
and women, among whom are 
some you may have met and 
worked with over the years. 
They are not high-priced ex¬ 
ecutives; foe?/ nr.’ at! hard¬ 
working family men and wo¬ 
men who helped build War¬ 
ner Bros, into a mnlti-million- 
dollar corporation.” 

i Terming the WB action as “ruth- 
: less,” the Guild urged the news¬ 
papermen to let WB “know that it 
I has acted with outrageous regard 
for the welfare of the motion pic¬ 
ture industry* and Warner Bros. 

- itself, let alone the well-being of 
- its employees/’ 
• In appealing to exhibitors, the 
; Guild placed paid copy in the trade 
: papers. Exhibs wore-.'asked in the 
; ads: “Do you want 16.000.000 union 

■ members and their families hostile 
. to our industry?” Text of the ad 
pointed out that Sen. McClellan is 

i investigating union-busting taelirs. 
\ “Warner Bros./’ the ad said, “is 
• callously dismissing loyal employ- 
; ees with up to 33 years of service. 
-This is an immoral and senseless 
1 act. Jack L. Warner. Serge Se- 
j menenko and Bcq Ralmensori are 
I the heads of the management who 
| have acted against their families. 
| This must surely hurt everybody 
• in our industry.” * 
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Folks Gotta Know 
Whyfor of The 

Legion A-B-C’s 
The following is an excerpt from 

the concluding chapter in the 
study of the Catholic Legion of 
Decency by Gerald Kelly, S.J. and 
John C. Ford, S. J. Urging closer 
study and greater appreciation of 
the Legion’s problems, they write: 

“To know that a picture is classi¬ 
fied as A or B or C, or even to know 
the brief reasons given fof the un¬ 
favorable classifications, does not 
form the minds and train the per¬ 
ceptions of the great mass of view¬ 
ers. It leaves'them on the outside. 
When they are not educated to ap¬ 
preciate the reasons behind the 
classifications and when they do 
not understand the moral and ar¬ 
tistic values which are at stake, 
they have the feeling, often enough, 
that rules and regulations which 
do not make sense are being im¬ 
posed on them from without. 

“They are no longer eager par¬ 
ticipants in a movement and a cru¬ 
sade for better things. Enthusiasm 
for a cause is replaced, unfortu¬ 
nately, by annoyance at ‘meaning¬ 
less’ restrictions of their liberty.” 

Madrid: Toid You’ » 
iU—LLm Continued from page 5 

normal film relations between the. 
two countries. „ 

Lon* Way Around * 
The peace plan was forwarded to 

MPEA in New York via two cir¬ 
cuits; from Spain to Mediterranean 
MPEA rep Charles * Baldwin in 
Borne and from seven ,U.S. distrib 
managers in Barcelona to Conti¬ 
nental managers in Paris, and 
thence to the N.Y. homeoffices. 

A majority of Barcelona man¬ 
agers vetoed the Aguilar recom¬ 
mendations. Some were miffed at 
Aguilar for having secretly initi¬ 
ated talks that led to the favor¬ 
able Spanish distrib vote. Others 
thought the minimum 8-month pact 
proposed, giving the seven MPEA 
agencies here five films for the 
1957-’58 season, fell short of their 
needs. 

Aguilar Got Action in Paris 
Aguilar flew to Paris and, backed 

by Universal’s European manager, 
John Spires, succeeded in revers¬ 
ing the Continental thuirtbsdown 
report. Noted Spanish legalite and 
MPEA counsel here, Gregorio Ma- 
ranon, carried the Aguiar message 
to N. Y. with favorable results. But 
it was only after a loss nf three 
weeks, that the top echelon of the 
MPEA pyramid finally decided to 
approve. Then it was to find, ac- 

. cording to very reliable sources, 
? that the tide had shifted in Spain 

to such extent that it w‘as no longer 
considered judicious to publicize 
the fact and possibly rick more loss 
of face. 

MPEA circles here say the three- 
week delay gave local forces op¬ 
posed to a pact the mobilization 
time necessary to head off settle¬ 
ment sentiment among local dis- 
tribs. Distrib execs who had voted 
favorably in Barcelona were seeing 
things differently. 

Producers who urgently cam¬ 
paigned to bring back MPEA films 
and consequently import license 
pesetas to alleviate a serious pro¬ 
duction fund shortage, were given 
government assurance that the 
fund deficit would bet met from 
other sources. And they were no 
longer interested in brunting pub¬ 
lished newspaper charges of 
“throwing in their cards face 
down.” 

To top it all, RKO sold out and 
simultaneously opened its film 
vaults to supply the Spanish mar¬ 
ket. It is still too early to read 
all the implication of the RKO 
defection but industry voices here 
say that, for the time being any¬ 
way, it has heavily obscured near 
future chances of a Spain-MPEA 
pact, so clearly and brightly visible 
o::e month ago. 

‘B’ For Basket (of Disapproval) 
CJ Legion of Decency Reviewed 394 Features 

€J Of 11 6Condemned9 Only (Baby Doll9 American 

Divorce Themes Among Most Upsetting 

The time approaches for the annual lesson in the 
A-B-C’s of the Homan Catholic Legion of Decenfcy 
film ratings- The A’s represent no controversial 
question and the C’s are usually ' relative¬ 
ly rare. So attention is typically focussed on the 
number of B’s tagged. Churchmen sometimes, in¬ 
terpret a rise in B’s as a lowering in film “moral-' 
ity” whereas showmen study the Catholic data for 
clues to the emphases of the Legion. 

(Variety’s count is its own, it should be noted. 
The Legion’s own tabulation, not available to this 
publication, will probably show closer to 420 films 
were reviewed, .including about 80* from abroad. 
The Legion classifies pictures as to “foreign?1" or 
“domestic” by its own system. Discrepancy between 
the two sets of data as they may be lined up in a 
couple of weeks is perhaps due to a time overlap on 
the “Legion” year.—Ed.) ^ 

Official Legion figures will be released generally 
followed the November meeting in Washington, of 
the committee of American bishops which rule the 
organization. Meanwhile here is the educated guess: 

During the 12 months in question, the Legion 
reviewed a grand total of 394 features, of .which 
347 were American, 19 British and 28 in various 
foreign languages. Of these 394, which in itself is 
the highest figure since 1952, the Legion rated 128 
films (32%) in-its “B” (Morally Objectionable in 
Part for All) category. Catholics, in theory, .are 
supposed to shy away from B-rated pix, but in prac¬ 
tice it appears to offer no deterrent to Catholic 
moviegoers and few theatres Tvill nix- a picture be¬ 
cause it carries a B tag. 

" ‘Baby Doll* 
The Legion also rated 142 films (36%) as A-l 

(okay for general patronage), 113 (29%) A-ll 
(Morally Unobjectable for. Adults) and 11 (3%) C 
or condemned. Actually, only one American-made 
film^—Warners’ ‘*Baby Doll”—felt the sting of.Ro¬ 
man Catholic condemnation. The remaining 10 were 
all foreign-language-imports. 

The Legion had its busiest year since 1952 when 
it reviewed 446 features. In 1955-;56, it reviewed 
only 328 films of which 80—or 24.39%—were B- 
rated, 98 (29.88%) got A-I, 141 (42 99%) got A-II 
and eight (244%) were condemned. Of the eight, 
again only one was American-made. 

The year just passed continues the steady rise 
in “B” classification which has seen the proportion 
of Bs rise from a mere 6% in 1939 to a high of 
33.64% in 1955. Last year, the percentage -dipped 
down to 24.39%, but this year it's up again. The 
pattern is not unduly influenced by the' foreign 
film, except in the condemned category. 

American-Made 
For instance, the Legion in .1956-57 reviewed a 

total of 347 American-made productions; The 
breakdown was 128 in A-l (37%), 105 in A-II (30%), 
113 Bs (32%) and one condemned. Last year, 269 
domestic features were seen by the Legion re¬ 
viewers. The number of Bs amounted to 23T>5%, 
A-l was 32.71%, A-II 43.50% and the single C rat¬ 
ing accounted for .37%. In 1955, however, Bs stood 

at 33.45% of the whole, the highest figure to that 
date. 

At the foreign' end, The 15 B-rated films (out of a 
total of 47 pix) accounted for 30% and the 10 Cs 
made up 21% of the ratio. A number of the pic¬ 
tures condemned -by the U.S. Legion had been ac¬ 
claimed by Catholics in Europe. 

Just what causes the increase in the B ratio, 
whether it is due to greater strictness on the part 
of the Legion or tp laxness on the part of the Pro¬ 
duction Code, is open for argument. It is a fact that 
the “B” total is actually worse than it looks ,on pa¬ 
per since a large slice of-the year’s most important 
productions ended up with a B tag. Even the Radio 
City Music Hall ended up playing a B-rated pic- 
turif Metro’s “Les Girls,” a practice of which it had 
steered clear in the past. Rating appeared to have 
little, effect on the boxoffice. Another "B” film play¬ 
ed by the Hall was “Pajama Game.” 

\ B-For-Basket? 

The lack of definition inherent in the B ratings 
bothers- even some Catholic observers close to the 
scene. They argue that the category is a “catch-all,” 
taking ip films embodying minor objections and 
those that just escape a C tag. Also, a B rating at 
times is handed out for reason! that would bother 
only Catholics. 

For instance, Bing Crosby's “Man on Fire” got 
a B as representing “sympathetic treatment and 
justification of remarriage,” among other things. 
Quite a number of films get B-rated by the Legion 
because they “reflect the acceptability of divorce” 
(which, after all, is legal in most of the 48 states). 
Yet, in one instance, Metro’s “Seventh Sin,” the 
Legion rated the film A-II, noting that “the princi¬ 
ple of* divorce as employed in this film is to be con¬ 
strued In terms of dramatic conflict.” Foreign film 
importers have long complained that the Legion 
doesn’t exhibit such flexibility when it comes to the 
overseas pix. 

At times, a very small change can spell the dif¬ 
ference between a. B rating and a C. Latter very 
definitely can hurt a picture, particularly in the 
hinterlands. “Love in the Afternoon” (Allied Ar¬ 
tists) was threatened with" a C until the. producers 
agreed to insert a final commentary indicating that 
the two principals (Audrey Hepburn ‘and Gary 
Cooper) planned to marry. V 

Since the Legion evaluates pictures'solely on the 
basis of their moral qualities, i.e. the impact hot as 
entertainment, but as “good” or “evil” on the 
(Catholic) beholder, it frequently emphasizes the 
ultimate “lessofi” implied In a story and, more than 
the Code, insists on strict balance and the “proper” 

"■conclusions. 

The Legion in several instances has B-rated films 
on the grounds that their stories did not represent 
material that made for proper screen entertain¬ 
ment. On* the other hand, itV noted that, in 1956- 
57, the Legionls objections on the grounds of “ex¬ 
cessive brutality” were fewer than during the two 
preceding years. 

Prep Binghamton Drive-In 
Binghamton. Oct. 29. 

The V Drive-In Theater Inc., has 
been authorized to conduct busi¬ 
ness here in Binghamton with cap¬ 
ital stock of $40,000. $10 par value. 
Directors are: Herbert Nitke, 
Louis J.- Danish. Myron A. Mela¬ 
med. 

Chernin & Gn’d were filing at¬ 
torneys at Albany. 

French Costs 
Continued from pace 5 

smaller indies rather than the big 
outfits. 

. Uiatus. 

Partly because of the cost prob¬ 
lem, Levy plans to take a year’s 
hiatus, during which time he’ITpre¬ 
pare several films. He said his 
next picture would be made with¬ 
out top stars as a French-Swedish 
coproduction. “We must find new 
and less expensive talent,” he said. 
“I made some successful films with 
Brigitte Bardot. Today, I can’t af¬ 
ford her any more.” 

Levy is currently finishing “BI- 
joutier” (The Day Heaven Fell) in 
color and Cinemascope. Film, 
starring Miss Bardot and Alida 
Valli. Much of it was shot in Spain 
where the picture ran into a lot of 
trouble on account of sickness and 
floods and had to be stopped 14 

'times. It’ll end up costing $800,- 
‘ 000. After that, Levy will make 
“En Case de Malheur,” with Claude 
Autant-LaTat directing Miss Bar- 
dot, Jean Gabin and Edwige Feuil- 
lere. Based on a Georges Simenon 
story, it’ll cost around $900,000 in 
black-and-white. This won’t be a 
Col picture. 

After his year’s hiatus, when 
he’ll work on the script for “The 
Short Reign of Pippin IV” (based 

)on the John Steinbeck novel), Levy 
J will do “Gentleman of China” in 
Hong Kong in early 1959. It’s 
based on the Robert Standish book. 

Under his current Col contract, 
Levy is supposed to make six pic¬ 

tures, including two this year and 
| two in 1958. This is being changed 
'for him to deliver one in ’57. an- 
■ other next year or else two in 1959. 
; His Col productions will be in Eng- 
i lish with larger budgets. 

On ‘Sun Yanking 
Decatur, Ga., Oct. 29. 

Georgia Theatre Co. has had 
enough of controversial 20th-Fox 
film, “Island in the Sun.” They 
booked it at their Twin Stoplight 
Drive-in Theatre, which has two 
screens, and drew 1,000 autos into 
theatre. But, almost that many peo¬ 
ple took part in demonstration 
against showing of film outside 
drive-in. Ten police cars from De- 
Kalb and Fulton (Atlanta) Counties 
were brought to scene to hold 
crowds in check, hut no arrests 
were made. There was no disturb¬ 
ance inside theatre. 

Following day DeKalb Superior 
Court Judge ordered showing of 
film discontinued upon request of 
Solicitor General Richard Bell and 
Manager Thomas L. Pike was or¬ 
dered to “show cause why he 
should noit.be enjoined from exhib¬ 
iting film permanently. “Pike pulled 
pic forthwith and a hearing- on a 
permanent injunction was set for 
Nov. 7. 

Meanwhile, Georgia Theatre Co., 
who own-operate Starlight, de¬ 
clared. it does not plan to make 
any further attempt to show pic. 

Brentlinger To Dallas 
Dallas, Oct. 23. 

Russell L. Brentlinger has been 
appointed United Artists branch 
manager here, per James R. Velde, 
general sales manager. 

Brentlinger, currently a sales¬ 
man with UA’s Indianapolis branch, 
will replace James Clemens who 
has resigned the post. 

Soviet To Todd 
Continued from 4 ^ 

* everything to encourage * the 
American, people’s movement 
against slavery. While under ar¬ 
rest in the Peter and Paul Fort¬ 
ress, and later in exile, Chemy- 

. shevsky continued to take great 
interest in the developments in 
America; and I have no-doubt 
that he was greatly grieved ta 
hear of Lincoln’s assassination 
on April 14, 1865. 

“Perhaps you also know that 
on the eve of the great battle of 
Gettysburg, the same Gettysburg 
of Abraham Lincoln’s famous 
address somewhat later, march¬ 
ing songs like “John Brown’s 
Body,” the "Marseillaise” and 
“Dubinushka” were heard every¬ 
where? 

“The material on Russd-Amer- 
ican relations of the time of the 
Civil War in the U.S.A. is vast 
and fascinating. I have read 
thousands of pages in Russian 
and many in English, and prob¬ 
ably there is still just as much 
left to read.” 
Two American correspondents 

stationed in Moscow are quoted by 
playwright Krotkov as having en¬ 
couraged him to feel the Civil War 
period would make a provocative 
frame for an American-Russian 
feature film. 
. Krotkov some years ago wrote a 
stage play which rap three-.years 
in the Soviet in which ah Ameri¬ 
can called John Robertson was 
openly identified in critiques * and 
dispatches as the Negro football 
player-singer-actor, Paul Robeson. 

Open letter on the Civil War 
idea to the American producer of 
“80 Days Around The. World” 
closes with the sentence. “So now 
it’s up to you, Mike Todd!” 

‘Garden of Eden 

Law s Revision 
Albany, Oct. 29. 

Court of Appeals here on Thurs¬ 

day (24) denied a motion by 

Charles A. Brind, counsel for the 

Regents and the State Dept, of Ed¬ 

ucation, to reargue the merits of 

the film “Garden of Eden.” This 
may clear way for a reappraisal of 

the State’s licensing law. 

The subject of law revision has 

been under study since last spring, 

when the Appellate Division unan¬ 

imously ruled the Regents could 

not, under recent U.S. Supreme 

Court decisions, bar “Garden of 
Eden.” 

Sol A. .Rosenblatt, Excelsior Pic¬ 

tures attorney, in a brief replying 

to pne earlier filed by Brind, at¬ 

tacked the circumstances under 

which the motion to reargue was 

heard, and the alleged “delaying” 

4*factlcs of the Regents’ counsel and 
the Broad. Rosenblatt asserted pro- 
censorites had no real hope of pre¬ 
vailing Imd ■ took the reargument 
course, only to prevent his client 
from filling a number of drive-in 
dates this season. 

Brind sought to have the Court 
of Appeals hear him Orally, and 
also to slate the Regent’s appeal 
on “Lady' Chatterly’s Lover”—in 
which the Appellate Division unsn— 
imously reversed the Board, after 
the Court of Appeals’ decision on 
“Garden of Eden”—at the same 
time. The French-made picture was. 
banned as “immoral,” in loto, 'the 
Regents declaring that it made 
adultery an acceptable pattern of 
behavior. The Regents took their 
action on the . basis of a 1954 
amendment to the licensing law- 
voted by the Legislature—after 
the U.S. Supreme Court upturned 
them on “La Ronde.” 

The appeal in “Lady Chatterly’s 
Lover” probably will be held dur¬ 
ing the November term. Pending 
this, issuance of a license, as di¬ 
rected by the Appellate Division, 
was stopped. 

Hugh M. Flick, exec assistant to 
James E. Allen, Commissioner of 
Education, expressed the view that 
the high court’s decision in “Gar¬ 
den of Eden” emphasized “the 
need for a thorough, far-reaching 
study of the impact of mass media 
... if the present statute is nut 
suffciently clear or definite to al¬ 
low the legitimate exercising of 
restraint of material that would 
have a harmful effect on society, 
then the possibility of an amend¬ 
ment to the sta'tute should be ex¬ 
plored.” 

TV’Cttaraatt’ 
Continued from page 7 

lied has accepted recommendation 

of its COMPO negotiation commit¬ 

tee and all signs suggest that Al¬ 
lied will again: he functioning in 
COMPO shortly. 

_ Proposed public relations pro¬ 
gram suggested by a committee 
headed by Sid Stem is again 
stalled by being turned over to 
finance committee for “considera¬ 
tion- and action.” It has long been 
pending without action and various 
trade figures have been inter¬ 
viewed for possible PR chief. 

Board reconfirmed previous ac¬ 
tion relating to requests formerly 
divorced circuits are addressihg to 
Dept of Justice tor right to enter 
production. Allied has told D. of J* 
that formerly affiliated theatres 
should have right but with pre¬ 
emptive rights for own theatres. 
Allied position is that it favors ad¬ 
ditional production from any and 
all sources. 

On question of Paramount Pic¬ 
tures recent acquisition of Esquire 
Theatre in Chicago which Allied 
opposes, hoard decided to present 
matter, on open floor of’ conven¬ 
tion for expression by entire mem¬ 
bership. 

Virginia Vincent .set for comedy 
role in “Never Steal Anything 
Small,” Universal pic starring 
James Cagney which starts shoot¬ 
ing location scenes in N.Y. week 
of Nov. 1 with Charles Lederer 
directing. 
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A Divorce-Saturated Environment 
Catholics absenting themselves from pictures with divorce in 

their plots don’t automatically solve the problem, says a study of 
the Legion of Decency. Write Jesuit fathers Gerald Kelly and 
John C. Ford: 
. “Themes that ‘reflect. the acceptability of divorce’ are merely 
part of a total picture in our country‘today, a picture in which di¬ 
vorce is taken for granted. It is quite right, of course, for the Le¬ 
gion to register its disapproval of it . 

“Nevertheless, the mere staying away from such pictures is not * 
going to protect our people from this modern heresy. If TJ.S. Cath¬ 
olics were to stay away from everything that approves of divorce, 
they would have to quit reading newspapers, many magazines and 
So forth—in fact, they would have to do Just what St. Paul Said 
we cannot do: go out of this world.” 

Never Adapt Own Works 
qontimOed from pace. 4- 

Nostalgia Rampant in Rochester; 
Stars of ’MO Still Thataway; 

Camera Vets Rue Widescreen 

and “Until They Sail" (MGM). On 

neither of these-has Michener seen 

a script or does he care to. 

Helps Prestige 

Ye{, he noted, “If the things do 
as well as mine have for. a time, it 
enhances your position and feeling 
about yourself. I would be deso¬ 
late if Logan made a flop of some¬ 
thing With my name on it. But I 
can’t help or hurt' it when I’m 
through. Yes, it’s also a matter of 
conservation of energy.” 

As an example of what the dra¬ 
matist can do, Michener pointed to 
Logan’sjudding of the characters of 
Capt. Crackett and Stewpot to the 
stage' edition of “South Pacific.” 
He said, “They "added immeasur¬ 
ably to the dramatic structure. If 
he hadn’t done that* he. would have 
been unequal- to his task.” 

On the other hand, Michener 
cited the filmizktion of “Sayonara” 
by Logan as a case of “a break 
ewen point in these matters.!’ He 
tecalled that when Logan was cast¬ 
ing about ftfr ideas, the suggestion 
Of adding a kabuki actor to’ the key 
characters was made. Michener re¬ 
membered that he approved this 

- suggestion wholeheartedly. Other 
Suggestions of his were rejected. 
He noted that, even the fact he was 
asked was a departure from his 
Usual “hands-off” policy* 

Speaking of the addition of the 
kabuki actor character, Michener 
elaborated, “I-approved it in pros¬ 
pect. If I had been writing it in 
dramatic form I would possibly 
have come up with it myself. The 
fact that I write it a certain way 
in words doesn’t make it untouch¬ 
able. When Logan hits it he’s got 
to exemplify it dramatically. He 
Can’t keep taking shots of Mt. Fuji 
through the mist.” 

On the other hand,' Michener 
mentioned the film’s changing of 
the- ending of his novel where in 
the original, the Air Force jet ace 
leaves his Japanese lover to return 
to the mold set fpr him. In the pic¬ 
ture, he marries the Japanese. Of 
this switch, Michener said, “I 
tvould suspect that in changing the 
tragic quality of it, you come 
pretty close to the border line of 
advantages in leaving adaptations 
to others.” 

Asked if he gears his Writing to 
a potential* film or stage - sale, 
Michener replied, “I can honestly 
lay that I don’t. Taka for example, 
the last inquiry I had about a film 
(by * New York indie). It’s a film 
version of a book I’ve done on 
Japanese prints. Now a guy who 
sat down to. write for the films 
would have roefcs In his head to do 
a book on Japanese prints. 

“I’m strictly an egghead,” con¬ 
tinued the ek-college history pro¬ 
fessor. “this is proven by the fact 
that while all kinds of things are 
going on in the world that I could 
pa devoting my time to, I sit In the 
corner of a hotel room doing a 
book on Japanese art, It’s a hobby 
tad a profound Interest of mine.” 

Lost Latest MS. - 
Michener, who was rescued from 

A life raft Oct. 9 after the plane 
be was on crashed into the sea off 
|wo Jima, lost the results of two 
years of spare time work In the 
mishap. The research for much of 
this he has In carbon form In New 
York, but manuscripts will have to 
be rewritten. He Intends to hole 
tip in the„Imperial Hotel for the 
next month reworking _a' book on 
the Japanese artist Hokusai. After' 
that, he will ni£et his wife in Singa¬ 
pore, staying there for about six 

weeks doing a Reader’s Digest sto¬ 
ry. He and Mrs. Michener will then 
come to Japan for a vacation of 
several months. 

Also Jost In the sea ditching were 
Michener’* passport and visa for 
entry into Red China; If he can 
get duplicate copies, and renewals 
and if the gates are opened, Mich¬ 
ener would like very much to make 
use of this opportunity pn behalf 
of Reader’s Digest. He felt some¬ 
thing would break on the deadlock 
within a matter of weeks. 

Regarding film adaptations of his 
writings, Michener mused, “If my" 
agent tells me that on Friday some¬ 
thing has been sold to the movies, 
I'm absolutely certain that on Mon- ; 
day the studio will call me to say 
there’s no story line to It. That is j 

inevitable. My stories are form-j 
less. They give them a headache, i 
Absplutely any kind of writer in 
Hollywood could do a better job. 

“But,” Michener stipulated, “I 
have found that when their ver¬ 
sion adheres pretty closely to what 
I’ve written, they do a better job,” 

Looking thin, but very much 
pleased for the great success of 
his recent observation of the Hun¬ 
gary blowout, “The Bridge at An- 
dau.” Michener considered the 
scattered field he has covered and 
stated, “And yet the funny thing 
is that I have done exactly what I 
want to do. 

“When I did ‘South Pacific,’ ” he 
recalled, “somebody said a book of 
short stories could not possibly 
sell. Of ‘Fires of Spring’ they said 
you can’t write a book where the 
central character is weaker than 
those surrounding him. The pub¬ 
lisher didn’t want to print ‘Return 
to Paradise’ because he said you 
couldn’t mix fact and Action. And 
when I did ‘Sayonara’ and ‘The 
Bridges of Toko-ri,’ -the . editors 
fought against them. When I did 
a book on Japanese prints they 
damn near fainted. Fm now work- 

f ing On a hook everybody had ad¬ 
vised against. I’ve had to argue 
for every book I’ve done. This is 
a matter of record. If I had fol¬ 
lowed everyone’s advice and not 
my own judgment, I would not 
have-published any one of-those 
books.” 

Michener revealed that he has 
several possibilities for tV writing 
in the works right now, saying. 

.“It’s a tremendous medium. But,” 
he added, “I don’t know if I could 
do it.” 

Fitzsimons, Fleischmann, 
Unite for Indie Films 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Charles B, Fitzsimons and screen¬ 

writer A. S. Fleischmann have 

formed their own indie film pro- 
duction'company, Carousel Produc¬ 
tions, and set “Trek,” a story by 
Fleischmann, as their first prop¬ 
erty. ^ Maureen O’Hara, sister of 
Fitzsimons, has been signed to star 
in. “Trek” a high-budget western, 
ana negotiations are now on for 
a male lead. 

Company’s second "property is 
“Singapore East,” a British co¬ 
production to be shot in its en¬ 
tirety in Malaya: It's based onj 
Fleischmamtfs n o v e I, “Malaya 
Woman.” “Trek” will go before 
the camera* before the end of the 
year. 

Indie company is discussing a 
release^ deal with Warner Bros. 
Fitzsimons was a production aide, 
of Edward Alperson the past three 
years.- . 

The future of the Legion of De¬ 
cency within the Roman Catholic 
Church in the United States is un¬ 
der the. close study of its scholars. 
Evidence of this is expected to be 
manifest at a big meeting of bish¬ 
ops next month in Washington. It 
is. expected that one intellectual 
enter, the Society of Jesus, may 
hereafter have more influence 
upon Legion standards and strate¬ 
gy tad that the Legion will prob¬ 
ably stress positive approval rather 
than be so much iduitified, as in 
the past, 'with negative gradings, 

A gradual change of attitude 
with respect to the Legion, and 
the dawning realization that this 
controversial adjunct has been 
functioning in something of a 
vacuum, has not yet reached some 
levels of the U. S. hierarchy, though 
efforts apparently.are being made 
to influence upperlevel thinking.. 

Some Catholics, who have been 
Viewing the Legion with a critical, 
or at least semi-critical eye, are not 
quarrelling with the Legion or its 
hasi.C idea per se. In lact, these 
seem to feel that there is more 
need for it today, than ever before. 
What they do say Is that the Le¬ 
gion may be too rigid in its ap¬ 
proach and, partly because of this 
and partly because it lacks the 
proper liaison with , the public, has 
lost its early aura of a “crusade,” 
which had" the support, or at 
least the sympathy, of many non- 
Catholic groups. 

Study-Club Device 

One move in the direction of 
‘.‘educating” the public is via 
study-club programs that might 
even result in “constructive” criti¬ 
cism of the Legion itself. In other 
words, there seems to be a feeling 
that the time has come to enlist 
“mature” Catholic opinion, 

Some of this latterday thinking 
is expressed in a treatise on the 
Legion by two Jesuit priests. 
Fathers Gerald Kelly and John C. 
Ford, in the September issue of 
Theological Studies. They are 
two of the foremost Catholic theol¬ 
ogians in the U. S. and their moral 
judgment is respected and will he 
listened to. Father Kelly is con¬ 
nected with St. Mary’s College In- 
Kansas and Father Ford is at Wes¬ 
ton College, Mass. That both are 
Jesuits is itself of some signifi¬ 
cance. - 

- A good part of the study takes 
.up with a history of the Legion, 
and here the authors have relied 
perhaps naively and over-generous- 
ly on the opinions expressed by 
Martin Quigley, who had a hand in 
the formation of both the Produc¬ 
tion Code and the Legion. Latter is 
represented as. the kind of “or¬ 
ganized expression of public 
opinion” that the producers in 
Hollywood needed to “help, them 
overcome their fear that adherence 

•to the moral standards of the Code 
would result in financial failure.” 

Vagueness of <B’ 
Noting the difficulties of pre¬ 

cisely defining “B”-rated pictures, 
the authors appear to argue that 
there can be no such thing as 
“absolute” obedience to the-Legion 
ratings. They draw the distinction 
between what a good Catholic 
“should” do, and what he must dp 
as his obligation under the Faith. 
They note that an informed Cath¬ 
olic would attend only films rated 
A-l and A-ll, but add that such 
matters can he discussed only in 
terms of general policy and not as 
absolutes. “We think that even 
when one is speaking of the better 
thing to do, one can hardly rule 
out all attendance at B or C films,” 
they hold. They add that they are 
speaking only of cases in which 
“there is no diocesan precept 
against attending the films in 
question.” 1 

As,for attending “B” pictures, 1 
“there can be good reasons for oc-j 
casional attendance at such pic¬ 
tures; and . the one clear ascetical 
rule is that such attendance should 
be rare.” Priests further state, 
“,W> would suggest to both Catho¬ 
lics and non-Catholics that they 
should take an active part in any 
good educational programs inau¬ 
gurated in order to help adults to 

(Continued on page* 26) 

By WILLIAM K. EVERSON 

Rochester, Oct. 29. 
A second Festival of Film Artists 

was held in Rochester on Saturday 
(26) at and by George Eastman 
House. It was a tremendous im¬ 
provement (from jbl standpoint of 
organization) over the first Festi¬ 
val of two years ago. Even the 
weather, though near zero, was an 
improvement over 1955’s snowfall. 

The period under Festival re¬ 
view was 1926-1930, and not un¬ 
expectedly many of the award-win¬ 
ning stars, directors and. camera¬ 
men were repeats from 1955 (which 
covered the 1915-i925 era). As in 
1955, Mary Pickford was the first 
to arrive in Rochester—and to ap-, 
propriate the initial newspaper 
coverage. 

In her wake came Lillian Gish,; 
Janet Gaynor, Gloria Swanson,; 
Joan Crawford, Richard Barthel- 
mess, Ramon Noyarro, Harold 
Llbyd and Maurice Chevalier, di¬ 
rectors. Frank Borzage and Josef 
von Sternberg, and cameramen 
Arthur. Edespn, James Wdng Howe, 
William . Daniels, Charles Rosher, 
George Folsey, Lee Garmes and 
Peverell Marley, (Of the eight 
winning cameramen, only one— 
Hal Mohr—was unable to be pres¬ 
ent). Other winners not in town 
were directors Cecil B. DeMille, 
King Vidor, Frank Capra, Clar¬ 
ence Brown, Frank Lloyd and 
John Ford, and stars Greta Garbo, 
Clara Bow, Norma Shearer, Wil¬ 
liam Powell, Fredric March, Gary 
Cooper, Ronald Colman and 
Charles Chaplin. 

In the voting, Garbo won by an 
absolute landslide as the top femi¬ 
nine player of the late twenties. 

Well Handled 

Criticisms levelled at the first 
Festival for lack of organization 
and inadequate facilities for the 
press could not he echoed on this 
occasion. Eastman House officials 
were zealous to provide facilities 
for journalists* Curator James 
Card and his assistant George 
Pratt plainly were alert to keep 
things rolling smoothly. There was 
ample opportunity for leisurely in¬ 
terviewing. 

Oldtimers seemed genuinely to 
enjoy the nostalgic get-together. 
In keeping. With the old flourish, 
Miss Pickford’* dramatic appear¬ 
ance down a flight of stairs was 
partially nullified by Joan Craw¬ 
ford’s sweepingly spectacular en¬ 
trance a few minutes earlier! 
Miss Crawford, dressed to the hilt, 
strode into the room, rushed to 
Maurice Chevalier, kissed him 
fervently, and was immediately— 
and thereafter—the focal point of 
attention, (However, Miss Pick- 
ford "regained most of her lost 
thunder at the later festivities at 
the Eastman Theatre). 

Lillian Gish, beautifully gowned, 
was the “star” of the occasion for 
the serious scholars of film history 
present. She joined with Richard 
Barthelmess in representing the 
D. W. Griffith contingent, though 
this Festival was not much in¬ 
volved with Griffith as the group 
of two years ago. 

Regret Big Screens 

Stimulating conversation came 
from the cameramen, who were not 
monopolized as much as the stars, 
and therefore had time to talk at 
more, leisure. James Wong Howe 
and Arthur Edeson led several 
bull sessions. Cinematographers 
were gratified that their work was 
“finally’ being recognized on the 
same level as that of stars and di¬ 
rectors. 

To a man, they were unanimous 
in their dislike of CInemaScope 
and other widescreen methods. 
However, they accepted it as a 
sign of the times. .Their chief— 
and most vehement—gripe was 
against the current shoddy lab 
work and even more shoddy the¬ 
atre projection which, they said, 
sometimes all hut ruined camera¬ 
work. 

Award-presentation ceremonies, 
’held at the Eastman Theatre, were 
m.c.’ed by Rouben Mamoulian. The 

3,000-seater was packet^ with many 

standing. The show itself was per¬ 
haps open to criticisms. The open¬ 
ing speeches (James Card's except¬ 
ed) were too long and basically dis¬ 
connected with the occasion. And 
there were some curious omissions 
in the film compilation shown to 
illustrate the work of the winners, 
some artists—John Ford, James 
Wong Howe and Norma Shearer 
among them—not being represent¬ 
ed at all. But these were quibbles 
that only insiders might make. 

The Rochester public loved the 
old footage, with Harold Lloyd’s 
building-climbing antics and the 
chariot race from “Ben-Hur” pro¬ 
voking exceptional response. Pro¬ 
jection, this time, was excellent 
and the print quality of the ex¬ 
cerpts shown was magnificent, 

i Receiving the awards, the stars 
were given opportunities to make 

; informal Speeches, but the camera¬ 
men tended to he dismissed rather 
quickly. However, James Wong 
Howe got in a roguish little story 
about the previous biggest thrill 
in his life being the time he slept 
in Gloria Swanson’s bed—on a De¬ 
Mille set, after everyone had gone 
home! Miss Gish came through 
with a neat little speech, and the 
Misses Swanson and Pickford 
brought the show to a sock finish. 

Chevalier a Wow 
Unquestionably the biggest hit 

of the entire! proceedings was 
Maurice Chevalier. His person¬ 
ality and charm worked magic. 

Perhaps understandably, the 
"George” awards—selected by the 
artists themselves—are influenced 
by sentiment, and proximity with 
the people ’•Involved. It seems un- 

! fortunate that some oldtimers— 
players Betty Bronson and Louise 
Brooks, and director Herbert 
Brenon are three that come readily 
to mind—are overlooked primarily 
because they have withdrawn even 
from nostalgia.- However, this is 
a consideration that the voters 
themselves might' bear in mind 
next time, and it -is certainly no 
reflection on the way that Eastman 
House have organized the func¬ 
tion.- 

t And Mary Pickford’* closing 
words, addressed to the Festival 
organizers, should be taken to 
heart by the studios: "Take care 
of our films—don’t let them 
crumble to dust—they mean so 

much to us.** 

Flow of Pictures/ 

Support for a proposal made by 
executives of American Broadcast¬ 
ing - Paramount Theatres for a 
meeting between exhibition and 
distribution to discuss ways and 
means of achieving a more orderly 
release of quality product through¬ 
out the year came this week from 
the Independent Theatre Owners 
Assn: Original proposal was made 
by Leonard H. Goldenson and Ed¬ 
ward L. Hyman, president and v.p. 
respectively of AB-PT. 

“The necessity for such a meet¬ 
ing,” declared ITOA prexy Harry 
Brandt, “has been more than ade¬ 
quately stated by Goldenson and 
Hyman and it is a problem which 
is entitled to industry priority.” 
According to Brandt, it now ap¬ 
pears that the nation’s film thea¬ 
tres are in for “a Christmas feast” 
but “will have to starve in the 
meantime.” 

Unless there is an orderly dis¬ 
tribution of quality product 
throughout the year, Brandt added, 
the industry stands the risk of 
making the film business a “sea¬ 
sonal business,” which Brandt 
feels is equivalent to inviting “dis¬ 
aster.” 
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K.C. Slow Albeit ‘Ball’ 
Hep $9,000; ‘Faces’ Trim 
11G,‘Wonders’ 11G, 10th 

Kansas City, Oct. 29. 
Product lineup is good .currently 

but biz not responding in kind. It’s 
pleasant at the Midland with “Op¬ 
eration Mad Ball." The 'three 
Fox Midwest firstruns, with “Three 
Faces of Eve*" shape trim. Four 
Dickinson theatres, with “My Gun 
Is Quick,” is light. Long list of 
holdovers are comparatively good, 
best being “Third Key” third week 
at the Kimo. “Joker Is Wild" 
looks moderate in second week at 
the Paramount. “Tammy" is sec¬ 
ond week at the Roxy is excellent. 
Rash of flu and changeable weath¬ 
er taking some toll at the boxoffice. 
Annual American Royal Live Stock 
and Horse Show closed out Satur¬ 
day and was some help to reserved 
seat runs. Coldest weather of sea¬ 
son in force over the weekend. 

Estimates for'This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

In, Leawood Drive-In (Dickinson) 
1700; 750; 1.100 cars; 900 cars; 75c 
person)—“Gun Is Quick" (UA> and 
“Buckskin Lady” UJA). Light 
$4,500. Last week, “Teenage Doll” 
<AA) and “Undersea Girl” (AA), 
same. 

Kimo iDickinsonV <504; 75-90)— 
“Third Key” (Rank) <3d wk>. Pleas¬ 
ing fil.000; may hold. Last week, 
$1,500. 

Midland (Loew) *3.500; 75-90)— 
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and 
“Tijuana Story" (Col). Trim $9,- 
000 or near. Last week, “Story 
Esther Costello” (Col) and “Tip on 
Dead Jockey” (M-G), $5,000. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama> <1,194; 
$1.25-S2> — “Seven Wonders of 
Wo-Id” (Cinerama) (10th wk). 
Lofty $11,000, helped by American 
Ro?al visitors. Last week, same. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)^ 
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). Oke 
$5,000. Last week, $8,500, strong¬ 
est in weeks. 

Rockhill iLittle Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90)—“John and Julie” 
Undiok Okay $1,500. Last week, 
“Albert Schweitzer” (Indie) (3d 
\\k>, $1,200. 

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-90)— 
“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and 
“Written on Wind” (U) (2d wk). 
Remarkable holdover of two pic¬ 
tures brought back here, happy 
$3,000. Last week, $5,000. House 
goes dark Oct. 30 briefly. 

Tower iFox Midwest) (1,145; 
$».25-$2> —> “Around World in 80 
Days” <UA) (22d wk). Holding its 
ov.n« at $6,500. Last week, $8,000, 
buoyed by American Royal visitors. 

Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox! 
Midwest) <2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90) 
—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) and 
“Hioli Terrace” (Indie). Trim 
$11,000. Last week, “Forty Guns” 
• 20th> and “Deerslayer” (2Qth), 
$9,000. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 8) 

praise heaped on this and it may] 
build. Should be helped by cast1 
presence of Jack Lemmon, Ernie J 
Kovacs and Kathryn Grant whose I 
marriage to Bing Crosby likely to j 
be great break for attraction. 
Good $11,000. Hold over. Last I 
v.eek, “Story Esther Costello”! 
(CoI», $6,500. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
80 i—“Perri” (BV). Getting good 
piav from smallfry. Very mild at 
$7,000. Last week, “No Down 
Payment” (20th), $6,500. I 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 65-85)— ! 
“Young and Dangerous" (20th) and 
“Rockabilly Baby” (20th). Slow| 
$4,000. Last week, “Conquest of 
Space” i Par) and “War of Worlds” 
t.Pari. $4,500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—; 
“Three Faces of Eve” (20th). This j 
pic boasts biggest free exploitation j 
tieup in local pix history. * In ad¬ 
vance of its arrival Minneapolis 
Star plugged it in connection with 
sheet’s announcements of serializa¬ 
tion of ljcok from which film was 
adapted. Paramount circuit re¬ 
ciprocated with trailers on thea¬ 
tres’ screens, calling attention to 
newspaper’s serialization now run¬ 
ning. Rousing $9;000. Stays on.! 
Last week. “Slim Carter” tU),* 
$6,000. 

Suburban World (Mann) *800; j 
85 —“Happy Road” «.M-G). Well- 
liked comedy but only modest 
$1,500. Last week. “Wife for 
Night” -Indie), $1,800. \ 

World (Mann) <400; 85-51.25)—• 
“Joker Is Wild” <<Par> <3d wk). [ 
Has been a big winner. Big $5,500. > 
Last week, $6,100. 1 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

—“Three Faces of Eve£’ (20th) (2d 
wk). Dull $8,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,484; 
$1.25-$3.40)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (45th wk). 
Beefy $29,000. Last week* same. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— 
“Cyclops” (U) and “Unknown 
Land” (U) (3d wk). Tidy $10,000. 
Last week, $17,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90> 
$1.50)—“Pal Joey” (Col). Massive 
$51,000. Last week, “Jet Pilot” (U> 
(4th wk), $9,000 for 9 days. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25) 
—“Devil’s General" (DCA). Fast 
$4,400. Last week, “Brothers in 
Law” (Cont) <3d wk), $3,300. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1.036; 
$1.75-$3.30)—“Around World in 80 
Days" <UA) (30th wk). Smash $25,- 
500. Last week, $25,000. 

United Artists. <B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)—“Joker Is Wild" (Par) (5th 
wk). Very good $11,000. Last 
week, $14,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1*200; 90- 
$1.50)—“Story of Esther Costello" 
(Col) (4th wk). Moderate $8,000. 
Last week, $8,500. 

Worl«L (Indie) (606; 90)—“Stella” 
(Burst) (4th wk). Fancy $4,400. 
Last week, $4,600. 

Ziegfeld (Davis) (435: $1.25-$1.50) 
—“Lover’s Net” (Indie). Peppy 
$3,000. Last week, "Girl on Third 
Floor” (Indie), $3,000, 

‘1,000 Faces’ Fat S'AG, 
Indpls.; ‘Days’ 14G, 12 

Indianapolis, Oct, 29. 
Biz is generally modest at first- 

runs here this stanza despite school 
holiday and influx of teachers for 
annual state convention. They 
flocked to “Around World” in 12th 
week at Lyric, but let most other 
entries alone. However, “Man of 
Thousand Faces” at Keith’s looms 
good and "Joker Is Wild," in sec¬ 
ond stanza at the Circle is nice. 
“Deerslayer” at Ihe Indiana and 
“Invisible Boy” at Loew’s . are 
mighty mild. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) <2,800; 60-' 

90) — “JoEfer Is- Wild” (Par) and 
,&“TripIe Deception” (Rank) (2d wk). 

Nice $8,000, after $12fiOQ opener. 
Indian* <CrD) (3,200; 60-90)— 

“Deerslayer” (20thl and' “Forty 
Guds” (20th). Slow $7,500. Last 
week, "Portland Expose" (AA) and 
“Hell Canyon Outlaws” (Rep), 
$5,500. 

Keith’s (C-D> (1,200; 75-$1.25)— 
‘Man of Thousand Faces” * (U). 

Good $8,500. Last, week, “Sun Also 
Rises” (20th) (3d. wk), $4,500. . 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 50-85)— 
‘Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Tip on. 

Dead Jockey”. (M-G). Mild $7,000. 
Last week, “Story Esther Costello” 
<Col) and. “Ride High Iron” (WB), 
$5,000. 

Lyric (C-D) 850; $1.25-$2.50) — 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(12th wk). Solid - $14,000, Last 
week, $12,500; 

‘Joker’ Rousing $14,000, 
Denver; ‘Faces’ Fat 11G 

Denver, Oct. 29. . 
First-runs are getting back into 

nearly normal stride currently 
with three pix set to hold and one 
going to a moveover. “Three Faces 
of Eve” is fine at the Centre while 
“Joker Is Wild” is rated big at 
Denham. “Perri” shapes good at 
the Denver. “Faces” and “Joker” 
will hold as will “Around World in 
80 Days” at the Tabor where it is 
currently in 24th stanza. This 
makes a record for any film in 
Denver. “Time Limit” shapes fine 
at Paramount, too. 

Estimates for This Week 
Centre (Fox) (1,347; 70-$1.25)— 

“Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Fine 
$11,000 or near. Last week, “No 
Down Payment” (20th> <2d wk), 
$7,000. 

Denham (Cockrill) (1,249; 70-90) 
—“Joker Is Wild" (Par). Big $14,- 
000. Last week, on reissues. 

Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)— 
"Perri” .(BV). Good $12,000. Last 
week, "Young and Dangerous” 
(20th) and “Rockabilly Baby" (20th), 
$7,000. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,596); 70-90)— 
“Invisible Boy" -(M-G) and "Daniel 
Boone, Trail Blazer” (Rep>. Poor 
$6,000. Last week, "Until They 
Sail” (M-G) and "Above Us the 
Waves” (Rep), $7,500, 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- 
90)—“Time Limit” (U) and “Bop 
Girl” (U). Fine $14,000. Last week, 
"Slim Carter” <U> and “Valerie”.] 
tU), $9,500. 

Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” <U) 
(24th wk). Good $7,100. Last week, 
$7,500. • 

Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442; 
75-90)—“Nana” ‘Indie) (2d wk). 
Good $1,000. Last Week, $2,000. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

and “Death in Small Doses” (AA), 
ditto. 

Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 75-$ 1.25> 
—“Three Faces of Eve" (20th) and 
"Raising a Riot” (Indie).. Rustling 
$13,000. Last week. “No Down Pay¬ 
ment” (20th) and “Courage of 
Black Beauty" (20th), $7,500. 

Metropolitan. (NET) (4.357; 90- 
$1.25)—“Joker Is Wild" (Par) and 
"Stowaway Girl" (Par) (3d wk). Big 
$12,000. Last week, $18,000. 

Pilgrim (NET) <1.100; 65-95) — 
“Escape From San Quentin” (Col) 
and "Tijuana Story” (Col). Okay 
$5,500. Last week, “Destination 
Moon” (Indie) i; and “Guns Don’t 
Argue” (Indie) “ $5,000. 

Saxon (Sack) (1.100; $150-$3.30) 
—“Around" World in 80 Days" 
(UA) (30th wk). Wow $24,000. Last 
week, ditto. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.10) 
—“Witch" (Indie) and “FireJUnder 
Skin" (Indie) (reissue) (2d wk). 
Simmering $5,800. Last week, 
$5,600. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25) 
—“Operation Mad Ball" (Cot) and 
"Parson and Outlaw" (Col) (2d wk). 
Active $9,000. Last week, $13,000. 

State (Loew) (3.500: 75-$l,25)— 
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) .and 
“Parson and Outlaw" (Col) (2d \vk>. 
Okay $6,000. Last week. $7,500. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from, page 8) 

known Terror" (20th). Fair $18,800. 
Last week* Los Angeles, Loyola 
with Iris, Uptown* "Young and 
Dangerous” <20th>, "Rockabilly 
Baby” (20th), $8,900. Vogue with 
State, Ritz, “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par), 
“Short Cut to Hell” (Par), $12,900. 

Egyptian (UATC) <1,503; 80- 
$1.80)—"Pal Joey” (Col). Wham. I 
$38,000 

Downtown Paramount, Hawaii 
(ABPT-G&S) <3,300; 1,106; 90- 
$1.50)—“Enemy from Space” (UA) 
and “U.F.O.” (UA) (reissue). Poor 
$8,300. 

State, Hollywood, Uptown 
(UATC-FWC) (2,404; 756; 1,715; 90- 
$1.50)—‘“Battle Stripe" (UA) and 
“Armored Attack” (UA) (reissues). 
Strong $19,300. Last week* Holly¬ 
wood, "No Down Payment” (20th), 
“Copper Sky” (20th) (2d wk), 
$3,800. 

Orpheum, Iris, Ritz (Metropoli- 
tan-FWC) <2,213; 756; 1,330; 80- 
$1.80)—“Man of Thousand Faces" 
(U) and “Forbidden Interlude” (U) 
(1st multiple runs). Mild $10,600. 

Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25- 
$2.40)—“My Man Godfrey” fU) (2d 
wk). Fair $10,000, Last week, $12,- 
700. 

Pantages (RKO) (2,812; 80-$1.80) 
—“Helen Morgan Story” (WB), 
“Johnny Trouble” (WB) (2d wk). 
Pale $3,500. 

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 
$1.50-$3.50> — "Raintree ■ County” 
(MG> <3d wk). Slow $16,500. Last 
week, $19,500. 

. Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80- 
$1.80)—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) 
(3d wk). Dull $4,100. Last week, 
$6,800. 

Four Star ‘UATC) (888; 80-$1.80) 
—"Story of Esther Costello” (Col): 
(4th wk). Slack $2,500. Last week, 
$3,800. I 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) 
—“Perri” (BV) (9th wk). Good 
$2,500. Last week, $3,200. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cinera- 
ma) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven 
Wonders” (Cinerama) started 21st 
week (27) after great $27,400 last 
week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—"Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA)' (45th wk); Sharp '$26,000. 
Last week, $26,400. 

Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) 
—“Devil’s General" (Indie). Tidy 
$3,500. -Last week, "The Roots” 
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,300. 

Crest* Sunset (Lippert - Cohen) 
(800; 540; $IJ25-$1.50) — “Mile. 
Striptease" (Indie) (2d wk). Fair 
$3,700. Last week, $6,100. ‘ 

Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— 
"The Green Man” (DCA) <7th wk). J 
Sturdy $2,800. Last week, $2,300. 

BALTIMORE j 
(Continued! from page 9) 

and “Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par),; 
ditto. 

Playhouse (Sehwaber) (400; 50- 
$1.25)—“Doctor at Large”- (U). 
Okay $3,000. Last week, “Happy 
Road’.’ <M-G> (2d wk), $3,200. 

Stanley (SW) (3,200; 5Q-$I.25)— 
“Inlvisible Boy” (M-G). Slow $8*- 
500. Last deek, “Devil’s Hairpin” 
(Par) and “Short Cut To Hell” 
(Par), $8,000. •• «' 

Town (SW-Cinerama) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25) -—"This Is Cinerama” 
(Cinerama) (9th wk). Holding at 
good- $9,000 after about same for 
eighth. 

‘Godfrey’ Robust $7,500 ; 
Tops Strikebound Pitt 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 29. 
Town just can’t lick continuing 

transportation, strike, flu and had 
weather. One alone would be had 
enough; three are too much. How¬ 
ever, there are some bright 'spots, 
"My Man Godfrey” is rated fancy 
at the Fulton, amazing in view of 
handicaps. “Three Faces of Eve” 
also is not doing too badly at Har¬ 
ris while holdover of "Joker Is 
Wild" is remarkably sturdy' in view 

. of . the transport walkout.- Else- 
■ whereAthe doldrums generally pre¬ 

vail* even hurting the hard-ticket 
pix.. N 

Estimates fo/r This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)— 

“My Man Godfrey” (U). Notices 
rather good and with any kind of a 
break, this one might have done 
much better. Hence, a possible 
$7,500 is amazing. Last week, 
"Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U), in 
9 days, $3,000. 

Guild (Green) (500; 85-99) — 
“Third Key” (Rank) (2d wk). Nabes 
aren’t being hurt as much as down¬ 
town sites by the strike so it’s 
holding at okay $2,000. Last week. 
$2,600. 

Harris (Harris) (2465; 80-$1.25) 
I —“Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Up 
j over recent weeks but that still 
. leaves house in doldrums. Fine re- 
■ views and they would have paid off 

i but not under prevailing condi- 
tions. Maybe $6,000. Last week* 

[ “Young and Dangerous” (20th) and 
[ “Rockabilly Baby” (20th), $2,(H)0 in 6 days. 

Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.25-$0)— 
"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(29th wk). Still slipping with every¬ 
thing working against it and down 

■to another new low at $6,000. Last 
' week, $6,500. House announced re? 
sumption of legit after fiirst of year, 
and will keep Mike Todd spectacle 
there until then. 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)— 
“Doctor at Large” (U). This one’s 
a naber, too. Big weekend should 
insure at' least $3,000. more than 

' enough to hold. Last week, "Rising 
of Moon” (WB) (2d wk), $1,700. 

; Stanley (SW) (3.800; 80-$1.25)— 
; “Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk). This 
one a surprise to everybody, and 

! management gets blues just think¬ 
ing about what it might have done 
without a strike. Holding to $7,000 
on windup. Last week, $12,200. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (3d wk). Getaway 
has been bleak and whether this 
new one’will make the grade can’t 
be -determined until conditions are 
normal. At moment, it’s far 
under previous Cineramas. Looks 
like okay $8,500 currently. Last 
week, $9,000. 

SEATTLE 
(Continued from page 9) 

wk). Good $7,500. Last week, $10,- 
700. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 
$1.25)—“Wee Geordie” ‘Indie). Big 
$5,500. Last week, “Jot Pilot” (U) 
and “Joe Dakota" (U) (5th wk), 
$3,800 in 8 days. 

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2.200; 90- 
$1.25)—"Until They Sail" (M-G) 
and “Triple Deception” (Rank). 
Dull. $4,500. Last week, “Helen 
Morgan”’ (WB) and “Johnny Trou¬ 
ble” (WB), $4,100. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90- 
$1,25) — “Cyclops” (AA) and 
“Daughter of Dr. Jekyll” (AA). 
Good $6,500 in 5 days. Last week, 
“Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Hired 
Goon” (M-G), $6*600 in 9 days. 

Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 
282; $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Won¬ 
ders” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Swell 
$10*500. Last week, $12,500. 

SMALL TOWN HOUSES . FOLD 

Illinois and Wisconsin Spots Notify 
Chi’s Film Row 

Chicago, Oct. 29. 
Chicago film distributors got the 

word last week that several film 
houses in this booking area are 
cancelling all playdates and are 
folding. All are in small towns 
with only one or two theatres in 
the area*. 

* Marcbese Bros., who operate 
eight theatres in southern Illinois* 
are closing the 449-seat Warren 
Theatre in Warren (pop. 1,247). 
In Wisconsin* Jerry Gruenberg* 
head of Arkay Amusement Co., re¬ 
veals the closing of the 700-seat 
Myers Theatre in Janesville (pop* 
24,000), and the shuttering of 558- 

; Lyric Theatre in Stevens Point* 
which leaves one theatre in that 
town. 

More closures are expected In 
i the midwest during the slow win- 
; ter season- 

Langer Storeys 
OUa. Fee-TV 
Washington, Qct. 29. 

Sen. 'William Langer (R-N.D.) 
disclosed yesterday (Mon.) that he 
is surveying fee-tv sentiment in 
Bartlesville, Olds.* and that he will 
submit his findings to the Senate 
Antitrust and Monopoly subcom¬ 
mittee of which he is a member* 

He said the “vote” by-the people 
of Bartlesville should provide a 
good indication of public sentiment 
toward subscription video and may 
be "a significant factor” to be con¬ 
sidered by the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission and by Con¬ 
gress in voting on several bills to 
prohibit the service*. He added he 
will introduce a measure in Janu¬ 
ary? 

Langer said he Selected Bartles¬ 
ville for his survey “since that is 
the only city that has. been allowed 

r by the FCC to try' oiif the pay-as- 
you-see program.** Her'further stat-. 
ed that "it had been reported that 
the FCC is planning to authorize 
several other cities to try pay-as- 
you-see television," 

(Whether the Senator was un¬ 
aware that the Bartlesville experi¬ 
ment operates through a closed cir¬ 
cuit system over which the FCC 
has no jurisdiction pould .not be 
determined. Nor was there any ex¬ 
planation of his statement that the 
FCC plans- to authorize the service 
in. other cities, which evidently re¬ 
ferred to the agency’s order, ef¬ 
fective March I, ’ permitting a 
three-year trial run of on-the-air 
subscription.) . - ^ - 

Danger’s survey is*b6ing conduct¬ 
ed through letters to "every fam¬ 
ily” in Bartlesville requesting them 
to fill out a simple postcard ques- 
tionaire which asks whether they 
are "for or against” feevee. Bar¬ 
tlesville pays per month and not, 
as the regular tv systems, per at¬ 
traction. 

In his letter, Langer declares he 
has been against pay tv "because I 
believe it will ultimately result in 
poor people getting poorer pro¬ 
grams, while those who can af¬ 
ford to pay will get better pro¬ 
grams.” 

‘GET MORE OUT OF LIFE’ 
NEW PICTURE SLOGAN 

The various business-building 
programs being undertaken by the - 
picture trade will have the common 
slogan, “Get More Out of Life . . . 
Go to a Movie.” This was dis¬ 
closed by Paul N. Lazarus Jr., 
chairman of the Motion Picture 
Assn, of .America’s ad-pub com- 

‘ mittee, who underlined that super¬ 
latives are being eschewed. 

Left unmentioned by Lazarus 
was the industry’s last bit of praise- 
ology adopted for a ticket-selling 
project: "Movies Are Better Than 
Ever.” And incidentally, this line 
still persists, although at times 
mockingly. 

Exhibs, producers and distribu¬ 
tors are being asked to help pro¬ 
ject the new slogan in whatever 
manner at their disposal, including 
their advertising, of course, said 
Lazarus, 

He added: ‘We must try. to re¬ 
mind the public of the plus value 
in movie going,” including enter¬ 
tainment and “psychological uplift.” 
Further: “We do not pretend that 
this slogan is sensational; we want¬ 
ed to avoid anything^ too extrava¬ 
gant or flamboyant or ultra-clever.” . 

New Brunswick Theatre 
Sold to Evangelist 

Saint;John, N. B„ Oct. 29. 
The old 1,440-seat Capitol The¬ 

atre here, * former vaude stand, 
has been sold! for $166,000 to Full 
Gospel Penetcostal Assembly. It 
was owned by Spencer Theatres.' 

Lady evangelist, Miss Carro E. 
Davis, expects to start services next 
month. 

-’ 
Block Turns 612’s Agent „ 

AKJene;. Tex., Oct. 29. 
Ross Block, projectionist at the 

Paramount Theatre* operated* by 
the Interstate Theatre Circuit,' has 
been named business agent for Lo¬ 
cal 612. 

He succeeds Jade L. Reed who 
died following a heart attack sev- 
real weeks ago Mule on a hunting 
trip near Brownwood, Tex. 
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New York Sound Track 
Continued from page 4 

Stevenson, Milk© Taka and Natalie Wood. Males are Paul t Newman, 
Tab Huntef, Dennis Hopper, Peter'Brown, Edward Byrnes, Michael 
Dante, Sean Garrison, Efrem Zimbalist Jr., James Garner, Will Hutch- 
ins, Wayde, Preston and Clint Walker. Latter four actors are regular 
stars of the WB telefilm series “Maverick,” “Sugarfoot,” Colt ‘45” 
and “Cheyenne” respectively. ^ 
• If luck holds, 20th-Fox will have, two pix in distribution, even while 
books on which they’re based remain on the bestseller list. They’re 
^‘Peyton Place,” in fourth place on the N.Y. Times' list, and “No Down 
Payment,” which ranks 13th . . . Edward L, Kinksley is recovering 
fast from his heart strain .» . . Question: Did the tiSOth-Fox board nix 

, the proposed Buddy Adler contract calling for him to participate in 
the revenue of all films relcased by 20th? . . . Spyros'P. Skouras, 20th 
prexy, just spend some days on the Coast discussing the contract with 
Adler. According to Gotham, sources, Skouras was trying to work out 
a new deal that sidesteps participation. Adler is said to be insistent. 
Proposed deal is reminiscent of the one Louis B. Mayer had with 
Metro, which drew Wall St. criticism. 

Glenn Ford has signed a new longterm contract at Metro to take 
effect when the current pact expirestwo years from now. Simultane¬ 
ously, he was set to star in. “Imitation General,” William Hawks pro¬ 
duction which will.roll early next year . . . Steve Cochran’s current 
starring stint in “QuantrilTs Raiders” at Allied Artists is part of a 

, three picture deal under which he’ll stair in two films and direct a 
third ... Universal has reactivated “Gulliver’s Travels” With Jade Sher 
and Arthur Roe* assigned to screenplay the classic . . . James. A. Fitx- 
Patrick, set a distribution deal with 20th-Fox for “Assignment South 
Pacific,” a four-reel feature in CinemaScope and Eastman color . . .. 

From Time’s review of “Pal Joey”: “Almost everything that could 
,be.done wrong.the moviemakers have done-wrong in this production,, 
and yet somehow the picture comes out remarkably Tight” 

Leona (Mrs. Joseph S.) Hummel, wife of the WB Continental boss, 
Came over with het husband, latter on business, and she to the Nie- 
man-Marcus “French fortnight in Texas” celebration to serve as one 
of the Franco-American hostesses at the fete% They return to their 
Paris base in a week or two. 

Mary Pickford, Harold Lloyd, Lillian Gish and Janet Gaynor taped 
a radio show for. Mitch Miller which he’ll present on CBS Radio Nov. 
3. Old stars were attending the Second Festival of Film Artists, at 
Eastman House. * ' 

What Next For Tomlinson ? 
IS Continued from page 3 

votes, the Wall St. firms insist that 
they have no connection with Tom¬ 
linson and that their support of 
Briskin is personal to him and 
merely to assure that the Loew’s 
board has this experienced motion 
picture man on it. 

Let Hhn In? 

There is a possibility that Loew’s 
management majority may not seat 
Briskin today and the producer, 
with the support of Lehman and 
Lazard, may, have to go" to the 
courts to secure his seat. 

Against this, Loew’s attorneys, 
have been pondering, the possibility 
that Briskin may prove as inde¬ 
pendent as his banker-supporters 
have claimed he is and not Tom¬ 
linson’s “Trojan Horse.” Vogel is 
inclined to skepticism of Briskin’s 
innocence because ©f Briskin’s as¬ 
sociation with the Tomlinson rump 
board meeting in N. Y. at which 
Briskin and the late Louis B. 
Mayer were “elected” to the board, 
an election since nullified by the 
courts. 

The insistence of which Lehman 
and Lazard, with-the backing of 
their attorney Edwin L, Weisl, 
senior partner in the law firm of 
Simpson, Thatcher &• Bartlett, have 
been pushing Briskin’s candidacy 
has led many industryites to be¬ 
lieve that the Wall Streeters cer¬ 
tainly have more in mind for Bris¬ 
kin than a mere directorship.. It’s 
felt that’ he will be pitched for 
an important executive post in the 
Loew’s echelon—either as studio 
boss or perhaps as president of 
the company come the February 
meeting. 

Board meeting today will also 
tip the new strategy of Tomlinson, 
who has carried the brunt of the 
fight against the present Loew’s 
management Tomjinson is report¬ 
ed to have declared that the fight 
would be resumed at the first 
board meeting. 

Making Up Hh Mind 

Reached at his N.Y. headquarters 
at the Hotel Sherry Netherland, 
Tomlinson gave assurance that he 
would attend today’s hoard meet¬ 
ing, hut added, “I don't know ex-' 
actiy. what l*m going to do” It was 
pointed out to him that much of 
the criticism against him was based 
on the fact that he had offered 
no concrete program for better¬ 
ment of the company. “Company 
policies should come from the man¬ 
agement,” he declared. “If he 
(Vogel) has a program, he should 
come out with it. rrrv willing, to go 
along with anything that will bene¬ 
fit the company ” 

Tomlinson denied the reports 
that he would resume the fight im¬ 
mediately or that he would launch 
a proxy battle. “At this moment,” 
he said, "I have no plans to start a 
proxy fight Howeyer, I intend to 

be at all board meetings to see 
what program Vogel has to offer.” 

Meanwhile, there have been 
rumblings from Wall Street that 
Vogel must move fast in improv¬ 
ing the company’s earning position. 
Some Wall Streeters feel that 
Vogel should immediately dismiss 
a number of holdovers from the 
so-called old guard and at the same 
time institute a program of salary 
cuts among;the top echelon execu¬ 
tives whom, it’s charged, are the 
highest paid in the industry. •. j 

^ Prior to leaving for the Coast1 
last week (he Returned to N. Y. 
over the weekend), Vogel sent a 
personal- letter to stockholders 
thanking them for their, support 
at the Oct. 15 meeting. He said he 
regarded their support as a vote 
of confidence and as a mandate to 
go forward with his program which 
would lead to increased returns for 
the shareholders.-^ 

Under the new bylaws of the 
company, which had the board in¬ 
creased to 19, a quorum of 10 is 
required for a meeting to be legal. 
It’s anticipated that the entire 19- 
man board will be present at to¬ 
day’s meeting vllch will be held 
at 2 p.m. in the company’s board 
room on the. 11th floor of the 
Loew’s State homeoffice building. 

Loew’s Divorce 
__ Continued from page 4 sSm 

balance of $25,000,000 would he 

charged to production-distribution.' 

but the lending agencies ne nixed 
this. 

So far as the division 4s con¬ 
cerned, the jurist turned down a 
petition by the parent corporation 
whereby the theatre organization 
would transfer $4,({00,000 in the 
form of dividends or assets to the 
picture company. His, ruling was 
“without prejudice”—meaning the 
matter likely wiil.be brought up 
again. 

Among those expressing hope 
that the conclusions would be 
reached in the indebtedness and 
divorcement matter was Robert H. 
O’Brien/ Loew’s financial y.p., and 
Carl Pettit, court-appointed di¬ 
rector of the theatre wing. Also 
testifying along the saipe lines was 
Weldon Powell, court - appointed 
consultant, "who said he had com¬ 
plete access to all Loew’s books. 
Department" of Justice was repre¬ 
sented by Maurice Silverman. Also 
on hand for Loew’s was H. Hazard 
Gillespie and George .A„ Brow¬ 
nell. i 

In another action, a new board 
member of Loew’s Theatres . was 
flamed..He is A. Dayton Olipbant, 
of Princeton, N.J., who replaces 
the late Alan L. Melhado. 

P'SriETy 

1. 6. Mayer Dead at 72 
Continued from page 3 ; 

a phone talk, Mayer making., no 
effort at secrecy, which.? had 
fruition two weeks late? in the ..ap¬ 
pointment of a high Federal offi¬ 
cial. . ’ * » 

Though his own statuS vis-a-vis 
Nick Schenck remained somewhat 
ambiguous, as the man who was 
“only” the studio chief within the 
Loew’s hierarchy, Mayer enjoyed 
a prestige politically exceeding his 
nominal superiors. He was a some¬ 
times guest at the White House 
itself. 

Mayer liked to play games and 
often did so at large house parties, 
ignoring the party proper. He liked 
to take beautiful actresses to 
luncheon in prominent restaurants. 
Beautiful actresses appreciated the 
possible Advantages at Metro itself 
and 'anyhow the ^valuable' word-of 
mouth. 

Though Mayer ptbbably made 
the bulk of his substantial fortune 
after leaving Metrov and was be¬ 
lieved deep in oil and capital gains 
deals, little was ever published on 
these laterday activities. Widely 
acquainted, he was a friend of the 
Ford, family. Much attention, how¬ 
ever/ was always given the czar- 
tike annual wage he collected from 
the studio. He was for some years 
America!* highest - salaried “em¬ 
ploye.” Also after 27 years at Cul¬ 
ver City his “residuals” were 
worth $2,500,000. These were pur¬ 
chased by the company and be¬ 
came a capital gain (25% tax) 
item. 

That the “subordination” he nev¬ 
er escaped in relation to Schenck 
in Manhattan piqued L.B. was for 
sure. He was furious .when Nick 
Schenck -negotiated a sellout to 
William Fox, unbeknownst to May¬ 
er and without cutting Mayer in. 
The tale is told in some detail in 
Crdwther’s book; “The Lion’s 
Share.” In that book, incidentally, 
Mayer is by way of being the 
heavy. For the taste of the N.Y, 
Times film critic the personality 
and talent of Irving Thalberg was 
more real and more attractive. 
Mayer apparently got along quite 
well with the younger Thalberg un¬ 
til toward the end. Undercurrents 
qf-envy and resentment were com¬ 
mon during the heyday of Metro. 

Mayer’s beginnings were bum¬ 
ble enough in New England. Wayne 
Pierson, a colleague of the late 
Jeff McCarthy, believes that May¬ 
er may have gotten his first im¬ 
portant leg-up for fame and for¬ 
tune around 1915 when he acquir¬ 
ed the New England distribution 
rights, exclusive of Boston, for 
“County Fair” and “Birth of A 
Nation” via McCarthy. 

Mayer in his heyday strongly be¬ 
lieved in family entertainment, 
along formula: lines. His attitude 
was, naturally, strengthened by the 
tremendous success of some of the 
Metro pix made under his aegis 
that conformed to tijfejion-complex 
principles he advocated for film 
entertainment. This was later a 
bone of contention between him 
and Dore Schary who went on the 
assumption-that films occasionally 
should say-something. Mayer was 
dead set against the production of 
“Battle Ground,” which was Scha- 
ry’s personal project and which 
earned the studio a fortune. J 

As a discoverer of talent, Mayer 
excelled. When he saw Greer Gar- 
son. in London, he immediately in¬ 
sisted on a meeting and he signed 
her up. Ditto with Hedy Lamarr. 
But he lost himself the services of 
Sir Michael Balcon when, during 
a Visit to London, he took him to 
task for hiring an “expensive” new 
player. The girl later turned out 
to be Vivian Leigh. - ! 

When Mayer and Thalberg sepa- j 

rated in 1935, Thalberg formed his I 
own company. Their final disagree-1 
ments were then written off to a 
clash of egos, though it is a fact 
that Mayer had trouble getting 
along with practically everyone 
who spemed to challenge his au¬ 
thority. The same happened when 
Dore Schary joined the .studio,) 
Mayer first hailed him, but it didn’t 
take him long to discover that 
Schary wouldn’t be “dominated,” 
and from then on the twb men’s 
relationship became increasingly 

bitter, ending with Mayer leaving 
the studio, never to return. 

In fact, , he did not reemerge in 
the picture business after that, ex¬ 
cept as board chairman of Cinera¬ 
ma for a brief period and, recent¬ 
ly, as the “instigator” figure in the 
Loew’s stockholder battle. One of 
the properties he held, “Painted 
Wagon,” is to be produced by his 
nephew, Jack Cummings. 

Breeding of thoroughbred 
horses became his big hobby until 
in 1947 when he finally disposed 
of. his stock in the biggest horse 
auction ever held. Before dissolv¬ 
ing his stables, the Mayer colors 
were borne by such noted thoro- 
breds as Busher, Stepfather and 
Grandmere. 

He married Margaret Shenberg 
when he was 17. They were Sepa¬ 
rated for a long time, and finally 
divorced in 1847. On Dec. 4,1948, 
he married Lorena Danker, widow 
of ad exec Danny Danker. A year 
later they formally adopted her 
daughter, Suzanne. 

In recent years, since his MGM 
departure, recurrent rumors had 
him returning to production. He 
had reactivated L. B. Mayer Pro¬ 
ductions, purchased such proper¬ 
ties as “Paint Ydur Wagon,” which 
supposedly is now. finally in script¬ 
ing stage. But he-never actively 
participated in the film industry 
since his departure from Metro, 
until catapulted back into the 
firm’s activities by the recent bat¬ 
tle for control of Loew’s Inc. He 
was officially aligned with the Jo¬ 
seph Tomlinson - Stanley Meyer 
group, latter having told Tomlin¬ 
son he could bring Mayer back to 
chief production post at Metro to 
“make the lion roar again.” Typi¬ 
cal of Mayer’s long-known resent¬ 
ment against former associates in 

Dallas, Oct. 29. 

Interstate Theatres, Dallas- 

based subsidiary of American 

Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, 

has filed petitions for the right to 

engage in home-toll television (viz. 

cable theatres) operations in Dal¬ 

las, Houston, Fort Worth, Tem¬ 

ple, El Paso, Austin, waco and a 

number of smaller towns which, 

all in all, practically blanket 
Texas,. 

The move is a major surprise 
to showmen in that one of home- 
toll’s bitterest foes is Leonard H. 
Goldenson,. AB-PT president, and 
Robert J, O’Donnell, Interstate’* 
own v.p. and general’ manager, 
likewise is antagonistic tow&rd the 
boxoffice-in-the-home, both ex¬ 
ecutives feeling it will kill free 
tv, in the which ABC network has 
a prominent participation. 

Circuit staked Its home toll 
claims reportedly as a “prelimin¬ 
ary .move” with no specific plans 
for the future as yet. Idea, it’s 
understood, to be prepared to 
meet any eventuality—meaning to 
be in a position to move flexibly 
toward the role of home toll im¬ 
presario in the event the econom¬ 
ics of the future so dictate. In 
making the franchise applications. 
O’Donnell expressed no prefer¬ 
ence for any of the now existing 
systems. 

GoIdensonA Opinion 
In New York over the past 

week Leonard Goldenson again 
attacked home toll, branding it 
the crucifixion of conventional 
broadcasting. He quarrels bi ter- 
ly with the home toll champions 
who insist the medium will yield 
an abundance of money for the 
creation of new talents and new 
entertainments for the public. 

Money won’t create new talent 

r 

but simply will influence the 
firm, He’s^ known to have said he ■ swi ch of present talent from free 
wouldn’t consider returning to the ! tv; to home toll, he argues, 
firm as long as the present man- s . 
agement was in power. ' ————— 

Extent of Mayer’s personal for¬ 
tune is still unknown, but gener¬ 
ally believed to run in excess of 
$20,000,000. For many years he 

Jjwas the nation’s top money earner, 
in a period when taxes were light. 
He amassed considerable fortune 

‘Living Corpses’ 
.Continued from page 7 

for special purposes “obsolescene 
would overtake them before nor- 

___ _, _ _ _ mal time of deterioration of brick- 
also from extensive realty holdings ; mortar equipment contained there- 
and ownership of various’contracts, • in.” He emphasized that this fast 

He is the first of the top lCvel , depreciation was based on “spec- 
executives whose career spanned ! ulation.” 
both the silent and sound eras to ; “In case of motion picture thea- 
pass. During his tenure he saw the tres” he pointed out “obsolen- 
industry develop from faltering scene before actual deterioration 
technology to impressive stature,j of brick mortar and equipment is 
encompassing sound, color and big- not Seculative but real and, has, 
screen. j alas, proved beyond reasonable 

Funeral services will be Thurs- j doubt." His plan would benefit a 
day (31), time unset, at the Wil-: segment of the industry directly 
shire Boulevard Temple. and at same time would not be 

; detrimental to any other branch, 

n - a -f* i if** t Before outlining his plan, Gor- 
Knnrfl 1 narnrTlPkpt i don described, theatremen’s frus- 
DIMUI J iiaiu iiuvei Itration with previous -appeals to 

nt« MintlPannllQ ! government including the Senate 
U lTWlUCdpUilb ; Small Business Committee, the 

A...!_r_* - Dept, of Justice and Federals gen- 
UUrmg tommg IllieUue;erally. These rebuffs he said has 

Minneapolis, Oct. 29. /tempted him to be gloomy. 

United Paramount here (Minne- . Acknowledging that his state- 
sota Amusement Co.) has set: m*nt> gives a picture of “desperate 
“Raintree County” (Metro) and j ™en he commented that desper- 
vviti spot the picture in its loop : a*e men should still have the abn- 
1,000-seat Lyric as a hard-ticket j ity to propose a plan which is 
roadshow attraction at a probable ‘ feasible. 
$2.25 top with one showing a night Gordon who has been pursuing 
plus matinees, opening Christmas policy of friendly cooperation with 
day. ! all segments of industry tenure as 

With “Raintree” at the LyricAllied chieftan lashed out at dis- 
three of /he local nine loop firstrun j tributors for demanding “exorbit- 
theatres will have hard-ticket Of- ant film rentals” and extended 
ferings at substantial advanced ad- [ playing time. Efforts to improve 
missions. ; conditions resulted in “frustration 

“Around the World in 80 Days” and heartache?’ Report of his-ad- 
undoubtedly still will be at the • ministration Gordon stressed “is 
Academy where it’s now in its 16th /not a pretty one.” In four meetings 
week and the Century will have; with distribution representatives . 
either Cinerama’s “Seven Wonders~ Gordon repotred the film eompa- 
of the World” (now in its 64th, nies “have stood adamant against 
week) or “Search for Paradise." accepting recommendations of the 
Both “80 Days” and “Wonders” are Senate Small Business Committee, 
scaled at $2.65 top. He conceded that conciliation 

“The Ten Commandments” also p'an had come out of these meet- 
had its downtown first-run at the mgs but remarked “The difference 
Lyric where it ran 13 weeks as a between arbitration and concilia- 
hard-ticket attraction. i -ion, the guy you’re fighting is the 

--——--—_ } referee and a referee has the right 
• Sam Q. Weissman, formerly sen--to hit you. It is not a substitute 

ior creative visualizer at Warner -or arbitration and we should nev- 
Bros., fias joined Monroe Green-. ’ > be led or lulled into thinking it 
thal Agency, N. Y.* ; is.” 
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F^rfect family entertainment 

for every audience of 
V 

every theatre...everywhere 

fro m Universal-International! 
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An 
6 

WORLD PREMIERE 

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN- NOVEMBER 13 
Followed, by State-Wide 

Wisconsin Saturation! 
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‘Completely Original Screenplay 
Victim of Paramount Legalism, 

Says Author Arnold Schulman 
What is an original screenplay? f 
That's the question that has ‘ 

Arnold Schulman, playwright 
turned screenwriter, puzzled after 
completing his first assignment for 
Hal Wallis. According to Schul¬ 
man, he had labored under the im¬ 
pression that “Wild as the Wind,” 
written especially for Anna Mag- 
nani, was solely his contribution, 
including the original story and 
screenplay. To his surprise, 
Schulman added, he noticed at 
a sneak preview that his screen¬ 
play was based on a story attribu¬ 
ted to an Italian writer. 

Schulman’s - “how come?’* 
brought forth a lengthy and corn- 
plica ed explanation plus the full 
support of Wallis who, according 
to Schulman, feels that the au¬ 
thor is entitled to the full credit. 
However, Paramount, which is re¬ 
leasing the picture, has insisted 
on the additional credit as a legal 
protection agains* possible claim¬ 
ants. 

The position of Par’s legal de¬ 
partment is based on the fact that 

.’when Wallis signed Miss Magnani 
for a picture she stipulated that 
the only film she would appear in 
was a remake of "Furia,” an Ital¬ 
ian picture made some 25 years 
ago. As a consequence, Wallis ac¬ 
quired the rights to “Furia.” The 
contract provided that onej of the 
original writers would receive par¬ 
tial credit. 

Wallis then showed the Italo 
picture to a number of writers, in¬ 
cluding Schulman, to see if they 
could come up with an American 
adaptation. Several writers made 
the attempt, but none could pre¬ 
sent a script that could satisfy 
Yv'allis. 

Then, according to. Schulman, 
several months went by when he 
got the idea for an original that 
he thought would be just right for 
Misc Magnani. Through his agent, 
the William Morris office, the idea 

NEW HAVEN'S FILM. ROW 

Connecticut Thruway Caused Shift 
—NFS Bldg. Opens 

• New Haven, Oct. 29. 
Most jnajor distributors, whose 

downtown headquarters Were razed 
by construction of the New Eng¬ 
land Thruway, have moved into a 
new office building-warehouse built 
by National Film Service in nearby 
Hamden. 

Two-story structure occupies an 
acre of ground and has a storage 
capacity of 28,000 reels of film. 
Cost of the project, including .land, 
was about $500,000. Tenants in¬ 
clude United Artists, Loew’s, Par¬ 
amount, Universal, Columbia, Al¬ 
lied Artists, 20th-Fox and National 
Theatre Supply. 

Pressure on But 
Kaiser Proceeds 

Honolulu, Oct. 29. .. 

Despite continued pressure from 
Consolidated Amusement Corp., 
which controls a large theatre 
chain on the island, to stop the 
booking, Henry J. Kaiser is con¬ 
tinuing with plans for a Nov. 1 for¬ 
mal opening of Mike Todd’s 
“Around the World In 80 Days” at 
the Kaiser Aluminum Dome in 
Honolulu. Proceeds of preem, with 
tickets sell at S50 per, go to the 
Crippled Children’s Society of 
Oahu. 

....f ___ , Following initial announcement 
was presented to Wallis who ac- j of the Kaiser booking of “80 Jpays»” 
ccptcd it. Schulman was ‘ ' ~ 1 J i J 
signed to proceed with the project. 
However, the original contract 
called for Schulman to do the 
adapta’ion of “Furia.” Later, how¬ 
ever, Schulman said, Wallis pub¬ 
licly stated that Miss Magnani 
would not appear in “Furia,” but 
in an original screen story by 
Schulman to be called “Obsession,” 
later changed to “Wild as the 
Wind.” “From then on,” said 
Schulman, “I worked under the 
impression that I was doing an 
original screenplay.” 

When the final credits were pre¬ 
sented to the Screen Writers 
Guild, Schulman was In Europe 
and was unaware that he had a 
collaborator. William Moms .of¬ 
fice failed to protest * the credits 
and. as a result, the Screen Writ; 
ers Guild okayed ’ he credits * as 
submitted by Wallis and Para¬ 
mount. 

Schulman insists that no line 
of dialog, incident or character is 
similar to that in “Furia” and 
claims that Wallis initially sub¬ 
mitted the credits to Paramount 
as an original by him. However, 
lawyers, according 4o Schulman, 
recalled Wallis’ original contract 
with Miss Magnani and in order 
to protect Par insisted that one 

then ! Consolidated started a concentrated 
campaign to . stop the showing, 
claiming, among other things, the 
Aluminum Dome, which is on 
grounds of Kaiser’s Hawaiian Vil¬ 
lage Hotel, is not zoned for motion 
picture exhibition. Because of such, 
it has been trying to get the Hono¬ 
lulu Planning Commission to forbid 
Kaiser showing the film. 

Kaiser, meantime, claims the 
original permit to open the Dome 
gave him permission for conven¬ 
tions, etc., etc., etc., “and all amuse¬ 
ment purposes.” Also claiming free 
enterprise, Kaiser thus is going 
straight ahead with the scheduled 
Nov. 1 opening. Screen costing 
$30,000, for instance, already has 
been installed, and workmen now. 
are putting in tiers of seats. 

Mike Todd and Elizabeth Taylor 
are flyirig to the island. 

Panavision 
Continued from rage S ; 

$6,000 if simply modification of an 
exhibitor’s projectors is required. 
According to Gottschalk, regular 
Simplex 35m projectors can be 
modified to handle the 70 film 

of t^write^V “Furia” *V£5 ! ^obably carrying six sound- 
credit. 

Schulman feels that the Guild 
could arbitrate the matter now 
but not enforce its decision on the 
grounds of previous failure to 
bring the matter to the Guild’s 
attention. 

Schulman authored ”A Hole in 
the Head.” a legit click last sea¬ 
son, with Paul Douglas. 

tracks). 
First Panavision profiuction, to 

be produced by David Lewis, will 
be “The Magnificent Matriarch,” 
based on the Dickenson Mellen 
novel which takes its backgrounds 
in Hawaiian history. Film is tenta¬ 
tively budgeted at $2,000,000. Pana¬ 
vision will handle the roadshow it¬ 
self, with a major to release the 
reduced 35m version. That distrib¬ 
utor will participate in the financ¬ 
ing. Script is now being readied. 

Gottschalk estimated that, for 
the roadshows, some 20 houses 
throughout the country are a po¬ 
tential. f Number could be raised if 
theatres^ already equipped for 70m 
would install the Panavision screen 
and equipment. “Contrary to pop- 

DeMille Gets Kissed* 
Paris, Oct. 29. 

Film producer Cecil B. DeMille, 
In recognition of the international 
goodwill values of his pictures, 
was named a Chevalier of the Le¬ 
gion of Honor af a eeremony here 
yesterday tyjon.). _ _ _ 

Decoration was presented by M. ular belief, there are many the- 
Arthur Conte, Minister of Indus-} atres capable of handling very 
try and Finance, and was covered large screens,” Gottschalk held, 
by the local newsreels and other i adding that, in some cases, the^ 
news-gathering services. ? wide screen could be set up in 
-:- j front of the proscenium. * 

Joe de Victoria has left Golden! The modified projectors can han- 
Gate Theatre. San Francisco for, die any size film. Rental terms are 
Consolidated Amusement Co., Ha-1 determined on the basis of revenue 
waii, publicity berth. I and seating capacity. 

Republic (Rental Lot Now) 'film Weeks:Art 0TBusiness? 
has Upsurge of Films 

Earmarked for Theatres 
Hollywood, Oct 29. 

Upsurge of indie activity will 
give Republic Studios its peak 
theatrical, film activity since be¬ 
coming a rental lot. A total of 
eight films will be shot there with¬ 
in the next five weeks by four 
indies, three of whom release 
through Republic, 

ARrPT Productions, which has 
its releasing setup, will make 
foiir . the eight—“My Steady 
Date*? *Mcli Week,” “Beyond the 
Call 'of. - Duty” and “Bourbon 
Street.” *’ X 

Films for release by Republic 
are “Joy Ride,” Coronado Pro¬ 
ductions; "Precipice,” Ventura 
Productions; “Maybe Smith,” Gan- 
naway-international, and “Hono¬ 
lulu Hattie,” Vineland Productions. 

Germans N. Y. Test Raises Issue 

ick ‘Arms 
Novel procedure adopted by 20th- 

| Fox for the launching of David G. 
Selznick*s “A Farewell to Arms” 
could, if successful, -serve to cut 

! an entirely new release pattern for 
future big productions, from 20th. 
Policy is the outgrowth of a feel¬ 
ing of the top sales brass at 20th 
that some new and effective meth¬ 
ods of bringing films to the pub¬ 
lic .must be devised, if top attends 
ance is to be attained. 

Plan calls for “.Farewell” to open 
in eight Los Afigeles firstruns day- 
and-date on Dtc. 19, following a 
world preem at Grauman’s Chinese 
in Los ^Angeles Dec. 18. Policy is 
described* by Alex HarrisOn, 20th 
sales topper, as. “a modified road¬ 
show plan,” with starting times of 
the film staggered at the various 
houses at specific times, to give 
everyone a chance to see it at 
their convenience. 

There definitely will be an in¬ 
termission. Pic runs long and will 
be shown four or five times daily. 
Said Harrison "“We wanted to try 
something different. We wanted 
to come as close to a hard ticket 
policy without going. actually into 
hard tickets. We plan to- handle this 
as a dignified, special thing and 
the great picture that it is.” 

There appears to be a. definite 
possibility still that “Farewell” will 
open simultaneously at the Roxy in 
New York and on the Coast. The 
homeoffice favors the current set¬ 
up as likely to teach distribution a 
valuable lesson. Clear implication 
Is that, if the riun is successful in 
L.A., the policy of'■opening day- 
and-date downtown and in outlying 
firstruns may be adopted else¬ 
where not only fois “Farewell” but 
also for other important produc¬ 
tions. 

In recent years, with the migra¬ 
tion to the suburbs, sales execs 
have given considerable thought to 
changes in the distribution pattern, 
changes that would allow the pub¬ 
lic to see important pictures, pre¬ 
sented in an important way, near 
their homes and without having to 
make the trek downtown. 

Policy is not entirely new for 
Los Angeles nor, for that matter, is 
it wholly new for Selznick who; 
adopted a similar release pattern! 
for his “Duel in the Sun.” How¬ 
ever, “Duel” wasn’t roadshown in^ 
any sense , of the word. 

The next logical picture with 
which to experiment via a changed 
release pattern would be 20th’s 
“Peyton Place.” 

2,400 MS & EXTRAS 
MAKE PAR LOT HUM 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
With four films shooting on the 

lot, employment at Paramount hit 
a two-year high with 2,400 bit play¬ 
ers and extras listed on the payroll. 
Last such surge of activity was in 
the Spring of 1955 when Cecil B. 
DeMille was. making “The Ten 
Commandments.” 

Current hefty pace is expected to 
continue for at least a fortnight 
with, a heavy call on “The Buc¬ 
caneer,” Yul Brynner starrer, and 
fairly big calls on “St. Louis 
Blues,” “Houseboat,” and “From 
Among the Dead.” 

Volney E. Hernia has dosed the 
350-car capacity White Rock Drive 
In Theatre near Dallas and is offer¬ 
ing it and its 16 acres of land for 
sale. 

^ By FRED HIFT 

German Film Week, just winding 
up at the Museum of Modern Art 
in N. Y., has raised the question in 
the trade of just how much such 
events actually serve as commer¬ 
cial stimulants for the industries 
concerned. 

Many feel that, while there are 
certain gains public relations-wise, 
the proper formula has yet to be 
discovered that will satisfy the 
many purposes these film weeks 
pretend to answer. 

The film week at the Museum is 
being followed by a retrospective 
showing of German pictures, also 

; some new ones. An international 
i week is planned for San Francisco 
‘in December, and the Japanese are 
! staging anotherjeries of screenings 
{at the Museum during. January. 
! Chicago, too, wants an interna- 
l tional “festival” and so do some 
‘ other U. S. cities. 

Purpose of the New York film 
weeks, for the most part, is to cre¬ 
ate a buyer interest. -This certain¬ 
ly - is c true of the Japanese, who 
came "to the Museum early in 1957 
and arranged a week of screenings, 
which was artistically well re¬ 
ceived, but a bust commercially.. 
It’s true to a lesser degree of the 
German's, whose films were picked 
by’the Museum within the frame-' 
work of a German art exhibit, the 
accent thus being more on artistic 
than commercial values. 

Outside of New York, the film 
weeks generally come'under the’ 
heading of “special -event',” art at¬ 
tempt to drum up interest in im¬ 
ports. 

Strictly from a publicity point-of- 
View, ‘such events as the German 
film week at the Museum last week 
do serve their, purpose. “We think' 
the week did a lot of good for the 
German industry,” commented Mu- 
nio Podhorzer, the German Export- 

; Union rep here, last week. “It cer¬ 
tainly spotlighted the fact that the 
German industry once again is on 
the map,” hq added. “We had a 
lot of good reaction.” 

Facts are these, however^' A very 
limited number of people see the 
films at any one of these “national” 
Weeks; frequently the selection of 
the pictures shown suffers from 
the special,' selection approach; 
there can be bo newspaper reviews, 
since the films aren’t really being 
opened, and thus the critics are re¬ 
luctant to even show up; even if 
a “sleeper” is greatly acclaimed, 
most of the time such film doesn’t 
have a distributor, so that months 
may pass before it Is finally seen 
in the theatres, its original pres¬ 
tige forgotten, and if a picture 
does already have a distributor, lat¬ 
ter usually is hesitant to allow it 
to be shown during a “festival.” 

Example would be the German' 
“Hauptmann von Koepenick,” which 
opened the film week last week. 
It’s handled in the U. S. and the 
English ■- speaking territories by 
Emile J. Lustig, but it doesn’t have 
an American distributor.. Film, got 
a very positive reaction at the Mu¬ 
seum showing, and this may help 
it get a better distribution deal, 
but the screening did little that 
eventually will help it at the b.o. 
Even assuming gobd word-of- 
mouth, latter will have evaporated 
by the time “Hauptmann” reaches 
the exhibition stage. 

Diplomacy Co-op 
One positive aspect is the fact 

that the Motion Picture Export 
Assn., for “diplomatic” reasons, 
can be counted on to support bona 
fide film weeks arranged by local 
industries In the U. S. MPEA con¬ 
tributed financially ($600) to thq. 
Museum to help stage last week’s 
gala opening (dinner, screening 
nd reception) for “Hauptmann” and 

prexy Eric Johnston showed up 
along with other MPEA brass to 
make a speech. Another guest of 
honor was Heinz Krekeler, the 
West German Ambassador, 

Johnston said he had watched 
the German industry grow from 
zero Stage to 120 pix a year and 
that he would recommend to the 
MPEA member companies that 
they take another look at the Ger¬ 
man films for possible distribution 
in the U> S. He said the German 
films currently mostly shown in the 
18 German language houses, now 
were taking out $275,000 a year net 
from the U. S., *and he expressed 
the hope that this would improve. 

There exists the possibility of 
another German film week In the 
U. S. early next year. It may be- 

f arranged along different lines, the 
suggestion having been made for 
the Germans to rent a house and 
let each film run two or three 
weeks. This, of course, would 
have an entirely different impact, 
would give an opportunity for • 
press coverage, etc. 

Importers- generally favor film 
fests, though they rarely afford the 
kind of opportunity for acquisi¬ 
tions that do the parallel events in 
Europie. Japanese week in N. Y. 
earlier this year,, for instance, had 
virtually no commercial results,' 
which was blamed largely on the 
type of film shown. There are some 
who feel that film weeks through¬ 
out the country are of great value 
in that they make ^exhibitors con-, 
scious of the ovmteas product at a 
time when American- distribution 
policy leaves great boles in the 
skeds in-between holiday seasons. - 

Poland-ILS. Only 

It now appears possible, .if nof 
actually likely, that the only So¬ 
viet-orbit country wdth 
Americans will actually make a 
film deal’ will h* Poland, 
: At one. time, the Mbtion’Picture 
Export Assn, was Negotiating with 
quite a. few Of..the;Iron. Curtain na¬ 
tions^ * includingv East- Germany, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Ru¬ 
mania. There is a-dekl in effect 
with Yugoslavia .Which Is not one 
of the Bed countries under actual 
Russian domination. 

The East Germans and the Hun¬ 
garians still are screening pix, but 
the impression is growing that the 
Soviets have brought pressure' to 
bear oh its satellites not to make 
any purchases. ' 

Only Ones who seem determined 
to go through with a deal are the 
Poles who, these days, seem less 
susceptible to pressures from Mos¬ 
cow. Polish deal is for between 45 
and 60 fftx and was made possible 
via a convertibility guarantee from 
the U. S, Information Agency. 
Polish* government gave its don- 
sent. 

Under this arrangement the 
Poles pay in zloty, which are 
picked up by USLA for its own pur¬ 
poses. The film companies get paid 
by ysiA In dollars In New York; ‘ 

There have been no recent dis¬ 
cussions re the purchase of films 
by the Soviets themselves. Latter. 
insist on a “barter” type of deal 
rather than purchase; or else an ar¬ 
rangement under which the Ameri¬ 
cans would guarantee the distribu¬ 
tion of Soviet films in the U. S. 
MPEA is in nO position to give 
such assurances. 

Jersey ExUf Names 7 
Majors, Variou Indies 
h $1,950,060 TrnjtSnit 

Seven majors and a number of 
indie distributors and exhibitor * 
outfits were named defendants in 
a $1,950,000 treble damage antitrust 
suit brought in N. Y. Federal Court 
last week by Tenafly Playhouse 
Inc„ operator of the New Bergen 
Theatre, Tenafly, N. J. Filed by 
onetime BKO attorney Harry M. 
F' -stein, suit charged that the de- 
f ants* “monopolistic” practices 
relegated the Bergen to the status 
of a last^m house. 

It’s claimed that the distrib de¬ 
fendants discriminated against the 
Bergfeq -in favor of competing 
houses, in respect to film rentals, 
admission prices and advertising 
allowances, among other things. 
Action also asserts that the disr 
tribs conspired with themselves 
and exhibitor defendants to un¬ 
lawfully spJlit product to the detri¬ 
ment of the plaintiff. 

An injunction is sought to re¬ 
strain the defendants from continu¬ 
ing their alleged monopolistic prac¬ 
tices. In addition, an order is asked 
to compel the distribs to negotiate 
in good faith with the Bergen. 
Named besides the seven majors 
[are Republic, Buena Vista, Allied 
Artists, £»kouras Theatres, Stanley 
Warner, Lopert Films, Times Film 
Corp., Distributors Corp. of Ameri¬ 
ca and UMPO. Sole major spared 
from the suit was RKO. 



Wednesday, October 30, 1957 f'SStlETr 

The stars blazon the movie sky with memorable performances, the 

beauty of the Col orado Rockies is inspiring in CinemaScope and Metro- 

color, the story thunders from the screen with suspense and passion I 

presents “SADDLE THE WIND” starring ROBERT TAYLOR • JULIE LONDON* JOHN 

CASSAVETES * Donald Crisp - Charles McGrow • Screen Flay by Rod Serling • Screen Story by Thomas 

Thompson *In CinemaScopeAnd Metro color • Directed by Robert Parrish • Produced by Armand Deutsch 

A Metro - Gold-ivyn-Mayer Picture 
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Allied Artists' Hunchback’ Pattern 

Sure of Emulation After Quebec Click 
By MAX^EWTON 

, Montreal, Oct. 29. 
Allied Artists" saturation experi¬ 

ment of “Hunchback of Notre 
Dame’" in 20 theatres in Quebec 
and eastern Ontario has proven a 
click and.is expected to be fore¬ 
runner of what is for Canada 
new' phase In booking methods. 

For seven days at the Capitol in 
Montreal, film, .grossed $23,946 at a 
$1 top; in Qdebet City, at the 1,600- 
seat Capitol drew $8,067 for s 
similar . period; if broke the house 
record * at Ottawa with a near 
$8,000 at the, Rldeau for six days 
and doubled the usual weekly gross 
in St. John, 'Quebec with $2,671. 

Of special interest to Allied 
Artists is the acceptance of, film 
(which is .in "English) by theatres 
that play nothing, but dubbed or 
original'French offerings. In St. 
Jerome add ’Thetford Mines where 
a film Seldom stays more than 
three day?,.bookings have been ex- 
tended -and grosses are averaging] 
better than three times the norm. 
The Robert and Raymond Hakim 
lenser with Gfaa.. Lollobrigida and 
Anthony Quinn in holding over at 
the Premie* fa Sherbrooke after a 
hefty opening week of $4,000 and 
Shawinfgan Falls where it drew a 
solid $2£0O for the first week. 

A massive, float, built at a cost 
of $3,000 and used during .the ad¬ 
vance bnildup/of film, proved such 
an attraction that it.is back on the 
road covering most of the province. 

European Films 

Not Aiming For 

American Taste 
Hollywood, Oct. .29. 

Most European producers still 
are turning out product exclusively 
for home consumption, Sydney 
Linden, general manager of the 
Herbert Rosener Co., reported on 
his return from a six-week trek to 
line up product for the company’s 
art houses, the Beverly Canon and 
the Vagabond. Despite reports 
heard in States occasionally, there 
is no concrete indication that Eu¬ 
ropean producers are truly aiming 
at the American market. 

There are a few Italo-English 
and Franco-English outfits, he re¬ 
ported, which have been eyeing 
general distribution in the U. S., 
but no product has been forthcom¬ 
ing. During his trip, Linden eyed 
several films, but closed for only 
a few although he is negotiating for 
more. Among the films he pur¬ 
chased was “And God Created 
Woman,” French film in Cinema- 
Scope and Eastman-Color, starring 
Brigitte Bardot and Curt Jergens. 
It will get a day-and-date booking 
at the two Rosener houses although 
they usually play different product 
and it has been some years since 
both offered the same program. 

CAROLINAS ASSN. ELECTS 

Harold Armistead New Prexy— 
McNally Dp to Chairman 

- Asheville, N. CM Oct. 29, 
Theater Owners of North and 

South Carolina , elected Harold Ar¬ 
mistead of Easley, S. C., as presi¬ 
dent for the coming year at the 
final session of the organization’s 
annual convention at Asheville. He 
was installed at banquet, succeed¬ 
ing Howard McNally of Fayette¬ 
ville. * 

Other officers elected: Frank 
Beddingfield of Charlotte, first 
veep, and Sam J. Irvin of Ashe¬ 
ville, second veep. 

Retiring president McNally was 
elected chairman of the group’s 18- 
member board of directors. 

UA as Exhibitor 
Continued from page 3 

the divorcement injunctions of the 
past legalistic edicts. 

This company’s motivation in 
wanting the Astor and Victoria is 
crystal clear. Outfit has a heavy 
lineup1 of. expensive pictures .on 
its schedule and having Broadway 
showcases available at the right 
times is regarded as a '‘must.’’ In 
this connection it’s noted that the 
rivalry among ail distribs for Main 
Stem playing time at holiday pe¬ 
riods is keener than ever; UA 
new is assured of almost auto¬ 
matic outlets. 

UA policy is to be one of non¬ 
exclusivity. Output of producers 
aligned with this company may 
still go to other first-runs and the 
Astor and Vic will s'ill be avail¬ 
able to other distributors but 
with IT A, of course, having first 
choice. 

Management deal for the Astor 
and Vic follows by only a few 
weeks Paramount’s purchase of 
the Esquire Theatre, Chicago. Pat’s 
move was said to be influenced 
by the desire to ease up on a dif¬ 
ficult booking problem, exhibition 
in this area having been domin¬ 
ated by Balaban & Katz. 

Race Stereotype 
Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

Position of the National Assn, 
for the Advancement of Colored 
Peoples in regard to the portrayal 
of Negroes on the screen and on 
video was-clarified by Roy Wilkins, 
org prexy, Friday (25) at a lunch¬ 
eon held under auspices of the 
Assn, of Motion'Picture Producers.- 

Negroes, in the view of the Asso- , 
elation, he said, "should be por-rJ 
trayed in roles commensurate with 
their position in American life.” 

A pledge of cooperation was 
made by B. B. Kahane, acting 
chairman of~the AMPP, who spoke 
on behalf of the industry. Other 
groups repped at luncheon, in addi¬ 
tion to AMPP, included Alliance 
of Television Film Producers, 
Screen Actors Guild, Screen Pro¬ 
ducers Guild, Screen Directors’ 
Guild of America and Writers 
Guild of America, West. 

Wilkins stated there are three 
misconceptions held by the film in¬ 
dustry regarding the NAACP. -It 
Is not the aim of the org to act as 
a censorship body, he said, and 
NAACP does n<)t object to Negroes 
being cast in menial roles. It mere¬ 
ly wishes to see its race repped in 
the entertainment media "as they 
are in real life,” he pointed out.. 

On a third point, Wilkins de¬ 
clared that the reported “one for 
one” demand—that one Negro be 
shown in a high, educated position 
for each one shown in a low menial 
or comic spot—is a “myth.” 

Madison Execs in Shift 

Madison, Wis., Oct. 29. 
A series of shifts in the 20th- 

Century circuit locally, has trans¬ 
ferred John Schamberg, who man¬ 
aged the Orpheum Theatre for 
many years to the Strand. Ed 
Johnson, who had managed the 
drive-ins for the circuit, replaced 
Schamberg at the Orpheum. 

Elmer Mahnke remains as uitil- 
ity manager in Madison. 

. Cole Qaifs 
Continue# ftOBL pace 7 ; 

do mot believe, fa’.view of the 
shrinking membership, and shrfak- 
ing treasury, that there can be a 
continuation of this organization. 
I am, therefore, giving notice to 
all members that as of Oct, 31, 
1957, I hereby resign as president 
and member . of Allied Theatre 
Owners of Texas. 

“This resignation also includes 
my membership in the national or¬ 
ganization. I regret very much the 
necessity^of stich action, but I can¬ 
not see chance-for the future. 
After all, I am now over 75 years 
of age and in Very poor health; 
thus, I cannot pick up the reins 
and try to ca£ry on. In case some 
of you do not know, ..I -have not 
even been to the office since June 
1, 1957, and even, dictating this 
bulletin has been, quite 'a labor on 
my part. \ 

“I sadly realize this leaves a"| 
certain amount of unfinished busi¬ 
ness with yotL . If there are any 
further questions you desire to ask, 
please contact ,my secretary, who 
will remain at the offke through 
October. 1 . 

“It is needless,. I Imagine, for 
me to say how much. I Tegret this 
sudden death of this organization, 
as we have done a good job—even 

[to the last I .am sorry to see it 
disappear, but I do not see any 
person or persons who show any, 
anxiety or desire to pick'Up the 
threads and carry on.” 

The 40-year industry veteran’s 
first org was known as 'Motion 
picture Theatre Owneri of Texas, 
organized some five years, before 
the 1932 formation of Nation*! Al¬ 
lied States Assn. CqL, .Cole has 
been active fa Texas Allied since 
its inception, and has Served as 
prexy and board member ; of Na¬ 
tional Allied, fa November, 1956, 
the Allied States conventionjhere. 
was dedicated to him fa . recogni¬ 
tion of his years of sefvfae.. 

His Texas Allied org wis known : 
as a crusading group, a spearhead¬ 
ing unit of National Allied, and 
championed many major reforms 
within the industry. 

Bob O’Brien, Now Loew’s, 
Selling AB-PT Holdings 

Robert H. O’Brien, who recently, 
switched from treasurer of Ameri¬ 
can Broadcasting-Paramount The¬ 
atres to a like post at-Loewis Inc^ 
has entered a formal agreement 
to sell his 4,000 shares of. AB-PT 
cpmmon stock. 

Court order hailing far such dis¬ 
posal, within. a period of six 
months, has been entered with 
O’Brien’s , consent by New York 
Federal Judge Edmund Palmier!. 

Jesuits Studying Legion 
i Continue* from page IT j 

make proper judgments concern¬ 
ing films,” they add. 

Fathers Kelly and Ford refuse 
to define when it becomes a 
Catholic’s absolute duty to ,be 
bound by -the Legion rulings. “We 
are convinced that such general 
rules can hardly be given without 
defeating their own purpose; all 
too often they confuse consciences 
instead of clarifying them,” they 
write. Of the B and C films, “only 
a relatively small uumber can be 

Detroit, Oct 29. 
George P. Skouras, United 

•Artists Theatres prexy, will receive 
the annual “Knight of Charity” 
award from the Friends of the 
Missionaries of SS. Peter and Paul 
at a dinner Saturday (2> in the 
Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel. 

The award 1$ given to outstand¬ 
ing laymen for charitable jand wel¬ 
fare activities. Previous awards 
have gone to actor Pat O’Brien, 
comedian Danny Thomas and labor 
leader George Meany. 

+♦♦♦♦ 

:: Critic lashed Todd’s ‘Boorish’ Guests 
►*4»M ►4444 
Minneapolis, Oct. 29. 

Drama and music critic John K> 
Sherman of* the Minneapolis Sun¬ 
day Tribune does not pan Mike 
Todd, but Todd’s guests. They were 
more “boorish” than the host. 

Said Sherman in print: “A lot 
of people haitfe crabbed about the 
party, which I accepted for what it 
was and only could be—a big and I 
brassy combination of circus and 
parade that was amusing to watch, 
at least'on the scene . . . the tele¬ 
vision show might have been an-; 
other matter,” wrote Sherman. 

"The thing that turned me mis¬ 
anthrope was the audience. I’ve 
been a member of many kinds of 
audiences in my time from those 
that listen to lute and harpsichord 
recitals to those who work off their 
sadism at wrestling shows and 
those who develop jags at' jazz 
concerts. But that Todd audience 
was about as, low as any I’ve en¬ 
countered,-a real choice sampling 

44444»4+»*»++4444H 

of objectionable characters. From 
under what loose boards did Mike 
Todd lure those rude and rapacious 
people? The thing that gave the 
spectacle , a grislier touch was the 
formal garb everyone wore—black 
ties off-the-shoulder gowns—po¬ 
lite clothes for gross behavior. 

“You probably can't brand as 
loathsome 18,000 of your fellow 
beings on the basis of the miscon¬ 
duct of a minority. But I was em¬ 
barrassed to be part of a mob that 
unconcernedly babbled and milled 
about when a United States sena¬ 
tor—Hubert Humphrey—was ad¬ 
dressing them. 

‘Later, when, the crowd descend¬ 
ed to the arena in search of food 
the law of tooth and fang pre¬ 
vailed. Some tried to make off 
with prizes before numbers were 
drawn. Others balked in. their 
quest of edibles, grabbed as many 
paper plates as they could carry. It 
was a dismaying exhibition of free¬ 
loaders on the loose.” 

Thejr *<4d thatch* self-^nfarcejnent 
machinery ot the Cede “to ef¬ 
fective now than it-was fa the early 
years.” The Legion, they believe, 
can be a “more effective ^Instru¬ 
ment than government censorship 
by law,” provided"' the Legion’s 
method of appraisal is supposed by 
well-informed public opinion. Cath¬ 
olic and non-Catholic. 

The article admits that some 
dramatic . criticsKaVe /L011 nd 
grounds far real Concern fa the ex- 

reasonably ; considered as: proxi^Lclusively;.'; or almost exclusively, 
r,t mn-foT cin ■&**••! moral viewpoint .taken bythe Le- 

gion, though the ^authors hold that, 
at least for purposes of dismission, * 
moral and artistic values, must be 
kept apart. They have jfo prob- 
letn deciding which way fa farri. . 

“The moralist1 may hate/ati too 
eager an *eye to rthe pliabilities 
of moral danger. He is, almost by 
profession, ■ a. specialist *fa jcdoral 
pathology. But the -art/eritic, al¬ 
most inevitably arid by/faife mere 
force, of the accustomed/cW^it un¬ 
derrate the dangers, or practically 
deny the pfedicfabfflt^ Sfr moral 
harm from works of. art, and‘be ap¬ 
parently oblivious of tbeiri'ofinds 
inflicted on human, nature.hynrigi- 
hal-sin,” 

mate occasions of mortal sin for 
the generality of men,” they* say/ 
and the ecclesiastical prohibition 
sub gravi “would be rarely veri¬ 
fied.” 
. The authors warn that it is Well 
to be cautious in speaking about 
mortal sin in movie attendance, 
though they admit there can be 
mortal sto invoked. But, they go 
on significantly; . 

‘“There are no ecclesiastical laws 
forbidding attendance at any class 
of movies,” apart from1 prohibi¬ 
tions issued by individual bishops, 
"The statement >yMsgr. X B. Mon- 
tirii, (Pro-Secretary of State) that 
the classifications of the nation*! 
offjceSfmust be taken as normative 
is not a law. It' would be con¬ 
trary tp all pifecendents of ecclesi¬ 
astical juris prudence from the Holy 
See to1 make general laws through 
letters issued by a., secretary of: 
state, even when these letters are^j 
sent in the Pope's name.” 

They go on to explain that- the 
meetlrigof ihebishpps .doesn’t Con-, 
stitute the' Legion * law-making 
body; nor are . the bishop*.'as 
group a lawmaking body and they 
are ‘‘vested with rio legislative.: 
power.” Says the article -“It seems 
clear . . that only rarely-fa the 
United States does ecclesiastical' 
law Impose an obligation sub gravi 
of abstaining from any kind of 
movie.” 

And they sum Up: “A general 
statement that C films are always 
or almost always proximate occa-| 
sions of mortal sins is too strong. 
It would he “much more in keeping 
with sound "theology to say that 
they would involve the proximate 
danger of serious sin for many 
people,'.especially young people, 
and that any more specific state¬ 
ment would ;xequire a knowledge 
of the film itself and'of its pros¬ 
pective, audience.” ✓ 

■While there are obligations de¬ 
riving from “natural law”- in con¬ 
nection with Catholics attending 
“indecent” films, the authors ques¬ 
tion whether the taking of the an¬ 
nual Legion pledge;in itself adds 
any new obligation. They conclude 
that it does not do so “pep se,” the 
latter observations being added be¬ 
cause “obviously, an individual who 
wishes to bind himself under pain 
of sin may do so. But this added 
obligation is not to be presume#.*' 

Toned Up Hollywood 
Jesuit pair say the Legion has 

been instrumental fa raising the 
moral and artistic values of films 
made fa Hollywood, but, they add 
“much of the, good accomplished 
can be lost by stressing the notion 
of sin and of degrees of sinfulness.” 
Legion from the start had the qual¬ 
ities of a “crusade” that appealed 
to Catholics and non-Catholics 
alike. 

‘BuLfa the first years of the Le¬ 
gion’s history, years when it was 
most successful, there was no at¬ 
tempt on the part of ethical lead¬ 
ers or theologians to catalogue the 
pictures according to degrees of 
sin. . We believe that such catalog¬ 
ing can do more harm than good. 
Stressing the-notion of sin not-only 
fails to evoke the spirit of gener¬ 
osity among Catholics, but it tends 
to deaden interest of non-Catho- 
liCs and even to create hostility,” 
they write. " 

They note that the Legion classi¬ 
fications don’t protect Catholics 
against other dangers, such as ac¬ 
tors who lead “immoral” lives be¬ 
ing held up as idols to youth. 

The time is now ripe, they hold, 
‘for a concerted attempt at a more 

specific kind of education with .re¬ 
gard to movies: This kind of edu¬ 
cational movement .already has 
been flourishing abroad, while the 
United States has lagged behind. 

Cited is an. article of . Bishop 
William A. Scfaly; of .Albany, in 
which he notes that “further af¬ 
firmative work badly needs to be 
done:” Comment the Jesuits: “The 
strengthening of the Legion 
through enlightened Christian 
opinion is in some respects even 
more necessary now than before.” 

Jesuits’ study of the Legion- i$ a 
thoroughly. afftimative^dpeumenr 
with some SurprisingT aide, jtSpects, 
such as the above-mentioned analy¬ 
sis ; of 'the binding jhafafa o£ the 
Region pledge/. Report, snptuntfly, 

the X*gkm w«hr fwm the 
: ChriiloHc it. im¬ 
plies tifat .thb arid/ele¬ 
vation of the film ls iafa^Ueritirely 
Uj> to’ moralitj^cooseiq** Catholics 
who haved.it onpealready from be¬ 
coming edmpfaiely infeeeriti Point 
fa made that :pfa fcrivd Improved a 
greiat dealbver the early days when 
the Legion was farnaricL: Nowhere 
fa the dissertation do the Jesuit 
fathers worry about . charges that 
the' Legion, often via .indirection, 
imposes its rules on non-Catholics. 

Assumption throughout is that 
what is moral for Catholics. must 
of necessity also be moral for non- 
Catholics Which in turn justifies 
Catholic activity “at-the source.” 
Also^ there is no attempt fa dis¬ 
cuss film action on the diocesan 
level, such individual actions by 
Bishops as the imposition^ of. a 
Catholic boycott on specific "the¬ 
atres that have bpoked pictures 
displeasing fa Catholics. Only ref¬ 
erence is fa the bfa&oftf bright to 
take local action andjfae parishion¬ 
ers’ duty 4o obey ufaGfa pain of sin. 

Overall impression of the arialj^- 
sis of Fathers Kelly and Ford is 
that theyfaei the Legion operates 
too much as a body wifhfa. itself, 
an -operation that requires better 
understanding and appreciation 
from both Catholic* afid non-Cath- 
olics alike and a nactivity that 
should be taken out of a purely 
mechanical, textbook xut arid sup¬ 
plemented with greater intellectual 
and positive values, leading fa an 
olevatiori of the art rather than 
what it is now, a strictly “punitive” 
dub held over the producers* 
heads. 

REACTION TO PKXMAN: 
OSCAR CAN’T BE THIN’ 

Negative is the initial reaction 
to a proposal calling for the post¬ 
ing of Academy Awards nomina¬ 
tions at the rate of live every three 
months for a total of 20. per year* 
compared with the traditional dive 
per year. Recommendation of the 
increase was made by Jerry Pick- 
man, Paramount ad-pub Y.p., who 
reasoned that the Oscar spotlight 
could he widened to^cover a great¬ 
er amount of product, and the 
added publicity benefits would ac¬ 
crue, accordingly. 

While t|ie final decisions.are to 
be made by the board of the Acad¬ 
emy of Motion Picture Arts & 
Sciences, some board sentiment, id* 
the negative, has been made ap¬ 
parent. 

Feeling is that Oscar would be 
spread"out t«o thin if 20 candidates 
were to be placed fa the competi¬ 
tion, that a picture’s billing as an 
Oscar- nominee would come fa be 
about meaningless to the public 
because of the abundance of films 
fa this category, t 

It’s further noted.that exhibitors 
sometimes fail tb distinguish be¬ 
tween a nominee and the actual 
Winner, thus misleading the public. 
The deception would be multiplied 
four times if 20 nominees were 
listed. 
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With Use of 'Opera' FOm Subjects 
Film exhibitors might try pitch¬ 

ing opera as a means of building 
community stature* Fake this from 
a Dixie manager who says his 
house has become a "cultural cen¬ 
tre” through a limited but prom¬ 
inent showcasing of the lofty arts 
on celluloid. 

Hoyt W. Yarbrough Jr., of the 
Mantanzas Theatre, St, Augustine, 
Fla,, visiting New York, reported 
the theatre has hit a public rela¬ 
tions bonanza. Which Is readily 
translatable into commercial dol¬ 
lar terms, Iif the booking of four 
briefly-run opera programs a year, 
on film! 

Following the "Opening night,” 
each program is run four times for 
each of the following two days, 
with each spaced two weeks to a 
month apart. The future lineup, 
for example: "Tales of Hoffman” 
bows the night of Jan. 1 for the 
one-time showing, following by 
four-a-day showings on each of the 
following two days; with the same 
pattern followed beginning Jan. 21 
with "Dives and Loves of Verdi” 
(being a storied account of the 
composer's works); "Two Loves 
Had I” (Puccini), Feb 1, and “Bar¬ 
ber’of Seville,” March 1. 

Each program also comprises 
specially-acquired short 'subjects 
In keeping with the highbrow na¬ 
ture of the featxfre. 

"Season” ticket, entitling the 
purchaser to a pew location for 
all four program, costs $3. 

While there’s a profit to be made 
immediately with this kind of pro¬ 
gramming, the tieups account for 
the upped community rating given 
the theatre involved, states Yar¬ 
brough. it’s basically operated in 
cooperation with the local music 
association, namely the St. Cecelia 
Club, Latter sponsors a banquet, in 
November and at this is detailed 
the theatre’s upcoming repertoire. 
Club itself has 200 members and 
they, in turn, obviously influence 
others of relatively high strata; in 
other words, the picture house is 
given a spotlight. Club shares-in 
the theatre’s advance ticket sales. 

Opening nights are strictly black 
tie, being what St. Augustine ac¬ 
cepts as an adequate substitute for 
an in-the-flebh Night at the Opera. 
Thus regarded by the local popu¬ 
lace, it follows that the press makes 
with full coverage. 

Although conventional films are 
offered throughout the rest of the 
year the operatic series has con¬ 
vinced the public that "we in ex¬ 
hibition are no longer to he looked 
down at; we are now a focal point 
of cultural attention,” commented 
Yarbrough. He said‘that segment 
of the public which by-passes. film 
arenas by way of second nature 
"now have come to give us atten¬ 
tion throughout* the year.” 

Uses Society Pages 
In pressing for the "social” rec¬ 

ognition, the St Augustine oper¬ 
ation, which is a part of the Florida 

States circuit, places its advertis¬ 
ing in the society pages of the Id¬ 
eal newspapers. 

Trade-wise there ate problems. 
Suitable feature . material , for 
spear-earrier film fare for the most 
part comes from French and Italian 
distributors whose facilities are 
limited and clearly can’t derive too 
much revenue from such time-lim¬ 
ited bookings. The Mantanzas buys 
only on a flat-rental basis. 

But nonetheless, the policy, now 
moving into Its second year, has 
been successful. And curiously, the 
report pn it comes concurrently 
with m'oducer-director-writer Jo¬ 
seph Misikiewicz’s suggestion that 
exhibitors ought to look to new 
sources of material instead of re¬ 
lying on conventional picture mat¬ 
ter seven days % week, throughout 
the year. J • 

memo to 

JACK L. WARNER, 
SERGE SEMENENKO and 
BEN KALMENSON: 

do you want If million working men and women—and 

their families—to be hostile to our industry? Your company's rash dismissal 

•f 32 veteran employees in the Publicity and Advertising Departments invites 

protests by the united labor movement throughout the country. 

do you want the general public and press to think that 

Warner Brothers one of the eompaA;*s now In the news as spearheading 

a new depression? They already think the movies are an shaky ground, and 

always are quick to exploit news of panic, scandal or disaster In our business. 

do you want the important exhibitor leadors of our coun¬ 

try—Si Fabian. Bob O'ponnoll, Sol Schwartx, Harry Brandt, Leonard Goldanson, 

Ermer Rhoden and all tha rest—to interpret your move as one more stop in 

Warners' abdication of Its historic place as a producer of motion pictures 

for theatrical exhibition? 

do you want independent producers releasing through 

Warners—William Goetz (Sayonara), Milton Sperling (Marjorie Morningstar), 

Paul Gregory (The Naked and the Dead), Leland Hayward (Tha Old Man and 

the Sea), Meryyn LeRoy (No Time for Sergeants), George Abbott (Damn 

Yankees), Fred Zlnnemann (The Nun's Story), Alan. Ladd (Tha Doop Six), Budd 

and Stuart Schuiberg (Across the Everglades)—to realize that your action will 

hurt them? The agency or split-personality operation you are contemplating 

Is traditionally uneconomic, inefficient and unsound. -It will cost.them more 

. money and—through no fault of their own—their pictures will suffer the dis¬ 

approval of organized labor from coast to coast. 

do you want your stockholders to further downgrade the 

worth of the Corporation which is in your trust because of this demonstration 

that Warners, already a victim of te'evlsion and the other ills which have heset- 

motion pictures, is the next Incredibly shrinking company rather than the amax* 

Ing cqlossus it used to be? 

OR do you want TO RESCIND THE RECKLESS FIR¬ 

ING OF 32 PEOFLE WHO HAVE BEEN CLOSE TO THE HEART AND MUCH 

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SUCCESS OF WARNER BROTHERS FOR AS LONG 

AS 33 YEARS? 

SCREEN PUBLICISTS GUILD, DISTRICT 65, RWDSU, AFL.CIO 
(one of a series of advertisements) 

Toronto Loses 21 
Film Houses; TV 

Baddie, as Usual 
Toronto, Oct. 29. - 

Toronto and suburbs have lost 21 
film houses in the- past two years. 
So reports .Garnet M.- Shier, who 
issues them licenses and who 
blames television for the high mor¬ 
tality. Two large downtown houses. 
Shea’s Hippodrome and long-dis¬ 
used Victoria, were torn down. 

Now there are only 99 houses 
(75 city, 24 suburban) operating, 
as against 120 (100 city, 20 subur¬ 
ban) in 1955. Noteworthy tb^t 
while city has lost 25, suburbs have 
gained four. . 

One decineraatized city theatre. 
Avenue, has housed legit for sev¬ 
eral years.. It was on verge of be¬ 
ing sold and turned into a store, 
but is how expected to survive. 
Cornelia Otis Skinner comes in 
early in November. Another, Crest, 
houses a winter stock run by Mur¬ 
ray and Donald Davis and their 
actress-sister Barbara Chilcott, cur¬ 
rently appearing In London. 

A third, Circle, had a few iegit 
shows last season. All three are 
nabes. 

‘You Been Hibernating?’ 
Ad Asks, Touts ‘Pajama’ As 

Cure for Non-Attendance 
Minneapolis, Oct. 29. 

In a new selling approach, the 
Volk Bros, neighborhood Terrace 
and Riverview theatres; playing 
"The Pajama Game” in the earliest 
28-day subsequent run clearance 
slot, asked in large type at the top 
of. the big Sunday newspaper ad 
for both houses, "How long has it 
been since you’ve seen a movie (or 
a stage show)?” 

Ad then goes on to state "here 
is a motion picture better than a 
Broadway $8.80 musical stage show 
for a fraction of the cost and we 
guarantee this is the best enter¬ 
tainment you’ve had in a long time 
—now at regular prices.” 

"Game” also is running now in 
five other local neighborhood 
houses day and date at regular 85c 
admission. When it played first- 
run downtown there was no boost 
in the 90c scale. 

ROSENTHAL HEADS TENT 

TV Man Also Elected in Cleve¬ 
land 

Cleveland, Oct. 29. 
Dan Rosenthal, branch manager 

of United Astists here! won post 
of chief, barker of Cleveland Va¬ 
riety Club at its annual elections in 
Hotel Tudor Arms headquarters 
last week. James Kalafat of Asso¬ 
ciated Theatres Circuit was made 
first assistant prez, Will Dougherty 
of WJW-TV as second assistant 
.prez, Sol*Gordon.of Allied Artists 
as secretary," and James Levitt of 
Universal-International as treas¬ 
urer. 

Appointed to hoard of directors 
were LeRoy Kendis, Marshall Fine 
and Abe Kramer of Associated 
Theatres, Ted Levy of Buena Vista, 
Ray Schmertz add Sam Weiss, Joe 
Weinstein, of Warper Bros, Irving 
Shenker of Berio Vending Co., 
Henry .Gfeedherger of Community 
Circuit, Jack Silverthprne of Hip¬ 
podrome Theatre, and Sam Schultz 

on 
Opens Way to Render Innocuous Filins Made When 

Russians Were Popular in U.S, 

Hollywood, Oct.^29. 
Akim Tamiroff will play a fea-j 

lured role in "Me and the Colonel,” 
.William Goetz production for -Co¬ 
lumbia * . , Bay Stricklyn. Signed 
by Gramercy Pictures fori the ro¬ 
mantic lead in "Curse of Dr&cula,” 
starring Francis Lederer . , . Gale 
Bobbins into "Quantrill’s-Raiders” 
at Allied Artist* . A. Jacques 
Braunstem and Bol< Lord, who ac¬ 
quired the French short story for 
$3,000, have sold "The Gay Life” 
to French producer Harry Saltz- 
man for $25,000 plus 10% of the 
net . . . Metro signed Hefiry Silva 
for a featured role in "The Law 
and Jake Wade,” starring Robert 
Taylor and Richard Widmark . . . 
Vaughn Taylor was assigned to; a 
featured role in. “The Young 
Lions” at 20th . . , Mark^Roberts, 
once under contract to Columbia 
as Robert Scott, was set for a role 
in "Onionhead” at Warners, 

Gladys Cooper will play a key 
role in “Separate Tables” for 
Hecht-Hill-Laneaster . . . Herbert 
EbenStein acquired film rights to 
Frank Gruber’s 1932 novel "Out¬ 
law” and will film it for Allied 
Artists release . . . American In¬ 
ternational acquired "The Cool and 
the Crazy,” second production by 
Elmer C. Rhoden Jr*, for its 1958 
releasing program . . . LA. high 
school teacher Meyer Dolinsky 
will screenplay “High School 
Lover” for William Alland Produc¬ 
tions . .. Jaguar Productions signed 
Jeff Richards for a top starring role 
in "Island of Lost Women” which 
Albert J. Cohen will produce . . . 
Don Snllivan drew a role in "Seven 
Guns to Sin,’( William F. Broidy 
Production for Allied Artists. 

Leslie Caron will play the 
femme lead in "Three Rooms in 
Manhattan,” indie which Jean Re¬ 
noir will direct, *. Hecht-Hill-Lan- 
caster bought film rights to “The 
Dreamers,” British novel by Roger 
ManvelT. . . Universal set Virginia 
Vincent in "Never Steal Anything 
Small” . . . Maureen O’Hara will 
star in “Trek,” first to be-produced 
by Carousel. Productions, formed 
by her brother Charles B. Fitz- 
simons and screenwriter A. S. 
Fleischman . , Gloria Grey and 
Tom Gibson won roles in "Joy¬ 
ride” which Coronado Productions 
will make for Republic release 
Emmet Lavery will screenplay ■ 
“Mother Cabrihi,” which Joseph 
Justman will produce . , . Lee. 
Graham set for a featured role in 
"The Singin’ Idol” at 20th. 

Peerless Productions will pro¬ 
duce "It,” science-ffictioner by 
Jerome Bixby.. . . Thelma Schnee 
inked to script "The Colossus of 
New York”- for Paramount,. . Kim 
Charney goes’into Allied - Artists’ 
"QuantrilTs Raiders,” Steve Coch¬ 
ran starrer . . . Archie Savage will 
head troupe in “The Boar’s Tooth 
Ceremonial Dance” number in 
20th’ “South Pacific”-. . . Albert 
Band-Lou Garfinkle indie unit ac¬ 
quired Joe Klass novel, “Maybe 
I’m Dead” . . . Billy De Wolfe re¬ 
turns to Paramount for Jerry 
Lewis starrer, "Rock-a-Bye Baby,” 
for which Reginald Gardiner also 
signed . . . Lee Graham snagged 
role in 20th’ "The Singin? Idol” ... 
Columbia Pictures set David Rich 
to direct "Tubie’s Monument,” 
Jonie Taps production starring Sal 
Mineo , . . Virginia Field cast in 
Universal’s "If L Should Die,” Jeff¬ 
rey Hunter-Joanna Moore starrer 
... Romson-Broidy Productions 
formed to produce "Bullwhipped,” 
starring Guy Madison and Rhonda 
Fleming for Allied Artists release. 

John Payne resumes his indie 
production operations with "No¬ 
gales,” under his Window Produc-; 
tions banner . . . Walt Disney will* 
produce “The Wishes of Darby 
O’Gill” as live-action fantasy ■with: 
Irish setting . . . Elizabeth Fraser 
repeats her Broadway role an 
"Tunnel of Love” for Metrfi pic- 
turization starring Glenn Ford and 
Doris Day ... Bryna bought "I 
Stole $ 16,000,000” for 'a James B. 
Harris-Stanley Kubrick production 
... Jean Wallace takes over femme 
lead in Cornel Wilde’s "Mara¬ 
caibo,” which he’s indie producing 
for Paramount and also starring 
... “Blonde Blackmailer” is final 
title for Allied Artists’ "Stolen 
Time” , . . Warners -cast Shepperd 
Strudwick and Edward Byrnes for 
featured roles, in "Girl On the 
Run” Marlene Willis goes into; 
American International’s "The 
Fantastic Puppet People” . , . Jay 
C. Flippen Into 20th’ "The Hell 

Chicago, Oct* 29. 
Reissues are hitting the market - 

as one .answer to product shortage 
and some of the product is from 

>way, back, much of it re-titled and 
some doctored for the present 
time. The latter relates to certain 
pictures produced while the Amer- . 
ican people were rooting the Rus¬ 
sians to win against the Germans. 

Sjanpathy-ffor Russia) pix tinned 
out in World War years by almost 
every major studio have previously 
been considered untouchable .fgday 
by both distribs and exhihs, but a 
dearth of product' brought a des¬ 
perate experiment that clicked at 
the b.o. National Telefilm Associ¬ 
ates," Inc. had in \ its possession 
"North Star,” first, released by 
RKO in 1943, and 'proceeded to do 
a thorough "cleanups job before 
reissuing it to the theatres in a 
package with Stanley * Kramer’s 
“The- Men,” now called "Battle 
Stripe.” 

By the "time NTA got through 
with the editing, “Armored At¬ 
tack” was little ‘more than just 
ah action picture with sr. Soviet 
background. Every mention of 
"comrade” was scissored arid the 
film was gone over sprocket’ by 
sprocket for any possible: refer¬ 
ences that might be misunderstood 
or misinterpreted. .'' - 

In addition, NTA added a narra¬ 
tion and some stock footage of the 
Hungarian revolution, warning of 
the new menace in theKast follow¬ 
ing the defeat of Nazism. 

"The only thing we couldn’t take 
out—much "to our regret—was 
Dana Andrews running around in 
his Soviet uniform,” commented a 
NTA exec in New York. 

Film was a boxpffice Click in 
numerous midwest .'action houses 
in recent weeks during a very slow' 
film season, although its playdates 
were limited to houses normally 
playing reissue-double bill- fare." 

Now that the resistance of the 
exhibitors .has been broken, -the 
rush to the dead storage rooms of 
all the major distributors' may he 
anticipated. These films for the 
most part Were impossible to in¬ 
clude in.the’film libraries sold to 
television, although the -same pos¬ 

sibilities for tv as for theatres is 
open on this material now. 

Similarly such pix as Paramount’S 
‘*For Whom Bell Tolls” may'get 
wider acceptance from exhihs Who' 
previously feared changing politi¬ 
cal slogans. This film earlier in 
the year did a profitable business 
in a number of midwest theatres 
of arty, or semi-arty inclinations*. 

Wayne Long will-sell the Texan 
and Ward Theatrics and the Corral 
Drive-In at MonahansrTexas, which 
he purchased from FrontiejvThea- 
tres in 1956. Real estate, building 
and equipment will be Offered here 
by Long at an auction salesl 

Private Theatre 
Available 

110 Seat*—Cewpfately Air-Con4. 

. Carpeted Thraagboat 

321 West 44th Street 
•' f Near ItfcAveeae) 

WARNER BROS. BUILDING 

OEIeeU.lt*—3,500 - 14,000 Sq. Ft. 

Air CoadiHonod at Budget Rental 

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION ' 

' CROSS & BROWN CO. 

270 Madfsoq Ava., N. Y. T*. N. Y. 

MU 1-7000 

New York Theatre 
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Mel Gold VidMurbery Folding 
Accents Demise of ‘little Guy 

Squeeze is on the smaller tele--*---:--- 
film commercial producers. When 

Pitt’s Stepped-Up Rivalry 
Live Entries Bite the Dust as Pix Competition 

Cues KDKA-TV Shifts 

Mel Gold Productions failed last 
week, the shuttering was just the 
latest of several that have taken 
place during the past several 
months. 

Notably, Signal Productions 
closed shop recently, after only a 
few months in business. Mickey 
Schwarz's Long Island City opera¬ 
tion, ATV, was bought out by MPO 
Productions, and the word was 
around that Schwarz couldn’t hold 
out without the financial aid of a 
larger operation. Last spring, 
there were reports from the Coast 
that other little companies folded. 

After closing up. Gold volun¬ 
teered a piece of advice: "Because 
of thechazards, a production com¬ 
pany has to come into the business 
well-financed.” 

Low capitalization, he contended, 
doesn’t cover the large overhead 
demanded by the biz. Agencies 
seem to want a great many serv¬ 
ices free, and apparently that has 
thrown the weight of billings to 
the larger production houses, who, 
by carrying a large overhead, can 
provide cutters, production super¬ 
visors and even messenger service 
for almost free. 

Because of the competition of¬ 
fered by well-stocked, well-fi¬ 
nanced houses, like MPO, Robert 
Lawrence, Universal, Caravelj 
(which 4»st opened a new, bigger | 
shop) and so on, the amount of doL 
lar traffic to smaller companies is 
said to be way off. Last spring 
and summer were described as 
“very tough” for the entire field, 
and one conclusion is that the Iit- 
tler guys were the ones hurt the 
most. 

Gold pointed out that industrials 
are easier to make, if the contracts 
can be made, since these films re¬ 
quire staffs for only the duration of 
a job. On the other hand, agency 
requests for constant service and 
steady production call for full- 
time/ big-overhead shops. 

ABC Film Expands 
Its O’Seas Dept. 

ABC Film Syndication, which 
soon will select a foreign topper 
to replace Lee Cagan, resigned, 
continues to build up its foreign 
department. 

Raul C. Conapgle has been ap¬ 
pointed Latin American sales co¬ 
ordinator, headquartering in New 
York. Conangle, who has served as 
sales exec in many large American 
and Cuban companies, most re¬ 
cently was associated with a New 
York export firm. 

In other areas, ABC Film Syndi¬ 
cation, a subsid of American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, 
is utilizing ABC new correspond¬ 
ents as sales reps. In Rome, Mil- 
ton Davis, an ABC correspondent, 
has been named sales rep for the 
syndication outfit. Cagan, a few 
months ago, left ABC Film Syn¬ 
dication for the foreign operations 
of NBC. 

Prexy George Shupert spiked re¬ 
ports that Fremantle or another 
similar organization may represent 
ABC Film Syndication abroad. The 
foreign operation will remain un¬ 
der the company’s roof, he stated. 

On the sales end, the latest 
deals of Spanish-dubbed series 
were made to CMBF, Havana. Se¬ 
ries sold include "Sheena, Queen 
of the Jungle.” "Three Musket¬ 
eers” and "Code 3,” all for one; 
year, with starting dates planned 
sometime before Jan. 1. 

Sterling Maps ’58-’59 
Projects for Roach | 

Hollywood. Oct. 29. | 
William Sterling will head upf 

r.ew program development depart- f 
moat .set up at Hal Roach Studios, 
to prep telefilm program projects 
for 1958-59 season. 

Special attention will be paid to 
syndication field, especially with 
Roach tieup with Yitapix station 
lineup still in effect. Some half- 
dozen Roach story properties not 
sold last year might be used again. 

Bank of America Pix 
Are Put on Block Again 

The Bank of America feature 
group, one of the first cinematic 
packages of caliber to be made 
available to tv, is once again being 
put on the block by the bank. 

RKO Teleradio, which initially 
leased the tv rights on the 30 films, 
has an expiration date of Septem¬ 
ber, 1958, on its tv rights. The 
package launched the successful 
"Million Dollar Movie” operation 
on WOR-TV, N. Y., and has chalked 
up about $2,500,000 in gross sales 
since its syndication on tv start¬ 
ing in April, 1954. Group of six, 
including such titles af "Arch of 
Triumph,” “Miracle of the Bells,” 
“Body and Soul,” “Magic Town,” 
and “One Touch of Venus,” has 
been sold in about 200 markets. 

Bank of America, which ac¬ 
quired the negative rights via 
bankruptcy proceedings, now is 
dickering with a number of distribs 
for outright sale of negative rights. 

More Clients For 
Shirley’s Oldies 

The NTA Film Network’s Shirley 
Temple holiday feature specials 
have garnered three more adver¬ 
tisers, Phillips Van Heusen Corp., 
Smith Bros., and Harrison Labora¬ 
tories for Press On Nail Polish. 

NevTbiz was racked up following 
the imposing kickoff 13-city Tren- 
dex for the initial “Rebecca of 
Sunnybrook Farm.” Shirt com¬ 
pany bought 12 participations, two 
in each of the next three Shirley 
Temple starrers, as well as six. 
spots in net’s "Premiere Per¬ 
formance.” The spot schedule will 
begin Nov. 10 and continue for six 
weeks. 

• Cough drop manufacturer bought 
[participations in the'Iast two pro¬ 
grams, “Wee Willie Winkle,” sched¬ 
uled for the weekend of Nov. 16- 
17; and "Heidi,” set for Dec. 7-8. 
weekend. The nail polish outfit 
bought six spots, two each in the 
next three Shirley Temple starrers. 
Harrison also bought one participa¬ 
tion in "Premiere Performance” 
the week of Dec. 23. 

Other advertisers sponsoring the 
feature series are Ideal Toy Corp., 
which has a one-third sponsorship 
and Toni Co., which has a one- 
minute participation. 

NTA Holiday Specials 
For the Christmas season, Na¬ 

tional Telefilm Associates is mak¬ 
ing available three holiday spe¬ 
cials. 

They are: "Christmas Carol,” 
narrated by Vincent Price; "Man’s 
Heritage,” with Raymond Massey 
as the host and storyteller; and 
“The Lamb. In the Manger,” nar¬ 
rated by Maureen O’Sullivan, 

THE 
HONEY DREAMERS 
Currently on "The Jim Backus 

Show,” Daily-American Broadcast¬ 
ing Network. 

Management: ART WARD 
OXford 7-9034 

Direction: MCA_ 

Barter Big On 
LA. TV Stations 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Barter deals were the first form 

of trade among mankind, and now, 
in a highly-complex modern form, 
are gaining an increasing foothold 
in the tv industry. Among Holly¬ 
wood’s seven tv stations, at least 
four admit to participating in the 
■new form of barter, in which sta¬ 
tions trade tfieir time for product. 

Individual deals vary widely, 
hinging on value of the package 
and bargaining ability of both sides. 
•However, basically, a tv barter deal 
is a subcontracting arrangement, 
under- which the stations get prod¬ 
uct, generally an old-feature pack¬ 
age or second-run telefilms. In ex¬ 
change, they give suppliers a cer¬ 
tain number of spot announcement [ 
availabilities, to sell for whatever 
the suppliers can get. 

It’s known, for instance, that one 
local station concluded a deal 
which gave supplier of a feature 
film package fiye spots daily—one 
in Class A time^ and two apiece in 
Class B and Class C time—for (next 
18 inonthsT Station gets unlimited 
use of the film library for next 30 
months, for this. 

In another sort of deal recently 
set by MCA TV film syndication, 
second-runs of "G.E. Theatre” vid- 
pix are given stations with pay¬ 
ment of one-and-a-half times the 
standard one-minute spot rate, pro¬ 
vided the thhe slot is right. In 
exchange, MCA gets to sell the 
opening and closing spots itself. 

WRCA,. KHJ-TV, KABC-TV and 
KTLA, are currently carrying bar¬ 
ter programs, despite the fact that 
some managers, oppose the prac¬ 
tice. (In case -of net outlet sta¬ 
tions, i.e’.„ KRCA (NBC) and KABC-" 
TV (ABC), barter programs are 
shown in local option time periods; 
there are no network barter deals). 

Of other three stations, Jack 
Heintz, topper of KCOP, admits 
“We inherited a few (such deals) 
when we took over the station. We 

(Continued on page 62) 

Alan Ladd Dusts Off 
‘Box 13’ for Telepix 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Alan Ladd plans to reactivate his; 

onetime radio series, “Box 13,” as 
a vidfihn scries lie will produce 
under aegis of his Jaguar Produc¬ 
tions. Producer-star is currently 
hunting for a lead for series. He 
starred in the radio series. 

Ladd said he is also searching 
for other tv properties to be pro¬ 
duced by Jaguar. 

Anime’sPopDisk 
Animation Device 
Anime, makers of animated films 

for. television, claims to have de¬ 
veloped a mechanical device which 
speeds up . the creation of anima¬ 
tion and cuts the costs by as much 
as 75% according to Josh Meyer, 
prexy of the firm. 

The outfit has abandoned the 
UPA fiip-card method and employs’ 
a trick-wire idea for the showing of 
its films. In this way, according to 
firm execs, production time is cut 
in half and a film can be made in 
six to eight weeks instead of the 
usual 16. . , 

Teleyision stations are being of¬ 
fered animated cartoons of top rec¬ 
ord'hits in two separate packages. 
Stations can* purchase Anime ani¬ 
mation as a weekly 15-minute once 
a week program or they can by two 
songs a week which they can use 
as a fill. | 

Milch- Leigh, executive producer 
of tjie firm stated that the 15-min¬ 
ute programs animating the top 
pop records has been pretested in 
Toronto where, on CBLT-TV, 
against three competing channels, 
it drew a rating of 44.4%. 

Susan Heinkel Pacted 
For Tonette Com’ls 

Susan Heinkel, youngster who 
fronts the CBS-T.V Saturday day- 
timer, "Susan’s Show,” has been 
tapped for the Tonette commer¬ 
cials on the two remaining Shirley 
Temple pix in the NTA package 
on ABC-TV. Gal got permission 
from CBS to do the blurbs on a 
competing network because Co¬ 
lumbia, grooming her as a child 
star, likes the association with 
Shirley Temple. » 

Miss Heinkel pitches Tonette on 
her daily local show on WBBM- 
TV in Chicago. 

Vidpix Chatter 

Ziv has mapped out three epi¬ 
sodes of new production for "High¬ 
way Patrol” to be filmed in Mexico 
—for the first time taking the lo¬ 
cale out of the U. S, . . . ''Robert 
Nathe, formerly with McCann- 
Erickson, has joined Doherty, Clif¬ 
ford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc., as 
exec film producer0in the tv de¬ 
partment. At McCann - Erickson, 
Nathe was responsible for most of 
the Chesterfield and Coca-Cola 
commercials of recent months. In 
his new assignment at DCSS, 
Nathe will handle production of 
film commercials, and will partici¬ 
pate in all radio and tv planning 
and production . ... Permafilm 
Preservative Treatment of nega- 

[ tives is now available on the pre¬ 
mises of Consolidated Film Labo¬ 
ratories at plants in Hollywood and 
Fort Lee, N. J. . . . Hugh O’Brien 
of "Life and Legend of Wyatt 
Earp” is in the midst of a p.a. tour 
in New York and Washington. On 
Sunday (27), he guested on the Ed 
Sullivan Show. Earlier in the' week 
O’Brian served as emcee at the Na¬ 
tional Chain Store Assn.’s conven- ; 
tion,in Washington, appearing for 
Procter & Gamble, one of Els co¬ 
sponsors on ABC-TV 

National Telefilm Associates and 
NTA Film Network Offices will be 
moved in mid-December from their 
present headquarters on 55th 
Street, as well as other offices on 
Fifth Avenue, to the Coliseum 
Tower. NTA has leased the entire 
20th floor at the Coliseum . .. John 
Leo, United Artists TV sales man¬ 
ager, due in from the Coast today 
(Wed.). 

Pittsburgh; Oct. 29. 
Network competition is making 

additional inroads into local live tv 
programming here, and two more 
shows on KDKA-TV featuring 
Pittsburgh personalities are biting 
the dust, "On Location,” ‘ daily 
half-hour with Ed King, which 
started promisingly last spring, 
fades at the end of this week and 
Weekly "Tonight in Pittsburgh,” 
interview session with Harold V. 
Cohen, Post-Gazette drama critic, 
TV Guide columnist and Variety 

stringer here, and his actress-wife, 
Stephanie Diamond, goes off with 
Nov. 7 show. 

Coheps have been doing their 
sessions on KDKA-TV, and WDTV 
before it, since October, 1952, first 
as an afternoon bi-weekly, then 

j three times.* week in the evenings 
and for the past year half an hour 

I once a week in a prime spot. 
[ Their 8-8:30 p.m. segment Thurs- 
i day nights is CBS network time 
for "Harbourmaster,” which was to 
start immediately but won’t. West- 
inghouse will put. 'its own educa¬ 
tional series, featuring the Baird 
Puppets, in that slot for eight 
weeks, pushing back "Harbour¬ 
master^ until after the first of the 
year. Cohen’s remaining . with 
KDKA-TV, however, despite fact 
that morning daily, he’s been with 
for 31 years now owns Ch- 11, and 
next assignment will probably be 
as the host-on a feature'movie. 

For past six months, ever since 
. launching of Ch. 11 was ifnminent, 
KDKA-TV, xghlch previously had 
Pittsburgh market all to itself, has 
been axing local shows until now 
station has only -a couple left, out¬ 
side of the service .programs (news, 
sports and weather), with most of 
the local personalities being inte¬ 
grated into the film .fare. 

New Flareup In 
Cartooning Unions 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Flareup of jurisdictional dispute 

between Hollywood cartooning 
unions intensified last week, with 
filing of unfair labor charges by 
indie Screen Cartoonists Guild 
with National Labor Relations 
Board, against TV Spots Inc. SCG 
•charged that teleblurb firm’s man¬ 
agement intimidating Its employes 
to bring about an election between 
SCG, current pact-holder, and 
IATSE Local 839, Motion Picture 
Screen Cartoonists. 

Also, Lawrence Kilty, SCG biz 
manager, dispatched a wire to 
Richard Walsh, IA prexy, in N. Y., 
charging the IA request for an 
election at TV Spots was part of 
"an organized raid.” Kilty caHed 
attention to recent IA adherance to 
AFL-CIO “no raiding” pact and 
asked Walsh to show in “good 
faith” by calling off Local 839. 

Long-smoldering feul between 
SCG and Local 839 broke into open 
couple of weeks ago, when IA filed 
to rep TV Spots employes, .hitherto 
under SCG Jurisdiction. IA Car¬ 
toonists biz rep Don Hilliary con¬ 
tends that workers themselves re¬ 
quested change. However, as re¬ 
sult of SCG "intimidation” charges 
levied against management, NLRB 
is postponing election until charges 
are investigated. ; 

12-Man Partnership 
On ‘Flying Tigers’ 

"Flying Tigers,” -a projected 
telefilm series to be based upon 
exploits of the wartime Flying 
Tigers, is being financed via a 
limited partnership whose 12 con¬ 
tributors have subscribed a total 
of $48,000, Listed as the largest 
single contributor is Gerald GIuc- 
kin, of .Rye, N. Y., who’s tossed ; 
$18,000 into the pot. 

Three general partners in Flying 
Tigers Productions are producer 
Gen Genovese, Don Saxon and 
George* Lipton. Five years ago 
this month Genovese co-produced, 
the shortlived "Buttrio Square,” a 
Broadway musical comedy; It fea¬ 
tured Billy Gilbert. - Piece was 
based on an original story by Gen¬ 
ovese. 

‘Vidfilms Match Theatricals’: Levitt 
Robert Levitt, prexy of California National Productions, the 

NBC telefilm subsid, insists there isn’t a jot of difference in the 
current standards of writing, direction, acting or production of 
features and telepix. “There is no longer any. reason for a double- 
standard, one for tv films and one for theatricals,” he says. 

He tipped this minority opinion in a telegram to the trade pa¬ 
pers last week, inviting them to screen Cal Nat’s new half-hour 
show, “Boots atfd Saddles.” He said the only difference he could 
see in the two‘types of film was the length. 

He added that “values have come a long way in the television 
film-making industry, that the alleged superiority of. theatrical 
motion pictqres over television films is only a state of mind.” 

Levitt also said that “television film producers too often in the 
recent past have been playing ‘dead dog’ at the mere comparitive 
mention of theatre movie productions. They fold away silently 
when anyone contrasts the yards-long projection screen of the 
theatres with the 21-inch set at home. 

It’s* high time for the television film producers to erase this ar¬ 
chaic complex. Today motion pictures for television and theatres 
are shot on the same size film—35m. Top talent from the Holly¬ 
wood and New York pools work in both entertainment fields. 
Even facilities and the technical processes are shared. Let’s stop 
being unreasonably intimidated by screen size and get the critics 
to look squarely at the results in. the can of film. Let their judg¬ 
ment be based on what’s on the negative, frame by frame, and all 
the way?’ 

'• About actual story content, the limitations created by video ad¬ 
vertisers, Levitt didn’t say. 
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CBS’ Experimental Use of Radio 
As Major Teaching Supplement 

How to win new listeners for +— ---- 
radio through the proper exploi¬ 
tation of the medium’s educational 
elements has been graphically il¬ 
lustrated by CBS Radio. As the 
result of a campaign aimed at the 
country’s schools furnishing them 
with study material on the web’s 
nighttime public affairs strip, the 
network has won over many new 
young listeners—most of whom 
don’t remember network radio in 
its dominant days— and installed 
the public affairs programming as 
“must” listening for students in 
several schools in connection with 
their current events courses. 

As a subsidiary product of the 
campaign, the network has gath¬ 
ered findings showing that the use 
of radio as a supplement to news¬ 
papers and classroom lectures 
tends to give the students who lis¬ 
ten a broader knowledge and in¬ 
terest in current affairs. A con¬ 
trolled experiment in five- high 
schools using the web's material 
showed that listeners knew more 
and learned, more than non-lis¬ 
tener groups In the same schools. 

Campaign was created by 
Charles Steinberg, the web’s pub¬ 
licity and audience promotion 
chief, shortly after he moved over 
to the web from Warner Bros, 
last winter. Steinberg, a Ph. D. In 
mass communications and a former 
college instructor, wrote up a study 
and discussiofi guide on “The 
World at Large,” the web’s 9:30 
to 10 p.ip. strip, which comprises 
“Capitol Cloakroom,” “The Lead¬ 
ing Question,” “Update,” “Do You 
Know?” and “So They Say.” The 
printed discussion guide was then 
sent to 5,000 schools throughout 
the country. , 

Meanwhile, Steinberg arranged 
for controlled experiments in four 
high schools in the New York area. 
Groups from the same classes were 
formed, one of which was assign¬ 
ed to listen to the programs for 
two weeks, the other told not to 
listen. At the end of the two- 
week period, the teachers, using 
the discussion guide, developed 
classroom forums on the topics at 
hand. In each of the schools, the i 
results were the same— listening 
tended to broaden the students’ 
horizons of interests aiuT" they 
tended to be better students. 

Result is twofold: some 25% of 
all the students have Indicated 

(Continued on page 66) 

Sales, Earnings Of 
RCA & Subsids Up 

Sales of RCA and its subsidiaries 
for the first nine months of 1957 
rose by 5% to a record $853,667,- 
000, while net earnings for the 
nine-months period also rose, from 
$27,893,000 a year ago to $28,320,- 
000 for the ’57 period. 

Earnings per share for the ’57 
period amounted to $1.87, as com¬ 
pared with $1.82 for the first nine 
months of 1950. Partially respon¬ 
sible for the new levels were rec¬ 
ord third-quarter sales of $288,- 
677,000, compared with $286,036,- 
000 In the '56 quarter, and earnings 
per share of 52c for the quarter 
as against 50c in the same quarter 
of last year. 

ABC Tells Stations To 
Peddle ‘Wife’ Locally 

ABC-TV has temporarily given 
up the hope of selling the after¬ 
noon strip “Do You Trust Your 
Wife?” to at national sponsor. 
Though there has been uncon¬ 
firmed talk about Colgate-Palm¬ 
olive stepping in for a hefty chunk 
of the dally half-hour live pro¬ 
gram, the network on Monday 128) 
turned “Wife” over to network 
affiliated stations to sell locally. 

Reversal of the program to the 
stations took place under what 
ABC calls a “participating” deal. 
It is a misnomer, since it gives af¬ 
filiates the opportunity to sell segs 
in the strip without having to par¬ 
ticipate in profits with the net¬ 
work. While web is providing the 
quizzer gratis. It has reserved the 
right to recapture the show for its 
own use on two-weeks notice. 

ABC-TV IRONING OUT 
GUY MITCHELL KINKS 

ABC-TV is ironing out the kinks 
In its live programming. As the 
inital step, program veep James 
Aubrey spent a great deaT'of his 
time pn the Coast last week over¬ 
seeing the revision of the Guy 
Mitchell Monday night musical, 
cutting out almost entirely the 
comedic routines and restricting 
guest appearances to performing 
artists. In the first two weeks of 
the half-hour stanza, sponsored by 
Max Factor, network apparently 
made room for guest stints devel¬ 
oped for appearance value only. 
Web, it is understood, has decided 
that singer Mitchell is not also a 
comedian, hence has decided to 
eliminate the standup routining he 
has been doing. Program has had 
weak ratings, to date, but has 
picked up since the preem. 

Despite the; rating showing, Max 
Factor, incidentally, has a bullish 
attitude toward the show’s poten¬ 
tial. Same goes for Factor’s spon¬ 
sorship of the Polly Bergen stanza 
on NBC-TV. : 

Baers Upped MBS 
Status in Revamp 

Norman Baer, Mutual’s news 
production head in N. Y., formerly 
with the Associated Press and In¬ 
ternational News Service, has been 
named director of news and spe¬ 
cial events for the net. In addition, 
Baer will supervise Mutual’s sports 
and public affairs broadcasting ac¬ 
tivities. 

Baer’s appointment follows the 
promotion qf Robert F. Hurleigh 
to v.p. in charge of the Washington 
operations. Newscaster - commen¬ 
tator Hurleigh had been director 
of news and special events since 
last March when Mutual .estab¬ 
lished its news headquarters in the 
capital. 

But now the net is returning its 
news headquarters to New York 
again because as Prexy Paul Rob¬ 
erts puts it “the tremendously in¬ 
creased overseas news activity now' 
occurring.” 

Baer was tv-radio director of the 
Lewin, Williams & Saylor ad 
agency before joining Mutual a 
month ago and prior to that was 
radio-tv consultant to the Fairfax 
and Hilton & Riggio agencies. 

In anticipation of building up 
the New York news headquarters, 
now totally divided from WOR’s 
news operation in N. Y., Baer has 
hired Martin Plissner, former NBC 
newsman, as an editor and plans 
to name additional members of his 
staff shortly. 

Baer anticipates no changes in 
Mutual’s current Washington op¬ 
erations. Hurleigh is an on-the- 
air v.p. and Is producer-moderator 
of “Reporters’ Roundup” series. 
John Gertz handles public affairs 
activities in Washington for MBS 
and is the net’s liaison with the 
White House. He now will report 
to Baer. 

Baer cooperated with Hurleigh 
in the realignment of Mutual’s 
overseas newsmen that saw 
changes in London, Paris, Rome, 
Tokyo and Central American of¬ 
fices. David R. George, former 
Brooklyn (N.Y.) Daily Eagle editor, 
is now headquartered in Mexico 
City for Mutual, with responsi¬ 
bility for the entire Central Ameri¬ 
can zone. Louise Cox, formerly 
with the Fort Worth Star-Tele¬ 
gram, now represents MBS in 
Tokyo. Richard Kaplan, former. 
Dayton News' and NBC newsman 
in Europe, is now stationed in 
London. Raymond E. Dane in 
Paris; Michael Chinigo in Rome. 

KTET to Proem 
Livingston, Tex., Oct. 29. 

KTET will begin broadcasting 
here on Nov. 1, it was announced 1 
by the Polk County Broadcasting 
Service Inc. 

Station is owned by Mrs. P. R. 
Stripling, who was formerly pub¬ 
lisher of the Polk County Enter¬ 
prise and the Corrigan Press. 

Erwin, Wasey, R&R 
TV Slot to Hunter; 

3 Others Get Stripes 
Rollo Hunter was named _v.p. in 

charge of radio-tv at Erwin Wasey, 
Ruthrauff & Ryan, and the agency 
named three other new v.p.’s as 
part of its reorganization follow¬ 
ing the merger of Wasey and R&R 
some weeks back. Hunter moves 
into the radio-tv slot following‘the 
resignation of George Wjolf, who 
had. headed the R&R radio-tv sec¬ 
tor; Hunter had been the Wasey 
broadcast boss. 

Other new veeps are B. W. Mat¬ 
thews,. John C. Legler and Rich¬ 
ard Diehl. Matthews, a former 
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather v.p., has 
been an account supervisor for 
R&R; Legler, onetime v.p. and i 
copy director of Cecil & Presbrey, 
has been an account supervisor at 
Wasey; Diehl will be v.p. and head 

; art director and was with R&R 
for IT years. All four report to 

I Jere Patterson, exec v.p. and gen¬ 
eral manager of the N. Y. office. 

Washington, Oct. 29, 
American Broadcasting Network 

now holds Interests in six standard 
radio stations, with approval by 
the Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission last week of its purchase 
for $700,000 of KQV in Pittsburgh. 
Network also owns and operates 
WABC in New York, KABC in Los 
Angeles, KGO in San Francisco, 
WXYZ in Detroit and holds a 50% 
interest in WLS in Chicago. Limit 
on radio station interests under 
FCG rules is seven. 

Commission voted 4-1 in okaying 
the KQV transfer, with Comr. Rob¬ 
ert Bartley opposing on monopoly 
grounds. In a dissenting state¬ 
ment, he said, that “a sound* appli¬ 
cation of the Commission’s mul¬ 
tiple Ownership rules, its expressed 
.policy looking toward preventing 
undue concentration of control of 
broadcast facilities, and the recent 
recommendation of the Network 
Study Staff concerning network 
ownership of stations all require 
that a full inquiry be had on the 
very factors set forth in . . . the 

■rules before -a finding is made that 
the proposed transfer would serve 
the public interest.” 

Zenith Challenges 
NBC Prez to Debate 

On Subscription TV 
Chicago, Oct. 29. 

NBC prez Robert Samoff last 
week was challenged by Zenith 
Radio Corp. to a public debate on 
subscription television. In a wire 
sent to Samoff last Friday (25), 
Zenith’s public relations -director 
Ted Leitzell offered to pay half of 
the costs if Sarnoff chose to hold 
the debate on NBC-TV.* 

Leitzell’s long telegram to the 
NBC boss resulted from Samoff’s 
“free tv and paid tv cannot co-ex¬ 
ist” speech in Pittsburgh last 
Wednesday (23). 

Leitzell pointed out to' Samoff 
that shortly after Comdr. E. F. Mc¬ 
Donald, Zenith prexy, demonstrat¬ 
ed phonevision -to “your distin¬ 
guished father” and other RCA- 
NBC officials in 1950, RCA de¬ 
veloped and patented fcr a* sys¬ 
tem. for “secret television.” 

Leitzell quoted several state¬ 
ments from the text of RCA’s pa¬ 
tent application citing the neces¬ 
sity for toll-ty, both from economic 
and programming aspects, and said 
these RCA “actions* and statements 
are ample evidence that NBC 
would very much favor subscription 
tv if it could be owned and/or 
controlled by RCA and therefore 
not interfere with the near monop¬ 
oly of tv broadcasting and revenue 
that MBC presently enjoys.” 

Burlington, Vt.—A new radio¬ 
television broadcasting center, the 
first structure of its-kind in Ver¬ 
mont, will be constructed to house 
the operations- of WCAX radio and 
television. Ground was broken Oct. 
21 for the new building, which will 
be owned by Thomas A. Farrell, 
with a longterm lease to the broad¬ 
casting firm headed by C. P. Has- 
brook. 
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Hidse TV Crelt Sheets 
Omission of credits on tv shows, never out of business to begin 

with, is back on the grind, this time ;witb an interesting point 
brought up in view of the fact that the “complainer^ is involved 
only to the extent of a word in behalf of a colleague. Variety re¬ 
view last week of the “Patrice Munsel Show” was a favorable one 
all the way, so much so that it brought this letter from Larry 
Gelbart: "Appreciated the extra kind words about the Patrice 
Munsel premiere. However, in listing the writing credits you omit¬ 
ted the name of Sheldon Keller. Credit is a writer’s bread and 
butter and I’m afraid Sheldon had to go to bed hungry.” 

Production data on the show was lined up from the credit sheet 
furnished by ABC-TV. This listed Gelbart.as “chief Writer” but 
with no other scripters indicated. (Incidentally, Gelbart’s name 
was misspelled by the network in tie credit sheet.) Many credit 
sheets, by all networks, are lax when it comes to complete data, 
and a reviewer usually finds it difficult to fill in the gaps by pick¬ 
ing credits off the rapid “crawl” at end of shows. 

‘No Time for Sergeants 
Station Reps Now Going Right to the Top in Pitch 

For New Business 
:-:-:-:-* 

Dodge Sports Capsules 
Dodge division of Chrysler 

Corp., h^s purchased sponsorship 
of a new five-minute, sports cap¬ 
sule starring ex-grid star and ac¬ 
tor Elroy (Crazy Legs) Hirsch and 
NBC sportscaster Lindsey Nelson. 
Deal calls for Dodge to sponsor 
five of the capsules per week over 
a three-week period starting Nov. 
4. Segment will be heard on the 
NBC Radio “Nightline” show. 

Deal was set via the Grant 
agency. 

Can a Candidate 
Use TV Stand-In? 
Stirs N.Y. Hassle 

A spokesman for Robert K. 
Christenberry, Republican candi¬ 
date for mayor of New York, didn’t 
believe WABC-TV had any right 
when It refused to permit a 
Christenberry spokesman/to make 
a 15-minute speech on the Gotham 
station last week. Station contra¬ 
dicted Arnold Cohan, the candi¬ 
date’s radio & tv adviser, by. say¬ 
ing,'in'effect, that the Christen- 
berry people did not keep faith 
with the contract made for the 
purchase of i5 minutes of airtime. 

Shortly before an 11:45 a.m. 
telecast Thursday (24), WABC-TV 
program chief A1 Hollander re- 

[ fused to let Robert Blaikie, insur¬ 
gent Democrat and chairman of 

[ “Democrats for * Christenberry,” 
[ make the speech. Hollander later 
[explained that the Christenberry 
advertising agency, Dowd, Redfield 
and Johnstone, had led the station 
to believe that the speaker for the 
paid-for telecast , wcrald be Christ¬ 
enberry himself. 

’ Hollander said that at virtually 
the last minute he found out that 
Blaikie was the intended speaker. 
He said the station knows the limi¬ 
tations of its responsibility when 
a candidate speaks for himself on 
a commercial program, but inter¬ 
preted the appearance of a speak¬ 
er for the candidate as leaving the 
station open to greater liability 
under FCC regulations. And, in the 
time allowed before the show, he 
said, there was not time to check 
Blaikie’s talk. 

Cohan maintained that WABC- 
TV “never asked us, nor did we j 
specify who the speaker would be; 
they merely anticipated Mr. Chris¬ 
tenberry, though we never intend- - 
ed him ” 

WABC-TV noted that there was 
still a possibility of the Christen- 
bery organization buying time bn 
the station. Time was previously 
bought for Mayor Robert F. Wag¬ 
ner, the incumbent Democratic 
rival, and. for .New 'jersey candi¬ 
dates for public office in the tip* 
coming election. The cancelled 
show was to be Christenberiy’s 
first on the Station. 

Hy Lit to wrev 
Philadelphia, Oct. 29. 

Hy. Lit, WHAT rock ’n’ roll dee- 
jay, switches to WRCV (Nov. 4), 
replacing Bob Benson, now pro¬ 
gram manager. Signing of Lit. 
also represents a switcheroo in 
station’s programming policy 
which had leaned toward straight 
pops. 

Station reps are bypassing the 
old chain of command idea of late 
and are majdng direct calls on 
clients in. the latest move to hypo 
business. 

It’s like the old army game—if 
the sergeant won’t help you See 
the lieutenant. In this case, reps 
who aren’t getting any satisfaction 
out of time buyers, „ except the 
right time, are going o\'er the 
agency’s head and with or with¬ 
out the permission of 4he agency 
are making a pitch for spot radio 
and tv biz.' 

Blair TV, Adam Young and 
Raymer Co., plus a host of reps 
are Out hustling business for their 
clients when the agency-says “no.” 
The practice was brought to light 
a few weeks hack when Harrington, 
Righter & Parson'S Consummated a 
deal with. Vicks for approximately 
$400;000 worth of spot business. 

Paui Raymer best expressed the 
goings-ori by saying * that “this is 
a competitive business, and when 
we can improve our position and 
that of 6ur clients, that’s what 
counts.” 

Cues a Reversal 
As NBC-TV shifted and juggled 

its daytime schedule over the past 
18 months, the victim of its spec¬ 
tacular climb invariably was CBS- 
TV. Now that Columbia has done 
some shifting of its own, it has im¬ 
posed something of a reversal of 
form on NBC-TV. 

Case in point is the new CBS 
‘The Verdict Is Yours” entry, 
which replaced a faltering Bob 
Crosby Show in early September. 
Since that point, “Verdict” has 
climbed to a position where it’s 
consistently topping NBC’s “Mati¬ 
nee Theatre” in its 3;3Q to 4 p.m. 
period. And where before “Big 
Payoff” topped "Matinee” at 3 
only to have Crosby fall under at 
3.; 30, now “Payoff” and “Verdict” 
in tandem are topping the full hour 
of ‘Matinee” with ease. 

“Verdict,” the simulated court¬ 
room series, stepped into the CBS 
picture at a point where Crosby 
was getting a mere 27.8% share of 
audience (Nielsen August 11 re¬ 
port) via a 5.5 average audience 
rating. This compared with a 
38,1% share for “Matinee,” via Ji 
7.2 rating. 

In its first ’ week, “Verdict” 
jumped the rating to a 6.7 and 
the share to 34.8%, while “Mati¬ 
nee” dropped to a 6.2 rating and 
35.9% share. And in the latest 
Nielsen, the September 11 report, 
“Verdict” pulled dowfc a 7.4 rat- 
ing and avf at 434% share vs. a 5.6 
for “Matinee” and a 34.4% share. 
Moral seems, to be that some fresh 
programming on either side can 
create audience shifts either way. 

Hartigan Exits WPIX 
AI Hartigan, program manager 

of WPIX, N. Y., has resigned. His 
duties have been absorbed by the 
station’s hews chief Walter Engels, 

-whose functions now also encom¬ 
pass all live programming. 

New York »DaiIjr News Indie Is 
heavily scheduled with telefilms, 
live programming area maihly be¬ 
ing news, sports and special 
events such- as those of Madison 
Square Garden. 
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HOW TO BE A ‘STAR’: PLAY TV 
Marlboro s King-Size Bum 

Marlboro' cigarets is doing a slow ^burn over the way Garry 
Moore plugged his own Winston brand while helping emcee the 
telecast of the Mike Todd Madison Sq. Garden party on .Oct. 17 
on “Playhouse 90,“ which Marlboro sponsors. Cigaret firm sent a 
wire of protest to CBS-TV prexy Merle Jones demanding an ex¬ 
planation. 

Seems that Moore (whom Winstpn sponsors on his “I’ve Got a 
Secret") was booked directly by Todd to share the key anchor 
color commentary duties with Walter Cronkite on the Garden 
pickup (with Todd, incidentally, Reciprocating by appearing as a 
guest on “Secret”-the night before); On-camera, Moore pulled out 
a pack of Winstons, which got a close-up exposure on the show, 
and several times laced his commentary with plays on the Winston 
ad slogan, "tastes good, like a cigaret should," 

Although Marlboro, as- an alternate-week half-hour sponsor of 
“Playhouse 90T," wasn’t one of the sponsors on the Todd party 
telecast, it did receive its usual alternate-week cross-plug com¬ 
mercial on the show. Program was blocked so that Moore wasn’t 
around about the time of the-Marlboro blurb, but this precaution 
was obviated by Moore's antics. Marlboro's agency, Leo Burnett, 
fired off a wire protest. Immediately to* Jones, and while CBS 
didn’t Have a klnriehandy,it set: tip s creening couple of days 
later for a Burnett>rep of the Coast video tape recording of the 
show. Marlboro hasn't made any specific demands other than for 
an explanation, sp apparently,the matter won’t go any further 
-than-that* '\ ‘' • 

Irish More Trick’ Than Treaf 

By LEONARD TRAUBE 

Televison, swollen with billings, 
has also been having a dipsy-doodle 
ball when it comes to the top-bil¬ 
ling technique. Many a “who he?’.’ 
nowadays is either in a starring or 
“also starring"-“costarring” slot on 
a medium where authentic top tal¬ 
ent rides cheek-by-jowl with the 
joeblow variety. And in a sphere 
that can boast dozens of such au¬ 
thentic marquee luminaries In a 
single week, the devious way by 
which an also-ran gets into the 
“also starring” bracket are some¬ 
thing for the trade to ponder. 

TV can be killing the goose that 
laid the etcetera when the mil¬ 
lions of looker-inners are confront¬ 
ed with a “new look” in billing that 
tends to ipsult their intelligence. 
In an industry where “every viewer 

‘ is a dritic,” it does not set well 
[ with setsiders who've become more 
and more hep on what’s what in 
comparative- billing values. 

Cinderella Girl Dropped From ‘Tonight* Show 
At Disenchantment Sets' In 

-- 4—--—- 

“Tonight’s" Cinderella story 
turned into the same old pumpkin 
last week, just in time for Hal¬ 
lowe’en. Show’s “Cinderella girl," 
Trish Bwelley, was dropped as a 
regular on the show Just three 
weeks- after she had burst onto 
the scene as a new tinging sensa¬ 
tion. ‘ NBC, which had set put to 
tie her to a longterm pact, has 
dropped negotiations. 

The 17-year-old Philadelphian 
was rushed on the Tonight” stan¬ 
za on Oct. 10, billed as an Inex¬ 
perienced unknown after just an 
audition that same afternoon. Re¬ 
sult of her skirt-and-sweater debut 

- was a flock of frontpage publicity, 
along with a Decca contract and in¬ 
terest from Universal and Colum¬ 
bia Pictures, as well as a verbal 
deal with NBC preparatory to ac¬ 
tual contracts. 

Following week the rose was 
partly off the bloom with the dis¬ 
closure that Miss Dwelley had In¬ 
deed performed on network tv and 
in niteries as a member of the 
Hream Weavers vocal group, even 
though her manager. Jack Beek- 

(Continued on page 64) 

As was anticipated, the pacting 
of Tom McAvity for a key exec 
berth at McCanh-Erickson agency 
was finalized this week by Marion 
Harper Jr., agency prexy. 

AS veepee-genetal executive, 
McAvity will' report to ' Terry 
Clyne, veepee in charge of tv- 
radio for McC-E. Under a. new - 
-realignment, Clyne moves into a 
higher echelon' area, with Mc¬ 
Avity taking over his exec chores. . 

In returning to the agency field, 
McAvity is resigning his exec vee¬ 
pee status at NBC. 

CBS-TV Churchill Saga 
Gets a British Airing 

-British television audience-got a 
chance to see “Man of the Cen¬ 
tury,’! the CBS-TVTiourlong docu¬ 
mentary on Sir Winston Churchill 
which kicked off the web’s “The 
Twentieth Century” Series, just 
five days after ft was telecast in 
the U. S. Associated Television 
purchased the Churchill show from 
CBS-TV and aired it on commer¬ 
cial tv in England last Friday (25). 

That made it two-in-a-row for 
CBS News and Public Affairs. Just 
three days earlier {22), the British 
saw a CBS kinescope of the Royal 
Commonwealth Ball in New York, 
filmed the night before and flown 
to England for BBC-TV ’ airing 
upon the Queen’s arrival back in 

.London. 

Hello Out There 
CBS-TV press .Information 

department will probably set a 
record for longdistance tele¬ 
phone interviews the next' few 
Weeks in its campaign for the 
“Conquest" premiere Dec. 1. 

Department is setting up 
radio-telephone talks with Pat 
Trese, . “Conquest” reporter 
shooting special footage on the 
International JJeophysical Year 
.expToratlqns in Antarctica. 

TY Socibes: ‘Agents 
Aren't Necessary'; 

Do It niemselves 
Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

Most television writers answer- I 
mg a poll taken by Writers Guild 
of America West Jiave little use 
for their agents, they replied. Poll 
.was taken of the radio-tv member¬ 
ship in connection with upcoming 
contract negotiations between 
WGAW and the Artists Managers 
Guild, to which most agents be¬ 
long. . 

WGAW Bulletin said that of 
110 'members who replied, 65% 1 
said their agents Were helpful but J 
not necessary, and 54% said they 
sold, all or most of their scripts 1 
or services through their own ef-J 
forts. ! 

Only 22% of the telescripters j 
believed their agents were essen¬ 
tial to them, and only 10% -re-1 
ported thjeir agents made all their 
sales. Nearly all the writers said 
their own personal efforts helped 
them to place their stories, and 
83% said sales resulting from such 
interviews are increasing, and In¬ 
dicated the agent ,-is becoming a 
“negligible factor” in tv, the guild 

■report said. . 
NFe\^ pro writers have trouble 

today seeing story eds, the. writers 
stated, only 9% claiming they rail 
into ^difficulty in that respect. “As 
a result of this picture of inade¬ 
quate representation and sales 
help . , . there is a growing feel? 
ing in the' tv-racUo branch that 
the 10% fee paid to agents is an 
unnecessary impos* on their earn¬ 
ings," commented Mhe guild. 

Marty Glickman'* Slot 
Sportscaster Marty Glickman 

has been named director of radio. 
and television for Yonkers Race¬ 
way. the big trotting plant outside 
New York. v Glickman has been] 
the track announcer and race; 
caller for Yonkers since 1950. ! 

Post is a year-round one, but 
leaves Glickman free to continue 
sportscas'ing activities on "radio- 
tv and newsreels. 

Talent-' agents are working over 
time jockeying for position in be 
half of their clients* and it’s no 
particular secret that a thesp will 
give up a dollar or two in salary, 
in a swap for a fatter ballyhoo on 
the homescreen—they take the 
credit and let some of the cash go. 
On the other side of the picture 
Is the strange attitude of the show’s 
high command which for a mere 
farthing is willing to compromise 
the prestige of its roster by em¬ 
blazoning stars - without - a - name 
across the tv screen. 

Particularly with the drama en¬ 
tries, film and live, there's a tend¬ 
ency to go overboard on the bill¬ 
board, to the detriment of the pro¬ 
gram. One gimmick that’s being 
played to the hilt is “special guest 
star,” usually a name of sorts but 
not necessarily in a fat role, and 
hence the qualifying “special” line. 
As to the word guest, it’s peculiar¬ 
ly .inapplicable in straight plays or, 
for.that matter, in drama presen¬ 
tations' with changing-cast struc¬ 
ture and has more of a relationship 
With variety shows. (In a dramatic 
show; eyery player is in reality a 
“guest” where the series is in the 
anthological class.) 

Those Credits 
It’s of some significance, too, that 

the overloaded credits when it 
comes to- the actors will rarely 
show UP in the newspaper ads 
where a reader can coldly calculate 
the ‘dimensions of an actor's status 
according to his (the reader’s)" 
knowledge of such matters . as 
gleaned through constant teleview- 
ership. The face might be familiar, 
but he just doesn’t “catch” ^ the 
name, meaning* the surname. r 

A Broadway legit producer, in 
contrast, will rarely give up his 
prerogative of “credit where credit 
is due,” as worked out in the non- 
tract under the more disciplined 
conditions prevailing on the main 
stem. In^general, only the topline 
stars and featured players Will get 
the nod both in the printed pro¬ 
gram and in the daily ads. In'legit, 
you gotta have the name to rate 
the up-front credit, unlike tv-with 
its “overnight” power that can 

(Continued on page 66) 

WEXLEY’S ‘LAST MILE’ 
GETS BRIT. REPRIEVE 

London, Oct. 29.. 
An American play which was 

banned by the Lord Chamberlain 
27 years ago because it Was con¬ 
sidered to be “too tenSe for Brit¬ 
ish audiences,” will be aired by 
commerlcal tv on Sunday (3). 

The play, John Wexley’s ‘The 
Last Mile,” set in the condemned 
cell of an American prison, is 
based on the diary of a man’s last 
days before going to the electric 
chair. 

An ABC-TV spokesman, the pro¬ 
grammer. which \yill screen the 
play, said there was no censorship | 
on tv plays. What went out relied] 
entirely on the ’ discretion of the 
company. The play stars Harry H. 
Corbett. 

Howdy Doody' on Its 10th Anni 
Reflects on Fistful of firsts' 

Strippm* the Grappler* 
Minneapolis. Oct. 29. 

KMGM-TV here is gambling 
on a new type of after¬ 
noon programming for women. 

Station is launching ■ a 3 
to. 4 p.m. strip of wrestling 
films, which almost without 
exception ]jave been used at 
night around the country. 
Idea is that the hausfraus, 
who comprise a large part of 
the nighttime aud. for the 
grunt-and-groaners,, bright like 
to be alone with them during 
the day. * 

Mend Fences On 

New Producers 
First casualties of the new sea¬ 

son showed up last week, but not 
in the form of program cancella¬ 
tions. Instead, the networks and 
agencies stepped in to wield the 
axe on the production end of live 
musical shows in a hurry-up effort 
to mend fences before the spon¬ 
sors themselves begin to flash, the 
heave-ho signs altogether. 

In three separate instances, one 
on each of the networks, the axe 
flew last week. At CBS-TV, Lee 
Cooley was replaced as producer 
of "The Big Record” in favor of 
Jack Philbin, who’ll get a produc¬ 
tion assist from Kay Thompson. 
At NBC, via,-McCann-Erickson, 
Gregg Garrison was ousted as pro¬ 
ducer-director of “Club Oasis." 
And on ABC, Frank Satenstein 
was replaced by Dick Feldman as 
director of the Pat Boone show. 

Earlier in the season, Bill Col- 
leran, who started as producer-di¬ 
rector of the’ Polly Bergen show, 
was relieved of his producer chores j 
while continuing as director and ; 
Mel. Brooks brought in to produce. 

With “Record” showing no signs 
of improvement on a. qualitative 
basis and with the ratings slipping 
week-by-week, CBS took Cooley 
off the -show and will assign him 
to other staff producer. duties, 
Philbin, the former exec producer: 
on the Jackie Gleason shbw, takes 
over, and MiAs Thompson is being. 
brought in as a production consult-1 
ant. She won’^ perforin on the 
show. 

Miss Thompson got her feet wet: 
in production a couple of weeks 
back on the Standard Oil 75th an-! 
ni spec on NBC-TV, where she1 
staged a couple of the numbers, I 
including the rave-reviewed -open- j 

ing in which she also performed. 
Lester Gottlieb retains his “creat- j 
ed by” credit tag op the show, 
but he’s no longef taking the “ex¬ 
ec producer” credit as before, 
though he’s still responsible for the 
entry on the program dept, side. ] 

CHI’S WGN DROPS ' ! 
TED WEBER, OTHERS 

Chicago, Oct 29. 
Ted Weber, WGN-TV sales chief1 

for the past four years and a mem¬ 
ber of the WGN Inc’s sales staff 
since 1948, was pink slipped last 
week by veepee Ward Quaal, whose 
overhauling of key personnel had 
been anticipated ever since »he 
rounded out his first year at the 
Tribune stations’ reins last August 
Quaal also let go three director's 
who were considered to be excess 
baggage on the station. Brad Eidc- 
mann, for the nonce, is acting as 
Weber’s replacement 

Meanwhile, Edward A. Warren 
was hired by the station as director 
of WGN-TV film division, replacing 
Bob Hibbard who was assigned to 
special tv program projects. 
Warren, who joins the station Nov. 
18, is currently chairman' of the 
department of theatre arts at St. 
Mary’s College in South Bend, Ind. 
He had once served as film editor 
of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia. 

By BOB CHANDLER 

On Dec. 28 of this year, “Howdy 
Doody” will celebrate its 10th an¬ 
niversary on television, with Ralph 
Edwards cutting in from the Coast 
to introduce a “This Is Your Life” 
treatment for the anniversary 
show. But a half-hour, which is 
“Howdy’s” current status. Is -all too 
short for all the television firsts 
this perennial kldentry has racked 
up in a decade that paralells tele¬ 
vision’s own short lifespan, 

A few of the firsts: 
First daytime strip. 
First network color show. In 

1953. 
First show to spring merchandis¬ 

ing on television as a profitable ad¬ 
junct of programming. “Howdy” 
products have been brought out by 
some 57 manufacturers, who have 
piled up sales estimated at over 
$200,000,000 over the 10-year-span. 

First H show to tour, emanating 
from the Coast and other cities in 
the early interconnected days, 
' First kiddie show to break 
through with adult-brand sponsor¬ 
ship, in the form of Colgate, which, 
later opened the door to all kinds 
of adult brands. 

First show, probably, to originate 
with a network, be sold to an out¬ 
side packager (Kagran Corp.) and 
then to be bought back by the web. 

“Howdy” started on NBC on Dec. 
27, 1947, as a one-hour af'?moon 
show, having been created by Bob 
Smith and producer Roger Muir. 
Three weeks later, NBC, decided on 
two hours a week, three weeks af¬ 
ter that, three hours weekly. Fi¬ 
nally, a weary Muir broached the 
strip idea, and after an intense 
battle, NBC decided to “experi- 

(Continued on page 64) 

CBS Radio Mils 
Convene Next Wk. 
CBS Radio Affiliates Assn, will 

hold its fourth annual convention 
next Thursday and Friday (7-8) at 
the Hotel Pierre in New York. CBS 
Resident Dr. Frank Stanton will 
address the opening lnucheon ses¬ 
sion Thursday (7). 

Speakers at the opening mor- 
ninsr session will include John M. 
Rivers 6f WCSC, Charleston, 
chairman of the association’s hoard 
of directors; Hubert Tinfcher, 
WNAX, Yankton, chairman of the' 
convention committee; and .several 
CBS execs including sales v.p. John 
Karol, programming veep Howard 
Barries and CBS Inc. Veep Joseph 
Ream. Other meetings include an 
afternoon session with CBS prexy 
Arthur Hull Hayes addressing the 
meet, a Friday morning closed ses¬ 
sion wiily affiliate elections, and 
an Informal closing meeting. Thurs¬ 
day night banquet and show will be 
emceed by Henry Morgan, with cast 
including Mitch-Miller, Joey Adams 
A A1 Kelly, Jill Corey, Johnny 
Mathis, Rusty Draper, Sir Cedric 
Hardwicke and Patricia Bright.. 

Jeannie Carson Vamps 
Durante Dasis’ TV’er 

Hollywood, Oct 29. 
Jeannie Carson, originally set to 

guestar with Jimmy Durante on 
last Saturday’s Club Oasis on NBC, 
exited the shqw on grounds they 
didn’t give her enough to do. Walk¬ 
out two days before show, result¬ 
ed in her being replaced* by Vivian 
Blaine. 

Comedienne complained that 
after commercials plus Hy Gard¬ 
ner’s interview, there were only 19 
minutes of programming left, and 
the Schnoz monopolized most of 
that. She was to have been used 
in a pair of duets with Durante, 
but felt it was “ridiculous” to go 
on and he used so sparingly. It 
was the wrong showcase for her, 
she declared. 
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The Fanny Rose Show, 9:05-10:00 am, Monday through Friday 

_ 0:05-9:30 am, Saturday, WCBS Radio, 880 an your dial 
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BEST WISHES TO 

LANNY ROSS 

MARTHA WRIGHT — HAL HASTINGS — GORDON AUCHINCLOSS — WALTER CHEETHAM — FRANK DELLE 

Congratulations On Ypu'r. 

25th Anniversary 

Galen Drake 

Sincerely, 
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CONGRATULATIONS LANNY ROSS, 

for Twenty-Five Great Years . 

Herman Hickman 
HERMAN HICKMAN SHOW, 6:15-6:25 P.M., 

Monday through Friday 

SPORTS TIME, 7:00-7:05 P.M., 
Monday through Friday on WCBS RADIO 

Congratulations to Lanny Ross 

The Artist, The Man and The Friend, 

on his 25th anniversary in broadcasting 

Milton Kaye 

Congratulations, Lanny 

JIM LOWE 

Jim Lowo't Hideaway 

Monday through Friday, 4:05-5 P.M. 

Saturday, 1:30 to 7 P.M. 

Dot Rocords 

Personal Management: 

CSIDA-GREAN ASSOCIATES, INC., 101 W. 55th St., NYC 

Clrdo 7-0700 
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Congratulations 
LANNY! 

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHINO COMPANY 
PEER INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

1619 Broadway 

New York 19, N. Y. 

Our Current Smaih Hit: 

“FASCINATION” 

“THAT’LL BE THE DAY’ 

Best Wishes 
FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS 

LANNY 

BREGMAN, VOCCO AND CONN, Inc. 
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Congratulations ! 

LANNY ROSS 

i 

LOU LEVY 
LEEDS MUSIC CORPORATION 

PICKWICK MUSIC CORPORATION 

DUCHESS MUSIC CORPORATION 

Best Wishes 

LANNY 

Congratulations 

Lanny 

Affectionately 

OSCAR SERLIN 

Moe Gale HELEN 
BONFILS 

Loye, and Congratulations to 

LANNY Compliments and 
deep affection 

PANSY and 
NICHOLAS SCHENCK 

Congratulations1 

IREENE WICKER 

(The Singing Lady) 

VICTOR, ARMAND and HARRY HAMMER 

- 

a 

DAVE 
DREYER 

BEST WISHES ON YOUR 

SILVER JUBILEE 

Congratulations! 

MABEL WAYNE 

Long May You Wave 

Jack McCoy 
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A 
to say when you owe so much to so many. But 

throughout the years—these people have been 

especially good friends: 
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE... . . 1932-37 

PACKARD MOTOR COMPANY.. .1937-38 

LUCKY STRIKE.. .1939-40 

FRANCO-AMERICAN ___;.. .1940-42 

CAMELS .....;___ .1942-43 

GENERAL MacARTHUR and 
THE U.S. ARMY. .1943-46 

IVORY SOAP .. .1946-47 

SWIFT T.V. ..;.. . 1947-49 

GULF OIL ........__ .1949-50 

... and for the past five years* special thanks 

to my colleagues at WCBS Radio, its sponsors 

and its magnificent staff, for 

continuing the great traditions of radio< 
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During the ppst 25 years, there have been ether friends* 

Here are just a few that have been with me all the way: 

AS TIME GOES BY 

AUTUMN IN NEW YORK 

BECAUSE 

INMAN SUMMER 

SILVER BELLS 

WHITE CHRISTMAS 

WINTER WONDERLAND 

EASTER PARADE 

FLL REMEMBER APRIL 

JUNE NIGHT . 

ME AND MY SHADOW 

WHISPERING 

BREEZE AND I 

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER 
YOU BY 

SUMMER NIGHT 

YOU AND THE NIGHT AND 
THE MUSIC 

MOONLIGHT AND ROSES 

SHINE ON HARVEST MOON 

SEPTEMBER SONG 

SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN 

HEY THERE 

EMBRACEABLE YOU 

FASCINATION 

YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME 

ON THE STREET WHERE 
YOU LIVE 

TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS 

NIGHT AND DAY 

I’LL SEE YOU AGAIN 

MAY THE GOOD LORD BLESS 
AND KEEP YOU 

... And to all the people I have worked with—the 

producers, directors, fellow performers, technicians— 
to the audiences of today and yesterday... my 

gratitude• And for all of us, may the next 

twenty-five years be just as wonderful. SINCERELY 
LANNYROSS 
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Television Followup Comment 
; r7 ♦ ♦♦♦-♦ 

Tonirht 
Jack Paar Is NBC-TV's new late- 

hour “Golden Boj(." Since taking 
over the troublesome “Tonight” 
assignment a few months ago, Paar 
has lifted this one-hour and 45- 
minute, cross*the-board, nerve-test¬ 
ing segment into a solid commer¬ 
cial entry. In face of the Holly¬ 
wood feature pic competition on 
gome of the other channels and an 
uncertain start that earned some 
critical raps, Paar has beefed up 
“Tonight’s” ratings and, coinciden¬ 
tally, has been impressing the time- 
buyers. As of last week, the show 
has picked up nine participating 
sponsors. 

Like Steve Allen, who clicked in 
the same spot before moving over 
to Sunday nights, Paar has come 
up with the right formula to catch 
the night-bird dialers. He’s heading 
a stanza that freely steers in all 
direction chatter, music, comedy, 
personality spotlights, zany sight 
bits, etc. 

Although Paar had been pressing 
somewhat too hard, when he opened 
in this slot last July, he now is a 
relaxed, confident performer with 
an excellent sense of timing, an 
original wit and an appealing per¬ 
sonality. He works with a light 
comic touch and an air of bemused 
puzzlement that effectively regis¬ 
ters whether he's taking some ver¬ 
bal hammer blows from a guest 
like Elsa Maxwell or whether he’s 
hoking up a demonstration of a 
collapsible Japanese-made bicycle. 

Paar is the unmistakable boss of 
this show; he clearly defines its 
quality and determines its pace. 
But he is also savvy to the fact 
that it's impossible for him to carry 
the ball alone over this back-break¬ 
ing time schedule. Far from hog¬ 
ging stage center, Paar is handing 
off as much as possible to others 
regulars and guests. 

Last week, “Tonight” was con¬ 
sistently good and sometimes 
standout. With Paar for the week 
was Jonathan Winters, a topnotch 
nitery comedian who was given 
free rein. Winters' ad libs and im¬ 
pressions of “Frankenstein” and a 
German submarine commander 
provided real kicks. Paar joined 
neatly in with Winters in some of 
the x*butines but gave the latter his 
due role as a comedy single. Paar, 
incidentally, noted that viewer 
reaction to Winters’ appearance on 
the show was exceptional. 

Paar also has established a 
smooth working relationship with 
the regulars on his show, Dodie 
Goodman and Jose Melis. Miss 
Goodman, a daffy-type blonde who 
makes sharp observations in a naive 
way. is an excellent comedy foil for 
Paar’s wit. Melis, a crackerjack 
pianist who is also given an occa¬ 
sional gag spot, impresses as a 
natural deadpan comic who might 
be given more to do in this depart¬ 
ment. 

Guests also “drop in" on this 
show to furnish some unrehearsed 
surprises and embarassments. Paar 
was* perceptibly uncomfortable 
when Elsa Maxwell last Tuesday 
night 122launched into a smashing 
attack against Hedda Hopper. The 
issue, involving Maria Callas’ fail¬ 
ure to turn up for the San Fran¬ 
cisco Opera opening, was relatively 
obscure, but Miss Maxwell's sound¬ 
ing off. without warning, obviously 
is a plus foV tivs show. Viewers 
get to expect this sort of thing. 
And they get it. The following 
night. Juliet Howell, who wrote a 
series of books on offbeat letters, 
sprung this beaut before Paar 
could do anything about it: “Dear 
Congressman: I am a virgin voter. 
Could you teach me how to do it 
the first time?" Rather rough even 
if the kiddies are asleep. Paar 
handled it cleverly. . He didn’t 
pretend that it didn’t happen, but 
he neatly shifted to another front. 

Paar is also getting strong musi¬ 
cal support from his guests. Gene¬ 
vieve, the French songstress, turned 
up on several nights last week, 
chanteusing and engaging in some 
Charming chatter with Paar, the 
latter taking only the most gentle¬ 
manly advantage of her difficulties 
with English. Like Winters and 
Miss Goodman, Genevieve was en¬ 
rolled into Paar’s “family" for the 
week and will likely turn up in¬ 
termittently on future shows as 
well. Also getting a fine showcase 
were songstresses such as Tcddi | 
King, Dorothy Olsen and Trish 
Dwelley. Miss King impressed as: 
a chirp with a future. 

Perhaps the price of Paar’s suc¬ 
cess is the heavy accent on the com¬ 
mercials which roll around every 
quarter-hour and are piled up 
three or foqr hjgl} eaglj t^ipp, -The, 

fact that Paar can hold 'em over 
these long interruptions is the 
truest measure of his Impact. 

Herm. 

Frank Sinatra Show 
Frank Sinatra should be more 

careful. On his opening hour-long 
musical jamboree? he got caught in 
a mesh of tired comedies, and in 
his followup session, a switch to 
half-hour straight film play, be 
floundered in hokey dramatics. 

It was a road company Runyon- 
esque yam whipped up by Hal 
Goodman and Larry Klein. Titled 
"That Hogan Man,” it concerned 
itself with a tough talking but* soft 
hearted cabbie sans wife and in 
charge of two French orphans. Plot 
on the part of the kiddies and 
neighbors is to get the bachelor 
married. It works when he mis¬ 
takes a school-teacher for a floozie 
with whom he had been blind- 
dated. 

Sinatra handled his role in an 
effortless and smooth style but his 
two Gallic wards, Reba Waters and 
Johnny Crawford were too sticky 
for credibility. Others in the cast, 
Jesse White, as a policeman-neigh¬ 
bor, Susan . Cummings as the teach¬ 
er and Peggy Maley as the blonde 
date had little to do. 

Aside from watching Sinatra 
glide through the yam, it had lit¬ 
tle to offer in dialog or plot ;twists. 
The Sinatra club rates more than 
a hack job. Gros. 

Original Amateur Hour 
The globetrotting “Original Ama¬ 

teur Hour” brought back a batch 
of simonpures from Austria for 
display on the Sunday (27) session 
,over NBC-TV. It seems that from 
the previous Ted Mack exhibits, 
tyros throughout the world are vir¬ 
tually the same, with only a few 
exceptions, which seems to make 
the best entertainment. The arts 
and crafts indigenous to the coun¬ 
try of origin seem to be the only 
turns that make the worldwide 
hegira worthwhile. 

The Austrian anschluss started 
off in a manner that suggested the 
gemutlich of that country. A pair 
of Alpine herren, with accordion 
and a contraption known as a 
devil's fiddle, sang and yodeled, in 
a manner suggestive of that land. 
Then followed an autoworker on 
homemade marionettes, made an. 
excellent impression with his 
fiddler, but came down to- or¬ 
dinary levels with his rock *n’ 
roller. A Lutheran pastor dressed 
in a coachman’s coat also brought 
a whiff of freshness with his ren¬ 
dition of “Fiacrelied.” 

However, the rest of the cast 
might have been picked anywhere. 
Except for the singers, who turned 
Italian operatic arias into German 
Songs, the distinctiveness of the 
Austrian imports ceased. 

What Ted Mack and his cohorts 
did succeed in kicking up is the 
fact that throughout the world, the 
delightful novelties that provided 
the backbone of the old vaude days 
are still alive, and being nurtured 
in the offbeat places of the world. 
This kind of act made the Amateur 
Hour great, and not the frequent 
imitations of what is readily avail¬ 
able in virtually any community. 

Jose. 

Wide Wide WTorld 
Although “Wide Wide World” 

has changed format to a “single¬ 
theme” treatment this season, its 
propensity for scattering its shots 
and treating its idea superficially 
is still very much in evidence. On 
Sunday (27), for example, the show 
took up the practice of medicine 
as its topic, scanning a half-dozen 
surfaces without probing suffi- 
cientlv into them. 

Only in a couple of instances 
did the program do justice to vthe 
subjects it covered. One was its 
visit to the City of Hope in Cali¬ 
fornia, Where Dr. Howard H, Bier- 
man hosted a pickup showing how 
the hospital cares for young 
leukemia victims; it was a segment 
highly charged with emotion and 
sincerity. And in a visit to the 
Cleveland Heart Assn.’S Work 
Classification Clinic; the show cap¬ 
tured the spirit and purpose Of the 
clinic. 

But elsewhere, the show was 
superficial and often stagey. On. 
a series of intermittent pickups 
from the operating room of Cleve¬ 
land’s University Hospitals, where 
an abdominal operation was being 
performed, reporter Pete French 
came up with such beauts as “1 
will stay here, you come back,” 
and “as far as I can tell, things are 
going along as planned.” Viewer 
never got a look at the actual op¬ 
erating procedure- or a rundown 
on how the operation was being 
performed. 
, „ Mentil health field yrg? sp^pq^d 

briefly with a remote from Dr. 
Frederic Wertham’s clinic in New 
York and a brief talk by Dr. 
Nicholas Da 11 is of Toledo; question 
of medical fees and ethics was 
“covered” via a two-minute cutia 
on a Milwaukee panel show; work 
of the-U. S. Public Health Service’s 
Communicable Disease Center 
near Atlanta on the Asian flu epi¬ 
demic was shown briefly; the small 
town general practitioner, in the 
person of Dr. Charles O. Hoover 
of Overbrook, Kans., was shown 
somewhat stagily, and the Kansas 
plan for small town clinics was 
covered in one of the better seg¬ 
ments; a new class at the Western 
Reserve medical school got a lec¬ 
ture on the human problems of 
the doctor. 

Several of the topics, could easily 
have constituted full “Wide Wide 
World” segments in themselves— 
mental health, the country doctor; 
the Public Health Service, for ex¬ 
ample. Most of the others were 
far too brief. As ever, the “WWW” 
production itself was super-slick in 
terms of the tough problems of 
timing and cueing those many re¬ 
motes. But the creative job of 
boring into a story and getting to 
its essence still seems to elude the 
“WWW" boys. Chaiu 

Playhouse 90 
*They Hanged My Saintly Billy,” 

the bestseller by poet-historian 
Robert Graves about the mid-19th 
century English rascal. Dr, William 
Palmer, is a tough undertaking' for 
adaptation to any medium. How do 
you adapt a narrative—pure and 
simple, however fascinating—into 
the framework of a dramatic form? 
David Shaw tried, and succeeded 
tO: some extent, with “The Mystery 
of 13” on “Playhouse 90” last week. 

Billy Palmer, according to 
legend, poisoned 13 people, though 
he was hanged for onp of. the 
deaths. Nobody ever did know for 
sure how-many he actually did kill, 
or even if he killed any of ’em, and 
thereby hangs the tale. Shaw took 
up the story from the beginning, 
tracing Palmer’s career through his 
first seduction, the 13 deaths (in¬ 
cluding that of his brother and his 
wife) to the final hanging itself. 

With such an episodic frame of 
reference, tight drama was the. last 
one could expect, and Shaw Instead 
concentrated on a wry, offhand ap¬ 
proach to Palmer’s roguery and 
his career. Such small Items as 
Palmer’s blackmailing his widowed 
mother when he finds her living 
with the village constable, or the 
ever-faithful mom doing a “what 
in the world can that be?” double- 
take as she hears the drum roll and 
the trap door open-In the final 

The ‘Beat’ Generation 
Young America on the hoof 

is seen any afternoon over 
three Gotham channels—Ted 
Steele via WOR-TV, Dick 

, Clark’s ‘American Bandstand” 
via ABC-TV, and Herb Shel¬ 
don on DuMont—and it’s re¬ 
warding to observe that dansa- - 
pation is perhaps as good as 
antidote to juvenile delinquen¬ 
cy as anything extant. For one 
thing, no matter the attitude 
about rock ’n’ roll, there’s no 

' gainsaying the basic appeal of 
“the beat” for the kids’ hoof- 
ology, and as the high school 
set compete in exhibition 
dansahts, with nominal prizes, 
gags and gimmicks to punctu¬ 
ate the proceedings, it’s also, 
fundamentally, good television. 
There’s something about watch¬ 
ing people being themselves, 
whether adolescents or ma¬ 
ture, that is intriguing tv- 
looking. 

Sheldon tricks it .up with a 
ricky-ticky piano and balloon 
obstacle dances; Hugh (“Wyatt 
Earp”) O’Brian did a per- 
onal on Ted Steele’s shindig 
(Coke-sponsored) and helped 
pick the winnah in an ad lib 
dance concert, with a new LP, 
by O’Brian as the prize. Clark 
on the ABC show, which orig¬ 
inates from Philadelphia (he 
also has an evening show), 
utilizes the kids for a point- 
system voting of a new pop, 
a la the Peter Potter “hit or 
a miss” technique. Withal, it’s 
good offbeat stuff which must 
please the mamas (and papas, 
if they’re home) in the late 
afternoon, watching the high 
school kids cut a rug in some 

t l clean fun. - Abel. 

take were the touches that gave 
the teleplay its fascination. 

As a dramatic opus, “The Mystery 
of 13” left much to be desired, 
what with its sometimes straggling 
enumeration of victims and its con¬ 
fusion of motives. But as an offbeat 
television venture, it was entirely 
rewarding, no less in the telling 
than in the acting. Jack Lemmon, 
as the “saintly Billy,” delivered a 
honey of a performance, giving the 
character all its roguish charm but 
at the same time imparting the 
ruthlessness and desperation that 
made for the question of whether 
Billy was a devil or a saint. 

Margaret O’Brien, quite grown¬ 
up and attractive, turned in a 
believable performance as his wife, 
who loves him in spite of his faults. 
Henry Jones, as a drunken and 
loving brother; John Baragrey, as 
the last of his “victims,” and Her¬ 
bert Marshall, as the doctor who 
trains him and the ward of his 
bride, all were excellent. And 
Gladys Cooper, as the over-protec¬ 
tive mother with a blind-spot, .was 
in turn tough and deft. 

Robert Mulligan’s direction only 
suffered from tile problems inher¬ 
ent in the script; the narrative 
was tough to pull along, and there 
was sometimes confusion as to 
motivation and even action. But 
his direction of the cast was bril¬ 
liant, and the level of the perform¬ 
ances overcame the lags. If “The 
Mystery of 13” wasn’t up to par 
as. a dramatic entity, it certainly 
was an acting tour de force and 
an adventure in offbeat adult pro¬ 
gramming. Gum. 

Lux Show—Rosemary Clooney 
Now a month old, Rosemary 

Clooney's “Lux Show” is settling 
down as a quality showcase for the 
singer’s talents. At least on Thurs¬ 
day’s (24) half-hour NBC-TV orig¬ 
ination from the Coast in color she 
was a smooth,, affable femcee and 
deftly exchanged banter with 
guestar Ken Murray. Her extraor¬ 
dinary vocal assets probably are 
taken for granted and these were 
demonstrated anew via some five 
numbers. 

It’s a friendly, intimate session 
that Miss Clooney presides over. 
Then, too, there’s a homey touch 
here and there as she confided that 
hubby Jose Ferrer often likes to 
reflect upon things in general—in 
contrast she’s the “sentimental” 
type who loves the change of sea¬ 
sons (none in California). Natu¬ 
rally, all this led up to a breezy 
vocal of “Early Autumn/’ com¬ 
plete with a prop tree. 

Shakespeare, believe it or not, 
was the peg for Murray to hang 
his funmaking. Angle here called 
for him to “abandon” comedy to 
turn, dramatic actor. Of course, 
this was developed to the maxi-, 
mum what with Murray Conning a 
fright Wig to do the balcony scene 
from “Romeo and Juliet.” Even 
bandleader Frank. DeVol got into 
the act. All rather far-fetched, 
but nevertheless it had its amus¬ 
ing moments. 

Otherwise, Miss Clooney dished 
up such times as “Come on a My 
House” and The Modernaires 
clicked nicely with “Up Above My 
Head.” Latter number was dis¬ 
tinguished by some special lensing 
effects in which only the faces and 
hands of the singers were visible 
against a black background. Miss 
Clooney displayed ample assurance 
on’this outing and appears w’ell on 
her way toWard becoming an es¬ 
tablished tv personality. 

Aside from their Lux toilet soap, 
the bankrolling Lever Bros, also 
.tossed in plugs for Lux Liquid De¬ 
tergent and Rinso Blue. Product 
exposure wasn’t overdone lb light 
of the 30-minute airing. Gilb. 

Matinee-Theatre 
■The second generation of Holly¬ 

wood figures have long ago started 
pounding thespie beats. The 
screens have given assorted cred¬ 
its to Noah Beery Jr,, Lon Chaney 
Jr., John Barrymore Jr., while the 
Broadway stage has such lumi¬ 
naries as Sydney Chaplin and 
Jason Robards Jr. presently on the 
boards. Television on Friday (25) 
provided a mass debut for several 
of the younger generation, and the 
youngsters seem fo have enough 
ability to warrant further explora¬ 
tion. 

NBC-TV’s “Matinee Theatre” 
provided a weak vehicle for the 
kids. “Out of the Frying Pan” 
seemed an ill-advised exercise in 
absurdity with little wit or distinc¬ 
tion. The Francis Swann play 
staged on Broadway in 1941 hasn’t 
improved with age! nor transfer¬ 
ence to video, and it seemed that 
all these talented kids might have 
gotten X. greater benefit out of 

their video bow with something 
more thoughtful. 

Layout deals with a group' of 
stagestruck youngsters who try to 
attract the attention of a producer 
living In the same building. The 
kids comprised Gail' Allan (Allen 
Jones & Irene Hervey), Charles 
Chaplin Jr., Carol Lee Ladd (Sue 
Carol & Alan Ladd), Harold Lloyd 
Jr., Melinda Markey (Joan Bennett 
& Gene Markey), Barry Truex 
(Ernest Truex), Beverly Wills (Joan 
Davis). The adult roles were by 
Franklyn Pangborn as the pro¬ 
ducer, and Lyle Talbot as the 
proper Bostonion father to one of 
the girls who wants to yank her 
away from the theatre. Jose. 

GE Theatre 
Charles Laughton iiad a merry 

romp in “Mr. Kensington’s Finest 
Hour,” the teleplay by Halsev 
Melone. It concerned a British con¬ 
sulate, played by Laughton, sta¬ 
tioned in Texas, who becomes In¬ 
volved with a fatherless boy and 
his yen to play little league base¬ 
ball. 

The tcile, adapted from a story 
by^Lee McGiffin, was on the weak 
side, studded with some soggy sen¬ 
timentality. But it proved to be a 
neat vehicle for Laughton. He 
mugged to the hilt as the manager 
of the little league Hoot Owls 
arguing with the umpire; he spoke 
with autority on Churchill's “finest 
hour” address; he grimaced when 
his proper bowler hat was replaced 
by a stetson. It was fun watching 
Laughton go through his “Ruggles 
of Red Gap” paces in this half 
hour. 

Supporting cast was competent. 
The boy, played by Richard Eyer, 
was winning, as was his attractive 
widowed mother, Phyllis Avery. 
Direction by James Neilson was 
well paced. A few dark shots 
marred the otherwise excellent 
filming. • Horo. 

Ed Sullivan Show 
For a special tribute to ASCAP 

Sunday (27), Ed Sullivan stacked 
his vaude deck deeper with talent 
than usual; and while it’s not a 
valid enuation that so many more 
acts will give you so much more 
show, the numerical value did com¬ 
pensate in a way for, an absence 
of topdrawer names. The necessity 
to get ’em on quick and get- ’em 
off quicker had its advantages in 
holding each turn to his Sunday* 
punch and in preventing the weak¬ 
er ones from causing a sag. Sul¬ 
livan handled the rush act smooth¬ 
ly enough and even had time at 
tailend to namedrop from the audi¬ 
ence. 

It apparently was presumed that 
even the Kansas City milkman 
knew about ASCAP because! at no 
point was it ever identified by more 
than its nickname, nor in fact did . 
Sullivan explain why the Society 
was being saluted that night. Didn’t 
really matter, though, because 
after a while everyone got the idea 
that it was show biz in capital 
letters. 

Biggest name on the roster, Mau¬ 
rice Chevalier, didn’t make the ad¬ 
vertisements and had only .a walk- 
on at the beginning to receive an 
award from fellow preformers. 
Otherwise the talent and songs 
rocked back and forth from some¬ 
thing old to something new, from 
straight pops to'light classics,, with 
a sprinkling of comedy between. 

Titular topliner was vet comic 
Frank Fay, who appeared three 
times, once at. the outset for a mo¬ 
ment, again for a mildly funny - 
monolog that surprised the audi¬ 
ence by ending abruptly, and final¬ 
ly for a comedy song that surprised 
the crowd for' not ending sooner 
than* It did. Joe Howard, how 83, 
contributed to the nostalgia with a 
sprightly cane and tophat routine, 
and Blossom Seeley (working with¬ 
out spouse, Benny Fields, who was 
at home with Asian , flu) likewise 
harkened hack -to. atdtime Vaude. ■> 
with an effusive .rendering. of 
“Somebody Loves Me.” 

Other names from bygone years 
to appear were composers W. C. 
Handy, Rudolph* Friinl and Gent 
Austin and actress Frances Farmer. 
Latter two are attempting come¬ 
backs and did little to help that 
cause on the show except to get 
the exposure. Miss Farmer essayed 
Carl Sandburg’s folksong, “Down. 
In the Valley,” in an undistin¬ 
guished way and for some reason 
brought, along a guitar, on which 
she did a poor Job of faking ac¬ 
companiment. Friml ran through 
a medley of his songs at the piano, 
hitting some foul notes but getting 
a substantial mitting for his fa¬ 
mous creations, and Handy fared 
i, u .(pontipu<;.d outage 160)^ 
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Look Here, Hr. Skdton! 
Considering the high cost of television, In a day and age when 

a brace of alternate sponsors are saddled with a $5,000,000 to 
$6,000,000 time-talent seasonal budget for a half-hour., entry, the 
antics of Red Skelton on his CBS - TV show last week were * 
inexcusable. It was not only in bad taste, with its offensive^ 
material, but suggested a sloppiness and carelessness that, in this 
latter day period of tv’s exactitude and finesse, could hardly be 
condoned.' 

At a time when television is virtually devoid of comics, with 
Skelton, Jack Benny and George _ Go be! jnst about the sum total 
on any. frequent exposure,, such evidences of ineptitude and shod¬ 
diness as characterized by last week’s program will hardly invite 
any “bring ’em back” overtures. • „ 

s Sherwood Schwartz, as head writer, should know better, having 
toiled these many years in the radio-tv vineyards on a high pro¬ 
fessional level. His script was designed to kid the current sponsor 
'vogue for westerns. As. comedy material, it served its purpose in "• 
reverse, probably Spiraling audience demand for the oaters. 

The manner iri which Skelton and guestar Cesar Romero fluffed 
their lines or at the slightest provocation went into laughing jags 
that bewildered the viewer was a throwback to a way-back-when 
era in tv. And Skelton’s on-the-air genuflecting to CBS board 
chairman Bill Paley, program chieftain Hub Robinson and tv net¬ 
work president Merle Jones (the latter coming off as though Skel¬ 
ton wasn’t quite sure about Jones’ identification) was perhaps as 
puzzling, to the viewer as it was totally unnecessary for the show. 

PERSPECTIVE 
(Aye Follow tour Own) 
Producer: David Bairs tow 
Director: Julian Biggs 
Writer: Charles Israel 
30 Mins. Sun.; 5:30 pan. 
CBC-TV (film) 
‘If the National Film Board of 

Canada can maintain the standard 
set by tiie opener (27) of its new 
“Perspective” series on the Cana¬ 
dian Broadcasting Corp. video web, 
Canadian viewers are in for a 

Rose. 

FIVE STAB FINAL 
With Len O’Connor, Clint Youle, 

Clifton and Frayn tJtley, Norm 
Barry, Dorsey Connors • 

Director: David Gray- 
30 Mins.; Mon.-FrI„ 10:30 pan. 
PARTICIPATING 
WNBQ, Chicago 

A few weeks ago, WNBQ re¬ 
treated from head on news-weather 
competition with WBBM-TV by 
shifting its inveterate. “Four Star 
Final” a half hour later and aug- 

standout Season. “Perspective,;* 
filmed‘for tv by NFB, preemed its 
second season with “Aye Follow I 
Your Own,” a tale of a young Scot, 
couple planning to emigrate to 
Canada. Yarn was bandied super¬ 
bly in documentary form with suf¬ 
ficient dramatic bite tq keep eyes 
on the parlor screen throughout. 
Unfortunate lack is naming of cast 
which, to a man, presented sharp, 
crisp characterizations. Such solid 
work deserves screen recognition. 

Charles' Israel, one of Canada’s 
best video and screen writers, 
wrote a slick script giving the char¬ 
acters all opportunity to authentic- 

. ity. Players were evidently native 
Scots’ and had just the right 'ac¬ 
cents and expressions. Veteran 
NFB producer David Bairstow and 
director Julian Biggs, longtime 
NFB director now freelancing, paid 
Shari* attention to tugs at heart¬ 
strings and the persistent indeci¬ 
sion of the young, couple, necessary 
to this stint. Show Was evidently 
filmed in Scotland. There were few 
if any sets, with strong use of au¬ 
thentic (because they existed) land¬ 
scapes and interiors and lighting 
that retained the documentary 
qualify. 

Story took a piercing look at the' 
thoughts of the principals and how 
they were swayed by the opinions, 
sought or come upon, of older peo¬ 
ple, snoops, young business people, 

» Canadian immigration officials, 
natural-born upsetters, others. The 
story never did get them on the 
ship to Canada but left the young 
husband, whose wee wifey was 
waitin’, ready to start packing. 

‘/Perspective” is hound to be a 
Tided highlight this season; with 
kudos going jointly to^CBC and 
NFB.: Gorm. 

KNOW YOUR GOVERNMENT 
With W. C. Teague, moderator; 

panelists: Leo Soroka, Vam Prit¬ 
chard, Jim Gunter, Steve Warren; 
City Comm, Henry Loeb, guest 

Producer: Steve Warren 
Dircetor: Dave Steele 
SO Minis., Sun. 1 p.m. 
WMCT, Memphis 

HereV a weekly Sunday matinee 
tasty dish which serves as a top 
appetizing desert special, for John 
Q. Public via WMCT* Channel 5 
airlines. The Sunday feat does a 
better than par for the course job 
in bringing the natives the “right 
score” -with What’s doin' and cookin’ 
with t|ie City Pappys. It brings 
home a unrehearsed public interest 
message by a city exec each week 
with questions poured to the guests 
in a no punones-pulled style by 
Memphis newsmen. 

'City Commissioner Henry Loeb, 
W-k. local city leader fiere, was 
target When caught. Loeb, who 
has done a yeoman’s job in this 
area in bringing dean cut politics 

- to localities, was terrlf before the 
lenses and handled himself like a 
vet The strapping Injects an 
Abe’ Lincoln style in his delivery 
end scores heavily both at the polls 
mid via the earners in the femme 
brigade. Loeb has probably missed 

.•the boat as he is definitely solid tv 

UF-Bureau chief Leo Soroka 
saxaul himself feeaucoup applause 

.with his quick-frigger and off-the- 

menting it with a five-minute com¬ 
mentary on world news by Clifton 
and Frayn Utley. The addition 
strengthens the lineup consider¬ 
ably but creates" a new problem 
in dividing the half hour one extra 
way. And basically this is what's 
wrong with the new layout—it’s 
overcrowded, and everything is 
spieled apace in an obvious race 
with the clock. Not,only does this 
fluster the delivery of the perform¬ 
ers, it-also transmits their anxiety 
to. the viewer. 

. Len O’Connor, a crack newsman 
hut not a very spirited reader of 
news, has taken the 10-minute tee- 
off spot that was , onee Morgan 
Beatty’s. From his constant glanc¬ 
ing downward and his lack of vocal 
infieraon he" makes it apparent 
that he's reading from sheets on 
his desk, and this is distracting. 
He can perhaps get better eye-to- 
eye contact with his audience from 
prompter cards placed beside the 
camera. Best part of his seg (and 
it’s outstanding, in'fact, as local 
television goes) is his newsfilm in¬ 
terviewing, which never fails to be 
incisive. 

He’s followed by Clint Youle and 
the weather prognostication, a five 
minute segment which can be 
pared shorter without being hurt. 

| Youle is well spoken and by now 
! expert with video weather reports, 
but after so many years at it he 
seems perfunctory about the as¬ 
signment. 

The Utleys c&me on at 10:45, 
Clifton one day and Frayn the 
next, with a brief essay on an 
aspect of the international picture. 
This feature can give the strip a 

[ substantial ratings boost if the 
male^ Utley can "regain the popu¬ 
larity be had before a stroke side¬ 
lined him several years ago.. Both, 
have fine camera presence and a 
lot of editorial ken but would 
probably have greater impact in a 
more relaxed setting. 

Two proficient veterans of the 
strip. Norm Barry and Dorsey Con¬ 
nors, wind it up with- five minutes 
each of sports and do-it-yourself 
advice, respectively. And they too 
suffer frpm the overly brisk pairing. 

■David Gray’s camerawork is 
static and unimaginative, and spot 
blurbs between the sponsored seg¬ 
ments make* the half hour seem 
infested, with commercials. Les. 

cuff questions which kept the 30- 
niinute stanza moving along at a 
brisk pace. WMCT news boss Steve 
Warren who produces the easy to 
view and listen sequence also came 
in for his bouquets^vith a proper- 
fermence in stellar style. 

Van Pritchard injected the no¬ 
punches pulled push as the Press- 
Scimitar scrivener and let loose 
with many * bombshell question 
which helped to earn the show a 
nifty bating despite two pfo-grifi 
games on two opposish stations at 
tbe same time. Commercial Appeal 
Jim Gunter te a steady news panel¬ 
ist.-who fired an array of timely 
questions sad seems to know his 
way In front of the lenses, while 
W. C. (Parson) Teague, vet news¬ 
man here from the C-A, does .a 
topflight turn'ar the show’s moder¬ 
ator.- --- - - Matt. 

BUDAPEST -SIRING QUARTET 
With Joseph Bateman, Alexander 

Schneider, Boris Kwjt, Mischa 
. Schneider; Norman Dello Joio, 
host ' 

Producer-Writer: John Bloch 
Director; Ned Cramer 
Setting: Nelson Baunte 
N Mins.; Sun., 3:36 pan. 
WCBS-TV, N* Y. 

A cynic once observed that, if 
toll television could ever point to 
a positive achievement, it would 
be^that it would drive the com¬ 
mercial broadcasters into offbeat 
programming. Be that as it may, 
the fact remains that WCBS-TV 
and the Metropolitan Educational 
Television Assn, joined forces Sun¬ 
day (27) to present a full hour of 
chamber music, played by the re¬ 
nowned Budapest String Quartet. 

Considering tv’s aversion to good 
music, the importance of the event 
can’t fie underestimated. The con¬ 
cert was sensitively and intelli¬ 
gently handled from the television 
point-of-view, and it was quali¬ 
tatively superb. Those who love 
chamber music here had a front- 
row seat at a firstrate concert, with 
nary a commercial to jar the con¬ 
tinuity of the programming. 

In presenting good music on tv, 
particularly chamber music, the 
problem of the proper balance be¬ 
tween tbe oral and visual elements 
enters and becomes paramount. 
The danger is there that there will 
be either too much camera to de¬ 
tract from the enjoyment of the 
music, or else too static a camera. 

This META-WCBS presentation,- 
directed by Ned Cramer, avoided 
most of these pitfalls, though there 
Was at times a good deal of switch¬ 
ing from player to player in an 
effort to make the program vis¬ 
ually exciting. * Cramer wisely 
avoided seeking out shots just for 
drama’s sake, and as a result the 
Budapest quartet emerged as the; 
fabulous musical ; institution tbati 
it is, an incredibly well-balanced 
and finely coordinated group, play¬ 
ing with the kind of skill that has 
made it world famous. To see 
these musicians in action, com¬ 
pletely absorbed in their perform¬ 
ance, was a treat 

The Budapest played four selec¬ 
tions—Hugo Wolf’s “Italian Ser¬ 
enade”; the “Andantino” from the 
Debussy G Minor Quartet; the 
scherzo from the Cesar Franck 

; Quartet in D Major, and the com¬ 
plete Beethoven Quartet Opus;59, 
No. 2, one of the Rasumovsky quar¬ 
tets. Norman" Dello Joio, the 
American composer, introed . each 
selection, simply and.without wear¬ 
ing out his welcome. His remarks 
were well phrased, informative and 
to the point 

The Beethoven Quartet obvious¬ 
ly was *the hlghpoint of the pres- 
entation.-It received a magnificent, 
lively rendition. from the Buda¬ 
pest Quartet, playing with fire and 
emotion. The gentle second move¬ 
ment was magnificently executed, 
and the lively fourth movement 
brought out the unusually spirited 
quality of the music. This is not 
one of the best-known of the 
Beethoven chamber music - works, 
but in the hands of the Budapest, 
its full beauty emerged. 

The question does arise whether, 
.on a program* such as this, de¬ 
signed for listeners who obviously 
already have an appreciation for 
chamber music, it is wise to pre¬ 
sent “bits and pieces,” such as ex¬ 
cerpts from works rather than tbe 
whole works themselves. The rea¬ 
soning, perhaps, was that the pro¬ 
gram should encompass a wide va¬ 
riety of music* an aim that cer¬ 
tainly was achieved. 

There is, perhaps, some signifi¬ 
cance in the fact that, even as CBS 
Radio' carried the N. Y. Philhar¬ 
monic, WGBS in New York had 
the Budapest Quartet on the air. 
Perhaps tvr finally* is recognizing 
Its responsibility to some “minori¬ 
ty” sectors of the wide audience. 
In any case, the META-WCBS 

[Presentation* with the station do¬ 
nating. time, and: facilities, must 
have brought much joy and satis¬ 
faction to the many who loqk for 
good music on a chilly Sunday 
afternoon. Hift.. 

Sugar Ray to Get y 

T to P* Treatment 
Sugar Ray Robinson, who turned 

down a television interview offer 
from Mike Wallace*. Is set to ap¬ 
pear on Ed Muitow’s “Person to 
Person” Nov, 8. Wallace inked 
Carmen Basilio who defeated 
Robinson for the .middleweight 
championship recently, to appear 
In Sugar Ray’s stead last Saturday, 
night (26>. 

Other half of the ,rP to P”. bill 
that night will bo aviation pio¬ 
neer and author Alexander Sever¬ 
sky. Both visits will be done as 
remotes in New York, 

.More Television Reviews 

O n Pa ge 60 

STRANGE CASE OF THE COS¬ 
MIC RAYS 

With Richard Carlson* Dr. Frank 
Baxter, Baird Puppets 

Producer-Director: Frank Capra 
Writers: Capra* Jonathan Latimer 
Advisers: Drs. Carl D. Anderson, 

Bruno Roaai, Marcel Schein 
Animation: Shamils Culhane 
60 Mins.; Fri. (25), 9 pan. 
BELL SYSTEM 
NBC-TV (film, color)- 

* (N. W. Ayer) 
The Bell System, having buzz- 

bombed the populace in two Sun¬ 
day afternoon scientific excursions 
last season, rings in with the first 
of a foursome covering Nature’s 
Way, but on this premiere trip 
under prime nighttime power in a §o at tbe competitive rat-raee. In 
le first pair, on CBS-TV, Frank 

Capra brought in superlative en¬ 
tries in “Our Mr. Sun” and “Hemo 
the Magnificent.” This starter-offer 
on NBC-TV suffers in comparison 
as well as on its own. 

Critical kudos for “Sun” and 
“Hemo” must have persuaded 
Capra & Co. that if the “entertain¬ 
ment” gimmick to make sci-sub- 
jects more palatable proved—as it 
did—a click, more “entertainment” 
would make the abstruse clickier. 
Unfortunately for “The Strange 
Case of the Cosmic Rays,” it was 
often difficult to'determine where 
the light palaver ended and where 
education began. To bring more 
light on the fantastic, veteran 
Hollywood director Capra, serving 
also as .writer with Jonathan Lati¬ 
mer, mated the discourse to the 
ever-popular panel idea consisting 
of puppets devised by Bil & Cora 
Baird personating old Russia’s 
Dostoevsky* Victorian England’s 
Dickens, and early American Poe. 
It was done as a whodunit, with a 
back-and-forth treatment, from 
the expository animated cartoons, 
charts and film to the trio serving 
on tbe judging board pitching their 
observations and queries. 

Although such a technique must 
be taken with a sense of humor, 
that is only possible when the treat¬ 
ment is sound. In* “Strange Case of 
Cosmic Rays” the famous littera¬ 
teurs were made to appear some¬ 
what inane and overly precious, 
granted that there is a certain 
amount of liberty built in when 
translating actual characters to 
puppet form. Moreover, of the 
three eminent authors “Baird” to 
viewers* only Poe was an out & out 
chiller-diller man, though Dosty, 
(that’s how he was referred to at 
times) and Dickens also made with 
the suspense stuff. To 1957 “com¬ 
mon man” tv watchers, then, two 
of these otherwise illustrious 
names, meant very little in the mat¬ 
ter of squaring the gimmick. 

There were times too, when, as a 
matter of fact, the quiz kids got in 
the way of the enlightenment, and 
it was left up to Shakespeare 
savant Dr. Frank Baxter and actor 
Richard Carlson, teamed in the 
series as research scientist and fic¬ 
tion writer, to link the loose ends. 
They weren’t very successful, 
though many a bright gleam re¬ 
specting a half-century’s findings 
on cosmic rays showed through. 

There were a multitude of obser¬ 
vations and declarations, specula¬ 
tions and postulations (as for ex¬ 
ample the possible effect of cosmic 
rays on genes from generation to 
generation), almost any one of 
which might have made a fasci¬ 
natin’ rhythm. But with so many 
vignettes that had to be worked in 
and with only an hour in which to 
accomplish the same, the program, 
while no doubt scientifically the 
McCoy and coherent, spattered its 
spatial theme. It did so, at least, 
for a layman not too hep on the 
mysteries of cosmic rays—as who 
is among general viewers? 
" Valor in blowing the whistle on 
some of the “entertainment” would 
have been the better part of dis¬ 
cretion in this instance where the 
program’s auspices seemed to be 
downgrading the intelligence quo¬ 
tient of the public. It’s dollars to 
donuts that Mr. & Mrs- John Q.. 
Public would have taken this sub¬ 
ject straighter than Capra and his 
professors-advisers were obviously 
willing to concede they would. 
They are not the first—in an out 
of show biz—to figure the public 
wrong, but surely the world’s vora¬ 
cious reading appetite for sputnik- 
at-large should have persuaded 
them that the public-at-large have 
become attuned to taking their 
science with not too much water 
added. Trau. 

Joe Ryan’s Trade Slot 
Joe Ryan has been tapped to be¬ 

come NBC’s trade editor in the 
press department; succeeding Bill 
Anderson, who moved over to the 
web’s programming sector this 
week. 

Ryan has been with the web’s 
press operation for the past two 
years,..having been a United Press 
reporter In Boston and New Eng¬ 
land'before- that. - - • 

THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER 
(Du Pont Show of the Month) 
With Christopher Plummer, Rose¬ 

mary Harris* Rex Thompson, Sir 
Cedric Hardwicke, Hurd Hat¬ 
field* John Carradine, Johnny 
Washbrook, Douglas Campbell* 
Peter Lazar* Robert Goodier* 
Arthur Mallet, John Mulligan, 
Patti Duke* William Hansen* 
Clarence Derwent, Tom Duggan, 
Richard Purdy, "William Darrid, 
Walter Burke* others 

Producer: David Susskind (Talent 
Associates) 

Director: Daniel Petrie 
Adaptation: Leslie Slote 
Scenic Designer: Bob Wade 
Costume Designer: Sal Anthony 
90 Mins.; Mon. (28), 9:30 pan. 
DU PONT 
CBS-TV* from New York 

(JBBD&O) 
Mark Twain’s “The'Prince and 

the Pauper” was presented Monday 
(28) night as the second in the Du 
Pont Show of the Month series on 
CBS-TV, hut for all the good it did 
the kiddies it might as well have 
been the Late Late Show. More’s 
the pity, for the delinquent kids 
who observe no curfew had them¬ 
selves a ball. The 9:30 to 11 p.m. 
showcasing did a remarkable job 
in bringing to life Mark Twain’s 
.“maybe it happened, maybe it 
didn’t” fantasy, and even where 
the adults were concerned it had 
just enough of that make-believe 
stardust, charm and whimsy to 
even make it their dish of tea. 

Creating a fairy tale for mixed 
audience of children and grownups 
and capturing, by some ihstinctive 
feeling, that simple quotient that 
does and yet does not require 
belief, takes a bit of doing. The 
adults must be charmed and moved, 
without feeling childish. And the 
child must bqlieve implicitly. Yet 
on both counts the Prince turned 
the trick as successfully, perhaps, 
as electronic theatre permits. Even 
weighed strictly as an adventure 
saga, the tale of the pauper who 
almost got awgy with being King 
of England embodied an excite¬ 
ment, dasb and bravado that 
smacked of early Douglas Fair¬ 
banks. 

Achieving any sustained' escape 
is practically impossible in a pro¬ 
duction that requires an endless 
succession of sets, yet the “Prince 
and the Pauper” seldom became 
leaden or too dose to reality; 
hardly ever did the innumerable 
scenes throw the continuity for a 
loss. 

David Susskind and his Talent 
Associates, the packagers, mounted 
the play lavishly and with exacti¬ 
tude (but unfortunately a lot of 
the detail suffered in its mono¬ 
chrome production, for here was 
one show that literally cried out 
for tint enhancements). 

Paying proper respects to the 
well-heeled du Pont sponsorship 
auspices, nothing was spared-in the 
way of casting, with such names as 
Christopher Plummer, Rosemary 
Harris (by courtesy of the Old Vic 
Co.), Sir‘ Cedric Hardwicke, Hurd 
Hatfield and John Carradine, 
among others, running interference 
—and running it well—for Rex 
Thompson as the Prince ‘and 
Johnny Washbrook as the Pauper. 
All told there was a cast of 60 and 
individually each contributed his 
all to the whole. Notably, however, 
it was Plummer as the hero-to-the 
rescue who captured the very es¬ 
sence of the knight in shining 
armor. It was inspirational casting. 
Rex Thompson as the prince- 
turned-pauper and Johnny Wash- 
brook as the pauper in king’s robes 
played it as though for real, yet for 
the most part it came out with just 
the right believability. Both turned 
in sterling performances and only 
intermittently was Washbrook’s 
pauper on the stilted, awkward 
side—a circumstance inspired more 
by the Tole itself than any inade¬ 
quacy in his thesping talents. Over¬ 
all the spirit of the Twain twins 
set well with them. 

Production-wise, It was geared 
for the spectacular, with one scene 
set in a palace courtyard, another 
a street brawl and a third the 
thrbne room for the coronation. 
Regrettably, sometimes the effect 
produced was a cluttered one, with 
a dozen people bunched together 
in front of the camera, thus dissi¬ 
pating the grandiose intent. But 
this was minor compared with the 
abundant assets. ^ Rose. 

Pact Rosa and Jacoby 
As Phil Silvers Scripters 

Phil Silvers now has a comple¬ 
ment of seven *scrlpters, headed by 
Billy Frledberg, as result of Amie 
Rosen and Coleman Jacoby join¬ 
ing the writing staff. , 

Rosen and Jacoby have just 
signed a contract with CBS-TV, 
with the comedy scripters in turn 
assigned by the network to the 
Bilko Tuesday night film entry. * 
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"It will long survive in 

the memory of everyone 

privileged to have seen it!” 
JACK GOULD, THE NEW YORK TIMES 

"Heaven” against "Sodom and Gomorrah” 
TIME MACAZINX 

The Green Pastures’was an unforgettable experience” 
BEN CROSS, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 

"a TV achievement of glorious magnitude” 
RAUL MOLLOY, CHICAGO SUN-TIMES 

'first-class in every respect” 
HARRIET VAN HORNE, NEW YORK WORLD-TELEGRAM k SUN 

"fresh and endearing.+. a triumph all the way around” 
■ John Crosby, new york herald tribune 

"first-rate from beginning to end” - 
jo corrOLA, new york tost 

"a high adventure in television viewing” 
ETHEL DACCARDO, CHICAGO DAILY NEWS • 

The National Broadcasting Company Is proud to have been asso¬ 

ciated with the Hallmark Hall of Fame in this Milberg production 

- * which Brought ‘millions of Americans a rich theatrical experience. 

In the coming months there will be more Hall of Fame presentations 

of the same distinguished nature. For example,"On Borrowed Time’5 

and Maurice Evans In "Twelfth Night5* and "Dial M for Murder.” 

Such programs that ^survive In the memory” will continue to be a 

hallmark of the new season on , . 

NBC TELEVISION 



VARIETY’S iceekly chart of rily-by-cily ratings of syndicated and na¬ 

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American^ Research Bur¬ 

eau on a monthly basis. Cities icill be rotated each week, with the 10 top- 

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite. 

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports. 

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬ 

tion about film in each market, ivhich can be used by distributors, agencies, 

stations and dients as an aid in determinins the effectiveness of a filmed 

show in the specific market. Attention shnntd be paid to lime-—day and 

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to 

tinje slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may 

have a targe share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬ 

responding results for the sponsor aiming at. the children’s market. Abbre¬ 

viations and symbols are as follow*: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s; 

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical; 

(Mysi), mystery;' ,(Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn), 

women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬ 

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as 

distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired. 

HP TO PROGRAMS' DAY AMD SEPTEMBER SHARE SETS IN ) TOP COMPETING* PROGRAM 
AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB. TIME- RATING 1%) ' USE 1 PROGRAM * STA. RATING 

PHILADELPHIA6 Approx. Set Count—-2,000,000 Stations—WKCV (3), WEIL(6), WCAU(IO), WVUE(12) 

1. Highway Patrol (Adv) .. .. WCAU Ziv Sat. 7:00-7:30 . 18.9 - .48.5 .. .WML .. .....1511 

2. Popeye Theatre (Chi .. ... ...WFIL AAP ... . . Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 ... .16.1. .61.0 ... . WCAU . 

3. Golden Playhouse (Dr) ......WCAU ... .... Official .. .Tues. 10:30-11:00 _ .14.9. ....... 32.8... . WVUE . 

4. 1 Led 3 Lives (Adv) . . .WFIL Ziv .V. .Tues. 10:00-10:30 __ .14.0.. ..WCAU'. 

WFIL NBC . . Sun. 6:30-7 00 _ .12.6. ....... 47.8... ..... 26.7 Waterfront.. ..WCAU . 

WCAU Sat. 6:30-7:00 . .10.9. ....... 65.0*... . —.. 16.8 Navy Men..... . WFIL .. 2.7 

7. Death Valley Days (W) . WRCV M eC!> r n-Erickson Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....... .10.3.. ....... 38.7... ..... 26.6 Newsreel ... ..WFIL ... 
- News—John Daly... ..WFIL .. 

S. Sheriff of Cochise (\Y) .WCAU NT A. . . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 . ...., . 9.9.. .50.5 ... .. WFIL ., ...... 7.0 

9* Dick Powell (Dr) WCAU Official. . .Fri. 7:00-7:30 __ . $.3.. ___48.7... ..WFIL .. 6.8 

9. Frontier Doctor (W) WCAU H-TV. .. . Sat. 6:00-6:30 _ ___ . 9.3.. .62,9... ..r.... 14.8 Weekend News; Weather.. ..WML*. 

9. Victory at Sea (Doc) .. .WCAU NBC . .' Sun. 6:00-6:30 ..._ . 9.3 .. .. 32.7... .. WFIL .. 

9. Waterfront (Adv) ....' WCAU MCA .7. Sun. 6:30-7:00 ........ . 9 .3 .. 34.8 .. .26.7 Silent Service. ..WFIL .. 
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HER! 
She’s seeing the 500th performance, live 

in color, on October 51 — the occasion of 

NBC Matinee Theater’s 2nd Anniver¬ 

sary. For two years on Matinee she’s seen 

hour-long live dramas by Shaw, Thurber, 

Marquand, Tennessee Williams, Rod 

Serling, Gore Vidal. She’s seen stars like 

Wendy Hiller, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, 

Roddy McDowell, Sarah Churchill, Mau¬ 

reen O’Sullivan — and dozens more, all 

introduced by host John Conte. 

What she may not know as she watches 

NBC Matinee Theater (3-4 p.m., EST, 

Monday through Friday) is that every 

day more than three million others are 

watching, too. They’re predominantly 

housewives, like herself, enjoying day¬ 

time television’s most distinguished pro¬ 

gram achievement. 

In pioneering its new concept of live 

• programming on a scale never before 

attempted, NBC Matinee Theater and 

its executive producer, Albert McCleery, 

have won the plaudits of the industry and 

critics alike. The series has won twelve 

major awards—including an "Emmy,” a 

Sylvania and two Fame Awards—for be¬ 

ing the best daytime show in television. 

Leading national advertisers recognize 

NBC Matinee Theater’s high standing 

among audiences and critics. Current 

sponsors are: Procter and Gamble, 

Chesebrough-Ponds, Corn Products Re¬ 

fining, Breck, Kraft Foods, Whirlpool 

Corporation, Minnesota Mining, and 

Bissell. You, too, can be stage-center in 

daytime, television’s most exciting dra¬ 

matic achievement! 

NBC TELEVISION 



TV-FILMS PfatfflFr Wednesday, October 

ARB FEATUIE FILM CHABT 
Variety's weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by Americaii aesearGb au; 

reau’s elatest reports, on feature films and their competition covers 130 dtte*. Each 
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city mil be rotated. . 

Factors which would assist distributors, agenciest stations and 
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been 
included in this Variety chart, Lisfed below is such perttnent information rewrdtng 
features as their stars, release year* original production 
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings far the measured 

feature period and share of audience; since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature, and audience composition, l.e. a late show at 11:15 p.m. would Hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may. reflect dominance in that 
time period, In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi- 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week, a total rating fofrthe 
total number of showings for the week fa given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles, the listed features 
for the particularly rated theatrical fUnied show are as accurate as could be ascer 
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

PHILADELPHIA 
TOP 16. TITLES AND OTHER DATA 

1. TREASURE ISLAND— 
Wallace Beery, Jackie Cooper, Lionel 
Barrymore; 1934; MGM; MGM-TV 

TIME SLOT 

World's Best Movies 
Sat. Sept, 7 

7:00-9:00 p.m. 
WFIL 

ARB 
EATING 

15.0 

g. LITTLE CAESAR— _ 
Edward G. Robinson, Douglas Fair¬ 
banks, Jr., Glenda Farrell;. 1930; Warner 
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions 

World’s Best Movies 
Sun. Sept. 8 

5:00^6:30 p.m. 
WFIL 

14.4 

1. BATTLE TAXI— _ 
Sterling Hayden, Arthur Franz; 1955; 
United Artists; United Artists-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Fri. Sept. 13 

11:25*12:45 a.m. 
WCAU 

13.1 

4. GOD IS MY CO-PILOf— 
Dennis Morgan, Andrea King, Dane 
Clark; 1945; Warner Brothers; Associated 
Artists Productions 

Stage S 
Tues. Sept. 10 

10:45-11:55 p.m. 
WFIL 

12.0 

*. MOULIN ROUGE— . _ 
Jose Ferrer, Zsa Zsa Gabor; 1952; 
United Artists; United Artists-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Mon. Sept. 9 

11:25-1:00 a.m. 
WCAU 

11.5 

«. NIGHT OF THE HUNTER— 
Robert Mitchum, Shelley Winters; 1955; 
United Artists; United Artists-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
11:25-1:00 a.m. 

WCAU 

10.8 

7. ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT— 
Humphrey Bogart, Peter Lorre, Conrad 
Veidt; 1942; Warner Brothers; Associated 
Artists Productions 

World’s Best Movies- 
Sun. Sept. 8 

10:45-12:45 a.m. 
WFIL 

10.7 

3. ROAD HOUSE— . , T 
Cornel Wilde. Ida Lupino, Richard 
Widmark; 1948; 20th Century Fox; 
NTA 

World’s Best Movies 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
10:45-12:1$ a.m. 

WFIL 

10.1 

9. SUDDENLY— 
Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden; 1954; 
United Artists; United Artists-TV 

Million Dollar Movie 
Wed. Sept. 11 

11:25-1:00. a.m. 
WCAU 

9.9 

10. A TALE OF TWO CITIES— 
Ronald Coleman, Elizabeth Allan, Basil 
Rathbone; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV 

World’s Best Movies 
Fri. Sept. 13 

10:45-12:15 a.m. 
WFIL 

8.9 

MILWAUKEE 
1. MY WILD IRISH ROSE— 

Dennis Morgan. Arlene Dahl; 1947; 
Warner Brothers; Associated Artists 
Productions 

Saturday Night Thea. 
Sat. Sept. 7 

9:30-11:10 p.m: 
WTMJ 

18.7 

Z. BUFFALO BILL— 
Maureen O’Hara. Joel McCrea, Linda 
Darnell; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA 
Film Network 

Premiere Performance 
Sat. Sept. 7 

8:00-9:55 p.m. 
WITI 

11.5 

3. THE DANGEROUS PROFESSION— 
George Raft, Ella Raines; 1949; RKO; 
C&C 

Triangle Movie 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
8:30-10:00 p.m. 

WITI 

10.2. 

4. STATE DEPARTMENT FILE 649- 
William Lundigan. Virginia Bruce; 1949; 
Four Continents; NTA 

6 Million Dollar Movie 
Wed. Sept. 11 

10:00-11:30 p.m. 
WITI 

7-3 

5. SABRE JET— 
Robert Stack, Coleen Gray; 1953; United 
Artists; United Artists-TV 

Afternoon Theatre 
Tues. Sept. 10 
4:30-5:55 p.m. 

WTMJ 

7.2 

6. THE GUILT OF JANET AMES— 
Rosalind Russell, Melvin Douglas; 1947; 
Columbia; Screen Gems 

Afternoon Theatre 
Fri. Sept. 13 
4:30-6:00 p.m. 

WTMJ 

6.6 

7. FOUR DAYS LEAVE— 
Cornel Wilde. Josette Day; 1950; Film 
Classics; NTA 

6 Million Dollar Movie 
Tues. Sept. 10 

10:00-11:45 p.m. 
WITI 

6.4 

8. THE GREEN LIGHT— 
Errol Flynn, Sir Cedrie Hardwicke; 
1937; Warner Brothers; Associated 
Artists Productions 

Afternoon Theatre 
Thurs. Sept. 12 
4:30-5:55 p.m. 

WTMJ 

6.1 

9. KISS OF DEATH— 
Victor Mature. Richard Widmark; 1947:" 
20th Century Fox; NTA 

20th Cent. Fox Theatre 
Fri.-Sept. 13 

10:30-12:00 a.m. 
WISN 

6.0 

19. PARNELL— 
Clark Gable, Myrna-Loy, 1937; MGM; 
MGM-TV 

MGM-Tele. Premieres 
Sat. Sept. 7 

11:00-1:00 a.m. 
WXIX 

5.8 

SHAKE OF SEPTEMBER, 1957 „ ARB 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS EATING 

15.5 14.4 31:2 Highway Patrol .WCATJ *.18.9 
People Are Funny.17.8 
Julius LaRosi .. .v.. * .WRCV ...... ~27;1 

15.8 13.0 57.8 Face the Nation....WCAU ........ 5.1 
You Ara There..*..*.,.WCAU  .4.4 
Victory at Sea.:  .WCAU 9.3 

15.2 11.8 44.1 A Tala of Two Cities, World’s 
Beat Moviep .WFIL .8.7 

Design for Scandal, World’s 
Best Movies ......... .WFIL .6.4 

12.7 10.7 32.1 Golden Playhouse ..WCAU.*..14.6 
Nows; Weather .7.. WCAU....14,9 
Sports Final; Down -3 Dark 

Streets* Million Dollar Movie .WCAU ‘........ 9.5 

13.2 9.9 51.1 Confidential Agent, World’s 
Best Movie* 

The Big House, World’s Best 
Movies .... 

..WFIL ..... 

..wfil 

... 8.1 

4.8 

14.1 - 9.8 50.3 Road House, World's Best 
Movie* .'- 

The Beginning Or the Endr 
World’s Best Movies. 

..WFIL . 

..WFjt* ..... 

...10.4 

... 6.1 

12.4 8.7 49.8 What’s_My Line .. 
News; "Weather...... 
Address by Victor Blanc.., 
Boston Blackie.. 

ill 

.. .33.5, 

., .21.4 

... 6.8 

...1,6 

11.5 7.6 32.7 Playhouse 90 .WCAU ..... 
News; Weather..WCAU ..... 
Sports Final; Night of the 

Hunter Million Dollar Movie .WCAU 

...31.0 

...20.3 

,. .11.4--, 

■11.5 8.2 '49.7 Ceiling Zero, World’s Best 
Movies ... . .WFIL .,... ... 4.8 

# 
10.4 7.3 23.1 Person to Person .I- 

News; Weather... 
Sports Final; Battle Taxi, 

Million Dollar Movie ...... 

./.WCAU .. 

..WCAU. 

..WCAU. 

..,28.7 

...17.7 

...13.5' 4 

20.7 12.7 37.9 Miss America Pageant . *- ..WXIX . ..23.7 

13.1 7.0 20.8 Lawrence Welk .. 
Country Music Jubilee ....... 

v Miss America'Pageant ....... 

..WISN . 

..wisn 

..WXIX . 

* .33.0 
,. .15.0 
..23.3 

10.5 9.9 20.1 High-Low .. 
Playhouse 90 ... 

..WTMJ ....... 

..WXIX 
. .18.8 
..15.7 

£.6 * 5.7 30.0 Waterfront .. 
I Led 3 Lives ... 
Tonight ... 

..WXIX 
, .WTMJ ...... 
..WTMJ ...... 

..12.0 - 

.. 5.6 

.. 7.2 

8.0 6.7 34.1 Uncle Hugo A Popeye.. .*...... 
Mickey Mouse Club------ 

..WISN _ 
.WISN '. 

% 

.. 5.0 

..11.8 

6.7 6.4 35.3 - Uncle Huge & Popeye-- 
Mickey Mouse Club. 

.WISN . 
.WISN ...... 

... 5.9 
..11.1 

2.5 30.3 Weather; News .. 
The Whistler ... 
Headline _. 
Tonight ...... 

.WTMJ . 
♦WXIX . 
.WISN ..a.. 
.WTMJ ...... 

.-11.1 

.. 7.6 

.. 5.7 

.. 6,2 

7.0 4.8 29.2 Unde; Huge 8c- Popeye ....... 
Tiny Talent . ..■: 
Mickey Mouse Club... 

.WISN 
.WISN ...... 
.WISN ...... 

.. 6.4 

.. 5,1 

.-14.0 

6.4 5-4 24-0 • Sheriff of Cochise./.WTMJ 15.8 > 
Tonight ..V..WTMJ ..10,5 

f 
- 8.0 3.5 38.4 Adventure Theatre, ........ w .WTMJ ....,.,. 7J3 

Weather; Theatre ...........-WTMJ _9J2 
Movie^at Midiright... ^WTMJ .4..;.., 5.9 
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-HUMBER ONE 
Number One? Yes, indeed! Last achieved a 46.5 share of audi- 
Saturday and Sunday after- ence...as compared with a 53.5 

* noons, in 13 major American share for all other TV networks 
cities, the NTA Film Network and Stations combined (Trendex). 

TV UCTU/nBtf I V li Ei 1 V* w ll Im 
TV Network? Decidedly! It’s an organized 
line-up of 63 TV stations, reaching 83.8% 
of America’s television homes. 

In Los Angeles — #1 in time 
period... .with 17.5 rating and 
54.6 share (ARB) on KTTV. 
Higher than all other six sta- 
tions in the market combined. 

In Chicago — #1 in time period... 
with 11.5 rating and 47.1 share 
(ARB) on WBKB.'More than 
double the average rating of the 
other three stations in the market. 

In New York — #1 in time period 
...with 10.4 rating and 31.5 share 
(ARB)...on WPIX. Over twice 
the rating of the next best rated 
network affiliate. 

""°SAT “ SU N™on 
The dates (Oct, 19 & 20) may 
wfell be a milestone in American 
telecasting, since at that time/ 
the NTA Film Network broke 

the sight barrier with a national 
(13-City) Trendex rating of 14.2 
vs. 16.3 for all other TV net¬ 
works and stations combined,! 

■ ■ ■ 

America's dynamic new IV natwork 

NTA Film Network showed the 
first of four Shirley Temple 
attractions, sponsored by the - 
Ideal Toy Corporation, the 
Toni Company, with Smith 

-Bros., hie. joining up shortly. 
Partial sponsorship of three 
other programs in this series 
is still <>pen...if advertisers and 
their agencies act Quickly. 

Today, phone, wire or write: NTA Film Network, 60 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y., PLaza 7-2100. 
*lased m all available rating- informatioa. 
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‘Assembly-Line’ Product Making 

TV Sterile, Susskind Laments 
Television programming has 

never been “so 'inane and inept" 

and downright dull as it is this 

season,, in the opinion of veteran 

producer David Susskind. The net¬ 

works ought to open their shows 

with an announcer saying, "And 

now wre bring you, dead from Hol¬ 

lywood, on film ...," Susskind 

states. 
In their attempts to play it safe, 

the networks, sponsors and agen¬ 

cies have "destroyed the dynamic, 

progressive creative programming" 

that makes television an exciting 

medium and promises its greatest 

potential; Unless they wake up to 

the fact that in the long run, the 

"trite and cheap imitations” they; 

program will eventually lose them 

their audience, the damage they 
create may take years-to remedy, 

Susskind observes. 
The producer and partner in Tal¬ 

ent Associates admits he’s "on a 

crusade" to restore live program¬ 
ming to the east. But he’s 
"shocked, disgusted and revolted" 
at the kind of “claptrap" that’s 
being dished out to the viewer. “I 
used to watch television all eve¬ 
ning; I felt it was part of my job 
to see what other writers and pro¬ 
ducers were doing. Now I simply 
can’t do it; I turn the set on at 
7:30 or 8 and by 9 or.9:30 I can’t; 
take any more of it.” 

Susskind associates television’s 
ills with the trend to Hollywood 
and warns that if New York is left 
to become an "intellectual Sahara," ! 
.the consequences will be dire for 
the medium. Hollywood's not con¬ 
cerned with creativity or show; 
business, he says, but only with 
“how to make the fast buck." The 
producers and stars are so con¬ 
cerned with the monetary aspect of 
their package that they forget 
about its creative facets. 

“You go out to the Coast and 
all you hear is, ‘We got to get 156 
shows into the tin, and then we’ve 
got to get them out into rerelease 
as soon as we can.’ But you never 
hear'them say anything about the 
script or the show, itself. They’re 
after the quick buck, and if that’s 
what they want, they ought to in¬ 
vest In an oil well. That’s not 
creativity and that’s not show busi¬ 
ness.” 

Trend To Coast a ‘Fallacy* 
Susskind warns that the trend 

to the Coast in search of star 
names is a fallacy. “There aren’t 
12 or 15 genuine actors in the pic¬ 
ture business. The rest of them 
are publicity myths, freaks who 
couldn’t do « 9n-«o«nn4 spot 
let alone a 90-minute show. And 
what makes sponsors think that 
stars alone is any guarantee of 
audience? Look at the motion pic¬ 
ture boxoffice today; the. public 
won’t buy stars if there isn’t a 
good story to go along with it. It’s 
too sophisticated to buy stars alone 
anymore. So what makes the net¬ 
works and sponsors think that if 
stars aren’t drawing in the theatres 
that they are going to draw in tv?” 

Happily, Susskind states, some 
sponsors have begun to realize the j 
inadequacies of film. "They’ve got 
12 films in the can by the time 
they go on the air, and suddenly; 
they realize the show is awful. 
They can’t redo the films—the 
sponsor isn’t going to pay for it, 
neither is the agency or the net¬ 
work and certainly not the pack¬ 
ager. There’s no opportunity for 
everyone to sit down and look over 
the show and start making changes. 
When we started ‘Mr. Peepers,’ we 
didn’t have Marion Lome in the 
cast, or Mr. Weatherby. In the 
course of several weeks we de¬ 
veloped them intb major charac¬ 
ters because we saw the minor 
characters we had created couldn't 
do the job," 

Live television provides the op¬ 
portunity for hard, creative work 
which can’t be done with film. 
“We’ve already done nine separate 
script drafts on ‘The- Prince and 
the Pauper.’ In Hollywood, they’ve 
got to get that film in the can in 
two and a half days, so good or 
bad, they shoot it and yell ’wrap 
it up.’ There’s nothing creative or 
exciting in that, so no w’onder the 
shows are so bad." 

Tipoff to the quality of Holly¬ 
wood’s television product, says 

Susskind, is the fact that “none of 
the really creative movie people, 
like John ^ Ford, John Huston, 
George Seaton, are doing tele¬ 
vision. The people turning out the 
television product are either has- 
beens or never-weres, rejects or 
retreads.” 

It’s a sad day, Susskind says, 
When New York’s "great reservoir 
of creative talent—the great ac¬ 
tors and writers"—is being wasted 
in favor of "assembly-line” prod¬ 
uct which is making the medium 
sterile. 

WMCA’s ‘New World" 
Getting Brush From 

TV-Happy Scripters 
Last locally-produced dramatic 

show on New York English-lan¬ 

guage radio Is having a tough time. 

The I3-year-old “New World A- 

Coming,” which began a new sea¬ 

son on WMCA last night (Tues), 

has found itself hard put to find 

writers willing to accept assign-' 

ments for Indie radio and to de¬ 

liver on deadline. j 

The 30-minute once-weekly pro¬ 

gram, on since 1944, has been con¬ 

sidered a prestige ‘showcase for 
performers and writers. By local 
economic standards, it cost WMCA 
plenty to do the stanza. Outlet 
pays all the going rates on radio 
talent for the public service show. 

For the first time, the station is 
really feeling the bite, on scripts. 
It seems to have become a practice 
of late for scribes to start on their 
“New World” stories and suddenly 
put them aside for a tv story nib¬ 
ble. 

Even members of the American 
Federation of Television & Radio 
Artists, who are described as "al¬ 
ways glad to work” on the institur 
tional radio show, have started 
holding off confirmation of an ap¬ 
pearance until the last minute. Ap¬ 
parently, they wait out any last- 
minute tv shots, which pay consid¬ 
erably more. Lead of the kickoff 
show, Norman Bose, wasn’t set un¬ 
til Thursday last and the balance 
of the cast didn't confirm until 
Monday. In all, there were eight- 
parts producer Howard Phillips 
had to fill, and everyone made it 
clear to him that they would have 
to cancel out if a tv show came 
along. 

KMTV's ‘Color CarniyaT 
Omaha, Oct. 29. 

Station KMTV may have started 

a trend in color tv set sales that the 

broadcasting. industry has been 

. waiting for. 

According to Owen Saddler, exec 

veepee and general manager, the 

“Color Carnival” which the station 
has been promoting for the past 
month to emphasize its increase in 
color programming, has made the 
Omaha public so color conscious 
that many dealers find themselves 
cleaned out of their complete in¬ 
ventory of sets. 

The "Color Carnival” promotion 
consisted^ mainly of On-the-air 
material plus a series of live remote, 
color programs including an opera¬ 
tion from the Clarkson Memorial 
Hospital, the Ak-Sar-Ben Corona¬ 
tion and Ball, the outstanding so¬ 
cial event in Nebraska, and a live 
remote from the home of Nebras¬ 
ka’s famed artist, Milton Wolsky. 

Variety 

Radio Blurbs on Display 
Chicago, Oct. 29. 

WGN aired a special 15-minute 
program of award-winning radio 
blurbs last Saturday (26), using 
eight national spots that hive 
been named the most effective an¬ 
nouncements of 1957. Showcased 
were the commercials of Beech-Nut 
Gum, Budweiser, Dodge, Ford, 
Marlboro, Pepsodent, Texaco and 
Winston, all of which have had 
schedules on the station this year. 

The show was unsponsored. 

Robt. Samoffs 

The one-big-happy-family atmos¬ 

phere that pervaded the NBC Ba- 

.dio affiliates meeting in New York 

in September was continued last 

week- in a meeting of the affiliates’ 

executive committee, which was 
promised new station compensation 
increased and which was advised 
of substantial hikes in ratings, bill¬ 
ings and compensation during Sep¬ 
tember. 

NBC prexy Bob Sarhoff told the5 
group that September billings were 
up 70% over September of 1956, 
that aggregate station compensation 
was up 200% ' (300% for stations 
carrying the full NBC commercial 
lineup), that sponsored hours are 
up 40% and that ratings, as reflect¬ 
ed in the new Nielsens, have shows 
dramatic share of audience gains. 

Share of audience picture, as de¬ 
livered by Joe Culligan, v.p. in 
charge of radio, showed a 37% 
share increase in the Iff a.m. to 
noon period, a 40% share jump for 
the 2 to 3 p.m. period, formerly 
locally programmed, and a “con¬ 
tinued lead” in nighttime share. 

Sarnoff told the exec group that 
compensation Would he'lncreased in 
two steps, the first effective on 
Oct 1 past, the second next April 1. 
Compensation increases are in line 
with the new compensation formula 
adopted by the affiliates, which 
took effect Oct. 1. Compensation 
plaA were endorsed by George 
Harvey, chairman of the affiliate 
group, on behalf of the committee. 

Herb Brodkin’s 2 New 
Series on CBS Griddle, 

Duff, Felton to Coast 
With Gordon Duff and Norman 

Felton tapped for the Coast-orig¬ 
inating production chores on “Stu¬ 
dio One,” Herb Brodkin has al¬ 
ready begun development in New 
York on two new series, “Front Of¬ 
fice,” a half-hour filmed series on 
big business starring Balph Bella¬ 
my, and a stiil untitled live hour 
drama. 

Pilot on “Office,” which is Brod¬ 
kin’s first half-hour filmed effort 
and his first half-hour show since 
he did “ABC Album” back in 1952, 
is expected to roll within a month 
in New York. Brodkin is working 
on assigning a writer to the series, 
filling in the cast, etc. CBS prob¬ 
ably will offer the series for sale 
during the spring for.fall airing. 

As for the hour drama series, the 
web is reportedly assembling a 
largescale research effort designed 
to show that the time is ripe for a 
reemphasis on live dramatics. Un¬ 
derstood also that Brodkin also has 
several scripts on hand for the new 
series, properties he purchased re¬ 
cently for “Studio One" but which 
for one reason or another will be 
diverted from the show. * 

Nielsens Top 10 in Britain 
(Week Ending Oct. IS) 

Sunday Night at the London Palladium.(ATV) 
Play of the Week "Arrow in the Air”_.... (AR) 
Take Your Pick.... (AB)' 
Armchair Theatre—“An Inch from the Heart". (ABCTV) 
Close Up..(AB) 
Criss Cross Quiz—Wed.     (GRANADA) j 
Emergency Ward 10—Tues..,... (ATV) ' * 
Television Playhouse—“Thunder .on Sycamore 

Street" . .(GBANADA) 
Murder Bag.... (AB) 
The Jubilee Show...(AB) 

Figures reveal the audience In the London, Northern, Midland 
and Scottish television homes capable of receiving both BBC and 
ITV programs. 

74% 

} 71% 
70% 

67%. 
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IN JNEW YORK CITY 
Pamela Linkrompt actress-daughter of NBC exec producer Dick 

Llnkroum, pulls a switch by making her tv debut on CBS-TV, via. 

“Look Up and Live” Sunday (3) . . . A1 Freedman, producer of NBC’s 

“Twenty-One,” to Denver and Los Angeles this week to scout for new 

contestants . . . Jack Benny planes to N.Y. this weekend for some 10 

days in the east, accompanied by J&M Productions prexy Irving Fein. 

Benny will.do a Bonds for Israel show in Atlantic City Nov. 9 and 

perform with the Toronto Symphony in Canada Nov. 12 . . . CBS pub- 

affairs director Irving Gitlin addresses the American Medical Assn.’s 

national conference on television and radio in the health field in Chi¬ 

cago Nov. 7 . , . Cathleen Cordell doubling between CBS-TV’s “Edge 
of Night” and CBS Badio’s “Backstage Wife,” both soapers . . . Sam 
Levenson guests on “Let’s Take a Trip” on CBS-TV Nov. 12 . , . Peter 
Lind Hayes & Mary Healy set for the Perry Como show Nov. 9 , . . 
Alfredo Antonini takes time off from “Twentieth Century” assign¬ 
ments to conduct the Tampa Philharmonic there Nov. 7 . . . Peggy 
Derr, wife of John Derr, special assistant to Arthur Godfrey, regain¬ 
ed her Women's Golf Championship of the Upper Montclair (N.J.) 
Country Club . . . Don Bell, Des Moines radio-tv personality, in N.Y. 
last week on business-pleasure trip, making a trailer, for Vanguard 
Pictures for the upcoming “Jamboree” rock ’n* roll feature film and 
discussing possibilities of a network deal . . . Walter Cronkite won the 
Southwest Journalism Forum’s “top reporting, in ’57” award last week 
in Dallas . . . Manuel Robbins, constitutional lawyer in N.Y. district 
attorney’s office for the past 12 years, set for a stint on CBS-TV's “Ver¬ 
dict Is Yours” . . . James C. Kelly, formerly with WOR, joined WRCA 
as a radio salesman . . . Don Morrow tapped by Max Factor to handle 
commercials on the Polly Bergen Show . . , John Karol, CBS Radio 
sales V.p., and Frank Nesbitt, director of sales development, back from 
a midwest agency-sponsor swing . . . WBCA-WRCA-TV advertising- 
promotion execs "Tony Kraemer and Mike Lannon to Chi over the 
weekend, for the Broadcast Promotion Assn.’s convention . . . Bill 
Adams, Danny Ocko and Miller Lide into CBS’ “Right to Happiness” 
soaper, while Casey Allen and Margaret Draper into “Ma Perkins” . . . 
International Rescue Committee distributing kinnes of WRCA-TV’s 
“Freedom’s Story,” last week’s special on the first anni of the Hun¬ 
garian revolt . . . Paul Taubman, music director for “Twenty-One” 
and “Tic Tac Dough,” working on a “Quiz, Money & Tears” record 
album . . . Husband-wife team of producer Wilbur Stark and-actress 
Kathi Norris celebrating their 10th anni as a professional team—she’s 
currently hosting Stark’s “True Story” on NBC-TV : . . Bill Thourlby 
inked for a commercial for Schick . . . Youngest of the CBS Radio 
soapers, “Nora Drake,” celebrated its 10th anni on the web Monday 
(28). 

Ethel Thorsen began her fifth season with her fashion show on 
WPIX, Sunday (27) afternoon. Sponsor is Monet Jewelry . . . Question 
of why Hollywood rather than New York is becoming nation’s tv cen¬ 
ter will he explored by actress'Patricia Neal on John'Wingate’s “Night 
Beat” show tonight (Wed.) . . . WPIX kicked off the Madison Square 
Garden events with Saturday’s (26) telecast of- pro basketball, New 
York Knickerbockers versus Boston Celtics . . . Sir Leslie Monroe, 
United Nations General Assembly president. Was MutUal’s “Report¬ 
ers’ Roundup” guest Monday (28) . . . Kirk Douglas is Mike Wallace’s 
ABC guest Saturday (Nov. .(2) . . . Bea Lillie and Joel Grey guest on 
tomorrow (Thurs.) Pat Boone stanza .. . Henry W. Levinson, promoted 
from training staff to sales development and research scribe last April, 
was named* new manager of sales development for American Broad¬ 
casting Netw6rk, the radio side . . . Guy Lombardo, Jill Corey num¬ 
bered among guests on ABC-TV’s coverage of the Bamberger turkey 
night parade (Nov. 27) . . . Last Sunday (27) WNEW’s “Counterpoint” 
hosted by Prof. William Kunstler, had N.Y. Times motion picture 
critic Bosley Crowther last Sunday (27), and will have Columbia's 
Paul Lazarus next Sunday, to fight out whether the flicks “are living 
up to their responsibility” . . . Barbara Joyce finishes With her “Edge 
of Night” stint tomorrow (Thurs.) and opens the following eve at 
off-Broadway Showcase Theatre in “Detective Story!’ revival. * 

The Intermountain Network Affiliates of Mutual have sent a con¬ 
gratulatory resolution to the net fbr the progress made in MBS' on- 
the-scene- news coverage, sports schedule and special events program¬ 
ming since the take over of Paul Roberts as' prexy. The resolution was 
adopted at the affiliates annual meeting in Salt Lake City . . , Wash¬ 
ington hostess Elaine Shepard will be interviewed Friday (J) on John 
Wingate’s “Controversy” show, WOR . . . Diana Barth set for “True 
Story” Nov. 7 and also made some Tetley Tea radio spots . . . “Per¬ 
son to Person” coproducer Jesse Zousmer back at work after a ses¬ 
sion at the hosptial for Joint Diseases with back trouble. “P to P” - 
staff pulls a disappearing act this week, with Bob Sammon and David 
Moore to Denver for the Miss America visit and Bob Dailey and John 
Horn to the Coast for the Nat King Cole remote . . . Dorothy Collins 
guests on the Perry Como show Saturday (2) . ... Continental Distribu¬ 
tors inviting radio-tv personalities to a midnight preview of the for¬ 
eign film. “Gervaise,” starring Maria Schell, at the Baronet Monday ~ 
(4) . . . Frank Abrahams, former exec with Walt Framer Productions, 
has formed his own company, FBA-TV, and has packaged a new show 
called Teeko, developed, by gambling expert John Scarne and repped 
by the William Morris ‘office . . . Benn Squires, ex-senior producer 
and director at NBC’s WRCV-TV in Philly, moyes to. New York to be¬ 
come coordinator of program development for NBC Radio, a new post 
. . . Lanny Ross, who celebrated his 25th anni in radio today (Wed.), * 
will be featured vocalist at the Yale Band Pops Concert at his alma 
mater Friday (1) . . . NBC News director Bill McAndrew off to Lon¬ 
don for meetings with his overseas Correspondents; Art Hepner off ta 
the midwest for promotion meetings with the Web’s bureaus there . . . 
Herman Hickman back at WCBS after stomach disorder . . . L, Hamil¬ 
ton -Holton’s Majestic Pictures expanding to new midtown offices while 
maintaining their upper eastside production facilities . . .Norm Kramer, 
editor of WCBS’ “This Is New York,” won his fourth Associated 
Press award for an outstanding documentary ... . Martha Scott, hostess - 
of NBC’s “Modem Romances,” naratting=starring in a mental health 
film slated, for national distribution this winter; her young daughter 
also cast in the film .... Diahann Carroll, who planed to London to 
star on last night's (Tues.) “Chelsea at Nine” show On Granada-TY, 
took off for Paris after the show to begin rehearsals for her Nov. 13 
opening at the Olympia Theatre there, the kickoff for a three-month 
European tour sponsored by Bruno Coquatrix. 

IN HOLLYWOOD ... 
Robert Coleaon ends 11 years as Coast rep of Advertising Council 

Dec. 31 and Will bo succeeded by Robert Grey of NBC-TY’s promo* 
tion department .. . David Gerber checked out of HBD&O to join 
Famous Artists- on program development and packaging . , . Tom* Har¬ 
mon, CBS sportcaster, on the mend after surgery resulting from Asian 
flu . . . Joe Rines due back at N;W. Ayer next week after third hospital 
siege this year . .. Joel Rapp, busy at Ziv on two pilots, asked his dad, 
Phil, if he needed any help.. Said the'proud papa, “I do but I can’t 
afford you.” . . . KNXT class in tv drew over 200 admen. Purpose of 
the school, according to Clark George, station manager, was to “fa¬ 
miliarize agency and ad personnel with all the industry Janets so .they 

(Continued on page 60) ■ *- / 
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TBusic to Brush Your Teeth By 
San . Francisco, Oct. 29. 

American radio music is "music to brush your teeth by,” ac¬ 
cording to the music program director of Kol Israel, the Israeli 
broadcasting system. 

Shabtai Petrushka, currently touring the U.S.* has a lew opinion 
of U.S. musical programming, though he tries hard to be courteous. 

' When prodded, however, Petrushka says; 
"In my opinion, the sponsors are the ones who determine what 

Is programmed on American radio.” - 
He doesn’t think this is beneficial^ to ra£io. 

„■ He scoffs at most of the programming on AM stations as "cheap 
music,” feels there are “only a few good FM stations” in the U.S, 

Kol Israel’s 90 hours of weekly programming, says Petrushka, 
include only about 20% pops—"most consists of pieces with* 
Latin-American rhythms and good, genuine American jazz in the 
Count Basie-Duke Ellington-Woody Herman vein.” 

TJhe other 80% of the time is devoted to longhair music and the 
playing of new works by contemporary Israeli composers. 

Petrushka says Israel’s tv blueprints have already been drawn 
up and have a 1960 deadline. He^xplains: . 

"The cqst is high and I am afraid we will have to go commercial.” t 

Lanny Ross’ 25 Years 
Continued from, page 2 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

and the home-base, Boss is able n 1) J p - • _• 

Segal s rops r ormat in Bigtime 
still has gotten a chance to hit ** * 
such boites as the Cotillion, the IT’AM/ A ff 1 11 T* •* A 1* IT 

KUdY rayofi; AH rnsco Radio Up 
where the heart is, and that’s be- * 
fore a microphone. Twenty five San Francisco, Oct. 29. trained execs say their business is 
years is a long time, but Boss sees Radio, following the national UP as much as 50% over a year 
no reason why he and radio can’t o . , . pnmo. . ago. Their format is, basically, mu- 
swing through another 25 with the trend has made a comeback in sic and newS| too< but tj,ey ten(j 
ease of an engineer flickering a the Frisco area, with all eight fo promote their personalities, 
switch. - • major Stations in Frisco reporting such as Don Sherwood, Del Court- 
_____ _ “ “ : ~ business up anywhere from 10 to ttey. Bob Colvig and Dick Cook, to 

WBC Setting Aside took,. ^ greatcr dcgree t!ran docs 
Prim* Fvomntr TimA A\‘1st T ^ KSFO has the addilional advaut- 
lrune cveiung Iinie comeback has been the. sky-rock- age of a very str0ng dial .portion, 

fl • TV Qlinur eting ratings of kd. independent, 560, way over on the left side, and 
rur EuuG 1 I » DHOW semi-rock 4n’ roll Station, Dave has maintained a ratings spot close 

Oft-debated question of how well Segal’s KOBY, which culminated behind KOBY and the t\vo strong- 
cuitural-educational television will witu jf0BY edging out the area’s ?st network stations. K_FO s bill- 
do in Prime evening time is due to W1UI Jvua ■ ea&mg ouc ine area s mgs are very ciose if not above, 
be put to the test by Westinghouse longtime 50,000-watt_champ, KCBS, $100,000 a month. 
Broadcasting Co. The Westing- in the July-August Pulse. . KCBS, the CBS flagship which 
house stations are assigning prime Segal, who operates indies in Arthur Hill Hayes manned until 
evening slots to WBC's new filmed Denver and Greenvillei Miss pur. jumping to presidency of CBS 
half-hour kiddie-slanted series.on . , _ Radio, is almost surely doing the 
mathematics, "Adventures in Num- ckased KDBY a year ago from s- biggest business of any Frisco area 
ber and Space.” A^CisIer. The 10,000-watter at that outlet, probably well in excess of 

Series, Aimed in New York by time was known as KEAB, “the $1,000,000 a year. 

!ratl0.n good music station”—that is, Cisler Henry Untermeyer, current sta- 
College department of mathematics t d longhair-music Won manager, says business is up 
at Columbia U., stims BiT Baird op^ted with a longhair music «more than 10%» over a year 

a*d his pu.ppe?* ^as cleared Policy. says national spot sales have been 
the following time slots for the en- Segal changed the call letters, ciimbing steadily since a dip in 

tv St’ Called a “Top 40” pops format, early 1954 and says local sales show 
urdays, e to 6:30*Wpittsbm-gh used disc jockeys with house names an “ever-increasing curve upward.” 
KDKA’ Thursdays,* 8* to 8:30; San and, after weathering a NABET Possibly in reaction to KOBY’s 

Francisco, KPIX,- Thursdays, 6:30 strike last October through Decern- 
tn 7- -and "Baltimore WJZ-TV , , ^ . “ last month started urging listeners 
Saturdays, 7:30 to-8. Show kicks ber, has steadlly beefed up the rat- to write in their opinions on rock 
off the week of Nov 12. ings of his music-and-news outlet ‘n’ roll. 

Westinghouse, in order to give Result has been a steady increase Singer-deejay Guy Cherney be- 
the show the biggest possible com- In business—and time rates. gan it on his morning show and in 
petitive push, is setting up an in- Last januarv savs KOBY sales 10 days received 683 letters, of 
tensive advertising-promotion cam- ^ /T “ which 648 were anti-rock ’n’ roll, 
paign in each city. Apart from at manager John MCRae, the station Bill weaver, a sort of local Arthur 
least one national magazine ad, had “only five or six accounts.” Godfrey, picked it up and got al- 
WBC is packaging on-the-air pro- Today it has about 80, half of them most as many letters, overwhelm- 
motional kits with slidesland1 films. nationai. prlnie time rates for a ingly against rock V roll, and 
and will even use its radio stations . . _ . Wanda Ramey, who runs an after- 
to promote the series. Stations are riogl* 60-second commercial have noon show under the house name 
tieing the series in with ‘junior January to 0f Jane Todd, got a couple of hun- 
high schools and high schools in as °f pet. 1. dred letters expressing the same 
each area and are setting up press Competitors estimate KOBY’s sentiments. KCBS Is now in pro¬ 
conferences and previews in each billings are running between $35,- cess of polling the. letter-writers 
city, with Bil & Cora Baird and 000 and $75,000 a month now, and to get data on their purchasing 
program. consultant Prof. Howard optimistic KOBY execs hint bill- power-r-station time salesmen pre- 
Fehr making personal appearances, ihgs are closer to $100,000 a month, sumably will use the data to count- 

' ■ ■ ■ In addition, Segal’s known to have eract the effect of KOBY’s upsurge 
turned down an offer of $1,000,- to the top Pulse ratings, for KCBS 

fiMlftr 000 for the station several months (and KNBC) rates are the highest 
wOllvl ago. in the area ($50 for a single 60- 

- ■ ■ Continued from paxre M -■ One result of KOBY’s success is second Spot). 

WBC Setting Aside 
Prime Evening Time 

For Ednc’l TV Show 

riod through which all radio’s great 

stars went through hut only a few 

survived. This is the day of the 
“personality salesman,” and Ross 
had a tough inner battle before he 
could accept the fact ""Imagine 
Jessica Dragonette doing commer¬ 
cials today,” he aays, "and that will 
give you an idea of my feelings 
“When I realized the changes that 
were taking place in the business. 
RUt I love radio, I’ve got a great 
affinity for the microphone and for 
the people I reach, and J made the 
adjustment” 

Ross feels he hasn’t suffered any 
from his modern-day role as a 
salesman-performer. "Sometimes I 
think it’s piade ige realize that I’m 
a better all-round person because 
of it. I rerriemher_nearly four years 
ago when I came to WCBS IN. Y.) 
to talk about the show I’m doing 
now. T sat down with Sam Slate, 
the program manager (now general 
manager) and for4 four hours we 
didn’t mention show business or 
advertising or my background. We 
just talked about me, and I guess 
Sam was sizing me up as a person 
rather-than just as a singer. Well, 
the shew has been going along for 
all that time now, and I think it's 
a source of satisfaction to me that 
I rate as a person with my lis¬ 

teners. 

) Public Expects The Pitch 

"Actually, today’s.audiences ex¬ 
pect the performer to sell. I re¬ 
member when I first started and I 
bad only 15 commercials a week— 
I’ve got 6<r now—and a cabdriver 
asked me how the sponsors were 
coming in. I was a little surprised, 
and asked him how he knew about 
sponsors. ’That’s the way you get 
your salary, isn’t it?’ he-said. I 
think people know you’re doing a 
job, and if they believe in you, in 
your sincerity, they’ll buy the prod¬ 
uct. I think I can sincerely reeom- • 
mend the products that I sell and 
I don’t think I’m steering any of 
my public wrong when I recom¬ 
mend one of them,” 

Radio wasn’t always that way, of 
course, and Ross likes equally to 
hark back to the days when, as one 
of the country’s top singers, he 
carved out a permanent niche for 
himself in show biz annals. Or to 
the -earlier days when radio was 
finding itself as an advertising and' 
entertainment medium.-He remem¬ 
bers when he was doing the Hell- 
man’s show, and at the same time 
was studying voice on Park Avenue: 

An advertising executive whose 
hobby was singing heard him and 
brought him to Marion Harper Sr., 
father of the present McGann- 
Erickson prexy and advertising 

- inanager for Maxwell House Cof¬ 
fee, Harper was impressed witli 
his voice, wanted to use him for 
the "Show Boat” cast, but stopped 
short when he discovered Ross was 
a Yale man. Harper, he retails, 
hemmed and hawed and Ross was 
ready to give it up as a bad deal, 
since the ad-fraternity was making- 
a big thing about the grassroots 
approach. Finally, Harper said, 
"Well, young man, Yale is fine, but 
have you evqr been out west?” 
Ross had the day won, for he told 
Harper he’d been born in Seattle, 
"and you can’t get much further 
west than that without getting your 
toes wet, sir.” 

(Pix, Niteries, War, TV, More Radiol 

In October of 1932, Ross found 
himself among the regulars on 
"Show Boat,” and a nationwide 
star of the first magnitude. Then 
came more radio, pictures, night 
clubs, the war, television, more 
radio and still more radio. There 

was Packard’s "Mardi Gras” show, 
the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade,” the 
Franco - American program, the 
“Camel Caravan” and then three 
years of wartime service as a major 
on General Douglas MacArthur’s 
staff. In between, in, the latter ’30s, 
there were pictures, "Melody- in 
Spring” and "College Rhythm” for 
Paramount and "The Lady Objects” 
for Columbia, 

But why always back to radio? 
Why didn’t Ross, with a major 
reputation and a fine boxoffice po¬ 
tential, stay in Hollywood. “Well,” 
he says, I guess I was in a little bit 
of a hurry then. I made three pic¬ 
tures, hut I wanted to work with 
my voice, and I didn’t get much 
opportunity out there. I realize to¬ 
day that I would have eventually 
made It big if I had stufck around 
for a few more years and kept my 
nose dean. But when the first radio 
offer came, I grabbed it, and I’ve 
never really been sorry.” 

Aftei* the war, came television, 
, but before video had its major im¬ 

pact, Ross was going full-steam 
again on AM with a show for Iv¬ 
ory Soap. In 1947, when Procter 
& Gamble notified CBS and. Ross 
that they were rebudgeting tfieit 
advertising for television and that 
the Ivory show was cancelled, a 
lot of people,.including Ross, saw 

‘ what looked like the handwriting 
on the yalL . . 

1 A TV Pioneer Also | 

Ross had done a dosed-circuit 
test show on television back in 
1937, so he wasn’t a complete 
stranger to the medium, and be¬ 
fore the year was out, he was star¬ 
ring on NBC-TV or Swift in one 
of the first musical variety shows 
on tele. In 1949, as sponsors do, 
Swift cancelled, /md Ross again 
found himself back in radio, this ‘ 
time for Gulf Oil on Mutual. 

In 1950 to 1953, ,when radio was 
facing its darkest' days, Ross was 
on Mutual for Artcarve-Rings, a 
Boston jewelry concern which had 
been - a longtime major magazine 
advertiser but was trying radio. 
Arfcarve finally cancelled, not be¬ 
cause of any ■ dissatisfaction with 
the show* but because it insisted 
its distributors preferred maga¬ 
zine advertising so that they could 
distribute placards and other point- 
of-scale material to dealers, 

: Ross then took off on a long 
classical concert four, and it was 
on thi? tour that the tough adjust¬ 
ment to the new look of radio be¬ 
gan to take place. In the smaller 
western towns, Ross would drop 
in on jewelers and distributors, 
talking about the radio show and 
their advertising and selling prob¬ 
lems, learning their point of view 
and imparting his. When he re-, 
turned to N.Y., he had another go- 
round with the Artcarve people, 
who told him of the wonderful re¬ 
action of the dealers and distribs 
with whom he’d met, but in the 
end said they were sorry hut they’d 
decided on magazines and would 
stick with it, 

1 Also. Supermarket Personals | 

Ross didn’t get his sponsor back, 
but he learned one of the hard les¬ 
sons of the new radio business. 
Since then, he’s found it easy to- 
tr£at radio as a business and 
thinks nothing of doing the mod¬ 
ern-day supermarket personal ap¬ 
pearance rounds, a must for the 
radio “salesman” but unthinkable 
back in those halcyon Jessica Dra¬ 
gonette days. He’s richer for the 
experience, he feels, and he’s ‘not 
necassarily talking about the coin 
of the realm. 

With radio still the first-love* 

ir, nas steadily neeied up tne rat- to write in their opinions on rock 
gs of his music-and-news outlet ‘n’ roll. 

Result has been a steady increase Singer-deejay Guy Cherney be- 
business—and time rates. San it °u hi? morning show and in 

Last Januarv savs KOBY sales 10 days received 683 letters, of i*ast January says koby sales which 648 were anti_rock -n* rolI. 

Caller 
i Continued from pare M ; 

pressed the belief that "no court several other indies have -KFRC, the Don Lee-Mufoal out- 
in the land” could rule toll-tv con- ad°Pted a chart formula. let, is up around 20% over a year 
stitutidnal under the present law. KYA, the McCaw-Keating sta- ago* according to sales manager 

Porter, opening the debate in de-'tion here, has gone all-out for the Bill Nichols. KFRC is one of Fris- 
fense of toll-tV, listed six -"indis- kid listeners, with a ‘Top 30” based go’s oldest and best-entrenched sta- 
putable characteristics” of the 011 actual phone calls to the sta- tions, and the only Frisco outlet 
present free broadcast system: tion. Station manager Irv Philips still originating (Pacific) network 

A limited video service to the says KYA has been getting about shows. a 
public. Responsible charges of 500 calls a day with its “Voice "Our basic sound Is talk.” says 
monopoly and dominance against Your Choice” gimmick. The record Nichols, "for people who like to 
the principal networks from* Con- preferences are tabulated and this listen.” 
gress and the Barrow Committee, tabulation forms the basis of mu- Top-rated at KNBC is Doug 
A limited television service at pres- sic programming, just as KOBY’s pledger a deejay addicted to 
eht for public consumption. Alle- tabulation of record sales and juke- polkas ^ho ^ on the NBC 50 000- 
.gations of mediocrity in program- hox-statistics from about 80 Frisco watter mor€ than 25 hours a week, 
■ming because of the cost-per-1,000 area stores forms the basis of its _ 
concept along Madison Ai«7 The "Top 40“ , KiPC s!atl0n man?glr Georga 

necessity of map appeal and other KYA’a additional gimmick, start- MyrSh^5mSchetetter' excert°nto 
factors Complaints hy local and ed in mid-August and not yet fully Mtat ™thTSet's 40 oIus^ jPQmD 
regional advertisers that they lack reflected in Pulse, is to phone back 1° tne . 3 40 plus'° jump* 
access to the market-place because 50 to 100 callers daily and let them m.ajT°^°'an^ network 
of cost. "Last but worst,” the lack' tape their choices for rebroadcast* ou“e^ kere iS KGO, which has had 
of community identification and a week later. Each caller whose a thorough managerial shakeup at 
local outlets of self-expression taped choice is aired gets $1 and tbe bands of its new boss, ABC 
which are inveighed against by po- philips says the station’s already vice-president John Mitchell, in 

C£?,C leaders and “by given , away more than $2,500 in the last eight months. ‘V 
the FCC itself.” $1 chunks KGO has been running behind in 

"I contend,” the lawyer said, tt-toc w . ... the ratings and last March even 
"that pay-tv has the potential to dropped Pulse, according to radio 
liberate at least the source of these ^sales manager Dave Lundy, "be- 
crlticisms and attacks on the status ,fm ®rlrt«r says,T k(?wayer* ,tha^ cause we knew we were coming up 

I quo. Without obsoleting present „ 3 pn 50 simply ls cased on wjth a new format.” The changes 
consumer investment, closed-circuit survey of s°nff ™°st'-seem to be in the direction of 
systems can add three new chan- 05:fp Played_ on radio and that the more live shows, more shows aimed 
nels of audio and visual communi- • 3 bas^c music-and-news pol- at women, and more shows which 
cations into most of our 40,000,000 iey ttasn 1 changed. dovetail with the net’s shifting pro¬ 
tv homes. This would relieve the . Even KSAN, S. H. Patterson’s gram concepts. Lundy says the sta-. 
shortage of communications chan- indie which is beamed primarily tion resumed buying Pulse Oct. 1 
nels.” at foreign-language and Negro and expects so considerable a lift 

Porter said that presently there groups, has joined in the fun. that it’s having a special 30-day sur- 
is a serious "question of access, and KSAN deejay “Jumpin’ George” Vey made. 
I would raise with you the ques- Oxford originated a “Top 10,000,” Despite KGO’s shakeup. Lundy 
tion of how long two or at the which he plugs to the hilt—face- adds, the station’s sales are 18% 
most three American enterprises tiously, of course. ahead of a year ago. 
can control this access to the ma- ' Philips says KYA’s gross for the -- 
jority of 40,000,000 homes for pe- fiscal year ending July 1 was $770,- __ _ „ . __ ___ 
riod of three to five hours per day 000 and that at the current rate of MlfrnPII AnlnPC ARf 
to the exclusion of others who have growth in billings KYA ought to uiiiwicu ramuco nu\j 
something to offer and desire to do about $850,000 in this fiscal J- Ward (Jack) Mitchell is out 
compete for the attention, patron- year. as head of the script department 
ageand£0°dwm of our people, ^ Breyer says KJBS’s billings have j at American Broadcasting Net- 

“Pay-tv system proponents are about 25% over a vear 1 work after some 14 years with the 
basically asking for some access to £5eased about 23 0 over a jear; radio hookup. Web, which came 
the American home. Not equal ac- _ ... . ., i under new management larf 
cess at the start, but limited ac- Qnf independent has held Off .on | spring, has brought Bill Rafael in 
cess. And if the public is unwill- ?ock 11 roll. This is KSFO, which jas scrjpt editor, but the adniinis- 
ing to pay for it, the public will recent years has been probably tration of the department, which 
at" least have the opportunity to strongest mdie m tiie Frisco : formerly fell to Mitchell along 
choose.- The technical system for araa jand was purchased by Gene j with the editing aegis, has been 
the new service is the least import- Autry’s Golden West Broadcasters j turned over to Drex Hines, 
ant of the underlying considera- for $1 million almost a year ago. j Hines is ABN’s assistant rra¬ 
tions. Technology will provide new Golden West installed Bill Shaw 'gram director, and he'll merely be 
and perhaps undreamed answers as station manager and Bert West assimilating the new du’y into his 
as to how.” 1 as sales manager and the two CBS- \ old ones. 
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Everything you could wish for... 
On Monday night an American classic (which was bought by 343,000 people in 76 

years) came to life in an hour-and-a-half on television. It brought its sponsor a warm 

welcome from 30 million viewers, won the admiration of television’s severest critics, 

and was brought to over 11 million American homes-free-by the network with the 

most popular program schedule in all television...the cbs television network 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
THE LADY RATLINGS HERE' 

AGAIN 
With Vie Roscoe, Tessie O’Shea,; 

Carole Calores, Dorita Chester,: 
Maudie Edwards, Curly Flana-: 
pan, Joy Ganjon, Doris Hare,' 
Lind Joyce, Marianne Wilson,; 
Claire Ruane, Marjorie Ristori,; 
Helga Barry, Trixie Mason, Jill; 
Hurley, Elsie Percival, Jill Sum-; 
mers, Billie Love, Adele French, '. 
Marjorie Manners, The Reed 
Twins, The Bill Ternent orch, 
others 

Producer; Marjorie Ristori 
60 Mins., Thurs., 9;30 p.m. 
ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION 

from London 
This show made the sixth time 

that Jack Hvlton had presented! 
•‘The Ladv Ratlings" on tv, andi 
with so much past experience and- 
a host qt talent upon which to call. | 
it would have seemed certain that j 
the program could not miss. Butj 
it did. The show developed into a j 
slightly inferior, dated vaude of-; 
fering'which smacked of a large : 
scale hen party. i 

Tessie O’Shea added a touch of. 
liveliness to the proceedings with ■ 
some full-blooded singing, and de-J 
spite her girth, joined in dancing; 
the Can-Can with plenty of gusto; 
and no mean proficiency. For the: 
rest the show consisted of rather j 
crude sketches (with a high per¬ 
centage of the ladies donning mus-; 
taehes, beards, and gents clothing), | 
tumblers, chorus lines and vocals... 
The offering lacked the polish 
which could turn it into a good 
novel entry. Bary. 

Ql'ESTO NOSTRO CINEMA 
Narrator-Director: Bruno Benek 
Tues., 10:30 p.m. 
RAI-TV. from Rome 

Stan7a is an often interesting, 
big-picture promotion effort by the 
Italian pic industry which has a 
growing viewership due primarily 
to the inserted film clips and pres¬ 
ence and interviews of top stars 
rather than to the format of the 
slum* itself. Latter is due for a 
sliakeup soon. 

Show generally tees off with a 
report on a sector of the industry, 
showing behind-the-scenes doings 
in various production phases, etc. 
It then segues into a star inter¬ 
viewer and or a visit to a pic loca¬ 
tion, winding with some clips and 
trailer material on upcoming Ital¬ 
ian productions. 

Item caught began with a side- 
walk Interview by starlet Sandra 
Milo, in which she asked various 
Romans their feelings on local and 
foreign films. Aside from being 
technically very faulty, and not 
showing her good looks to any ad¬ 
vantage, interviewees’ comments—^ 
and show is on film—were often 
strangely embarrassing to both lo¬ 
cal and foreign pix. Latter were 
frequently criticised for their “vio¬ 
lence and brutality,” making one at 
first think of a put-up job, only to 
have this later disproven by simi¬ 
lar slaps at local pix. All of which 
would appear poor promotiorf for 
films in general, despite the inter¬ 
spersed favorable comments and 
the praise of such Italo stars as 
Gina Lollobrigida, Marisa Allasio. 
and Sophia Loren (in that order), 
or Vittorio DeSica. This bit was 
followed by some clips of Miss 
Milo’s next release, in which she 
co-stars with DeSica. 

Lending the stanza some positive 
value was the windup interview of 
actress Dnv n Addams by (actor) 
Anionio Ciffarmllo. interesting, un¬ 
rehearsed. and showing both to 
good advantage, though most of 
talk was about Chaplin’s (and Miss 
Addams’last pie. “A King in New’ 
York"—hardly to be considered an 
Italian production in need of pro¬ 
motion. Haick. 

vided laughs with his vent act, and 
the Keynotes, a close harmony vo¬ 
cal quintet, filled in their spot 
nicely. The Leslie Roberts Silhou¬ 
ettes, a team of novelty dancers 
with a blackout routine which gives 
the illusion of hands, heads or feet 
becoming detached, did not come 
over weil because of poor lighting. 
Production, however, was gener¬ 
ally good. • Bary. 

WHACK-O! , 
With Jimmy Edwards, Arthur How¬ 

ard, Elizabeth Fraser, John Hall, 
John Stirling, Philip Howard, 
John Scott, Margot Grahame, 
Peter Stephens,. Kynaston Reeves 

Writers: Frank Muir.-Denis Norden 
Producer: Douglas Moodie 
30 Mins.; Tues*, 7:30 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Ex-schoolmaster, now comedian, 
Jimmy Edwards hasn’t forgotten a 
trick since his tutorial days, and 
back in cap and gown as head¬ 
master of an infamous British pub¬ 
lic school, “Chiselbury," for th’S 
series, makes the most of his back¬ 
ground to inject authenticity into 
the zany setup. Scripted by a cou¬ 
ple of top wTiters, Frank Muir and 
Denis Norden. the skein unfods 
episodes in the events at the 
school, under the rule of its shyster 
headmaster. The teaching staff is 
hairbrained and the pupils are al¬ 
ways up to no good. Situations 
bring laughs and a certain amount 
of ad libbing by Edwards adds to 
the fun. ., 

The episode caught involved the 
comedian’s efforts to get the son 
of a Marchioness, to the school anrt 
save it from bankruptcy. Humor 
was very British. Bary. 

the pity, didn’t support the prom¬ 
ise held out by the big name cast. 
Mareeau, currently appearing in 
his own mime revue at the Cam¬ 
bridge Theatre, was featured in two 
spots direct from that house. The 
first, which appeared to be far too 
long, upset the tempo of the pro¬ 
duction; furthermore, they hadn’t 
chosen his best subjects. His sec¬ 
ond appearance, much briefer and 
brighter, helped to restore the bal¬ 
ance in his favor. 

Segovia deservedly is regarded 
as one of the top classical guitarists 
of the world and in three short 
pieces, two of which were of Span¬ 
ish origin, illustrated his skill and 
mastery of an instrument which Is 
normally associated with much 
lighter music. Elsa Lanchester had 
two main numbers, only one of 
which—from an A. P. Herbert lyric 
—really had. clicko quality. Bruce 
Trent did adequately • in a lesser 
vocal spot, giving with a full- 
throated rendition of “Granada" 
followed by one of the hit tunes 
from. “Brigadoon." Elaine Grand 
was an over-enthusiastic femcee 
with a tendency to outstay her wel¬ 
come in doing the iirtrd honors. 

The Granadiers, in a pitch for 
topicality, did their ooener in 
space suits, taking off on a rocket 
for the moon. Entire presentation 
was slickly directed by Coby 
Ruskin. Myro. 

VERA LYNN SINGS 
With Semprini, The Keynotes,; 

Dennis Spicer, The Leslie Rob-i 
erts Silhouettes, The Eric Robin-' 
son Orch 

Writer: Freddie Robertson 
Producer: Albert Stevenson 
40 Mins., Thurs., 7:20 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Long-standing popularity song¬ 
stress Vera Lynn, back with an-f 
other series for the state web, has: 
lost none of her natural charm and 
vocal ability and cruises through 
the 40 minutes of her program (in 
which her main duties are as fem¬ 
cee). with a pleasant casualness. 
Excellently accompanied through¬ 
out by the Eric Robinson orch, as 
were the other performers. Miss 
Lynn contributes to the vocalistics 
in her familiar style in several 
spots. 

The relaxed atmosphere was 
furthered by pianist Semprini, 
whose impeccable style is now his 
trade mark. Dennis Spicer pro- 

IIANCOCK’S HALF HOUR 
With Tony Hancock, Sidney James, 

Raymond Huntley, Iain Mc- 
Naughton, John Vere, Richard 
Statman, Anne Marryott 

Writers: Alan Simpson, Ray Galton 
Producer: Duncan Wood 
°8 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m. 
BBC-TV, from London 

Tonv Hancock didn’t quite get 
his half-hour in this series, but he 
made good use of what time there 
was at his disposal to go through 
several very funny routines -and 
shape the show into a real laugh 
maker. This British zany, who’s 
equipped with a flair for drama, 
soueezed every ounce ef humor out 
of his material. 

Told bv his doctor . (Raymond 
Huntley) that he has a body which 
“is representative of the seven, 
deadly sins." the comedian decided 
to take a health cure in a desolate 
spot in the Scottish Highlands. 
Accompanied by Sidney James, he 
settled in a shack without any pro¬ 
visions. intent on catching his own. 
The ensuing comedy was top line 
with Hancock’s expressive features 
making for more laughs than his 
lines. The Show Was slicklv- pro¬ 
duced by Duncan Wood. Bary. 

SPOT THE TUNE. 
With Ken Platt, Marion Ryan, 

Peter Knight oreh, others 
Director: David Main 
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m. 
Granada-TV, from Manchester 

Back again for a further series. 
Granada-TV’s musical quiz game 
“Spot The Tune." which in the past 
has brten a bright offering, was 
bogged down by its emcee Ken 
Platt, who lowered the standard of 
his humor and put several con¬ 
testants on the spot with awkward 
preambles. The show, however, 
still had the twofold appeal of fea¬ 
turing current and past hit songs 
and cash prizes. 

Contestants answered a series of 
musical questions played by the 
Peter Knight orch for a maximum 
prize of $80. There was also a 
jackpot of $280 for the qualifying 
player who could name a tune after 
hearing only its middle eight bars. 
On the show caught the prize was 
not won and will be added to the 
total for the jackpot in th,e next 
program. Marion Rvan provided 
some pleasant vocal distractions. 

Bary. 

Tele Followup 
Continued from page -56 

t 
[best of all by just sitting, in his 
(wheelchair for an introduction, 
j Female impersonator T. C. Jones 
! was used tastefully in a madcap 
i spoof of turn-of-the-centurv music 
j hall fare, with help from his com- 
Jpany of four. Jones worked in 
! drag throughout and never gave 
I his male identity away, which was 
! fine for the family trade. The sing- 
! ers, all of them relative newcomers 
i and each doing a single number, 
were Okay. Soprano Connie Tow¬ 
ers, a blonde looker, displayed fijne 
camera presence. Jane Morgan 
sang her current Kapp hit, “Fascin¬ 
ation," Don Rondo gave out with 
a fair pop ballad, and Andy Quinn 
(CYO Youngster .of the Year) spun 
out something on the Halloween 
theme. Dario Cassini, a tenor with 
powerful lungs, got good results 
with a Victor Herbert number, and 
for some reason Sullivan shoe- 
homed into an already crowded 
format a film of The Platters sing¬ 
ing “Great Pretender” on a Paris 
stage. Huvh O’Brian nVvqtt Earn) 
was promised hut didn’t appear 
excent for a handshake at the start, 
which amounted to a plug for his 
newr record album. Les. 

Chelsea at Nine 
Now developed as one of the 

main midweek light entertain¬ 
ments, “Chelsea at. Nine” is cap¬ 
turing and holding its audience by 
the regular use of top offbeat tal¬ 
ent. The current program, as an 
example, starred Marcel Mareeau, 
Andre Segovia and Elsa Lanch es¬ 
ter, with Bruce Trent and their 
resident song-and-dance line, the 
Granadiers. Altogether, a hefty 
lineup. 

The finished production, more’s 

. The Twentieth Century 
Military rocketry and the effect 

it had on the destiny of both Hitler 
and the Allies during World War II 
was graphically recounted Sunday 
(27) by “Guided Missile,” Chapter 
Tv/o in CBS-jTV’s "“The Twentieth 
Century" .series. Half-hour pro¬ 
gram unreeled some remarkable 
footage of the “buzz bombs" that 
Nazi Germany loosed on Britain in 
the closing days of the war. 

With an excellent comp?lation of 
wartime clips as its'basis. the docu¬ 
mentary qualities of this Prudential 
Insurance sponsored airer in effect 
was a gruesome lesson to viewers 
on the vital importance of missiles. 
For. as the able commentary of 
Walter Cronkite pornted out. Hitler 
made a “supreme blunder” when 
he temporarily . struck the long- 
range rocket off the "priority list. 

Der Fuehrer’s V-l. (pilotless 
plane) and V-2 (supersonic long- 
range rocket) might w'ell have 
turned the tide of war in Germa¬ 
ny’s favor had not the Allies won 
their race to capture the launching 
sites at Peeneriiunde. On the whole 
“Chided Missile" made for sober 
reflection particularly in light of 
rocket expert Dr. Werner von 
Braun’s comment that “in the 20th 
century man stands at the cross¬ 
roads , . .” Gilb. 

Studio Jam-up 
Continued from page 31 

up is the fact that “Hallmark Hall 
of Fame” is in NBC’s other Brook¬ 
lyn studio that same week with 
“On Borrowed Time.” 

And because of the Brooklyn 
situation, with “Hallmark" and 
*he GM spec originating there, 
“Suspicion," which normally does 
its b-w shows from Brooklyn, 
moves into ABC-TV’s Studio TV-I 
for one-time only, on Monday, 
Nov, 18. 

New York—WWRL-FM. which has 
a sister outlet, WWRL, in AM ra¬ 
dio, is changing its call letters to 
WRFM. Call letter shift takes 
place Friday (1)« 

1 . " •.- ... - x 

Radio-TV Production Centers 
Continued from page 5* 

may use tv more effectively and economically.” . . . Terry Burnham, 

eight-year-old lass, won the nod over 80 auditioned for the lead role 

in “Turquoise,” Satevepost story being piloted by Say Singer and 

Dick Chevillat . . . Art Bailey, who held many high agency posts, joined 
up with L.A.’s Foote, Cone & Belding office in an executive capacity 
. . . Cy Pearson, the town banker, calls any show a western that’s shot 
below the Smith & Wesson line . . . Myron “Mike" Dntton opened on 
eatery at the beach. That’s one way of being sure of your eats . , . 
Jeanne De Vivier crossed over from KRCA to the George Patton 
agency. 

m CHICAGO 
WGN-TV has axed Sherm Butler’s “Bandstand Matinee” at- 4 p.m. 

and is slotting "Teen Club" in its place this week, with Wally Phillips 

retaining the helm. Show hopes to develop a new teenage personality, 

Merigail Moreland . . . Bennett AdeS, having lost his longtime and 
principal account, Manhattan Motors, has joined Maryland ad shop . . . 
Robert McKenna, ex-Adam Young rep here, now a sales exec for JNu- 
gent-Williams film studios . . . Judith Waller, retired NBC director 
of pubaffairs in Chi, judging Life Line American Trophy Awards in 
New York Nov. 11 . . . Jim and Bud Stewart of WBKB's “Here’s Ger¬ 
aldine" cited by National Hemophilia Foundation for their tv promo¬ 
tion of blood ^donations . . . WBBM readying new 15-minute live radio 
strip for Nov. 11 start with Mai Bellairs, Connie Mitchell, Bill Law¬ 
rence, full orch and guest stars. Morris B. Sacks stores may pick .up 
tab . . . WBBM’s Paul Gibson leaves Sunday (1) for fortnighter in 
Sweden and Norway . . . Alexander C. Field Jr., new- manager of spe¬ 
cial broadcast services for WGN Inc., cited last week by Ohio State 
Safety Council for contributions while her was with WLW-WLW-TV in 
Cincinnati . . . Raymond A. Limberg, NBC maintenance engineer, hos¬ 
pitalized with, heart ailment_Chi CBS news director. Bill Garry, leaves 
next week for Radio-TV News Pirectors Assn, conclave in Miami, 
Fla . . . WGN turning over its 30-year old collection of music arrange¬ 
ments to Univ. of Illinois Extension’s circulating library. 

f/V LONDON . . . 
A tribute to the late Jack Buchanan wras aired by commercial tv 

in a special late night spot between 1-1:30 and 11:45 p.m. on the night 

following his death, after permission had been granted by the Inde¬ 

pendent Television Authority for an extension of transmitting times 
... Frankie Laine topped the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday 
Night At The London Palladium.'" (27) . BBC-TV will feature “The 
Enemies," starring Joseph Cotten. in its “Star Choice” show on Nov. 
9 . . . Martin Jackson has joined the ABC-TV press office in London. 
He’ll handle light entertainment and actuality programs, while long¬ 
standing resident Marie Donaldson concentrates on drama . . . Perlita 
Neilsen, Andre Morell, Peter Illing and Griffith Jones are part of the 
lineup for the Associated-Rediffusion production of “The Roof Gar¬ 
den” on Fri. (1) . . . Cancer will be the subject of BBC-TV’s “Fron¬ 
tiers of Science" program on Nov. 8. 

American Broadcasting has acquired the rights to interviews with. 
Kenneth Harris and Aneurin Bevan featured in Associated-Rediffu¬ 
sion program, “This Week." 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . , . 
"Latest Frisco area FM permit went to The Chronicle. Morning news¬ 

paper hasn’t yet decided when the new station will go on the air. 
Angle: The Chronicle operated a- longhair FM station for years, gave 
up its permit three to four years ago . . . Another longhair FM sta¬ 
tion, KPEN in suburban Atherton, has just gone on the air . . . New 
operations boss at KNTV, San Jose, is Paul Steen, replacing Bob 
Weiss who joined radio station KSJO, San Jose, as a salesman . . . 
Louise Jorjorian of KPIX is leaving tv—to become radio station 
KSFO’s promotion manager . . . New station manager at KNTV, San 
Jose, is Roger Van Ducer, ex-general manager of KTVK, Phoenix.- 
Fran Conrad’s stepping up to become KNTV’s general manager . ! . 
KC&S general,manager Henry Untenneyer named a director of the 

I Frisco Red Cross chapter. 

IN BOSTON . . . 
Fran Corcoran, p. r. director WBZ-TV, hosted tv writers at press 

party for Rex Allen, star of “Frontier Doctor" preeming on Channel 
4 Thursdays, at Red Coach Grill Monday (28) . , . “Wide Wide World” 
picks up from Boston at WBZ-TV Nov. 10 in connection with the Hub 
station’s science shows, “2,000 AJX” and “Dimensions,” with Prof. 
John Karas, U. of N. H., hosting . . . Bob Copeland, WBZ-TV weekend 
weatherman, receiving congrats on becoming new father this week . . . 
WMUR-TV, Channel 9, Manchester, N. H., inked for big block of tele¬ 
film properties for fall and winter programming, and included in the 
film buys are “Decoy” and “Sword of Freedom.” . . . Roy Leonard, 
WHDH news announcer, delivered the news Tuesday (29) at Adver¬ 
tising Club of Boston sesh for Atlantic Monthly jubilee . . . Marjorie 
Mills, WVDA; Priscilla Fortescue, WEEI, did recorded interviews with 
Helen Hayes and son, James MacArthur, at press reception in the 
Ritz Carlton ... Ed Kane, WBZ-TV newscaster, guest speaker at Bos-'9' 
ton Publicity Club luncheon in Hotel Vendome . . . WBZ-WBZA radio 
expanded the -“Bill Marlowe Show” to twice a day, 12:15 to 2 and 6 
to 8 p.m.. 

IN MINNEAPOLIS . , . 
In WCCO Radio’s production department’s reorganization producer 

Val Linder elevated to program department manager, a new post, in 
charge of changes, etc . . . Arthur Godfrey and Dave Gkrroway have 
indicated to Vern Pope agency of New York, in charge of promotion 
for Minnesota's centennial celebration next year, they’d be interested 
in bringing their “Talent Scouts” and “Today” tv shows to the Twin 
Cities for the affair. Also, Ed* Murrow has agreed to a Minnesota per¬ 
sonality for “Person to Person” ... Twin Cities’ two color equipped 
stations, KSTP-TV and WCCO-TV, to carry combined total of 280 
hours of color programming next three months, compared to 160 in 
same 1956 quarter .. , Singer Jim Eddy of “All of Mine” disk fame ink¬ 
ed for WCCO Radio’s locally produced “Good Neighbors” show . . . 
Merle Edwards, erstwhile disk jockey, named WMIN Radio general 
manager . , . Inasmuch as Twin Cities boast four commercial as well 
as one educational tv station they’re eligible for FCC subscription tv 
permission . . . Jack Cosgrove promoted by WTCN Radio from sales¬ 
man to general sales manager in charge of national and local sales. 

IN PITTSBURGH ... 
Dick Thrall, from WBNS-TV in Columbus, O., added to Ch. 2 di- 

rectors’ staff . . . Ray Schneider, WWSW newseditor, had his appendix 
removed and doctors discovered a duodenal ulcer so he’s on a rigid 
diet . . . Radio and Television Club holding a Barn Dance Friday 
night at Daniels Farm . . . Maria'Schuetz, Westinghouse Broadcasting 
veep Harold C. Lund’s Girl Friday, vacationing for two weeks with 
her sister in Detroit . . . Local thrush Eileen Rodgers appearing all of 
this week on Jimmy Dean's morning CBS-TV show ... Jerry Wallace, 
Slim Bryant’s bah joist, won TV Guide’s annual golf tournament for 
district tv talent by shooting an 84 at the Green Oaks Country Club 
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The GRANADA product ion 

of the original television play by 

REGINALD ROSE 

‘THUNDER ON SYCAMORE STREET’ 
as ongipally conceived 

61% Nielsen Rating on British Independent Television 11th October 1957 

Estimated audience 7,572,000 viewers 

Granada have already presented for thefrst time on British Independent Television 

Loot back in Anger fcy joHN osbclrne 

Another Part of the Forest by lillian hellman 

Home of the Brave by Arthur laurents 

An Enemy of the People by h'e'nrik; ibsen, adapted by Arthur miller 

^ Accolade by emlyn williams 

Boy-Meets Girl by sam & Bella spewack 

The Glass Cage by j. b. priestley 

My Heart’s in the Highlands ^-william sar o yan 

The Wooden Dish by edmund morris 

i - 

Also for thefrst time on British Independent Television Granada will be presenting 

The Guinea Pig by war re n chetham-strode 

The Staring Match by jerry mcneely 

Pick-up Girl by els a shelley 

Death of a Salesman by Arthur miller 

Montserrat by lillian hellman 

-The Strong are Lonely by^xritz hochwalder 

English .translation by EVA le gallienne- 

The Skin of our Teeth by thornton wilder 

The Browning Version by terence rattigan 

Don’t Listen Ladies by sacha Guitry 

The Investigator by reuben ship 

''Shadow and Substance by Paul vincent carroll 

GRANADA TV NETWORK 36 Golden Square, London, Wi 
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Reiner’s Far East Sizeup 
--- Continued /com page 33 

increasing at the rate of 60,000 sets 
per month, leading Reiner to esti¬ 
mate that by the end of 1958, total 
circulation will be 2,500,000. 

The size of the market for U. S. 
telefilms there is limited by the 
dollar ceiling of $325,000 for this 
fiscal year, which is already used 
up. The size of next year's allot¬ 
ment will depend on general eco¬ 
nomic conditions there, but may 
point upward with new stations be¬ 
ing planned and the set count in¬ 
creasing. 

Other Areas 

Reporting on tv developments in 
other Far Eastern areas, Reiner 
tacked off the following; 

Thailand: There are 10.000 sets 
In operation in Bangkok. The cost 
is about $360 per set for a 21- 
incher. Program schedules are 
about 70 live and the balance film. 
A second station to be operated by 
the government's military depart¬ 
ment, blit which also will be com¬ 
mercial, is due on the air next Jan¬ 
uary. The sole current station 
IIST-TV is government owned, but 
operated commercially by private 
interests. Due to the shortage of 
technical help, it's on the air four- 
and-a-half hours dally, five days a 
week. 

Korea: Seoul has one commer¬ 
cial station, IILKZ-TV and about 
1,000 tv sets. A delaying factor in 
increasing set circulation is the 
185rc duty imposed by the govern¬ 
ment, a levy which has been hold¬ 
ing up almost 700 sets in customs 
for nearly six months. 

Hong Kong: Toll tv, which is 
creating such a storm in the U. S., 
is the order of things in Hong 
Kong. All tv in Hong Kong is 
wired directly to the home and is 
operated by Redlffusion (Hong 
Kong> Ltd. Currently about 1,000 
homes are subscribing, but Redif¬ 
fusion needs about 5.000 homes to 
break even. Rediffusion's radio 
service, operated on the same wired 
principle, currently is supporting 
the tv operation. Monthly charges 
for tv there are $9.50, with service 
from 5 to 6 and 7:30 to 11:15 night¬ 
ly. Most programming is in Eng¬ 
lish—175°b English to 25rc Chinese. 
All imported films use subtitles. 

Manila: Currently, there are 
about 8.000 sets, which are expen¬ 
sive, S400 each. The one tv station 
is DZAQ-TV, on the air from 3 to 
11:15 p m. daily. It’s just begin¬ 
ning to turn a profit. Programming 
Is about 75rc English and the rest 
Tagalog. It’s a difficult area for 
U. S. tv film companies since any 
revenue earned there by the sale 
of the programs to the stations 
must be accepted in frozen pesos. 
A second station may go on the air 
next year. The U. S. Armed Forces 
station at Clark Field telecasts reg¬ 
ularly—U. S. shows only. 

Singapore-Malaya: A public com¬ 
mission. appointed last year, rend¬ 
ered a report this year recommend¬ 

ing that tv be operated by a public 
corporation. This* is taken to mean 
that any tv in Singapore will be 
operated in conjunction with Radio 
Singapore or Radio Malaya. as a 
semi - government organization. 
Both Shaw Brothers and Cathay 
Amusements, two very prominent 
producer - distributor companies, 
applied for stations but their ap¬ 
plications have been deferred, in 
any event, authorities in Malaya do 
not expect tv for another two 
years. 

Barter inLA. 
— Continued from pace 32 —. 

don’t have any now.” Other two 

stations which don't carry barter, 

and are firm against the practice, 

are KNXT (CBS owned-and-ope- 

ratedV and indie KTTV. 

Pro-barter position is summed 

up by KABC-TV's Selig Seligman, 
who says, “There’s nothing wrong 
in the basic theory of barter, pro¬ 
vided there are certain safeguards. 
So long as the programming is of 
value, and so long as we retain 
complete control over time allot¬ 
ments and the type of advertising 
accepted, thpy serve a purpose. 
Every station has unsold time and 
needs programming. 
. Flatly, opposed to barter is KTTV 
prexy Richard A. Moore. “They’re 
worth exactly what the purchaser 
pays for them,” he states grimly. 
“We have too high a regard for the 
value of our time and our ability 
to sell it, to give it away. In most 
of the offers made to us, we’ve 
found we’re not getting a bargain. 
We just don’t need them.” 

Middle position is taken by John 
O. Reynolds, of KHJ-TV. “We’re 
for barter in a very limited way. The 
property has to be of high quality, 
but just to trade time is harmful to 
the industry. We’ve made deals 
which have proved extremely satis¬ 
factory—the programs have given 
us a rating and the amount of spots 
asked and given are realistic for 
the product. But at present, less 
than 3% of our programming is 
barter.” 

Telepix Upsurge 
-- Continued from page 33 . 

second year production on “Silent 

Service,” as well as the likely intro- 
ing of “Union Pacific.” Another 
project “Captain Courage” is slated 
for the spring. 

ABC Film Sales: One new syndi¬ 
cation property pretty definite, 
although a decision has not been 
made which it will be. 

Guild: “Light of the World” 
Bible series slated for January, 

with another “Sabotage” seen as a 
possibility. 

Flamingo Film Sales: Just in- 
troed “Citizen Soldier” for Janu¬ 
ary airing.. 

Telestar Films: A new property 
for the winter is forecast. 

Confessions, Inc. “Confession” 
series which will be put on the 
market earlier in November or De¬ 
cember, accordftig^to present plans. 
Seven episodes already are in the 
can. 

The 12 properties which Rad 
their fall bow include; “Harbor 
Command,” Ziv; “Decoy,” “Sword 
of Freedom” and “Decoy” Of¬ 
ficial Films; “Official Detective,” 
National Telefilm Associates; 
“White Hunter” Telestar Films;. 
“Tomahawk,” Lakeside Televi¬ 
sion; “The Grey Ghost” CBS 
Film Sales; “26 Men,” ABC Film. 
Syndication; “Boots and Saddles," 
NBC.Film Sales; “New Adventures 
of Charlie Chan ” Television Pro¬ 
grams of America; and “New Ad¬ 
ventures of Mairtin Kane,” the lat¬ 
ter in many parts of the country 
got an earlier start in the summer. 

The seven properties now being, 
spld, but not yet aired, include; 
“Mickey Spillane" MCA TV; new 
productions ^on “Sheriff of Co¬ 
chise,” NTA, and ton “State Troop¬ 
er,” MCA-TV; “Casey Jones,”‘and 
“Ranch Party,” Screen Gems; 
“African Patrol,” Gross-Krasne; 
“Michaels of Africa,” Guild, “Sea 
Hunt,” Ziv. 

St. L Switch 
Continue* from page- 3tt ^ 

retaining St. Louis if the. FCC ap¬ 
proves the staff recommendation. 
However, should divestiture ulti¬ 
mately be required (the report sug¬ 
gests a three-year period), CBS will 
have-had time to more than regain 
its investment and $ti'll have a 
highly valuable property to sell. 

Comr. Robert Barney dissented 
*frpnl the Commission’s action, fa¬ 
voring a hearing to ‘determine 
whether the transfer violates agen¬ 
cy multiple ownership policies. 

Ed Stern 
Continued from page- 33 — 

renewed “Cisco Kid,” “Science Fic¬ 
tion Theatre ” “Highway Patrol,” 
and “Favorite Story.” New pur¬ 
chases for this market are “A Man 
Called X,” “Martin Kane,” “Har¬ 
bor Command” and “Dr. Chris¬ 
tian.” ; 

For Cuban showing, contracts 
were signed for the third year of 
“Highway Patrol,” “Harbord Com¬ 
mand,” “Martin Kane,” and “A 
Mah Called X.” 

In Western Germany, NWDR re¬ 
newed “Favorite Story.” 

Recently, Ziv sold “Highway Pa¬ 
trol” for iise by Philips Electron¬ 
ics in Madrid, for the first time 
opening up that market for com- 
jnercial sponsorship of a telefilm, 
as well as making the first sale of 
a U. S. telefilm there. 

I Inside Stuff—TV films 
Metro TV has worked up a tie-in for its “Thin Man” series with 

fashion editors of the U.S. 

During National Fashion Press Week. Nov. 4-8, when the fashion 

editors of the U.S. will hold their convention in Los Angeles, Metro 

TV will shoot an episode with an appropriate background, “The Fash¬ 

ion Showdown.” Co-star Peter Lawford will draw names by lot to de¬ 

termine which 15 of the fashion editors will be used in a scene—but 

all editors will be invited to the set on Nov. 6. date. o£ the scheduled 

shooting. Also hosting the fashion editors on the set will be Edmund 

Beloin, “Thin Man” producer; director. Oscar Rudolph; Adrian Samish, 

director of programs for Metro TV; and Sam Marx, exec producer. 

A 1958 Thunderbird car was won by Jack Skinner, Television Pro¬ 
grams of America account exjc for Denver, Salt Lake City and adja¬ 
cent areas, under TPA’s unusual sales, incentive ! campaign just con¬ 
cluded on “New Adventures of Char.ie Chau.” Other prizes in the 
campaign, .called “Mickey's Thunderbird Contest,” were a three-week 
vacation for two in Paris and a two-week vacation oh the Coast, among 
other prizes, if rip to Paris was won by Bruce Eells, western division. 
v.p., (to which Skinner i§ assigned) and the two weeks Coast trip by 
Art Spjrt, of the central division. 

Initiated by TPA exec v.p. Mickey Sillerman, the contest had each 
TPA salesman and each of the three sales division assigned a quota, 
prizes going to the men who came closest to or exceeded the quota, 
as well as a prize to the v.p. in charge of the division scoring highest 
overall sales percentage. 

Because of the increased rate W&h which films are being made avail¬ 
able to tv, the Broadcast Information Bureau has issued its first sup¬ 
plement of the' “TV Film Program Directory,” a semi-annual publi¬ 
cations . 

The supplement, issued this week (31), is 90 pages and covers new" 
filmed for tv material of four hour-long series, 36 half-hour skeins, 
one 15-minute series and two five-minute series. Also it covers 178 
theatrical features not previously available for tv. 

WCAU-TV in Philly, in its promotion campaign for recently preemed 
“Grey Ghost” film series, based on the Civil War; has an exploitation 
“natural” in proximity of Philly locale to historic sites. The station 
has arranged -a three-day tour of the battlefields in the area as a 
grand prize in a four-week contest during which viewers send in an¬ 
swers to questions on the War Between the States. 

* Winner and family will take tour centered around Gettysburg, with 
side trips to such sopts as Harper's Ferry, Bull Run and Antietam. 
Tieins include the Keystone Automobile Club , for car and chauffer, 
Gettysburg Travel Council for hotel and Henry Holt Holt & Co., who 
will provide weekly winners with a set of six Civil War Books. 

National Telefilm Associates kicked off its new “Champagne Pack¬ 
age” of 74 features in the wake of its recent Chicago sales convention. 

The new package is composed of fresh 2Qth-Fox product, the big 
ones from Stanley Kramer and other indies and the four Shirley 
Temple starrers initially aired as holiday specials on the NTA Film 
Network. 

Among the titles are “High Noon,” “Bells of St. Mary,” “Claudia 
and David,” “My Friend Flicka,” and “Uncle Harry.” 

Twenty press reps, both consumer and trade, from New York and 
Hollywood, are participating in the ABC Film Syndication junket to 
Phoenix, Ariz., where “26 Men” is being filmed. Round of activities 
will be topped tonight (Wed) by a banquet, to be attended by Gov. 
of Arizona, Ernest W. McFarland and other state dignitaries. Junket 
is one of the first major trips of its kind undertaken for a syndicated 
film series. 

The Advertising Council, the do-gooders of the advertising industry, 
have two public service compaigns underway. 

The first is Religion in American Life, prepared for the eighth 
consecutive year by J. Walter Thompson for the Council. This Novem¬ 
ber campaign will include distribution of radio and television kits 
to all the stations; the dissemination of info to magazines; and the 
makng up of some 5;500 "outdoor posters. 

Plans for the second campaign, the promotion of the United Nations, 
has already started and is under the direction of Harold L. Curtis, 
v.p. of the Shell Oil. Co. Kenyon & Eckhardt is preparing the ad¬ 
vertising material gratis. 
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Just in case it escaped you, please note that the radio on the 

right is tuned to 1210 on the dial. .. and that’s WCAU 

RADIO, CBS in Philadelphia. 

Hie other one? Well, let’s call it Station WXXX. Sure it 

plays all the time . . . but who does it play to? With a few 

personalities, concentrating on a limited type of programming, 

what part, if any of your market does it reach? 

WCAU RADIO works as it plays . . . for it is heard by more 

families in Philadelphia and its suburbs than any other of the 
14 local stations .. ♦ families that annually spend 567 million 

dollars more than the audiences of the next highest station. And 

why does WCAU.stand out in Philadelphia area broadcasting? 
•. . because we program for everybody. 

With top flight authorities covering the news and sports . . . 

outstanding women’s shows, including the popular afternoon 

serials .. music shows for both the young and. old ;, . the 

best of CBS network headliners and Philadelphia’s outstanding 
radio personalities (24 of them at last count) ... we offer 
variety in programming that has meant leadership in this 

important market for 35 consecutive years. 
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‘Howdy Doody’ 
Continued from page 33 ; 

merit’* with a radio format and 
olfiyed the conversion. 

Il remained an afternoon strip 
with a fabulous track record until 
a year ago last June, when with 
all the network kiddie shows fal¬ 
tering sponsorwise, NBC moved it 
to Saturday mornings, its present 
spa.. Even there it was shaky for 
a while, only half sponsored (by 
Continental Baking, which has had 
it for eight and a half years>, but 
then Tootsie Roll moved in and it's 
bsvn solid ever since. 

10th Ai.ni H ipla 

Muir, who holds some kind of 
tr*rk record for having been with 
the same show 10 years (Smith 
would have equalled the record, 
br for his heart attack, which 
Muir described as “an Eisenhow r 
heart attack,” which put him out 
for a year but wliich has seen him 
return as strong as ever), is plan¬ 
ning some intensive promotion for 
the anni. For onething, he's start¬ 
ing a search for the eight young¬ 
sters who appeared on that first 
show (it -wasn't the famous Peanut 
Gal’ery, but a quiz format in which 
the kiddies participated). For an- 
o her, he’ll bring back the Gaud- 
schmidt Bros., the w.k. dog act who 

. ap reared on the opener. 
Finally, he’s planning a nation¬ 

wide “most winning smile** eon- 
test, with 10 semifinalists coming to 
the ann show and a subsequent 
w'nner touring for four weeks with 
the program. Tour will take place 
from mid-February to mid-March, 
with portions of the show hitting 
the web from various affiliates 
along the route. 

Some key show biz names have 
been associated with the program. 
Bob Samoff, now NBC prexy* was 
a tv salesman when the show start* 
ed. and it was he who convinced 
Colgate that kiddie programming 

"made sense in selling an adult 
brand. Sarnoff, Muir recalls, also 
sat iii on the creation of the “How-; 

ndy’’ puppet, which was changed 
from the original premiere char¬ 
acter early in 1948. Some of the 
performers who've worked the 
show are Bob Keeshan, the first 
Clarabelie. now doing “Captain 
Kangaroo,” Judy Tyler, who did 
the Indian princess, and Gil Lamb. 

Muir is hopeful that "Howdy” 
will expand, and other kiddie en- 
tries make a comeback, on the basis, 
that advertisers will on'1* again 
recognize their values. He feels 
the sponr-OTs had a tendency to go 
overboard and lose all sense of pro¬ 
portion in the heyday of kidshows, 
pouring their entire budget into 
the moppet entries. When they 
found themselves hurting in adult 
sales areas, they went the whole 
hog the other way, dropping the 

. kiddie shows entirely. He thinks 
! there’s a proper balance to be 
, struck by advertisers, and when 
j they realize this, the kidshows will 
i be here to stay. Having made it 
; with “Howdy” for 10 years, through 

he’s got a j good times and bad, 
; right to proph,esize. 

Trish 
; Continued from page 35 ; 

I man, had represented her as never 

■ having been on network tv. That 

didn’t dispel the Cinderella angle 

much, since the overnight sensa¬ 
tion was real, even, though the 
billing wasn’t. 

But then, during the next couple 
of weeks, the fairy dust began to 
come off the “Tonight” staff’s eyes* 
For one thing, there' was the cost 
of arrangements, coming to some 
$900 a week, or double what she 
was receiving. For another, her 
need for additional vocal training 
in spite of a “natural” voice, be¬ 
came apparent, along with other 
coaching needs. The sweater-and- 
skirt bit had to make way for 
gowns, out of the show's budget. 
There was some public relations 
trouble on the Interviews end, with 
Miss Dwelley either refusing to 
give interviews or cutting them 
short in three instances. 

Meanwhile, NBC took a second 
look and decided to forget about 
any longterm—or shortterm, for 
that matter—contracts. And when 
the disenchantment became com¬ 
plete last week after Miss Dwel¬ 
ley** n.s.h. showing on .“The Big 
Record” “Tonight” passed the 
word on to her and Beckman, tell¬ 
ing them that the show couldn't 
afford the cost and time of coach¬ 
ing her and ^.developing her, and 
hence she’d no longer be needed as 
a regular. 

Singer was told that she ought 
to get out and get arrangements, 
coaching, clothes and some experi¬ 
ence, and after that she'd be wel¬ 
come for occasional one-shots. But 
the three-a-week appearances 
which she’d been doing on the 
show were all over, as of last Fri¬ 
day (25>. 

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
Television anthologist Irving Settel has two new books due to hit 

the market within the next two months. First, out next week through 
Ballantine Books, is “Best TV Humor of 1957,” and will contain scripts 
representing Jerry Levjls’ Buddy Hackett,. Spring Byington, Ozzie Nel¬ 
son, Jonathan Winters, Steve Allen, Gertrude Berg, Robert Young, 
Garry Moore, Ida Lupino & Howard Duff, Peary Como and Eve Arden. 

Second, out Jan. 1, is “How to Write Television -Humor,” to be pub¬ 
lished clothbound by The Writer Publishing Co. Book will contain 
chapters by top writers, including Sydney Reznick, Art Henley, the 
late Leonard Hole, Bob Howard and Settel himself, along with sample 
scripts by Goodman Ace, Mort Breen, Jay Burton, George Tibbies and 
others. Settel has also been ’negotiating with Henry Jaffe to do book 
versions of the Shirley Temple fairytale series to be published at the 
time of telecast as a 50c-edition. 

Digest” will be stripped at 5, 
preceding the Tierney live stanza. 
A11 of this preempts the. KMGM 
policy of doing sometimes as many 
as five features daily, with no other 
programming breaks. Swarz feels 
that to limit a station to one kind 

■ of programming only, particularly 
features, gives the advertisers only 
a limited repetitive seg of the 
homescreen audience; some per- 

• sons won’t watch mysteries, others 
won’t watch comedies and categor- 

. icaliy some just won't watch fea¬ 
tures. 

Among the first-run packages 
: bought are: "Mama,” “San Fran- 
: cisco Beat," “Our Miss Brooks,” 
'■ “Mickey Rooney Show,” “City De¬ 
tective,” “Man Behind the Badge,” I Series of 16 Tuesday time buying and selling seminar* by. the Radio 

„ “Official Detective,” “Sheena” and f and Television Executives Society kicks off Nov. 12 at the Shelton 
“Uncommon Valor.” 

Caesar 

KMGM 
^ Continued from page 33 

rather than continue letting it run 
to an unedited conclusion. 

Station has not had any news 
until now. Swarz says there will 
be 12 news shows a week for a 
starter, seven ' of five - minute 
length, five of which are 10-minutes 
long. There Was no live program¬ 
ming on KMGM, and now, apart 
from the news, there is a daily 5:30 
to 5:45 strip run by Mary Jo Tier¬ 
ney and a Saturday 5 to 6 p.m. 
record hop. 

KMGM will be going on the air 
at 3 p.m. Monday through-Saturday 
instead of the old time of 5 pun. 
On Sundays station will start at 
1 p.m., thereby giving KMGM 16 
additional hours a, week of pro¬ 
gramming. 

After an hour film at 3 p.m., Ray 
Milland and “Our Miss Brooks” 
will be slotted as • back-to-back 
strips until 5, “Television Readers 

■ Continued from page 51 

dea£ but three standard Caesar 
characters will be retained for his 
singles—the German professor; 
Progress Hamspy, the offbeat mu¬ 
sician and Somerset Wintersct, the 
“concise English host.” 

Caesar is avoiding the usual vari¬ 
ety show formula by declaring as 
out musical and production num¬ 
bers. According to his office, ap¬ 
parently the only music will be 
either -as background to the various 
skits or to Caesar’s “musical pan¬ 
tomime.” Sunday-at-9 program is 
omitting a gudstar roster, except 
perhaps for * few ns-yet undis¬ 
closed. occasions. 

Caesar, Shelrick notes, is 
ing to guard against a predictable - telecast, is set for today (Wed.), 
format” 

Hotel. Seminars are going Into their fourth year. 
There is a speaker for gach of the luncheon meetings. Set are Lewis 

Avery, prexy of Avery-Knodel, talking on the history of time buy¬ 
ing; Ward Dor ell, veep at" John Blair, on survey techniques; comedian 
George Jessel, offering a suggested approach to ratings and an analysis 
of their worth; CBS-TV station relafions-engineering veep William 
Lodge, on coverage factors; Brown: Bolte, Benton & Bowles prex?, on 
client relationships, sales problems, etc.; Matthew Fox and H-R topper 
Frank Headley on the mechanics of'barter; Doq Durgin, NBC-TV 
veep, on daytime video; Mike Wallace, doing One of his*interviews 
on .a general tv topic, and others. 

Academy of Television Arts & Sciences has definitely decided to 
begin . Its new Writers* Workshop by the middle of November. Tele 
writer group is accepting students for the seminars now. 

First faculty will consist ^of Ted Aprtein, Robert Alan Aurthur, 
Paddy Chayefsfcy, David Davidson, Leo Davis, "Ernie Kinoy, Larry 
Marked Jerome'Bos*, David Shaw and Arnold Schulman. Basic aim 
is to develop “new talent and technique^’ in scripting for video. 

Somebody, namely WLW-D, Dayton, and its program manager, Paul 
Law, beat Garry Moore to the punch In doing live telecasts of the 
“brainstorming” free-for-all conffri-ence technique. Law experimented 
witifthe idea during August, when he supervised -three different half- 

‘trv-! hour telecasts employing the technique. Moore’s the first network 

TV ‘Fortins Tellers’ 
7- - - ~ Continued from page 51 —. 

Viewer wouldn't watch, and if it’s 
good, recommend it. 

The New York Herald Tribune 
tv staff has also admitted that in 
rare instances a preview has been 
written from' a handout when it 
wasn’t able to get their mitts on a 
script or able to attend an advance 
showing of a film. 

Critic Steve Scheuer who pounds 
out his TV key which Is syndicated 
in over 125 papers through Mc¬ 
Clure Syndicate claims to -be only 
shortchanged about once a month. 
Scheuer says he has a network of 
spies in critical positions who 
keep him posted. It seems doubt¬ 
ful if Scheuer's contention would 
hold up though especiaUy in live 
dramatic shows where changes are 
being made at about the time his 
column hits the street, 

Jack Gould, tv critic of the N. Y. 
Times has expressed himself of 
being leery of the previews be¬ 
cause show's are getting raps even 
before they are aired. 
- The reviewers, however, don’t 
feel the way the industry does and 
as Steve Scheuer expressed it, 
"people want to know what’s worth 
looking at and local -editors base 
their views on press releases. Our 
operation has first hand informa¬ 
tion and people won’t be stuck 
watching a bad show when they 
could be seeing a hit. After aH 
we’re not concerned with ratings 
and we can afford to recommend a 
good show. In this way we up¬ 
grade t,v programming.” 

What gives agencies and webs 
fits is that previews do dent, the 
ratings and if"Works like a double 
edged sword; if, a show is omitted 
from the preview or panned, best 

Mark Van Doren will narrate the second of the New York Metro¬ 
politan Educational Television Assn.’s four one-hour specials on WCBS- 
TV, N.Y., on Nov. 10. First of the specials was the television debut of 
the Budapest String Quartet last weekend. 

Van Doren will narrate “The Faces of War,” a. series of readings 
and ballads of great literary descriptions of war, from Homer down 
to the present. Folk singer Cynthia flooding will do the ballads, while- 
Earl Hyman will enact some of the scenes. Anthropologist Margaret 
Meade will also participate. Show will air in the 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
slot on the station. 

estimates .can count on a three- 
point drop!in the Trendex. On the 
other hand if the fare gets a fa¬ 
vorable notice web men smile 
knowing that the bill has been hy¬ 
poed 3 to 4 points audiencewlse. 
Sometimes this is the difference 
between a hit and a dud. 

TV critics have been under fire 
this season for panning shows 
after they have seen them, but 
for the most part don’t want to 
take the rap for previewers who 
gaze into the crystal ball or flip 
through a mapusqript and make a 
hasty or erroneous- guess. 

Conn, Jurist 
; Continued from page 51 — 

point where pictures, cab- be taken 
without the judge, the lawyers, the 
jury and the witnesses being con¬ 
scious of it, then there’s no harm 
in it, and it might do some good.” 

’ The judge ’ didn’t see_ any harm 
to “the decorum or the essential 
dignity of the court in any re¬ 
spect.” He said if television broad¬ 
casting' were permitted in a court¬ 
room the judge “would have to be 
on his toes. He wouldn’t want 
to be asleep up there and have the 
cameras catch him as he slum¬ 
bered. The witness would be more 
careful to tell the truth,” he added. 
However, the jurist felt that tv 
casting might allow some lawyers 
a field day to play “the gallery 
rather than the immediate audi¬ 
ence.” . 

Several lawyers spoke in oppo¬ 
sition to the use .of. recording 
media in the courtroom. 

Arden half-hours, are running 
counter to the Paley philosophy of 
qualitative programming. 

Similarly in the area of promo¬ 
tion—an area where heretofore 
CBS enjoyed a king-size recogni¬ 
tion-only now is the network 
stepping up Its operation into high 
gear, NBC having copped the early 
season’s laurels with a tripham- 
mered campaign incepted as far 
back as last May* 

. If today a viewer finds Arthur 
Godfrey doing an in-person Mon¬ 
day night at 8:30 plug for the on¬ 
coming Danny Thomas show at 9, 
or an Ed Sullivan personally plead¬ 
ing for a “stay-tuned” on behalf 
of “GE Theatre,” it’s not a mirage 
—merely a realistic reappraisal on 
the part of* the top command all 
too aware that CBS’ status as the 
“runaway network” has taken a 
nosedive. 

HIGHWAY PATROL , 

I LED 3 LIVES 

SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE 

MEN OF ANNAPOLIS 

_ABB. May '57 

ZJV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC. 

CBS Status 
Continued from page 31 

new program gimmick. If it wasn’t 
a Phil Silvers one season, it was a 
“$64,000 Question” or a “Playhouse 
90.” This season it’s deKvered 
nothing that can be bracketed, say, 
with a Frank Sinatra show bn 
ABC. 

Despite the two-year pledge of 
aUegiance to “Studio One” by 
Westinghouse, the network is con¬ 
cerned about future properties for 
the showcase to zing up its Holly¬ 
wood origination, come Jan. 1. 
“Happy’.’ is hardly the word that 
can be applied to the web’s reac¬ 
tion to its $100,000 weekly-budg¬ 
eted “The Big Record” Wednesday 
night entry, which lias been re¬ 
peatedly out-TrendeXed by the- 
competition. The “Dick Ac the 
Duchess/* 

Yonkers — Luxurious. $50,000 

Community — Interracial 

NEW • RM. SPLIT LEVEL 

* . $40,000 Includes 

3 Bed Rms„ 2V4 Tile Baths, Library 
or 4th Bod Rm. Spacious Confer Half, 
Front to Back Living Rm. with Romari 
Brick Fire PI., Separate Din. Rm 
(loUver doors). Large Kitchen, Mahog. 
Cabinets, Wall Oven, Dishwasher 
Panel Playroom, 2 Car Oarage, full 
basement, level plot , TOP' x 125' 

Shewn by Appointment, Inilder 

Cqll Irvington 9-7409 

EVHYSAT 

ONTVIRY CHANNIlV 

BROOKS 
COSTUMES 
3 W«t Utl St, N.Y.C.*TbI. PL rose0 

KINGS POINT 
GREAT NECK 

Contemporary Ranch, 2 acres, IVi yrs. 
old, 4 bedrooms, 3Yi baths. Carrier 
Zoned Air Conditioning and Heat, 
ceramFc tiled dining room and foyer, 
Hi-Fi thruout, 1|'x3t' filtered swim 
pool. Reduced to Sllfl.WO, furnished 
Alt* available unfurnished. 

HUnter 2-T42J 

WANTED 
Prodncer-*te;:.‘eseniafW« tor .crea¬ 
tive artist w!tk tteweadens talent, 
packaging, merchandise potential. 
TV add fHm coaisch aecessary. 

Rex V-729-57’ VARIETY 
154 V/. 44 St* New York T4. N. Y. 

'-m3)’ fJ1 
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Thank you, Patrice Munsel! 
OVER THE YEARS, we’ve come up with our 

share of top hits. 

But even with a jot of experience, it’s only human 

to wonder how the“Precm” is going to go. 

This time, the press said it for us. Patrice, you’re 
great! 

And we’d like to congratulate not only you—but 
all the pros you picked to make this show the hit 

that it is. 

That includes your executive producer-husband, 

Robert Schuler; producer-director, Clark Jones; 

writers, Larry Gelbart and Shelly Keller; orchestra 

leader, Charles Sanford ; choreographer, Danny 

Daniels; vocal director, Hugh Martin; scenic de¬ 

signer, Jim McNaughton; gowns by Scaasi — and 

att the rest of the swell gang you’ve got. 

You folks really made a big hit in a busy 

season. 

KUDNER AGENCY, INC. 
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 

OFFICES IN DETROIT. DAYTON. WASHINGTON, LOS ANGELES. AND SAN FRANCISCO 
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As TV Goes So Goes B’way 
Continued from page 1 ; 

gagement, a few well-chosen tv as¬ 
signments could balance up to the 
paycheck equivalent of > fairly 
good run on the legit boards. This 
has been particularly applicable to 
both “name’' and featured perform¬ 
ers who, until this season, have 
been in fairly wide demand on 
New York-originating teledrama¬ 
tics. 

But the picture is changing at 
such a rapid clip that the Broad¬ 
way performer is now faced with 
a tv famine. When, effective Jan. 
1, “Studio One” throws in the NeW 
York sponge and joins the Coast- 
bound trek, the legit actor will 
have little video space in which to 
move around. On a regular weekly 
basis, only “Kraft TV Theatre” on 
NBC-TV will be available in terms 
of employment. There are a few 
other isolated segments, such as the 
20 live hour entries in the Mon¬ 
day night “Suspicion” series (but 
with a restrictive foftnat limiting 
the type of performer); and the 
alternate week “U.S. Steel Hour” 
and “Armstrong Theatre" on CBS- 
TV (but here again, in the case of 
the latter, the documentary-type 
format also invites restrictions). 

Perhaps the biggest blow of all 
to the legit performer who has 
needed that added financial lift 
from tv came last month with the 
fadeout of the Sunday night Alcoa- 
Goodyear Playhouse dramatics on 
NBC-TV. Like its predecessor en¬ 
try before it, “Philco Playhouse” 
it provided a field day for the 
Broadway featured performer and 
star, with its Sabbath night show¬ 
casing making it a particularly in¬ 
viting dish. But Alcoa and Good¬ 
year, like so many before them, 
have “gone Hollywood” via the 
half-hour film route. 

Not since "Kraft Theatre” and 
“Studio One” initially incepted the 
N.Y. - originating drama pattern 
about a decade ago has the plight 
of the East-berthed actor been so 
desperate. Only a couple of sear 
sons back he had as many as a 

"dozen hour live shows to choose 
from and “working steady” in tv 
had become a habit — thanks to 
such entries as “Robert Montgom¬ 
ery Presents,” Alcoa - Goodyear 
(nee Philco), “Studio One,” Kai- 
ser-Armstrong hour, etc. Through 
the years, if it wasn't a Celanese 
Theatre, it was a Pulitzer Prize 
Playhouse, a Cosmopolitan Thea¬ 
tre, an Elgin Hour, or a Pontiac 
Hour—enough for everybody. But 
today they’re all gone, with spon¬ 
sors pledging allegiance to made- 
in-Hollywood filmed dramatics or 
the Coast-berthed live productions 
(“Playhouse 90,” “Climax,” and 
now “Studio One in Hollywood”). 

Recognizing their plight in the 

wake of the recent wave of N.Y. 
live cancellations^ some thesps 
have already abandoned the 
Broadway-Radio City climes in 
favor of the more promising Hol¬ 
lywood pastures, preferring to take 
their chances on landing a major 
studio pix assignment, just so they ... ^ . . , 
can be “on top of things” at rai! *}ons among the new breed of 
incrcasingly-important tv produc- j Mmdom star who can piay comedy 
tion center. But this, it’s reckoned,! -J** Lemmon and Tony Bandali, 
is only the initial vanguard in the !for two* 
N.Y.-to-L.A. swing of the thesps. 

are in actuality more “comedy ac¬ 
tors than true comedians.” 

He said the “halycon days of 
Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd,” 
et. al. are “clearly not about to be 
duplicated.” He noted that only 

|#Bob Hope and Red Skelton, among 
the top comics; are' still making 
Hollywood comedies, hut he also 
noted that their flicks are not as 
“glamorously ifunny” as they were 
a decade ago,' although both re¬ 
main strong video personalities. 
He said there are very few excep- 

Femmes Also 

Ditto femmes; Allen held that 
1. there are no comediennes with the, 

j stature, authority and individuality 
! oi the Carole Lombards and Myrna 
' Loys. \ 

■ i As to niteries, Allen said they 
award one year of graduate study \ retain some comedic strength and 
at Columbia U. to eight newsmen ’ ^£or as training , ground, but 

• “even here there is little prospect” 
or optimism. The big nightclub 

CBS Fellowships 
Continued from page 30 ^ 

—^-KINGS POINT* LI."-- 
• Luxury Custom Bulls 12 Room 

Ranch on IVa Landscaped Aerot 
• 4 Room Guest Cottage with 

Fireplace and Furnished 
• Built by Owner 3 Years Ago 
• 1 Va Acres Fully Landscaped 
• 4 Car Garage and Full Basement 
• Fully Air Conditioned; 

HI Fi Throughout and 2 Patios 
• Pool; Tennis; Dock Area 
• Built Ins Furniture and Carpeting 
• 300 Feet for Bus to R.R. 
• Excellent Mortgage Financing 

Asking Price: $125,000 

L Melnwald, 302 W, 22 St„ N. Y. 
- CH 3-1234 • 

from a field comprising CBS new$ 

and pqblic offairs itself, CBS af¬ 
filiated radio-tv stations, non-com¬ 
mercial educational sta ions and 
instructors in college radio-tv 
courses. First group of .eight arc 
already studying at Columbia, 
four of them for masters’ degrees. 
Second octet, to begin their stud¬ 
ies in September of 1958, will re¬ 
ceive the equivalent of $8,000 
apiece in tuition and living ex¬ 
penses, same as the first group.. 

CBS awards are the first group 
fellowship awards to be instituted 
on an annual basis, and possibly 
may prove the spearhead of an 
entire system of such fellowships 
in the radio-tv field. NBC only a 
few months ago set up the Earl 
Godwin Memorial Award in honor 
of tbe late news commenta or, in 
which a single radio newsman 
from an AM station will receive 
a six-month foreign corrspendency 
from the. network. WAAM-TV, 
Baltimore, has an' annual award 
entitling the winner, to study at 
John Hopkins U. And in the 
non-news field, CBS set up thc_ 
Paul Kesten Award en itling the* 
winner to a year at Harvard Busi¬ 
ness School for. s^udy of advertis¬ 
ing and marketing. 

The . second-year applications 
for the CBS-Columbia U. opera¬ 
tion will be judged by the same 
committee which selected the first 
group of eight; Lewis >V. Douglas 
Byron Price, Joseph E. Johnson, 
Dr. Jacques Barzun and Dr. John 
A. KrOut of Columbia, and Sig 
Mickelson and Ed Murrow of CBS, 

bers, a la Jimmy Durante and Mil- 
ton Berle and Danny Thomas, are 
now more associated with tv and 
only play the posheries for easy 
coin. Of the new boys in the 
bistros, there are few destined for 
the bigtime come the next 10 or 
so years, despite their- successes 
in the minimum-cover field; 

Allen added that the trouble is 
not with the" allegation that new 
comediahs aren’t funny enough, 
but that they are afraid to risk 
something new and fail with it. 
He said they are merely “helpless 
victims” since there is no place 
for the new . talents to polish up 
via experience. 

Of the major comics, Allen be¬ 
lieved, only Grohcho Marx, Jack 
Benny, Phil Silvers and Red Skel¬ 
ton run . anywhere c near often 
enough. The rest seem to have 
dropped out of the picture—the tv 
picture, at least, except for part- 
time work. Moreover, he said, an¬ 
other 10 years will see even more 
of the bignames drop out, giving 
up as the result of age. 

CBS Experiment 
~ Contained from pise 34 

they’ll listen to the programs in 
the future, whether assigned or 
not. And the teachers involved in¬ 
dicated that they’ll continue to use 
radio as a major teaching supple¬ 
ment because of the.- success they 
encountered with the CBS shows 
and the organized material pro¬ 
vided by the web. Additionally, 
teacher groups and affiliates not 
originally contacted in the initial 
mailing have requested discussion 
guides to - distribute ' to local 
schools and chapters. 

Students at Ridgewood High 
School in New Jersey had one char¬ 
acteristic comment, however. While 
they enjoyed the programs and 
found them useful, they observed 
that the people who really need 
to listen are their parents, who 
don’t have a chance to catch up oil 
current affairs as do the students 
in their classrooms. 

Goldbergs’ Cues 
$3J 

Steve Allen 
Continued from page 1 ■ 

fined spirit of the times,” Allen 
declared. 

He* first noted that Broadway’s 
“golden age of comedy is past,” 

•barring the occasional appearance 
of a "Solid Gold Cadillac.” • He 
said that the typical'comedy of 
the mid-1950's, “Will Success Spoil 
Rock Hunter?” is “patently in¬ 
ferior” to “Man Who Came tO'Din- 
ner.’t 

To make matters still worse, 
there would be too few first-rate 
comedians to perform even if there 
were more first-rate comedies 
being written, Allen said.- The 
Bert Lahrs and, Bobby Clarks are 
past their prime “and their tribe 
does not seem to be on the in¬ 
crease,” He said that the likes j 
of Tom Ewell and Eddie Mayehoff j 

Henry Jaffa 
Continued from page 31 

production and scheduling of 
“Kitty Foyle” daytime network 
strip, but this will be the lone 
show in the half-hour area, all 
others being designed as “spe¬ 
cials.” Plans have already been 
set in motion with Screen Gems 
(who are also tied in with the Shir¬ 
ley Temple series) for. the shoot¬ 
ing of “The Ten Commandments” 
and an ambitious 60-minute music 
series is contemplated. 

Encompassed in the new Jaffe 
orbit are merchandising, exploita¬ 
tion and music companies. Howie 
Richmond wil head up the latter. 
Robert Bernstein, of Simon & 
Schuster’s . Golden Books and 
Golden Records, is setting up his 
own org and will fake over the 
Jaffe merchandising arm. : 

Other members of the Jaffe org 
include a number of ex-NBC per¬ 
sonnel—Alvin Cooperman, who is 
producing the fairy tales; Jack 
Rayel, who will produce the’Lias 
Vegas series; John Calley, who is 
supervising the Dinah Shore shows, 
and Shelley Hull, supervising the 
“Command Appearances.”. 

PlayTV 
= Continued from page 35 ss 

come up with an obscure citizen 
and in 24 hours make him the star 
that the setsiders saw passing rap- 
pid-like as a credit lien in the end¬ 
up crawl. 

Television is merely borrowing 
a technique from Hollywood, -which 
In postwar years, at least, h*as had 
an excess of verbiage and persiflage 
as a means of including half-a- 
dozen or more actors in star credits 
—-with the various euphemisms 
that pass for stellar level. , 

Knowledgeable trade figures are 
known .to feel that for the greater 
good of television this perishable 
starrage stuff ought* be put in 
cold storage; that bit. parts cannot 
be equated, with top or near-top, 
hilling; .and that it is time for the 
medium to quit pandering to and 
standing in awe of competent but 
little known legit and film emoters 
when it comes to the sought-after, 
credit line. Under current prac¬ 
tices and pressuers, the Word star 
has become a . cliche, if not entirely 
phony. 

Timex 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

PHILADELPHIA 

l Contact: RICHARD .A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr. 
j MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated 
70T 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000 

Texas’ Big Stick 
Dallas, Oct 29. 

Mote than 200 members of the 
Texas Association of Broadcasters 
closed a two-day. meeting at the 
Baker. Hotel add elected new of¬ 
ficers, headed by M. E. Danbom, 
of KTBB, Tyler. The broadcasters 
also held panel discussions on in¬ 
dustry problem^: and reiterated 
their faith in the efficacy of radio. 

Danbom moved up for the Tee¬ 
pee’s post, and Albert Johnson of 
KENS and KENS-TV, San Antonio, 
who served as secretary-treasurer, 
was elected veepee. 

Joe E. Leonard Jr., of KGAF, 
Gainesville, member, of the board 
of directors, became secretary- 
treasurer. The group’s outgoing 
prez, Dave Morris of KNUZ, Hou¬ 
ston, becomes exofficio member of 
the board. 

Others elected to the board in¬ 
clude Charles. B. Gordon of KFJZ 
AM-TV, Fort Worth; James Jair- 
grove, of KFRD, Rosenberg, and as 
holdover director. George Tarter 
of KCBD, AM-TV, Lubbock. 

Hollywood —Gil Martyn, news 
director, of KTLA for past eight 
years, has been upped to newly 
created post of director of public 
affairs and public service. 

= Continues from page 31 ss 

tween then and Hope’s scheduled 
December show. 

Timex filed notice of cancella¬ 
tion immediately following Hope's 
appearance on the Sinatra’ show, 
and since then NBC has engaged 
in a series of meetings with Timex 
in efforts to unsnarl the hassle. A 
major meeting , had been set for 
this past Monday, but without 
NBC’s knowledge, Timex went 
ahead and purchased the Crosby 
spec last Thursday (24), five days 
before the scheduled meeting. 

Some sources' say that Timex 
used the appearance on the Sina¬ 
tra show as an excuse to get out 
of its commitment on the Hope 
show, feeling that it merely want¬ 
ed one more Christmas special 
and no tv other than that. Hence, 
it’s pointed out, the Crosby spec 
buy. As ,a result of the Timex de¬ 
fection. ’ NBC. must sell, off full 
sponsorship on two Hope shows 
(at* time & talent charge of $300," 
000) and half-sponsorship of three 
others, with Johnson Outboard 
Motors in for half of the latter 
three. 

‘ToRigbt’ 
Continued from par# 31 ss 

ninng No. 1 In its time slot, ahead 
of feature film programming. In 
Detroit it’s, pulling down a 41% 
share vs. 25% for the toprated fea¬ 
ture films, in Milwaukee it’s got 
a 46% share vs. 28% for features, 
and in Minneapolis, It has a 36% 
share vs. 27% for features. 

Show also picked up three more 
statiohg. With Westinghouse’s 
KYWrTV refusing . to clear in 
Cleveland, NBC set the show with 
the ABC outlet, WEWS, effective 
this week. At the same time, it 
set the show with a CBS affiliate, 
KRNT-TV, Des MoineT, the first 
'time NBC has used a CBS outlet 
for the ’‘Tonight” entry. * And in 
Cincinnati, ABC’S-WCPO-TV ar¬ 
ranged to pick it up starting next 
week. - The Cleveland incident was 
foreshadowed earlier; when NBC 
set the show on ABC’s WHDH-TV 
in Boston after Westinghouse’s 
WBZ-TV refused to take it. 

A $3,000,000 suit against Gert¬ 
rude Berg and NBC was filed this 
week'in New York Federal Court 
by radio writer Sophia Civoru, who 
claims a breach of contract in the 
original creation of “The Gold¬ 
bergs.” Miss Civoru is also seek¬ 
ing to prevent Miss Berg from, re¬ 
newing her copyrights on the prop¬ 
erty, with renewal date being April 
17 of netft year. 

Suit alleges that Miss Civoru 
wrote the plot and stories for “The 
Rise of the Goldbergs,” later re- 
titled “The Goldbergs,” back In 
May of 1929, while Miss Berg 
merely wrote the dialog for the 
show. At that time, she complains, 
Miss' Berg entered into a contract 
with her, which she subsequently 
breached in August of 1929, leav¬ 
ing Miss Civoru out in the cold. 
Copyrights were filed in 1931 by 
Miss Berg, and Miss Civoru seeks 
to have those rights forfeited on 
the basis that Miss Berg untruth¬ 
fully claimed authorship. 

Action also seeks an accounting, 
an injunction against further pro¬ 
duction of the show and the denial 
of copyright rehewal rights. Miss 
Civonr also seeks to have herself 
declared . the common law copy¬ 
right owner. She’s representing 
herself in the action. 

TO TURN RANDOM 
TUNERS INTO 

Now—in many markets—three 
great adventure-action senes 
combined into one great 5-day* 
a-week show! Why pay a pretty 
penny for programs when you 
can get top-rated series in your 
market'and hold on to all . of 
your own cash! For complete 
details about this new plan,' 
phone today. Or wire Michael 
M. SiUerman at TPA for your' 
market's availability. 

Hurry! Markets art 
twin* r«s«rv«d 
today! Wir* or. 
phono for .prtvata 
*cr«*ningl 

TeUvulon Program of America, IriC. 
4SS Madiao* Av*., N. Y.22 ♦ PLaxa5-2100 
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Big Wheel & New Disk Deals 
(MORRIS LEVY, MUSIC OCTOPUS) 

San Francisco, Oct. 29. 
Ralph J. Gleason, Frisco jazz critic, pointed up an interesting 

shift in. record label lineups in a column in. the Chronicle last 
week. Gleason wrote: ' 

"Some, weeks ago the jazz world was rather startled to learn 
that Count- Basie hjd switched recording -companies. After some 
five years’ association with Norman Granz, Basie has signed with 
Roulette. 

"During Basie’s association with Granz he was able to gain re¬ 
cording releases with his big band in quantity and, as a matter of 
fact, had the two biggest hits of his career—in terms of sales, any¬ 
way. So it must have been something pretty strong to make him 
change. 

"What it actually was no one will ever know, I suppose, but it 
easily could have been the same thing that made pianists Bud 
Powell and Phineas Newborn Jr. switch from RCA Victor to Rou¬ 
lette, and singer Jeri Southern switch from DCcca to Roulette. 

"The power that caused all these changes, and will cause many 
more, observers think, is, Morris Levy, a lean,* muscular New 
Yorker who some five years ago was operator of the hatcheck con¬ 
cession at Birdland, New York’s leading jazz night club, and now 
heads a music empire of staggering proportions. Through direct 
control or via subsidiaries or affiliated companies. Levy controls 
Birdland land can guarantee bands like Basie a three-month book¬ 
ing in-New York- each year) ... several publishing companies 

~ (wherein jazz artists who record for his labels have found it profit- 
• able to publish their times) and four record companies. Gee, 

Rama, Tico Roulette. 
"In addition. Levy runs several concert tours in the east each 

year and this year branched put to the west coast. He is also per¬ 
sonal manager .of various artists, including Frankie Lymon, the 
ropk ’n’ roll sensation who has had numerous hit records and is 
.tabbed as a future tv and night elub star , , . ' 

"Trade observers look for an out-and-out war for attractions 
between Levy’s Birdland shows and his labels and the Norman 
Granz Jazz at the Philharmonic concert show and Granz's labels. 
They also see a strong move against the entrenched major record 
labels, 

"Basie and Southern were the first to switch. Rumor has it that 
fmany, many more artists will end up in the Levy combine. Right 

* now there's a hot story going around that Sarah Vaughan will be 
next and Jhat Billy Eckstine, as soon as his Mercury contract is up, 

- will follow her to Roulette. With the double guarantee of Birdland 
bookings and concert tours, it's a strong persuader . 

Taiffi’ Platters In Fortissimo Sales 

By MIKE. GR<*SS 

. Records are developing into an 
outlet for spreading the gospel. In 
the past few years,, religipso songs 
of the "I Believe" genre have made 
the pop grade, but recently there’s 
been a definite upgrade in disk 
safes on straight sacred and spirit¬ 
ual material. 

RCA Victor, for instance, reports 
a doubling of its-sacred music busi- 
nessin the past year. Columbia,! 
too, has indications on an upward 
sales trend in its catalog of sacred, 
religious and hymnal material.. The 
Victor brass dredits th4 sales rise 
to a renewed religious awareness 
stimulated by Billy Graham’s "Cru¬ 
sade" and his appearances on na¬ 
tional tv. Other reasons given is 
that the hi-fi fad is finally begin¬ 
ning to work its way into the reli- 
gioso belt, which means new album 
customers for the sacred wax cata- 
log. ^ 

Although the big sacred music J 
belt of the west -and midwest is still j 
partial to the oid 78rpm disk, sales] 
reports indicate that the old speed! 
is losing ground. La$t year the 78’s ] 
accounted for more. than. 75% .of ] 
the total sales in the sacred music j 

(Continued on page 74) 1 

Press Chilled, And. Filled 
In S. F, A? Presley Pulls 

A "Pass list Suspended’ 
San Francisco, Oct. 29. 

, Elvis Presley and manager Tom 
Parker drew a chilly press as re¬ 
sult of Parker’s dictum that no 
press passes would he available for 
Presley’s two shows last Saturday 
(26); at Frisco Civic Auditorium. 

•This, apparently, was a corollary • 
to Parker's pronouncement that j 
Elvis "doesn’t, need the press"— j 
and, in this case at least/he seemed 
to be right. 

Shows appeared to be sellouts, or j 
near-sellouts, with tickets scaled 
from $2.75 to $3.75. Auditorium 
capacity runs around 6,500. fSee 
separate story for gross.) 

One result of Parker’s decision 
that everyone pay to get in was 
that' Leo-J. ^Meyberg Co., big north-- 

(Contiriired on "page 74) f 

Murray Singer Takes 
Golden Crest Post 

Murray Singer has Joined Clark 

Gatehouse's Golden Crest label to 

take over the Sales and the dis¬ 

tributor relations departments. 

Singer and Dick Gersh, firm’s pro¬ 

motion and publicity topper, are 
prepping a three-week road trek 

to cover Cleveland, Detroit and 

Cincinnati. 

Among Singer’s previous affilia¬ 
tions was ‘Bethlehem which he in¬ 
troduced into the jazz field and 
for which he. set up- national distri¬ 
bution. * 

By LES BROWN 

Chicago, Oct 29. 
It has . come to light that RCA 

Victor has for several months been 
subscribing to an expensive mo¬ 
tivational research study, partly to 
determine the "product accept¬ 
ance" of some of its disks going 
into release and partly to learn 
why some of its.name recording 
artists are poison on the teenage 
market today. And if along the 
way the market psychologists 
should turn up a method for pre¬ 
dicting hits, RCA assuredly will 
consider the money well spent. 

Motivational research for some 
time has had sway over manufact¬ 
urers of concrete consumer pro¬ 
ducts, but so far as is known there 
has been very little qualitative 
research done to date on ideas and 
entertainment. Should MR find 
the answers for the recording bjz, 
it’s easy to imagine what might 
happen to the structure of the 
present music hieracrchy. Com 

(Continued on page 71) 

RCA Has a Heart as Big 
As a. Whale for Jennie 

(Smith), 18 & Unknown 
RCA Victor is laying it on the 

line for a new songstress, Jennie 
Smith, with one of its biggest sd~ 
bum promotions focussed on a 
single artist. • Miss Smith, an 18- 
year-old thrush from the south, is 
getting a sen doff for his first LP, 
itled "Jennie,” via radio, teaser 

mailings, special disk jockey plat¬ 
ters and other .promotional de¬ 
vices. 

Miss Smith took off Sunday (27) 
on a month-long disk jockey tour 
that will go from, coast to coast 
With Victor sponsoring the junket. 
A radio spot - campaign has been 
set on such NBC show’s as "Band¬ 
stand," "Nightline" and "Monitor” 
with 190 stations each, Victor is 
also distributing 8,000 mounted al¬ 
bum covers to dealers for display 
In addition to spotlighting the al¬ 
bum in its -Save-on Records and 
dealer-distributor bulletins. Victor 
also will give Miss Smith the 
fancy cocktail party treatment in 
New. York for her intro to the 
press and deejays. 

Miss Smith, who sang on local 
stations in the Carolinas, was dis¬ 
covered by Ray Ellis, arranger- 
composer who worked with her on 
her first Victor album. Mike Stew¬ 
art, manager of the Four Lads, is 
handling Miss Smith. 

Victor Going 'Rock’ Full Blast 
Via Unique Stoller-Lieber Pact 

, Mitchnik 
Sputnik has pulled a five- 

year-old ° Columbia Records 
master into its first release. 

The disk, tagged "Captain 
Hideous," was bought by Col 
from Coast deejay Red Blanch¬ 
ard but was never put on the 
market. When Blanchard asked 
for the master back recently. 
Col brass decided to issue it 
themselves. It's the same plat¬ 
ter that Blanchard cut five 
years ago except that Mitch 
Miller, Col’s a&r chief, and 
his aide A1 Ham had the sput¬ 
nik’s "beep,” which was picked 
up by CBS, inserted onto the 
disk. 

Coast 375G Tour 
Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

Elvis Presley drew capacity 9,- 

000 last night (Mon.) at Pan Paci¬ 

fic Audi'orium with house also 
sold out for tonight (Tues.) at 
£2,75-$3.75, for total gross of $56.- 
000. There was no paper, not 
even for the press or Metro. The 
William Morris Agency paid for 
huge blocks of seats and promoter 
Lee Gordon bought tickets for 

Dates here wind up a series of (JlttHld’s Tott ClefferS* 
20 for Gordon, with Presley take ! “ 
for the route es imated at $375,- 
000. He pays* surrounding acts 
out of his end, but cost is minor. 
Since he’s on roughly 35 minutes 
each show, he winds up trek with 
an estimated salary of $475 per 
minute. 

' The click of the offbeat sounds 
on the smaller labels has cued RCA 
Victor to make an unusual artists 
& repertoire deal. This is with « 
pair of indie-trained recording 
supervisors, Mike Stoller and Jerry 
Lieber, 24-year-olds who composed 
"Black Denin TrouseYs,” "Bazoom," 
"Hound Dog,” "Jailhouse Rock" 
and other hits in the current idiom. 
According to Steve Sholes, Victor’s 
singles a&r chief, Stoller and 
Lieber are being given a free hand 
to sign and record talent with any 
material they feel is suitable. 

Stoller and Lieber, who have 
also cut numerous disks for other 
indies, such as Atlantic, Aladdin, 
Mode, Peacock, Spark, etc., will 
work for Victor on a non-exclusive 
basis. They , will, however, operate 
out of Victor’s N.Y, office On East 
24th St. most of the week and plan 
to handle only a limited number of 
outside sessions due to commit¬ 
ments to such artists as the 
Coasters, the Clovers, Linda Hop¬ 
kins and Ruth Brown. 

Inking, of Stoller and Lieber 
mark a newr move by Victor to cut 
into the indie take by producing 
what the kids seems to be buying 
mostly these days—rock ’n’ roll. 
Victor has had a big taste of this 
business with Elvis Presley and 
now w’ants more. 

Without disclosing any of their 
trade secrets, Stoller and Lieber 
stated that their studio technique 
involves the use of a livelier sound 

(Continued, on page 74) 

D. Winchell, Helen Carr 
Pacted By MGM Label 

Danny Winchell and IlUen Carr 
have been added to MGM’s artists 
roster. Winchell, who was with the 
label in 1952, w’as repacted to cut a 
rock ’n’ roller, "I Do, I Do.” Tune 
•was written by twTo 15-year-old 
Flushing (N. Y.» High School stu¬ 
dents, Mickey Zaffos and Elaine 
Kaye, 

Miss Carr had been band vocal¬ 
ist with Stan Kenton and Charlie 
Barnet. She grooved "Love Is A 
Serious Business” and "It’s Beauti¬ 
ful.” Release date for both artists 
is Nov. -*15. 

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
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P71N/L7r — 
Survey of retail sheet music- 

best sellers based on rephrts 
obtained from leading stores in 
11 cities■ • and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

. * ASCAP t BMI 

) 
National 
Rating 

This Last 
,wk. Wk. Title and Publisher 

1 1 •Tammy (Northern)... 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 105 

2 3 •Fascination. (Southern) .., 3 2 2 2 1 3 6 3 12 1 "85 

3 2 •Around the World ’(Young) .____ 2 3 5 2 2 - 1 2 1 3 10 79 

4 5 •Affair to Remember (Feist).. £ 3 9 4 3 3 4 5 51 

5 4 •Chances. Are (Korwin)... 4 4 4 6 4 7 5 ~4 50 

6 7 tWake Up Little Susy (Acuff-R). 5 3 9 7 5 26 

7 6 •Honeycomb (Joy) ..._ 9 8 7 8 ioH 6 6"* "23 
8 8 •Middle of the Island (Mayfair).... - 10 8 7 4 lo ~16 

9 9 •Heart Reminds Me (Symphony).... 10 .5 ~~8 6 "15 

10 tMelodle D’Amour (Keys-Hansen) .. 10 6 ~6~ 9 13 
11 10 fDiana (Pamco).. 6 :c ~8~ 12 
12 12 •Rainbow (Robbins)....... 10 9 ~5 ”9 ii 
13 tMoonlighi Swim (Hill & R). 4 9 ”9 
14 fJailhouse Rock (Presley) I7 .. 7 8 
15 •Till (Chappell).., .. ... ; lo~ 5 .7 

Need Belly Wrinkles 
To Jet-Propel Output 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Thre are too many wrinkles in 

the song business and not enough 
in the bellies of songwriters. 

That pithy observation is Im- 
! penal Records prexy Lew Chudd’s 
analysis of the current music busi¬ 
ness. Songwriters with experience 
and ta ent, he contends, just 
aren’t working at their business. 

"There’s a lot of talk," Chudd 
declared, "about the poor quality 
of the song material that the pub¬ 
lic is buying. But you can’t blame 
the public. They have to buy 
what’s offered. And there’s where 
the rub comes in." 

Current hit charts, he pointed 
out, are overloaded with material 
that everyone in the music busi¬ 
ness admits isn’t very good. Yet 
those same charts emphasize liis 
point. 

"Look at some of the material 
breaking through,’’ Chudd de¬ 
clared. "Good songs are finding a 
ready market. The problem is to 
get writers to write good songs. It’s 
no accident that some old stand¬ 
ards are once again contending for 
hit parade honors. They are good 
songs and their revivals have pre¬ 
sented to them to a new audience 
which Is only to eager to buy.” 

Occasionally in the last few years 
there has been a new ballad that 
had musical merit, Chudd pointed 
out, and in each case, the song 
registered strongly. It lias been 
outweighed by other stuff, hut only 
because the less qualitative mate¬ 
rial turned out in increasing quan¬ 
tity. 

"Everybody wants to know’ when 
good mus;c is coming back," Chudd 
commented acidly. "That’s easy— 
when the songwriters do something 
about it. If they’d get up off their 
ASCAP ratings and go to work, 
you’d see a big change. Maybe it 
would be a good idea for the mu¬ 
sic business if ASCAP decided to 
suspend all royalties for a period 
of a year. If the oldtimers found 
out they might go hungry, we’d gel 
good nuis«c.” 

Lieherson to Coast 
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia 

Records prexy, heads for the Coast 
next week to o.o. label’s business 
affairs the^e. 

During his stay, Lieberson will 
host a coektailery for Frank Dr 
Vol, Col’s new Coast artists £ 
repertoire chief. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By'MIKE GROSS 

Helen O'Connell (Vik): “NO ■ workover of the W. C. Handy 
MORE TEARS TO CRY” ‘Kno.l-; classic. • 
wood"- * brings Helen O’Connell: The Three Suns (RCA Victor): 
back to the hit lists with a highly i “SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY” (E. 
rhythmic item that’s on its way to i H. Morris’1') is a taken for yet an- 
a big payoff* “A LONG LAST : other ride by the Three Suns who 
LOOK” (Saunders*) is a clever | turn it into a fair programming 
blending of melody and lyric and j bet. “TUMBLING TUMBLEWEED” 
the thrush gives it a classy ap- ' (Sam Fox-Williamson*' is another 
proach. ; oldie peppered up for replays by 

Jimmie Rodgers (Roulette): •the combo. 
“KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE” : Dean Jones (MGM): “SILHOU- 
(Favorite*) is put of the folk cat- ETTES” (Regentf) has it already 
alog but Jimmie Rodgers builds it 
for the current market with a 
bounce and a zest that can’t miss. 
“BETTER LOVED YOU’LL 
NEVER BE” (Planetary*) is a like¬ 
able sentimental ballad. 

Don Rondo (Jubilee): “WAN¬ 
DERIN' HEART" (Gilt) gives Don 

made by the Rays on the indie 
Cameo label and Dean Janes will 
have a tough time getting his share. 
“THERE GOES MY HEART” 
(Feist*) gets a pleasant but not too 
stimulating reading. 

Vince Martin (Glory); “OH MY 
DARLING. OH” (Brydent) is an 

Best Bets 
HELEN O’CONNELL.. NO MORE TEARS TO CRY 

(Vifc)- .....A Long Last Look 

JIMMIE RODGERS ... *.KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE 
(Roulette) .. .Better Loved You’ll Never Be 

DON RONDO . WANDERIN’ HEART 
(Jubilee) ...Chi Chi Chihuahua 

PAUL HAMPTON .CLASSY BABE 
{Columbia)  ...Play It Cool 

JIM LOWE • ..BRIGHT LIGHT 
(Dot) ....... Roc-A-Chicka 

ANN LEONARDO ..... THREE TIME LOSER 
(Capitol) . .I’ll Wait Till Monday 

Rondo a western-flavored item and 
he works it into a top singing bet. 
“IN CHI CHI CHIHUAHUA” 
(Lido*) has a latino beat that will 
keep the jukes lively. 

Paul Hampton (Columbia); 
“CLASSY BABE” (Famous*) sends 
newcomer Paul Hampton off to a 
fast start in the jock and juke mill 
with a rocking item out of the 
Elvis* Presley school. “PLAY IT 
COOL” (Famous*) continues, the 

. flashy rocking pitch for solid spin¬ 
ning results. 

Jim Lowe (Dot): “BRIGHT 
LIGHT” ‘Trinity?) brings Jim 
Lowe back to the “Green Door” 
style and he boogie-beats this one 
into a payoff platter. “ROC-A- 
CHICKA” (Old Charter^) sets him 
up in a rolling and rocking mood 
but it’s not too much different from 
what’s come on before. 

Joan Regan-Max Bygraves (Lon¬ 
don ): “Seven-and-a-Half Cents” 
(Frank *) gets a sprightly reading 
by these two Britishers and should 
grab lots of spins through its tieup 
with the W’B pic, “Pajama Game.” 
“Cross My Ever Loving Heart” 
(Bradbury-Wood*) has Joan Regan 
soloing on a lilting melody that 
catches the ear. 

Ann Leonardo (Capitol): “THREE 
TIME LOSER” (Paramount*) has 
a good chance to. come in for a big 
score because of Ann Leonardo’s 
stylish handling of a standout bal- 

easy ballad with an English and 
Italiano lyric that will appeal to 
some. “GOODBYE MY LOVE” 
(Bryden^) swings in a popular 
groove but it has a slim pullout 
potential. 

Eydie Gorme (ABC-Paramount): 
“LET ME BE LOVED” (Livingston 
& Evans*) becomes a big and en¬ 
tertaining ballad production in the 
hands of Eydie Gorme and Bernie 
Glow's trumpet. It could step out. 
“LOVE ME FOREVER" (Gretat) 
is in the big ballad groove, too, but 
with a slight cliche‘touch this time. 

Patience & Prudence (Liberty): 
“WITCHCRAFT” (Mappa*) has a 
fair melodic line but the lyric idea, 
is kinda strained, leaving Patience 
& Prudence up in the air. “OVER 
HERE” (Mappa*) is »a material 
piece that even the wispy voices' of 
Patience & Prudence can’t help. 

The Charles McDeyitt Skiffle 
Group (Epic): “FACE IN THE 
RAIN” (Mellinf) pours out a nifty 
blues beat with Nancy Whiskey, 
leading the vocalistics for good 
spinning returns. “SPORTING 
LIFE” (Peter Maurice*) has a like¬ 
able jazz beat which Tony Kohn 
delivers with a standout blues feel. 

Randy Starr (Dale): “THE PRET¬ 
TIEST GIRL IN SCHOOL” 
(World*) is a sequel to “After 
School” and the teenagers should 
lap it up the same way. “SWEET 
TALK & SUGAR KISSES” (Re- 

PSlHETY 

X 1* WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (3) 

9. YOU SEND ME (1) 

lad mood. “I’LL WAIT TILL MON- l public!) rocks and swings in 
DAY” (Johnstone-Monti*) has a ------ 
rocking-blues feel that will even 
attract the pop spinners. 

George Hamilton IV (ABC-Para¬ 
mount): “WHY DON’T THEY 
UNDERSTAND” (Hollis':") sets up 
an appealing country feeling that 
will once again win over this 
youngster’s fan contingent. “EVEN- 
THO’ ” tAcuff-Rosev) has a breezy 
country flavor but its appeal will 
probably be restricted to the al¬ 
falfa areas. 

Trish Dwelley (Decca): “FAR 
AW'AY” (Sherwin*) will see lots of 
action because of the recent “Cin¬ 
derella story” puff given Trish 
Dwelley, but the jean-age disk 
buyer will be tough to seil. “WISH¬ 
ING (WILL MAKE IT SO)" (De- 
Sylva. Brown & Henderson*) 
should get a new spinning fling 
because of thrush’s lovely piping 
style. 

Steve Lawrence (Coral): “A 
LONG LAST LOOK” (Sauriders*) 
gets a lot of vocal oomph from 
Steve Lawrence which will he’? 
get this slick ballad off the ground. 
“AT A TIME LIKE THIS” (Max- 
ana* ; is the kind of ballad that gets 
harder and harder to sell. [ f 

Janice Harper (Prep): “MOON- s + 
LIT SEA” (Abe Olman*) gives : ♦ 
Janice Harper another pretty ba!-;t 
lad to work with and it could de- 11 
velop in the same manner as her ! 4- 
previous “Bon Voyage” cli'-k, + 
“THAT'S WHY I WAS BORN” ! I 
(Janfra*) is a big ballad that’s ajj 
bit too pretentious for a pop score, i 4 

LaVern Baker fAtlantic': “MIPA- ! I nrrP r 
CLES” ‘Progressivev) is an V-lt - PURPLE 
pressive ballad v. hich LaVrrn ' 
Baker handles with resirr'- rn 
prone;- emotiorri feel. “F'*\ 1.013 
BLUES” (Handy Bros.":'.» is a sol’d 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

3rd Consecutive Year 
. Dodge Dancing Party 

ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10. P.M.,' E.S.T. 
For Dodge Dealers’ of America 

Top Tunes and New Talent . 
ABC-TV Mon, 9:30-10:30 pm, E.SJT. 

Dodge and Plymouth 
Coral Records 

Thesaurus Transcriptions_ 

fashion that will keep the juke¬ 
boxes bumming. 

Steve Karmen. (Mercury): “DID- 
JA MEAN WATCHA SAID?” 
(Hecht-Lancaster & Buzzell*) is a 
cute- and sprightly entry that’s sure 
to win over the teeners aj\d pull 
in lotsa plays on the deejay turn¬ 
tables. “HOW SOON” (Goday i') 
rocks according to specifications, 

Jimmy Ricks (Decca): “LAZY 
MULE” (Regentf) shows off Jimmy 
Ricks advantageously in a slick 
blending of r’n’r and the folk style 
for an okay spinning ride. “WHAT 
HAVE I DONE?” (Cornell*) is par 
for the religioso course, but Ricks 
make it sound important. 

Roger Roger Orch (MGM): 
“PARISIAN POLKA” (Ile-de- 
France*) is a happy blend of gallic 
and svenska running one minute 
and 40 seconds which makes it a 
juke natural. “BEYOND THE 
SEA” (Chappell*) is the popular 
“La Mer” in another lush instru-' 
mental setting. 

Valli Hilton (Domme): “FOR-. A 
.LIFETIME” (Hometown*) has a 
rocking ballad beat that will bring 
attention to Valli Hilton and to this 
new label. “RUN AROUND” 
(Bourne*) rolls to juke tastes. 

(ASCAP* BMIf) 

Everly’s 2-f or-2 Geldisks 
The Everly Bros, are batting 

1,000 in the gold disk division. The 

Cadence Records’ duo has scored 

two 1,000,000-plus disk sellers in 

its first two times out. 
The Everlys’ “Wake Up Ljlttle 

Suzie” has gone over the million 
mark after only eight weeks on 
release. Their initial Cadence plat¬ 
ter, “Bye, Bye Love,” already has 
passed 1,500,000 in sales. 

JAmie Smith: “Jennie” (RCA 
Victor). Eighteen-year-old Jennie 
Smith is a substantial acquisition 
to the RCA Victor roster. In this, 
her debut diskdhg, she displays,, a 
lyric savvy and an emotional pull 
that belies her yhuth. ' Working 
wth slick arrangements by Ray 
Ellis, thrush, bits a • wide lyrical 
range that runs from the ever pop¬ 
ular “I Hear Music” to the not-so- 
popular, but still noteworthy, “No 
Such Luck.” Fans of the ever¬ 
greens will also go for her inter¬ 
pretations of “When I ’ Fall In 
Love,” “Three Little Words,” “I’ll 
String Along With You” and “You 
Do Something to Me.” 

Guy Lombardo: “The Lively 
Guy” (Capitol). “The sweetest mu¬ 
sic this side of heaven” has been 
put on the shelf for this album out¬ 
ing to switch to a swinging mood. 
It’s a change of pace, all right-, but 
it works out fine-on numbers of 
the “High Society,” . ‘‘South Ram¬ 
part Street Parade” and “Twelfth 
Street Rag” genres . 

The. Four Lads: “Sin* Frank 
Loesser” (Columbia). Tunesmith 
Frank Loesser’s catalog gives the 
Four Lads a musical. field day. 
Working with a medley of Loesser 
scores from “Guys and Dolls,” 
“Where’s Charley?” “Hans Chris¬ 
tian Andersen” and a flock of. pops, 
the group hits ’em out neatly in its 
familiar *pop harmonizing manner. 

Katie Lee: “Songs of Couch 
and -Consultation” (Commentary), 
Freud is the peg here but it's 
turned into an overlong Joke by 
writer: Bud Freeman .(music is by 
Leon Pober). However, his sa¬ 
tiric slices of psychiatry will prob¬ 
ably go over big with those who 
treat their id lightly. . Katie Lee 
handles such items as “Shrinker 
Man,” “Stay As Sick As You Are”. 
and>»-“Repressed Hostility Blues” 
with a sharp vocal attack. 

Kirby Stone Four: “Man I 
Flipped” (Cadence). There’s an 
irreverentN approach to music in 
Kirby Stone’s delivery but he does 
manage to relay the fun he’s hav¬ 
ing. Group fools around here 
with standards like “S’wonderful” 
and originals like “A Reasonably 
Ugly Chick” and turns 'em into a 
whimsical musical caper. 

“The Mike 'On the Barroom 
Floor” (Westminster), McCarthy’s 
Bar & Grill, a New York saloon, 
is the setting for this offbeat pack¬ 
age. Producer Ben Hall brought a 
tape recorder into the joint one 
night and let the McCarthy regu¬ 
lars go at it With songs and stories. 
It’s no platter dish for the AA but 
tipplers may get some kicks 
from it. 

Milton Berle Orch: “Songs My 
Mother Loved” (Roulette). Come¬ 
dian Milton Berle turns maestro 
here for a sentimental musical ex¬ 
cursion. It’s a schmaltzy package 
with lots of appeal for the musical 
romantics. The orch and chorus 
treatment of the vintage tunes are 
all in a lush, melodic groove and 
not too hard to. take. 

Martin Denny: “Exotica — Vol¬ 
ume II” (Liberty). Martin Denny 

is a musical explorer continually 
looking for- new approaches in 
sound. He found some in “Exotica 
—Volume I” and it paid off as a 
top-selling album. He's back, again 
toying with percussion and reeds 
and the hi-fi faddists will go for it 
in a big way. 

Lucy Ann Polk; “Lucky Lucy 
Ann” (Mode). Lucy Ann Polk is a . 
jazz song stylist who doesn't have 
to go too “far out” to give a fresh 
and modem interpretation to an 
oldie. She’s got sense* of rhythm 
and lyric that takes care of the 
jazz mOod in fine fashion. “Time 
After Time,” “Memphis in June,” 
“Easy Living,” “How About 'You” 
and “Makin’ Whoopee” are all 
cases n point. 

'■ Tony Perkins: JEpic). Before 
Tony Perkins ankled the Epic fold' 
for RCA Victor, label grooved a 
Rock'of sides of which this is the 
end result. .Although he’s no pro¬ 
fessional crooner, actor Perkins 
has a rhythmic discipline which 
gives his song workovers a pleas¬ 
ing and easy feel. Among the tunes 
which he takes in his stride are 
‘‘Hit the Road to Dreamland,” 
“How Long Has. This Been Going 
Oh,” “But Beautiful,” “Gone With 
the Wind” and “Better Luck Next 
Time.” 

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines, 

Second Group 

JUST BETWEEN YOU & ME.i;... Chordettes 

.Everly Bros/. .... Cadence 

Johnny Mathis. ... Columbia 

Elvis Presley. 

Jimmie RodgeYs ... ... .Roulette 

Jane Morgan ...... 

PauVAnka ■. ...ABC-Par. 

Crickets .. . .Brunswick 

Rays... 

Sam Cooke ....... 

Ames Bros. --- 

Rickey Nelson ..... ,.. .Imperial 

Della Reese ...... . Jubilee 

i Debbie Reynolds .Coral 
| Ames gros. .... . 

Steve Lawrence .... 

.Cadence ♦ 
HULA LOVE . 

MY SPECIAL ANGEL 

REMEMBER YOU’RE MINE ... Pat Boone. 

WHOLE' LOT OF SHAKING ........ 

Buddy Knox.Roulette 

Bobby Helms .Decca 

.Dot 

-.Sun 

. Liberty 

Jerry Lee Lewis 

Billy Ward 

I i + 
[Figures in parentheses indicate number ol weeks song has been in the Top 101 

Walter Scharf Orch: “My Favor¬ 
ite ^ Places” (Jubilee). Walter* 
Scharf’s talent as composer and 
conductor gets a topnotch display 
in the musical tour. His compo¬ 
sitions are melodic tributes to such 
varied places as Las Vegas, Ber¬ 
muda, Seville, New England and 
the Dover Cliffs, among, other 
stops, and his orch Interpretation 
makes it all an ear-filling trip. 

“Tevya and His Daughters” (Co¬ 
lumbia). Excerpted from the off- 
Broadway production of the Sho- 
lem Aleichem story, this “Tevya 
and His Daughters” package re¬ 
tains much of the Yiddish wit and 

rwarmth in the Arnold Perl adapta¬ 
tion. It’s pleasantly performed by 
Mike Kellin, Anna Vita Berger, 
Paul E. Richards, Carroll Conroy, 
Joan Harvey, . Conrad Bromberg 
and Howard Da Sylva, 

“Eleanor Roosevelt in Conversa¬ 
tion with Arnold Mlchaelis” (Re¬ 
corded Communications). Arnold 
Micbaelis' is an old hand at the 
recorded interview or “Record 
Portrait” as Ire Calls it. He knows 
how to keep the patter byplay in¬ 
teresting and stimulating with a 
well-planned q&a session. In Mrs. 
Roosevelt, he has an excellent sub¬ 
ject who comes through warm and 
shining. ' - , 

Ray Charles Singers: “Here’s to 
My Lady” (MGM)/ The male mem¬ 
bers of the Ray Charles Singers 
are here In a tasty and romantic 
salute to the opposite sex* With 
numbers like “To Marvelous for 
Words,” “My Darling, My Darling,” 
“You’re My Girl,” “Stay as Sweet 
as You Are” and “All of You,” 
they should score. 

D’Ariega 0*ch: “MUsic With a 
Heartbeat”-“Pop Concert at Car¬ 
negie Hall” (Design). In the low- 

„ price ($1.49)) album field, these 
4-D’Artega sets are bard to beat. 

They are excellently recorded and 
grooved with taste and style. In 
“Music With a Heartbeat,” the 
maestro has some romantic melo¬ 
dies by Rebekah West Harkness 
to play with while in “Pops Con¬ 
cert at Carnegie Hall,”, he works 
through several favorite semi- 
classical pieces with the help of 
Rosa Linda on the piano. 

. ' Gros. 

Garris CM. of Tico; Rago 
Reps Roulette in Dixie 

Peter Garris has taken over as 
general manager of the Tico Dis¬ 
tributing Corp. He replaces Don 
Carter who was upped to national 
sales manager at the Roulette 
label. Tico is Roulette’s New York 
distributing outlet 

Garris previously had been with 
Bruno Distributors and the Capitol 
Hi-Fi Centre record shop in New 
York. He’ll head a Sides f orce , 
which consists of Sam Goldner, 
Jerry Cohen, Murray Brenner and 
Jerry Lefferts. 

Another appointment in the Rou¬ 
lette setup is Vince Rago as disk- 
ery’s promotion rep in the south. 
He’ll work that territory for Rou¬ 
lette's pop, country & western and 
rhythm & blues lines, prior to 
joining the label, Rago had operat¬ 
ed his own promotion and advertis¬ 
ing office in Wilmington', Del, 

Phil Nlnunoas’ 10-man jazz 
group starts a series of radio half- 
hour concerts, “Nimmons ’n' 
Nine,” over CBC’s Trans-Canada 

i Network Nov. 5. 
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Pix Scores Need Not Be Satellites, 
Can Stand on Own Tune Feet: Green 

Although the disk plug is of 
major importance to a motion pic¬ 
ture, films score composers must 
not write for anything but the 
scene itself, according to Johnny 
Green, Metro’s studio music chief 
who scored “Raintree County,” 
which is due to be packaged as a 
soundtrack album by RCA Victor. 
Green said, however, that many 
soundtrack sets have suffered from 
poor' production planning. 

As written for the films, sound¬ 
track scores are not independent 
pieces of music meant to be waxed 
as is, Green says. But, he says, 
electronic and tape-splicing tech¬ 
niques now permit a film scorer to 
convert the soundtrack music into 
coherent musical compositions that 
can stand on their own feet. 

Green pointed out that he did 
an extensive editing job on “Bain- 
tree County” for a double XP set 
Victor, is" plamrng. While using 
only the material from the sound¬ 
track itself. Green cut out the ob¬ 
vious stalls (the sustained chords 
running several seconds to set the 
moods of a scene) and rearranged 
the melodic sequences into a work 
that had musical form, instead of 
the episodic character which the 
original score# must necessarily 
have. 

Where appropriate. Green defi¬ 
nitely favors the inclusion of a song 
motif in the score. He said that 
Dimitri Tlomkin has-been utilizing 
to optimum advantage the film song 
which heightens the dramatic ac¬ 
tion. “High Noon,” for instance, 
was a standout example of the 
appropriate slotting of a'song; also 
the theme from “High and The 
Mighty.” Green has come up with 
“The Song from ‘Raintree County’,” 
which Nat King Cole has cut for 
Capitol, among other versions. 

R V R in Hi-Phi 
Washington, Oct. 29. 

A B.C. rock ’n’ roll orch 
moves to the Cornell U. cam¬ 
pus Nov. 2 to play at the semi¬ 
annual dance held jointly 
there by three Greek letter 
.fraternities. 

Calvin (Houn’ Dog) Ruffin 
& His Hounds have been 
signed to provide the heavy 
r&r beat for the affair of Phi 
Delta Theta, Delta Upsilon 
and Sigma Phi The* under¬ 
graduate managers of the 
dance determined that rock 
’n’ roll was the order of the 
day. 

The Ruffin orch, well re¬ 
garded In this area, records for 
the Gold Crest label. 

Molly’s Bee-Line to Cap * 
After a Dash With Dot 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 

Molly Bee is returning to the 
Capitol roster after a short stretch 
as an artist with Dot Records. 
Teenage singer has signed a five- 
year contract with Capitol which 
will get underway with tunes from 
her upcoming films, “Summer 
Love” for Universal and “Steady 
Date” for Columbia. 

Miss Bee began as a recording 
artist with Capitol six years ago, 
when she was 12. During her 
tenure there she recorded “I Saw. 
Mommy Kissing Santa Claus.” She 
currently is under a non-exclusive 
two-picture-per year contract with 
Universal-International. 

lilton’s Gohfisks (3) 
Epic Records' awarded Roy Ham¬ 

ilton, three gold records last week. 
Presentation, made at New Yor* 
Apollo Theatre, was for Hamilton’s 
1,000,000 disk-sellers of “You’U 
Never Walk Alone,” “Ebb Tide” 
and “Unchained Melody,” 

Buddy Eriedlander, Epic’*, sales 
staffer, made the ^gresengidi^n. 

Harbach Tribute 
- - Salt Lake City, Oct, 29. 
Otto A. Harbacli, dean of Amer* 

can librettists,- was honored In his 
hometown of'Salt Lake City with a 
special tribute last week 123) by 
the City Commission in coopera¬ 
tion with ASCAP. 

The free pumic event featured 
the pops orch (30) led by Eugene 
Jelesnik, local impresario and tv 
personality, plus musical groups 
and soloists from all over the state. 
Harbach came here from his home 
in New York City. 

Among those coming to Utah to 
pay tribute to the 84-year-old Salt 
Lake-born lyric writer were Paul 
F. Cunningham, president, and 
George A. Hoffman* comptroller, 
of ASCAP, Telegrams from celeb¬ 
rities all over the nation were read 
at the concert. 

Program of Harbach - cleffed 
tunes included “Song of the 
Flame,” “Romance,” “TheMounties 
and Rose-Marie.” “The Night Was 
Made For Love,” “The Love Nest,” 
“Cuddle Up a Little Closer,” ‘“The 
Firefly,” “Who,” “I Saw You 
S m i 1 e,” “You’re Devastating,” 
“Yesterdays,” “Touch of Your 
Hand,” “Smoke Gets In Your 
Eyes,” “Indian Love Call,” “Let’s 
Dream Together,” “Bambalina,” 
“The Perfect Symphony.” 

Bypassed Heir Problems at Meet 
Snav«u 

A record designed for "“those 
who desire to play the phono¬ 
graph while watching televi¬ 
sion” has now been put into 
circulation under the' Bunab 
label The 12-inch platter, 
moreover, is designed to play 
on any speed front, 16 to 80rpm 
with the same results. 

Title of the album is “Com¬ 
panion To Tv, from the origi¬ 
nal soundtrack of the Urban- 
Eclipse silent film, 4The Fatal 
Love,’ ” scored by Orville K. 
Snav. If played with the 33rpm 
speed, the disk contaips 40 
minutes of silence. 

Donald Singer Heading 
Roulette’s New O’seas Dir. 

Roulette Records, a compara-s 

tively new indie on the disk scene, 

already is eyeing the overseas 

market. Joe Kolsky, the diskery’s 

sales veep, has brought in Donald 
Singer for the newly created post 
of foreign operations manager. 

- In this new post, Singer will 
maintain a constant liaison with 
overseas nutlets directing sales 
and promotional matters that are 
distributed in the U. S. to foreign 
sources. 

Singer’s diskery credits includes 
a stint with Decca's catalog depart¬ 
ment and production head at ABC- 
Paramount. 

Disques Francais Inc. authorized 
to conduct a publications business 
in New York. 4 

ABC’S SAM CLARK BACK 
.BULLISHFROM O’SEAS 

Sam Clark, ABC-Pai'amburit prez, 
who returned to his New York desk 
Friday (25) after a three-week trek 
through Europe, is. high on the 
diskery’s future in the foreign 
market. 

During his o.o. of the overseas 
disk biz scene, Clarke set the 
wheels rolling for new arrange¬ 
ments to broaden the base of the 
ABC-Par output on the Continent 
with worldwide representation 
“within the forseeable future.” 

Clark held a staff meeting Mon¬ 
day (28) to lay out plans for new 
sales and merchandising tech-,., 
niques in regard to the foreign^ 
market. 

Les Elgart Into Lockup 
After r Brush With Cops 

Minneapolis, Oct. 29. 
In the Twin Cities with his band 

for a U. of Minesota fraternity 
dance and a From Ballroom one- 
nighter, Les Elgart was fined $10 
in municipal court for-drunkenness 
after having challenged a police¬ 
man in a local slum, saloon to a) 
fight and being arrested. 

In court the policeman said that, 
when challenged, he told Elgart to 
go home—he was too small. “I've 
gbt a good mind to tear you apart,” 
replied the 5-rfoot 10-inch trum- 
'peter-bahdleader, according to- the 
policeman's testimony. 

The policeman, had. been sum¬ 
moned to the saloon when Elgart 
allegedly became noisy. Testimony 
was to the effect that Elgart pushed 
aside a companion who was urging 
him to leave and persisted in bait¬ 
ing the policeman and the latter's, 
partner. So he was arrested and 
taken to the lockup in the patrol' 
wagon. He put up $25 bail to gain 
his release. 

Hub’s ‘Jazz’Series 
Boston, Oct. 29. 

WGBH-TV here is producing a 
series of 17' half-hour shows on 
“Jazz Meets The Classics” for the 
National Educational • Center. in 
Ann Harbor; Mich. Series is fea¬ 
turing George Shearing and his 
quintet with commentary by Father 
Norman J. O’Connor. 

It will be distributed only to 
educational tv outlets. 

Theodor- Uppman sings “Don; 
Giovanni” at New York’s Metop for j: 
the first time tomorrow (Thurs.).; 
He Will sing the role of Papagno t. 
in "La Periciiole” there Nov. 2. 1 

JfkWETY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail ftieet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system 'comprising each of the three major sales, outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings-denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes ,(coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This List 
Week Week 

1 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

2 

3 

4 

3 

4 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

.7 

8 - 

9 

10 

TALENT 

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNB 

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) ... Wake Up Little Suzyf ' 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ... Jailhouse Rockf 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)...Chances Are* 

JANE MORGAN (Kapp)_".... . Fascinationf 

RAYS (Cameo) .... Silhouettesf 

BOBBY HELMS (Decca) .. My Special Angelf 

JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)'. Honeycomb* 

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) .... Be Bop Babyf 

DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)__ Tammy* 

SAM COOKE (Keen) ........ Jou Send Mef 

TUNES 

TUNE \ PUBLISHER 

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUZY . ...:..,.......... Acuff-Rose 

^CHANCES ARE.......... . .Korwin 

f JAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F ... Presley 

fFASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F.. Southern 

*TAMMY—“Tammy & Bachelor”-F_____ Northern 

^HONEYCOMB ............- Joy 

f SILHOUETTES  ...... .. Regent 

* AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F .. Young 

fMY SPECIAL ANGEL .... .. Copar 

fDIANA ..„... Pamco 

(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films) 

Chicago, Oct. 29. 
Paul Cunningham, president oi 

the American Society of Com¬ 
posers, Authors and Publishers, ad¬ 
dressed an assemblage of Chicago 
area members at the Morrisoa 
Hotel here in response to a long 
smoldering resentmc^ song¬ 
writers and publb&u here, con¬ 
cerning ASCAP polio;- „ ' •Ufse who 
anticipated this as a 
chance to form a r*: re tentative 
voice from the r’-dnes dfcved 
little. 

Cunningham, flanked by hia 
aide-de-camp, occupied the micro¬ 
phone for almost all of the 75-min¬ 
ute meeting. He stressed national 
ASCAP policy but made only token 
overtures to local problems. On 
the senate jukebox bill (S-1870) he 
noted that elimination of coin ma¬ 
chines from royalty payments could 
set a precedent extendable to pay 
tv. He stated that random sam¬ 
plings of local radio stations would 
be increased and noted that there 

! were twice as many credits in last 
‘year’s survey as in 1950. Second 
nuarler of 1957 brought $4,981,- 
000 to ASCAP members as against 
$4,799,000 for the first quarter. 

Cunningham contrasted this 
meeting with the recent BMI com 
vention to which he claimed BMI 
writers for the most pari -’''i 
even get invitations. However, 
local members of ASCAP who 
sought to understand tfby their 
membership of 300 tloes not even 
liave a representative nominated 
for national office were told to get 
together and do so. Even so, Cun¬ 
ningham occupied the stage until 
food was served, and he dismissed 

j the group at once. The assembled 
j wTiters and publishers had no 
j chance to circulate among each 
other and voice their opinions in a 

! meeting that had ostensibly been 
: called for that purpose. 
! One member, publisher Louis P. 
i O’Connell, wishing to present argu- 
! ments concerning voting repre¬ 

sentation and assignment of cred- 
; its, including detailed material sub- 
j mitted to Senator James Roose¬ 

velt’s Senate committee, was de- 
! nied the floor until the dining room 
1 doors were opened. The meeting 

was adjourned with members ex¬ 
pressing themselves as in no way 
better acquainted or organized into 
a regional representational body, 
although about 100 of 300 members 
in this area attended. 

CARLE WINS ROUND IN 
SUIT VS. JEWEL MUSIC 

A motion by Jewel Music for a 
stay in a suit brought against it 
by Frankie Carle was denied by 
N.Y. Supreme Court Justice Sam¬ 
uel M. Gold last week. Carle is 
suing Jewel for $50,000 and the 
rescinding of various contracts be¬ 
tween himself and the publishing 
firm from. 1937 to 1949 covering 
publication of 16 tunes. 

Carle’s complaint claims that 
Jewel has continuously failed for 
many years to account properly 
fon the royalties on his tunes. He 
also charged a failure to promote 
the tunes since Jewel discontinued 
business as an active firm. In¬ 
volved as such Carle tunes as 
“Sunrise Serenade,” "Falling 
Leaves,” “My Starlight Serenade” 
and “Carleana.” 

Jewel Music, formerly operated 
by Herb Levine, was recently 
bought out by Gene and Harry 
Goodman for their Arc-Harmon 
publishing operation. 

Prager’s Road Bit For 
Big 3’s O’seas Larder 

Bernard Prager, sales manager 
of the Big Three (Robbins, Feist & 
Miller) is hitting the road to in¬ 
troduce firms’ newly acquired for¬ 
eign music publications. 

The foreign copyrights were ob¬ 
tained from Hans Gerig, Germany, 
and Gordon V. Thompson Ltd. of 
Canada. Big Three also is expand¬ 
ing its representation of publica¬ 
tions from the catalog of Edizioni 
Curci of Italy. 

Ray Meinberg Quits NR 
Ray Meinberg exited National 

Records last week as sales and pro¬ 
motion manager. No replacement 
has yet been set. 

Before joining National, Mein¬ 
berg had been midwestem promo¬ 
tion manager for RKO-Unique. 
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1st Time People Heard Own Anthem 
By Symphony Was Via Mpls. Orch 
By HAZEL GUILD 4- 

Stuttgart, Oct. 22. 

‘'Europeans perform in America 

with the Idea of making money. 

Americans still go to Europe for 

less money, and with an idea of 
contributing to musical under¬ 
standing” Antal Dorati pointed out 
here at the conclusion of his whirl¬ 
wind conducting tour with the Min¬ 
neapolis Symphony through the 
Near East. The orchestra per¬ 
formed 22 concerts In a month, in 
such remote locations as Bombay, 
Bagdad, Karachi, Beirut and Is¬ 
tanbul, It marked the first time 
since the last World War that an 
entire America^-symphony has per¬ 
formed in thesejremote locations. 

Tour was underwritten by the 
State Department, at a cost to them 
of an estimated $250,000. Although 
admissions were charged at each 
city, geared to what the local pop¬ 
ulace could pay, the cost to the 
State Department Was tremendous. 
But it paid off in millions of dol¬ 
lars of good will, Dorati stressed. 

In each country, Dorati played 
the country’s national anthem, re¬ 
quiring highly intensive work on 
the part of the Symphony’s 81- 
year-old arranger to adapt the 
music to the symphony group, since 
in the midst of the lands, such ar¬ 
rangements were unobtainable, and 
the time was so short. 

"To our amazement, occasionally 
there was silence at the end of the 
anthem. Some of the people didn’t 
recognize it at first, and later said 
they had never heard of a large 
symphony orchestra play their an¬ 
them,” he commented. 

"I may become known as the 
father of the national anthem in 
some of those countries,” he 
laughed. 

Used DC-4 Planes 
Travelling with the 106-member 

group, including the 96-man sym¬ 
phony and the "spare parts,” group 
had to be split into two as the gov¬ 
ernment’s DC-4 airplane provided 
Shuttle service for the orch in two 
trips. “Luckily, the men and the 
instruments always showed up in 
time for the concerts,” he added. 

“We thought we were a flop in 
Bakdad,” admitted Dorati. 

That’s because In Moslem cities, 
like Bagdad, there is about a five- 
minute silence after each number, 
as the audience digests the music. 
Only after this terrifying long si¬ 
lence does the applause break out. 
That is what happened in Bagdad. 

With the differing reactions, like 
wild screaming in Greece to signify 
pleasure and 30 minutes of ova¬ 
tion in Yugoslavia, the orchestra 
soon understood that the people 
were overcome with pleasure, just 
expressed according to their coun¬ 
try’s various ways. The varied re¬ 
actions were startling to an Amer¬ 
ican orchestra. 

The symphony orchestra mem¬ 
bers returned to the U. S. after 
the tour, and Dorati stayed on in 
Europe for an additional week of 
dates. 

Conducted 7th Army Swyph 
He conducted a concert last 

Sunday (20) with the Seventh Army 
Symphony Orch at Stuttgart’s 
famed Liederhalle. It marked the 
first time this military group has 
had a non-military conductor. Cur¬ 
rent regular conductor with the 
Seventh Army Symphony is Lin 
Tung, who used to be violinist with 
the Minneapolis Symphony. At 
Tung's request, Dorati made this 
v^mid "uest appearance with the 
Symphony. Proceeds of the event 
wvni to the United Natio'ns Chil-’ 
Iren’s Fund. 

Dorati is also utilizing the extra 
days in ^.Europe to complete a 
cycle of' Smetana compositions 
that he started recording last year 
with the Amsterdam Concertge- 
bouw Orchestra. Te flew to Vi¬ 
enna to finish the recording stint, 
and the album will be released on 
the Phillips label in Europe later 
this year, with Columbia Records 
releasing in the U. S. 

Add ‘Fantabulous’ Dates 
The fall edition of "The Fantabu- 

lous Rock ’n’ Roll Show of 1957” 
has been extended to Nov. 17. Addi¬ 
tional dates have been set in Texas, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, 
Missouri, Ohio and Michigan. 

Package features Mickey Sc Syl¬ 
via, Larry Williams, Ray Charles 
and Joe Turner. 

Col’s $31.92 Xmas Pkge. 
In anticipation of a big Yule 

sales push, Columbia Records al¬ 

ready has prepped a $31.92 deluxer 

for the seasonal buying spree. 

Package, which is going Under the 

overall banner |>f "Columbia Li¬ 

brary of Popular ’Misic,” consists 

of eight DP’s. 
Disks include interpretation of 

George Gershwin by Percy Faith, 

Richard Rodgers by Andre Kos- 
telanetz, Cole Porter by -Michel 
Legrahd and Jerome. Kern by Paul 
Weston. They were initially issued 
as^our separate two-pocket pack¬ 
ages in Col’s CL line and retailed 
for $7.98 each. 

Elrod to Col LP Club 
T. C. Elrod has joined the ad¬ 

ministrative staff of Columbia’s LP 

Record Club. His initial function 

will be assisting the opening of the 
club’s eastern shipping centre. Sub¬ 
sequently, he’ll assume an exec 
post in the club’s fulfillment set¬ 
up reporting to Richard Brun, di¬ 
rector of fulfillment. 

Elrod comes to Col after a stint 
with the Crowell-Collier Record 
Club. Before that he had been 
with Capitol Records in Its branch 
operation and transcription de¬ 
partments. 

W. Berlin Disk Bestseller* 
Middle of Island.....-Ford 

(Capitol) 

School Day...., .Chuck Berry 
(Brit. Columbia) 

Lucille ........Little Richard 
(London) 

White Sport Coat-Robbins 
(Philips! 

You Don’t Know Me.... .Vale 
(Philips) 

Stem von Afrika. 
(Columbia) 

Maratonga ....... 
(Polydor) 

.,.. .Lolita 

Heute Abend...... 
(Polydor) 

.Alexander 

Lazzarella ........ 
(Pathe) 

. .Carosene 

Kleine Fische..... 
(Columbia) 

,.. .Bendix 

Hartford Fire Levels 
Shut Aragtm Ballroom 

Hartford, Oct. 29. 
Closed as a firetrap in 1952, the 

Aragon Ballroom here was razed 
a fortnight ago in a spectacular 
two alarm fire. Homebase for the 
nation’s top name bands in the 
1920s and 1930s under the name of 
Palais Royal, dancehall was. taken 
over in 1941 by FelixHFerdinando, 
ex-bandleader, and operated under 
his name as a dine Sc dancer. 

In 1950 Ferdinando gave up the 
dancehall and it was retagged Ara¬ 
gon Ballroom, remaining in use 
until the fire department closed it 
down. Hall bad also been used for 
amateur boxing, and vaudeville. 
Two localites who became feather¬ 
weight champions, Willie Pep and 
Bat Battalino, started fighting as 
amateurs there. 

Inside Stuff-Music 
Although a copyright is a form of property, it differs from other 

property forms insofar as owners of a copyright have claim to it for 

only a limited period instead of in perpetuity. So explains Herman 

Finkelstein, ASCAP’s general attorney, in an article titled "Copy¬ 

right—The Author’s Property” for Pan Pipes, the national music fra¬ 

ternity magazine. Finkelstein states that authors in the U.S. have the 

rights to their property for a much shorter period than in other west¬ 

ern democracies. In the U.S. authors’ rights are limited to a? term of 

56 years, whereas in most other civilized countries of the world the 
period of copyright is for-the lifetime of the author and for 50 years 
after his death. Pointing out that there is another inequity in the U.S. 
in that the writers of music are not able to collect performance fees 
frqm jukeboxes, he calls for a complete revision of the Copyright Act. 

Dana Records, indie specializing in polka disks, has extended its 
fall package plan for EP’s and LP’s until Nov. 30. Plan, which was 
launched in August, originally .was scheduled to run through Oct. 31. 
Diskery’s package- plan features the eight-for-seveh deal. Dealers pur¬ 
chasing seven EP’s or LP’s. receive one free. A special billing plan 
was also included in the program which allowed distributors placing 
orders in November to receive a split billing of three monthly pay¬ 
ments beginning in December. 

Society maestro Marshall Grant is “booked solid” for a year. The 
Grant trio winds up a run at the Hotel New Yorker’s Golden Thread 
Cafe Nov. 30 and moves over to the St. Regis Hotel’s Maisonette to 
appear with Julie Wilson. Oq Jan. 24, the group heads south for the 
seasonal stand at the Casablanca, Palm Beach, Fla. In June, Gfant 
returns for the summer season at Herb McCarthy’s Southampton, L.I., 
saloon, Bowden Square. 

As a peg for*“a contest involving dealers, George R. Marek, RCA 
Victor disk v.p. and general manager, has asked for help in repackag¬ 
ing a set,* "Overtures—In Spades,” which was released earlier this 
month. Marek admits to retailers that he doesn’t think this piece of 
merchandise has been presented'in the best possible way and he wants 
dealers to submit ideas for a new album title and cover. Winners will 
get RCA Victor color television sets. 

Decca Records is leading off its Christmas package entries with an 
LP comprising top seasonal standards by various artists. Titled 
"Around The Christmas Tree,” set includes numbers by Bing Crosby 
& Carol Richards, Judy Garland, the Four Aces and Guy Lombardo, 
among others. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS * 
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1 1 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Sountrack (DL 9046)........ 1 2 2 2 i 2 1 2 4 1 7 2 1 i i 2 3 1 162 

2 2 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090).. 6 5 3 5 6 7 10 2 8 2 1 3 8 3 1 5 5 107 

3 4 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Where Are You (W 855). 2 7 3 4 4 1 4 6 3 4 3 .4 6 10 1 .. 103 

4 5 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Loving You (LPM 1515)..... 5 T 9 3 2 7 3 8 5 9 3 63 

5 3 
NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
Love Is the Thing (W 824) .. . 6 8 9 6 7 1 5 7 10 6 50 

6 6 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028)--- 3 4 9 3 5 10 1 4 49 

7 7 
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor) 
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1505)_... 4 8 6 10 8 4 2 3 43 

8 9 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LT. 1700). 9 6 10 9 5 9 9 7 8 9 4 6 41 

9 12 
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia) 
Soundtrack (DL 5210). 10 8 8 3 1 8 4 35 

10 , 8 
PAT| BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071).* 10 1 4 9 1 9 32 

11 13 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595). 7 6 6 7 7 « 27 

' 12 14 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Swinging Affair (W 803). 7 7 5 3 8 25 

13A 17 
KING Sc I. (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (T 740). 5 8 7 e 6 23' 

13B 16 
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) 
Exotica (LRP 3034)..._:.. 2 _4J 4 23 

18 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Forties (KXL 5003). 1 4 7 21 

16A 15 
LAWRENCE WELK (Coral) 
Dixieland (57146). 

* 
10 2 

• 
5 8 19 

16B 10 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000). 10 2 2 19 

18 21 
EYDBE GORME (ABC-Par) 
Swings the Blues (192). 7 7 5 8 IQ 18 

19 11 
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 8289).. 9 2 5 17 

20_ 
BLACK WATCH (Victor) 
Scottish Splendor. 3* 4 15 

21 
PAL JOEY (CapitoD 
Soundtrack (W 192) .. 6 2 14 

22 „ 23 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Almost Paradise (1063) 5 7 M 

23A 19 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
We Get Letters (LPM 1462).. 8 .. 10 JL 9 _9 

23B 
GEORGE SHEARING (Capitol) 
Black Satin (T 858) ...»... 8 5 

* 
_9 

I 25 20 
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic) 
Dance to Music of (LN 3340)... 5 9 8 

\l_ mmmm ^m 22^ MB 
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Disk-Buy Madness 
i Continued from page 67 ; 

ceivably it could eliminate the in¬ 
stitution factor entirely, and the 
key* figure on Tin Pan Alley 
wouldn’t be the a&r man but the 
Ph.D. 

; Started Early in Tear . 
Early this year Social Research 

Inc., which headquarters in Chi, 
peddled a music research program 
to Vietor after several other, dis- 
keries’ had- turned it down. Prin¬ 
cipals in the deal were SRI’s Irv¬ 
ing White, who assembled the 
techniques for this study, and Bill 
Bulloek, who was then head of 
Victor's singles department. The 
two companies are now between 
renewal contracts, but White has 
left SRI to work independently 
and Bullock is now manager of 
the diskery’s album division. 

In its work for Victor to date, 
the MR firm has assured, for what¬ 
ever worth, the psychological 
meanings that certain disk person¬ 
alities, tunes, arrangements and 
lyrics, have to a cross-section of 
teenagers and how these fit into 
their general fantasies. Specific 
cally, SRI sent in reports designed 
to give a&r more background by 
which' .to select artists and songs 
more intelligently; advised the 
di§kery (correctly, it turned outW 
that certain artists attempting1 
comebacks would fail; weeded but 
what it determined were the least 
promising demos from those it 
Was given to work with; and ad¬ 
vised promotion departments on 
pre-releases, along lines of put¬ 
ting money on the winners rather 
than on the losers. ^ 

It’s known that the artists Vic¬ 

tor submitted to researcher White 
for image studies were Julius La- 
Rosa and Eddie Fisher, neither of 
whom has been able to get back on 

["the hit track for months. Stud¬ 
ies attempted to find out if these 
singers stiU '• express themselves 
in a way that’s acceptable to the 
core of teenage buyers or, if not, 
what stylistic changes they’d haye 
to make; to become more accept¬ 
able. 

Broached for comment, White 
declined to give his specifics of 
his findings. He did say, however, 
of the general picture, . "We’ve 
found in every teenager there’s a 
need for tenderness and for ex¬ 
pressing energy. The teenager 
wants to be taken care of and yet 
he wants to he an adult. In short, 
there's a little of the Johnny 
Mathis and the’.Elvis Presley in 
all of them.” 

Teeners’ Dual Desire 
White believes that a dual trend 

will persist, preserving both the 

big beat and the tender ballad. 

“I believe the kids actually want 

to dump the rock *n’ roll stereo¬ 
type," he states, "but they don’t 
want to lose the big heat. My 
guess is that, the outfit that can 
develop a big beat in a harmonious 
sound to. the liking of teenagers 
will he able to subdue .rock ’n’ 
roll." 

The researcher, a psychololgiSffc, 
emphasized that- MR techniques 
are not magical, and he admitted 
they are still subject to further 
experiment and knowledge. “This 
we do know,” he said, "that .even 

as they are-now they're far better 
than intuition." - 

White said that he would like 
to do a thorough study of all the 
million disk sellers to assess what 
they have in common. This, he 
believes, might help research to 
arrive at a system that predicts. 
His current project is a study for 
deejays -on how they’re being re¬ 
ceived by the public and what they 
might do to improve that relation¬ 
ship. 

ff. 
As No. 3 U. S. Market in the World 

ortiz Walton's woes 

Buffalo Won’t Defer To Boston- 
Held at Canadian Border 

Buffalo, Oct. 29. 
Controversy between the Buf¬ 

falo Philharmonic Orchestra and 

the Boston Symphony over the 

services of double bass player Or¬ 
tiz M. Walton is likely to be re¬ 

solved in court—hut in a manner 

not anticipated by the parties to 

the argument. Walton, the success¬ 

ful competitor over 30 other con¬ 

testants for the Boston group’s 

bass section at Tanglewood- 'this 
summer, was denied a release from 
his Buffalo Philharmonic contract 
and the matter has been in status 
quo for several weeks. 

Separate matter: Walton, return¬ 
ing from Toronto, 100 miles from 
here, by taxi, was detained at the. 
Peace Bridge and hooked without 
charges when inspectors, finding 
him apparently ill and talking in¬ 
coherently, summoned narcotics 
agents who found burnt residue, a 

fhuddha statue with a hole in it1 
and a small pipe in his suitcase. 
The articles were sent to the police 1 
laboratory for analysis. 

Ottawa, Oct. 29, 
Jacques Beaudry, Canadian con¬ 

ductor, will baton a series of con¬ 
certs in the Soviet Union, teeing 
Nov. 20 In Moscow. He’ll conduct 
Moscow State Symphony and Len¬ 
ingrad Symphony Orchs. 

He’s going on invitation from 
Soviet Ministry of Cultural Af¬ 
fairs. 

Germany’s No. 1 on Jazz 
Berlin, Oct. 22. 

Jazz may be a stepchild of most 
German radio stations, but it cer¬ 
tainly isn’t that with Suedwestfunk 
(Southwest station located in Ba¬ 
den-Baden). Latter, which also is 
the new post of Eddie SaUter (he's 
a musical director there), deserves 
even the classification of being the 
most jazz-conscious radio station 
in the country. 

Checkup of program reveals that 
there is a total .of-18 different jazz 
broadcasts scheduled between Nov. 
3 and 29, Most of the shows have 
a 45-minute’running time, two go 
even for 50 minutes, -the rest being 
half-hour airings. Headliners of 
the various segments are Bill 
Russo. Bonny Rollins, Count Basie, 
Nat King Cole, Eddie Sauter, 
Modern Jazz Quartet, Dizzi Gille¬ 
spie, among others. 
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1 2 
IVERLY BROS (Cadence) 
Wake Up, Little Susy .... 2 8 9 10 1 8 1 3 1 2 

d— 

2 2 2 3 2 4 2 3 135 

2 1 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
Jaflhonsc Rock ....-. 1 8 6 6 2 4 1 2 1 1. 1 2 1 2 4 1 133 

3 3 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Chances Are .... 3 7 1 5 1 2 6 6 4 8 1 3 3 1 6 98 

4 . 7\ 
RAYS (Cameo) 
Silhouette* .. 1 1 7 3 3 J 3 6 4 6 65 

3 . 10 
BOBBY HELMS (Decca) 
My Special Angel .. 5 4 2 2 7 2 1 1 61 

8 4 
JANE MORGAN (Kapp) 1 
Fascination . .... 3 10 2 9 ;6 9 5 6 3 2 55 

7 9 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
BeBopBaby .... ....... 8 3 8 3 10 4 8 8 40 

8 8 
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral) 
Tammy .. — — 9 6 3 8 10 5 5 5 37 

9A 11 
TUNE WEAVERS (Checker) * 
Happy, Happy Birthday, Baby.-....... 4 3 7 7 10 24 

9B 18 
SAM COOKE (Keen) 
Yon Send Me. ' 7 2 8 , p 3 24 

11 3 
JIMMIE, RODGERS (Roulette) 
Honeycomb .. . 9 4 4 7 8 23 

12 
STAN FREBERG (Capitol) 
Wnui^rfnl, Wnnnerfnl ..... 10 8 1 4 21 

13 
PAT BOONE (Dpt) ■ 
April Love .. 5 5 8 7 19 

14 20 
DELLA REESE (Jubilee) . 
And Tint Reminds Me... . 5 5 3 18 

15 19 

THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin) 
Little Bitty Pretty One. JL 4 8 16 

16 
NICK TODD (Dot) 
Plaything .. 7 5 6 15 

17 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
An the Way ........ . .. 10 8 9 9 5 14 

18 
WILL CrLAHE (London 
Liechtenstein Polka .N. 9 7 5 12 

19 .12 
AMES BROS. (Victor! - 
Melodic D’Amour . 9 7 7 , 10 11 

20 23 
PERRY COMO’ (Victor) 
Just Born .. - 7 7r ,9 JO j 

21A 8 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) 
That’ll Be the Cay. .. . 8 10 8 _9 ; 

21B 16 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
Diana .. .... 8 5 _9 ] 

23A .. 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Till _____.,_„. 4 10 

^ 1 
_8 < 

23B 22 
BOBETTES (Atlantic; 
Mr, Lee.! 3 9 _8 j 

23C 13 • 

RUSS HAMILTON (Kapp) 
Rainbow ....:....... -• 7 7 8 !! 

Berlin, Oct. 29. 
Nat Shapiro, Columbia Records* 

international a&r man, here for 
two days of business talks in Ber¬ 
lin, said that for American disk- 
eries the (West) German market 
is the third most lucrative in the 
world. . Taking into, consideration 
that the one-two markets are the 
U. S. homegrounds and Britain, 
the placing of Germany in position 
No. 3 means that this country is 
American diskeries* most lucrative 
foreign-language outlet. 

Philips, which sells America’s 
Columbia label in Germany (the 
Britsh Col disks are handled here 
by Electrola), has currenly a per¬ 
centage of about 10 on the domes¬ 
tic market. As to Shapiro as 
w’ell as to local disk dealers, this 
percentage is sure to climb higher 
within the next few months. Check¬ 
up with this city’s leading record 
shop revealed that% two Columbia 
items are currently among the first 
half-dozen of bestselling records: 
“A White Sport Coat” (Marty Rob¬ 
bins) and "You Don’t Know Me" 
(Jerry Vale). Other big names here 
are Johnnie Ray, Frankie Laine, 
Doris Day and Guy MitchelL Sha¬ 
piro hopes to bring some of these 
headliners in for guest appearances 
to Berlin some day. 

Definitely on the upbeat here as 
well is Johnny Mathis. Two of lat¬ 
ter’s stateside hits are in AFN- 
Berlin’s “most requested tunes” 
category, these being "Wonderful" 
and “It’s Not For Me To Say.” His 
newer "Chances Are" also looks 
headed for a hit. Taking into ac¬ 
count that the r&r craze is on 
the decline and the new trend is 
towards melodious tunes, Mathis 
stands a big chance to become an 
idol, a la Belafonte and Boone, 
with the pop tune-conscious teen¬ 
age set. 

Shrek’s ‘Grand Opera 
Treasury’ a Palatable 

Opus in Printer’s Ink 
By ABEL GREEN 

George R. Marek is unique In 
the music business—a longhair 
with a mass or, at least, a middle¬ 
brow concept of customer tastes. 
He's proved that at RCA Victor 
wbere, from classical a&r, he is 
now general manager and vice 
president of the entire recording 
division of the Radio Corp. of 
America. 

In the economic orbit of influ¬ 
ence that Marfek has long felt the 
classical .album belongs, he has 
been highly successful as a mer¬ 
chandized of the musical arts for 
greatest possible dividends in pack¬ 
aging . longhair music for mass 
sales, or at least for customer pen¬ 
etration beyond the heretofore ac¬ 
cepted classical class trade. 

As one dedicated to grand opera, 
his writings have dwelt on the sub¬ 
ject extensively. He is music edi¬ 
tor of House Beautiful and Good 
Housekeeping; he has authored 
such books as a work on “Puc¬ 
cini," "A Front Seat at the Opera" 
and ‘The Good Housekeeping 
Guide to Musical Enjoyment" He 
frequently appears on the Metro¬ 
politan Opera Quiz,, in between 
multiple transatlantic and trans¬ 
continental crossings for record¬ 
ings and executive sessions abroad 
and sales and ditto powwows rang¬ 
ing from NY to LA. 

In between he has managed to 
whip up a giant omnibus for 
Harpers ($6.95> titled "The World 
Treasury of Grand Opera” and, 
just as he has achieved on vinylite, 
so has he achieved in printer’s ink 
—a highly palatable, human close- 
up on operatic personalities, from 
composer to performer: maestro 
and vocal. 

It is a painstakingly categorized 

from the Italian, French and Ger¬ 
man opera to audiences, singers, 
conductors. Anybody who was any- 
' ody in the lore of opera is 

mched upon either in special 
eatises (viz., Caruso, Richard 
trauss, Lotte Lehmann, Verdi, 
eoncavello, Rossini, et al.) 
Marek is his own prolific con- 

If there’s such 
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Watch for* these NBC-TV network shows:, PERRY COMO, GEORGE GOBEL, 

EDDIE FISHER, THE PRICE IS RIGHT, TIC TAC DOUGH. They’re all sponsored by, 
RCAASCTOR @ 

imKx)* T fuoioccinmuiORor AucncA 
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THE GREATEST MOTRIN PICTURE TIRE SONG 
SINCE “Love Is A Many Splendored Thing" 

By the Same Writers, Sammy Fain and Paul Francis Webster 

PAT BOONE'S 

From the 20th Cantury-Fox Cinemascope Picture, "April Love," to Ba Released in November . 

%dt *15600 
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Salisbury Polling Voters on Liquor 
In New Move to Revive Beach B.0, 
Salisbury, Mass., Oct. 29. sion be named to supervise li- 

A new move to return liquor r.quor sales, 
licenses to Salisbury resort spots 2. Making an estimate of the 
for mo't of the year 1958 got summer population, 
underway here yesterday (Mon.) 3. whether they are for or 
wi h the mailing to the 1,800 reg- against the filing of a bill in the 
istered voters of questionnaires at- Legislature calling for a special 
temnting to determine whether election next March, 
the townspeople favor a repeal The three-part proposal recom- 

A group of leading merchants, mends creation of a town 13quor 
headed bv two amusement ops, commission; new estimate of sum- 
Roger J. Shasheen and Eugene J. mer populatiorl, which governs the 
Dean, aie making the effort. The num^er 0f licenses issued; and 
town voted, dry in 19o6 for a two- an early elec.ion u the consent of 
year pciiod and since then S lis- the Legislature is obtained for it. 
bury beach m enes and amuse- since SaIisbury went ^ 
ment concessionaires have re- eries shuttered> amusement biz at 
port heavy losses. the beach dipped way down and 

The voters are asked to approve motel d hotel biz off 
a three-step plan which could re- _■ 
turn liquor licenses in the annual 
election next March. The voters r IDriVTTTftU DAAY AM 
are being asked to consider three uAIUmTllUAn uUUA UW 

^°1. A proposal that a commis- I THE AMERICAN CIRCUS’ 
% ■■ mm“Pictorial History of the Ameri- 

—H - can Circus” by John and Alice Du- 
l&t* rant (Barnes; $10), is a large, showy 

f book, handsomely illustrated, de- 
’o \ :.v!fsigned more for a gift edition than 

•• ^for handy reference. Authors 
" acknowledge their debt in; research 

to Hertzberg Circus Collection in 
BOSTON N San Antonio Public Library; also 

1 to Ken Mayo, Ringling Bros. p. a., 
CM A CU U|X i and to the Cristiani family for 
wirmwn m l jg “cheerful cooperation/' 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW I/; Book traces U. S. circus history 
HOTEL £ in text and pix from Old World 

.. ... 1 , roots to the 1957 semi-motorcade 

s*m. Hng North, no phase of circusdom 
Show folks are raving about the || Is overlooked. Most performers of 
all new Hotel Avery. All new, large, || note (and many obscure artists) ap- 
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms i| pear in these pages. Well-reported 
with private bath and television. are indoor shows, wagon shows, 
Many Air Conditioned. i floating menageries, jnuseum ex- 

: - hibits and big tops. Oldtime show 
AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. l! “paper” is reproduced (some ex- 

-v-■ yl;;| amples in color), and there are 
..■■■■■ gQpd photos of historic parade I" ^ vvVgons and calliopes. Freaks, ani- 

I/FII DADDY mal acts* downs, bigh-flyers, wild 
fVSaffw DMIiIl 1 vvest stars, roustabouts and acro- 

i bate tumble through the Durants' 
• ; well-turned account. 

Circus fans may carp at certain 
omissions and at some Inclusions, 

; hut average reader, with sentimen- 
; tal memories of summer days at 3- 
; ring spectacles, will be delighted 
j with this volume. Rodo. 

frfiniEfr 

Blackpool Bookings 
Blackpool, Eng., Qct. 29. 

Josef Locke, a leading Irish 
tenor, is inked to star at the Cen¬ 
tral Pier, Blackpool, revue next 

'May. 
j Ken Dodd, northern English 
»comedian, is pacted for same re- 
j yue which will run through to Oc- 
. tober. 
| A1 Rea<j ismained as comedian at 
the Queen’s Theatre next summer. 
David Whitfield will star at the 
Winter Gardens Theatre. ^ ' 

Belafonte’s Post-Surgery 
Nor. 21 Date at Waldorf; 

Bailey-io-Bolger Lineup 
Harry Belafonte’s first in-person 

booking since his hospitalization 
will be Nov. 21 at the Waldorf- 
Astoria’s Empire Room. He has 
been out of circulation for the past 
several months because of eye sur¬ 
gery. The calypso exponent had a j 
three-year termer with” Claude C. | 
Philippe at the Hilton flagship hos-; 
telry in New York. He comes in 
after the current Anna Maria Al- 
berghetti engagement. 

Pearl Bailey opens New Year’s 
eve for six weeks, in the same pat- ; 
tern that Lena* Home rang up big 
grosses last winter. The McGuire 

i Sisters make their Waldorf bow 
Feb. 10. Liberace, who was a Wal¬ 
dorf original, dating back five I 
years, follows on March 10; the 
“April In Paris” show returns' 

J April 7, with Juliette Greco and 
[Varel & Bailly’s Chanteurs de 
i Paris, and Ray Bolger returns 
j Easter Monday to close the spring 
} season before the Starlight Roof 
j reopens. 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
New York 

Agent Eddie Riley at the Roose¬ 
velt Hospital as result of a stroke. 
. .. Danielle Lamarr signed for Lou 
Walters’ Casino de Paris, Miami 
Beach, Dec. 24 . . . Rita Dimitri 
going to the Nacional, Havana, 
Dec. 30 . . . Harry Bloom shifting 
from the Chicago office of General 
Artists Corp. to New York head- 
office . .. Gogi Grant to the Statler, 
Los Angeles, Jan. 23 . . - Vic Da- 
mone pacted for the Moulin Rouge, 
Hollywood, starting Christmas Day. 
. . . Marie McDonald inked for El 
Morocco, Montreal, March 15 . . . 
Steve Lawrence to the Celebrity, 
Philadelphia, Nov. 15 . .. A1 Avalon 
started at the Casino, Boston. 

Hollywood 
Songstress Ann Hathaway opened 

a two-week stand at the Keyboard 
yesterday (Tues) . . . Lili St, Cyr 
and Ink Spots open a 10-day stand 
at .the K0K0 in Phoenix, Ariz., 
starting Jan. 1 , . . Nitery comic 
Jimmie Komack plays the Chi Chi 
in Palm Springs starting No. 15. 
. . . Former RKO pactee Joan 
Dixon opens a singing stint at the 
Flame this week. 

Chicago 
Jo Ann Miller pacted for Ameri¬ 

cana, Miami Beach, fpr one week, 
Nov 6 and for New Phillips Pier 
66 Club, Ft Lauderdale, Fla,, for 
.two frames Nov. 21 . ..A1 Morgan 
returns to Brass Rail for 12 weeks 
Nov. 8 . . . Mickey Sharpe into 
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, for two 

frames Oct 28 . . , Johnny Mathis 
set for Black Orchid Dec. 3-11 with 
Irwin Corey on same bill . . . Dee- 
jay A1 Benson emceeing following 
show at Regal Theatre Noy. 8-15: 
Big MaybeDe, Joan Shaw, Titus 
Turner, Priscilla Bowmen, Scream¬ 
ing Jay Hawkins, Dells (5). Mercy 
Baby, Frankie Lee SimS, Mellow 
Kings, Three Rhythm Kings and 
A1 Smith Band. 

LiberaceY Aussie Coin 
Sydney, Oct. 22. 

Lee Gordon brings in Liberace 
late this month for a run around 
his Stadium loop* .Understood Lib- 

; erace Is pulling down the highest 
paycheck signatured for . a solo 
artists here. Gordon has set the 
admission top at $3. 

After his Aussie dates, Liberace 
| may do a short chore through the 
Far East under the Gordon banner. 

KEN BARRY 

5 WEEK TOUR 
O'KEEFE CARAVAN 

* Thank*— 
BOSSIN A POSTER, Tomato 

Mgfc Stu AW1U Wobor, Now York 

“THE COMEDIAN” 

THI LATEST — THI GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 

Now in its $7th Issua, containing 
stories, one-llners, poemettes, song 
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono- 
logs, parodies, double sags, hits, 
ideas. Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political. Interruptions. 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous 
Views of the. Hews, etc. Start with 
current Issue, $15 yearly — 2 years 
$2$ — 3 years $40 — Single Copies 
Si.00 — NO C.O.D/S. 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54 Stw New York If 

REMOVAL NOTICE 

EDDIE SMITH 
NOW AT 

250 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 
Fisk* Bldg. JU 4-3345 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Bcnway 

Saranac Lake, Get. 29. 
The Asiatic flu has hit this actors’ 

colony, the Saranac Lake schools 
have closed, and as a preventive 
everyone connected with this hos¬ 
pital was treated via a series of 
three hypos. Only one case has 
been reported here, Ruth Norman, 
our superintendent of nurse’s, who 
was floored while at home. 

Elizabeth Hearn planed* in from 
Jacksonville to be near her hus¬ 
band Henry “Hank” Hearn, theatre 
executive who is taking the rest 
here and showing fine progress. 
She has joined the medical staff as 
a registered nurse. 

Muriel Danzi, one of the four 
original Eddy Sisters who was 
graduated from here last year,-had 
a serious accident, receiving a frac¬ 
tured shoulder^broken collar hone 
and ribs, and is at the Will Rogers 
recuperating. 

Benny Ressler, oldtime legit 
actor and vaudevillian, floored by 
a spinal accident which compels 
him to wear a plaster cast, was 
recently hit by a leg ailment that 
makes it impossible ’for him to 
walk. He’s resting in our infirmary. 

Write to those who are 11L 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Featured in PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 

Mgf. BILL MITTLER, lilt Broadway, New York 

Inside Stuff-Vaude 
Twin Coaches, Pittsburgh, will have to give up its lucrative private- 

party Sunday night hooking on Nov. 24 during the engagement of the 
Treniers. They open twro days before, but-accepted the eight-day stand 
only on condition that they could be off that Sunday to fill a previous 
commitment on the Steve Allen tv show. To get th% Treniers, Tony 
Calderone, owner of the Twin Coaches, had to agree to that stipula¬ 
tion. On many names, particularly if they’re Negro performers, Cal¬ 
derone, has been able to peddle Sunday nights to colored organuations 
and get himself a third of the way off the hook immediately. He al¬ 
ready had a group- in his pocket for the Treniers’ stand hut had to 
give them back their deposit. 

Steve Gaynor, permanent emcee-singer. at the New Nixon, Pitts¬ 
burgh, currently on a month’s leave of absence, was tagged for Boston 
and Providence dates in “Borscht Capades” as soon as management 
of that revue learned he was taking a few weeks off from his local I 
assignment Gaynor had requested the hiatus in order to close his 
house In Passaic, N.J., .and move his family to Pittsburgh. “Borscht” 
closed briefly after the Providence stand, with troupe cpnsisting of 
Phil Foster, Mickey Katz, Larry Best, Barry Sisters and Jeanie Rey- j 
nolds reopening In Chicago Nov. 18. Yiddish-American revue wanted 
Gaynor to continue with it then, but he had to decline since he re¬ 
turns to New Nixon on the 15th with a year’s contract i 

Stage portion of St. Paul’s first automobile show in 22 years, Nov. | 
27-Dec. 1, will have an impressive. array of headliners. Already inked 
are the Vagabonds, Floorian Zabach, Hermy Youngman and Joan J 
Wheatley. Co-Sponsored by the St. Paul Associated Auto Dealers and 
the Saintpaulites civic group, the show will have an display 18 differ- i 
erit makes of 1958 American cars and 60 auto-parts, booths, i 

Jack Haley; will kick off the United Fund Drive rally at Symphony 
Hall, Boston, Nov. 13, and will emcee an hour-long vaude show. Haley’s | 
acceptance was made last week to Jan Cady, managing directress of 
the Buddies Club on the Common. Other names are being sought for 
the United Fund kickoff rally, and Boston musicians’ union, AGVA. 
Actors’ Equity and other organizations are cooperating in setting up 
the affair for the United Fund, which, for t]he first time, will take 
care of eight of the state’^ most needed charities., 

Julie Wilson, nitery songstress and film actress, officiated with Gii 
McDougald, Shortstop of the' New York Yankees, and Frank Torre, 
first baseman of the Milwaukee Braves, at the opening of a $10,000*- 
000, 35-store shopping center at Lathams Comer, on sthe Albany- Sara¬ 
toga Road, last week. Miss Wilson also entertained at a party which 
Robert Cummings of Montreal, president of Latham Enterprises, his 
father, Maxwell, and his brother. Jack,. gave for,400 guests at the De 
Witt Clinton Hotel in Albany the previous night. McDougald, an off¬ 
season executive with the A. S. Beck Shoe Co. in its N.Y. office, also 
did an autograph-signing stint in its hew shopping center store. Marty 
Ross, of WPTB, was emcee. Pickups and remotes were made by WPTR, 
WTRY, WABY and WROW. 

A small billing war is in the offing at the Old Romanian, N.Y., un¬ 
less some major compromises are made. There will be two contracts 
in effect, each of which calls for top billing-.; Joey Adams, who has 
been renewed for four weeks, has a pact which calls for sola 1QQ% 
billing. The Barry Sisters, slated to come in Nov. .6, have a pact which 
gives them, billing equal to that of the star. Problem is now to get 

Adams to agree to share his topline status. Otherwise, there will be 

difficulties which will have to be worked out legally or with the Amer¬ 
ican Guild of Variety Artists. 

CHARLIE 
LORD 

ROCK AND ROLL PIANIST 

AND SONGS 

. IN AN UNUSUAL ACT 

AGENT WANTED 

3518 Miaikakda Court 

Minnoopolis, Minn. 

HARBERS 
4th WEEK 

Elmwood Casino 
Wladsor, CQaeda 

DALE 
GLASON'S FUN-MASTER I 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for «K Theatricals 
"Ws Jirvin fit Stan" 

BIO CLEAR-OUT SPECIAL1 
FIRST 14 ISSUII $15 
PLUS $1.M POSTAGI 

OUR MONTHLY 3ERVICI 

"THI COMEDIAN”—SIS par year 
# 3 Parody 1—Ire, Par Sic.... $1« • 
• 4 Blackayt Batin, Par Ik... $35 • 
a Mliutral BuOpat.$3$. O- 

Haw fa Maafar ttia Caramonias 
$3 par Copy 

Na C.O.O's ...... "Always Opao" 

BILLY GLASON 
2M W. $4fJ» ft., H.Y.C., 1» Clrcta 7-113$ 
(WE TIAbH SMCiEIHG and COMKDY) 
tLat g Baal Prafawlanal Train. Yaw) 

FOR SALE 
Ona af tta a.ISaaf -opd kasf knaww 
- Basf SMa Midfawn Maw Yartc 

RESTAURANT-NIGHT CLUB 
Polly aowlppad# raady fa aparafa, 
arlolnal ca* avar IMMN. Can Pa 
Paaght far fractfan ftili amavnt. 
Only rallapla todwlrlaa fcam awO- 
Sfantlal saurcat conildarad. 

Principals Only 
_ Inovlrt 0. S. H1ILMAM 

FEASE 1 ELUMAR INC. 
401.54St., JI.Y.C. 22 TE B-4400 

Excluslva Apant 

Bernie-Bralove* of the family op- 

- erating the Shoreham Hotel, Wash- 

■■ |H| Ij^kH HP con^iinfioni, mgton, now expanding in> the 

■m Appaarancsi m°tel fi^ld. He’s spending $3,500,- 
m octaPar 000 on b project between Baltimore 

warur. and Washington. 
■■ mo«t Bralove, who used to do all the 

axetusivo Laka Placid Club, Lak* Placid, N. Y.,"and noar Canadian Holols, will ba soon booking for the Shoreham, has now 
on Canadian Television, Montreal, Sunday, Nov. 3rd on “Music Hall" at 3 to 9 p.m„ „ 4.^ 
Channel 2. Pros, address: Chal«f Rond, 34 Saranac Ave.r Lake Placid, N.Y. Phono 299 assigned this, task to hlS brother 

Bralove $3,500,000 Motel The DEEP DIVER BUYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

9th IntornatioMl Tour 
--Currently- 

EMPIRE THE ATM 
London £||B 

Diraeltoa: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

Pars. Mgr.-. ED KIRKEBY 

15. address: Chalyf Rand, 34 Si 

■ L L i i a ■ d ■ a^a Wa it L a ■ a'A’d a L d 4 ■ L'va ^ ■ Wa L ail Ji/o W it & W L a ■ 

assigned this, task to his brother 
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’ BIZ GETS CLASSIER 
Miami B’ch Top-Act Spots Down to 4 

In Down-to-Dearth Name Situation 
STRIPPERS NOW ffiM’I *"7 Awards Dick Jones HOG 

Present indications are that there - 
will only be four spots in Miami 
Beach using the top name talent. 
Three are hotels, and the fourth, 
the Latin Quarter, has set Milton 
BerlC for six weeks. The inns that 
have started lining Up names for 
the winter season are the Fontaine¬ 
bleau, Eden Roc and Americana. 
Of these the Americana seems to 
have most of its topliners, with all 
the hotels still facing the necessity 
of plugging the-holes in the lineup, 

The Americana’s bookings in¬ 
clude Jose Greco* Dec. 20; Victor 
Borge, Dec. 27; Tony Bennett, Jan. 
3; Anna Maria Alberghetti, Jan. 
22; Dean .Martin, Jan. 29* And Polly 
Bergen, Feb. 12. The Fontaine¬ 
bleau’s roster has Liberace, Tony 
Martin and Jimmy Durante. The 
Eden Roc has Buddy Hackett, Joe 
E. Lewis and Nat King Cole, 

Til these inns have been stymied 
by the fact that more names, haven’t 
yet presented themselves, and at 
the same time some of the Florida 
regulars have been passed over 
thus far. The agencies are hoping 
to kick up more names for the 
hotels either from their Hollywood 
offices or from Reids other than 
cafes. 

The <new Deauville Hotel, com¬ 
pleted for this season, will have a 
non-name show reined by Leon 
Leonidoff, Senior producer at Radio 
City Music Hall, N. Y., who will do 
a production show. Non-name 
principals, such as Janik & Arnautf, 
are being signed. 

In the niteries, Lou Walters 
hopes to make novelty do the work 
of high salaried names at his 
Casino de Paris (nee Copa City). 
His comic will be Dick Shawn and 
he has lined up singer Danielle 
Lamarr. At the Cotton Club (for¬ 
merly The Beachcomber) an all- 
Negro revue will contain. Lonnie 
Sattin, Cab CaHoway _jmd others 
still being signed. 

Exotic Dancer in Hub 
Killed by Husband 

Boston, Oct, 29. 
LAfieltraud Walker, 28, profes¬ 

sionally Trudy Walker, an exotic 
dancer at the Casablanca nitery in 
Scolljiy Square, was killed as she 
slept by a blast from a 12-gauge 
shotgun Sunday (27) morning fired 
by her husband, William J. Walker 
Jr., 35. 

Walker then critically wounded 
himself, police said; The shooting 
occurred at the couple’s one-room 
home in; suburban Medford. The 
couple, married six years, first met 
on the Mediterranean island -of 
Cyprus, where she was performing 
as a dancer. He was abroad as a 
civilian employee of the U. S. Gov- 
emment.. She was a native of 
Vienna. 

The dancer had recently ^re¬ 
turned from a‘ nitery tour of the 
south accompanied by her hus¬ 
band. She had been featured at 
the Casablanca for the last" two 
months. Police said the husband 
had -been brooding over an im¬ 
pending divorce. 

Ex-Gf Hits Jackpot 
Sydney, Oct. 22. 

Lee Gordon, ex-GI and operator 
of the^ Stadium loop here, hit the 
jackpot again with a rock-’n’-roll 
show featuring- Little Richard, 
Gene Vincent, Eddie Cochran and 
Alis Lesley. He drew 20,000 payees 
on the initial two shows Oct. 5. at 
$3 top. Troupe will also play Mel-, 
bourne and Newcastle on quick 
runaround prior to its U. S. return. 

Gordon, who has done very well 
here is currently lining up other 
It. S. toppers for his Stadium loop 
circuit over the summer span. Yank 
performers are how permitted to 
take their payroll out of this coun¬ 
try via a dollar ease. 

Ted Howard named to- do the 
national publicity for the Eden 
JRoC Hotel, Miami Beach, with 
Paula Fligner continuing as re- 
giOB«h^^».»****<».*«*»*******^ i 

POLITER SPOT In Libel Suit Vs. Irving, Bright 

Vets’Hosp Radio Guild 
In Feb. 15 Dinner Dance 

The. Veterans’ Hospital Radio 
Guild, which songsmith Alex Kra¬ 
mer has headed for 10 years, will 
make its first public money pitch 
with a dinner dance at the Lambs 
Club next Feb. 15. A VIP show 
biz committee is sponsoring the 
event. 

The nonprofit service organiza¬ 
tion, under Kramer’s direction, is 
focused around showfolk who make 
weekly visits to vets’ hospitals and, 
besides entertaining thThn, provide 
facilities for the patients to put on 
their own entertainments which 
are, piped into the wards end to 
the bedded patients over the public 
address system. 

Hub OK’s 512-Mil 

Many, Aud. Loan 
Boston, Oct.' 29. 

The Boston £ity council gave 
final approval last week of a loan 
order for $12,000,000 to be used to 
construct a €,000-seat municipal 
aud in the Prudential development 
in the Back Bay. The nod came 
over the objections of councilman 
Frederick C. Hailer Jr., who said 
he* wanted the matter postponed 
for a week to giye him an oppor¬ 
tunity to learn more about how the 
money was to be spent. 

A five-man aud commision is au¬ 
thorized to make an immediate 
start on the purchase of 125,600 
square feet of land on Boylston St., 
from Prudential for approximately 
$375,000. In overriding Haller’s 
objections, the council broke with 
protocol which requires the council 
to go along with any member seek¬ 
ing additional information on a 
subject to he voted upon. Council- 
men favoring passage argued that 
Hailer had sufficient time to get 
the info he wanted. 

Champ Carmen Basilio 
Puts Jnc. in His Name 

. Albany, Oct. 29. 
Carmen Basilio, who: recently 

won the. middleweight champion¬ 
ship from Sugar Ray Robinson, is 
one of the directors of Carmen 
Basilio Enterprises Inc., formed to 
conduct a wide variety of sports 
and entertainment enterprises. 

Among other things It is author¬ 
ized to: carry on a motion picture 
and tv business;. contract with in¬ 
dividual performers for motion pic¬ 
ture, tv and radio “benefits” asso¬ 
ciated with their performances; 
conduct gymnasiums, boxing, bas¬ 
ketball, handball, ice shows, the¬ 
atres, etc. 

By JOE COHEN 

Burlesque has leaped over from 
the wrong side of the railroad 
tracks and gone tony. The strip¬ 
per, once the keystone of the bur- 

-——--——+ A jury of four women and eight 
p, n j n f n men returned a verdict of $110,- 
(linger Kogcrs UI6 DOW 000 damages against Jack Irving, 

I. TV • D/u. j former national administrative sec- 
At nlYMl juVlCrR in UCC. retary. of the American Guild of 
Ginger Rogers will make her nit- Variety Artists, and Jackie Bright, ; .' . ' j.4-^ . vriusci nugcia Ajriibis, aiiu o aLtLitr ruigiit, 

Snhictw*,}8 “J bow at the Havana Riviera, former AGVA president, who now 
n^ fafiu Havana, Dec. 10. . Inn had been holds Irving’s post, In the libel ac- 

Vnnirin^ ^working on a deal for Harry Bela- tion brought by Dick Jones, for- 
^ fonte to open, but since his status mer eastern regional director of 

^ d^hecause of Wr eye that union, in N. Y. Federal Court 
rentlv running condition. Smith Bros., operating Friday (25). 

Niteries such as the Chi Chi, thehotel, felt that the Ginger Rog- The j^y awarded Jones $30,- 
Palm. Springs, which has booked -ere deaUUould.be ^w^up. 000 tip general damages again* 
.Tempest Storm; the Dunes, Las Jack Cole will also present his frying, $30,000 general damages 
Vegas, which is on a Minsky show tost nitery turn in several years on against Bright, resulting from loss 
kick at the moment; the Latin show. Originally signed to do of employment, punitive dam- 
Quarter, N. Y., which has had such the production. Cole is now reviv- ages against Irving to the tune of 
•bodies beautiful as Lee Sharon, hig the turn he did prior to going $35,000, and $15,000 in punitive 
Nejla Ates, Sarnia Gamal; the to Hollywood to do film choreog- damages against Bright 
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach, which raphy. 
has booked Lili St Cyr; El Rancho, 
Las Vegas, 'where-Miss St. Cyr IT ] 
works several times during the ftOl 
year, and other niteries, have IKW 
found that la strip pays off at the 
la b.o. without characterizing the 
spot as one to be eschewed by nor¬ 
mal society. 

The .elevation of the striptease 
to the black-tie set has been a 
matter of evolution over many The 
years. The first major names <of Joe) < 

Kaliners Close 
PhiBy Nitery 

The case was a result of a series 
of three articles appearing in 
AGVA News, the union’s house or¬ 
gan, which called Jones a traitor 
who had “doublecrossed” 'the 
union in an attempt to take over. 

AGVA' attorneys Immediately 
pressed the court to set aside the 
verdict. Hearing on their motion 
was heard yesterday (Tues.) by to the black-tie set has been a Philadelphia, Oct 29. , 

matter of evolution over many The Kaliner brothers (Sy and 
years. The first major names <of Joe) quietly closed their nitery 
the craft, Gypsy Rose Lee and Ann basement, the Bandstand. Long aK° Presi“ed ove^ the case- 
Cbrio, actually paved the way for known as the Little Rathskeller, cisi0n was reserved, 
the modern pealers. Miss Lee, the spot was one of the first to In the argument for reduction of 
particularly, made a name on the swing into action with Repeal. 'the award and-a new trial, attor- 
film and literary circuits, and so it achieved fantastic success un- neys for Bright (Irving was not 

(Continued on page 78) der the Kaliner management dur- represented in court) described the 
__j l_ ing the 1930s and the war years, jury’s award as “Shockingly exces- 

Jackie Gleason, Alan Gale Lenny sive and against the overwhelming 
C A L Cl * Kent, Jackie Miles and other top weight of evidence.” The jury was 
VOlPnlUA Viraifl comics worked the place early in also flayed, for acting “in passion 
KJItlvIlIIlw L/tUUl 1 their careers. Several other opera- and prejudice” and failing to take 

tors tried to run the cafe in recent into account the fact that the arti-‘ 
T O i /I * years, but with less luck. cles upon which the libel was based 
In N Am AIT liPfC Last year the Kaliners reopened: was privileged material in answer 

-lift Lr# 1*111 VI • VlVlO the night club, renamed it the to charges leveled by Jones. Jones’ 
Bandstand and tried a name-music attorneys stated that during the fill¬ 

ip /\| • n 1 policy. It failed to catch on. They tire proceedings the evidence pre- 
Krp_| Up |H K a now plan to sell the liquor license sented was never contradicted, and 
1 »v vlv 111 I/tlli and lock up for good. v that there is no precedent for re- 

-:——- \ during the damages by the court; 
Buenos Aires, Oct. 29. IW™ Pporcnil & TmilllP Originally Jones named a list of 

Firemen were forced to turn 1 **■ 11UUPC defendants which included not only 
water hoses on the crowd welcom- T_ pi iy/1L* !n Hn/> Irving and Bright, but AGVA, the 
ing Louis Armstrong in order to IU Ilaj At tilt 111 1/Ct. Four A’s, Paul Dulzell, head of 
prevent injury to the Negro jazz Drew Pearson and a group of the latter, and board members, and 
trumpeter. Armstrong was nearly entertainers will again tour the officers of AGVA which included 
forced to the crowd by the sudden Labrador-Iceland-Greenland cir- J°e Smith, Jimmy Lyons, Dewey 
surge of his fans who came to the CUit to entertain troops stationed Barto, Georgie Price, Billy Taft, 
airport yesterday (Mon.). Hoses in that area. Included in the com- Murray White, Peter Chan, Margie 
were beamed at the youngsters pany are Lisa Ferraday, Cedrone Coate, Russell Swann, Manny Ty- 
even before Armstrong stepped off & Mitchell, Sirl and a group of ler» Alien Walker, Jack Gilford, 
the plane, but when he and his Hartford ‘Agency models, Archie Robbins, Sally Winthrop 
musicians started to deplane. Troupe is being assembled and an<^ Tbm Melody, 
crowds broke through police and shows produced, by Michael Sean However, at the conclusion of 
fire lines with Armstrong nearly O’Shea, former national publicity the defendant’s case, defense at- 
hemg knocked down. Several director of the American Theatre torneys eited the case of Martin 
fightss broke out among the spec- wing. Outfit, which takes off Dec. vs. Curran in which the U. S. 
tators before Armstrong was able fi and returns Dec. 10, will cover i Court of Appeals ruled that unions 
to break away. 10,000 air miles. j weren't responsible for libel ac- 

Armstrong’s dates were set up ——-- ] tions resulting from articles in a 
under auspices of Iriberri Concerts ISRAEL .TROUPE DUE IN U. S. j union newspaper, unless the en- 

ahd lock up for good. that there is no precedent for re¬ 
ducing the damages by the court; 

YlrPW Pparcnn jB Trnnnp Originally Jones named a list of 
mCW r CdlhUH Ot 11 uupe defendants which included not only 

Tn Plav ArphV in IW lrving and Brieht* agva, the 
10 I iaj AlCuC 111 UCC. Four A’s, Paul Dulzell, head of 

30 In* Company Imported by 
Sol Hnrok Management 

PICKET5 AT DISNEYLAND 

Office Employes Union in Hassle 
With Management 

Anaheim, Oct. 29. 
Picket lines were thrown around 

Disneyland over the weekend in 
the wake of an unfair labor prac¬ 
tices charge filed against the 
amusement park by the Office Em¬ 
ployes International Union, AFL- 
CIO. Joseph A. Anderson, busi¬ 
ness agent for OEIU Local $0, said 
the issue could be resolved if Dis¬ 
neyland would'“let their employes 
deride this ' thing themselves 
through a secret election.” 

Union charged that Disneyland 
I had fired two employes who had 
been active in the union and set 
up a company-dominated union, 
-refusing to .bargain with OEIU 
even though a majority of em¬ 
ployes" are members of the latter 

to break away. 10,000 air miles. weren't responsible for libel ac- 
Armstrong's dates were set up ——-- tions resulting from articles in a 

under auspices of Iriberri Concerts ISRAEL .TROUPE DUE IN U. S. union newspaper, unless the en- 
Management and Clemente Lococo - tire membership approved the ar- 
on a deal negotiated by Joe 30 In* Company Imported by tides. The judge ruled for the 
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp. Sol Hnrok Management defense on that motion and at the 
of New York. _ same time dismissed the other de- 

Tour calls for a two-week stand Inbal the National Dance Thea- fendants for lack of evidence. Only 
in B. Aires, opening at the Opera, tre of Israel, is scheduled to arrive Bright and Irving remained on the 
the major Lococo house, tomorrow in New York in January to start the docket. 
(Wed.). There’ll be a week in Initial leg of its first American Attorneys in the case are Irving 
Santiago de Chile, two days in tour. Comprising 30 dancers, sing- McCann, of Washington, for Jones,' 
Montevideo, Uruguay, another ers and musicians, the company with William J. Walker, of N. Y., 
week between the Sao Paolo and will be presented by ■$. Hurok in arguing the case, and the firm of 
Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, and a association with the America-Is- Towney, Updike, Carter & Rogers, 
finai week m Caracas, Venezuela. .raei Cultural Foundation. for AGVA and Bright. 

Negotiations were on for about Now touring Europe, the unit - 
two months, mainly due to inter- wm wind up a 21-day booking at r v • 1 ,> m 1 tii 
ference by unauthorized+entrepre- the The9tre Royal Drury Lane.j £?. Kniffht S CMld III 
neurs who misrepresented them- London, next week* Company is! “ * J \ ^ 1 „ 
St}^L^L t0T^S!51n under direction of Sarah Levin-I Tnni krAm SnllS HI fill Toni Arden Subs in Chi 
Glaser Pwh^rwaihriLIriSe^nWthP shortly after Israel became inde-l Chicago, Oct. 29. 

Z n a ?rki\ pendent. Troupe members, all of ? Evelyn Knight’s scheduled ap- 
Platters tour m B. Aires a month whom ^ Yemenites who migrat- ; pearance at the Palmer House 

This is the Lococo circuit’s ^ to Israel* SWPP^ their own in’ »?ctl^ 31^ov' 20, was can- 
fourth big coup th^ year, iS^Mch “d V0Cal ^C0^Pani' i ^ b/f ^ ^ due to se^ere 

^ . ! Toni Arden has been booked to it has presented Edith Piaf, the 
Pleasure in Las Vegas Show with 
the Platters, and Stars of the Bol¬ 
shoi Theatre Ballet from Moscow. 

The Satchmo deal calls for a 
reported $40,000 weekly, plus air 

$77,000 for Hero Fund 
headline .the Empire Room bill for 
that period, with Johnny Paleo & 
Harmonica Gang also on the hill. The Satchmo deal calls for a Philadelphia, Oct. 29. narmomu wng uu. om. 

reported $40,000 weekly, plus air the Hero Scholarship Fund. .. .._ , .. ... , 
transportation for 13, and the cus- Thrill.Show earned $77,000 for co!- . Harnson MD of Mt. Wash, 
tomary guarantees. Lococo is al- lege scholarships for children of Ben Harrison, who toured m 
ready dickering for broadcasts on policemen, firemen, and park vaudeville for many years, has been 
the Mundo web, probably with guards killed in line of duty. John named managing director of the 
YPF (State Oilfields) sponsorship. B. Kelly, chairman of the fund, re- Mt. Washington Hotel, Bretton 

Pablo Williams, who is not in on ported that the third annual show "Woods. N. H. He was formerly 
this deal, has announced that he at Municipal Stadium drew the big- manager* of the Tarleton Hotel in 
has Bill Haley f& Comets) under gest crowd to date, more than the same area, 
contract for work in a B. Aires ■ 50,000. Spot will have two orchestras and 
theatre. .Ai i^ j *,^^1^1 PteiVPVA.*.« 
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New Acts 
RALPH BLANE 
Sengs 
IS Mins. 
No. I Fifth Ave., N. Y, 

LAUREANNE LEMAY 
Songs 
It Mins. 
Fiennes* Lantern, N. Y. 

1 j| dry spots that one just doesn’t 
I patronize unless on a stag date. 
I . The rise q£ the strip, aside from 
I the development of its own per- 
I sonalities, has a sound economic 
I base. Regulation cafe headliners 

' ■ have been scarce and expensive, 
and bonifaces have had to show a 
lot of ingenuitjmin order to create 
shows with boxoffice. An occa¬ 
sional ecdysiac artist "created a 

T?r«nrv>, novelty thataroused the femmes 
lot of and delighted'the lads, and didn’t 

House Reviews 

Ralph Blane is going the do-it- Laureanne Lemay, 4 French - rfeHehted' the- lads and didn’t 
yoSSelf tmnesmi&s^me better. .Canadian youngster, ha. a lot of £ds' and *dnt 
He’s in with the flock of song-* promise. She’s got a well-devel- i 
writers whe’ve -been recording ml- oped voice, a knowing way about a . There Is- little danger that the 
bums of -their own tunes. He and song and an apparent love of ting- Spread of the Stnp will get out of 
his longtime collaborator Hugh lug. There are still some rough* hand at this point. As in other 
Martin have grooved a "Martin Sc edges to be ironed out around the fields, there aren’t enough names 
Blane Sing Martin lc Blane" LP pipes, but further experience in among the clothingrdroppers„ and 
of some of their hit items on Rich- the cafes should correct these- de- booking just any femme that can 
ard Kollmar's Harlequin label, fects. . bare all just won’t do. At the same 
Blane, however, isn’t restricting Miss Lemay, at this point, is wise time, toe frequent'bookings will 
his vocal activity ta platters. Hes doing the familiar items such transform . the character of the 
playing it live, also. as the w.k. Gallic pops, an occa- room Into one that will be ,on par 

Songsteririf Isn’t new to Blane gionai concession to English speak- with a 52d Sf. spot. However, an 
In fact his current stand at No. 1 audiences with "I Love Paris" occasional booking adds spice. For 
marks a return to that mtimery and others that have the virtue of example, the Blue Angel, N. Y„ 
after an 18-year absence. That was being familiar and easily sung,. *=-. which on several occasions played 
^f°re he wdjdjto Wt the big- Thft audiences at Max Loew’s Carrie FinnelL the .girl with the 
time ln f the genurtlich. nitery register strong acrobatic glands, has never been 
partment appreciation for Miss Lemay and kneWn as a peel parlor. The Latin- 
iflknusicaL^Meet more time on the circuits should Quarter and other.top cafes have 
Me ta St-^Sl- T^Kth^vi widen her horfcra,. lo,e. bookedinthi. Erection 
worked a -Ud ASCAP ratta*. -- 

As * singer. Blue deliver, T TnnKl T, Tkipr VTS as , ^rip spot, 
clearly, with the fact that he’s do- LIDDELL TRIPLETS Feeling is that a cafe can’t be 
ling his own familiar tunes adding ‘ oversexed and still have the bet- 
to the effectiveness of the per- L.L™. ter class spenders return for every 
formance. It’s good showmanship ^eiropoie, uiasrow show. Just a little strip can go a 

Empire, bias||ow (“support via her own musical dirCe- 
Glasgow, Oct. 24. tor Billy Merrin, working from the 

Shirley Basiey (with Johnnie or^.5^, . , , .. . t A 
Robert*). Alan Clive, Ossie Morris. 
King’s Sea Lions (3), Rey Over- ^wed^NL^Ss AlV 
bury (with SuzetteLes C«ribas tyie - Acts‘ WllsoB jw. | local comedian, should cut down or 

B <2V the length of his act to achieve 
Bobby Dowd* Orch.. stronger effect. Dave & Joe 

—- O'Duffy, Irish comedians, have a 
Shirley Bassey, .coffee -colored free-and-easy, breezy style that 

songstress, injects a generous quota, clicks with stubh driers, 
of tight-lipped feeling into her Shek Ben Ali, turbanned illu- 
songalog. a 25-mlnute offering with siqnist from Pakistan, baffles the 
which she headlines successfully at customers- by malting cards and. 
this Now 1 Scot vaudery. Thrush, coins appear-a? if from nowhere; 
slender, sallow-.complexioned and he uses three boys from audience 
sexy, user drooping , eyes, tight- as stooges. Johnny Farlane pulls 
nestling gown and expressive bands stirring Scot music from the piano 
to pound over a varied repertoire, and vocalizes pleasantly with “O 
opening with "From This Moment Rowan Tree," an Auld Lang Syne 
On" and ranging through “Got You oldie. Kay Sc Kimberley are good 
Under My Skin" to “Bum My Can- dance openers with asset of youth, 
die at Both Ends" and an expres- Resident orch under J. P. Master- 
sive “Fire Down Below." . ton’s baton provides showbacking. 

Although obviously, over-pub li- GorA- 
cized fn recent months, chirper is ' 
nearest answer yet from UJL to'.. ■ ■ - ;. ■ ■ - ■ ■ 
American singers such' as fieiy W ■ i ea an ■ 
Lena Horne. finidUl t UH Bill 

Dlstaffer’s whispering speaking RltWiMiPfp Pi* 
voice has a cfackly attractiveness ~ continues trim pace 1 j 
and intensity, and she appeals also / , ' ,A . 
by her obvious youth, being-only who claimed a capital gain on his 
20. For the record, she revisits deal with CBS. 
the U. S. for nitery dates early in’ “In both cases," Judge Rice 
1953. JohnniO Roberts accompanies ruled, “the property - In question , 
at the keyboard. was sold in an arm’s length trans- 

YC*% action and the price offered there 
411,1 the bids made here esUblish- 

chillier clime here, plus home com- womSy* to Se^roadmStimt net* 
forts of tv;- are beginning io affect P^P^ty t® tiie broadcasting net 
first-house attendances. made the purchase. 

Alan Clive, English Impression- Under *ucb circumstances, neither 
1st, essays comedy with attack, hut the respondent (Commissioner oi 
lias no need to use some stories cf internal Revenue) nor this Court 
near-barroom flavor. At show has authority to substitute their 
caught, he workfd like a .hatter to judgment for that of the-parties, 
prolong act because of layout’s We therefore conclude . . ^ that the 
oversbort running schedule. His price which was received for the 
travesties of James Stewart and asset represented its fair market 
English comedian Max Wall are. value, and that no part of such 
both topflight. Comedian, also sales price represented coippen- 
U. S.-boimd in 1953, needs to pirnch sations for personal services." 
home better gags m faster style. _ , ... 

Ossie Morris also works hard for ,, J,ud^.e Rlce *aid 
minimum of response, but this*was Marx and Guedel 
no fault of his act, homely and tempting to cast the transaction in 
bubbling with humor, and spiced such a way that they would be 
with some good Welsh vocalism, entitled to capital gains threat- 
especially in “Keep A Welcome.”. ment on the sales price. - But, he 

iHis Winston Chnrchjll impresh is pointed quf, after the switch of 
solid. the Amos & Andy show and other 

f Rey Overbury, assisted by pert popular radio programs, NBC and 
femme Suzette. is eomedy musical CBS w-ere also “fully aware” of 

I act using tricks of falling trousers the “intended tax consequence" of 
i and a collapsing stool to gain yocks the sale of “You Bet Your Life," 
™'which was-switched from CBS to 

Me inSt. L«dk.-’ Together they've wt<1“ *>« horisons. Jolt. bookedto this (Brectlon verycare- 

worked up * aolid ASCAB Tatinff. -- igSf.tS1 S’rfJw **“'*“ “^ 
As a singer. Blane deliver, T rnnKl T, Tmpr VTS sti*ma as a strip spot, 

clearly, with the fact that he’s do- LIDHELL TRIPLETS Feeling is that a cafe can’t be 
ling his own familiar tunes arising *•?** oversexed and still have the bet- 
to the effectiveness of the per- L.L™. ter class spenders return for every 
formance. It’s good showmanship Meiropoie, wasrow .show. Just a little strip can go a 
and he’s got the necessary equip- Three real triplets, this group, of long way in the 'majority of 
ment to belt out « number. The attractive-looking redheads give ,aterles. 
uotenev. however. Is in the then-I- out brightly -with standard pops, 
wrote association. *nd exit to good palming. h ■ ---- -- —: • 

His repertoire Is made up prin- Each gal has asset of having I! II • 
cipally of tunes written with Mar- strong likeness to the other, this ilDll IVCYICW 
tin, but at the show caught he also rousing interested customer pro- 
threw in “I Love a New Yorker" jection. They are tastefully garbed l»———— 1 : ■■ 
a number penned with Harold Ar- in light bine dresses, group them- 
len. There was also a plug for the selves nicely, and harmonize-well ei 9i*n 
Martin & Blane album. Jess. with such tunes as “Ninety Nine (PARAMOUNT, PORT.) 
- Ways,"“Rockin' Through the Rye, ’ Portland, Ore., OeL 23. 

wnnn ttok ?tc- ^ “a3or faulting, apart Irving Feld** productiont “The 
W S fr0m nee-d t0 w ?**at' Biggest Show Of Stars For ’57 " Comedy er experience, is that they choose »„£!’ 

Mins.^ numbers too similar to other acts L^w 
No. 1 Fifth Ave., N. Y. of same genre, and. need a differ- £lydf. ^IcPhatter, Paul Anka, 

Bobo Lewis is a comedienne in ential to make them remembered. Frankie Lymon, Jpverly Bros. (2), 
need of material. It isn’t until her Trio should cash in on the real Buddy Knox, ^ Jimmy Bowen A 
15-minute stint at No. 1 is almost triplet gimmick and obtain some Rhythm Orchids (3), Chuck Ber- 
finished that she registers in the tunes to suit this angle. Act is r2/> The Crickets (4), The Dnf- 
coinic groove. That’s when she also too brief, as done at show ters (4), Eddie Cochran, Harold 
does a routine on a tv spectacular caught, and while it leaves ’em Cromer, Tommy Brown, Paul Wil- 
uith humorous takeoffs on the old wanting more, outfronters don’t liams. Orch (12). At Paramount 
Kay Thompson-Williams Bros, act. get their full money's worth. Theatre; Portland, Oct. 22, ’57; 
and Esther Williams’ swimming With yet further grooming, some $3.50 top. 
sti'lc. . , . . new songs and a catchworthy gim- -- 

Miss Lewis, who appeared last miek, this act has obvious possi- Irving Feld has put together one 
summer in the off-Broadway revue, bilities for tv niteries and vaude t . , 8 . , ,, 
“Kaleidoscope" apparently can . mie ies auu^vauae. of the biggest*packages of platter 

score when the material is in her * artists ever seen in these parts and 
favor. But, without that support, labeled the album of artists “The 
she’s in the same troublesome boat NANCY Sc JERRY (2) nitric* Ch™ nf c+nr* tt™ 
as other comics. Working with her Songs . Biggest Show Of Stars For 57 and 
at No. 1 as piano accompanist is 15 Mins. that it is. The Super Enterprises 
Ken Welch, who was associated hungry i, San Francisco . Inc. outfit invaded this town (22) 
with “Kaleidoscope ’ as a compos- Folk-singing is the forte of with the force of an atomic bomb 
cr-lyncist. Jess. Nanev Harn and Jerrv Golden, and j v . _! 1  

Groecho’sCep^iR 
SSS5SS Centieibeg free* page 1 ; 

KIKO GONCALVES 
Songs 
13 Mins. 
Viennese Lantern. N. Y. 

Kiko Goncalves a Brazilian im¬ 
port. is in the genre of other sing- 

tllls act Has obvious possi- Irving Feld has put together one 1 
bilities for tv. Ditenes Mtavrode. of the biggest-packages of platter 

_,. * artists ever seen in these parts and 
____ . labeled the album of artists “The 

Song?Y * JERRY (Z) Biggest Show Of Stars For ’57” and 
15 Mins. that it is. The Super Enterprises 
hungry i, San Francisco . Inc. outfit invaded this town (22) 

Folk-singing is the forte of with the force of an atomic bomb 
Nancy Harp and Jerry Golden, and ^ kept the smoke flying in the 
they sing such varied numbers as .... 
the calypso “Hold ’em Joe” and 3,400-seat Paiamount Theatre dur- 
“Battle of Jericho” pleasantly ing two evening performances. The 
enough. He accompanies with a show grabbed a whopping $15,600 
guitar, she with banjo and bongos. fpr the twi) shows scaled at $3.50. 

and‘the handles a so“?fftJnSe . Audience was very enthusiastic 
and Johnny” prettily, though with- but orderly throughout and gener- 

on concertina; tap dancing adds to 
his versatility. 

Ray Alan, youthful blond vent, 

NBG. 
The networks. Judge Rice de- 

^ on? quite enough blues feeling" ously applauded screed 

JattCT'jwoSr'eiftct?"4 Goncalves P*?4** offers ““t of Patter delight as their faves hit the spot- 

sfnrw^,Taving a ,rcp?rtoireVin Ught The tw°-hour **** was 
the Portuguese patois as well as seif.Conscious But main trouble set Bi two parts with an intermish 
tunes of other languages including with combo appears to be lack of halfway for a much needed breath- 
English. His offerings have the hiCThlv distinctive style er. Show is loaded with bop, r & b, 
virtue of being melodic and fall a arf and pops and offers a tremendous 
easily on the audiences. Folh-smtoing is an mccellent art £asbion show of guitars. 

Another factor in his favor is hut its uses in show business are Ias 5 0 01 V ‘ , 
the colorful tambourine work. F»tty ^vell restricted. Further- _ Paul 
Aside from mmetuating the more, the urban basement bistros Everly Bros, and Lavern Walter 

rhythms of° Ms songs it pfovidel are loaded yvith folk-slnging these r/%feXs\ p^Tunf o£ sel?mB 
visual slronenoints There are days, with result that new entries, the greatest amount oi setting. 
W^wSSWbSt is similar^ should be • able to come up with ^chn-pe^ slimed out therr 

quently, lie^wble^'e^ke tim branet ^nd viy presentable °chaf ner for amash returns. These guys 

sion.rfnstruments 'concal^es regl- If^they d^ndTf Sy rid Them- pstfnt outetendffig and^all were 

change 
ealisi = ^ 8 b 1 Jnleh good chance on the nitery circuit. Jimmy Bowen, Chuck Berry, The 
cause* j *mse* stef. Drifters (4), The Crickets (4), Eddie 

7 Cochran, and Tommy Brown are 
KING**;! cpA t tomq -^-- 0kay diskers but leave a lot to be 

Aiimal Ac?o S RSt desir^d ™ sta/e„sav^;, Brf0^ 
7 Mins wIlOW IKIZ knocked himself all over the stage, 
Empire* Glasrow orch Pjt and seats with a lengthy 

Here’s a Ttandard sea-lion Mo 5= con“»ued from pas. 71= crying jag that could have worked 
adequately-driiled by male trainer, was able to hit the top nitery f<w lum but boomeranged. 
with a badly-garbed femme assist- onnfc w w ' All in ail, it was a np snortin’ 
ant. Flippers have usual appeal to spots under her oun steara- Her ball with enough entertainment for 
customers via cute balancing of work on video and radio also aided all the stubholders and heavy with 
rubber balls and other normal her acceptance in the cafes and tntenti Fats Domino did not show 
props, but score most when they this acceptance paved the wav for ^ to flu Clyde McPhatter missed 
climb up and down stairs, balanc- :? s acc?Ptance pav®f . the first show as his plane was late 
irtg on noses such things as toy ‘the oka>T 01 the craft. . Miss Cano but made the second performance, 
teddy-bears and an inverted beer rfound a niche in legit following her Harold Cromer handled the emcee 

b1“ei .. . .V • ’ work in the hurley houses. ggg-”*?** £&.■}£# £*, ^ Seals go through their paces; . wt- t- .. moving at a fast clip.. Paul Wil- 
sk ill fully with balancing of colored; Exc.ept R51SS there was liams orch played a lengthy, tough 
balls of varving sizes Highlight i a Pen°d when the Strip wjis a ver- show in great style and grabbed 
is when one walks a tightrope} botem item in the nitery world, plenty of palms for the overture, 
while balancing ball at same time, 1 Bul. then, such sundry spots as the Northwest Releasing is promot- 
and act winds with one of the "atiu Quarters in. New York and jng the unit throughout the Pacific 
threesome blowing musical horns Miami Beach used an occasional Northwest and has dode a. top- 
in a valiant attempt at “Carnival of skm exhibit. In recent years. Miss drawer job on the promotion end. 
Venice.” St. Cyr, Sherry Britton and Lili Show works Vancouver, B.C., Oct. 

Act would need further sharpen-] Christine paved the way for wider 23,. Tacoma (24), Seattle (25-26), 
Ing to be of interest to- the U. S. acceptance, 'and caused the cream Spokane (27) and then heads for 
market. As is, okay for general of the crop to move away from Canadian dates enroute east, 
run of vauderies and circus dates, such cultural centres as New York’s Troupe should grab top grosses, 

. k - Qord. 52d St„ the offbeat cafes, and sun-1 • Fene. 
bud » .Irtv «ie i; ,^>t-«dl 70t »as-4d »•?... . 

is easfly best act on the v’eakish dared, “understood that one of the 
support bill, using three-way con- prindpal reasons for a star to 
versation between self, a i^geboy sell his show was to receive a sub¬ 
doll and a parrot dummy. He puts sfantial sum of money which 
his wooden characters into role of’would be taxable at capital gains 
back-chatting audience member, rates. However, it has long been 
ventriloquizing in the main w*h recognized that a taxpayer may 
hlsy ^ bef?^e microphone decrease the amount of ^hat 
and -dummywith back to out- ot]1erwise would be his taxes or 
fronters. Exits to goed mittmg. aRftnrAthar avoid them by any 

Les Curibas (4), Danish knock- w SnMts 
about act consisting of two males means which ^ law pernBts' 
and two femmes, raise yocks when In summing up the Govem- 
the younger distaffer, a shapely mentis case, Judge Rice asserted: 
type, exits in apparent huff and a “In support of. his determination 
call is made for audience femme that three-quarters of the sales 
to participate In knockabout; price represented compensation 
fourth member of act answers from for services, the respondent (Com- 
audience in clever portrayal of missioner of Internal Revenue) 
dowdy laffing female customer argues that the petitioners (Marx 
whose skirt is blown sky-high in ^ Guedel) and„ NBC simply 
subsequent antics. Guise is so well 
devised it takes most of act’s time 

carved up a total sum of $2,500,000 
as best suited their purposes from 

the volunteer is a stooge. 
Denis Brothers, two young tions; that the capital asset, in the 

KING’S; SEA LIONS j-*-- 

f^n1.Acro ‘Show’ Biz 
EHPere’sGi**Mdard sea-lion Mo|= Co,,t'"u"i ,rom 71 = 
adequately drilled by male trainer, j was able to hit the top nitery 

males, offer standard dancing form of the partnership interests, 
opener, although one of the duo which was sold did no|, ,in_ fact, 
should cut out' the below-par vo- have a value in excess of $250,000: 
calizing. King’s Sea Lions are and that anything allegedly paid 
amusing animal offering, reviewed for that asset in excess of such 
in New Acts. Adequate showback- amount was actually additional 
ing throughout from the Bobby compensation for services . . . In 
Dowds resident orch. Gord. short, the respondent based his 
- determination on the familiar rule 

Metropole, Glasgow that for tax purposes the form in 
Glasgow, Oct. 23. which the parties cast a particular 

Clyde Valley Stompers (9), with transaction may be ignored if the 
Mary McGowan; Penny Nicholls, substance of their dealings was, 
Aly Wilson, O’Duffy Bros. (2), Lid- in fact, different from the way 
dell Triplets, Shek Ben Ali, Kay they would have it appear." 
A Kimberley, J. P. Masterton Orch. Under the , 1950 agreement, 

j_ Marx was to receive $750,000 for 
This layout shapes as fairly his partnership interest in “Ybu 

satisfying vaude aimed at local Bet Your Life,” payable over a 
palates in intimate downtown 10-year period,, and Guedel $250,- 
vaudepr. The Clyde Valley Stom- 000, payable in a similar manner, 
pers, jazz group gathering increas- The agreement gave NBC all 
ing attention, gets the outfronters rights to the program^ including 
in the rhythmic beat, and offers a literary, motion picture, and tv. 
chirpy looker in Mary McGowan, Separate' employment and con- 
a thrush who has gained hew polish sulla£t contracts were also. mad* 
in recent months. with NBC under which. Marx re- 

Penny Nicholls Is a pert blonde Jgved $4 750 ta $5,100 per week 
warbler with lotsa attack and a „rjer« lieiAnn S1650 ner 
little-gal cuteness. Her bright and^GueOei $1,^ to^,6M per 
songalog includes “Pennies From week. As 
Heaven " signature tune fitting her receive $23,000 per 5^*? 
stage name, and the current diS- years and Guedel’$15,000 per year 

IjfUjk ’Tammy.’’ Sh. has *5 jpjOgfcltiwtmititt 
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WaUorf-Aftorta, N. Y. 
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Carla 

Alberghetti, Vittaria- Alberghetti, i 
Louif Basil, Emil Coleman Orch, j 
Bela Babai Orch; $3-$4 cover. 

Italian singers seem to have a; 
firm bridgehead in the N. Y. hotel 
cafe rooms. Katyna Rahieri paved j 

'• the way for her cpmpatriots.at the 
Persian Room of the Plaza, and 

.now Anna Marla Alberghetti and 
sundry members of her gifted dan 
have firmed up the position of the 
chantooseys from "the. Mediter¬ 
ranean area. 
- Miss Alberghetti has played the 
Vegas circuit, as well as films dur-: 

' ing het childhood. In vmovlng east¬ 
ward to the Waldorf, Miss' Alher- 
ghetti has made as strong an im¬ 
pact as i$ possible in this room. As 
a fine singer, a performer" and a 
Showman, sh« has all the attributes 

'' to remain oh- the upper? levels of 
the saloon circuit. 

The modus , operandi of the act, 
of course, contributes. Anna Mari a v 
starts the proceedings; younger sis- 
ter Carla continues, and Mama Vic¬ 
toria takes over for a spell at the 
88s. In 'this manner, each con¬ 
serves her resources. Voices are as 
fresh at the end as they are at the 
start:*- •* 

Anna Maria, naturally,' is the 
focal point of the act. She has a. 
•voice that catt register powerfully, 
yet- can summon warmth and deli¬ 
cacy when’necessary. She has color 
and verve. Being an excellent 
shoWwoman,,Miss Alberghetti 
opens with the acrobats of the vo¬ 
cal world with Brooch's Theme and 
Variations, a coloratura bit. that 
contains virtually everything a 
voice is required to do. General 
feeling is that if she gets through 
with this bit, -everything else is 
easy, 'But the vocal acrobatics are 
fast, lively end melodic and set her 
up substantially with.the audience. 

- Her second' tune, “Giahina Mia" 
brings forth bravasP but at that 
point the surrenders the floor to 
Carla who knocks off “un bel di 
vedramo” and “Love IS Where You 
Find It" for results equally as 
potefct. . . 

Probably- one of the most touch¬ 
ing bits Of the entire- turn is Anna 
Maria’s rendition of a lullaby; “Fa 
La Nana Bambin,” a delicate and 
fragile_bit of beauty that just floors 
the house. And so it continues 
with Anna. Mari$ and Carla alter¬ 
nating with, pops and classics , as the 
fare, and Mama even hits the act 
with a measure of boogie-woogie, 
and both girls, in tandem, bow off 
to “Italian Street jjong.” 

Th« act is somewhat abbreviated 
from its original. Storing the Vegas 
series, the" late Papa Alberghetti, 
Who conducted, and a younger 
brother; who shot up the joint in 

: .cowboy , comedy -numbers, came 
with the turn. In place of Papa is 
Louis Basil, who used to baton at 
Loew*s State, N. Yn and the Chi¬ 
cago Theatre, Chicago, and who 
wound up at the Flamingo, Las 
Vegas, recently. Basil is a source 
of great confidence to the family. 
His musicianship for the act is 
flawless. 

The Alberghettis performed In 
one of the more distinguished 
preems at the inn. There were par- 

- ties in the audience thrown by the 
chain’* head, Conrad Hilton, the 

'hotel’s exec veepCe Claude C. 
Philippe, and which included Elsa 
Maxwell; Louella. Parsons enter¬ 
tained at a very long table. In 
addition, the Alberghettis poured 
at a post-show pkrfy in their suite. 

Agencywise, there was a large 
representation. Although Anna 
Maria is with Music Corp. of Amer¬ 
ica, Carla is repped by the William 
Morris office. So* the big pet- 
centeries were out in force. 

Emil Coleman’s orch, per usual, 
makes dancing easy, and the Bela 
Babai music from the gypsy and 
the Latin worlds provides further 
floor enticement Jose.. 

ginning of his turn, he tells the 
audience, “Most, performers de- 
inand that service cease While they 
are on-Mbut not me. I want the 
management -to make money, so 
order up and keep ordering!” 

.. Calypso Joe and his femme part¬ 
ner Coco-Te are featured, and do 
a vivid job of churning up the at¬ 
mosphere with their Trinidadian 
songs and dances. Even the star, 
Vallee, gets into the spirit of things 
and comes on with tropical head- 
gear and bongo drums. Calypso 
Joe & Coco-Te are given the 
names of VIPs ra the room before 
each show, and they cleverly 
weave them into-their songs. 

The Luis - Urbina Dancers (7) 
featuring Jolene Lontere and Ur¬ 
bina himself add to the excitement 
of the goingst-on, which are ex¬ 
pertly woven together by producer- 
<lirector Don Holladay. Hoyt Hen¬ 
ry orch provides the proper zing 
for the festivities. Duke. 

Hotel Mueblebaeb, K. C. 
. Kansas City, Oct. 25. 

Bonnie Baker & Co< (41, Dick 
Barlow Orch -(7); $1-$1.50 cover» 

Sans Somel, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, Oct 25. 

Rudy Vallee, Calypso Joe .& 
Coco-Te, Luis Urbina, Jolene Lon- 
fere, Luis Urbina Dancers (7), 
Hoyt Henry Orch (8); produced 
and; directed by Don Holladay; no 
cover or minimum. 

Rudy Vallee, the comedian, is 
headlining here, instead of Rudy 
Vailed, the ringer. As initial star 
of the* Strip’s newest hotel-casino, 
Vallee* soft-pedals the nostalgia, 
had emerges as an okay comic. 
Naturally, he has to stay in char¬ 
acter by pulling a few tune& out of. 
the Vagabond Lover era, highlight1 

. being a rousing “Stein Song”- with 
audience participation—but the vo¬ 
cals are few and far between. - The 
voice Is still there, and he’s as 
great a showman as ever, knowing 
the Secret of timing to get the most 

-generous laughs. . 
Vallee will be good for bringing 

in - the*. repeater trade, since he 
changes his routing ^ith. each Of, 
the three nighUy*$hows. At the be¬ 

lts been some time since Bonnie 
Baker has warbled in town,-all of 
her former appearances having 
been at the Tower Theatre Where 
she was a considerable name when 
it was a strong vaude stand. In the 
interim -some magnetism is gone 
Horn the name, .but she continues 
to carry enough drawing power to 
makc.it a favorable two weeks in 
the Terrace Grill for her first stand 
in the deluxe dinner room. She’s 
backed by the Billy -Rogers Trio, 
a sharp little group Which adds to 
Hie music and the comedy. It has 
-Herbie Rogers on electric guitar, 
Art Peck on piano and Billy Rogers: 
on bongos and chiming.in with the 
m.c. chores and comedy. 

There’s a considerably variety of 
inusic in rite 40-minute show. Miss 
Baker ringing some special mate¬ 
rial, some from the current pop 
list, a medley of Cole Porter tunes 
and her all-time hits. In between 
there are guitar and piano special¬ 
ties^from the backing group and a 
song duo with Billy- Rogers and 
Miss Baker. Her songs “BiHy,” 
“Especially for You," “You’d Be 
Surprised” and “Oh, Johnny” sold 
big on the Columbia label in the 
days when recordings were a side¬ 
line, and they still carry a punch 
as was evident from the routing 
hand they drew at closing of the 
turn The petite singing .style 
which Is her trademark sets her 
firmly with the fans from the open¬ 
ing bars and they stay with her 
throughput the-show, making it a 
pleasant evening for riL Qum. 

Manes SkyrawH,* Ite— . 
Renq, Oct, 24. 

Rusty Draper, Paul Gray, Sky- 
iets with Dick Merritt; Eddie Fitz¬ 
patrick Orch.‘$ 2 minimum. 

This was the room where Rusty 
Draper first found himself a suc¬ 
cessful nitery niche a number of 
years ago. He hasn’t changed. It’s 
the same wide-open friendliness, a 
kind Of down to earth quality, a 
tousled-hair look, and a rambunc¬ 
tious way with .a song. And in¬ 
separable, the guitar. 

In all this time, while develop¬ 
ing assurance and style and poise, 
it seems odd that -he’s held on so 
hard to guitar. :He plays it well, 
breaks Hip pace with it, and accom¬ 
panies .himself effectively. But he’s 
strong enough to stand up without 
it—or at least begin , without It. As 
effective as he is with it—if he 
were Unencumbered it’s quite pos¬ 
sible he would even be more ef¬ 
fective. 

If bp began bis show with arms 
swinging1 Where all attention is on 
him and his style, he would become 
more of a personality and per¬ 
former, rather than an act. Later, 
as extra evidence of his- talent, 
the guitar would be brought in for 
some intimate - accompaniment or 
an instrumental. But to keep it 
forever prominent seems unfortu¬ 
nate. f 

Draper’s songs, while for the 
most part emotional In one way or 
the outer, ace sold for all they’re 
worth. An occasional soft ballad 
gets excellent intimate treatment, 
too. 

The man-on-the street spohisti- 
cate, Paul Gray, politely but firm¬ 
ly gets everyone’s attention. Look¬ 
ing for all the world like a high¬ 
brow intellectual whose humor will 
be mostly in the higher elevations,, 
it turns out that this Is only his. 
manner, and that his jokes and 
stories are for mass nonsumption. 
The low-powered delivery and 

-suave manner give them probably 
a little more dignity and respect¬ 
ful attention than they’re actually 
worth. 

The Skylets present twa-enthusi- 
astic numbers sparked by Dick 
Merritt’s lyric, explanation of the 
dance themes. Eddie Fitzpatrick 
keeps the show running smoothly 
.with his orchestral, sypport^. 

Chez Paree* Chi 
. Chicago, Oct, 24. 

Sophie Thicker with Ted Shapiro, 
Happy Jesters (3), Lenn Redman, 
Chez Paree Adorables (6), with 
Paul Merrill, Ted Fio Rito Orch 
(10); $1.95 cover. $4.95 minimum. 

, Tinsel and talent catch the spirit 
for the Chez’s Silver. Anniversary 
show. Production themes and 
headliner are appropriately geared 
to the nostalgic purpose in a well- 
put-tbgether program. The appear¬ 
ance of Sophie Tucker recalls-her 
as the first name attraction play¬ 
ing the Chez shortly after its open¬ 
ing 25 years ago. 

Stature of over 50 years in show 
business is a powerful device in 
Miss Tucker’s' hands. From her 
familiar raise-of-the-eyebrow walk- 
on rights through her' rhyming 
recitavo she carries a nostalgic 
theme through admirably. The 
tear-jerking .histrionics never get 
out -of hand, and she strikes a pow¬ 
erful chord in the middle-age 
matrons with her feminine denial 
of age even in the final'crowning 
touch of asking support for her 
charity work. 

Songs that lend themselves best 
to such treatment are her opening 
“They’ll Never Make an Old Lady 
Out of Me,” “With YoUr Life You 
Can Do What You Will” and a Sock 
number with the Tucker trade¬ 
mark ‘-Entertaining Papa.” Hardly 
noticeable is the lack of audience 
participation when . she leads 
a,Margie” in her own Idiosyncratic 
rhythms. Final number,* ‘‘Calypso 
Soph,” gets a straightfaced deliv¬ 
ery on some house-scorching lyrics. 
Miss ^Tucker interpolates her rou¬ 
tine with all the appropriate in¬ 
tros and comment pertinent to the 
anniversary. Ted Shapiro takes 
the keyboard and leads Ted Fio 
Rite’s house band through the 
strenuous program with smooth 
showmanship. He also, handles 
several minutes of patter during 
the singer’s costume change. 

The Happy Jesters have played 
stageshow and hotel room formats 
iq Chicago before and set between 
the opening production gadgetry 
and the headlining personality, 
they come through in this club 
with a comedy routine that adds a 
spring and bounce to the whole 
show. A lantern jawed, double 
jointed mugger draws howls with 
his voice and instrument imita¬ 
tions, while two sldemen are well 
synchronized accomplices In mur¬ 
dering of a series of ballads that! 
is heavfly mitted. The material is 
hardly changed from previous ap¬ 
pearances hereabouts but 4the re¬ 
sponse hasn’t diminished. 

Elaborate silvery Ornamentation 
inside and outside the Chez is aug¬ 
mented with silver cakes and such 
other gingerbread as blends into 
the stage setting for the opening: 
production number. Cartoonist 
Lenn Redman sketches from be¬ 
hind an illuminated translucent 
screen familiar headliners from 
the Chez’s history while their 
trademarked tunes are offered as 
background music. The silver- 
spangled house line provides on¬ 
stage motion in a . well planned 
walkaround ToutineT 

Entrenched in spectacular set¬ 
tings rather than on the bare stage 
as previously,, thoughtfully cos¬ 
tumed and working easily manage-j 
able routines without showy choreo 
antics, the Adorables this time pro-, 
vide.* distraction for casual view-' 
ing. Their, simple treatment of 
“Ladies of Evening” later in the 
show allows for Hie showing of 
more fanciful costumes and gives 
a breather between the heavy acts. 
Paul Merrill does a . fine job -on 
the vocal routines, looking quite 
at ease in these settings. 

Mills Bros, replace the Happy: 
Jesters on this show Nov. 6. That! 
bill continues otherwise unchanged 
until the Jerry Lewis opening 
Dec. L Leva. 

Sahara, Las Tegas 
Las Vegas, Oct. 25. 

Marge & Gower Champion, Jean 
Carroll, Saharem Dancers (12), 
Cee Davidson Orch (12); produced 
by Stan Irwin; %2 minimum. 

Marge & Gower Champion re¬ 
turn to the Strip with an act that 
is mostly new and altogether de¬ 
lightful. The wJc “Clowns” rou¬ 
tine is held over from the last time 
around, and it’s as fresh and im¬ 
aginative as the brand-new stuff. 
An especially funny routine is “The 
Lecture,” which is “an experiment 
in the effect of musical sounds on 
the human nervous system. Other 
numbers receiving warm mitting 
from first-nighters are "The Good 
Eyening Song To End All Good 
Evening Songs” and “The Music 
Stopped-” Bob Dixon vocalizes to 
excellent effect oh backgrounds 
and transitions. 

Jean Carroll, extra added on bill, 
also comes up with material that 
is different from her previous stint 
.here. Her standup comedy is a|, 
good balance for the show, as she 

pulls hearty yocks with her one- 
liners and situation gags. ; 

Opening production number, 
“Call of India,” is an elaborately 
costumed and well-staged piece 
which comes across with rich ef¬ 
fect, featuring terps by Virginia 
Shaw, Chris Miller, Gene Reed, 
and Pat Gorman, with vocal by 
Dick Summers. Bill Hitchcock did 
the music, and lyrics, Sonia Shaw 
the choreography. Package is pro¬ 
duced by Stan Irwin, and is aptly 
backed by the Cee Davidson orch. 

Duke. 

Hotel Radlsson* Mpls* 
Minneapolis, Oct. 26. 

Carmel Quinn (2), Don McGrane 
Orch (8); $2,50-$3.50 minimum. 

Beverly Hllls9 Newport 
^Newport, Ky., Oct. 25. 

Ted Lewis Revue, featuring Paul 
White, Kathy Basic, Elroy Peace; 
Gardner Benedict Orch (TO), Donn 
Arden Dancers (10) with Chris 
Roberts, Mary Fassctt, Ronny Mer- 
en. Elite Stattin; Jimmy Wilber 
Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, 
$4 Sat. 

Solid with Greater Cincinnati 
showgoers and cafe society over 
the years, Ted Lewis adds to his 
records for engagements .and at¬ 
tendance with this date at Ken¬ 
tucky^ ace casino. Opening night 
near-capacity audiences point to a 
whopper two-framer. Rragsiders 
included friends of Lewis from his 
native Circleville, O. 

Smaller than on previous visits, 
•the Lewis troupe continues to pile 
Up hotsy. reception from start to 
finish. With opening and middle 
production, numbers by the popular 
location Donn Arden Dancers, floor- 
show running time Is 75 minutes. 

Joined by Cathy Basic, cutie 
soprano, Lewis clicks off a medley 
of tunes carrying back to his jazz 
band days of 1917 at N.Y.’s Rec¬ 
tor’s. For breathers he shares the 
spotlight with Paul. White, ebony 
comic with an elastic kisser; his 
shadow, • Elroy. Peace, who doubles 
in terps with White, and solo chir¬ 
ping by Miss Basic. Koll. 

Griilneam, Ottawa 
. Ottawa, Oct 26. 

Mdrion Powers, Jay Weston, Boy¬ 
er Twins, Dorothy Kramer. Dancers 
(4) with John Kerr, Champ Cham¬ 
pagne Orch (8); $1 admission. 

Comedy, chant and terp are 
nicely arranged through the cur¬ 
rent floor fare in the Gatineau 
Club, with powerhouse Marion 
Powers hilltopping. This canary 
belts everything: songs, action and 
gab. The customers couldn’t ignore 
her .if they wanted to and they 
don’t want to, according to the 
mitting she draws throughout 

Strength of Miss Powers’ com¬ 
edy stint is in its solid structure 
with big attention to tuning and 
jet-paced routining, teeing with a 
chant-gab bit about her haircut 
(almost as short as a crewcut) and 
building to a big close with Warm 
tributes to Sophie Tucker, Judy 
Garland and A1 Jolson. 

Jay Weston, also emceeing, 
works a sparkling comedy stanza 
which is mostly lost on Hie audi¬ 
ences here. Weston’s humor is de¬ 
signed for a white-tie mob but in 
the Gatineau he took more than 10 
minutes getting the tablesitters 
thinking his way. Standout is a 
ciicko panto routine on a surgical 
operation with Weston, as the 
scalpeler, sewing up the patient 
sans heart. Drummer bandies sound 
effects. 

Boyer Twins have a cute session 
of warble. They’re lookers, young 
and avoid overdoing the lookalike 
angle. Bit of Charleston terp to end 
a song session of the 1920s times 
gets a big mitt. Held over are Dor¬ 
othy Kramer Dancers with John 
Kerr in a pair of socko routines. 
Champ Champagne band show- 
backs, plays for dancing. Gorm. 

Ah Fjrftse Ffnot, jPirls 
Paris, Oct. 15. 

Jean Hebrard Trio; $3 minimum. 

This smartly styled cafe with a 
nitery cave In its recesses, three- 
tiered and tastefully laid out, was 
the late Borrah Minevitch’s gift to 
Paris nightlife. Now a regular for 
the smart French set for dinner 
and after-theatre suppers, plus the 
international show coterie, it is a 
staple. Food is good, atmosphere 
fine and dancing and chatter the 
main lure with sudden, impromptu 
shows by Jean Hebrard, backed by 
bis trio. 

Hebrard is a young, versatile 
musician with a flair for natural 
comedies. Small, stocky and be- 
raustached, he may launch into a 
takeoff on a Russo balalaika player 
with uncanny insights; making it 
yockfuL He doubles on many 
instruments and looks to evolve 
into a showman to he watched when 
he begins to work out material and 
a definite, coherent act. He also 
sings in several lingos pleasantly. 
Club is graciously gladhanded by 
Lucille Little, Mipeyijich’s widow. 

Mosk. I 

To judge by enthusiastic recep¬ 
tion from SRO crowd at her late 
opening night show in this swanky 
Flame; Room where she’s having 
her initial tony, intimate supper 
club whirl, Irish songstress Carmel 
Quinn; owner of a superior set of 
pipes, bids fair to duplicate her 
Arthur Godfrey airlane success in 
wli=t’s a new field for her. 

While Miss Quinn’s tv and radio 
fairs, perhaps comprising few local 
cafe society regulars, undoubtedly 
were present in considerable num¬ 
bers and came prepared to put 
their approval stamp on the per¬ 
formance, it seems safe to say that 
the more blase and sophisticated 
nitery patrons on hand also found 
her brand of entertainment up 
their alley and highly enjoyable. 

There are laughs, captivation 
and, of course, car beguUment ih 
the song session of Irish, hit pa¬ 
rade and request numbers, sold to 
a faretheewell and interlarded 
with humor-tinged small talk and 
conversations with the euests in a 
fascinating Emerland Isle brogue. 

- In no time at all Miss Quinn es¬ 
tablishes rapport with the cus¬ 
tomers whom she frequently. has 
singing along with her in large 
volume. In the flesh, her friend¬ 
liness. down-to-earth qualities and 
own infectious pleasure are even 
more winning, if anything, than 
they’ve been over the air. It’s off¬ 
beat fare fo? this sort of supper 
club—more naive, informal and 
bomesy than the usual bistro floor-. 
show stuff and nonetheless wel¬ 
come for that reason. Rees. 

Stewben’iu Beriott 
Boston. Qet. 24. 

Jay Jason, Pat Windsor {with 
Charles Reader), Ellis & Winters, 
Don Dermis, Tony Bruno Orch (5); 
$2.50 minimum. 

Ropes are up at Max Sr Jo® 
Schneider’s 450-seater in'the heart 
of the theatre district for new lay¬ 
out headed by relaxed comic Jay 
Jason. Caught opening night (24) 
and in for two weeks, the bill is 
nicely fitted to room’s format, with 
plenty pf piping, terning and slick 
comedy. Jason holds the aud in 
fine fashion, getting attention even 
from the most famished steak 
knife wielders, and .rounds off a 
boff 30-mfnute stint by nabbing a 
moppet from the aud for a ven¬ 
triloquist and dummv b«t. Jason’s 
topical jokes and takeoffs on video 
and passing scene go good. 

Pat Windsor, with her husband, 
Charles Reader, conducting, is a 
production which Steuben habitues 
dig the most. Handsomely cos¬ 
tumed blonde soprano gets solid 
rounds on each number from how- 
on to bow-off. Opening with “Song 
In My Heart,” she segues to “Who 
Cares” and “Around the World”; 
does "Hallelujah” and “Street 
Where You Live.” Miss Windsor, 
who with her maestro-husband 
were longtime standards at New 
York’s Hotel Pierre in the Cotil¬ 
lion Room, encores with a great 
rendition of ‘Fascination” and 
bows off with terrific “Breeze 
and I.” Guy. 

Bimbo’s 305 Club* S. F. 
\ San Francisco, Oct. 24. 

Guy Chemey, Bob Williams, Mar¬ 
ten Bros. (2), Barry Ashton, Doro¬ 
thy Dorben Dancers (10). Allan 
Cole, Al Wallace Orch (9); $1-$1.5Q 

This is a sharply-honed, well- 
balanced show that goes over big 
with the customers. None of its 
facets seems great, hut put to¬ 
gether they provide a fine, crowd- 
pleasing 55 minutes. 

Guy Chemey is a meat & pota¬ 
toes crooner with an amiable man¬ 
ner and lots of show business sav¬ 
vy. Wisely, he sticks to standards 
mostly, such as a “My Fair Lady” 
medley, “You’d Be Surprised,” 
“Cecilia,” “Rockabye My Baby with 
a Dixie Melody," “Big Movie Show 
in the Sky” and a couple of cur¬ 
rent pops favorites, “Fascination” 
and “Around the World in 80 
Days.” He has a big vice, no tricks 
and offers pleasant contrast to the 
other acts on the bill. 

Bob Williams and his three un¬ 
trained trained mutts are surefire 
comedy. Perhaps the best part of 
this act is Williams’ own patter as 
he tries to coax his reluctant 
pooches to sit down (they won’t) or 
fetch a ball (they won’t) or to bark 
the number of his fingers tee holds 
up a single finger and after a cou¬ 
ple of dozen random barks one of 
the dogs comes through). The act 
allows customers to identify very 
nicely with Williams’ own relaxed 
discomfiture. 

Marten Br5s., are a pair of slick 
Argentine jugglers who climax an 
interesting act by tossing six flam¬ 
ing Indian clubs between them— 
blindfolded. . ' Stef. 
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member of the cast gets one ticket j 
and “Onegini" has a big cast. Also,; 
this year out-of-town critics showed \ 
up from San Francisco,. Chicago, | 
Washington and elsewhere and j 
had to be taken care of. i 

Close students of the uproar: 
side of opera will remark that af-J 
ter some years of banning solo 
bows, the Met has restored them. 
Plan is to supervise these, how¬ 
ever, .limiting them mostly to the 
end of the performance or earlier 
where, as with “Laemmerouris" 
Mad Lucy or "Tosca’s" Baron 
Scarpia, the character does not 
show for the final curtain. 

As to 1957, there have been 
classier, dressier and sassier Met 
openings. Peter Tschaikowsky 
wrote operas, none of them box- 
office hits. Hence his “Onegin" 
provided minimum exci'ement on 
the stage itself. In contrast, open¬ 
ing night a year ago was "charged" 
when the angry Greek goddess. 
Marla Callas, and an angry audi¬ 
ence fought it out on the battle¬ 
field of “Norma" until midnight, 
before the audience gave. 

Rudolph Bing, as master of the 
Met revels; has long since curbed 
opening night headlands and 
leggy antics of camera-mad extro¬ 
verts. This year an added contri- 

Fugenti Onegin 
(Met Opera. N. T.) 

Opening night (Oct. 26. '57X presentation 
of Peter Tohaikowvsky opera with iMg- 
lish libretto by Henry Reese. Staffed by 
Peter Brook. Sets and costumes. Rolf 
Car;:rcl. Ohrreopraphv, Zachary Solnv. 
Conductor. Dimitri Mltropoulos: ten *33. 
Madame Larina ........... Martha Ltpton 
T-tyana .«... Lueine Amara 
Olga .Rosalind Elias 
Eugene Onegin .......... George London 
I.enski     Richard Tucker. 
Prince Gremin .......... Giorgio Tozzi 
FiliPpyeina .. Belen Autos ran 
A C*ot->in... Louis Sffarro 
Zaret«=kl .. George Cehanovsky 
Triquet .... Alesslo De:Paoll5 

bution to dignity was the posting 
of guards to keep Sherry’s cafe 
only for the reservation trade. 
Last year’s crush had been a 
mockery of operatic democracy. 
But the democratic touch is never 
forgo ten nowadays at the Met and 
Bing was outside the house during 
the afternoon plying the gallery 
queue with vodka, while the press 
recorded the gesture. 

About the English lyrics of 
Henry Reese, you can get yourself 
an argument either way. This 
Russian work was last done at the 
Met during 1921 in Italian. In 
the presen4 “vernacular" (the 
management's word and fitting) 
certain phrases pop out and smack 
the ear strangely—“Why be con¬ 
trary?”—"After a lovg, hard day” 
—“What's wrong with me?" 

I is the heroine, the handsome 
and beautifully-voiced Lueine 
Amara. who vocalizes that “What’s 
wrong with me?" question. Actu¬ 
ally. everybody knows what’s 
wrong. She’s aching for the love 
of Eugene. 

Up to the end of the first act it 
looked and sounded as if “Onegin" 
was going to be a nice little grand i 
f»"era, which is rather like a not 
qui e fresh egg. However, the 
subsequent ballroom and dueling 
scenes brought the proceedings 
alive. The music is frequently 
mdodic and, indeed, o^ra buffs 
will comolain on that very 
grounds. This is a genius of sym¬ 
phony writing lyric drama which 
avoids being operetta, but not by 
much. 

’Thanks to the rich costuming 
and the new Sets, all possible be¬ 
cause of Mrs. John Rockefeller 
Jr. providing a special fund, the 
opera is opulently visual. In this 
it sugges s a favorite of last sea¬ 
son. “La Perichole." whose libretto 
and general staginess is far less 
operatic “Onegin.” 

Fun In The Pit 

Dimitr. Mitroooulos conducted 
the opening with an enthusiasm 
bordering on high elation. There 
is no law again-t a symphony con¬ 
ductor having fun at his own 
opera. Indeed it proved infec¬ 
tious. .The audience liked it and 
liked him. though ’here will be 
quibbles that in taking liberties 
with Tsehaikov ky. as written, and 
reprising the melodies to bridge 
scenery changes, he has departed 
from a conductor’s obligation to 
hold the score literally sacred. 

This “Onegin" belong to the con¬ 
ductor. to he designer or sets and 
costumes (Rolf Gerard) and "o 
the choreographer (Zacahary So¬ 
lo v) •'trndj the1 Stegfef ‘H Peter Blow, 

imported from London for the 
assignment >, rather than to the in¬ 
dividual singers. Richard Tucker 
bullseyed with his lament just be¬ 
fore being killed *ih a dual, but 
this was a somewhat synthetic 
triumph on Tucker’s superb oper¬ 
atic technique and because the 
audience was starred at that’ point 
for something to really cheer. 
Later with is one song, Georgia 
Tozzi also went over like an un¬ 
mistakable clap of thunder. -Add 
a small whimsical click of Alcssio 
De Paolis and some scattered ap¬ 
preciation of Miss Amara. Tha* 
about wraps up the “personal" 
kudos. 

George London was not having 
one of his hig nights. He seemed 
tired and the thankless title role 
must be. He ran on his nerve 
and poise as an actor, and he’s 
one of the best in opera, but. vo¬ 
cally there wasn’t much forvhim. 

Martha Lipton, that well-season¬ 
ed soprano, showed hen usual ver¬ 
satility and dependability as the 

| mother and Rosalind Elias was at- 
: tractive as the other daughter. 
[Vocally, Bclan Amparan was ex¬ 
cellent as the nanny (a terrible 
word when sung In English), but 
while word addressed to her were 
intelliglible. Miss Amparan's own 
dic’ion in English was thick with 
kapok. 

Macbeth 
Meanwhile at the N.Y. City 

Center Opera: the benevolence 
and which has animated critics and, 
public this fall in respect ta the 
new Jules Rudel regime at the 
town’s second opera company was 
fully justified Thurs. (24) when 
Verdi’s “Macbeth,” newly mounted, j 
proved, on a minimum budget, a 
stunning production, full of ma¬ 
cabre tension, dynamic urgency in 
the pit and suggestive phantasy on 
stage. 

Arturo Basile, a new discovery 
from Italy, led his orchestra and 
singing forces with pace, clarity 
and fire. Margaret Webster, an 
expert on Shakespeare, built the 
forceful “line.” had her singers 
looking and moving like actors. 
Her groupings are mostly admir¬ 
able, Collaborating closely with 
the director was the City Center’s 
new art director and designer An¬ 
dreas Nomikos whose imaginative 
and effective sets showed an ex¬ 
cellent use of projections. Each of 
the scenes was pictorially arrest¬ 
ing. 

Perhaps the singing proper was 
the least part in this show, though 
as a whole the performance was as 
good as a youthful company, can 
be expected to give. The two de¬ 
buts of the evening showed al¬ 
ready. more than promise. Irene 
Jordan in the lead had the tech¬ 
nique ar.d vocal possibilities for 
this arduous role hut mostly lacked 
the ferocity required of Lady Mac¬ 
beth. Her voice nevertheless was 
in character with the role and no 
doubt further performances will 
make her add the confidence and 
brilliance which now seems at 
times wanting. 

John Chapman, the other debut, 
as Macbeth uses his voice well 
though he is in no way an excep¬ 
tional baritone and a certain aban¬ 
don in singing the role was clearly 
lacking. He acted with conviction 
and no doubt will become more 
convincing with added experience. 
Norman Treigle’s Banquo had 
good sonority but Giuseppe Gis- 
mondo let himself be carried away 
in typical Italian-tenor-way fash¬ 
ion and was the' only one who man¬ 
aged to remain on the outside of 
the performance. Goth. 

tional cross-section, of pix review¬ 
ers on^he dailies across the land. 

From this reservoir of 10, if, for 
one reason or another, the Ameri¬ 
can distributors choose to with¬ 
hold showing them overseas—usu¬ 
ally the chief reason is that the 
pix are not ready for public ex¬ 
hibition—there is enough latitude j 
among them to give the world! 
press a representative gander at ■ 
American product. j 

He also takes a dim view of the 

VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF OCTOBER 3® ’ 

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate epenini day of shew 

whether full or spilt 'week 

Letter in parentheses indicates circuit; (I) Independent; (L) Leew; (M> Mess; 

<l»> Paramount; (RlRKO; (S) ftell; IT) Tivoli; (W> Warner 

NEW YORK CITY 
distribs’ objections to previewing Musie Hail (Pi 30 Roxy so 
their product at these festivals in ffi^squire. 
advance of their public boxoffice Rocketts Roxyette* 
dating. His theory is that the glo- Raymond Paige ore Roxy orch. 
bal impact, in light of the extensive AUSTRALIA 
press oorps that these fests attract, __. _ . • _.j. j,. MELBOURNE Williams 4c Shan! 

Pl ^ h d D t 156 a Tivoli m 4 Barter rafe,. 
Slighted. Archie Bobbins ^ . « 

T , Margo Z Bomb Brenda Rowe 
Perlberg says he told Johnston Boys of Mexico Frank Ward 

in HolIywOod^ffia* lie disagrees 
with the MPEA- concept that a Lebrac- & Bemic* CHRISTCHURCH 
non-film man is to he preferred in 2?bb?^’Pn^les' T 4 
charge of the U.S. protocol at The D*u“<los i*# munm* 
these events, fietzel's idea is that BRITAIN 
somebody of ambassadorial rank Birmingham | Jac and .Joni 
should officiate at Cannes, Venice Hipp«dr«ma <M) w [ o'-Neii and Haig 

Erroll Garner 
Leon Sash (4) 

Chex Paree 
Sophie Tucker 
Happy Jesters 44> 
Leon. Redman 

Paul Gibbon tk 
Sully Kothman 

Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers (4) 
Charlie Fisk Ora. 

Drake. Hotel . 

Williams t Shand 
Sorter Flddess 
Brenda Rowe 
Frank Ward 
Della Vance 
Dionne Vail 

CHRISTCHURCH 
Matestlc (T) 4 

Luigi Infantine- 

Pat Moran <4> Martha Schelamrru 
Ramsey Lewis Trio (Den Yarborough 
Lores Alexandria Marilyn Child 

Cewrad HHton 
"Ice Review Spec” 
Glenn 4c Colleen . 
Miss Lucille 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Ros Pettinger 
Bill Christopher 
Fred Napier 
Gil Shepard & Da 

Soto Sisters (3) 

Lortdon House 
Bernard Pfeiffer 
Eddie Higgins <3} 

Mister (Colly's 
June Christy 
Marty Rubengteln % 

■ Palmer House 
Tony -Arden 
Hfrmonica Rascals 
Ben Arden Ore. 

or wherever; to ttct, the US. Am. gg Iri. 
bassador ta these countries would Dennis Spicer Je*S* Csrro* 
bh ideal to the MPEA viewpotot if ' 
only to eliminate intra-trade fric- Aixoran Newcastle 
tiom sospWon of -apple-polish- 
ing,” and Hie like. Brighton Yana- 

Perlberg points to the fact that (M) Douglas 
the American motioh. picture in- hSi« gX Dpcr* 
dustry is the only free enterprise .. . StSaaii jerry 
film biz in the world as another SSte? .V horthamptoh 
major reason for non-Governmeiit-; ■* k^sk ; ^ gflL” 
al interference at these fests. Also, irfo *sjakk£ ■ ■ KichoUM 
realistically, be feels that a trade Coventry uau* A^Rit*0* 

LOS ANGELES ., 
cira's i Mocambo 

Gateway Singers (S> | Elaine Dunn 
Coconut Orovo Peter Wood 

Dorothy Collins t Paul Itebort O 

Morlands 
King's Co 
Tattersall 4^-- Jerry 
V NORTHAMPTON 

New (t) R 
Max Miller.. 
Penny Nlcholle 
Three Paulos 
Ron 4c Rita 

Amin Bros! (2> 
Boh Lewis 

Martin Ore 
Crescendo 

LUt St. Cyr 
Billy Barnes Revue' 

-Dave Pell Octet 
Interlude 

Arthur1 Blake 

Paul Hebert Ore. 
MowOn Reuno 

The Treaters 
Martha Erroll# _ 
Billy Wells 4c 4 Faya 
Ffottiat Charlton. 

Statler Motet 
Carmen CavaHaro 
Meg Brown 
Ed. Bergman' Ore 

Desert ton 
Johnnie Ray 
Joe Maize . 
CordoUns 
Wazzan. Troupe 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 

perspective on what is. “ririit” for' Trio Wazxah. Tfonpe 

these festival* would circumvent addey ' 1,1x01n&wicn1 ^“b^' ° 
any embarrassments, through U15?^cz * ■La^uel* HiRpedrome «> » "Miiuky Follies” 

choice Of subject. Wivgtoly Eerl- §£Vg£$i 
berg mentioned a couple of pic- 2SSa5^,TroulSe Bery Catlln' Irr Benson 
tecs that, by reason of subject |S&k5f'’Lrt« ^SoTtuSfSSa." 

I ghaimlwf Smith 
Irr BOnson 
Jod DeRita 
Dick Dona 

Rlvlor* 
“Damn Yankees'* 

Royal Ndvoda 
. Art Mooney • 

Ken 'Harris Ore 
Chase 4c Mitchell 
jimmy GroasO 
Sparkletones 

.. Sahara 
Marge 4c Gower 

Champion 
Jean Carroll 

: Cee Davidson Ore matter alone, might have been Dards Dncrs Smalro (M) Jl ' CarwoodVan Ore 2 
AmittPfi as “renr-wrtaHve” TT c \ George Mitchell Co I Parkes - A Garrett [ Cl Cortex . I i omitted as “representative" U. S.: -SS? * ioi£ 
film entries. Choice of subject mat- ■mptre- (M) It I Norman Vaughan 

ter must also include considera- »*wsf 
4ion for our Western allies, be BJrS*fcHsSSy Mack7 icL kwT 
feels, in order not to give comfort- 4* b Winter* 

to the Iton Curtain countries: eSSsSi ?nj*yne * •fISdU>I»H 
Broadly speaking, say a theme bn Ted Rogers iv71! v 
colonialism did not Test well with cl a too w GoidEjnS 
the British or the French; he feels * Km™***" 
that.that’s the kind of film, if made kim's CM) . 
in Hollywood^ should not be a feigte**4* i^onie^ 

l “representative" entry. Ronald Chesney Goidini 
It is no secret that MPEA execu- Danc1^ ”<^?nna5 Eddie Goffrot 

tives in the States and In the Eu- n*y*\ (m u SKrth & ■ 
ropean capitals have bad other Harry Secombe sunderla 
iders on the subject. suite Anthony Joh&^DuSi 

Cl Certsx .. 
'Rhythm -on IcRf' 
Ti to Gulxar 
Georgia Arnold 

[ Keely Smith 
| . Sands 
Sammy Davis Jr. 

[Buster HaUett Ore. i5°?a ,Gir!5 
M RaRche Vtf«> 

Barths Kitt - 
Myrooi Cohen 
Molnar dhmeers • 
Dick Rice. Orch 

Pis mines 
Pearl Bailey 
Ink Spots’ 
Flamingoettes 
Lou Basil Orch 

■Prement'. Hetsl 
Stardusters 

Italian Film Biz ^ -■ ■■■■■ aflh Empire (M) II .Toe Black 
. „. „ ^ _ _ Cyril Stapleton Ore Pat Rosa 
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special commission of top industry CroupOne Terry Dene 
men to pass on each weekly half- £ko^TL ^cy^wS^kly 
hour segment of the program he- u. London Les Hobeaux 
fore it is projected over Italy’s josef0£rocke# loS7 KenAedy 
RAI-TV telenet. . __ _ 

Some industry toppers were par¬ 
ticularly incensed recently over P L - » n*ll 
the handling of a (filmed) side- LHD&rCt DlllS 
walk poll of cinema patron tastes 
conducted by young Italian actress _■ _► 
Sandra Milo. Not only were the b 
comments often too violently in new ivkii '-ji t 
criticism of the Yank cinema and Bon soir <Hotsi Roossvsit 
its “violence and brutality," but J0.1?*. & Eddie Ssmmyjc^e ore 

they al$0 didn’t Spare the local in- Charles Mam Mabelle Mercer 
dustry, which came in for its share Three Flames SteUa Brooks 

of downbeat comments. SffS&SSS15 bJSS^SS" 
Some people felt, the topper Blue Angel Teft 

was, that in. a stanza designed to Martha Davis & vlHotei 
promote the local industry and its AnnI°I^onardo Fernanda Montel 
stars, these faux pas were multi- Carol Burnett shaworc 

plied by the fact that Miss Milo - at I^^nov. ^Latin Quarter 

\«as “hideously" photographed dur- Jacques Zarow Mo°lidor Trio 
ing the lengthy street ~ palaver. Alex •,Aistone _ Dcbonairs 

Other comments veiledly indicated TunTun0 MadrId SSff11 
that some people in the Italian Nejia Ates eSc"mk110 
industry felt that the program or gffij Pwf*oS. 
its ideators were playmg favorites, ei canay Jo Lombwdi oro 

1 and that it was not alway complete- CaDdI - rtez b Hariowe ore 
lv nKiPotivo eoRacanana Le Cupldon ly ^oojective. Martha Raye Bobby Short 

Hence, the control mechanism, Steve Lawrence Town A Country 

to the future would try to make 
sure that the program sticks to its Sammy Devens Rover Boy* 
purpose without boomeranglng on ore *“?«t* Bm H“' 
an already harned local pic world. Frank Marti ore wui Gaines 

Called iri to aid program comjnen- tD^n^a,rl Room 
_-r,_• p. ■_ Julius Monk . Ned Harvey Ore 

tator Bruno Benek m bis job are: Ronny Graham Socarres Ore 
UNITALIA head Lidio Bozzini, Ceil c^.ot vionnoso Lentorn 

Franco Bruno repping the exhib ™nny l?Lw rakoD Gonxaives 
sector,- Enrico Giannelli for the Gerry Matthews Laureanne Lemay 

producers and Pasquale Lancia for Imdo^cSnneii SurufS0*11 °rc- 
the studios* Film director^ Ales- w , ei Chico Viliaso Barn 
sandro Blasetti, has also been ^4 ^oSnea sSn 

Ronald^hesnev X L A.ubrJ?Z Stardusters 
Dancioe Mcl^nea, SgSlS?"" 

_ Gilbert Jan Johnson 
Rayal (M)U Ashworth 4c Lol* OilNnNuHli 

Harry Secombe SUNDERLAND Hank Penny 

r m U s“e ThompLn 
Si, Anthony Johnny Duncan Harry Ranch 
BoUana Ivanko Horler Twins'' Billy Regis 

5d,ri* Sav*** ChttHta ^ Jover Falcons- 

Cabaret Bills 

NEW YORK CITY 
<Hotal Roosavalt 

Sammy Raye Ore 
RSYP 

Mabelle Mercer 
Stella Brooks 

Hotal. Statler 
Buddy Morrow 

Hotal Taft 

Perlberg on Specs 
SSS’ Continued from page 2 

project having to do with the tele¬ 
cast of the Academy Awards. He’s 
adamant on his pattern of Holly¬ 
wood’s film entries and is openly 
critical of the modus operandi of 
the past. 

Perlberg in Hollywood last week' 
told Eric Johnston, president of 
the MPAA, that his views differ on 
the selection of U.S. films for the 
European festivals from former 
standards. For one thing, he favors 

! only the four major fests—-Cannes, 
[Edinburgh, Berlin and Venice— 
las showcases for Hollywood. For 
-another, ha thinks that the five 
| films nominated for the Oscars, 
| up to Dec. 31 of the year preced¬ 
ing, are the ones best selected to 

i represent the American film ipdus- 
; try; another quintet, he proposes, 
sheu’d be selected either by the 
New York film ’critics br a 

. Heralds Club 
Krakerjaicks 
Twin Tune* - 

Harrah's 
King* IV 
Johnny .Ukelela 
Reno 3 

Holiday 
.Chuck Leonard 
Ho Hums 

Antonin Morelli Or* 
.Showboat ’ 

Hon* Adam* 
Joaquin Garay 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Giria- 
Mike Werner Orcfc 

Silver Clipper 
Hank Henry 
Toni Mohr 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ora 

Thundarblrd 
Jackie 4c Roy 

Traplcana 
Vivian Blaine 
Dick Shawn . 
Neale A flam* 
Nat Brandywynne - 

Mapas Skyroom 
Lancers 
Snooky Lanson 
Skylets 
Ed Fitzpatrick Or* 

New Golden 
Billy Duke 
Nick Esposito 

Riverside 
Spike Jones 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana 

Charlie Farrell' 
Raye 4c Naldi 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

Balmoral 
Billy Mitchell 
Rosina Aston 

Natall-FIelds Trio 
Lucerne 

Havana Mardi Gra* 
Diosa Costello 
Milo* Velarde 
Don Casino 
Tonia Flores 
Tony & Francella 

[Sonny Kendis Ore |Juan Romero 
Tana Lenn 

Di Lido 
Mandy Campo Ore 
Gloria Blake 

ncent Lopez Oro Jane Moore 
Sh Regis Beraie Sager 

Fernanda Montel 
Atilt Shaw Ore 
Riiy Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Szonys 
Molidor Trio 
Dcbonairs 
Gillian Grey 
Simon McQueen 
Chic James 

j Bob Kennedy 

Jack Barcena Ore 
Eden Rec 

Margarita Sierra 
Galanes 
Ron Fletcher 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Chico Cuban Boy* 

Fontainebleau 
Fernanda Montel 
Eddie Garson 

David Tyler Ore ' 
Luis Varona Ora 

Nautllui 
Rip Taylor 
Marriette 
Mario & Tonia 
Syd Stanley Ore 

Seville 
Bob Sennett 
Murrl 4c Ruth 
Tommy Ryan 
Johnny Silvers Ora 
Rey Mambb Ore 

Saxony 
Weela Galley 
Charles 4c Faye 

Syncopated Water* Jack Stuart Ore 
Jo LombardiOro Sacisas Ore 
B Hariowe Ore Pupi Campo Ore 

Le Cupldon 
Bobby Short . u 

Town 4k Country 

Montmartre 
R^ver Haul Mek 
Micteeg? BUI TTav Raquel Barisba 

' Bm H ivette De La Fue 
W4 Gaines _ ^terisse Novo 

Bob De Voye Trio | Al Stuart Axchette 1 Jimmy Grippo 
Fred Thompson 
Tommy Angel 

wm Gaine* Clarisse Novo 
GI.dy» Boa, 

Ned Harvey Ore 
Socarres Ore -FajariGrc 

GMlna”*** ,-*nt#ni Dancing Waters 
Kiko Gonzalves W’ Reyes °rc , 
Laureanne Lemay 
Ernest Schoen Ore 

Montmartre Maria Magdalene 

i:*. s*ri*0r= 
ivette De La Fuente Ortega Ore 
Clarisse Novo Trepicana 
Gladys Bocay Albefto Rochi 
Guzman Singers Blanca Varela 
Fajardo Ore .; GJadys 4c Freddy 

Nacional Riveros 
Dancing Waters Guarmcheros 
W- Reyes Ore Monica Cartel 

Sans Seuci Tropicana Ballet 

Paul Mann , - 
Village Barn 

Ralph Michaels 
„„„ Susan Brady 

called to give the program a cine- No i Fifth Ave zeb Carver 

matic showmanship quality. Group i^L^fsc pfutempete 
Will meet on a weekly basis to de- Bob Downey Bobby Meyer* Ore 

Ci<to on program dtedtoaUm. 
Other observers, especially in Stanley Melba Ore Bob Brookmeter 5 

the industry sector, have ques- °^hn 
honed the value to a general au- J Hotel Flaza Anna Maria Albert 

dience of such televising of “ex- . 

A. Magdalena 
Zizi 
Miriam Barrera* 
Robertq Barcelo 

S Suare2 Orq 
K Rdmeu Orq 
Genevieve 
Anna 4e Julia 
Bay Carson 

and . process work, or how even ru 
Italian actors are dubbed for their • 
local pix. -Felt that these tended Black orchid 
to distract the average patron, mak- £urie!mGHimter 
ing him unconsciously look for the Norman, &skine 
tricks and gimmicks “behind" pix Joe Farheii© -oi 
Diafeing^ ^ ^ v » - */j 4 "palypsp . 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Anna Maria Albert 

gbetti 
Emil Coleman Ore 
Bela Babai Ore 

Phil Sanchez 
Lydia Lora 
Lord Carlton 
Ted 5b o von. O 
Roger McCall 
Al. DLacy Drc 

Freddy Parker’s Pubbery. 
Freddy Parker has set up. his 

own publishing operation with Vis- 
to Music (BMI) and Ventures Mu¬ 
sic (ASCAP). Parker kicks off 
his activity next week with ‘.‘Beach¬ 
comber,” cut by Tommy Leonetti 
on the Vik label. , 
"Before going into business for 

.himself, Parker had been with Ju¬ 
lius LaBosa’s publishing firms, now 

: inactive, and with ghapiro-Bern- 
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Equity Revises ^Residuals’ Clause 
For Off-R way Shows Sold to Pix 

Off-Broadway’ producers have f 
had one of their complaints eased 
by Actors Efluity. The union has 
modified its “residuals” clause in 
the off-Broadway contract. It now 
applies only to film sales and limits* 
a production’s obligation to the 
performer to five weeks, plus re¬ 
hearsal time. 

The union’s prior regulation cov¬ 
ering the sale of film rights by an 
off-Broadway show negated con¬ 
tinuation of the production, after 
such a deal was made. Under that 
rifling, a film sale meant' that the 
production would have to pay its 
performers the difference between 
their off-Broadway salary and the 
Broadway minimum up until the 
time the deal was made and regu¬ 
lar Broadway scale thereafter. 

The’feeling among off-Broadway 
producers was that such a regula¬ 
tion made it unfeasible to continue 
operation after a picture sale was 
clinched. The revised regulation 
requires an off-Broadway produc¬ 
tion to pay its performers the dif¬ 
ference between their off-Broad¬ 
way salary and the Broadway mini¬ 
mum for only the specified period. 

The union’s action reflects an 
effort to prolong the run of such 
show's and consequently sustain 
employment from its members* it 
had dropped a move from off- 
Broadway to Broadway and the 
sale of tv rights from its residuals 
clause. 

In the case of a move to Broad¬ 
way, the performers are protected 
by their contract; which specifies 
that those with the show be in¬ 
cluded In the move, and that any. 
performers who want to leave 
must be paid the difference be¬ 
tween their off-Broadway salary 
and the Broadway minimum for 
the length of time they appeared 
in the production. 

Television was dropped as a 
residuals consideration on the 
theory that the money paid out £pr 
scripts by that medium was negli¬ 
gible compared to the coin shelled 
out in the film field, 

Chicago Legit Jtelights; 
Guild Subscriptions Up; 
lady’ Sparking Interest 

Chicago, Oct. 29. 
There’s brisk action at the box- 

office as Chi has relighted after 
a legit blackout of more than three 
months. Legit starved Windy City 
has given Theatre Guild the rush 
act this term with 16,600 subscrip¬ 
tions, representing over $500,000 
gross. Guild secretary Harriet Watt, 
cautions about claiming a record, 
states that it’s at least the biggest 
Chi purchase In two decades. 

“My Fair Lady,” opening next 
Tuesday (5) at the Shubert, has 
unquestionably been a boon to the 
Guild this season and in general 
has made this city more theatre 
conscious than it has been in years. 
The boxoffice opened last Oct. 14 
to some 33,000 mail requests and 
has been ringing up about $10,- 
000 per day in window sales. 

An absence of real ticket stam¬ 
pede thus far has been attributed 
to (1) the feeling that the tuner’s 
opening is still a long way off, 
though It's only two weeks away, 
and (2) the prevailing supposition 
that the show is already a sellout 
for months to come. Contributing 
to the latter belief is the fact 
that the show has been, sold to ben¬ 
efit parties for. the [first 21 per¬ 
formances (after opening night) 
and goes Guild the following three 
Weeks. Boxofjice racks can hold 
tickets for only 12 weeks at a time. 

Oddly enough, tickets for open¬ 
ing night were* still available at 
the week's end. Apparently every¬ 
one in the ticket lines assumed 
they'd be sold out. 

Meanwhile, “Diary of Anne 
Frank” opened at Erlanger last 
week tp an advance dose to $70,- 
000, about $45,000 of it in Guild 
subscriptions. It drew disappoint-, 
ing reviews, however, “Walts of 
Torreador's” opened last night; 
(Mon.) for a five-week run at the; 
Blackstone with an advance of! 
about $75^000, It is also on sub-: 
seription. . 

A revival of “An Enemy of the, 
People” byAIeiander Productions 
is scheduled for a mid-February 
opening ait the Provincetown Play¬ 
house, N. Y. The presentation had 
originally been planned for an off- 
Broadway opening in November! . 

‘Simply’ Gomf Off-B’way 
After Main Stem Run 

“Simpler Heavenly” has com¬ 
pleted the circle. The -Langston- 
Hughes-David Martin all-Negro 
musical is returning to off-Broad¬ 
way, after a recent run on Broad¬ 
way. It’s scheduled to open Nov. 8 
at the Renata Theatre. 

The timer preemed last [May at 
the 85th Street Playhouse tp gen¬ 
erally favorable reviews. However, 
because of building violations, it 
was forced to close after 44 per¬ 
formances. The show remained un¬ 
der wraps during the summer and 
reefpened Aug. 21 on Broadway at i 
the Playhouse Theatre, where it 
ran until Oct. 12. 

Stella Holt; who produced the | 
timer originally, retained the off- 
Broadway s rights to the property 
when it was moved to Broadway. 
An original cast album has also 
been put out by Columbia Records. 

A change has been made in the 
Actors Equity agency rules, the 
first in 30 years. The move, how¬ 
ever, is; not connected with the re¬ 
cent agent campaign for an updat¬ 
ing of the rules to permit exclusivi¬ 
ty and higher commissions. 

The revision is simply .a case of 
the union having to adjust its reg¬ 
ulations to fall in line with new 
minimum salaries set in its recent • 
negotiations with the League of 
N. Y. Theatres. The rule had pro¬ 
vided th^t an a«ent and an actor 
could hot agree to a commission of 
at least $125, plus several other 
conditions. 

The new road minimum, how¬ 
ever, is $130, which makes the old 

■figure obsolete. As a result, the 
union’s council has changed this 
figure to $50 higher than the exist¬ 
ing minimums. Therefore, in New 
York, where the minimum is $100 
an actor must get $150 before he 
can agree to pay an agent for more 
thamlO weeks and on the road, the 
figure-has to be $180. 

Meanwhile, the council is mull¬ 
ing other changes recommended by 
the union's agency committee. Any 
recommendations approyed by the 
council will be submitted to the 
membership before final action is 
taken. 

LOTSA ACTOR GRIPES 
OVER ADDITION SETUP 

Members of Actors Equity are 
beefing about audition conditions, 
for both covers chorus and prin¬ 
cipals. 

One of the complaints regis¬ 
tered in the chorus department is 
that at an audition for a musical 
earlier this season, the manage¬ 
ment had^ required several 
girls to Wait for an hour with 
no chairs or benches to sit on. Most 
bf those who waited ended up on 
the floor in the backstage area and 
tb top it off never were given an 
opportunity to perform. 

This particular incident resulted 
in .Equity sending a letter of pro¬ 
test to the management involved. 
The complaints from principals 
cover such ground as haying to 
read “cold” (without a-chance to 
study the script), delays in noti¬ 
fication of rejection for a part, 
lengthy .waits before being called 
on to read and repeated readings 
for the same rede. 

1 The complaints, according to an 
[Equity rep, are being discussed 
r pn an informal basis With the Lea¬ 
gue of N. Y. Theatres. 

Clemenis-Hammond Set 
For Preem of Leyy Play 

Edinburgh, Oct. 29. 
John Clements add Kay Ham¬ 

mond will costar In a tryout of 
“The Rape of the/ Belt ” by Benn 
W* Levy, opening' Nov. 18 at the 
King's Theatre here. 

Cast will also include Constance 
Cummings (the author’s wife) and. 
Richard Attehborough and Nicho¬ 
las Banned;; 

Now He Knows 
It’s all a matter of view¬ 

point. Herbert Greene, who’s 
been musical director of nu¬ 
merous Broadway shows, is 
doubling as co-producer for 
the first time oa “The Music 
Man,” new tuner by Meredith 
Willson and Franklin Lacey. 

Attending the first rehearsal 
session of the* show last week 
with co - producer Kermit 
Bloomgarden, the bat oner 
stared around the theatre with 
a sudden awareness of the 
number of cast members, mu¬ 
sicians, stagehands and pro¬ 
duction personnel involved. 
Nudging Bloomgarden in some 
agitation, Greene whispered, 
“Do we have to pay all these 
people?” 

"Egghead/ "Heart’ 
Folds Lose 400G 

Broadway and the road were 
each .hit with. one fold last week 
for a total loss of approximately 
'$400,000. The shows were “The 
Egghead,” a drama, and “Carefree 
Heart,” a musicals 

“Egghead,” starring Karl Mai¬ 
den closed last" Saturday night (26) 
after 21 performances at the Bar¬ 
rymore Theatre, N.Y. It’s figured 
to have dropped its entire capital¬ 
ization of $96,000 (including 20%' 
overcall). “Heart” also wrapped up 
Saturday in Cleveland after com¬ 
pleting four weeks of a scheduled 
five-week pre - Broadway tryout 
tour. 

The loss on “Heart’Vis estimated 
at $300,000. Of that, $287,500 rep¬ 
resents the investment, including 
15*o overcall. Additional coin, 
however, was raised to keep the 
show running last week and to 
store the physical setup of the 
presentation. Co-producers Lynn 
Loesser and Shamus Locke are 
planning to refinance the venture 
for revision and production next 
spring, 

Theatre '57 in Dallas 
Sets New Carroll Play 

To Open 30-Week Sked 
Dallas, Oct.- 29. 

Theatre ’57 will open its new 30- 
week season Oct 29 with a new 
Paul Vincent Carroll play, 4The 
Devil Came From Dublin.” If will 
be the first of nine productions, 
each for three weeks, with a rep¬ 
ertory run of three week to close 
the season. 

Managing direfctor Ramsey Burch 
has set a revival of “Roadside/’ by 
Lynn Riggs, Nov. 19-Dec, 8; “An- 
drocles and the Lion,” by George 
Bernard Shaw, Dec. 10-29,. and 
“Heat of Noontide,” by Kate Fur¬ 
ness, Dec. 31-Jan. 19. 

Plays optioned for winter and 
.spring production include a vehi¬ 
cle for guest star Cathleen Nes¬ 
bitt; “The Hooper Law,” comedy 
by Harry Granick; a revival of 
Moliere’s “The Doctor In Spite of 
Himself,” “Season of the Beast,” 
drama hy Carl Oglesby, and two 
not yet selected.- 

New resident cast this season 
includes Carol Southard, Bruce 
Hall, Clyde Waddell, Pat Trestqn, 
Richard Kennedy, David B. Kur- 
zon and Jimmy Jeter. Former cast 
members who will appear In one; 
or more plays this season - are 
Martha Bumpas, Charles Braswell, 
Bea Shaw, Ronnie Claire Edwards, 
Jerry" Hall and Bob Short. Burch 
will direct the. entire season. 

Advance season ticket sale at the 
198-seat arena theatre was more 
than 1,200, with nine plays going 
at $22.50 for evening shows, and 
$18 for mats. Single seats will go 
at $3.50, with $3 mat ducats. 

Toronto Test for Play 
About Ottawa Diplomat 

Ottawa, Oct. 29. 
Crest Theatre, Toronto, will pre¬ 

miere Ottawa playwright John 
Gray’s “Bright Sun at Midnight” 
next month. It was suggested by 
the case of the late E. Herbert 
Norman, Canada's ambassador to 
Egypt, who some months ago 
stepped backwards off a hotel roof 
in Cairo. Tiys diplomat had been 
named by a U. S. Senate Investi¬ 
gating committee with having once 
been a Communist, a charge be 
had previously denied and been 
cleared of. 

Donald Davis, Crest co-owner 
and actor, is directing. 

Now Would-Be Angels in 10 States 
May Back B way Shows Though TIP 

+ Broadway legit Is opening up for 

Hepbnrn-Drake Set To 
Open N.Y. Globe in‘Ado’ 

. “Much Ado About Nothing,” co- 
starring Katharine Hepburn and 
Alfred Drake, has been set as the 

[opening bill of the reconstructed 
[ Globe Theatre, N.Y. They costar¬ 
red in the American Shakespeare 
Festival Theatre production of the 
comedy last summer a* Stratford, 
Conn. Kipks in getting them to 
repeat von Broadway have been 
ironed out. ’ 

The principal snag in the ne¬ 
gotiations was Drake’s commit- 

j ment to direct “Love Me Little,” 
! which producer Alexander H. 
Cohen planned putting into re¬ 
hearsal in. early January, when 
the Globe is scheduled to open. 
Cohen, however, has agreed to 
postpone rehearsal until "Ado” 
completes a limited six-week run 
at the Globe. 

Bus, Tube Tieup 
Hits Paris Legit 

Paris, Oct. 29. 
The transportation strike, which; 

halted Paris bus and subway serv-: 
ice over last weekend, hit local 
legit hard. But practically nothing [ 
affects ia hit, so “Journal d’Anne 
Frank,” “Patate,” the Brasseur- 
Fion revival of “Taming of-the 
Shrew,” “La Pretenta*# V’ and 
“Inna La Douce” sold out Saturday 
night (26) and both performances 
Sunday (27), despite the tieup. 

Nervous entries and long-run¬ 
ners suffered, and new shows, pos¬ 
sible clicks not yet established,; 
found customers staying away. An 
example is “Romanoff et Juliette,” 
which opened Thursday i24) to a 
good press. 

An earlier Peter Ustinov play, 
“Amour Quatre Colonels,” is enter¬ 
ing its fourth year in Paris and 
“Romanoff,” which is similar in 
style and content, seemed natural 
for long local run. It may go into 
hit class, but the first public show¬ 
ing had empty seats in choice loca¬ 
tions and its future may have been 
hurt by the shaky start. 

Comedie-Francaise went dark 
earlier in the week when techni¬ 
cians struck as government em-1 
ployees, and Jean-Louis Barrault 
postponed the opening of “Le Cha- i 
teau” (“The Ca’stle,” dramatize- i 
tion of Kafka novel) from last 
Tuesday (22) until Sunday (27), an¬ 
nouncing the cast was hit by 
grippe. 

B.U. STUDES CAN NOW j 
DO LOTSA OPERETTAS 

Boston, Oct. 29. 
Boston U. has acquired the stage ! 

properties of the Boston Opera [ 
House, which is to be demolished. ] 
It took 30 vans to transport all the: 
items to the college. The flats are 
stored in the university’s athletic; 
field, three dimensional pieces are 
housed in the B. U. School of Mu¬ 
sic, and the rest is quartered in’: 
the division of theatre arts. 

There are pieces from “Alice in 
Wonderland,” “The Red Mill,” 
“The - Student Prince,” “Rose 
Marie,” “Swing Out Sweet Land” 
and many more. Most of the prop¬ 
erties were used in Shubert pro¬ 
ductions which toured. When a 
Shubert show ended its road tour 
in Boston the pieces were* left at 
the Opera House. 

Size df the pieces in many cases 
was in keeping with the big scale 
of the Boston Opera House stage, 
which measured some 110 feet 
high, 80 feet deep and 100 feet 
wide. 

Three More Legit Tours 
Skedded From Canada-N.Y. 

Ottawa, OcL 29. 
Terence Fisher’s Canadian The¬ 

atre Tours Ltd. Is running three 
more plane-train show jaunts to 
N. Y, from Montreal and five more 
from Toronto this season. 

Dates are: Jam 20, Feb. 17, 
March 10 from both cities; and 
Feb. 24, March 24 from Tononto 
only; j 

small-unit out-of-town backing. It’s 
part of the Theatrical Interests 
Plan, Inc., setup for raising coin 
for investment in Main Stem thea¬ 
trical projects. The corporation, 
with a proposed capitalization of 
$892,000, is now qualified by the 
Securities Sc Exchange Commission 
and the respective state agencies 
to sell Its stock in 10 states, in¬ 
cluding New York. 

The unusual cross-country spread 
means that hinterland residents 
buying stock in the organization 
will actually be involved in the 
financing of Broadway shows, 
which TIP backs or produces on 
its own or in partnership with an¬ 
other management. TIP is selling 
78,000 shares of Class A stock at 
$10 a share. That adds up to a po¬ 
tential of $780,000. Another $112,- 
000 has been raised privately. 

States in which the stock is 
[being sold outside of New York 
: include Delaware, New' Jersey, 
District of Columbia, Nevada, Vir¬ 
ginia, Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
Pennslyvania and California. The 
public sale thus far totals around 
$50,000. Shows in which TIP has 
invested coin include l*Jamacia;” 
“Look Homeward, Angel,” ‘ “The 
Music Man” and “Dark at the Top 
of the Stairs.” The firm is also 
scheduled to produce “The Straight 
and Narrow Path,” an adaptation 
of Honor Tracy’s novel. 

Besides its financial activities, 
TIP is also functioning as advisor 
and legit negotiator for Broadway 
Theatre Alliance, Inc., the legit 
booking subsidiary of Columbia 
Artists Management, Inc. It gets 
a $1,500 annual retainer plus a fee 
for each week’s booking for each 
show. 

TIP is headed by Theodore J. 
Ritter, president and director; John 
Gerstad, vice president, secretary 
and director, and Dennis K.« 
McDonald, veepee, treasurer and 
director. 

‘Diary’ Star and Staff 
Hypoed Stude Interest 

During Del Engagement 
Detroit. 

Editor, Vabiett: 
During the successful two-week 

engagement of “The Diary of Anne 
Frank” ending Oct. 19 at the Shu¬ 
bert Theatre here, star Joseph 
Schildkraut, stage managers Wal¬ 
ter Neal and Ben Hammer, and 
company manager Albert H. Rosen 
were enormously helpful In carry¬ 
ing out our policy of encouraging 
student attendance. 

We have had a gallery plan for 
students at the Shubert for the last 
two years and, with the coopera¬ 
tion of these four men, we played 
to over 12,000 students during the 
“Diary” engagement. The gallery 
was completely sold out for every 
performance at 90c per ticket, or 
a total of $10,800 towards the gross. 

Aside from that fact, our main 
purpose is to acquaint our young 
people with good theatre. Schild¬ 
kraut gave unselfishly of his time 
to the young people by meeting 
and addressing them after almost 
every performance. The star and 
the stage managers would some¬ 
times stay in the theatre until after 
midnight answering questions, dis¬ 
cussing the play and trying to give 
the youngsters some insight into 
the theatre. 

I am confident that the legiti¬ 
mate stage acquired many young 
friends as a result of their efforts. 
These are the same youngsters who 
are supposed to appreciate only 
the Elvis Presley brand of enter¬ 
tainment. 

Joseph Nederlonder, 
Manager, Shubert Theatre 

Rich'd Kemper Retires; 
Ex-Mgr., Erlanger, Buff 

Buffalo, Oct. 29. 
Richard T, Kemper, manager of 

the Erlanger, local legit house, 
from 1939 until it was sold last 
year for hon-theatrical uses, has 
retired from theatre business to 
take up residence in Pompano 
Beach, Florida.. 

Kemper was an executive of Dip- 
son Theatres, Inc., for more than 

125 years, and also zone manager 
' for Dipson’s picture houses in 
j New York and Pennsylvania. 
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Shows on Broadway 
Compulsion 

Michael Myerberg A Len S. Gruenberg 
prodaction of two-act CIO scenes! melo¬ 
drama by Meyer Levin and Robert Thom. 
Staged by Alex Segal; settings. Peter 
Larkin; costumes. John Boxer; lighting, 
Charles El son; original music and musical 
direction, Cy Coleman. Features Frank. 
Conroy (out of cast at opening), Roddy 
MacDowall, Dean Stockwell. Howard Da 
Silva, Ben Astar, Joap Croydon, Lloyd 
Gough, Roger DeKoven, Ina Balin. Barbra 
Loden, EUiott Sullivan, John Marley, 
Reynolds Evans, Paul Stevens, Bernard 
Lenrow, Ben Yaffee. At Ambassador 
Theatre, Oct. 24, '57; 55.75 top week nights 
and Sunday nights, $6.90 Friday and Sat-J 
urday nights (510 opening!. 
Judd Steiner (today!.Chris Gampel 
Prison Guard.Joseph Beruh 
Sid Silver (today)...Gerald Gordon 
Judd Steiner (1924!.Dean Stockwell 
Artie Straus .Roddy McDowall 
Charles Kessler.  Ben Astar 
Elsie Kessler .. Gina Petrushka 
A Drugstore Clerk.Joseph Beruh 
Prosecuting Attorney, i. Howard Da Silva 
Sid Silver (1924!. . Gerald Gordon 
Speakeasy Owner.Michael Constantine 
Myra Seligm-sn.. Barbra Loden 
Ruth Goldenberg ..  Ina Balin 
Waiter .... Joseph Beruh 
Bartender .. Mark Gordon 
Oliver Steger.. Ben Yaffee 
Detective . Elliott Sullivan 
Assistant to the Prosecutor. Paul Stevens 
Girl on the Telephone.Patricia Roe 
Mr. Farmer.James Greene 
Medium. Dorothy Raymond 
Billy Straus.Luchino Solito de Solis' 
Mrs. Straus . Joan Croydon 
James Straus .. .•. Earl Hammond 
Defense Attorney .. Michael Constantine 
Girls Muriel Higgins. Patricia Roe, 

Barbara Miners, Suzanne Pleshette 
Judah Steiner. Sr. .Bernard Lenrow 
Aunt Bertha .Dorothy Raymond 
Ferdinand Feldscher... .Roger De Koven 
Max Steiner . Stefan Gierasch 
Sandra Mannhelmer.. Helen Baron 
Detective.Ted Gunther 
Reporters .. James Bender, John Marley, 

James Ray, Joseph Beruh 
Prison Guard . ....... Mark Gordon 
Newspaper Woman.Maybelle Wright 
Willie Weiss .Julian Barry 
Raphael Goetz .. James Ray 
Milt Lewis.  D. J. Sullivan 
Steiners' Chauffeur....,,..-Chris Gampel 
Dr. Stauffer' .1_..... Reynolds Evans 
Dr. Allman . Ben Astar 
Dr. McNafry . Lloyd Gough 
Dr. Ball .Michael Constantine 
Dr. Vincent! .. James Greene 
Judge MatthewsoU . .. Edward Cullen 
Orchestra: Aaron Bell. Harry Goodwin, 
Warren B. Meyers, Ray Mosca Jr. 

Meyer Levin’s bestseller about 
the Loeb-Leopold case makes a- 
gripping melodrama. The Michael 
Myerberg and Len S. Gruenberg 
production is a lurid and compel¬ 
ling mixture of Sunday supplement 
criminology, courtroom histrionics, 
Freudian psychiatrics, sex sensa¬ 
tionalism and sociological sermon¬ 
izing. 

“Compulsion” is disorganized, 
sprawling, terribly overlong, pain¬ 
fully verbose, unattractive, fre¬ 
quently in poor taste and overpro¬ 
duced. But like the morbid book 
from which it is taken, it is en¬ 
grossing and probably spicy enough 
to attract an audience. Particular¬ 
ly with the novel's built-in follow¬ 
ing and the initial impetus of heavy 
theatre party bookings, it should 
have a substantial run. It also 
stacks up as a promising film prop¬ 
erty for Darryl F. Zanuck, who ac¬ 
quired the rights in a preliminary 
deal. 

This is a huge and massive pro¬ 
duction of literally scores of scenes 
and approximately 50 speaking 
parts, plus a four-piece orchestra. 

colored roles of the youthful kill¬ 
ers are played with stunning vir¬ 
tuosity by Roddy McDowall and 
Dean Stockwell, the former'as the 
volatile, kinetic juvenile delinquent 
(Richard Loeb) and the latter as 
the brooding, intellecual (Leopold). 
The performances are expertly 
matched and brilliantly sustained. 

An outstanding triumph opening 
night, however,, was the portrayal 
of a heretofore obscure actor, Mi-r 
chael Constantine, in the vital role 
of the slow, shuffling and impres¬ 
sive defense lawyer, representing 
the late Clarence Darrow. An un¬ 
derstudy for Frank Conroy, who 
was hospitalized with a heart at¬ 
tack several days before the per¬ 
formance but was featured in the 
program and may ultimately re¬ 
turn t& the cast, Constantine^went 
on with only a few days’ notice 
and, quite obviously, saved the 
production. 

Alex Segal, a recruit from televi¬ 
sion and pictures, staged the show 
and although he rates credit - for 
handling such a complicated pro¬ 
duction he must also take at least 
some of the rap. for the overwrit¬ 
ten, formless script. In the huge 
cast there are skillful supporting 
performances by How'ard Da Silva 
as the understandably indignant 
prosecutor, Ben Astar and Lloyd 
Gough as defense-engaged psychi¬ 
atrists, and Reynolds Evans as a 
prosecution iiiqpist. 

Other effective portrayals are 
given by Chris Gampel as the sur¬ 
viving slayer today, Ina Balin as a 
clear-headed, compassionate girl 
whose pity for the introspective 
youth turns to love, Barbra Loden 
as a shallow friend of the other 
killer, Joan Croydon as the latter 
boy’s distraught mother, Bernard 
Lenrow as the guilt-harried father 
of one of the defendants, and Ger¬ 
ald Gordon as the reporter. 

Peter Larkin has designed the 
large, multiple setting that looms 
over the stage like a portent. John 
Boxer has provided a virtual store- 
full of 1920’s costumes and Charles 
Elson has devised the complicated, 
mood-creating lighting. 

That leaves the matter of the 
adaptation, and thereby hangs a 
long, contentious story. Original 
novelist Levin gets sole author bill¬ 
ing in the program, with a paren¬ 
thetical note that his is the “pro¬ 
ducer’s version,” whatever that 
means. Actually, the script pro¬ 
duced by Myerberg and Gruenberg' 
was not the Levin version, but one 
at least co-authored by Robert 
Thom, who was brought in for 
that purpose, but is billed as “as¬ 
sistant to the producers.” 

There has been Considerable 
legal and publicity-release skir¬ 
mishing oyer the matter of author¬ 
ship, so it’s a question how much 
of the final script was written by 
Levin and how much by Thom. 
Each has claimed the vital portion 
of the work and, for whatever it 
may indicate, Thom will get 20% 
of Levin’s author foyalties. 

Levin, incidentally, sent copies Primarily to get the author into 
the story; it’s all in the form of a.! *Wn? 
ftishhark with a character fibvi- i °£ ^1S &vvrL script (labelled uncut 
oSsb ?epresenttag Levin visitingj «™°n">Da"d 
the surviving murderer (Nathan! drama them^Mn 
Leopold) in prison today to try to j ■ J® 
t»et material fnr in%eekincr a ! fa,r appraisal Of the play. If UC 
n?r£ en f0r USe ln Seekmg ai follows the course he has pursued 

... jin his previous but still-standing 
With an enormous bridge span- claims against Kermit Bloomgar- 

nmg and dominating the stage,! den chervl Crawford, Lillian Hell- 
plus numerous cut-in scenes repre-j man ar,d Otto Frank over his al- 
senting various Chicago locales, leged rights in “The Diary of Anne 
the action switches back to 1924 to . Frank,” there'll be innumerable 
cover the celebrated murder that t more lawsuits, accusations and as- 
shocked the nation and the world. | SOrted agitations about this stage 
It shows the young homosexual; edition of “Compulsion.” 
slayers as they revel in the hysten-; 0ne thing is for sure—there are 
cal “thrill" of a “perfect crime,”, enough scenes and incidents and 
and reveals how the law gradually characters and lines in the new 
catches up with them. show to do for at least two authors. 

The play then joins the defense <Even so iVs a powerful and inter- 
lawyer and the noted psychiatrists. est-hoMing show. ‘ Hobe. 
delving into the boys warped. 

Monique 
Shepard Traube (in association with 

Stephen W. Sharmat) producUon o£ two- 
act drama by Dorothy and Michael Blank- 
fort, based on. novel b.v Pierre Boileau 
and Thomas Narcsjac. Stars Patricia JeS- 
sel, Denholm Elliott; features Percy 
Waram. Maureen Hurley, Neil Fitzgerald, 
Deirdre Owen, Guy Sorel. Staged by 
Traube; scenic production. John Robert 
Lloyd; lighting, Tharon Musser; costumes. 

complexes and emotions, and final¬ 
ly presents the court hearing with 
the opposing arguments, the psy¬ 
chiatric testimony and the life- 
sentencing. The author, in the per¬ 
son of a cub reporter working on 
the case, appears on the fringe of 
the action from time to time, occa¬ 
sionally narrating or commenting., _ _ _ 

Presumably because of the rush; At- 
to get the dramatized version of ;£$." T 
the yarn on the stage in time to \ Fernand Ravinel.Denholm Elliott 
beat the deadline imposed by theiLisette . . ...... Deirdre_owen 
prior film sale, the adaptation; 
verges on the chaotic. The whole! Dr Monique Rigiud.v;:;;. .fficia Je^l 
flashback gimmick, for example, isi Desire Merlin.. Percy Waram 

merely a ponderous method of j Sesslnger wmilmilv^s 
trying to give the yarn topicality; Andre.....Guy Sorei 
and sociological validity. j - 

Similarly, there are numerous! One of the morals of Dorothy 
unnecessary incidents and scenes, ? and Richard Blankfort’s “Monique” 
dozens of non-essential characters i appears to be that when the films 
and seemingly hundreds of extra- ! have been there first with the same 
neous speeches and a deluge of ex- \ story line, inevitable, and some- 
cess words. It’s as if the whole' times unflattering, comparisons are 
bulging novel had been dumped oil \ bound to arise. For those who have 
the stage, with no real attempt at j seen the French, picture, “Diabo- 
selection or compression or disci-; lique,” based on the.Pierre Boileau- 
pline. As Of opening night, the: Thomas Narcejac novel that.served 
show ran considerably over three\ as model for the Blankfort’s 
hours—about an hour too long. Monique,” there may be a clinical 

The lengthy, complex and. vari-; interest in determining wherein 

novel, film and play differ. This, 
of course, would be a limited in¬ 
centive for playgoing. 

Having been intrigued by the 
novel, “Celle Qui N’Etait Plus” in 
its English translation as “The 
Woman Who Was No More/’ the 
authors Blankfort determined to do 
an adaptation for theatre that 
would “illuminate” as well as 
“divert.” This may have been moti¬ 
vated by Blankfort’s sometime 
career as psychologist. Unfortu¬ 
nately, the co-authors have largely 
failed to. fulfill'a chiller’s first 
prerequisite, to chill. 

Unhappily, too, their script is 
: overstocked with a large number 
of mystery cliches. Early on, for 
example, a rifle is handled omi¬ 
nously, and even pointed at the , 

[audience. This Is strictly atmo- 
sphere, however, the twist being 
that it’s never used. There’s a 
clock that has stepped and must 
be wound (another mis-clue), a fog 
rolls heavily outside and through : 
it German band music from a ] 
nearby barge makes its theoreti¬ 
cally eerie way. (Apparently the 
play’s only purpose for a German 
band on a French canal is that it 
prompts the French hero to com¬ 
ment that Germans even “belch in j 
three-quarter time.”) 

Dark references are made to an¬ 
other woman in the husband’s life. 
An early quarrel reveals that the 
wife had denied her spouse bed¬ 
room privileges for two years. 
Which came first, the mistress or 
the estrangement, inquires the 
wife. And anyway, absolutely no 
divorce, she says. 

Granted that there might be as 
many denouements worked out of 
this situation aS there are play¬ 
wrights, the Blankforts had the 
novel and film as forerunners, and 
then made their own choice which, 
in. traditional whodunit fashion, 
audiences are requested not to 
divulge. Let i£ only be said that 
there’s a cracker jack curtain line 
to close the play, but not one that 
at prevailing ticket prices may 
seem worth, sweating through two 
acts and six scenes worth of ordi¬ 
nary dialog to hear. 

After connivance in a crime, the 
guilt-ridden husband has to make 
his increasingly" conscience-stricken 
way to his doom, and the hero 
of “Monique” is a chap whose 
hlood fairly freezes at the first 
"boo.” As this queasy character, 
Denholm Elliott is .called upon to 
contort alarmingly, to double - up, 
grovel, grasp his stomach, his 

^shoulders, his head, until ail his 
correctly serious efforts to lend the 
part credibility -becomes .of little 
avail. 

Most of the drive comes from 
Patricia Jessel’s dominant perform¬ 
ance of a surgeon. Although she 
has the dubious problem of arguing 
murder as a method pf excising 
cancer of the spirit. Miss Jessel’s 
resources are equal to the task, and 
it's an unhappy thought to en¬ 
vision what: this production of 
“Monique” might be like without 
her energetic presence. 

Shepard Traube, who produced 
in association with Stephen W. 
Sharmat, has also attended to the 
staging. Inside of John Robert 
Lloyd’s impressive French living 
room, Traube has used such devices 
as the calculated silence, the slam¬ 
ming outside gate, the drawn 
drapes and. dimmed lighting, but 
the results are negligibly harrow¬ 
ing. 

Some of the casting has been 
helpful. Deirdre Owen, as a young 
neighbor who is devoted to the un¬ 
happy husband, has urgency and 
piquant charm, PerCy Waram sees 
his level best to rbtrievS the irre¬ 
trievable as a retired Parisian de¬ 
tective, and Julie Bovasso has a 
couple of sardonic moments as a 
slatternly maid whose sense of 
practicality impels her to filch the' 
silverware while the corpse is still 
warm. 

Now that the story has run the { 
gamut of French novel, novel in 
English, French film, American ■ 
play, there wouldn’t seem any¬ 
where left for it to go. And it’s 
dead certain that the “surprise” 
ending at the Golden Theatre won't 
be Hollywood fodder, even grant¬ 
ing there’s a market left. Geor. 

JOHN, MARIAN BYRAM 
DICKER FRENCH SHOW 

New York may be in for a uni¬ 
que production, with sound, lights 
and a narrator, but Without actors. 
The presentation is the Parisian 
spectacle, “Son et Lumiere.” John 
Byram, legit producer and former; 
film*tv exec, and his wife, Broad¬ 
way pressagent Marian Byram, 
are currently in Europe in connec¬ 
tion with acquiring the American 
rights to the offering. 

Produced frequently in France, 
the off-beat entry was presented 
last summer in Greenwich, Eng¬ 
land, with Laurence Olivier as 
narrator. 

inside Stuff—L^Jt 
Peter Ustinov/ author and star of “Romanoff and Juliet/’ in a 

guest date on; the Arlene Francis'Show over NBC-TV last Friday 
(25), took a fling at “the experts” (his word for critics), while answer¬ 
ing a question about the. difference in the audience reaction between 
London and New York— the comedy ran “for a year” Jn the former. 
The British actor-playwright said that “the difference in audience 
reaction is always exaggerated by the experts.” 

“I have a theory about .that,” he „ explained. “The experts are by 
nature- gloomy. They emphasize the differences between things, not 
the similarities. “Audiences are remarkably similar/’ he asserted, add¬ 
ing that when acting in Romanoff and Juliet/’ he almost forgets 
whether the .performance is in London or New York. When he walks 
outside the theatre in New York, Ustinov is immediately reminded it’s 
the latter, because he is often nearly run down by cars. 

He smilingly explained, “That’s because in England, we drive from 
the right side.” 

Dick Moore, editor of Equity, the official monthly magazine of 
Actors Equity, reveals In the November edition of the publication that 
he’s responsible for the anonymous interviews that have been run¬ 
ning in the periodical. The question-and-answer series has .thus far 
covered actress Sybil Thorndike, director Tyrone Guthrie and N.Y. 
Daily News drama critic John Chapman. Already completed for future 
editions are interviews with N.Y. Times legit reviewer Brooks Atkin¬ 
son and N.Y. Herald Tribune aislesitter Walter Kerr. 

“Be My Guest?”, which opened a four-week tryout Oct. 21' at the 
Theatre Royal, Brighton, England, was formerly titled “Every Bed Is 
Narrow.” It was written by Mary Jukes, of the Toronto Globe & Mail, 
and preemed last season at the Crest Theatre, Toronto. Flu hit the 
Brighton opening, with three understudies on, one of. them for star 
Dennis Price. But co-star’Jane Baxter appeared. Anna Deere Wiman 
is the producer. 

Shows Abroad 
Mail of Distinction 

London, Oct. 22. 
Henry Shefek (by arrangement with 

Jack Hylton) presentation ' of two-act 
(seven scenes) comedy by Walter Ha*ep- 
clever. Stars Anton Walbrook. Moira 
Shearer. Staged by Denis Carey; decor. 
Peter Rice. At Princes Theatre, London 

Lla Compass,..Moira Shearer 
Harry Compass  . John Warner 
Aline .. Prunella Scales 
Frau Compass .Yvonne Coulette 
Herr Compass  . Eric Porter 
Secretary  ...Roger Ostime 
Rasper ...Aubrey Richards 
Hugo Mobius.Anton Walbrook 
Captain von Schmettau. Peter Bull 
Policeman ., Neil Wilson 
Ladies. Dorothy Turner, Jean Hardwicke. 

Betty Hare, Gladys Bacon. Norma 
Shebbeare, Joyce Chapman-Kerr. 

Edna Hazell 

Originally presented at the Edin¬ 
burgh Festival last summer, “Mah 
of Distinction” has noW_come to 
town after an extended tryout dur¬ 
ing which the production has re¬ 
portedly been tightened consider¬ 
ably. Whatever improvements may 
have been made, it still remains a 
frail and unlikely show. It has 
probably recouped. its investment 
on the road, where the marquee 
value of the two stars were appar¬ 
ently good enough to keep the box- 
office humming, but is not a propo¬ 
sition for Broadway. 

The play, a dated comedy of the 
*20’s, may have been mildly amus¬ 
ing in its day, but is tired stuff by 
present standards. The comedy 
passages are painfully thin and not 
even the personal charm and 
beauty of Moira Shearer can lave 
the show. Just to -aggravate mat¬ 
ters, Anton Walbrook is miscast in 
the title role. 

Miss Shearer plays the daughter 
of a powerful* tycoon who decides 
it’s time for her to get married. A 
love match, he insists, is out of 
the question, and to find a suitable 
husband the daughter advertises in 
a local newspaper. 

A scoundrel and confidence 
trickster, who has sponged on 
lonely women for his livelihood, 
answers the ad, a meeting is ar¬ 
ranged and in a matter 6f seconds 
they’re madly in love. Papa op¬ 
poses the match, but he’s outwitted 
by the scouridreL . 

A dull production is Occasionally 
enlivened by short dancing' bouts 
in which Miss Shearer shows off 
her skill by doing the Charleston 
and the Black Bottom. But that’s 
about the only plus feature in the 
show. Good acting talent is given 
little chance and Peter Rice's 
decor, though. colorfully gay, is a 
bit precious. - Myro. 

La Compagnie De Mime 
Marcel Marceau 

• ..London, Oct. 15. 
Leon Hepner' (by arrangement with 

Emile Hcbey and Gerard Foussier) pres¬ 
entation of twc-act revue. Created and 
directed by Marcel Marceatit; niujric, Jean 
Wiener, Jean Frodromideat decor, Jacques 
Noel. At Cambridge Theatre, London, 
Oct. 14, J5T; $2.30 top. 

Cast: Marcel Marceau, Marla Landes,' 
Huguette Mallet, Sabine Lods, GiUes 
Leger, Pierre Verry; Andre Gaillard, Mar¬ 
cel Klemenx, GUles- Seg«L 

The Marcel Marceau miming 
company has a deservedly high in¬ 
ternational reputation add parts of 
the current program at the Cam¬ 
bridge Theatre- have a standout 
brilliance. The quality is not con¬ 
sistently sustained, however, and 
some of the longer sketches turn, 
out to be dull The show, pre¬ 
sented by Leon Hepner for A 
month’s engagement, should, be a 
moderate sized b.o. attraction. 

Easily the highlight' jot the cur¬ 

rent program is the stir’s magnifi¬ 
cent impression of David and 
Goliatth. At one moment he's the 
terrifying giant and in the next 
the meek David. All the changes 
in personality are effected .in aft 
instant as he runs to and fro be¬ 
hind a small screen in the centre 
of the staee. Also in top class are 
the impressions of a brace of tight¬ 
rope walkers and a tug-of-war 
team. 

Less effective are three overlong 
sketches in which the mime ges¬ 
tures alone are not adequate to 
the story. Without the aid of the 
mbdest program notes the average 
member of the audience , might be 
at- a loss to understand the action 
ThdUgh that’s an obvious failing, 
the quality of the portrayals have 
a consistent fascination. Myro. 

The Public Prosecutor 
Arts Theatre Club A. Oscar Le waste in 

Production* presentation of three-act 
drama by Fritz Ho5.-.walder; translation 
by Kitty Black. Stars Alan Badel, Barbara 
Chilcott. Directed by Alan BadeL At Art*. 
Theatre, London; Oct. 15, '57; 51.75 top. 
Grebeauval . ... John Kidd 
Fouqfer-Tinville  .Alan Ba del 
Tallien ... Andrew Keir 
Sanscol /.. Jack Stewart 
Montane...David Markham 
Theresia Tallien.Barbara Chilcott 
Fabriciuar-.... John BresUn 
Heron . Aubrey Morris 
Guard*..John Corbett, Graeme Campbell 

“The Public Prosecutor” is a 
melodrama of the French Revolu¬ 
tion, occasionally suffering from 
overmuch gab and insufficient ac¬ 
tion. Some turgid passages strain 
the patience, but.interest is held, 
with reasonable consistently.. 
Transfer to a commercial theatre 
could he justified only by the hir¬ 
ing of a cast of considerably great¬ 
er stellar attraction and by pep¬ 
ping up of production. 

The yam deals with the period 
when Robespierre; Marie Antoin¬ 
ette, Louis XVI, et al., have come 
and gone, arid Napoleon is still an 
obscure army officer. The dramatic 
hinge occurs when the Public 
Prosecutor arranges for the death 
sentence on an unknown prisoner, . 
who turns out to be himself. 

Kitty. Black’s smooth, translation 
.could do with some trimming and 
Alan Badel’s direction; whilst tech¬ 
nically okdy, lacks punch. The 
dual job of guiding -the^play and 

‘appearing as the leading man has 
undoubtedly caused both to suffer. 

Badel gives the Public Prose¬ 
cutor the necessary willness and1 
sinister effect, but the perform¬ 
ance* lacks weight and authority. 
Similarily, Barbara Qhilcott, as the 
scheming Mme. Talliter, also lacks 
the forceful personality needed to 
portray a woman capable. of dis¬ 
rupting the lives of the men 
around her. 

Some of the lesser parts are well 
played, notably a shrewdly' man-* 
nered piece of comedy by Aubrey 
Morris as a timid opportunist 
whose main objective is to duck 
the guillotine. Litz Fisk’s r decor is. 
strangely disconcerting, aji the* 
Public Prosecutor’s office appears 
to have been fashioned but of a 
disused lion’s cage yanked in from 
a nearby circus. Rich, 

Tyrone Power has been tagged 
; by the Theatre Guild to star in 
Its planned Broadway production 
of Arnold Mom’ abbreviated ver¬ 
sion of Bernard Shaw’* “Back to 
“Methuselah,” - which the Guild 
sent out as a strawhat package last 
summer with. Celeste Holm and 
Moss* costarred. •• ‘ f 
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Philly Busy;‘Rumple’ So-So $33200, 
Anne Baxter $122W, 'Game’ $6, 

Philadelphia, Oct 2& 4- 
Despite Philly’s habitual prefer¬ 

ence for musical fare, “Rumple" is 
getting only a mild reception. The 
tuner arrived last Monday (21) at 
the Shubert and the advance was 
nothing sensational. Critical recep¬ 
tion was tepid: Aisle-seaters were 
lenient, but the reviews were hardly 
money notices. Most favorable was 
Murdock (Inquirer), Gaghan (News) 
and De Schauensee (Bulletin) were 
pickier. All three crix felt that the 
show needs more work and added 
material. 

Brace of openings last night 
(Mon.) brought Noel Coward to the 
Forrest in his ‘‘Nude With Violin." 
Molly Picon and her long-running 
troupe in “Farblonjet Honeymoon" 
moved into the Walnut for one 
week. .‘‘Dancers of Bali," advertised 
for the Shubert, Nov. 4, cancelled 
the one-week date. This is the sec¬ 
ond Asiatic group to pull out on a 
skedded stop here this season., 
"Dancers of India" in September 
called off its slated booking at the 
Locust. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Fair Game, Forrest (C) (3d wk) 

($4.80; 1,760; $36,000) (Sam Le- 
vene). Comedy a£>out a divorcee 
hell-bent for academic education 
aided by First-Nighters Club. Poor 
$6,300; previous week, $12,000; de¬ 
parted Saturday night (26) for New 
York. 

Rumple, Shubert <MC) (1st tvk) 
($6; 1,870; $63,000) (Eddie Foy Jr.). 
Musical fantasy tryout about a 
cartoon character coming to life to 
plague the artists still in tuning up 
state; over $33,200 and continues. 

Square Root of Wonderful, Wal¬ 
nut (CD) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; 
$33,000) “(Anne Baxter). Name draw 
of the star, plus Carson McCullers’ 
following, gave some lift but not 
enough; over $12,200; previous 
week so-so $14,800; left Saturday 
night (26). 

Diaiy OK $23,500, 
Waltz’ Good, Chi 

Chicago, Oct. 29, 
"Diary of Anne Frank" pic which 

relighted Chicago legit after a 
three-month drought, got off. to 
only a fair start last week, although 
helped by Guild subscriptions. 
Apart from unseasonal cold and 
three rainy nights last week, all 
Windy City show biz has been 
downbeated of late by the flu. 

“Waltz of the Toreadors" opened 
last night (Mon.) and "My Fair 
Lady" should perk things con¬ 
siderably when it opens the Shu¬ 
bert next Tuesday (5). 

Estimates for Last Week 
Diary of Anne Frank, Erl&nger 

(D) (1st wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495) 
(Joseph Schildkraut). Opened last 
week to two favorable notices (Har¬ 
ris, Daily. News; . Kogan, ’ Sun- 
Times), one lukewarm (Cassidy, 
Tribune) and one pan (Dettmer, 
American), with unanimous praise 
for star. Around $23,500 on sub¬ 
scription. 

.Opened This Week 
Waltz of the Toregdors,. Black- 

stone (CD) ($5.50; 1,450; $40,583) 
(Melvyn Douglas, Paulette God-, 
dard). Opened last night (Mon,) to 
three raves (Cassidy, Tribune; 
Kogan, Sun-Times; Dettmer, Amer¬ 
ican) and one favorable (Harris, 
News). . 

Pidgeon Happy $27,500 
For Initial Weft, Dot 

Detroit^-Oct 29. 
“The Happiest Millionaire," star¬ 

ring Walter Pidgeon/ was. the sole- 
legit in town last week, although a 
couple of vaude entries were also 
available for local entertainment 
addicts. . 

Estimate for Last Week 
Happiest Millionaire, Cass (C) 

(2d wk) ($4; 1,482; $37,000) (Walter 
Pidgeon). Good at over $27,500. 
Stays another week. 

past Tunnel’ OK $15,600 
For Third Week in S <F. 

San Ffapcisco; Oct. 29. 
rhird week of Randolph- Hale’s 
ast company -of' "Tunnel of 
ve" did $15,600 at the Alcazar, 
at was down $2,800. from the 
;vious week, but still considered 
id because first two weeks1 had 
i help of Theatre Guild sub- 
iption. 

“Tables’ Modest $23,000 
In Wash. Getawiy Week 

Washington, Oct. 29. 
“Separate Tables,” backstopped 

by subscription, did fair business 
last week in the first of three 
frames at the National Theatre. It 
opened to three favorable reviews 
(Coe, Post; Carmody, Star; Don¬ 
nelly, News). 

Business is expected to- improve 
this week, with the advance sale 
indicating the final frame may be 
the best of the three. 

Estimate for Last Week 
Separate Tables,. National (D) 

(1st wk) ($4.95-$4.60; 1,667; $38,- 
000) (Eric Portman, Geraldine 
Page). Almost $23,000. 

'Jamaica’$56,(00, 
Robinson $30,500, 
Time SP/^G, Hub 

Boston, Oct. 29. 
Legit is still bustling in the Hub. 

"Time Remembered" opened to 
one negative review (Dtirgin, 
Globe), and five affirmatives 
(Doyle, American; Hughes, Herald; 
Maloney, Traveler; Melvin, Moni¬ 
tor; Morton, Record). 

Emlyn Williams in “A Boy Grow¬ 
ing Up” readings opens Thursday 
(31) for four performances at San¬ 
ders Theatre, Cambridge. A Sunday 
(3> performance was added by Wil¬ 
liam Morris Hunt, producing for 
the Cambridge Drama Festival. 
In sight is "The Rope Dancers" 
at the Wilbur^ opening Monday 
(4) for one week. A new edition of 
"Bagels and Yox" is booked for the 
Shubert to open Npv. 25. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Jamaica, Shubert <MC) (3d wk) 

($4.95-$6.25; 1,717; $57,000) (Lena 
Home, Ricardo Montaiban). Capac¬ 
ity again at over $56,000; exited 
Saturday (26) for Broadway. 

Middle of the Night, Wilbur (D) 
(2d wk) ($4.40-14.95, 1,241; $43,000) 
(Edward G. Robinson), Grabbed 
$30,500; previous week, $30,000; 
holds here through Saturday (2). . 

Time Remembered, Colonial (C) 
(1st Wk) ($4.40-$495; 1,500; $39,950) 
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, 
Susan Strasberg). Added twilight 
performance Wednesday (23) after 
opening Tuesday (22) to four af¬ 
firmatives- (Doyle, American; 
Hughes, Herald; Maloney, Traveler; 
Melvin, Monitor; Norton, Record), 
one negative (Durgin, Globe). 
Over $38,500; holds through Sat¬ 
urday (2). 

British Shows 
(Figure* denote opening dates/ 

LONDON 
At Draw * «•*, Fortran 03M-57>. 
tpy Frion*. Wyn«)Mai<« US-1-SS> 
ArfS* A SacHotor, Dacfaew.aS-IS-36). 
Chtlk Cirtfoa, Paymarkot *441-90). 
Damn Yankoov CoLteum (3-S8-57). 
Daa4 Socrat, Piccadilly (5-30-07). 
Daar. Dalinovont, Wertm barter (0-5-5T/- 
Dry Rat, Whitehall - 
KM, Savilla (10-34-57). 
KntartalMr, PalacT (0-10-37). 
For Amwwwm* Only, Apoll* (0-3-30). 
Fraa As Air, Saroy (0-0-57). 
•rah Ma a Rawdsls, Lyric (1Z-30-56). 
Kcwm by Lake, T0ik*« (5-S-50). 
Lavahlrds, AdclpU «4-S0-S7). 
Man JMott|tcH«fi, Thinccr (10-17-37). 
Marcaf Marcaaw, pambrid** 00-14-57). 
Moot »y MaairtMit, Aldwych (S-l-57). 
Mausatrap, ArabaSndors (11-15-53). 
Nakraasav, Royal Ct. (0-17-57). 
Nasr Crasy ••!»*, Vic. PaL O3-1S-50). 
Na Tima Swth, Hay Ma). 0-1MO). 
Jluda With Vtatln, Globa (11-7-30). 
Odd Mid In, St Martla’s 0-1047). 
rtatslrs _Da Paris, Wales (4-S0-5D. 
PuMlc Praiacutar, Arts dO-13-37).. 
**e^tary, Obi via (S-1S-57). 
Raar Lika a Dava, Phoenix 00-15-37). 
Sallar Dawara, Strand (3-10-55). 
f®-5-94). 
Sit. HWbtatCrawn, Garrick (0-0-37). 

Mr Ldtthaa, Comedy (0-33-57). 
^Silver WaddlM, Wln't. Gard. (7-9-57). 

Wth DaU, Hew (490-37). 
Taraadars, Criterion <3-27-5* 

*Transftr from CambHdgo Theatre 

_ ' SCHKOUtRD OPItllHef 
Lyric Ham. 01-7-57) 

“■“^i_MIU- Cambridge 01-13-57). 
RMSIbi, Cpliaaum 01-14-37). sar 

MU Ara Rintlif 

0*Oyly Carta 
Dinner With the Family 
Potters' Match 
Flawarlha Cterry 
Hawwiast MIIIMialrh 

Mast of RabJns 
Fa lama time 
Raiwctant DahwtantS 
Royal Suit* 

Abavt * Sailor.. 

Whit eh area inn 

Douglas-Goddard $19,900 
In Midwest Split-Week 

Coumbns, Oct. 29. 
“Waltz of the -Toreadors," co- 

starring Melvyn Douglas . and 
Paulette Goddard, grossed a so-so 
$19,900 last week in eight perform¬ 
ances, split evenly between the 
Memorial Auditorium, Dayton, and 
the Hartman here, -The show took 
in $6,600 Monday-Wednesday (21- 
23) at the former spot and $13,300 
in its local stand Thursday-Satur- 
day (24-26). J. 

The production is current at the 
Blatkstone, Chicago. 

2’Sgts/Troupes 

Minneapolis, Oct. 29. 
The Coast company of "No Time 

for Sergeants" hit a hefty $37,400 
for-its final seven nights and one 
matinee Oct, 20 through Saturday 
(26) at the 1,800-seat Lyceum here 
at $4.95 top. Potential was $47,000. 

Gross for the entire local engage¬ 
ment of 10 nights and two matinees 
was a tall $56,000. This was first 
of five promised Theatre Guild 
subscription-season offerings. 

Show currently is in Milwaukee. 
Next on local' Lyceum’s list is 
"Waltz of the Toreadors," also a 
Guild subscription season offering, 
Dec. 9-14, 

B way Okay; 'Compulsion 31G in 1, 
‘Monique $18,200, ‘Nature’s $21,800, 
‘Copper $27,800,‘Milk Wood’ $13,! 

Broadway tapered off a bit last f wk; 293 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) 

$30,300 in Split-Week- 
Louisville, Oct. 29. 

The bus-and-truck touring edi¬ 
tion of "No Time for Sergeants" 
continued to roll along at a brisk 
pace last week, picking up $30,300 
in a two-way, seven-performance 
split The comedy grossed $13,600 
in three performances Monday- 
Tuesday (21-22) at the Paramount, 
Toledo, and $16,700 in four per¬ 
formances Thursday-Saturday <24- 
26) at the Municipal Auditorium 
here. 

The local stand was on Theatre 
Guild subscription. 

. Week after soaring the previous 
‘ frame. Business, however, was still 
healthy for most shows. 

Capacity entries included "Auntie 
Marne," “Bells Are Ringing,” 
"Look Back In Anger." "My Fair 
Lady,” "New Girl In Town,” "Ro¬ 
manoff and Juliet” and "West Side 
Story." 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D iDrama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer* respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top pric.es, number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. . - 

Auntie Manie, Broadhurst (C) 
(46th Wk; 365 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous 
week, $48,100; last week, almost 
$48,000. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert <MC) 
(48th wk; 380 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, usual $58,700; last week, 
same. 

Cave Dwellers, Bijou <C) (1st wk; 
£ p) ($6.25-$5.75; 603; $2*1,525) 
(Barry Jones, Eugenie Leontovich, 
Wayne Morris). Opened Oct. 19; 

CAREFREE’ NG $10,500, 
ENDS TOUR IN CLEVE. 

Cleveland, Oct. 29. 
"Carefree Heart’.'folded here last 

Saturday (26) after two poor weeks 
at the Hanna Theatre,-closing a 
tryout tour. Costarring Jack Carter, 
Susan Johnson and Melville 
Cooper, the new -musical comedy 
by Robert Wright and George For¬ 
rest grossed a thudding $10,500 in 
second frame tollowhig $17,100 for. 
first stanza. "Top potential in 1,515 
capacity house at $6 top is about 
$42,000 weekly. 

Show had been without a direc¬ 
tor ever since H. C. Potter quit 
during the Detroit break-in. Co¬ 
composer Wright tried to pinch- 
hit as stager, but the .remodeling 
deal did not work out. Lynn Loes- 
ser and Sbamus Locke, producers. 
Invited local' hospital staffs and 
school children to see the show 
gratis the final Week. 

"Auntie Marne," with Constance 
Bennett heading new national com¬ 
pany, checks into the Hanna this 
week for a fortnight stand as first 
lap of road tour. 

Touring lady- $45,100 
For First 6, Indpls. 

Indianapolis, Oct. 29. 
The touring edition of "My Fair 

Lady” grossed a hefty $45,100 in 
six performances at 2,000-seat 
Murat here last Wednesday-Satur- 
day (23-26) as it opened 10-day 
stand extending through Saturday 
(2). Top was $5 (plus tax), $6 
Friday and Saturday nights. 

There were some seats unsold 
opening night and for two mati¬ 
nees, but -Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday nights were solid. 

$30,475 in 2, Dallas 
Dallas, Oct. 29. 

The final two performances Oct. 
20 of "My Fair Lady” at the State 
Fair Auditorium here brought in 
$30;475. That, gave the musical a 
total gross of $337,537 for 24 per¬ 
formances. 

(Torn Ewell). Previous week, $24,- 
200; last week, over $22,300. 

Under Milk Wood, Miller «D) 
(2d wk); 15 p) ($5.75; 946; $28,000). 
Previous week, $13,900 for first 
seven performances and one ore- 
view; last week, nearly $13,200. 

Visit to a Small Planet, Booth 
(C) (38th wk; 300 p) <$6.90-$5.75; 
766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). 
Closes Jan. 11 to tour. Previous 
week, $22,700; last week, over $21,- 
700. * 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) 15th wk; 36 p) ($7.50; 1,404; 
$60,467). Previous week, $60,100; 
last week, almost $60,200, with 
commisisons cutting into the take. 

Miscellaneous 
Mary Stuart, Phoenix <D) (3d wk; 

24 p> ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392) (Eva 
LeGalllenne, Irene Worth). Previ¬ 
ous w’eek, $18,900; last week, al- 

i most $21,800. 
Closed Last Week 

Egghead, Barrymore (CD) (3d 
wk; 21 'p) ($5.75; 1,077; $34,000) 
(Karl Malden). Previous week, $12,- 
000; last week, around $10,000. 
Closed last Saturday <26). 

Opening This Week 
Squr.rc Root of Wonderful, Na¬ 

tional (D) <$6.25-$5»75; 1,162; $35,- 
0001 (Anne Baxter). Saint Subber 
8c Figaro, Inc. presentation of a 
play by Carson McCullers; produc¬ 
tion financed at $108,000 (including 
20% overcall), cost about $90,000 to 
bring In, including approximately 
$10,000 out-of-town loss; can break 

nearly $18,000 for first nine per¬ 
formances, with special subscrip¬ 
tion plan cutting into the take. ; ■ ■ t arnlind *T7 rwvi’ 

Compulsion, Ambassador <D) (1st J 
Wk; 4 p). ($6.90-$5,75; 1,155; $38,-1SSjSt^dT * Capadty' °PenS 

*55jf^taSSSSSI* ffi’l & SdArfenF®d 
t^C rwrnoiwnr ‘ lyrics by Harburg; production 

at $360,m (including 
f^^Perf°rmanCeS aDd three; 20% overcall); cost around $275,- 

praM Pont i000 to bring in, breaking about 
(2<?£K^12 I 280*C$53 000) even DO its trY°ut toUr: can break 

$35,700 for first four performances i -et a^°ut $14,50P. -at—capa ll>* 
and two previews; last week over 
$27,800. 

Happy Hnntiiig, Majestic (MC) 
(47th wk; 372 p) ($805; l‘,625; $69,- 
989) (Ethel Merman). Previous 
week, $62,100; last week, almost 
$53,500, 

I Knock at the Door, Belaseo (D) 
(4th wk: 32-p) ($4.60-$3.85; 1,037; 
$25,000). Previous .week, $8,200; 
last week, nearly $10,600. Closes 
Nov. 10. 

LiT Abner, St. James (MC) <50ik 
wk; 396 p) ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100). 
Previous week, $58,100; last week, 
almost $54,900. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D) (44th wk; 264 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$26,600; last week, nearly $25,200. 

Look Bjack in Anger, Lyceum (D) 
(4th wk; 31 p) ($5,75; 995; $26,- 
200) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haight 

Opens tomorrow night (ThursA 
Fair Game, Longaore 'Oi ($0.90- 

$5.75; 1,101; $32,000). Jnsenii H. 
Hyman presentation of a play by 
Sam Locke. Opens next Saturday 
night (2). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
(Opening date in parenthesis) 
Bivouac at Lucca, Royal <10- 

29-57). 
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30- 

57 >; closes Nov. 10. 
Iceman. Cometh, Circle-in-Square 

(5-8-56). 
In Good King Charles’ Golden 

Days, Downtown (1-24-57). 
Julius Caesar, Shakespeare- 

wrfghts (10-23-57). 
Land Beyond River, Greenwich 

Mews (10-5-57). 
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St. t9- 

27-57); closes Nov. 16. 
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane <12- 

27-57), 
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3- 

Previous week, $26,200; last week, : 6-57)“ closes Nov 24 
almost $26,700. 1 b sts Tevya & Daughters, Carnegie 

(9-16-57); closes Nov. 24. 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys <9- 

25-55). 
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriai-s 

(10-23-57). 

‘Ainie’Smacb $74,500 
For Third Week in 1.1 

Coward in ‘Nude’ $23,100 
In First 7, Wilmington 

Wilmington, Oct 29. 
“Nude With Violin," starring 

Noel Coward, grossed a good $23,- 
100 last week in seven perform¬ 
ances at the 1,251-seat Playhouse 
Theatre/ It was the .initial tryout 
stand for the comedy, which is cur¬ 
rent at the Forrest Theatre, Philar 
deJuhia. 

Next at the Playhouse will be 
“Country Wife." starring Julie 
Harris. It’s booked for a Nov. 6-9 ] 
stand. * 

almost $26,700. 
Monique, Golden (D) (1st wk; 7 

p). ($5.75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia 
Jessel, Denholm Elliott). Opened 
Oct. 22 to two affirmative notices 
(Atkinson, Times; Watts, Post), 
four negative (Chapman, News; 
Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald 
Tribune; McClain, Joumal-Amer*- 
can) and one no opinion (Aston, 
World-Telegram); over $18,200 for 
first seven performances and one 
preview. ‘ ' [ Los Angeles. Oct. 29. 

Most Happy FeUa, Broadway ] “Annie Get Your Gun," the 
(MD) (78th wk; 620 p) ($7.50; 1,900; - town’s only legit entry, picked up 
$74,297). Previous week, $43,000 at (another notch last week, its third 
the Imperial; last week (moved to i session at the Philharmonic Audi- 
Broadway), almost $46,000. Closes j torium. Tally at the 2,670-seat 
Dec. 14 to tour. house, scaled to a $5.50 top, rose 

My Fair Lady. Hcllinger (MC) ;to $74,600 after $74,100 the previ- 
(85th wk; 675 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,- -ous week. 
696) (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews), f Figure is close to capacity for 
As always, over $68,700. Miss An-; the Mary McU'tin-John Railt star- 
drews returned from a two-week rer, which will close Nov. 9. 
vacation last Monday (28), With i SMALL SEATERS 
Lola Fisher subbing during her (O'^rin parenthesis) 
absence. Bad Seed, Valley ’57 (10-4-57). 

Nature’s Way, Coronet® (C) (2d. El Dorado, Las Palmas <10-24- 
Wk; 13’ p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,000).; 57). 
Previous week, $23,900 for first? Fool Me Twice, Circle (7-19-57). 
five performances and two pre-1 Man Most Likely, Gallery <9- 
Views; last jweek, nearly $21,800. ! 19-57). 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. <MD> i Man of Destiny, Stage Society 
(24th wk; 191 p) ($9,20-$8.60: 1,297; i (10-11-57). 
$59,084) (Gwen Verdcn, Thelma j Man on a Stick, Pasadena Play- 
Ritter). Previous week, $60,000; last house H0-6-57). 
week, ov6r $59,800. 1 No Exit, Horseshoe Stage < 10- 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth : 1-57). 
(C) (3d wk; 20 p) ($6.25-^5.75; 1,082; | Pajama Tops, Civic <5-24-57>. 
$36,625) (Peter Ustinov).'Previous ] Skin of the Teeth, Little Rep 
week, $33,200 for first four per-' (10-11-57). 
formances and two previews; last' . Waiting for Godot, Dahl Play- 
week, over $34,200. with commis-• house <10-10-57). 
sions cutting into the take. Witness for Prosecution, Players 

Tunnel of Love, Ro.valc <C> <36>!i Rin<r <9-5-57). 
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Montreal Down to % Papers 
-With the recent foldo,, of The 

Herald, Montreal’s English lan¬ 
guage dallies are now reduced to 
the morning Gazette and evening 

'Star. Demise of the 146-year-old 
tah leayes a big hole in the local 
field and. is another paper that 
went out of biz because of rising 
costs. 

Entertainment-wise, The Herald 
had the breeziest and most com¬ 
plete coverage of any English daily. 
Little -of this will.be retained -by 
the parent paper. Star, which took 
over some of the staff, a few of 
the sport features from The Herald 
but ignored anyone or anything to 
do with niteries. The Star, with a 
circulation of 'less than 200,000, 
will now be called the Montreal 
Star & Herald. 

Miami’s Lewd Mag Drive 
The Dave (Miami) County Com¬ 

mission has instructed county man¬ 
ager O.. W. Campbell to pan 17 
magazines from the area’s news¬ 
stands as “obscene,” after the De¬ 
cent » Literature Council, an un¬ 
official group, asked the body to 
take aetion against the publica¬ 
tions. There is a state law against 
such literature, which applies if 
distributors 'fail to comply with 
such request from the County 
Manager. The sheriffs office is the 
enforcing agent for such an order. 

On the list of mags are Cabaret, 
Lowdown, Exposed, Hush Hush as 
well as Gala, Paris Life, Vue, He, 
Caper, Adam, Behind The Scenes, 
Frolic, Tab, Harem, Scope, Sun¬ 
bathing and Dude. 

It is understood that local dis- 
tribs have agreed to take the pub¬ 
lications off the stands, when-and-if 
they receive official order to do so; 
their contracts with national cir¬ 
culation companies permit them 
such action only upon official action 
of the kind. However, the county 
attorney advised the commission 
they were taking it upon them¬ 
selves to act as censors, and that 
is was a “dangerous area.” Dis¬ 
tributors are awaiting written re¬ 
quests on the matter. 

The state law referred to is a 
revised statute that went into effect 
Oct. 1, and provide! penalties of up 
to five years’ imprisonmfent and 
$2,000 fine for anyone selling lewd 
material or books containing pic¬ 
tures of nude, or partially nude 

females. Local interpretation -of 
the law had not been tested until 
the petition by Decent Literature 
Council; 

Agent Turns Author 
Mark Hanna, top authors' agent: 

and a baseball buff was ’way back, 
recalls the time he played “Check¬ 
ers With Matty,” as. his byline 
piece in the October Esquire is 
titled. Incidentally, Hanna is typi- 

_cal of the recent crop of savvy 
"agents who, oh the one hand, must 
apple-polish their authors and still 
have a forthright and savvy con¬ 
cept of market values. 

Hanna is considered “a pretty 
good editor” by his clients, mean¬ 
ing, that he can tell from the mss. 
which market is best—and he can 
also tell his clients why and how 
to “punch it up.” 

Those Subsidiary Rights 
Says one prominent book pub¬ 

lisher, “At least 85% of the trade 
publishers would be in the red if 
they didn’t have a cut on that 10% 
of -the movie money, which isn’t 
always forthcoming if the writers 
and agents are tough, and certainly 
if they didn’t share in the reprint, 
serial, paperback and kindred in¬ 
come.” 

New Man’s Monthly 
Rex is a new 50e monthly “for 

the man about town,” published 
by Harold S. 'Goldsmith, formed 
chairman of the board of Popular1 
Publications. Current corporate 
name is Delata Pub. Co. 

Douglas Allen is editor, a former 
Pageant * staffer, Norman P. 
Schoenfeld is art. director; Miriam 
Benefit, assistant editor;. Judith 
Pearl, editorial assistant. 

Mass. Gov.* Novel 
MaSsachusettes Gov. Foster Fur 

colo has turned literary and bows 
a tome of political fiction, “Let 
George Do It,” on sale this week, 
under the nom-de-plume of “John 
Foster.” The governor’s full name 
is John Foster John Furcolo. The 
book was written by Furcolo' be¬ 
tween 1943 and 1953 when he was 
in private life between terms as 
state treasurer and governor, when 
he inked a contract with Harcourt, 
Brace. 

The 185-page novelette presents 
the seamy side of politics. Central 
character, George, is a hard boss 

Televisions 

sharpest 

wit is a 

KOVACS 
writes a funny, sophisticated novel of life 
behind the TV cameras and life inside die 
plushy offices of television and advertising 
big shots. It’s the story of a young man-on- 
fhe-make who is madly in love with hit own 
wife, whose peace of mind fades propor¬ 
tionately as his knowledge of TV increases. 
It’s a frank, authentic, hilarious close-up by 
a man as funny in print as on the screen. 

$3.95 at mil bookseller*" 

• DOUBLEDAY 

who doubles as bookie and small¬ 
time king-maker. “I wanted to 
show politics as it is, not as. it 
should be,” the governor said. “I 
wanted to help readers recognize 
the Georges who exist in every 
community, so they would not'Let 
George Do It* in their own towns.” 

Paris Trib’s Rome Edition 
‘ As part of Ambassador John Hay 
Whitney’s investment in the N.Y. 
Herald Tribune, and. his ideas of 
expanding the Paris edition 
throughout Europe, a circulation 
man a.ready has been in Rome 
o.o.ing the printing and distribu¬ 
tion facilities there. 

The overseas edition of the Trib 
has been a success, and Whitney 
strongly urges the extension of 
publication to special editions in 
Rome, Frankfurt and Amsterdam® 

Hnrok’s Stepson's Book 
Victor Alexandrov Perry, quon¬ 

dam Hollywood (WB) flack and 
stepson of impresario Sol Hurok, 
will have his “Kruschev of the 
Ukraine” published by Philosophi¬ 
cal Library on Oct. 22. Book, which 
appeared originally In French, has 
been translated by Paul Selver 'and 
Wade Baskein is a bestseller n 
London where it was brought out 
by Victor Gollancz and has also 
been done in German, Italian and 
Japanese^ versions. 

Perry, who. writes Under the 
name of Victor Alexandrov, is now 
working on a "History of Russian 
American Relations,” scheduled for 
publication by Plon in Paris in late 
spring. * 

TV Plays For Writers 
“Television Plays For Writers’ 

(The Writer; $5) comprises eight 
complete scripts of top video dramas 
plus comment and analysis by au¬ 
thors Anne Howard Bailey, Robert 
Dozier, Edith and Samuel Grafton, 
Horton Foote, Tad Mosel, Reginald 
Rose, Rod Serling and Gore Vidal. 
It’s part of The Writer’s series 
aimed at wouldbe writers, edited 
by A. S. Burack. 

Herbert Brodkin, producer of 
“Studio One,” did the foreword. 

. Abel. 

Hoffnung Set To Music 
British cartoonist Gerard Hoff- 

nung has an iconoclastic perspec¬ 
tive on maestros, symphonists, mu¬ 
sic festivalities and their ilk, and 
his series of four Dobson-Putnam 
(British Book Centre; $1.25) book¬ 
lets have just been tied to an Angel 
disk. The LP is titled “Hoffnung 
Music Festival Concept." 

Brown’s New Post 
Karl Brown, for 25 years con¬ 

nected with the N. Y. Public Li¬ 
brary and who for sometime edited 
the National Library Journal, is 
now director of library and exten¬ 
sion service for St. Martin’s Press, 
the American subsidiary of the 
London Macmillan Co. 

Also editor of the N. Y, Library 
Association’s bi-monthly publica¬ 
tion, Brown has a book on writing 
planned. 
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McDowell, Obolensky publishing 

James Agee’s posthumous novel, 
‘A Death in the Family.” 

Houghton Mifflin comes out on 
Nov. 21 with a bio of Branch 
Rickey, Pittsburgh Pirate chief, 
written by Arthur Mann. 

Dean Gautschy moved over from 
United Press to become Harrison 
Carroll's assistant at the Los An¬ 
geles Herald-Express. 

Barney Ross is on a swing of the 
midwest launching his autobiog¬ 
raphy, “N.o Man Stands Alone,” at 
hometown party in Chicago. 

Los Angeles Mirror-News is 
launching a series of “Best-Seller 
Luncheons” at the Beverly Hills 
Hotel Nov. 15, teeing with “Rain- 
tree County,” in * tieup. with the 
Metro film. 

Aiken Books Inc. and Alfred 
Aiken, Inc., authorized to conduct 
businesses in publishing of hooks, 
In New York, while Aiken Produc¬ 
tions,. Inc., has been empowered to 
conduct an entertainment business. 

Newsweek, in doing a story on 
the recent Wall Street shenani¬ 
gans, contacted screenwright-Dro- 
ducer-director Claude Binyon who 
authored the “Wall Street Lays An 
Egg” headline in Variety during 
the ’29 debacle and which,, of 
course, will be part of the weekly’s 
story. . 

J. Donald Adams who conducts 
the P. 2 section of the N. Y. Timbs 
Book Review, is editor of a new, 
book, “Triumph Over Odds,” an¬ 
thology under the Duell, Sloan &J 
Pearce imprint Another soon-due 
DSP hook is “Matthew Early” by 
Alexander Laing, assistant 
brarian of Dartmouth College. 

Sidney _Satenstein, head 

f SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK f 
By Frank Scully »t 

Hollywood, Oct. 29. 
Considering that David O. Selznick has taken more bows over the 

years over “Gone With The Wind” than the writer, the weather bu¬ 
reau or the Metro stockholders, it does seem to be carrying modesty 
to the point of oblivion for Fred Haney, another Hollywood local boy, 
to have had so little to say about bringing the first world series cham¬ 
pionship to the bushleague town of Milwaukee. 

Everybody waited in vain for the tv and radio reporters to drag 
Freddie before, a mike after Lew Burdette gave the bedamned,’ be- 
dooraed Yankees 24 goose eggs in a row. But he never came up for so 
much as a big sigh of relief. 

It’s quite possible, of course, that immediately after the Braves won 
that last game in Yankee Stadium, Haney rushed to the clubhouse to 
shave and didn’t Want to talk with lather all over his face. But I don’t 
recall he was ever shown shaving either, and about everybody else in 
uniform was. 

Some people have»been circulating for some time the groundless 
rumor that Haney is a strong, silent man, a sort of Calvin Coolidge 
of baseball. But this has as much solid foundation as a white feather 
in a sandstorm. 

Fred Haney, Cellar Lecturer 
I once split a speaking platform with Fred Haney and know he has 

a well-sustained gift of gab. It was at an Adventurers Club or some¬ 
thing that met in a cellar in downtown L.A. It was during the war. I 
was pitching for a book I’d written and I think Haney was pitching for 
the Hollywood Stars. He wasn't pitching for them on the mound but 
behind the mike. Nobody wanted to sponsor the Stars which were 
owned by Bob Cobb of the Brown Derby. It looked as if they were 
going off the air, and while most people would hardly look on that 
as a catastrophe, there were a lot of convalescent GI’s in hospitals 
around L.A. who missed the gab. So Haney volunteered to do it. He 
didn’t get off the hook for five years. 

Casey Stengel, another local boy, has generally been considered the 
gabbiest ballplayer in all history, but it can be doubted that he has 
talked as much in a whole season as a radio commentator talks in one 
game. Haney was good away from the mike as well as behind it be¬ 
cause between him, Bing Crosby and Bdb Cobb they got some solvent 
sucker to sponsor the broadcasts. 

Where Fans Are For Cooling 
Except for George Raft hardly anybody ever went to the ballgames 

of the Hollywood Stars in those days, but many looked at their ver¬ 
sion of the national pasttime on early tv and listened to Fred Handy's 
descriptive stuff over radio. Well, maybe Harry Ruby, Bing Crosby 
and Leo McCarey showed up as well as Raft, but whenever I looked 
in at Gilmore Stadium there couldn't have been fewer fans around 
than if some driller had reported a dry hole. 

Fred worked as an electrician around the studio lots during the 
winter months and had been doing this for some time. Having been.a 
bigleague third baseman when Ty Cobb was managing the Detroit 
Tigers, Haney was welcome around the sports-slanted Hollywood lots. 
Indeed, if he had been a football player instead of a baseball player 
he might have been knighted as an assistant director and worked his 
way up to directoral eminence as has Jesse Hibbs. But even keeping 
electric heaters going on stages in winter time is an appreciated and 
well paid job. 

Haney Ups The Stars 
At the end of all that talk behind the mike he convinced the waning 

Stars management that he knew enough baseball to manage at least 
a Pacific Coast league teaip, and, by golly, if he didn’t come up with 
a winner! In fact in four years he won two What-of-It? championships 
and finished second and third, the other two years. 

This made him ripe for either announcing bigleague games or man¬ 
aging one. He had already been a cellar lecturer and to have managed 
a cellar hall team hardly made him eligible for insulin shock treat¬ 
ment, so he accepted a nod from the Pittsburgh Pirates and got out 
of there before they all .dropped to the sub-cellar. 

In a fast switch he landei on at least a raft. He got to Milwaukee 
as coach and then moved up to manage these bushleaguers who now 
are champions of the world. 

In the final game when he switched Bob Hazel from seventh posi¬ 
tion in the batting order to leaaoff man. after Hazel hadn’t got a hit 
in nine times at bat, itMidn’t look as if Haney were as bright as his 
friends insisted he was, especially when Hazel struck out. But from 
then on Hazel and all the Braves showed that Freddie knows how to 
pick them, even if there is no visual record that he uses Gillette blue 
blades or shaves at all. 

Second Freddie From L.A. 
He isn't the first ballplayer named Freddie to come from Los Ang¬ 

eles and make history. Freddie Snodgrass was doing that before Fred¬ 
die Haney was knee high to a cactus plant. I’m not so sure Snodgrass 
finished in a blaze of glory. In fact I believe with the Giants he dropped 
a fly or something, but he certainly was the first Californian to show 
they could throw a ball as well as the bull west of the Pecos. 

With California now doomed to carry two bigleague teams on its 
shoulders where it couldn’t even carry a minor league before, the 
studios are going to get a lot of pitches for winter jobs from these big- 
league bums; but Fred Haney, if he still carries his union card, should 
find himself at the head of any such line. 

He may even run into another sports commentator whose gift of 
gab got him a . long way from home plate. That's Ronald .Reagan who 
once played football in the sticks, tried to tackle the late George Gipp 
of Notre Dame, and decided that second-guessing from the pressbox 
was a much easier way to survive. 

None But The Braves Deserve The Gate 
In fact he may. even run into me again and this time he will have to 

listen to the time the Boston Braves won their first pennant under 
genial George Stallings and that old fox terrier of second base, Johnny 
Evers. I was in the party in New York the night they clinched things 
and the only sober man in the hotel was the night watchman. 

Milwaukee may have topped that night, what with all the beer barohs 
they have in that hoppy, hoppy land fur, fur away, but by then Fred¬ 
die Haney was enroute to California where they claim they make one 
of the two best beers, the first seemingly always crowded out for lack 
of space. 

The Brooklyn Bums are due in next spring, but it will take more 
than one season for them to oust Freddie Haney from being first in 
the hearts of his Hollywood fans. 

publisher, “the grape flowed like 
returns” • (trade argot for unsold 
books). 

Lee Cooley, veteran television 
musical producer, has signed a 

, contract with Doubleday for a first 
li-; novel. In a surprise switch for tv 

! personalities who move into the 
__f _ of I fiction field, Cooley is writing not 

American Book-Stratford Press, ar- j about hii present field of employ- 
ranged a luncheon for Albert R,!ment, but about the Merchant: _ . 
Leventhal. ex-Simon & Schuster • Marine in the mid-1920s. J William Morrow ^_Co. and associ- 
veepee who shifted to Western) Bill Omstein, Metro trade liaison ‘ ated publishing companies: Wil- 
Printing & Lithograph Co. as exec land author of “Ma and Me” and • liam Sloane. Jefferson House. Bar- 
veepee. Some 60 reps from the - “Deep Currents” collections, is on rows, M. S. Mill Co. and W’hiteside 
book publishing biz attended on a; a lecture spree on his,favorite topic. Co., for pictures, tv and theatre 
pro-rata basis aiid, to quote ohe? creative writing, having already ’ rights. 

appeared before the American U. 
in Washington and is now set to 
speak before the Temple Beth 
Israel group H Hartford, Conn., 
Sunday (3) night, 

Honywood luorary agent Lester 
Linsk who, for some time, has rep¬ 
resented quite a few of the pub¬ 
lishers’ authors, notably Ernest 
Gann, Beverly Cleary and Wally 
Depew, how exclusive agent for 
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Broadway 
Shelley Winters shifted, from 

William Morris Agency to MCA. 
Gypsy Rose Lee back from Eu¬ 

rope yesterday (TuesJ on the S.S. 
Flandre. 

Marv Minoff now handling the 
Special Services department at the 
William Morris agency. 

The Eddie Blums (he’s director 
of variety casting for CBS-TV) 
honeymooning in Bermuda. 

RCA Bldg.’s Observation Roof 
now an official tracking post for 
the Soviet Sputnik and other, sat¬ 
ellites. ' 

Songsmith Jimmy McHugh host¬ 
ed a cocktailery for Louella O. Par¬ 
sons at the Harwyn Club this past 
Sunday. 

Chicago Symphony’s two-week 
road tour of N.Y. and eastern dates 
next fail (its first in five years) will 
be via the Sol Hurok office. 

Peggy (Mrs. Sam) Bramson (Wil¬ 
liam Morris Agency) hostessed a 
baby shower for the Skinny 
D’Amatoi (500 Club, Atlantic City) 
in New York. 

Margrit Webster, Swiss pianist, 
is set for U.S.-Canada concert dates 
next spring via Thea Dispeker. 
She’ll be at Cornell U., Ithaca, 
N.Y., March 9 with the Cleveland 
Orchestra. 

Mr. and Mrs. Neil Schaffner 
(“Toby and Susie’’), owners and 
operators of America’s top Toby- 
rep company, in town seeing the 
shows, visiting friends in the biz, 
et-\ 

Homer Croy’s latest novel, “The 
Lady from Colorado,” will serve as : 
the next Ethel Merman legit musi¬ 
cal under aegis of Leland Hayward 
in association with Herbert Bayard 
Swope Jr., who is now a 20th:Fox 
producer. 

Word from Vienna: Lutyen 
Vichev of NCAC has set Vienna 
Symphony to tour U.S. again in 
1959, part of its world (& Japan) 
trip. This time Herbert Von Jara- 
jan will handle stick. Previously 
Andre Clutens and Carl Schurict 
shared on U.S. dates. 

Bruce Kirby turned in his white 
napkin at Greenwich Village’s Bon 
Soir, after seven years, for a black 
tie and the in-chargerof-door spot 
at Julius Monk’s Downstairs. He’ll 
also double as general male under¬ 
study for the “Take Five” review 
there. 

Burris Jenkins Jr., editorial car¬ 
toonist of the N. Y. Journal-Amer- 
ican and other Hearst papers, will 
receive the Banshees’ 11th Annual 
Award of “The Silver Lady” as the 
oustanding cartoonist of the year 
at a Waldorf-Astoria luncheon 
fete on Nov. 14. 

Maurice Chevalier back to 
France, his “Gigi” shooting chores 
at Metro completed. On the Coast 
last week, wiiile at the Friars’ din¬ 
ner for Nat King Cole, toastmaster 
George Jessel did a gag “transla- 
tion-from-the-French” of Cheval¬ 
ier’s laudatory opinion of their 
singer. 

Maggie and Louis Vaudable, 
owners of Paris’ famed Maxim’s 
restaurant, and their host Maurice 
Carrere, on a Caribbean holiday, 
following the French Fortnight in 
Texas celebration tat the Nieman- 
Marcus store, Dallas), with an eye 
to possibly opening a Maxim’s in 
Puerto Rico. Latter woos new in¬ 
dustry with 10-year tax exemption, 
etc. 

Blanca Rogge and Len Gibson, 
currently doing modern-dance re¬ 
citals in Canada, are using Debus¬ 
sy. Ravel, Negro spirituals and a 
Bartok number called, in dance, 
“A Little Bit Drunk.” Miss Rogge 
had her own-school in Berlin, and 
has toured Germany, Belgium, 
France and Norway. Gibson, Van¬ 
couver-born. was with Katherine 
Dunham’s group. 

William Bendix flew back to 
start shooting another tv “Life of 
Riley” following his NBC guester 
for Steve Allen. He and his wife, 
Tess, and the Bill Demarests 
spending Thanksgiving at former 
Paramount studio publicity chief 
George Brown’s Slash Bar K dude 
ranch in Wickenburg, Ariz., which 
later has owned and operated past 
three years. • 

Elsa Maxwell making no bohes 
about her “feud” with Hedda Hop-1 
per over the.Maria Callas “illness”! 
which the columnist questioned, | 
stating she cancelled an engage-i 
ment to appear at a Maxwell soiree» 
in Paris. Famed hostess has been '• 
sounding-off in no uncertain terms; 
on the Gotham tv interview' shows,! 
including Jack Paar’s and Hy Gard¬ 
ner’s sessions, 

Charles A. Smakw’itz, Stanley 
Warner zone manager in Newark1 
is a member of the committe sup-i 
porting State Senator Fred G. 
Moritt In his candidacy for Munici-; 
pal Court justice in Brooklyn. They; 
are long-time friends, dating back- 
to Moritt’s 19 years of service in 
the Assembly and Senate at Albany,: 
where Smakwitz was an assistant ’ 
zone manager. I 

Victor J. Bergeron opening a 
Trader Vic’s in the Savoy-Plaza i 

Hotel, early in ’58 on the site of the 
Red Coach Inn. This Is the third 
Trader’s in a Hilton hostelry—the 
.first clicked in the Beverly Hilton 
Hotel, BevHills; a second opened! 
early this year in Chi’s Palmer ; 
House. A fourth is planned for the j 
new Habana Hilton, now under j 
construction in Havana, Cuba; 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowitz • 

(28 Rue Huchette;-Odecm. 4944) 

Wolfe Mankowitz in to ogle the 
Gallic legit musical hit “Irma La 
Douce” which he is adaptaing for 
staging in London later this season. 

Rene Clement to head Stateside 
to direct a film version of B, Trav¬ 
els first novel, “The Death Ship.” 
Mexican filmmaker Jose Kohn is 
to produce. • 

Bernard Schubert doing the 
nitery. ^’Elephant Blanc hefore 
heading for Africa to start a vid- 
film series, “White Hunter,” for 
CBS. 

Pascal Audret. 18-year-old who 
scored in the hit legit version of 
“Diary of Anne Frank” here, al¬ 
ready signed for a film role by 
director Marcel Carne. 

"Les Girls” (M-G) will be shown 
to a select group here Nov. 4 on 
the night that the pic plays its 
Royal Command Performance in 
London. 

George Guetary to star in the 
Yank legit musical “Portofino” to 
hit Broadway later this season. It 
is by Richard Ney with music and 
lyrics by Louis Bellson and Will 
Irwin. 

Jules Dassin set to direct film 
versions of two Gallic bestsellers, 
Roger Vailland’s “La Loi” (The 
Law) and Francoise Sagan’s “Dans 
Un Mois, Dans Un An” (In a Month 

fin a Year). 
1 Cecil B. De Mille due in this 
week prior to Continental launch¬ 
ing of his “10 Commandments” 
(Par). He will make personal ap¬ 
pearances during the early datings 
of the pic abroad. It. tees Off in 
Italy. , 

The Platters so hot that Bruno 
Coquatrix, prexy of Olympia Mu¬ 
sic Hall, signed them for six 
months to tour the Continent 
starting next April. They begin at 
the Brussels Fair and do various 
countries until September of 1958 
when they head the first seasonal 
show of the Olympia. 

Many big pic names in and out 
on biz or otherwise: Hal Wallis in 
for “Gunfight at O.K. Corral” (Par) 
kickoff; Stanley Kramer, in for pre¬ 
lim press meetings before “Pride 
and Passion” (UA) release. Joan 
Fontaine in for a long stay, Claud¬ 
ette Colbert in to shop for her new 
Palm Beach shop, Garson Kanin 
and Ruth Gordon ogling Gallic le¬ 
git version of “Diary of Anne 
Frank.” 

Boston 
By Guy Livingston 

(344 Lit le Bldg.; Hancock 6-8386) 

Tony Milo held over at the May- 
fair. 

Pat Windsor current at Steu¬ 
ben’s. 

Anna Russell hooked for three 
concerts at Symphony Hall. 

Cindy Parker, Hub thrush, back 
after five wreeks at Francis Marion 
Hotel, Charleston, S, C. . 

Comic Tubby Boots guests at the 
Wishbone Culinaire Society’s anni 
dinner (Wednesday (30) at Hotel 
Vendome. 

Plans underway to bring the 
Mayflower replica back to Plym¬ 
outh to celebrate Thanksgiving 
Day. 

William Morris Hunt extended 
dates for Emlyn Williams readings 
at Sanders Theatre, Cambridge, 
from Thursday ‘(31) through Sun¬ 
day (3). 

“Music for Moderns” jazz concert 
with Australian Jazz Quintet, Miles 
Davis. George Shearing, Gerry 
Mulligan, Helen Merrill and Chico 
Hamilton set for Symphony Hall 
Friday (1). 

Santiago 
Berta Singerman booked into the 

Municipal for three recitals. 
Ernst Uthoff’s Chilean National 

Ballet at Victoria Theatre for two 
weeks. 

Helen Drake hack front a piano 
concert at the Odeon in Buenos 
Aires. 

Ernesto Laupheimer, Columbia' 
rep. aired to Miami for company’s 
Latin American managers confab. 

Big hassle over failure of “The 
Platters” to come to Chile for 
dates at Waldorf boite and Astor 
Theatre. 

Camilo Perez de Area’s “Come¬ 
dia para Asesinos” (“Comedy for 
Assassins”! opened at the Camilo 
Henriquez. 

Gustavo Campana’s “La Familia 
j Chilena” (“The Chilean Family”) 
celebrated its 17th year on the air. 

i commemorating 2,444 broadcasts. 

London 
(Covent Garden 0135/6/7) 

Beryl Grey, who is due to dance 
! in Moscow next December, Is 
■ learning Russian. 

■=> Joseph C. Harsch named NBC’s 
senior European correspondent and 
chief of its London News Bureau.- 

Skating star Belita signed for a 
guest spot in “The Key,” Carl 
Foreman’s ‘first British production 
for Columbia. 

A memorial service for the late 
Fred -Russell, father of Val Par¬ 
nell. held at St. Martin’s-in-the- 
Fields yesterday (Tues.). 

Sir Winston Churchill at the 
Ambassadors Theatre last week to 
see “The Mousetrap,” the West 
End’s all-time legit champ. 

Douglas Fairbanks Jr. presented 
the Selznick Golden Laurel Trophy 
to Rene Clair at the National Film; 
Theatre over the past weekend. 

Yoko Tani, Japanese actress, in 
from Paris to co-star with Dirk; 
Bogarde in “Wind Cannot Read,” 
being produced by Betty Box for 
Rank release. . 

Kurt Jung Alsen, East German 
film director, came in from Berlin 
for screening of “Duped Till 
Doomsday” during London Film 
Festival. . 

Cecil B. DeMille being feted at 
two luncheons this week. Tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.) he’ll be guest of the 
Film Section of Critics’ Circle and 
on the following day will be hon¬ 
ored by a Foyles Literary Lunch¬ 
eon., 

The lunch to W, A. (Bill) Fielder 
to mark his retirement from AB- 
Pathe, originally p’lanned three 
weeks ago but postponed because 
of the death of Sir David E. Grif¬ 
fiths, is now set for the Trocadero 
next Friday (25). 

A contingent of Rank execs and 
artists went to Brussels last week 
for opening of their new theatre 
in the Belgian capital. Party in¬ 
cluded Kenneth Winckles, Harry 
Norris, Stanley Baker, Anne Hey- 
wood, Tony Wright and Jill Ire¬ 
land. 

Minneasolis 
By Les Rees 

(2123 Fremont Ave. So.; 
FR 7-2609) 

Lily Pons here for concert. 
Abe Cohen back with “No Time 

for Sergeants” at Lyceum. 
Songstress Carmel Quinn into 

Hotel Radisson Flame Room. 
Duke; Ellington set for Marigold 

Ballroom one-nighter Nov. 6. 
Vocalist-pianist Eddie Blue into 

White House nitery. 
American Ballet Theatre here 

for single performance. 
“Auntie Marne” set for Lyceum 

May 5. Ditto “Bells are Ringing” 
in 1958. 

Western-country singer Marvin 
Rainwater played Flame night club 
return date. 

Edward L. Hyman, ABC-United 
Paramount exec, to address Minne¬ 
sota Amus. Cp, (United Paramount 
circuit) house managers’ meeting 
here Nov. 4. 

Northwest Variety Club women’s 
auxiliary to stage “The Front 
Page” at Lyceum with cast of Twin 
Cities’ newspaper people for char¬ 
ity fund. 

Portland, Ore. 
By Ray Feves 

(At 1-3076) 

Fred Waring Show due for a 
one, nighter at the Auditorium 
Nov. 2. „ 

Day, Dawn. 8c Dusk, Chop Chop 
& Charlene, and The Clayedettes 
at Amato’s Supper Club for two 
frames. The Ink Spots follow. 

Announcer Truman Bradley in 
town for a few days en route to 
Olympia, Wash., to check with his 
sponsor about forthcoming tv’ers. 

“Show of Stars of ’57,” which 
played one nighter at Paramount 
Oct. 22, doing single nights in 
Seattle, Spokane, Vancouver and 
Tacoma. 

Marty Foster added the ace nabe. 
Plaza, to his Art Theatre circuit. 
In addition to houses in San Fran¬ 
cisco, Foster has directed the Guild 
Theatre here successfully for 10 
years." 

Rome 
Giulietta Masina may make a 

film in Germany: “Die Gelbe 
Nachtigall” (The! Yellow Night¬ 
ingale), with O. W. Fischer, who 
is currently co-starred with Italo 
actress Giulia Rubini in a Cairo- 
made item called, “El Hakim,” now 
shooting in Egypt. 

Federico Fellini and Dmo De- 
Laurentiis finally off on delayed 
trip to the U. S., where they will 
set release plans for “The Nights 
of Cabiria” as well as discuss cast¬ 
ing and other problems anent'pro¬ 
ducers upcoming production plans 
with Yank companies. ‘ 

“Aphrodite,” Prora-Faro Film 
production, is now known as “The 

Virgin of Cherone*,” to avoid title 
litigation with upcoming “Aphro¬ 
dite” production announced by 
Robert Haggiag and: Ben Hecht. 
“Cheronea” stars Belinda Lee, Mas¬ 
simo Girotti and Jack Sernas. 

George Higgins, U.S. thesp-direc- 
tor, signed as foreign production 
advisor by an Italian company, 
Fincocine, which plans three Eng¬ 
lish-language pix. for next year. 
Iteihs later would be dubbed into 

I Italian for the local market. It is 
financed by Sardinian industrial¬ 
ists. 

Dale Robertson, Augusta. Ciolli, 
Renzo Cesana, Vittorio DeSica, di¬ 
rector Reginald Denham and Mrs. 
Denham,' were among' the guest- 
hosts at party thrown at their villa 
by Gina Lollohrigida and Milko 
Skofic for the Roman press to 
launch “Anna of Brooklyn,” Mar¬ 
cello Girosi produces the item, 
which will be shot in two versions. 

Pittsburgh 
By Hal V. Cohen 

Allen and DeWood coming -home 
again week of Nov. 22 for a New 
Nixon booking. 

Music Guild has re-scheduled 
Temple Dancers of India for night 
of Nov. 11. 

Fred Burleigh just chalked up 
20th anni as director of Playhouse, 
with time out for war service. 

George Jessel in and out after a 
day putting the bite on locals for 
Israel bonds. 

“Around World” publicity gal 
Michael Pollock came home with 
recurrence of flu after Madison 
Square Garden shindig. * 

Nicholas Brothers quit Booker 
George Claire’s office to open their 
own and took Shirley Colker along 
as their Girl Friday. 

Las Vegas 
Biy Forrest Duke 

(DUdley 2-6100) 
Rudy Vallee opened the Strip’s 

newest hotel, the Sans Sauci. 
Betty Reilly continues to be one 

of the Strip’s top lounge draws. 
Local dee jays flipping over 

Jackie & Roy’s ABC-Paramount 
disk, “Opus One.” 

Boat-racing enthusiast Guy Lom¬ 
bardo one of more than 68,000 who 
attended the second annual Sahara 
Cup Races at Lake Mead. 

Jackie & Roy, in Thunderbird 
lounge, filled in for Johnny Des¬ 
mond when he missed dinner show 
because of filming in LA for his 
upcoming “Climax!” tver. . j 

Franfl Cocozzelli and bride 
Deanna here visiting her cousin 
Sonriy King at the Sahara. She’s 
daughter of Joe King, owner of 
N. Y.’s Domino Club, 

Myron Cohen, the El Rancho, 
star, saying hello, to his pal Dave 
Victorson downtown at the New 
Yorker bar. Cohen worked for 
Victorson at the Capri Club in At¬ 
lantic City. 

Philadelphia 
By Jerry Gaghan 

Joshua Logan's “Blue Denim” 
set for the Locust St. Theatre' 
Feb. 10. 

Isler Solomon, conductor of the 
Indianapolis Symphony, in town 
trying to line up some musicians. 

Dr. Chevalier Jackson, prez of 
Philadelphia Grand Opera Co., on. 
brief jaunt to Paris, 

Jack Sugarman, Chester, Pa., 
nitery operator, preemed Philly 
midtown spot with. Mingo Maynard 
as topper. 

Nitery comic Jerry Young is pro¬ 
fessor of microbiology at Penn 
State’s Ogontz Center during the 
day, using own name Carl Abram¬ 
son. 

Palm Springs 
By A. P. Scully* 

(Tel. Fairmew 4-1828) 

Marion Davies opened the Desert 
Inn with new carpets. 
' Charlie Farrell had to buck two, 

other openings but his Racquet 
Clulr piled them in. 

Mary Meade French, Ben Wrig- 
ley and Jimmy Slyde new bill at; 
Chi Chi’s, which stayed open all 
summer. i 

Dave Margolies, who* owns radio 
stations here and in Los Vegas, 
bought Howard Manor from Bob 
and Andrea Leeds Howard, 

Mike Romanoff’s eatery, far 
from finished, but Harpo Marx 
gave it a plug hy eating his lunch¬ 
eon on the rocks for photographers. 

Harry Heath, manager of Bing 
Crosby’s Blue Skies trailer camp, 
knocked out the Forbes trailer vil¬ 
lage as opposition when county 
supervisors nixed Forbes’S plans. 

Sir Francis Scully welcomed 
home with champagne from Wolfie 
Gilbert, a Beachcomber, dinner 
sent over by Pat O’Day and a bou¬ 
quet of rosebuds from Andrea 
Leeds Howard. ■ 

Jean Peters in town for a few 
days. . 

Greta Thyssen recuping at home 
following minor surgery. *._ 

Howard Shoup named prexy of 
the’ Costume Designers Guild. 

Israeli actor Joseph Yadin in 
town to discuss possible film deals. 

George Stevens elected an ac¬ 
tive member of the Screen Pro¬ 
ducers Guild. 

Motion Picture Relief Fund’s 
Christmas -Card sales topped the 
30,000 mark and is expected to 
surpass - last year’s record of 
121,000. 

Frank Borzage to Rochester to 
accept a special George Eastman 
Film Award for having contributed 
“the most to the motion picture 
industry during the years 1925- 
1930.” - 

Dick Segel joined the Wynn 
Rocamora Agency, moving over 
from the Maurine Oliver office. 

Herbert T. Kalmus bade in town 
after four months visiting Techni¬ 
color plants in Europe: 

Frankfurt 
German actor O. W. Fischer go¬ 

ing to Egypt to film “El Hakim” 
based on John Knitt^l’s popular 
novel, for Neue Film release in 
Germany. 

Now shooting in Amsterdam is 
a new Germari-Holland co-produc¬ 
tion, “Amsterdam Romance,” with 
Dutch, tele director Willy van He- 
mert directing, for Bittins Film- 
production of Berlin and Standaard- 
filihs of Amsterdam. 

. First film starring “Miss World,” 
German student Petra Schuer- 
mann, “Grosse Liebe zu kleinen 
Gaerten” (Great Love for a Little 
Garden), a Boehner Production, 
will have its preem next month 
in her home town, Cologne. 

Munich 
. By Frank Gordon 

Igor Stravinsky, conducting own 
Works, played to capacity audience 
here in Deutsches Museum. 

Heidelberg-stationed GI’s “Little 
Theatre” to present “Born Yester¬ 
day” this month. 

Hans Albers, venerable German 
screen vet, celebrated 65th birth¬ 
day last week at home in Garrets- 
hausen, a few miles from Munich. 

Karl Heinz Boehm, top German 
teenage star, leaves Munich early 
in December for N.Y. to hear papa, 
Prof. Karl Boehm, conduct the 
Met’s symphony orchestra. 

Tenth Infantry Division’s recent¬ 
ly formed Touring Theatre already 
on road. Group’s first effort pre¬ 
sented in Bad Kissingen; Ferenc 
Molnar’s “The Play’s the Thing.” 

Scotland 
By Gordon Irving 

(Glasgow: KELvin 1590) 

Allan Jones will top the vaude 
at Empire, Edinburgh. . 

Jack Radcliffe, Scot comedian, 
clicking on Canadian tour. 

Chic Murray, Scot comedian, to 
Cyprus On tour of Service units. 

Rikki Fulton, comedian, putting 
his own vaude show into Gaiety 
Theatre, Ayr, for four weeks. 

Summer shows winding after 
successful seasons at Gaiety Thea¬ 
tre, Ayr,* and Alhambra, Glasgow. 

Duncan Macrae, Scot actor, play¬ 
ing MalVolio in Shakespeare’s 
“Twelfth Night” at Citizens’ Thea¬ 
tre, Glasgow. 

Robert Wotherspoon, civic boss 
of Inverness, and cinema circuit 
topperr planning two month tour 
of U.S. and Canada. 

. “Five-Past Eight” revue,^ Howard 
8c Wyndham show at the'Glasgow 
Alhambra, wound its run 'Get. 26 
after 21 weeks and 172 perform¬ 
ances. 

-T O - 

(Delaware 7-4984) 

Joe Yenuti, vet jazz fiddler, at 
Brass Rail with a combo. 

Mimi Benzell topped Northwest¬ 
ern U’s homecoming'show last Sat¬ 
urday (26). : * 

Lily .Pons here last weekend for 
30th anni of Chi-published Lithu¬ 
anian magazine, Margutis. 

George Liberace checked in to 
testify against -bandits who slugged 
him several months ago. 

Ralph Edwards in Chi last week¬ 
end to emsee Heart Assn, dinner, 
at which Pat Weaver was a speaker. 

Roulette Records sprung cocktail 
party for Milton Berle last week to 
plug his album, “Songs My Mother 
•Loved.” 

Pvt. Jody McCrae, stationed at 
Fifth Army Hq here, featured in 
Equity library Theatre production 
of “Wooden "Dish” tonight (Wed.). 

Publicist Bob Howe penning an 
around - the - town entertainment 
column for “My Fair Lady” and 
“Around World in 80 Days” Stage- 
bills. 
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OBITUARIES 
LOUIS B. MATER 

'Louis B. flayer, veteran indus¬ 
try figure and one of the founders 
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, died at 
the UCLA Medical Center in Los 
Angeles yesterday iTues.). His 
age was 72. Cause of death was 
leukemia. 

For further details see story on 
page three of this issue. 

CHARLES i FELDMAN 
Charles J. Feldman, 58, v.p. and 

general sales manager of Univer¬ 
sal, died suddenly of a heart at¬ 
tack in New York on Oct. 23. 

Full news story in film section, 
this issue, 

ABE LYMAN 
Abe Lyman, 60, veteran band¬ 

leader and songwriter who flayed 

JOSEPH T. RUCKER 
Joseph T. Rucker, 70, newsreel 

cameraman for more than 40 years 
and an Oscar winner in 1930, died 
Oct. 21 in San Francisco. A native 
of Atlanta, he got his first news 
job with Universal Newsreel in 
1914. His first big story was cov¬ 
erage of Henry Ford's abortive 
Peace Ship voyage to Europe in 
World War I. He later joined 
Pathe News and then Paramount, 
and was shifted to San Francisco 
in 1922, which he used as a home 
for 12 news, trips to the Far East 
in the next 15 years. 

Among Rucker’s biggest assign¬ 
ments were the Japanese’ Quake of 
1923, Chinese civil wars in the lat^ 
’20s, the Japanese invasion of Man¬ 
churia in 1932, the war in China 
in 1939 and. during World War II, 

“King Argimenes,” “The Gods of 
the Mountain,” “The Laughter of 
the Gods” and “The Golden Doom.” 

His books include “Fifty-one 
Tales,” “The Last Book of Won¬ 
der,” and “The Story of Mona 
S h e e h y.” His autobiography, 
“Patches of Sunlight,” was pub¬ 
lished in 1938. 

A son survives. 

JEAj* DUBOIS 
Jean Dubois; 69, vet newsreel 

cameraman, explorer, author, and 
quondam film bit actor, died Oct. 
28 of cancer at the St. Joseph’s 
Hospital in Denver. For many j 
years, Dubois was stationed In va¬ 
rious spots around the world in¬ 
cluding South America, Java and 
the Dutch East Indies. 

Dubois came to the U.S. from his 
native Sumatra in 1919 and started 
his career as a Hollywood camera¬ 
man in 1925. Latterly, he played 
small parts in pix. His camera; 
work on “Flight of the Wild Stal¬ 
lions” was nominated for an Acad¬ 
emy Award in 1946. 

FRED QSTERSTOCK 
' Fred Osterstock, 73, a theatre 
manager for more than 50 years, 
died of pneumonia Oct. 15 in 
Easton, Pa.. He was Easton man¬ 
ager for Fabian Theatres and also 
did the booking' for the Fabian 
.chain* in Allentown and Reading. 

Before Fabian bought out Wil- 
mer & Vincent, Osterstock was dis¬ 
trict manager for W & V in Easton, 
Bethlehem and Allentown. 

ALOIS J. LIPPI* 
Alois J. Lippi; 54, former direc¬ 

tor of the Bavarian City Theatre 
and a prolific playwright, died of a 
heart attack Oct. 15 in Munich, 
West Germany. He was chief direc- 

WE NEVER FORGET YOU 
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tor of the Bavarian radio station 
from 1932 until 1935, and wrote 
“Die Pfingstorgel,” a popular stage 
comedy* during this period. 

Before World War II Lippi wrote 
such German films as “In the 
Shadow of the Mountains” and 
“Border Fire.” From 1948 through 
1953 he was chief of the Bavarian 
City Stage and was. also active with 
Bavarian radio broadcasting. 

SARAH VERNON HODGES 
Sarah Vernon Hodges died Oct. 

13 at University Hospital, N.Y., of 
cancer. She Was In her mid-50’si 
She was'widely acquainted in the1 
U.S. legit field,. originating with] 
her student days at the Yale Drama 
School. She was associated With 
Charles Rann Kennedy and Edith 

] Wayne Mathieson a generation ago. j 
Connected with the Berkshire ] 

Playhouse in Stockbridge, Mass., ! 
some 15 summers until taken ill 
some months ago, she had been a 
drama instructor in recent years at 
Mary Washington College, Green 
Mountain College and elsewhere. 

Her son and her mother survive. 

HUGH G. MARTIN SR. 
: Hugh G. Martin Sr., 61, former 
general manager of Martin Thea¬ 
tre chain in Georgia and brother 
of the late Roy Martin, who found¬ 
ed the large web of picture houses, 
died recently in Columbus, Ga^ 
after a brief illness. 

He was president of the MCM 
Theatres, of Leesburg, Fla. In 1945, 
Martin, with his late brother, 
bought a chain of 10 theatres in 
eight Florida cities, with headquar¬ 
ters in Lejesburg. 

Survivors include his wife, son, 
daughter, two brothers and two 
sisters. 

CARL A. POKE . 
Carl A. Poke, retired Pittsburgh 

theatre owner-manager, died Oct 
15 in that city after a long illness. 
He had operated the Shiloh, on Mt. 
Washington overlooking downtown 
Pittsburgh, for mote than 25 years. 
His father before him had oper¬ 
ated this house, which has lately 
been under the direction of Paul 
Bronder. 

Upon retiring from exhibition, 
Poke took a political job in the 
city “but illness idled him some 
time ago. 

He leaves his wife, a son, a sister 
and a brother*- 

CHARLES A. PARKER 
Charles A. -Parker, 90, longtime 

Minneapolis theatre manager, died 
Oct. 20 in that city. In 1883 he 

iWarte is>axon 

a" role in the Hollywood 1920s era, 
died Oct. 23-in Los Angeles. In 
recent years, he actively partici¬ 
pated as stockholder and director 

r in Mike Lym*n Restaurants, in as¬ 
sociation with his brother William. 

Lyman, a drummer, hit the big 
time when he organized his band. 
The Californians, and moved into 
the Cocanut Grove in Hollywood. 
He stayed there for five years, a 
record for the spot. He started in 
Chicago in a film theatre there 
where he earned $5 a week. He 
also played in the restaurant of his 
late brother, Mike, conducting the 
orch while playing the drums, be¬ 
fore clicking with his 20-man Cali¬ 
fornians crew. 

In Los Angeles. Lyman played 
. all the'top spots, including the Ver¬ 
non Country Club and Sunset Inn. 
He also played in films, radio and 
niteries. In 1929, he went to Lon¬ 
don for stands at the Kit Kat Club 
and the Palladium. Lyman accent¬ 
ed upbeat rhythms during the 
1920s, in tune with, the Jazz Age. 

Lyman, an ASCAP ipember since 
1929, wrote numerous hit songs, 
including “Mary Lou,” “After -1 
Say I’m Sorry,” “Faithfully Yours;” 
“Mandy,” “I Don’t Want You To 
Cry Over Me” and “I Cried For 
You.” He also wrote thematic mu¬ 
sic for silent films. 

His estate of “more than $250,- 

service as photographer for Ad¬ 
miral William Halsey during the 
Pacific campaign. * 

He won his Oscar for photo¬ 
graphing two years in the Antarc¬ 
tic, 1928-30, with Admiral Richard 
E. Byrd. During that time he shot 
30 miles of film. He left Paramount 
in the early *50’s and served NBC- 
TV news, becoming the first to 
petition the California Legislature 
for permission to televise its ses¬ 
sions in 1953. He retired' in 1955, 

Wife, son and daughter survive. 

’ SANDY DE SANTIS 
Sandy De Santis, 48, from 1939- 

1955 operator-owner of Vancou¬ 
ver’s Palomar Supper Club, and 
onetime bandleader, died Oct. 11 
in Vancouver after a long illness. 
Bora in Newark, he came to Van¬ 
couver in 1925; played trumpet 
with local bands and later took his 
own orch into the Vancouver Ho¬ 
tel. He became leader of the Palo¬ 
mar orch ip 1937 and purchased 
the club in 1939. 

Featuring top acts, De Santis 
gave the city’s only . other nite 
club hefty competition until 1955 
whbn bis building was torn down 
to make way for an office block. 
He underwent, frequent surgery 
during the past year, came out of 
hospital to catch Billy Daniels’ ap¬ 
pearance here in July and to nego¬ 

000” was left to his widow, the for¬ 
mer Rose Blane, who sang with 
the Lyman orchestra at one time 
and did a single act later. , 

Survivors include his wife; his 
brother, William;1 and two sisters. 

MICHELETTE BURANI 
Michelette Burani, 75, former 

actress and operatic singer, died 
Oct 27 in Eastchester, N.Y, Bom 
in the Paris suburb of Asnieres, 
she was the daughter of noted play¬ 
wright . Paul Burani. Her long 
career embraced appearances in 
opera, legit and motion pictures: 

Miss Burani, who made her 
American_ stage debut in “Lilac 
Time” with Jane Cowl in 1917,‘also 

—was seen in both the Broadway 
and London productions of “Enter 

tiate for premises for his new 
nitery. 

His wife and brother survive. 

CHARLES SOUTHGATE 
Charles Southgate, 66, co-founder 

and financial backer of the defunct] 
Canadian Repertory Theatre, died 
Oct. 19 in Ottawa. President of 
CRT for three years, he'paid its 
deficits for six out of its seven sea¬ 
sons, in :which it lost money. Help¬ 
ing to share this burden until his 
death in 1954 was H. S. Southgate, 
publisher of Ottawa Citizen. 

Under Charles Southgate’s aegis, 
although he was rarely mentioned, 
a number of legit, film and tv play¬ 
ers received their first professional- 
experience with the CRT. Amoqg 
them are Christopher Plummer, 

EARLE L. McGILL 

Madame.” In later years she had 
roles in such plays as “Time qf 
Your Life;” “Candle in the Wind,” 

- “The Trial of Mary Dugan,” “The 
Two Mrs. Carrolls” and "Detective 
Story.” t 

On the silent screen she ap¬ 
peared with Gloria Swanson, Gilda 
Gray and Rudolph Valentino. When 
Hollywood turned to sound she had 
acting stints In “The Gilded Lily” 
among other films. She was also 
active in television and radio: 

Miss Burani was wed to Georges 
Barrere, flutist and conductor. They 
Were divorced in 1916. Surviving 
are two sons, Claude who is secre¬ 
tary and executive director of 
Radio & Televirion. Executives 
Society Inc., and another son, G. 
Paul Bryar Barrere, an actor. * - 

William Shatner, Gerald Sarracini, 
George McCowan, Ted Follows, 
Amelia Hall, Richard Easton and 
Betty Leighton, 

His wife, also active in CRT, and 
three brothers survive, 

LORD DUNSANY 
Lord Dunsany, 79, poet, novelist 

and playwright, died Oct. 25 in 
Dublin. His full title was Edward 
John Moreton Drax Plunkett, 18th 
Baron Dunsany. 

He was the author of more than 
50 volumes of verse, pla?*. novels, 
short stories and memoirs. He was 
a “discovery” of the Abbey Thea¬ 
tre in Dublin, where many of bis 
one-act plays were produced. In 
1919 several of his plays were pre¬ 
sented in New York. They included 

[ became manager of the Grand, first 
Minneapolis ground floor theatre. 
He later managed the Minneapolis 
Lyceum and was company manager 
of the Neill Opera Co. In between 
he was a newspaper reporter and 
manager of .several mayoralty and 
aldermanic campaigns. 

His wife and two daughters sur¬ 
vive. 

LOUIS INDO 
Louis Indo, 63, a motion picture 

projectionist in Pittsburgh since 
1912, died Oct. 24 in that city of 
cancer of the throat. One of the 
organizers of AFL Local 171, he 
worked at the Enright, a deluxe 
WB pabe house, for more than a 
quarter of a century and was last 

\- employed at Warner - Cinerama 
.Theatre. 

He leaves his wife, two daugh¬ 
ters, a brother and a sister. 

Pa., and Hi-Way 51 Drive-In in 
Beaver Valley, died Oct. , 10 in 
Cleveland. 

Husband of Mary O’Hara, folk- 
singer and sister of Irish Abbey 
Theatre actress Joan O’Hara, died 
recently in New York. 

Constantine Vadetsky, 67, ’cellist 
with the San Francisco Symphony 
from 1949 through 1955, died Oct. 
18 in that city. His wife survives. 

Walter H. Potamkin, 42 salesman 
for Columbia Pictures, died Oct. 
25 in Philadelphia.’ Wife, son and 
daughter survive. 

Charles H. Weidner, 73, formerly 
manager of the old Colonial and 
Southern Theatres in Columbus, 
O., died Oct. 22 in Akron. Two 
sisters survive. 

BEATRICE HOWELL 
Mrs. Beatrice Hoffman Rose, 45, 

comedienne and singer known pro¬ 
fessionally as Beatrice Howell, died 
Oct. 21 in New York, She had been 
a member of Phil Spitalny’s all¬ 
girl organization and before that 
worked with Rudy Vallee on his 
radio show and made some appear¬ 
ances on Steve Allen’s tv stanza. 

She is survived by her husband 
and two sisters. 

THOMAS D. YOUNG 
Thomas D. Young, 60, 20th-Fox 

police chief, died in Honolulu Oct. 
24, aftermath of a heart attack suf¬ 
fered while attending a Police 
Chiefs convention. He had been 
With the studio since 1935. 

Survivors include his wife, 
daughter and several brothers, one 
of whom also is with the studio 
police force. 

WILLIAM MILLER 
William Miller, 50, general man¬ 

ager of the Ogden Theatre Circuit, 
Manchester, Eng., died there re¬ 
cently after an attack of Asian flu. 
Following the death of Charles Og¬ 
den in 1944, he w^s named g.m. of 
the chain. 

Miller, who was a director of 
several cinemas, also was chairman 
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Assn.’s Manchester & Salford 
branch in 1950. 

LOUIS H. GROSS ' 
Louis H, Gross, 65, treasurer of 

the Hudson Valley Broadcasting 
Co., operators of WCDA-TV and 
WROW in Albany, died Oct £1 in 
Troy, N. Y, He was active in or¬ 
ganizing Hudson Valley which put 
WROW on the air 10 years ago. 

Gross was also a member of the 
Hudson Valley board. 

FREDERICK BURTON 
Frederick Burton, 86, actor-sing¬ 

er in opera, legit and films, died 
Oct 23 at Motion Picture Country 
Hospital on the Coast He had ap¬ 
peared on both the British and 
American stages and was in “Heli¬ 
otrope,” one of the first films made 
in New York. 

His wife survives. 

NAT BERNARD ! 
Nat Bernard, 69, former actor! 

and brother of the late Barney j 
Bernard, of “Potash and Perlmut-] 
ter” note, died * Oct. 17 at New 
York Hospital, N. Y. He had been! 
a member for 34 years of the! 
Lambs Club and also was one of: 
the original life members of the: 
Jewish Theatrical Guild. He. hadi 
been, in commercial business for' 
many years. 

Wife and three sisters survive. 

Wife, 82, of Luke Barnett, famed 
practical joker, and mother of 
Vince Barnett, screen actor, died 
Oct. 22 in Pittsburgh. 

’ Brother, 41, of Eddie Rogers, vo¬ 
calist with Baron Elliott band, died 
Oct. 14 of a heart attack in Pitts¬ 
burgh. 

Octavio Calleja Bermejo, 52, gen¬ 
eral manager of radio station 
XFER, Mexico City, died there 
Oct. 14. 

Erwin J. Glucksman, 61, arrang* 
er. composer and copyist, died Oct 
15 in New York. 

Ernest Barwise, 67, concert vio¬ 
linist, died recently in Scarbor¬ 
ough, Eng. His wife survives. 

Brother of actress Margaret 
Anglin died Oct. 25 in Washington, 
D.C. Two daughter also survive. 

Fred W. Schmidt, projectionist, 
died Oct. 24 in Chicago. 

MARRIAGES 
Kathy Grant to Bing Crosby, Las 

Vegas, Oct. 24. Bride’s an actress, 
he's actor-singer. 

Rohanna Rollingher to Jackie 
Kahane, Ste. Agathe, Que., Oct. 27. 
Bride’s a tv scripter, he’s a night¬ 
club comedian. 

Perri Sweeney to Richard Cren- 
na, Carmel, Cal., Oct. 19. Bride’s 
a former KTTV staffer; he’s an 
actor. 

Anne Hart to John Padley,’ Lon¬ 
don, recently. Bride’s a singer; 
he’s a member of vocal foursome. 
Four Jones Boys. 

Jean Stapleton to William 
Putch, Oct. 26, N. Y. Bride is fea¬ 
tured in “Bells Are Ringing,” at 
the Shubert Theatre, N. Y.; groom 
is with Columbia Artists Manage¬ 
ment and operates the summer 
stock Totem Pole Playhouse, Get¬ 
tysburg, Pa. 

Jill Williams to Wallace A. Ross, 
New York, Oct. 25. Bride’s an art 
historian; he’s pub relations coun¬ 
sel to Film Producers Assn, of N.Y., 
formerly publisher of Ross Reports 
on Television. r> 

Hillevi Rombin to G. David 
Schine, New York, Oct. 23. Bride 
was Miss Universe of 1955; he’s 
scion of the Schine family, theatre 
circuit and hotel operators. 

Sheila O’Neill to Joe McNulty, 
Glasgow, Oct. 26. Bride’s a stage 
and tv dancer. 

MRS. ENNIS HYLTON 
Mrs. Ennis Hylton, the first wife 

of bandleader-producer Jack Hyl¬ 
ton died in Hammersmith Hospital, 
London, Oct. 22. 

At one time she, too, led a dance! 
band and toured England and the 
Continent in concert, ballroom and 
theatre engagements. 

Otto B, Pierce, 54, camera oper¬ 
ator with Paramount for 33 years 
until he became ill nine months 
ago. died in Hollywood Oct. 22 of 
* heart attack. His wife, former 
actress Joan Standing, two daugh¬ 
ters and a son survive. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Holmes, daugh¬ 

ter, Chicago, Oct. 10. Father i$ 
ABC-TV director of the Wednesday 
night fights. 

Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Smith, 
son, Chicago, Oct 18. Father is a 
singer in that city. 

Mr. and Mrs. Walt Heebner, 
daughter, Burbank, CaL, Oct. 20. 
Father is general manager of the 
Gene Norman Presents recording 
company^ 

Mr. and Mrs. Adam Kennedy, 
son, Santa Monica, CaL, Oct. 21. 
Father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ken Ketner, son, 
Pasadena.. Oct. 23. Father is man¬ 
ager of the Downtown Paramount 
Theatre, Los Angeles. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bruno Ve Sota, 
twins, boy and girl, Los Angeles, 
Oct. 23. Father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCormick, 
daughter, Pittsburgh, Oct. 12. Fa¬ 
ther’s with WB exchange in Pitt. 

Mr. and Mrs, Don Conrad, 
daughter, Pittsburgh. Oct. 15. Fa- 

Armand DePolis, 63, composer, 
arranger and retired bandmaster, 
died Oct. 26 in Philadelphia. He 
was a featured soloist in the 1920’s 
with the Creatore Concert Band. _ ... 

Wife, two daughters and two; ther manages ABC Drive-in at Ba¬ 
sons survive. i den. Pa., and is the son of Lee 

-- i Conrad, of Park Theatre in Mead- 
Mother, 85, of Jack Roth, long- jville. Pa. 

time drummer-straightman with; Mr. and Mrs. Bernice McEveety, 
Jimmy Durante, died tn New York; daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Oct. 
last week, following a pneumonia j 21. Father is an assistant director/ 
siege. Four daughters and another. Mr. and Mrs. George Hayes, Son, 
son survive. ’ Houston, recently. Father is disk 

--—• UprW *^0* in that city. 
William V. Countee, 73, seqjrt1 2* George Rodman, 

tary of the Musicians Union L^«hAdau^. „ ~mca*p, Oct 26. Father 
558 In Omaha for 35 years, diedns rssHant pififccity director for 
Oct. 16 in that city. Survived bv ■ ABC-TV in thaacity. 
wife, daughter and grandson. Mr. andMr#Edvrd Beb ia^e, 

s son. Brooklyn*^*-Y., Dot 16 Moth- 
John J¥<nce-k, 43, part-owner of ? er is Emitfy Gallagher. former 

Bi-Lander Theatre in New Castle, 1 Vahtity switchboard operator. 



Wednesday, October 36, 195.7 

To produce the Men of America Series, Chesterfield's muscular new television 
commercial films. Film ways moved out across the nation, used the entire United 
States as its stage. Cameras and crews probed into a Jogging camp in Iddho, 
a dam site in Montana, a cattle ranch in Washington, a wheat field in the 
Northwest, a freighter off Seattle, a Coast Guard cutter in the Pacific,-a tobacco 
field in North Carolina . .. focused on active Americans busy at their jobs in 
industry and defense. Brilliantly reportoria! in conveying the windswept gran¬ 
deur, the warm intimacy of the American scene, the Chesterfield Men of Amer¬ 
ica Series brings to television advertising new documentary, pictorial, human 
dimensions whose attention-compelling powers are the talk of the industry. 

FILM WAYS 
*NCOft ro»ATI9 

241 Weit 54th Street, New York 19 

r Two etvdioi In New York City 

V Location facilities... the whole world over ^ 

for sample reel write ws at Dept. Y 

m 
-See and- hear the Chwjerfietd Men of America 

Series the ?£% "Bergen,'"Eddie Fighter, and George 

/Gobel shows aver NBC-TY* and the Frank Sinatra Shaw 

aver ABOTV' 

.. 
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